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Rolston, 424
Stars, \a7'xable : Permanent Designations, 259 ; a Pecu-

liar Variable, 232848 Z Andromedse, 327 ; a New
Variable or Nova, 87, 191 1, Persei, C. R. D'Esterre,

389 ; Hen- Mietlic, 5(15

Stellar Parallax : Parallax of the Double Star Kriiger 60,

Dr. Lau, 327 ; Hypothetical Parallaxes of the Brighter

Stars of Type A, H. C. Plummer, 402 ; Stellar

Parallaxes, A. S. Flint, 526 ; Parallax and Proper

Motion of Mira, S. Kostinsky, 526
Stellar Spectra : Distribution of Stars of Different Spec-

tral Types, Dr. K. G. Hagstrom, 226 ; Stars having
Peculiar Spectra, Mrs. Fleming, 226 ; Stellar Spectra

in the Visual Region, Dr. Hnatek, 526
Stellar Velocities: Radial Velocity of a Cygni, O. J.

Lee, 189 ; Determination of Radial Velocities, 226

;

Radial Velocities and Spectral Types of Stars, Wm. E.

Rolston, 424
Sun: Sun's Energy Spectrum and Temperature, C. G.

Abbott, 54; Sun's Rotation Period, Spectroscopic

Investigation, W. S. Adams and J. S. Lasby, C. P.

Butler, 112; International Solar Research, C. P. But-

ler, 292 ; Sun's Radiation and Terrestrial Meteorology :

Need of Adjustment of Data, Prof. Very, 389 ; Wave-
length of the Solar Line D,, A. Perot, 572

Sun, Eclipses of: Total Eclipse of April 17, 1912, C. E.

Stromeyer, 6, Facilities for Viewing, G. F. Chambers,

292, Mean Value of Cloudiness in France at the date,

A. Angot', 436 ; Photography of H during Solar

Eclipses, C. P. Butler, 244, 349, Rev. A. L. Cortie,

S.J-, 349
Sun-spots: Sun-spots and Flocculi m 1910, 121; Spots

and Faculae, Observations, J. Guillaume, 33 ; Sun-spots

and Climate, O. Meissner, 190 ; the Question of Sun-

spot Influence, A. B. MacDowall, 449
Tides and Kindred Phenomena in the Solar System

:

Boston Lectures, Sir G. H. Darwin, K.C.B., 35
Astrophysics : Chemical Unity of the Cosmos, Prof. Fowler,

121 ; Smithsonian Report, C. G. Abbott, 162 ; Chemical
Origin of various Lines in Solar and Stellar Spectra :

Investigations at the Solar Physics Observatory, S.

Kensington, F. E. Baxandall, 416 ; Astrophysics in

Canada : Report of the Chief Astronomer, 565
Atlantis the Vanished Continent, L. Germain, 166

Atmosphere : Investigation of the Upper Atmosphere :

British Association Report, 161 ; Temperature of the

Upper Atmosphere, R. M. Deeley, 211; Carbon Dioxide

in Air of Antarctic Regions, Proportion of, A. Miintz

and E. Lain^, 268 ; Vertical Currents in the Atmosphere,
Dr. P. Ludewig, 294 ; the Isothermal Layer of the Atmo-
sphere, Commander C. Hepworth, 414 ; Atmospheric
Circulation over the Tropical Atlantic, E. Gold, 519

Aurorse in Middle Latitudes, Dr. Krebs, 20
Australia, Burrinjack Dam on Murrumbidgee River, 228

Bacteriology : Influence of Constituents of a Bacterial

Emulsion on Opsonic Index, A. F. Hayden, W. P.

Morgan, 66 ; Aids to Bacteriology, C. G. Moor and
Wm. Partridge, 106 ; Bacterial Diseases of Plants, Dr.
E. F. Smith, 528

Balloon Envelopes, Permeability to Hydrogen of, M. Julhe,

573
Beach-la-mar, see Ethnology
Bee, How Pollen is collected by the Honey-, F. W. L.

Sladen, 586
Beet-root Distilleries, Comparison of Results of Maceration
and Diffusion, L. Ammann, 539 ; Influence of the Extrac-
tion Liquid upon Beet-root Pulps, L. Ammann, 573

Belfast, New Mechanical Engineering Laboratory, 228
Bessemer Memorial Gift to the Royal School of Mines, 453
Biochemistry : Chemical Phenomena in Life, Prof. F.

Czapek, 241 ; Carbohydrate Formation in the Snowdrop,
J. Parkin, 395

Biography : Thomas Young and Gottingen, H. S. Rowell,
';i6; Fitzroy and Darwin, 1831-36, Dr. Francis Darwin,
F.R.S., ;;47

Biology : the Works of Aristotle translated into English :

de Generatione Ahiitialium, Prof. A. Piatt : de Partibus

Animalium, Dr. \V. Ogle : Historia .Vnimalium, Prof.

D'Arcy W. Thompson, i ; Spirochaetje : Probleme der
Protistenkunde, Prof. F. Doflein, 209 ; Constructive
Biology : Some Neglected Factors in Evolution, H. M.
Bernard, 272 ; Phytoplankton des Siisswassers, Prof. H.
Bachmann, G. S. West, 277 ; Outline;' of Biology, Dr.
P. Chalmers Mitchell, F.R.S., 410; Javanische Studien,
H. Miehe, W. Botting Hemsley, 599

Biology, Marine : Life in the Sea, James Johnstone, 75 ;

the Pourquoi Pas? as a Laboratory for Research, J. ii.

Charcot, 166
Biometricians as Anthropologists, Dr. C. Bennington, Prof.

K. Pearson, F.R.S. , 261
Bird Diseases : Cholera-like Diseases among Poultry, 17

;

Fowl Pest, E. Hindle, 604
Bird-marking in the Netherlands, Dr. van Oort, 427
Bird-migration : Bulletin of the British Ornithological Club,
318; List of 48 Species of Australian Birds which visit

Siberia, S. A. Buturlin, 426 ; Bird-migration in the
Solwav District, R. Service, 426

Birds :

General : Presence of Two Ovaries in certain British
Birds, especially Falconidae, T. E. Gunn, 132 ; Value
of Birds to Man, J. Buckland, 265 ; Observations of
Body Temperature of some Diving and Swimming
Birds, Prof. S. Simpson, 303 ; the Young Ornithologist

:

Guide to the Haunts, Homes, and Habits of British

Birds, W. P. Westell, A. R. Horwood, A. R. Thomp-
son, 352 ; Studies of Bird-life in Uganda, Dr. R. A. L.
van Someren and V. G. L. van Someren, Sir H. H.
Johnston, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., 374; Rare Stragglers to
Britain, Eagle Clarke, 427

Particular: Auk, Great: History of Stuffed Specimen and
Egg in Norwich Museum, J. H. Gurney, 426; Black-
bird, Vernal Plumage Changes in the Adolescent, and
their Correlation with Sexual Maturity, Prof. C. J.
Patten, 125 ; Curlew, Slender-billed, in Britain, 191 ;

Diphlebia, ' the Genus (Neuroptera : Odonata), with
Descriptions of New Species and Life-histories, R. J.
Tillyard, 167 ; Diver, Photography of Black-throated,
O. G. Pike, 426 ; Fowl, Prehistoric Origin of the
Common, F. J. Stubbs and A. J. Rowe, 427; Heron,
Ontogenetical Transformations of the Bill in Ardea
cinerea, Prof. P. P. Sushkin, 132 ; Honey-guides, S.

African : Deciduous Hooks on Beak, A. Haagner, 427 ;

Lyre-bird, Mimicking Power, E. B. Nicholls, 427

;

Partridge, Moulting, Dr. L. Bureau, 190; Penguin,
King, in Zoological Gardens, Moulting of the, D.
Seth-Smith, 132 ; P/ieasant-countries of Asia, C. W.
Beebe, 191 ; Pine-bunting captured at Fair Isle, E.
Clarke, 427 ; Woodpecker, English Green, Dr. E.
Hartert, 190 ; Woodpeckers : Damage to Trees by
Sap-sucking, W. L. McAtee, 426

Bleaching and Finishing of Cotton, the Principles of, S. R.
Trotman, E. L. Thorp, 138

Blood, an Oxyhaemoglobin Band in the Ultra-violet Spec-
trum of. Mile. E. Peyrega and F. Vl^s, 437

Botany :

General : Botanical Literature, 17 ; Manchester Univer-
sity, New Botanical Laboratories, 55 ; a Text-book of
Botany and Pharmacognosy, Prof. H. Kraemer, Prof.

H. G. Greenish, 137 ; Smithsonian Report, 162 ; the
Water-balance of Succulent Plants, Mrs. E. S. Spalding,
Prof. D. T. Macdougal, 249 ; Recueil de I'lnstitut

Botanique L^o Errera, J. Massart, 599
Particular : Alpine Plants of Europe, and Cultural Hints,
H. S. Thompson, 310; Aspergillus niger. Influence of
Calcium on, Mile. Robert, 269 ; Australia : Native
Flora of New South Wales, R. H. Cambage, 167

;

Australia : Indigenous Plants of the Cobar District,

Archdeacon F. E. Haviland, 167; Aztecs, Sacred Ear-
flower of the, W. E. Safford, 162 ; Conifers : Dicho-
tomic Nervation, A. Tison, 437; Daghestan, Flora of,

N. I. Kuznetsof, 600; Elodea canadensis, Michx., Dis-
tribution of, in the British Isles in 1909, 132 ; Formosa,
Flora of. Dr. Hayata, W. Botting Hemsley, F.R.S.,

330 ; Foxglove Plants (Digitalis purpurea), Mutations
in, N. C. Macnamara, 165 ; Indian Fibre Plants, Mr.
and Mrs. A. Howard, 17 ; India : Flora of the Upper
Gangetic Plain and of the Siwalik and Sub-Himalayan
Tracts, J. F. Duthie, 411; Legnminosae, Seedling
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Botany (continued) :

Structure in the, R. H. Compton, 604; Lotus corni-

culattis, H. E. and E. F. Armstrong and E. Horton,

198 ; (Enothera, Aspects of the Mutation Problem in,

Dr. R. R. Gates, 165 ; Orchids, Figures with Descrip-

tions of Extra-tropical South African, i ; die Anzucht
Tropischer Orchideen aus Samen, Dr. H. Burgeff, 75 ;

Phanergamia (Clare Island Survey), R. LI. Praeger,

165 ; Rose, Reversion of the Double to Single Form,

J. Violle, 133
Boy Labour and Apprenticeship, R. A. Bray, 372
Bradford Technical College, Extension, 23
Bread-making, Technology of, including the Chemistry and
Testing of Wheat, Flour, &c., Wm. Jago and Wm. C.

J ago, 238
Brewing and Modern Science : Cantor Lecture, Prof. Adrian

J. Brown, F.R.S., 391
Bridges : Ponts Suspendus, G. L. le Cocq, 442
Brownian Movement observed in Gases at Low Pressures,

M. de Broglie, 437
Butterflies : the Distastefulness of Anosia plexippus, A. M.

Banta, R. 1. Pocock, F.R.S., 243 ; Butterflies and Moths :

Clare Island Survey, W. F. de V. Kane, 369 ; Distaste

of Birds for Butterflies, H. C. Bryant, 516

Cacao : a Manual of the Cultivation and Curing of,

J. H. Hart, 375
Canada, Historical Geography of, J. D. Rogers, 440
Cancer : Report on Investigations of Imperial Cancer Re-

search Fund, Dr. E. F. Bashford, 158 ; Induced Cell-

reproduction and Cancer, H. C. Ross, J. W. Cropper,
and E. H. Ross, 174

Candlemas Day, Rev. O. Fisher, 517
Catalogue of Scientific Literature for the Nineteenth

Century, 182

Cellulose, see Wood Pulp
Cements, Calcareous, B. Blount, 19

Central Technical College Old Students' Assn. Dinner, 572
Chalk and Ice, R. W. Pocock, 517
Chemical Apparatus : Perforated Silica Plate for excluding
Flame Gases from a Crucible during Ignition, A. C.
Cumming, 304

Chemical Technology : Subject List of Works in the
Library of the Patent Office, YN—ZB, 76

Chemistry :

General : Relative Volumes of the Atoms of Carbon,
Hydrogen, and Oxygen, when in Combination,
Hawksworth Collins, 5 ; Institute of Chemistry : Lec-
tures, 19 ; Dangerous Mixtures, H. Calam, 42 ; Report
of the Government chemist, 219; Atomic Weights:
Report of International Committee, 321

General Text-books : an Introduction to Chemical
Theory, Dr. A. Scott, F.R.S., 40; Senior Chemistry,
Dr. G. H. Bailey, and H. W. Bausor, 107 ; Playbooks
of Science : Chemistry and Chemical Magic, V. E.

Johnson, 140 ; Traits de Chimie G^n^rale, Prof. W.
Nernst, Prof. A. Corvisy, 276 ; Contemporary Chem-
istry : a Survey of the Present State of Chemical
Science, E. E. Fournier d'Albe, 410

Special: Albumin, Coagulation by Heat, L. Vallery,

269 ; Alcohols, Action of Caustic Potash on Primary :

Preparation of the corresponding Acids, M. Guerbet,

403 ; Alcohols, Action of Caustic Potash upon the
Secondary-, M. Guerbet, 471 ; Alcohols, Aromatic,
Method of Preparation of, G. Vavon, 573 ; Aldehyde,
Tetrolic, Unsuccessful Attempts to Prepare, P. L.

Viguier, 133 ; Alkaline Phosphides, New, L. Hack-
spill and R. Bossuet, 471 ; Allylammonium Nitrite,

Prafulla Chandra Ray and Rasik Lai Datta, 337

;

Amides, Hypoiodous, E. Boismenu, 133 ; Amides,
Hypochlorous, E. Boismenu, 40-^ ; Amides and Esters

of the Fatty Series, Reduction of, by the Metal-ammo-
niums, E. Chablay, 573 ; Amino-acids : Condensation
in Presence of Glycerol, Action on Sugars, L. C.
Maillard, 201, 436; Ammonia, Use of Liquid, in

Chemical Reactions : Alcoholates, E. Chablay, 67

;

Calcium, Ethylates of, M. de Forcrand, 402 ; Mole-
cular Weight of Lime : Atomic Weight of Calcium,
O. de Coninck, 403 ; Catalytic Esterification of Dibasic

Acids in the Wet Way, J. B. Senderens and J.

Aboulenc, 99 ; Catalytic Preparation of Alcoholic
Amines, P. Sabatier and A. Mailhe, 269 ; Catalytic
Decomposition of Formic Esters, P. Sabatier and A.
Mailhe, 436 ; Catalytic Formation of Esters of the
Formenic Series, P. Sabatier and A. Mailhe, 471 ;

Chloride, Europous, G. Urbain and F. Bourion, 269

;

Coal-tar Dyes, the Chemistry of, Prof. I. W. Fay,
Prof. A. G. Green, 271 ; Copper Nitrate, Pre-
paration and Properties of Basic, and Hydrates
of, A. C. Cumming and A. Gemmell, 304;
Copper Salts, Action of Alkaline Sulphites
on, H. Baubigny, 573 ; Cyclopentanone, Some
Derivatives of, M. Godchot and F. Taboury, 166;
Ferric Salts, Reduction of by Sulphurous Acid and
by Zinc Dust, A. C. Cumming and E. W. Hamilton
Smith, 304 ; f"jVe-damp, the Rare Gases in, C. Moureu,
A. Lepape, 67 ; Fire-damp, Ratios of the Rare Gases
between themselves and with Nitrogen in, Ch. Moureu
and A. Lepape, 166 ; Hydro-aromatic Ketones, Syn-
theses of some New, G. Darzens, H. Rost, 33 ; Hydro-
carbons, Three Normal Saturated : Triacontane, &c.,
A. Gascard, 403 ; Hydrogen Peroxide, Action upon the
Oxygen Compounds of Iodine, V. Auger, 166; Lac
tarinic Acid, J. Bougault and C. Charaux, 99; Mag-
nesium Silicide : Preparation and Decomposition by
Acids, A. Besson, 437 ; Molybdates, Method for
Separating Phospho- from Silico-, P. M^likoff, 403 ;

Monobromacrolein, Properties, M. Lespieau, 133

;

Monochlorurea, Action of upon Ketones, A. B^hal and
A. Detoeuf, 269 ; Nitrogen, New Determination of the
Atomic Weight, E. Wourtzel, 437 ; Nitrous Oxide,
Synthetic Formation of, C. Matignon, 471 ; Platinous
Bromide, Complex Compounds of, with Organic Sul-
phides, Z. Tchougaeff and Mile. D. Fraenkel, 403

;

Rhodium, Electric Colloidal, A. Lancien, 201 ; Silver,
True Atomic Weight of, G. D. Hinrichs, 471 ; Sodium-
diacetamide, Jitendra Nath Rakshit, 337 ; Sparteine,
Degradation and Symmetry of, C. Moureu and A.
Valeur, 471, 572 ; Starch, Formation of Dextrine from,
by Drying, G. Malfitano and Mile. A. MoschkofT, 573 ;

Sulphur Compounds, Volatility of, M. Del^pine, 33 ;

Triarylcarbinols, Action of Formic Acid on, A. Guyot
and A. Kovache, 437 ; Trypsin, Loss of Activity of, by
Dialysis into Distilled Water, and Regeneration by
Addition of Salts, A. Frouin and A. Compton, 166

;

Trytophane, Condensation with certain Aldehydes,
Miss A. Homer, 268 ; Urea, the Estimation of, MM.
Desgrez and Feuilli^, 166 ; Xenon, the Spectrophoto-
metric Estimation of, Ch. Moureu, A. Lepape, 33

Mathematical : Higher Mathematics for Chemical
Students, J. R. Partington, 74

Physical : General : Theoretical Chemistry from the
Point of View of Avogadro's Rule and Thermo-
dynamics, Prof. W. Nernst, H. T. Tizard, 74 ; the

Kaiser-Wilhelm Institut fiir physikalische Chemie und
Elektrochemie at Dahlem near Berlin, Prof. Wm. D.
Harkins, 100 ; a Handbook of Physics and Chemistry,
H. E. Corbin and A. M. Stewart, 107 ; Physikalische
Chemie der Zelle und der Gewebe, Prof. Rudolf Hober,
Prof. B. Moore, 140 ; Physico-chemical Tables, J.

Castell-Evans, Dr. J. A. Harker, F.R.S., 344
Physical : Special : Cryoscopy in fused Sodium Thiosul-

phate, A. Boutaric, 99 ; Cryoscopy in Sodium Thiosul-

phate crystallised with Five Molecules of Water, C. Leen-
hardt and A. Boutaric, 437 ; Diffusion, Temperature
Coefficient of, B. W. Clack, 23 ; the Dissolecule and
van't Hoflf's Formula, A. Colson, 201; Equilibrium:
Vorlesungen iiber die chemische Gleichgewichtslehre

und ihre Anwendung auf die Probleme der Mineralogie,

&c.. Prof. R. Marc, 103 ; Chemical Equilibria in Solu-

tion, R. Dubrisay, 201 ; Electric : Volatilisa-

tion of the Electrodes in Neon Tubes, G. Claude, 32 ;

Abhandlungen der Deutschen Bunsen-Gesnllschaft fiir

angewandte physikalische Chemie, Band ii., Nr. v. :

Messungen elektromotorische Krafte galvanischer

Ketten mit wasserigen Elektrolyten, R. Abegg, Fr.

Auerbach, R. Luther, 74 : Formation of Hydrogen
Peroxide under the Silent Electric Discharge, A. Bes-

son, 99 ; Application of Positive Rays to the Study of

Chemical Reactions, Sir J. J. Thomson, F.R.S., 200;

Determination of the Coefficient of Interdiffusion of
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Chemistry {continued^) :

Gases and the Velocity of Ions under an Electric

Force, in terms of the Mean Free Paths, Prof. J. S.

Townsend, 469 ; Freezing Points of Rhombic Sulphur
and of Soufre nacre, Prof. Alex. Smith and C. M.
Carson, 201 ; Hydrocarbons, Synthesis of, and their

Stability at High Temperatures and Pressures, Dr.

J. N. Pring and D. M. Fairlie, 23-;; Molecular Refrac-
tion of Azo-Conipounds, H. Duval, 98 ; Osmotic Pres-

sure : Osmometry of Saline Solutions and the Ionic

Theory of Arrhenius, E. Fouard, 33 ; Mechanism of

the Semi-permeable Membrane and a New Method of

Determining Osmotic Pressure, Prof. F. T. Trouton,

401 ; Osmotic Pressure and the Silent Discharge, L. A.

Pelous, 539 ; Osmotic and Liquid Membranes, the

Earl of Berkeley, F.R.S., 548; Theory of Solu-

tions, and Heats of Solution, A. Colson, 67 ; Theory
of Solutions compared with Experiment : Nitrogen

Peroxide, A. Colson, 53^ : Viscosities of Gaseous
Chlorine and Bromine, Dr. A. O. Rankine, 469

Chemistry, Physiological, Text-book of. Prof. O. Ham-
marsten. Prof. J. A. Mandel, 376

Chemistry, Technical, see Alkali

Chloroform Narcosis, Ventilation of the Lung in, G. A.

Buckmaster and J. A. Gardner, 131

Chromosome Complexes, Metrical Analysis of, showing-

Correlation between Evolutionary Development and
Chromatin Thread-widths, Capt. C' F. U. Meek, 538

Cicada, the Seventeen-year, 191

Climatology : Climatic Control, L. C. W. Bonacina, 40

;

Handbuch der Klimatologie, Prof. J. Hann, 542 ; Das
Klima der Schweiz, J. Maurer and others, 542

Coal : Coalfields of Britain, Question in House of Commons,
15 ; Existence of Coal at Franche-Comt^, Haute-Sa6ne,
M. Fournier, 99 ; Occurrence of Brown Cannel Coal with
Reinschia australis in the Falkland Islands, F. Chapman,
176 ; Carbonisation of Coal : Cantor Lectures, Prof. V. B.

Lewis, 365, 429
Coal-dust : Some Phases of the Coal-dust Question :

Presidential Address, Prof. W. Galloway, 568 ; Experi-

ments, M. Taffanel, 570
Colloidal State, the : Gedenkboek aangeboden aan J. M. van
Bemmelen, 1830-1910, Various Authors, W. B. Hardv,
F.R.S., 238

Colour-blindness and the Trichromatic Theory of Colour-
vision, Sir W. de W. Abney, 66 ; Colour Tests in the

Mercantile Marine, 217
Colours, Iridiscent, of Birds and Insects, H. R. A. Mallock,

66
Consumption, Old and New Views on the Treatment of :

Harveian Oration, Dr. C. Theodore Williams, 27
Copper and its Alloys in Early Times, Prof. W. Gowland,
F.R.S., 427; Influence of Oxygen on Copper containing
Arsenic or Antimony, R. H. Greaves, 427; Copper
Amalgam, A. Guntz and M. de Greift, 573

Cornea, Possibility of Preserving the Human, in a Living
State after Removal from the Body, P. Magitot, 436

Cornwall Royal Geological Society, 49
Corrosion, History of : Corrosion of Condenser Tubes by

contact with Electronegative Substances, Mr. Philip, 427
Country-life Movement in the United States, Prof. L. H.

Bailey, loi

Crayfishes, Fresh-water, of Australia, Dr. Geoffrey Smith,

199
Crustacea : Crustacea of New Zealand Government Trawl-

ing Expedition, Dr. C. Chilton, 156 ; New Zealand
Crustaceans, Dr. C. Chilton, 157 ; Crustacea of Northum-
berland and Durham, Canon Norman and Dr. G. S.

Brady, 158 ; Crustacea of Norway : Copepoda Harpacti-
coida, Prof. G. O. Sars, W. A. Cunnington, 276 ; the
Life of Crustacea, Dr. W. T. Caiman, 180

Crystallography : Interferential Method for the Determina-
tion of the Moduli of Torsion of Crystals, M. Brillouin,

32 ; Simple Graphic Method for determining Extinction
Angles in Sections of Biaxial Crystals, H. G. Smith, 165 ;

Temperature at which Gypsum becomes Uniaxial, A.
Hutchinson, 165 ; Rock Crystal : its Structure and Uses :

Cantor Lectures, Dr. A. E. H. Tutton, F.R.S., 261, 291 ;

die neue Welt der fliissigen Kristalle und deren Bedeutung
fiir Physik, Chemie, Technik und Biologie. Dr. O.
Lehmann, 314; Development of Crystal Faces, P.

Gaubert, 360 ; Crystallography and Practical Crystnl

Measurement, Dr. A. E. H. Tutton, F.R.S., 430 ;

Crystals, Dr. A. E. H. Tutton, F.R.S., 439

Darwinism: Where Do We Come From? Is Darwin
Correct? H. Morse, 242

Date Palm, Khamedj, Disease of the, M. Trabut, 539
Death-rate, Infantile, and Legislation, 592
Deaths : Aitchison (James), 287; Allchin (Sir William), 521 ;

Alleyne (Sir John G. N., Bt.), 591; Amsler (Jacob), 454;
Andr6 (E. F.), 49; Andr^e (Prof. Richard), 591; .Ashcroft

(Prof. Andrew G.), 255 ; Bashforth (Rev. Francis), 522 ;

Binet (Prof. Alfred), 16; Bond (Dr. Francis T.), 221;
Bornet (J. B. Edouard, For.Mem.R.S.), 321 ; Bovey (D:

Henry Taylor, F.R.S.), 488, 520; Brown (John, F.'R.S.i,

49, 83 ; Butlin (Sir Henry Trentham, Bart.), 455 ; Casey
(George Edwards Comerford), 522 ; Christison (Dr.

David), 419; Chrystal (Prof. George), 47; Coates
(W. M.), 384 ; Cottam (Arthur), 185 ; Drawbaugh (Daniel

F.), 85; Durand (Th6ophile), 418, 455; Fuller (John C),
16 ; Frankel (Dr. Bernhard), 84 ; Gautier (Gaston), 16

;

Hallett (Holt S.), 85; Hansen (Dr. G. H. A.), 561;
Hooker (Sir Joseph Dalton, O.M., G.C.S.I., F.R.S.),

220, 249; Inglis (Sir J. C), 288; Irvine (W., I.C.S.), 49;
Jex-Blake (Dr. Sophia), 354; Kemshead (Dr. W. B.),

354 ; Lannelongue (Prof.), 288 ; Le Moine (Sir James),
488; Liebmann (Prof. Otto), 384: Lister (Lord. O.M.,
F.R.S.), 521, (Sir W. Watson Cheyne, F.R.S.), 556;
Lynn (William Thynne), 220; Maw (George), 561;
Murray (George R.'M., F.R.S.), 287; Oates (Eugene
William), 118; Radau (M.), 288, 354, Correction, 414;
Reichel (Lady), 130; Prof. Osborne Reynolds, F.R.S.,

.^90; Roberts (Dr. R. D.), 84; Sutherland (Dr. W.), 116;
Topinard (Prof. Paul), 288, 322 ; Trevelyan (Dr. E. F.),

221 ; Webb (Dr. W. W.), 118: Wilks (Sir Samuel, Bart.,

F.R.S.), 83; Young (Dr. A. H.), 592
Dew in 1911, Sidney Skinner, iii

Dew-ponds and the Dry Season, J. P. Clatworthy, 8;
Edward A. Martin, 77

Donkey, the Colour of a, E. C. Spicer, 7
Dust Explosions, Prof. W. Galloway, 147
Dyes : Identification of the Commercial Dyestuffs. Prof. S. P.

MuUiken, Prof. A. G. Green, 239 ; Chemistry of the

Coal Tar Dyes, Prof. I. W. Fay, Prof. A. G. Green, 271
Dynamics, a Treatise on. Prof. A. Gray, F.R.S. and Dr.

J. G. Gray, 578

Earth, the Age of the : Presidential Address, Prof. T. H.
Laby, 334

Earwigs, British Species, Dr. M. Burr, 157
Edinburgh University, Dr. E. T Whittaker appointed

Professor of Mathematics, 571
Education : International Council of Women, 163 ; Educa-

tional Conferences in relation to Science in Public
Schools, G. F. Daniell, 393, 42,^ ; Juvenile Employment
and Continuation Education, J. Wilson, 531

Electrical Atom, Explanation of Deviating Values, Dr. E.

Weiss, 493
Electrical Engineering : Demand for Technical Men, 19

;

Electrically driven Reversing Rolling Mills and the Ilgner

System, C. A. Ablett, T. B. Mackenzie, 123

Electrical Teaching in Schools, Prof. A. M. Worthington,
C.B., F.R.S., 413

Electricity : Apparatus, Localising Minute Leaks in

Vacuum, F, W. Ashton, 42 ; Balance, Laboratory, with
Electromagnetic Compensation for the Study of Systems
giving ofT Gas with Sensible Velocity, G. Urbain, 573 ;

Conductivity of Pure Ether, J. Carvallo, 269 ; Current

:

Relation between Current, Voltage, Pressure, and Length
of the Dark Space in Different Gases, F. W. Aston and
H. E. Watson, 460 ; Revolving Vectors, with Application

to Alternating-current Phenomena, G. W. Patterson,

1513 : Discharge, Further Observations on the Afterglow
of Electric, Hon. R. J. Strutt, 66; the Dielectric Con-
stant of Carbon Dioxide in the Neighbourhood of the

Critical Point, L. Verain, 573 ; Disturbances due to

Alternating Currents, Protection of Installations with
Weak Currents against, M. Girousse, 269 ; Emission of

Electricity from Carbon at High Temperatures, Dr. J. A.

I
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Harker and Dr. G. W. C. Kaye, 537 ; Ions, Mobility of

the Positive and Negative, in Gases at High Pressures,

Dr. Alois F. Kovarik, 401 ; Keyr Effect in Gases and

Vapours, E. Giurgea, 402 ; Lighting : les Lampes Elec-
triques. Prof. H. P6cheux, 512 ; der elektrische Licht-
bogen : Experimentalvortrag, Prof. H. Th. Simon, 512 ;

Measurement, Electrical, Practical Standards for, British
Association Report, 128 ; Measurements of Small Dis-
placements by Electrical Means, A. Guillet, 269

;

Potentials between 20,000 and 300,000 volts. Measurement
of Explosive, P. Villard and H. Abraham, 269 ; Power,
Electric, from the Mississippi, C. M. Clark, 162

;

Properties, Electrical, of the Alkali Metals, of Rhodium,
and of Iridium, MM. Broniewski and Hackspill, 67

;

Resistance and Thermoelectricity of Tantalum, H.
P^cheux, 269 ; Resistance of Special Steels, O. Boudouard,
403 ; Sparks in Rarefied Air under the Action of a
Magnetic Field, A. Righi, 437 ; Stress, Electric, between
Two Unequal Spherical Electrodes, Maximum Value of.

Dr. A. Russell, 234 ; Vegetation : the Electro-vegetometer,

C. E. Benham, 41 ; Electricity and Vegetation, Sir Oliver
Lodge, F.R.S., 107; Influence of Electricity (Direct
Current) on Development of Plants, F. Kovessi, 539

Electrochemistry :
1 'Evolution de I'Electrochimie, Prof. W.

Ostwald, E. Philippi, 106; see also Chemistry, Physical
Electromotive Force of the Normal Weston Element, Deter-

mination in Absolute Measure, P. Janet and others, 32
Embryology : Formation of Embryos in the Hop by the
Action of the Pollen of Hemp, J. Tournois, 269; Sub-
division of the Spinal Canal in the Lumbar Region of

Chick Embryos, Helen Kelsey, 272 ; a Laboratory Text-
book of Embryology, Prof. C. S. Minot, 347

Encyclopaedia Britannica : Articles on Ancient History and
Archaeology from the New (nth) Edition, 342

Engineering : Engineering Problems and the Education of

Engineers : Presidential Address, Dr. W. C. Unwin,
F.R.S., 92 ; Concrete Pile Foundations, " Simplex "

Method, A. Melville, 123 ; Manual of Civil Engineering
Practice : Specially arranged for the LTse of Municipal
and County Engineers, F. Noel Taylor, 240

Engines : Marine Engine Design, Prof. E. M. Bragg, 4

;

Design of Surface Condensers, R. M. Neilson, Mr. Weir,
123 ; Engines and Boilers Practically Considered : a
Handbook for Young Engineers, W. McQuade, 376

;

Notes on the Operation of Two Winding Engines, H. M.
Morgans, 470

Enteritis associated with Infection of the Intestinal Wall by
Cyst-forming Protozoa in Australian Animals, J. A.
Gilruth and L. B. Bull, 539

Ethnology : Notes on West African Categories, R. E.
Dennett, 38 ; Smithsonian Report, 163 ; Mafulu Mountain
People of British New Guinea, R. W. Williamson, 164 ;

Beach-la-mar, the Jargon of the W. Pacific, Wm.
Churchill, Sidney H. Ray, 295 ; Africa : the Baganda,
Rev. J. Roscoe, A. E. Crawley, 450; Indian Tribes of
the Lower Mississippi Valley and Adjacent Coast, J. R.
Swanton, Dr. A. C. Haddon, F.R.S., 527

Evolution : Charles Darwin's Earliest Doubts concerning
the Immutability of Species, Prof. J. W. Judd, C.B.,
F.R.S., 8; Evolution of Plants, Dr. D. H. Scott,

F.R.S., 39; Evolution of Inoceramus in the Cretaceous
Period, H. Woods, 200; Evolution, Life, and Religion,
Rev. E. B. Kirk, 208 ; Convergence in Evolution, Dr. A.
Willey, F.R.S., 237; Some Neglected Factors in Evolu-
tion : an Essay in Constructive Biology, H. M. Bernard,
272 ; Momentum in Evolution : British Association Paper,
Prof. Arthur Dendy, F.R.S., 301 ; the Doctrine of Evolu-
tion : its Basis and its Scope, Prof. H. E. Crampton,
508 ; Einfiihrung in die Deszendenztheorie, Prof. Karl C.
Schneider, 508 ; see also Chromosome

Examinations : Place in Education, 197 ; Examinations in

Secondary Schools, Prof. J. Wertheimer, 587
Explosions, Dust, Prof. W. Galloway, 147, 212; A. Shonk,

212

Explosives, the Mode of Firing, MM. Taffanel and
Dautriche, 67

Eves : Are Eyes ever Autophanous? Col. J. Hcrschel, R.E.,
'F.R.S.. 377; Dr. Alex. Hill, C. V. Boys, F.R.S.,
R. A. G., 446-447; the Luminosity of Cats' Eyes, A. R.
Hunt, 414; Human Eyes Shining, T. W. Backhouse, 517

Feeble-minded, the : a Guide to Study and Practice, Dr.
E. B. Sherlock, Sir H. B. Donkin,'io4; Feeble-minded-
ness in Children of School Age, Dr. C. P. Lapage, Miss
Mary Dendy, 104

Fermentation : Einfiihrung in die Mykologie der Nahrungs-
mittelgewerbe, Prof. A. Kossowicz, 377 ; Einfiihrung in
die Mykologie der Genussmittel und in die Garungs-
physiologie. Prof. Alex. Kossowicz, Dr. A. Harden,
F.R.S., 578

Ferns : die Geographie der Fame, H. Christ, 136
Fertilisers, Use of Phosphatic, in France, M. Risler, 429
Fire-damp, see Chemistry
Fireflies, Nature of Light emitted by, Puran Singh and

S. Maulik, in ; F. A. McDermott, 279
Fish : British Isles, Fresh-water Fishes of the, C. Tate

Regan, 373; Colours of Fishes, W. B. Croft, iii;
Drought, Fish and, J. Y. Buchanan, F.R.S., 107, 144;
Eels : Breeding of the Eel, C. Miiller, 462 ; Eels of
Africa, Mr. Boulenger, 462 ; Faculty of Learning in the
Marine Fishes Coris julis, M. Oxner, 573 ; Irish Fisheries
Investigations, note, 463 ; Osteology of Scomberoid Fishes,
E. A. Starks, 462 ; Photography : Marvels of Fish Life as
Revealed by the Camera, Dr. F. Ward, 316; Salmon,
Study of Scales of, Miss P. C. Esdaile, 132 ; Sting-rays,
Fresh-water, of the Ganges, B. L. Chaudhuri, 337 ; see
also Herring

Fish-migration, 463
Flint, Fracture of, by Nature and bv Man, J. Reid-Moir,

295
Flying Machine, see Aeronautics
Food and Length of Intestine in Mammals, A. Magnan,
^437. 573
Foot-and-Mouth Disease, Committee to Investigate, 116
Forestry : Forest Flora of the Siwalik and Jaunsar Forest

Divisions, U. Kanjilal, 5 ; Smithsonian Report, H. S.

Graves, 162 ; Vocabulaire Forestier : Fran9ais—Allemand
—Anglais, J. Gerschel, Prof. W. R. Fisher, 311;
Forestry Education at Edinburgh University, 328 ; Forestry
in Norway, S. Burtt Meyer, 360

Fossils : Silurian Trilobites in Victoria National Museum,
F. Chapman, 304 ; New Species of Favosites from the
Yass District, N.S. Wales, A. B. Walkom, 437 ; Fossils

from Bray Head, Co. Wigklow, Rev. W. J. Ryan and
T. Hallissy, 605 ; see also Palaeobotany

Fowls, see Bird
France and the Endowment of Research, A. E. Crawley,

317
Frogs and Toads, Habits of British, G. A. Boulenger, 199
Frost, Glazed, Ch. Harding, 414 ; a Reminiscence, Prof.

R. Meldola, F.R.S., 447; E. R. Marie, 484; W. Ermen,
550; Hon. Rollo Russell, Ch. Harding, A. Watt, F. G.
Belton, E, W. Jeffreys, 516

Fungi, Life of, in Fatty Acids, A. Roussy, 99 ; Chemical
Composition of some of the Higher Fungi, A. Goris and
M. Mascre, 201

Furs, Rubber-backed Moth-proof, 19

Gardening : the Herb-garden, Miss Frances A. Bardswell,

103 ; Gardens shown to the Children, Janet H. Kelman
and Olive Allen, J. A. Henderson, 444; Farm and
Garden Rule-book, L. H. Bailey, 512

Genetics of Plants : Einfiihrung in die experimentelle

Vererbungslehre, Prof. E. Baur, 36
Geography :

General : Text-book of Geography, G. Cecil Fry, 5

;

Modern Geography, Dr. M. I. Newbigin, 39 ; the

Nations of the Modern World : an Elementary Study
in Geography, H. J, Mackinder, 73 ; British : Aber-
deenshire, A. Mackie ; Huntingdonshire, Rev. W. M.
Noble ; Ireland, O. J. R. Howarth ; Worcestershire,

L. J. Wills, 73 ; Canada : Historical Geography of,

J. D. Rogers, 440
Geography, Anthropo- : Influences of Geographic Environ-

ment, Ellen C. Semple, loi

Geology :

General : the Changeful Earth : an Introduction to the

Record of the Rocks, Prof. G. A. J. Cole, 37 ; the

Student's Lyell : the Principles and Methods of Geology,

as applied to the Investigation of the Past History of
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Geology {continued^ :

the Earth and its Inhabitants, with Historical Intro-

duction, Prof. J. W. Judd, C.B., F.R.S., 38; Geology
for Engineers, Lieut. -Col. R. F. Sorsbie, R.E., 171 ;

Secrets of the Hills, and how Ronald Read Them,
Sterling Craig, 347

British : Field Note-book of Geological Illustrations,

Hilda D. Sharpe, 74; Channel Islands : Petrology, Prof.

T. G. Bonney, 199 ; Herefordshire : an Inlier of

Longmyndian and Cambrian at Pedwardine, Dr. A. H.
Cox, 603; Isle of Wight and South of England Inter-

glacial Gravel Beds of the, Prof. E. Hull, 164; Lea,
a Late Glacial Stage in the Valley of the River,

subsequent to the Epoch of River-drift Man, S. H.
Warren and others, 470 ; Mayo, Ordovician and
Silurian Rocks of the Kilbride Peninsula, C. I.

Gardiner and Prof. S. H. Reynolds, 402 ; Somerset,
the Faulted Inlier of Carboniferous Limestone at

Upper Vobster, Dr. T. F. Sibly, 267 ; Suffolk, Glacial

Sections at Sudbury, Rev. E. Hill, 402
Foreign : Africa, West, Parabolic Form of the Exposed

Acid Crystalline Rocks in, H. Hubert, 67 ; Arizona,

the Grand Canon of, D. W. Johnson, 22 ; Brandenburg,
Geologische Ausfluge in der Mark, K. Hucke, 140

;

Costa Rica, Geology of a Part of, J. Romanes, 267;
Malay States, the Gopeng Beds of Kinta, J, B.
Scrivenor, 164 ; New Zealand : Graptolites from Pre-
servation Inlet, West Coast of New Zealand, T. S.

Hall, 33 ; Geology of New Zealand, Prof. J. Park,

309; United States, Geological Work in the, 21

Geometry : Non-Euclidean Geometry, H. de Sadow-Pittard,
Dr. D. M. Y. Sommerville, 8 ; a First Book of Geometry,

J. V. H. Coates, 105 ; Theoretical Geometry for Beginners,
C. H. Allcock, 105 ; Solid Geometry, C. Godfrey,
M. V. O., and A. W. Siddons, 105 ; Engineering Descrip-
tive Geometry, Commander F. W. Bartlett and Prof.

T. W. Johnson, 105 ; a New Geometry, W. M. Baker and
A. A. Bourne, 207 ; Parametric Coefificients in the Dif-
ferential Geometry of Curves, Dr. S. Mukhopadhyaya,
207 ; Theory of Complex Cartesian Coordinates, Prof.

G. B. Mathews, F.R.S., 279; Sur la Notion de Courbure,
et sur quelques Points de Geom^trie infinit^simale non
euclidienne, C. Cailler, Prof. Bryan, F.R.S., 580; Some
Differential Properties of the Orthogonal Trajectories of

a Congruence of Curves, R. A. P. Rogers, 605
Geophysical Research : Presidential Address to Washington

Philosophical Society, Dr. A. L. Day, 331
Gifts and Grants to Science and Education :

Britain : Agricultural Research Institutes, a grant of

3o,oooZ. per annum from the Development Fund, 560

;

Rothamsted, 2000^ annually, proposed by the Minister
for Agriculture, 591 ; Aviation, Army Aeroplane Bat-
talion, 75Z. to Officers towards expenses, the War
Office, 15 ; Army and Navy School of Aviation on
Salisbury Plain, and other Aviation Services, 322,000!.
(an increased provision of 177,000!.), Government, 592 ;

Birmingham University, a penny rate to realise

i6,oooZ., recommended by the Education Committee,
468, 536 ; 250Z. per annum for a Lectureship on Mine
Rescue Work, the Coal Owners' Association of the
S. Midland District, 570 ; Cambridge University,
Research Studentship in Physiologv of looZ. every
other year. Dr. J. B. Hurry, 500 ; Edinburgh Univer-
sity, Forestry Department, 9000Z., 328; London:
Bedford College for Women, loo.oooJ. Endowment
Fund, 77,oooI. from the L.C.C., 5000I. from the Gold-
smiths' Co., and various subscriptions, 266, 468, 536;
London : Horniman Museum Extension, 455 ; London

:

King's College for Women, io,oooI., from the Gold-
smiths' Co., 468; London : King's College for Women,
Household Science Department, ioo,oooZ., the Marquis
of Anglesea, Mrs. Wharrie, and others, 501 ; London,
University College, 7000Z., A. R. T. Momber, 65,
loooL, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baily, 233, New School
of Architecture, 30,000!., Anon., 266, Chemical Depart-
ment, loooZ. from the Goldsmiths' Co., 468; University
College Hospital, loooZ., Mrs. C. Kayler, 130; National
Physical Laboratory. loooL, from the Goldsmiths' Co.,

468 ; Southampton, Hartley University College, 20,962!.
from various sources towards the 31,000!. required
by April i, 603 ; Wales, University College of, at

Aberystwith, 6020Z. for a Professor's Year of Trav :

Fund, from the late Dr. R. D. Roberts, 434
Africa: South African Research Workers, five grant

totalling 250/., from the Joint Committee, 522
Australia: Sydney University, three new chairs, 25o< .

for extension of existing departments, and grants f'

apparatus and library, Government Grant, 571 ; Ur.

versity of Adelaide, endowment for Lowrie Post-
graduate Scholarships, Anon., 593

Canada: McGill University, Endowment Fund, 300,000/.,
collected in five days, 163

India, Education Fund for Europeans and Eurasians in

India, 6600I, (a lakh of rupees). Anon., 468
Jerusalem, for a Jewish College, 80,000/. from a Jewish

Native of India, 400
Nobel Prises, 84
Paris Academy of Sciences, 10,000/. to facilitate Researcli
by Young Scientific Men, Prince Roland Bonaparte,
201, 219; Paris University, 20,000/., from Marquise
Arconati Visconti, 302, 336 ; 5000/. from G. Leygues,
6000/. from D. Weill, 368-369

United States : Agriculture, National Department of,

3,094,1*7/. Government Grant, 565; Allegheny Ob-
servatory, 2000/., 336; American Association for the
Advancement of Science, 1000/., the late Miss J. M.
Smith, 336 ; American Museum of Natural History,
20,000/., New York Botanical Garden, 10,000/.,

American Geographical Society, 5000/., all from the
late D. O. Mills, 266; Beloit College, 10,000/., Mrs.
Rufus H. Sage, 536; Brown University, 80,000/., by
subscription, 65 ; Bryn Mawr College for Women,
125,000/., the late Miss E. C. WoerishofTer, 96; Cali-
fornia University and Huron College, each 100,000/.,

from the late Mrs. Jan K. Sacher, 336 ; Columbia
University, New York, 507,000/. in benefactions during
the year, including 195,000/. by the will of J. S.

Kennedy, and 4000/. by the will of Miss Phoebe C.
Swords, 163, 267 ; 16,260/. in gifts, including 6000/.

from Dr. W. H. Nichols, and 5000/. from Mrs. Russell
Sage, 603 ; Dartmouth College, the Hitchcock Mansion
and Estate, valued at 10.000/., Howe Library of

Hanover, 10,000/., the late Mrs. E. H. Hitchcock, 501 ;

Michigan University, an extra 41,600/., State Grant,

163 ; Minnesota University, 2000/., State Grant, 163

;

Oberlin College, 100,000/. endowment fund, 603 ; Pitts-

burg University, 2000/., 336 ; Princeton University, a
printing plant costing 25,000/., Ch. Scnbner, 65 ; St.

Lawrence University, 40,000/., 336; Seismological
Society of America, 1000/., R. W. Sayles, 536; Stan-
ford University, 2000/. for library dealing with diseases

of the eye, ear, &c., Prof. A. Barkan, 31 ; Transylvania
University, 50,000/., subscriptions, 603 ; Washington :

National Geographic Society and American Forestry
Association, each 1000/., School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, 1000/., 336; Wisconsin University, buildings

costing 200,000/., 369; Various Universities and
Colleges, 801,000/., the late J. S. Kennedy, 96; Six
Colleges and Universities, 127,000/., the General Educa-
tion Board, 130

Glaciers : Glaciology in the United States, 22 ; Character-
istics of Existing Glaciers, Prof. W. H. Hobbs, 71 ;

Etudes Glaciologiques en Savoie, Prof. T. G. Bonney,
F.R.S., 415; Glaciers in S. Norway, J. Rekstad, Dr.

MachaCek, 460
Globe, Wilson's Folding, 5

Gold Field, Hedley, British Columbia, 296
Golden Bough, the : a Study in Magic and Religion, Prof.

J. G. Frazer, A. E. Crawley, 203

Greek Question at Oxford, 156

Guiana Forest, In the, J. Rodway, 518
Gun Sighting, New System invented bv H. Ommundsen,

Sir G. Greenhill, F.R.S.,

Health Congress to be held in Berlin in July, 17

Heat : Senior Heat, Dr. R. W. Stewart and Dr. J.

Satterly, 107 ; Cubical Expansion of Fused Silica, F. J.

Harlow, 234 ; Simple Relation between Coefficient of

Expansion of Liquids and the Temperature, M. Osw-ald,

436
Heredity : Heredity and the Jew, Dr. R. N. Salaman,
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50 ; Effects of Crossing the Sea-urchins Echinus
esculentus and Echinocardium cordatum. Prof. E. W.

I MacBride, 131 ; Inheritance of Mental Characters, Dr.

C. Walker, 134, 175, 278; Dr. G. Archdall Reid, 168,

210; Sir H. Bryan Donkin, E. Lawrence, 210; "J. M.,"

515 ; das Verhalten fluktuierend variiender Merkmale bei

der Bastardierung, Tine Tammas, 227 ; Inheritance of

Dun Coat-colour in Horses, Prof. J. Wilson, 337 ; die

Mneme als erhaltendes Prinzip in Wechsel des organi-

schen Geschehens, R. Semon, Prof. A. Dendy, F.R.S.,

371 ; the Mnemic Theory of Heredity, Dr. Walter Kidd,

<;i6; Dr. G. Archdall Reid, Dr. J. Beard, Prof. Arthur
Dendv, F.R.S., 585 ; a Breeding Experiment with

Pheasants, Mrs. Rose Haig Thomas, 572
Herring, Scales of, as an Index to Age, Prof. d'Arcy W.
Thompson, 98 ; see also North

History : the Wanderings of Peoples, Dr. A. C. Haddon,
F.R.S., 209

Horse : the Faras-Nama-e Rangin : or the Book of the

Horse, "Rangin," Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott, 172;
Inheritance of Dun Coat-colour, Prof. J. Wilson, 337

;

Parasites of Equine Biliary Fever, Prof. Nuttall, 605
House-fly, Disease Carrier : an Account of its Dangerous

Activities and of the Means of Destroying it. Dr. L. O.
Howard, 345

Hymenoptera, Collection of Parasitic (chiefly bred), made
by W. W. Froggatt in New South Wales, P. Cameron,
437 : Revision of Australian Species of the Genus
Cerceris, R. E. Turner, 437

Ice, Concentric Joints in, H. J. F. Gourley, 414; Julia R.
Grugell, 492

Illustration : die moderne graphische Reproduktion : ein

Fuhrer durch das Gebiet des Illustrationswesens, L. P.

Mosler, 243
India : Indian Fibre Plants, Mr. and Mrs. A. Howard, 17 ;

Handbook for Travellers in India, Burma, and Ceylon,
171 ; Milling and Baking Qualities of Indian Wheat,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Howard, 282 ; Indian Saltpetre Industry,

J. W. Leather and Jatindra Nath Mukerji, 330 ; Father
A. Monserrate's " MongoHcse Legationis Commentarius,"
Rev. H. Hoston, 337 ; the King on Education in India,

361 ; Sport on the Nilgiris and in Wynaad, F. W. F.

Fletcher, 379 ; Survey of India : Report, Col. S. G.
Burrard, R.E., F.R.S., 389; the Journals of Major J.
Rennell, First Surveyor-General of India, 417 ; Phos-
phorus in Indian Foodstuffs, B. Hooper, 594

Inheritance, see Heredity
Insects : Destructive : Spruce Budworm (Tortrix futnt-

ferana) and Larch Saw-fly, Dr. C. G. Hewitt, 89 ; the

Life and Love of the Insect, J. H. Fabre, A. T. de
Mattos, 106 ; Legislation against Insect Pests and Plant
Diseases, 127; Insect Pests in Canada, Dr. C. Gordon
Hewitt, 567

Institution of Civil Engineers, Presidential Address, Dr.
W. C. Unwin, 92

Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders In Scotland, 123
Intestinal Length and Nature of Food in Mammals, A.
Magnan, 437, 573

Iron : the Corrosion of Iron and Steel, Dr. J. Newton
Friend, 37; Sinhalese Iron of Ancient Origin, Sir R.
Hadfield, 197

Kala-azar, Etiology of, Capt. W. S. Patton, I. M.S.,
Surgeon-General Bannerman, 555

Kinematography, Micro-, 213
Kind's Evil, the. Dr. Raymond Crawfurd, Sir T. Clifford

Allbutt, K.C.B., F.R.S., 169

Labrador, Animal Sanctuaries in, Lieut.-Col. W. Wood, 60
Lands in U.S.A., Reclamation of Arid : Smithsonian

Report, F. H. Newell, 162

Leucocvtes, Induced Action of. Sir Ronald Ross, K.C.B.,
F.R.S., 231

Light : General : Treatise on Practical Light, Dr. R. S.

Clay, 510; Absorption: Influence of the Solvent on

Position of Absorption Bands in Solutions, Dr. T. H.
Havelock, 97 ; Absorption of Light by Inorganic Salts,

Dr. Houstoun and others, 604 ; Apparatus : an Optical
Sphygmo-oscillograph, Ch. Bouchard, 573 ; Colour

:

Action of Coloured Light on the Chlamydomonas, P.

Desroche, 166 ; Synthesis of Complementary Colours by
Gratings, E. Estenave, 402 ; Destruction of the Diastases
by Light, Mechanism of the, H. Agulhon, 133 ; Disper-
sion, Optical, Dr. T. H. Havelock, 97 ; Fluorescent
Bodies, Propagation of Light in, J. Becquerel, 133 ;

Illumination : its Distribution and Measurement, A. P.
Trotter, 72 ; Daylight Illumination, Prof. L. Weber, 600

;

the Prism-binocular, 589 ; Projection of Figures in Full

Relief, "Curious," 176; Reflectors: New Method of

Testing Curvature of Parabolic Mirrors, T. Thorp, 132 ;

Nickel-on-glass Reflectors, Prof. R. W. Wood, 358

;

Stereoscopisches Sehen und Messen, Carl Pulfrich, 23 ;

Stress in a thin Rectangular Plate subjected to Shear,
Optical Determination of the Variation of. Prof. E. G.
Coker, 538

Lightning, Protection of Observatories at High Altitudes
against, J. Vallot, 133

Lipoids and Nutrition, Prof. Stepp, 157
London University Guide and University Correspondence

College Calendar, 19 12, 75 ; University Education in

London : Evidence issued by the Royal Commission, 313 ;

London University " External " Degrees, Sir Wm.
Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S., 445, Dr. A. D. Waller, F.R.S.,
Prof. T. Johnson, W. J. Oakes, 567

Magnesium, Actions of Nitrogen and Oxygen on, C.
Matignon and M. Lassieur, 436

Magnetism : Senior Magnetism and Electricity, Dr. R. H.
Jude and Dr. J. Satterly, 107; Magnetic Observations
made at the Government Observatory, Bombay, 1846-

1905, and Discussion, N. A. F. Moos, 113 ; Magnetisa-
tion of Nickel, Cobalt, and their Alloys, P. Weiss and
O. Bloch, 133 ; Magnetic Observations in S. Africa,

1910-11, J. C. Beattie, 167; Magnetic Transition Tem-
perature of Cementite, S. W. J. Smith, W. White and
S. G. Barker, 235 ; Terrestrial Magnetism, Dr. L.
Dunoyer, 564 : Earth Inductor versus Dip Circle for

determining Magnetic Dip, 595 ; Thermomagnetic Pro-

perties of 43 Chemical Elements, Prof. Honda, 595
Malaria in India, Major W. H. Kenrick, Col. J. R. Adie,

Major S. R. Christophers, Sir Ronald Ross, K.C.B.,

F.R.S., 284
Mammals : Mammals collected in W. China by Mr. M.
Anderson, Oldfield Thomas, 98 ; the Age of Mammals in

Europe, Asia, and North America, Prof. H. Fairfield

Osborn, 135 ; Longevity and Relative Viabilltv in

Mammals and Birds, Dr. P. C. Mitchell, F.R.S.,'286

;

the Origin of Mammals : British Association Discussion,

Prof. G. Elliot Smith, F.R.S., Prof. A. Keith, F.R.S.,

Dr. C. W. Andrews, Dr. Marett Tims, 293 ; Mammary
Glands of the Australian Cat, C. H. O'Donoghue, 386;

a Further Collection of Mammals from Egypt received

from Capt. S. S. Flower, J. L. Bonhote, 572
Man : Neanderthal Teeth found in Jersey, Messrs. Keith

and Knowles, i^i ; Discovery of Human Skeleton beneath

Boulder Clay near Ipswich, 489
Manure, Peat-moss Litter, 51

Maps, 87 : Geological and Topographical : Handbook for

the Geologist and Civil Engineer, 411

Mathematics :

General : the Teaching of Mathematics, London County
Council Report, 147 ; Teaching of Elementary Mathe-
matics, Prof. H. S. Carslaw, 147 ; Mathematics in

English Schools, C. Godfrey, 226; Grandeurs et

Nombres—Arithm^tique G^n^rale, Prof. E. Dumont,

274 ; Democratlsation of Mathematical Education :

Presidential Address, Prof. E. W. Hobson, F.R.S.,

396 ; Mathematical and Physical Papers : vol. vi.,

Voltaic Theory, Radio-activity, Electrons, Navigation

and Tides, Miscellaneous, the Right Hon. Sir William

Thomson, Baron Kelvin, O.M., P.C, G.C.V.O.,

arranged and revised by Sir Joseph Larmor, Sec. R.S.,

M.P.. i;43 ; Lehrbuch der Mathematik : Einfiihrung in

die Differential- und Integralrechnung, und in die
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Mathematics (co«h'«ucd)

;

analytische Geometric, Prof. G. Scheffers, Prof. G. H.
Bryan, F.R.S., 579; Calcutta Mathematical Society,

Proceedings of the. Prof. G. H. Bryan, F.R.S., 580;
Revista de la Sociodad matemdtica cspaftola. Prof.

G. H. Bryan. F.R.S., 580
Special: Algebra and Geometry, Lectures on Fundamental

Concepts of. Prof. J. W. Young, W. W. Denton, 409 ;

Algebraic Numbers : Introduction h la Thdorie des

Nombres .Mg^briques, Prof. J. Sommcr, Prof. A. Ldvy,

443 ; Calculus : Vorlesungen viber Variationsrechnung,

Prof. O. Bolza, Prof Bryan, F.R.S., 579; Elliptic Per-

turbative Functions used in Theories of Planetary

Motion, .Algebraic Development of, R. T. A. Innes,

166; Groups of Finite Order, Theory of, Prof. W.
Burnsidc, F.R.S., 170; Hindu Mathematics: Biblio-

graphy, G. R. Kave, 337; Integrals, Elementary: a

Short' Table, Dr. t. J. 'I'a. Bromwich, F.R.S., 444:
Mersenne's Numbers, H. J. Woodall, 32 ; Notation for

Mathematics, a Logical, R. T. A. Innes, Prof. Bryan,

F.R.S., 579; Probabilities: Shuffling of Cards, E
Borel, 403 ; Tables, Fifty Useful Metric Equivalent,

107 ; Vectors, Revolving, and Alternating-current

Phenomena, Prof. G, W. Patterson, 513. See also

Algebra and Geometry
Mathematical Physics : die Integralgleichungen und ihre

Anvvendungen in der mathematischen Physik, A. Kneser,

Prof. G. H. Bryan, F.R.S., 579; Untersuchungen iiber

Oszillationstheoreme, Dr. O. Haupt, Prof. Bryan,

F.R.S.. 579; die partiellen Differentialgleichungen der

mathematischen Physik, nach Riemann's Vorlesungen

bearbeitet. Prof. H. Weber, Prof. Bryan, F.R.S., 579
Mechanical Science : Effects of Holes and Semicircular

Notches on Distribution of Stress in Tension Members,
Prof. Coker, 164 ; Influence of the Ratio of Width to

Thickness upon apparent Strength and Ductility of Flat

Test Bars of Soft Steel, W. Gordon and G. H. Gulliver,

303 ; Testing of Plane Surfaces, Dr. P. E. Shaw, 470

;

Elastic Strength of Flat Plates, W. J. Crawford, 604
Mechanics :

General : Elementary Applied Mechanics, Prof. .'\. Morley
and W. Inchley, 75 ; Playbooks of Science : Mechanics
and Some of its Mysteries, V. T. Johnson, 140

;

Elements of Mechanics, with Numerous Examples,
G. W. Parker, 207; Text-book of Mechanics: vol. iii..

Mechanics of Materials, Prof. L. A. Martin, 276; die

Prinzipien der Mechanik fiir eine oder mehrere abhan-
gige Variabeln, L. Konigsberger, Prof. Bryan, F.R.S.,

:;8o ; Theoretische Mechanik, Prof. R. Marcolongo,
Prof H. E. Timerding, Prof. Bryan, F.R.S., 580

Special: Adherence of Flat Surfaces, H. M. Budgett,

iq8; Magnus, the Phenomenon of, A. Lafay, 269;
Mass, the Definition of, H. S. A., the Reviewer, 78;
Pressure, Internal, of Fluids and Determination of

Absolute Zero, E. H. Amagat, 98 ; the Pressure of a

Blow, Prof. Bertram Hopkinson, F.R.S., 531 ; Resist-

ance to the Motion of a Mercury Thread in a Glass
Tube, G. D. West, 198; the Unit' of Momentum, Prof.

F. R. Barren, Prof. J. Perry, F.R.S., 144
Medical Science : Medical Science of To-day : a Popular
Account, Dr. Willmott Evans, 40 ; Smithsonian Report,

162 ; Medical Work of the Local Government, Prof.

R. T. Hewlett, 296 ; Beit Memorial Fellowships for

Medical Research, 297 ; Reports from the Laboratory of

the Royal College of Physicians. Edinburgh, 311 ; Medi-
cines, Ancient and Modern. Dr. Oliver Davis, 562 ;

History of Medicine, Prof. M. Neuburger, E. Plavfair,

577
Melanesia : Islands of Enchantment, Florence Coombe, 554
Mendelian Distributions, Point Binomials and Multinomials

in Relation to. Dr. J. Brownlee. 303 ; Mendelian Experi-
ments on Fowls, J. T. Cunningham, 572

Mental Defect, see Feeble-minded
Mental Processes, New Method of Measuring, Dr. G. R.

Jeffrey, 200
Mercury Vapour Lamp, Quartz : Action of Rays upon

Colorability of Acid-resisting Bacilli, A. Rochair and
G. Colin, 269

Metallurgy : Metallurgy and Engineering. Mutual Develop-
ment, Prof. H. Louis, 18 ; Melting and Boiling Points of

Metals, Drs. Holborn and Henning, 19 ; Distillation of

Binary Mixtures of Metals in Metals in Vacuo, A. J.

Berry, 198; Structure of Ternary Alloys, G. H. Gulliver,

604 ; see also Alloys and Testing
Meteorites : the El Nakhla Meteorite, S, Meunier, 33

;

Meteoric Stone which recently Fell in Egypt, Dr. G. T.

Prior, 165 ; South African Meteorites, W. A. Douglas

Rudge, 565
Meteorology :

General : Weather in the Seventeenth Century, W,
Sedgwick, 18; the Weather of 1911, the Right Hon.
Sir Edward Fry, G.C.B., F.R.S., 77, 244; Com-
mander C. Hepworth, 112; Dr. W. N. Shaw, F.R.S.,

141, 244; W. H. Dines, F.R.S., 175, 348; Ch. Harding,

109, 358 ; L. C. W. Bonacina, 244 ; Dr. Wilhelm
Krebs, "279; A. Schmauss, 348; J. I. Craig, 348, 378;
the Weather of 191 1 and the Ultra-violet Radiations of

the Sun, Dr. C. Ramsauer, 212; Abnormal Weather of

191 1 in S. America, R. C. Mossman, 492; Weather
Science : an Elementary Introduction to Meteorology,

F. W. Henkel, 102 ; Results of Meteorological Ob-
servations at the Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford,

1900-05, Dr. A. A. Rambaut, F.R.S., 428; on Meteoro-

logical" Research, Dr. H. N. Dickson, 470 ; Obstacles

to the Progress of Meteorology, Prof. Cleveland Abbe,

595
Special : Electrical Manifestations of Storms and Cyclones,

Origin of, G. Le Cadet, 133 ; Forecasting Weather,
Dr. W. N. Shaw, F.R.S., Dr. Hugh Robert Mill, 575;
Halos, Solar, and Brocken Spectres, W. Larden, 303 ;

Observation of Solar Halos in Africa, Anon., J. G.
Orchardson, 359 ; Pressure and Temperature in a

Column of Air, Statical Changes of, that accompany
Changes of Pressure at the Bottom, W. H. Dines,

303 ; Rain and Snow at the Observation Stations of the

Charcot Antarctic Expedition, Ammonia in the, A.

Miintz, E. Laine, 33 ; Storm in North Sea, Behaviour

of Heavy, 18 ; Swiss Observations, 1864-1900, 542

;

Temperature, Causes and Effects of Variation in the

Range of. Dr. and Mrs. J. R. Sutton, 166; see also

Atmosphere, Climatology, Frost, Wind.
Metric System adopted in Siam, 489
Microbiology, see Fermentation
Microkinematography, J. E. Barnard, " the Writer of the

Article," 312
Microscopic Objectives and Accessories, New, 329
Microscope Stands, 245, 351; J. Rheinberg, 348; J. A. L.

SutclifTe. 378, .i:;87
; J. E. Barnard, 412 ; H. C. Chadwick,

448; " F.R.M.S.," 515; F. R. Brand, 549, 587
Milk : Milk of Indian Cows, Messrs. Meggitt and Mann,

491 ; Machine-drawn versus Hand-drawn Milk, N.
Macdonald, 539

Mineralogy : R6le of Water in Minerals, Dr. W. W.
Coblentz, 52 ; Dufrenoysite, associated with Seligmannite,

from the Binnental, R. H. Solly, 16!; ; Striiverite from
the Malay States, T. Crook and S. J. Johnstone, 165 ;

Occurrence of Ankerite in Coal, T. Crook, 165 ; Supposed
New Mineral from Du Toit's Pan, Kimberley, B. de

St. J. Van der Riet, 166 ; the World's Minerals, L. J.

Spencer, 242; Mineralogy, Dr. F. H. Hatch, 513;
Flotation of Minerals : Oil Attachments, K. A. Mickie,

•^39

Mining : Unwatering Tresavean Mine, C. Brackenbury,

470 ; Stoping at the Calamon Mine, E. P. C. Sullivan,

471
Mitosis, Reappearance of the Nucleolus in, E. J. Sheppard,

86
Molecular State of Bodies in Solution, New Hypotheses,

P. Girard and V. Henri, 133 ; Mechanics of the Water
Molecule. Dr. R. .'\. Houstoun, 401

Mosses of New Zealand, Some, H. N. Dixon, 267
Moth Nonagria neurica, Messrs. Porritt and Bankes, H. M.

Edelsten, 89
Motors, Balancing of, L. Lecornu, 268

Mould. Aspergillus niger. Manganese and Formation of

Conidia of, G. Bertrand, 573 ; Influence of Suppression
of Zinc on Secretion of Sucrase by, M. Javillier, 573

;

see also Botany
Museums : Preserving and Cleaning Antiquities, O. A.

Rhousopoulos, 86 ; La Plata Museum, Dr. Moreno, Dr.
E. H. Ducloux. 39:;

Mythological Study, S. Reinach, 17
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Natural History : Animal Sanctuaries in Labrador, Lieut.

-

Col. W. Wood, 60 ; Natural History of Tyneside, L. Gill

and others, 158 ; Natural History and Antiquities of

Selborne, Gilbert White, 174; " My Tropic Isle," E. J.

Banfield, 283 ; Man and Beast in Eastern Ethiopia, J.
Bland-Sutton, Sir H. H. Johnston, G.C.M.G., K.C.B.,

346
Natural Selection in Man, E. C. Snow, 361
Nature Study : the Adventures of Jack Rabbit, R. Kearton,
Grace Kearton, 174 ; the Process of the Year, H. H.
Brown, 209 ; Methodical Nature Study, W. J. Claxton,

411 ; In the Guiana Forest : Studies of Nature in relation

to the Struggle for Life, J. Rodway, 518; a Nature
Calendar, Gilbert White, 584

Nautical Almanacs : International Conference at Paris, 149
Navy : Admiralty Reorganisation, 353
Newfoundland, Physiography of, W. H. Twenhofel, 594
New Zealand Scenery Preservation Board, 17 ; New

Zealand, Sir Robert Stout, K.C.M.G., and J. Logan
Stout, 75

Nitrocellulose Industry, Dr. E. C. Worden, 69 ; Action of

Heat on Nitrocellulose, R. Fric, 403
Nitrogen : Commercial Manufacture of Pure Nitrogen, G.

Claude, 33 ; a Chemically Active Modification of Nitrogen
produced by the Electric Discharge, Hon. R. J. Strutt,

97. 537 ; Spectroscopic Investigations in connection with
the Active Modification of Nitrogen, Hon. R. J. Strutt

and A. Fowler, 198 ; Methods of Observation of Dissocia-

tion of Nitrogen Peroxide, A. Colson, 573
Norsemen in America : Lecture at the Royal Geographical

Society, 51
North Sea Herrings, J. Hjort and E. Lea, 523
Nutrition : Lipoids and Nutrition, Prof. Stepp, 157

;

Nutritional Value of Individual Proteins, Dr. J. B.

Osborne, Dr. L. B. Mendel, Edna L. Ferry, 181

Ophthalmic Practice, an International System of : Thera-
peutics, Dr. A. Darier, S. Stephenson, 137

Osmosis, the Mechanism of, E. Fouard, 269
Oxygen : Apparatus of Precision for the Use of Oxygen
Gas in Physiology and Therapeutics, R. Bayeux, 166

Oysters : Crepidula fornicata, the " Slipper Limpet," Dr.

J. Murie, 132 ; Feeding Habits of Crepidula, J. H.
Orton, 213; Discovery of Later Stages of the Free-
swimming Larva of the Canadian Oyster, Dr. J. Stafford,

456 ; Purification of Oysters in Filtered Artificial Sea-
water, E. Bodin, 573

Ozone, Physiological Influences of, L. Hill and M. Flack,

233 ; Industrial Uses of, Dr. F. Mollwo Perkin, 551

Pace-length and Stature, Relation, Prof. Hammer, 457
PalcTBobotany : History of Fossil Botany, Dr. D. H. Scott,

18; the Evolution of Plants, Dr. D. H. Scott, F.R.S.,

39 ; the Palaeozoic Fern Zygopteris Grayi, Dr. D. H.
Scott, 132 ; a Suggested Reform in Palaeobotany, Dr.
Marie C. Stopes, 168 ; Forbesia cancellata, gen. et sp.

nov., Prof. T. Johnson, 23? : Floras of the Irish Car-
boniferous Rocks : Ballycastle, Antrim, E. A. Newell
Arber, 337

Palaeolithic Paintings near Valencia, I'Abb^ H. Breuil, 562
Palaeontology : Devonian Fauna of the Ouray Limestone in

Colorado, E. M. Kindle, 21 ; California, Palaeontology of

the Coalinga District, R. Arnold, 21 ; Fauna of the Phos-
phate Beds of the Park City Formation in Idaho,

Wyoming, and Utah, G. H. Girty, 21 ; Cambrian Fauna
on the North American Continent, C. D. Walcott, 22 ;

Blattidae of the Commentry Coal-measures, F. Meunier,

67 ; Palajontologia Indica : Mollusca of the Ranikot Beds of

Sind, M. Cossmann and G. Pissarro, E. W. Vredenburg :

Fauna of the Spiti Shales, Prof. Dr. V. Uhlig, 531 ;

Lower Tertiary Mollusca of the Fayum Province of

Egypt : Presidential Address, R. Bullen Newton, .i;38

;

Permian Vertebrata of North America, Dr. E. C. Case,
c^Gt. ; Gibraltar Cave Exploration, Dr. W. L. H. Duck-
worth, 604

Papua, Expedition into the Western Part of : Royal Geo-
graphical Society Lecture, Hon. M. Staniforth Smith, 525

Parabolic Mirrors, Testing, T, Thorp, 132

Paralysis, Infantile, 85

Parasites of Equine Biliary Fever, Prof. Nuttall, 605
Paris Academy of Sciences : Prize Awards, 327 ; Prizes
proposed for 1913, 359

Parliament, In and Out of : Reminiscences, the Right
Hon. R. Farquharson, P.C., 546

Pathology : Growth Changes in Acromegaly, Prof. A. Keith,
50 ; Aids to Pathology, Dr. H. Campbell, 106 ; Ventila-
tion of the Lung in Chloroform Narcosis, G. A. Buck-
master and J. A. Gardner, 131 ; Mechanism of Troubles
of Arterial Circulation leading to Arterio-sclerosis, A.
Moutier, 166

Petrol Tramcar at Heysham, 493
Pets, Domestic : the Boy Fancier, F. T. Barton,
M.R.C.V.S., 4

Pharmacognosy, a Text-book of Botany and, Prof. H.
Kraemer, Prof. H. G. Greenish, 137

Pharmacy : Influence of Trimethylamine Chlorohydrate on
the Nutritive Exchanges, MM. Desgrez, P. Regnier, and
Moog, 269

Pheasants, a Breeding Experiment with, Mrs. Rose Haig
Thomas, 572

Philosophy : Puppets : a Work-a-day Philosophy, G. Forbes,
F.R.S., 4; Philosophy, N. M. Butler, President of
Columbia University, 209; Bergson, J. Solomon, 209;
Natural Philosophy, W. Ostwald, T. Seltzer, Dr. T. P.
Nunn, 507 ; Prolegomena zur Naturphilosophie, H. Graf
Keyserling, Dr. T. P. Nunn, 507 ; the Principle of Indi-
viduality and Value : Gifford Lectures, Dr. B. Bosanquet,
583

Photochemical Actions and Photo-electrical Phenomena, G.
Reboul, 573

Photoelectric Cells as Photophones, E. Bloch, 573
Photograms of the Year 1911-12, H. Snowden Ward and

others, 347
Photography : Utocolor-paper, 50 ; Panoramic-camera for

taking the Whole Horizon, S. Nakamura, 87 ; Photo-
graphic Impressions on Copper, G, Reboul, 269

;

Angewandte Photographic in Wissenschaft und Technik,
K. W. Wolf-Czapek and others, 275 ; the Photographic
Annual, 1911-12, 277; the British Journal Photographic
Alman.ic and Photographer's Daily Companion, 1912,

310; the American Annual of Photography, 377; Opaque
Projection Method for Projecting Pictures in Natural
Colours, Captain Otto Fulton, 384; Cassell's Cyclopaedia
of Photography, 409

Photomicrography, Instantaneous Exposure in, Walter
Bagshaw, 32 ; Photomicrographic Apparatus on Geo-
metric Slide Principle, J. E. Barnard, 165 ; Photomicro-
graphy of the Electrical Reactions of the Heart, F. S.

Scales, 369
Phthalylhydrazides, Preparation of Measurable Crystals of,

Messrs. Chattaway and Wiinsch, 458
Physical Development of Boys at Manchester Grammar
School, Dr. A. A. Mumford, 132

Physical Education, National League for, 227
Physical Society : Exhibition, 259
Physics :

General : a General Relation between the Physical Pro-
perties of Bodies : Applications, G. T. Gazarian, 98,

201 ; Smithsonian Report, T. T. Baker and others, 162
;

Mathematical and Physical Papers, vol. vi.. Voltaic
Theory, Radio-activity, Electrons, Navigation and
Tides, Miscellaneous, the Right Hon. Sir William
Thomson, Baron Kelvin, O.M., P.C, G.C.V.O.,
arranged and revised by Sir Joseph Larmor, Sec. R.S.,

M.P., 543; General TexUbooks : General Physics for

Students : a Text-book on the Fundamental Properties

of Matter, E. Edser, 3 ; a Handbook of Physics and
Chemistry, H. E. Corbin and A. M. Stewart, 107 ; a

Text-book of the Principles of Physics, Dr. A. Daniell,

510; Principles of Physics: Designed for Use as a
Text-book of General Physics, Prof. W. F. Magie, 510;
a Text-book of Physics, Prof. L. B. Spinney, 510

Special : Psychrometrical Formula, E. F. J. Love, G.
Smeal, 33 ; Experimental Investigation of Gibbs's

Thermodynamic Theory of Interfacial Concentration for

an Air-water Interface, Prof. F. G. Donnan and Dr.

J. T. Barker, 97 ; Electron Theory of Metals, N. Bohr,

200 ; the Theory of the Quanta, H. Poincar^, 268

;

Mayer's Papers on the Conservation of Energy, 361 ;

Propagation of Waves through a Stratified Medium
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Physics (continued) :

with special reference to the Question of Reflection,

Lord Rayleigh, O.M., F.R.S., 401 ; Elastic Pressure of

Saturated Vapours, F. Ollive, 471 ; Properties of Sub-
stances under Pressures up to 13,000 Atmospheres,
P. W. Bridj^man, 492

Physiologfical Instrument : Stereotaxic Instrument for

directing Needles to any Point in an Animal's Brain,
R. H. Clarke, 604

Physiology : Altitude, Effect of, upon the Dissociation Curve
of the Blood, J. Barcroft, 435 ; Atmospheric Pressures,
Physiological Effects of Low, Dr, J. S. Haldane and
others, 434 ; Casein, Digestion of, L. Gaucher, 99

;

Cholesterol in the Animal Organism, Origin and Destiny
of, G. VV. Ellis and J. A. Gardner, 234 ; Corpuscles,
Relation between the Lytic Point of Red, in Hypotonic
Salt Solutions and Tonicity of the Serum in Terms of

NaCl, Major Cornwall, 604 ; Dogs, Elimination of

Aminoid Nitrogen in Depancreatised, H. Labb^ and L.
Violle, 436 ; Gastric Acidity, J. Winter, 436 ; Intestinal

Immunisation against Eberthian Infection in the Rabbit,
Duration, J. Courmont and A. Rochaix, 201 ; Pigment,
the Tropics and, W. Lowe, 539 ; Progression of the
Mammal, Intrinsic Factors in the Art of, Dr. T. Graham
Brown, 131 ; Urine, Determination of the Acidity of,

L. Grimbert and J. Morel, 573
Physiology, Comparative : Vergleichende Physiologic, Prof.

A. Putter, 277
Physiology, Experimental : Arbeiten aus dem Gebiet der
experimentellen Physiologie, Dr. Hans Friedenthal, 209

Physiology, Plant : Formation of Hydrocyanic Acid during
Germination of Seeds, C. Ravenna and M. Zamorani, 19 ;

Effect on Vegetation of Extraordinary Darkness, J.
Friedel, 67 ; Action of various Polyureides and of

Hippuric Acid on Development and Tuber Formation of
Radish, M. Molliard, 133 ; Gases present in the Floats of
certain Marine Algae, A. H. S. Lucas, 201 ; Fibro-
vascular System of the Apple and Pear (Pome), D.
McAlpine, 201, 437; Comparison of Phenomena of Oxida-
tion in Galls and in the Homologous Normal Organs,
M. Molliard, 436 ; Various Papers, 463 ; Is Humus a
Direct Source of Carbon for the Higher Green Plants?
M. Molliard, 539 ; Development of Hydrogen Cyanide
during Germination of Seeds, MM. Ravenna and Vecchi,

564
Pigments : Melanic Pigments of Animal Origfin, M. Piettre,

33 ; the Yellow Pigment of Egg-yolk, Drs. Willstatter
and Esch, 493 ; Pigments, and their Value in Detecting
Forgeries, Dr. A. P. Laurie, 561

Plague in East Anglia, 56
Plankton Net, a Self-closing, for Horizontal Towing, Prof.

Kofoid, Dr. G. H. Fowler, 597
Plant Diseases, Legislation against, 127 ; Proposed Card
Index of, 489 ; see also Bacteriology

Plants, Anatomical Modification of, by Dust from Tarred
Roads, C. L. Gatin and M. Fluteaux, 166

Platinum, Earliest Industrial Use of, W. Burton, 605
Poisons : Influence of Chemical Constitution on Toxicity of

Nitriles and Amides, 99 ; Toxic Properties of the Mapou
(Agauria pyrifolia), M. Radais and A. Sartory, 133 ;

Specific Nature of Anti-toxic Sera: Sera for Use against
Snake-poisons. M. Arthus, 403 ; Intoxication by Venoms
and by Proteids, M. Arthus, 436 ; Toxicity of Amanita
phalloides, MM. Radais and Sartory, 403 ; Novel Means
of Defence of the Organism : Skeptophylaxis, M.
Lambert and others, 403 ; Toxicity of Compounds of
Arsenic employed in Therapeutics, A. Mouneyrat, 539

Polar Exploration, Dr. W. S. Bruce, 39 ; see also Antarctic
Political Geography of the Frontier of India and China,

A. Rose. CLE., 385
Potato : Soluble Substances in Plasma of Tubercles of

Potato, G. Andr6, 269 ; Effect of certain Chemicals on
Vitality of Buds of Potato Tubers and their Disinfective
Action on the Potato Blight, F. Stoward, 304 ; Potato-
moth : Biology of, and Occurrence in France, F. Picard,
436 ; Potato Plant Diseases, R. S. Home, 491

Precipitin Reaction, 566
Prehistoric Society of East Anglia, 17 ; Prehistoric Parables,
Wilson Bell, Horace Taylor, 546

Prism-binocular, 589
Psychology : a First Book in Psychology, Prof. Mary W.

Calkins, 139 ; Erkentnisstheorie, Prof. E. Durr, 139

;

Psychology of Education, Prof. J. Welton, Prof. J. A.

Green, 205 ; the Essentials of Psychology, Prof. W. B.

Pillsbury, 273
Psychology, Animal : la Nouvelle Psychologic Animale, G.

Bohn, Dr. Wm. Brown, 173 ; Clever Hans (the Horse of

Mr. Van Osten), Oskar Pfungst, Dr. Wm. Brown, 173 ;

.Animal Intelligence, E. L. Thorndike, Dr. W. Brown, 306

Radiating Power of Air, E. Gold, 448
Radiation : Conference on the Theory of Radiation, Prof.

E. Rutherford, F.R.S., 83; New Method of Determining
the Radiation Constant, G. A. Shakespear, 401

Radiation Constant, Solar, C. G. Abbott, 293, 490
Radio-activity : Variation with Time of Radio-activity,

Madame Curie, 87 ; Radio-activity of the Waters of Vals-

les-Bains, C. and J. de Beaujeu, 133 ; the a Particles

emitted by the Active Deposits of Thorium and Actinium,

E. Marsden and T. Barratt, 234 ; Persistent Radio-

activity of the Organism under the Influence of Radium
in an Insoluble Form, H. Dominici and others. 403 ;

Scattering of o Particles, Dr. H. Geiger, 469 ; Effect of

Temperature upon Radio-active Disintegration, A. S.

Russell, 469 ; Origin of the Rays from Radio-active

Substances, Prof. E. Rutherford, 605 ; see also Physics,

General
Radiography and Intestinal Kinks, Dr. A. C. Jordan, 456
Radiology : Vital Effects of Radium and other Rays

:

Royal Institution Discourse, Sir J. Mackenzie Davidson,

600
Radium : Quantity of Radium Emanation disengaged by
Spring at Colombiferes-sur-Orb, H^rault, J. Danne and
V. Cr^mieu, 98; Action of Radium Salts on Glass,

W. A. D. Rudge, 167 ; the Atomic Weight of Radium,
R. Whytlaw-Gray and Sir W. Ramsay, K.C.B., 537

Railway Transition Curve, E. M. Horsburgh, 304
Rainbows, Multiple, E. Newbery, 42
Reference Work : Who's Who in Science (International),

1912, 546
Religion : the Golden Bough, Prof. J. G. Frazer, A. E.

Crawley, 203
Reptiles, Horned Lizards of California, &c., H. C. Bryant,

491
Research Defence Society and Anti-Vivisection Shops,

Right Hon. Earl Cromer and others, 77 ; Research
Defence Society, 45/;

Research, France and the Endowment of, A. E. Crawley,

Reviews and Our Bookshelf :

Aeronautics : Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Tech-
nical Reports for 1910-11, 217; Bryan (Prof. G. H.,
F.R.S.), Stability in Aviation, 406; Hoernes (Lieut.-

Colonel H.), J. H. Ledeboer, a Compendium of

Aviation and Aerostation : Balloons, Dirigibles, and
Flying-machines, 346 ; Johnson (V. E.), Flying and
Some of its Mysteries, 140 ; Langley (S. P.), C. M.
Maniy, Memoir on Mechanical Flight, Maurice E. J,
Gheury, 451 ; Porter (J. Robertson), the Helicopter
Flying-machine : an Account of Previous Experiments,
including the Author's Turbine Machine, 346

Agriculture : Bailey (Prof. L. H.), the Country-life Move-
ment in the United States, loi ; Farm and Garden
Rule-book : a Manual of Ready Rules and Reference,

512 ; Bricker (Garland A.), Teaching of Agriculture in

the High School, 70 ; Dudgeon (G. C). the Agricul-

tural and Forest Products of British West Africa, 443 ;

Duggar (Prof. J. F.), Southern Field Crops (exclusive

of Forage Plants), Dr. E. J. Russell, 3 ; Fream
(Dr. W.), Prof. J. R. Ainsworth-Davis' (Editor).

Elements of Agriculture, 479; Hall (A. D., F.R.S.) and
Dr. E. J. Russell, Board of Agriculture and Fisheries :

a Report on the Agriculture and Soils of Kent, Surrey,
and Sussex, 27!; ; Hart (J. H.), Cacao : a Manual on
the Cultivation and Curing of Cacao, 375 ; Hopkins
(C. G.), the Story of the Soil : from the Basis of

Absolute Science and Real Life, Dr. E. J. Russell,

541 ; Tod (H. M.). Vine-growing in England, 173
Archaeology : Bell (Wilson), Horace Taylor, Prehistoric

Parables, 546 ; British School of Athens, Annual of the.
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380 ; Encyclopaedia Britannica : Collection of Articles

(loose sheets) dealing with Ancient History and
Archaeology, from the New (nth) Edition, 342;
Fewkes (J. W.), Preliminary Report on a Visit to the

Navaho National Monument, Arizona, Dr. A. C.
Haddon, F.R.S., 527; Maler (Teobert) and ' A. M.
Tozzer, Memoirs of the Peabody Museum : the Ruins
of Tikal, Guatemala, Alfred P. Maudslay, 247 ; Smith
(Prof. G. Elliot, F.R.S.), the Ancient Egyptians and
their Influence upon the Civilisation of Europe, H. R.
Hall, 475; Sollas (Prof. W. J., F.R.S.), Ancient
Hunters and their Modern Representatives, 405

Astronomy : Baikie (Rev. J.), Peeps at the Heavens, 277;
Ball (Sir Robert, F.R.S.), a Primer of Astronomy, 174 ;

Baxandall (F. E.), Researches on the Chemical Origin
of Various Lines in Solar and Stellar Spectra : being
the Results of Investigations made at the Solar Physics
Observatory, South Kensington, after Discussion, 416 ;

Claude (A.) and L. Driencourt, Description et Usage
de I'Astrolabe k Prisme, 307; Darwin (Sir G. H.,
K.C.B.), the Tides and Kindred Phenomena in the

Solar System, 31; ; Hinks (Arthur R.), Astronomy, 139 ;

Horsey (Admiral Sir A. F. R. de, K.C.B.), Draysonia :

an Attempt to Explain the System of the Second
Rotation of the Earth discovered by the late Major-
General Drayson, 71 ; Hosmer (Prof. G. L.), Text-book
on Physical Astronomy, 345 ; International Union for

Cooperation in Solar Research : Transactions, C. P.

Butler, 292 ; Royal Astronomical Society, General Index
to the Monthly Notices, vols. liii. to Ixx., 1892-1910,
and General Index to Illustrations in the Memoirs and
Monthly Notices, 1822-1910 : Appendix, List of Comets,
1892-1910, 208

Bacteriology : Moor (C. G.) and Wm. Partridge, Aids to

Bacteriology, 106 ; Smith (Dr. E. F.), Bacterial Diseases
of Plants, 528

Biography : Farquharson (the Right Hon. Robert), In
and Out of Parliament : Reminiscences of a Varied
Life, 1^46 ; Rennell (Major James, First Surveyor-
General of India), the Journals of, edited by T. H. D.
La Touche, 417 ; Stoddart (Anna M.), the Life of
Paracelsus : Theophrastus von Hohenheim, 1493-1541,

473 ; Swinburne (A. J.), Memories of a School In-
spector : Thirty-five Years in Lancashire and Suffolk,

412 ; Tennyson (Hallam Lord, Editor), Tennyson and
his Friends, 480

Biology : Bachmann (Prof. H.), das Phytoplankton des
Siisswassers, G. S. West, 277 ; Doflein (Prof. F.),

Probleme der Protistenkunde : II., die Natur der
Spirochseten, 209 ; Johnstone (James), Life in the Sea,

75 ; Miehe (Hugo), Javanische Studien, W. Botting
Hemsley, F.R.S., 599; Mitchell (Dr. P. Chalmers,
F.R.S.), George P. Mudge, Outlines of Biology, 410;
Piatt (Prof. A.), Dr. W. Ogle, and Prof. D'Arcy W.
Thompson, the Works of Aristotle, Translated into
English, I

Botany : Bardswell (Frances A.), the Herb-Garden, 103 ;

Bolus (Dr. Harry), Figures, with Descriptions of
Extra-tropical South African Orchids, 2 ; Burgeff
(Dr. H.), die Anzucht tropischer Orchideen aus Samen,
7=; ; Christ (H.), die Geographic der Fame, 136

;

Duthie (J, F.), Flora of the Upper Gangetic Plain and
Adjacent Tracts, 411; Gerschel (J.), W. R. Fisher,
Vocabulaire Forestier : Frangais—Allemand—Anglais,
311; Hayata (Dr. B,), Materials for a Flora of
Formosa, 330; Jongmans (Dr. W. J.), Mededeelingen
van de Rijksopsporing van Delfstoffen : No. 3,
Anlp.itung zur Bestimmung der Karbon-pf^anzen West-
Europas, Prof. A. C. Seward, F.R.S., 474; Kanjilal
(U.), Forest Flora of the Siwalik and Jaunsar Forest
Divisions, 5; Kelman (Janet H.) and Olive Allen, J. A.
Henderson, Gardens shown to the Children, 444

;

Kraemtr (Prof. H.), a Text-book of Botany and
Pharmacognosy, intended for the Use of Students of
Pharmacy, as a Reference Book for Pharmacists, and
as a Handbook for Food and Drug Analysts, Prof.
Henry G. Greenish, 137; Massart (Dr. J.), Recueil de
rinstitut Botanique L^o Errera (University de
Bruxelles), Tome Suppldmentaire vii. bis, 599; Spalding
(Mrs. E. S.) and Prof. D. T. Macdougal, the Water-

balance of Succulent Plants, 249 ; Thompson (H. S.),

Alpine Plants of Europe, together with Cultural Hints,

310
Chemistry : Abegg (R.), Fr. Auerbach, and R. Luther,
Abhandlungen der Deutschen Bunsen-Gesellschaft fiir

angewandte physikalische Chimie, 74 ; Albe (E. E.
Fournier d'). Contemporary Chemistry : a Survey of

the Present State, Methods, and Tendencies of Chemical
Science, 410; Bailey (Dr. G. H.) and H. W. Bausor,
Senior Chemistry, 107; Bemmelen's (J. M. van)
Disciples, Gedenkboek aangeboden aan J. M. van
Bemmelen, 1830-1910, W. B. Hardy, F.R.S., 238;
Bird (Prof. Robert M., Editor), Modern Science Reader,
with Special Reference to Chemistry, 444 ; Castell-

Evans (John), Physico-chemical Tables, Dr. J. A.
Harker, F.R.S., 344; Collins (Hawksworth), the Rela-
tive Volumes of the Atoms of Carbon, Hydrogen, and
Oxygen, when in Combination, 5 ; Czapek (Prof. F.),

Chemical Phenomena in Life, 241 ; Fay (Prof. I. W.),
the Chemistry of the Coal-tar Dyes, Prof. Arthur G.
Green, 271 ; Hammarsten (Prof. O.), Prof. J, A.
Mandel, a Text-book of Physiological Chemistry, 376

;

Hober (Prof. Rudolf), Physikalische Chemie der Zelle

und der Gewebe, Prof. Benjamin Moore, 140 ; Johnson
(V. E.), Playbooks of Science : Chemistry and Chemical
Magic, 140 ; Lunge (Prof. G.), the Manufacture of

Sulphuric Acid and Alkali with the Collateral Branches :

a Theoretical and Practical Treatise, 206 ; Marc (Prof.

R.), Vorlesungen iiber die chemische Gleichgewichts-
lehre und ihre Anwendung auf die Probleme der
Mineralogie und Geologic, 103 ; Nernst (Prof. W.),
Prof. A. Corvisy, Traits de Chimie G^n6rale : Deuxifeme
Partie, 276; Nernst (Prof. W.), H. T. Tizard,

Theoretical Chemistry from the Standpoint of

Avogadro's Rule and Thermodynamics, 74; Ostwald

(Prof. W.), E. Philippi, I'Evolution de I'Electrochimie,

106 ; Patent Office, Subject List of Works on Chemical
Technology in the Library of the Patent Office, 76

;

Scott (Dr. A., F.R.S.), an Introduction to Chemical
Theory, 40

Crystallography : Lehmann (Dr. O.), die neue Welt der

fliissigen Kristalle und deren Bedeutung fiir Physik,
Chemie, Technik und Biologic, 314; Tutton (Dr.

A. E. H., F.R.S.), Crystallography and Practical

Crystal Measurement, 439 ; Tutton (Dr. A. E. H.,
F.R.S.), Crystals, 439

Education : Board of Education : Report of the Consulta-

tive Commitee on Examinations in Secondary Schools,

Prof. J. Wertheimer, 587 ; Gordon (Mrs. Ogilvie, Con-
vener), First Report of the Education Committee of

the International Council of Women, 498 ; the London
University Guide and University Correspondence

College Calendar, 1912, 75
Engineering: Cocq (G. Leinekugel le), Ponts Suspendus,

442 ; Fiegel (Max D.), das Panamakanal, 141 ; Taylor

(F. Noel), a Manual of Civil Engineering Practice

:

specially arranged for the Use of Municipal and County
Engineers, 240

Ethnology : Churchill (Wm.), Beach-la-mar : the Jargon
or Trade Speech of the W. Pacific, Sidney H. Ray,

295 ; Coombe (Florence), Islands of Enchantment

:

Many-sided Melanesia, 554 ; Dennett (R. E.), Notes on

West African Categories, 38 ; Roscoe (Rev. John), the

Baganda : an Account of their Native Customs and

Be'iefs, A. E. Crawley, 450; Swanton (J. R.), Indian

Tribes of the Lower Mississippi Valley and Adjacent

Coast of the Gulf of Mexico, Dr. A. C. Haddon,

F.R.S., 527
Evolution and Heredity: Baur (Prof. E.), Einfuhrung.in

die experimentelle Vererbungslehre, W. Bateson,

F.R.S., 36; Bernard (H. M.), Matilda Bernard

(Editor), Some Neglected Factors in Evolution : an

Essay in Constructive Biology, 272 ; Crampton (Prof.

H. E.), the Doctrine of Evolution : its Basis and its

Scope, 508; Kirk (Rev. E. B.), Evolution, Life, and

Religion : a Study, 208 : Morse (Herbert), Where Do
We Come From? Is Darwin Correct? a Study of

Darwin's Theory of Natural Selection, 242 ; Schneider

(Prof. Karl C), Einfiihrung in die Deszendenztheorie,

508; Scott (Dr. D. H.. F.R.S.), the Evolution of Plants,

39 ; Semon (R.), die Mneme als erhaltendes Prinzip in

I
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Wechsel des organischen Geschehens, Prof. Arthur

Dendy, F.R.S., 371 ; Tammes (Tine), das Verhalten

fluUtuierend variiender Merkmale bei der Bastardierung,

227; Willey (Dr. A., F.R.S.), Convergence in Evolu-

tion, 237
Fermentation : Kossowicz (Prof. A.), Einfiihrung in die

Mykologie der Nahrungsmittelgewerbe, 377 ; Kossowicz
(Prof. Alex.), Einfiihrung in die Mykologie der Genuss-
inittel und in die Garungsphysiologie, Dr. A. Harden,
F.R.S., 578

Food: Osborne (J. B.) and Lafayette B. Mendel, Edna L.

Ferry, the Nutritional Value of Individual Proteins,

181; llutchinson (Dr. Robert), Food and the Principles

of Dietetics, Prof. J. S. Macdonald, 477
Geography : a Handbook for Travellers in India, Burma,
and Ceylon, 171 ; Bruce (Dr. W. S.), Polar Explora-

tion, 30; Burrard (Colonel S. G., R.E., F.R.S.), the

General Report of the Operations of the Survey of

India during the Survey Year 1909-10, 389 ; Fry
(G. Cecil), Text-book of Geography, 5 ; Hilton-Simpson

(M. W.), Land and Peoples of the Kasai : being a

Narrative of a Two Years' Journey among the Savage
Tribes of the South-Western Congo, Sir H. H. John-
ston, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., 485; Howarth (O. J. R.), a

Geography of Ireland, 73 ; Mackie (A.), Aberdeenshire,

73 ; Mackinder (H. J.), the Nations of the Modern
World, 73 ; Moreux (I'Abb^ Th.), I'Assaut du Pole Sud,

76; Nansen (Prof. F., G.C.V.O.), A. G. Chater, In

Northern Mists : Arctic Exploration in Early Times,

350; Newbigin (Dr. Marion I.), Modern Geography,

39 ; Noble (Rev. W. M.), Huntingdonshire, 73 ; Rogers

(J. D.), a Historical Geography of the British Colonies :

Canada : Newfoundland, 441 ; Semple (Ellen C), Influ-

ences of Geographic Environment : on the Basis of

Ratzel's System of Anthropo-geography, loi ; Stout

(Sir Robert, K.C.M.G.) and J. Logan, 'New Zealand,

75; Wills (L. J.), Worcestershire, 73; Wilson's Folding
Globe, 5

Geology : Cockayne (Dr. L.), Report on the Dune-areas
of New Zealand : their Geology, Botany, and Reclama-
tion, Dr. Vaughan Cornish, 390; Cole (Prof. G. A. J.),

the Changeful Earth : an Introduction to the Record
of the Rocks, 37 ; Craig (Sterling), Secrets of the Hills,

and How Ronald Read Them, 347 ; Dwerryhouse (Dr.

A.), Geological and Topographical Maps : their Inter-

pretation and Use : a Handbook for the Geologist and
Civil Engineer, 411; French Government (Service des

Grandes Forces hydrauliques). Etudes Glaciologiques

en Savoie, 415 ; Hobbs (Prof. W. H.), Characteristics

of Existing Glaciers, 71 ; Hucke (K.), Geologische
Ausfliige in der Mark Brandenburg, 140 ; Lyell : the

Student's Lyell, edited by Prof. J. W. Judd, C.B.,
F.R.S., 38; Park (Prof. J.), the Geology of New
Zealand : an Introduction to the Historical, Structural,

and Economic Geology, 309 ; Sharpe (Hilda D.), Field

Note-book of Geological Illustrations, 74 ; Sorsbie

(Lieut.-Colonel R. F., R.E.), Geology for Engineers,

History: Haddon (Dr. A. C, F.R.S.), the Wanderings
of Peoples, 209 ; King (his Majesty the), the King to

his People : being the Speeches and Messages of his

Majesty George V. as Prince and Sovereign, 209 ;

Magic : Frazer (Prof. J. G.), the Golden Bough : a Study
in Magic and Religion : Part iii., the Dying God, A. E.
Crawley, 203

Mathematics : Fifty Useful Metric Equivalent Tables,

107 ; Allcock (C. H.), Theoretical Geometry for Be-
ginners, 105 ; Baker (W. M.) and A. A. Bourne, a New
Geometry, 207 ; Bartlett (Commander F. W.) and Prof.

T. W. Johnson, Engineering Descriptive Geometry,
105 ; Bolza (Prof. Oskar), Vorlesungen iiber Variations-
rechnung, Prof. G. H. Bryan, F.R.S., 579; Bromwich
(Dr. T. J. I'a, F.R.S.), Elementarv Integrals: a Short
Table, 444; Burnside (Prof. W.. 'F.R.S.), Theory of

Groups of Finite Order, 170 ; Cailler (C), Sur la notion
de Courbure, et sur quelques points de Geometric
infinit^simale non euclidienne. Prof. G. H. Bryan,
F.R.S., 580; Calcutta Mathematical Society, Bulletin,

Prof. G. H. Bryan, F.R.S., 580; Carslaw (Prof. H. S.),

Memorandum on the Teaching of Elementary Mathe-

matics, 147; Chottoraj (Prof. K. P.), Algebra: Part ii.,

for the Use of Students of Indian Universities, 207;
Coates (J. V. H.), a First Book of Geometry, 105;
Dumont (Prof. E.), Grandeurs et Nombres—.Arith-

m^tique G^n^rale, 274; Godfrey (C, M.V.O.) and
A. W. Siddons, Solid Geometry, 105; Hall (H. S.), a

School Algebra, 105; Innes (Robert T. A.), a Logical
Notation for Mathematics, Prof. G. H. Bryan, F.R.S.,

579 ; Kelvin, see heading Physics ; Kneser (Adolf), die

Integralgleichungen und ihre Anwendungen in der
mathematischen Physik, Prof. G. H. Bryan, F.R.S.,

579; Lock (Rev. J. B.) and J. M. Child, a New
Trigonometry for Schools and Colleges, 105 ; London
County Council, Education Committee : Report of a
Conference on the Teaching of Arithmetic in London
Elementary Schools, 147 ; London Mathematical
Society, Proceedings, Prof. G. H. Bryan, F.R.S., 580;
Mukhopadhyaya (Dr. S.), Parametric Coef^cients in the

Differential Geometry of Curves, 207 ; Partington

(J. R.), Higher Mathematics for Chemical Students,

74 ; Patterson (Prof. Geo. W.), Revolving Vectors, with
Special Application to Alternating-current Phenomena,

513 ; Scheffers (Prof. G.), Lehrbuch der Mathematik
fiir Studierende der Naturwissenschaften und der

Technik : Einfiihrung in die Differential- und Integral-

rechnung und in die analytische Geometrie, Prof. G. H.
Bryan, F.R.S., 579; Sociedad matemdtica espanola,

ReVista, Prof. G. H. Bryan, F.R.S., 580; Sommer
(Prof. J.), Prof. A. L^vy, Introduction k la Th^orie des

Nombres Alg6briques, 443 ; Wargny (Prof. C), Trigo-
nometria Esf^rica, 105 ; Weber (Prof. Heinrich), die

partiellen DifTerentialgleichungen der mathematischen
Physik, nach Riemann's Vorlesungen in fiinfter Auflage

bearbeitet, Prof. G. H. Bryan, F.R.S., 579; Young
(Prof. J. W.), W. W. Denton, Lectures on Funda-
mental Concepts of Algebra and Geometry, 409

Mechanical Science : Bragg (Prof. Edward M.), Marine
Engine Design, 4 ;

Johnson (V. E.), Mechanics and
Some of its Mysteries, 140 ; McQuade (W.), Engines
and Boilers Practically Considered : a Handbook for

Young Engineers, 376: Martin (Prof. L. A., jun.).

Text-book of Mechanics : vol. iii., Mechanics of

Materials, 276; Morley (Prof. A.) and W. Inchley,

Elementary Applied Mechanics, 75 ; Smith (Prof.

C. A. M.), a Handbook of Testing, 207
Medical Science : Annual Report of Recent Advances in

Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Therapeutics, Henry G.
Greenish, 479 ; Appelt (A.), the Real Cause of Stammer-
ing and its Permanent Cure : a Treatise on Psycho-
analytical Lines, Prof. John G. McKendrick, F.R.S.,

407 ; Bashford (Dr. E. F.), Fourth Scientific Report on
the Investigations of the Imperial Cancer Research
Fund, 158 ; Boyce (Sir Rubert W.), Yellow Fever
and its Prevention : a Manual for Medical Students

and Practitioners, 416; Campbell (Dr. H.), Aids

to Pathology, 106 ; Crawfurd (Dr. Raymond), the

King's Evil,' Sir T. Clifford Allbutt, K.C.B., F.R.S.,

169 ; Darier (Dr. A.), Dr. Walter L. Pyle (Editor),

S. Stephenson, an International System of Ophthalmic
Practice, 137 ; Eggeling (Prof, von), Physiognomie und
Schaedel, 495 ; Evans (Dr. Willmott), Medical Science

of To-day, 40 ; Friedenthal (Dr. Hans, Editor) and
others, Arbeiten aus dem Gebiet der experimentellen

Phvsiologie, 209 ; Hertz (Dr. Arthur F.), the Goul-
stonian Lectures on the Sensibility of the Alimentary
Canal, 273 ; Howard (Dr. L. O.), the House-fly,

Disease Carrier : an Account of its Dangerous Activities

and of the Means of Destroying it. 341; ; Minot (Prof.

C. S.), a Laboratory Text-book of Embryology, 347

;

Neuburger (Prof. M.), E. Playfair, History of Medicine,

577: Pearson (Prof. Karl, F.R.S.), E. Nettleship, and

C. H. LTsher, a Monograph on Albinism in Man, 441 ;

Flitter (Prof. A.), Vergleichende Physiologie, 277

;

Ross (H. C), J. W. Cropper, and E. H. Ross. Further
Researches into Induced Cell-reproduction and Cancer,

174 : Royal Society : Reports of the Sleeping Sickness

Commission. No. xi., 529; Terra (Dr. P. de),

Vergleichende Anatomic des menschlichen Gebisses und
der Zahne der Vertebraten, 308 ; Tuke (Sir John B.)

and Dr. J. Ritchie (Editors), Reports from the Labora-
tory of the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh, 311
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Metallurgy : Dichmann (Carl), AUeyne Reynolds, the

Basic Open-hearth Steel Process, 309; Friend (Dr. J.

Newton), the Corrosion of Iron and Steel, 37
Meteorology : Bonacina (L. C. W.), Climatic Control, 40

;

Bort (Teisserenc de) and A. L. Rotch, Travaux de

rObservatoire de Trappes : Travaux de 1 'Atmosphere

Marine par Sondages A^riens Atlantique Moyen et

R6gion Intertropicale, E. Gold, 519; Hann (Prof. J.),

Handbuch der Klimatologie, 542 ; Henkel (F. W.),

Weather Science : an Elementary Introduction to

Meteorology, 102 ; Knox (Alexander), the CUmate of

the Continent of Africa, Sir H. H. Johnston,

G.C.M.G., K.C.B., 305; Maurer (Jul.), R. Billwiller,

jr., and C. Hess, das Klima der Schweiz auf Grund-

lage der 37-jahrigen Beobachtungsperiode 1864- 1900,

542 ; Mazelle (E.), die tagliche Periode der Wind-
richtung und Windstarke nach den anemornetrischen

Aufzeichnungen auf der Klippe Porer, 218; Rambaut
(Dr. A. A., F.R.S.), Results of Meteorological Ob-
servations made at the Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford,

1900-05, 428; Shaw (Dr. W. N., F.R.S.), Forecasting

Weather, Dr. Hugh R. Mill, 575 ; Stok (Dr. J. P. van

der), on the Diurnal Variation of the Wind and the

Atmospheric Pressure and their Relation to the Varia-

tion of the Gradient, 218
Mineralogy : Hatch (Dr. F. H.), Mineralogy, 513

;

Spencer (Leonard J.), the World's Minerals, 242

Nature Study and Natural History : Further Correspond-

ence Relating to the Preservation of Wild Animals in

Africa, Sir H. H. Johnston, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., 178;
Banfield (E. J.), My Tropic Isle, 283 ; Barton (F. T.,

M.R.C.V.S.), the Boy Fancier : being a Complete
Manual of all Matters Appertaining to Domestic Pets

Suitable for the Youthful Fancier, 411; Bland-Sutton

(J.). Man and Beast in Eastern Ethiopia, Sir H. H.
Johnston, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., 346; Brown (H. H.), the

Process of the Year : Notes on the Succession of Plant

and Animal Life, 209; Claxton (W. J.), Methodical
Nature Study, 411; Claxton (W. J.), Round the Year
with Nature, A. E. Crawley, 476 ; Evans (A. H.), a
Fauna of the Tweed Area, 545 ; Kearton (Richard),

Grace Kearton, the Adventures of Jack Rabbit, 174;
Mockler-Ferryman (Lieut.-Colonel A. F.), Confessions

of a Robin, 209 ; Natural History Society of Northum-
berland, Durham, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Transactions,

158; Plassmann (Dr. J.) and others, Jahrbuch der

Naturwissenschaften, 1910-11, 376; Rodway (J.), In
the Guiana Forest : Studies of Nature in Relation to

the Struggle for Life, 518; White (Gilbert), G. E.

Collins, the Natural History and Antiquities of Sel-

borne, 174 ; White (Gilbert), Wilfred Mark Webb, a
Nature Calendar, 584

Palaeontology : Cossmann (M.) and G. Pissarro, E. W.
Vredenburg, Prof. Dr. V. Uhlig, Palaeontologia Indica,

being Figures and Descriptions of the Organic Remains
procured during the Progress of the Geological Survey
of India, 531

Philosophy : Bosanquet (Dr. B.), the Principle of Indi-

viduality and Value: Gifford Lectures for 1911, 583;
Butler (Nicholas Murray, President of Columbia Uni-
versity), Philosophy, 209; Forbes (George, F.R.S.),

Puppets : a Work-a-Day Philosophy, 4 ; Keyserling
(Hermann Graf), Prolegomena zur Naturphilosophie,
Dr. T. P. Nunn, 507; Ostwald (W.), T. Seltzer,

Natural Philosophy, Dr. T. P. Nunn, 507 ; Solomon
(Joseph), Bergson, 209

Photography : the American Annual of Photography,
1912, edited by Percy Y. Howe, 377; the British

Journal Photographic Almanac and Photographer's
Daily Companion, edited by G. E. Brown, 310;
Cassell's Cyclopasdia of Photography, edited by Bernard
E. Jones, 409 ; Photograms of the Year 1911-12, edited

by H. Snowden Ward, 347 ; the Photographic Annual,
1911-12, edited by A. D. Godbold, 277; Ward (Dr. F.),

Marvels of Fish Life Revealed by the Camera, 316;
Wolf-Czapek (K. W., Editor) and others, Angewandte
Photographie in Wissenschaft und Technik, 275

Physics, General : Corbin (H. E.) and H. M. Stewart,
a Handbook of Physics and Chemistry, 107 ; Daniell
(Dr. A.), a Text-book of the Principles of Physics, 510;

Edser (E.), General Physics for Students, 3 ; Fison
(Dr. A. H.), Notes on Practical Physics, 478 ; Fowle
(F. E.), Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections : Smith-
sonian Physical Tables, Dr. J. A. Harker, F.R.S.,

477; Kaye (Dr. G. W. C.) and Prof. T. H. Laby,
Tables of Physical and Chemical Constants, and some
Mathematical Functions, Dr. J. A. Harker, F.R.S.,

477 ; Kelvin (the Right Hon. Sir William Thomson,
Baron Kelvin, O.M., P.C., G.C.V.O.), Sir Joseph
Larmor, Sec. R.S., Mathematical and Physical Papers :

vol. vi.. Voltaic Theory, Radio-activity, Electrons,

Navigation and Tides, Miscellaneous, 543 ; Magie
(Prof. W. F.), Principles of Physics, 510; Reed
(Prof. J. O.) and Prof. Karl E. Guthe, College Physics,

478 ; Spinney (Prof. L. B.), a Text-book of Physics,

510
Physics, Electricity and Magnetism : Moos (N. A. F.),

Magnetic Observations made at the Government Ob-
servatory, Bombay, 1846-1905, 113 ; P6cheux (Prof.

H.), les Lampes jtlectriques, 512 ; Simon (Prof.

H. Th.), der elektrische Lichtbogen : Experimental-
vortrag, 512

Physics, Heat: Jude (Dr. R. H.) and Dr. J. Satterly,

Senior H^t, 107
Physics, Light : Clay (Dr. R. S.), Treatise on Practical

Light, 510; Pulfrich (Carl), Stereoskopisches Sehen und
Messen, 23 ; Trotter (A. P.), Illumination : its Distri-

bution and Measurement, 72 ;

Physics, Mechanics: Gray (Prof. A., F.R.S.) and Dr.

J. G. Gray, a Treatise on Dynamics, with Examples
and Exercises, 578 ; Haupt (Dr. Phil. Otto), Unter-
suchungen uber Oszillationstheoreme, Prof. G. H.
Bryan, F.R.S., 579; Konigsberger (Leo), die Prinzipien

der Mechanik fiir eine oder mehrere von den raum-
lichen Koordinaten und der Zeit abhangige Variabeln,

Prof. G. H. Bryan, F.R.S.
,

580; Marcolongo (Prof.
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ARISTOTLE AS BIOLOGIST.

The Works of Aristotle, Translated into English.

De Generatione Animalium. By Prof. A. Piatt.

Price 7s. 6d. net. De Partibus Animalium. By

Dr. W. Ogle. Price 55. net. Vol. iv., Historia

Animalium. By Prof. D'Arcy W. Thompson. Price

JOS. 6d. net. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1910-11.)

THE biological treatises of Aristotle are one of the

chief marvels of antiquity. Remarkable in

themselves for the evidence they give of the extra-

ordinary powers of observation and reasoning possessed

by their industrious author, they become truly astonish-

ing when considered as only a comparatively small

part of the life-work of a philosopher who entered

profoundly into every department of human know-

ledge. The view has sometimes been entertained that

after all Aristotle in his physical treatises was a mere

copyist, that these works are rather of the nature of a

literary compilation from sources now mainly lost than

a record of original research and observation. A
moderately careful study of, say, the " History of

Animals " is suflficient to show that this is an error.

Aristotle had undoubtedly made himself acquainted

with what we should now call the "literature of the

subject," and when it seems necessary he quotes from

earlier writers. But it is not his way to borrow their

statements uncritically. If Herodotus or Ctesias

makes what he considers to be a mistake, he does not

hesitate to say so. Moreover, the " History " teems

with what are beyond all reasonable doubt good first-

hand observations derived from actual dissection.

That errors should be numerous is only what might

be expected considering the necessary limitations to

research in the fourth century B.C. But it must be

allowed that in his zoological and physiological specu-

lations Aristotle displays reasoning powers of the

highest order, and indeed it is often difficult to see

that with the only data open to him he could have

come to any sounder conclusions. It is curious that

in the case of the strange phenomenon of hectocotylisa-

tion in the dibranchiate cephalopoda the Greek lisher-
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men were right and Aristotle was wrong. But even

here, as Prof. Piatt remarks, he seems justified on

the evidence before him. He could see no connection

of the hectocotylised arm with the vasa deferentia,

and "it is no wonder that he thought this decisive

against the theory of the fishermen. He only deserves

credit for doing so."

But in spite of this and many other errors perhaps

equally excusable, it is undeniable that the three

treatises before us contain an immense amount of

accurate observation and skilful reasoning. Speaking

of 4:he
" De Generatione Animalium," Prof. Piatt says

with truth, "should any man of science come fresh to

the reading of this treatise, he will, I think, be amazed

and delighted to see what grasp and insight Aristotle

displays in handling questions which still absorb us

after all the time " that has since elapsed.

The question of the dates of the composition^ of

these books is of considerable interest in its bearing

on Aristotle's more strictly philosophical work. Prof.

D'Arcy Thompson lays stress on the frequency of

reference in the " History of Animals " and other

Aristotelian writings to the island of Lesbos and places

near it. From this and other evidence he inclines to

the view that Aristotle's natural history studies were

carried on, or mainly carried on, between his two

periods of residence in Athens, for during this interval

he is known to have lived for two years in Mitylene,

before his summons to the Court of Philip to under-

take the tutorship of Alexander. Mr. Warde Fowler,

on the other hand, thinks it probable that the

" History " was at any rate begun in early life, the

foundations being no doubt laid during his boyhood at

Stageirus.

"This little town," as Mr. Fowler points out,

"is placed in a most favourable position for a

naturalist. It lies on a sea abounding in fish
;
above

it rise the wooded heights of the eastern coast of the

Chalcidic peninsula on which it stands; only a few

miles distant is the river Strymon, which was so

famous for water- and marsh-loving birds, as to give

its name as a perpetual epithet to at least one species

r Strvmoniai gruos ']. Straight across the sea from

Egypt and the Soudan came, and still come, every

spring, multitudinous armies of migrating birds
;
they

rest awhile about these rivers of the Thracian coast,

B
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and then pursue their way north wards, crossing' the
'

Balkan Mouni;iiii^ into the plains of the Danube and
Russia, to rctuni ;iL^.iin in the autumn. And, of

course, for an ini|iiiiin^ naturalist a seaport town is I

always a di ^iial)lc place, lor here come sailors from I

foreign lands with talcs of strange birds .and beasts i

and plants, spicinicns of which they sometimes bring
iionii wiili iliiin. . . . We may be sure that young

|

Arisidili' was c|iiiik to profit by these chances."

\\'hat(\ii nia\ lia\r Ixcn the point in Aristotle's

career at uhi(-Ii the "History" was projected, there

can be little doubt that he was always taking such

opportunities as offered for making additions and
corrections. It is also reasonable to suppose that the

book as we have it may contain annotations by some
of his pupils. The treatises "De Partibus " and " De
Generatione " are shown by internal evidence to be
later as a whole than the "History."

The present excellent translations will serve, it may
be hoped, to induce many students of the history of

biological knowledge to undertake an examination at

first hand of the works of this great scientific pioneer.

Aristotle suffers little by intelHgent translation, for his

excellence lies in the matter of his writings rather
than in their form. "The author himself," as Prof.
Piatt justly observes, "would have been the last man
in the world to complain of any sacrifice of graces
of style." Though the translators have no doubt
nearly always succeeded in "representing as exactly
as possible what Aristotle said or meant to say," it

must not be supposed that they have denied themselves
the use of good and vigorous English. Dr. Ogle's
translation of the " De Partibus " in especial (a revi-
sion of his former well-known version) is admirable
as a piece of literary workmanship. The notes of
all three translators are good and useful so far as they
go

;
but to produce a completely annotated edition of

Aristotle's biological works in the light of modern
knowledge would be a task from which the boldest
might shrink. The typography and general get-up of
these volumes are all that could be desired, and are
worthy of the reputation of the Clarendon Press. It
should always be remembered with gratitude that their
publication is due to the generous provisions of the
will of the late Prof. Jowett. F. A. D,

SOVTR AFRICAN ORCHIDS.
Icones Orchidearum Austro-Africanarum Extra-Tropi-
carum; or. Figures, with Descriptions of Extra-
Tropical South African Orchids. By Dr. Harry
Bolus. Vol. ii., pp. vi + 200+ioo plates. (London':
Wm. Wesley and Son, 191 1.) Price 2I. 2s. net.

nrO Dr. Bolus's many botanical friends this volume,
-L his last contribution to South African orchid-

ology, has a special interest. Its production was the
ostensible motive of his frequent journeys home during
the past few years, and the revision for the press of its
last few pages was completed on the eve of his death,
which occurred shortly after his arrival in England
early m the summer of the present year. The copies of
his book, distributed by his niece and co-worker, Miss
H. M. L. Kensit, are a fitting memento of the author
and of the important influence he exerted on the
progress of botanical exploration in South Africa.
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Bolus's botanical work was nor confined to the study

of the orchids. His \\id( and (tiiical knowledge of

the heaths is mihodied in his < untribution on that

family in llii- ' !• lora Capensis"; and his exten^ivl•

herbarimn, wliich imw pa--.- !w tlie South African

College, liens wilne--, to hi- ^i ni-ral knowledge of

the flora. lhi\ in- will probablv V>' lust jcnowii for his

careful studv of tin orchids, the results, of uhich a"

embodied in various papers, but especially in

volume on the "Orchids of the Cape Peninsula" a

the two volumes of the "Orchids of South Afric

the second of which is the subject of this notice.

The plan of the book is uniform with that of vol. i.,

which appeared in two parts (1893 and 1896 respec-

tlveh'). Excepting a few double plates and one on

which are figured two species of Mystacidium dis-

covered by, and dedicated to. Miss .Mice Pegler, of

Kentani, each of tin hundred plates is devoted to one

species; and the text consists of a corresponding num-
ber of quite separate technical descriptions. A
characteristic feature is the duplication of each descrip-

tion in Latin and English. The distribution of each

species Is indicated by a citation of localities with

collectors' names and numbers, and an indication is

given of the source or sources from which the actual

specimens figured were derived. The great majority

of the plates were drawn from living specimens by

Dr. Bolus himself, and the noting on the plate of the

exact date at which the drawing was made shows that

the material for the volume had been accumulating

for more than twenty years. The extended period of

preparation accounts for a slight want of uniformity of

treatment. A few of the plates are In black and

white ; In the greater number, however, colour is used

in proportions varying from the tinting of a simple

leaf or flower to the full-blown coloured plate, such

as that of Disa uniflora (plate 63). .Ml are alike

admirably clear, and include, In addition to the habit

illustration, careful detailed drawings of the parts of

the flower.

The species figured and described represent nineteen

genera, but a large proportion are Included in the

typically South African genera, Disa, Satyrium, and

Eulophla. Some are well-known species ; a good pro-

portion were discovered and have been previously

described by Dr. Bolus, while a few, such as Eulophia

Pillansii and Mystacidium AUciac, are described here

for the first time. Some are of special Interest as

representing rediscovered species. For Instance, Disa

Telipogonis, Reichenb. f., a remarkable little plant

found by Berg on the summit of Table Mountain in

18 16, was rediscovered in the same locality by Miss

Kensit in 1904. The only other record of Its occur-

rence was from the mountains In the Wellington dis-

trict, where Dr. Schlechter found It In 1896, at a

somewhat lower elevation.

A pleasing feature of Dr. Bolus's work Is the readi-

ness with which he gives credit wherever possible to

those who have helped In his work either by sending

specimens, or with their critical knowledge. Among
these helpers may be mentioned, besides Miss Kensit,

Dr. Schlechter, whose knowledge of the Cape orchids

was perhaps second only to that possessed by Dr.

Bolus, and Miss Alice Pegler, who has done good work
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in the botanical exploration of the Kentani district,

and to whom are dedicated the two new species of

Mystacidium figured—her own discoveries. To these

and others Dr. Bolus gives grateful recognition in his

introductory note.

An index comprising a Hst of species and synonyms
is placed at the end of the text matter, and a good
portrait of the author as a frontispiece is a pleasing
addition. A, B. R.

THE STUDY OF FIELD CROPS.
Southern Field Crops (exclusive of Forage Plants). By

Prof. J. F. Duggar. Pp xxvii + 579. Rural Text-
book Series ; edited by L. H. Bailey. (New York :

The Macmillan Co. ; London : Macmillan and Co.,
Ltd., 191 1.) Price ys. 6d. net,

AT a certain stage in his studies the agricultural

student is called upon to consider crop-growing
in its economic aspects, and he soon finds himself in

a wide and rather indefinite field, where, in theory, his

chemistry, botany, entomology, &c., ought to meet,
and where the bearing of all the sciences on practical

agriculture ought to be made manifest. In theory the

student is to be directed in his studies of this branch
of the subject by a man whose attainments in these

several sciences is beyond reproach, and who has also

a first-hand acquaintance with the economic problems
involved. But in practice this ideal combination is

never attained, and consequently the study of field

crops goes in with agriculture, and is left entirely to

the empiricist, no man of science having set up any
claim to deal with them from the economic point of

view.

Like other teachers of agriculture, Mr. Duggar is

an empiricist ; but he is an enlightened one, and makes
liberal use of the data accumulated by his confreres

on the science side. He deals, as one would expect,

Vei-y fully with maize and cotton, to each of which
some ten chapters are devoted, the rest of the book
being occupied with the less common crops—wheat,
oats, sorghum, rice, &c. The usual arrangement of

the subject-matter is to begin with the structure of the

plant; then to pass on to its races and varieties, the

methods of breeding or improvement, the soils and
fertilisers best adapted, the appropriate tillage and
cultivation, and finally the insect and fungoid pests.

Thus the whole field of science is covered, from
chemistry and botany to entomology.

Considering how much such a task is beyond the

powers of any one man, Mr. Duggar has done remark-
ably well. The purist in method, of course, might
object to the empirical treatment of the subject, and
feel dissatisfied with the numerous bald statements,

such as " Insect pests [of oats] are the same as those

of wheat, except that the oat is not attacked by the

Hessian fly," just as the purist in language (and many
others as well) might object to another statement

—

"ensilage is the verb, as ' to ensilage corn,' with the

accent on the middle syllable." But these difficulties

are inherent in the subject, and it would be unreason-
able to judge the book from a point of view other than
that from which it was written and will probably be

used.
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For in the meantime, while he is waiting for the

true scientific treatment of crop husbandry to be de-

veloped, the student needs some one book in which he •

can find collected all the information he wants about

ordinary crops. He is more concerned with the facts

themselves than with their bearing on one another or

on any central hypothesis. From this point of view

Mr. Duggar's book is very good ; there has obviously

been a great deal of work expended in collecting the

facts, and the references to the literature at the end

of each chapter, if not entirely satisfying to the man
of science, will at any rate put the student in touch

with other work on the subject. In the present state

of our knowledge the collection of the facts relating

to the growth of crops is extremely necessary for

further progress, and Mr. Duggar has contributed

material that will be found distinctly useful.

As in the other members of this series, the book is

well illustrated, and the pictures are well chosen, there

being remarkably few of the ordinary useless field

views. "An honest book," Dr. Bailey calls it in his

introduction ;
"

. . . these makers of observation text-

books, that present the crops and the animals in their

real and living details, will set going a great quiet

movement to examine minutely the conditi9ns of agri-

cultural failure and success." E. J. Russell.

PROPERTIES OF MATTER.
General Physics for Students : a Text-book on the

Fundamental Properties of Matter. By E. Edser.

Pp. ix + 632. (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

191 1.) Price 75. 6d.

IT is not often that a text-book, published under

a familar title, presents so many novel and

valuable features as Mr. Edser 's latest production,

"General Physics for Students." It is scarcely too

much to say that with regard to contents and general

mode of treatment the book forms a class for itself.

By the collection of so much fresh material into one

volume, Mr. Edser has made accessible to students

many parts of physics, which, either from lack of

time or initiative, they have hitherto been unable to

appreciate. This has been done in no meagre fashion,

the details, both experimental and theoretical, being

consistently of a very comprehensive character.

The very care which has obviously been bestowed

upon the work in order to suit it to the needs of

students has, we think, been the cause of the one

unfortunate feature of the book. This is the avoid-

ance of the use of calculus notation—a procedure

which the author seeks to justify in the preface.

There is undoubtedly much to be said for such omis-

sion in the case of
.

junior students whose teaching

involves but rare recourse to calculus methods; but

to continue the practice through a book of this kind is

open to grave objections. The students who use the

book may be divided into two classes—those sufficiently

acquainted with calculus notation and methods, and

those ignorant of them. The former class are liable

to become annoyed at the repeated integration from

first principles of the same function ; the latter class

may become accustomed to regard the laborious pro-

cesses given as essential parts of the problems in
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question. The author's reasons for following this

method are not apparent, but we are tempted to believe

that it is in order to conform with the regulations of

the University of London, which still insist that the

pass degree in physics should be obtainable without

a knowledge of the calculus.

The earlier chapters of the book are devoted to the

principles of mechanics, special attention being paid to

oscillatory and gyrostatic motion. The simpler parts

of the subject seem somewhat curtailed, but that is,

perhaps, excusable in view of the very comprehensive

nature of the book. Following chapters on gravitation

and elasticity, we find surface tension very fully

treated, and it is noticeable that the author very

properly points out the inaccuracy of the statement

often made, that the surface tension is equal to the

surface energy per unit area. Chapters xi. to xiv.

introduce subjects the inclusion of which renders this

book unique. The author deals in a simple yet de-

tailed and exact manner with the motion of fluids,

including applications to the properties of vortex fila-

ments and the waves on the surfaces of liquids. In

the concluding chapter there is also to be found much
that is new from the student's point of view. The
consideration of the kinetic theory of gases is more
complete in many respects than that which has usually

been given, particularly with respect to the influence

of the finite size of the molecules and the various

methods of estimating their size and number.
As in Mr. Edser's other books in this series, the

printing is excellent, and the heavy type used in the
more important statements is very desirable. Good
figures and diagrams form another pleasing feature.

A wealth of examples (to which answers are given)
should enable the student to become thoroughly
acquainted with the principles described, and there is

little doubt that the book, both from its general excel-

lence and unique features, and notwithstanding the
calculus methods referred to, will become almost in-

dispensable to the students of physics.

MARINE ENGINES.
Marine Engine Design, including the Design of Turn-

ing and Reversing Engines. By Prof. Edward M.
Bragg. Pp. 172. (London : Constable and Co.,
Ltd., 191 1.) Price 8^. net.

T N this small book the author has endeavoured to
-L describe methods by which the

"detailed design of the principal parts of marine
engines can be determined, and has concen-
trated the results of several years of experi-
ence in teaching the subject of marine engine design
to students of the University of Michigan."

Within these modest limits the volume should prove
useful as a class-book for students, although it cannot
be admitted that Mr. Bragg is accurate in the opinion,
expressed in his preface, that

"most of the text-books on the subject of marine
engines deal only in a general way with the subject
of design, and particularly ... as referring to the
numerous coordinating parts of the modern marine
engine."

On the contrary, many excellent text-books exist-
in English, French, and German—which contain full
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discussions of design of details for marine engines anH

numerous examples drawn from actual practice. Tl

distinctive feature of the book under review is reall\

found in its exclusive devotion to details of design,

whereas preceding text-books have been more com-

prehensive in scope, and as a consequence are larger

and more expensive.

Prof. Bragg confines attention to marine engin<

of reciprocating types; he leaves untouched problcMi

connected with steam turbines as applied to ship-

propulsion, although these are undoubtedly of primary

importance in present circumstances. Rules ar
'

specimen calculations are given for determining t!

dimensions of cylinders, the "cut-off" in the admi
sion of steam, the length of stroke, and other pa

ticulars for engines of specified powers and given

rates of revolution. Steam speeds, valve diagram-
valves, and valve-gear are treated at consideral

length. Attention is directed also to methods i'

calculating the strengths of many of the principal fix'

and moving parts of reciprocating marine engine^

in some cases the rules for details of marine engir

issued by the principal societies established for v..

survey and classification of merchant shipping ar

reproduced.

The last two sections of the book contain a full

discussion of the details of design for auxiliary

engines fitted for the purpose of turning the cranl:

shafts over—when valves are being set or when t'

main engines are being overhauled—and of desig:

for small engines used for reversing the main engin

in steamships. About one-sixth of the total spa.

in the volume is devoted to these subjects, althou;^

they are unquestionably of less relative important

than must be assigned to other matters, to vvhi(

less attention has been devoted by the author. H
hope and expectation, as expressed in the preface, a.;

that by keeping the book " free from the descripti\

part of the subject it will fill a decided void " and '

"much more readily available " than other text-booj^
" for the particular use for which it is intended." The
majority of students will, in all probability, favour
the use of text-books which are less restricted in air

and are richer in descriptions and illustrations ui

various types of engines. This opinion, however, in

no sense reflects on the manner in which the author
has done his work; and, of course, he is entitled to

form and act upon his own estimate of the kind
of text-book likely to prove of most service to students
of marine engineering. W. H. W.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Puppets: a Work-a-Day Philosophy. By George

Forbes, F.R.S. Pp. ix-i-183. (London: Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 35. 6d. net.

This is a philosophical sketch, or skeleton, clothed
upon with the human interest of a story. A party of
happy and well-to-do people are staying at a Scottish
castle, and James Gordon expounds to them his philo-
sophical views. These are of the idealistic kind, which
may roughly be called Berkeleyan, and Gordon
develops them very ingeniously, making some use of
the modern psychological doctrine of the subconscious.
All our knowledge of the world is a mental know-
ledge ; all "things" are thoughts or, at least, cannot
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be proved to be anything further. But this does not

destroy anything of importance, or reduce cosmos to

chaos, as '"common-sense " might suppose. The world

of each one's experience is real enough in each one's

own mind, and there is no gain in attributing to it

any material kind of reality. The concordance, in a

general way, of my experience with your experience, is

explained by supposing a universal-thinking or domin-

ant Self who is thinking the world. Or, as Berkeley

would say, the universe exists as the thought of God.
Our human selves are greater than their present

manifestations. For educative purposes, each of us

has been given a puppet to work and manage (our

bodies, namely), and we can only express ourselves very

inadequately through this dull mechanism. Indeed,

some of the faculties we are proud of are the results

of our limitations—for instance, reasoning. "There is

simply no limit to what the mind can think of were it

not spoilt by reasoning." Witness the marvellously

accurate movements of the fingers in piano-playing,

movements which must be supposed to be controlled

by intelligence, but which certainly could not be per-

formed at that speed if the slow consciousness had to

superintend every muscle-twitch. Similarly with calcu-

lating prodigies, who multiply six figures by six

figures, not in the way we multiply, but by a sort of

instinct.

This philosophy, of course, includes some kind of

immortality, for, though the body-puppet dies, the self

which worked it is not thereby rendered any less alive
;

and it goes on experiencing, in other forms, probably
not spatial and temporal.
The psychology of the book is quite admirable, and

even its farthest-reaching speculations (which are put
forward as such, and not as dogmas) are logical and
justifiable, from the idealist's point of view. And the

philosophic pill is nicely sugared with two love stories

which end as happily as the most benevolent reader
could desire. J. A. H.

The Relative Volmnes of the Atoms of Carbon, Hydro-
gen, and Oxygen, when in Combination. By
Hawksworth Collins. Pp. 107. (London : Morton
and Burt, Ltd., 191 1.) Price ys. 6d.

The author's views on the volume relations of the
atoms in chemical combination differ fundamentally
from those of previous observers. The present book
deals exclusively with liquids containing carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen. At 15° and atmospheric pres-
sure an atom of hydrogen, when in combination with
an atom of carbon, occupies one of four relative

volumes, viz., i5'25, i2'22, 9*95, and 576. The volume
of any one atom of hydrogen is determined by the por-
tion of the carbon atom to which it is attached. There
are four portions of the carbon atom, corresponding with
the valencies, and the theory implies that the valencies
are unequal. The relative volume of the carbon atom
is generally o'yi, but in certain circumstances expands
to 8'o. From this it follows that the volume of a
hydrogen atom may be twenty times that of a carbon
atom. Oxygen has three volumes, 2"5i, 4'45, and
7'53, depending on the nature of the compound and
the position of attachment to the carbon atom.
This remarkable theory of atomic volumes is ex-

plained within the limits of four pages, and the
remainder of the book is occupied with the graphic
formulae of 100 organic compounds (alcohols, ethers,
&'C.). In these formulae the carbon atoms are repre-
sented as oblongs divided into four portions, and the
positions of attachment and the relative volumes of
all the atoms are shown.
The author states that "the theoretical and experi-

mental specific gravities never differ by more than
o'ooi, althoue^h different experimentalists seldom agree
to more than two places of decimals." It is difficult
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to see how these statements can be reconciled. More-
over, the author has the choice of nine volumes for

the three elements, whereas Kopp obtained a fair

agreement between observed and calculated values for

molecular volumes at the boiling point with one volume
each for carbon and hydrogen and two volumes for

oxygen ; it is evident, therefore, that an agreement
between observed and calculated values on the former
basis can scarcely be regarded as conclusive evidence
in favour of the author's theory. The theoretical dis-

cussion of the subject is quite inadequate, and it is to

be hoped that some of the more obvious omissions will

be repaired in the later volumes on the subject which
are promised.

Forest Flora of the Siwalik and ]aunsar Forest Divi-

sions of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh,
being a revised and enlarged edition of the Forest

Flora of the School Circle, N. W.P., with Analyses,

compiled for the use of the Students of the Imperial
Forest College, Dehra Dun. By U. Kanjilal. Pp.
xxix + 457. (Calcutta: Government Printing Office,

1911.) Price 1. 14 rupees for public; 1.4 rupees for

students.

Ten years have elapsed since the first edition of the

"Forest Flora of the School Circle, N.W.P.," was
published; meantime the division of the School Circle

has received other names for both forest and adminis-

trative purposes, which are given in the revised title,

and the author has noted certain alterations and
emendations that are desirable. The glossary has been

revised, family names have been changed in accord-

ance with the Vienna rules, an important addition

has been made in the shape of an analytical synopsis

of the orders and families which provides ampler

details for their determination, and a general revision

of the flora has been effected. The teaching experi-

ence of the author has suggested but few changes in

the list of species described. Only two of the addi-

tional species incorporated are trees, i.e. Diospyros

Kanjilali and Linociera intermedia; the former was
described in 1905 by Duthie from material supplied

by the author. These alterations will serve to increase

the usefulness of this pocket flora.

Wilson's Folding Globe. Circumference 40 inches.

(London : George Philip and Son, Ltd.) Price

75. 6d. net, in cardboard box.

This ingenious device will prove of excellent service

to teachers of geography in assisting them to correct

the misleading ideas which are apt to arise in the

minds of young pupils by the exclusive study of flat

map projections. The mere fitting up of the globe,

with the aid of the simple accessories provided, will

impress upon the beginner the distortion entailed by

the representation of a spherical surface on a plane.

When placed flat, the "gores," which when arranged

form the globe, make up an equal scale map of the

world. There is sold with the folding globe a map
of the world on Mercator's projection, so that a proper

understanding of its advantages and disadvantages

may be secured by comparing it with the equal scale

map.

A Text-book of Geography. By G. Cecil Fry.

Second edition. Pp. xxi + 468. (London: W. B.

Clive, University Tutorial Press, Ltd., 191 1.) Price

4s. 6d.

The first edition of this book was reviewed in Nature

for March 11, 1909 (vol. Ixxx., p. 31). In the present

edition more than thirty new maps and diagrams have

been added, as well as a number of climatic data for

the principal divisions of the world. A new appendix

of some 350 examination questions has been intro-

duced.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions

expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature,
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

Irregular Long-period Changes in Level.

At the Portsmouth meeting of the British Association

Mr. V. Napier Denison contributed a paper on changes in

level observed with a horizontal pendulum at Victoria,

B.C. Observations commenced in January, 1899, and ex-

tended over the next eleven yea!^. I'or the most part these

refer to changes in level in an • asi-wcst direction. Like
observers in other parts of the world, he found diurnal,

annual, and other changes, all of which can be referred to

epigenic influences.

Over and above these Mr. Denison pointed out that the

pendulum did not annually return to its normal position
;

for irregular periods varying between twelve and thirty

months the zero might travel eastwards, after which it

would make a greater or less excursion towards the west.

But here comes the interesting point. A curve of these

wanderings very closely agrees with one representing the

innual frequency of world-shaking earthquakes, which

have been most numerous when the pendulum was farthest
removed from its normal position, whether this was to the
east or west. The accompanying curves by Mr. Denison
are self-explanatory.

With the object of throwing further light on these
observations it would be of interest to learn whether these
long-period changes in level, and, I may add, in azimuth,
have been recorded at observatories which have piers on
rock foundations, particularly in districts where there is

reason to suppose rock folding may still be in progress.
Such observatories may perhaps be found in Switzerland,
Italy, the Balkans, North India, and the American and
Asiatic shores of the Pacific. I have not, however, been
able to find a catalogue which gives information about the
foundations of astronomical observatories.
An excellent risumi relating to changes in the vertical

is given by Sir G. H. Darwin in a report to the British
Association (1882). What is now required is a rdsumd
since 1899, from which date we possess a fairly complete
catalogue of world-shaking earthquakes, each of which,
there is reason to suppose, may be regarded as the
announcement of a general relief in seismic strain, and as
one earthquake may beget another, they frequently take
place in widely removed districts at about the same time.
If a megaseism means a relief of strain in the crust of
our world, can astronomers throw anv light upon its

growth ?
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All who are interested in earth physics would like to

know whether evidences of long-period changes in th'

vertical exist, particularly in the direction of the dip »<!

strata on which their observatories are situated.

Shide, Isle of Wight, England. Joh.n Milm..

Solar Eclipse—April, 1912.

A FEW years ago I read a short paper before the British

Astronomical Association, in which I suggested that certai:

eclipse observations should be made, not at the centre lii.

of the path of the shadow, but as near as possible to it

two edges; and seeing that the forthcoming eclipse is ui

suitable, on account of its short duration, for the usual
observations, I hope that the astronomers of Europe will

devote their attention to determining the position and
width of the shadow. If they can do this with the exacti-

tude which I anticipate, then, in a single day, full informa-
tion will have been collected with which a profile of the
earth's surface can be drawn along a line extending from
Portugal through Spain, France, Belgium, Holland,
Germany, and Russia to Siberia, which profile would ha\

the advantage that it would be unaffected by local vari.

tions of gravity.

My suggestion is that enlarging cameras should !

attached to the observing telescopes, and that images of

the northern and southern edges of the sun and moon
should be thrown on sensitive films, which would have
be moved in a north and south direction (say at the ra;

of I mm. per second). An observer stationed outside th'

shadow would obtain a negative image consisting of a

black band with one gap at either edge ; the horizontal

(east and west) distance between the edges of these gaps
would be the width of the chord on the sun's disc which
is traversed by the moon's north or south edge; th

vertical (north and south) distance between the gaps woul
represent the time taken in traversing this chord. A:,

observer stationed inside the moon's shadow would obtain

a negative image, which would be a black band crossed

by a white " bend," the horizontal width of which would
represent the length of the chord on the moon's disc

traversed by the edge of the sun, and the vertical distance

would represent the time taken in traversing this chord.

The length of the chord being known either by measur-
ment or by calculation from the time, the overlapping .

the northern or Fouthern edges of the sun and moon coul'i

easily be calculated. The moon's apparent semi-diamet- r

is about 1000", and its actual semi-diameter about loi .

miles. If the enlargement be such that i mm. = i'', th'

if one of the observers should find that the length of tl.'

chord is, say, 100 mm. on the film, equal to 100", or

100 miles, then the amount of overlap is 50' : 2000=
1-25 mm., ", or miles, and he will know that he was
stationed one and a quarter miles, or 2 kilometres, from
the edge of the shadow. A more fortunate observer, who
may obtain a length of chord of only 10 mm., would know
that he was stationed at one-eightieth of a mile from the

edge. If, as seems likely, the photographic records can be

measured with an accuracy of one-fifth millimetre, then

the latter observer will feel sure of his position to within

one two-thousandth of a mile, or, say, to within 1 metre.
As the angle at which the shadow strikes the earth will

nowhere be less than, say, 50°, it is evident that a small

difference of level of only a few metres between two
observers would make a perceptible difference in their

photographic records, and these would, therefore, afford the

means for accurately fixing their relative heights along a

line extending from Portugal to Siberia. Future eclipse?,

both total and annular, would enable a network of such
profiles to be determined not only across continents, but

also across oceans. C. E. Stromeyer.
" Lancefield," West Didsbury, October 25.

Khartoum for an Observatory.

At a time when search is being prosecuted in northern
Africa (Nature, September 21, p. 393) for an observatory
site, it may not be out of place to direct attention to the

merits of the Khartoum vicinity, so far as this can be done
by one who is not an astronomer. Its features may be
enumerated as follows :

—

Position.—Latitude 15° 36' ; it is some degrees nearer
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the equator than Salisbury in Rhodesia. The importance
of a low latitude has been illustrated by the success of
Helvvan Observatory in obtaining the earliest photograph
of Halley's comet, owing to the longer night near Cairo
in summer as compared with Greenwich or Heidelberg.
This advantage would be still further marked in the case
of Khartoum, some 145° south of Helwan, or relatively

about as far as Barcelona is from Edinburgh.
Altitude.—Precise determinations have been made by

levelling, and the land near the river has been found to
stand about 385 metres above sea-level.

Climate.—So far as I am aware, the " seeing " qualities
of the atmosphere have not been tested. Ordinary experi-
ence shows that it is remarkably clear, and it is no un-
common thing near the Italian boundary in these latitudes
to see Jebel Kassala (4400 feet) and some of the Eritrean
hills at distances up to a hundred miles. These districts

are at no great height above sea-level, and the clearness
of vision must in large measure be due to the pureness and
homogeneity of the air.

Relative humidity is a factor presumably of great import-
ance as regards the " seeing " qualities of the air ; and
those interested may refer to Captain Lyons 's " Physio-
graphy of the Nile and its Basin," where they will find
the data for Khartoum and many other stations conciselv
summarised. More recent data are available in the annual
meteorological reports, &c., published by the Egyptian
Survey Department. Suffice it to say that the mean annual
relative humidity is 31 per cent., and this figure is only
exceeded for three months in the year. The Khartoum
observations have been made within a short distance of
the river, and no doubt the humidity results are higher
than would have been obtained at a station a mile or
two away. The air is often dry enough, even near the
river, to desiccate moist calcium chloride. There are very
few cloudy nights.

During the summer months violent dust-storms occur,
but these are generally of short duration. Situated on the
southern edge of the desert, it has a rainfall of about
6 inches a year, almost confined to the months of August
and September. Temperature conditions are extreme, but
owing to the intense dryness heat is seldom oppressive to
the individual.

Communication.—Several mails a week carry letters to
London in nine or ten days, and the outward journey can
be done in eight and a half days. The railway to the Red
Sea enables goods from outside to reach Khartoum with
only a single handling at Port Sudan.

It seems improbable that there is any other locality in an
equally low latitude offering the advantages of a clear,
dry atmosphere combined with a fair altitude and such
ready means of communication with European centres of
learning. As an actual site in this vicinity the Abu Meru
Hills may be suggested, as rising about 100 metres above
the river at a distance of some eight miles north-west from
Omdurman. The place is far enough to avoid any local
humidity due to the river, as well as the dust-raising
traffic converging on the towns. The prevalent winds are
from the north and north-west, and traverse hundreds of
miles of unbroken desert before reaching the hills.

_
In conclusion, I have to thank Mr. Rolston for direct-

ing my attention to the search being undertaken bv the
French Geographical Society. Our friends across the
Channel have extensive possessions in northern Africa, and
no doubt these have first claim for consideration ; but if
they .nre unable to exploit Khartoum, perhaps it may be
kept m^ view and tested when munificence can be found
to provide for the equipment and maintenance of a new
observatory. G. W. Grabham.

Khartoum, Sudan, October 15.

The Scientific Misappropriation of Popular Terms.
T E\TTRT-r,Y agree with Dr. Ilarmor (Nature, October 26)

that (he
. xh iision of priority to groups larger than genera

IS undrsirahlr, and tho use of tlir- word insect should be
judged solely by practical convcnicncf.

If the restricted use of thf word insort wore as gonerallv
arcf-ptfd as that of di-i^r there would !). no ohlcct ion to
Its us,.. [ und.T-^fand, ho\\cv<r. dial \\v \\^<- of' .l-i-r for
small niaminals was al)aiidoncd in Middlr ICn^lish, and [
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that the phrase " mice and rats and such small deer,"
quoted by Dr. Harmer, was intended by Shakespeare and
later authors to be a joke, like the railway porter's classifi-
cation of the tortoise as an insect.
The same explanation is not available for the remark

in Prof. Adam Sedgwick's " Text-book of Zoology "

(vol. i., p. 502) that " all spiders are predaceous and suck
the juices of other insects."

I cannot agree with Dr. Harmer that the word insect
is, or ever has been, generally used in the restricted sense
either in popular literature or in technical works other
than zoological. For example, agriculturists always seem
to speak of insect in the wider sense, and agricultural
literature generally does the same. Nor do I find any
agreement on the subject among zoologists, and the
tendency seems to be for them to abandon Insecta as a
class name in favour of Hexapoda. Sir Ray Lankester
expresses the matter admirably in the new edition of the
" Encyclopasdia Britannica. " He rejects Insecta as the
class name of the "so-called 'true insects,'" and regrets
that Lamarck, who invented the " very appropriate name
Hexapoda," did not insist on it; and "so the class of
Pterygote Hexapods came to retain the group-name Insecta,
which is, historically or etymologically, no more appro-
priate to them than it is to the classes Crustacea and
.'\rachnida. " He refers with obvious disapproval to "the
tendency to retain the original name of an old and com-
prehensive group for one of the fragments into which such
group becomes divided by the advance of knowledge,
instead of keeping the name for its logical use as a com-
prehensive term, including the new divisions, each duly
provided with a new name " (Sir Ray Lankester,
" Encyclop. Brit.," vol. ii., 1910, p. 673).

Those, therefore, who use the word insect in its older
and etymologically more correct sense have the support of

high zoological authorities. J. W. Gregory.
4 Park Quadrant, Glasgow, October 28.

The Colour of a Donkey.

On October 5, at 7 p.m., the moon being high up and
almost obscured by a thick high haze, giving a diffused

ground light with no shadows, I was crossing an open
field by a footpath. The field is about a quarter of

a mile across, and the hedges all round it, with tall elms,

were marked out in broad dark masses. The grass, dried

by the hot summer, is straggly and grey, with short green
undergrowth. There were a number of cows—red and red

and white—scattered over the field, visible in the dim
light up to 80 yards by measurement. One could appar-
ently see everything within that radius.

I was brought to a halt by hearing an absolutely invisible

animal noisily cropping the grass a few feet away. On
going nearer I found a grey donkey. On his starboard

quarter at 4 yards' distance his dark head appeared as a
moving blur, but " stern on " at that distance he was
completely invisible—an " airy nothing "—though, like

Polonius, " at supper." It was most extraordinary to hear
the animal feeding and to be unable to see a vestige of

him. At 2 yards' distnnce he was a mere ghost. The
lighter under-colour of the ventral surface certainly diffused

what light there was, after the manner of the vanishing
duck in the Oxford Museum. That may be partly the

explanation.

Returning by the same path at 7.30, I tried by walking
across the field in every direction to find the donkey, but

failed, though the cows were all plainly visible, feeding or

lying down, and the donkey was in the field all night.

The striped zebra, invisible in the moonlight, is cited as

an example of protective coloration. I merely record the

above facts without venturing upon any explanation of

them.
There is an old rhyme describing the palpitations of a

villager followed at night across a field by an invisible

creature with audible footsteps

—

" And much he feared that dreadful ghost
Would leap upon his back."

That was also a donkey, and the rhyme, liico Gil|)in's ridi\

may be the jocular record of ;i {r{v\. Mv donkey was
ghostly enough, and suggests possiliiliiirs.

Waterstock, October 24. E. C. Spicer.
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Non-Euclidean Geometry.

As many mathematicians give very little thought to the

theory of sets, it is perhaps worth while dwelling for a
moment on Dr. Sommerville's possibly misleading re-

marks in Nature of October 5. He, quite correctly, points

out the one-one correspondence between the aggregates of

integral numbers i, 2, 3, &c. (n), and even numbers 2, 4,

6, &c. Can). Thus the part appears equivalent to the whole.
This statement loses the character of a paradox to all

who will bear in mind that the notion of " the part cannot
equal the whole " has its origin in the contemplation of

finite quantities.

Again, the sets of numbers of the form 4n and 4n+2
constitute aggregates of the same type ; they are equivalent
to each other as well as to n itself and 2n. I fail to see

that Dr. Sommerville shows the part to be larger than
the whole. An aggregate A would be larger than A' if

A contained a set equivalent to A', while A' does not
contain a set equivalent to A.

Harold M. Sadow-Pittard.
SS. Caledonia, October 14.

In drawing a parallel between Legendre's proof and the

paradox concerning infinite aggregates, I had not thought
it necessary to point out the fallacy, which consists, as in

Legendre's proof, of transferring to infinities notions which
are derived from a study of finite magnitudes.
Of the two propositions, a part is (i) equal to, and (2)

greater than, the whole ; the one is just as much a paradox
as the other until the meaning of the terms equal, greater,
and less has been extended and modified for infinite aggre-
gates ; and the proofs which I gave are equally in accord-
ance with notions derived from finite aggregates. Neither
of them was intended as a valid proof, though the first

happens to be in agreement with the usual extension of

the meaning of equivalent. D. M. Y. Sommerville.
The University, St. Andrews, October 23.

Dew-ponds and the Dry Season,

With reference to the remark in Nature of October 26

(P- 559)' " paid a visit to the Chanctonbury Dew-pond
about the end of last August, and was surprised at its

flourishing condition.

The water-level was, of course, much below the normal,
and the surrounding water plants were much trodden under
by sheep and cattle. There still remained, however, a good
fringe, and the usual pond plants seemed to be in a satis-

factory state. I could not get to the water's edge owing
to the moist and boggy nature of the ground, usually sub-
merged.
Some other dew-ponds met with in the course of a few-

days' walk west of Chanctonbury were quite dry, so far
as I remember. J. P. Clatworthy.

University College, Reading, October 30.

CHARLES DARWIN'S EARLIEST DOUBTS
CONCERNING THE IMMUTABILITY OF
SPECIES.

TN view of the great revolution in scientific thought
• which was inaugurated by the publication of the
''Origin of Species," the story of the evolution of
ideas in the mind of its author must always have a
deep fascination for the student of the history of
science—and the question of the nature of the initial

stage of that evolution is one especially worthy of
attention.

In his autobiography, Charles Darwin has declared
his belief that, before leaving England for the memor-
able voyage in the Beagle, he was quite indifferent to
any speculations upon the subject of evolution—and
this in spite of his admiration for his grandfather's
'' Zoonomia " as a literary production.' Now concern-
ing the exact period in his life when Darwin ceased
to feel this indifference, and had his interest aroused
by that "mystery of mysteries "—to the solution of

1 " Life and Letters of Charles Darwin," vol. i., p. 38.
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which his whole after-life was to be devoted—thti

have been very marked differences of opinion.

Huxley stated his conviction to be that no reali\

important fruits 6f the observations made during the

voyage of the Beagle could have been gathered by
the ardent but untrained young naturalist until after

he reached England, and had the opportunity of con-
sulting specialists concerning the specimens which had
been sent home by him from time to time.* But, on
the other hand, Dr. Francis Darwin and Prof. Seward
maintain that during the voyage, and especialh

towards its close, when the Galapagos Islands w-

visited, Darwin's observations and his meditatiui

upon them had already begun to bear fruit, and had
led him to lose his absolute faith in the immutability
of species.' I am myself convinced, as the result -

a careful consideration of letters written at the tin.

that very early indeed in the course of the voyage
certain observations and reflections had given rise in

Darwin's mind to serious misgivings concerning th«

fixity of species, although, writing nearly fifty year-

afterwards, he dismissed them lightly as nothing
more than "vague douhts.'"

It was this statement in Darwin's corresponden'
to which Huxley appears to have attached very gn .

importance. It occurs in a letter to Dr. Zacharia-
and is as follows :

—

"When I was on board the Beagle I believed in th-

permanency of species, but as far as I can rememb'
vague doubts occasionally flitted across my mind.'' '

It should be borne in mind, however, that as th'

lines were written as late as 1877, to one of his ver

numerous casual correspondents, we may not improl -

ably infer that Darwin penned them somewhat hasti!\

and without any deep thought or reflection concernir

the interpretation that might be put upon them
published. For it must be remembered that nearl\

twenty years before this he had written and printed

the following :

—

"When on board H.M.S. Beagle as naturalist, I

was much struck with certain facts in the distribution

of the inhabitants of South America, and in the

geological relations of the present to the past inliabi-

tants of the continent." '

Seeing that these words form the first sentence <

the introduction to the "Origin of Species," and mi:

therefore have expressed the result of very deliberao

thought and consideration, that they would certainly

have been frequently scanned by the author befc
publication, and that they are repeated without chan^
or qualification in every succeeding edition of t;..

book, it is undoubtedly only fair to attach far greater

weight to them than to a sentence hastily indited to

a casual correspondent so many years afterwards.

In that marvel of candid introspection, the "Auto-
biography," Darwin wrote in 1876 as follows :

—

" During the voyage of the Beagle I had been deeply

impressed by discovering in the Pampean formation
great fossil animals covered with armour like that o^

the existing armadilloes." *

And this he enumerates as the first, though not tr.

most important, of the observations which turned his

thoughts in the direction of evolution during the

vovage. When writing to Haeckel in 1S64 he says :

—

"/ shall never forget my astonishment when I dug
out a gigantic piece of armour like that of the arma-
dilloes." ^

Owing to a singular blunder, for which Darwin
was in no way responsible, I shall have to point out that

2 " Collected Essays," vol. ii., p. 271.
•* "More Letters of Charles Darwin," vol. i

" Foundations of the Origin of "Species." p. xv.
* " More Letters of Charles Darwin," vol. i., p.

and succeeding passages are our own.
5 " OriEin of Species,"p. i. 6 "Life and Letters," vol. i., p. 82
7 " History- of Creation," vol. i., p. 134.

PP- 37-39- ?ee also

67. The italics in this
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the significance and importance of this fateful dis-

covery—for sucli I believe it to have been—has to some
extent been overlooked; but concerning the time and
place that it was made, and all the circumstances
connected with it, we fortunately have ample informa-
tion.

During the first six months that he spent in South
America (March to September, 1832), Darwin tells us
that he had "procured a nearly perfect collection of

mammals, birds, and reptiles " in the districts around
his two great centres of work at this time, namely,
Botofogo Bay, near Rio de Janeiro, and Maldanado,
near Monte Video.* In doing this he could not fail

to be greatly struck by the peculiarities of the fauna,
with its sloths, ant-eaters, and armadilloes. From the
journals both of Fitzroy and Darwin, we learn that
questions concerning the several species of armadilloes
and their geographical range were a't this time engag-
ing their attention.^

It fortunately happened that, during the autumn
of 1832, the Beagle was delayed for some weeks in

Blanco Bay. The energetic 5^oung captain (Fitzroy
was at this time twenty-seven years of age, only four
years older than Darwin himself), finding that, in his
own ship, he could not safely survey the shallow
waters of the South American coast, purchased, at
his own expense, two tiny undecked sealing craft and
placed them under the command of two of his officers

who volunteered for the service. While the alteration,
refitting, and rigging of these dirty little vessels was
in progress, the Beagle was delayed at her anchorage,
and Darwin found an opportunity of which he took
splendid advantage.
Near Punta Alta, on the shores of the Bay of

Bahia Blanco, there is a cliff about 20 feet high
extending for the distance of a mile ; the beds exposed
in this cliff consist of false-bedded gravel, sand, and
marl, in which were many shells which Darwin
recognised as belonging to existing species. But in
the midst of these sands and gravels could be seen a
lenticular bed of red mud, in which the bones of
gVeat quadrupeds occurred in such abundance that
remains of nine large mammals were disinterred from
an area of 200 square yards. ^^

Under the date of September, 1832, Captain Fitzroy
wrote in his journal as follows :

—

"My friend's" (Darwin's) "attention was soon
attracted to some cliffs near Point Alta, where he
found some of those huge fossil bones, described in
his work, and notwithstanding our smiles at the cargo
of apparent rubbish which he frequently brought on
board, he and his servant used their pick-axes in
earnest,, and brought away what have since proved
to be most interesting and valuable remains of extinct
animals." "

Doubtless, while his other shipmates were content
with exhibiting mild amusement at the eagerness of
"the Flycatcher," as Darwin was called by them, the
martinet first-lieutenant, as is recorded in the " Life
and Letters," would be moved to wrath by the state
to which his decks were being reduced by these
strange proceedings, and driven to emplov" choice
nautical language concerning "the d d beastly
devilment." not forgetting to add. "If I were skipper,
I would soon have you and all your beastly mess out
of the place." ^^

It was probably on this occasion that Darwin
experienced those pangs of "despair with which he
had to break off the projecting end of a huge, partly

^
'' Tournal of the Rea^le "

(1839), p. 46.
"Voyages of the Adventure and Beadle" \o\. ii., p. 107; vol. iii.,

p. Ti:!.
* ' . K / , I

11 ''

Jjeological Observations on South America " (1846), pp. 82-85.

w ,,y?va?es of the Adventure and Beadle" vol. ii., pp. 106-7." Life and Letters of Charles Dar'vin." vol. i., p. 223.
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excavated, bone, when the boat waiting for him would
wait no longer "—a sorrow which, as his son tells

us, he often recalled and spoke of in after-Ufe."
We must bear in mind that Darwin collected from

this treasure-house of mammalian remains at Punta
Alta on two different occasions, first in September,
1832, and secondly in August, 1833.
That it was on the f,yst of these occasions "the

gigantic piece of armour like that of the armadilloes
was procured " is fortunately proved by a letter

written by Darwin to Henslow, dated November 24,
1S32, and communicated to the Cambridge Philo-
sophical Society before the Beagle had returned to

England. 1* The opportunities which the young
naturalist then enjoyed of having boats and men at
his disposal to transport these great bones of the
Pampas formation to the ship, appear to have been
unique.

In the very important letter to which I refer, Dar-
win speaks of finding "fragments of at least six

different animals," including " a large surface of the
osseous polygonal plates, which ' late observations '

(what are they?) show belong to Megatherium.'''' In
writing thus, Darwin was evidently, to some extent,
the victim of a mistake into which naturalists had
been betrayed at the beginning of last century.
Whether, in using the words, placed between inverted
commas by him, Darwin was quoting from some
author, I have vainly endeavoured to discover by an
examination of the books which he would probably
have in his little library on the Beagle ; but the
query, which he puts in brackets, clearly shows that
he suspected that an error had been committed. And
this conclusion is confirmed by the sentence which
follows :

—

"Immediately I saw this I thought they must be-
long to an enormous armadillo, living species of which
genus are so abundant here."
The history of the origin and spread of the idea

that the dermal armour of the Glyptodonts belonged
to the Megatherium is a very curious one.

It has been suggested that Dr. Buckland was re-

sponsible for the unfortunate error, ^' but the passage
quoted in support of this view is taken from the
" Bridgewater Treatise," which was not published
until 1836, and indeed contains a reference to Darwin's
own work in South America. Buckland, like other
geologists and zoologists of that day, merely followed
the lead of Cuvier in this matter.
The remains of the gigantic fossil sloths of South

America had found their way to Europe before the
end of the eighteenth century, and both Megatherium
and Mylodon were described by Cuvier in his " Osse-
mens fossiles " in 1812. But while preparing the fifth

volume of the second edition of that great work in

1823, he received from a colleague, the botanist
August de Saint-Hilaire, a letter sent with specimens
from South America, by D. Damasio Larranaga, cur^
de Montevideo. This letter, apparently without being
carefully scrutinised by Cuvier and his assistants, was
printed in a footnote,'" and contains the words "Je
ne vous ^cris point sur mon dasypus (Megatherium,
Cuv.)." The worthy priest, who was evidently not a

zooloirist. confounded Dasypus (the armadillo) w^ith

the Megatherium ; and, strange to say. Cuvier not
only allowed the passage to stand, but added the
suggestion that Megatherium might have possessed
bony armour like the armadillo, and that he awaited
impatientlv further information on the subject from
Larranaga. As bones of the giant sloths from South

1^ Th'd.. vol. i., p. 276, note.
1* This letter was read at a meeting held on November 16, 1835, and was

privately printed.
1" "More Letters of Charles Darwin," vol. i., p. la, note.
J*! "Ossemens fossiles," second ed., vol. v. (1823), p. \q\, footnote.
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America were often accompanied by portions of the

bony armour, which occur in the same deposit, it is

perliaps not surprising that tlie erroneous identification

was caught up and repeated in other works on the

subject.

It was not until 1840 that Owen in this country

and Lund in Germany established the existence of the

several genera of the Glyptodontidaj, and showed that

these bony plates really belong to extinct forms allied

to the armadilloes. It is therefore very interesting

to find that the " untrained " naturalist of twenty-three

years of age had divined the real truth on the subject

so long before.

The specimen which excited such intense interest

in Darwin's mind was described by him in 1846, after

consultation with Owen, as follows :

—

"A double piece, about three feet long and two
wide, of the bony armour of a large Dasypoid quad-
ruped, with the two sides pressed nearly close

together : as the cliff is now rapidly washing away,
this fossil was probably lately much more perfect

;

from between its doubled-up sides, I extracted the

middle and ungueal phalanges, united together, of

one of the feet, and likewise a separate phalang : hence
one or more of the limbs must have been attached to

the dermal case when it was embedded." *^

This fine specimen, which w'ould undoubtedly have
been of great historical interest, from the effect it

produced on the young naturalist's mind, is unfor-
tunately no longer in existence. Darwin says " It was
so tender that I was unable to extract a fragment
more than two or three inches square." ^* Owen, in

his memoir on the fossil bones sent home by Darwin,
describes and figures two small fragments—"the por-

tions of the tesselated bony dermal covering of a
Dasypoid quadruped," and these are identified as
belonging to the specimen in question by the state-

ment that they " were discovered folded round the
middle and unguel phalanges," which are also figured
on the same plate. ^'

As evidence of the special interest which Darwin
attached to this discovery, it may be mentioned that

he at once sent home a fragment of this (or of a
similar specimen) to his family, for we find him
writing to his sister Catherine, on May 22, 1833 :

—

" I am quite delighted to find the hide of the Mega-
therium " (he uses the term by which such specimens
were then generally known) "has given you all some
little interest in my employments." ^^

Now, in order to appreciate the extraordinary effect

of this discovery on young Darwin's mind, we must
remember what were the opinions current among
geologists when it was made. The views of Cuvier at
that date were regarded as not less authoritative in

geology than they were in zoology, and in the intro-

duction to his magnum opus, the " Ossemens fossiles,"

the opinions of the great comparative anatomist were
pronounced with no uncertain note. He contended
that each geological period must have been brought
to a close through the sweeping out of existence, by
a great cataclysm, of all plant- and animal-life, this

being followed by the creation of a perfectly new
assemblage of living beings. Cuvier's teaching was
made as widely known in this country as it was on
the Continent, for Jameson issued a number of editions
of a translation of the famous introduction, under the
title of " An Essay on the Theory of the Earth " ; and,
as von Zittel justly remarks, "Cuvier's catastrophic
theory was received with special cordiality in Eng-

1' " Geological Observations in South America " (1846), p. 84.
18 //,/rf., p. 86.
19 ''Zoology of the Beagle," "Fossil Mammalia, ' plate xxxii., and de-

scription.
'^ " Life and Letters of Charles Darwin," vol. i., p. 245.
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land." " By none certainly was it adopted more un-
reservedly than by Darwm's teachers and friend-.

Henslow and Sedgwick.
Among the books in Darwin's librar)^, now piou-

preserved at Cambridge, is a copy of the fifth editi.

of the translation of Cuvier's "Essay," bearing i:

date of 1827,^^ and 1 think there can be no doubt tL

this book was one of those constituting the lif

library of reference in the chart-room ol the beai;^

where Darwin worked and slept. Nor can there

any hesitation in concluding that with the contei

of this book he would be thoroughly familiar.

This being the case, Darwin found himself con-
fronted at Punta Alta with the two startling fa<

which he so clearly indicates in his letter to Henslov.

First, the bones of gigantic and undoubtedly extinct

mammals were seen to be associated in the same
deposit with shells of living species. He tells Henslow
at the time, "They" (the bones) "are mingled with
marine shells which appear to me identical with wli •

now exist." (He, in fact, collected twenty-five speci

all of which D'Orbigny afterwards pronounced to

still living.) How, on Cuvier's theory, could such
state of things arise? The cataclysm that destroy, n

the mammalian must surely have been equally fatal

to the mollusca

!

But the second fact was even more striking and
significant. Not only did Darwin obtain the armour
of "an enormous armadillo," but among the other
remains he identified the jaw of another of th.^

Edentata, and the teeth of rodents similar to thi

now living in the district.*' His recent collectic

had made him familiar with the peculiar mammal i

fauna of South America, and the striking characi'

w'hich distinguish it from that of all other portions of

the globe, and here, he states, was evidence before

his eyes that the mammals of the period immediat-
preceding our own, though differing in being m.
gigantic, presented a striking family likeness to then..

This was a fact quite inexplicable on the theory o{

wholesale destructions and brand-new creations, but

most suggestive, and capable of simple explanation, if

the recent forms were descended from the fossil on
or both were representative of common ancestors.

When Charles Darwin arrived home in 1836, a; 1

engaged in the preparation of his journal for publica-

tion, he found that almost simultaneously with hi>

own discovery a similar one had been made with
respect to the Australian continent. Clift had identi-

fied a number of bones collected in caves in that

island as belonging to extinct marsupials, and Janii -

son had pointed out the significance of their relati<

with the existing fauna.** There can be no doui

however, that Darwin was quite unaware of this

publication while he was in South America, though
he refers to it in writing up his journal. Facts lil-:i

these, so familiar to us at the present day, were then

quite novel.

But it is by no means improbable that the mind
of the young naturalist was in a specially receptix-

condition, when it encountered the shock of thi-

important discovery. Darwin has again and again

insisted on the revolution produced in his mind on

geological questions by the study of the first volume
of Lvell's " Principles of Geology," which he took

-I " History of Geo'ogv and Palscontoloev " (English translation), p. t .

— "Catalogue of the Library* of Charles Darwin," p. 19.
^ " More Letters of Charles Darwin," p. 12.

24 " On the Fossil Bones found in Bone Caves and Bone Breccias in N
Holland," Edinh. Ne-w. Phil, foum., vol. x. (1831), pp. 300-7. In

paper the list of 'pecies is by Clift, but the remarks are by the e<d'

Jameson. The arguments are somewhat weakened by the larger marsupial
bones having been mistnken for those of elephant or rhinoceros. It is

remarkable that most authors, including Darwin himself, give Clift the

credit for the generalis.itions, but this is not borne out by an examination
of the paper.
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with him from England. In his dedication of the

second edition of his "Journal," Darwin wrote, "The
chief part of whatever scientific merit this journal

.and the other works of the author may possess has
been derived from studying the well-known and admir-
able 'Principles of Geology. '"^^

In a letter to his friend, at the same time, Darwin
•clearly explains the nature of his indebtedness to the

"Principles." He says, " Those authors . . . who, like

you, educate people's minds as well as teach them
special facts, can never, I should think, have full

justice done them except by posterity, for the mind
thus insensibly improved can hardly perceive its own
upward ascent." '^^ And shortly before this he had
written to Leonard Horner, " I have always thought
that the great merit of the Principles was that it

altered the whole tone of one's mind, and therefore

that, when seeing a thing never seen by Lyell, one
yet saw it partially thro,ugh his eyes."

-'

It has been pointed out, both by Huxley and
Haeckel, that when Lyell had completed the first

volume of his great work he had arrived at the
logical conclusion that the same principle of con-
tinuity or uniformity which he had demonstrated for

the inorganic world must apply also to organic nature
and even to man. This Is clearly shown in the corre-

spondence that has been published,-^ which also makes
it manifest that some among Lyell 's contemporaries
who thought deeply on the subject could not avoid
the same conclusion. Sedgwick clearly perceived this,

and it moved him to rage and to making wild charges
of "infidelity." Whewell saw it too, and shrank
from accepting Lyell's doctrines because he could find

no border-line between what he called " uniformi-
tarianism " and evolution ; but Herschel appears, at
the time, to have been ready to go as far as Lyell
himself. And the young naturalist on board the
Beagle, did he begin to perceive, however dimly,
"through Lyell's eyes" that evolution could not stop
with the inorganic world? We have no evidence on
this point; we can only conjecture it as possible.
This much, however. Is certain, that Darwin, after

completing his excavations at Punta Alta, returned
to Monte Video, and among the articles sent from
home which were awaiting him there, found the
second volume of the "Principles," and wrote In it

"Monte Video, November. 1832." The volume treats
of the "Changes in the Organic World now in Pro-
gress." It is true that Lyell had been so far Influ-
enced by his friend Cuvler that he commenced the
book with a very trenchant criticism of the theory of
Lamarck, but he then goes on to discuss a number of
problems^ of extreme Interest and importance to the
evolutionist—the limits between species and varieties

;

variation under domestication and In nature; the
effects of crossing and the characters of hvbrlds; the
geographical distribution of plants and animals, and

I

the^ agencies by which It has been brought about;
extinction and the appearance of new iforms ; the

I

struggle for existence ; the origin of Instincts ; and the

i

bearing of all these and similar questions on the
;
interpretation of the geological history of past times.
Great as was the Influence of the first volume on the
mind of Darwin with regard to geological questions, I
think no one can now read this second volume with-
out realising that, in respect to biological problems, it

must have exercised at least an equally profound
effect upon him. It could be easllv shown from the
"Journal " that all these problems were, from this
time forth, ever in Darwin's thoughts, and as new
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observations were made by him, he delighted to

think, as shown by his letters, that they would •"in-

terest Mr. Lyell," who was at that time not person-
ally known to him.

I am very far from suggesting that the collection

of the fossil bones at Punta Alta and the perusal of

Lyell's second volume made Darwin an evolutionist.
On the contrary, I fully admit, with Dr. Francis
Darwin, that it was the series of wonderful relations
revealed to him towards the end of the voyage, by his
study of the faunas of the Galapagos Islands, that had
the preponderating influence in moulding Darwin's
views ; and I am convinced that anything like a
definite formulation of those views did not take place
until after his return to England. It was then that,

by the re-examination of his collections and the revi-

sion of the observations in his notebooks and journal,
he was led to bring into close array the various facts

and reflections bearing on "the species question," and
thus the scattered gleams of light on the subject
which he had from time to time caught were first

brought to a focus in his mind ; nevertheless. It is

true that the first of those gleams were those that
came to him at Punta Alta and during the perusal
of the " Principles."

There is a passage in one of Darwin's letters to

Bentham the significance of which, I think, has been
somewhat overlooked. Speaking of the fluctuations

of opinion on the question of the immutability of

species, he says :

—

"I, for one, can conscientiously declare that I never
feel surprised at anyone sticking to the belief of

immutability. ... I remember too well my endless

oscillations of doubt and difficulty. It is to me really

laughable, when I think of the years which elapsed

before I saw what I believe to be the explanation of

some parts of the case ; I believe It was fifteen years

after I began before I saw the meaning and cause

of the divergence of the descendants of any one
pair." ^'

Fifteen years after 1832 would bring us to 1847, a

period at which Darwin was fully immersed In the

task of " making and unmaking species " among the

Cirrlpedes, and in their classification ; and it may well

have been the consideration of "one pair" of these

that led him first clearly to realise " the meaning and
cause of divergence." In his autobiography he wrote.
" Long after I had come to Down " (which was In

1842) " whilst in my carriage to my joy the solution

occurred to me," and " I can remember the very spot

in the road." ^^ Although, as Dr. Francis Darwin
has shown, '^ his father had come very near to this

idea of divergence when he wrote the 1842 sketch,^'

and the same is true with regard to the essay of

1844,'^ It was clearly after these dates that the full

significance of the principle revealed itself to

his mind, and that it was the result of

pondering on questions of classification is shown
by his letter of September, 1857, to Asa Gray,
which he communicated to the Linnean Society

in 1858. He there wrote :
—

" Each new variety or

species when formed will generally take the place of

and so exterminate Its less well-fitted parent. This
1 believe to be the origin of the classification or
arrangement of all organic beings at all times." '*

If this reasoning be correct, we obtain the date of

a crisis in Darwin's mental development to which
he himself attached the greatest importance. How-
ever this may be. the letter to Bentham proves what
is often overlooked, that Darwin's mind vacillated

23 " Life and Lette-s," vol. iii., p. 96. "* //'id., vol. i., p. 84.
31 " Foundations'of the Oricin of Species," p. xxiv. '^ TMd., p. 37.
^•' Ihid., pp. 208-ti. See also " Origin of Species " (1859), chap. xiii.

•'* " Linnean Society-Darwin-Waliace Celebration," p. 97.
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for many years before reaching full conviction on the
question of evolution. Nor is this surprising ; no one
can read the suggestive series of letters to Sir Joseph
Hoolvcr without realising how great and numerous
were the "doubts and difficulties" through which the

veteran botanist battled his way towards final accept-

ance of his friend's views. The publication of the
Lvell correspondence showed that the author of the
"I'rinciples " at the time of the publication of the
first volume was perfectly satisfied as to the truth of

organic evolution ; this has been insisted upon both
by Huxley and Haeckel. Yet, while writing his

second volume, Lyell fell so strongly under the
influence of Cuvier (whose palaeontological work
naturally fascinated him) that he not only rejected
Lamarck's hypothesis, but at times seemed to hesitate
about the evolutionary theory altogether. Again, no
one reading Herschel's address to the British Asso-
ciation in 1845. i" which the "Vestiges" is so severely
handled, could realise the fact that in 1836 he was
writing to his friend Lyell that he was satisfied that
the principle of continuity was applicable to organic
as well as inorganic nature. It is no disparagement
to either of these great thinkers to admit that, while
weighing carefully the arguments for and against
evolution, they inclined sometimes towards one side
and at other times to the opposite view, and, in the
words of Darwin, underwent "endless oscillations of

doubt and difficulty."

John W. Judd.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN
NORTHERN AUSTRALIA.

ALL friends of anthropology will rejoice to learn that
^*- after an interval of some years Prof. W. Baldwin
Spencer, F.R.S., has resumed his researches among
the aborigines of Australia. The following particu-
lars as to his work and his plans are extracted from
a letter addressed to Mr. J. G. Frazer on September
13-

The Commonwealth Government of Australia is

about to. undertake measures for the settlement of
the Northern Territory, and during the present year
it sent a small party to make preliminary investiga-
tions in that region. The leadership of the party
was entrusted to Prof. Baldwin Spencer. The mem-
bers of the party went to Port Darwin, and from
there across to Melville Island; then they returned
to Port Darwin and travelled south about two hundred
miles, after which they crossed the continent to the
Gulf of Carpentaria. Amongst all the tribes

examined by the expedition the belief in the re-

incarnation of the dead is universal, and the same
is true of the notion that sexual intercourse has
nothing, of necessity, to do with the procreation of

children. "The latter fact," says Prof. Spencer, "is
interesting because we now know that this belief

exists amongst all the tribes extending from south
to north across the centre of Australia." On the other

hand, Prof. Spencer found among these northern

tribes none of the intichiuma or magical ceremonies
for the multiplication of the totems which form so

important a feature in the totemism of the central

tribes; nor could he discover any restrictions observed
by the natives in regard to eating their totemic

animals and plants. "The absence of intichiuma
ceremonies," he adds, " is doubtless to be associated

with the fact that the tribes in the far north live

under conditions very different from those of the

central area. They never suffer from drought or lack

of food supply. This seems to show that the in-

tichiuma ceremonies are a special development of

tribes that live in parts such as Central Australia,

where the food supply is precarious."
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In one or two tribes along the Roper River a very
curious totemic system was discovered. Among these
people a man must marry a woman of a particular
totem, but the children take a totem different from
both that of their father and that of their mother.
For example, a man of the Rain totem must marry
a woman of the Paddy-melon (a species of small
kangaroo) totem, and their children are of the Euro
(a species of kangaroo) totem. Again, a Porcupin>-
man marries a Lizard woman, and their children :<

Bats. In these tribes each exogamous class has c
tain totems associated with it. Again, in these trit

the natives are convinced that the spirit children kn'
into what woman they must enter, so that the 1

spring shall have the proper totem. Everywhere, \"
among the tribes traversed by the expedition, tht-

women and children believe that the sound of the bull-
roarer is the voice of a great spirit who comes to t.-ii

away the boys when they are initiated; but durii

the initiatory ceremony, when the boys are shown t!

churinga for the first time, they are informed tli

the noise in question is not made by a spirit, but ti\

the churinga, or bull-roarer, which was used in tin

past by one of the mythical ancestors of the triK

Lastly, Prof. Spencer could detect among these trit.

no trace of anything like a belief in a supreme beir.
On the whole, he considers that, with minor vari

tions, the beliefs of these northern tribes are closi .

similar to those of the central tribes.

Prof. Spencer hoped to start about November i fr.:

another expedition to Melville Island, the inhabitan
of which he is particularly anxious to studv, as th'

are hitherto practically uncontaminated by European
influence. His intention is to reside among ther
until February. All anthropologists will look forwni
with keen interest to the publication of Prof. Spencer
fresh inquiries in this promising region. It is mm
to be regretted that his former colleague in researr'

Mr. F. J. Gillen, has been prevented by the state

his health from taking any part in these new invest'

gations.

THE TAAL VOLCANO.
'X*HE latest publication received from the Weathr
-^ Bureau of the Philippines is entirely devot.

to a violent eruption of the Taal Volcano, whic
took place on January 30 of this year. Th:
volcano, which lies thirty miles south of Manila, ;~

represented by a crater in a small island which rise-

from the centre of Lake Bombon. As this lake joins
Taal in its activities it also must be regarded as an
active crater. If its waters could be removed by the
deepening of the channel of the river which now
drains it, we should have a replica of Mount Aso, in

South Japan, viz., a large crater about twelve miles
in diameter with an active cone in its centre. The
craters of these two mountains rank among the
largest of which our world can boast, but thev are bv
no means comparable with the largest in the moon.
If, however, the crater plains of Taal and Aso could
be lowered to the level on which these mountains
grew, they would closely resemble many lunar vol-

canoes.
The written history of Taal commences in 1572.

Since that time the volcano has been fifteen times in

eruption, the last being that now under consideration.
Often it has obliterated hamlets and villages round
the lake, but its last effort has practically cleared out
evervthing. The number of dead is given as 1335.
but because so manv were buried beneath the ash and
mud the exact number will never be determined. Of
all the inhabitants round the lake the only sur\'ivors

appear to have been those who were absent from their
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homes. It -was exacth' the same in 1888, when an
innocent grass-covered mountain called Bandai, in

Central Japan, blew away its head and shoulders and
filled up a valley thirteen miles in length with mud
and stones. It buried everything.

Now these calamities are not always such sudden
visitations as is popularly supposed. Most, but not

all, dogs growl before they bite. Bandai, although

it had not erupted for more than a thousand years,

gave premonitory signals. From time to time it

rumbled and slightly shook. Krakatoa, before it

blew three-quarters of an island to the four winds,

and opened a red-hot mouth at sea-level to fight two
oceans, issued signals of uneasiness. So it was with
Taal. On January 27, 191 1, it seems to have been
the origin of 24 small shocks. Next day the number
increased to 197, and on January 29, 113 were counted.

What came next we are not told, but at 2 a.m. on
January 30, Taal burst forth with terrific energy, and
a roar was heard at a distance of 310 miles. A great

black cloud crossed ' with flashes of lightning and
illumined with explosions which may have been of

to find it "very peaceful, with puffs of white vapour
succeeding each other at intervals of ten to thirty

seconds." Nevertheless, as on that day the Observa-
tory in Manila recorded 130 shocks, Father Maso
thought " there was still ground for fearing a fresh
outburst." The giant was evidently resting after his
angry exertions. May he do so for many years, and
when he dies the Philippinos will gladly write R.I. P.
above his head. John Milne.

THE SOLAR PHYSICS OBSERVATORY.
T N April last a departmental committee was appointed
» to consider and report upon alternative schemes for

transferring the Solar Physics Observatory, now at
South Kensington, to Fosterdown (Caterham) or to

Cambridge. The report of the committee has just

been published as a Parliamentary paper (Cd. 5924).
The committee was composed of Sir Thomas L.

Heath, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury (chair-

man), Mr. F. W. Dyson, F.R.S., Astronomer Royal,
Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, C.B., F.R.S., director of the

Fig. I.—Crater of Taal Volcano before the eruption (seen from the E.S.E.).

Fig. 2.—Crater of Taal Volcano after the eruption (seen from E.S.K.).

electric origin, but in a globular form, rose from the

crater from which two or three times a deep red glow
appeared.
Paragraphs at a distance of 242 kms. were greatly

disturbed. An analysis of these showed that a de-

pression had travelled at a rate of 112 miles per hour.

This depression appears to have been formed by the

inrush of air towards the hot volcanic throat. Be-
tween twenty-two and thirty-nine miles from this the

•.'ill amounted to 2 mm., or o'8 inch. The infer-

nce is that near the mountain the inrush of air

must have had a hurricance force and given rise to a

real though short-lived tornado. Round the crater

everything was "wiped out" or buried in mud. It

was not "destruction," but "annihilation." No lava

issued. It was Bandalsan over again, a hurricane

or whirlwind had levelled houses, torn up trees or

stripped them of their leaves and bark. With it all

there may have been a fiery cloud, like that which
i<;sued from Mount Pelde and destroyed St. Pierre.

Two days later Father Mas6 approached the volcano
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National Physical Laboratory, and Prof. Arthur

Schuster, F.R.S., chairman of the executive committee

of the International Union for Solar Research, with

Mr, F. G. Ogilvie, C.B., as secretary. The terms

of reference were :

—

To consider the alternative schemes for locating the

Solar Physics Observatory at Fosterdown and at Cambridge
respectively, and to report which of the two schemes is

likely to secure the best results for an annual expenditure

of approximately the same amount as is now incurred

for the work done under the direction of the Solar Physics

Committee.

The conclusions and recommendations of three

members of the committee, viz. Sir T. L. Heath, Mr.

Dyson, and Prof. Schuster, are as follows :

—

Wo are of opinion that, on a balance of ron^icferations,

and especially having regard to the advaiitaiic id tho pro-

gress of solar physics which may be oxperi. d to accrue

from the establishment and support by the I'liiv r-iiv of a

real school combining the studies of solar phv'^ic'.; and

astrophysics, the Cambridge scheme is calcul.ii"! i<^ ii'w"
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thf; better results for an expenditure of approximately the
amount now available for the Solar Phj'sics Observatory.

W't* recommend, therefore, that the solar physics work be
transferred to Cambridge, with an initial grant for build-
ings and a fixed annual inclusive grant-in-aid to the Uni-
vf-rsity, provided that the University will agree to the
following conditions :

—

(r) That the professor of astrophysics be the director of
lh»> Solar Observatory.

(2) That there be a committee or syndicate nominated by
the University with functions similar to those of the Board
of Visitors of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich.

(3) That the Astronomer Royal and the director of the
Meteorological Office be ex officio members of the com-
mittee or syndicate.

(4) That the University undertake to carry out at the
nt-w observatory the necessary amount of routine work on
the general lines indicated in paragraph 14 (b) and (c).

(5) That an annual report, to include a statement of the
work done, and an abstract of the accounts of the Solar
Observatory showing the application of the grant-in-aid,
be presented by the director to the committee or syndicate,
to be by them transmitted to the Treasury.
With a view to securing the permanence of any arrange-

ment that may now be made, the committee desire to point
out the importance of attaching the directorship of the
Solar Observatory, if established at Cambridge, to a pro-
fessorship which is not merely of a temporary character.
The University may not be in a position, at present, to
give any definite assurance that the professorship will be
renewed at the expiration of the present tenure ; but we
consider it highly desirable that the Government should
ascertain, before coming to a final decision, whether the
University is willing at an early opportunity to consider
favourably the establishment of a professorship of astro-
physics on a permanent foundation.

Dr. Glazebrook dissents from these conclusions and
recommendations, and remarks :

—

I believe that the evidence placed before the committee
and the facts detailed in the report lead to the conclusion
that, on a balance of all the considerations, a scheme for
locating the observatory at Fosterdown, under conditions
similar to those outlined in section 23 of the report, could
be arranged at an annual cost of 3000Z. with a capital
outlay of 5000Z., and would secure the best results.

The report is of a far-reaching character, and if

approved will result In the abolition, and not merely
in the transfer, of the Solar Physics Observatory, and
the dismissal of its staff.

We believe that it has not yet been referred to the
Solar Physics Committee, and that steps are being
taken to bring disinterested scientific opinion to bear
upon the question. So far as public opinion is con-
cerned. The Morning Post and The Daily Graphic
alone have dealt with the matter. The articles are as
follows :

—

Examination of the majority report of the committee
appointed to inquire into the future of the Solar Physics
Observatory at South Kensington must awaken surprise
and dismay in the minds of those acquainted with the past
history and present working of this institution. Founded
forty 3-ears ago, when South Kensington was almost a
vacant site^ it was the pioneer in solar observation ; the
first observatory to examine the solar prominences ; the
first to observe sunspots systematically, and the first to
attempt to correlate solar and terrestrial phenomena. The
lead it gave has been followed by other observatories, and
the methods it instituted are those which have been adopted
by the Mount Wilson Solar Observatory in California,
which is now the chief station for observations of the sun.
When the observations at South Kensington were first

undertaken, it was understood that the institution was to
be regarded as a Government institution, supported bv
Government contributions. The grant made was not a
large one, though to the observatory and its servants it

sufficed to make the work done there known all over the
world. But it has remained at the insignificant figure of
3000Z. a year, on the ground that it was useless to spend
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money for instruments at an observatory which was bein^
so surrounded by high buildings that its opportunities for

observation were yearly becoming more limited. That wa-
reasonable, and the observatory, through its ofTicials—a>
well as through the .Solar Physics Committee, which wa~
formed at Sir Norman Lockyer's initiative to coordinat*
the work of solar observatories—continually urged th';

removal of the observatory to a more suitable site. Such a
site offcrfd itself at Fosterdown, which is a distant fort on
the Surrey Hills, 800 feet above the sea, and which becam<-
vacant through the abandonment of the obsolete def'-P'-^

of London. The site had the several advantages desii •

and necessary in an observatory : it had a very wide sw.
j

of horizon in all directions ; it was removed from the glan-
of electric lights, from smoke, or vibration. Its concrete
floors would have been suited in several instances to the
requirements of the foundations of the beds of telescopes.

Fosterdown has, however, been rejected by tTie majority
of the committee in favour of Cambridge, on the ground
that at Cabmridge there would be closer association with
men of science. The loss of efficiency which will result
from giving effect to the decision is signal. Cambridge
lies in a flat country, and the observatory is in a river
valley. The elevation of the observatory there is 70 feet

;

it is near enough a road to suffer from vibration. Its night
observations are prejudiced by the glare of the Cambridg'-
electric lights; its daylight observations by a town's smoke.
If it were only on account of the absence of elevation the
site of the observatory would be unsatisfactory. Nearly
every great observatory in the world has sought elevation.
Paris (Meudon) has gone from 194 feet to 534, Potsdam
from 112 to 318. Chicago, the Lick Observatory, Mount
Wilson, Flagstaff, Nice, Washington, Madras, Mount Etna,
are all at an elevation of lOQO feet or more.

Moreover, the committee themselves admit that Foster-
down is the preferable site, a very inadequate expression
of the difference between Cambridge and Fosterdown in
view of the evidence that was heard. For the Cambridge
site is bound to deteriorate as buildings spring up around
it and as the traffic on the road increases, causing vibra-
tion. Nor is there any proper provision made for the
carrying on of the work. The present professorship is not
a salaried post, and it is unlikely that a man of high
position will be induced to fill the post as Mr. Newall has
done, or that he will be attracted by the meagre emolument
of 200Z. offered in connection with the new post. The
committee has apparently neglected the view that the trup
work of a university is to train and fit men to undertake
work. For this Cambridge is already adequately equipped,
and this is the legitimate work of a professor rather than
the management of an important scientific institution for
the conduct of research. As regards Fosterdown, the com-
mittee adniit that it is probably as good a site as can be
found in England.
Nor can the report of the committee be accepted with

confidence. From the scientific standpoint the opinion of
the Treasury representative can naturally carrv no weight.
The three other signatories of the report are all men of
the his:hest standing, but they are all old Cambridge men,
and without their being in any way conscious of bias, it

is not improbable that they may have been unconsciouslv
influenced in their view by their natural lovalty to Alma
Mater. Even so, Dr. Glazebrook, who, as president of the
National Physics Laboratory, has especial experience in the
work of administration, has dissented from his colleagues.
advocating the establishment of the observatory at Foster-
down, and recommending that it should be under a director
who should give his whole time to the work.

Lastly, quite apart from the material disadvantages of
the Cambridge site, there is the far more important one
that the removal thither, which would make the Solar
Physics Observatory an appanage of an observatory already
existing, would imply the dissolution of an institution and
the disoersal of a staff which is of international importance
and repute.

—

The Morning Post.

In astronomical circles the recommendation of the

departmental committee that the old Solar Physics
Observatory at South Kensington should be removed to

Cambridge has been received w;ith surprise. Economy is

the one practical reason for the recommendation ; in the
words of a well-known astronomer to a representative of
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The Daily Graphic, " the choice of Cambridge seems to be
because it is cheap."

All the great observatories of the world are moving
upwards.
The Paris Observatory at Meudon has removed from

194 feet to 534 feet.

Sicily (Mount Etna), 155 feet to 9735 feet.

Berlin (Potsdam), 112 feet to 318 feet.

Madras (Kodaikdnal), 23 feet to 7745 feet.

Vienna, 787 feet to a neighbouring mountain.
Washington (Mount Vernon), 200 feet to 1725 feet.

Chicago Observatory is 1105 feet, the Lick Observatory
4209 feet. Mount Wilson 5712 feet. Flagstaff 7293 feet,

Nice 1240 feet.

It has become imperative, in the interests of the accuracy
which modern astronomical observation demands, to take
the observations well above ground, mist, and fog ; and to
remove them to sites as distant as possible from the
smoke of towns by day and the glare of their lights by
night ; and their vibration at all times. Not one of these
advantages will be derived from the suggested site which
the new Solar Physics Observatory would occupv at Cam-
bridge, which lies in a river valley. The observatory would
be near a road; there is the smoke of the town,' not to
speak of the cement works at Cherry Hinton ; and there
is the glare of the town's electric lights at night. This is

easily perceptible five miles away at Little Shelford. More-
over, the height at which the observatory will be stationed
is only 70 feet above sea-level. That is perhaps better
than the present site at South Kensington, which is only
27 feet above river-level, but not much. The site which
was suggested by the Solar Physics Committee was Foster-
down, near Box Hill, in Surrey. That is 800 feet above
the sea, and is one of the best sites for astronomical pur-
poses in England. It has wide horizons, no lights near,
no traffic, no smoke. Nor is it very dear. The land is

Government land, being part of the ground lately occupied
by one of the obsolete forts for the defence of London.
More serious, or at least as serious as the rejection of

the Fosterdown site in favour of one at Cambridge, is the
proposed dissolution of the integrity of the old Solar
Physics Observatory, which will henceforward become a
mere branch of Cambridge Observatory. It is a very poor
reward for services and work done lasting over a genera-
tion. The pioneer observation of the South Kensington
Observatory is known all over the world, and has been a
model for other observatories to follow. One cannot
bplieve that the astronomical world will hear of its dissolu-
tion without disappointment and indignation.

—

The Dailv
Graphic.

NOTES.
Replying to Mr. Sandys in the House of Commons on

Monday last. Colonel Seely made an important announce-
ment on the subject of military aviation. He stated that

the War Office has a progressive policy in the matter, and
has hitherto only hung back because it wants to be quite

sure, in buying a great number of machines, that they are
of the most useful type. The Service now possesses sixteen

aeroplanes of eleven different types, of which seven are
biplanes and four monoplanes. It is proposed to pay
officers who obtain the Aero Club certificate a sum of 75Z.

towards their expenses, and such officers will be attached

to the Army Aeroplane Battalion for a course of special

instruction, which will include navigation and map-reading.
Fhey will then be expected to pass for a certificate similar

to the French superior military certificate. The intention

is, finally, to provide an efficient service of aerial scouts

both for the Navy and for the Army. One hundred officers

will be trained immediately as pilots and observers, and
non-commissioned officers and other ranks will also be

trained. In the discussion that followed, Mr. R. Gwynne
asked whether the War Office intends to subsidise experi-

ments, but no answer was given. As comment on the

foregoing, it may be interesting to enumerate what
machines the Government actually possesses. They are
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as follows :

—

Biplanes : one original Wright, presented by
the late Hon. C. S. Rolls (never flown, and now dis-

mantled)
; one Howard Wright, purchased from Captairt

Maitland (broken up) ; one Paulhan (broken up, capable of
repair)

; one de Havilland (worn out, must be entirely re-
built)

; one experimental Voisin Canard type (broken up)

;

one Farman (out of date) ; one Br^guet ; and several Bristols.

Monoplanes : four Valkyries, presented by Mr. Barber (one
broken and two without motors, leaving one effective) ; one
Nieuport; and one B16riot (formerly the property of the
late Lieut. Cammell). With regard to the French superior
military certificate, the rules for this were issued by General
Roques last June, and lay down that military aeroplane
pilots must possess the Aero Club (F.A.I.) certificate and
the military aviator's certificate. The latter is granted to
officers, non-commissioned officers, and men of the regular
or of the reserve and territorial army who, possessing the
Aero Club certificate, have passed a series of tests to be
determined each year in accordance with aeronautical pro-
gress. For the present year candidates must have accom-
plished three closed circuits at a height of at least 300
metres, each circuit comprising a cross-country flight of

50 metres, the landing being made at the starting place.

The aeroplane must be of a military type, and carry
an overload. Candidates have also to pass an examination
on aeroplane motors.

The notices of aviation feats and fatalities which appear
in the daily Press do not often afford the scientific inquirer

much indication of any advances in our knowledge of the
principles of mechanical flight. The remarkable glide
which Mr. Orville Wright performed on October 24 reminds
us that there is still much to be done with gliders, and
that flight as a sport does not necessitate a costly motor-
driven aeroplane. The glide in question, which lasted

about ten minutes, was performed at " Kill Devil Hill
"

in a wind blowing at about fifty miles an hour. By careful

manoeuvring Mr. Wright caused the wind to pick him up
from the top of a sand dune, and in successive gusts he

rose 150 feet, finally gliding to the ground. Mr. Wright
stated that he had proved that a man can remain in the

air without a motor provided there is sufficient wind. The
question which naturally suggests itself is how far this

feat was due to upward currents caused by the wind blow-

ing up the sides of the dunes. It is one thing to hover

round a hill top under such conditions, but it would be a

very different task to make use of Langley's " Internal

Work of the Wind " in a flight across a bare plain or over

the sea.

In the House of Commons on Monday, October 30, the

Home Secretary was asked whether his attention had been

directed to the views expressed by Sir \\'illiam Ramsay in

his presidential address to the British Association concern-

ing the exhaustion of the coalfields of this country, and

whether the Government anticipated taking any steps tend-

ing to the conservation and lessened waste and export of

this source of energy supply, having regard to the extent

to which the nation's commercial position and the support

of the industrial population were dependent on it. In the

course of his reply, Mr. McKenna said :—The president's

forecast of the probable duration of the coal supplies of

the country does not take into consideration certain factors

which have an important bearing on the question. In the

first place, the estimate took no account of the large amount

of coal in fields unproved at the time of the inquiry of the

Royal Commission, nor of the amount of coal lying below

the depth of 4000 feet which the commission took to be

the present limit of workable coal, but which it may be
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found possible hereafter to exceed. These two sources the

commission estimated at more than 39,000 million and

5000 million tons respectively, or together nearly half as

much as the amount of coal estimated to exist in the proved

coalfields. In the second place, the estimate was based on

the assumption that the output of coal would continue, at

any rate for some time, to increase at the same rate as in

the past. The commission, on the other hand, considered

that at a time not far distant the rate of increase of output

would become slower, to be followed by a period of

stationary output, and then a gradual decline. The sugges-

tion which Sir William Ramsay is reported to have made,

that Parliament should impose a penalty on wasteful ex-

penditure of energy supplies, would involve an amount of

control over the industries of the country which, under

present conditions, it would be impossible for any Govern-

ment to undertake. The commission looked forward to the

introduction of considerable economies in the future ; and

1 am advised that both in the working and in the using

•of coal progres« is being made in this direction.

M. Henri Martin presented to the Paris Academy of

Sciences on October 16 a note on the skeleton of

Neanderthal man discovered by him at Quina, in the

department of Charente, during September last. This is

the fourth find of Neanderthal man which has been made
in the south-west of France during the last four years.

P'ormer discoveries were made in the valley of the Dor-

dogne, or of its tributary the V^z^re, while the present

has been made in the valley of a tributary of the Charente,

fifty miles further to the north. The stratum of sandy

clay in which the skeleton was found is regarded by M.

Martin as a former bed of the adjacent stream, and as

corresponding in date to the lower strata of the Middle

Quaternary deposits. In former discoveries of this nature

there was evidence that the remains had been buried or

been naturally entombed, but in the present case the

evidence points to the remains having been embedded during

the formation of the deposit in which it was found. In

the same stratum were found flint and bone implements,

which M. Martin ascribes to the older Mousterian civilisa-

tion. The teeth are very similar in character to those

found recently in a cave in Jersey, and described in the

current issue of The Journal of Anatomy and Physiology

by Messrs. Keith and Knowles. The skull, which has

become broken along the sutural lines, is said to show the

well-known characters of the Neanderthal race in a very

pronounced degree. The remains of the skeleton have been

transported to Paris still embedded in the blocks of loam

in which they were discovered, and will ultimately be added

to the collection in the Museum d'Histoire naturelle.

Agriculturists will regret to learn that M. Gaston

Gautier recently died at Narbonne, at seventy years of age.

M. Gautier, who was brother of M. Armand Gautier,

president of the Academy of Sciences, was a member of

the Soci6t6 de botanique de France, and had published

several botanical memoirs. But his great claim to fame
is that he introduced the culture of the vine into a region

that had been little better than a huge pestilential swamp
round Narbonne. The first efforts at reclamation were
made on his own estate of Craboules, and finally met with
such success that many of his neighbours followed his

example ; by degrees the swamp gave way to fruitful vine-

yards.

The death is announced, at ninety years of age, of Mr.
John C. Fuller, whose name is familiar to electricians in

connection with the Fuller bichromate battery. A corre-

spondent of The Times points out that Mr. Fuller was at
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one time an assistant of Faraday. He joined the Electrical

and International Telegraph Company in 1854, and during

his connection with it worked with Latimer Clark and Sir

William Preece. One of the results of Mr. Fuller's early

studies was the invention of the universal battery system,

by which one set of cells works a whole group of (t^its.

He invented several other forms of battery. About i%^7 h-

assisted Messrs. Silver and Co. (the founders of the India-

rubber, Guttapercha, and Telegraph Works Company) in

applying indiarubber to telegraph purposes. Here he

designed the machines and methods for covering wire and

made vulcanite insulators. Later, before founding his own

firm, Messrs. John C. Fuller and Son, he assisted Mr.

W. T. Henley, the submarine cable manufacturer. At this

time he invented and patented the mercury bichromate

battery.

It is with deep regret that w^||kn of the premature

death, at fifty-four years of age(|ppi*rof. Alfred Binet.

Prof. Binet was director of the laboratory of physiological

psychology at the Sorbonne, and was very well known

among psychologists—above all as an ardent investigator

of the first rank into problems of child psychology. He
founded " L'Ann^e Psychologique " in 1897, in which

appeared, year by year, highly important articles from his

own pen. Among many well-known books of his upon

psychological topics may be especially mentioned " L 'Etude

Expdrimentale de I'lntelligence," " La Suggestibilit6,"

*' L'Ame et le Corps," and " Les Id^es modernes sur les

Enfants " (his latest publication). The science of psycho-

logy has suffered a severe loss in his death.

The annual Huxley memorial lecture of the Royal

Anthropological Institute will be delivered on Thursday,

November 23, in the theatre of the Civil Service Com-
mission, Burlington Gardens, S.W., by Prof. F. von

Luschan, whose address will be on " The Early Inhabitants

of Western Asia." Mr. Alfred P. Maudslay, president of

the institute, will occupy the chair.

The council of the Institution of Civil Engineers has

made the following awards in respect of papers published

in Section ii. of the Proceedings for the session 1910-11 :

—

Telford premiums to Messrs. S. M. Dixon, H. J. F.

Gourley, J. Holden, A. Rogers, A. E. Griffin, Dr. F. C.

Lea ; and a Crampton prize to Prof. W. E. Dalby. The

Indian premium for 1911 has been awarded to Mr. C. E.

Capito, and the Webb prize to Mr. F. W. Bach.

The list of lectures to be given on Mondays and Thurs-

days during the present session at the London Institution,

Finsbury Circus, London, E.C., has been circulated.

.Among the numerous subjects of interest to be dealt with

in the lectures we notice the origin of life question, by

Dr. H. C. Bastian, F.R.S. ; life on the high mountains of

Mexico, by Dr. H. F. Gadow, F.R.S. ; man under the

microscope, by Dr. Alex. Hill ; storm rains, by Dr. H. R.

Mill ; alchemy, by Mr. M. M. Pattison Muir ; and waves

of the sea, by Dr. Vaughan Cornish.

At the meeting of the London Section of the Society of

Chemical Industry, to be held on Monday, November 6, at

Burlington House, Dr. E. G. Acheson, of New York, will

read a paper on deflocculation as affecting lubrication.

Dr. Acheson is well known as the inventor of lubricants

consisting of deflocculated graphite—" Aquadag " and
" Oildag " of carborundum, &c. The paper should be of

interest to all who are concerned with lubrication and

lubricants. Dr. Acheson will also give an address to the

Faraday Society on Wednesday, November 8. Non-

members of the society will be admitted by ticket, to be
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obtained upon application to the Secretary, 82 Victoria

Street, S.W.

The council of the Royal Institute of Public Health has

accepted an invitation from the Chief Burgomaster of

Berlin to. hold the congress next year in that city on July

25-28. The congress will include the following sections

and presidents :—State medicine, Sir T. Clifford Allbutt,

K.C.B., F.R.S. ; bacteriology and comparative pathology,

Prof. G. Sims Woodhead ; child study and school hygiene.

Sir James Crichton-Browne, F.R.S. ; military, colonial, and

naval, Major Sir Ronald Ross, K.C.B., F.R.S. ; and

municipal engineering, architecture, and town planning,

Mr. P. C. Cowan. Facilities will be afforded for visiting

!
the various public health and educational institutions in

;
Berlin in connection with the Imperial Board of Health,

I the Municipality, and the University.

I

In connection with the 200th anniversary of the founda-

i tion of the Spalding Gentlemen's Society, in 1709, the

! society has recently built a home for its library and

! museum, which also includes a magnificent lecture theatre,

I committee rooms, &c. The new building was opened on

{
October 25 by Sir Henry H. Howorth, K.C.I. E., F.R.S.,

! who referred to the extraordinary fact that a society should

i have carried on its work for two centuries and should

i
then be in a position to purchase a building for its treasures.

I
In the evening there was a public lecture on " The Romans

1 in Lincolnshire," by Mr. T. Sheppard, in which he

\ described many thousand relics of the Roman period, now
ji in the museum at Hull, from a little-known site on the

|. north Lincolnshire coast. Sir Harry Howorth occupied the

chair. During the day Mr. Sheppard also gave an address

on the use and value of local museums.

In The Quarterly Review for October M. Salomon

Reinach reviews the present condition and progress of

mythological study. He shows how the earlier explana-

tions of myths suggested by writers like Fontenelle,

De Brosses, David Hume, and Dupuis gave way before

the researches of Grimm and Mannhardt, to be succeeded

by the theories of Kuhn and Max Muller. These last, in

their turn, were superseded by the anthropological school,

under the leadership of " that wittiest of scholars and most

scholarly of wits," Mr. Andrew Lang. This revolt against

the philologists was largely due to the advance in the

knowledge of philology, which no longer accepts the

identifications of the names of many Greek and Roman
deities with those of India advanced by Max Muller him-

self and extended by his more ardent followers, like

De Gubernatis and Sir G. Cox. It was also the result of

the colonial policy of England which tended to extend the

horizon of research from Aryan gods to the mythologies

of savage races. The methods of the anthropological

school were still further extended by W. Robertson Smith

and J. G. Frazer. But the views of these last authorities

are already disputed by the psychologists and sociologists.

M. Reinach closes his instructive survey of the situation

by the remark that " underlying and stimulating the work
of criticism, as applied to the chief results of the anthropo-

logical school, I see, at all events in my own country, the

ever-active upholders of tradition and established creeds."

At a meeting held in Norwich on October 26, 1908, a

society was established for the study of prehistoric archaeo-

Jogyi especially with reference to the eastern counties, and

shortly afterwards it adopted the title of " The Prehistoric

Society of East Anglia." We have lately received the first

part of its Proceedings, an octavo of 121 pages, containing

a report of the work of the first two sessions, with several

original papers printed in full. In a communication on
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the flint implements of sub-crag man, Mr. J. Reid Moir
describes his well-known discovery of flints, reputed to

have been worked by man, in deposits that, in some cases,

are admitted by distinguished geologists to be undisturbed

Red Crag. Dr. W. Allen Sturge, M.V.O., the first presi-

dent of the society, contributes not only an appropriate

inaugural address, but also a rather voluminous paper on

the chronology of the Stone age. Although the views

expressed in this paper are based to a large extent on the

study of his extensive collection at Icklingham Hall, in

Suffolk, as well as on local field-work, they are likely to

evoke no little opposition, both from the geological and

the archaeological sides. The superficial scratches on

many worked flints of Neolithic age he refers to glacial

action, and thence concludes that an ice period, with

several phases, must have occurred in Britain since the

incoming of Neolithic man. Similar evidence in the case

of certain palaeoliths is accepted as proof of at least one

Glacial period during Palaeolithic times. Dr. Sturge

ventures to suggest that the Neolithic age may have begun

about 300,000 years ago, and the Palaeolithic perhaps a

million years ago. In forming these startling conclusions,

he relies on CroU's hypothesis, which, although abandoned

by most geologists, he does not admit to have been yet

disproved.

Naturen for October contains an article by Prof. A. W.
Brogger on prehistoric stone implements, the rock-shelters

where some of them were found, and the remains of

mammals and birds by which they were accompanied.

According to the report of the New Zealand Scenery

Preservation Board for 1910-11, a total of 25,442 acres

was reserved during the year under review, this bringing

up the total of the reserved areas to 65,989 acres. It is

pointed out " that by virtue of past legislation all scenic

reserves and national parks in New Zealand are practically

sanctuaries for the native birds and game, and no shoot-

ing or killing whatever is permitted on them. The

greatest care is taken to keep them free from noxious

weeds, and wherever practicable and advisable the fencing

of the external boundaries has been proceeded with, par-

ticularly when the reserve adjoins settled land or a road

in general use."

In Himmel tind Erde for October (Jahrg. 24, Heft i)

M. Ficker contributes the first of a series of popular articles

on the bacteria as the friends and foes of man. After a

brief historical introduction, the classification and structure

of the bacteria are considered, with illustrative figures.

A Bulletin (No. 146) has been issued by the Agri-

cultural Experiment Station of the Rhode Island State

College, U.S.A., on the cholera-like diseases occurring

among poultry. It is shown that, in addition to the well-

known micro-organism of chicken cholera, first studied by

Pasteur and Toussaint, several other microbes cause similar

diseases among poultry, some of which possess extreme

power of infecting.

Botanists engaged in systematic work, or interested

therein, will find in the catalogue No. 22, " Botanica

Geographica, " issued by Messrs. Dulau and Co., Soho

Square, Lon'don, an extensive assortment of second-hand

literature offered for sale. The items are most numerous

under the sections devoted to Europe and North America
;

contributions to the botany of Africa are also well repre-

sented.

A second contribution to their studies of Indian fibre

plants, prepared conjointly by Mr. and Mrs. A. Howard,
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deals with Hibiscus cannabinus, popularly known as

Deccan or ambari hemp, and //. Sabdariffa, the Rozelle

plant ; it is published in the Memoirs of the Department

of Agriculture in India as vol. iv., No. 2, of the botanical

series. The investigation was primarily directed towards

analysing the ordinary crops with the view of eliminating

cross-fertilisation and securing uniformity of product.

Five varieties, showing differences in the seedling and early

vegetative stages, were isolated ; descriptions of these and

coloured figures are supplied. Two of the types are re-

garded as specially promising, and it is intended to develop

these by pure-line cultures. The account of H. Sabdariffa

is confined to comparative notes on pollination and the

descriptions of four varieties.

The interesting chapter on the history of fossil botany,

chosen by Dr. D. H. Scott as the subject of his presi-

dential address to the Linnean Society at the close of the

last session, dates back three-quarters of a century, to a

time when Witham in England and Cotta in Germany

were prominent investigators, and the more illustrious

Brongniart was engaged upon his earlier researches.

Morphological elucidation was the guiding principle of

Brongniart 's studies, and in most cases he found it neces-

sary to discover the required morphological data himself.

His " Histoire des V^g^taux Fossiles " contains in the

introduction a definite recognition of four successive geo-

logical periods characterised by different types of vegeta-

tion. Witham 's chief service was to demonstrate the

early prevalence of gymnosperms, and he was also the first

to describe the structure of the historic fossil Lepido-

dendron Harcourtii, although it remained for Brongniart

to identify the ring of wood. To Cotta credit is due for

the foundation of the genus MeduUosa, and a virtual

recognition of its polystelic character.

In the NaturivissenschaftUche Wochenschrift for

October i there is an article on the geological study of

earthquakes, by Dr. Erwin Scheu, whose name is well

known in connection with catalogues published by the

International .'\ssociation at Strassburg. The article deals

with macroseisms, or earthquakes which can be felt.

The intensities of these should be referred to a scale ; but

as seismologists are already troubled with sixteen different

scales of intensity, it is not clear why Dr. Scheu should

add to their number. He, however, suggests one which,

he remarks, might be suitable for Europe, but hardly suit-

able for the tropics. An earthquake which is not felt

should, according to the new scale, be indicated by the

numeral I, whilst one accompanied by complete destruc-

tion, which refers to a megaseism rather than a micro- or

macroseism, has an intensity of VII. In a map of

isoseists for the earthquake of J6keo, January, 1906, some

of them are, however, marked VIII and IX. In connec-

tion with the construction of isoseists, we are told that

the intensity of movement exhibited in hard rocks like

granite is greater than it is in materials like marl and

clay. So far as destructivity is concerned, our impression

has been that this is generally the reverse. The influence

of fault lines, as, for example, those in the Rhine Valley

and mountain ranges, upon the distance to which earth-

quake motion may be propagated is pointed out. Illustra-

tions are given of the destruction caused to buildings, and

the displacements, vertical and otherwise, of land surfaces.

Dr. Scheu 's article is distinctly popular, and as such

suggests phenomena to be observed at the time and after

the occurrence of an earthquake.

The meteorological charts of the North Atlantic and

Mediterranean for November, issued by authority of the

Meteorological Committee, contain an instructive account
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of the behaviour of a heavy storm in the North Sea, ill

trated by synoptic charts. Between September 28 and

a small cyclonic system seems to have formed near 50"

and 30° W. ; on the morning of September 29 the chart

that day shows that the centre was about 57° N.
25° W., and was advancing towards the coast of Irel.i

increasing in velocity and intensity as it travelled <

wards. On the morning of September 30 the centre \

near Spurn Head ; during the gale an extreme force of

(Beaufort scale) was recorded at several stations on

East Coast, and at 6h. p.m. the centre passed over

north of Holland. An interesting point in this storn.

that apparently the wind force experienced by vessels in

the North Sea was greater than that at many of the lancf

stations in telegraphic communication with the Met
ological Office. The numerous casualties to shipp

would also seem to show that the high seas must h

been exceptional.

In Symons's Meteorological Magazine for October Mr.

W. Sedgwick continues his interesting notes on the weati

in the seventeenth century : part iii., autumn (see Nati

june 1). He points out that at this season of the y> :

sueJi phenomena as heat waves, severe frosts, &c., are not

likely to occur, at any rate near London. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that Evelyn and Pepys made fe\v> r

comments than in the case of the other seasons. To those

who still firmly believe that the climate of England ha?

changed, the month of October presents special inter

owing to the comparatively high temperatures experieii

in that month in recent years. In a paper read before

the Royal Meteorological Society on April 19, on varia-

tions in English climate, it was shown that for the last

fourteen years (1897-1910), except only in 1905, the

temperature was above the average in October. So far

as can be judged from the chronicles above referred t^.

this variation in recent years is merely a periodic char

as they do not show that the weather of that month v .

noticeably colder than at the present time. Frequent refer-

ences are made to the pleasant weather experienced ; only

one October (1692) was referred to as a cold month ; Pepys

described that of 1668 as *' the most summer weather that

was' ever seen." The general character of the weather in

November also, as described by Evelyn, was very similar

to that of the present time.

In a paper by Prof. Henry Louis on the mutual develop-

ments of metallurgy and engineering, read before the

University of Durham Philosophical Society, and published

recently in its Proceedings, much interesting information

is given about the history of metallurgical processes. It

seems to be fully proved that the Assyrians were not only

well acquainted with iron, but had attained some consider-

able skill in its manufacture, having advanced far enough

to make chain mail; thus, so far back as 900 B.C., iron

manufacture had long passed the rudimentary stages. The

only other common metals known to the ancients were

lead, copper, and tin, all of which are easily reduced from

their ores ; brass was known for a very long time before

it was discovered that zinc was one of its constituents, it

being always made direct from zinc ore ; Roman brass

coins have been analysed, and found to contain more thart

25 per cent, of zinc, so that the material was certainly

known to them, although they did not know its true com-

position. The metallurgy of lead was relatively far

advanced ;
quite a number of pieces of lead of Roman age

have been found in this country, the earliest date about

44 A.D., and several of these are marked " ex. arc," or

desilverised ; it is also evident from the composition of

articles of Roman lead that the metallurgists of that day
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were tolerably well advanced with their methods of de-

silverisation.

The Electrical Review for October 13 discusses in a lead-

ing article the question as to whether there is or is not at

the present time a demand for technical men in the elec-

trical engineering profession. After reviewing the evidence

afforded by recent letters to the Press, it concludes that

the overcrowding of which there have been complaints is

confined to the lower branches, and that it is due to the

large class of men who have had no technical training.

While the general impression that the profession was over-

crowded has led to a decrease in the entries of students in

the electrical engineering colleges, a decrease which has

now gone on for several years, there is to-day, as a matter

of fact, a greater demand for technically trained men than

the colleges can supply.

In order to clear up the small diiTerences which still

I

exist in the determinations of the melting points of metals

like zinc,and cadmium by even the most accurate observers,

I

Drs. Holborn and Henning, of the Reichsanstalt, have

I

compared together a number of platinum thermometers

and two constant-volume gas thermometers of Jena glass

59 III., and of quartz glass filled in turn with nitrogen,

hydrogen, and helium. Both the Jena and the quartz glass

were slightly porous to the helium above 200° C, but the

former showed no signs of being permeable to hydrogen

up to 450° C. The constant 5 of the platinum thermo-

meters lay between 1-486 and 1-510, but in no case did the

temperature between 200° and 450° C. determined by the

platinum thermometers with the use of the 5 formula differ

I

by o-i° C. from the temperature given by the gas thermo-

meters. The following melting and boiling points were
obtained:—tin, 231.8°; cadmium, 320-9°; zinc, 419-4°;

j
naphthalene, 217-96°; benzophenone, 305-89°, on the

thermodynamic scale.

Furs which are moth-proof owing to the substitution of

indiarubber -for animal tissues would seem at first sight

to be a fantastic stretch of the imagination only. A
curious invention recently recorded, however, would appear

to render rubber-backed fur a possible and practical article

of the near future. Large skins, or small pelts sewn
together, are stretched upon a frame with the fur upper-

most in a large flat-bottomed receptacle, which is then

filled with water and placed in a freezing chamber. The
plate of ice is then removed, and with suitable machinery
a thin layer is sawn from the bottom, thus removing the

skin, which after thawing is sold for the purposes of

leather. The lower surface of the remaining plate is then

melted until the fur is slightly exposed, when a coating

af rubber solution is applied layer by layer. When the

requisite thickness is obtained the rest of the plate con-

taining the fur is melted, and a large seamless pelt, with
i. sheet of rubber at its base, is the result. Cheapness is

Jne of the many advantages claimed by the inventor.

Ladies with valuable furs, which annually cost a consider-

ible sum for cold storage, will wish every success for so

ngenious an invention.

Some interesting observations regarding the formation

)f hydrocyanic acid during the germination of seeds are

;ontained in a paper by C. Ravenna and M. Zamorani
n the Gazzetta Chimica Italiana for September 19 (vol.

ill., ii., p. 74). The old experiments of Jorissen and the

nore recent ones of Soave have shown that some seeds,

iich as sweet almonds and the seeds of Mespilus japonica,

orm considerable quantities of hydrogen cyanide at the

>eginning of active life. On the other hand, the experi-

nents of Guignard with Phaseolus lunattis point to a

destruction of hydrocyanic acid at the commencement of
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germination, especially in the case of etiolated plants.

The experiments now described were made on two species

of seed, viz. Sorghum vulgare, which does not contain

appreciable traces of hydrogen cyanide, and a variety of

linseed, which contained it in considerable proportion. In

the case of the former, hydrogen cyanide was elaborated

during germination up to a certain point, beyond which it

appeared to undergo progressive destruction ; in the latter

case a continuous increase of hydrogen cyanide was
observed without a point of decomposition being attained.

In all cases the rate of production of the cyanide was
greater in the green than in the etiolated plants ; but on
watering the latter with a 2 per cent, solution of glucose

during growth, the proportion of hydrogen cyanide formed
was increased up to the level of the green plants. The
amount of carbohydrates in the seed thus greatly affects

the formation of the hydrocyanic acid. The source of the

nitrogen remains to be investigated.

The council of the Institute of Chemistry has inaugurated

a series of lectures, the first of which was delivered by
Mr. Bertram Blount at King's College on October 26. The
chair was taken by Prof. J. Millar Thomson, F.R.S., who
said the lectures were an extension of the work of the

institute on lines directed to benefit advanced students of

chemistry. Except for one or two lectures delivered in its

early history, the institute has not assumed in any way
the functions of a teaching body, though the charter

provides for such functions. Mr. Blount limited his re-

marks to calcareous cements, and more particularly to the

Portland cement industry. Calcareous cements, properly

so called, while being plastic, are capable of hardening

and are resistant to water. The common fallacy, that the

setting of lime mortar is due to the action of lime on the

sand with which it is mixed, was once more exploded.

Some siliceous materials have an advantage over others as

aggregates for mortar. These are known generally as
" pozzolanas," and their usefulness depends on the

hydrated silica or attackable silicates they contain, which

interact with lime and form compounds resistant to the

action of water. There seems to be no record that lime-

stones were intelligently chosen for the hydraulic quality

of the lime which they furnished until the time of Smeaton,

who, in considering with what material he should build

the Eddystone Lighthouse, ascertained that Aberthaw lime-

stone was undoubtedly hydraulic. Those limestones which

are most hydraulic contain the largest proportion of

argillaceous material. This quality may be improved by

the addition of what is capable of conferring hydraulic

properties on ordinary lime. Mr. Blount also discussed the

manufacture of so-called " Roman cement," a crude form

of Portland cement made by burning lumps of clayey lime-

stone. Starting with the notion of imitating Roman
cement, the progenitors of the Portland cement industry

arrived at the idea that when^ chalk and clay were mixed

and burned an hydraulic material was produced which,

when ground, would set and form a strong, sound cement.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Astronomical Occurrences for November :

—

Nov. 6. 3h. 37m. Moon eclipsed, partly visible at Greenwich.

,, I2h. iim. Saturn in conjunction with the Moon
(Saturn 4° 18' S.).

7. 7h. 19m. Mercury in conjunction with Jupiter

(Mercury 1° 50' S.).

,, 2oh. 50m. Mars in conjunction with the Moon (Mars

2°53'S.).

9. iSh. om. Saturn at opposition to the bun.

10. 2ih. 31m. Neptune in conjunction with the Moon
(Neptune 5" 52' S.).
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II. I3h. om. Ceres in conjunction with the Moon (Ceres
0^48' S.).

16. 6h, 58m. Venus in conjunction with the Moon
(Venus 1° 13' S.)-

18. 4h. om. Jupiter in conjunction with the Sun.

21. 2oh. 24m. Mercury in conjunction with the Moon
(Mercury i° 28' N.).

24. lyh. om. Mars at opposition to the Sun.

25. 5h. 4ini. Uranus in conjunction with the Moon
(Uranus 4° 44' N.)'.

,, 2oh. om. Venus at greatest elongation W. of the Sun.

Observations of Comets.— It appears from a note by
Mr. Knox Shaw, in No. 4531 of tlie AsXronomischc Nach-
richten, that the discovery of Borrelly's comet, 1911c

(1905 II.), was made with the Reynolds reflector, but was
a visual observation, photographs being secured later; the

comet's magnitude on September 19 was 130 to 13-5, and
there was no marked nucleus.

Messrs. Innes and Wood describe the Johannesburg
observations of comets 19x16 (Kiess) and 191 id (Encke)
during August and September, and Mr. Innes compares
the reduced places of Encke 's comet with the positions

given in Dr. Backlund's ephemeris. The smoothed O-C
difference in R..'\. increases from 28-3s. on September 3
to +47-35. on September 14, the corresponding figures for

•^
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GEOLOGICAL WORK IN THE
UNITED STATES.

'T^HE papers dealt with under this heading are merely
* representative of a large amount of literature

devoted to the understanding of the ground on which the

United States have become founded. Whether from an

educational or from a more economic point of view, this

wide territory continues to be actively explored, and the

cKistence of State surveys, side by side with that centred

in Washington, testifies to the value set upon geological

research. The thirtieth and thirt3'-first annual reports of

the U.S. Geological Survey, issued by the director, G. Otis

Smith, in 1909 and 1910, show how the survey has often

preceded its topographers in the field. These reports now
indicate the main features of administration and publica-

tion during a fiscal year, the scientific papers being wisely

-~ued in a separate form. J. M. Nickles supplies biblio-

japhies of North American geology for 1908 and 1909
(Bulletins 409 and 444), with useful subject-indexes.

As a sample of the present convenient form in which the

Geologic Atlas is obtainable, we may mention folio 169,

the Watkins Glen-Catatonk Folio, by H. S. Williams,

R. S. Tarr, and E. M. Kindle. In the " field edition,"

with its low price of 25 cents, the

maps are folded into a pocket in

the octavio memoir, which sup-

plies an illustrated description of

the district, occupying 242 pages.

Two topographic contoured maps
are given, and are followed by
two showing " areal geology " and
two showing " surficial geology,"
printed in colours over the topo-

graphic groundwork. The district,

lying in the Allegheny Plateau,

Iietween Lake Ontario and the

Pennsylvaijian border, furnishes

R. S. Tarr with a good field for

glacial investigation. He traces

two epochs of ice-advance, the first

being especially accompanied by
overdeepening of the valleys-

S. R. Capps describes, in Bulletin

386, the " Pleistocene Geology of

the Leadville Quadrangle, Color-

ado." Here, again, considerable

overdeepening and widening of

valleys has occurred (p. 12), and
the country includes typical topo-

graphic features due to glacial

erosion and deposition (Fig. i).

W. M. Davis has already examined
some of these, and his influence

may be felt in the explanatory
passages with which the present

memoir introduces us to the district.

The bulletin is eminently one for

scientific students who may travel in central Colorado. W. R.
("alvert describes (Bulletin 390) the Lower Cretaceous coal-
' riring strata of Lewistown, Montana, in a district where

rboniferous and Jurassic beds are also represented.

S. Smith (Bulletin 433), in the Seward Peninsula of

Alnska, has encountered (p. 97) the phenomena of soil-cap

movement that have been somewhat grandiloquently styled
" solifluction " by Swedish authors. He describes inde-

pendently how the frozen earth receives a burden of

detritus, and how this burden flows downhill when the ice

below it begins to melt. Materials from various levels of

the hills thus become mixed, to the annoyance of the
prospector, who seeks his gold in the stream gravels that
are liable to be covered by an "earth run." Vegetation
flourishes in places on soils laid down, by streams or by
earth-sliding, on beds of ice, which originated in ancient
snowfalls. The maps in this bulletin show well the
auriferous gravels, and the uplifted coastal plain on
Norton Sound. In Bulletin 43^, N. H. Darton records " a
reconnaissance of parts of north-western New Mexico and
northern .Arizona," and illustrates once more the famous
canon country. The problem of the sandstone crater of

Coon Butte (p. 72), which is 3900 feet in diameter and 600
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feet deep, is believed to be best met on the volcanic hypo-
thesis of a steam-explosion.

N. H. Darton has also studied the geology and water
resources of the Black Hills region in S. Dakota and
\yyoming (Professional Paper 65), in continuation of
his report of 1901. This district includes, among
other bold buttes left by erosion on the plateaus, the
remarkable columnar mass known as the Devil's Tower
(Fig. 2), which the author believes to be connected with
an underlying vent. The nature of the " igneous rock "

is not stated.

Professional Paper 72, by L. C. Glenn, on " Denudation
and Erosion in the Southern Appalachian Region," includes
a useful essay on erosion for the non-geological reader, with
illustrations from areas under vegetation and those from
which grass and forests have disappeared. The disastrous
effects of sulphuric acid fumes from smelting furnaces are
shown in views near Ducktown, Tennessee (Plate xvii.).

The paper is thus of interest for geographers, and includes
photographs of stream-meanders and river-flood phenomena.

Palaeontology is represented by several bulletins. E. M.
Kindle (No. 391) treats of the Devonian fauna of the
Ouray Limestone in Colorado. The upper part of this
limestone is marked off by its fossils as Mississippian

Fig. I.—Spur truncated by glacial erosion, near Crystal Lake, south-west of Leadville, Colorado.

(h. Carboniferous). Several new species and a new genus
of Brachiopods (Syringospira) are described. R. Arnold
(No. 396) writes on the " Paleeontology of the Coalinga
District, California," where strata from the Franciscan
(Jurassic?) series up to freshwater Pliocene beds are repre-

sented. The eight unconformities indicate the instability

of this western region. G. H. Girty describes (No. 436)
the fauna of the Phosphate Beds of the Park City forma-
tion in Idaho, Wyoming, and Utah, and points out the

existence of a specialised type of Carboniferous fauna
widely distributed through the west (p. 10). Brachiopods
are scarce, and molluscs are unusually common. G. H.
Girty has also (No. 439) reported on the " Fauna of the

Moorefield Shale of Arkansas," a Mississippian zone which
he allies with the Caney Shale of Oklahoma.

Elconomic geology is properly dominant in other bulletins.

T. N. Dale (No. 404) writes on the granites of Vermont,
with illustrations of their utility in the arts. F. L.

Ransome, W. H. Emmons, and G. H. Garrey collaborate

in a report (No. 407) on the " Geology and Ore Deposits
of Bullfrog District, Nevada," an arid region where gold,

derived from pyrite, occurs in a series of oxidised or's.

Crystalline schists have been developed from Ordovician or
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older sediinents by pressure and by the intrusion of

pegmatite alonfj the planes of foliation (p. 27). Rhyolites

form stratified masses on the surface, and contain

spherulites (p. 39) up to 4 feet in diameter. These and

the desert scenerv are well illustrated. Bulletin 417, by

F. H. Moffit and' A. Knopf, on "The Mineral Resources

of the Nabesna-White River District, Alaska," is mainly

concerned with the geology, and contains pictures of the

piedmont glaciers. Bulletin 420 deals with " The Feldspar

Deposits of the United States," and is a practical intro-

duction to the industrial use of pegmatites. T. L. Watson
(No. 426) describes, with adequate illustration, the granites

of the south-eastern States. The orbicular gabbro-diorite

illustrated on p. 145 is proposed for ornamental purposes.

The papers on water-resources show, as usual, a close

alliance between the work of the Survey and the living

interests of I lie people.

We may im hikhi Ik :.> a paper issued by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture in 1011, by W. H. Waggaman, on

the phosphate fields of Florida, in which it is

Fig. 2.—The Devil's Tower, south of Hule^^fomlng.

estimated that the deposits of detrital pebbly phosphite,
probably of Pliocene age, are " almost inexhaustible."

F'or all that, we may well fear the energy of the modern
agriculturist.

The United States Survey (Bulletin 465) has supplied us
with a history of the various Geological Surveys organised
by separate States, and we may now mention some recent
publications of these bodies. Maryland has issued vols,

vii. and viii. of her handsome cloth-bound series. Great
attention has been given to road-metal, for roads have
now a new meaning- in the wealthier States. It is to be
regretted that the only way of preserving certain roads in

Maryland from the destruction due to uncontrolled motor-
traffic is the formation of depressions across them, which
check any attempt at furious driving. As in our own
islands, legislation is regarded as powerless to remedy the
evil. Vol. vii. is concerned with a topographical re-survey
of the boundary between Maryland and Pennsylvania, first

marked out in 1763.
Wisconsin supports a joint Geological and Natural
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History Survey, and ha« recently issued several maps of

the lead aqd zinc mining district, on the large scale

of 4 inches to the mile, with contour-lines at intervals of

10 feet.

The annual report of the Iowa Geological Survey for

1909 (received in 191 1) contains much matter of interest to

the glacialist. The papers written by the geologists, and
notably that on Hamilton and Wright counties, by T, H.
Macbride, are addressed to any intelligent citizen. They
cannot fail to arouse interest in the features that diversify

the great flat lands of this central State, nearly four-fifth*

of which arc occupied by prairies. The State is being

described county by county, and B. Shimek, in Harrison

and Monona counties, illustrates the loess deposits, which
often form conspicuous bluffs. Land-shells form the

immense majority of the molluscan fossils of these beds,

and the author strongly supports (p. ^gq) the aeolian .view

of their accumulation. The survey of these two counties

has led to the discovery (p. 309) of a rich mammalian fauna

in the Aftonian interglacial stage, including elephants,

horses, and Mylodon. The freshwater molluscs of the same
beds are mostly still living in West Lake, Okobozi, Iowa.
The botanical report (pp. 426-483) on the prairfe flora and
its conditions of growth will interest students of plant-

distribution. The huge granite boulders of the earlier or

Kansan drift, illustrated by M. F. Arey in Plate xi.,

remind us of those of the North German plain, and the

intelligent citizen before mentioned may like to learn more
as to how they came into the ice-sheet.

Bulletins i and 2 of the Colorado Geological Survey,
published in one volume, bound in cloth, describe two
mining districts, with the aid of coloured maps.
The Colorado School of Mines issues a " Quarterly,"

reviewing the mining progress of the State, and geological

papers may also be found in the " Studies " published at

Boulder by the University of Colorado. J. Henderson
writes in the latter (vol. viii., 1910-11, p. 33) on " Extinct
and Existing Glaciers of Colorado," with good illustrations

and a general introduction to the subject. The glaciers

are, of course, interesting on account of their small size

and evidences of retreat.

Among papers that have reached us from private source.',

we may mention several on Pleistocene features by F.'

Carney. His inaugural thesis for his doctor's degree at

Denison University (Bull. Den. Univ., vol. xiv., p. 335)
treats of the glacial phenomena and resulting topography
of a part of New York State. The destructive effect of

continental ice upon well-bedded and jointed strata beneath
is illustrated in Figs. 25 and 26. The same author
(ibid., p. 262) has studied the " Raised Beaches " of parts
of Ohio, which seem to be glacial lake-terraces rather than
raised beaches in the customary sense. They were formed
in bodies of water along the frontal margin of the
Wisconsin ice-sheet, when it had retreated to the basins
of Lake Erie and the other great existing lakes. In
accordance with the author's geographic outlook, th»

terraces are connected by him with the agricultur.
economics of Ohio. He has also described " Geograph;
influence in the development of Ohio " in a paper in tho

Popular Science Monthly for November, iqog.

The Grand Canon of Arizona has attracted D. W.
Johnson (Proc. Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., vol. xxxiv.,

p. 135) and L. F. Noble (Am. Journ. Sci., vol. xxix

p. 369). The former believes, with W. M. Davis, that tV.

faulting of the district is in the main of ancient date

,

that is, older than the course of the river. His expedition
was chiefly concerned with the examination of this im-
portant question. Some modification of Huntington and
Goldthwait's report is suggested (p. 157). L. F. Noble's
contribution deals with new points in the pre-Cambrian and
Pateozoic stratigraphy of the canon.

C. D. Walcott's progressive Cambrian studies have been
referred to more than once in Nature (see vol. Ixxxvii..

p. 423). The Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections have
been enriched by them for some years past, and now
include (vol. Ivii., No. i) a contribution on the " Abrupt
Appearance of the Cambrian Fauna on the North American
Continent," presented before the International Geological
Congress of 19 10. Walcott's view is that life-form?

primarily pelagic, adapted themselves to littoral conditio:

in Algonkian times, and were first brought over on to tl
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continental area by the Cambrian marine transgression.

Their ancestors are thus to be looked for beneath the

existing oceans. The fossils now known from the

American Algonkian may have been of fresh or brackish

water types ; littoral forms were occasionally imported
among them from the series continuously developing in the

seas. Walcott's studies of the Cambrian faunas of China
are continued, with illustrations of new species of trilobites

(vol. Ivii., No. 4). Evidence is given {ibid., No. 3) that

certain me,dusiform fossils from the Middle Cambrian of

British Columbia are in reality holothurians, being charac-

terised by a large spiral alimentary canal. The descriptions

and illustrations of these forms possess great interest for

ail workers among Older Palaeozoic strata.

G. A. J. C.

STEREOSCOPIC VISION AND INSTRUMENTS.
Y^/E have received a copy of a brochure entitled " Stereo-
* * skopisches Sehen und Messen " (pp. 40, price i mark),
by Carl Pulfrich. This is the German version, or rather

original, of the article " Stereoscope " in the recent new
edition of the " Encyclopiedia Britannica." A little more
detail is given here and there in the German pamphlet
than in the " Encyclopaedia " article, and the former con-
cludes with a very useful bibliography of papers published
in the present century relating to binocular vision, which
is not given in the " Encyclopaedia." This is to be taken
as supplementary to the bibliography in von Rohr's well-

known work " Die binokularen Instruniente " (see Supple-
ment to Nature, March 5, 1908) of memoirs published up
to 1900.

The pamphlet gives a concise, but clear and interest-

ing, account of the more important points in the theory
of stereoscopic vision ; but its main value lies in the
brief description which follows of the important modern
developments and applications of stereoscopic methods, to

which the author has himself so largely contributed. Not
the least interesting among these are the well-known stereo-

comparator and the so-called " blink " microscope, the
latter of which has proved so valuable in the detection of

new planets and variable stars. We think it is desirable
that attention should be drawn to the very imperfect, not
to say unintelligible, translation of Pulfrich 's text which
constitutes the article in the " Encyclopaedia Britannica "

above referred to. It is surprising that both translator and
editor should have allowed passages to pass which are so
far astraj' from the original. Thus we read :

" The reason
for this [double images] is that when P (or H') is fixed,
the images of H' (or P) are always separated from one
another by the centre of the yellow spot." Fixed should
be " focussed " (no doubt " fixiert," but the original is

here paraphrased). Again :
" The power of perception of

depth in man is most accurate. This has been ascertained
by the approximately equal keenness of vision of all normal-
sighted people and by the interpupillary distance." This
is quite incomprehensible until one learns that the words
in italics (ours) are a perversion of " Es wird bestimmt."
"Parallax" (Parallaxe) appears as "parallel axis."

It is impossible briefly to convey an idea of the confusion
in the mind of the reader caused by numerous errors of this
description

; but we would strongly recommend all those
interested in the subject-matter of the article to refer to
Pulfrich 's German memoir.

THE TECHNICAL COLLEGE, BRADFORD.
A N important extension of the buildings of the Bradford

Technical College was opened by Lord Rotherham
on October 25. The extension takes the form of a model
experimental mill, in which all processes involved in the
production of woollen and worsted cloth, from the raw
material to the finished article, can be carried out on a
practical scale. The building comprises a three-storey
front block 175 feet long, devoted to lecture-rooms, textile

testing-room, museum, experimental rooms, &c. Behind
this are two large sheds, each 90 feet by 70 feet, one con-
taining the combing, carding, and spinning machinery, and
the other the looms. The equipment for the production of

yarns of various types is very complete, consisting of Pre-
pnring Box, Worsted Carding Engine, Noble Comb, French
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Comb, French, Cone, and Open Drawing Sets, Flyer, Cap
and Ring Spinning Frames. In a separate shed are warp-
ing mills and dressing frames, while the power looms
include examples of all types. The wool-washing room con-

tains three bowls of a total length of about 80 feet. The
practical dyehouse and finishing rooms each have an area

of about 300 square yards, and are equipped with full-

size machines for the treatment of loose wool, slubbing,

yarns, and piece goods.

A detached building houses the power plant, which
includes a 30 foot by 8 foot boiler, with superheater,

economiser, &c. The engine-house contains four prime
movers, a suction gas engine of 125 horse-power, a slow-

speed cross-compound engine of 200 horse-power, a high-

speed inverted vertical engine of 75 horse-power, and a

steam turbine of about the same power. Each of the

three engines drives a direct-current generator, while the

turbine is coupled to a three-phase alternator. Both
engine- and boiler-houses are fitted with a complete set of

testing apparatus ; but while primarily intended for educa-

tional work, the power plant will provide light and elec-

trically transmitted power for three large buildings—the

main college block, the extension, and the school of art.

The new buildings have been erected at the cost of about
20,oooZ., and for the equipment an additional sum of about

14,000/. has been provided, which sum would have been

much increased but for the generosity of most of the

machine makers, who have supplied the equipment on very

favourable terms. Much of the machinery throughout the

building has been specially designed, so that while of a

thoroughly practical character, experimental work not

possible in a mill can be carried out.

ZOOLOGY AT THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.'
C ECTION D presented a full and varied programme,
'-^ and the attendance at the several sessions was above

the average of recent meetings. This meeting was un-

doubtedly one of the best of recent years.

As in previous years, there were two lectures of a semi-

popular character, which were highly appreciated. Mr.

Fred Enock lectured on the " fairy flies " (Mymarid^),

hymenopterous insects of small size and with peculiar

delicate wings, without veins, but fringed with long hairs.

Mr. Enock, who has devoted many years to the study of

this family, illustrated his account by means of a beautiful

series of original drawings, shown by the lantern. He
described the principal characters of the male and female,

and traced the life-history of Anagrus incarnatus, the eggs

of which are laid in the egg of the frog-hopper.

In his lecture on the fossil reptiles of the Oxford Clay

of Peterborough, Dr. C. W. Andrews gave an account of

the remarkable assemblage of reptiles occurring in that

deposit. The beds in which the remains were found are

of Middle Jurassic age, and were probably laid down not

far from land and near the mouth of a large river. The
horizon at which the remains occur is that characterised

by ammonites of the " ornate " group, Cosmoceras

gtilielmi being a common species. Among the remains are

those of land reptiles carried down by the river and oi

many marine forms of several distinct orders. Cetio-

saurus, a terrestrial dinosaur allied to Diplodocus, attained

a length of 60 feet, the greater part being made up of the

greatly elongated neck and tail. Another, but smaller,

dinosaur, Stegosaurus, and a pterodactyl, Rhampho-
rhynchus, were also found. The marine reptiles were more

numerous, and of astonishing variety of form ; for instance,

ichthyosaurs, plesiosaurs of many types, and numerous

marine crocodiles of the genera Metriorhynchus and Steno-

saurus. The ichthyosaur Ophthalmosaurus was remark-

able for the fact that in the adult the teeth were extremely

small, and in some cases perhaps absent, so that the food

of this animal must have been very different from that of

its relatives. In many cases the skeletons were found in a

nearly complete condition ; in others the carcases seem to

have been torn to pieces by predaceous reptiles, the bones

being deeply Scored by their teeth. Dr. Andrews exhibited

a series of lantern-slides showing the actual remains and

reconstructions based upon these. He stated that the

1 "Some Rerent Work on .Sex " nnci an acconnt of the discussion on the

origin of mammals will form tlie subject of separate no'.ices.
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collection is almost entirely due to Mr. A. N. Leeds, who
for the last forty years has closely watched the clay-pits,
and has collected most of the specimens, a large series of
which is exhibited in the gallery of fossil reptiles in the
Natural History Museum at South Kensington.

Momentum in Evolution.

In his opening remarks on this subject Prof. Dendy
mentioned that Dr. Smith Woodward, in 1909, had directed
attention to the fact that many groups of the animal
kingdom, in the course of their evolution, have shown a
strongly marked tendency to enormous increase in size,

often accompanied by the development of grotesque and
apparently useless excrescences. Prof. Dendy instanced as
analogous phenomena the extraordinary development of the

beak and helmet in the hornbills and of the tusks in the

babirusa. In these, and in many other cases which could
be adduced, either the entire body or some particular organ
appears to have acquired some sort of momentum, by virtue

of which it has continued to grow far beyond the limits of

utility, although perhaps in some cases a new use may
have been found which has assisted the species in maintain-
ing itself in the struggle for existence. An enormous in-

crease in mere bodily size, however, seems in the long run to

be always fatal to the race, the place of which will be taken
by smaller and more active forms. Prof. Dendy thought
there was some ground for believing that a race of animals
may acquire a momentum of the kind referred to which
may lead ultimately to its destruction, that there is some
brake applied to the growth of organs and organisms, but
that there are occasions on which the brake may be re-

moved, with results which ultimately prove fatal. He
pointed out that the growth of different parts of the
animal body is controlled by internal secretions, or
hormones, the products of various glands. Disease of the
pituitary body leads to acromegaly, one of the symptoms
of which is great enlargement of certain parts. Prof.
Dendy held that there is good reason for believing that,

in the absence of certain specific secretions, the growth
of the various organs will continue far beyond the normal
limits. He saw no reason why this principle should not
be extended to the race, and, paradoxical as it might
seem, he thought it possible to explain the growth of the
organism as a whole and of its various organs beyond the
limits of utility as an indirect result of natural selection.

When a useful organ is first beginning to develop or to
take on some new function for which an increase in size

will be advantageous, natural selection will favour those
individuals in which it grows most rapidly and attains the
largest size in the individual lifetime. If growth is

normally inhibited by some specific secretion, natural selec-

tion will favour those individuals in which the glands
which produce this secretion are least developed or least

efficient, and, this process being repeated from generation
to generation, these glands may ultimately be eliminated,
or at any rate cease to produce the particular hormone in

question. Moreover, this elimination may take place long
before the organ the growth of which is being favoured by
natural selection has reached the optimum size. When it

has reached this optimum it is certainly desirable that it

should grow no larger ; but there is no longer any means
by which growth can be checked. The inhibiting hormone
can no longer be produced ; the brake has been taken off,

and further growth takes place irrespective of utility, until,

when the size of the organ, or it may be of the entire
organism, becomes incompatible with the well-being of the
individual, natural selection again steps in and eliminates
the race. Is it not possible that, the normal checks to
growth being thus removed along certain lines by the
action of natural selection, a definite direction may be
given to the course of evolution which the organism will

continue to follow to the bitter end, irrespective of natural
selection ?

The Food Supply of Aquatic Animals.

Dr. W. J. Dakin directed attention to some of the recent
work on the nutrition of marine organisms, first citing the
work of Putter, who showed that there is more organic
carbon present in solution in sea water than in the plankton
contained in that water. With the view of showing that
aquatic animals do use the food in solution. Dr. Dakin
adduced the following observations. A specimen of the
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sponge Suberites, of 60 grams weight, requires as fo<»!

23 milligrams of carbon per day, to obtain which tl

sponge would need to capture 7,400,000,000 Thalassiosi>

nana (or an equivalent of other organisms), and won
therefore need to filter several thousand times its ov,

volume of water per hour; but if the food in solution ;

the sea water be also used, a much more rational quaniir

of water would suffice to supply the animal's need
Extraordinarily large numbers of copepods would be r

quired to provide the food of the larger Rhizostomes ; bi

it seems impossible that copepods are captured in such lar^

numbers, for copepod remains are so seldom found in t!

medusae. Goldfish living in tap water, without solid fo*!
were able to exist forty-one days; but with soluble orgar
bodies added to the water the fishes lived seventy-eigl

days, and the amount of oxygen consumed was found i

be in excess of that calculated from the loss in weight •

the fish, that is, some o.xygen must have been used i'

the oxidation of substances in addition to those stored •

the tissues. Many other facts, e.g. that crabs, living '.

sponges, with only filtered water at their disposal, and th;

Daphnia can be kept living and growing in solutions co:

taining only dissolved food matter, seem to be in favour
Putter's theory. Dr. Dakin believed that, though sol

food is necessary, food in solution forms part of the norm,
food supply of aquatic organisms.

Prof. Hartog remarked that there was still much 1

discover regarding the nutritive apparatus of the low
invertebrates, and that, if Putter's theory be true, tl

accessory intestine of some worms and echinoderms, ar
the rectal pumping apparatus of worms and Crustacc
may serve not only a respiratory, but a nutritive, fun
tion. Prof. Herdman suggested that the figures advanc
by Putter were not sufficient either to prove or disprox
his contentions, and that renewed investigations are nec', -

sary. He also pointed out that copepods, which for

long time were believed not to take solid food, feed i

minute diatoms, which, owing to their very small size, h:

until recently not been observed in the gut of the-

Crustacea. Prof. Dendy referred to the crabs which li\

in cavities of sponges, and stated that in most of the-

cases the crab probably feeds on the sponge, and the latt'

regenerates as quickly as it is eaten away. Dr. Gemm
stated that one of the difficulties in the way of his accep
ing Putter's theory arose from the fact that he was n.

aware of any soluble organic food material likely to 1

present in sea water which woyld not be immediat<

'

attacked and broken down by bacteria. Mr. D. J. Scou;
field pointed out the great difficulty of estimating th

numbers of organisms, and therefore of solid food, presf:

in water, remarking that the rate of increase of small-

organisms, e.g. algae, bacteria, is so enormous that thr

presence in sufficient numbers in any one catch is r,

necessary for the explanation of the feeding of the larg

organisms, for the small organisms may very soon becon
so abundant as to provide the necessary amount of forii

for the larger ones.

The Systematic Position of the Cyclostomcs.

Dr. W. W. F. Woodland introduced a discussion on
this subject. He described in considerable detail tl

innervation, musculature, and cartilages (especially tl

lingual) of the head of cyclostomes, and held that recent

work showed thar the sub-ocular arch and lingual

cartilages could not be regarded as homologous with the

palato-pterygo-quadrate bar and glosso-hyal element of

gnathostomes. As the musculature of the piston cartilage

is innervated by the mandibular nerve, and not by the

hypoglossal, modern upholders of the gnathostome ancestry

have revived the opinion that the piston cartilage represents

the much modified and displaced mandible of gnatho-

stomes, the so-called hyoid representing a quadrate element.

Dr. Woodland pointed out that the piston cartilage is not

paired, that it does not surround the mouth as mandibular
elements should,* and held it difficult to believe that it

could be a reduced jaw apparatus. The development of

the piston musculature and cartilage in the mid-ventral

line is inconsistent with the view that they were formerly

paired laterally placed mandibular muscles and rami, and
the extension of the myotomes laterally in an unbroken
series to the extreme end of the head proves that a jaw
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apparatus could never have been developed. Dr. Wood-
land believes, with Balfour, that the branchial skeleton of

cyclostonies is not homologous with that of gnathostomes,
since, for one reason, in the former the skeleton is

developed external to the ventral aorta and the gill vessels,

while in the latter it is internal. He concluded that, con-

sidering the visceral arches as a whole, it is incredible, if

the cyclostomes have originated from a gnathostome stock,

that the first two visceral arches should exhibit the differ-

ences in development (in time and form) and relationships

to nerves and muscles shown by the sub-ocular arch,

piston, and styloid cartilages, &c., when compared with the

jaw and hyoid arches of gnathostomes.
Prof. Dandy, while agreeing generally with Dr, Wood-

land's position, pointed out that the lampreys and hags
differ markedly from each other. The brain of Petromyzon
is primitive, and in Geotria there are two pineal eyes—

a

very primitive character ; the brain of Myxine is highly
modified, and pineal organs are wanting. These and other

facts suggest that the two subdivisions of the cyclostomes
have either had a separate origin or have diverged early

from one another.

Mr. E. S. Goodrich held that the absence of jaws in

cyclostomes was not proved ; the piston apparatus is sup-
plied by the fifth nerve, and this region would therefore

seem to be homologous with the mandibular region of the

gnathostomes. The gill arches of larval lampreys resemble
those of gnathostomes, and though the relations of the
branchial basket of lampreys and the gill arches of

gnathostomes are not identical ventrally, their relations

dorsally are very similar, and therefore the homology of

tlipse structures is not disproved. Mr. Goodrich suggested
that the piston cartilage of Petromyzon might be homo-
logous with the median cartilages of the branchial
apparatus of gnathostomes. He demurred to the sugges-
tion that lampreys and hags have been independently
derived from the primitive vertebrate stem, for the two
series present certain common characters, e.g. the struc-

ture of the gills and heart, asymmetry of the vascular
system, horny teeth and piston apparatus, hypophysial sac
in relation to the nasal organ, which it is unlikely can
have been developed independently. He regarded the cyclo-
stomes as monophyletic, and as having diverged very early
into two branches, the lampreys and the hags.

Communications on Protozoa.

Prof. Herdman contributed a note on the occurrence of

the peridinian Amphidinium operctilatiim. at Port Erin.
This flagellate organism had not been previously recognised
in British waters, and was known only from the coasts of

Norway and Belgium. It was first observed at Port Erin
early last year, forming brown patches in the troughs of

tlie ripple marks on the beach about half-tide level. The
patches varied in size, but were observed for about three
weeks. Examination of the sea water in the neighbour-
hood of the patches showed that the organism was not
living in the water ; it lived only in the w-et sand. The
brown patches consisted of an almost pure culture of

Ainphiflinium, the only admixture being a very few
examples of a diatom (Navicula). Later in the year brown
patches of similar appearance were again observed on the
sand, but on examination they were found to consist
entirely of Navicula. The Amphidinium had disappeared,
but the Navicula had multiplied abundantly. Prof. Herd-
man cited this as a striking instance of the change in the
ortjanisms inhabiting the beach, a change which might
readily be, and no doubt had long been, overlooked.
Major C. F. Bishop described his recent examinations

of sheep suffering from louping ill, and of ticks which had
f^ 1 on the sheep. On a film made of blood squeezed
f:<jm a tick, taken from a sheep which was said to be a
typical case of louping ill, he found a single " trypano-
some," about 22 /x long, in which the trophonucleus was
nearly central and anterior to it the large kir.etonucleus.

Trypanosomes have not yet been found in any of the sheep
examined, but Major Bishop considered it probable that the
organism described was connected with the disease in the
sheep. He also described other forms which he considered
to be blood parasites, and regarded as flagellates, in films
of blood from sheep.
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A New Hydroid, Epizoic on a New Parasitic Copepod.

Prof. H. F. Jungersen (Copenhagen) described a new
hydroid, Ichthyocodium sarcotretis, which covers more or
less of the exterior of the parasitic copepod Sarcotretes
scopeli, n.sp., which is deeply sunk into the body of the
fish Scopelus glacialis. The hydroid consists of polyps,
without tentacles, arising from a network of delicate tubes.

From the base of the polyps arise medusa-buds which
develop into free medusze (Anthomedusae). This new
hydroid is a corynid, related to Hydrichthys mints, Fewkes,
epizoic on the fish Seriola zonata. Prof. Jungersen gave a
full description of the characters and life-history of the
copepod, which belongs to the family Lernaeidas. There is

first a " Cyclops stage," capable of moving about on the
host and attaching itself by means of its strong cheliform
antennas ; the pupa stage is passively fixed to the host by
means of a hardened secretion from the rostrum. Within
the last pupal phase the copulatory form was observed.
The latter probably is for a time free-living ; after

impregnation the female assumes parasitic life anew, but
in a more intense form ; it pierces the skin of a Scopelus,
and, gradually growing, it penetrates the muscles, and
finally reaches the intestine. This copepod is found on
examples of Scopelus from the eastern part of the Atlantic,

and the triple association—hydroid, copepod, fish—seems to

be a regular one. The loss of tentacles of the hydroid
polyps seems to indicate that the hydroid in some way or

other depends on the fish for obtaining its food.

Variation in the Medusa Moerisia lyonsi.

j
Mr. C. L. Boulenger gave an account of variations in

this Egyptian lacustrine medusa. About 15 per cent, of

the individuals examined were abnormal. The abnormal
examples fall into two groups : (i) those which deviate

from the normal four-rayed symmetry, and (2) those with

the normal number of radial canals and primary tentacles,

but possessing, in addition, secondary tentacles which are

not connected with the stomach by means of radial canals.

Some, of these multitentacular forms are asymmetrical, and
it seems that each quadrant is capable of forming secondary

tentacles quite independently of the other quadrants.

xhe Crop of the Leech.

Prof. Marcus Hartog directed attention to the structure

of the septa in the crop of the leech. The crop is divided

into chambers separated by distinct simple septa pass-

ing inwards from the obvious external constrictions and
perforated by a central aperture, circular under ordinary

conditions, but vertically elongated in distension. The
septum is puckered at the free edge, and contains a circular

sphincter, but no divaricator fibres. This structure has

probably been so long overlooked because it is inconspicuous

in ordinary dissections, and is not easily recognisable in

the usual thin transverse sections ; it is well seen on

examining successive thick slices of a hardened, distended

leech.

The Lantern of Aristotle as an Organ of Locomotion.

Dr. J. F. Gemmill gave an account of his observations

on the locomotor function of the lantern of Aristotle in the

sea-urchins Echinus esculentus and E. miliaris. The

animal progresses, when out of the water, by a series of

steps or lurches, more or less well defined, in each of which

the urchin is raised on the tips of the teeth as on a

powerful central stilt. The steps have a length varying

from half an inch downwards, and are repeated at intervals

of fifty seconds or less, according to the size of the urchin.

There is a rhythmic backward and forward swing of the

lantern in the direction of progression. The backward

swing is accompanied by powerful protrusion of the tightly

closed teeth against the supporting surface, which causes

pushing or poling forward of the urchin. The mo%'ement

is aided by pushing on the part of the spines, and, after a

certain stage, by the action of gravity. The forward swing

of the lanteiyn is marked by retraction, with opening of

the teeth, and serves to bring the latter into position for

initiating a new lurch. Experiments on loading, recordina

surfaces, inversion, equatorial section, rotation, removal of

spines, &c., were also briefly noted, and examples of trnck>
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left by the spines and tf«-th on n smooth plasticine surface

wire txhibited with the h.lp of ihf lantern.

Healthy urchins, movinj* under watrr ovor approximately

horizontal surfaces, do not, as a rule, use the lantern for

movement, the greater part of their weight beinj{ neutralised

by the water, fhsre are, however, certain conditions, both

normal and experimental, in which the lantern plays an
important part in locomotion. Dr. Gemmill brought for-

ward evidence in favour of the view that the locomotor
action of the lantern is a particular manifestation of a

fundamental rhythmic activity, which can also subserve
feeding, boring, respiration, and circulation, and possibly,

in addition, the maintenance of turgescence within the

ampullne of the water-vascular system.
Dr. Gemmill also gave a lantern demonstration on the

development of the star-fish, Solaster endeca.

Echinoderm Hybrids.

Mr. H. M. Fuchs presented observations on the experi-

mental control of dominance in echinoderm hybrids, using
Echinus viiliaris and E. uctitus. Dr. Shearer and Mr.
de Morgan had found that when these two species are
crossed the characters of the hybrid larv£e are always the
same as those of the maternal parent, and this was found
by Mr. Fuchs to hold good also when the eggs were kept,
during the cleavage period, in s' ;i wai^r with increased
and decreased OH ions.'

The Gonads of the Urchin Echinocardium cordatum.

Prof. Caullery (Paris) traced the annual cycle of changes
in the gonads of this urchin. From July to the end of
the year the gonads are almost entirely composed of large
cells, each of which contains a vacuole and numerous
spherules of reserve substance. In males these cells
exhibit, among the reserve material, numerous spermatozoa,
agglutinated into pockets, which have been ingested by
the cells ; in females, fragments of degenerating ova are
seen between the cells. At the periphery of the gonad
there are either small masses of spermatogonia or oocytes.
Growth of the genital products takes place, in part owing
to the presence of the reserve-laden cells, at the end of
winter, and the period of maturity, at Wimereux, extends
from April to the end of May. The reserve-containing
cells are gradually pushed towards the centre of the acini,
and in some localities, e.g. Naples, disappear, but at
Wimereux they do not fully disappear. Up to the end of
May there have been formed, in the testes, for example,
only the sexual cells, but henceforward there are produced
numerous cells, each of which elaborates groups of granules
and contains a large vacuole. This is the new reserve
tissue, which soon forms a continuous peripheral layer.
By the end of June the sexual elements in course of forma-
tion exhibit signs of degeneration, e.g. fragmentation of
the oocytes and pycnosis of the spermatogonia, but ripe
sexual products are for some time longer emitted. After
Julv the emission ceases, and the sperms remaining in the
testis become agglutinated and are ingested bv the reserve
cells, which gradually occupv the whole gonad. In star-
fishes there is no reserve tissue, and the gonads, afterhavmg almost filled the arms, hproino so much reduced as
to be almost imperceptible.

Observations on Boring Molluscs.
Mr. W. T. Elliot^ and Miss B. Lindsav described

observations on Zirphaeu (Pholas) crispata and Saxicava
rugosa, made on the shore at St. Andrews, which confirm
the statement of Prof. Mcintosh that the method of boring
of these mol uses is mechanical, and not chemical. Both
molluscs work by means of a partial vacuum produced bv
cooperation between the mantle and foot, supplemented bv
scraping movements of the shell, which in Zirphaa are
continuous and progressive during the time of boring.
Reference was made to the importance of boring organisms
in connection with coast erosion.

l,LJ^'^
experiments were prompted by recent work of H. D. Tennent

(1900, loio) who crossed H.pponoe <? X Toxopneustes 9 and T. <<xH 9obta.n.nif m both cases lar%a: with a preponderance of Hipponoe characters.'

incres^ed and decreased concentration of OH ions he claims to have altered

cWctere"""
*" """ * decrease of OH ions gave Toxopneustes
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The Species of Balanus Collected by the " Siboga.
"

Dr. P. P. C. Hock (Haarlem) gave an account of soir.

of the species of Balanus collectwi in the Malay ,r-
i:- .

'

during the cruise of the Siboga. Of the i

species collected, nineteen are new. Few sjj

brought up from great depths ; most of them were tak'

at a not greater depth than 90 metres. Some were brou^
up from 564, 289, 216, 275, 304, and 390 metres respective!

but the species represented in the first three cases W'

collected also at a depth of less than 100 metres. D
Hoek described some of the features, especially the labru:

which he had used in classification.

The Renal Organs of Squilla.

Dr. VV. N. F. Woodland described the renal organs

—

maxillary glands—of Squilla. In an Erichthus larva 2 mm.
long the gland consists of a short narrow tube, opening '

externally on the maxilla and ending internally in a slightly

dilated end sac. In an older larva, 12 mm. long, the
gland has become divided into two thin-walled compart-
ments—the kidney proper and the end sac—lying side by
side and communicating by a small aperture at their

posterior ends. A little later the walls of the gland become
invaginated, forming internal lamellar folds containing
extensions of the ha;mocoele, a process which continues so
extensively that, in the adult, the cavity of the gland is

almost entirely broken up into a network of spaces. Other
features of the internal anatomy were also referred to,

namely, the presence of a well-developed nauplius eye,
rectal glands, and a very short proctodaeum, which forms
a wide cloaca-like cavity.

A Reconstructed Trilobite.

Dr. Malcolm Laurie gave an account of the anterior end
of a trilobite (Calymene), which he has studied by means
of grinding away definite and very thin layers of the fossil,

photographing each exposed surface and reconstructing the
specimen in wax on an enlarged scale. He exhibited the
reconstruction, and pointed out that, although the mouth
has been considered as opening behind the hypostome, the
size and form of the latter render it improbable that the
mouth opened behind it. Apparently the anterior margin
of the hypostome projected ventrally, while the inturned
margin of the neighbouring carapace also projected
ventrall}', the two forming low-er and upper lips respectively

to the mouth. In a line between the lateral margin of the
glabella and the eyes there is a long conical structure, more
than two-thirds the length of the carapace, divided into

joints by annular thickenings. It is impossible to state

certainly whether this is in situ, but its structure resembles
that of an antenna. If it be such it must have b*?^

attached to the body behind the hypostome, as otherw'
it could not have been withdrawn when the animal roll- .

itself up. This appears to be another instance of a po?t-

oral appendage assuming an antennary function, as in

Phrynus and Thelyphonus.

British Symphyla and Diplopoda.

Mr. R. S. Bagnall gave a rapid survey of the Briti-

Symphyla, pointing out the characters of the gene
Scutigerella and Scolopendrella and of some of their speci'

A year ago only one species of the former was known fr<

Britain; in 1904, when Hansen's monograph of the ore!

appeared, eight European forms were recognised ; of thes

six have now been found in the north of England, and there
have also been discovered four other well defined and appar-
ently new forms. Mr. Bagnall recognises four species

Scutigerella and seven of Scolopendrella. He also record
four diplopods from the north of England, each of whi
represents a genus previously unknown to the Brit:-

fauna, and, from the same locality, a new pauropod, t:

first British example of the Eurypauropodidae.

Mimicry in African Butterflies and Moths.

Prof. E. B. Poulton exhibited three groups of mim*^
butterflies collected at Entebbe. Uganda. These group=
were centred round species of the distasteful family
Acraeinae. Among the mimics were species of Acraein.'r
showing that members of this family acted as mimics a:^

models, a fact supporting the theory of Fritz Miiller .
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against that of Bates. There were also acraeine mimics
which mimicked other species of the same family, them-
selves mimics of the primary acraeine models. The rest

of the exhibit was concerned with examples from Lagos,
among which was a caterpillar of a well-known moth
(Nyctemera), which before becommg a chrysalis secreted

and covered itself with a mass of bubbly froth, which on
hardening resembled the cocoons of a braconid parasite,

and probabl}' acted as a protection against insectivorous

birds or lizards.

The Scent Patches of Lepidoptera.

Dr. F. A. Dixey described the scent patches of certain

butterflies and their associated tracheae. The males of

many butterflies possess the power of emitting a scent,

which is apparently attractive to the female. The scent
patches are best distributed in Pierin^ (.e.g. the orange
tip). The apparatus consists of specialised scales scattered
over the upper surface of the wing of the male. The scent
is elaborated by cells in the wing membrane ; the oil enters
the specialised scale at its basal foot-stalk, and escapes by
fimbria; at the distal end of the scale. In other cases
(e.g. the clouded yellow) the scent scales are aggregated
into patches, so arranged that, in the ordinary position of

rest, the patches of the fore- and hind-wings are coincident.
The scales of these patches have neither foot-stalk nor
fimbrice. In some species of Catopsilia there are two
specialised scale patches, which Dr. Dixey found to be
provided with a special tracheal supply derived from the
larger tubes in the wing veins. On reaching the scent
patch the main tracheal trunks were found to break up
into branches, the ultimate distribution of which was not
ascertained, but appeared to bear a definite relation to the
scent scales. Dr. Dixey suggested that the tracheae were
concerned in the dispersion of the perfume through the
scales, acting in the manner of a vis a tergo.

The Biology of Eels.

Dr. Jobs. Schmidt (Copenhagen) gave an account of five

years' Danish investigations on the biology of eels. These
have shown that the biology and reproduction of the conger
and eel are more complicated matters than they seemed
after the publication of Grassi's work. In the case of the
eel, the youngest stages found are 4 cm. in length, and it

is therefore not yet possible to state exactly where in the
Atlantic the eel spawns, except that it must be outside the
continental slope. All the larval stages, even the youngest
(but not the eggs), of the conger are known, and it can
now be stated that the conger spawns everywhere in the
Mediterranean and in the Atlantic west of Gibraltar ;

how far west is not yet ascertained, but the half-grown
larvae of Conger vulgaris have been taken near the Azores.
These investigations have not confirmed the earlier suppo-
sitions (of Grassi) that the larval development of eels takes
place at_ the bottom of the sea or in great depths. All the
muraenoid eggs (several thousands) were taken near the
surface of the sea, as were also the youngest pre-lepto-
cephalic stages, e.g. of Conger vulgaris and C. mystax.
The full-grown larvae of the eel and conger also occurred
in the upper layers. Muraenoid eggs were found not only
in the Mediterranean, but also right across the Atlantic
between 20° and 40° N. lat. Evidently, therefore, some
eels spavirn there, but how far from the surface has not
yet been ascertained. Dr. Schmidt illustrated his remarks
by charts and a beautiful series of larval and meta-
morphosing examples of several species.

The Dorsal Vibratile Organ of the Rochling (Motella).

The dorsal vibratile fin of the rockling, which has been
believed to be a lure, is regarded by Dr. J. Stuart Thomson
as an organ for producing a current of water over numerous
termin.'il or taste buds situated in the skin of that region
of the body, which thus functions as a gusiatorv organ.
These taste organs are distinguished from the lateral line
organs by certain structural differences and by the fact
that they are innervated by the recurrent facial nerve, the
root of which is in the facial lobe of the medulla, which
lobe has been described by Herrick as part of the gustatory
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tract. Dr. Thomson's experiments indicate the existence of

a gustatory reaction in the rockling, some of the most
successful responses being obtained on placing Arenicola in

proximity to, but not in contact with, the taste buds of
the region under consideration.

A Remarkable Egg of the Kestrel.

Prof. Patten commented on an egg laid by a tame kestrel,

which has been in his possession eight years. The egg is

normal in size, but milky-white in colour and almost un-
spotted except at its larger end ; there are spots and
blotches of rich purple-brown intermixed with greyish-
purple, the whole pigmentation forming a broken zonular
band. Dr. Patten suggested that a highly nutritious hearty
meal, coming after a fast, and in a warm change of

weather, may have toned the bird to such a physiological

state that the ovaries became suflficiently active to induce
ovulation.

Prof. R. J. Anderson brought forward a number of

details regarding the constitution of, and variation in, the
manus and pes of Primates, and contributed a note on the
manus of a young Indian elephant.

J. H. AshWORTH

OLD AND NEW VIEWS ON THE TREATMENT
OF CONSUMPTION.'-

T\R. THEODORE WILLIAMS stated that 255 years

had elapsed since William Harvey instituted this

festival, and that orations had been delivered in Latin

or English ever since in commemoration of benefactors,

and with Harvey's exhortation to the fellows and members
to study out the secrets of nature by way of experiment,

and to continue in mutual love and affection among them-
selves. He then proceeded to review the various steps of

Harvey's great discovery of the circulation of the blood, and
remarked that its author, in spite of the severest criticism,

lived to see it firmly established in the annals of medicine

and to witness the conversion of the greater number of his

opponents. The seed sown by this discovery, based on
observations and experiments, and put forth with con-

vincing logic by this most accurate observer, had revealed

to the world further scientific truths, which have been

elaborated by Harvey's successors in the arts of medicine

and of surgery, and have brought forth a harvest of

improvements—physiological, clinical, pathological, and
therapeutical—which added immensely to the total sum of

human health and happiness. Dr. Williams instanced as

examples the administration of anaesthetics, intravenous and
hypodermic injections, and treatment by vaccines, while

auscultation and the graphic methods of measuring blood

pressure and rhythm might also be counted as outcomes of

the knowledge initiated by Harvey's discovery.

Harvey's views on tuberculosis are not known, though
his lost " medical observation " may have treated of these;

but the lecturer sketched the doctrines held by his con-

temporaries on this subject, and the treatment in vogue,

the former being somewhat obscure and the latter

mingling with hygienic and dietetic rules, which were to

some extent reasonable, prescriptions containing woodlice,

crabs' eyes, the simple powder of crabs' claws, red coral

and white amber in the form of powders or julep to

"temper the sharpness of the blood." The Royal touch

for the King's Evil continued to be believed in until a

much later date. Most of the theories of that time

assigned the cause of consumption to errors of digestion

or in the formation of lymph or chyle or blood, or to

defective respiration ; but they chiefly dwell on the in-

flammatory origin, and though long suspected, the vera

causa, viz. the tubercle bacillus, was never definitely proved

until Robert Koch appeared on the scene. Laennec and

other observers had meantime given scientific accounts of

the morbid anatomy of tubercle, and the treatment had

changed from an anti-inflammatory rdgime depending

largely on blood-letting to a tonic and building-up system,

1 Abstract of the Harveian Oration delivered at the Royal College of

Physicians on October 18 by Dr. C. Theodore Williams.
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fortified by a liberal dietary, by the use of cod-liver oil and
by diinatic treatment.

Dr. Theodore Williams, at the express wish of the presi-

dent of the college, proceeded to sketch the evolution of

the treatment of consumption as it had come under his

own cognisance during his nearly fifty years of professional

experience. He spoke of the effects of climate, and especi-

ally of that of high altitudes ; then of the open-air life

which had first been advocated in England by Bodington
and Henry MacCormac, and was now accepted as essential

in cases of tubercular disease. Dr. Williams had personally

studied the climates most advantageous for the treatment
of consumption in the New and the Old Worlds, and had
given a full trial to mountain climates, having recorded
their effects on more than 400 of his private patients, .and

studied the results of the diminished barometric pres*ui>\

of the diathermancy of the air, and of the asepticity, or

freedom from pathogenic germs, which are characteristic

of high-altitude climates.

He found the effects on selected cases of chronic tubercu-
losis remarkable : many symptoms vanished, and muscular
power increased largely, while the local improvement was
even more striking, and in many early cases of consolida-

tion the disappearance of physical signs was so complete
that the physician had to refer to his notes to discover
which lung was originally attacked ! In fact, the high-
altitude cases yielded the most favourable results of all

his statistics, and, what is more important, the fewest
relapses.

He then noticed the establishment and spread of sana-
toria all over the world, and said that in Germany alone the

insurance societies now maintain more than 16,000 beds
for the working classes ; and he directed attention to the
methods pursued, including rest, with or without Liege-
halle, good feeding, graduated exercise, and labour super-
vised to meet individual requirements, which have all been
tried at different sanatoria, giving the results achieved
thereby. He described the system pursued at some of the
best English institutions, where the patients with limited
tuberculous pulmonary lesions, when removed to thoroughly
hygienic surroundings and compelled to lead a healthy life,

their food, exercise, and rests being under minute skilled

direction, may slowly and gradually recover, and, losing
symptoms, be able to return home to active working life,

ready and able to instruct those around them in the gospel
of fresh air and wholesome living.

But Dr. Williams emphasised the need for discovering
and treating early cases of the disease, and though agree-
ing in the general truth of the curability of consumption,
he felt obliged to except the acute cases, which, how-
ever, fortunately form a very small percentage of the
whole.
He contended that the pressing need is for more

hospitals for consumption—England had been a leader in

establishing these, and now it is recognised that the con-
sumption hospital is required as a centre from which to
draft off cases suitable for sanatoria, as well as for the
treatment of more advanced and acute cases, which are
thus isolated from the rest of the population and prevented
from becoming centres of infection.

Dr. Theodore Williams spoke of the modern treatment
of consumption by anti-tuberculous serums and vaccines,
and gave the experience of others and of himself, con-
cluding by the remark that everything points to the
necessity for further investigation, and that such investiga-
tion can be best carried on in hospitals and sanatoria,
where trained obsert^ers minutely watch the effect of
tuberculin on the patient's system and control the inocula-
tions and their results. He summed up with a bird's-eve
view of the present state of the crusade against tubercu-
losis in this country and our means of pursuing the
fight.

He reminded his audience of what had already been
done by the blessed agencies of prevention, such as
improved drainage, more cubic space, and less overcrowd-
ing, better food and more of it, more air and sunlight,
cleanliness of house and person, and increased opportuni-
ties for play and exercise, and how, mainly by these means,
the phthisis mortality had been reduced two-thirds in fiftv

years.
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A good town-planning scheme should prove a ti;

weapon in the hands of the combatants. Education of

classes, including the children, must be promoted, and tli

with the tuberculosis exhibitions and popular lectures an.;

tracts which now permeate and enlighten the country, will

be found to be trusty armour and show the people h">

they can help themselves.

Prevention is naturally what is to be aimed at; but I

the consumptives who are now among us are needed n-

links in the chain :

—

(i) Well-equipped consumption hospitals to receive n

isolate acute and advanced cases.

(2) The dispensary system, introduced by Dr. Philip, :>

now at work in several metropolitan boroughs, which, w
the out-patient departments of consumption hospitals, <

classify the patients, visiting them and contacts in tli

own homes, and connecting them with local governnv

and philanthropic agencies.

(3) The sanatorium, and especially those instituti<.

which make a feature of preparing the patient by variou-

grades of labour for return to a workaday world.

(4) Labour colonies and exchanges to assist in the r--

habilitation of those who have been smitten with t

disease, or may be more liable to reinfection, or m
require the safeguard of a changed and more health,

occupation.

The task of further reducing, and finally abolishii

tuberculosis is not a hopeless one, but it does not

wholly with the doctors. It lies also with those who h;i\

It in their power to remove and lessen the principal caus- -

of tuberculosis, viz. the overcrowding of our cities, iIt

want of open spaces and of ventilation, the insanitar\

houses, the disgusting habit of spitting, and the lack of 1

good supply of water and of pure milk. Philanthropi-

together with local government authorities administer;

under our Minister of Health, might remedy these defei -

and ensure that the number of phthisis cases should be in

future comparatively small.

The great Harvey would smile with pleasure as

realised our successive advances in knowledge and t

attempts to remedy our deficiencies, and he might w> li

receive our laurel crown as the leader who showed the wa\
to those who are now searching out the secrets of nature

by way of experiment.

UNIVERSITY EDUCATION IN ENGLAND AND
WALES.

A TTENTION has been directed already (Nature,^ September 21, vol. Ixxxvii., p. 407) to the Blue-book
containing the reports for the year 1909-10 from those

universities and university colleges in Great Britain which
participate in the Parliamentary grant for university

colleges. In the notes referred to, information was given

as to the amount of the Treasury grant, particulars con-

cerning the incomes of the various colleges, and similar

data.

.\n introductory report by the Board of Education, v.

which the volume opens, contains much that deser\

careful study by all who are interested in the progress

higher education. A number of extracts from this pi'

fatory memorandum are subjoined.

The weakness of the appeal which university education

makes in the present day to the imagination of the wealth\

finds its counterpart in the apathy of the public at lar.

and this apathy is only too frequently reflected in the n

tude of the local authorities. Some of the most importa:

of these give far less than their proper share of support t

the universities, and in one or two instances the mainten-

ance at their present level of the grants made by local

education authorities has been endangered. On the oth^'-

hand, in two instances there has been a notable increase

the amount of the support received from this source. A-;

the result of representations made by the Right Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain, M.P., the Chancellor of the U^ni-

versity, the City of Birmingham has promised to increase
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its grant in aid of tiie University of Birmingham from \d.

to id. rate. The exact amount of increased support tlius

given to the University is, however, for the moment un-
certain, because the University has been required by the
municipality to devote an as yet indeterminable portion of

the additional grant to the establishment of maintenance
allowances and scholarships to poor students. Since the

f^s paid by students never equal the cost of the education
they receive, it follows that the net amount of the in-

creased aid to the University will be something less than
the difference between the gross increase and the sum
devoted to maintenance allowances and scholarships. If,

as there is reason to hope will be the case, the grant is

continued at the higher level for future years, the extension

of the boundaries of the city will lead to a further increase

in the amount received by the University unless this addi-

tional income has to be expended on scholarships or
bursaries. The Corporation of Newcastle-upon-Tyne has
recently made an additional grant of 1500Z. a year for five

years to Armstrong College. This additional grant is the

more noteworthy because it has been made for the special

purpose of developing the faculty of arts, a faculty which
does not, as a rule, appeal so directly to local sympathies
as do the faculties of pure and applied science.

The problem of university education in the metropolis
does not grow easier as time advances ; the need for that
help and guidance which only a well-organised university
can afford increases yearly. The many independent institu-

tions and authorities working in the field of operations
are conscious, each in its own way, of the growing demand
for instruction of a high order, and of the urgent necessity
for increased m.-='ans of providing it, and it is not to be
wondered at if they attack the problem as best they may,
without considering too closely the effects of their action
upon their neighbours. Yet no satisfactory issue is possible
on these lines. The Board is endeavouring for the
moment to avoid encouraging this confusion, but nothing
really far-reaching can be attempted until after the Royal
Commission appointed in 1909 has completed its labours.
This need for a proper scheme of coordination is perhaps

especially urgent in the case of higher technological and
professional work; it is .not confined to London. Until the
problem has been adequately dealt with, it is almost
impossible to deal wisely with even the most urgent claims
for further development. Yet there is undoubtedly a great
need for considerable further provision of the highest type
of instruction. The fifth annual report of the British
Science Guild contains certain rough comparisons between
the number of properly equipped day students attending the
technische Hochschulen in Germany and the numbers of
day students doing work of a kind more or less comparable
in this country. The comparison shows that after making
full allowance for the larger population of Germany, there
are more than twice as many such students in Germany as
in Great Britain and Ireland. If the inquiry could be
more exact, and if only those students in this country were
included who had received the same amount of previous
general education, and were giving the whole of their
time to higher technical studies, it is certain that the com-
parison would be even less favourable.
But if the problem in regard to technology is to discover

how to make a wise increase in the amount of provision
without the incidental waste which comes from unnecessary
overlapping between competing institutions, the problem
in connection with medical education is quite different.
What is needed here is concentration and coordination of
effort and the greater efficiency that will then alone be
possible. There is probably more than sufficient provision
made for medical education in these islands ; it is a ques-
tion whether, even now, after years of shrinkage in the
numbers of men entering the medical profession, the out-
put is not still in excess of the national needs. Nowhere
is this excess of provision more evident than in the mptro-
polis. The difficulties inherent in the position ar^ obvious,
Earticularly at the present moment, when public opinion
as not yet been fully informed as to the true relationship

between the hospital and the medical school, or as to the
invaluable services which a progressive school renders not
only to the treatment of the sick poor, but also to the
national medical service. To the rlospnr^s of this relation-
ship, on the other hand, is due thn facilities for nrress to

clinical study which London offers to a greater degree than
any place in the world. Any change which endangered this

advantage would be very dearly bought.
Of the twenty-three general medical schools in England,

all but five (including Oxford and Cambridge) have now
applied to the Board for grants in aid of the instruction

they give. It is hoped it may be possible to include in the
next volume of these reports returns from the medical
schools in receipt of grant from the Board analogous to

those now received from universities and university colleges

in receipt of aid from the Exchequer. It is not unreason-
able to anticipate that these reports will afford a valuable
basis for a general consideration of the many problems in

regard to medical education existing at the present
time.

Reference was made in the introductory report last year
to the tutorial classes which have been established on the

initiative of the Workers' Educational Association.

Although, as explained in that report, the education given
in these classes cannot properly be called university educa-
tion, yet the universities have throughout been so closely

connected with their organisation that some further refer-

ence to them seems not inappropriate. During the current

session there are nearly seventy of these classes at work,
or nearly double the number in existence last session. The
rapid growth of the classes continues to afford undoubted
evidence of the extent to which they are meeting a real

need. Further development was made last year, when a
summer school was established for the first time. The
school was held in Oxford during July and August, and
was intended for students who had attended tutorial classes

during the previous session. As students could only remain
for a week, or at most a fortnight, the lectures and instruc-

tion for each week were arranged to deal with a particular

subject or group of subjects. An important part of the

students' work consisted in writing essays, which were sub-

sequently read and discussed with special tutors. The
arrangements were necessarily somewhat experimental, but

there seems little doubt that the students greatly appreciated

the establishment of the school, and derived much benefit

from it. Grants were paid by the Board of Education in

aid of the classes held during the session 1909-10, and also

in respect of the summer school. During the session the

Board arranged for a special inspection of some of the

classes, and the report was subsequently made public. The
report fully confirmed the high opinion already existing as

to the value of the classes.

The accompanying table presents an analysis of the

students under instruction in England and Wales during the

academical year 1909-10. The revised form in which the

returns of students has been compiled by the universities

has rendered it possible to make this table more detailed

than before. The table also gives more accurate figures

than have been hitherto available as to the number of

students being prepared by university institutions for

matriculation examinations.
The number of part-time students of all kinds in England

reaches the large figure of more than 13,700, or more than

half again as large as the number of whole-time day

students. Only about 1200 of these were reading for

degrees or attending post-graduate courses. A considerable

proportion of the remainder only attended short courses

;

but even so it is evident that there is as yet no sign of any

relative decrease in the demand being made upon the uni-

versities for work which, excellent and useful as it is, can-

not be described as university work in the strict sense of

the term. It is to be hoped that as time goes on, and as

the secondary schools of the country make their influence

more clearly felt, the relative growth in the number of full-

time students properly equipped for university studies will

increase.

The number of day students under seventeen js but

2-:; per cent, of the total, and the number under eighteen

is less than 10 per cent, of the whole number of day

students. These figures are encouraging, and as compared

with the figures for ten years ago, if these could be

obtained, would probably show an increase in the age at

which the majority of the students are entering upon

university courses now. In proportion as the length of

school lif-" in the secondary school'^ inrr(>n-<-;, (1k> p^r-

cfntngr> of day students entering (h.- univ(i>iii( s undrr
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Analysis of Returns of Students under Instruction, 1909-I0'

1
Fnll-liiM Sinde-

Degreck

Nsm« of University or College

England.
1. Birmin^jham University

2. Biistol University

3. Leeds University

4. Liverpool University ...

5. Manchester University

6. Sheftield University

London University :

—

7. University College ...

8. King's College

9. Bedford College

10. School of Economics ...

11. East London College ...

Durham University :
—

12. Newcastle, Armstrong College

13. Nottingham University College

14. Reading University College ...

15. Southampton, Hartley University College

g «

5

"3
57

141

251

204

79

90
88

45

46

90
61

54
42

16. Totals—England

2

414
197
285
432
736
123

406
264

143
70
no

161

65
61

46

527
254
426
683
940
202

496
352
188

70
156

251
126

"5
88

Dipiomms
(Non-gradtuU*)

S31

134

«95
6

4
55'
I

no
90
76
106

81 ' 215
91 286
106 112

185 189
no 165

67 68

71 71

137 137
18 18

I I

48 158
24 n4
51 127

9 "5

30
14
30
123

•55
6

43
29
32
2

50
4

ll

822

558
148 706

»3

»54
69

1008

1414

345

152 178 897
14 1 546
10 24S
80

6 ! 102

3 I

—
n ! 71

5
—

•83

158

517
243
324
208

1361 3513 14874 777 999 1776 631
i 893 ;8i74

Wales.
University of Wales :

—
17. Aberystwyth University College
18. Bangor University College

19. Cardiff University College

20. Totals—Wales

27

31

5

17

79
16

^3l

28

13

9

527
260

454
703
1012
211

571
472
188

181

278

251

134
122

98

215
322
«32
209
166

244

84
198
18

158

295
127

157

—
i

3*1
37

19S
18

288 5462 2327 !l2.

140
113
186

439

297
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it will come before Congregation, as amended in the course

of last term. Should it pass Congregation, it will be sub-

mitted to Convocation, upon the decision of which depends

its ultimate destiny. The date of the final struggle has

not yet been made public, but it is practically certain that

the present term will see the close of the long controversy.

The board of trustees of Stanford University has
announced, says Science, a gift of 2000L made by Prof.

Adolph Barkan, San Francisco, professor emeritus of the

medical school, for the establishment of a special library

dealing with diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and throat. A
gift of 1000/. from Charles C. Stanford for medical library

purposes is also announced.

At the meeting of the council of the Royal Agricultural

Society, held on October 25, the Duke of Devonshire re-

ported the special committee's recommendation that the

society's gold medal should be offered for original research
on any agricultural subject or any of the cognate agri-

cultural sciences. The medal will be awarded for a mono-
graph or essay giving evidence of original research, and
candidates must reside in Great Britain or Ireland, and
must not be over the age of twenty-seven years or of more
than five years' standing from the time of taking their

first agricultural qualification, the qualification being a
degree or diploma of a university or university college, or

the National Diploma in Agriculture.

We learn from The British Medical Journal that a new
university has been founded by the United States in the
Philippine Islands. There was already a University of St.

Thomas, founded by the Spaniards in 161 1, but it was
thought that this old institution did not meet modern
requirements. The new university comprises a college of
medicine and surgery, which was opened in 1907, besides
colleges of veterinary science, of agriculture, of the liberal

arts, of law and political science, and of engineering. The
seat of the new university is Manila. A clause of the Act
founding the university is to the following effect :

—" No
student shall be denied admission to the university by
reason of age, sex, nationality, religious belief, or political
affiliation."

The annual meeting of the Association of Teachers in

Technical Institutions will be held at the Borough Poly-
technic, Borough Road, S.E., on Saturday, November 4,
the president, Mr. Barker North, in the chair. The annual
report of the council, which will be considered at this meet-
ing, deals with the large increase in the membership of
the association in the past year, and with active work
during that period. Branches have been formed in Ireland
and Wales, so that the activities of the association now
spread over the whole kingdom. After the consideration of
the report a discussion will be initiated on the Board of
Education examinations in science, by Mr. C. F. Smith,
Manchester School of Technology, and Mr. J. Wilson,
Battersea Polytechnic. To this discussion visitors are

Particulars can be obtained from the honorary
Mr. P. Abbott, The Polytechnic, Regent Street,

invited.

secretarv,

W.
The Association for the International Interchange of

Students is a body which exists to promote the intelligent
study of other countries by the university students of Great
Britain and the colonies. The organisation arranges tours
during which students are brought into contact with the
leading cities and citizens abroad, and are thus enabled to
study at first hand the social, political, municipal, and
university life of other countries. The first annual report
contains reports of speeches made by some of the students
who have availed themselves of the advantages the associa-
tion offers, and gives ample evidence of the value of the
movement. In addition to putting any class of student in
touch with the best sources of information, the secretary,
Mr. W. H. Crees, has succeeded in modifying the expenses
of travel. Unfortunately, like many other institutions, the
association has suffered from lack of funds, and is unable
to carry out the proposal of travelling scholarships which
were first of all contemplated.

The Imperial Conference of Teachers' Associations con-
vened by the League of the Empire is to be held on July
12-16, if)i2. The list of agenda includes a variety of
subjects, such as the training of teachers (professional and
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university)
; the recognition throughout the Empire of

teachers' certificates ; the migration of teachers for pur-
poses of study generally and for temporary interchange of
appointments ; coordination in education ; and the working
of the scholarship system in different parts of the Empire.
Besides these subjects, technical education in its relation
to local industries and as a preparation for general scientific

and trade research ; the place of history and geography in

education ; the English language and literature ; and
physical education, will form subjects of discussion. Over-
seas teachers in particular will consider the best means of
organising a rural school. Suggestions are constantly
being received from overseas teachers' associations. It has
been proposed to illustrate the agenda with observation
work, and illustrated lectures will be introduced both before
and after the conference. A short course of travel-study in

England is also being prepared.

A COPY of the first volume of the calendar for 1911-12
of the University of Sheffield has been received. It con-
tains full particulars concerning all the courses of work
in the various faculties and the conditions under which
the different degrees of the University are conferred. The
arrangements in the faculty of applied science are of

especial interest. These departments provide lecture and
laboratory courses of instruction in the subjects of applied
science required in the engineering, metallurgical, mining,
and building industries. Students are in certain circum-
stances permitted to qualify for degrees in part by evening
study. For example, students employed during the day in

some metallurgical works or laboratory approved by the
faculty are permitted to qualify in part by evening study
for the degree of Bachelor of Metallurgy. We notice, too,

that the council of the Institution of Civil Engineers
recognises, under certain conditions, the degree of Bachelor
of Engineering of this University as exempting from the
institution's examination for associate membership. An
arrangement has been made also with the Imperial College
of Science and Technology by which the University of

Sheffield is recognised as being in association with the
Imperial College for such of their students as may desire

to specialise in the study of. the metallurgy of iron and
steel for the associateship of the Royal School of Mines.

The new laboratories at Shrewsbury School were
formally opened on October 20 by Mr. Francis Darwin,
F.R.S., who gave an address in the school hall, Lord
Barnard presiding as chairman of the governing body. In

order to emphasise the present attitude of the school

towards science, Mr. F. Darwin repeated the well-known
story of his father as a Shrewsbury boy being publicly

rebuked by Dr. Butler, the headmaster, for wasting his

time in the study of chemistry at home in an improvised

laboratory. The contrast between this state of things and
the present curriculum, in which every boy in the school

has to go through a course of practical scientific training,

is sufficiently striking. The need for new laboratories is

due to the prominence given to science by the headmaster,
Mr. Alington, and at the present time 270 boys are pass-

ing through the science school under the guidance of five

masters. The recent additions, which have been named
the Darwin Buildings, consist of three rooms, two for

physics and chemistry, respectively, and the third for

nature-study and physical measurements, and all are

excellently fitted for their various purposes. At the end

of his address Mr. F. Darwin pointed out that the method
adopted in the science school at Shrewsbury is in harmony
with the motto of the Royal Society, Nullius in verba,

since the essence of laboratory work is that the pupil learns

by observation and experiment rather than from the asser-

tions of his teacher.

Dr. Alfred Mumkord, in his annual report as medical

officer to the governors of the Manchester Grammar School,

states that he has been able to compare the physical

development during the last five years (.i.e. since the

influence of the presentation of free scholarships to boys

from the elementary schools has become felt) with the

phvsical development of the boys of a generation ago, viz.

during the period of 1881-6. He finds there has been a

remarkable gain in nearly all directions, especially as

regards height and weight, amounting to more than

I inch in height between the age<: of thirteen and sixteen,
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and to an average increase of more than 4 lb. in

weight. At the age of sixteen the boys are ij inches

taller and 8 lb. heavier than a generation ago. The
improvement is less marked at seventeen and eighteen years
of age, and disappears in those who stay until nineteen.

These calculations are based on more than 6000 measure-
ments. This remarkable change probably has many causes,

chief among them being the steady diminution or post-

ponement of early infectious disease in childhood, due to

the progressive operation of the Public Health .Act of 1875,

A second factor of equal, if not greater, importance has
been the changed attitude towards athletics and physical
exercise, particularly during the younger ages, that prevails

throughout the school to-day. Other causes of the general
improvement in physique are the better housing, the in-

creased knowledge and better use of foods, and the greater
insight into the meaning of parental responsibility as re-

gards health, which are certainly affecting a considerable
number of homes at the present day. In order to test the
question as to whether the free scholars—two-thirds of
whom come from the elementary schools—are of inferior
physique to their companions, comparisons, based on
250 cases, were made between the two at successive
years of life, and it is found that, though the " free
scholar " is slightly smaller at eleven, twelve, and thirteen,
yet by the age of fourteen he has equalled his companions
in height, and in some cases surpassed them.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Microscopical Society, October 18.—Mr. H. C.
Pliinmer, F.R.S., president, in the chair.—T. W.
Butcher : Structural details of Coscinodiscus asterom-
phaliis. A paper describing the primary areolations with
the secondary and tertiary markings, illustrated by a series
of lantern-slides made from photomicrographs obtained at
a magnification of iioo. In addition, slides were shown
demonstrating a fine siliceous network, or veil, lying upon
the outer surface of the valve, and others in series, from
photomicrographs taken, at 5 or 6 consecutive foci, of the
he.xagonal cell layer with its " ringed " openings of Mor-
land, to prove that these openings are clear and not
obstructed by the finely perforated membrane recently re-
ported by Mr. Nelson Qourn. Roy. Micro. Soc, October,
1910). The membrane being non-existent, its value as a
test for a high-power lens is ni7.—Rev. Hilderic Friend :

New British enchytrajids. Enchytraeiis minimus, Bret.,
was described in the Rev. Suisse de Zoologie in 1899.
Michaelson in Das Tierreich, 1900, suggested that it might
be one with E. argenteus, Mich. (=£. parvulus, Friend).
Bretscher examined the subject again in 1902, and decided
that the two were distinct. The author, who had alreadv
described E. argenteus, has found E. minimus at Buxton,
and holds with Bretsche. Fridericia peruviana, n.sp., was
received in earth from Peru, and submitted to the author
by the authorities at Kew. It is 5-6 mm. in length, and
has two to five setae, which are somewhat larger behind
than before. Brain slightly concave posteriorly ; oesophagus
sharply marked of! from intestine; dorsal vessel post-
clitellian m origin, with dilatations in segs. 7-9. Salivary
glands not branched; long.—Walter Ba^shaw : Instant-
aneous exposure in photomicrography. Flashlight illumina-
tion has been put to a novel use by Mr. Bagshaw for the
photography through the microscope of objects in motion.
A good negative of fresh-water polvzoa (Lophopus crystal-
Itnus) expanding its tentacles was secured by a charge of

-Agfa Flashlight Powder" in one-thirtieth of a second,
leatherings of pond life, such as diatoms, larvje, water
fleas, also yielded successful results. Provision was made
tor replacing the ordinary lamp bv flash powder put in the
position previously occupied by the centre of flame, and
ignitjon' made with a red-hot wire.

Manchester.
Literary and Philosophical Society, October 17 —

Prof. F. E. Weiss, president, in the chair.—H. J.Woodall : Mersenne's numbers. In 1644 Mersenne pub-
lished a book entitled " Cogitata Physico-Mathematica."
in which It was stated that certain numbers obtained bv
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raising 2 to the power p, where ^ is a prime number not
greater than 257, and subtracting unity from the result,

would be factorisable except in twelve specified instate

He left no clue as to how he arrived at this result,

is any method known by which he could have <!

Subsequent eximination has shown that the stai

incorrect in two cases, one case being prime where ..

composite, and the other the reverse, but most of tl

which, according to him, are factorisable, have l<

proved to be so. Mr. Woodall gave a proof that il»c

number obtained by subtracting unity from the iSist

power of 2 is divisible by 43,441, the quotient contaii/

fifty figures. He explained the method by which
divisor had been arrived at, and stated that the number i>i

unproved cases is now reduced to sixteen (fifteen composites
and one prime) out of a total of fifty-six.—S. Hiret : A
collection of Arachnida and Chilopoda made by Mr. S
Neave in Rhodesia north of the Zambezi. The paper d

with the scorpions, Pedipalpi, Solifugae, and centip'

collected by Mr. Neave. Four new species are descrii

two of which were obtained by Mr. Neave, the remaining
two being specimens in the British Museum, that were
obtained from the same area. The new species present no
features of special interest, differing only in certain details

of the appendages from already known forms. Two of the
species obtained by Mr. Neave had only been captured once
previously, and are thus of interest from this point of

view.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, October 16.—M. Armand Gamier in

the chair.—Ch. Bouchard : The velocity of parachutes.

A certain time after starting a parachute the velocity be-

comes uniform, and this velocity depends on the ratio of

P, the weight, and S, the horizontal projection, of the

carrying surface. The application of the ordinary re-

ance formula for air, in which the resistance depend-
the square of the velocity, to these measurements, j,

unsatisfactory results, but a formula involving the sq;

rot)i of tlie cubf of the velocity (\") was found to n.

well with the experiments.—M. Borreliy : Observatior
the Bcljawsky comet (1911^) made with the comet fii

at the Observatory of Marseilles. The positions are g;

for October i and 2. On October i the comet was \

bright, and visible to the naked eye. The tail was \\!1

marked, and extended about 15° from the nucleus. On the

following day the appearance of the comet had compi'
changed, the nucleus being surrounded by a circular !

two aigrettes showing on the right and left.—M. Nicolau .

The variation in the movement of the moon.—A,
Demoulin : The R and - surfavt-s.—Etiennc Delassus :

The non-linear linkages and the movements studied by
M. Appell.—Marcel Brillouin : An interferential method
for the determination of the moduli of torsion of cryst.ils.

The deformation of the surface of a crystal plate under
flexion can be studied by means of the interference frin;:'

the measurements being made with a metallogr.i;

microscope under a low magnifying power. It is sh
that all the moduli can be calculated from such mea'-
ments.—Georges Claude : The volatilisation of the •

trodes in neon tubes. It has been shown in a previous
note that tho gases obtained by the treatment with nitric

acid of the film of volatilised metal contain, besides neon,
a considerable proportion of helium. Three hypotheses may
be put forward to account for this fact : the pos'^''^''^

selective action of the volatilised metal on helium •

tained in the neon in a proportion too small to be det»

by the spectroscope, the transformation of neon
helium, or the possible transformation of a portion of
neon into compounds retained by the nitric acid. 1 lie

experiments described in the present paper support the
first of these hypotheses, the selective action of the metal,
and this conclusion is in accord with the results of Ramsay
and Collie arrived at in a different way.

—

A. Rosenstiehl

:

The theory of complementary colours.—P. Janet*
F. Laporte, and R. Jouaust : The determination of the
electromotive force in absolute measure of the normal
Weston element. In an earlier publication the electro-
motive force of the Weston cell had been found by the
authors to be 101869, '" terms of the true ampere and
the international ohm. Comparison of the ohm used with
those of foreign laboratories reduces this figure to i 01859,
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and a recalculation of the constants of the electrodynamo-
neter used causes a further reduction to 1-01836 (at 20° C),
1 value only slightly higher than values obtained in other
aboratories.—Albert Colson : The theory of solutions.

An adverse criticism of the van 't Hoff-Arrhenius theory
of solutions.—L. Gay : The expansibility pressure of a
normal fluid.—Marcel Delepine : The volatility of sulphur
:ompounds. Many examples are known in which the

replacement of oxygen in a compound by sulphur causes
1 lowering of the boiling point, and there is a general
impression that this is always the case. The author
suggests that the substitution of sulphur for oxygen always
|-aises the boiling point of a compound, except in the case of

the hydroxyl group of water and the lower alcohols, phenols,
and acids.—Henri Martin : A human skeleton found in

pharente (see p. 16).—R. Lacasse and A. Magrnan : A
joicephalous human monster.—Louis Route : Some larvae

)f apodal fishes.—R. Koehler : Antarctic echinoderms
.arising from the expedition of the Pourquoi-Pas ?—Henry
iHubert : An attempt at a geological map of western
Africa.—Ch. Moureu and A. Lepape : The spectrophoto-
metric estimation of xenon. Constancy of the xenon-argon
:and xenon-krypton ratios in natural gaseous mixtures.
The basis of the method is the increase of intensity of the
•blue indigo xenon line 4671-4 when the proportion of xenon
|is increased in a mixture of xenon and argon.—M.
de Montessus de Ballore : The application of the Cardan
suspension to seismographs.
October 23.—M. Armand Gautier in the chair.—Remarks

py the president on the work of De Romas, whose statue
has just been erected at N^rac.—A. Miintz and E. Laine :

The ammonia in the rain and snow at the observation
stations of the Charcot expedition. The estimation of
ammonia in eighteen specimens of snow and rain water
showed that the distribution of ammonia in rain and snow
'in the Antarctic regions does not greatly differ from the
(amounts found at 'Eliropean stations.—Ch. Andrd : The
cosmogony of Laplace. A criticism of some calculations
published by T. J. J. See adverse to the theory of
Laplace. The author holds these conclusions to be un-
tenable.—^J. Guillaume : Observations of the sun made at
the Observatory oT Lyons during the third quarter of 191 1.

'Observations were possible on sixty-nine days. The results
are giveh in three tables showing the number of spots,
their distribution in latitude, and the distribution of the
Ifaculae in latitude.—J. Bosler : The spectrum of Brooks's
•comet. Three negatives were taken with exposures of
;twenty-five minutes, one hour, and one hour thirty-five

minutes, the comparison spectrum employed being that of
Vega. Besides the hydrocarbon and cyanogen bands there
.was a group df lines of wave-lengths 407, 405, 40 r, and
(399. The spectrum of the tail was quite different from
that of the head, and resembles the spectrum of the tail

of the Daniel comet.—M. Inig^uez : Observations of the
Brooks comet made at the Observatory of Madrid.—Henri
Viliat : Certain integral equations of a new type and some
problems relating to them.—E. Jougruet : The dynamical
adiabatic law in the motion of wires.—Georges Claude :

The commercial manufacture of pure nitrogen. In the
preparation of calcium cyanamide by the action of nitrogen
lupon calcium carbide at a high temperature a very pure
initrogen is required. The quantities required on the large
scale are such that chemical methods of preparation are
put of the question, and the present paper gives an account
of the method of preparing nitrogen by the fractional
distillation of liquid air. It is necessary that the nitrogen
iProduced should con-tain less than 025 per cent, of oxygen.
iThrf>e installations of the type described in the paper have

set up, giving nitrogen of a purity of 99-7 to 99-8 per
-Jean Villey : The electric couple in electrometers.

—

!io Fouard : The osmometry of saline solutions and
mic theory of .Arrhenius. An account of experiments
• with a differential osmometer against saccharose as

.a standard. The results with potassium sulphate are in
ticcord with the Arrhenius theory ; with potassium chloride,
popper sulphate, and barium chloride, on the- other hand,
['he results found are opposed to the ionic theory.—G.
'Oarxens and H. Rest : The syntheses of some new hydro-
laromatic ketones. Tlip chloride of the hvdroaromatir arid
|is prepared by tlm artion of SOCl,, and "this, diluted with
pther, is treated with the organo-magnesium compound at
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a temperature of — 10° C. The ketone, which is mixed
with a small quantity of tertiary alcohol, is purified by
conversion into the semicarbazone ; the yields are good,
from 40 to 60 per cent. Details are given of the prepara-
tion and properties of several ketones.—-M. Marage :

Various kinds of deaf-mutes.—Ch. Gravier : Some bio-

logical peculiarities of the annelid fauna of the Antarctic
seas.—E. Roubaud : The evolution and history of the
' Ver du Cayor," an African larva from the skin of
Cordylobia anthropophaga.—Maurice Piettre : The
melanic pigments of animal origin. The pigment
was isolated from material from the horse, avoiding
the use of strong acids or alkalis in the separation.
Analyses of the pigment are given and of the substance
derived from it by hydrolysis.—Stanislas Meunier : The
chemical and lithological examination of the El Nakhla
meteorite. This meteorite belongs to a new type allied to

Chladnite, from which it differs by the substitution of

hypersthene for eustatite.—J. Thoulet : The fall of sedi-

ments in oceanic waters.

Melbourne.
Royal Society of Victoria, September 14.—Prof. E. W.

Skeats in the chair. ^—E. F. J. Love and G. Smeal : The
psychrometrical formula. A modified formula for the wet-
and dry-bulb hygrometer was suggested by Ekholm in 1908,

viz. x = ?j/— AB(t — t'), where jj is a proper fraction to allow

for diminution of vapour pressure by hygroscopic action of

the material on the wet bulb. The facts do not require any
such interpretation, and the formula is tested by observa-

tions with several wet bulbs covered with different materials.

A new large type of screen was used, and simultaneous
readings show no difference to temperature, as would be

the case if such action occurred ; further, by comparison
with a Regnault hygrometer, the value of ?; is found by
least squares to be unity, confirming the usual theory.

—

Howard Ashton : Some new Australian Cicadidae. The
specimens come from northern Australia. The following

are new :

—

Cyclochila laticosta, Psaltoda pulchra, P. fumi-
pennis, Macrotristria doddi, Owra insignis (n.g. et n.sp.),

Thaumastopsaltria glauca, Melampsalta brevis, M. viridis,

M. crucifera, Pauropsalta elgneri, P. subolivacea, and
Prasia vitticollis.—Prof. Skeats : Specimens from Heath-
cote showing all stages of metasomatism from diabase to

quartz.—T. S. Hall : Graptolites from Preservation Inlet,

west coast of New Zealand. These are of Lancefieldian

(lowest Ordovician) age ; Bryograptus, Clonograptus, and
other genera are present. A most remarkable fact was the

exact lithological resemblance of the rock, a blue-black

silicified shale, to that of Lancefield (Victoria), though the

localities are some 1200 miles apart.
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by polarised light): Prof. E. G. Coker.—(i) A Surface-tension Phenc
menon ; (2) Temperature Rise in Drops as they Part ; (3) Temperature
of Equidensity of Liquids : Mr. C. R. Darling.—(i) Exhibition of a I>ar|f

Harmonograph ; (2) Physiolc«icai Effect of an Alternating Magnctj
Field ; (^) Demonstrations of Acoustical Experiments. New and Old
Prof. S. P. Thompson.
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TIDAL ACTION AND COSMOGONY.

The Tides and Kindred Phenomena in the Solar

System. The substance of lectures delivered in 1897

at the Lowell Institute, Boston, Massachusetts, by

Sir G. H. Darwin, K.C.B. Third edition. Pp.

xxiv + 437. (London: John Murray, 1911.) Price

•js. 6d. net.

THE first edition of this book appeared in 1898,

and was reviewed in Nature, vol. lix., p. 219.

The work has since taken rank as a classic in its way,

and has been translated into several languages. There

is no need, therefore, to dwell at any length on its

general character and purpose. It aims at giving,

with as few technicalities as possible, a summary of

the researches on tidal theory, and more especially on

the theory of tidal evolution, which have been the

principal occupation of the author's long scientific

career. It would be misleading to describe it merely

as a "popular" book, for it is a valuable guide even

to experts who might otherwise be dismayed by the

long and intricate calculations in which the original

investigations necessarily abound. In this respect it

may perhaps be compared with the celebrated " Exposi-

tion du Syst^me du Monde " which Laplace added as a

supplement to the detailed work of the " Mecanique

Ci'leste." It is true that the subject-matter is in the

present case more speculative, but the purpose is the

same, and the execution not unworthy of the great

exemplar.

In this third edition some additions and alterations

have, however, been made which call for notice.

Tfiese consist in part of supplementary notes to the

rlier chapters, in which brief summaries are given

oi recent work bearing on the various topics. Thus
at the end of the first chapter there is an interesting

account of deep-sea tide gauges, with a tantalising

indication of the valuable results which might be

obtained if an extended and systematic use of such

appliances were practicable. The appreciative account

of Forel's early investigations of the "seiches" of the

Lake of Geneva is appropriately supplemented by a

reference to Chrystal's recent work on the Scottish

lochs. The remarkable observations of Dr. Hecker
on the lunar disturbance of gravity, which are the

successful realisation of an interprise in which Sir G.

Darwin himself led the way, are described with
generous enthusiasm. In the absence of any authori-

tative account in English of these experiments, it is

perhaps to be regretted that the description is not still

more ample. Their value consists, of course, in the

inferences which they justify as to the degree of

rigidity of the earth. The other lines of evidence
bearing on the same question, viz. those based on
observations of the fortnightly tide, and on the free

(Eulerian) nutation of the earth's axis, are also ex-

plained and discussed, the general conclusion being
that the earth's surface yields, under the action of

tidal or precessional force, about two-fifths as much
as if it were absolutely devoid of rigidity. The more
n'ccnt work of Love and Larmor, in which a greater
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degree of precision is given to the inferences which

can be drawn from the respective lines of argument,

was probably judged to be of too refined a character

to admit of elementary treatment.

The views of the author as to the age of the earth,

and the scale of geological time, have, as explained

in this edition, undergone considerable modification.

In 1898 the arguments of Lord Kelvin, which assigned

a comparatively moderate age to the solid earth, were

in the ascendant; but the rapid and startling succes-

sion of discoveries in radio-activity have undermined

much of the reasoning based on such considerations

as the output of energy from the sun and the secular

cooling of the earth. Moreover, the researches of

Strutt claim positively to demonstrate an enormous

antiquity for certain rocks, far transcending the limits

formerly accepted by physicists. On the other hand,

an altogether independent estimate by Joly, based on

a comparison of the amount of sodium in the ocean

with the amount annually carried into it by rivers,

would give to the existing ocean an age of about ion

million years at most, a figure which is on the scale

of Kelvin's results. The discrepancy is at present

unexplained, but we may note an interesting essay

on the subject by Joly, in a recent number of the

Phil. Mag. (September, 191 1). Sir G. Darwin in-

clines, on a review of the whole evidence, to the

belief that there is no assignable limit to the fund

of time on which biologists may draw for the purpose

of their evolutionary theories.

The last three chapters of the book are almost

altogether new. The first of these is devoted to a

general explanation of the theory of " figures of equili-

brium " of rotating fluid, a classical problem with

which the names of Maclaurin, Jacobi, Roche, Poin-

car6, and Darwin will always be associated. The

theory of the stability of the various forms is of too

technical a character to admit of really elementary

treatment, but the summary will be welcome even to

mathematicians, as a survey of a somewhat intricate

subject. The succeeding chapter, one of the most

fascinating in the book, gives a striking application of

the theory to the phenomena of variable stars. The

evolution of binary stars, a very attractive subject, is

also considered, but the intricacy of such speculations

is exemplified by the fact that a new source of in-

stability, known as "gravitational instability," comes

into play in the case of a gaseous mass. The conclud-

ing chapter treats of the nebular hypothesis of Laplace,

and of the more important modifications of it which

have been proposed by subsequent writers. In par-

ticular the " planetesimal " hypothesis of Chamberlin

and Moulton, which was suggested by the observed

prevalent spiral configuration of many nebulae, is dis-

cussed at some length. Some speculations have an

invincible attraction for the mind, but the critical

reader will have an uneasy feeling that here at any

rate he is making doubtful ventures into a mysterious

region, far away from any secure dynamical base.

It would be wrong to end this notice without a

word of admiration for the modesty and restraint

which the author has shown in setting forth the

results of speculations in the origin and development

of which he has himself borne a predominant part.

C
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The results of theoretical reasoning are always stated

with scrupulous cnre, and their limitations clearly

expressed, and no at tempt is made to press conclusions

based on idealised premises further than the case

will warrant. A striking instance of this is furnished

by the way in which, after developing his theory of

the evolution of the earth-moon system with justifiable

enthusiasm ;iiul evident faith, he takes care frankly

to point out that other agencies must probably be

sought to account for the origin of the satellites of the

exterior planets and of the planets themselves.

H. L.

RV.VENT ADYASCES IN THE GENETICS OF
PLANTS.

Einfiihrung in die cxpcrimcnicUc Vererbungslehre
By Prof. E. Baur. Pp. vi + 293. (Berlin : Gebriider

Borntraeger, 191 1.) Price 8.50 marks.

pROF. ERWIN BAUR is well known to students
*- of genetics as a most successful investigator.

The fifteen lecluic-^ iiulucit'd in the present volume
were delivered as a course in Berlin, and they con-
stitute an admirable text-book of the subject, which
will do much to familiarise Continental biologists

with the methods of Mendelian analysis and the deduc-
tions to which it has led. The coloured pictures are
exceptionally good. No clearer or better illustrated

account of the present state of knowledge of these
matters could be desired.

Some years ago Prof. Baur began a series of re-

searches into the nature of variegation in plants, with-
out any special intention of investigating Mendelian
phenomena, but, like so many others engaged on
special problems, he soon found that a knowledge of
heredity was indispensable to a proper understanding
of his subject. The breeding experiments then insti-

tuted, though begun as a side-issue, have illuminated
the whole field. His first success was obtained in a
study of the golden-leaved Antirrhinum, which he
proved to be a heterozygous form, possessing only one
factor for greenness. Self-fertilised, it gives two
yellows to one green, the missing term in the series
Ixini,- the homozygous albinos which perish on ger-
mination.

This led to a comprehensive examination of the
inheritance of flower-colour in A. majus, a subject also
studied by Miss Wheldale in this country. The series
of types is very large, seemiiig ai first sight almost
contmuous, and the analysis was exceptionally trouble-
some, but it is satisfactory to know that though work-
ing independently, both observers have arrived at
practically the same conclusions as to the factorial
composition of the several forms. In this book
Antirrhinum is naturally taken as the typical example
of the effects of combinations of long series of factors,
and the reader who masters this example will have
f^ncountered most of the complications which ordinary
Mendelian inheritance presents.
From this work on the varieties of a single species

Baur has gone on to less familiar ground, and in this
book he gives the first results of his experiments on
the mterrelation of forms which are quite distinct
species in the systematic sense, especiallv .4. majus
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and A. molle. The F, plants are fully fertile, and F,|

shows a long series of diverse types resulting from

the recombination of segregating factors, but the

analysis is still to be completed. One observation of

extraordinary interest is announced, namely, that the

self-sterility of A. molle is a recessive. This an-

nouncement must be regarded as preliminary, but if

established, the discovery will constitute a striking

advance. Self-sterility is one of the greatest paradoxes

in nature. If it is true, as we are almost forced to

believe, that a self-sterile plant can be fertilised by

the pollen of any other individual but not by its own,

then each individual is differentiated by virtue of its

individuality, and there are as many classes as indi-

viduals. The notion once suggested by de Vries,

which I also had formerly entertained, that there are

in reality several classes of individuals and that prob-

ably fertilisation was inoperative only within <

class, is negatived by such experiments as have 1

made by others and by myself (on a small scale in

IJnaria vulgaris). If self-fertility be a dominant, the

main mystery is still unsolved, but we have a new fact

of great consequence which may lead to a solution.

The most important chapters are those in which

Baur describes his discoveries regarding the inherit-

ance of the several forms of " Chimaera," the term

Winkler has introduced to denote patchwork or mosaic

individuals. In a variegated Pelargonium, for in-

stance, the albino parts of the vegetative organs may
be sectorial forming radiating patches of white, or

periclinal, in which case the external layers of cells

may be green and the internal white ; or conversely

the internal may be green and the external cells white.

Baur has shown that the colour of the offspring,

whether green or white, depends on the nature of the

subepidermal layer of cells from which the parental

germ-cells were derived. If in the periclinal chimaera

the two peripheral layers of cells are green, the off-

spring (of self-fertilisation) are all green ; if the peri-

pheral layers are albino the offspring are all albino,

and, of course, perish. If only the outer cell-layer

is white the offspring are green. In either case the

particoloured character does not reappear in the off-

spring. From the sectorial chimaeras the inheritance

is more complex, and much remains to be cleared up.

This discovery of the significance of the subepidermal

layer is one of very great importance, and we may
anticipate that it will lead to remarkable extensions.

It may not improbably lead to a reconsideratioi.

the generally accepted doctrine that segregation t,

place in gametogenesis.

Baur has applied these observations to the inter-

pretation of the curious " graft-hybrids " between
Solanum nigrum and the tomato, first made by Wink-
ler. Some of these were obviously sectorial patch-

works of the two species, but Baur suggested that of

the others some were actual periclinal chimaeras, in

which a foundation of tomato was enclosed in one
or in two cell-layers of S. nigrum, or conversely S.

nigrum tiuiosed in an outer sheath of tomato tissue.

This conclusion was at first strongly resisted by
Winkler, but in a preliminary communication he has
since announced the proof that it is correct, having
himself by cytological investigation of the growing
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points of the periclinal forms been able to prove that

some of the layers have the chromosome numbers

proper to S. nigrum, and others those of Lycopersicum.

We can scarcely doubt that this remarkable series

of observations will pass into the classics of biology.

On similar lines Baur proposes to elucidate the old

problem of Cytisus Adami and Crataego-mespilus, the

two traditional examples of "graft-hybrids." The
former, for instance, is regarded as a Laburnum
enclosed in a sheath of C. purpureus. On occasion,

as when the exterior is wounded, the Laburnum can

come out and develop. Baur's idea is doubtless a

part of the truth, but I cannot clearly apply it to all

the phenomena which Adami presents, especially to

;
the sexual vagaries which it shows in this country at

least. In it the Adami flowers have good pollen but
' no good ovules ; the purpureus flowers have the female

• parts developed, but the anthers bad ; while the Lahur-

(
num flowers are perfect and set seed in plenty. Nor

I do I clearly understand the origin of the purpureus
' branches. One can scarcely help suspecting that in

the segregation by which these phenomena are pro-

duced there is some complex repulsion between the

i
sex-factors and the factors for colour or form, com-
parable with the distinctions now known to exist be-

tween the genetic constitution of pollen and ovules of

the same individual in several cases, e.g. Stocks and
t Petunia (Miss Saunders), or CEnothera (de Vries).

* The only point in this excellent book which calls

for criticism is, in my judgment, the rather crude
representation of segregation as effected by chromo-
somes. These pictures will live in the memory of the

t reader, and tend to limit his imagination of the possi-

bilities more closely than the known facts at present
warrant. W. Bateson,

THE RUSTING OF IRON.

II

The Corrosion of Iron and Steel. By Dr. J. Newton
r Friend. Pp. xiv+ 300. (London : Longmans,
M Green, and Co., 191 1.) Price 6^. net.

nPHE author gives a concise account of all the
*- important work that has been carried out in

ii'imection with investigations relating to the causes
rorrosion of iron and steel. The book is a model
its kind, since the references to original contribu-
!s to knowledge are exhaustive and will serve to

rt the investigator to the literature of that branch
the subject in which he is specially interested.

' r dealing with the action of air, of water and of

iin on iron, the various theories which have been
meed to explain corrosion are discussed, and the

iclusion is drawn that "the most recent experi-

ntal results are entirely in favour of the acid theory

(orrosion."

I he action of acids and of alkalis, and the influence

solutions of salts of various kinds on iron are next

i^idered, and a short chapter is then devoted to the

ion of oils on the metal. In dealing with the sub-

' of the passivity of iron the author has failed to

' tke clear the fact that the immersion of the metal
ill chromic acid inust necessarily bring about the

^ iremoval by oxidation of such impurities as manganese
' 'Sulphide, which exist on the surface, and form
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acids on exposure to moist air. The metal by such
treatment must in consequence be rendered more re-

sistant to corrosion irrespective of any question of

passivity. Nor is attention directed to the fact that

the surface of iron immersed in chromic acid must
necessarily remain bright whenever the acid is suffi-

ciently concentrated to dissolve any rust which might
be formed, and in this connection it may be noted that

ferric hydroxide dissolves readily even in dilute solu-

tions of chromic acid. Moreover, H. B. Baker and
others have clearly shown that whatever properties

are given to iron by immersion in dilute chromic acid

immunity from rusting is not one of them, and it is

extremely doubtful if previous immersion in chromic

acid of any strength is a protection against atmospheric

oxidation of iron.

The last three chapters of the book deal respectively

with the influence of chemical composition on the

corrodibility of iron, with electrical effects and with

the relative rate of corrosion of iron and steel. The

first of these might with advantage have been con-

sidered at an earlier stage—the author states that it

is of paramount importance—since an explanation of

that troublesome form of corrosion known as pitting

in water-tube and other boilers must be sought mainly

in the chemical composition of the iron of w^hich they

are made. The chapter on electrical action opens with

the unfortunate statement that, "as is well known,

when an electric current passes through water, the

latter is readily split up into its constituent elements,

oxygen and hydrogen." This erroneous inclusion of

water amongst electrolytes may produce confusion in

the minds of some readers, and is greatly to be

regretted.

The book is well illustrated throughout, and will

appeal to the general reader of scientific literature

since it contains matters of interest apart from tech-

nical detail. For instance, an account is given of the

Iron Pillar of Delhi, dating from 912 B.C., as an

example of iron which has for centuries resisted atmo-

spheric attack. There is, however, no record of the

very rapid corrosion of the steel pipe line which con-

veys water from Mundaring to the Kalgoorlie

Goldfield in Western Australia, and represents an

outlay of upwards of 3,000,000/. sterling. Some

account of the reports presented to the Government of

Western Australia on this matter might with advan-

tage have been cited, and the suggested treatment of

the water by deaeration and liming, involving an

expenditure for machinery of 187,000/., discussed.

G. T. M.

ASPECTS OF THE EARTH'S STORY.

The Changeful Earth : an Introduction to the Record

of the Rocks. (Readable Books in Natural Know-

ledge.) By Prof. G. A. J. Cole. Pp. x + 223. (Lon-

don : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price is. 6d.

IT is refreshing to turn from the ordinary text-books

of science—useful and necessary as such works

undoubtedly are—to a booklet like that now before us.

Science manuals in their efforts after inclusion and

compression, in order to meet the wants of examina-

tion candidates, tend to become dogmatic in their
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teachings, and the student is led to rely on the

authority of the teacher rather than on any process

of reasoning; of such works we must sadly confess

" the trail of the examiner is over them all,"

But for those who would learn to love geology for

itself,. Prof. Cole has supplied a charming, and at the

same time trustworthy, introduction to the science.

He has wisely adopted what may be called "the re-

capitulation method " of teaching, that is to say, he

introduces new facts and ideas in the order and by

the reasonings through which they were originally

discovered, and by which the present position of the

science has been gradually attained ; knowledge is

made to grow in the individual mind along the same
lines as it can be shown to have done, though far

more slowly, in the history of our race. It is needless

to add that such a mode of presentation must be, to

a great extent, biographical.

.\fter some preliminary considerations, the author

sliows, in the first place, the steps by which

William Smith, "the father of English geology," was
led to his epoch-making discoveries of a stratigraphical

succession, based on the evidence of fossils. Then
turning from southern England to the Paris Basin,

the labours of Lamarck and Deshayes, of Cuvier and
Brongniart are indicated as affording useful aids to

Charles Lyell in proving that, in the latest formed

geological deposits, life-forms gradually replaced one
another, thus lending support to the more general

conclusion that the same continuity becomes manifest,

as we trace the succession to the remotest past.

In succeeding chapters, the effects of running water,

as taught by Hutton, and of moving ice, as shown
by Agassiz, are well described, with illustrations

drawn from the author's own observations and those

of his contemporaries. "The Throat of a Volcano,"
"The Giant's Causeway," "The Making of Moun-
tains," and "A Year of Earth Storms," are the head-
ings of other chapters of this entertaining and in-

structive book, in which the labours of the pioneers
of research are in all cases described with warm sym-
pathy and just discrimination. The numerous illus-

trations of the book are, for the most part, from
photographs taken by the author, and if any further
evidence were needed that his descriptions are based
on actual visits to the districts, it will be found in

many a picturesque phrase. The hardest working
college student, no less than the general reader, will

find it an advantage to peruse this bright little book,
for he can scarcely fail to catch some sparks of the
enthusiasm of the author, which glows on every page.

J. W. J.

BANTU MYSTICISM.
Notes on West African Categories. By R. E. Den-

nett. Pp. xi + 68. (London: Macmillan and Co.,
Ltd., 1911.) Price 15. net.

T N this small book or enlarged pamphlet, Mr. R. E.
J- Dennett recurs to his theories regarding for-

mulae, religious categories, and transcendental sym-
bolism which he has believed himself able to trace
in the employment of prefixes and word roots, more
jspecially amongst the Bavili, a Congolese tribe of
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the Loango coast, and also in a lesser degree amonicrst

the Yoruba and Bini peoples of the Niger Delta.

Mr. Dennett cannot fail to write interestingly

any .African subject with which he is persoi

acquainted, since whether one agrees or not with

theories one is certain to find new and true fact

his compilations. But the reviewer is still q :•

unable to endorse from his own experience the pr. h-

ability that the Bavili (more especially) could !

developed such an elaborate mathematical cosmc)^

and theology as Mr. Dennett places to their cr^

and bases on the forms of their prefixes and of i; ..

word roots. As happens all too often, to the sorr .w

of the universal student of Bantu languages, "

Dennett has made a study of one particular B
dialect and deduces from his study theories ^^

fall to pieces directly one compares that dialect

another of the same group, or one Bantu lang'

with another. He strives to show that in the n

of this particular coast Congo people certain ;.

categories of thought exist. For instance, he a\

devise a category which should contain four visibl'

four invisible parts, or another which should r.

from o to q, and should correspond with cti

classes of Bantu prefixes ; and again others v

correspond with ideas of God, the procreation of

human species, abstract qualities, such as recepti

originality, order, manner, action, quality, &c.

To anyone who knows the negro as well as th(|

present reviewer may claim to do, much of this ap-

pears impossibly fantastic and unreal ; and when suet

theories are based on a misunderstanding (sometir

of the original form and purport of prefixes in ton.

closely related to the Bavili and similar corresponc

of word roots, they reduce one to something

despair; for Mr. Dennett, who, as regards his rect

facts, is often so accurate and so helpful to stuc

of Africa, wastes his time and thoughts on
]

theories which seem to be devoid of any sciei

foundation. If, as he says in the beginning o:

book, he has won over that notable student of

Bantu tongues, Miss Alin \\ erner, to a belief ii

even a toleration of, his theories given in "At
Back of the Black Man's Mind " and in the pr-

pamphlet, it can only be deeply regretted that I > ti

of them should be following a will-o'-the-wisp. Thi

opinion, most regretfully written, does not prevenj

"Notes on West African Categories" from beirc

work of considerable interest, and containing r

new observations of value which seem to the revi'

perfectly sound as statements of fact.

THE VOICE OF LYELL.
The Student's I.yell : the Principles and Method

Geology, as applied to the Investigation of the

History of the Earth and its Inhabitants,

Historical Introduction. Edited by Prof. J. W
Judd. C.B., F.R.S. Second edition, revised an'

enlarged. Pp. 645. (London : J. Murray, igiJ-jj

Price 7s. 6d. net.

IT is most fitting that the revision of L\
" Students' Elements of Geology " should

again carried out by Prof. J. W. Judd, who brin^
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to his work such intimate knowledge of Lyeli him-

self, and such broad experience as a geological

teacher. Prof. Judd's pupils in many lands will find

again in this volume those stimulating memories of

Lvell's life and work which they received from their

cwn master in the Royal School of Mines. The
" historical introduction " to the present edition,

occupying fifty-six pages, is not only a welcome essay

on the influence exerted by the doctrine of causes now
in action, but also a defence (pp 49-52) of Lyell from

the charge of excessive uniformitarianism. Those

who have not made themselves acquainted, as Prof.

Judd has done, with the extravagant speculations of

geological divines and of laymen aspiring to divinity,

before the days when the influence of Hutton, von

Hoff, and Lyell came to be generally appreciated, can

scarcely realise the sense of calm and order that was
brought by these authors into a world of controversy.

Charles Darwin's admiration for the "Principles of

i Geology " would alone assure us of Lyell's position

1 as a thinker ; and now, in turning the pages of this

. new issue of his admirable text-book, we are again

reminded that here was a man who wrote because,

! and only because, the spirit moved him.

I The refined woodcuts are here that we first knew in

' 1871. Drawings of such modernities as radiolarian
' ooze and thin sections of rocks have been introduced,

and toothed birds and other American vertebrates are

1
illustrated ; but the view of geologj' remains, in the

hands of so sympathetic an editor, essentially that of

;

Lyell in his habit as he lived. We look back into the

;

past from our experience of the present ; a pleasant
' emphasis is laid upon the Tertiary strata throughout
' Europe; and the work reminds us in so many places

of the history of geological thought that it still stands

j
apart from any other text-book.

I
Supplementary notes have been added (pp. 601 to 610)

;

directing attention to many recent discoveries, and
these, in so limited a compass, naturally provide food

for thought rather than a complete exposition. We
' miss a reference to the older glacial epochs ; the

ttigra])hical breaks indicated in the diagram on

I
• 441 surely exaggerate enormously the imperfection

111 the European record; and many geologists would
like to expand the modest view of contact-meta-

morphism stated on p. 553. It is easy to comment on
'ails where so wide a range of subjects has been
lit with. The essential feature is that the editor

,
has handed on to us undimmed the lantern lit by

'l^yell. G. A. J. C.
'

MODERN KNOWLEDGE HANDBOOKS.
'!) Polar Exploration. By Dr. W. S. Bruce. Pp. 256.

The Evolution of Plants. Bv Dr. D. H. Scott,

I'.R.S. Pp. 256.

Modern Geography. By Dr. M. L Newbigin. Pp.

liome University Library of Modern Knowledge.)
(London : Williams and Norgate, n.d.) Price is.

net each.

jinpHE three volumes the titles of which are given
' -> above belong to the Home University Library of

Modern Knowledge, published by Messrs. Williams
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and Norgate under the editorship of Prof. Murray,
Mr. Herbert Fisher, and Prof. J. Arthur Thomson.
Each is intended to be a concise handbook to the

subject with which it deals, and by an acknowledged
authority. The object of the series is to place within

everyone's reach, at the lowest possible price, authori-

tative information on any branch of history, science,

art, literature, philosophy, or religion with which he

desires to become acquainted. Ten volumes will be

issued each year. The first on our list, " Polar Ex-

ploration," by Dr. Bruce, is what the author has

termed a " traveller's sample " of the Arctic and

Antarctic warehouses. No one is more competent to

present their contents than one who has personally

sampled as he has done, more than once, both polar

regions, and has besides learned much in regard

to them from personal conversations and correspond-

ence during the past twenty years with living polar

explorers, including- the veteran Sir Joseph Hooker,

to whom the volume is dedicated. The personal note

predominates, as it needs must, and those parts visited

by the author are dealt with in greater detail than

those which he has not had an opportunity of visiting.

The aspects of the subject dealt with in the present

volume are the astronomical features of the polar

regions; the ice, both land and sea, its coloration

and that of snow; the vegetation, the animal life and

the physics of these regions ; their meteorology, mag-

netism, aurora, and tides, with a final chapter on the

aims and objects of modern polar exploration. Not

the least important addition to the physics of the

southern seas made by the Scottish national Antarctic

expedition was the discovery of the existence of a long

"rise" extending in a curve from Madagascar via

Bouvet Island, the Sandwich group, the South Ork-

nevs, Graham Land, and the Falklands to South

America. "Thus Antarctica, South America, and

Madagascar and probably South Africa become con-

nected with one another in a most direct manner by

this rise." The volume smacks of a Stevensonian

voyage.

(2) "The Evolution of Plants" is a masterly re-

sumi of this extremely difficult subject by one of our

highest authorities, himself a leading investigator in

pala^obotany. Dr. Scott's object in this book is to

try to trace historically the course which the evolu-

tion of plants has actually followed, confining- himself

to those groups for which the evidence is most satis-

factory. The questions here considered are : the evolu-

tion of true-flowering plants; that of the seed-plants

generally; and, thirdly, that of the great groups of

the higher cryptogams, or spore-plants, the ferns, the

club mosses, the horsetails and sphenophylls. Dr.

Scott's work "needs no bush."

(3) Dr. Marion Newbigin dates the commencement

of "modern geography" only from 1859, the year

when the celebrated geographers Humboldt and

Ritter died and Darwin's "Origin" appeared. The

doctrine of evolution has had an enormous effect on

geographical science, and its development has been

so great that to give a complete survey of the subject

would be impossible. Her volume, "Modern

Geography," therefore, suggests only some of the
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liiirs .iImii^ which p-sc.inli is i.Kxr.din:; nmsi .k liv.-l\

at iho present time, special stress being laid upon

those aspects of the subject which are not as yet fully

treated in the smaller text-books.

The first four chapters deal wiih a jreneral surrey

of the earth's surface, its mountains and ocean depths,

the formation of its hills and valleys due to atmo-

spheric agents, running water and ice, and the effects

of climate on the distribution of other phenomena on

the surface of the pflobe. In the successive chapters the

author describes the three chief zones of vegetation, the

Mediterranean scrub land, the temperate forest zone,

and the steppe or pasture land, and that as each of

these is determined by climate, each again has special

types of cultivated plants and domesticated animals.

•'It is interesting to note," adds the author, " whrit

cannot be a pure coincidence [and yet may ii not l)e

so?], that in Europe three races of men exist, which

show a certain rough correspondence to the three

zones of vegetation. The Mediterranean type of

vegetation and climate is associated " with the Medi-
terranean race. . . . "The characteristic inhabitants

of the temperate forest region of Europe are members
of the race called Teutonic or Nordic . . . the steppe

and pasture lands . . . tend to be occupied by a third

race ... to which the . . . name of Alpine has been

given."

The penultimate chapter is devoted to the races of

Europe and their origin, and the last to the distribution

of minerals and the localisation of industries and of

towns. " Modern Geography " is a suggestive book.

Although the space at our disposal precludes a

detailed notice of these volumes, we can w'armly and
conscientiously recommend them to those interested

in the subjects with which they deal. All three are

provided with full indexes, and "The Evolution of

Plants " has besides an excellent bibliography of the

most important works on palaeobotany.

OVR BOOK SHELF.
Medical Science of To-day : a Popular Account of the

More Recent Developments in Medicine and
Surgery. By Dr. Willmott Evans. Pp. 324.
(London : Seeley, Service, and Co., Ltd., 1912.)

Price 55. net.

This is a very delightful book. None of the natural
sciences has greater wonders to tell than medical
science ; none touches more nearly our admiration of
good work slowly brought to success. Dr. Willmott
Evans is an excellent interpreter ; he understands the
art of freeing the wonder of the discovery itself from
the wrappings of long words put round it by the
doctors; he makes the reader feel the intense human
significance of the many facts on which the present
fabric of medicine and surgery is founded and built;
and his book ought to be very widely read and re-

membered.
Of course, with such an " imperial theme," it was

not possible for him to say all that ought to be said.
The embarrassment of riches left him only a para-
graph or two for methods each deserving a chapter.
But he ought to have found room to say more about
the tremendous influence of the experimental method
in medical science. For instance, his mention of
brain-surgery does not do justice to the experimental
study of cerebral localisation ; and the same fault
occurs in his chapter on organo-therapy. And. of
course, there are omissions of less importance; thus
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h.- -pr,i)<^ <,i x.llo'A f. VI r vvitiioui naming W.
Rird, ,111,1 li.- (li-,( I il,.-, iii\\ci(l(ina without v':

plii.n.^;raphs .,1 (.lo, 1„ ! 'i.r tluT'

meat. He niiglil with ai: ,. iiave l.-li

chapters or subchapters on patent medicines, idi<

crasies. and malingering; the chapters on legal v.

cine ;il-o 'A;int thinning.

Tlv i)ii<- ^r.ivr difect in the book is the >•

sh.-idowing of nvtlnxis ])V results; he shows us th'

thiuL; in.ide, not tin- tiling in the making. Still, h*

has written a book which is excellent reading; h-

plainly has enjoyed writing it, and it gives a faithfu^

and vahiahj.- ae'rount of the modern science and ar

of medicine , suii^'in, and preventive medicine.

CliDKiih Cniitrnl. By L. C. W. Bonacina. Pp.

iby. (London: A. and C. Black, 191 1.) Price

Works on climatology and articles in meteorol<

text-books treating of that subject abound in va:

forms, l)ui that there is still, room for others de

willi diiferent aspects of this -important questi(

shown by the interesting and useful little volume
under review. It is published as one of the seri'

"Black's School GeogiMjihy," and, being int.

primarily for British students, prominence is ;,.

to the climate of this country, but that of other
'"

known lands," selected as representative of the var

zones and regions, is considered at some length. 1

In an instructive chapter on the general principle!

of climatoloifv, the factors which produce varin'

in dilT<i( nt p.iris of the world—c.^. latitude, alti-

pr'vailing winds, &c.—are separately discussed,

this is followed by chapters (1) on the types of

and the effect of the prime elements of light, heat

moisture, the distribution of vegetation being t

as a rough criterion of the climatic variations; and (;.

the influence of climate upon man. The whole cl

these various aspects are treated in a manner
cannot fail to attract the attention of students,

to induce them to pursue the subject further. in

last chapter (it-als with meteorologv and is in|

tended for niorr advanced students. This chnr' ••

like tliose jireceding it, exhibits an inti-

knowledo-e of the subject, and we regret th.

was found necessarv, for lack of space, to omit i

tions relatini^ to atmospheric electricity

—

e.g. thu:...,.,

stornis, ,Vc. and to optical phenomena.
Tile t ffect of the rotation of the earth on the cii

culation of the air and on the behaviour of cyclone

and anticvclones and many other questions sometime
presenting difficultv to students are clearlv explr.

'

A few well-chosen synoptic charts, recently publi-

bv the Meteorological Office, are added to explai

some of the principal types of weather.

An Introduction to Chemical Theory. By Dr. A
Scott, F.R.S. Second edition. Pp. viii-l-272

(London : A. and C. Black, 191 1.) Price 5s. net.

The first edition of this book was published twent
vears ago, just as the "new" physical chemistry wa
flowing into this country and gaining admission t

lecture courses and text-books. It was in a way th

last of its race, and it still retains in the new editia

a marked mid-^'ictorian flavour. This is not said i:

disparagement; indeed, the restraint shown bv th

author on the more speculative side of theoretica

chemistry is a reminder of what in some respects wer
better davs.

The distinction between chemical philosophy

general chemistry, and physical chemistry has becomi
verv vacfue, hut Dr. .Scott's book mav be describe;

as dealintr rather with chemical philosophy thaik

phvsical cheniistrv, and in that character it has soml
distinctive features which mav give it a place in thj
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student's armoury. Such, for example, are the two
chapters on the classification of compounds.
The treatment throughout is simple and lucid, and

there is nothing that is likely to puzzle or mystify
a reader. The contents will give him a good, useful

store of information relating to the theoretical side

of chemistry, though it will be meagre on the topics

which have come to the front during the last twenty
jears, and to which, in a mere revision, it has scarcely

been possible to do justice. In some cases the faults

pass beyond those of omission, as in the confusion
between dissociation and hydrolysis on p. 172, the

account of "palladium hydride" on p. 171 and the

definition of cryohydrates on p. 255. A. S.

Marvels of the Universe. A Popular Work on the
Marvels of the Heavens, the Earth, Plant Life,
Animal Life, the Mighty Deep. By various authors.
In about twenty-four fortnightly parts. Part i., pp.
48. Part ii., pp. 48. (London,: Hutchinson and
Co., n.d.) Price 7^".' 'net each part.

Ok the attractiveness of this serial publication it would
be diflficult to write too highly. Each part contains
four full-page illustrations in colour, remarlcable alike
for their beauty and accuracy, and a profusion of
excellent pictures in black and white, most of which
are from photographs.
The contributors are well-qualified authorities on

the subjects they have undertaken, and what thev
"have written is appropriate to the work. The selection
of topics has been guided entirely by what is likely
to arrest the attention of the non-scientific general
reader, with the result that instead of an orderlv
introduction to science, we have a series of short,
bright views of some of the wonders of nature,
arranged in no logical sequence, but partaking of the
character of a scientific scrap-book, using the term to

press disjunctiveness rather than depreciation.
I'nrelated as the articles are, they may serve a

very useful purpose and succeed in attracting
readers to the more serious study of some science in
which they will be led themselves to observe and
record what is happening in the world around them,
as well as to take an interest in the explorations of
others.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions
expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected
manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

The Scientific Misappropriation of Scientific Terms.
While fully sympathising with Prof. Gregory in his

^uiidemnation of the scientific misappropriation of popular
terms, and, indeed, objecting to the scientific appropria-
tion of such terms where it would be better to employ a
universally intelligible technical language, still, it seems
to^ me that even more deserving of condemnation is the
misappropriation by one group of scientific workers of the
scientific terms used by another group. This procedure
IS the more objectionable when the two groups of workers
are in adjoining fields. It does not greatly hurt anyone
that an astronomer should mean by an " asteroid " some-
thing quite different from that which a zoologist means ;

but it does matter when one biologist uses a term in a
•different sense from another biologist.

Of late years some of us have felt driven to protest
against Prof. II. de Vries's use of the term " mutation "
in a sense differing in an apparently trivial, yet philo-
sophically important, way from the use of the term by its

•original inventor—the palneontologist Waagcn. Now we
find the followers of Prof, de Vries, notably Prof.
Johanssen, robbing the systematic biologists of their term
genotype." First proposed by Prof. C. Schuchert in
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1897, this term has come into very general use to denote
the type-species of a genus. There has been in the past
so much confusion between the different senses of the
word " type," and this confusion has given rise to so
much regrettable confusion of thought, that this latest

malappropriation should only need pointing out to be at

once stopped. Unfortunately, this simple action has not
had the desired effect, and therefore I am impelled to make
a protest in your widely read pages. F. A. Bather.
Wimbledon, November 2.

The Electro-vegetometer.

Experiments with electricity as a stimulant to plant

growth were made with alleged success 165 years ago,
when Mr. Maimbray, of Edinburgh, electrified two
myrtles throughout October, 1746, for several hours a day,

with the consequence that next summer they blossomed
sooner than their neighbours (Priestley's " History of

Electricity," part viii., sec. 4).

Shortly after this the Abb6 NoUet made similar experi-

ments with electrified seeds in pots, and claimed equally

successful results. M. Achard, of Berlin, and other in-

dependent observers confirmed the experiments ; and the

beneficial effect of electrification on plant life was almost
an accepted discovery when a Dr. Ingenhousz, after

exhaustive experiments, completely refuted all the con-

clusions hitherto arrived at, and proved that the only effect

of electrification was to hinder plant life !

Dr. Carmoy and the Abb6 Ormoy later resumed the

investigation, and testified to favourable results.

Next the Abb6 Berthelon reconciled these divergent con-

clusions by announcing that electricity in a moderate
application was beneficial, but could be applied in excess

with harmful results ; and he advocated as the safest

method the utilisation of atmospheric electricity, which he
said rarely rose to a strength injurious to the most delicate

plant. He published a suggestion, recently credited by
Sir William Ramsay as a new and ingenious theory of

Sir Oliver Lodge's, that the pointed leaves of plants acted

as conductors of atmospheric electricity, and were an
important factor in the prolific vegetation of forests.

The Abb6 Berthelon, who utilised both natural and

artificial electrification, devised what he called the " electro-

vegetometer," which consisted of an insulated series of

sharp iron points projecting vertically upwards at a mast-

head and connected by chains with similar iron points

pointing downwards just over the plants to be experimented

on. He states that " the happiest effects were perceived,

viz. different plants, herbs, and fruits in greater forward-

ness than usual, more multiplied, and of better quality."

Until lately all these alleged successes were sup-

posed to have been imaginary ; and the question is, Will

the recent experiments prove that there was more in the

earlier ones than has been supposed, or will the present

trials turn out to be, with their predecessors, further

examples of myths of science, like the Blondlot rays and

Mrs. Somerville's supposed discovery of a magnetising

power in solar light? Charles E. Beniiam.

Colchester, November 5.

November Meteor-showers.

The early part of November does not present anything

very noteworthy as regards meteoric phenomena, which

may be said to begin about November 9, the following

being the principal meteor-showers of the month :

—

Epoch November 9, 6h. (G.M.T.), first order of magni-

tude. Principal maximum, November 11, oh. 30m.;

secondary maxima, November 9, iih. 50m., and

November 10, loh. 40m.
Epoch November 10, i^h. 30m., twenty-second order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, November 11, iih. 30m.;

secondary maxima, November 11, i9h. 2oni.. and

November 12, 7h. 40m.
Epoch November 13, i6h., thirtieth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, November 14, 22h. 50m. : secondary

maxima, November 15, qh. 30m., and November 16,

i3h. 15m. and i7h. 3orru

Epoch November 16, loh., thirteenth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, November 15, aih. lom. ; secondary

maximum, November 15, 7h. T5m.
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Kpoch November 17, 3h. 3oni., tenth order of magnitude.

I'rincipal maximum, Novemb. 1 17. i7h. 25m.; secondary

maxima, November 17, 23h. :<..iu., and November 18,

sh. sm. , , . ,

' Epoch November 17, ish. 30m., approximately sixth

(Mil. I (il magnitude. Principal maximum, November to,

\A\. 55m.; secondary maxima, November iS, 1511. 15111.,

and November 19, ash. jom.

Kpoch November 24, 2h. 30m., approximately fourth

<.i(ler of magnitude. Principal maximum, November 23,

5I1. :;(iiii. ; secondary maxima, November 2j. 1511 20m.

ami iSli. 20m.
Epoch November 25, 4h. 40m., eighteenth order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, November 24, 2h. 3Sm. ;

srcondai V ninximn, November 24, i2h. 40in. and 23h. lom.

Ii i^ sioiiitirant that, of the eight principal epochs of the

iiu.nlli. 110 fewer than six fall due during the period of

Ndv.'inlxr 9-20. This, therefore, is the part of the month

richest in meteoric events. The two remaining epochs of

.November 24-25, though nominally strong, do not rank in

importance with the foregoing six.

Of these six there are three that call for special men-

tion. The first, commencing on November 9, has the

highest meteoric intensity of the month ; but the epoch of

November 17, 3h. 30m., may prove to be the most interest-

ing, as it bears a certain resemblance to the epoch of

November 15, 1905, and in the writer's opinion is liable

to be associated with auroral phenomena. The small inter-

mediate epoch of November 13, i6h., is the only one that

places maxima between i2h. and i8h. on any of the three

nights November 14-16, two of its secondary maxima
becoming due between these hours on the night of

November 16. The general Leonid maximum will there-

fore probably be best observed on the night of

November 16,' but late members of this well-known star

shower are likely to be strongly in evidence also on the

following night. John R. Henry.

2 Belgrave Villas, Rathmines, Dublin, November 6.

Tick (Ixodoidea) Generic Names to be included in the
" Oflfical List of Zoological Names."

(i) The international committee invited by the secretary

of the International Commission on Zoological Nomen-
clature to make a detailed study of the nomenclature of

ticks (Ixodoidea), and consisting of the following specialists

in this group, W. Donitz (Berlin), Albert Hassall (Wash-

ington), L. G. Neumann (Toulouse), G. H. F. Nuttall

(Cambridge), and Cecil Warburton (London), has submitted

its first report.

(2) Said committee unanimously agrees that the follow-

ing eight generic names are the correct names for the

genera in question, and that the correct genotypes, accord-

ing to the international rules of zoological nomenclature,

are the species cited :

—

Amhlyomma Koch, 1844a, 223-231, type cajennense

Fabricius, 1787.
Argas Latreille, 1796a, 178, type reflextts Fabricius,

1794.
Dermacentor Koch, 1844a, 235-237, type rcttculattis

Fabricius, 1794.
Haemaphysalis Koch, 1844a, 237, type concinna Koch.
Hyalomma Koch, 1844a, 220-223, type aegyptititu

Linnaeus.

Ixodes Latreille, 1796a, 179, type ricinus Linnaeus.

Rhipicentor Nuttall and Warburton, 1908, 398, type

bicornis Nuttall and Warburton.
Rhipicephalus Koch, 1844a, 238, 239, type sam^uint'iis

Latreille.

(3) Notice is hereby given that the undersigned will wait

until May 1, 1912, for any zoologist to raise any objection

to any part of the report of the special committee. If no
valid point is raised by the date mentioned, the under-

signed will transmit the list to the International Com-
mission with the motion that these names be incorporated

in the " Official List of Zoological Names " provided for

by the last International Zoological Congress.
All correspondence on this subject should be directed to

C. W. Stiles.

(Secretary International Commission
on Zoological Nomenclature.^

Hygienic Laboratory, Washington, D.C., October 30.
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Localising Minute Le«k» in Vacuum Apparatus

In view ol the fact that in many
research there has arisen of late y

complicated apparaliis tO be kept

exliau^liMii

siin|>l'' iii'tli

In th. r:>

for iiian\

inelho.l. 'll

from the apparai

A physii.

'cessily fi

1 1 ; gh state 01

to hear of a

t 1. ;,k

Uerest your reader

alising minute leaks.

ks in
'* all glass " apparatus, I havei

ith success Goldstein's sparkJ

disconnecting the kathode leadl

uu.M ..... .H, . i
>g in a small alternate spark-

1

gap, and exploring over the suspected joints with the loose s

lead until a brilliant discharge to the 'nside of thel

apparatus indicates the position of the leak. The objer

tions to this method are that if parts of the glass a:

very thin a hole may be made where none previous!,

existed; it obviously cannot be used near a terminal, or

at all with a " wax " joint. .... ^
An apparatus of mine involving seven distinct and

complex sealing-wax joints recently developed a micro-

scopic leak of about i/ioo mm. per hour. Being fac*

with the alternative of pulling the whole apparatus dov

and remaking every joint, it occurred to me that t-

extremely sensitive nature of the discharge in air to chan:

its colour when in the presence of carbon compounds
1

is, in fact, by the change from the grey of CO to t;

crimson of N that leaks are generally first seen) mig;.

be used with advantage. I therefore wiped each joint

over with a small pad of cotton-wool soaked in petrol,

keeping the discharge going meanwhile, and the instant

the real offender was reached—a " metal-wax-glass joint

in this case—the discharge turned abruptly from red to

blue. The method seems extraordinarily delicate, and

should be applicable to all cases of air leak so long as

the latter is not so large as to prevent the discharge

P^'"'"^-
F. W. .\STOS.

Cavendish I.alx.ratory, Cambridge, October 31.

Multiple Rainbows.

On Tuesday morning last, October 31, a succession of

rainbows of extraordinarv brilliance was visible here. The

most brilliant appeared at 8.45 a.m., and lasted about five

minutes.
. . , ^

The sun was shining brilliantly, and the atmosphere to

the east was remarkably clear, while the rain-storms came

up from the Bristol Channel, eight miles to the west. At

8.45 a.m. six rainbows were visible, three inside the mam
bow and verv close to it, the colours being in the same

order as those on the main bow, and two outside, the

colours of the first being in reversed order, while the second

was faint, and nearly white. Four of the rainbows were

quite perfect, but the innermost of the three internal

bows was partlv broken, only three-quarters being

visible. About one-third of the extreme outer bow was

visible. ^ ^,
E. Newbery.

Sidcot School, Winscombe, Somerset, November 6.

Dangerous Mixtures.

I SHOULD like to direct attention to the dangerous

nature of a mixture consisting of magnesium powder and

silver nitrate.

When a small quantity (2 to 3 grams) of magnesiunv

powder is mixed with an equal bulk of powdered silver

nitrate in a metal dish, and then from the end of a long,

glass rod a drop of water is allowed to fall on the mixture

a slight explosion occurs, accompanied by a vivid flash.

The unexpected violence of this reaction led to serio

burns in my own case.

Mercuric nitrate when substituted for silver nitrate also

reacts vigorously with magnesium powder under the same

conditions, brown fumes, but no flash, being produced.

With barium nitrate the action is slight, heating only

appearing to take place.
Harold Cal.\m.

The University, Leeds, October 27.
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THE SOLAR PHYSICS OBSERVATORY.
T N last week's Nature we gave the terms of refer-
•' ence of the departmental committee appointed to

•consider alternative schemes for transferring Ithis

observatory to Fosterdown (Caterham) or to Cam-
bridge.

We are informed that the Treasury has forwarded
-the report of the committee on this subject to Cam-
bridge, and that it is being considered there; so far

we believe no communication has been made to the
Solar Physics Committee, the body appointed more
than twenty years ago to advise the Government in

:uch matters.

We may summarise now the action taken by the
<:ommittee and the Board of Education as already
recorded in Nature during the last five years.

(i) In 1906 the Board informed
ihe committee that the land on
wJiich the Observatory is situate was
required for the Science Museum,
and requested them to make in-

•quiries regarding a new site.

(2) The committee formulated the
conditions to be fulfilled, and, after

inspection of all available Govern-
ment land in iqoy, fixed upon
Fosterdown as fully satisfying all

ihe conditions.

(3) The Treasury, in full know-
ledge of this, proposed Cambridge
as an alternative site, although it

fulfilled none of the required con-
•ditions.

(4) The committee pointed out
that this raised questions concerning
administration, &c., and asked for
more information, and suggested a
committee to obtain it, consisting
of representatives of the Treasury,
the Board of Education, the Solar
Physics Observatory, and the
Meteorological Oflfice, to consider
fully the question of the alternative
sites in all its bearing.

(5) Without any communication
with the committee, the Treasury
requested the War Office to sell the
Fosterdown site.

(6) As a result of a memorial to
the Prime Minister this proceeding
was at once stopped.

(7) The Treasury, thus compelled
to hold an inquiry, instead of such
a body as that suggested by the
committee, with knowledge of the
work done in the Solar Physics
Observatory and the questions of ad-
ministration involved, appointed a
committee consisting of three fellows of a Cambridge
college and the holder of an honorary degree of the
Univorsitv.

(8) The majority of this committee has selected
^'ambridge as the future site for the observatory.

The Sites Contrasted.

Up to the present time the actual conditions of the
two sites as observing stations have not been pub-
lished, so some trouble has been taken to prepare
maps to indicate their relative efficiency.
To illustrate this the accompanying two charts are

here reproduced, the first (Fig. i) representing the
Cambridge site and its neighbourhood, and the second
(Fig. 2) that at Fosterdown. A study of these two
charts will at once demonstrate the respective values
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of the positions for an observatory to be erected for
all time.

It is well recognised that the best observations of
the sun are made soon after the sun has risen, so
that it is essential that the eastern horizon as seen
from the observatory should be open and free from
a smoky atmosphere. In the plans, lines showing
the directions of the sun at sunrise at both the summer
and winter solstices have been indicated in order to

point out the kind of country (town or fields) over
which these observations in the east should be made.
The following comparisons show how the conditions

laid down by the Solar Physics Committee are ful-

filled or the reverse by the two sites in question :

—

'The observatory should be at an elevation of not
less than 250 feet, if practicable."

Fjg. I.—Cambridge. The selected site, 70 feet above sca-lcvol, is ,a die ^cui.c of the half-mile

and mile circleSj and lies 45 feet above the river flats to the eastward. The lines SS and WS
represent the directions of sunrise at the summer and winter solstices respectively. Solar
observations, which have to be made soon|after sunrise, must therefore be made through smoky
and misty atmosphere due to the town and river valley respectively.

Cambridge.—75 feet,

Fosterdown.—800 feet.
" In any case it should not be in a smoke area."

Cambridge.—Near a smoke area, namely, the town
of Cambridge, and this lies to the east and south-

east of the site, and is extending westwards, i.e. in

the direction of the observatory.

Fosterdown.—No smoke area.

"It should be away from river valley mists and
not upon a clay soil (chalk or gravel would be quite

satisfactory)."

Cambridge.—River mists and flooded areas by the

River Cam—to the east and south-oast of the site.

Fosterdown.—"No river near the site.

" In the configuration of the ground the important
considerations ar< th.it the site should not be exposed
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to violf-nf winds, and that it should afford as clear

l,<„i/uii ;i-, possible, especially to east, south. ..nd

west."
.

Cti,,ili)i.l;:<. Ill'- rxlrn-'um ot ( ;mil)|-i(lL;i- in 111'

dirciiiciii 111 ilp' sii'- i-- ill! 1
1
.i-^in.L;, ;ind llpr. i- im

>uitiiral -ii.u.iiil'-r III pi.-vriii Iniilfliiii;- Iwhicli nir.iii

siiiolcc) ln'in luiiiL^ crcclrd on any u{ llic s'ldo nl tin

(ihsrrv.lli II \ sill .

I'.Ksirr.h'i^i:. I lir configuration of the site is such

tl,;,l il,,. I1..1 i/oii-, will he (i|)i'n and clear for all time.

Ii ,11:1V Im- iiinli.r siat<-.l ilial whil-- at Cambridge

a main Vdid p is-is clos.' to the site of the observa-

ior\ and iraHic aloni;" it even now shakes the ground,

a I I'oslordown no such road can be constructed, and

ihcirlore no such earth tremors need be feared.

It will therefore be seen that for the work's sake

it would l)e much better to place the observatory in

the best position at once, even if it may cost a fow

luindK d luiundsmore, than to locate it at Cambridge,

At the same time that this report was presented to

the commit
1^ matter, cat

Di'xrned. T\
t s present

iiiniiit).

see what wc
' tmer

IIousi^ of rarliament the •' '
' ' "' "f

.t)i|iM!iii. (i to advise the G<> '

th. s,,i.,, riiysics Commiu , -- '

..,\.r-, ill. piTiod iSS<)-i<j()9 (two prev

in |^.S.• ;ui(l iSK., ij. :dl v. ilh the p'

'

ll).- ,,l,-.iv;>-

A |>i-lU^.i:

has been done in the past. I li-: r'[K)ri

committee deals with proposals for its fu

Ih-' situation is as follow

.\ (.overnment observatu; i'.ui thirty years

h 1^ r,, he moved from its pi :
iiion Ix^r^use the lai

I'd for the buildings of the new Science Museum.
1 the question of the change of site of the observ^

U,i rought up a thorough investigation

m lar Physics Committee. They formula

th, (,,iu]ii).i! which had to be secured, and proceeded

s. an h fur a suiialil. sit. . The conditions which they

ill.- (If-parfmental committee'sdown are ^iv<n iii

(p. 4)—roughlv , ill. hiijh a>; possibly

;

Via. a.— Kosterdown. The selected site, 800 feet above sea-level, is at the centre of the half-mile and mile circles, and lies 100 feet above all tii

neighbouring country with the exception of the small 800-foot area to the north of east, which is on the same level as the site. The lines S.s

and WS are the directions of sunrise at the summer and winter solstices. The figure shows the open and clear nature of the horizon in al'.

directions.

where at the present time the observing- conditions
are not good ; where year by year they will be getting
worse ; and where in a short period they w-ill become
intolerable for similar reasons which make the present
site at Kensington undesirable. The cost of such a
removal from Cambridge would entail an additional
and unnecessar}'^ expense.

"The Times" on the Snu.nio.v.

We gave last week two articles from the daily
Press

—

The Morning Post and The Daily Graphic-
giving views .IS to the committee's report. We now
add a Utier which appeared in Tuesday's Times from
an occasional correspondent :—

-

In your issue of October 27 you published the recom-
mendations of the departmental committee on the Solar
Physics Observatory.
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secure the least thickness and disturbance of air, and ^

clear horizon, especially to the east, south, and west;
town smoke or glare at nit;ht ; proximity to London
facilitate communication with libraries, societies, and rr

of science.

In choosing a site for a future observatory it \

natural that the position should be so selected that

years to come the observing conditions would not

hampered or rendered less efficient by changes in the c!

surrounding area. WTien the Solar Physics Commi:
selected the Fosterdown site they evidently kept this con-

dition well in mind, for an e.xamination of it shows that

it is practically impossible for any buildings or road<

be constructed in any direction which will take away fr

the present efficient observing conditions. Thus the »!..<-

will probably be as good in 100 years' time as it is now.
Some time ago the Solar Physics Committee was in-

formed that Cambridge had Iven proposed as an alternative

site ; the committee hisiiated to accept this, pointed out
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the necessity for further inquiry, and suggested an inter-

departmental committee on which the Treasury, the Board

of Education, the Solar Physics Observatory, and the

Meteorological Office should be represented.

The committee actually appointed consisted of three

persons who are or have been fellows of Trinity College,

with the addition of a distinguished honorary graduate of

the University of Cambridge. In the terms of reference a

condition is assumed that the sum spent in the future

upkeep at either place should be approximately the same
as that now expended in the present observatory.

Out of the three scientific members of this committee,

two, the Astronomer Royal and Dr. Schuster, agreed that

the Cambridge site should be preferred, while one. Dr.

Glazebrook, the director of the National Physical Labora-

tory, dissented.

In making a very careful examination of the report of

the departmental committee, together with the evidence

and appendices, it is really a matter of great difficulty to

understand, in the face of the evidence offered, how
Messrs. Dyson and Schuster arrived at their conclusion.

The question of site may first be dealt with. The
superiority of the Fosterdovvn site is frankly acknowledged,
and evidence is given that some of the present dis-

advantageous conditions at Cambridge may be much worse

in the future. There is no guarantee that the land

surrounding the proposed Cambridge site will not be built

on, that tram-cars and other heavy traffic will not run

along the main road which bounds it. In short, there is

no guarantee that this part of the outskirts of Cambridge
will not in the near future be an important suburb of

Cambridge.
One of the greatest objections to Cambridge is touched

on in cavalier fashion. Cambridge, like London, is lighted

by electricity ; and one of the points in favour of Foster-

down was that town glare at night would be abolished,

and that long-exposure photography on the spectra of stars

and nebulae, which is carried on under bad conditions at

present at South Kensington, would be rendered more
fruitful of results.

As we learn from the solar physics report, this work
requires at present the attendance of three assistants on

every fine night.

Q. 169.—Is there any interference owing to the town
light at the observatory in Cambridge?
Answer.—I do not think anything that would affect solar

observations

—

is all we can find on this point ; and it does not suggest
that we are likely to have a continuance of the study of

the detailed chemistry of stellar spectra which for many
years past has formed part of the routine work of the

Solar Physics Observatory, and is not done elsewhere.

Town glare naturally does not affect solar observations,

because the sun can be observed only by day, while the

town is lit only by night. But it does very seriously affect

the astrophysical work of the Solar Physics Observatory,
which can be carried on only at night. If it is really

intended to put an end to a unique investigation of stellar

chemistry and physics, the question ought surely to be
debated on its merits, and not simply hustled out of sight.

There is reason to fear that this is the intention, not only
because of the non-recognition of anything beyond solar

observation, but also because it is to be gathered from the

representative who gave evidence for Cambridge that in

the Cambridge view it is not simply a question of trans-

ferring the observatory, but of dismissing its staff and
putting an end to it as it exists.

Of the ten members of the staff, from Sir Norman
Lockyer downwards, not more than two are to be employed
(Q. 222), and even none of the existing staff may be of the

right " calibre " (Q. 139).

The departmental committee apparently does not accept
this (Report, Section 15).

It is imderstood that the Government desires to relieve

itself of the direct control of the Solar Physics Observatory,
but that at the same time it acknowledges the value of the
work done by that observatory by its willingness to con-
tinue the grant at present made for its maintenance. The
inducement offered by Cambridge University to transfer
iintrol to its hands is that the University undertakes to

,'iovidp a suitable building for the work, which involves
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no very serious expenditure. If public money to the
amount of 3000/. a year is to be handed over to the Uni-
versity on account of certain specified work, then security
should be taken that the public shall get value for its

money, and that the specified work shall be efficiently

carried on. Otherwise the transaction will merely amount
to giving the University 3000L a year to spend as it pleases
in return for the erection of a building worth 200L or
250Z. a year.

Now in order that the work shall be carried on efficiently

—that is to say, the astrophysical work, which, in spite

of its title, is the speciality of the Solar Physics Observa-
tory—it is not enough that a suitable building should be
erected, even though it be manned by persons of the " right
calibre." It is also necessary that the suitable building
should be upon a suitable site, and the only suitable site

for an observatory obviously is a site permitting its work
of observation and record to be performed in the best con-
ditions attainable. It will not be seriously argued by any
responsible person that Cambridge offers the best attainable
site for carrying on the astrophysical work of the Solar
Physics Observatory. That work involves long exposures
of sensitive plates to the light of particular stars. It is

necessary that the star should be followed with the utmost
accuracy in its diurnal motion, and it is obvious that vibra-
tion of the instruments due to heavy traffic in the vicinity

cannot conduce to sharpness of definition. If the star has
to be photographed through the illuminated haze that
hangs over every well-lighted town, another serious

difficulty is thrown in the way of the observer, and when
spectrographic complications are added the difficulties be-

come indefinitely more formidable.
Thus, while it may be right that the Government should

rid itself of direct control of the Solar Phj'sics Observatory,
and while it may be right that Cambridge University

should assume control, it cannot be right that the Uni-
versity should erect the observatory in Cambridge. For
Cambridge is shown by the departmental committee itself

to be a bad observing station for this particular work, and
to be very likely to become progressively worse. A site

can easily be found free from the objections that attach to

Cambridge ; and if astrophysical work is to be carried on
at all with public money, the public have a right to demand
that such a site shall be chosen. In placing the observa-

tory at a distance from the University, Cambridge would
only be following the practice of other universities, such

as those of California and Chicago, which prosecute

analogous researches upon the principle that observatories

must be placed where the things to be observed can be

best observed.

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPORT.'

A S the third volume commences with hunting and
^ *- concludes with racing", while it also comprises

articles on lawn tennis and polo, it will be obvious

that a large portion of its contents docs not come
within the purview of a journal like Nature. Never-

theless, there are numerous articles connected with

natural history which call for brief mention. As a

whole, these articles have been brought well up to

date, although in some instances there is a certain

amount of repetition, and occasionally discrepancies,

when two writers treat of the same subject from

different points of view. The illustrations^ arc

numerous, and for the most part good (as will be

evident from the one here reproduced), but the accom-

panying legends are in some instances not so full as

is desirable. On page 85, for instance, a doc and kid

are simplv lettered Himalayan Ibex, while there is

no indication to show whether the " Caucasian Ibex,"

figured on the next page, is an' example of the western

or eastern tur. Misprints seem to be few. although

the specific name of the mule-deer is given as

ncmiontis in place of hemionus, while its alternative

1 "The KpcycIop«;di.-i of Sport an'1 Games" Edited by the Earl of

Suffolk .ind Berkshire. Vol. iii., Hunting—Rac'ne. Pp. vii! + 448.

Vol. iv., Rackets to Ze'^ra. Pp vi!i+ 47i. (London: W. Heinemann,

1911.) Price io.r. 6<i. net; abroad 12s, M. net.
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generic name, Cariacus, is printed with a small

initial letter.

The most valuable of the natural history articles,

in our opinion, is the one by Mr. Rothschild on

pheasants, in which the number of species of the

typical genus Phasianus is reduced from about thirty-

five to half a dozen, all the forms allied to colchicus

beinfi: regarded as local races or colour-phases of that

species. As these will all interbreed and propagate fer-

tile offspring, the new classification is far preferable to

the old. In this connection it may be noted that the

author of the article on partridges refers to the red-

legged Caccabis rufa as a "variety," instead of a

species. It is high time that all sportsmen who
attempt to write on natural history subjects should

make themselves acquainted with the respective signi-

fications of the terms species, race, and variety.

Before leaving birds, reference may be made to a

statement that the smooth surface of the shells of the

third and fourth volumes on American game anim.-i!

such as prccari, prairie-chicken, pronghorn, puiii

and turkey, all of which are admirable from ti

sportsman's point of view, although they do not ent(

deeply into the natural history of the subject.

From .Mr R. B, Marston's excellent article on pil

and pike-fishing in vol. iii. we reproduce a striki:

illustration of a pike feeding, other photographs in i

fourth volume showing the mode in which salni

take their prey.

Among the zoological articles in vol. iv., it may l

noted that the one on red deer appears in much t

same form as in the orij^inal edition, the Manchuri
Cervns xatithopygus being still affiliated to t;

European species instead of to the wapl
while the Sikhim C. affinis is erroneou-

stated to come close to the latter. The rhinocoi

articles, on the other hand, have been well revis'

and do full justice to the discovery of the white sped

/'//«/(»

1

Pike Feeding. From " The Encyclopiedia of Sport. [/. Turner- Turtur.

eggs of North .African ostriches is probably brought
about by grindini,^ and polishing on the part of the
Arabs from whom they are generally procured. It has,
however, been pointed out in The Field that eggs of
North African ostriches laid at Woburn and Tring
prove the smooth surface to be natural.
Many of the -articles on big game are by Mr. H. A.

Bryden, who always writes in a picturesque, if not
strictly accurate, style. His worst blunder occurs
under the heading Okapi, where it is stated that this

animal " may be looked upon as a connecting-link
between the giraffe and the antelope, having marked
characteristics common to both races." If the okapi
is nearly related to any family (not " race ") of
ruminants other than the giraffe group, it is to the
deer, and not the antelopes, the alleged resemblance
in bodily form to certain members of the latter group
being a feature utterly devoid of systematic value.

Mr. Roosevelt communicates articles in both the
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in the heart of equatorial Africa. In the article or

the rook, Mr. Harting expresses himself as being
fully convinced of the value of these birds to the

farmer ; and the same authority is responsible for the

articles on snipe and woodcock, which appear well

up to date. Sir Henry Pottinger's article on rype,

or ryper (ptarmigan), illustrated (like several of the

other bird-articles in this volume) by one of Mr.
Thorburn's exquisite paintings, is just what might
be expected from such an experienced sportsman, and
the same may be said with reg^ard to Sir Herbert
Maxwell's account of the salmon. Finally, it may be

mentioned that although the author of the article or»

trout conceals his identity under the pseudonym of
" John Bickerdyke," it is satisfactory to find that

his view as to the specific unity of all forms of trout

is in accord w-ith that adopted by Mr. C. T. Regan iiT

his new book on British fishes.

Without expressing any definite opinion as to {hi-
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purely sporting articles, we may confidently state

that, in spite of a certain number of errors and short-

comings, like those mentioned above, the " Encyclo-

pasdia of Sport " supplies in the main exactly the kind

of information on natural history subjects the sports-

man is likely to require, R. L.

THE PROPAGATION OF EARTHQUAKE
WAVES.'

" r^OS PALABRAS," or "two little words," has a
L>' much more friendly sound than the abrupt

word "preface." "Preface," standing by itself, is sug-
gestive of a snappy military command, something
like "halt" or "quick march," whilst "Dos Pala-

bras " is the kindly invitation of a writer to the public,

.asking them to read his work. In the " Dos
Palabras " we are told that the ordinary person only

thinks about earthquake prediction and that which is

utilitarian, whilst the principal object of the seismolo-

g'lst is to extend human knowledge about the interior

of our planet.

This memoir, which was presented to the American
International Congress of Science held in Buenos
Ayres in 1910, although dealing especially with

the propagation of earthquake waves, gives in

^n introduction of forty-two pages a rapid review of

many problems with which modern seismology deals.

From the velocity with which earthquake waves are

propagated through our world, we have already

learned something new about the constitution of its

interior. The conclusions arrived at by these veloci-

ties as bearing upon the rigidity of our world, to-

gether with investigations made by LxDrd ' Kelvin and
others on the same subject, are briefly mentioned.
References are made to the investigations of Prof.

Ricco which indicate a relationship between the value

of gravity and the seismic and volcanic phenomena
of a district. But the more general relationship be-

tween the abnormal movements of magnetic needles,

-arthquake disturbances, and the value of g in locali-

ties characterised by the presence of volcanic rocks,

has been overlooked.

Sunspots, unusual movements in bodies of water,

the times at which geysers erupt, barisal guns,
microphonic disturbances, abnormal earth currents

and other phenomena, are pointed to as subjects which
should arrest the attention.

Unexpected side issues in the daily work of a
seismologist—as, for example, the effect of tidal load,

the transpiration of vegetation, which is always
Avrinkling the face of our globe, the emotional effects

produced by earthquakes upon man, their effects on
the behaviour of certain animals, and the exploitation

of many other byways—have been overlooked. These,
however, have nothing to do with Dr. Negri's chief

subject, which occupies the next seventy-three pages of

his publication. This entirely deals with the velocity

with which earthquake motion is propagated. He
starts out with the assumption that in a teleseismic

record we frequently see many phases, P,, P^, &'C.,

and that there are as many corresponding velocities

which are distinguished as V,, Vj, &c. He de-

rived this idea from the publications of Dr. Omori.
With this assumption V, has a velocity of about I2'5

kilometres per second, Vg would be about 2 kilo-

metres per second, and V^^, if there is such a value,

would be less than 0*5 per second, i.e. if all these
'phases of earthquake motion started from an origin
at the same time. We fear that many seismologists
will not readily accept this hypothesis, and to explain

1 " Velocidad de Propapicirtn de las Ondas Sismicas." Ry Dr. G. Negri.
"Traduccion de Alfredo Torcelli. Pp. 143. (La Plata : Observatoria Astro-
oiomico, 191 1.)
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the rising and falling in amplitude and changes in
period exhibited in teleseismic writings will require
some other assumption. P^, P^, P3, and their corre-
sponding velocities, are explicable by the existence of
three types of waves, but the lengthening of the
caudal appendage of a megaseism as it travels into
and sometimes beyond its quadrantal region is a
phenomenon about which many explanations have
been offered, but the one to be accepted does not
appear so far to have been decided on.

In his conclusion to this section, Dr. Negri says

that ihe relation of ,\ —3- (sic), Z\ &c., represents a

series m mcreasmg arithmetical progression. All
that the majority of seismologists at present recognise
is that in round numbers V^ equals 12 kilometres, \\
equals about 6 kilometres, and V3 about 3 kilometres
per second, and we fear that they are not yet in a
position to accept values which might correspond to
^20 or P^^. In an appendix the author shows that
his acquaintance with modern seismology is rather
one-sided. He gives a bibliography of 176 books and
papers, nearly all of which are in the Italian or
Spanish language. Japan is credited with thirteen
papers, England with five, whilst two or three
are in French. The first exhibition of seismological
instruments, we are told, was represented by a
section in the International Exhibition of 1900 in
Paris. The exceedingly popular exhibition of earth-
quake instruments held in Tokio twenty years earlier
is not even mentioned. The author concludes his
memoir by two queries : Why do not all the students
of seismology in South America combine? Why
does not the national authority do something to bring-
about this union, which would be for the good and
progress of science in general? It is my prophecy,
says Dr. Negri, that these desires will very soon
become realised. John Milne.

PROF. GEORGE CHRYSTAL.
n^HE lamented death of Prof. George Chrystal, of

-*- Edinburgh University, removes an outstanding
personality in academic and educational circles.

Aberdeen and Cambridge claim him as a distinguished
alumnus. In

, 1875 he was bracketed with Prof.
Burnside as Second Wrangler and First Smith's
Prizeman. Even then he showed his leaning towards
applied rather than pure mathematics ; for Prof. Tait.
who was one of the examiners, used to say that
Chrystal excelled all the others in the way in which
he solved physical problems.

After two years as professor of mathematics in St.

Andrews University, Prof. Chrystal in November,
1879, began his life's work as occupier of the like

chair in Edinburgh. The nature of his work com-
pelled him to give his best mind to the teaching of
mathematics and the training of the mathematical
teacher. In those days every student of arts had to

graduate in the same seven subjects. There were no
options. Even the comparatively mild problem-
solving mathematics of the old school, of which
Kelland had been a shining light, had made many a
man of classical and philosophical attainments tremble
as he entered the examination hall and sat down to

tackle the algebra or the Euclidean geometry paper.

But the first year of Chrystal's professoriate struck
terror to their hearts. Keen, rapid, logical, full of

sugi^csf ions' as to higher fields of mathematical de-
lights, ( Inystal transformed the whole atmosphere
of the class-room. Engrrly the mathematical minds
followed his fascinating^ Icul; despondingly ;ind

despairingly those not so gifted fell hopelessly behind,
faintly perceiving, if at all, the finely knit sequence
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of ideas which formed the thread of his discussions.

These, sad at heart, ihouj^^ht sinipi} ol ilxii

and wond-nd hwu ilny were }<oin{^ \u vurn

inalhemalic.il li;nriii. ('hrxstal liad lar uih. i (-ui-

ccptions ill lii^ luiiid; but witli all hi^ slrcmuui-- ;iik1

succi'ssful labours to raise tlie staiidaid ot iiiath<'-

iiiaiical iraching he was essentially just, and kn<\v

u. 11 that minds of the highest quality are not always
.tblr to appreciate the convergency of series or the

nivsiiiii's of probabilities. When the time for testing

came, the really intelligent, hard-woikin^ student i^ol

lull ereilii l()i- his limited mathematie.d jjowiTv.

It was a i;i'eat pleasure to see in ilieNi^ early (la\.s

the eiiihusiasiii of the mathematical sludenls, lor

whose sakes (hrxsial never Spared himself. The
'coaches," all alive to the necessities of the situation,

quickly got hold of the methods; and as th. -raduatf s

passed out into the schools they carried with ihem
the mind of their master. To Chrystal, more than
to any other, the great development of mathematical
t. ac hiiii^ ill the schools may be traced.

Iruiii tile first, as Tait never failed to remind us,

( lirsstal'v was essentially a physical mind. As a
(ainhrid-e uiuleri^raduate he had—as some thought

—

' wasted " his time with Maxwell in the Cavendish
Laboratory, fiddling with wires, when he should have
Ix'en practising the writing out of problems. His
careful investigation into the truth of Ohm's law is a
standard piece of work showing clear perceptions and
carelul niani|)ulat ion. The articles on "Electricity"
;iiid " M.ie;netisni in the ninth edition of the "En-
cyclopaedia Hriiannica" contain in a wonderfully small
compass the very best up-to-date account of these
sciences, both theoretical and experimental, ever put
together. Had they been printed in book form a few
>(ars after their first publication they would have
been the vade mecum of the advanced student. Their
merits are a clear, flowing, forceful style, and a re-

markable discrimination in selecting material. The
great advances of the last twenty years have been
along the lines clearly indicated in these articles. On
coming to Edinburgh, Chrystal, though he gave his
principal attention to his real class work, did not
allow his physical work to fall behind. There was
no %ummer session in those days ; and the summer
months which most other professors spent in holiday
were spent by Chrystal in Tait's laboratory. Here he
brought to full fruition his theory of the differential
telephone. His paper on the subject is published in the
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and
constitutes the first truly scientific discussion of the
action of the induction-balance.

Outside his own particular experimental work,
Chrystal was an ever-present source of inspiration to
the students. Several of the investigations which
were carried through in Tait's laboratory during the
early 'eighties were suggested by Chrystal, who really
acted the part of a second professor of natural
philosophy. With the increasing care of his own
department, he was compelled after a few years to
give up his experimenting. Another reason, as he
once expressed it, was that he found he was usurp-
ing the use of all the best instruments in the place,
so that the students were not able to get their best
work done.
The personality of Prof. Chrystal soon made itself

felt on board and senate. He was elected a vice-
president of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1887,
at the unusually early age of thirtv-six. For two
terms of six years he filled the same "important post,
and, in iqoi. on Prof. Tait's death, he was chosen
general secretary. The duties of this office he per-
formed in a manner which it is impossible to praise
too highly. Only a man of Chrystal's alertness of
mind, clearness of vision, knowledge of affairs, fair-
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mindedness, and yet determination to have the
society's rii^his recognised, could have successfully

manaani 'I ih.- society through the time of strain

when ii- siaius and etficiency were threaten«-d. Th'
Seniiisii nn inb( rs (;l Parliament stood loyally by th'

s<i(ieiv, and by their sympathy more was achieved
than w.as .it first hojjed for. 'Ihrough all the cross-

currents of opinion, it was Chrjstal who was the real

steersman. The present habitation of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh is a lasting monument to th'

memory of its general sicretary, who secured froi:

the GovL-rnnicnt of the day a generous recognitioi.

of the claims of science. fl
The same keen personality combined with business^

faculties of a high order made Chrystal the right man
in the right place, when in i8qi his colleagues elected

him the dean of the faculty of arts. The new-

ordinances which came into etlect at that time were
soon found to be hampering and unworkable in the
interests both of teacher and 'pupil. Strenuously
Chrystal applied himself to the 'reorganisation of the
whole arts curriculum, and the reward of his labours
he lived to see in the sanctioning of a new ordinance
which grants autonomy to each university within
reasonable limits.

To these administrative duties he added for some
years the chairmanship of the Provincial Committee
for the Training of Teachers, lie was, in fact, the

first chairman, and probably did more than any other
single man to mould this committee into a serviceable
administrative body. He was also for several yean
a tTKMiiber of the committee appointed by the W
Office to advise the Army Council regarding the pn
liminary education of officers.

With all this administrative strain. Chrystal con-
tinued to develop his department of mathematics to

greater and greater effectiveness. His text-books on
algebra are well known; but it is not perhaps so well
known that he was the inventor of the very appro-
priate phrases the " freedom equations " and the
"constraint equation " of a curve. These show again
how his mind moved in dynamical regions.

Chrystal's literary output is perhaps smaller in

quantity than that of most men of equal reputation;
but the quality is high. He communicated to the
Edinburgh Mathematical Society an admirable account
of the properties of lenses and doublets, to the study
of which he was led in his recreation as a photo-
grapher. He was very skilful in all photographic
manipulation, his attachment to the art dating from .

his Cambridge days, when dry plates were unknown.
In addition to several mathematical papers in the

Proceedings and Transactions of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh, he enriched the science of hydro- :

dynamics by his researches on seiches. His attention
was directed to the subject by Sir John Murrav,
and the whole problem, experimental and theoretical,

seized hold of his mind in a marvellous way. This
recent work is too well known to need discussion now.
Not only did he vastly improve the mathematical
theory of these movements in lakes and bays, but he
invented instruments and obtained records which shed
a new light on the whole set of phenomena. The
work is stamped with all the thoroughness and in-

genuity of a fine intellect.

What Chrystal undertook to do he djd to the utmost
of his powers. He left no ragged ends. All was car-

ried through with celerity, yet with thoughtfulness
and accuracy. Quick in his apprehension, and im-
patient of humbug, he was a terror to the student
who was not an honest seeker after truth, but to the
genuine student he gave of his best, and nothing
delighted him more than when a pupil showed
originality and power of research. His knowledge of

human affairs was wide and deep. He was splendid
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company among congenial friends, and in his own
home he was the best of hosts. He was remarkably
regular in his attendance at the meetings of the Royal
Society Club, and there his appreciation of a good
story and his own powers as a raconteur were always
in evidence. Like most Scotsmen, he was reserved in

his expression of the deeper feelings, but his sym-
pathies were true and his friendship staunch.

C. G. Knott.

NOTES.
His Majesty the King has been pleased to approve of

the following awards this year by the president and council

of the Royal Society :—a Royal medal to Prof. George
Chrystal, Sec.R.S. Edinburgh, for his researches in mathe-
matics and physics, especially his recent work on seiches

and free oscillations in the Scottish lakes ; and a Royal
medal to Dr. W. M,, Ba3fliss, F.R.S., for his researches

in physiology. The ' fOillowing awards have also been
made :—the Copley medal to Sir George H. Darwin,
K.C.B., F.R.S., for his scientific researches, especially in

the domain of astronomical evolution ; the Davy medal to

Prof. Henry E. Armstrong, F.R.S., for his contributions
to chemical science ; and the Hughes medal to Mr.
C. T. R. Wilson, F.R.S., for his investigations on the
formation of cloud and their application to the study of

electrical ions.

The following is a list of those who have been recom-
mended by the president and council of the Royal Society
for election into the council for the year 1912 at the
anniversary meeting on November 30 :

—

President, Sir

Archibald Geikie, K.C.B. ; treasurer, Mr. Alfred Bray
Kempe ; secretaries. Sir Joseph Larmor and Sir John Rose
Bradford, K.C.M.G.

; foreign secretary. Sir William
Crookes, O.M.

; other members of the council, Lieut.

-

Colonel A. W. Alcock, CLE., Prof. W. H. Bragg, Sir
A. H. Church, K.C.V.O., Mr. L. Fletcher, Prof. J. S.
Gardiner, Mr. W. B. Hardy, Prof. M. J. M. Hill, Prof.
F. S. Kipping, Mr. H. R. A. Mallock, the Duke of
Northumberland, K.G., Sir Ronald Ross, K.C.B. , Prof. E.
Rutherford, Prof. S. P. Thompson, Prof. Sir J. J. Thom-
son, Mr. H. W. T. Wager, and Prof, E, T. Whittaker.

A Reuter message from Stockholm states that the
Swedish Academy of Science has decided to award the
Nobel prize for chemistry to Mme. Curie. Prof. W. Wien,
professor of physics in the University of Wiirzburg, is to
receive the prize for physics. The value of each prize this
year is 7773I.

We regret to see the announcement of the death of Mr.
John Brown, F.R.S., of Longhurst, Dunmurry. Belfast,

on November i, at sixty-one years of age.

The Physical Society's annual exhibition will be held on
Tuesday, December 19, and will be open both in the after-

noon and evening.

The Berthelot memorial lecture of the Chemical Society
will be delivered by Prof. H. B. Dixon, F.R.S., on Thurs-
fbn

, November 23.

1 ME eighty-sixth Christmas course of juvenile lectures,

founded at the Royal Institution in 1826 by Michael
Faraday, will be delivered this year by Dr. P. Chalmers
Mitchell, F.R.S., secretary of the Zoological Society, his

subjeii being "The Childhood of Animals."

I HE death is announced of M. E. F. Andr6, whose works
... landscape gardening are widely known in the horti-

cultural world. Among various books of which he was the
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author are " L'Art des Jardins," 1879, with numerous
plates and more than 500 illustrations in the text, and a
volume on the bromeliaceous plants collected in Colombia,
Ecuador, and Venezuela. For nearly thirty years he edited

La Revue Horticole, which has always held a high place

among botanical periodicals.

The Royal Geological Society of Cornwall at its annual
meeting on October 31 presented the Bolitho gold medal
to Mr. Clement Reid, F.R.S., in recognition of the able

and conscientious manner in which he had superintended,

during the past ten years, the geological resurvey of the

county, the final memoirs of which are in the press. Mr.

Reid, in returning thanks, said that the work done has

widened the horizon and opened up new possibilities for

Cornish geologists ; but there is still a great deal to be

done.

The Royal Society of Arts will begin its 158th session

on Wednesday, November 15, with an address from Lord

Sanderson, G.C.B., the chairman of the council. Five

meetings are announced before Christmas, at which papers

will be read on the industrial progress of America, by

Prof. James Douglas ; the efficiency of the aeroplane, by

Mr. A. E. Berriman ; British Guiana, by Mr. J. A. J.

de Villiers ; London transport, by Mr. W. Yorath Lewis ;

and Bengal fisheries, by Dr. J. Travers Jenkins. Four

Cantor lectures on "The Carbonisation of Coal" will be

delivered by Prof. Vivian Lewes, and two juvenile lectures

on " Soap Bubbles " will be given in January by Mr.

C. V. Boys, F.R.S. A long list of papers for the meet-

ings to be held after Christmas is also published.

The winter session of the British Fire Prevention Com-
mittee was commenced on November i with a meeting to

conduct a series of fire tests dealing with a small hand

extinguisher intended to put out electrical and petrol fires^

There was a large attendance at the committee's Regent's-

Park Testing Station, the Earl of Londesboroughy

K.C.V.O., Mr. Alexander Siemens, and Mr. Edwin O.

Sachs, members of council, receiving the visitors, among
whom were leading officials concerned in fire matters from

the War Office, Board of Trade, and other public depart-

ments. There will be another series of tests this month

dealing with the flannelette question, which is of such

importance to child life ; and in December some fire-resist-

ing doors and partitions from the United States will be

under investigation.

Authentic details of the recent Wright gliding experi-

ments are now to hand, from which it appeais that the

machine used was very similar to a recent type of Wright

aeroplane with power. The glider had no front elevator,

but an elevating tail placed 12 feet in the rear of the trail-

ing edge of the main planes. The dimensions of the main

planes were 32 feet by 5 feet respectively, with a smaller

camber than that used in the powered machine. Other-

wise the only alterations made were to increase the sizo

of the vertical rudder in the rear "and to cut down the

length of the skids. With this glider Mr. Orville Wright,

starting from one of the sand-hills near Kill Devil Hill,

twice succeeded in remaining in the air for rather more

than im. 25s. The height of the hill from which he started

was 75 feet. With regard to the automatic stability device

which is stated to have been tried, no details are yet

available. The objects of the gliding trials were to

decrease the head-resistance of the machine, and incident-

ally to solve in a practical manner several pioblmis in

wind pressure.

By the de_ath, at the age of seventy-onr. ol Mr. W.
Irvine, a retired member of the Indian Civil Scrvic',
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UiiLat;il •luili'^ in ihis ((iuiiii\ li;iv-- sulfi-n d a griovous

loss. -Ml. Ir\in.- dm iii;^ :i Imif; .iiid disi in)^iiislicd s.
i •, ! •

in lndi:i :iri|uiird :i sliii.;ul;ii l\ u idi Icilowli-df^r nl ill'

;l;ii l.in^u.ii;'-^ and i<\ l''i--ian. \\' was one ot tli'-

;, ,. .. hdlais \Uiii dr\<it'(l liinis.dl In th<.' history ot ttw

lai' r M'li^ul |>.ii.i<|. Iliv pulilislied work largely consisted

uj paptis ( (Mill ilini. d 1(1 111'- Journ.'d of the Royal Asiatir

Society and <>ili'i |iii indiraK divnird to Oriinlal I'-arniiif^.

These disi)la\'d lii-> wid. aiqiiirenicnls in history and

philolof^N , and Ills -.n. rolls sympathy with India and her

pt-opl.'. Mi- nidi, important works were an olahorate

acroimi 111 ill. aimics of the Moguls, and an admirahle

edition ot ih.- lanuuis " Storia do Mogor," or Mnf^ul India

between 1653 and 1708, the record nl his journcNs and

expirii'iuc's by the Venetian traveller, Niccolao Maiunii,

wliich was published in four volumes in the lii<lian 1
. \t

S.-li.s.

1 111 protest recently made by Lord Curzon against the

i.iion of the Indian Government in proposing the sup-

pissinii of the Central Department of Archaeology was

-.iruiiL;l\ -u|)|)uii.(l in these columns and by the numerous

-riciitiru l.odics and individuals in this country who are

ini.i.si.d in the prescrvaiiun of historical monuments and

th.j excavation of ancient sites. In addition, it has been

shown conclusively that the work of the department had

commended itself to the native princes and to all classes

of the population who loolc back with pride upon the

splendid buildings—the work of vanished races and

dynasties. In the course of the debate on the subject,

raised b\- a motion from Lord Curzon on November 3,

the Secrt laiy of State, the Marquess of Crewe, announced

that while the Government agreed with the contention of

the Government of India that the proposed reorganisation

would not necessarily put an end to the work of conserva-

tion and excavation, he, as representing the Council of

India, took the view " that it is necessary to retain the

r. ntr.il department for advice, for general supervision,

and for the collection of information in connection with

archaeology." This satisfactory result of the controversy,

for which all students of art and history are indebted to

iord Curzon, will be received with general approbation.

The " Uto " photographic paper of Dr. J. H. Smith,

AV'hich when exposed under a coloured transparency would

furnish a coloured copy of the transparency, was referred

to in these columns two or three years ago when it was

placed on the market. For some time past it has been

unobtainable ; and it was known that Dr. Smith was seek-

ing to perfect it. The Soci6t6 \nonyme Utocolor of La
Garenne-Colombes, Paris, is now introducing an improved

paper under the name of *' Utocolor-paper," which

embodies the results of Dr. Smith's investigations. The
new paper is stated to be much more rapid than the old,

and it is free from the odour of anethol, the sensitiser

previously employed. The gelatinous coating of the paper

contains three dyes, red, yellow, and blue, which are

bleached by exposure to light ; and if a coloured light is

employed, the dye, or mixture of dyes, that matches the

colour of the light survives longer than the other dyes,

which absorb the light, and therefore a coloured original

is reproduced. The exposure necessary to copy an auto-

chrome is about two hours of direct sunshine, or several

hours of good diffused light and one hour of sunshine to

finish it. Coloured light-filters are supplied, and one or

both of them are placed over the frame during the exposure.
They serve to absorb the ultra-violet and adjust the com-
parative colour intensities. The paper after exposure is

desensitised, or " fixed," and the prints may then be kept
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in a feebly lifjhted room for a considerable time without :

oli\iou- .hail-' n .-in album, they

Ilia-, I.. |. :
,,,.i.

I H: . .^;lia

has is>ued llie lirsl insialmint oct-cding» for*

1908-9 and 1909-10. It is maiidy - inquiries and
sp. ( nlaiioiiv i.;;ardin;4 (.Main tvjus ,,\ iliru implemontf;

hiuml !- pr-sid-nt. I»r. W. All' n Sturge, and hii

fellox II.: r>-m:trks ih.tt "not only is our di»-

tri( t • An^^lia on. of th.- rich, st in the world for

the old. r ralaoliihi. i. mains, hut it is probably the rii

'

— I ni:: l.t p. I haps ;;i, furth-r and say incomparably

ill.- world in N.(dithi<: r«ni.iin^." The work "t

'' w will 1).: w.li(.ni<d !. •\'' -ludents of j.^

-

lii-i.. d his I idtur. . Dr. ssay discii

in di_i.... .

Mr-,,-:;;,. :,, ;i,,. • ....plements \\)

he has di attribute to ti

a hitjher ao, ,^|.i,L_> i.i..i. -- .>> - :• other author;:

Ai an\ rate this essay, which is w. 11 provided with i!

traiionv, di'ser^vs .^erioiis attention.

Dij. Ri:iH III 11; \. "--M \M\\ I . ir.ii ;'.i.:.s to The J:
_,

Rfvii'w for (). lol,., ntitled " Hen .

and the Jew." Of u. ... ;... .. observes that i

unlikely that any people residing in the centre of the g:

highway of the Old World, as did the Jews and ih ..

neighbours, should have, .ir an\ time, maintained a bio-

logical purity as we understand it in the animal and p! •
'

world. Proceeding to discuss certain cases of m
marriages between Jews and Gent'' '• arrives at

conclusion that " the Jewish faci. whether it

considered to rest on a gross anatomical oasis or whf
it be regarded as the reflection in the facial musculatur-

a peculiar psychical state, is a charai t« r which is sul

to the .Meiid.lian law of heredity." i he obvious criti.

is that the materials are too scanty to warrant this

elusion. The paper, however, suggests an interesting

of inquiry, which the writer might with advantage s;

on a wid.r scale.

.\ r a rec-.-nr di'monstration ijiv.-n ti\' Prof. A. Keiti

the Royal (oll.i^. i>f ^in ;.^. ons, Lincoln's Inn Fields,

series of pr.parauon- w . i • ~i;own which illustrate the

markable growth chan^. s which occur in the bodies

those suffering from acroni. ^aly. Not only was
skeleton affecttd * uliar form of overgrowth, but

were the muscl -era, the joints, the heart,

the lungs. Even llie coats of the appendi.x were increa-

Many of the features of the skeleton recalled thos-

Neanderthal man. The great enlargement of the i

sternum, and clavicles produced a thorax which had ni

points in common with that of the gorilla. The pitui;

bod\ was tir. atly enlarged. It becomes more evident,

our knowledge of acromegaly is extended, that the

pituitary body has a profound influence on the growth

of the body. It is Generally recognised that it coordin.

in som.- maniK r the growth of the skeleton and muse

but it is becoming manifest that it also influences

other systems of the body. A great development of tl

bones and muscles would be useless to the individual ur

there was a corresponding hypertrophy of the heart, lu:

and of the viscera connected with nutrition. The
]

parations added recently to the College of Surge.

Museum show that all these systems are affected. One of

the preparations illustrates a very remarkable structuial

change. In the subject of the disease, a male, t:

had assumed by a process of growth all the char;.c. .

the female pelvis
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Dr. F. Nansen, G.C.V.O., lectured before the Royal

Geographical Society on the Norsemen in America on

November 6. The preparation of a short account of Arctic

exploration had led him to review the whole of the evidence

for the early voyages of the Norsemen, and resulted in

views which differ considerably from those that are current.

He agrees that the attainment of the shore of America

by the Norsemen is certain, but maintains that the

accounts of their voyages as we find them in the Icelandic

sagas is at least in part legendary. Though Greenland,

Helluland, Markland, and Wineland were discovered at

the end of the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh

centuries, the earliest written saga treating with these

voyages was written between 1270 and 1300. He attributes

the details of the self-grown vine and the unsown corn

(or wheat) to interpolations and additions taken from

earlier writings, such as those of Isidor Hispalensis from

the seventh century, when writing of the Fortunate Islands

in the Atlantic west of Africa. The same ideas in very

similar words are seen to occur in the early Irish writings.

His conclusion is that the whole narrative of the Wine-

land voyages is a mosaic of one feature after another

gathered from east and west, among which we find many
features, however, which indicate a certain knowledge of

the real conditions on the north-east coast of America.

At the conclusion of an article on the habits of the

Amazonian ant Polyergus rttfescens, published in vol. xxxi.,

p. 695 (October), of Biologisches Centralblatt, Prof. C.

Emery states that the foundation of a new colony of this

species is doubtless due to one or more fertilised females

effecting an entrance into a nest of Formica fusca or one

of its subspecies. The intruding female, unless she be

stopped by hostile workers, immediately makes her way to

the domicile of the reigning queen, whom, when found, she

attacks and eventually kills with her powerful mandibles.

During the contest the attendant workers remain stupefied

with fright, but at the death of their legitimate queen
quickly receive the foreign female in her place. In the

second year the new queen lays eggs, from which emerge
polyergus-workers, and these eventually obtain the mastery
of the nest.

That certain fishes, such as salmon, which ascend rivers

or streams for spawning assume two, or rarely three,

distinct phases has long been known ; and in a recent issue

(vol. vii., part v.) of Annotationes Zoologicae Japonenses
Prof. S. Hatta shows that the same thing occurs in the
lesser Japanese river-lampern (Lampetra mitsurikii).

Males and females of this species are readily distinguished
by the much greater development of the anal fin in the
latter than in the former ; and as representatives of each
sex are found in both a large phase, which attains a
length of about 8 inches, and in a small phase, in which the
length is less than half this, it is manifest that the species
is dimorphic, especially as the two phases are found in one
and the same stream, and do not intergrade.

A SERIES of nine associated human teeth discovered in a
stratum of Mousterian age in a cave at St. Brelade's Bay,
Jersey, are referred by Messrs. Keith and Knowles, in the
October number of The Journal of Anatomy and Physio-
logy, to the Neanderthal race. In spite of the slight degree
in which the cusps are worn, the pulp-cavities of several
of the teeth were found to be filled with secondary dentine.
This and the size of the roots the authors regard as
characteristic of Neanderthal teeth. Other primitive
features are noticeable in the canine and first lower pre-
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molar, which (in contrast to what obtains among modern

races) is larger than the second, in consequence of having

to serve as an opponent to the upper canine.

With the view of illustrating normal variations in form

and size of chromosomes. Dr. C. E. Walker figures, in a

note received as a separate abstract from Archiv fUr

Zellforschung (vol. vi., part iv.), certain changes observed

during the meiotic division in cells of the generative organ

of Triton and Lepidosiren. Arising therefrom, the argu-

ment is formulated that if the chromosomes are the bearers

of individual variations, the differences in form and size

may be correlated with the fluctuating variations recog-

nised by Darwin.

A REPORT on official investigations regarding " beech

coccus," Cryptococcus fagi, conducted by Mr. L. A. Boodle

and Mr. W. Dallimore, is published in the Kew Bulletin

(No. 8). Personal observations were made in woods in

Buckinghamshire and Berkshire. The evidence is not

thoroughly conclusive, but the investigators express a

definite opinion that the beech coccus is not the destructive

agent as generally supposed, and implicate the two fungi

Nectria ditissima and Melogramma spiniferum, both of

which were universally found on the unhealthy trees.

Another article in the Bulletin, of considerable interest to

gardeners, is the note on peat-moss litter manure, in which

it is stated that the material is neither true peat nor moss,

and is extremely undesirable in gardens, being injurious

unless it has been allowed to rot for two years at least

;

the injurious action is attributed to the excess of organic

acids contained.

As a practicable study in the evolution of a land-form

and its plant covering. Dr. L. Cockayne describes, in a

contribution—of which a separate copy has been received

—

to the Transactions and Proceedings of the Botanical

Society of Edinburgh (vol. xxiv., part iii.), the series of

events which have led to the colonisation of the sub-

alpine river-bed of the Rakaia, in the southern Alps of

New Zealand. The climatic conditions point to an excess

of rain, neutralised by insolation, frost, and high winds,

while controlling edaphic factors are supplied by the porous

soil and glacial water, so that the early colonists must be

able to endure severe ecological changes. The first stages

in colonisation are supplied by Epilohiujn melanocaulon, a

plant provided with light, rapidly germinating seed, and
the mat-forming Raoulia tenuicaulis. On situations raised

above floods these are reinforced by a crustaceous lichen

and other species of Raoulia, notably R. Haastii, which
serves as a nidus for various less hardy colonists. A
steppe association, distinguished by the presence of Raoulia
and tussock grasses, and scrub are subsequent stages.

In all new countries it is necessary to discover new
crops in order that the system of agriculture should be

diversified as much as possible, and particularly is it

desirable to introduce leguminous crops. In a recent issue

of The Agricultural journal of the Union of South Africa

experiments are reported showing that the soya bean is

likely to prove advantageous wherever maize is of great
importance. The crop is not only valuable in itself, but it

leaves nitrogenous residues in the soil that add materially

to the fertility. The seeds are rich in oil, for which there

is a considerable demand by soap-makers and others, while
the residue left after partial extraction of the oil furnishes

useful cattle food.

As a reply to the statement, formulated in a memor-
andum issued by the U.S. Weather Bureau, questioning
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whether it can be shown that deforestation has augmented
j

droughts and floods, an article is published in Ihc Indian
\

Forester (September) citing data and observations to prove

that forests do exercise a marked influence on the regula-

tion and maintenance of water supplies. The evidence sub-
j

mitted falls under three heads. First, deforestation produces

a diminution or cessation of flow in the streams ; most of

the examples quoted belong to this category. Testimony

from Monroe, Wisconsin, affirms that in seventy years the

forest region has been reduced from 83 to 6 per cent. ;

coincidently, streams have dried up entirely, and mills

have ceased to operate. Secondly, reafforestation leads to

an increased water supply. An instance from Burma is

noted, according to which renewal of the forests on Popa

Hill, Myingyan, has averted the periodic drying up of the

streams. Thirdly, corroborative conclusions are derived

from a comparison of the flow in neighbouring streams,

fed in one case from protected, in the other from denuded,

catchment areas.

The Board of Agriculture issues leaflets calculated to

serve a very useful purpose by giving information to

farmers on such problems as plant diseases, crop manage-
ment, and manures. The leaflets are short, concisely

worded, and where possible illustrated. Some of the recent

issues deal with bacteriosis of the potato and tomato

;

actinomycosis in cattle, a disease caused by the growth on

the animal's tongue of the parasitic fungus Actinomyces

coming from grasses, cereals, or the soil. Another leaflet

deals with the three weed grasses Triticium repens,

Agrostis vulgaris, and Arrhenatherutn avenaceum, all de-

scribed by the farmer as couch or twitch ; whilst a third

gives an account of the composition of seaweed and its

use as manure.

The eleventh annual report of the Midland Agricultural

and Dairy College shows that the members of the staff

are responding in a splendid manner to the demands made
on them by students and farmers. The principal says of

one of the departments :
" Every use has been made of the

time and facilities that are available, and often leisure

that ought to have been spent in recreation has been

devoted to extra work," a statement fully borne out by

the separate reports from the individual members of the

staff. The Board of Agriculture has increased the grant

to the maximum of loooi., but more space seems to be

needed in several departments. Favourable reports were
sent by the examiners, except only in one instance, and
there a perusal of the examination questions shows that the

fault lies with neither students nor staff.

The summary of the weather for the week ending

November 4, issued by the Meteorological Office, shows
that the conditions were very stormy throughout the period.

Several large and important storm areas arrived from the

Atlantic and extended over the British Islands and their

neighbourhood. Severe gales were experienced on several

days during the week, and on Saturday, November 4, the

barometer at Thorshavn fell below 28-0 inches as the

central area of the storm traversed Fasroe. The rainfall

for the week e.xceeded the average in all districts except
in the north-east of England and in the English Channel.
In the west of Scotland the measurement was 3-89 inches,

which is 2-59 inches more than the average, and in the
north of Scotland the excess was 2-29 inches. The aggre-
gate rainfall for the nine weeks of the present autumn is

now in excess of the average in the south-east and north-
west of England, in the English Channel, and in the south
of Ireland, whilst the deficiency in other districts is being
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greatly lessened by the recent heavy rains. At Greenwich
the rainfall for October was 3-29 inches, which is 0-44 inch

more than the average of the past sixty years ; and
October was the wettest month since November of last

year.

Among several useful papers in the Journal of the

Meteorological Society of Japan for August is one, by Mr.

Y. Tsuiji, on earth temperature at Taihoku (Formosa

based on eleven years' observations (1897-1907). The
surface layer of the ground is clay, and underground water

is met with at a depth of about 20 feet. The tables show
that the average annual air temperature is 21-54° ^-t *"''

at the surface of the ground 23-55' ; at 05 metre the mean
is 23-39°, 3t I metre 23-31°, at 3 metres 23-11°. The
mean decreases with depth, while the rate of diminution

also becomes smaller as the depth increases ; the annual

range diminishes with increase of depth, while the epoch

of extreme temperature is retarded. The author submits

the results to harmonic analysis, and remarks that they

show that if we are satisfied with a rough determination

of the mean values for practical use, there is no need for

that laborious process adopted in modern meteorology.

In The Cairo Scientific Journal for September detail

are given of a slight earthquake shock which was felt in

Cairo on August 22 at loh. 23m. east European time. It

was characterised by the very rapid character of th

vibrations.

In Petermann's Mitteilungen for October the results of

the census of Mexico taken in October, 1910, are dis-

cussed and presented in a map which shows the distribu-

tion of population density. The northern portion to the

north of lat. 25° is scantily peopled, having a population

of from one to three to the square kilometre. The most

densely peopled region is in the central part by Mexico,

where a small portion is shown as having 480 inhabitant

per square kilometre.

We have received a catalogue of surveying and drawing
instruments made by Messrs. C. F. Casella and Co., Ltd.,

of II Rochester Row, London, S.W. Besides the usual

types of instruments, this firm constructs several of a

special character, and full descriptions of some of these

are given in the catalogue. Among these we may not

Reeves's tangent micrometer for use on sextants arni

theodolites; Reeves's distance-finder alidade, in which the

3-foot alidade rod can be utilised as a distance finder, so

that when used on a plane table the distance of objects

can be determined either by intersection or by direct

measurement. Hepworth's electric artificial horizon is a

simple attachment by which, when a line on the horizon

glass is in alignment with the eye of the observer and the

natural horizon, the observer is notified by an audible

signal, so that the use of the sea-horizon is no longer

necessary, and observations can be taken when fog or mist

may obscure the horizon.

The Journal of the Franklin Institute for October con-

tains an abstract of a paper on the rSle of water in

minerals, by Dr. \\'. W. Coblentz, of the Bureau of.

Standards, Washington, which gives an account of a
method of investigating the question which seems likely to

furnish more definite information than has been available

in the past. Dr. Coblentz examines the infra-red absorption

spectra of a number of minerals having water of crystal-,

lisation by means of a vacuum bolometer and a mirror;;

spectrometer. He finds that in some cases the absorption

spectrum of the crystal is not, while in other cases it is.
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the superposed spectra of the anhydrous substance and

water. The water in crystals of the first class he proposes

to call " water of constitution," and in the second " water

of crystallisation." The latter term would thus include

water which has in the past been known as " water of

crystallisation," " dissolved water," and " water of solid

solution."

The diurnal variation of magnetic declination at Kiel

is discussed by L. Weber and H. Borchardt in a paper in

Heft I, Bd. XV., of the Naturwissenschaftlichen Verein for

Schleswig-Holstein. . The data, derived from a magneto-

graph of special construction, extended—with two or three

short interruptions—from January, 1902, to September,

1910. The range of the regular diurnal variation in

individual months varied from 2-8' in December, 1905, to

12-8' in July, 1906 ; while the range of the mean diurnal

inequality for the year varied from 6-63' in 1909 to 8-46'

in 1905. At the end are curves showing the diurnal varia-

tion for the twelve months of the three years 1907 to 1909

treated individually, and for the twelve months of the seven

years 1903 to 1909 combined, as well as the mean diurnal

variation for the year from the last-mentioned period.

The recent study of white plumage and hair coloration

has led to the interesting conclusion that there are two

varieties of white, one of which is dominant and the other

recessive. These are indistinguishable to the eye, but

exact opposites from the breeder's point of view. Dr.

R. A. Gortner, working in the biochemical laboratory of

the Carnegie Institution, has shown recently (Journal of

I Biological Chemistry, September) that dominant whites do

I

not contain a melanin which is lacking in the recessive

'. whites ; he attributes dominant whites to the presence of

a factor which inhibits pigment formation. His experi-

ments prove that the oxidation of tyrosine by tyrosinase

is prevented by the presence of aromatic phenols, which

[
contain two hydroxy] groups in the meta position to each

t other, such as resorcinol, orcinol, or phloroglucinol.

t These phenols do not inhibit other oxydases than tyrosine.

j

It is supposed that in dominant whites such an inhibiting

' factor is present, whereas the recessive whites lack enzyme
or chromogen or both, and also lack the inhibiting factor.

J

' Engineering for November 3 comments on the report of

the commission appointed to inquire into the cause of the

Liherti explosion, which has now been made public.

' Briefly, the report states :—(i) That it was not due to an
' act of malevolence. {2) That it was not due to a fire

: having occurred in any of the spaces adjoining the

magazines. (3) That it was due to the inflammation of a

;^
cartridge of service powder in one or other of the forward

I

starboard magazines containing only powder from one lot—
' namely, lot BM^, AM, 2-06 P.B.—j.e. the second lot of

( powder manufactured in 1906 at the Government powder
,
factory of Pont-de-Buis. The commission hesitates to

attribute the cause to " spontaneous combustion " of the

', powder. Among other recommendations, the report states

that the recent order lowering to four years the limit of

j
age allowed for powders stored on board will be, without

j doubt, for a long time yet one of the most efficacious

'guarantees of safety against the instability of "B"
I

powders
; in foreign navies the limit of age is even lower.

j Our contemporary points out that British cordite is

I
J
tested as soon as possible after it becomes eight years

I

'old, and though inspection is made twice yearly of all

(cordite, it is clear that it is expected to last at least eight

|,
years. Germany and Italy both use nitro-glycerine powders
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for their navies, which, so far as is known, have been

immune from trouble as regards powder. Possibly the

United States regulations are referred to, since the U.S.
Navy use a nitro-cellulose powder

—

i.e. the same type as

the French Navy. Engineering holds that the report con-

firms its already published views that, for naval purposes,

the nitro-cellulose type of propellent powder is vastly

inferior, both chemically and ballistically, as compared
with the nitro-glycerine type. Indications are not want-
ing that the U.S. Navy may have to deplore a similar

disaster, as it has lately adopted the course of " rework-
ing " its " old " powders, some of them only a couple

or so years old, with so-called stabilisers. These may
have their uses when added to newly made powders

;

but to add them to powders which have already shown
themselves to be unstable, from the fact that they are

sentenced to be reworked, is a dangerous expedient which
no economic consideration can excuse.

Mr. W. Martindale, New Cavendish Street, London,

W., has issued a new complete price-list of apparatus,

chemicals, and appliances generally suitable for scientific

chemists and medical practitioners. The catalogue runs to

182 large pages, is well illustrated, and arranged in a form

handy for reference.

Many valuable works—old and new—are included in a

catalogue of second-hand books on meteorology and terres-

trial magnetism just issued by Messrs. H. Sotheran and

Co., 43 Piccadilly, W. Brief notes are given describing

the characters of most of the books. The catalogue

includes also a collection of works on airmanship, and a

supplement of cognate periodicals and publications of

learned societies.

An illustrated supplement, 1911, to the catalogue of

scientific apparatus issued in 1910 by Messrs. Heynes

Mathew, Ltd., of Cape Town, serves to show, incidentally,

the satisfactory way in which the teaching of science is

being developed in South Africa. The science teachers in

South African schools are now able to obtain locally the

equipment and material necessary for their work. The
present list shows that this firm is in a position to under-

take the complete furnishing and equipment of laboratories.

The Revista Tecnica del Ministerio de Obras Publicas

of Venezuela for September contains a note on the calcu-

lation of geographical coordinates and azimuths for a

geodetic triangulation on which a physical and political

map of the country may be based. The values for

Clarke's ellipsoid of 1866 are used, and the Coast and

Geodetic Survey of the United States is followed for the

logarithms of the different constants involved in the com-

putations.

Among notices of forthcoming scientific books which we

have received during the week may be mentioned the

following :—Messrs. Methuen have in the press a book by

Mr, R. Lydekker, F.R.S., entitled " The Ox and its

Kindred." Commencing with a discussion as to the proper

English name of the domesticated animal, the author gives

a sketch of the structure and zoological position of oxen,

followed by a history of the extermination of the wild

ox, or aurochs. Accounts are also given of park-cattle

and the chief domesticated breeds of cattle—British and

foreign ; the book concludes with brief surveys of the wild

and extinct members of the group.—Messrs. Kegan Paul,

Trench, Triibner and Co., Ltd., are publishing under the

title of " North Sea Fishers and Fighters " a work, by

Mr. Walter Wood, on the development of the deep-sea
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fisheries. The iKwk deals fully with the men of the North

Sea, and is t-mbeilish^d with colour and pencil drawings

and photographs.—Mr. William Lewis, of Duke Street,

Cardiff, is publishing for the Cardiff Naturalists' Society

the first volume of "The Flora of Glamorgan," including

the spermaphytfs and vascular cryptogams, with index.

rh«- work has Ix'en prepared under the direction of a com-

iiiitt.,; of th.,- Cardiff Naturalists' Society, and is edited by

Prof. .V. H. Trow.

OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Hrooks's Comet, 1911c.—In addition to the ordinary

cometary spectrum, M. Bosler finds radiations at \\ 407,

405, 401, and 399 in the spectrum of the head of Brooks's

comet. A longer exposure on September 25 showed also

the tail radiations, and it was seen that XX 401, 425, and

456 extended some 1° 30' into the tail, while the radiation

at X 470 extended for not more than 30'.

Prof. Inigucz, describing the photographs secured at the

Madrid Observatory {jComptes rendus. No. 17, October 23),

records seven condensations in the spectrum, viz. XX 555,

514, 472, 440, 423, 410, and 388. But the fourth and

sixth are multiple, the wave-lengths of their components
being 440, 434 and 432 and 410, 407, 405, 404, and 402

respectively ; X 388 is double.

The comet is still visible near the horizon, south of east,

just before daybreak ; but, as will be seen from the follow-

ing ephemeris, by Dr. Ebell, the southern declination is

increasing, and the comet, receding from both sun and
earth, is becoming fainter :

—

Ephemeris 12)1. M.T. Berlin.

I9II
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graphers of all classes in order to make this exhibition, the

first of its kind, a success. All communications should be

addressed to Senor Don Salvador Raurich, Calle Gran Via

Diagonal, 462, 2°, Barcelona, Spain.

The Magnitudes of Eighty-eight Stars in Coma
Berenices.—In No. 43 (vol. iv., 7) of the Mitteilungen

der Nikolai-Hanptsternwarte zu Pidkoxva Herr Beljawsky

gives the resulting magnitudes obtained from the measures

of two plates exposed in March last on the Coma Berenices

group. The magnitudes were determined by comparison

with stars of the Pleiades group, taken on the same plates

between exposures on the Coma Berenices group. Com-
paring his final magnitudes

with those obtained by

Pickering, M. Beljawsky

finds that there is a distinct

connection between the differ-

ence Beljawsky-Pickering and

the spectral class of the stars

concerned ; the difference in-

creases from class A (0-38) to

class K (0.84), and the in-

crease is probably due to a

difference in the_ scale of

photographic magnitudes.

houses are divided so as to have both a hot and moist
and also a cooler and drier portion.

The new botanical block is entirely devoted to laboratory
accommodation, and does not contain any lecture-rooms or

museum galleries. The facilities for botanical w-ork in the

University are added to by the experimental grounds and
greenhouses on the Behrens Estate, Fallowfield, which
supply both the need . of economic botany and zoology.

Here experiments in plant breeding have been in progress
for some time past, as well as investigations on conditions

of cultivation, as affecting the development or prevention of

certain plant diseases, and the testing of varieties of culti-

vated plants supposed to be immune to disease.

THE ISKW BOTANICAL
LABORATORIES OF
THE UNIVERSITY
OF MANCHESTER.

''pHE new botanical labora-
tories of the University

of Manchester were opened
by Dr. D. H. Scott, F.R.S.,
on Friday last, November 3.

The new block of buildings
consists of four main floors

with two mezzanines, and is

planned so as to give ade-
quate accommodation for the
various branches of botanical
science.

For palaeobotany, the study
of which is so closely

associated with the name of

the late Prof. Williamson,
the first professor of botany
of the Owens College, a room
is set apart on the ground
floor, close to the entrance on
the south side of the build-

ing ; while on the north is a
well-lighted laboratory for

thirty junior students, con-
nected directly with the larger

elementary laboratory in the
main building, which is cap-
able of seating forty more
students. On the first fioor

is a large research labora-

tory, opening into the senior

laboratory.

The second floor is devoted
entirely to the Cryptogamic
Department, which owes its endowment to the munificenl
legacy of the late Prof. Barker. In addition to providing
facilities for researches of a purely scientific nature, the
Barker Laboratory will be available for inquiries connected
with agriculture, such as investigations into diseases of
plants caused by fungi and bacteria.
On the third floor the laboratory for plant physiology

occupies the gable end of the building, being designed so
as to possess both north light for microscope work and
south and west light for experiments requiring direct sun-
light. Such experiments can be made either in the labora-
tory itself or in the greenhouses, which occupy the whole
f^xtent of the south front of the top floor. The green-
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New ilotanical Laboratories, University of Manchester. [E. Vincent IV'anf.

At the opening ceremony on Friday, November 3, the

Vice-Chancellor (Sir Alfred Hopkinson) welcomed the

guests, and after referring to the need there had been for

securing adequate accommodation for the teaching of

botany in the University, and the steps taken by the

council of the University to meet the requirements of the

growing department, invited Dr. Scott to open the new
building. A ceremonial key was presented to Dr. Scott by
the architect, Mr. Paul Waterhouse, and, after the door

had been unlocked, the building was declared open, and
was inspected by the visitors.

Later in the afternoon Dr. Scott delivered a short address
to the friends and students of the University, and spoke
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ill appreciation of the work of the first professor of botany

in the Owens College, the late Prof. Williamson. He
directed attention to the fact that during the sixt)- years

which had passed since the foundation of the Owens :

College there had been only two professors of botany there.

Williamson was the first, and the second was the present

occupant of the chair, Prof. Weiss. Recalling the facts

of Dr. Williamson's life. Dr. Scott reminded his audience

of the many-sided character of the former professor of

botany, and also specified in detail the work done by

Williamson. He took a leading part in bringing home to

scientific people the importance of those fossil romains
j

which show structure. Fossil plants are preserved in two
|

iliiili" difTorent ways. On one hand we have the more
j

familiar kind of specimens in the form of casts or

impressions which show the external form—often very

beautiful—or organisation, but not the structure. On the

other are specimens, usually very fragmentary, showing

little or nothing of external form, but showing the struc-

ture, often beautifully preserved. It was upon the latter

form of fossils that all Williamson's later work was done.

The fine building now completed is a worthy expression of

the progress of the study of botany in Manchester, which

has now become one of the greatest centres of botanical

teaching in the kingdom.
The ceremony concluded with a vote of thanks to Dr.

Scott, proposed by Sir Edward Donner and seconded by

Prof. Weiss.

PLAGUE IN EAST ANGLIA.

AFTER a period of quiescence lasting for just over a

year, plague has again appeared in East Anglia.

Between December 12, 1906, and January, 1907, there were

several cases of what was supposed to be pneumonia in two

adjoining cottages in the parish of Shotley. There were

three cases in one house, two of which were fatal, and five

cases in the other, of which four were fatal. It is believed

now that all these were cases of pneumonic plague. In

January, 1910, two persons died at Trimley, exactly opposite

Shotley, on the other side of the River Orwell, from a

disease now believed to have been plague. In September,

1910, four persons died in two adjoining cottages in the

village of Freston, six miles from Shotley. On October 10

last a seaman was admitted to the sick quarters of the

Shotley Royal Naval Barracks, Suffolk, and subsequently

developed symptoms of pneumonia. His sputum was

examined, and plague bacilli were found. Although there

is no certain proof of the source of infection, it is believed

he caught the plague from a rabbit he skinned, and that

in so doing he cut his finger. This event is not altogether

unexpected, as it was known some weeks ago that rats in

the Samford Hundred—the district enclosed by the Rivers

Orwell and Stour—were again plague-infected ; and a

vigorous campaign against the rats is being pursued.

When the epidemic occurred last year competent authorities

warned the Local Government Board of the need for con-

certed and widespread action for the extermination of rats

in the infected district and the delimitation of the infected

area.

According to the latest report, the authorities in the

Samford district are taking every precaution in the way of

destroying rats. As the result of the suggestions of the

Local Government Board, it is now proposed that rat-

catchers shall be employed in a number of parishes. The
public will still receive 2d. for every rat killed. Returns of

rats killed showed that hundreds were being destroyed in

some parishes ; in others there were very few to kill. The
Local Government Board proposes that concerted action in

regard to the plague should be taken by all the neighbour-
ing rural and urban authorities, and it also advises the

appointment of a special officer to supervise the destruc-

tion of rats. It is to be hoped that, in addition, arrange-
ments will be made for a bacteriological examination of a

large proportion of the rats captured, for this procedure is

required in order to ascertain the prevalence and area of

infection. The rabbits and hares also should be subjected

to examination.
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COSORESS OF THE UNIVERSITIES OF THE
EMPIRE (1912).

AT a meeting of the Home Universities Committee of

the congress, consisting of the Vice-Chancellors uf

the universities of the United Kingdom and other r- pr---

sentatives, held on Saturday, November 4, the progninime

of subjects for discussion at the congress in July, 1912, was

settled.

The meetings of the congress will be held on July, 2, ,;.

4, and 5, on four mornings and two afternoons. There will

be, in addition, a business meeting.

The subjects for discussion fall under two heads, and .1

as follows :

—

I.— Universities in their Relation to one anothr:

(i) Conditions of entrance to universities and the r-

bility of equivalence and mutual recognition of entrai:

tests to degree courses.

(2) Interchange of university teachers ; conditions

interchange.

(3) Inter-university arrangements for post-graduate ;

research students.

(4) Question of division of work and specialisation amo.

universities.

(5) The establishment of a central university bureau :

constitution and functions.

II.

—

Universities in their Constitutional Aspects >i>td

their Relation to Teachers, Graduates, and Students.

(i) The relation of universities to technical and y.

fessional education and to education for the public servic

(2) Provision of courses of study and examinations i

other than degree students, including university extensi

and tutorial class work, and specialised courses both o\

general and tecimical character for students engaged

professional, commercial, and industrial pursuits.

(3) The representation of teachers and graduates on t:

governing body of a university.

(4) Action of universities in relation to the after-care.

of their students.

(5) The position of women in universities.

(6) The problem of universities in the East in re^....i

their influence on character and moral ideals.

(7) Residential facilities, including colleges and hostels.

Upon some of these subjects it is hoped that by coop.

tion between the universities some action may be possib

e.g. such subjects as the extent to which universities n

recognise each other's entrance examinations, facilities

post-graduate students from other universities, interchai .

of professors, &c. There are other questions upon wh
most, if not all, of the universities will have taken «<

action and obtained some experience, such as the relati>

ship of universities to colleges associated or federated \\

them, the position of women in universities, provision

students other than degree students, &c. L'pon these qu

tions what is wanted is a summary of the experience

each university presented in a way that will be useful

comparison and will furnish a body of information

permanent value. Accordingly, in addition to the subj'

for discussion, other subjects have been selected upon wli

each of the fifty-one universities is asked to prepare 1

memorandum. These memoranda will be printed befor -

hand and issued to members of the congress.

It has been decided that, in addition to the delegates, of

which each university is entitled to appoint not more than

four, invitations to be present, with the right to speak at

the meetings of the congress, shall be issued to a certain

number of selected persons. It has been decided that no

resolutions will be submitted at the ordinary meetings of

the congress, but a special business meeting, confined to

: delegates of the universities, will be held to deal with

executive business. In addition, associate membership of

the congress will be open to all who may desire to join on

payment of a fee of los. 6d.

\

BOT'iNY AT THE BRITISH ASSOCIATIOy.
nro suit the convenience of members of other sections,

^ the president (Prof. F. E. Weiss) delivered his open-

ing address at twelve noon on Thursday, August 31. The
address has already been printed in full in NATfRE
(September 21, p. 395).

In recent years Section K has frequently shown a
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tendency to specialise at particular meetings, e.g. in

physiology at Dublin. This year an international phyto-

geographical excursion had been arranged to visit the

British Isles during August, and to conclude with the

British Association week at Portsmouth. The advent of so

many eminent foreign phytogeographers predetermined that

the bias of this year's meeting should be ecological. Field

excursions, therefore, formed a prominent feature of the

programme. The localities visited included Kingley Vale
(yew woods), the New Forest (heath, valley-moors, and
woodland), Southampton Water (Spartina associations),

and Ditcham Park (beech-wood, &c.). In addition to the

excursions, there were two discussions and a number of

individual papers dealing with phytogeographical subjects.

These may be taken first.

T/ie Relation of the Present Plant Population of the

British Isles to the Glacial Period.

A joint meeting of botanists, geologists, and geographers
as arranged for Monday morning, September 4, the sub-

ject under discussion being the relation of the present plant

population of the British Isles to the Glacial period.

The discussion was opened by Mr. Clement Reid,

F.R.S., who first gave a brief historical summary, and
then proceeded to discuss some of the problems which par-

ticularly need solution. The first question is, " Are any
of our plants survivors that managed to live through the

cold of the Glacial period in some warm nook in Britain? "

This he answered in the negative, except in the case of

certain arctic and alpine species, which thus, he believes,

form the oldest element of the British flora. Discussing
(with the aid of specially prepared maps) the distribution

of ice during the period of maximum intensity of cold, he
concluded that the whole of the temperate flora must have
been swept away as completely as the celebrated volcanic
eruption of 1883 destroyed the vegetation of Krakatoa.
0ealing now with the question of reimmigration, he could
find no evidence for the existence of post-glacial land-
bridges connecting the mainland of Great Britain with
either the Scilly Isles, Ireland, or the Continent. Mr.
Reid then mentioned some of the well-known peculiarities

of distribution in our flora, especially the cases of the

Pyrenean, Atlantic and Germanic elements. Most of the
species composing these elements are not really maritime
plants, though they have a marked coastal distribution.

This he explained as due to their comparatively recent
introduction from the nearest continental shores, the lapse
of time being such that the slow process of spreading
inland has only as yet extended a few miles. Mr. Reid
strongly urged the view that chance introduction of seeds
(e.g. by birds driven by exceptionally strong gales) during
thousands of years explains the existing peculiarities of
geographical distribution in a way that no changes of sea
or land or climate will do.
The president then read a letter which Mr. Reid had

received from Dr. A. R. Wallace, F.R.S. Dr. Wallace
said that he was firmly convinced that plants had great
powers of distribution over the sea, in rare cases even
for thousands of miles. Referring to the flora of the
Azores, he said " there is absolutely no doubt that the
whole of its plants have been gradually introduced during
the latter half of the Tertiary period, over a width of
ocean of about 1000 miles." But he could not accept Mr.
Reid's view that the whole of our flora had been ex-
terminated. " Temperature is only one of many, very
many, factors that determine the distribution of species ;

and it is also certain that at the southern limit of the ice-

sheet the winter temperature may have been quite mild
enough to support a large number of our species." Dr.
Wallace added that the covering of snow during the winter
mav have been a compensation for the low temperature.

Dr. Scharff discussed the problem from the zoological
PO'/it of view, dealing principally with the larger mammals
living in Ireland in present and past times. From the
evidence of animal remains in the Irish turf, marl and
cave deposits, Dr. Scharff maintained that many of the
larger herbivores, e.g. Irish elk, reindeer, &c., survived in

|

Ireland during the Glacial period. As these animals would
require an abundant supply of vegetable food, he differed
'pm Mr. Reid as regards the survival of both animals and

' ints in Ireland during the cold of the Glacial period.
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Dr. O. Stapf, F.R.S., expressed his agreement with the
opener's view as to the extinction and reimmigration of
the temperate flora of the British Isles, but opposed the
view that the curious distribution of the American,
Atlantic, and limestone elements is due to chance introduc-
tion of seeds from great distances. He described the
present distribution of the American and Atlantic plants
in question, and pointed out that in both cases there
existed (if the different species composing the two groups
are considered) such gradations of discontinuity as to con-
nect the extreme cases with cases of almost continuous
areas. These extreme instances of discontinuous areas,
then, would merely represent the last phase of disintegra-
tion. Dr. Stapf concluded by emphasising the importance
of preserving and coordinating all records (of rare finds,

&c.) which bear on the history of the flora of the British
Isles.

Prof. C. Schroter dealt with the theories of Nathorst
and Brockman with regard to the post-glacial history of
the Swiss flora. He also pointed out that new evidence
has accumulated showing the great importance of wind
as a factor in the dispersal of plants in the Swiss Alps.

Mr. Wright directed attention to the presence of deeply
submerged forests and peat-beds in the southern half of

the British Isles. This indicates, though it scarcely proves,

that a land connection with the Continent existed in post-

glacial times. This connection seems to be demanded for

the entry of the larger mammals which have found their

way into England and Ireland since the Ice age. The
evidence as to the total extinction of all life on Krakatoa
has been questioned on the ground that seeds may have
been preserved in the old surface deposits beneath the

mantle of ash, and subsequently exposed for growth by
the rapid formation of rain gullies known to have followed

the eruption.

Prof. P. F. Kendall ^ entirely agreed with the con-

clusions of Mr. Reid, and instanced the case of the Isle of

Man as indicating on a small scale what has probably

happened in the British Isles as a whole. The Isle of

Man presents a great variety of topographical, hydro-
graphic, and other features, and thus offers conditions

favourable to the maintenance of an equally varied flora

and fauna. But the island is remarkably poor in the

number of species of both animals and plants. The ex-

planation seems clear that since the departure of the great

ice-sheet the island has been repopulated by plants and
animals introduced by chance agencies across the Irish

Sea.
Dr. J. E. Marr, F.R.S.,' said it is generally admitted

that after the great Ice age a period occurred which was
marked by widespread steppe conditions. It is to be ex-

pected that survivals of this period would persist in areas

not now under steppe conditions. He suggested that a

case of such persistence may be found in a group of xero-

phytes growing on the Brecklands of North Suffolk and
South Norfolk.

Prof. O. Drude pointed out that in attempting to solve

a problem of this nature it was necessary to consider, not

Great Britain alone, but also the whole of middle Europe.

During what is known as the Baltic Ice age, Picca excelsa,

and even Hymenophyllum, survived in Saxony. It is not

impossible, therefore, that temperate forms, mingled with

boreal, may have survived in the south of England.
Dr. F. J. Lewis was of opinion that the evidence of

submerged peat deposits and buried forests pointed to

considerably greater changes of level than those allowed

by Mr. Reid. He also thought that the conditions
^
of

Krakatoa were so different from those of Britain during

post-glacial times that comparisons between the two were

unsafe.
Dr. C. H. Ostenfeld thought that the importance of

" nunataks " has been overestimated. It is very diflRcult

to be certain of whether a mountain summit has been

glaciated or not. Dr. Ostenfeld maintained that the bulk

of the temperate British flora had returned bv means of

a land-bridge, though he admitted that a few of the

Atlantic and the two American species had probably

arrived by chance.
Mr. E. A. N. Arber believed that land connections existed

1 Prof. Kendall and Dr. Marr sent written communications, as they were
unable to be present.
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between England and France, both before and after the
in.-tin period of glaciation.

Dr. C. v.. Mos*; thought it a mistake to confine attention
to the local " Liisitanian " species of west Ireland and
south-west luigland. Hiloiiging to the same distributional

type are a nunitxr of halophytes, e.g. Limonium relicti-

latum, Suacda jruticosa, &c., which in Britain are limited

to the south and oast coasts. These probably migrated
from south Murope to Britain via the west coast of France.
Being salt-marsh plants, their seeds are probably carried
by ocean drifts. This may explain their absence from the
west coast of Britain, as the trend of the currents is in

an easterly direction.

Mr. G. Claridge Druce contributed to the discussion a
statement of the appearance of species in isolated spots,

e.g. Scirpus maritimus in Berkshire, and suggested that
these were examples of chance dispersal by wind or birds.

The same was probably true of the rapid spread of Crepis
tara.\acifolia over Midland England during the last twenty
years.

-Mr. Clement Reid briefly replied, and still adhered to
his main contentions. With regard to the possible survival
of plants in Britain, not only was the land itself glaciated,
but the surrounding sea was intensely cold. On the sub-
ject of post-glacial connections with the Continent we
cannot speak with absolute certainty, but he could find no
evidence of sufficiently great oscillations of level to allow
of their existence. The Irish peat-bog mammals referred
to by Dr. Scharff are all good swimmers, and could quite
well have crossed a narrow strait. This concluded one of
the best discussions which has been held under the auspices
of Section K.

The Principles of Constructing Phytogeographical Maps.

A second discussion was arranged for Tuesday morning,
.September 5, on the principles of constructing phytogeo-
graphical maps.

Dr. C. E. Moss, who opened this discussion, briefly
traced the history of the recently issued British vegetation
maps, and compared them with those produced on the
Continent. Dr. Moss pointed out the uses, and also the
limitations, of such maps. He emphasised the fact that
vegetation maps are just as important as geological maps.
Yet the latter are prepared and published by a Government
department, while the former are left to the initiative of
private individuals, who at present experience great
difficulty in securing the publication of their work.

Prof. C. Schroter, who exhibited a fine collection of
phytogeographical maps he had brought with him from
Switzerland, classified such maps as follows :—(i) auto-
chorological maps, which show the distribution of
systematic units (genera, species, &c.)

; (2) synchorological
or formation maps, illustrating the distribution of plant
formations

; (3) epiontological or historical maps, giving
the distribution of floral elements and the history of their
innnigration

; and (4) floristic maps, showing the division
of a country into botanical regions.

r^rof. O. Drude laid down certain important principles
which should be observed in constructing phytogeographical
maps. E.g. the colour scheme should be such as not to
Interfere with the general topography, which should be
clearly distinguishable even in vegetation maps. Prof.
Drude then proceeded to criticise the British maps in
respect to certain technical details. He was followed bv

Mr. A. G. Tansley, who pointed out that most of Prof.
Drude's criticisms had been anticipated by the committee
for the survey and study of British vegetation. Many
improvements had been adopted in the later maps which,
as Dr. Moss had pointed out, still awaited publication.

Dr. E. Rijbel distributed copies of his vegetation map of
the Bernina district in the Engadine. This map shows
what can be done in the way of indicating on a single map
such things as, e.g. in the case of woodland, not only the
distribution of forest, but also the proportion of the more
important trees, the types of undergrowth, &c.

Ecological Papers.

Thursday was largely devoted to individual ecological
papers.

Prof. F. W. Oliver, F.R.S.. read a paper on the life-

history of a shingle bank, in which he dealt with the con-
ditions under which plants exist on maritime shingle
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beaches. Most shingle banks are very mobile. This is due

partly to the action of storm waves and partly to under-

mining by percolating sea water. .\ passive condition is

indicated by the presence of lichens, &:c. The origin of the

soil occupying the interstices of the shingle was discussed.

The most important source of this appears to be the drift

on the lee side of the bank. This gradually becomes in-

corporated with the shingle during the slow landward

march of the latter. Considered as a plant habitat, a very

remarkable feature of a shingle bank is the rich supply of

water with which it is provided, even in its upper zon<-

This feature requires further investigation.

Prof. C. .Schroter next gave an illustrated account of t

Swiss National Park and its flora. There are in Switz

land at the present time four organisations working (

the preservation of natural and prehistoric monuini.:-

One of the results of this movement has been the c^t li-:i-

ing of a National Park, or reservation. This is planii"!

to cover an area of 200 square kilometres, about 90 <(

which have already been acquired.
|

Prof. J. Massart, in a very interesting paper on phyio- I

geography as an experimental science, strongly urged th** \

necessity for experiment as a method of attacking probl* "

of plant geography. One example mentioned was the (

.

of certain moorland plants (e.g. Calluna vulgaris) \\h

flourish in such an unusual habitat as the limestone p.iN

ments of west Ireland. Why are these calcifuge spe(

able to grow on limestone in Ireland? Is it because ;

climate is sufficiently favourable to enable them to wii

stand the deleterious effects of the calcareous soil? <»

because the limestone forms of these species are bioloL;

races, analogous to the cases of some parasitic fungi ? '

is it that certain competing species are absent fr

Ireland? This and many similar problems can only

solved by direct experiment.

The afternoon session was opened by Prof. H. <

Cowles, who gave an illustrated account of a fifteen-y.

study of the advancing sand-dunes of Lake Michig.

These dunes are frequently 65 metres in height, and trn

so rapidly that few of the antecedent plants are able

survive. Curiously enough, those which do so are not

more xerophytic species, but swamp plants and mesophyt

such as Cornus, Salix, Populus, &c. The survival of th

plants depends on their capacity to elongate and prod,

new adventitious roots rapidly.

Miss S. M. Baker, in describing the brown seaweed-

a salt marsh, stated that all the brown seaweeds occuri

;

near high-water level on rocky shores are capable of giving

rise to marsh forms. Such marsh forms are frequently

characterised by a spiral twisting of the thallus.

Prof. R. H. Yapp next discussed the causes which deter-

mine the formation of hairs and palisade cells in plants.

The results of many previous experiments show that, iHt

general, palisade tissue and the hairs on aerial shoots are'

best developed under external conditions which either

favour transpiration or hinder absorption. The conclusion

was arrived at that the initial stimulus leading to th*»

development of these special cells is connected with .t

diminished water supply. But turgidity is a necessary cor-

dition for the actual growth of the cells. Thus peril

fluctuations in the turgor of the cells concerned, such

will frequently occur during the alternation of day .ii.d

night, may play an important part.

Dr. F J. Lewis read a paper on the forest stages repre-

sented in the peat underlying the moorlands of Britain.

The author's earlier researches on this subject are well

known. In this paper he gave some of the results of his

more recent work in the Hebrides and elsewhere. The
paper was well illustrated by lantern-slides.

.\ paper was communicated by Miss L. Baker and Mr.

B. W. Baker on the plant associations of the district round
Macclesfield.

Mr. W. B. Crump, in an interesting paper on the water-

content of acidic peats, dealt with the question of the

water supply of plants growing on acid soils. Mr. Crump
emphasised the importance of considering the humus- as

well as the water-content when analysing these soils. He
contended that if the results of such analyses be expressed

bv the ratio water-content 'humus-content some indication

is obtained of the amount of water available for absorption

by the plant.
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A further communication by the same author described

I

some experiments on the wilting of moorland plants, in

which he attempted to determine directly the phj-siological
water-content of moorland soils.

Palaeobotanical Papers.

Friday morning was chiefly occupied by the communica-
lion of palaeobotanical papers.

Miss M. Kershaw described the structure and develop-
ment of the ovule of a cycad, Bowenia spectabilis, dealing

j

particularly with the complicated pollen-chamber of this

j

genus. Miss Kershaw, and also several speakers in the
discussion which followed, compared the ovule with certain

1 fossil seeds, especially Trigonocarpon.
j Dr. M. J. Benson read a paper on a new type of

j
synangium, which she attributed to Heterangium Grievii.
The author maintained that the discovery of this early

langium affords support to the synangial theory of the
•d.

j
Dr. D. H. Scott, F.R.S., who followed, dealt with the

' structure and relationships of a rare Palaeozoic fern, Zygo-
j

pteris Grayi. This species possesses a five-rayed stellate
stele, with internal xylem consisting of narrow tracheides

• embedded in parenchyma. Dr. Scott is inclined to regard
j

this type of stele as an elaborated protostele rather than

I

a condensation of a more complex vascular system.
I Mr. H. Hamshaw Thomas gave a general account of
I recent researches on the Jurassic plants of Yorkshire.
Amongst other things described were several new fossils
found by Mr. Thomas himself, e.g. a new Bennettitalian
" flower " with microsporophylls as well as ovules, and a
fruit-like body containing seeds. To the latter he has
given the name Caytonia. The discussion which followed
centred mainly about the probable nature of this apparent
fruit.

Prof. A. C. Seward, F.R.S., gave an account of the
structure of a petrified Williamsonia collected by Hugh
Millar in north-east Scotland, and figured by him in " The
Testimony of the Rocks." The specimen, of which
sections have been cut by permission of the director of the
Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh, consists of a central
conical axis bearing immature interseminal scales and
seeds, the whole being enclosed by linear bracts bearing
numerous unicellular hairs. The structure of the plant
will be fully described in a forthcoming paper. In com-
menting on this paper in the discussion. Dr. Scott re-
marked that we know nothing at present about the young
stages of the ovules in any Bennettitales.
From the examination of serial sections through entire

boulders of calciferous sandstone from Pettvcur, Miss T.
Lockhart was led to results which confirm' Dr. Gordon's
view that petrifaction of the plant remains in these boulders
occurred in thermal pools.

Cytological Papers, cS-c.

(Jytological papers, &c., were taken on Friday afternoon.
|"he first paper was one contributed by Dr. A. A.

Lawson, on nuclear osmosis as a factor in mitosis.
The results obtained by the author are at variance in
several respects with those of previous observers. He
finds that the nuclear membrane does not break down and
disappear, but persists as a permeable plasmatic membrane.
During mitosis, the nuclear sap diffuses through this mem-
brane, which consequently closes in around the chromo-
somes, the nuclear cavity becoming much reduced. The
author further maintains that the spindle threads are
merely a drawing out of the cytoplasmic reticulum bv the
receding membrane. They thus represent lines of tension
m the cytoplasm. They neither invade the nuclear cavity
nor aid in drawing the daughter chromosomes to the poles
of the spindle.

Dr. H. C. I. Eraser next gave a paper on the longi-
tudinal fission of the meiotic chromosomes in Vicia Faha.
ihis paper was a continuation of one communicated at
the Sheffield meeting. The chromosomes undergo longi-
tudinal fission during the telophase of the last archesporial
division. The V-shaped chromosomes undergo a second
longitudinal fission at the poles of the heterotypc spindle.
Both fissions are recognisable until the chromosomes pass
on to the homotype spindle. The second fission disappears
during metaphase, but is again visible when the chromo-
somes come into contact at the poles.
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Mr. T. G. B. Osborn gave an account of the life-cycle
and affinities of the Plasmodiophoraceae. A cvtological
investigation of the life-history of Spongospora su'bterranea
showed a very close similarity to that described for certain
genera of the Plasmodiophoraceae by Maire and Tison.
The chief difference was that in Spongospora a fusion of
nuclei in pairs occurred after the akaryote condition.
Mr. A. S. Home followed with a paper on somatic

nuclear division in Spongospora Solani, in which a peculiar
form of karyokinesis was described as occurring during the
early stages of the life-history.

The proceedings on Friday were terminated bv a paper
from Mr. A. E. Lechmere, on some West African fungi.
Amongst others, a series of interesting forms were isolated
which apparently belong to a new genus of Pyrenomycetes.
Mr. ^echmere illustrated his paper bv photographs and
also living cultures.

The Semi-popular Lecture

The semi-popular lecture this year was given bv Dr.
Francis Darwin, F.R.S., the subject being "The Balance-
sheet of a Plant." The lecture was exceedingly interest-
ing and full of apt illustration, and was much appreciated
by a crowded audience. Dr. Darwin explained that the
" balance-sheet " of the title referred to the water supplv
of the plant. The lecture cannot be fully noticed here, but
it may be mentioned that Dr. Darwin adduced some con-
vincing experiments of his own to show that Lloyd's con-
tention that transpiration is not regulated by movements
of the stomata is contrary to fact.

Miscellaneous Papers.

Wednesday morning was occupied by a series of miscel-
laneous papers and reports of committees.
Mr. Mangham read a paper in which he gave the results

of further work on the translocation of sugars by sieve-
tubes. The investigation had been extended to Laminaria,
and crystalline osazones were found in the cortical cells,,

sieve-tubes and hyphae of two species of this genus, especi-
ally at the time of formation of the .new lamina in
L. digitata.

Prof. W. B. Bottomley dealt with the structure and
functions of the root-nodules of Myrica Gale. He con-
cluded that these nodules are concerned with the assimila-
tion of atmospheric nitrogen, as are those of Cycas, Alnus,
and other plants.

Another paper by the same author described some experi-
ments on the effect of bacterioto.xins on the growth of
plants. An aqueous extract of manure was found to have
an injurious effect on the germination of seeds and on the
subsequent growth of the seedlings. The harmful effect

(which could be prevented by heating the extract) appeared
to be due to bacteriotoxins, probably of the nature of
toxalbumoses.

Mr. A. S. Home suggested that the Cornaceae are poly-
phyletic. This hypothesis is the result of a comparative
study of the flower in the Cornaceae and allied orders. The
uniovular condition and other resemblances in the order are
regarded merely as cases of parallelism, the evolutionary
history being different in different cases.

Sir Daniel Morris, F.R.S., directed attention to the-

recent and rapid spread of Oidium euonymi-japonicae in

southern England, and urged that steps should be taken to

prevent the mischief caused by this pest.

Owing to the limited time available, and the absence of

the authors, the following papers were taken as read :

—

the chromosomes of the hybrid Primula kewensis, by Miss
L. Digby ; and a note on the flora of Shetland, with some
reference to its ecology, by Mr. W. West.

Reports of Committees.

Reports were presented by five research committees :

—

(i) The experimental study of heredity. The following

summary of the report will indicate the scope of the work
carried on. The experiments on the inherilanre of double

flowers have been continued. In the case of stocks, the

results have now shown that this character is inherited in

accordance with definite, though somewhat complicated,

laws. Similar experiments have also been carried out on
several other genera, chiefly biennials (carnation, holly-

hock, &c.). These have now been carried to the third
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feneration. Investigations are being continued on the

inheritance of a mutation in the foxglove. Investigations

into the inheritance of colour in Primula sinensis have been

carried further, and attention has been paid to the genetics

of parti-coloured and flaked types. The inheritance of an

abnormal type of flower in the wallflower is being investi-

gated, and experiments are also being made with a putative

hybrid between two species of Taraxacum. Mrs. Thoday

has continued her experiments on the nature and inherit-

ance of the yellow tinge in the sweet pea. (2) Botanical

photographs. A second list of photographs collected by the

committee has been printed and distributed to the botanical

members of the association. By this means it is hoped

that the collection will become more widely known, and

used for teaching and other purposes. (3) A botanical,

zoological, and geological survey of Clare Island. It is

hoped that the survey will be completed by the end of the

present year. (4) The structure of fossil plants. (5) On a

national flora.

ANIMAL SANCTUARIES IN LABRADOR.'

A SANCTUARY may be defined as a place where man
\

is passive and the rest of nature active. Until quite '

recently Nature had her own sanctuaries, where man
either did not go at all or only as a tool-using animal in

comparatively small numbers. But now, in this machinery

age, there is no place left where man cannot go with over-

whelming forces at his command. He can strangle to

death all the nobler wild life in the world to-day. To-

morrow he certainly will have done so unless he exercises

due foresight and self-control in the meantime. There is

not the slightest doubt that birds and mammals are now
being killed off much faster than they can breed. And it

is always the largest and noblest forms of life that suffer

most. The whales and elephants, lions and eagles, go.

The rats and flies, and all mean parasites, remain. This

is inevitable in certain cases. But it is wanton killing

off that I am now describing. Civilised man begins by

destroying the very forms of wild life he learns to

appreciate most when he becomes still more civilised. The
obvious remedy is to begin conservation at an earlier

stage, when it is easier and better in every way, by

enforcing laws for close seasons, game preserves, the

selective protection of certain species, and sanctuaries.

The mere fact that man has to protect a sanctuary does

away with his purely passive attitude. Then he can be

beneficially active by destroying pests and parasites, like

bot-flies or mosquitoes, and by finding antidotes for

diseases like the epidemic which periodically kills off the

rabbits, and thus starves many of the Carnivora to death.

But, except in cases where experiment has proved his

intervention to be beneficial, the less he upsets the balance

of nature the better, even when he tries to be an earthly

Providence.

The strongest of all arguments is that sanctuaries, far

from conflicting with other interests, actually further them.

But unless we make these sanctuaries soon we shall be

infamous for ever as the one generation which defrauded
posterity of all the preservable wild life that nature took
a million years to evolve into its present beautiful perfec-

tion. Onlv a certain amount of animal life can exist in a

Incas of Peru, Gardiner Island in the United ^

the Bass Rock of! the coast of Scotland.

Yet I do not ignore the diflficulties. First, ih<r»:

universal difliculty of introducing or enforcing laws

there have been no operative laws before. Next, tli

the diflTiculty of arousing public opinion on any hu

however worthy, which requires both insight and for.

Then we must remember that protected species inci

beyond their special means of subsistence have t(.

other kinds of food, sometimes with unfortunate rcbult-

And then there are the several special difTiculties coi

nected with Labrador.
But in spite of all difficulties, I firmly believe th.

Labrador is by far the best country in the world for t!

best kinds of sanctuary. Labrador decidedly impro\'

acquaintance. The fogs have been grossly exagg. '

The Atlantic seaboard is clearer than the British

which, bv the way, lie in exactly the same lat/

And the Gulf is far clearer than New Brunswick, S..

Scotia, and the Banks. The climate is exceptional

healthy, the air a most invigorating tonic, and the cnVi •

greater than in many a civilised northern land. B
there is a considerable range of temperature in a cu

the extreme north and south of which lie 1000 miles apa.

one in the latitude of Greenland, the other in that

Paris.

Most of Labrador is a rocky tableland, still rising fro

the depths, with some old beaches as much as 1500 f'

above the present level of the sea. The St. Lawrence S'

board is famous for its rivers and forests. The .^tlan

seaboard has the same myriads of islands, is magnificent

bold, is pierced by fiords unexcelled in Norway, .1

crowned by mountains higher than any others east of 1

Rockies. This vast country is accessible by sea on thr

sides, and will soon be accessible b^- land on the foui i

\ It lies directly half-way between Great Britain and <•

' own North West, and is 1000 miles nearer London tl:

New York is. Its timber, mines, and water-power ^

be increasingly exploited. It should also become incrf

.

ingly attractive to the best type of tourist, naturalist, ar, i

sportsman.
The fauna is much more richly varied than people v.

think of Labrador as nothing but an Arctic barren

inclined to suppose. The fisheries have been known ;

:
centuries, especially the cod, which has a prerogative rii:'

•

to the simple word " fish." There are herring and lobst•

in the Gulf, plenty of salmon and trout in most of •

rivers, winninish in all the tributary waters of the Han
: ton, as well as in Lake St. John, whitefish in the lak

i

and so forth. Then the stone-carrying chub is one of

most interesting creatures in the world.

Yet I must not forget the " flies
"—who that has '

them once can ever forget them? The bot-fly infests

caribou, and will probably infest the reindeer. The bl.

i

fly and mosquito attack both man and beast in madd
ing millions.

Labrador has more than 200 species of birds, from

humming-birds and sanderlings to eagles, gannets, loon?,

and herons.

Both the land and sea mammals are of great import-

ance. Several whales are well known. The right whaile is

almost exterminated, but the Greenland, or bow-head, is

found along the edge of the ice in all Hudsonian waters.
certain area. The surplus must go outside. So sanctuaries -pj^g pollock is rare^ and the sperm, or cachalot, as nearly
are more than wild "zoos"; they are overflowing exterminated .is the right. But the little-piked, or rostrafa.

reservoirs, fed by their own springs, and feeding streams
jj found inshore along the north and east, the bottle-nose

of life at every outlet. I might mention many instances
^^^ ^Y^^ north, the humpback on the east and south, and

of successful sanctuaries, permanent or temporary, abso- ^^^ finback and sulphur-bottom are common and widely
lute or modified—the Algonquin, Rocky Mountains, Yoho, distributed, especiallv on the east. The little white whale.
Glacier, Jasper and Laurentides in Canada; the Yellow- ^^ "white porpoise.' is fairlv common all round; the
stone. Yosemite, Grand Canon, Olympus, and Superior in

1 j^jUgr jg widely distributed, but most numerous on the
the United States ; with the sea-lions of California, the

; ^^^^ where the narwhal is also found. The harbour and
wonderful revival of ibex in Spain and deer in Maine and
New Brunswick, the great preserves in Uganda, India,

and Ceylon, the selective work of Baron von Berlepsch in

Germany, the curious result of taboo protection up the

Nelson River, and the effects on seafowl in cases so far

apart in time and space as the Guano Islands under the

' From an addre-s presented by Lie \t. -Colonel William Wood Vfore the

--econd annnnl meeting of the Commiss'on on Coi»servation held at Quebec.

striped porpoises, and the common and bottle-nosed

dolphins, are chiefly on the east and south. There are

six seals, the harbour, ringed, harp, bearded, grey, and

hooded. The walrus, formerly abundant all round, is now

rarelv seen except in the far north, where he is fast

decreasing.

Moose may feel their way in by the south-west to an

increasing extent, and might possibly be reinforced by the
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Alaskan variety. Red deer might possibly be induced to

enter by the same way in fair numbers over a limited area.

The woodland caribou is almost exterminated, but might

be resuscitated. The barren-ground caribou is still

plentiful in the north. Their tame brother, the reindeer,

is being introduced as the chief domestic animal of eastern

Labrador, with apparently every prospect of success.

Beaver are fairly common and widely distributed in

forested areas. Other rodents are frequent—squirrels,

musk-rats, mice, voles, lemmings, hares, and porcupines.

There are two bats. Black bears are general
;
polars in

the north. Grizzlies have been traded at Fort Chimo in

Ungava, but they are probably all killed out. The lynx

is common wherever there are woods. There are two
wolves, arctic and timber, the latter now rare in the south.

The Labrador red fox is very common in the woods, and

the " white," or arctic fox, in the barrens and further

south on both coasts. The "cross," "silver," and
" black " variations of course occur, as they naturally

increase towards the northern limits of range. The
"blue" is a seasonal change of the "white." The
wolverine and otter are common. The skunk is only

known in the south-west. The mink ranges through the

southern third of the peninsula. The Labrador marten,

or " sable," is a subspecies, generally distributed in the

forested parts, like the weasel. The " fisher," or

Pennant's marten, is much more local, ranging only

between the " North Shore " and Mistassini.

When we consider how easily wild life can be preserved

in Labrador, and how beneficial its preservation is to all

concerned, we can understand how the wanton destruc-

tion going on there is quite as idiotic as it is wrong.
Take " egging" as an example. The Indians, Eskimos,

and other beasts of prey merely preserved the balance of

nature by the toll they used to take. No beast of prey,

not even the white man, will destroy his own stock supply

of food. But with the nineteenth century came the white-

man market " eggers," systematically taking or destroy-

ing every egg in every place they visited. Halifax, Quebec,
and other towns were centres of the trade. The " eggers "

increased in numbers and thoroughness until the eggs
decreased in the more accessible spots below paying quanti-

ties. But other egging still goes on unchecked. And this

is on the St. Lawrence, where there are laws and wardens
and fewer fishermen. What about the Atlantic Labrador,
where there are no laws, no wardens, many more fisher-

men, and ruthless competitive egging between the residents

and visitors? Of course, where people must egg or starve

there is nothing more to be said.

And it is just as bad with the birds as with the eggs.

A schooner captain says. " Now, boys, here's your butcher
shop : help yourselves !

" and this, remember, is in the

brooding season. Not long ago the men from a vessel in

Cross Harbour landed on an islet full of eiders, and killed

every single brooding mother. In the summer of 1907
an American millionaire's yacht landed a party who shot
as many brooding birds on St. Mary Island as they chose,

and then left the bodies to rot and the broods to perish.

That was, presumably, for sport. Deer were literally

hacked to pieces by construction gangs on new lines last

summer. Dynamiting a stream is quite a common trick

wherever it is safe to play it. Harbour seals are wantonly
shot in deep fresh water where they cannot be recovered,
much as seagulls are shot by blackguards from an ocean
liner.

And the worst of it is that all this wanton destruction
is not by any means confined to the ignorant or those who
have been brought up to it.

We have had our warnings. The great auk and the
Labrador duck have both become utterly extinct within
living memory. The Eskimo curlew is decreasing to the
danger point, and the yellowlegs is following. The lobster
fishing is being wastefully conducted along the St.

Lawrence ; so, indeed, are the other fisheries. Whales are
diminishing. The walrus is exterminated everywhere in

Labrador except in the north. The seals are diminish-
ing. The woodland caribou has been killed off to such an
extent as to cause both Indians and wolves to die off with
nim. The barren-ground caribou is still plentiful, (houfjli

dpcreasing.

All the sound reasons ever given for conserving othrr
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natural resources apply to the conservation of wild life

—

and with threefold power. When wild life is squandered
it does not go elsewhere, like squandered money ; it cannot
possibly be replaced by any substitute, as some inorganic
resources are : it is simply an absolute dead loss, gone
beyond even the hope of recall. How is Labrador to be
brought under conservation, before it is too late, in

the best interests of the five chief classes of people
who are concerned already, or will be soon ? The five

great interests are those of (i) food
; (2) business

; (3) the
Indians and Eskimos

; (4) sport ; and (5) the zoophilists,

by which I mean all people interested in wild animal life,

from zoologists to tourists.

The resident population is so sparse that there is not
one person for every 20,000 acres ; and most of these people
live on the coast. Consequently, the vast interior could
not be used for food supplies in any case.

Business is done in fish, whales, seals, fur, game,
plumage, and eggs. The fish are a problem apart. But
it is worth noting that uncontrolled exploitation is

beginning to affect even the countless numbers in certain

places. No one wants his business to be destroyed. But
if Labrador is left without control indefinitely every busi-

ness dealing with the products of wild life will be obliged

to play the suicidal game of competitive grab until the last

source of supply is exhausted, and capital, income, and
employment all go together.

The Eskimos are few, and mostly localised. The Indians
stand to gain by anything that will keep the fur trade in

full vigour, as they are mostly hunters and trappers.

Restriction on the number of skins, if that should prove

necessary, and certainly on the sale of all poisons, could

be made operative.

Sport should have a great future in Labrador. The
extension and enforcement of proper game laws would
benefit sport directly, while indirectly benefiting all the

other interests.

The zoophilist class seems only in place as an after-

thought. But I am convinced that it will soon become of

at least equal importance with any other. .'\11 the people,

from zoologists to tourists, who are drawn to such places

by the attraction of seeing animal life in its own surround-

ings already form an immense class in every community

;

and it is a rapidly increasing class.

Partly because Quebec has taken the lead in legislation,

and partly because an ideal site is ready to hand under its

jurisdiction, I would venture to suggest the immediate

establishment of an absolute sanctuary for all wild birds

and mammals along so much of the coast as possible on

either side of Cape Whittle. The best place of all to

keep is from Cape Whittle eastward to Cape Mekattina,

sixty-four miles in a straight line by sea. Cape Whittle

is a great landmark for coasting vessels and for the seal

herds as well. A refuge for seals is absolutely necessary

to preserve their numbers and the business connected with

them. The case of the birds is quite as strong, and the

chance of protection by this sanctuary much greater.

There is the further question—affecting all migratory

animals, but especially birds—of making international

agreements for their protection. There are precedents for

this, both in the Old World and in the New; and. so far

as the United States is concerned, there should be no

great difficulty. Immediate steps should be taken to link

our own h\xA sanctuaries with the splendid .American

chain of them which runs round the Gulf of Mexico and

up the Atlantic roast to within easy reach of th^ boundary

line. Corresponding international chains up the Mississ-

ippi and along the Pacific would be of immense benefit

to all species, and more particularly to those unfortunate

ones which are forced to migrate down along the shore

and back by the middle of the continent, thus running the

deadly gauntlet both by land and sea.

Inland sanctuaries are more difficult to choose and

manage. \ deer sanctuary might answer near James Bav.

Fur sanctuaries must also be in some fnirlv accessible

places on the seaward sides of the vnrlmis heights-of-land.

and not too far in. The evergreen ^m, idi. < of the East-

main River have several favourable -^poi-. Whnt is needed

most is an immediate examination In .1 tr.iinod zoologist.

'\\\c existing information should h-> ludiit^Iit ioij;riher and

ciirf^fullv digestod for him in advance.
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THE PRESENT POSITION OF ELECTRIC ]

STEEL-MELTING.^
|

'T'HE melting of steel by means of electricity has passed I

-* the merely experimental stage and become one of the
|

commercial processes by means of which steel is manu-
factured for the market. It is not correct to say that it

has emerged from the experimental stage, however, as

not only this process of steel-making, but most other pro-

cesses, are being continually experimented with and the

results compared with one another by up-to-date and
vigorous firms, not only for the new conditions that are

always arising, but also for old and well-tried conditions.

A new demand arises or repeat orders come in, and the

manufacturer must ask himself what kind of steel will

best suit the purpose at the present time. Will Bessemer
or open-hearth steel be most suitable to satisfy the demand,
price, quality, and all other matters considered, and must
it be acid steel or will basic do, or is it necessary or

desirable to use crucible steel, or perhaps this new electric

steel, to maintain or increase his profit or his reputation
for certain goods? These are problems of daily occur-
rence ; and although the difficulties of the manufacture of

electric steel by various processes have been fairly well

overcome, so far as making it to specification of chemical
composition and mechanical tests is concerned, it is in

connection with such questions as are indicated in the
previous sentence that it is still in the earlier experimental
stage. All other processes, however, are more or less

under such trials until they become extinct. The point
need not be laboured, for many examples will come to the
mind at once, such as the comparative merits for various
purposes of Swedish-Lancashire and Walloon iron, of mild
steel and wrought iron, of acid and basic steel, and so on.
The general impression gathered from much conversation
with users is that the arc-furnace product from slightly

impure materials, purified to Swedish standard, just about
takes its place by Swedish open-hearth and Bessemer steels,

and that the induction-furnace product skilfully made from
pure materials equals anything but the very highest quali-
ties of crucible steels. These are very general statements,
but they represent the writer's present more or less

intuitive opinions, and only time can determine whether
thoy are correct ; for the fact that steels are of certain
chemical compositions and give certain mechanical tests
is not a final judgment, but the quality and length of
service given in actual use. The special feature of the
H6roult and Rochling-Rodenhauser types is that with an
oxidising purification phosphorus can be eliminated to
almost any extent that will pay, and after removing the
slag, and forming another, by a reducing purification
sulphur can similarly be removed.
The Kjellin induction furnace acts as a melter of

materials much after the manner of the crucible, and has
one advantage over the crucible in that there is no absorp-
tion of sulphur during melting. Recent experiments with
covering slags specially calculated by the writer to give a
minimum of change in composition during melting show,
according to a student's preliminary analysis, compositions
in the ingots practically equal to those by calculation from
the constituents, a result better than expected, but still

requiring thorough checking. The results at least serve
as a text for one fact that must never be forgotten. The
electric furnace, of whatever design, will not make good
steel automatically. The same metallurgical skill required
by the older processes must be expended on the proper
killing and finishing of the steel bv whatever type of
electric furnace it is being melted, and the fact that in
electric as in other furnaces bad steel mav be made from
good materials increases the diflRculties of finding the exact
place of any steel in the world's work. Several cases
where the electric steel has been found unsuitable, especi-
ally in the earlier days, have been investigated, and it has
been found that the steel has been wronglv made. In
other cases no such explanation could be given. Recentlv
1 had a long talk with a man using large quantities of
electric steel ; he could get great purity, but no better
mechanical tests; yet he found the electric steel gave a
better life than his former steel, and so he used it. Here

1 Report pre<:ented at the P-rt«-«outh meeting of the British .\»';ociation
(Section B) by Prof. Andrew McWilliam.
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again another difficulty comes in as represented by tli'

fact that I did not think his ordinary steel was sperial'

well made.
One point of importance is that this product!'

electric steel has introduced a new competitor into tli'

by giving great impf;tus to the use of what is sonf
called white coal, namely, the great waterfalls, mosih ;.

removed from coal ; and much energy is now being us<

that formerly ran to waste, whilst tifie successful applic:i

tion of electric power to the production of charcoal pig-j

iron allows of a much reduced consumption of charcoal..

The rapidly increasing price of charcoal in Sweden, owin(
among other causes, to so much of the wood being us

for making wood pulp for paper-making, is quite a seric

situation, which this application of electric power may help]

to relieve.

The whole subject of electric iron-smelting and electri

steel-melting is attracting much attention. Several bool
have been published on electric furnaces ; and during if

and 1910 many interesting articles on the subject ha«
appeared in the technical journals, and many papers hav4
been read before the Iron and Steel Institute. At th€

autumn mofting of 1909 Mr. C. A. Ljungberg gave
paper on production of iron and steel by electric-smel^

ing processes. He mentioned the Kjellin electric inductic

furnace at (iysinge, with which the writer had the pleasi

of making with Mr. E. C. Ibbotson a full week's trial,

being still in work, making tool steel, special steels, selP
hardening and high-speed steels, and others such as nickel

and chromium steels. The paper dealt more in detail,

however, with the successful experiments on smelting pig-

iron at Domnarfvet by electrical means, and the resultinff

saving in the proportion of charcoal used.

It will be only necessary merely to touch upon the
various principles used in the construction of electric!

furnaces, as these are found in text-books and in the Pro-
ceedings of the Iron and Steel Institute. Having obtained

an electric current, its energy may be converted into heat'

by putting a suitable resistance in its path, and the heat<

may be concentrated at any part of the circuit by making-
the resistance of other parts small in comparison. If the

resistance be a solid or a liquid, then it is called resistance-

heating ; if a gas, arc-heating. If the liquid through which
the current passes is decomposed by the current so that one
kind of matter goes to one pole and another kind to the:

other pole, the liquid is called an electrolyte.

Varieties of Electric Furnaces.

The Stassano furnace is an independent arc furnace-

Three carbon electrodes are used, between which arcs play,

and the heat from the arc is merely used for heating the

charge, partly by direct radiation and partly by reflection

from the dome of the furnace.

The H^roult steel-melting furnace is a direct-arc t>p

in which the charge forms one pole of the arc. Tw.
vertical carbon electrodes come through the roof of th<

furnace and two arcs play, one between each electrode and

the molten metal or slag beneath it, the current passin^

from one electrode through the metal or slag and i:

through the other electrode.

The Girod furnace, like the H<5roult, is a direct-ar

furnace, but one or more electrodes of like polarity ar

maintained above the bath, and soft steel pieces embedd<
in the hearth of the furnace are in direct contact with th

molten metal for the negative electrode. These low.

pole-pieces are water-cooled. Large quantities of ferrr

silicon, ferro-chrome, &c., as well as of ordinary carbon

and special steels, are made in this furnace.

The Keller steel furnace is a direct-arc furnace, vpr\

much like the H^roult, only instead of two electrod

coming down into one cavity they come into separ.T

cavities, which are joined by the molten material of tlv

bath.

The Gronwall is of the arc type, and the current enter

by two electrodes through the roof; and when once tl

bath is heated, so that the lining becomes a conductor, tli

current from both electrodes passes through the lining to a

graphite block underneath, and hence to a common wire.

The Naihusius, like the Gronwall, is a combined arc and
resistance furnace. It contains three vertical carbon elec-

trodes, arranged at the apices of an equilateral triangle.
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and three steel electrodes similarly arranged in the bottom

of the furnace, but covered by refractory material. Three-

phase current is used, and it is claimed that the current

flows from one top electrode to the others, from one bottom

electrode to the others, and from each top electrode to each

bottom electrode.

Kjellin Induction Furnace.-—In this furnace, an example

of which is in the metallurgical laboratory of the University

of Sheflfield, and was shown working to the members of

the British Association, the metal charge is placed in an

annular hearth, almost like a steel-melting crucible in

•section, but in the form of a ring. The primary coil of

twenty-four turns is placed in the centre round a core of

laminated iron. The bath or ring of metal acts as a

secondary circuit of a single turn, and the heat is thus

produced in the charge itself without contact with elec-

trodes. In the Frick furnace the primary coil is above the

crucible, and in the Colby round the outside of the crucible.

The Rochling-Rodenhauser furnace is based on the

Kjellin principle, but has an important addition. In its

simplest form, for single-phase current, there are two
grooves, or heating channels, corresponding to the annular
•crucible of the Kjellin, but these join to a central open-

hearth, the whole hearth forming a kind of figure 8. In

the central open-hearth all the distinctly metallurgical

operations take place, so that this form can be used for

refining work, for which the Kjellin is not very suitable.

Not only so, but a distinct secondary winding is provided
in which a secondary current is induced, and these wind-
ings are joined to steel terminal plates which are embedded
in the refractory material of the furnace at the ends of the
central hearth. At high temperatures the refractory

material becomes a conductor of electricity, and thus the
currents induced pass through the bath in the central
hearth, heating it still further.

There are many others, some only on paper ; but these
are the principal varieties that have been tried with any
considerable degree of success. The loss in melting is an
important point, and I am informed that this amounts to

about I5 per cent, in the Kjellin, about 4 to 5 per cent,
in the Rochling-Rodenhauser, and 7 to 8 per cent, in arc
furnaces.

In considering the present position of the electric steel-

melting industry regard must be had to the numbers and
capacities of the various types of furnaces in work, not in

work, and being built, although a complete survey should
also take account of the nature and quality of the materials
being made, for a furnace making a ton of high-speed steel
should obviously be credited with more importance in the
commercial world than one making a ton of steel for rails.

The progress in numbers and capacities and in output
•should also be considered. So far as one could ascertain,
about June, 1910, there were about 118 furnaces of all

types, of which 70 were in use, 10 not working, and 38
being built. There were 77 of the arc furnaces recorded,
of which 29 were credited as H^roult, 17 Girod, 13 Stassano,
(•> Keller, and q others ; besides one furnace at Domnarfvet,
Sweden, for the production of 2500 tons of pig-iron per
annum, with one in Norway and one at Trollhattan.
Sweden, both in course of construction, and each designed
to produce about 7500 tons of pig-iron annually. Of the
Hdroult furnaces, the total capacity per charge of those
working was about 80 tons, and of those in course of con-
struction about 50 tons. The Girod furnaces, the great
competitors of the Hdroult, were recorded at about 38 tons
in work and 26 tons being built. Similarly, the figures for
the Kellor were 13 tons and 5 tons, and for the others
20 tons and 13 tons respectively.
Of the induction furnaces, the Kjellin furnaces erected

totalled fourteen, with 35 tons capacity; the Rochling-
Rodenhausor fifteen, with 30 tons in work, i ton not in
work, and 17 tons capacity being built ; all others about
18 tons in work. That gave a total rapacity of about 250
tons for the arc furnaces and 100 tons for the induction,
or agrand total of 350 tons per charge for all electric steel-
melting furnaces. Pressure of other work has prevented me
from getting the latest figures from all the firms making
electric furnaces, but I have obtained these from the two
most important firms, viz. the H^roult and the Kjellin and
Rorhling-Rodonhnusor, and in this connection would rrrord
111V 1m St (hnnk. 1.) Mr. Donald F. Campbell and Mr. !: ('.
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Ibbotson, respectively, for their kind help and trouble in

getting me this information. Comparing the H^roult
furnaces only, as an example, we have seen that in June,
1910, there were twenty-nine of these furnaces with a
capacity of 80 tons in work and 50 tons in course of erection,

130 tons in all; whilst about June, 1911, there were forty-

three furnaces, with a total capacity of about 242 tons

The output of electric steel in Germany, the United
States, and Austria-Hungary in 19 10 amounted to almost
112,000 tons, which is an increase of 63,000 tons over the

figures for 1909. These are the only countries for which
the exact output of electric steel is published, but there

is no doubt that the figures for Sweden, France, Belgium,
and Italy would also show large gains. The increase will

probably be more than maintained in 191 1, as more than
thirty new furnaces of various types should be started

during the year, and many which only started towards
the end of 1910 will put in a full year's work in 191 1.

England will also for the first time appear as a regular

producer. Before the beginning of the present year the

H6roult furnace at Edgar Allen's in Sheffield was the

only arc one in steady operation. In January three

H^roult furnaces were commenced in England : at Vickers'

and Thos. Firth and Sons' in Sheffield, and at Lake and
Elliott's in Braintree, Essex. A Gronwall furnace, for

demonstration and manufacturing purposes, also started

at about the same time in Sheffield ; and the output of

England for 19 11 should amount to about 13,000 tons.

A 15-ton H^roult furnace is to be erected at Skinningrove
shortly, and is expected to turn out 200 tons per day.

About the same period Kjellin induction furnaces have
been working satisfactorily at Vickers and Jessop's in

Sheffield and an experimental furnace at the University

of Sheffield.

Great progress will be made in Germany with electric

furnaces during the next year, when H^roult furnaces of

25 and 22 tons capacity are to be constructed. At present

the largest size are the two 15-ton H6roult furnaces at

S. Chicago and Worcester, belonging to the United States

Steel Corporation, who have recently acquired the H^roult

patents for America, and will probably erect several more
furnaces shortly.

The electric furnace can be used either for melting

scrap directly or in combination with some other form of

furnace, in which case it simply acts as a refiner. The
majority of the recent furnaces have been employed in this

way, in conjunction either with Bessemer or open-hearth

furnaces. The latter are usually of the basic tilting type,

part of the charge being removed to the electric furnace

after the pig is melted and the bulk of the phosphorus

removed, leaving some phosphorus and the oxygen and

sulphur to be eliminated by the electric furnace. In this

case the time required for the electric furnace is from

one hour to two hours, according to the degree of refining

required and the original condition of the steel when re-

moved from the basic furnace. The power used varies

from 100 to 300 kw. hours per ton. When cold scrap is

melted the time required is about six hours, and the

power consumption said to be from 650 to 750 kw. hours ;

but really, all in. more probably 800 to 1000 per ton. Of
the forty-four H^roult furnaces in operation or con-

struction twenty-one are to melt scrap, twenty to take

molten steel from the basic open-hearth, one from a

Talbot furnace, and two from converters.

Electric furnaces are being employed in the following

cases :

—

(i) To replace crucibles. The gain is then one of cost

of production.

(2) For foundries. Electric furnaces are bcinr; u-..-d in

many foundries. At Georg Fischer's and SrhalTliau-^en

they are the only furnaces employed, and Lake and Elliott,

of Braintree, are now making most of their steel electric-

ally.

(3) To replace Swedish Bessemer steel, and for steel of

axlo and tvr*^ auality.

(4) For wrldless
'

tubes. 'I'ho Mniin. -iii.niii Company
has llt'rouh furnaces in Gcrinanv and fialv.

(5) In (•oiiil)!natioii witli T.-ilIiol fiirnar.s. Owing to the

fact (hat tlv Ii^'at ii>i-(I not I10 sutTiiiciillv 54n\'it for toom-

ing on Iran'ifprrncr" lo tlio .•liM'tric furiiar.', the output nf

tlif Taflxit and \hr lifi-- of tln^ lining; and roof ar^^ -aid
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to be largely increased. This will be the procedure at
Skinningru\r(' for making rails.

(6) For melting turnings, especially high-sp<.-ed turnings.
These make e-Kiellent scrap for the electric furnace.
Nickel scrap can be melted without any loss of nickel.
There are two aspects of the present position of a com-

paratively now industrj. One is the progress made during
the year, and an endeavour has been made to present that
point of view, .\nother aspect is the actual state of the
industry at present, and that can best be judged by the
following two tables representing the furnaces, capacities,
and kind of work done by all the furnaces under the care
of the two principal firms already named. A very interest-
ing item in the induction-furnace list is the entry represent-
ing the fart that the Kjellin furnace has been adopted for
melting the metal for the manufacture of those delightful,
though expensive, culinary vessels of pure nickel so much
appreciated now.

hist of 11,1, 'lilt Furnaces in Cimstruction or Operation.

Country

Englaud

Austria

Belgium

France

Germany

Italy

Russia

Sweden

Switzerland

Canada

United States

tdexico

Firm

!;:>

5)

!•)

Edgar Alien and Co., Ltd.,\
Sheffield /

Skinningrove Iron Co., York-)
shire /

Vickers, Ltd., Sheffield

Thos. Firth & Sons, Ltd.,
Sheffield

Lake and Elliott, Braintree
Kaernthner Eisen & StahH
Werke /

Gebr. Bcihler & Cie. A.G./
Kapfenberg

Bruder Lapp, Rottenmann,
Works, Steiermark ...

Danner & Co., Judenberg
Sociit^ des Usines M6tallur-1
giques du Hainaiit, Coultret/

Sociittf Anonyme Ougr^e-Mari-\
hayi, near Liege /

Soci6ttf ElectroM^tallurgiquel
Fran(;aise, La Praz, Savoie . . . (

Aciiries du Saut du Tarn, St.\
Juery

Usine M^tallur^ique de
Basse Loire, 'I'ncnac...

Works of August Thyssen :

Deutscher Kaiser Stahlwerke,!
Bruckhausen

/

Deutscher Kaiser Stahlwerke,!
Miilheim /

Deutscher K.iiser Stahlwerke,!
Bruckhausen /

Stahl*erke Richard Linden-

j

berg, Remscheid-Hasten ...|

Bismarckhiitte, Upper Silesia...

|

Mannesniann Riihren Werke,

\

Saarbri'icken, Burbach ..]

Romb.icher Hiittenwetke,/
Rombach .. ... ...(

Deutsch Lu.remburgische,/
Dortmund \

Societa Tubi Mannesmann,f
Dalmine .. ... ,..\

Imperial Steel Works, Obu
chow, St. Petersburg ...

Aktiengesellschaft der HiittenV
und mechanischen Werke,

}

'

Ssormovo ;,

Soci<£t6 G.6nfrale des Hts.V
Fourneaux & Aci^ries en>!
Russie, Makrjawka )

Aktiebolaget Hiroults Elek-\
triska Stal, Kortfors /

Georg Fischer, Schaflfliausen ...

Electro Metals, Welland ...|

United States Steel Corpora-)
tion, S. Chicago \

United States Steel Corpora -"i

lion, Worcester /
Firth-Stirling Co., Syracuse./
New York ... ... .i\

Halcomb Steel Co., Syracuse,)
New York i

Crucible Steel Co. of America,)
Pittsburg, Pa /

Cie. Mexicano Aciero & Pro-1
ductos Chemicos _. .„/

43 Furnaces ...
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Tons

rl! 3i

11

5

«5

«5

5

5

242J

Method of Melting

fTiltinir basic open-
( hearth

Talbot

/Melting scrap in

( electric furnace

Basic open-hearth

[Melting scrap in

[ electric furnace

Ba.sic open-hearth
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Birmingham.—Recent appointments include :—Mr. J. E.

Coates, special lecturer in physical chemistry, to succeed

Prof. Alex. Findlay ; Dr. E. P. Frankland, Mr. P. May,
and Mr. Ernest Vanstone assistant lecturers and demon-
strators in chemistry ; Dr. Thomas Yates, special lecturer

in osteology ; Dr. J. R. Heath, lecturer in physiology.

The council of the University has decided to increase

from 25Z. to looZ. the annual grant to the Workers' Educa-
tional Association, which provides classes for working men
and women.

Prof. G. E. Hale is prepared to receive applications for

the post of assistant in the department of stellar spectro-

scopy at the Mount Wilson Solar Observatory. Practical

experience of observatory work is desirable, and a know-
ledge of physical optics and spectroscopy is essential.

The London University Gazette announces that a bequest
has been made to " the governors for the time being of

University College " by the late Mr. A. R. T. Momber of

certain shares of his estate. Under the benefaction a sum
of 7000Z. will eventually accrue to the University.

It is stated in Science that President W. H. P. Faunce
has announced that 8o,oooZ. of the endowment fund of

200,oooZ. which Brown University is endeavouring to

secure has already been subscribed. The General Educa-
tion Board has contributed 30,000/., and eight gifts of

5000Z., together with smaller amounts aggregating io,oooZ.,

have been received. From the same source we find that
Mr. Charles Scribner has given to Princeton University a
completely equipped printing plant, provided at a cost of

25,000/.

An appeal for funds towards the establishment of a
modern university in Central China at Hankau-Wuchang
has just been made. The scheme is promoted by com-
mittees representative of the Universities of Oxford, Cam-
bridge, and London in this country, and of the Universities
of Harvard, Columbia, California, and Toronto in Canada
and the United States of America. During the three years
which have elapsed since its inception the committee has
been engaged in settling the lines upon which the Uni-
versity is to be founded, in locating the most advantageous
site, in appointing the first president (Mr. W. E. Soothill,

late principal of the Imperial University of Shansi), and in

other essential preliminaries. An appeal is made for a
capital sum of 250,000/. for the foundation of the Uni-
versity, the purchase of a site, the erection and equipment
of buildings, and the endowment of professorships. It is

hoped that one half of this sum, 125,000/., will be the
British contribution towards the project, and that the other
half will be contributed by America. The general basis of

the University will be that of a teaching and examining
body working in cooperation with a number of self-govern-
ing residential colleges and hostels. The foundation of a
university for Central China is desirable on the ground
that in this way Great Britain and America can render to

China at the present stage a service of incalculable import-
ance and of far-reaching consequence. A seat of learning
will thus be established in China which will be inspired by
the best traditions of the cooperating Western universities.
Donations can be sent to the Most Hon. the Marquess of
Salisbury, G.C.V.O., 20 Arlington Street, London, W., or
to the honorary treasurer. University for China, 22 Albe-
marle Street, London, W. Cheques should be drawn in

favour of the " University for China." Further particulars
can be obtained from the secretary, 22 Albemarle Street,

London, W.
The Education Committee of the London County

Council at a recent meeting came to certain important con-
clusions as to applications from the Senate of the University
of London for maintenance grants in aid of incorporated
schools and institutions maintained by the University.
After reviewing the conditions in the various colleges, the
following resolutions were eventually adopted :

—" That the
Senate of the University of London be invited to prepare
and submit to the Council a statement of the policy which
it intends to pursue pending the publication of the report
of the Royal Commission on University Education in
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London, together with an estimate of the additional assist-

ance (if any) which may be required from the Council to

enable such policy to be carried out." " That, on receipt

of the statement and estimate referred to in the foregoing
resolution, the Council will be prepared to consider as to

the amount of assistance it should give to the University
during the academic years 1911-12, 1912-13, and 1913-14;
and that the Senate be so informed." "That the Council
is not prepared, during the period of three years referred

to in the foregoing resolution, to consider any applications
for further maintenance grants either for the educational
work conducted directly by the University or for the main-
tenance of the incorporated schools ; that the Council does
not undertake to continue, after the expiration of the
above period of three years, any grant which it may decide
to make to the University under the above-mentioned
recommendations ; and that the Senate be so informed."
The committee thinks it is of great importance that it

should be clearly laid down that any grant which may be
given will be strictly temporary. On the publication of

the report of the Royal Commission the whole question

of the future government and policy of the University will

have to be dealt with, and, among other important ques-

tions, that of the relation of the University to the schools

which are at present incorporated will come up for dis-

cussion. The London County Council, as the authority for

higher education in London, should be able, the committee
maintains, to impress its views upon these matters upon
Parliament and the governing body of the University. The
most effective way in which the Council can impress its

views is by means of its maintenance grants, and the com-
mittee thinks that it must be made clear that the Council

will be in no way pledged to continue any grant which
it may decide to make to the University at the present

time.

The annual meeting of the Association of Teachers in

Technical Institutions was held on November 4. In

moving the adoption of the report of the council, Mr.

North, the president, directed attention to the evidence

which had been given by the association to the Royal

Commission on the London University, emphasising the

necessity for the formation of an autonomous faculty of

technology within the University, and urging that the

Imperial College of Science, the London polytechnics, and

possibly some provincial technical institutions should form

constituent elements of this faculty. In discussing the

recent Board of Education circular relating to the new
scheme of examinations and grouped courses, he regretted

the hasty manner in which the scheme of the Board had

been brought into operation. The circular showed a lack

of practical knowledge of the actual conditions of the work

in technical institutions comparable with that displayed

bv the Board in the changes introduced last year in the

matter of registration. Mr. North referred also to the

steps which had been taken by the council in the direction

of securing the presence of teachers from technical institu-

tions upon all local advisory committees dealing with

juvenile employment. In seconding the adoption of the

report, Mr. Abbott, the honorary secretary, pointed out the

necessity for the association to continue its efforts for the

development of technical education. At the present time

technical education in England, if not actually on the down-

grade, is stationary. The returns recently published by the

Board of Education for the session 1909-10 show that the

number of dav students in technical institutions is slightly

lower than that in the previous session, while the number

of evening students is practically the same. After the

adoption of the report a discussion was opened by Prof.

Schwartz upon the changes recently made by the Board of

Education with regard to the abolition of all first-stage

examinations and the withdrawal of all examinations in

certain subjects. He welcomed this change as one which

would lessen the weight of external examinations, which

have, up to the present, lessened the real educational work

of the technical institutions. He advocated the replace-

ment of the external examinations in Stage i. bv internal

examinations in the case of the larger institutions, and

possibly bv groups of institutions for the smaller schools.

The president of the association for the year ioit-i2 is

Dr. J. Clark, rector of the Kilmarnock Academy, and

director of technical education for Kilmarnock.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, November 2.— Sir Archibald Geikie,

K.C.B.. prisidont, in th<- rhair.— Sir \V. dc W. Abney :

Colour-btiiKltiess and llit- trichromatic theory of colour-

vision. Tart iii.— Incompletf colour-blindness. 'Iho first

part of the paper shows how, if an equation be formed by

rays in known position in the spectrum to match a white,

by normal vision and by the colour-blind, the two can be

compared together without special reference to the

luminosity of the matched white. The luminosities of all

the rays are known in the one case, and only two in the

second, and from the two matches the unknown deficiency

of colour sensation can be calculated. Owing to the fact

that large quantities of their white can be mi.\ed with the

colours without being detected by those incompletely colour-

blind who have a small factor for one of their sensations,

a very false interpretation of their colour-blindness might be

arrived at by the method described above. If, however,
the luminosity of the composite white and the matched
white be carefully equalised, a full determination of the

colour deficiency can be arrived at by treating the equation

somewhat in the manner described in part ii. of this same
subject, when a true result is obtained. The latter part

of the paper dealt with colour equations made from the

rotation of discs ; and it is shown that trustworthy results

can be obtained from their use so long as the sensations

stimulated by the pigments in the light in which they are

viewed are known in amount. The method of ascertain-

ing the sensation composition of the pigments, and of the

light used for their illumination, is described. When once
these are known, no further appeal to the spectrum is re-

quired. The author recommends the use of a white light

passing through a yellow substance, such as chromate of

potash solution, as a viewing light, in which only the red

and green pigments are required in the inner disc, the

blue not being wanted. The " grey " match becomes thus
much brighter and is easier to read.—H. R. A. Mallock :

Note on the iridescent colours of birds and insects. In

this note reasons are given for the view that certain forms
of brilliant coloration which occur in the feathers of birds

and in the scales and integuments of insects are due to

interference, and are of the nature of the colours of thin
plates. Walter, in 1895, in Germany, and quite recently
Michelson in America, have written on this subject, and,
basing their opinions on the behaviour of polarised light

when reflected from the colour-producing surfaces, conclude
that the colours are due to selective absorption and reflec-

tion, and are akin to those reflected from certain anilin
dyes and from metals. The reasons against this view
and in favour of interference are (i) that when any of
these natural colour-producing structures are penetrated by
a fluid having the same refractive index as that of the
material of which the structure is composed, the colour
disappears

; (2) when the refractive index of the fluid is

less, the colour does not disappear altogether, but changes
towards the red

; (3) (which is perhaps the most important)
under mechanical pressure the colours first change towards
the red and then (as the pressure increases) disappear.
These results are what might be expected from a structure
which produces interference, and it is difficult to reconcile
them with any other hypothesis. The note is founded on
observations, extending over many years, on examples of
this class of colour production taken from a considerable
number of orders and genera, both of birds and insects,
and the methods of examination employed are shortly
described.—K. R. Lowin : The behaviour of the infusorian
micronucleus in regeneration. When Stylonychia mytilus
is cut in two, so that each merozoon receives one member
of the meganucleus and one micronucleus, both fragments
exhibit in favourable circumstances complete regeneration.
This involves segmentation of the meganuclear member
and division of the micronucleus. If a portion of the
cytoplasm be removed from the hind end of the animal
without disturbing the nuclei, there may occur during
regeneration a division of one, usually the posterior, micro-
nucleus. The result is to furnish the regenerated
infusorian with three micronuclei instead of two, i.e. the
division does not restore, but actually disturbs, the nuclear
relations characteristic of the race. When the regenerated
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individual proceeds to fission, all three micronuclei divi.

That an extra division can be introduced into th«

cycle of mitoses shows that the organella is in a

to divide before the whole animal is ready for spom ^,

fission ; that the supernumerary mitosis occurs during

regeneration suggests that the stimulus causing the micro-

nucleus to divide may be the condition of the surround:

cytoplasm which obtains during the constructive activi'

of regeneration. The cases in which regeneration oc<

without either of the micronuclei dividing can be supp<<

to be those in which either the micronuclei were not 1

for mitosis or the stimulus was not suflTiciently intons<^

evoke a division—by reason, e.g., of regeneration oci

ring slowly, with no great intensity of constructive jr

cesses at any time. At the normal fission of the .nnin

when all the micronuclei present divide, there is n

formation of new parts quite comparable with the
'

activity in regeneration, and accomplished, it is natural^

suppose, with much the same condition of the cytopla

The normally occurring mitoses, and those taking pli

during regeneration, can thus Ije brought under one

of view.—A. F. Hayden and W. P. Moraran : An inqtj

into the influence of the constituents of a bact

emulsion on the opsonic index. These experiments, so

as they have gone, show that in the technique of

estimation of the tubercle opsonic index the quantity

character of the contents of the bacterial emulsion

be taken into account, and that the chief factor influenc

the estimation is the finely ground bacterial detritus res

ing from the process of triturating the dried culture of

bacillus.—Colonel Sir David Bruce : The morphology
Trypanosoma gatnbiensc (Dutton).—A. H. Caulfeil

(i) Factors in the interpretation of the inhibitive

fixation serum reactions in pulmonary tuberculc

(2) preliminary report upon the injection of rat

with protein-free (tuberculo-) antigen and antigen-sef

mixtures.

Phvsical Society. October 27.— Prof. H. L. Caller

F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Hon. R. J. Str»

Further observations on the afterglow of electric discha

and kindred phenomena. It is shown that ozone prepar

by means of the Siemens ozone tube used at atmosph
pressure is able, when mixed with nitric oxide, to give

greenish-yellow afterglow flame. This result is c

attained, however, when the ozone has been concentrj

by fractional distillation. A blue glow is obtained u«

the same conditions with sulphuretted hydrogen and oz

The effect of sulphur compounds in improving the

glow noticed by the older experimenters is shown to"

due, not to any direct intervention of these bodies in

reaction, but to their power of destroying organic mat
prejudicial to ozone. When once this is got rid of,

sulphur compounds are of no further advantage. It

found that pure oxygen does not give an afterglow,

afterglow seen in electrodeless bulbs containing oxygen^
due to some interaction with water vapour.

~"

luminosity given out when ordinary spring water is shs

with ozone is shown to be due to oxidation of peaty mj
contained in it. Brown peat water gives greatly enhal
luminosity.—Prof. C. G. Barkia and J. Nicol : H(
geneous fluorescent X-radiation of a second series,

was shown by one of the writers that the fluores

X-radiations emitted by elements exposed to prir

Rontgen radiation can be arranged in series, one ra

tion in a particular series being emitted by each eler

and the radiation belonging to that series becoming
penetrating with an increase in the atomic weight of

radiating element (Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc, May, i<

The homogeneity of radiations of only one series (thej

series) was shown by Barkia and Sadler. This
describes experiments showing the homogeneity of

escent X-radiations in the second series (the L series),

exhibiting the homogeneity of radiations of the two s

from a number of elements. Details are given of uic

observations on the radiations from barium. Similar
1

results are recorded in the case of the radiations from

;

iodine, antimony, and silver. The homogeneous fluorescent

radiations of different series are emitted simultaneously by

an element exposed to Rontgen radiation of more pene-

trating type than either. The fluorescent X-radiations cao
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thus be analysed into well-defined radiations widely
different in penetrating power, and may be said to give

a line spectrum in X-rays. The absorbability of the
fluorescent radiations is given by the following values of
X/p, where A is the coefficient of absorption of these radia-
tions in aluminium of density p :

—

Ag radiuor: (S>.rics K) [2'5] ; (S. ries L) 700
Sb ,, ,,

1-21
,, 435

I ,, ,. o'92 ,, 300
Ba ,, ,, Q-S ,, 224

Paris.

I Academy of Sciences, October 30.—M. Armand Gautier in

the chair.—B. Baillaud : Presentation of two volumes of

jihe " Annales de I'Observatoire de Paris."—Ch. Andre:
jrhe formation of suns.

,
Referring to recent adverse

criticisms of Laplace's theory, the author maintains that
ecent physical researches confirm this theory.—A.
pemoulin : The R surfaces.—Eugenio Elia Levi :

Periodic differential equations.—Paul Dienes : The sum-
jTiation of Taylor's series.—Henry Hubert : The parabolic
orm of the exposed acid crystalline rocks in western
•\frica. The water erosion takes place only at the expense
jf granitic rocks, and is characteristic of certain regions,
fhe effect of the motion of the cutting particles is shown
jo result in a curved outline.—G. Millochau : Contribu-
ion to the study of the spectral effects of electric dis-

:harges in gases and vapours. The image from a vacuum
ube containing the gas under examination at a known
Pressure is projected on to a circular photographic film
Rotating at a high known velocity. Seven kinds of simple
lischarge are described, and three types of mixed dis-
harge. All the results are in accord with hypotheses
vhich connect the production of the spectrum with the
emperature of the molecule and the dissociation effects
corresponding with that temperature.—Albert Colson : The
heory of solutions and heats of solution. The author
egards the identification of the dissolved particle with the
hemical molecule as inadmissible, and considers that the
lissolved particle is generally polymolecular. He suggests
lissolecule as a distinctive name for the dissolved particle,
fhe difference between the heat of solution of a gas and
ts heat of condensation, which should be zero according
.0 the van 't Hoff hypothesis, represents the heat dis-
engaged by the molecular contraction giving rise to the
Jissolecule.—MM. Broniewski and Hackspill : The
lectrical properties of the alkali metals, of rhodium, and
^f iridium. Measurements are given of the thermoelectric
ower of caesium, rubidium, potassium and sodium, and of
hodium and iridium. The purification of the alkali metals
/as effected by distillation in a vacuum.—G. D.
linrichs : The atomic weights of the dominant elements.
-E. Chablay : The use of liquid ammonia in chemical
eactions. Researches on the alcoholates. An alcohol
.issolved in liquid ammonia immediately decolorises a blue
plution of potassammonium or sodammonium, hydrogen,
.mmonia, and the anhydrous alcoholate RONa being formed.
u blue solution of calcium-ammonium reacts similarly, the
alcium alcoholate being formed. Barium and strontium
•mmoniums act similarly.—Maurice Lanfry : The oxy-)3-
.lethylthiophenes.—MM. Taffanel and Dautriche : The
iiode of firing explosives. In blasting in mines one
partridge containing fulminate is usually arranged to
xplode several cartridges containing safety explosive only,
.xporiments are described showing the most advantageous
rrangement of the fulminating cartridge with respect to
tie others.—Jean Friedel : The effect on vegetation of a
'lore complete darkness than that currently emploved in
jiboratories. A box for growing plants in the dark is

escribed in which the exclusion of light is so perfect that

j

delicate photographic paper is unaffected after prolonged
.Kposure. The results on the plants are compared with
' obtaining under ordinary conditions, in which the

ion of light is not so perfect.—Pierre Berthault : The
lions of tuberiferous Solanum.—P. Desroche : The

fction of various light radiations on the motion of the
oospores of Chlamydomonas.—A. Marie and A.
onnadieu

: Leucogenesis and intestinal epithelium.—A.
iag^nan

: Human monsters.—Pierre QeorKevitch : The
i>rmation and germination of the spores of Bacillus
iiermophilus vragnensis.—Louis Qentil : The country of
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Zaer, western Morocco.—Maurice Lug^eon : The existence
of two phases of Palaeozoic foldings in the western Alps.—Carl Renz : The extension of the Palaeozoic formations
in the islands off the coast of Argos.—Fernand Meunier :

The Blattidae of the Commentry Coal-measures. The lake
of Commentry would appear to have been inhabited by a
fauna of Blattidae, less rich than in the American deposits,
and represented by a very small number of genera, some
of which possessed extremely proHfic species.—Ch. Moureu
and A. Lepape : The rare gases in fire-damp. Analyses
of five specimens of fire-damp collected under conditions
excluding air. One striking fact brought out by these
analyses is the much higher proportion of helium to
nitrogen than that existing in air. The nitrogen from the
Mons specimen contained no less than 13 per cent, of
helium.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Die Palaeobotanische Literatur. Bibliographische tJber-

sicht iiber die Arbeiten aus dem Gebiete der Palaeobotanik.
Herausgegeben von W. J. Jongmans. Zweiter Band.
Pp. iv-|-4i7. (Jena : Fischer.) 18 marks.
Die Bearbeitung des Glases auf dem Blasetische. By

D. Djakonow and W. Lermantoff. Zweite Auflage. Pp.
xv-l-196. (Berlin: R. Friedlander & Sohn.) 6 marks.
A Naturalist on Desert Islands. By P. R. Lowe. Pp.

xii+ 300. (Witherby and Co.) ys. 6d. net.

Psychology and Pedagogy of Writing : a R6sum6 of the

Researches and Experiments bearing on the History and
Pedagogy of Writing. By Dr. M. E. Thompson. Pp. 128.

(Baltimore : Warwick and York Inc.)

Mental Fatigue : a Comprehensive Exposition of the
Nature of Mental Fatigue, of the Methods of its Measure-
ment and of their Results, with Special Reference to the

Problems of Instruction. By Prof. Max Offner. Trans-
lated by Prof. G. M. Whipple. Pp. viii-M33. (Balti-

more : Warwick and York Inc.)

Der Panamakanal. Die Bedeutung des Kanalbaues
seine Technik und Wirtschaft. By M. D. Fiegel. Pp.

vii-l-183. (Berlin: D. Reimer.) 4 marks.
Islands of Enchantment : Many-sided Melanesia Seen

through many Eyes, and Recorded by F. Coombe. Pp.

xxvii-l-382. (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd.) 12s.

net.

Manual of Farm Animals : a Practical Guide to the

Choosing, Breeding, and Keep of Horses, Cattle, Sheep,

and Swine. By Prof. M. W. Harper. Pp. xxv-l-545.

(London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd.) 8s. 6d. net.

Laughter : an Essay on the Meaning of the Comic. By
Prof. H. Bergson. Authorised translation by Cloudesley
Brereton and F. Rothwell. Pp. vii+200. (London : Mac-
millan and Co., Ltd.) 35. 6d. net.

Sir John Burdon Sanderson : a Memoir by the late

Lady Burdon Sanderson, completed and edited by his

Nephew and Niece, with a selection from his papers and
addresses. Pp. 315. (Oxford : Clarendon Press.) io,s-. 6d.

net.

Die Silicate in Chemischer und Technischer Beziehung.

By Drs. W. and D. Asch. Pp. xv+ 409. (Berlin :

Springer.) 16 marks.
Cours de la Faculty des Sciences de Paris. Lecons sur

les Hypotheses Cosmogoniques Profess^es k la Sorbonne.

By H. Poincar6. R^dig^es par H. Vergne. Pp. xxv-t-

294. (Paris : Hermann.) 12 francs.

Astronomy. By A. R. Hinks. Pp. 256. (London :

Williams and Norgate.) is. net.

Introduction to Science. By Prof. J. A. Thomson. Pp.

256. (London : \\'illiams and Norgate.) 15. not.

Confessions (if a Robin. By Lieut. -Col. A. F. Mockler-

Ferryman. Pp. 102. (London : S.P.C.K.) 25.

Geometry for Schools. By W. G. Borchardt and the

Rev. A. D. Perrott. Vol. i. Pp. viii+ Sz and Answers.

Vol. ii. Pp. viii+ 53 to 162 and Answers. (London : G.

Bell and Sons, \.U\.) is. and is. 6t1.

The Enzyme Tr.aiinent of Cnm • r .md its Scientific

Basis. Bv Dr. J. Ucard. Pp. \i\ .•lo. (London:
Chatto and Windus.) ys. 6d. net.

Chemistrv and Chnnicni Magic. Bv V. E. Johnson.

Pp. 150. (London : II. Frowdo and Ilodder and Stough-

ton.) IS. 6d.
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Mechanics and some of Its Mysteries. By V. E, John-
son. Pp. 120. {London : H. Frowde and Hodder and
Stoughton.) 15. bd.

Flying and some of its Mysteries. By \ . E. Johnson.

Pp. 138. (London : H. Frowde and Hodder and Stough-
ton.) \s. bd.

Modern Science Reader, with Special Reference to

Chemistry. Edited by Prof. R. M. Bird. Pp. viii+323.

(London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd.) 55. net.

Lehrbuch der Protozoenkunde. By Prof. F. Doflcin.

Dritte stark vermehrte Auflage. Pp. xii+1043. (Jena:
Fischer.) 26 marks.
Geologische Charakterbilder. Herausgegeben von Prof.

H. Stille. Heft 2-8. (Berlin : Gebriider Borntraeger.)
Various prices.

The Climate of the Continent of Africa. By A. Knox.
Pp. xiv-f-552. (Cambridge University Press.) 21s. net.

DIARY OP SOCIETIES.
THURSDAY, November 9.

Royal Society, at 4.30.—The Spectrum of Boron : Sir W. Crookes, O.M..
For. Sec. R.S.—A Chemically-active Modification of Nitrogen produced
by the Electric Tlischarge. II. : Hon. R. J. Strutt, F. R.S.—Production
of Solid Oxygen bv the Evaporation of the Liquid : Frof. Sir J. Dewar,
F. R.S.—On the Gaseous Condensable Compound, Explosive at Low
Temperatures, produced from Carbon Disulphide Vapour by the Action of
the Silent Electric Discharge. IL : Prof. Sir J. Dewar, F.R.S., and Dr.
H. O. Jones.— (i) Optical Dispersion: a Comparison of the Maxima
of Absorption and Selective Reflection for certain Substances

; (2) The
Influence of the Solvent on the Position of Absorption B»ndsin Solutions :

Dr. T. H. Havelock.

—

\n Experimental Investigation of Gibbs's Thermo-
dynamical Theory of Interfacial Concentration in the Case of an Air-water
Interface : Prof. F. G. Donnan, F.R.S., and J. T. Barker.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, at 8.—Modern |High Voltage
Power Transformers in Practice with special reference to a "T" Three
Unit System : W. T. Taylor.

The Concrete Institute, at 8. — Presidential Address: Sir Henry
Tanner, C. B.

Mathematical Society, at 5.30. — Annual General Meeting. — The
Invariants of the Linear Partial Diflerenlial Equation of the Second
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Surface : C. T. Bennett.—The Relations between Borel's and Cesaro's
Methods of Summation : G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood.—A Method
of Establishing the 27-line Configuration of a Cubic Surface: W. P. Milne.
Mathematical Analogues of Mental Phenomena : H. Bateman.

FRIDAY, November 10.

Royal Astronomical Society, at 5.— Nouvelles ^toiles doubles, 6me
sine : R. Jonckheere.—Empirical Short Period Terms in the Moon's Mean
Longitude: F.E.Ross.—(i) Mean Areas and Heliographic Latitudes of
Sun-spots in the Year 1910 ; (2) Observ.ations of Jupiter's 8th Satellite

:

Royal Observatory, Greenwich.—The Influence of Anomalous Disper^on
on Solar Phenomena : P. V. Bevan.—Astrographic Measures of Double
Stars : R. W. Wrigley.—On the Errors of Measurements on Photographic
Plates : Winifred Gibson.— Fifth Note on the Number of Faint Stars with
Large Proper Motions: F. A. Bellamy.—The Spectrum of Nebulium :

J. W. Nicholson.

—

Probable Paper : Possible Phase Relations between
the Planets and Sun-spot Phenomena: F. J. M. Siratton.

Physical Society (at Finsbury Technical College), at 5. — Reflecting
Polariscopes for the Study of Optical Stress in Materials : Prof. Silvanus P.
Thompson and Prof. E. G. Coker ; The Effects of Holes and Semicircular
Notches in the Distribution of Stress in Tension Members (demonstrated
by polarised light): Prof. E. G. Coker.—(i) A Surface-tension Pheno-
menon; (2) Temperature Rise in Drops as they Part ; (3) Temperatures
of Equidensity of Liquids : Mr. C. R. Darling.—(i) Exhibition of a Large
Harmonograph

; (2) Physiological Effect of an Alternating Magnetic
Field

; (^) Demonstrations of .\coustical Experiments, New and Old

;

Prof. S. P. Thompson.
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Mineralogical Society, at 5.30.—On Crystals of Dufrenoysite, Selig-
mannite and Rathite: R. H. Solly.—A Simple Graphic Method for
Determining Extinction-angles in Sections of Biaxial Crjstals : H. G.
Smith.—On the Meteoiic-stone which recently fell in Eg>-pt : Dr. G. T.
Prior.—Struverite from the Federated Malay States: T. Cook and S. T.
Johnstone.—On the Temperature at which Gypsum becomes Uniaxial : A.
Hutchinson. — On a Total-reflexion Diagram : A. Hutchinson. — The
Occurrence of Ankerite in Coal : T. Crook.

Royal Anthropological Institute, at 8.15.—The Matulu Mountain
People of British New Guinea : R. W. Williamson.

Institution of Civil Engineers, at 8.—The Loch Leven Water-power
Works : A. H. Roberts.—The Hydro-electric Plant in the British Alu-
minium Company's Factory at Kinlochleven : F. B. Sonnenschein.

WEDNESDAY, November 15.

Entomological Society, at 8.— Descriptions of South American Micro-
lepidoptera: E. Meyrick, F.R.S.

Royal Meteorological Society, at 7.30.—The Abnormal Summer of
1911 : C. H.irding.—Notes on Solar Halos : W. Larden.

Royal Microscopical Society, at 8.—A Geometric Slide Photo-micro-
graphic Apparatus : J. E. Barnard.— British Enchytraiids. II. The Genus
Fridericia : Rev. Hilderic Friend.

THURSDAY, Novkmbu 16.
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RovAL SociKTV, at ^.y>.—Probable Papers : On the Discovery of %
Type of Flint Implements below the Ba»e of the Red Cr«^ of

~

proving the Kxiitence of Skilled Worker* of Flint in the Pl>~

-

Sir Ray Lankoter, K C.B., F.R.S.—The Influence of I.

Bacteria: Prof. W. M. Thornton.—The Permeability of th'

S. G. Paine.—The Intrinnic Factors in the Act of Progf
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J.

A. Gardner.—The Refr..
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CELLULOSE DERIVATIVES IN THE SERVICE
OF MAN.

Mtrocellulose hidustry : a Compendium of the History,

Chemistry, Ma>infactiire, Commercial Application,

and Analysis of Nitrates, Acetates, and Xanthates

cf Celhdose as Applied to the Peaceful Arts ; with a

Chapter on Gun-Cotton, Smokeless Powder, and
Explosive Cellulose Nit/ates. Bv Dr. Edward C.

W'orden. Vol i., pp. xxxiv + 565. Vol. ii., pp.

xxviii + 567-1239. (London: Constable and Co.,

f.td., 191 1.) Price, two vols., 425. net.

TTTHEX Schonbein first announced his discovery

» '^ of i^un-cotton little could he have foreseen that

he was laying" the foundation of so many important

industries as those, sixty-five years later, associated

v\ith cellulose derivatives, for although the acetates

Mu! xanthates of this parent substance are daily grow-

: in importance, their introduction has solely been

Kit to the wide and successful application of the

litrocelluloses. One may safelv say that the deriva-

!i\es of no other sing^le chemical substance (if cellulose

in its varied forms may be so termed) have proved

if such general use to mankind, assisting" in the pro-

luction at a cheap rate of numbers of articles hitherto

nade from expensive natural products, developing

m|)ortant branches of photography, rendering valuable

-I rvice to the man of science and medical man, and
•inallv furnishing the base of all the modern smokeless

lowders. The author has succeeded in these two com-
irthensive volumes in admirably treating of all the

iiscoveries and applications of these highly important
If rivatives. The magnitude of such a work and the

hnroughness with which it has been carried out may
H realised from the fact that more than 8000 literature

I lirences and 15000 patent references have been veri-

Ird.

Ihe preparation of the nitrocelluloses and their

t.il)ilising is of the first importance, and is very clearly

ifalt with. An important point is the effect of prior

!' atment of the cotton, before nitration, on the char-

r of the product and its stability. In general

Ion treated with bleaching" powder solutions or

ncrcerised by alkali g"ives a lower nitrogen content, a
I rater ether-alcohol solubility, and renders subsequent
tahilisalion more difficult.

'I he successful application of nitrocelluloses in the
rts is almost wholly dependent on the use of proper
"Ivcnts and obtaining solutions of the desired vis-

"^ity. The important part which amyl alcohol {iso),

iitroduced by .Stevens in 1882, has played in the

nilicial If'alher, lacquer, and other industries is

laralli led 1)\- the iinportanl property of camphor in

aing solid or suitable plastic bodies for other
rhes f)f thr iiidiislry. The author estimates that

lai' 450, ()()() gallons of amyl acetate are annually
"ipl(>\<d in tlif Ignited States, so that he rightly

lis (-onsidiTalilc spare to its pnparation and the
aistrv of caniijhor also receives vtry full treatment.

^pa(( does not permit of more than a brief refer-
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ence to the numerous applications of nitrocellulose or

the other derivatives ; it seems that in one way or

another they must have some interest for everyone,

but especially for those engaged in any branch of

science. The preparation of museum specimens, and
particularly of sections for the microscope ; for pre-

servation of important writings by saturation of the

paper (where Indian ink has been employed, of which
shellac is a constituent and soluble in the nitro-

cellulose solvent—the paper must first be immersed
in a 2 per cent, solution of gelatin and allowed to

dry) ; for the production of special tubes for deep-sea

soundings, the tubes being coated inside with silver

chromate, are amongst the minor but still important
applications of nitrocellulose solutions.

In the large industries built up on cellulose deriva-

tives during the last twenty years mention may be

made of its application in the manufacture of incan-

descent mantles, both for coating the mantle to enable

it to withstand the shocks of transport and handling,

and the production of mantles themselves by the

ejection of filaments containing the thoria and ceria,

to be afterwards woven into mantles ; the production

of pyroxylin containing imitation leathers, of which
a conservative estimate of the daily output of the

United States is 45,000 yards, and for photographic
purposes, where the applications of soluble nitrocellu-

loses are so numerous that considerable space is

devoted to the subject. The production of continuous

films has undoubtedly contributed more than anv other

discovery to the popularity of photography, and ren-

dered the kinematograph a possibility. The extreme
desirability of using non-inflammable films is empha-
sised from time to time by the ignition of ordinary

films, so that the description of the preparation of

cellulose acetate films will prove of value and a useful

guide to future inventors.

The production of artificial silk is a triumph of the

application of chemical substances to rival one of the

most beautiful products of nature. Whilst in the early

days it was thought to be a rival to the natural pro-

duct, its lack of flexibility and strength have precluded

this actually being the case ; but the beauty of the

filaments has given rise to so many new and decorative

materials that, although not a rival, the demand for

the artificial product was, for a period, so great that

its price actually exceeded that of the natural silk.

A brief reference can only be made to the early process

of Chardonnet (1884), in which, as in most processes,

an ether-alcohol solution of nitrocellulose is employed.

The fluid was at first squirted through an orifice

o'5 mm. in diameter, the spinnarets falling into cold

water which coagulated, their exterior forming a tube

with a liquid interior, this coarse thread being then

rapidly spun out into a thin filament. Later the

orifice was reduced to o'o8 mm. Nitroeellulos,' silks

are usually denitrated by means of an alkaline sul-

phide, so that finally they are essentially cellulose.

It is of interest to compare the diameter of the arti-

ficial fibre with the natural. Chardonnet silk is given

as 45 to 60 niicromillimetres, while ihe natural silk

is onlv () to 15, these figures being for the wet

(swollen) fibres.

n
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The ch.'iptc I i>ii the military applications of cellulose

derivatives is limited to eiphty-five pages, but these

contain a vast amount of information which, although

familiar to those associated with this branch of the

subject, is an excellent condensation of information.

So wide are the applications of cellulose derivatives

and so admirably is the subject treated by the author

that his two volumes should find a place in every tech-

nical and scientific chemist's library, and, further, will

prove an invaluable reference book for the larfje

number who are regularly employing many of these

important bodies in their evervdav work.

J. S. S. H.

EDUCATION FOR THE COUNTRY LIFE.

The Teaching of Agriculture in the High School. By
Garland A. Rricker. Pp. xxv + 202. (New York:
The Macmillan Co. ; London : Macmillan and Co.,

Ltd., 191 1.) Price 4s. 6d. net.

STUDENTS of rural affairs have long realised that

much dissatisfaction exists in country districts

with our present system of education. In whatever

way it is judged, according to its critics, it has failed

;

the children sent out from the country schools are not

better fitted for work on the land than their fathers

were; on the contrary, they are kept at desk work
during the period when it is supposed that their

receptive faculties are at the best, and when they

would, on the land, most rapidly learn the ways of

animals, of plants, and of soils. Even the friends of

the .system will concede that it has been evolved with-

out any special regard for country requirements, and
without taking account of the fundamental differ-

ences in habits of thought and in points of view
between the dwellers in the town and those in the

country.

More and more it is being realised that the future

development of the rural district, or to put it still

more widely, of the country civilisation, must run on
different lines from that of the city, and experiments
are therefore being made to evolve a system of educa-
tion that shall train children to lead the life of the

country. The experimental scale is largest in the

States, as one might expect, and in the book before

us Mr. Bricker has collected such of the material as
is at present available, thus usefully filling a gap in

our education literature. It is, of course, as vet too

soon to speak about results, but during the experi-

mental period it is useful for educationists to loiow
what their American confreres are doing.

Of the elementary school but little is said. The
nature-study idea is for the present the best we have,
and has already a copious literature of its own. The
work of the elementary schools, according to the

author, should confine itself to an elementary study
of the common things of the farm, field, and forest.

Something of the relative importance of these things
to man should be studied and fixed in the mind of
the child before he leaves school. It is in the
secondary school, or, as it is here called, the high
school, that the scholars will take up agriculture as
such, but there is no break in the sequence of studies
l)ecause agriculture will be looked upon as nature-
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study plus utility. But the study of agriculture is t(

be an education and not simply a manual training

"If the essence of true culture is to see the fundfl

mental and eternal shining out through the seemingi
trivial and transitory, there is no subject betU
adapted to provide culture than the subject of agr
culture.*'

To be treated in this broad way, agriculture n
quires a larger place in the school curriculum th»

the established secondary schools are able or w

to give it; hence the necessity for separate agricul

schools. Two possible dangers are indir.

.specialised schools may emphasise class distin<

unworthy of a democratic country; educition

makes a strong appeal to economic motives m.t

harmful if it places its powerful sanction on

seeking ideals. The purely practical man, of C(

will ask : Of what use are culture and adornnii

the power to earn a livelihood is lacking? But ll

must not be the point of view of the agricultur

teacher. He must rather insist on the other questior

Of what use is the best capacity to make a livir

without a corresponding power to make li.''e wot
while? and make agriculture a cultural as well as

vocational subject. In short, the agricultur

secondary school is to be the directive and construct!^

agent of the new rural civilisation that the best mi
in the States (and, for that matter, in this count

also) are endeavouring to foster.

A chapter is devoted to the description of schc

alreadv established. They are, as one would ea

of several types, but in all of them boys and gii

are educated together, entering at the age of thirtt

or fourteen, and remaining for three or four year

Agriculture for the boys and household science f^

the girls form the respective centres of the cours

and the education is made as real as possible,

the thing itself, whether a horse, a maize seed, or]

growing crop, is before the class, and not simply'

picture.

The author then proceeds to a discussion of methc

The logical arrangement of subjects followed in

college course is not the best for the boy with

limited experience and his incomplete and unorgani

knowledge. It is necessan,- to adopt a psycholoj

arrangement, i.e. a sequence of studies adapted to

changing and developing powers of the scholar,

the subject generally accords with the instincts

the impulses of the average boy is a tremendous

and yet, unintelligently directed by the teacher,

help may prove a great danger. Into the psyc

logical discussions we need not enter. The authc

aim is to show that pedagogic principles can

should be applied to the teaching of agriculture,

that the subject can and should be made cultural

well as vocational.

The book affords a striking illustration of how mi
further the Americans have got than we ourseh

VVe are only commencing—if indeed we have seriot

commenced—to apply the science of education in

agricultural teaching. Those who propose to

the task will obtain useful help from this book.

E. J.
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GLACIERS AND ICE-SHEETS.

Characteristics of Existing Glaciers. By Prof. W. H.

Hobbs. Pp. XXV + 301. (New York: The Mac-

millan Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1911.) Price 135. 6d. net.

THE framework of this volume was laid by Prof.

Hobbs in three papers, dealing in turn with

"Mountain Glaciation," "The Ice of Arctic Regions,"

and "Antarctic Ice," which were published during

1910 in scientific journals respectively in London,

Philadelphia, and Berlin. The author has done good

service to the glaciologist and glacial geologist in

bringing together his concise description and classifica-

tion of existing glaciers and ice-sheets in the present

convenient form. Especially in the parts devoted to

Arctic and Antarctic ice he has made an exhaustive

digest of the scattered literature, and has presented a

copiously illustrated summary of the available in-

formation respecting the distribution and character of

the ice of these regions. To the end of each chapter

he appends a full list of his authorities, so that the

book is in every respect a most useful work of refer-

ence. His outlook is throughout that of a physio-

grapher of the modern American school, and he has

constantly in view the effect of ice and snow upon the

shape of the land beneath it.

In his treatment of mountain glaciers, in the first

(and shortest) part of his book, the author asserts

himself more prominently than in the later parts, and

it may be that some of his readers will consider the

ralue of this part as a digest has, in consequence,

been impaired. He reduces the existing Alpine

g;laciers to their really insignificant position by the aid

jf comparative diagrams {e.g. plate ii.). He will not

lUow that any of them, with the possible exception

jf the Great Aletsch, are worthy even of being called

/alley-glaciers
—

" In reality the glaciers of the Alps,

"ar from occupying valleys, do not even fill the mother

:irques at the valley heads " (p. 52). His rather

ilaborate classification of mountain glaciers (p. 42),

)ased partly upon comparative alimentation, is not,

lowever, likely to be generally adopted ; most of the

'types" are necessarily nothing more than phases

vhich merge together indefinitely both in space and
ime-relation.

With respect to the long controversy as to the

lotency of ice as an eroding agent, Prof. Hobbs in his

reface explicitly disclaims any intention to deal with

'the views of that school of British geologists par-

icularly which holds, that the denudational effect of

[lacier ice is negative." So he does not refer to these

lews in adopting alternative explanations of the

rltical phenomena; e.g. the "Cascade Stairway" and
he "Hanging Valley," in chapter iv. In this con-
ection it may be remarked, though not mentioned by
tie author, that the long trench-like valleys by which
le great glaciers pour down to the ice-plain of the
tarrier from the high Antarctic plateau can scarcely

e assigned to any other cause than ice-erosion.

In discussing the relation of mountain-form to

laciation, Prof. Hobbs dwells with particular

Il^)ha6is upon cirque-development, which he believes
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to have a greater importance than has been generally

recognised; and in this branch he takes upon himself

the role of special pleader. For the initiation of a

cirque through the agency of a snow-bank, he calls

in the process of "nivation," i.e. selective perishing of

contiguous moistened rock, as first suggested by Mr.
F. E. Matthes from his observations in the Bighorn

Mountains of Wyoming. In the later development of

the cirque, the berg-schrund is considered to be a

prime factor by the author, who has been duly

—

possibly even unduly—Impressed by results rf Mr.

W. D. Johnson's celebrated exploration of the berr-

schrund of Mount Lyell glacier, C.ili nrnl-i, where ''-'

sapping of a perpendicular wall of rock was fornd to

be in progress at the bottom of the fissure. The basis

of observation is so limited that it may legitimately

be questioned whether this sapping effect is general.

However, the author considers that cirque recession

is mainly responsible for the residual topographical

forms of most high mountains, and he illustrates the

progressive stages by good examples from western

U.S.A., stating that "in parts of Europe, and in the

Alps in particular, one looks in vain for evidences of

the earlier and more significant stages," owing to the

more prolonged and vigorous glaciation.

In final chapters the meteorological conditions of

existing ice-sheets are summarised, and it is considered

that the strong radial winds of Greenland and the

Antarctic are due to the sliding outward of chilled

air along the surface of the ice-dome.

The author fully recognises in other parts of his

work the proved aridity of both polar areas, but

passages on pp. 42-3 and loo-i are likely to give the

erroneous impression that the ice-caps are areas of

heavy precipitation. At p. 238 there is an obvious

misprint of Arctic for Antarctic.

Independently of the author's opinions on debatable

matters, which may or may not be acceptable, every

geographer and geologist interested in ice will appreciate

these clear descriptions and excellent illustrations of

the earth's great glaciers—they make up into a

most presentable book. G. W. L.

PRECESSION AND PARADOX.
Draysonia : being an Attempt to Explain and Popu-

larise the System of the Second Rotation of the

Earth, as Discovered by the late Major-General

A. W. Drayson; also giving the Probable Date and

Duration of the Last Glacial Period, and Furnishing

General Drayson's Data, from which any Person of

Ordinary Mathematical Ability is Enabled to Cal-

culate the Obliquity of the Ecliptic, the Precession

of the Equinoxes, and the Right Ascension and

Declination of the Fixed Stars for any Year, Past,

Present, or Future. By Admiral Sir A. F. R. de

Horsey, K.C.B. Pp. 1x4-76 + diagram. (London :

Longmans, Green, and Co., 191 1.) Price 3s. 6d.

net.

C^'ENERAL DR.WSON'S book on the "Motion of

^ the Fixed Stars " is not a model of lucidity and

generally fails to convince those who endeavour to

grasp its argument. It was, therefore, most desir-
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able that in selecting a commentator and literary

executor the choice should fall on one who possessed

the power of removing what was obscure in the theory

and of placing the scheme in the most advanta^'eous

light. Admiral de Horsey has nothing to recommend

him for the ofTice he has undertaken but an unstinted

admiration for the original author and a loyal desire

to secure his recognition as a profound thinker. We
respect and admire the sincerity of his conviction and

his resolute effort to uphold the reputation of his

departed friend. The struggle he has made is

pathetic, but we regret to say he has only succeeded

in darkening the issue.

(ieneral Drayson was dissatisfied with the theory

of precession. He could not accept the explanation

of the change of coordinates as due to the revolution

of the earth's pole about that of the ecliptic, while at

the same time the obliquity of the ecliptic was con-

tinually varying. He did not admit that the circular

motion was a close approximation to the truth, and

that greater accuracy was obtained by making the

radius of the circle vary. Yet the device is a very

usual one in the explanation of a recondite subject.

It is often found that a broad general truth requires

a minute degree of qualification. "The geometrical

absurdity of a circle with a movable centre " seems to

have presented a difliculty that the gallant General

never mastered, and he therefore devised another plan

for computing precession. Owing to the slow motion

of the earth's pole, there is no difficulty in contriving

an arithmetical process, by which the results when

confined to a limited number of years shall be similar

to those obtained by the ordinary formula. General

Drayson 's plan was to make the earth's axis revolve

in a circle of radius 2q° 25' 47*, about a point 6° from

the pole of the ecliptic, and situated near the solstitial

colure. The annual motion of the point marking the

origin of longitude (apparently not precisely coincide nt

with the first point of Aries) is 40'89'', consequently

the cycle of precession is about one-quarter longer than

that assigned by astronomers.

Admiral de Horsey 's contribution in support of his

friend's theory has been to compute the precession of

many stars by this method, and to compare the results

with the Nautical Almanac values. The agreement

is satisfactory, but if this proved anything one would

think it proved the Nautical Almanac correct ; but that

view does not commend itself to the Admiral. Partly

perhaps because in Drayson 's method the obliquity

of the ecliptic will vary in the course of a cycle between

23° and 35°, and thereby the glacial theory, provided

that geologists could be satisfied with so short a period

as 15,000 years, might be satisfactorily accounted for.

The author also claims that some difficulties he

imagines to exist in the reckoning of time can be

removed by this means of explaining precession. He
is not, however, very fortunate when he puts the late

Mr. Stone in the witness-box to prove an anomaly in

time reckoning. This may be a small matter, but

when the author confuses precession with aberration

\ve feel that, with the best intentions of serving the

interests of his lost friend, he is scarcely fitted for the

task.
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77/E MEASUREMENT OF ILLUMINATIOS
Illumitiation: its Distribution and Measurement, l.v

A. P. Trotter. Pp. xvii + 292. (London: Mac-

millan and Co., Ltd.. 191 1.) Price 8s. 6d. net.

DLDICVIKD to Piern- Bouguer, the father of

photometry, this bt)ok is the first really scien-

tific attempt to put illuminating engineering on a

proper basis, and is the outcome of the work wl

has been done in .America and England of late y<

to break away from the haphazard methods of li;.

ing which have so long been in vogue, and to repl

them by arrangements of the sources of light wl

shall lead to a satisfactory distribution of light <

the area to be illuminated.

No one more fitted to undertake this work t

Mr. A. P. Trotter could have been found, and

experience he has gained since 1879, when he wor

out his dioptric system of uniform distribution

light, has enabled him to produce a book which \\ ill

prove invaluable to those who realise that the u

statement of the candle-power of a light offer-

guide to its lighting effect, and that fifteen can

burning in different parts of a room give a \

different illumination from one fifteen candle ga-

burning in the chandelier.

The book very wisely is confined to the metl

of distribution and measurement of illumination, .1 .

the portions dealing with photometry are more

especially amplified in this direction, whilst all

scriptions of systems of lighting have very proj

been omitted.

The first chapter deals with the units and standard';

of candle-power, from the much-abused candle to

impracticable VioUe melted platinum unit, but si

Mr. Trotter is a little unjust to the former whf 1

says "the so-called English Parliamentary cand!

spermaceti was not more scientific and hardly i:

accurate than the barleycorn of which three went 10

the inch." There are many photometricians of the

old school who could assure him that the Sj

standard candle, as made by Miller, when its

was guided bv common-sense rather than by depart-

mental directions, fell short of the modern standard

in little else than convenience.

In the second chapter the author discusses " illu-

mination and derived units," and it is pleasant to

find due credit given to Sir William Preece, who ""

early as 1889, recognised the necessity for a me:

of illumination, and adopted the carcel-metn

which unit he gave the name "lux," a name ;»

wards applied by the Geneva Congress in 1896 t

the bougie-metre. The latter part of the chapter ;

devoted to a clear enunciation of the laws of ligh

flux of light, brightness, quantity, and reflection.

The distribution of illumination, more especial

over a plane, occupies the next two chapters, and i

the fifth photometers received full attention, and th

chapter is of special value, as Mr. Trotter has intr(J

duced into it so much of his own work. It would

have been even more interesting if he had criticised

the various photometers from the point of view ol

the personal equation, as many observers would have

liked to know his opinion of the Referees' table photo-
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meter as compared with the open-bar disc photometer
for general gas-testing work.

Several chapters are devoted to the minutiae of

photometric work, whilst in chapter ix. the measure-
ment of illumination is dealt with, and another

chapter describes the practical application of the

methods employed, the work concluding with a valu-

able review of the subject of dioptric distribution of

light.

The whole work is excellent from all points of

view, and will form an addition to the engineer's and
architect's library of far more than ordinary value.

MODERN GEOGRAPHY.
(i) The Nations of the Modern World: an Elementary
Study in Geography. By H. J. Mackinder. Pp.
xvi + 319. (London : G. Philip and Son, Ltd. ; Liver-

pool : Philip, Son, and Nephew, Ltd., n.d.) Price

25.

2) A Geography of Ireland. By O. J. R. Howarth.
Pp. 224. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 191 1.) Price

2S. 6d.

2) Aberdeenshire. By A. Mackie. Pp. x+198.
4) Huntingdonshire. By the Rev. W. M. Noble.
Pp. ix+152.

5) Worcestershire. By L. J. Wills. Pp. ix+ 154.
Cambridge: L'niversity Press, 1911.) Price is. 6d.

each.

i) nPHE first of these works must not be regarded
*- merely as a reading book for schools.

t is, as its author observes, "a book of mingled
reography and history," and contains so much matter
hat it was surely worthy of an index. \\'hile it

evelops the theme of three previous works, and brings
lUt the bearing on human relations of the geographical
onditions there described, it forms at the same time
in independent treatise, which will stimulate the

nemory of many readers of full age. It is these, in-

leed, who will enjoy it thoroughly. A knowledge of

nodern history, and much of it obtained at first hand,
necessary for the complete appreciation of the

hanges of the map of Europe. Mr. Mackinder brings
he older stages, such as those accompanying the Seven
ears' War and the Napoleonic epoch, tersely and
ividly before us. The later steps, the freeing of

Venice, the partition of Lorraine, the uplifting of

Josnia, belong to our own eventful times. But we
re led also to trace the rise of the Cnited States and
f Japan, and to take a large and scientific view of the
nevitable expansion of Germany (p. 250), where men
Imost of our own blood are looking out also on the
.•orld. It may be somewhat ironic to suppose (p. 257)
hat the immense progress of Egypt under British

rganisalion incited the Turks to improve their own
ome government; but the author's treatment of the

ritish Empire as a whole forces a sense of respon-
ibility upon the most insular and reluctant conscience.
Ve may not like the reference nowadays (p. 258) to

pan and Turkey as "two heathen Powers," a phrase
lat has slipped in somehow from Mr. Mackinder's
tudies of the early nineteenth century; but his out-
)ok is elsewhere that of the philosophic traveller.

Jnder his direct and closely written sentences, we
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trace always that fine feeling for duty which is man's
highest possession on this strange rotating globe.

(2) Mr. Howarth's " Ireland " is a welcome addition
to the Oxford Geographies, a series edited by Prof.
Herbertson. Aided by maps and excellent photo-
graphic illustrations, it brings the features of the
country, grouped in natural regions, well before us.

The author makes somewhat little (pp. 44 and 45)
of Jukes's classic explanation of the courses of the
southern Irish rivers, and seems to think that the

Blackwater may have run against the face of an up-
raised fault-block at Cappoquin. Lamplugh's justly

accepted explanation of the Scalp is neglected on p. 64,
while the gorge of the Dargle is strangely described

as having been deserted by its stream. Fig. 5, show-
ing a drumlin-covered country backed by the Curlew
Hills, is not so representative as it should be of " the

Central Lowland," and the geological descriptions

generally seem to date from the appearance of Hull's
" Physical Geology and Geography of Ireland." We
thus have Archaean granites (Fig. 3) opposed to large

areas of "Cambrian and Silurian " strata in the meta-
morphosed regions; but the author himself must be

held responsible for the insertion on his map of a

Silurian district in the extreme south. Chapter xxvi.

might be improved by an account of the cooperative

organisation of agriculture, which has been largelv

aided by the fact that Ireland is a convenient and
detached geographical unit. The publications of the

Irish Department of Agriculture will assist Mr.

Howarth in his next edition. The book has so many
good points, and so clearly connects the structure of

the country with the life of its inhabitants, that we
hope it will meet with ready recognition.

(3) The county geographies issued by the Cambridge
L'niversity Press, with their coloured physical and
geological maps, and numerous landscape illustrations,

have already taken a high rank. Aberdeenshire is

largely a granite county, with solemn ice-worn high-

lands, and castles as stern as the jutting rocks along

its coast. Mr. Mackie is a student of nature with a

keen literary taste, and human interests and anti-

quities are evidently as attractive to him as are the

birch-woods and the moors.

(4) The Rev. W. M. Noble's " Huntingdonshire " in

the same series presents a very different country, where
the fundamental rocks rarely appear from beneath the

covering of glacial detritus and alluvial fenland. Too
little emphasis seems to be laid (p. 31) on the high

interest of the boulder-clay. The agricultural features,

the great manor houses, and the stone bridges along

the grand old highways are excellently illustrated and

described.

(5) In "Worcestershire," Mr. L. J. Wills has a

fascinating field. He describes the high ridge of

Archaean granite in the Malverns, which rise on the

western border like a blue wave against the evening

sky. He illustrates the British formations up to the

oolites of Bredon, and then directs attention to the

upland vegetation of the Lickey Hills and the relics of

old forests in the lowlands. The frosts in the hollows

of the fruit-growing districts (p. 45) are, we presum'.\

due to the creej) of cold air downwards on still night;-'.
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(^1 lliijii'r Miilhrnnili, s J.-r (li,)iil,<il Slii,lnils. I>\

J. i\. r.iriin-idii. rj). \-
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liir (III i;, •',,(111(1 1 ( f^l!vsik(ilis(li(' l'liciiii(-. Zwciti-r li.ind.

Xr. \-., Mi'ssmii^iii (l(i<;ii-(ini'>iorisclic Kiat'ic i;;d-

vanJschtT Kntcn. niit \\ .-issi-ii^i-n I'.lcklniJN nn. ISv

R. Abrij^ii, l'"r. Aucihiuli, and U. Lullicr. V\>. \ +
-M 3. (Halle ;i. .S. : W. Knap[), i()ii.) Pricf H.j\o

marks.

(r "OROl". XlvRX.S'l'S l(Xl-h(U)k occupies a special

* piisitiiui ;inii>ii;;si tfxt-books of ])h\sical

cli'iiiisirx, uiiiirn .is it is In- an author of such

emiiifncf as a pi;)nrcr ,ind iiui-i ii^iitor in the science,

and ot such rcmarkalilc powers ol exposition. From
ihr ilicmiral point of view no better basis for a work
of the kind can be ado|)te(i than that of Avogadro's
rulr, for one of the main practical problems of the

chemist is the determination of molecular concentr.i-

tions. Gas densiTus, osmotic pressures, fnc/ini^ .ind

boiling points of solutions, conductivity of electrolvtic

solutions, and electromotive forces are all measured
with this |iriinary object in view, and tli.-nfore

A\di;adro's rule is at the root of ihem all. On this

sound rhrinical basis, then, with the aid of the two
laws of thermodynamics, the author has built. His
id. MS .iif .always cle.ar cut, his expression of them is

always ordered and concise, .and his m.ithcmaticil

proofs are of special ne.itness and brevit\ . It is no
wonder, then, that although the book is scaici 1\ in-

tended for beginners, it should have n.ichi d ,i sixth

edition in (urnian ;ind ;i third in English. The
advanced student and teacher will spccialh' welcome
in this latest edition a detailed account of Prof. XCrnst's

new thermodynamical theorem, of which so much has
been recent 1\ heard.

It is .1 mailer for regret that tlie original English
translatiim of Prof. Nernst's work was far from
satisfactory, and so to a consideraMe i xient spoiled

the vogue of the book. The present transl.uion has
been revised and partly rewritten, and h;is without
doubt been thereby vastly improved. But nothing
short of complete retranslation could do justice to the
original. However, an occasional awkwardly turned
phrase of distinct !}• Teutc^iic flavour will jirobablv

not greatly incommode the average reader, and so to

all those who desire acquaintance with the facts and
theories of physical chemistry and an indication of the
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lines of progress

I'inf. Xernsfs e-.

miiri- ol Uie
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-ci<nce, this tran>lalioi

1 unique work can b<

,,..,,e.d books intended for

ieiiis which h.-ive come under

Ml. Partington's i-

as had a clear n'

iMeiii lo !;.• solved, and has

essfulK. H'' does not attemi

,tii< ; s to what wi

. -1 physical chemi

ol the mathem.-i

,1 tli,.ir -,r,i,i;,--,t:.

UP- two e\;ni'JJi'

.and extraction

of ether; maxima
ndnim.i b\ the r.tte of cat.alxsis of methyl acetai'

w.tter; ill.- compound interest law by the deca

radio-.icti\ ii \ ; and so on. .Mike to the ch' :

siudenl wlio li.i- no [)r.'\ious knowledge ol •

eiitial and int.-^ral c.dculus, and to the ^lu'

has le.irnt tlx- ni.thods of the calculus,

a loss how to .ipph them, ihis little book will <

considerable v.due.

( t) The Hunsen-desi llsch.ift di'serves the gratituc

those who work 011 the subject of electromotive •

for till- issui- of till' volume under review. It coi

of three parts : ( n .1 complete system.ttic and chr

logical bibliogr,ipl.\ of nuisurenunts of electroir,

forces; (2) a -. I.riion of the- most truslw.

measureiueiiis r.diuid lo a uniform system; an.

tables of the most prob.ible v.ikies itf single .

"

potcnli.ils.

In ihi' liililiogr.aijhic.al section the nature of

electroiiioti\-.' conibin.itions measured is given, but

the numerical \ahi.s olii.aine.i. Only aqueous

tions .are consider, ci, and sucli combinations as

vohi^ .an .ageiicx exi.rn.al to the cell are excluded,

thermoelectric .and photoelectric combinations, de<

position potenti.als, .and the like. The arrangement

by elements according to the groups of the peri<

table, both in the bibliographical and in the tabi

sections; the single potenli.als are referred to

normal hydrogen electrode as zero.

W'iih this book of reference at hand the worker:

( lectromotive force can ascertain in the minimui

time wh.a irustwortln wurk has already been

in his speci.al br.inch, and see at a glance the

probable numerical values for any electromotive

bination in which he may be int. rested. J-

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Fiild S(<ti--h(h>k cf (•iological lUustraiiotis. .Arra

bv Hild.i D. .Sharpe ; conlainine 86 iiliototrraphS

maps. Pp. 51. (M.incl.
'

(Jarnett. Ltd., n.d.) Price .,

TiiK idea of this hoolc is a very happy one.

•Sharpe has collecteii ,a number of photogr.aphs

trating geological features, m.ainlv from places in

r.ritish Isles, and Messrs. I'latters and Garnett
prepared to supply lantern-slides of most of thet

IS. each, or on hire at kv. yl. a dozen. Even
supplement to the fine series issued by the Br
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i Association, this selection is very welcome, and the

I

book itself, at its modest price, is distinctly suggestive
' to the teacher. The illustrations, even when most
effective, are rarely chosen from hackneyed subjects.

; VVe can scarcely do better than Stare Cove, Lulworth,
jor the Giant's Causeway, which naturally appear; but

i
we can now avail ourselves of the limestone pinnacle

!of Pickering' Tor, of eight views of the River Artro,

near Harlech, from its source among the boulders to

the sea, and of the Severn Valley in the Triassic plain

I of Worcestershire. Broad landscapes like the last have

j
loo often been neglected. Miss Sharpe gives us also

the Silurian escarpments near Malvern, the rounded

j
forms of the Longmynd, and the ice-worn gneissic

I

floor of Sutherland. Details like an erratic near
(Harlech and pot-holes on the Gelt have also obvious
(uses. The subject may easily be extended into future
jvolumes, if the enterprise meets with the success that

jit deserves.

I A neat coloured geological map of the British Isles

lis given, but no useful purpose appears to be served
by the insertion of tables of rock-forming minerals
or of the classification of rocks, which cannot be
regarded as either adequate or appropriate. The
statements, moreover, made in this brief form are not
always accurate. Opal is only partially described as
" hydrated silica, brilliantly coloured." The term
"glassy" applied to sanidine ought to have been long
ago abandoned. "Carbonate of calcium" does not
necessarily crystallise in rhombohedral crystals, since

two forms are described below, one of which,
ragonite, is here said to be triclinic. In the elassifi-

ation of the stratified rocks, "silica" and "silicates

f alumina " are treated as minerals. These matters
ip"ht be left with the text-books, to which the pre-

face so properly refers.

Die Ansucht Tropischer Orchideen aus Samen. Neue
Methoden auf der Grundlage des symbiotischen Ver-
hdltnisses von Pjlatize und Wurzelpilz. By Dr. H,
BurgefT. Pp. iv + 90. (Jena : Gustav Fischer, 191 1.)

Price 3.50 marks.

It was announced by the French botanist, Noel
Bernard, in 1904 that a symbiotic fungus inhabits the
roots of many orchids, and that continued germina-
tion of the seed of such orchids is dependent upon
the entrance of the fungus mycelium to renew the
symbiotic union. This conclusion raised further
problems, particularly whether the fungus differs in

different orchids and how it may be isolated and
inoculated. These are the practical points treated by
pr. Burgeff, who provides full instructions for raising
(seedlings in accordance with rigidly scientific prin-
|:iples. The methods are laborious. It is necessary to
jTiakc pure cultures of the fungus, obtain aseptic seeds,
^jningle the two symbionts, grow them artificially, and
• ransfer finally the young i)lant to natural conditions,
jrhe author also cultivated a number of mycelia taken
jTom differen.t plants with the view of distinguishing
'iilTerent varieties or species of fungus; the ijeneral
result is indicated in a diagram showing that the
.Tiycelium of a given culture may serve for one, two,
|)r rarely for more genera. Having thus shown how
pure cultures should be made and described many
fxperiments that he successfully carried out on these
ines, he indicates a less troublesome method which
onsists in sowing the seed on'sterilised fungus-infected
toil.

It is unlikely that professional orchid gfrowers will
dopt either of the methods described, because it is

'n most cases an easy matter to raise seedlings under
ordinary conditions by adding portions of the old roots
•j>r even soil from old cultures to the compost in the
eed-pan. Nevertheless, the researches of Dr. Burgeff
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are theoretically and practically of great value, and
should be carefully noted by growers, as they may
serve to explain unexpected failures.

Elementary Applied Mechanics. By Prof. A. Morley
and W. Inchley. Pp. viii + 382. (London: Long-
mans, Green and Co., 191 1.) Price 35. net.

This book is intended for beginners of limited mathe-
matical attainments, and, to meet the needs of such,
extensive use is made of graphical methods and of
numerical illustrations. Many worked-out exercises
are included, together with others intended for solu-
tion by the student. Simple laboratory experiments
are described. The standard is that of Stage I. of
the Board of Education, and the method of treatment
is quite orthodox. An introductory chapter on men-
suration and measuring appliances is followed by
chapters on elementary statical principles, leading up
to the consideration of simple frames. Work, fric-

tion, and machines are then considered. Five very
good chapters on the strength and elastic properties of
materials are included, and the elementary laws of

hydraulics form the subject-matter of the last three
chapters.

The illustrations are clearly drawn, and are mostly
correct. An exception occurs on p. 115, where a Prony
brake is illustrated, having two mistakes in its .design.

In the chapters dealing with the composition and
resolution of forces, it would have been better to

omit the arrows shown on the triangles and
polygons of forces. These cannot be shown on the
force diagrams for frames, and a habit of inserting

arrows which have to be omitted in subsequent
diagrams is easier acquired than dropped by the be-

ginner. We also observed several diagrams in which
the resultant, found from the force diagram, has not

been inserted in its proper place. The principal

author is well known from his work on the strength

of materials, and the present volume should take a
good place among the other elementary text-books on
the same subject already in existence.

The London University Guide and University Corre-
spondence College Calendar, 1912. Containing the

Regulations for Examinations to be held in 1912 and
1913. (London : University Correspondence College.)

The private student anxious to graduate at the

University of London will find in this volume all the

information he needs as to how to proceed. The best

plan, in cases where it is possible, is for the student

to enter one of the constituent colleges of the Univer-

sity and to follow the suitable course of study arranged
for intending graduates ; but for young men and
women who are compelled to live lar away from a

college and whose time is occupied during the day, it

would be difficult to find more helpful advice than

this book contains.

Life in the Sea. By James Johnstone. Pp. vii+150.

New Zealand. Bv Sir Robert Stout, K.C.M.G., and

J. Logan Stout. Pp. viii+185. (Cambridge
University Press, 1911.) Price is. net each.

Both these volumes belong to "The Cambridge
Manuals of Science and Literature," a series which is

fast becoming representative of every department of

human knowledge. Mr. Johnstone provides a dis-

cussion of the general economy of the sea, in which

the results of recent investigations of the microscopic

life of the ocean are given due prominence. The
object of the second book is to show faithfully in a

brief wav what New Zealand is and what has been

done by her people, the treatment being such as is

likelv to appeal to readers who have not seen the

Dominion.
Those " Manuals " arc not of the nature of primers
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for young boginniTs ; they are suitable, rather, for

educated readers of maturer years, who desire to

acquaint themselves with modern advances in the

subjects in which they are interested.

i:\ssaut du Pole Stid. By I'Abb^ Th. Moreux.
Pp. 221. (Paris: Jouve et' Cie., 1911.) Price 1.50

francs.

This popular account of the various e.xpeditions in

Antarctic regions, arran>^ed chronologically, will

appeal to many readers. In En}.(lish schools it miffht

serve the double purpose of an interesting French text

and leisure-hour reading in geoj^raphy. The story is

brought down to the present day and is illusi rated,

some of the pictures beinj^ views taken by Dr. ( har-

iiit on the Pourqiioi-Pas?

>n!>iccl l.i.sl of Works on ('hcitiual I ,t hunlni^y in

the Library of the Patent Office. New Series,

\N /!>. Pp. iv+171. (London: The Patent
Ot'lice, 191 1.) Price 6d.

The present list is concerned with oils, fats, soaps,

candles, and perfumery; paints, varnishes, g'ums,

resins, and india-rubber ; and the paper and leather

industries. With the volume, new series YK-YM, it

supersedes " Patent Office Library Series, No. 7,"

published in 190 1.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions
expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected
manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

The Late Sir Francis Gallon.

I AM engaged on a nn'tnoir d(,'arni}< with the life and
work of the late Sir Francis Gallon. He had a very wide
correspondence, the width of which can only be appreciated
by those who have seen the replies to his letters. Many
of these are of great interest and value, and deal with
important scientific problems. The main bulk of the letters

start with 1885, although there are isolated letters from
de Candollc, Speke, Buckland, Clerk Maxwell, and others
from i860 onwards. The letters from Francis Gallon
which led to these replies may still exist. May I appeal
to any of your readers who have letters from Francis
Gallon to lend them to me for the preparation of this

memoir? I should value especially any letters from 1850
to 1880 ; but all will be of value. Letters sent to me shall

be carefully preserved, and returned if the owner desires it.

Any letters which the owners are willing to present to this

laboratory will be filed in the Galtoniana, which already
conlain many Gallon manuscripts. Karl Pearson.

Gallon Laboratory for National Eugenics.

The Kaiser-Wilhelm Institut fiir physikalische Chemie
und Elektrochemie at Dahlem, near Berlin.

On October i Prof. F. Ilaber brj^an his work as director
of the new Kaiser-Wilhelm Institut fiir physikalische
Chemie und Elektrochemie at Dahlem, near Berlin. The
buildings of the institute, work upon which was begun
during the summer of this year, are beinjj erected by the
Prussian Government working in conjunction with the
" Koppel-Stiftung for the purpose of improving the intel-

lectual relations of Germany with other lands."
The Koppel-Stiftung, which was founded in Berlin some

years ago by Geheimer Kommerzienrat Leopold Koppel,
and until now has maintained the German School of
Medicine in Shanghai and the American Institute in Berlin,
will provide the funds for the erection of the new institute,
and will also give 35,000 marks annually for its mainten-
ance during a period of ten years. The Prussian Govern-
ment has provided the site, which is situated at the
terminus of the new underground railway from the centre
of Berlin to Dahlem, and has endowed the institute with
the sum of 50,000 marks annually.
The institute will be controlled by a board consisting of
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two representatives of the German Government, two i

sentatives of the Koppel-Stiftung, and the director V-

institute. The dire-ctor has an absolutely free hand i

choice of his work, his fellow-workers, and his assist:

For the admission of investigators who wish to I

their own lines of investigation in the institute with

own means, the director must have the assent of the

of control.

The institute will consist of scientific and tetl

departments in separate buildings. The building c.

scientific department is 600 square metres in ground
and has a basement, entirely underground, com.,

constant temperature rooms. On the ground floor a:

professor's laboratory and consulting room, the ofTic* -

calibrating room in which are to be kept the net-

laboratory standards, the mechanic's workshop, .1

lecture theatre to seat twenty-five persons. Fi.

lecture-rooms are not provided in the building, as ten

in the ordinary sense is not contemplated in the im:
The first floor will be devoted to the library,

assistant's room, glass-blowing room, and a laborator

eight research men. On the second floor are the

rooms for the mechanic and his family, since the mei

also acts as caretaker. This floor also contains rooms
photOH-hemistry, for scientific collections, and workplfl

for several more research workers.
The building is connected by a corridor with the techn^

department, the most important feature of which is

machinery hall, with a floor space of 200 square met
This hall is surrounded by smaller rooms for cher

preparations, high-voltage and heavy-current work, ar

blacksmith's shop. The ground floor of the techn|

building contains a consultation room and the labora

of the assistant in charge of that department. On the

floor is living accommodation for two assistants andl
engine-man, and also a room for the serving of refr

ments.
The director's house will be erected in the ground!

the institute.

Although there exists no stipulation on the point, it

be taken as a rule that, on account of the fact tha^

teaching as such is to be undertaken, only such stut

will be admitted by the director as have already finii^

their normal university course and desire a wider ex^

ence in scientific research. There are no restrictions

ever as to the nationality of the men admitted by
director.

The director of the institute. Prof. Haber, was bor
Breslau in 1868, and obtained his Ph.D. in Berlin in l|

-After obtaining his degree he spent several years
in technical work and partly in securing further scit

training. In 1894 he went to Karlsruhe, and
appointed Privat^ozent in chemical technology in

and associate professor in 1898. In 1902 he was
.America by the Bunsen Society of .Applied Physical
istry to study the system of chemical instruction an

condition of electrochemical industries in the L^nited

In 1906 he was appointed to the post of profes

physical and electrochemistry in Karlsruhe, where he
up the best equipped research lal)oratory of physical
istry in the world. Students from all parts of the

were attracted to this laboratory to such an extent tl

accommodation was insufficient to allow all of th^

enter, even although Prof. Haber admitted as ma
forty men at one time as research workers. Whal
most remarkable was that he personally directed the

of all these men, and often aided them in their eJ

mental work. In 1907 he was called to take the plac

Lunge in Zurich as professor of chemical technologv',,

in IQ09 he was asked to undertake the control of

the largest chemical works in Germany, but he d4
both these appointments.

Prof. Haber introduced into Germany the

method of instruction in elementary chemistry as er

in the laboratory outline written by Prof. .Alexander

This book was translated into German by Prof,

and Fritz Hiller. The two books, " Lehrbuch de

nischen Elektrochemie auf wissenschaftlicher Grund
(i8<)8, now out of print) and " Thermodynamik techii

Gasreaktionen " (1905 ; English edition 1908), tc

with numerous contributions to the Zeitschrift fiir El
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cheniic, Wiedemann's Annalen, and the Zcitschrijt fiir

physikalische Chemie, constitute his Hterary activities.

One of Prof. Haber's most important researches was
that upon the ammonia gas equilibrium at high tempera-

tures. This work resulted in the development of a com-
mercial method for the manufacture of pure ammonia
directly from the elements by the use of osmium or

uranium as a catalyser. Another important series of re-

searches was that upon the properties of flames, including

the gas equilibria involved, the ionisation and conductivity

of the gases, and the action of the ions as catalysers. He
has spent much time during the last few years upon the

Btudv of the escape of electrons from the reacting surfaces

bf metals, and the effects of electrons upon gas equilibria

md upon the velocity of chemical reactions. His other

-ecent researches have been mostly upon the following sub-

ects :—the electromotive force of the oxyhydrogen cell at

ligh temperatures ; the oxidation of nitrogen in the high-

)otential arc ; a gas refractometer for the optical analysis

>f gases according to Rayleigh's principle ; electrical forces

It phase boundaries ; the corrosion of iron by stray currents

rem street railways ; the reduction of hydroxylamine ; the

ise of solid materials, such as glass and porcelain, as

lectrolytes ; the equilibrium between magnesium chloride

ind oxygen ; electrode potentials and electrolytic reduction
;

he laboratory preparation of aluminium ; the preparation
if hydrogen peroxide by electrolysis ; experiments on the

ecomposition and combustion of the hydrocarbons ; and
utoxidation.

The writer wishes to thank Dr. Fritz Hiller, of Berlin,

or the greater part of the information contained in this

tter. The statements in regard to the purposes and
overnment of the institute are official.

William D. H.\rkins.

University of Montana, September 30.

The Weather of 1911,

That the year which is now drawing towards its close

as been, as regards weather, a true annus mirabilis is a

3mmonplace of conversation, and all the more so by
ason of the contrast between this and last year. Not
ly has the summer been remarkable for its length, its

eat, its brilliance, but the autumn, even since the weather
as broken, has been characterised, unless I am mistaken,
an unusual tendency to relapse into bright sunshine :

16 storms have cleared up with great rapidity ; the sun-

line has been peculiarly clear, and mist and fog remark-
ly rare.

Now for these exceptional phenomena there must be

•me exceptional cause, or combination of causes. Can
iy of our meteorologists say what it is? I do not ask
r a statement of causes such as the prevalence of anti-

clones in a particular direction or the continuance of

ven winds, for such facts are only part of the phenomena
be explained ; but I want to know whether any real

use can be assigned for the general character of the

ather. Edw. Fry.
Failand, November 8.

Dew-ponds in igii.

The pond near Chanctonbury, referred to by Mr. J. V.

atvvorthy in Nature of November 2 (p. 8), has gcner-

y been regarded as an ancient one ; and I may perhaps
ect attention to a statement in vol. Ivii. of the " Sussex
ch. Collections " to thf; effect that it was made by the

V. J. Goring, the father of the present owner. If this

corrr-ct. anil the word " made " should not read as

re-made," there is, apparently, no ground for attributing

pond and its fortifications to Neolithic or any other
cient people.

\ visit to St. Martinsell Hill, Wilts, on September 18

wed how disastrous had been the effects of the long
jught. The pond near to the shepherd's cottage was
' except for a small circle of mud at the bottom. When
rmally full it could not have been more than 2 feet

?p ; and the whole area was strewn with loose angular
Kits. The occupier of the cottage stated that the pond
"1 never previously dried up during the seventeen years

'ad been there. The sheep on the downs had nearly
^itne, there being no " feed " for them. In short
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droughts the dew seems to be sufficient to maintain the
"feed"; but this year the absence of rain for so long
brought about a remarkable absence of dew, and the
dependence of dew upon earlier fallen rain seems to be an
established fact.

Another pond is to be seen about a quarter of a mile
to the north of the cottage on level ground. It has a
large hole in the centre some 5 feet deep. This pond was
quite dry. A quantity of puddle had been removed from
the depression.

Another pond-depression occurs south-west from the
cottage and barn; at the beginning of the spit of down
which here juts out over the low-lying land of the Vale of
Pewsey. It is grass-grown, and has several Scots pines
growing in it. There is no good reason to think it was
a " quarry," or even a " tally-house," as has been alleged.
It was dry.

Further west along this narrow spit of land, and beyond
the great ditch and vallum known as Giants' Graves, is

an empty pond-depression about 20 feet across, constructed
in a most convenient position if only it had water. It

has apparently been grass-grown for many years—another
instance of the extraordinary neglect of modern-dav
farmers.

All these ponds were circular. On descending on the
east of St. Martin's Hill towards Wootton Rivers, past a
series of mounds like swellings on the side of the hills,

called by some authors " pit-dwellings," I noticed a square
pond at the edge of a field. This was also dry. But a
little nearer Wootton Rivers, at the side of the road, was
a pond full of water. This was on the low ground beneath
the hills ; and the secret of its success lay in the fact that
it was almost surrounded by tall trees, some of which
completely overhung the pond. Thus evaporation was
reduced to a minimum in the heat of the summer sun,
whilst it mav have been replenished by the condensation on
the leaves of the trees.

It was observed that a concrete pond was being built

on a slight eminence in a field near at hand, and it was
stated in the village that a boring was being made for
water.

There is a moral. In the first place, farmers do not
make their ponds deep enough. In the next place, they
neglect them until they dry up. Finally, when they do
repair them, they remove the puddle at the bottom in the
process of cleaning, and then wonder why the ponds fail

to hold water. Edward A. Martin.
2S5 Holmesdale Road, South Norwood, S.E.

The Research Defence Society and Anti-Vivisection
Shops.

We desire to make a special appeal for the purpose of

undoing the harm which is done by anti-vivisection shops
and processions. The exhibits in these shops are of a
most misleading nature : and the truth as to anaesthetics is

carefully concealed. No operation, more than the lancing
of a vein just under the skin, is allowed to be done on
any animal in this country, unless the animal is under an
anaesthetic throughout the whole of the operation.

It will be remembered that one of these shops, on the

death of H.M. King Edward VII., distributed a leaflet

suggesting that his Majesty's death was due to medical
treatment.

We have, of course, received many complaints against

these shops. We find that the police have no power to

close them : and we can only place men outside them, to

give our leaflets to passers-by.

But this constant giving of literature is a heavy expense
to our Society. Wo therefore appeal for special contribu-

tions toward this purpose. We make this appeal with con-

fidence, for we are sure that the public recognises the

grave harm which is done by these shops, especiallv to

children. All contributions should be sent to the Hon.
Treasurer, Research Defence Society, 21 Ladbroke Square,

London, W.
We may, perhaps, take this opportunitv of mentioning

that a letter has just br'en received from Sir Apolo Kagwa,
K.C.M.G., the Prime Minister of l^ganda. It is dated

from Mengo, I'gandn, September 26. " I reallv think."

he says, " that in a few years' time sleeping sickness will

be extinct in Uganda, and people will become immune from
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the disease." If this happy result is obtained it will, with-

out doubt, be due to thr work done by the Royal Society

Commission, who gained their knowledge on the subjert

by experimentation on animals.

Cromer, President.

•Sydney Holi-ano, Chairman of Committee.

F. M. Saxdwitii, Hon. Treasurer.

Stephen Paget, Hon. Secretary.

21 Ladbroke Square, London, W., November i.

The Definition of Mass.

In Nature for October 26 your reviewer, in criticising

"An Elementary Text-book of Physics," writes:

—

"In common with so many other text-books on this

subject, this book lacks the fundamental definition of

'mass.' 'i'he author introduces the term 'mass' without

definition in order to define force, and then uses this defini-

tion for the purpose of defining mass. Few writers on
mechanics appear to realise that a definition of mass apart

from force is the essential first step from the point of view
of absolute measurement."

I am not concerned to defend this particular text-book,

of which 1 have no knowledge, but I should be grateful,

in common with many of your readers, if your reviewer

would give us a satisfactory definition of mass apart from
force (the italics are his own). I presume he would not

be content with the fatuous statement that " Mass means
quantity of matter "

! Apparently Sir Oliver Lodge must
be included amongst those censured, for in his " Elementary
Mechanics " he writes :

—

" We see, then, that mass is measured, and must be
held to be defined, by the property of inertness possessed

by matter—that is, by its requiring force to move it if at

rest, and to stop it if in motion."
The same view is expressed by Clerk Maxwell in his

invaluable little book " Matter and Motion," article xlvi.

Let us be frank about this question. The idea of force,

like the idea of temperature, is derived from our bodily

sensations, and is therefore suspect in some quarters. It is

said that our sensations are not trustworthy. Neverthe-
less, we can form from them by long experience fairly

accurate estimations both of force and temperature. To
measure temperature we generally observe the expansion of

a material body. To measure force we can use the de-

formation produced by it when acting on some portion of

matter—the statical method ; or we may measure the

acceleration produced in a particular body—the dynamical
method. The two methods give concordant results. We
observe the elTects of changes of temperature ; we infer the

passage of " heat " from one body to another. We observe
the effects of force in producing acceleration. We find that

the ratio of force to acceleration (or, what is equivalent,

the ratio of impulse to change of velocity) is (approxi-

mately) constant for a particular body. We infer the

existence of " mass," which is simply the value of this

ratio. To say that " mass " is indestructible is to affirm

that this ratio remains constant through the range of our
experiments. If we extend the range we are led to believe

that the ratio is no longer constant when the velocity of

the bodv approaches the velocity of light.

H. S. A.

It gives me much pleasure to comply with " H. S. A.'s
"

request expressed in his letter, but, at the same time, I

should like to refer him to chapter iii. of Porter's " Inter-

mediate Mechanics " for a clear and exact statement with
regard to this question.

In the first place, it should be pointed out that definitions

are of two kinds, qualitative and quantitative, and it was
in the latter sense that the term was used in that portion
of my review which " H. S. A." quotes. To the definition

due to Lodge, regarded as purely qualitative, no objec-

tion is offered ; it is when quantitative definitions are re-

quired for the purpose of measurement that the difficulties

arise. Surely it is obvious that it is meaningless to define
unit force as that which produces unit acceleration in unit
mass, and then to define unit mass as that which acquires
unit acceleration under the action of unit force. Of
course, if we are content to define force in terms of the
deformation it produces in a given piece of material, mass
may then be measured in terms of force and acceleration

;
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but the system of units arrived at will not be a\»<

'I'o obtain absolute units, we must be able to con

either two forces or two masses by measurements of

and time alone The problem of defining i

tively therefore resolves itself into defining il

masses in terms of space and time. This lu... -

follows.

Let two masses m, and m, be isolated (a state of a:

approximately realised in Hicks 's balance), and Irt

interact in any way. Let their accelerations at any in

bo a, and a, respectively. These will be

directed. Then the ratio of the masses is defined

numerically equal to the inverse ratio of •'^'

tions, or
m,/m,= -aj/a,,

the negative sign expressing the fact that the acceler

are opposed in direction. We may prove that the >l

tion is valid by extending the experiments to a numl-
masses taken in pairs, and finding that tne result

-

consistent. The unit of mass may now be fixed, an(!

of force defined in terms of it. Further, it may be 'p<

out that as consequences of the experimental verifii

of the validity of the above mode of definition, the

ciples of the equality of action and reaction, and tl

the conservation of momentum, immediately follow.

From this point of view, therefore, we regard for^

being a mass-acceleration rather than mass as the ra

force to acceleration. The thermal analogy of Dr. .\

if extended, suits the argument excellently. We d<

obtain an absolute scale of temperature until we mu
independent of any particular substance ; neither at

able to measure force absolutely until its scale cea-

depend upon the behaviour of any special body und'

action. The Review !

Altitude and Animal Development.
S0.ME time ago I found in the alluvium of a little I>

shire stream a tubificid of a sjjecies and genus n*

Britain. It was characterised by its large lymph corpi

and its Pachydrilus-like form, on which account it

named Meganympha pachydriloides, P'riend. The d>

-

tion showed that the animal possessed an average of '.

five segments, three or four forked setae like Limnod
a brain deeply lobed behind, spermathecae pear-shap

globular, and a penis-sheath, or large penial seta. \

working out some species of Fridericia a few days

and turning to Bretscher {Revue Suisse de Zoologie,

for some details, my attention was directed to his de-

tion of Rhyacodrilus falciformis, and it appeared ev

that the Derbyshire worm was one with the Swiss.'

Bretscher states that the alpine forms have only i

segments. Issel, de Ribaucourt, and Bretscher

recently given us many facts to show that annelids cv

same species are very much smaller when found hii,

in the Alps than when found in the valleys. The for* _

seems to be an interesting confirmation of these stateiv

But I find that other factors are at work. It is ;

years since Vejdovsky first described the little ar

known as Achaeta, on account of the absence of seta,

it is only within the last few months that specimens

been found in England. Southern found three difij

species in Ireland two years ago, and I have four

same number, though differing in kind, in England.

\'ejdovskv gives 15 mm. as the length of .4(

bohemica ; but Southern says that though the Irish

mens agree with the Bohemian in other respects, the

but 5-6 mm. in length. In .August I found .4. boht

Vej., in Kew Gardens, and the length agreed with the|

forms. On November 7 I took the same species fr

little grass plot in the heart of the city of Nottinghar

the specimens again measure 5-6 mm.
It seems easy to account for the difference in

the case of Rhyacodrilus ; but can any zoologist or b^
suggest an explanation of the difference betwe

Bohemian and British forms of Achaeta?
HiLDEKic Frii

no Wilmot Road, Swadlincote, Burton-on-Trent.

1 Since writing the above I have diecovered that Rhyacodrilfl

described in 1Q04 by Ditlevsen as Jlyodrilus filiformis. He was <»«

with Bretscher's work, but did rot observe that the Danish tubific

already been diagnosed.
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RECENT THEORIES OF VOLCANIC ACTION.'

F'^IFTY years ago it appeared as though the volcanic

problem had been completelj' and satisfactorily

solved. Granted a cooling globe in which a solid

crust covered heated matter, actually or potentially

liquid, then the influx of sea-water through fissures

in the crust seemed to account for all the phenomena
observed during a volcanic outburst. Observations

had then been almost wholly confined to the small

group of Mediterranean volcanoes; but as our know-
ledge of volcanic action and terrestrial physics has
grown with more continuous study over wider areas,

these conclusions, as well as the premises on which
they were based, have long since failed to satisfy

students of geophysics.

One of the chief factors in bringing about this

revolution in opinion has undoubtedly been the

and other observers. In the study of the highly heated
lavas of these volcanoes, an explanation has been
found of the " slaggy " and "ropy" varieties of lava,

as well as of the peculiar types known as "pillow-
lavas " formed when they flow into the sea (see

Fi.er- 3)-

In addition to the new light thrown on volcanic
action by the observations carried out in recent years
on these Pacific volcanoes, there have been, during
the last thirty years, three great outbursts of igneous
activity, attended by phenomena of startling and un-
expected character, which have served to awaken
geophysicists to the fact that the old and simple
theories formerly accepted stand in need of revision or
replacement.

In 1883 the tremendous outburst of Krakatoa, in

one of the great highways of the world's commerce,
supplied opportunities for the study of the explosive

i
P^toio.] [E. Moses, Hilo.

^ Fiv-,. I.— Panoramic photograph of Halemaumau (the open lake of lava in the crater of Kilauea) on January 13, igio, with Mauna Loa in the background.
The nearly circular lake was about 200 metres in diameter ; its surface was estimated to be about 25 metres below the rim of the crater.

Photo.

\

[E. Moses, Hilo.

Fig. 2.—Panoramic photograph of Halemaumau on February 20, 1910. The lake level fallen about 30 metres below the surface of the ''black ledge
"

ot Kilauea in the foreground.

ystematic study of the remarkable volcanoes of the
lawaiian islands, for which we are especially in-

ebtcd to the geologists of the United States. In
be great "pit-crater," or "sink," of Kilauea, always
pen to inspection, we find the explosive action and
scape of gases reduced to a minimum, such "sinks"
resenting the most marked contrast to the explosion-
prmed craters of Vesuvius and .Stromboli (see Figs, i

nd 2). Equally striking is the difference between the
reat flat Hawaiian domes, rising above the ocean-
oor to the height of the Himalayas, with slopes of
am 1° to 4°, and the steep conical piles of Chimbor-
and Cotopaxi. .Vnother volcano of the same type
tile Hawaiian, Matavanu, in the Samoan group,

:is been recently described by Dr. Tempest Anderson

The Nature of Volcanic Action." By Reginald A. Daly. Proceedings
le American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. xlvii., No. 3, pp. 47-123,

me, igii. (Boston, Mass.)
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type of volcanic action, which is so strikingly different

from the effusive type of Hawaii and Samoa. With-
out any outflow of lava, fused matter was shot to the

height of from sixteen to twenty-five miles into the

atmosphere, the shocks producing air-waves that

travelled two or three times round the globe. In this

great uprush of gases, the molten materials were
reduced to such a state of fine division that they were
diffused through the whole of the atmosphere of the

globe, giving rise to those wonderful sunset glows
that will be so long remembered. In this great out-

burst, the hydrosphere was affected to a much less

extent, and the lithosphere scarcely at all—for earth-

quake shocks, as distinct from air-concussions, were
almost, if not entirely unfelt.

Five years later, in 1888, occurred the singular
eruption of Bandaisan in northern Japan. In this

case the sudden outburst of gases did not carry with
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it any molten materials, but was sufticiently violent

to throw down one side of a volcano more than 6000

feet high, which had been lonjj^ in the " Solfatarra

J'/ioto.] W- Amicrson

Fig. 3.
—" Pillow Lava," formed by the molten material coming in contact with sea-water. The

cnilled surfaces form a scum which is stretched and distended by the

fjrccd f irward behind, intoth; great p.llowlike mass:s shown above.

Stage." The quantity of material thus displaced was
calculated by Profs. .Sekiya and Kikuchi, the com-
missioners appointed by the Japanese Government to

investigate the phenomena, to be no less than 2782

millions of tons ! European geologists had long been

familiar with the fact that among the miniature

volcanoes of the Eifel district there are examples in

which scarcely any ejection of igneous matter has
taken place, the vents being surrounded by fragments
of slate and other underlying rocks ; and the experi-

ments of Daubree and Sir Andrew Noble have shown
that heated gases, under intense pressure, are capable

of drilling holes through the hardest rocks. But in

the case of Bandaisan, the "hurricane-blasts" hurled

along the debris at the rate of forty-eight miles an
hour, the hurtling masses of which were gradually

reduced to the condition of sand, and covered an aiv.i

of twenty-seven square miles, .\lthough " steam ' is

said to have been seen rising to the height of 4200
feet above the "crater," the materials overwhelming
the country were dry, except where they crossed

lakes or rivers. But towards the end of the eruption

scalding mud is said to have fallen and destroyed

many lives ; it is noteworthy, however, that a survivor

declared that the gases in which he was enveloped
were not of a poisonous character. From the direc-

tion in which the materials were thrown, there is

some ground for the belief that the outrush of gas
was not, as in Krakatoa, vertical in direction, but

more or less oblique. The result of the eruption was
to produce a great cavity which strikingly resembles
the Val del Bove of Etna and the Caldera of Palma.

In iqo2 there occurred, in the West-Indian islands

of Martinique and St. Vincent, extraordinary out-

bursts of volcanic violence, which were carefully

studied by English, French, and American geologists.

In these cases the great destruction of life and pro-

perty was caused by enormous volumes of super-

heated gas, charged with solid particles of all sizes,

which rushed down the valleys leading from the
mountain summits to the sea. These mixtures of gas
and dust behaved like liquid torrents, and travelled at
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a rate of more than eighty miles an hour, sv

everything before them. Their destructive ac

living beings appears to have been in part du.

the heated condition of the gas an(.

part to its suffocating character.

Martinique another very curio

phenomenon was exhibited : the 11

of molten rock consolidating in

vent of the volcano was gradu

pushed up by forces from below i;

it formed a great "spine" which
tained an elevation of nearly 1

feet; but after many changes, du

both movement and disintegraii

extending over more than a y<"-
" spine " finallv disappear-

It has generally been assumed
geologists that the chief componen
the gas emanations—alike in Kr.

toa, in Bandaisan, and in Martini

—was water gas; and this seem«(:

be indicated, not only by the \

clouds overhanging volcanic vt

but by the torrents of rain wli

mingling with finely commini
rock, gave rise to the "muddy lav.

often so much more destructive 1

the "fiery lavas" of active volcai

It is true that deposits of chlori'

sulphur, and other products arc

volcanic vents indicate the present

v.'irious other gases in the upri~

columns, but these have usually been regarded as ci

subordinate to the high-pressure steam to which
most important action in volcanic eruptions

usuallv been attributed.

liquid material

m'
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mass, gaseous matters which are given off when the

rock is heated. This is especially true of lavas of a

glassy character, which when fused have been shown
to swell up into masses of pumice of many times the

dimensions of the glass from which it is formed. M.
Albert Brun, of Geneva, has collected and analysed

the gases given off in such cases, and finds them to

be nitrogen, ammonia, chlorine, hydrochloric acid,

carbonic acid, and various hydrocarbons. Reasoning
from these and other observations, he has been led

to the conclusion that steam, instead of playing the

most important part in volcanic eruptions, must be

regarded, in many cases at least, as only an adventi-

tious and accidental accompaniment of them. He has

certainly shown grounds for the more thorough in-

vestigation of the nature and composition of these

mixed gases, which, as recent studies have shown,

play such an all-important part in volcanic outbursts.

But in addition to the more exact and systematic

studies which have been made of the great volcanic

eiuptions in recent years, there is another class of

researches which have supplied evidence of at least

equal value concerning the nature and origin of these

phenomena.
The study of rocks in thin sections under the micro-

scope has shown that the two classes of rocks known
as "'plutonic" and "volcanic" respectively are essen-

tially identical, and pass into one another by in-

sensible gradations. Great areas of crystalline rocks

("batholites ") and lake-like intrusions of similar

materials (" laccolites "), lying in the midst of sedi-

mentary and other rocks, were probably the roots of

the volcanoes of previous periods in the earth's his-

tory. In these cooled reservoirs v^-e may study the

changes which have taken place in the magmas that

have supplied the old volcanic vents, and—inverting

the Lvellian principle—we may reason concerning the

processes which must now be going on beneath exist-

ing volcanic vents from what we can prove to have
taken place beneath those of former geological

periods. Nor are there wanting examples of ancient

volcanoes, dissected by the scalpel of denudation,

which illustrate the intimate connection which exists

between the plutonic and volcanic rock-masses.

The author of the memoir before us is well known
to geologists by a number of valuable memoirs deal-

ing with the evidence of changes which must have
taken place in the great underground reservoirs of

igneous rocks. These he has had the opportunities of

i investigating while engaged as a Canadian member
of the International Boundary Surveys. More re-

\ cently, he has had the opportunity of making a
') detailed investigation of the phenomena exhibited in

ij the Hawaiian volcanoes. His outline of "a general

; working theory of vulcanism " is the result, as he tells

i us, "of the writer's studies in the Hawaiian Islands

in 1909, but many of the chief conclusions are

founded on his field-work in plutonic geology, as well

\ as on the geology of many ancient volcanic forma-
tions."

I That the hypotheses he now formulates arc of a

I

somewhat speculative character, and that many of

his conclusions are more or less tentative, Mr. Daly
fully admits; but that, nevertheless, his memoir is an
important contribution towards the solution of a very
difficult problem everyone will agree. He summarises
his suggestions as a " substratum-injection hypo-
thesis," believing that the surface phenomena can
best bo accounted for by abyssal injections of a deep-
seated basaltic magma through an acid substratum of

granitic or gneissic rocks everywhere underlying the

f\

sedimentary formations. But in elaborating his

. theory the author is led into a numb<>r of discussions
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of points of extreme interest and importance, and,
even if his main conclusions are rejected, these sub-
sidiary discussions retain their suggestiveness and
value.

It is admitted by the author that the conditions
leading to his "abyssal injections" "form a subject of
great theoretical difficulty " ; he apparently accepts
the view that the high temperatures underground are

j

due to the earth being a cooling globe, although he
! admits the influence of various chemical reactions in

i

augmenting, locally, these high temperatures. The
\

chief argument in favour of the view that the earth's

j
interior is in a highly heated, if not molten, condi-

i
tion is, of course, derived from the fact that obser-

I vations made in mines, tunnels, wells, and bore-holes
everywhere indicate a progressive rise in tempera-
ture as we go downwards. Nevertheless, the most
recent observations of underground temperatures have
revealed such startling discrepancies between the re-

sults obtained in different areas—discrepancies that, it

seems, are quite incapable of being explained by
differences in the conductivity of rocks and similar

causes—that the argument for a "molten globe"
based on underground temperatures loses much of its

force, and with it must go the estimates of the earth's

age that have been based upon it. In these cir-

cumstances, the thoughts of geologists turn, not un-
naturally, to the great revelation of radio-activity as a
source of heat, for here may possibly be found the
means of removing, to some extent at least, the
" theoretical difficulties " which, the author admits,

still beset the explanation of those deep-seated actions
for which he argues. J. W. J.

SPANISH OBSERVATIONS OF BROOKS'S
COMET (191 It).

D ROOKS'S comet has recently been a conspicuous
-*-' object, and no doubt a great number of valuable
observations have been made, both photographically
and visually, at most of the observatories in the
northern hemisphere.
Some very interesting records have recently beer*

received from Sefior F. Iniguez, the director of the
Madrid Observatory, and not only do these include
photographs of the comet itself, but an excellent

spectrum accomnanied by a list of the wave-lengths
of the bands recorded.

The photograph showing the form of the comet was
secured on September 28, with a 6-inch Grubb doublet,

during an exposure of one and a quarter hours
(gh. 15m. to loh. 30m.), the comet then being of the
second or third magnitude. This photograph is re-

produced here (Fig. i), the scale being i tnm. to 5
minutes of arc. On this date the tail stretched to a
distance of 15 degrees, and consisted of delicately fine

interlacing filaments ; the nucleus with its surrounding
nebulosity measured 21 minutes in diameter. Spectro-
scopic observations were made visually with a slit

spectroscope, and photographs were secured with the

Grubb photographic equatorial, having an objective

prism of 20 cm. aperture and 20° refracting angle.

These have shown the spectrum to consist of seven
images of the nucleus. The visible bands are the

three situated at the red end of the spectrum, and
these form three distinct spectral bands, while the

sixth is composed of fine lines. The seventh appears
double, although its components are not well defined

and were measured as single.

The wave-lengths have been determined by Sefior

Iniguez from four plates taken on September 19, 20,

and 26. The three visual monochromatic images of
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the nucleus aro \ 555, 514, and 472. The fourth band
is made up of the lines a. 440, 434, and 432, and the

wave-length of the fifth is a 423. The sixtli band he

finds to bo composed of the lines A 410, 407, 405, 404,

and 402, while 388 he gives as the wave-length of the

seventh band. By using a prismatic camera, the

spectrum of the comet's tail has also been secured,

but because of its faintness only monochromatic
images of the tail in the three visible bands were

Fig. I.—Brooks's Comet as photographed on September 28 at the
Madrid Observatory with an exposure of i^ hours.

recorded. The whole length of the spectrum indicates
the presence of a faint continuous spectrum. This
spectrum was secured on the night of September 26
with an exposure of two hours (gh. to iih. G.M.T.).
I5esides a paper print of this spectrum, a drawing with
a scale of wave-lengths also accompanies the com-
munication. This drawing is reproduced here
(Fig. 2), but the violet has been placed on the left-

hand side to conform with the general adopted pro-
cedure.

rhe chief carbon bands being strongly developed, it is,

very probable that the Madrid spectrum r<|Hi ,.iits

bands and lines of the same substances. No (!

the near future spectrum observations, both

graphic and visual, made at other institutions,

he soon forthcoming, so it will be interesting to

if the same explanation of the origin of the band-
corroborated. W. J. S. Lockyhi

CONFERENCE ON THE THEOU , <n
RADIATION.

AVERY successful meeting was held in Brus-
from October 29 to November 4, to discuss •

present [xjsition of the theories of radiation and
molecular theory in general. The following* were

j

sent at the meeting :—Profs. H. A. Lorenlz, Kan
lingh Onnes, W. Nernst, M. Planck, Rubens, S'

nierfeld, W. Wien, Warburg, Brillouin, Mme. Cu:
Langevin, Perrin, Poincar^, Einstein, Hasenoi
Martin Knusden, J. H. Jeans, and Rutherford, wl

Dr. Goldschmidt, of Brussels, Dr. de Broglie,

Paris, and Dr. Lindemann, of Berlin, acted as sei

taries.

The inception of this "conseil scientifique " was 1

to Mr. Ernest Solvay, of Brussels, who very generoi

offered to defray the expenses of the conference .

the cost of publication of the papers and discussi'

contributed at the meeting. The members were i...

guests of Mr. Solvay at the Hotel Metropole, and with

the exception of one meeting at the Physiological In-

stitute, founded by Mr. Solvay, the meetings t(

place in one of the reception-rooms of the hotel. '1

arrangements of the meeting were under the charge
of Dr. Goldschmidt, who was indefatigable in looking
after the comfort pf the visitors. Prof. H. A. Lorentz
was president of the "conseil scientifique," and the suc-

cess of the meeting was due in large measure to his

able management.
The following papers were read before the con-

gress :—Sur I'application au rayonnement du
th^or^me de I'^quipartition de 1'Anergic, by Prof. H.
Lorentz; a short communication in the form o:

letter from Lord Rayleigh ; the kinetic theory-

specific heats, by Prof. J. H. Jeans; die Gesetze
Wiirmestrahlung und die Hj^iothese der elenT"-"

Wirkungsquanten, by Prof. Max Planck; die

ung des Wirkungsquantums fur unperiodischc ...

kularprozesse in der Physik, by Prof. Sommerfi
zum gegenwartigen Stande des Problems der sp

fischen Warme, by Prof. Einstein; Anwendung ;

40 45 50 55

X n a I

40 45 50 •
Fig. 2.—Spectrum of Brooks's Comet drawn from a photograph taken at the Madrid Observatory.

55.

The writer has made a comparison of this spectrum
with that which was taken of comet 1907^ (Daniel)

by Prof. Campbell. While the latter spectrum is on
a very much larger scale and rich in detail, it is seen

nevertheless that both are very closely identical when
allowance is made for the smaller scale. As Daniel's

comet was stated by Campbell to show no radiations

other than those due to carbon or carbon compounds,
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Quantentheorie auf eine Reihe physikalisch-chem*
ische Probleme, by Prof. Nernst; les preuves de la

R^alit^ Moleculaire, by Prof. Perrin ; die kinetische
Theorie der ideale Gase und die Versuchsresultate, bv
Prof. Knusden.
A vigorous discussion took place on each of tht-

papers, an abstract of which will ultimately be pub-
lished. Special interest was taken in the papers deal-
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ing with the question of specific heats. Prof. Nernst

gave an interesting- account of the experiments upon

the variation of specific heat with temperature down
to low temperatures and of their explanation in terms

of the "quantum" theory proposed by Prof. Einstein.

The meeting took place under unusually pleasant

social conditions, for all the members were staying at

the same hotel and dined together. The interchange

of views on many problems of modern physics was a

feature of the occasion, and led to a much clearer

understanding of the points at issue.

At the close of the meetings, Mr. Solvay invited the

conference to meet again in Brussels in 1913.

E. Rutherford.

SIR SAMUEL WILKS, BART., F.R.S.

C IR SAMUEL WILKS, at the time of his death, on
»^ November 8, the senior fellow of the Royal Col-

lege of Physicians of London, was born at Camberwell

on June 2, 1824. He was the second son of Joseph

Barber Wilks, treasurer to the East India Company,

who himself had many ancestors in the service of that

company. He was educated at Aldenham. In 1840 he

was apprenticed to a family doctor at Camberwell,

Mr. Richard Prior, whose widow he subsequently mar-

ried. He began to attend lectures at Guy's Hospital

in 1841, and took the M.D. London in 1850. He
earned many distinctions at the University. In 1856 he

became a fellow of the College of Physicians, and

assistant physician to Guy's Hospital, in 1867 full

physician; in 1870 he obtained his F.R.S., and in

1897 his baronetcy. He was president of the Royal

College of Physicians from 1896 to 1899, and he was

a governor of Guy's Hospital.

Wilks began work at a period when most doctors

were satisfied with vague words that meant little

;

hence his desire to know the causes of things was

at that time remarkable, and led him to be the first

to make systematic post-mortem examinations when-

ever he could. When he gave up his work in the

post-mortem room, he had made more post-mortem

examinations than anyone alive except Virchow. In

the course of these he found that syphilis could affect

internal organs. As now we know that several in-

ternal diseases are due to it, this was a most important

discoverv. The original paper, entitled "On the

Syphilitic Affections of Internal Organs," was pub-

lished in the "Guy's Hospital Reports" for 1863. Of
it in later years Wilks wrote, " I regard this as the

most noteworthy and original article it has been my
good fortune to write."

He was a great observer, and was the first to point

out that excess of alcohol causes paralysis of the limbs,

and that atrophic lines may form on the skin apart

from stretching of it ; he described and named the con-

dition of the knuckles called "verruca necrogenica,"

and under the name of arterial pyaemia he described

what is now known as malignant endocarditis ; also

he did much to establish firmly that Bright 's disease,

Addison's disease, and Hodgkin's disease were dis-

tinct entities. The last he discovered independently,

but found that Hodgkin had given an account of some
examples of it, and accordingly Wilks gave the name
Hodgkin's disease to it.

All Wilks's investigations were done at Guy's Hos-
pital, and he greatly added to the reputation of its

medical school. His strong personality and his enthu-

siasm for the advancement of medical knowledge made
him much beloved by students, and by his influence

many were stimulated to take an interest in their

work as an intellectual pursuit. He was always the

champion of investigators, and was one of the most
energetic in forming the Society for the Advancement
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of Medicine by Research. His mind was extra-
ordinarily active even when well advanced in years.
He did not retire until he was seventy-seven years of
age, and then, when he went to live at Hampstead, he
was, at the age of more than eighty, president of
the Hampstead Scientific Society, and read papers
before it.

His "Pathological Anatomy," first published in

1869, has gone through three editions. It has become
one of the medical classics, and is still the best book
on the subjects of which it treats. It has been well
said that if you think you have discovered a new fact
in morbid anatomy, you will find it was observed bv
Wilks and is mentio>ied in his book. Students were
so much attracted by the matter of his lectures that at
their request they were published, and form his two
other books, " Diseases of the Nervous System " and
" Specific Fevers and Diseases of the Chest."

W. H. W.

MR. JOHN BROWN, F.R.S.

'IT HE death of Mr. John Brown, which, as an-
-• nounced in last week's issue, occurred at Bel-

fast on November i, removes one who was a scientific

amateur in the best sense of that term, and whose
enthusiasm bore fruit in much solid work in the
department of physics in which he was specially in-

terested.

Born in 1850, the son of a prominent linen mer-
chant, in the north of Ireland, Mr. Brown, after a
very short experience of business life, retired from
the firm which bears his father's name in order to

devote himself entirely to the scientific and engineer-
ing pursuits for which his bent had been clearly shown
from boyhood. He soon became absorbed in elec-

trical matters, particularly in the question of Volta
contact electricity, about which then and since so
much controversy has been carried on. His first paper
on the subject was published in The Philosophical
Magazine in 1878, and was followed by a series of
others in which he detailed the results of his experi-
ments and lent important support to the chemical
theory of these phenomena. The work was done
largely by means of home-made apparatus, and gave
evidence of experimental ingenuity and carefulness of

a high order. He maintained that the effects were
due to films of condensed vapour or gas on the sur-
face of the metals, and regarded the pair of metals
in contact as equivalent to a voltaic cell, divided in

the electrolyte, and having the amount of electrolyte

reduced until only an invisible film remains on each
plate. In support of this theory he tried the effect of
surrounding the metals by different gases, and obtained
variations in the value of the potential difference,

the proper interpretation of which was a matter of
some controversy.

Mr. Brown was elected a fellow of the Royal
Society in 1902, and in the following year he pub-
lished what proved to be his last contribution to the
voltaic question. In this he claimed to have got rid

of the gaseous films by heating the plates to a high
temperature in a bath of petroleum, when the differ-

ence of potential was found to disappear. Before his
death he had planned to repeat this crucial experiment
with additional precautions during the present winter.
His other publications of pure scientific interest

were in connection with the allied question of electro-

lytic conduction. On this he took up a position

strongly hostile to the modern developments of the
dissociation hypothesis.

Mr. Brown was much interested in mechanical and
engineering matters, especially in connection with
motor engineering, on which he did some pioneering
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by a stipend of 200/. a year.

NOTES.
T\ mply to r.n inquiry as to the award of thr Nobel

pi i/i s, l^rof. Svante Arrhenius has kindiv smt us the

folluwirif; information :—(i) Pi/rc for wrdiciur : awarded
on October 21, the birthil,i\ nl Dr. Alfr. Nobel, bv the

Carolinian Institute (faculty of medicine) in Stockholm to

Dr. Allvar ("lullstrand (born 1862), professor of ophthalmo-

logy in the University of Upsala, Sweden, for his invr^i;-

gations in physiological optics. (2) Prize for physics .

awarded en November 7 by the Royal Academy of Sri.m r^.
i

Stockholm, to Dr. Willy Wien (born 1864), profi ^-01 uf I

physics at the University of Wiirzlniri^, H,-i\'ari.i, fur his ,

discoveries regarding the laws of radiation. (51 /'n:r for I

chemistry: awarded on Novrmhrr 7 In ihr Ro\,il Arailrnn '

of Sciences, Stockholm, to .Mnir. M.uir (uri. (.horn 18(171,
i

professor of physics in the Univnsitv nl Paris (Sorbonne),

for her discoveries of the chiniical rlmi' iits radium and
polonium, and her investigations rrLiardinr tli,-ir chemical

properties. Mme. Curie received, tor, ih, r \vith her

husband, the half of the Nobel prize for physii-v hi i,i(i;,

for their investigations regarding the Hrcqurrrl ra\s.

(4) Prize for literature : awarded on November by the

Royal Swedish Academy of Literature, Stockholm, to

Maurice Maeterlinck (born 1862). The prize for work in

the cause of peace will probably not be awarded before

December 10, the day of Dr. A. Nohel's d- aih, by the

Storthing (Parliament) in Christiania, Norway. J
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l.iiiidiiii Srii.iv l.ir th. |-.\n iwion of Uni\.

and ,i||i rw.iiiU ~.-i i.i;ir\ fur l.i tuns of tlv

liiin- and l.'iUii.- S\ndii;Ur, Cambridv '

, ,,.

hi- work ,il th' I rii\.r-iiv of Londoi^ .lii- of h:-

w idr r\]),.rirnir \v. r.- a;i[liered in la^ ,.,„,,v
" lughtr.-a

^ ' .u- of lni\.i--iiy l{.\ti n-ion, " .and In- al-o wroti- " .\n

I nil odiulioil tu .Modriii tieolugv." .X- -irrrt,ir\ to th-

( oM-r.-s of the Universities of th' !an]):i., whiih i- tot"

hrld in London next year, his work of organisation h;o

been of great vjlue.

Tm; Royal Scottish Geographical Sociriy has .award'

r

ill' .i;okl medal of the society to Mr. J. Y. Buchanan.
b.R.S., for his distinguished services to geography, especi-

ally in connection with oceanographical research.

Mk. R. L r.onrii: has been elected ])

Royal C'ollrr,. of .burgeons of England, i:

Sir llriiry Butlin, Bart., who has resigned that office on
account of ill-health.

Till r.iri-, correspondent of The Times reports that th'

Freiiil. I .o\ rrnment has conferred upon Halil Bey, diivctia

of til'- linp'-rial .Mu-iuin at Constantinople, the ranlc oi

Commander in the Legion of Honour, and the rank o:

Officer upon Prof. Lowell, president of Harvard Univer.:t\

Mk. .\ktiiir Coof'ER, of Middlesbrough, I
, . l

to suia r, d the Duke of Devonshire in th.' p: ; ;;

Iron and Steel Institute next May. Mr. t oop. i wa-
awarded the Bessemer gold medal of tin institui.' in iSi,.

for his services to the metallurgy of iron and steel.

Tin: Hrrlin correspondent of The limes announces thr

d.ath. at srvmty-four y. .irs of age, of Dr. Bernhard
1-rankrl, who enjoyed a Luropean reputation in his own
subject of laryngology, both as a practitioner in Berlin and
as the author of many scientific works, ,ind the inventor

of improved methods and instruments.

-A Recter message from New Yorii -iitrs that Mr.
.\ndrew Carnegie h.as ri^.n ih,. Carn.-i;]. ( ..rpor.ituin,

which was organised on Nov niber 10, 5,000,000/. in gold

bonds of the Steel Corporation. The corporation has been

founded for the purpose of th- advancement and diffusion

of knowledge and understaniling in the United States, for

till' formation of a hero fund, and other purposes.

Till-; Jean Reynaud prize of ten thousand francs, which

is awarded by the Paris .Academy of Sciences every fiv-

years for the work of an eminent savant, has been awarded

this year to Prof. Emile Picard, professor at the Sorbonnr

and at the Ecole Centrale. Previous awards of the prize

have been to MM. Lippmann, Henri Poincar6, and Pierre

Curie.
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The De Morgan medal of the London Mathematical

Society has been awarded to Prof. Horace Lamb, F.R.S.,

for his researches in mathematical physics. At the annual

general meeting of the society, held on November 9, the

following were elected to be the council and officers for the

session 191 1—12:

—

President, Dr. H. F. Baker; vice-presi-

dents, Mr. J. E. Campbell and Prof. A. E. H. Love;
treasurer, Prof. Sir J. Larmor ; secretaries, Mr. J. H.
• race and Dr. T. J. 1'a. Bromwich ; other members of the

council, Mr. G. T. Bennett, Prof. W. Burnside, Mr. E.

Cunningham, Mr. A. L. Dixon, Dr. L. N. G. Filon, Mr.

J. H. Jeans, Mr. J. E. Littlewood, Prof. H. M. Mac-
tonald, Major P. A. MacMahon, and Mr. A. E. Western.

The disease known as " infantile paralysis " has recently

!) '-n added to the list of notifiable infectious diseases in

London by an order under the Public Health Act. This

lisease, known medically as acute anterior polio-myelitis,

was referred to in our " Notes " columns of October 12

p. 494), and, though probably not existing in London at

ihe present time, was epidemic in the Plymouth district

this summer. In this epidemic, an account of which was
given by Dr. Bertram Soltau in The British Medical

Journal of November 4, 154 cases were notified between

May and September, of which 34 died, a case mortality of

22 per cent. The disease may therefore be an important

one, and sanitary authorities will do well to be on the look-

out for it and to exercise the option they possess of making
it notifiable.

The death is announced, at the age of eighty-four, of

Mr. Daniel F. Drawbaugh, a veteran American inventor.

He was a self-taught man, and worked in his early years

as a clockmaker in his native village in Pennsylvania.

He became an enthusiast on the subject of physics, and
made electrical apparatus a special study. In i860 he

devised an instrument for the electrical transmission of

speech, and in 1870 claimed to have invented a magneto-
transmitter similar to Bell's. In 1881 his claim to be

the inventor of the telephone was adversely decided in the

courts, his interests being represented by the People's Tele-

phone Co., against which the Bell Co. brought a suit.

Mr. Drawbaugh made only a moderate fortune with his

inventions, which included an interchangeable telephone

and telegraph apparatus, the collapsible lunch-box, the

first nail-making machine, higher grade electrical grain-

weighing devices, and various pneumatic tools.

The following announcements have just been made by

the Meteorological Office :—Mr. G. I. Taylor, fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge, Smith's prizeman, 1910, has

been appointed Schuster reader in dynamical meteorology for

three years from January i, 1912 ; Mr. L. Southerns, of

Emmanuel College, Cambridge, has been appointed special

assistani at l.^kdale Observatory ; Mr. G. Dobson, research

student ol ( loitville and Caius College, Cambridge, has been

appointed graduate assistant for research in atmospheric

electricity for one year from October i, 191 1. Dr. Arthur

Schuster, F.R.S., li.is presented to the Eskdale Observa-

tory an instrunii in, made in St. Petersburg from designs

by Prince Boris Galitzin, for the registration of the

vertical component of seismic movements. Dr. Schuster

had previously presented correspoiiilin;,; instruments for

registering the horizontal component, so tliat .nil three com-
pdii'Mi-- arc niiw the sulijict of continuous rcgi^l r.ai ion.

I III. (I'aih is announced, in his srvent y-lirst _\iai', ol Mi".

linli S. llalLn, wlio was widely known ;is an inL;iiii ir

and iiav.ll.'i, [idin 1860 to l8()8 Mr. lialliK assisted in

ill'' ( <.ii-i iiK I ion (it railways in Lanra-liirc and Clieshire.

In i.Sf)S ill' Mil. lid the Indian Public Works Department,
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and was employed in the construction of the oldest line in

Burma, that from Rangoon to Prome, which was com-
pleted in 1877. He retired from the public service in 1880,

and was soon engaged in the exploration of the little known
country between Moulmein and Kiang Hsen on the

Mekong for a railway route into Siam, and made a survey
for a branch line to Bangkok. He explored about 2500-

miles of country, and discovered the sources of the Menam,
The general results of his e.xplorations were laid before

the Royal Geographical Society in 1883, and an account of

his work is to be found in his "A Thousand Miles on an
Elephant." He revisited Siam, Burma, and India in 1885,.

and at the request of the Foreign Office and the War
Office sent in a report, with maps, bearing on the political,

state of affairs in Indo-China. In 1887 Mr. Hallett re-

ceived the silver medal of the Socity of Arts for a paper

on new markets and the extension of railways of India

and Burma.

A POINT which is now agitating the aeronautical indus-

trial world is one that is down for discussion on the

agenda of the International Aeronautical Federation, which

meets at Turin on November 25. It is, briefly, that it

should be made compulsory for aeroplane manufacturers

to submit a specimen machine of each type made by them
to the representatives of the International Aeronautical

Federation, i.e. the Aero Club, in their respective countries

in order to receive a certificate of soundness of construc-

tion. It will be obvious at once that at the present time

such a rule is absurd, for the chief reason that, for

instance, in this country only the manufacturers them-

selves are capable of passing an expert opinion on the

merits of any machine submitted. Furthermore, if carried

out, it would shift responsibility from the manufacturers

to the aero clubs, which are privately organised bodies,

and it would tend to confine the manufacture of machines

to certain standard types and close the way to originality

and progress. Manufacturers are already up in arms in

this country against this extraordinary measure, which, it

may be stated, has its origin in France, and it is to be

hoped that the delegates of the Royal Aero Club will

receive instructions to oppose it to the utmost. In such

attitude they will, no doubt, have the support not only of

the club they represent, but also of the German and Italian

organisations.

At the meeting of the Concrete Institute held on

November 9, Sir Henry Tanner, C.B., delivered his presi-

dential address. During the course of his remarks he

said that the membership of the institute is now about

875, and that during the eighteen months ending in June

last the net gain was twenty-one. Tlurr is no institu-

tion, he pointed out, concerned particularly wiih sHuctural

engineering; and the committee of the inslimte has l>ein

empowered to take steps to foster structural eni;ine. ring,

and thus in future the Concrete Institute will he an institu-

tion of structural engineers as well. Sir IJeiirv iaiiiier

went on to say that the Institution of Civil I'.n-in. • r- has

taken up the subject of reinforced concrete, .md a eon-

siderable sum of inonev lia^ li., ,, d. M.ie.l to , xp.rim. nts

which are in process ol liein- eani-d oiii. Mien- is no

doubt, he s.iid, that experiineiils are needed in this eouniry

to obtain a consisi, nl and innipleie s,>i i,s hasid on

materials to be ol)lainid h. n and niivi.l .and iisiid under

similar conditions. \i ihe piesint tiiin w- ha\. to rely

on experiments in .Xneiita, dermanx, .md iT.inn with

eeineiit of var\ in- 1 h.ar.i. \' r. and il would h. ol ill. l;!. al.'st

;i,|v',iita,-e d lii' - ' ould 1..' II p. .md in s,.,,,.
,
.1-.- .at

intervals, the iinpro\ enniil in str.n-lh heiiig su ^h-m lor
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«ome years. Later in the address he referred to the com-

mittee appointed by the Board of Education to inquire into

the question of economy in building, and as to whether

buildings of a more temporary nature could not be brought

in(o use. Reinforced concrete came in for its share of the

discussion by the committee ; but the estimates of cost

varied largely, from 33 per c«»nt. less to 10 per cent, more
than for ordinary building. No difference of locality will

account for those variations. Witnesses having a more
intimato knowledge of the cost of such buildings might

have b^en called. It is little good encouraging specific

jiroposals for the use of novel materials while local by-laws

make no provision proper to the use of reinforced concrete.

In order, however, to remove this difficulty, it has been

suggested that legislation should be promoted to exempt

school buildings, the plans of which had been approved by

the Board of Education, from the operation of local build-

ing by-laws.

A PAPER on a novel and important subject appears in

The Naturalist for November. The writer, the Rev.

mideric Friend, has brought together some interesting

fa( t^ relating to Octolasium gracile, Oerley, which is

usually found very sparsely, but at Sutton Broad is the

dominant Allolobophora ; and Aporrectodea similis, Friend,

a species which is at present known only from the Kew
'ardens. An account of the species of Fridericia found at

the Eel Hut, where the River Ant enters the Barton Broad,

is also very suggestive. Out of twenty-four Euchytrzeids,

belonging to six different species, twenty-two were

Fridericias, belonging to five species, of which two have

not been observed hitherto in England. One question to

be solved is. Does each species do the same work as all the

rest, or does one prepare the way for the others?

Mr. O. a. Rhousopoulos contributes to vol. ii., No. 5,

of The Museums Journal an important article on the

methods of cleaning and preserving antiquities. The most
frequently recurring objects which need preservation are

those of copper or copper alloys. For these various

inethods are considered : soaking in distilled water

;

saturation with paraffin ; reduction treatment by heating in

a current of hydrogen, by an electric current in a bath of

potassium cyanide or caustic soda. Some of the above

methods, which in their present perfection leave little to

be desired, may be applied to gold, silver, and their alloys

;

but the use of a solution of potassium cyanide yields better

and more rapid results. Wood and fibres are soaked with

antiseptic solutions, and finally receive a coating of cellu-

loid varnish. The article ends with many valuable sugges-

tions for the treatment of objects of iron, lecythi and other

coloured earthenware, marble, and porous limestone. The
instructions throughout are practical and detailed, and the

article may be commended to the attention of all curators

of museums.

The Sutton Broad Biological Laboratory, started in 1902

by Sir Eustace Gurney, and, we believe, still the only

fresh-water biological laboratory in this country, has so

far well justified its existence. In the current number of

the Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists'

Society are two papers, emanating from this laboratory,

which are of especial interest with reference to the much
debated question as to what constitutes " tide " on the

Norfolk Broads. For several years past observations, made
with a portable recording tide-gauge, have been kept at

the laboratory by Mr. Robert Gurney ; and in the publica-

tion referred to these have been incorporated into a paper,

well illustrated with charts. In the same journal Mr.
A. G. Innes contributes a paper on the distribution of salt
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in the River Bure and its tributaries; and, taken togfi! <

-

the.sc two pap«'rs are a valuable addition to our knowl.-!;;.

on the subject.

Tub report of the Northumberland Sea Fisheries Com-
mittee on the scientific investigations conducted under its

auspices during the year 1910 and up to June 15, 191 1, has

now appeared under the editorship of Prof. Alexander

Meek, of the Armstrong College, NewcastIe-upon-Tynr>.

It includes some interesting observations on mesmeri i .,

lobsters and other crustaceans. It is known that a lot :

may be put into a comatose condition by rubbing it ;il ^
the back of the carapace. The usual way is to hold th'-

lobster head down, with the claws arranged so as to form
a support with the rostrum, and to stroke it rapidly with

the tips of the fingers. In about a minute the lobster

succumbs, and remains without movement in this position

for a variable period. With a view to see whether the

reversed position, as determining the blood to the Iv ;i't,

was essential, a lobster was treated in the horizur.i.il

attitude, and so successfully that it remained without

movement for three hours. A Norway lobster subjected to

a similar treatment was quiescent for fifty-five minutes. A
lobster can be put to sleep on its back. The crab goes to

sleep usually in the tucked-up condition—and may be left

in the natural position or on its back. They all recover

when disturbed ; but the recovery of the lobster appears

to be quicker if the undersurface of the cephalo-thorax is

disturbed. Placed in sea water lobsters recover immedi-

ately, but in one such case a crab took ten minutes to

come round completely. During the sleep the scaphogna-

thitc is in action all the time.

Mr. E. J. Sheppard contributes to the Journal of the

Royal Microscopical Society for October observations on

the reappearance of the nucleolus in mitosis. He finds

that, in the dividing cells of hyacinth and other plants,

there appear, at the close of the diaster stage, one or more
loops of chromatin in each future daughter nucleus. .At

a little later stage, when the division of the cell is well

marked, the nucleolus makes its appearance, apparently

by a streaming, into the area enclosed by the loop, of

material from the chromatin. Mr. Sheppard has not been

able to trace corresponding changes in the loop-areas of

animal cells. He regards the nucleolus as inciting .1

stimulating the process of mitosis.

Dealing with the subject of a}pinc gardens in a lecture

published in the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society

(vol. xxxvii., part i.), the Swiss botanist M. H. Correvon

states that the English climate suits alpine plants better

than the continental climate in Switzerland, e.xcept such

tufted dwarf plants as the species of Eritrichium and

.Androsace. This statement follows upon a description of

the chief features observed in the gardens at Friar Park,

Leonardslee, and other notable alpine gardens in Great

Britain. Reference is made to the interesting Swiss

garden of the Linnaea at Bourg-St. -Pierre in the Valais.

where the choicest developments are the masses of Papaver

alpinum, superb growths of Eryngium alpinum, Heuchera
sanguinea, and Epilobium latifolium and abundance of

edelweiss. M. Correvon claims for his countrymen the

superiority in plant culture on walls, where saxifrages,

androsaces, campanulas, and other suitable plants can be

induced to make a brilliant show ; he also mentions that

the walls bordering the mountain railways from Territet to

Glyon and V'evey to Pfelerin have been so planted.

In The Agricultural Journal of India, part iii., Mr.

Keatinge continues his account of the rural economy of the

Bombay Deccan, dealing specially with the livestock.
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Great improvements seem to be possible. Ponies, which

once had a high reputation, are now poor; goats and sheep

do not bring in anything Hke the profit they might ; whilst

the cattle also appear to have deteriorated during the past

fifty years. These changes are largely attributed to the

large increase in cultivated ground and the consequent

reduction in the grazing area. An interesting account of

i;rape-growing round Peshawar, accompanied by some

^ood illustrations, is given by Mr. Robertson-Brown.

The cultivation of cacao is a highly important industry

in Trinidad, where also the great bulk of the planters are

peasant proprietors. Hence the problem before the staff

of the Department of Agriculture is of a dual nature ;
new

methods have to be worked out for improving yields and

coping with pests, and these methods have to be brought

to the notice of the grower. In a batch of circulars

recently to hand instructions are given in the methods of

cultivation calculated best to suit a small proprietor. The

entomological and mycological notes by Messrs. Guppy and

Urich will be found of more general interest. It is stated

that leaf-eating beetles were very common last year, par-

ticularly Neobrotica colaspis
;

pod-hunters (Horiola

arcuata) have also been locally numerous.

In Bulletin No. 7 of the Commonwealth Bureau of

Meteorology the climate of the proposed Federal Capital

Territory at Yass-Canberra, in New South Wales, is dealt

with. Besides a few preliminary paragraphs, the whole

Bulletin is devoted to tables of the mean monthly values for

twelve station^, and the average maximum and mean rain-

fall for a considerably larger number. Rainfall and tempera-

ture data are also shown for an area of about eight square

degrees on a map, which might conveniently have been on

a smaller scale, the isotherms being drawn in by interpola-

tion from the twelve observing stations and by employing

corrections of 1° F. for each 300 feet of altitude and each

degree of latitude. No. 8 Bulletin of the same Bureau

deals with the physiography of the same area. Mr. G.

Taylor treats by the modern explanatory method the land-

forms for a radius of about 20 miles round Canberra.

Various parts are first described in their present condition,

after which the past development of the region is worked

out. An ancient peneplain was uplifted for some 800 feet

and then maturely eroded, after which a period of unrest

set in, during which blocks have been tilted, and the

drainage system thereby considerably modified, numerous

cases of river-capture occurring. The report is illustrated

by sketch-maps and diagrams, and gives a good idea of

the area, which would have been improved by a short

general description of the main features of this part of

New South Wales.

In Heft No. 9 of the Mitteilungen der k.k. Geo-

graphischen Gesellschaft of Vienna an account is given of

the May cruise of the surveying ship Najade. Soundings

were taken o^i the line Brindisi-Durazzo, and the con-

siderable depths which observations in 1877 had indicated

were not borne out. In lat. 41° 15' N. and long. 18° 15'

previous soundings of 1500 and 1600 metres are replaced

by more correct values of from 1000 to 1100 metres. The

greatest depth of the Adriatic, hitherto given as 1645

metres, is now to be taken as 1132 metres somewhat to

the north of the point previously indicated in the basin

between Novi and Cattaro or Ragusa. A brief summary
of the biological work is also given.

In the November number of The Geographical Journal

there appears a map of Africa on which are shown in

different grades of colour the portions systematically

surveyed, those mapped by good route traverses, and the
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areas which are but roughly mapped or known only by
report. While the second class covers a large area,

systematic survey is limited to frontier lines and to areas
in Algeria, Egypt, Uganda, South Africa, and a few other
points. There still remain vast areas both for exploration
in its true sense and for systematic study, and if a corre-

sponding map had been prepared to show our knowledge of

the continent from other points of view than its topography
the scope for investigation would be seen to be even wider
than appears from the present map.

In the Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fiir Erdkundc (No. 7)
Prof. K. Kretschner completes his survey of the manu-
script maps of the National Library at Paris. These date
mostly from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and
are of the class known as compass charts or portolan
maps. While some bear the name of the author, many
are anonymous

; and maps of both classes are described in

the present article, which deals only with those hitherto

unknown or which have been very imperfectly treated.

The investigation was undertaken in order to improve our
knowledge of this portion of early cartography by examin-
ing, so far as possible, all the maps preserved in different

countries or cities, as has been very completely done for

Italy and largely carried out in Germany.

The October number of Le Radium contains a short

note by Madame Curie on the variation with time of the

activity of some radio-active substances. The measure-
ments have extended over several years, and the results

given have been standardised by the use of the piezo-

electric charge on quartz. The black oxide of uranium
tested for four years in an ionisation chamber in which
the whole of the o radiation was absorbed showed no
change. Actinium showed a decrease of activity of about

10 per cent, in three years ; and Madame Curie assigns to

it a mean life of thirty years. Radium, purified from
emanation and from traces of radium D, E, and F, was
tested by means of its ;8 and 7 radiation, and found to

increase in activity 5 per cent, in two years. Madame
Curie attributes this increase to the formation of radium E.

Radium D, purified from radium E and F, appears to have

a life of about twenty-five years. The measurements are

being continued so that the changes observed in succeed-

ing years may be determined.

In the July number of the Tokio Sugakti-Buturigak-

kwai Kizi Mr. S. Nakamura describes a panoramic camera

by means of which the whole horizon (360°) can be photo-

graphed on a stationary film, which is hcui into a cylinder

and suitably supported inside the cani( 1,1 w.ill. In order

to get the image on the film it is necessary to have two

reflecting surfaces parallel to each other and inclined at

an angle of 45° with the vertical axis of the camera, the one

above the camera to receive the light from the view, and

the other within to receive it from the upper mirror and re-

flect it to the film. The lens may be horizontally in front

of either of the reflectors or vertically between them, and in

making an exposure the complete optical system revolves

on its vertical axis. The chief optical condition necessary

in all such apparatus is that the second nodal point of the

objective must be at the centre of rotation, and in this case

in the centre of the camera. With ordinary photographic

objectives, in which the nodal points lie within the objective

itself, it is difficult, if not impossible, to fulfil this con-

dition in these circumstances. The author therefore uses

a lens which consists of a negative as well as a positive

combination, as in telephotographic lenses, so that the

nodal points aro thrown well outside the objective ; it is

then only a m.iiii r of construction to fulfil every necessary
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condition. The camera may be compared to a large pill-

box, but the lid. which carries the rotating optirnl system,

is as deep as the box within which the film is hi-ld by two

rings, one notched or marked to indicate on the photo-

graph the azimuths of the objects on the picture. .\ right-

.tngicd prism is preferred for the upper reflector, and the

rotation is done by hand by means of a toothed wheel and

endless screw.

The first annual report of the Road IJoard, established

under the powers of the Finance Act of I9(k>, has been

nirntiy i)ublished. This Board was farmed for the pur-

pose of improving the main roads of this country, rendered

necessary by the general adoption of motor vehicles. The

funds required for the purposes of the Board are derived

from the duties imposed on motor spirit and motor licences

livied under the powers of the Act. The applications for

aid from local authorities amounted to 7,870,459/. Up to

I he end of June the Board had been able to allocate out of

the money placed at its disposal for the first year,

i,ibi,ooo/., the sum of 270,824/. This sum was to be

applied to the improvement of main roads and important

< onnecting roads passing through rural areas ; also to the

improvement of the surface of the roads and the allevia-

tion of the nuisance arising from mud and dust due to

motor traflic, and to bringing the road surfaces up to

such a standard of construction that the cost of future up-

keep to the local authoritirs may be brought within the

means available from local >uuici >. l-'or this purpose the

Board has sanctioned the use of bituminous binding

material, and has issued general directions and specifica-

tions relating to the treatment of road surfaces. The

Hoard has also taken steps to establish at the National

Physical Laboratory at Teddington a laboratory for test-

ing the value of different kinds of stone used for road

repairs. This work is to be under tlie dinction of the

(jeological Survey.

.A CATALOGUE of gardening books and literature, com-

prising man\ i arly works, has been issued by Messrs.

John Wheliloii and Co., Great Queen Street, London.

The items are arranged under the sections of flower, fruit,

kitchen and landscape gardening, trees, conservatory and

general treatises.

In the notice of those volumes of " The Home I'niversity

Library " published in Nature of November 0, it was

stated that "ten volumes will be issued each )ear. " The
publishers, Messrs. Williams and Norgate, asic us to say

that the plan of publication is to publish ten volumes in each

set at intervals of three or four months. Since .\pril last

thirty volumes have been issued, and at least one hundred

are planned.

Forthcoming Scientific Books.—In the " Fauna of British

India " Series, Canon W. W. Fowler's volume on the

Cicindelidie and Paussida>, with a general introduction to

the Coleoptera, and Mr. E. Brunetti's work on the Nemo-
cera (excluding the Chironomidaj and the Culicida^), are

in the press. The remaining volumes which the editor,

Mr. .\. E. Shipley, with the assistance of Mr. Guy A. K.
Marshall, and with the sanction of the Secretary of State

for India, has arranged for in this series are :—volumes on

the Orthoptera (.Acridiida; and Locustida;), by Mr. W. F.

Kirby ; on butterflies (Lyca'nida and Hesperiida^), by Mr.

H. H. Druce ; on the Curculionidae, by Mr. G. A. K.
Marshall ; on the Ichneumonidie, by Mr. Claude Morley

;

on the longicorn beetles, by Mr. C. J. Gahan ; on the

Blattidae, by Mr. R. Shelford ; on the Helicidae, by Lieut.

-

Colonel H. H. Godwin-.Austen ; on the Ixodida> and
Argasidae, by Mr. C. Warburton ; on leecht>. In Mr. W . A.
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Harding ; on the Meloida;, by Prof. Creighton VVellmai.

the brachyurous Crustacea, by Lieut.-Colonel A. AIcolk ;

and on the Unionida*, by Mr, H. B. Preston.—Mr. Edward
.Stanford, otTicinl agent for the large-scale Ordnance maps,
announces the publication of the first 165 sheets of a new
issue on the scale of 50 inches to a mile (i : 1250).

Hitherto, apart from the town plans, the largest scale on

which urban districts have been obtainable has been th-

well-known 25 inches to a mile, and the new issue is based

on an enlargement of that map. 'I'he larger scale map ha-

been specially prepared for use primarily in connection

with land valuation, and the area covered by each -'

is one quarter of that of a 25-inch sheet.—The «i^

edition of Fream's " Elements of .Agriculture " is to l»

published by .Mr. John .Murray. The work of editing ha-

been entrusted to Prof. J. R. Ainsworth Davis, of thf

Royal .\gricultural College, Cirencester, who has consider-

ably extended the scope of the book and brought it up u>

date.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Planet MT.—The new and interesting minor planet dis-

covered by Dr. Palisa on October 3 has, apparently, been
lost again. It will be remembered that Dr. Palisa mad-
observations on October 3 and 4, and Hcrr Pechiile on thi-

latter date ; but bad skies interfered and further observa-
tions were prevented. Then the Greenwich observers took
a plate on October 25, with the Franklin-.Xdams camera,
which showed apparent images in the supposed position of
the planet. However, good plates taken the next night did
not confirm this, and there is little doubt that the supposed
images are spurious. This is most disappointing, for, a--

Dr. Crommelin points out in No. 441 of The Observatory,
the object promised to be of extraordinary interest. The
present known data are insufficient for a determination of
the orbit, but the observations could be satisfied b\
assuming an orbit having about the same perihelion
distance as Eros, with a slightly greater eccentricity. To
explain its apparent disappearance, Dr. Crommelin suggest^
that, like Eros at some oppositions, this object mav b»

rapidly variable in apparent brightness. Its motion showed
it to be very near to the earth, and there is no need to
suppose its diameter to be greater than a mile or two.
Such small bodies need not be spherical ; in fact, thev might
be discoidal, and would, therefore, suffer considerable
changes of apparent brightness. The suggestion that Dr.
Palisa 's object might be a non-nebulous comet, such as
KopfT's, moving in a parabolic orbit, is discounted bv its

planetary aspect and by the fact that an ellipse would fit

the observations.

.Mars.—Writing from the S6tif Observatory on
November 4, M. Jarry-Desloges announces the appearance
of seven fissures, towards M. .Acidalium, in the north polar
cap of Mars, and states that a bright area was seen on
Nerigos.

From the Massegros Observatory, on October 31, it is

reported that Juventae Fons was easily visible, and that
Coprates was dull and appeared bifurcated near L.
Tithonius; three "lakes" were seen on Coprates, and
several small ones on the site of .Araxes. The south polar
spot is said to be very luminous {Astronomische Sacb-
richten, No. 4534).

Ephemerides for Various Co.mets.—Xos. 4533-4 of the
Astronomische Nachrichten contain ephemerides for
Borrelly's (igiie), Brooks's (1911c). QuiSnisset's (191 1/), .

and Beljawsky's (1911^) comets. Borrelly's comet is now
just below T and t^ Eridani. and is moving northward at'
a little more than half a degree per day ; it is of about
magnitude 130. Brooks's comet is now travelling south-
ward through Virgo at nearly a degree a dav, and will be'
near 7 Hydrae on November 21; its calculated magnitude
now is about 4-5, and it is unlikely to be observed further
in these latitudes. Observers in the southern hemisphere
should, however, be able to follow it for some time yet.

Qu^nisset's comet is now near the sun, and practicallv
unobservable ; its calculated magnitude is about 7-0, and.
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travelling southward, it is about half-way between /x and
e Serpentis.

Beljawsky's comet is now fainter than the sixth magni-
tude, according to the ephemeris, and is three or four

degrees north-east of Antares ; it is practically unobservable,

and is apparently travelling southwards, while receding
from both the sun and the earth.

The Distortion and Apparent Dilatation of Celestial
Objects at the Horizon.—Mdlle. G. Renaudot has an
interesting article on this subject in No. 2002 of ha Nature,
where she discusses the numerous explanations which have
been put forward since the time of Aristotle. Special

attention is paid to the explanation suggested by Alhazen,
which calls in an optical flattening of the celestial vault

causing the observer to feel that the stars, &c., are nearer
to him, i.e. they should subtend a greater angle than they
really appear to do. The interest of the article is greatly

enhanced by some excellent photographs, taken by M.
Qu^nisset, illustrating the distortion of the solar disc near
the horizon.

Early Visibility of the New Moon.—Referring again

to Mr. Horner's observation of the new moon, Mr. Whit-
mell, in The Observatory, makes one or two minor addi-

tions to his previous results, and quotes another case, more
remarkable still, inasmuch as the moon's age was only

14-75 hours, which has been brought to his notice. Mr.
Hoare, of Faversham, sweeping the horizon with a 4-inch

refractor on July 22, 1895, picked up the crescent moon,
and after steady gazing was able to hold it with the naked
eye. In this case the difference of altitude between the

sun and moon was 4° 28', the former being 2° 19' below,

the latter 2° 7' above, the horizon, and the difference in

azimuth was 7° 5'.

A New Astronomical Society and Publication.—We
have received one or two numbers of the Revista de la

Sociedad Astronomica de Espafia, the monthly illustrated

publication of this newly formed society. The-vreview is

well printed on good paper, and, in addition to the notices

of the society, ephemerides and phenomena for the month,
&c., it contains some excellent illustrated articles.

SOM'E PAPERS ON SPIDERS AND INSECTS.
''PO the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences
-^ of Philadelphia for May Mr. N. E. M'Indoo con-

tributes an article on the lyriform organs and tactile hairs

of spiders. The lyriform organs, first observed in 1878,

are sensory skin-structures peculiar to arachnids, and
consist usually of several more or less nearly parallel

slits, generally surrounded by a dark lyre-shaped band.

In the simple type there are only two or three slits, with

a common border ; but in the compound type there are

from four to thirty slits, all of which may be enclosed in

a common border, or each of which may have a border of

its own. The lyriform organs attain their greatest com-
plexity in the hunting-spiders, " and as these usually con-

tain more slits than those of the snarers or tube-dwellers,

we must conclude that the method of capturing food has

brought about these changes in the number of organs."
As regards iheir precise function, the author is convinced

that these organs have nothing to do with the sense of

hearing, which appears to be undeveloped among spiders.

Owing to the rapid development and opening up of the

country, and the consequent introduction of enormous
quantities of seedlings, shrubs, trees, &c., Canada is

specially liable to suffer from the accidental introduction of

noxious insects. Accordingly, in May, 1910, the Dominion
Parliament passed " an Act to prevent the introduction or

spreading of insects, pests, and diseases destructive to

vegetation." A copy of this Act is published as Bulletin

No. r of the Entomological Division of the Canadian
Department of .Agriculture.

Among destructive insects that have reached Cinad.i

from Europr, two of the worst are the spruce budwdim
{Tortrix jiiDiijennut) nnd ilw l.nc h saw-fly, the ravages of

which, coupli-d with ili(is( (,f dilwr insects, to forests are

f'Stiniati-d in a panipiil<:r l)y Dr. C. G. Hewitt, thi'

Dnniiiiidii ciitonioldgist, i-.su<'(I by the British VN'Iiii; riil>-

livhiiii4 Coinpaiiy, Kingston, Ontario, to be as serious a--;
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the losses due to forest fires. Both insects are now spread
over large areas in eastern Canada. The former species,

which was first observed in force in 1909, defoliates

balsam and spruce, and is reported to be doing the same
to Douglas pine in British Columbia. Spreading like fire,

in the adult stage this insect extends its range in a manner
which cannot be controlled by ordinary means. The larch

saw-fly, which thrives as well on the American larch as

on its European namesake, was first observed in America
in 188 1, and two years later had spread over the New
England States, whence it made its way into Canada by
1882. It attained a great development between that year
and 1885, but after that practically disappeared until 1904,
when it once more began to increase ; at the present time
it is spread over an area of 2500 miles. The best hopes of

keeping the insect in check are centred on on ichneumon
fly (Mesoleius aulicus), which appears to have been intro-

duced for this purpose, although it is not quite clear

whether the author is referring to its work in England or

Canada.
In the September number of The Entomologist's Monthly

Magazine Messrs. Porritt and Bankes give notes, illus-

trated by a coloured plate, of nine interesting species of

British insects. Among these is the moth Nonagria
neurica, taken for the first time in this country in the

Cuckmere Valley, Sussex, in 1908, the British specimens
hitherto referred to this species being shown to belong to

an allied form. The caterpillar and pupa are described

by Mr. H. M. Edelsten in a separate paper, also illus-

trated by a plate.

A list of the Macro-Lepidoptera of the Falmouth district,

by Mr. W. A. Rollason, is published in the seventy-eighth'

annual report of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society.

I

SEISMOLOGICAL NOTES.

N the Bulletin de VAcademie Imperiale des Sciences de

St. Petersbourg, VI S^rie, October i. Prince B.

Galitzin adds another valuable contribution to seismometry.

In No. 14, 1909, of the same Bulletin he pointed out that

the azimuth of an earthquake epicentre can be determined'

from observations made at a single station. This direc-

tion is that of the first longitudinal wave, and is obtained

by taking the resultant of amplitudes recorded in two

directions at right angles to each other. Because hori-

zontal pendulums are usually oriented north-south and east-

west, the displacements are given in these directions. If,

for example, one instrument recorded 10 mm. of north-

south motion and the other 10 mm. of east-west motion,

we see that the direction of motion was N.El.-S.W., but

we do not know if it came from the north-east or from

the south-west. This is the question that Prince Galitzin

answers. If the front of the first wave is dilatational in

character this motion is towards and down to the epicentre,

but if it is condensational it is away and up from the

same. This distinction is made clear by the ncouls of a

seismograph recording vertical motion. Obscrvatiims have

shown that sometimes the first movement of thi< instru-

ment is upwards and sometimes it is downwards. I he

upward motion indicates a condensation, and the latit^- a

dilatation. Between July 2, 1909, and June 8, 191 1, Princt

Galitzin has determined the position of forty-two epicentres

by methods in which these rules have been fulldw.il.

'in the issue of the same Bulletin for OcK.bn- i5\ve

find two more instructive communications from Prince

(laiilzin. The first deals with observations on the vertical

component of earthquake motion. In connection witii this,

one result, based upon the records ot ^ix l.ngc r:utlu|u,il-;is,

is that the ratio of the vertical and horizontal i (ini|)()nenls

of movement is not constant, and is less than th.U winch

might be c'xpecled. .Another result is based upon the

apparent nii-le uf emergence. Ohserv.ition-. of nin.teen

eartiiquakes show that those witli orij^iiis at dl-l :!nci>s

var\ing between 2260 and ;,S4o km. h.-ive Lii\. n \;ihies

for tliese angles decreasing fnim 51 degrees i.> 4.' d. -nes.

l'"rom this latter distance up to 1.4,(1.-,, km. the v.ihh- h.ive

incre;ised up Id 7i> de-ie.s. No defmile l;nv Iim" ih,

rel;itionvllip he|«,.rn diM;m<e .ind (he .'in-le .,f elllere.nCe

,..,,, ;,,., I),. |,,| iinil.il' il. I he -^ei niid cumiiuinieiitinii. uhicll

was luoiii'ht helore the .\c;i(|emv on >ei)trmh. c 21, deal-
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with the direction of motion of the second or transversal

phase of earthquaktr movement. So far as observations

have gone, thf inclination of the plane of this movement
with tine plane piissinj; throujih the epicentre, an observing

station and tiie centre of the world has wide limits. Its

value is prol)ably inlluenred by the geological character of

strata in the luigliljourhood of the observing stali(m ami

the epicentn . Thi se investigations, which are treated from

tile mathematical and observational sides, are well worthy

of attention from all seismologists.

Another interesting note we find in Kendiconti delta K.

Accademia del Lincei, vol. xx., serie 5*, and sem., fasc. 1°.

This is a short paper on the Latium earthquake of

April 10, by Dr. G. Agamennone. The commencement of

this disturbance was noted at Rocca di Papa at

loh. 43m. 39s., with a strong reinforcement one second

.later. .At Rome the corresponding times were loh. 43m.
41s. and loh. 43m. 44s. These times indicate that the

epicentre is nearer to Rocca di Papa than it is to Rome.
If it is assumed that the records at each of these places

refer to P, and Pj, tables like those of Zeissig give a

distance of the epicentre from each of these stations.

These distances are respectively 10 and 30 km. But as

circles with these radii intersect at two points, we are left

to choose between two epicentres, and as neither o£ these

falls in with local observations, in this instance, at least,

this method of determining origins is found insufficient.

To solve the difficulty. Dr. Agamennone shows that the

ratio of the differences in time of arrival of the two phases

of motion at the two given stations, which we will call

A and B, which is a constant, can be expressed in terms
of the coordinates of the epicentre x and y and the distance

between A and B. To solve this equation with two un-
knowns three assumptions are made, one, for example,
being that the epicentre lies on AB, with the result that

three solutions are obtained. The one selected is that

which agrees best with local observations. The method is

new, but it is hardly applicable to time observations made
at only two stations.

EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE AT THE BRITISH
ASSOCIATION.

T> ISHOP WELLDON'S presidential address has already
been prmted in Nature, and it is therefore un-

tiecessary to dwell upon it at any length. Teachers will

find it animated by a high conception of the dignity and
influence of their calling and a sympathetic insight into

its characteristic difficulties, as might be expected from a
one-time headmaster of a great English public school,

though they may consider it lacking in practical sugges-
tion for raising the profession in the general estimation,
the public-school headmaster, happily for himself, being
exempt from the necessity for considering such mundane
matters as tenure, salaries, and pensions. To the general
reader the most interesting part of the address will prob-
ably be Dr. Welldon's remarks on the relations of the
Board of Education with the secondary schools and with
the local authorities, which were prompted by his experi-
ence as deputy chairman of the Manchester Education
"Committee. He has learnt that the antagonism between
the schools and the rates is a constant quantity, and that,
accordingly, new services imposed on the authorities, com-
mendable in themselves, as, for instance, the feeding of
necessitous children and medical inspection, will in part
be paid for out of funds which are needed for the per-
formance of the older duties, unless, indeed, the Board of
Education can induce the Treasury to grant additional
help from public funds, a consummation which is likely to
remain unrealised so long as the Parliamentary chiefs of
the Board are chosen from ex-Treasury officials. In the
Board's relations with the schools Dr. Welldon deprecated
the tendency to a bureaucratic regulation of details, which
is well known to characterise the dealings of the Board
with elementary schools. .Such metliods may be whole-
some when applied to unsatisfactory schools, for they
assure a minimum of efficiencv ; but the maximum of
efficiency cannot be obtained under a code of retjulations

—

It requires freedom, spontaneity, and individualism for its

•growth.

The reference to educational topics, which has almost
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become customary in the presidential addresses to th'

whole association, was this year concerned with the :

tion of technical education. Sir William Ramsay
the need for the concentration of higher technical in-

tion in a few important institutions in place of it-,

jiersal, as at present, through the many struggling' '-

institutes which have been established up and
land by the local authorities. In one of the sec

cussions Prof. R. A. Gregory roundly stated that the posi

tion of higher technical instruction in England was in •

df'plorable condition. Official statistics showed, he

that fewer than 2000 students were taking complet'

courses in the whole of- the technical institutes ol tu.

country.

The initial discussion in the section took place upon th.

report of the committee on overlapping between secc:

schools and universities and other places of higher >'•

tion. Prof. Smithells, in presenting the report, made i;

clear that it dealt only with a certain amount of evidenre-

in some cases conflicting evidence—and that its conclu

must be reserved for a later meeting. The compI;i

made in England, and also in America, that the secoi

school course is not properly articulated with the uni\

course, and that on one side the schools are ret.i;:

pupils who ought to be at the universities, whilst on i!>.

other the universities, owing to the lack of preparation 01

many of their students, are wasting power upon elementar;.

training. Upon the evidence submitted, and apart froii;

theories as to the position of pass Moderations and th'

Previous examination in an organised educational cours-

Oxford and Cambridge appear to have little complaint ti

make. At London and in some of the provincial univers:

ties the overlapping is more serious. The London extern;!;

system renders it possible for students to pass their Inter

mediate examination, and even to take their degree, direi

from school, while, on the other hand, a large amount < ;

preparation for matriculation takes place in the Londoi

colleges. It must be remembered, however, that mnpv .

the students enter the university by way of evening 1

'

or even after a short experience of business or profe>-

life, and for these preparatory work must certainlv fom
part of the university course. The overlapping at Londor
is considerable, but to some extent it cannot be avoided

and, as was suggested in the discussion both by Prof

Smithells and by Mr. Daniell, overlapping in the speci r

circumstances of London and of the larger provinci.:

universities is by no means synonymous with waste (

educational resources.

As between the technical institutions and secondarv

schools, no evidence is yet forthcoming to show that th'

overlapping is serious. Indeed, the facts appear to be th

other way. Less than one-fifth of the students in Engli^i

institutions have passed a university matriculation ex

amination or its equivalent, and nearly one-fourth ha\

been admitted without passing any examination test wh.T!

ever. The secondary schools and the technical instifutior.

are thus shown to have but little organic connection, an

the great bulk of the students of the latter have probabl

received no secondary education at all. Tt will be tinv

enough to discuss overlapping when the main stream 1

pupils in the higher technical institutions have previous!

laid the foundation of a good general education in th

secondary schools, a condition of things, however, whirl

is not likely to be facilitated by the drastic proposal of

one speaker that boys should not be allow-ed to remain at

the secondary schools after their sixteenth vear, but shoiil
'

be passed straight on to the technical institutes. Tl.

evidence from the secondary schools is still incomplet.

.As might be expected, the public-school masters with on

accord proclaim the advantage to be gained by their bo\

in the last year or two years of school life. In thr^

years they learn self-control, the use of authoritv, and tlv

most valuable parts of character trainintf ; and the school-

with their ample resources, find no difficulty in allowin^

their boys a reasonable amount of specialisation in tht^

subjects which they will afterwards study at the universi-

ties, and in preparing them for the transition in metho''

between school and college.

For the present, and until the committee reports 'n~

reasoned conclusions, it may be taken that in the gap^

between the different parts of our educational system the
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real danger lies, and that, as for overlapping, in Principal

Griffiths 's words, " Time is not lost when the same country

is retraversed under a different guide."

The principal item on the programme on the second day

of the meeting was a discussion on the place of examina-
tions in education, opened by Mr. P. J. Hartog and Miss

Burstall. The papers, and the discussion which followed

them, may well be taken as marking a new stage in the

treatment of the subject. Hitherto there has been more
than a disposition on the part of educationists to

anathematise all external examinations. As Mr. Hartog
indicated, little good has come of it : the external examin-

ing bodies are not one penny the worse. It is now realised

that for some purposes, as, for example, the selection of

candidates for the State service and the certification of

professional skill, the public have a right to demand an
examination by some independent body. Sir William
Ramsay, who intervened early in the discussion, and was
by far the most outspoken opponent of the conventional

type of examination, at least agreed that " we must be

guarded against professional murder." The problem is

thus seen to be, not the abolition of examinations, but

their reform, and to this end the section strongly sup-

ported Mr. Hartog 's suggestion that the time is ripe for

a Royal Commission to inquire into the whole subject,

but with particular reference to the entry into the Civil

Service. All the speakers were agreed that teachers should

increasingly cooperate in the " branding of their own
herrings." Miss Burstall showed how influential the

teacher members had been on the Joint Matriculation

Board of the northern universities, not as examiners, but
as members equally responsible with their colleagues for

the scope and arrangement of the examinations. There
are other instances in which the cooperation of teachers

has been carried very far, and the committee which was
appointed as the result of the discussion might very well

devote its time to the preparation of a detailed account
of some of these experiments and to a report upon the

degree of success which has attended them.
Another aspect of the subject was raised by Mr. Hartog

and the president of the section in their remarks upon
the suitability of many of the examinations for the purpose
they have to serve. It is almost impossible by examina-
tion to test the moral of the candidate ; and there are
many gifts of tact, alertness, resourcefulness, and the like

required in the State service and in professional life which
the present system of examinations completely passes by.

Mr. Hartog gave an interesting account of a written test

which he had himself applied to a group of candidates to

ascertain in what degree they possessed certain of these
qualities ; but such tests are difficult to devise, and

—

sub
rosa, be it said—they demand corresponding qualities in

the examiners. Dr. T. P. Nunn was for once advocatus
diaboli, and gave a thoughtful restatement of the argu-
ments for external examinations which satisfied the
generation that founded the University Locals. In essence
it was the case for the influence of a master in a subject
exerted upon teachers and upon the study of it generally
through the annual paper of questions. But even in Dr.
Nunn's hands it failed to carry conviction ; the general
level of teaching in schools is much higher in all subjects
than it was in days gone by ; an increasing number of

teachers come under the personal influence of one or
other of the masters of their subject ; and among those
who do not, the professional periodicals and the numerous
associations and conferences which are so marked a
feature of educational life in this generation supply oppor-
tunities for the spread of right method and sound doctrine
superior to any that a mere paper of questions can afford.

It is the practice of the sectional committee to set apart
one- day for the discussion of recent psycho-physical re-

search as connected with education. This year the central
topic was that of defective children. A special committee,
of which Prof. J. A. Green is secretary, reported the result

of an inquiry into the tests actually used in the diagnosis
of feeble-mindcdness. The summarised replies received
from school medical officers and others show that there is

a grave need for some standardisation upon scientific lines

in the matter both of diagnosis and subsequent treatment.
Dr. Shrubsall gave a detailed account of the methods
f'mployed under the London Education Authority for i\v

testing of mental deficiency. Without presuming to
criticise these methods in particular, it is very clear that
the methods of diagnosis generally employed are frankly
empirical and of almost bewildering variety, and that
partly in consequence of this and partly owing to the lack
of precise knowledge on types of mental deficiency in

relation to the general problems of education there is very
little connection in most cases between the initial diagnosis
and the subsequent treatment.

Dr. A. F. Tredgold presented a careful discussion on the
nature of mental defect and its relation to the normal.
He suggested that neither from the intellectual point of
view nor as a result of psychological analysis or histo-
logical examination of brain structure could justification

be found for regarding the difference between the normal
and the defective as in its essence qualitative, although the
quantitative differences may and do result in minds of a
very different order. In defining mental defect it was
necessary to go much deeper than mere ability to perform
certain occupations. He would himself define it as a con-
dition due to arrested or imperfect brain development, in

consequence of which the individual is incapable of main-
taining an independent existence. Dr. Abelson followed
with a description of a series of tests, in some measure
comparable with Binet's, which he had employed for the
last three years upon backward children. The problem of

the mentally deficient is so pressing from the social point
of view that it is not surprising that the discussion soon
turned ratheif upon this aspect of the question than upon
the report of the committee. Once defective always
defective, appears to be the rule. " I have never yet,"
said Dr. Tredgold, " seen a mentally defective converted
into a normal being "

; and again, Miss Dendy :
" We can-

not train the defective child out of his defect ; he simply
grows into a trained feeble-minded man."
The absolute necessity, in the interests of society, of

preventing the multiplication of the unfit, and the in-

efficacy of the present law, which allows the feeble-minded
adolescent at sixteen years of age to go out info the world,
none saying him " Nay," dominated the mind of speaker
after speaker. Dr. Saleeby, Mrs. Burgwin, Prof. Dendy,
and Mr. McLeod Yearsley took part in the discussion.

The last named urged especially the importance of segre-

gating the feeble-minded deaf. Miss Dendy showed how
much can be accomplished even under present conditions

in her description of the feeble-minded colony at Sandle-
bridge, which, beginning ten years ago as a small resi-

dential special school for little children, and resolutely

declining to accept any new pupil over thirteen years of

age, has grown into a colony with 270 inhabitants, with
two farmhouses, with cottages, a laundry, carpenters' and
plumbers' shops, and six residential houses, on about 120

acres of land. In the ten years, out of 274 children who
have been admitted, only eighteen can be spoken of as

failures whose parents have broken their promise to leave

them permanently in the school. Very interesting was
Miss Dendy 's account of how it had been possible to turn

to the service of the community those streaks and patches

of intelligence which are found in almost all feeble-minded

children, and, unfortunately, are often made the basis of a

training in tricks which are of no use either to the

individual trained or to anyone else.

On the last day of the meeting papers were read on

practical education in H.M. dockyard and naval schools,

bv Mr. Dawe, headmaster of the Dockyard School at

Portsmouth, and Mr. W. H. T. Pain, principal instructor

of boy artificers on H.M.S. Fisgard. The Fisgard is quite

a recent establishment, but the Dockyard School in one

form or another has existed for nearly a hundred years.

It was claimed by its supporters in the discussion, among
them Sir William White, a former pupil in a dockyard

school. Profs. Worthington and Gregory. Dr. Kimmins,
and Dr. Varley, that the schools might well be taken as

a model by authorities responsible for any form of

specialised technical training. Of their success there can

be no question. Every professor of naval architecture in

thp kingdom at the present time has been through one of

TI.^^. dockvard schools; of the principal officers in the

constructional branch of his Majestv's Nnvy the same may
be said, and also of the majority of naval nrchilects at the

hr:\<\ of priv.Tte shipbuilding firms, while the lower ranks
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of Ilis Majesty's dorkyards are mainly staffed by ex-pupils.

The outlay for whirh this wonderful return is obtained

dof's ni)t t'xcefd 4000/. per annum.
From the bcj^inninjj tht- Admiralty has insisted on the

faithful obstTvanie of two (guiding principles. In the first

plate, the apprentices who attend the school do so partly

in Admiralty time. At present the five periods a week
tire taken, three from the boys' free time and two from
.Admiralty time, and Admiralty time spent at the school

is paid for. In the second place only those pupils are re-

tained who are found to have the requisite ability and
industry to profit by the higher instruction ; a continuous
process of sifting goes on, and the waste of effort is thus

reduced to a minimum. Those pupils who go out com-
paratively early find their position on the wage-earning
staff ; and, as Sir William White testified, they are

altogether different from ordinary workmen, because of

the training, short as it may be, which they have had in

the school. \\. the same time, there is sufficient material

retained for the training of oflicers, who will ultimately

fill the higher constructional posts. .A third principle has
been rendered possible of application in recent years, and
no candidate is now admitted who has not obtained a
sound preliminary education. The number of apprentices

in attendance is 180 ; and the school is arranged in two
sections, which attend on alternate days. The full course
extends over four years, but there is a weeding-out process

at the end of each year. Of those who complete the

course a few are selected by examination from all the
dockyards for an advanced three-year course at the Royal
Naval College, Greenwich, after which they join the Royal
Corps of Naval Constructors. The competition for

admission to the dockyards as apprentices is severe, and
therefore at the outset a careful selection is possible.

The late Lord Spencer, when First Lord of the
Admiralty, appointed a committee to consider whether the
schools might be abandoned in view of the enormous
advances which had been made in the provision for
elementary education. Happily for the nation the com-
mittee's verdict was unanimously in favour of their reten-
tion. The development of to-day in the provision of tech-
nical instruction is held by some to justify a fresh pro-
posal for the abolition of the schools, and the transfer of

their pupils to the municipal technical schools of the dock-
yard towns. It is to be hoped history will repeat itself

and that the schools will be allowed to continue their
unique work. .As Prof. Gregory said, they arc at least a
generation ahead of most of the other technical institutions

•of this country. Their close association with the dockyard
has benefited both. Prof. Worthington pointed out how the
problems of the dockyard are brought to the schools for
solution, and he also dwelt upon the interest and pride
which the rank and file of the yards take in the schools.
To sacrifice a century-old tradition for the sake of saving
a few thousand pounds would be a deplorable mistake,
particularly at this juncture, when the .Admiraltv's example
will be most valuable to administrators and educationists,
who have good reason to be dissatisfied with the condition
of technical education in the country generally.

SOME ENGINEERING PROBLEMS AND THE
EDUCATION OF ENGINEERS}

TT is a consequence of the scientific basis of engineering
that it is international, not national. Scientific

-advances are not restricted within political boundaries. If

we gave the world the steam turbine, Germany returned
us the gas engine and Diesel engine. Ability to appreciate
the value of new discoveries, and readiness to take
advantage of them, depend as much on a widespread
scientific education as the making of the discoveries them-
selves.

My^ distinguished predecessor, out of a long and varied
experience in the development of the most modern of the
many branches of engineering industry, discussed the
economic conditions of production on which successful
manufacture depends. It will be more natural to me to
deal with some of the technical principles on which the
successful design of engineering structures is based.

1 From an address delivered to the Institution of Civil Engineers on
November 7 by Dr. W. C. Unwin, F.R.S., president of the Institution.
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Strength of Materials.

The object of a study of the strength of materials is t<

determine the proper dimensions to be given to par?- '
•

mjichines or structures, in order that they may resi-

straining actions to which they are subjected wn
breaking or prejudicial deformation. It is a modern stud\

for the earlier architects and builders seem to have had r.'

definite knowledge; only it may be noted that the <-<

buildings were the most massive. The Egyptian col

were not more than five or six diameters in height, iv

(ireek about nine. .Media-val buildings depend more 01

considerations of stability than of strength ; but there ar'

medieval columns carrying arches which are twenty-si\

diameters in height.

So far as we know, however, Galileo (born 1564, di»
'

1642) was the first man of science definitely to consid<

strength. He found that a rod of copper susp' i

vertically might have a length of " 4800 arms," or.

yards, before breaking in tension by its own weig!.;-

reasonable result. Having no conception of elasticity or 0:

variation of stress due to variation of deformation, h'

seems to have assumed that bodies always broke h\

tension, and that tension was uniform at the surface <>'

fracture. Applying these notions to determine the strengtl

of a cantilever, he supposed the whole cross-section woul'

be in tension uniformly distributed. He arrived at ai

equation for bending strength which for rectangul.i

sections is right in form, but affected by an erroneou-

constant ; and he acutely deduced the result that, while .

model of a structure might be strong enough to carry .•

load, the structure itself might be so large as to brea!;

by its own weight. This is the germ of the law of :

limiting span for bridges. On the same false assumption

-

Grandi, in 1712, published elegant and correct demonstr.i

tions of what we know as solids of uniform resistance (

bending. It is not the first instance in science of fals-

assumptions leading to partially correct results.

It was not until i6(k) that Robert Hooke discovered tb'

fundamental law that stress is proportional to strain ii

elastic materials. It was not until 16S0 that anyone mad
further experiments on the strength of materials. Thn
Mariotte made rough tests of very small bars of wood an
glass strained in various ways. He first perceived that i

flexure part of the cross-section is in compression and par

in tension, and placed the neutral axis for a rectangul.r

bar at half the height, correcting Galileo's result. It wn-
not until 1776 that Coulomb determined the position of tli

neutral axis for simple sections, and not until 1824 th.r

Navier determined it for all sections.

In 1729 Muschenbroek, at Leyden, published the resuli-

of what may be considered the first tests of materials mad
with precision. He made tension and bending tests, an
tests of long columns, but on a very small scale. Perronci
occupied with the construction of the Bridge of Neuilly. ii

1758 constructed the first comparatively large testing

machine, a machine capable of applying a stress of 18 tons.

Rondelet, in 1787, constructed a testing-machine with
knife-edges, and with a screw arrangement for taking vv
the deformation of the test-bar. It was the first machin
containing in principle all the essential elements of

modern testing-machine. Labardie, soon after, constructed
a 100-ton machine for the Port of Havre, and Girard
carried out with it the first tests on a large scale of the

elasticity of materials. In 1813 and 1817 Brunton and
Company and Captain Sam Brown constructed cable-test-,

ing machines.
Theory of Elasticity.

.\ very great step in the simplification of the math
matical expression of formulae of strength of materials wj
taken by that very remarkable English physicist Thoma
Young (1773-1829). who defined the coefficient of dire

elasticity, or Young's modulus, and first considered shea
as an elastic strain. The time had come for the develc

ment of a general theory of elasticity. Navier, in 182)

first investigated the general equations of equilibrium
an elastic solid, starting from an assumption as to tl

molecular constitution of matter. Navier's equations at

still accepted, though part of his reasoning is consider

to be unsound. .At the same time, Cauchy founded tt

theories of stress and strain, and Lame? and Clapeyro
made important developments.
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Reverting to experimental work in this country, early

in the last century George Rennie made investigations of

the resistance of structural materials, and Peter Barlow
made experiments on the strength of timber at the Dock-
yard and at the Arsenal. This led to his association with
engineers ; and he assisted Telford in calculations for the
Menai Suspension Bridge. His " Essay on the Strength
of Timber," in 1817, when developed in later editions, may
be regarded as the first general treatise in English on the
-:rength of materials.

Down to about the end of the first quarter of the last

Lcntury most of the knowledge of strength of materials
was due to the work of Continental engineers and
physicists. Then an advance was made here. Thomas
Tredgold in 1820 published " A Treatise on the Principles

of Carpentry." This dealt scientifically and practically
with all the then known data of resistance. His book on
the steam engine, dealing specially with questions of

strength, was published in 1827, and republished down to

1850. It has been rather a fashion amongst elasticians to

ignore or depreciate the work of Tredgold. But he had a
practical insight into what was important and what was
negligible in engineering problems greater than that of
writers with more ample mathematical resources, and he
rendered essential services to the engineers of his time.
A little later Prof. Eaton Hodgkinson began the re-

searches on strength of materials which give him a fore-
most place among careful experimenters. He is credited
with the discovery of permanent set and of the position
of the neutral axis. His paper of 1830 on iron beams,
and that of 1840 on columns, were very valuable contribu-
tions to practical science.

There is not time to trace further the history of the
science of strength of materials. Experimenters and
laboratories in the last fifty years have increased
enormously, and theoretical investigations have been
pushed to great lengths. But I wish to take the oppor-
tunity of paying a tribute to one who seems to me the
prince of observers in this branch of science. I mean the
late Prof. Bauschinger, of Munich, professor of mechanics
and graphic statics at the Technical High School at
Munich for twenty-five years. There he established a
laboratory, rather more for research than instruction,
where engineering experiments were carried out with a
thoroughness and delicate accuracy never previously
equalled. In 1868 he published the result of indicator
observations. But his special field of work was that of
tpsts of materials. He created the first public laboratorv
for this purpose. He first applied Gauss's method of
reading by reflection in instruments for measuring the
deformation of bodies when strained.
Amongst many researches remarkable for their extent

it is only possible just to mention one on cements and
cement and lime mortars, demonstrating, amongst other
things, the importance of fine grinding, and one on the
building stones of Germany. His researches on timber
first indicated the precautions necessary for securing com-
parable results, especially the law of variation of strength
with moisture. He carried out many researches on cast
iron, wrought iron, and steel, especially some with refer-
ence to the variation of the position of the elastic limit
under different conditions of straining. Perhaps one of
his most important achievements was the foundation of
the International Association for Testing Materials.

Testing Materials for Quality.

Down to the middle of the last century the only gener-
ally used tests of the quality of iron and steel used in

construction were bend-tests, and in certain cases shock-
tests. Such other researches as were made were directed
to a different object—either to determine the constants in

formulae on which engineers relied or to prove the
sufficiency of complete structural members. It was the
mtroduction of Bessemer steel, and cases of unexpected
failure of steel structures, which forced on engineers the
necessity of syst<-matic tests of quality. An important
series of tests carried out by the late Mr. D. Kirkaldy in

i860 led to the adoption of a tension-test as the usual test
of quality. Its special merit is that exact figures can be
specified for elastic limit, resistance to fracture, and
elongation.
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With the introduction of definite tests, the importance of
accurate and reasonable specifications became urgent.
Recently the work of the Engineering Standards Com-
mittee has done very much to guide the engineer in

securing trustworthy material without imposing conditions
too irksome or costly on the producer. Hence it has
come about that the testing engineer has been created,
having functions partly as an investigator of the properties
of materials, partly as adviser of manufacturers, and
partly as inspector of material.

Application of the Science of Strength of Materials to

Practice.

The general object of the accumulation of experimental
and theoretical knowledge of strength of materials has
been to determine the minimum amount of material and
the best disposition of it in machines and structures to

secure safety. Putting it another way, by theory the

stress conditions due to any given straining action can be

calculated ; then it has to be determined what is the

greatest permissible working stress, and in what way does

it depend on such physical properties of the material as

can be ascertained by testing.

The oldest, and still the most common, method of pro-

ceeding is to reduce the straining actions to simple tension,

thrust or shear, by calculations based on the assumption
of Hooke's law, and to provide material enough to limit

the intensit}' of these stresses to a fraction of the breaking

strength of test-pieces similarly strained. The ratio of

the breaking strength to the working strength is termed

the factor of safety. In by far the largest number of

cases with which an engineer has to deal, the breaking

strength of a structure cannot be calculated, for Hooke's

law ceases to be true for stresses much below the breaking

stresses. Hence the engineer sometimes proceeds one step

further. He tests a scale model of a structure to break-

ing, and from this deduces the breaking load of the full-

size structure by the law of similarity.

In the case of complex structures, the determination of

the exact maximum stresses in which are beyond the

resources of mathematical analysis, the value of model

experiments is unquestioned.

Now it is easy to show that the ratio of the breaking

stress to the working stress, or the breaking load of a

girder to the working load, is not a real factor of safety :

the point at which danger occurs in different cases is not

a fixed fraction of either the real or the calculated break-

ing load. It has even been contended, with some plausi-

bility, that the fashion of dividing the breaking stress by a

factor to find the working stress is a barbarous method.

The factor must be varied for different conditions, and

can onlv be fixed empirically.

The ductile materials chiefly used in construction yield

or suffer a large deformation at about half to two-thirds of

the breaking stress. The deformations, if the yield stress

is exceeded, would be, at least in very many cases, far

too large to be tolerated in either machines or structures.

If the vield stresses are taken as the limits of safety, then

the real factor of safety is only about half the ratio of the

breaking to the working stress. Further, the ratio of the

yield stress to the breaking stress is not a very constant

ratio.

Shall we, then, drop the breaking strength and adopt

the vield-point as the measure of the constructive value

of a material? Manv constructive materials, such as

stone, timber, and cast' iron, have no yield-point. Besides,

even for ductile rolled material, such as mild steel, the

point ordinarily determined as the yield-point is not a very

fixed point for a given material. It depends a little on

the rate of loading. Yielding really begins at the elastic

limit, a point below the yield-point, spreading along the

bar and becoming general over the bar at the yield-point.

Some writers assume that the elastic limit as determined

in a tension test is the real measure of the constructive

strength of a material : but I am not sure that this is not.

when rigidly examined, the most ambiguous and elusive

of all the measures proposed. In what sense, then, is the

elastic limit found in a tension-test to be understood?

No doubt there are cases where the primitive tensile

elastic limit does fix a superior limit to the stress consistent

with safety. But it cannot be taken generally as an exact
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measure of constriiclive value, though it certainly is a
valuable indicatiun. Furthcj-, the clastic limit in com-
prussioii is srldoni ohsfrvf-d, and iho clastic limit in shear
is «'xp<"rim(!niiilly aiinosi unknown. Yet resistance to shnar
is probably for ductile materials the nuist important
element of constructional value. It would be interest inj^

to have the elastic limit in torbion ©f thin tubes accurately
determined.

Hence, whether we take the breaking stress, the yield
stress, or the primitive elastic limit, we have not found
a satisfactory rational basis for measurinjj the constructive
strength of a material. There is not a fixed ratio between
the greatest safe working stress and either of these. But
1 do not wish to be understood as depreciating the value
of the determination of breaking stress, yield-point, and
elastic limit in testing materials.

Valuable as are the data of breaking strength, yield-
point, and elastic limit determined in a tension test in
influencing the judgment of the engineer, they do not
furnish any purely rational rule for fixing the working
stress for designers. Kxperience in <similnr ca^e^; must
always be the ultimate appeal.

Compound Stress.

So far, all that has been said delates to cases of simple
tension, thrust, or shear. But in a very large number of
cases two of these stresses are combined. In such cases
the theory of elasticity furnishes the principal stresses and
the principal strains ; but the question. What is the
criterion of safety? involves another of the unsolved
problems of engineering. Two schools arose amongst
theorists, one holding that the maximum stress, the other
that the maximum strain, determined fracture. For
simple stresses, either assumption leads to the same result.
It is not so with compound stress. Very early Coulomb
suggested that fractures would be determined by shear, as
is the case with cast iron under compression. The subject
is now under investigation experimentally, and, speaking
generally, it seems that for ductile materials the material
gives way at some limit of shearing stress, while for
brittle material in tension the principal stress is the best
criterion of strength.

Comparative Structural Value of Materials.
It is only when comparing two different materials that

an engineer needs to consider relative constructive value,
and then he bases his judgment on all the properties of the
material. Ordinarily, the safe working stress is fixed by
experience in similar cases, theory helping mainly in ox-
plaining why in different cases different stresses are suit-
able. The history of engineering design is a history of
experiments in construction, in which by trial and error
right proportions have been found ; and in the settlement
the different relative importance of cost and weight enter
into the question, as well as considerations of mechanical
strength. The fact that scientific data and rational, or
semi-rational, formulas are conveniently used should not
be allowed to conceal the fact that an empirical element
always enters into the solution.
New designing is really a process of comparison, in

which the engineer extends experience in known cases to
new conditions ; and the problem is in what proportion
dimensions must be varied to allow for differences of size,
of material, of loading, of speed, or of form.
Most practical problems in designing for strength

reduce themselves, if traced to their foundation, to applica-
tions of the law of similarity. At a time when steam
engines all worked at about the same steam pressure, it

was broadly stated that the drawings of an engine of any
size could be used for constructing engines of any other
size by merely altering the scale of the drawing. So-called
mechanical instinct is, no doubt, really reasoning based on
the law of similarity.

In the case of machines, another consideration enters.
The weight stresses are not usually important, but the
inertia stresses due to variation of velocity or direction of
motion are very important. The stresses in a fly-wheel
rim due to radial acceleration are proportional to the
square of the rim velocity, whatever the cross-section.
Hence fly-wheels are equally safe in this respect if the
rim velocity is the same, or if the rotations per minute
are inversely as the diameters.
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Engineering Education.

I turn to another subject, which seems to be ,

_

in a year in which the institution has held a coi

on the education and training of engineers. An inij.

change is going on in all types of education. In all it

being recognised that they should Ijc such as to afford
training for the duties of life. The term "engin*-: "

used in such wide and loose senses that it is m
to be explicit as to one's point of view. There arc .«.

tions associated with engineering work for which t,

special training is absolutely required Ix-yond that of il

factory or commercial office, or for which any other traini;

required is different and more limited in scope than th

of the professional engineer or director of engii.

works. But the conference considered the case <>l

who aim at becoming ultimately professional en;,

that is, men who advise, design, and direct the ex'

of works of civil engineering in the wide sense in

that term is used in this institution. If the course >

training of such men is provided for, the less compl-
training of men for lower grades of service is not
to be wanting. But I do not think that we dist;

sufficiently at present the different type of education i

quired for leaders and subordinates, the heads and tl

hands.
It must be recognised tliat the professional or consul

ing engineer is not solely concerned with technir.
problems, though as to these he must be an expert. Bi
he is more and more concerned with economic, legal, ai

commercial problems of much intricacy, and must be pr-

pared to meet men of affairs and of liberal education v.

an equal footing.

Now the earlier great engineers in this country had r

formal technical training; indeed, very little gerteral edu(

;

tion either. Brindley, George Stephenson, Fairbairn, h;;

only parish-school education; Smeaton, Telford, and Wa
only grammar-school education. They picked up even th-

practical experience gradually and casually. They differ^

in this from their contemporaries in France. Perronei,
Gauthey, Rondelet, and Navier, for instance, were of a
more academically educated type.

It is, no doubt, due in part to such early conditions <

English engineering, in part to the narrow and unscie;
tific character of secondary and university education in th
country, that imtil recently the education and training i

engineers has been so unacademic and unsystematic.

Preliminary Education.

A very great obstacle to the progress of technical educ.
tion in this country has been the want of any definite air

—the unsuitable character and poor average quality of oi:

secondary education. Grant whatever can fairly be urg'
as to the honourable spirit, the pluck, and resourcefulm-
of boys from the better public schools

; grant also tl.

value of dead languages as a means of culture for tho-
who really master them, it must still be recognised th.

the average boy, to some extent, still leaves scho.
sadly unfitted for any form of higher education. Tlv
success of the clever and brilliant few, educated for un:
versity prizes, has obscured the poor quality of the intf

'

lectual equipment of the average many.
Happily, if the state of things is not yet satisfactory, ii

secondary education is still unorganised, and the school-
master is only partially converted, still science has obtained
a footing, and scJiool-leaving and other examinations hav^
secured that the average lad is better taught.

It was partly a cause, partly a consequence, of defectiv
school education that the great universities have nt

addressed themselves, in a responsible and scientif
manner, to securing that candidates for admission ;

higher courses had reached a reasonable standard. Sti!

less were the engineering schoolsj with one or two excep
tions, able to insist that students were properly prepare
for technical instruction. It is only recently, and partly
under pressure from the institution, that a fairly satis-

factory entrance examination has been prescribed in som
English and colonial engineering schools. To admit lad-

with imperfect preliminary education to advanced instruc-
tion lowers the whole standard of work in the classes.

An erroneous opinion has prevailed that technical instruc-

tion requires little or no literary and scientific education t'
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prepare the way for it. I noticed the statement in the

address of the Chancellor of St. Andrews, on the occasion

of the quincentenary of the University, that the test now
imposed for entrance would in some respects compare not

unfavourably with that for graduation about half a century

.ago. In the best engineering schools a similar change
has occurred, and should, indeed, make further progress.

The possibility of effective technical teaching depends on
suitable previous preparation ; and on this point the com-
mittee of the institution in 1906 came to very decided and
definite conclusions, and laid down explicitly a scheme of

school education for engineering students.

Technical Education.

It is only in modern times that universities came to be

regarded as solely concerned with a general liberal and,
except as regards medicine, an entirely non-technical

(lucation. " The colleges were in their inception," says

Mark Pattison, the rector of Lincoln, " endowments not

k)r the elements of a general liberal education, but for the

prolonged study of special and professional faculties by
'lien of riper age "

; and he lamented that they no longer
iiomoted the researches of science or directed professional

-ludy. That state of things is happily changing, especially

in the modern provincial universities.

The new vocation or profession of engineering grew up
in this country with very little academic encouragement.
It is true that after 1840 engineering schools were attached
to a few universities. But they were generally un-
endowed, unequipped, or uninfiuential. The most dis-

tinguished of them was that at Glasgow, where the Regius
professorship was held by Gordon and Rankine.
Meanwhile, in France and Germany there had long

•existed remarkable engineering schools with distinguished

teachers. The Paris Ecole Polytechnique was instituted in

1794, the Ecole des Fonts et Chauss^es in 1795, the Ecole
•des Mines in 1778, the mining school at Freiburg, where
many foreigners obtained education in 1765. In the first

quarter of the nineteenth century were established the
technical high schools of Karlsruhe, Hanover, Berlin,

Dresden, Vienna, and the Ecole Centrale at Paris. The
:great Zurich Polytechnicum dates from 1854.

With one exception, I do not think there were any
engineering schools in this country with what could be
regarded as a reasonably complete and satisfactory curri-
culum or equipment before 1870. In giving this date I

am passing over the system of education adopted by the
Admiralty for naval engineers and architects in 1843. Sir
Alexander Kennedy established the first college engineer-
ing laboratory in 1878, and from that may be dated the
beginning in this country of a necessary equipment of
•engineering schools. There is now a number of uni-
versity engineering schools, or schools of university rank,
directed by teachers of eminence not only in science, but
in practical engineering, with systematic courses of
instruction covering broadly ail branches of engineering up
to the graduate stage, and of a thoroughly practical
character. Quite recently a beginning has been made of
•post-graduate instruction of a specialised character. It is

only in a post-graduate course that engineering students
can be usefully or ctTiciently employed in research.

Advanced Education and Practical Training.

I cannot help thinking that there is a tendency amongst
some practical engineers to suspect those of us who are
interested in formal technical instruction of indifference
to_ the value of practical experience. But surely that is a
mistake. Most engineering professors are themselves
engineers of considerable practical experience. What, in
fact, they do somewhat doubt is the value of so much
practical experience as an ordinary apprentice gets who
goes straight into works without technical training, and
who has to pick up his knowledge as he can. At the
best, his experience is a narrow one. Some of the jealousv
•ccasionally shown as to college training seems to arise
from the feeling that it interferes with the traditional
English system of articled pupilage, which, so far as I

know, hardly exists in any other country. It does seem to
me that the old apprenticeship system for profo^'^iona!
Mgincers, takr-n hy lads direct from school, was uii-
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economical, wasteful of time, involving unnecessary
drudgery, and in some respects unfair.

There is another consideration as to the pupilage system
as it existed forty years ago. It was suitable only for the

wealthy. But many of the most hard-working, capable,

and even brilliant students are not of the wealthy class.

In these days there are ladders from the elementary school

to the university and the technical college. It would be

a loss to the country and the profession if really able, but
comparatively poor, students could find no way to employ-
ment. In this competitive time we can least of all afford

to neglect or waste intellectual ability.

The institution has by its system of examinations ex-

pressed its view of the importance of such theoretical and
practical technical education as it is the object of technical

schools to give, while at the same time it has done what
is possible by its by-laws to encourage or require a term
of pupilage or apprenticeship as a means of acquiring
experience. Further, in the report of the committee of

1906, while insisting on the value of pupilage or

apprenticeship, it has most definitely expressed the opinion
that a three years' course in a technical college is equally
necessary, and should form an integral part of the training

of an engineer ; and this conclusion was endorsed by a
large majority of the engineers who were consulted by the

committee.
The question arises, and I think it is a serious one,

how far engineers now are taking any steps to carry out
the recommendations of the institution committee as to

the requirement of preliminary training antecedent to

pupilage. It is clear that young men will not incur the

expense, the labour, and the delay of a college course if it

gives them no advantage in entering the profession.

Some inquiries were lately made by the institution of

more than a hundred engineers in various branches of

engineering as to the conditions on which they accepted
pupils or apprentices. In a few cases it appears that

pupils or apprentices are required to have passed an
examination equivalent to the Studentship examination
of the institution. In a very few cases the possession of a

degree is accepted as a reason for shortening the period

of apprenticeship. But what is desirable is that a lad

should reach the standard of the Associate Membership
examination or the examination for a first degree before

entering on pupilage. If he does not he will only be able

to reach it by cramming, which, though not quite useless,

is much inferior to a systematic course of study. As a

matter of fact, however, within my own knowledge the

colleges have more influence than these returns seem to

show ; and, especially in the case of the provincial uni-

versities, local patriotism ensures preference to men
trained in the local university.

The Transition from College to Practice.

It seems to me that the great efforts mat!.' during the

last forty years, and the expenditure incuind, largely from

private sources, in establishing fiigiiicci iiii; schools lack

in one respect full recognition by the |)mli >sion. .Many

engineers have given generously in money and in time

;

but engineers in general might do more in facilitating the

transition from school to works. With an experience of

twenty years, I believe that more organised and recog-

nised relations between the schools and offices and works

are desirable and possible. The most difficult part of a

young engineer's career is the step between college and

full capability in some special branch. No engineering

school can prepare students completely for any special

position in the engineering field without very undesirable

narrowing of the scope of the instruction. Two years of

pupilage or employment is desirable as a transition period ;

and the difficulty is that generally engineers expect that

someone else should have the task of rounding off the

college training. Even in the United States it is per-

ceived that, to make technical education effective, the

emplover must shoulder a part of the load imposed by the

old apprenticeship system, which in the llnited Slates has

been to a great extent thrown on the schools.

I am therefore much in sympathx wiih ilir proposal

that there should be an endeavour lo proilmi •mme co-

ordiiialioii hruveen the colleges" and emplo\.is l.v making
an iiujniiy a- to the conditions under whirli \\

.
Il-qualified
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I'-ss '-dui.il'-d, liul si-|.-(l,-(l as iiidic iniiii'diaW-K us.-fiil.

iMirlli'T. il i-- iidw pr(i\-cd lli.al I'-clinicalK I'duc.il. d lads

ar.- \'cr\ lil, willi sdmc i'\|)i-ri(ni '- .add'-d, fur ill'- (nm-
mcrcial hr.ancli'-s dl .in cni^iii'i-rinL; luisiiicss.

Ff a uni\'Tsil\- di-or'-.' nr cdllcL^c dipldin.a is hi li. lak. n

.Is a (.|ualitii ,il inn lor lH-t;inninL; .an 'nt^ini-i-rin^ car'-i-r, il

nuisi iiol h'- n\(-i Iddki-d that d'-^n.-s .-md dipldinas ar.- nf

\(r\- varied wahic, and that one great function of a i olk-t;''

is to disi iiii^iiish (he more and the less capable anidiif^si

its sllldrllts.

I li.li'-\.- ih' r.- :ir. no schools of university rank where
tli>' work is moil- st rciuidus, the methods more j)ractirnl,

nr new ideas more welcome, tli.in in the best of ill.

''ni4ine'-rine scjiools of tlie day.
I lia\. I'liuhed on v.irious subjects, unavoid.ablv in ;i

short .ulilr. ss, with some one-sidednes'-;. \\"(> lia\e been
driven lately to recognise how intimately the v. rv < xistpnce

of society as now constituted depends f)n tln^ work df tin

engineer. It is becau^se T have come to believe in tlie

importance of coherent .and syspniatic instruction and in

the value of the plav of mind on mind and the influence
of generous rivalrv, best enjoved at a plastic and
impressionable ae,' during studentship, that 1 liave

ventured to urge the claims of engineering schools in pre-

paring the engineer for service in shaping the destinies of

the Empire.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

RiRMiNGH.'VM.—A scholarship of 150/. a vear for three
vears has been awarded by the Board of Aijiriiultuie and
Fisheries to Mr. Hilbert E. Johnson, .1 smd. nl in the
department of zoologv. This scholarship is one of the
numher recent Iv founded by the r?oard with the object of
encouraging research in agriculture. Mr. Johnson is at
present engaged in research in connection with the subject
of eel-worms.

Oxford.—The statute allowing honour students in

mathematics and natural science to dispense with Grepk in

Responsions passed Coiigreg.ition on November 7. No
canvas had been made on either side, and the division,
showing ^^ for the statute and 11 against, was without
any particular significance. The real struggle will take
place when ttie measure is submitted to Convocation, the
ultimate legislative authoritv of the I'niver^itv. This will

probably take place before the end of the present term.

Sir Hf.nrv Cr.aik, K.C.B.. M.P., has accepted the
principalship of Queen's College, London, in succession to
Canon G. C. Bell, resigned.

.'Xt a meeting of the governors of the South-Eastern
.Agricultural College, Wye, held on November 6, it was
decided to approach the Board of Agriculture and the
Development Commissioners with regard to the foundation
of a research institution for fruit-growing, including the
practical treatment of plant diseases, in the Countv of
Kent, and also to apply for a grant in aid of the proposed
extension of the college buildings.
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I TnK first meeting of the Association of Teachers
! M.illi' in.ilii - fdi ill' sdulli-' .1-1' I n pari of Ilngl.and

I

II' Id .11 lonliiidL;. S( hool on s.iliirda\, No\.inl).i

1

I, p.m., \'vli'n til'- in.augiir.al .addi' s, will be givei

j

pr'sid.ni. Dr. .\. ,\'. Whil'-li. .ad , l.K.s. 'l his

i
will lie open to .all who ai.- liil'-r'si' d in th'- teai

i iiialh' in.alics i'lirlh'r iiiforinal ion 1 .an Ix- obtain'

I
ill'- lioiior.aiw s. I I. lit', ,,) ih.- .i-soi iation, 'I'

Sdlool, K.'lil.

W I l..,in lioi,, lll.a! Ih'- will of Miss ;..

j

\\o' 1 i-holl' r l'.'i\.'s i.';,,o(,.^/. I., ill. iriisi.'-^ ,,f Hryn M.a

i

('oll';.^'. ol whiih sh. \., ;,- :i ^i.-idu,aie. j-'rom the sai

soiir(. w. find ih.ii ill'- .-si,-ii'- dl the Late Mr. John
K'-nn. (1\ is ', 'I. l.ir;^' r ih.ari h.as he.-n previoi.:

.iniioiiiii ' (1. '111.' sh.ir'- of (oliiinhi.a I ni\a-rsity is -)

\' V. N'oi k rni\''rsii\ .and the I'l'shv ti-rian Hoard

I

(or Colleges e,i( h r'cei\'. Hi^.ddo/., and Rob'-rt t on'.

I

Constantinople, '^yn,iMH,l. I h.- specific bec|Ufsts, 1

dependent on ih'- si/.- df th' .stai'-, include 20,000/. i-:

;
Id ^'.ale, Aiiih'-rsi, D.arlmdulh. Howdoin, llaiiiillon,

' (.l.lsO,,^v.

Ai a ( on -r. -,11 ion of ih'- I nis-rsity of Wal' -, I-,,-],]

n.'inj^or on Xovinlier 10, the following d'^r. • - w , ] . ,

ferr''d, hriiii'ns cdiisu :— For the degree ..t l)..'!-r

S( ieiu ' . Prof. Conwy Lloyd Morgan, I'.R.:--.. -::.•

\'i( e-( hancellor of the liiivrsity of Bristol, , and "

William 11. Preece, K.C.B. , l-.K.S., sometime electric:

I

to ih< ( I'lieral Post Office. l-"or the degrp*^ of Doctor
L.aws. Dr. William Thomas Edwards, [.!'., .and >ir 1-,

I
bard Ow' n, \'ice-Chancellor of ihi- rni\'rsii\ of Hri-'

soni'iinie S'-niiir D'-put\' Ch.anc'-lldr of ih'- L' nis. isiix

W.il'-s. l-'or the deere,' of Master of Arts, Mis. I,.d,.

I

Cleghorn, distinguished for her s. rvi. es in the cause
education.

" Tiir-: Moral Influence of a lni\.rsitv P>nsifin Sxstee
Idrms the sul.iject of an .arlicl.- in The Popiiltir >cu>
Monthly for .November by Dr. Henry .S. Pritchett. it w

be remembered that the author is president of the Carne^
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, which 1

provided for the staffs of American universities and colleL;

.1 lib' ral scale of retiring pensions. Although the syst.

h.is h. .11 organised on a non-contributory basis. I
'

Prilih. It s' .-ms, on the whole, inclined to favour the c
tributory system. Probably the conditions are somewi
different in .America from those prevailing in this count:
w^here Government old-age pensions have been arranged
a non-contributory basis, and wh'-n the main reason f

not adopting the same course in our universities has b'

on financial grounds.

Till-: present session ;s the thirli'th during which !

City df Bradford 'i''-chnic,al Cdllege has been at woi
The new calendar, which has been received, gives fi

particulars concerning the very complete provisions whi
have been made to provide technical instruction in ci

nection with the various industries of the West Ridir.
The buildings have been greatly extended in recent ye.a:

Among other important developments we notice the d\

house is now nady in which the material required for, a

produced in. ilv te-xtile department will be dealt wi:

Th'' '(.luipnient is such that stud'-nts will have the opp'
luniiN df carrying out practical work of an instruct'

charact'r. The machiner\ is capable of dealing w
loos'- wool or cotton, slubljing, varns of all materia'
w.irps, and piece goods. The machir - iit the lai

praciice. In connection with the e\; was deci''

to put down a plant for the engineerini; u. pariment whi'

although primarily intended for educational purpos
would at th(^ s;une time serve for supplying light and pow
to the present building, the n.-w ext- nsions, and the sch'

of art. This is probably the most important step in i'

history of the department which h.as \'et been taken. \^

notice rdso that a syst'-matic course in sanitarv scien.

suit.ahl'' for sanitar\- and other inspectors in the W •

Riding, has been arranged to comply with the requiremer
of the Sanitary Inspectors" Examination Board, and ti-

the college has been placed by the Board of Trade on t

list of technical institutions recognised bv the Board f

the purpose of the regulations relating to the examinatir
for engineers in the mercantile marine.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, November 9.— Sir Archibald Geikie
I.C.B., president, in the chair.—Sir William Crookes :

'he spectrum of boron. The ph3'sical properties of the
'lament boron are almost unknown, notwithstanding the
fforts of many chemists who have worked on the subject.
>Ioissan, who came nearest to obtaining the pure element,
inly succeeded in getting it in the form of an amorphous
kowder. He said it was not possible to melt or volatilise
,t in a carbon crucible or arc as it was changed into carbon
^oride, and concluded that boron passed from the solid to
jhe gaseous state without becoming liquid. Recently Dr.
,Veintraub, of the General Electric Company, U.S.A., has
\ot only obtained boron in a state of purity, but has pre-
pared it in a fused homogeneous state. His process
lOnsists in running an alternating-current arc between
Vater-cooled copper electrodes in a mixture of boron
^hloride vapour with a large excess of hydrogen. The
ioron agglomerates on the ends of the electrodes, where
t grows in the form of small rods. After a while the arc
^ns between two boron electrodes ; and if the current is of
,roper value the rods melt down to boron beads, which
ventually fall off, whereupon the same process repeats
itself. The first specimens received from Dr. Weintraub
vere deposited from a vaporous state from boron chloride
Ind hydrogen in the manner described. Subsequently he
cindly sent the author some lumps of fused boron which
lad been prepared from magnesium boride. This boride
lissociates at a relatively low temperature (1200°), especi-
Uly in vacuo, and with rapidity at 1500°. The fusion is
•fTected between copper electrodes, the affinity of copper
or boron being so slight that it can be directly fused on
o the electrode without being contaminated with copper,
another way of fusing boron is in what Dr. Weintraub
,alls a mercury arc furnace, based on the fact that most
jefractory bodies, such as tungsten, tantalum, boron, &c.,
ave no affinity whatever for mercury. The result of the
uthor's work on boron is to show its photographed spec-
rum consists essentially of three lines, the wave-lengths of
vhich, according to accurate measurements, are 3451-50,
497-83. 'ind 2496-89. For more easy comparison the wave-
engths of these lines measured by' different observers are
ivpn below in a tabular form :

—

liariley (18S3)
Rowland (1893)
I'-der and Valenta (1893) -

Exner and Haschek (1897) .

(1902)..

34503 24970 2496-2— 2497-821 2496867
345 1

"3 2497-7 24968
345

1
'4 2497-8 2496-88

3451-49 2497-79 2496-87
Hagenbach and Konen (1908) 3451 2498 2497
Ctookes(i9ii) ... ... 3451-50 249783 249689

he fourteen other lines given by Eder and Valenta, and
le five other lines given by Exner and Haschek, failed to
'cord themselves on the photographs, notwithstanding

^Mvely long exposures given in the attempt to bring
idditional boron lines. The most interesting property

. Mjlid boron is its extraordinary rise in electric con-
uctivity with a slight increase in temperature. A piece
f melted boron measured by Dr. Weintraub, which at
le room temperature (27°) had a resistance of 5,620,000
hms, dropped to 5 ohms at a dull red heat. Another
otevvorthy property of melted boron is extreme hardness.
,t comes next to the diamond in hardness, a splinter easily
- ^hing corundum. Its fracture is conchoidal, and no

d crystalline structure is seen under the microscope.
agglomerated boron deposited in the arc from boron
de and hydrogen is, on the contrary, highly crystal-
Hon. R. J. strutt : A chemically active modifica-
if nitrogen produced by the electric discharge: H.

'xygen destroys active nitrogen, but does not combine
It. Hydrogen has no action. (2) Active nitrogen, in
ng with nitric oxide to form the peroxide, gives the
i^rcenish-yellow flame with continuous spectrum which
l)e obtained by stimulating oxides of nitrogen in other

(3) The reaction just mentioned is used to deter-
the percentage of active nitrogen pr. v, ni in ordinary

-;i'n as it loa,;es the discharge. The r.sull found is
,3out 2-5 per cent., much higher than was formerly sup- {

,ised. (4) When dilute phosphorus vapour is introduced .

ito glowing nitrogen it does not react at once. It is not ('
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until some time attcr the glow has completely disappeared
that the nitrogen gets into a state in which it can react
with phosphorus. (5) The glow has a large electrical con-
ductivity, comparable with that of a salted Bunsen flame.
The ions are liberated in the glow, not merely carried for-
ward from the original discharge. This ionisation is, as
a rule, not very greatly affected when the spectra of other
substances, such as metals or cyanogen, are developed by
the active nitrogen in the space between the testing elec-
trodes. (6) None of these spectra are visibly diminished
in intensity when large electromotive forces are applied to
remove the ions. (7) Ozone can in some cases develop
metallic spectra when mixed at comparatively low tempera-
tures with the metallic vapour.—Sir J. Dewar : Produc-
tion of solid oxygen by the evaporation of the liquid.—Sir
J. Dewar and Dr. H. O. Jones : The gaseous con-
densable compound, explosive at low temperatures, pro-
duced from carbon disulphide vapour by the action of the
silent electric discharge : H.—Dr. T. H. Havelock :

Optical dispersion : a comparison of the maxima of absorp-
tion and selective reflection for certain substances. This
paper contains a discussion of various wave-lengths
associated with each dominant region in a general type of
dispersion formula. It is shown how the maxima of
absorption and of selective reflection are, in general,
separated from each other and from the wave-length corre-
sponding to the natural vibrations in the molecule.
Formulae are obtained for some of these maxima in terms
of the constants of the dispersion formula, and are con-
firmed by comparison v/ith available experimental results.
To estimate the magnitude of the differences in question, a
numerical study is made of regions of selective absorption
and reflection for carbon disulphide, rock salt, and sodium
vapour ; in particular, for rock salt it appears that the
maximum of selective reflection in the infra-red is dis-

placed considerably from the maximum of absorption and
from the dominant wave-length of the dispersion formula.
—Dr. T. H. Havelock : The influence of the solvent on
the position of absorption bands in solutions. According to

Kundt's rule, the effect of the solvent is to displace the
absorption bands further to the longer wave-lengths the
greater the refractive or dispersive power of the solvent.

By using a suitable type of dispersion formula this rule is

given a definite theoretical expression, and various experi-
mental results are examined from this point of view.
Although effects are complicated, in general, by molecular
changes, it is possible to estimate in some cases how much
can be ascribed to the operation of Kundt's rule.—Prof.

F. G. Donnan and Dr. J. T. Barker : An experimental
investigation of Gibbs's thermodynamic theory of inter-

facial concentration in the case of an air-water interface.

The " surface " concentration of a dissolved substance in

excess over that in the bulk of the solution is given by
Gibbs's equation V = —dirfdfi, where r = excess of solute

per unit of interface, <t =interfacial tension, /i = chemical
potential of solute. Assuming the simple osmotic law of

van 't Hoff for the solution, the above equation can be

written in the form r = - =A-, ^-. where c= bulk concentra-

tion of solute. The authors have tested this equation by

measuring independently r, c, and dff/dc for the case

of an air-water interface. The substances examined were
pelargonic acid and saponin. The value of F was deter-

mined by finding the change in concentration of a given

volume of solution caused by bubbling through it a known
volume of air in the form of a known number of very

small air bubbles. Steady streaming of the liquid was
prevented by breaking up the column of liquid into a

number of eddy chambers. The extremely small changes

of concentfation thus produced in excessively dilute solu-

tions were measured by means of a dropping pipette, the

same apparatus being also employed to measure dff/c/i;

The values of the two members of Gibbs's equation were

found to be in fairly good agreement, considering the

difficulty of the experiments. In the case of aqueous solu-

tions of pelargonic acid of concentrations varying between

0008 and 0-0024 gram per 100 grams of water, Ihe average

value of r found experimentally was in round numbers
one ten-millionth of a gram per square centimetre of inter-

face at 15° C. In the case of saponin the values found

were somewhat greater.
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Zoolosrical Society, October 24. — Sir John Rote
Bradford, K.C.MJi., i-.R.S., vicf'-presidont, in iht- chair.

— Hruci- !'. CumminK* : Distant orientation in Hatrachia,

based on observations and experiments made by the author

in North Devon. Two species of newts had b<'en used for

the experiments, and the results obtained lent support to

the hypotlusis that these batrachians possessed a hominjj

faculty, but no "ery definite instinct for detectinj* water,

even from a short distance. Of the factors discussed in

connection with amphibian migration, it was sugf»ested

that in rt-gard to newts a combination of their ht)minfj

faculty and their marked tendency to walk downhill was
chiefly of assistance to them in finding water in which to

breed.—Oldfield Thomas : Mammals collected in the

provinces of Sze-chwan and Yunnan, western China, by
Mr. Malcolm .Anderson, for the Duke of Bedford's

exploration of eastern Asia. The paper fornv d No. xv.

of the series, and would be the last on Mr. Ander-
son's specimens, as he was now returning finally to

America. During his work on the exploration he had
obtained 2700 specimens, besides many birds, and had
quite revolutionised our knowledge of the area explored.

The present collection, given, as before, to the National
Museum by the society's president, consisted of ifio speci-

mens, belonging to thirty-three species.—E. P. Stebbingr :

Game sanctuaries and game protection in India. The
author discussed the question of the formation of game
sanctuaries and what had been already done in this

direction in various parts of the country. Suggested
additions to the proposed New Indian Game Act were
given, and " close seasons " for certain species recom-
mended as being necessary for the preservation of the game
of the country.

Challenger Society, October 25.—Dr. G. H. Fowler in

the chair.—Prof. D'Arcy W. Thompson : The scales of

the herring as an index to age. In the herring, the rings
or zones borne by the scales, which are const.nnt in number
for the same individual, and are undoubtedly cuir. I,ii. d in

some way with the size and age of the fish, ai.- nut, in

the writer's opinion, so simply related to the years of life

that the age of an individual fish can be determined with
accuracy from an inspection of the scales. In any random
sample of herring the frequencies of individuals at centi-

metre lengths and of numbers of rings each forms a proba-
bility curve grouped about a single mode. Either, then,
the shoal is composed of herrings of uniform age and
number of rings, or of various ages and ring numbers
mixed in a definite and remarkable manner. While, on
the usual hypothesis of each scale ring indicating a year
of life, the facts may conceivably be e.xplained as due to

selective action of the net, the writer considers that it is

more probable that the members of a herring shoal are of
the same age.—Dr. W. T. Caiman : Phototropism and the
distribution of marine organisms (opening of discussion).

British "svchol"ci-al 'ocietv, November 4. — Dr.
Beatrice Edsell and W. Legge Symes : A preliminary
note on visual flicker.—Dr. F. Golla : The vestibule and
the concept of space.—J. Kay : (i) .Apparatus for
McDougall's dotting test; (2) apparatus for weight
discrimination.

Mathematical Society, November 9.— Dr. H. F. Baker,
president, in the chair.—J. E. Campbell : The invariants
of the linear partial differential equation of the second
order in two independent variables.—Colonel R. L.
Hippisley r Closed linkages.—H. Hilton : Invariants of
a canonical substitution.—G. T. Bennett : The svstem of
lines of a cubic surface.—G. H. Hardy and J. E! Little-
wood : The relation^ between Borel's and Ceshro's
methods of summation.

Cambridge.

^
Philosoohical Society, October 30.—Sir George Darwin,

K.C.B., F.R.S., president, in the chair.—G. R. Mines :

Note on the mode of discharge of the Cuverian organs of
Holothuna nigra. The sea-cucumber, H. nigra, when
irritated emits white conical bodies, the Cuverian organs,
which rapidly elongate, shooting through the wat-^r while
remaining attached at their bases to the anim.Tl. and form-
mg long, intensely sticky tubes. These are then discon-
nected from the animal. The elongation of the Cuverian
organs has been attributed to internal water pressure by
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some, but by others to an intrinsic activity of m-

The former view is strongly supported by the fact

s'-nted in this communication. L'ndis<harg<'d Cu
organs removed from the body cavity of Holothuria <

made to elongate in a manner exactly nvmblin.
normal discharge by injecting them with sea water or

fluid. The natural discharge of the Cuverian org.)

always preceded and accompanied by a rise in the pr^

within the body of the animal, and this pressure r-

the value needed to elongate an excised Cuverian 1

The arguments which have been adduced in favour

intrinsic activity of the Cuverian organs are show
further experiments, to lack cogency. .An account '

work will appear shortly in The Quarterly Jrturr

Microscopical Science.—Oswald 11. Latter: Th'
of spermatozoa by Unio piclnrtnu.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, November 6.—M. Artrand <

in the chair.—E. H. Amag^at : The internal presst

fluids and the determination of the absolute zero,

previous paper the author has defined a function

(T '^-/Y It is now >hown that the values of

hydrogen, taken for pressures of i and 3 atmosphere^

taking 273 as the temperature of melting ice on th<

lute scale, obey perfectly the law of the square '

volume, and this is not the case if 273-1 or 272

assumed. It is possible to look at the problem fi

different point of view, and determine the absoluti /.

:

from the condition that, starting with well-deterniiii'

coefficients of pressure under i and 3 atmosphere*, tl

values of ir should rigorously satisfy the law of the ^quat

of the volume. This gives from the data for hydr ,

.

272-983, for nitrogen 272009. and for o.xygen 2720'

the absolute zero.—C. Guichard : .A very extended cl

triple orthogonal svstems.—J. Meunier : The conditions •

production of the Swan spectrum, and on conclusions whi<

may be drawn relating to comets which possess this spe

trum. The Swan spectrum is regarded as essentially

spectrum of oxidation and explosive combustion, and ad<l

tional experiments on this point are described. The Swf
spectrum denotes not only the presence of a hydrooarbot

but also that of oxv^en, and hence oxytren must be prps**!

in comets showing this so^ctrum.—.A. Cuill«»t : An indu

tion-coil interrupter formed of a nrimary arc.— T. Ouyol
The differences of contact potential apparent between

metal and electrolytic solutions.—Jacques Danne ai

Victor Crtfmieu : The quantity of radium emanation di

enrjaged bv one of the springs at Colombi^res-sur-Or
H^rault. The amounts of emanation per 10 litres of gi

have been determined for three springs. One of thes

the Cr^mieu spring, is remarkable on account of the Ian

quantity of gas spontaneously evolved—43.000 litres

twenty-four hours. The amount of emanation disendaC*

in twenty-four hours from this spring is more than doub

that of .Ax (Viguerie) ; and. moreover, since 9> per cen

of the gas from the Cr<^mieu snrinr* is carbon dioxide, tl

concentration in the radium emanation is readily increasi

twenty times by simple treatment with alkaline solution

—G. Ter. Gazarian : .A general relation between t!

nhvsical properties of bodies: application to der

The comparison of physical properties, either at 0°

at the boiling point, or at corresponding tempera lui

according to Van der Waals's formula, is not altogethj

satisfactory ; and in place of these the author propo*'* tl

following : at temperatures equally removed fror

critical temperatures, the quotients of the numbr:
presenting a property for any two bodies whatever
linear function of the temperature. This holds for

ties, viscositv coefficients, surface tension, the rectiiin'

diameter of Cailletet and Mathias, and the latent heat

vaporisation. The densities were compared at analogd
emperatures (defined as above) of ammonia and pent»B

carbon monoxide and pentane, benzene and pentane. acet

acid and pentane.—H. Duval : The molecular refraction

azo-compounds. The molecular refraction of solutions

azo-benzene was found to depend to a certain extent on ti

solvent. The ortho- or meta-position of a substitutii

group causes too sliglit .n variation in the refraction
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Cjiclude that these compounds have a different constitu-

te.—A. Boutaric : Cryoscopy in fused sodium thio-

sphate. NajSjOa-sHjO melts at 48-5° C. The tempera-

tre of equiHbrium between the soHd hydrates with sH^O
al 2H2O and the solution is 48-2° C. Various organic

^stances and salts of sodium give a molecular lowering

iithis solvent of 44° ; salts of other metals produce about

dible this lowering.—A. Besson : The formation of

hlrogen peroxide under the silent electric discharge. It

improved that H^O^ can be formed by the silent discharge

a;ing on moist rarefied air at a moderately low tempera-

::lfe, conditions realised in the upper regions of the atmo-
diere. Although ultra-violet light may be one cause of

M presence ^of hydrogen peroxide in rain water, these

|4)eriments prove that electrical phenomena may also be

id contributory cause.—J. Bougrault and C. Char-aux :

ifictarinic acid. This acid has been shown in a previous

Pr
to be a ketostearic acid. The application of the

:mann reaction proves the ketonic group to be in the

;ion 6, the formula being
i; CH,—(CH,),^—CO—(CH,)„—CO3H.
!^. B. Senderens and J. Aboulenc : The catalytic

Verification of the dibasic acids in the wet way. Quanti-
pive studies of the formation of esters of malonic,
cinic, oxalic, and phthalic acids in presence of small

iantities of sulphuric acid, aluminium sulphate, or

assium bisulphate as catalysts.

—

k. Roussy : The life

fungi in the fatty acids. It is shown that moulds which
w well in a medium containing a certain quantity of

owe their development rather to the fatty acids than to

glycerol. It is only in rare cases, in particular for

pefgillus and Penicillium, that glycerol is as good a
'ium as the fatty acids.—Raoul Combes : Researches
the formation of the anthocyanic pigments.—J.
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Influences of Geographki-Environment. On ihe Basis

of Ratzel's System of \^jithropo-Geography. By
Ellen C. Semple. Pp.' xvii + 683. (New York:
Henry Holt and Co. ; London : Constable and Co.,

Ltd., 191 1.) Price 4.00 dollars net.

THE influence of geolog-y on that part of geography

which deals especially with the forms of the

nrth's surface, and of mathematics on the measure-

ment and representation of that surface, have given

a definiteness and precision to the inorganic side of

the subject which are less evident in the geographical

study of man and of his relations to the region in

\vhich he dwells. In German the work of Ratzel has

long furnished a basis for the scientific development

(if this part of the subject, and though his

Anthropologic" is rather a collection of brilliant

ssays than a logical and even treatment of this vast

-abject, its influence on subsequent workers has been

iar-reaching. In English such treatment of the

subject in a scientific manner on a like scale has not

been attempted, and the organic side of .geography

has been delayed in its scientific development here by

its absence. Miss Semple's volume is therefore par-

ticularly valuable, especially as it is not simply a re-

statement of the principles embodied in Ratzel's work
but comprises such amplification of some portions and
abridgment of others as were necessary to make a

more even presentation of the subject ; at the same
time as much evidence as possible of typical peoples

of all races and all stages of cultural development

living under similar geographical conditions has been

incorporated.

A short account of geographical factors and infiu-

inces serves as an introduction to the subject, in

which the continuous operation of geographical condi-

tions on man is shown, and their importance in the

history of peoples is emphasised. These influences

• iiT classified into the physical effects of environment;

the psychical effects, which are bound up in many
physiological modifications, and help to differentiate

peoples and races in point of temperament ; the

economic and social effects; and, lastly, the influence

of the features of the earth's surface in directing the

movements and the ultimate distribution of mankind.
From this general statement of the scope of the sub-

ject illustrated by numerous instances from the history

of peoples (if all stages of development we pass to

the results of environment as seen in general location;

here the relations of a soeietv or state to the land come
first, since in i:i;e(>gra|)li\' a liuinan group is not con-

ceivable apart Ironi the land on which il dwells.

Such considerations lead naturally to ihe more
definite treatment of the ^geographical significance of

environment in the bearings of geographical location,

the influence of geographical area on its inhabitants,

and the various t\'pes of geot^raphieal hoimdaries

which exist. The examples which sup|ioit and illus-

trate the treatment of these subjects are drawn from

primitive races, semi-civilised peoples, and the civilised

nations, from the races of the past as well as of the
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present, so as to show the importance of taking into

account the stage of culture and world-relations when

drawing deductions from the facts of geographical

environment. The aspects of specific location are next

discussed, and the part played by seas and oceans,

rivers and lakes, by continents and islands, plains and

deserts, mountain barriers and their passes is ex-

plained as influencing the distribution, development,

and movement of the peoples inhabiting them. The

people of the coast, island races, and mountain tribes

are thus investigated in order to show the effects

which have been produced on them by their environ-

ment.

In this way and with the aid of a full bibliography

at the end of each chapter a very large amount of

information relating to the influence of the earth's sur-

face on its population has been collected and presented

in a verv convenient form. Definitions and systematic

classification have been avoided intentionally from the

conviction that the subject is being but gradually

evolved, and has not yet reached a stage at which such

can be usefully introduced, but some provisional efforts

in this direction would have assisted the geographer

who avails himself of the mass of material here pro-

vided and the original works to which he is referred.

Precise description and quantitative treatment by re-

cognised scientific method is much needed in this

branch of geography, and Miss Semple has placed

English-speaking geographers under a deep obligation

by her scholarly treatment of the influences of geo-

graphical environment. It is for them now to carry

forward the investigation Into specific instances in

order to determine the valug of the different factors

involved in each case, so that human geography may

be as precise and definite in its methods and its results

as the physical branch of the subject. To this end

accurate and well-designed maps are of great assist-

ance in representing the distribution of data, and we

must regret that most of those in the present work

are not satisfactory; the drawing" is coarse and the

scale is indicated by the lines of latitude and longitude

only. Printed on suitable paper line blocks give excel-

lent results, and looking at those which illustrate

German text-books on this and other subjects, it is

to be desired that they should be employed here to

better advantage.

THE AMERICAN AND COrNrRV LIFE.

The Coiinlrv-Iifc Movemcni iti the I'liilnl Slates.

Bv Prof. L. H. Bailey. Pp. xi + 220. (New ^ork :

The Macmillan Co.; London: Macmlllan and Co.,

Ltd., 191 1.) Price 5s. 6d. net.

TO the untravelled Englishman, who still looks

upon money-making and hustling as the natural

habit of the American, the steady outflow of books

from the Inited States dealing with the country and

with counirv life comes as a great surjirisv. But

those who have had the privilege of nieeiiiii^ the

American in real life Icnow that he, too. like the

Englishman, has an inhoin love of the counti\, which

has not been killed oil \en hv a couple of genera-

tions of town li'e, .111(1 is now asserting itself mow
thrui at an\- ilnie in our previous history. Indeed, this

E
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conscious love of country life so often (and sometimes

so mawkishly) expressed, is perhaps one of the most

significant of modern characteristics.

Two factors play a highly important part in the

movement : the purely personal factor, a desire on

the part of the individual to get away from the arti-

ficiality of the city into the green fields and the woods,

«nd the social factor, a realisation that only by making
the most of our natural resources and getting the

greatest possible produce out of the land can the com-
munity be established on a sound basis. We may
thus roughly divide the literature of the subject under

two main headings. Several of Prof. Bailey's books

deal with the second aspect of the problem ; in the

present he takes a complete survey of the whole field.

The country-life movement, he states, is the work-
ing out of the desire to make rural civilisation as

effective and satisfying as any other civilisation. It is

thus to be an end in itself, and not merely a way
of raising more food, or of absorbing city undesir-

ables, or increasing the price of land, although all

these things may happen as secondary conseq;iences.

The Commission on Country Life appointed by Presi-

dent Roosevelt in 1908 was the first organised expres-

sion of the movement in the States, and it found
that agriculture is not commercially as profitable as

it is entitled to be, and that the social conditions of

the open country are far short of their possibilities.

ITiree great campaigns were recommended : a survey
of rural resources; the organising of a nationalised

extension work; and the inauguration of a general
campaign of rural progress. All are, in Prof. Bailey's

view, equally necessary; every rural community needs
to have a programme of its own carefully worked out,

and this programme should rest on a physical valua-

tion. It is high time that this work was put in

hand; much of the necessary information has been
collected by the agricultural colleges, and in general
men are available for carrying out these great con-
structive plans once they are evolved.

But some very clear thinking must first be done,
and a good deal of confusion must be brushed away.
Especially must we avoid one very common error—
the idea that suburbanism and gardening constitute
country life. It is to the development of the village,

not as the suburb of a great city, but as the place
where the inhabitants actually earn their livelihood,

that Prof. Bailey looks for future progress. As a first

step farming has to be made more profitable by
eliminating non-effective charges (the middleman,
according to Prof. Bailey, secures over 50 per cent, of

the proceeds in some cases), and more power, poli-

tical, social, and commercial, must be given to the
village. Further, the village and city must not com-
pete. "We can never again be a rural people. We
want the cities to grow." But it is also necessary
to impress upon the cities the fact that they stand
to gain by having an efficient village society, a new
social order evolved in the open country, to which
every farmer must contribute his share. Whilst the
tendency of the city is to make eight-hour men and
clock watchers, this new society must aim higher, for

its business is the struggle with nature and the con-
quest of the earth. E. J. R.
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ELEMENTARY METEOROLOGY.
Weather Science: an Elementary Introducli

Meteorology. By F. W. Henkel. Pp. 33-

(London : T. Fisher Unwin, 191 1.) Price 6^. net

IN elementary text-books of meteorology it is tl

custom to begin with a description of the acti<.

of common instruments like the barometer and therm

meter, and of common facts like the apparent motions

of the sun, and to continue the theoretical development

as far as elementary mechanics and thermodynamic

Exigencies of space prevent a complete exposition, at,

it is found necessary to omit explanations at som--

stages. Unfortunately, authors almost invariab!*

choose the later stages for the omissions ; thci

they give merely the bald statement of facts, wit

little or no explanation. It would seem desirable t

omit certain introductory matters which can be foun

in all elementary text-books on physiography

physics, and to reserve the space for a fuller treatmen;

of the special problems of the atmosphere. In th'

book before us, the author describes in detail tli

.'ipparent motions of the sun, but assumes that h:

readers understand the term "latent heat," and givi

no explanation of the effect of change of pressure d

moist air.

Nevertheless, Mr. Henkel has produced an intere^

ing and readable book. He has quoted freely fror

authorities such as Abercromby, .Scott, Waldo, Maur\
and Inwards, and has, in some cases, added par,

graphs and chapters giving a description of mc)i

recent work. The additions are not all as compki
as could be desired, and they usually appear to t

culled from isolated books and papers, producing

somewhat fragmentary result in places. Thus,

reference is made to Simpson's new theory of thundc
storms as it appeared briefly in Nature, but oth'

new theories are not mentioned.

Perhaps the most serious criticism that would occu;

to a reader is the almost complete absence of dia

grams, and more especially of charts and maps. Th
book is by no means free from illustrations, but th<

are almost entirely reserved for instruments and

cloud forms, the latter being particularly good.

We doubt whether a reader new to the subjec

would understand clearly the verbal descriptions of tli

distribution of mean pressure, air and sea temper;i

tures, and ocean currents; and the explanations o.

Buys Ballot's Law and of the types of pressure distri-

bution are incomplete without illustrative examples.

The author has allowed himself to build up a con

plete story under the general heading of each chaptn

irrespective of whether a part of the story appear

elsewhere in another connection. Thus. Buys Ballot's

iaw is stated no less than three times in three different

chapters. The reiteration of the fundamental law of

dynamical meteorology has its advantages, but other

repeated statements are open to question. Among
these is one affirming that rain in mountainous
districts is due to the cooling effect of the summits
on the warm moist air passing over them. Meteoro-

logists are not yet agreed as to whether a mountain
peak is in general cooler than the surrounding air, but

even allowing a considerable temperature difference.
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the dynamical cooling- due to the forced ascent of the

air and consequent reduction of its pressure is a more
effective rain-producing agent.

We have noted a few misprints and mis-statements,

but in general the principles as stated are sound.

The book is well printed on good paper, and there is

a useful index; but the binding- of the copy that we
have has already given way. R. C.

A GARDEN OF HERBS.
The Herb-Garden. By Frances A. Bardswell. Pp.

viii+ 173 + plates. (London : A. and C. Black, 1911.)

Price 7^. 6d. net.

/^NE of the most delightful charms of old English
^ ' gardening must have been due to the numerous
~ Aeet-smelling and aromatic herbs that were com-
monly cultivated around the homesteads. The very

earliest records of gardening were supplied us by the

ancient herbalists who cultivated their simples for

medicinal purposes or for the pretty sentiments and con-

ceits that legend had associated with them, but there is

sufficient evidence that the herbalists took pleasure in

their plants for the further reason that many of them
possessed the qualities of beauty and fragrance. As
we read Gerarde and Parkinson or Culpepper, we
seem to breathe the atmosphere of the herbalist's gar-

den, laden as it was with the delightful perfumes of

lavender, balm, rosemary, southernwood, and many
other plants the names of which are scarcely known
to modern gardeners, much less their distinctive quali-

ties.

The comparative neglect of the herbs which fire the

enthusiasm of the author may be traced to a feeling

allied to contempt, directly due to the fact that modern
medical science has exposed the fallacious character

of the beliefs formerly entertained in respect to their

healing qualities. The contempt was natural enough,
although unscientific and illogical, as is the case with

most things which are merely the results of reaction.

We are only just beginning to realise that, even when
it is admitted that the garden simples are not "heal-

alls," yet they have a wonderful interest for those who
care to study them and admit them to their gardens.

At this point Miss Bardswell's book comes to show
how we may make the most of the herbs from the

point of view of the decorative gardener. It convinces
*' '^ reader that many of the species have claims which

uld entitle them to every consideration—fragrance,

nance, and economic value in the kitchen, still-

m, and nursery. The pictures by the Hon.
rence Amherst and Miss Forrest are a pretty

lure of the volume, and they greatly assist the

hor in presenting her case, for they show that, if

few of the sweet herbs possess such brilliant

vers as, for example, the bergamot, nevertheless

ny of them are sufficiently decorative to provide

irming subjects for the artist's brush. And what
ut their cultivation? The author gives all the

'rmacion necessary for any novice who wishes to

age in their culture. There are directions for

iting, propagation, harvesting, and drying, with
'filler details. We have known many cases where
li' lbs were given a prominent place in the garden,
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and every care expended on their cultivation, but they

were not utilised indoors, as they might be, because

there appeared to be a lack of knowledge as to the

time proper for cutting them and the care they require

until they are perfectly dry.

The first things to consider in the formation

of a herb garden are what site to choose and what
style to make the beds. The author has something to

say on these matters, but she is not inclined to be

rigid in her recommendations. Beyond insisting upon
the necessity for sunshine, she does not lay down rules

as to the form of beds, she pleads for the

cultivation of the herbs and is content if they

are planted in beds or In ordinary flower borders,

remarking that one of the best collections of herbs

she has seen was grown in a kitchen garden. For

ourselves, the interest we have in the plants Is partly

for their fragrance but equally for the sentiment that

belongs to them in the legends. Consequently we
admire them most when they overlay the confined

borders of the narrow and oblong beds In the old Eng-
lish garden, with paved paths on which the thyme
and other low-growing species find homes in the soil

between the flags, the whole surrounded with venerable

walls supporting old-fashioned climbers, including the

fragrant myrtle, honeysuckle, and other species remini-

scent of a long-past age. Such a garden we saw quite

recently in North Wales, where the lavender bushes

were three feet high and as much through.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY FOR THE
GEOLOGIST.

Vorlesungen iiher die chemische Gleichgewichislehre

und ihre Anwendung auf die Probleme der

Mineralogie, Petrographie, und Geologie. By Prof.

R. Marc. Pp. vI + 212. (Jena: Gustav Fischer,

191 1.) Price 5 marks.

IN this little volume Prof. Marc gives the substance

of a course of lectures delivered at the University

of Jena, dealing, as the title announces, with the

theory of chemical equilibrium in Its application to

mineralogical and geological problems. We gather

from the preface that these lectures were addressed

to students not previously acquainted with the

modern developments of physical chemistry. It is to

be presumed that the material has undergone con-

siderable condensation for the purpose of publication,

for a student in this situation must read very closely

if he is to obtain the full benefit of the book before

us. He will be aided by the simplicity of the

general plan, and by the author's clear method

of presentation, while the numerous well-chosen refer-

ences will enable him to pursue farther any particular

part of the subject.

The first lecture treats of the general conception of

chemical equilibrium, and the second introduces the

reader to the law of mass action and the phase rule.

The next two lectures deal with the conditions of

equilibrium in systems of one component, the illustra-

tions being drawn so far as possible from cases which

are of importance to the geologist. Thus the depend-

ence of melting-point on pressure is considered with

special reference to the case of ice. Polymorphism
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in the mineral kingdom is discussed, and a list of

examples given, which might be considerably en-

larjjed. Three lectures are devoted to two-component

systems, introducing the subjects of solution and solid

solution, and discussing the crystallisation of silicate-

magmas of ideal binary composition. Next we come

in due order to three-component systems, which are

treated less fully than might be expected. The author

makes a bold attempt to construct a diagram for th«^

system silica-lime-magnesia by combining data drawn

from various sources. He does not allude, except in

a passing reference, to Schreincmakcr's work. Thf

important case of an aqueous solution containing

several components receives due notice, and the results

of van 't Hoff's researches on the crystallisation of

marine salts are given at some length. A lecture on

surface energy in its application to geological pheno-

mena contains much interesting matter. Joly's work
on sedimentation is not cited, but there is an account

of Schade's curious researches on the oolitic structure.

In the final lecture, dealing with cosmology and vul-

canology, the author has permitted himself some
latitude of speculation, and some of his remarks are

at least open to debate.

The book will serve as a very useful guide to

chemical geology. Its information is in general well

up to date, though a few exceptions may be found

;

for instance, Shepherd and Rankin showed two \'ears

ago that the high-temperature form of silica is not

tridymite but cristobalite. A. H,

FEEBLE-MINDED CHILDREN.
(i) The Feeble-minded: a Guide to Study and Prac-

tice. By Dr. E. B. Sherlock. With an introduc-

tory note by Sir H. B. Donkin. Pp. xx+327.
(London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price

8s. 6d. net.

(2) Feeble-niindedness in Children of School Age. By
Dr. C. P. Lapage. With an appendix on Treat-

ment and Training by Mary Dendy. Pp. xiv + 359.

(Manchester: University Press, 191 1.) Price 55.

net.

THESE two books are in a sense complementary
of one another, the former being a work which

might easily be of interest to the general reader, and
will certainly be a useful help to those who are

engaged in the care of the feeble-minded, while the

latter is essentially a scientific book in which idiocy

and imbecility are treated from a more academic point

of view. Both works take full advantage of the

information obtained by the Royal Commission on the

Care and Control of the Feeble-minded, which was
appointed in 1904 and concluded its work in 1909.

(i) Dr. Sherlock's book has seventy pages devoted
to a brief account of the nature of mind and its

physical basis. The two chapters, though brief, give
a very good working foundation for the study of

mental deficiency. Then follow another sixty-four

pages on the nature of the " feeble mind " and its

physical basis, including discussions and illustrations

of such conditions as microgyria, porencephaly, irre-

gularity of the convolutions, &c. There is also a
description of changes in the dura mater, skull cap
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and scalp and of the various deformities comm<
known as the physical stigmata of degeneration.

The chapter on "Causation " is excellent and, 1

alia, compresses into a short space all the chief vi

which have been held in modern times as to

nature of heredity.

Dr. Sherlock introduces a new classification of

varieties of idiocy which coincides for the most
i

with former classifications, but there are some r

words which display his known tendency to esc!

consonants from his neologisms. The "atelci

forms " are the " minds in miniature " will,

abnormal development of any one faculty, such

occurs in some idiots. The hypertrophic sclerosi-

Bourneville receives the new name "epiloia" wi

includes the author's cases formerly comprised by

term "anoia." All the paralytic cases are grov

together under the name of "plegic forms " and tl

is a separate group of "residual forms" in w!

are included presumably all the rarest forms of idi«

The author does not make any separate group for

epileptic idiots inasmuch as he regards the occurrence

of fits as accidental to all varieties of idiocy and

sufTicient to warrant a separate clinical group, h'

ever convenient for practical purposes.

The work concludes with a very clear chapter on

the handling of the feeble-minded, the way in which

they may be placed under care, legal relationshi

mental and physical examination, mental and phys

training, craftsmasters, craftsmistresses, &c.

(2) Dr. Lapage 's book, so far as practical relat:

ship of the feeble-minded is concerned, is based n

experience at the Sandlebridge Colony for the Fe'

minded, and there is an appendix by Miss M
Dendy, honorary secretary of the Lancashire ai.u

Cheshire Society for the Permanent Care of the
1

Feeble-minded, on the treatment and training of tlv

patients.

Her chapter, in common with the rest of the b(

is very well arranged under the headings of adi

sions, food, dress, dormitories, bath-rooms and 1.

tories, wardrobes, dining- and day-rooms, kite!

utensils, school, work, games, hospital and si

rooms.

Naturally the treatment of the subject by 1

Lapage falls under similar headings to those of 1

Sherlock. There are chapters on the statistics of

subject, on the physical and mental characteristics

the patients, diagnosis and prognosis, &c.

Four chapters are devoted to the condition of •

brain in feeble-mindedness and on its causation

inherited and acquired factors.

To the general practitioner an appendix givinc

list of institutions for the mentally defective, includi

asylums, homes, colonies, and schools, will be foi;

exceedingly useful, seeing that mental deficiency

so very common, and the provision for patients sufi

ing therefrom so small and so little known. Th
is a very good chapter on the defects of speech.

From both the above books we learn that feeble-

mindedness is an incurable condition and that the

only hope for such patients lies in institution care.

The patients can be trained to become useful in

handiwork and capable of earning their own livin:
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but they are incapable of competition in the outside

world, and require constant and sl<illed supervision.

There is a large amount of accommodation for these

patients, but, as already said, it is too small for the

numbers to be found in this country. Those in charge

of institutions for the feeble-minded will find a great

deal of help in their management and treatment in

the book by Dr. Lapage, and they will find consider-

able interest added to their work if they study these

patients in a scientific spirit on the lines laid down
by Dr. Sherlock.

ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS.
(i) A First Book of Geometry. By J. V. H. Coates.

Pp. xi+142. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

191 1.) Price IS. 6d.

(2) A School Algebra. Part ii. By H. S. Hall. Pp.

vi + 30 1-450+ xxxix-l. (London: Macmillan and
Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price i5. 6d.

(3) Theoretical Geometry for Beginners. By C. H.
Allcock. Revised and rearranged. Part i., pp. xii +
125. Parts ii.-iv., pp. xii + 204. (London : Mac-
millan and Co., Ltd., 1911.) Price, part i., is. 6d.;

parts ii.-iv., 25, 6d.

(4> A New Trigonometry for Schools and Colleges.

By the Rev. J. B. Lock and J. M. Child. Pp. xii +
488. (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 191 1.)

Price 6s.

(5) Solid Geometry. By C. Godfrey, M.V.O., and
A. W. Siddons. Pp. ix+109. (Cambridge L'nlver-

sity Press, 191 1.) Price is. 6d.

(6) Engineering Descriptive Geometry: a Treatise on
Descriptive Geometry as the Basis of Mechanical
Drawing, explaining Geometrically the Operations
Customary in the Draughting Room. By Com-
mander F. W. Bartlett and Prof. T. W. Johnson.
Pp. vii+159. (New York: John Wiley and Sons;
London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1910.)

(7) Trigonometria Esfdrica. By Prof. C. Wargny.
Pp. 219. (Valparaiso: Talleres Tipograficos de la

Armada, 1909.) Price 6 dollars.

(t) 'T^HE object of this small text-book is to give
J- the reader a sound appreciation of the funda-

mental ideas of geometry, rather than a systematic
knowledge of its theorems. Without doubt this is the
best way of approaching the subject. As soon as m
intelligent grasp is acquired of such concepts as angles,

itallelism, areas, &c., it is a simple matter to take
theoretical course; but without this preliminary
ige, not only is progress very slow, but the work is

itself of little educational value. Part i., which
upies one-quarter of the book, is entirely practical

;

It ii. contains a selection of the important theorems
Euclid, I., III., with a large quantity of numerical
Tcises; it is, in our opinion, unfortunate that few
I'Ts have been inserted.

'2) The second part of this book carries the reader
' to the binomial theorem. A change from the

lustomary order has been made by taking a first

' iurse of progressions immediately after quadratics.
is to be expected of so well known an author, the

,

ality of the workmanship is excellent throughout.
I lie explanations in the text are clear and concise,
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and the examples have evidently been selected with
great care.

(3) In spite of the title of this book, which is a
revised form of an older edition, practically no work
on experimental geometry has been included. After

an introduction of twelve pages on definitions, axioms,
postulates, &c., the reader is at once immersed in the

theoretical work. The course of theorems given agrees
fairly closely with the Cambridge schedule, with a few
additions. Each proposition or group of propositions

is followed by a number of riders, of which only a few
are numerical. We are unable to find any very novel

or distinctive features in this text-book.

(4) This volume is designed for the use of candi-

dates for scholarships at the universities, and is

intended to form an introduction to the more advanced
parts of Dr. Hobson's standard work on the subject.

Although it assumes no previous knowledge of trigono-

metry, the earlier portions are scarcely sufficiently full

for the novice in view of the modern idea of taking

the subject at a very early stage in the school course.

For introductory purposes, some such book as

Mercer's "Trigonometry for Beginners" is more use-

ful. But after this preliminary stage is covered, it

is well for the student to revise this work once more
in such a form as is provided by this text-book.

Practical applications are fully treated, and there is an
abundance of numerical and graphical work. One
important change has been made in the sequence of

subjects. The applications to the geometry of the

triangle and quadrilateral have been deferred to the

closing chapters, thus avoiding any break in the pre-

sentation of the purely analytical work. The sections

on geometry are far fuller than usual, and indeed

contain more than the ordinary boy is likely to require

or be able to digest. This is, however, a matter for

each individual teacher. We are glad to find a full

treatment of the geometrical interpretation of

imaginary quantities ; the interest which the student

takes in this kind of work and the stimulus it applies

to his mind more than justify the expenditure of time

involved. The general theory of infinite series and

products is regarded as beyond the scope of the book,

but sufficient is said to justify the validity of the use

of those particular series and products met with in

the course of the work. Hints for the solution of the

more difficult questions are included among the

answers.

(5) In spite of recent geometrical reforms, the atten-

tion paid to three-dimensional geometry is still, to say

the least, inadequate. Time does not allow of a course

on the lines of Euclid XL, nor would this be par-

ticularly beneficial. What is required is an informal

study of the ideas and practical applications of solid

geometry; and this is supplied in an excellent and

brief form by the work before us. The authors have

had a great deal of experience in this direction, and

it is not therefore surprising that this small book

should seem so admirably adapted to the purpose for

which it is intended. It falls into three sections : (i)

a discussion of the main properties of lines and planes

;

(2) the properties and mensuration of the principal

solids
; (3) the elements of practical solid geometry.

The examples are chiefly numerical, l)ui a -unicient
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number of riders has been included to test the

student's grasp of the theory.

(6) The treatment in this volume is practical rather

than mathematical, and is designed for the use of

those taking a course in mechanical drawing.

Elementary in character, it provides a thorough intro-

ductory account of the subject. The first chapter con-

siders in great detail the nature and meaning of ortho-

graphic projection, using three planes of reference.

Next an account is given of the projection of a straight

line and the method of obtaining the true length of a

line in space. After this follow successively the treat-

ment of the intersection of planes, curved lines, and

surfaces, and the traces of lines and planes with

various applications, and the book closes with a

description of isomotric projection. The excellence of

the diagrams i'; a fi ature which calls for special

remark. The explanations are clearly put, and the

work is so arranged that no special mathematical

ability is required.

(7) The absence of spherical trigonometry from the

ordinary school syllabus is both surprising and unfor-

tunate in view of the practical applications which may
be made ; nor can this omission be excused on the

score of diflRculty, since the analysis is scarcely more
difficult than that of the corresponding work in plane
trigonometry. The explanation, of course, lies in the

fact that it is at present excluded from the schedule

for university scholarships. The book before us con-

tains in a rather unduly elaborate form the kind of

course which might be incorporated in a school pro-

gramme. After a preliminary discussion on spherical

triangles, the methods for solving right-angled tri-

angles are first explained, and then the general case
of oblique-angled triangles is considered. Great care
is taken to explain the best way of arranging the work
in numerical examples. The concluding chapters of

the book give applications to geometry, astronomy,
and navigation. Theory is throughout subordinated to

practice, and those who require a comprehensive work-
ing knowledge of the methods of this subject cannot
do better than read through this book.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
L'Evolution de I'Electrochimie. By Prof. VV. Ost-

wald. Translated by E. Philippi. Pp. ^ 266.
(Nouvelle Collection scientifique : directeur, Emile
Borel.) (Paris : F^lix Alcan, 1912.) Price 3.50
francs.

The evolution of electrochemistry affords probably one
of the most interesting chapters in the history of the
progress of chemical knowledge. Since the birth of
this branch of chemistry may be regarded as dating
from the discovery of so-called voltaic electricity, the
period covered by its history is limited to a little more
than a century. The comparative shortness of this

period has certain obvious advantages, and the many
discoveries of fundamental importance made by in-

vestigators in the field of electrochemistry, as well as
the development of theoretical knowledge relating to

the nature of and connection between electrical and
chemical energy afford particularly attractive material
for an historical study.

The account presented by Prof. Ostwald, who may
be legitimately regarded as the greatest authority on
the subject, is admirable in every way, and a more
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fascinating description of the development of a branch

of science cannot well be imagined. The subject-

matter and mode of treatment is indicated sufficiently

by the titles of the sections into which the trxt is

divided, viz. : (i) introduction; (2) prehistory-; (3) Gal.

vani and Volta; (4) Ritter and Davy; (5) from r.radav

and Daniell to Hittorf and Kohlrausch ; (6)

motive forces; (7) the beginning of technical •

chemistry; (8) van 't Hoff and Arrhenius; (9) the

ionists; (10) modern electrochemical industry; (11) the

electron. In this final chapter a very brief but well-

written account is given of the results attained in the

investigation of the conductivity and the ionisation of

gases, which results have given so much impetus to

the development of the electron theory.

Much of the material collected and condensed

this little volume is to be found in Ostwald's coin-

pendious treatise on " Elektrochemie," published in

i8q6. This book, largely on account of its size, is

comparatively little known amongst students of phys-

ical chemistry, and the appearance of a smaller wf>'^>'

is therefore in itself an event of some importance.

The Life and Love of the Insect. By J. H. F;il

Translated by A. T. de Mattos. Pp. x+.
(London: A. and C. Black, 1911) Price 55. net.

Several translators have already drawn from liie

abundant well of Fabre's entomological studies, and

the volume before us is a pleasant addition. We like

the grateful tribute to the veteran which the preface

pays, and the quotation from Maeterlinck in regard

to'this "Insects' Homer," "who is one of the m
profound and inventive scholars and also one of

purest writers, and, I was going to add, one of

finest poets of the century that is just past."

The book tells us of the sacred scarabee supren

inspired by the instinct of maternity to wond* :

industry and not less wonderful art; of the Spai

Copris which kneads a large loaf and divides it

pills, one for each egg; of the common dung-be'

(Geotrupes), who belong to the public health serv

and are often deservedly decorated; of Minotai

typhaeus, a black beetle of the sheep's pasturage, v

burrows and bakes, and even makes sausages; of

ringed Calicurgus, which first stings its capti:

spider in the mouth, paralysing the poison fangs,

then, safe from being bitten, drives in its poisf

needle with perfect precision at the thinnest par:

the spider's cuticle between the fourth pair of \>

of the leaf-rolling Rhynchites, which spends the ^^ i

day in making an inch-long cigar with eggs betv

the layers of the scroll ; and of the mother of

Halictus bee family, who becomes in her old age
portress of the establishment, shutting the door ^

her bald head when strangers arrive, opening it

drawing aside when any member of the housel

appears on the scene. And so the stories run. fu!

dramatic situations and romantic interest. We k:

not which to admire the more, Fabre's style or

eyes. The translator has given us a fine render'

which reads like the original.

(i) Aids to Bacteriology. By C. G. Moor and W;r.

Partridge. Second edition. Pp. viii + 240. (I

don : Bailli^re, Tindall, and Cox, 191 1.) F
35. 6d. net. Paper, 35.

(2) Aids to Pathology. By Dr. H. Campbell. Sec

edition. Pp. viii + 228. (London : Bailli^re, I

dall, and Cox, 191 1.) Price 3s. 6d. net.

These two little books contain a large amoun:
information in a small space. Neither professes tu

more than an outline of the subject of which it treats,
^

but both seem to be successful in their aim—that of

acting as epitomes for the student and practitioner.
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(i) The bacteriology treats of bacteriological

(methods, pathogenic bacteriology, and bacteriology

as applied in hygiene in the examination of water,
milk, foods, disinfectants, &c. A few slips need cor-

recting

—

e.g. the statement that an antibody consists

of two parts (p. 19)—and the Wassermann reaction

^needs amplifying somewhat ; otherwise there is little

|to criticise, and some portions of the book are par-
jticularly good, e.g. the section on disinfectants.

'1 (2) The pathology suffers somewhat from the
,^ttempt to include everything in so small a book

—

e.g.

diseases of the teeth and parasitic worms—and other
more important and fundamental processes are in
jionsequence too briefly discussed. Fatty infiltration

,knd degeneration are treated as though they are quite
distinct. It is stated that active immunity is con-
iferred by the injection of an anti-serum, whereas it

jis correctly stated a couple of lines later that this
procedure confers a passive immunity. The diagrams
^indicating the interaction that occurs in the Wasser-
mann reaction should render this subject clear.

R. T. H.

,'ienior Chemistry. By Dr. G. H. Bailey and H. W.
Bausor. Pp. viii + 5og. Price 45. 6d.

Senior Magnetism and Electricity. By Drs. R. H.
! Jude and J. Satterly. Pp. viii + 446. Price 55.
'Senior Heat. By Drs. R. VV. Stewart and J. Satterly.

• Pp. viii + 300. Price 3^.

'(London : W. B. Clive, University Tutorial Press,

[f
Ltd., 1911.)

All these books are based upon previous volumes
.ssued by the same publishers. The first is an adapta-
:ion apparently of Dr. Bailey's "Chemistry for
Matriculation," which was reviewed in our issue of
(May II, 19 II (vol. Ixxxvi., p. 345); the second of Dr.
fude's "Matriculation Magnetism and Electricity,"
loticed in these columns on June 23, 1910 (vol. Ixxxiii.,

pD. 485), and the third of the late Dr. Stewart's book
I

on heat, noticed at the same time as the volume on
^^nagnetism and electricity referred to.

: It would seem that the present volumes cover those
5arts of the respective subjects included in the sylla-
ui<;es for candidates presenting themselves at the

•or Local Examinations conducted by the Univer-
of Cambridge.

Useful Metric Equivalent Tables. (London :

ic Central Translations Institute, n.d.) Price 6^
I-.

,'k'ovisiON is made in these tables for the range of
tquivalents likely to arise in commercial dealings be-

'1 this country and others using the metric system.
calculations are based upon figures supplied by
i?oard of Trade. The price equivalents deal with
yards, square feet, square yards, cubic feet,

,-lons, pounds avoirdupois, hundredweights, and
jOrty cubic feet measurements—which are useful for
ii'Hving freight charges. The prices are calculated

le rate of exchange of 25.22 francs to the £.
landbonk of Physics and Chemistry. By H. E.
rbin and A. M. Stewart. Pp. viii + sig. Fourth
ition. (London: J. and A. Churchill, 1911.)
icQ 7^, 6d. net.

first edition of this book was reviewed in Nature
inuary 4, 1900 (vol. Ixi., p. 221). It will suffice
IV that in Its present form the volume covers the
nded syllabus of work required for the first
iination of the Conjoint Examining Board of the
il Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons. Addi-
11 articles have been introduced in the present
>n on hydrostatics, the polarisation of light, and
tgen rays.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions
expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected
manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

Electricity and Vegetation.

Without pretending to answer the question raised by
Mr. Benham at the conclusion of his letter on p. 41 of
Nature of November 9, and without prejudging the results
of recent experience on electrification of crops as reported
on by Dr. Priestley and other impartial investigators, I

would remind him and your readers generally that it is

unsafe to attach a positive conclusion to a negative result
obtained by supposed electrification of a wire network over
a field, unless there is reasonable guarantee that such
network was really kept positively electrified during con-
siderable periods.

For instance, it has been attempted in the past, and it is

still tempting, to supply electricity to a network by means
of elevated spikes, arranged so as to utilise the gradient of

potential naturally existing in the atmosphere. But thinic

what singularly perfect insulation would be required to

enable electricity slowly supplied in this way to accumulate
until a fizzing point was reached. The attainment of such
potential over a large area would in this climate be quite
impracticable except when a thundercloud was passing
overhead.
The same difficulty of adequate insulation must have

militated against many attempts made in the past to supply
electricity from artificial but old-fashioned high-potential
sources, especially when the area to be supplied extended
over many acres.

It must be further remembered that any metallic network
not really charged, but kept practically at zero potential by
leakage to earth, would be presumably detrimental to the

growth of plants beneath it ; inasmuch as it would tend to

screen them from the natural inductive electrification to

which they are entitled. Oliver Lodge.

Fish and Drought.

The summer of the year 1911 will long be remembered
for its excessive heat and dryness. These were especially

trying to the inhabitants of streams and shallow lakes or

ponds. I had the opportunity of studying a remarkable
instance of this, which I think is worth recording.

The Chateau of Marchais, with its magnificent domain,
the property of the Prince of Monaco, lies about 16 kilo-

metres east of Laon, in the department of Aisne, and is well

known as one of the best shooting estates in France. The
sketch (Fig. i) represents the park. It occupies a rectangle

surrounded by a ditch or moat. A, B, C, D, consisting of

four canals, each 1250 metres long and 16 metres wide, and
carrying usually a depth of I3 metres of water. These
canals form a continuous sheet of water, 5 kilometres long,

and there is a bridge, a, b, c, d, over each of them. The
country, though well-wooded, is flat and peaty, and the

level of the water in the ditch is that of the water in the

ground all round it. Like the ground-water, it is subject

to rise and fall according to the wetness or dryness of the

season.

When I arrived on the morning of September 29, I

observed that the ditch was quite dry, with the exception of

the small tank or enclosure (/) for ducks at the lodge known
as the Porte Rouge, where entry to the park is obtained

over the bridge marked (b). Yet the water of the ditch is

always full of fish, principally carp, tench, perch, and pike.

Now there was nothing but dry mud. With the water the

fish had entirely disappeared, and without leaving a single

dead one to mark luherc they had before abounded.

On the evening of September 29 a violent storm of wind
and rain broke, and it raged over the whole of northern

Europe until October i. I was curious to sc? the effect

which this first important rain, which marked the breaking

of the drought, would have on the ditch.

It is right to say that the full significance of the dryness

of the ditch and the absence of dead fish had not suffi-

ciently impressed me. I only felt that I was witnessing •
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r'.mai liable occurrence in nature and it excited my curiosity,

but at first this curiosity went very little beyond considering

how long it would take for the water to get back. Witli

only this in my mind, I went round the park on the

afternoon of Scptfimber 30, when the weather had moderated
a little, and I found that pools of water had begun to

collect in places in the ditch, but I did not examine them,
and I arrived at the conclusion that a little steady wet
weather would soon fill the ditch up again.

On October i the weather was still very bad, but between
the showers I took a walk along the margin of the orna-

mental water (/») on the west sid<; of the chateau (fc), which
is connected with the south canal of the moat. A pool of

water had collected here, and there was quite a quantity
of small fish, not more than 10 or 12 centimetres in length,

swimming about in the water, which did little more than
cover its muddy bottom to a depth of at the most 4 or

5 centimetres, in which these small fish were able to swim.
I noticed that the water was turbid and that the mud was

\

Fig. I.—Sketch Plan of the Park of Marchais.

everywhere being stirred up by the fish. They were dartiiij<

hither and thither, being disturbed by my presence on the

bank, and, whenever they altered their course, they con-

trived to raise a dense cloud of mud, in which they were
able for a short time to conceal themselves from view.

Two days before these fish were invisible, and now they

had reappeared in an isolated shallow pool, which also had
no existence two days before. It was evident that all these

fish had been covered by the dry mud, and must have
released themselves the moment they thought there was
enough water for them to swim in. There was not by any
means too much water for the crowd that was moving
about in it. I was fascinated by what I saw, especially

as it seemed to be in every way likely that the process of

release was still going on. But the release of a buried

fish would be sure to be accompanied by a cloud of mud,
which could not be easily distinguished from that produced
by a fish already in freedom and swimming about. Still,

considering the shallowness of the water and the very
favourable position for following everything that went on
in it which I occupied on the bank, I was convinced that

there would be some noticeable difference between the two
classes of cloud, and I was not mistaken. After waiting
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and watching for some time, I saw a mud-cloud rise in
very shallow water, bringing a fish with it to the tui
belly upwards. It lost no time in righting itself
swimming away with the others. A living fish can
this attitude only when it has not got full contro' ' •

movements, and this is pretty sure to be the <

moment when it releases itself from burial. By
little longer I witnessed two or three repetitions o
remarkable act.

In a pool such as that which I had under observati
which the water was not more than two or three centi:
deep, the liberated fish reaches the surface almost a
as it quits the bottom. In any case it is highly pr.

that the fish would arrive at the surface before i' ii •

seized the situation, and the nervous impulse 1;

at the muscles and started them in their r'f^

locomotive activity.

In water a very little deeper it is probable tli

would ho able to right itself before floating clf.ir

cloud of mud produced by its str

in the act of self-exhumation.
In the afternoon I went roui

park, and found an extensive po-

which had collected in the north
and occupied, its western half.

were great shoals of fish, prim
perch, darting about, and,
alarm at being surprised in unui

shallow water, stirring up clou(

mud everywhere. Amongst them
one large pike, quite 40 centimot;

length. The water shoaled >

nothing at both ends of the pool,

in the middle it was perhaps 30 a
metres deep. The pool was far too !

to be watched like the smaller one,

1 was not able to observe any indivi

release from the mud. Howeva
noticed that, with the exception of

large pike, the fish were all smal
estimated them to be not more 1

10 to 12 centimetres long.

From the western end of this f

round the north-west corner and al

the western canal to the bridge (&)

the Porte Rouge, the canal was ^^

dry. At the Porte Rouge there was
small enclosed tank for ducks (/),

beyond it the canal was again dry.

botto.m of this canal does not consii

the, fine mud which is found in

north canal ; it is hard, sandy,

marly, and there was no sign of lif

it anywhere. The same class of bot

with absence of life prevailed in

south canal.

On October 2 the weather
improved, although it was very

and I studied the canals both i

morning and the afternoon. In the large pool in the

canal 1 found the quantity of fish augmented, and I

ally noticed that there were many more large fish

than before, and the average size of the fish was decii

greater than on the previous day
;
perch of at least 20

metres in length were present. The bigger fish had
ably started to bury themselves earlier than the

ones, and had buried themselves deeper. I saw-

pike of the day before, and two others of the same
but very much smaller, had appeared. One dead pen

floating in the pool, the first dead fish that I had enco

In the afternoon it seemed to me that the average
the fish in the pool was still on the increase. The
and north canals presented the same appearance as

On October 3 the weather kept fair but cold. I

round the park and found the big pool in the north

much the same as on October 2, the number of large

having apparently increased, but there w^as no new
of importance. In the course of my tour, after pas
Porte Rouge, I found that the part of the west can

of this lodge had begun to collect water, which
covered the bottom, forming a pool (»>j), extending to

a short distance of the south-west corner. Vtv*

ha<j
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ater, which was perfectly clear, the light grey bottom
jwas still cracked and apparently unsoftened, and there was
Inot a trace of life of any kind. In the south canal the
Ibottom was generally dry, with, however, every here and
|there pools of water measuring about one metre across, and
tin these also there was no trace of life. I learned that
anglers never fish in these canals, because they know that
they will catch nothing.
In the afternoon I revisited the north canal, and instead

f following the big pool westwards, which promised
lOthing new, I turned to the right and followed it east-
wards towards the north-east corner. I had not gone very
"ar before I encountered a phenomenon of which I had
Iready perceived the possibility, namely, a premature
esurrection resulting in widespread death. This part of
he canal was apparently dry, in the sense that the bottom
as exposed to the air, but nevertheless moist enough to

le called wet. Owing, probably, to a slight general rise
f the ground-water of the neighbourhood, enough water
lad been able to filter through the mud of the bottom and
;o rise to the surface and overflow, producing a very
ihallow pool (q), not more than 2 or 3 centimetres deep
»F more than a metre across. The wetting of the mud
>elow by this infiltration must have aroused the sleepers,
who then all started to rise at the same time. But when
hey released themselves from the mud there was not
inough water to fioat them all, and a formidable struggle
or existence was going on at the time of my visit, and the
[uantity of dead and dying fish lying all round the edges of
he pool furnished sufficient evidence of its fierceness. The
»oor fish would no doubt have willingly re-buried them-
elves and so saved their lives when they perceived their
nistake, but the stronger ones, which were in possession
>f the only part of the pool which could be called liquid,
:ept shouldering them outwards on to the mud, where they
lied in the air. When I left the struggle was still going
m, and it looked as if the level of the water was falling,
o that it is unlikely that many, if any, would be able to
etrieve their mistake by burying themselves again. As I

eft for England the next morning 1 was not able lo
ontinue my observations.
Although the years vary much as regards humidity, and

n dry summers the supply of water in the ditch has often
alien to a pretty low ebb, I was informed that the last
ime that the ditch became quite dry was in the year 1814,
.Imost a hundred years ago ; therefore the experience of
he summer of 19 11 must have been a new one for all the
sh in the ditch, yet the general manoeuvre of protective
urial was carried out without a casualty. In order to
ccomplish this a fine instinct was necessary to perceive
he impending drying up of the canal, and then commence
he operation betimes so as to finish it before desiccation
fSiS complete.
It must be remembered that the area of canal having

he muddy bottom, which alone is capable of receiving
hem, is very restricted ; and from the number of fish that
ame out of it in the short time that I was observing they
lust have been packed very closely, and in such an orderly
^ay that, with the return of water in sufficient quantity,
tiey were able to take to it again apparently without
aving suffered at all.

Although the instinct of the fish seems to have sufficed
3 make them foresee and provide for the dryness, it does
ot seem in all cases to have been sufficient to enable them
3 judge correctly the right moment for beginning their
Biease.

Of the different species which inhabit the waters of the
itch, the carp and the tench have the habit of burying
jiemselves in the mud every winter; but the perch and
he pike have not this habit ; both can be caught at any
ime in winter, even under a covering of ice ; yet both the
>ke and the perch must have buried themselves with quite
s much skill as the carp or the tench.
But in a climate like that of this part of France shallow

ikes and ponds may suffer shortage of water by congela-
on as well as by evaporation ; and the Prince informed

|»e that he remembered one winter when in many places
ne water of the ditch was frozen almost, if not quite, to

ottom, and quantities of pike and perch were frozen
he ice. This form of desiccation did not prompt them
Iv refuge in the mud.
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It is evident that if the summer of 1911 had marked
the beginning of a secular period of dryness, such that the

canals were not again to be flooded, the fish which took

to the mud in that summer would be kept there. They
would die and decay in situ, and would be perfectly pre-

served in well-arranged though crowded masses. Eventu-

ally, if the change of climate was final, they would form

a rich and interesting bed of fossil fishes. But the interest

would depend not only on the abundance of fossils in the

muddy matrix of one part of the trough-like forma-

tion ; it would be intensified by their complete absence in

the hardened marly matrix of the other part.

Before serious drying took place the ditch, or trough,

was covered by a continuous sheet of water in which the

fish and other creatures could circulate freely to all parts.

So soon, however, as actual desiccation appeared to be

imminent, the fish must have concentrated themselves in a

body over the districts of muddy bottom in which they

knew they could take refuge as a last resort. When
desiccation was complete every fish in the ditch, without a

single exception, had succeeded in burying itself in one or

other of these restricted areas of mud. Not one of them

appears to have made the mistake of seeking refuge in the

marly bottom. When completely dry the ditch, or trough,

consisted of two formations, the more e.xtensive consisting

of hard sandy marl and destitute of life, the less extensive

consisting of soft mud and teeming with aquatic life.

Further, the two formations are contiguous as well as

contemporaneous, and together they cover an area of not

more than eight hectares.

As illustrating the geological significance of the facts

just recorded, the following passage may be quoted from

Sir Archibald Geikie's " Text-book of Geology " (1903).

p. 1003 :

—

" The water basins of the Old Red Sandstone might bf>

supposed to have been, on the whole, singularly devoid of

aquatic life, inasmuch as so large a proportion of the red

sandy and marly strata is unfossiliferous. In some of the

basins, where the sediment is not red and sandy, it is

evident that life was extremely abundant, as is shown,

for example, by the vast quantities of fossil fishes entombed

in the grey bituminous flagstones of Caithness and Orkney.

It may be observed that where grey shales occur inter-

calated among red sandstones and conglomerates they are

often full of plant remains, and may contain also ichthyo-

lites and other fossils which are usually absent from the

coarser red sediments. There would appear to have been

occasions of sudden and widespread destruction of fish life

in the waters of the Old Red Sandstone, for platforms

occur in which the remains are thickly crowded together,

yet so entire that they could not have been transported

from a distance, and must have been covered over with

silt before they had time to decay and undergo much

separation of their plates."

The last sentence of this passage seems to describe the

actual condition of the muddy bed of the moat round the

Park of Marchais as it would appear to a geologist^ after

the necessary interval of time had elapsed which is re-

quired to separate the date of the death of the crowd of

fishes which voluntarily entombed itself in the mud before

desiccation was complete, and the date at which
^
the

stratum of mud and remains so produced would be entitled

to rank as a geological formation. I do not know if

there are any adequate data for arriving at a trustworthy

estimation of the probable length of this interval. It is

quite distinct from what is understood as the age of the

geological formation.

The barren districts of sandy and marly matter at the

bottom of the ditch would, after the lapse of the same, or

perhaps a shorter, interval furnish perfectly unfossiliferous

strata, which would suggest to the geologist of later date

that the water basin in which it had been laid down had

been singularly devoid of aquatic life. Yet, in a sense, it

would not be inaccurate to say that the water basin in

which the muddy strata holding the crowded fish remaiirs

had been " laid down " teemed with life, and that thf-

barren strata had, in the same sense, been " laid down "

in water devoid of aquatic life, although the two bodins

of water formed one continuous sheet of very restricted

dimensions. It would seem, therefore, that a material

barrier is not necessary to separate even a SDialJ body of
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u/ater into two basins and to fnaintain them distinct, the

one of which may be full of life and the other practically

barren.

Th<-rc is an important point, which should not be

<\, in the similarity bi-tween what took place this

r at Marchais and what may have taken place in

<. .iiiiiaess or Orkney in the Old Red Sandstone period.

The fishes which buried themselves in such numbers in the

mud this summer, though they were fortunately released,

were in the strictest sense contemporaries, and were all

buried in the mud within a few days of each other. More-
over, in ordinary circumstances, at least in summer, the

mud is untenanted. If the fish were to migrate into the

barren waters covering the marly bottom, and their re-

turn were barred while the water over the mud evaporated
and the secular drought set in, this same mud-bed would
be met with in later ages as an unfossilifcrous stratum.
So that the fossil fishes which are found in these strata

must be held to have gone into occupation only when the

signal, intelligible to them, was made that complete
desiccation was going to take place. Once in a way this

desiccation turns out to be secular, and we have a rich

bed of fossils.

In conclusion, I think that the behaviour of the fish in

the ditch at Marchais in the summer of 1911 adds one
more fact to the body of evidence which goes to show that,

in the production of geological formations, transportation

of material has probably been the exception rather than
the rule. J. Y. Buchanan.

The Inheritance of Mental Characters.

I HAVE just read Dr. Archdall Raid's paper
" Methods of Research," communicated to the Eugenics
Education Society. Situated as I am in Scotland, it

was impossible for me to attend the discussion which
I understand took place recently, and I had no oppor-
tunity of reading his paper until he sent it to me.
He makes certain statements with regard to a very con-
troversial point, the inheritance of mental characters ; and,
having had no chance of criticising these, I should be
much obliged if you would give me the opportunity of
doing so.

Prof. Pearson, as quoted by Dr. Reid, says :
—" We

inherit our parents' tempers, our parents' consciousness,
shyness, and ability, even as we inherit their stature, fore-
arm, and span." This statement may be loosely expressed
and open to misinterpretation ; but no one has a right to
assume, without further explanation, that more is meant
than the inheritance of capacity or absence of capacity for
making particular acquirements, whether Prof. Pearson
actually had this idea in his mind when he wrote or not.
At any rate, by ability he undoubtedly means capacity for
making acquirements.

Dr. Reid says:—"Pearson's statement is utterly with-
out significance, utterly devoid of all content. Founded
with such an air of scientific accuracy on statistics and
family histories which have such an appearance of scien-
tific precision, it is so vague as to be quite nonsensical."
This statement certainly does not err on the side of vague-
ness. If it is as true as it is definite it reduces the mental
capacity of all men to that dead-level of competence or
incompetence which is the apparent ideal of Socialists and
trade unions ; it necessitates the adoption of some other
explanation than the action by selection upon the inborn
variations for the evolution of man's capacity for making
mental acquirements ; and it lenves the undoubted exist-
ence of variations in mental capacity, including feeble-
mindedness, unaccounted for.

Unless Dr. Reid believes that the intellectual develop-
ment of man has been brought about by the action of
some supernatural power or by the inheritance of acquired
characters, he must believe that it has been due to the
action of natural selection upon inborn variations. The
term " mental character " is used by both Dr. Reid and
Prof. Pearson in such a way that both inborn and acquired
characters are included. The former classes the speaking
of English, the latter temper, shyness, and ability, as
mental characters. Many, perhaps most, of our mental
characters, using the words in this loose sense, are acquire-
ments ; but these acquirements depend upon an inborn
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capacity for making them, and tliis capacity, lik.

born characters, is subject to variations. Wiihu;

is dilTicult to see how man's capacity for makir..

acquirements could ever have been evolved. .\

method, which Dr. Reid supports so strongly r.^^

so clearly, to his own examples and li

Pearson ! All normal English children sj

All normal French children speak French. lh«:
;

language spoken is an acquirement, dependent

environment. But it is impossible for Dr. Reid

tain that, given precisely the same opportui.

individuals are likely to attain the same degree <

the use of the language they have acquired.

they will vary in the facility with which they at

in the different ways of using the language. S

readily acquire an abundant flow of words in ^;

others may more easily attain a facile and clear si;.

writing. Does Dr. Reid believe that a great En.

orator or writer would not, ceteris paribus, hav '

great orator or writer simply because his medium
to be French instead of English? This variabilii,, ..

capacity for making acquirements must apply to all aci.

ments. An individual may be able to acquire a

degree of development in music under comparativelv

favourable conditions, bui be quite incapable of rising,

to the average, in mathematics under favourable condit

and vice versa. Unless the existence of these variatic

mental capacity and the possibility of their transmli

from parents to offspring are admitted, it is impossible^

account for the evolution of the human intellect by
action of natural selection upon inborn variations.

Now take Prof. Pearson's first example, as quoted
Dr. Reid—temper ! I do not think that anyone
quarrel with the postulate that this word is used to exp

the control, or lack of control, over the emotions exhibi

by an individual, the strength of the emotion being|

variable quantity according to the susceptibility of^

individual to the stimulus producing the emotion,

susceptibility will vary just as grocers' scales vary fr

delicate chemical balance, though both respond in a sil

manner to the same kind of stimulus. " Good-temj
implies the possession of a high degree of control or a
degree of susceptibility, or a combination of both. "

tempered " means a lack of control or a great sus

bility, or a combination of both. Dr. Reid might cofl

that the example of a bad-tempered parent might pre

a bad temper in the child. On the other hand, it ia^,

least equally probable that the exhibition of bad te

on the part of a child to a bad-tempered parent wo
bring swifter and greater punishment than would
been the case had the parent been good-tempered ; and
the bad temper in the child would be more than usi

checked. In the absence of direct evidence of a con

hensive and conclusive nature we must assume,
identical environment, that the susceptibility to i

tending to produce manifestations of temper is different

different individuals, and is an inborn character ; that

capacity for acquiring control over the emotions varies
j

different individuals, and is an inborn character ; and
these variations are transmitted in an increased or les

degree to their offspring by the parents. These
characters are, of course, susceptible to great modific

by the environment.
Using, I believe, methods approved by Dr. Reid, I

thus come to the same conclusion that Prof. Pearson
arrived at by a different road, and hold that

characters are transmitted from parents to oflsprl

though I fully realise the great extent to which these

born characters may subsequently be masked by
imposed acquirements. If this conclusion be correct,

the consideration of the inborn mental characters of

parents is even more important, from the eugenic poir'

view, than that of the inborn physical characters, and
more serious than any question relating to education.

What has surprised me is that on all previous occa-

Dr. Reid's opinions seem to have been in complete ac

with the arguments put forward here. Hence I do
understand his unqualified condemnation of a statf

which does not appear, on the face of it. to be at var:

with his own views. Charles Walkf
Glasgow, October 12.
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Nature of Light Emitted by Fireflies.

The nature of the light emitted by fireflies (Malacoder-

lidae fam., genus Luciola) has hitherto been very httle

nvestigated. The idea that it is phosphorescent seems to

lave been generally accepted. On observmg the beautiful

'reen fluorescence of the light emitted by the msect when

t is put in a glass tube, we were struck by the close

esemblance of this light to that of the Crookes's tube.

:ould it be like that of the X-rays?

An inquiry was instituted to see how it affects photo-

fraphic plates through different media. Various media

vere tried, and the results obtained by interposing wood,

lark brown leather, flesh, and black paper are described

)elow. It may be remarked here that the light emitted by

he insect is so fitful and faint that it is rather difficult to

ceep it steady, and it will be too much to expect this faint

ight to give more than shades of varying depth on the

jlates. It was observed that the capacity of the insect to

iffect the photographic plate depends on the length of the

exposure. When the insect was put on a naked plate for

1 few seconds, it did not affect the plate, but when it was

similarly held on the plate for one minute, its effect was

distinctly visible. After a series of experiments, therefore,

two hours' exposure in the case of paper and flesh, and

three hours' exposure in the case of leather and wood, were

considered sufficient.

(i) An extra rapid photographic plate was placed in a

dark slide, and three insects were then placed on the slide

beneath a watch glass ; the whole plate was affected and

ittave dark grey print after an exposure of three hours.

Without the insect, the plate gave a black print on a

two minutes' exposure to lamp-light.

(2) An extra rapid photographic plate was enclosed in

English tanned leather of a dark brown colour i mm. thick.

The three insects were placed on the leather, with the result

phat the plate gave a dark grey print after three hours'

5xposure ; a similar plate, similarly enclosed, when exposed

lamp-light for two minutes gave a black print

(3) The three insects were placed in a small tube open

It one end, which was enclosed in a piece of flesh (mutton)

[.5 mm. thick ; this was placed on a naked plate in a

>lark room. Where the light was not intercepted by the

jlass of the tube, the plate showed a white print after an

'xposure of two hours. A similar plate was covered with

1 piece of flesh of similar thickness and exposed to lamp-

iijlit ; the resulting print was dark grey after two minutes'

xposure.

(4) A similar plate was enclosed in black paper and the

n sects placed on it beneath a watch glass ; the resulting

irint was, after two hours' exposure, light grey; while a

)latc similarly covered exposed to lamp-light for two
ninutes was very slightly affected, and gave a very dark

rrpy print. The plate exposed to lamp-light without any
nedia for two minutes gave a light grey print.

It was seen that the insect light approaches lamp-light

n the intensity of its effect on the photographic pjate, even

vhcn the different media opaque to light are interposed

' tween the two.
he light emitted by the insect cannot therefore be taken

phosphorescent. It may be, perhaps, premature to con-

iude that some of the rays emitted by the insect are

^rays, but it may be safely asserted that these rays are,

t least, similar to X-rays and ultra-violet light in so far

s they render certain opaque media transparent and are

^"rcepted by glass. We hope this short note may be the

' ursor of elaborate experiments on the subject leading to

le definite results. Puran Singh.

Hehra Dun, November 2. S. Maulik.

tion, and that the species cited as genotypes are the correct

types according to the International Rules of Zoological

Nomenclature :

—

Clonorchis Looss, 1907, February i, 147-152, type

sinensis.

Dicrocoelium Dujardin, 1845a, 391, type lanceatum =
lanceolatum (.= ? dendriticum sub judice).

Fasciola Linngeus, 1758a, 644, 648-649, type hepatica.

Fasciolopsis Looss, 1899b, 557, 561, type buskii (seu

buski teste Blanchard).

Gastrodiscus Leuckart in Cobbold, i877e, 233-239, type

sonsinoii (seu sonsinoi teste Blanchard).

Heterophyes Cobbold, 1866a, 6, type aegypiiaca=
heterophyes.

Metorchis Looss, 1899b, 564-566, type alhidus.

Opisthorchis Blanchard, i895f, 217, type felineus.

Paragonimus Braun, iSggg, 492, type westermanii (seu

westermanni teste Blanchard).

Pseudamphistomum Luehe, 1908, 428-436, type trtiti-

catum.
Watsonius Stiles and Goldberger, 1910, 212. type

watsoni.

(3) The following commissioners have not voted :

—

Jaegerskioeld (Gothenburg), Looss (Cairo), Luehe (Koenigs-

berg), Pintner (Vienna), and Shipley (Cambridge).

(4) Notice is hereby given that the undersigned will wait

until July i, 1912, for any zoologist to raise any objection

to any portion of this report, and that on that date all

names to which valid objection is not raised will be for-

warded to the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature with the motion that these names be included

in the " Official List of Zoological Names " provided for

by the Graz Zoological Congress.

(5) All correspondence on this subject should be addressed

to the undersigned.
C. W. Stiles.

(Secretary International Commission
on Zoological Nomenclature.)

Hygienic Laboratory, Washington, D.C.,

November 11.

"rematode Generic Names Proposed for the " Official

List of Zoological Names."

'i) The International Corrmission on Medical Zoology,
lointod by the Graz International Zoological Congress,
^ made its first report on the names of Trematode genera

1 asitic in man.
(2) Four members, namely, Blanchard (Paris), Monticelli

Naples), Stiles (Washington), and Zschokke (Basel),

nanimously agree that the following eleven names arc,

om the present point of view of systematic zoology and
omenclaturc, the correct names for the genera in ques-
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Dews in 1911,

It may interest readers of Nature to know that between

July 31 and September 5 this year I collected a total

amount of dew equivalent to one-fifth of an inch of water,

whilst in 1909, between August 3 and September 12, about

one-tenth of an inch was collected. That is to say that this

vear the dews were twice as heavy as in 1909, or we may
state that during the above-mentioned period of this year

the deposit of dew in my instrument was equivalent to

20 tons of water per acre. Of course, most of this was

evaporated, but that amount of water could have been

collected with adequate means.
This year has been disastrous to the so-called dew-ponds,

and I would remind readers of the view expressed in a

letter to Nature of May 14, 1908, that the ponds^ are

" simply water butts in which rain-water is stored." A
pond on the summit of St. Boniface Down, Ventnor, which

I visited on September i this year, was absolutely dry.

I have been led to write this note because Mr. Martin, in

his interesting letter in last week's Nature, p. 77, savs

that " this year the absence of rain for so long brought

about a remarkable absence of dew." This was not my
experience, except on two or three clear nights when the

air seemed to be very dry.

The details of my measurements and of my instrument

I hope to publish elsewhere. Sidney Skinner.

South-Western Polytechnic Institute, Chelsea, S.W.,

November 18.

The Colours of Fishes.

Interest as to the sources of colours in birds and insects

has been revived by Prof. Michelson in The Philosophical

Magazine for April, and by Mr. Mallock at the Royal

Society. The inquiry will be assisted if fishes may also

be included. Nature reveals no more vivid form of shift-

ing tints than we see in the common mackerel, which is a

fish without scales. In August I was able to watch them

immediately a'ter the fish had been taken from the sea 1
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was surprised to find the skin co firm and tough ; I almost

exp«;cted to spoil it in handling ; the delicate colours seem

as if they might be tender like the bloom of a grape. With

the smooth, but not sharp, edge of a knife I scraped the

surface somewhat vigorously without damaging the lovely

play ol bluf and green light.

Two or three weeks elapsed before 1 could examine

dried pieces of the skin with a microscope. There did not

;»p(>ear to l)e any orderly markings which could lead to

diffraction ; nor could I find a fl-iking tendency which

would suggest thin plates. The glaticing of the colours

from blue to green is lively, but I should think it is not

due to wave interference. Pigments can be greatly

modified by a change in the angle of incident light, accord-

ing to the qualities of lustre surfaces as described by

Holmholtz, and the polarisation principles worked out by

Jamin. These two considerations form the basis of an

important portion of the comprehensive discussion given

by Michelson. W. B. Crokt.

Wini Iv-i'-i ('oll'-t,*-'. November 13.

The Weather of 1911.

With reference to Sir Edward Fry's letter in Nature of

November 16 in regard to the weather of 1911, without

presuming to reply on behalf of meteorologists to his

question as to whether any real cause can be assigned for

the brilliance and heat of its summer and autumn, may I

be allowed to suggest that the relatively high temperature

of the North Atlantic, during the period, presumably con-

duced to warmth and sunshine? Since April the surface

temperature of the North Atlantic has been, for the most

part, .tbove the average, and during the months of June to

September, inclusive, largely above. Not only through the

afi^ency of winds from seaward has air temperature over our

islands been raised by the abnormal warmth of the ocean,

but also, it seems probable, through the diminution of

cloudiness, and the corresponding increase of sunshine

attributable to the small difference, thus ensuing between

the temperature of the sea and that of the air above it.

Moreover, during a bright summer, the heat which the

earth receives through solar radiation may be greatly in

excess of that which it parts with at night by terrestrial

ridiation. Campbell Hepworth.
2 Amherst Road, Ealing, W., November 18.

ROTATION PERIOD OF THE SC/iV.*

C INCE the introduction of the Doppler-Fizeau prin-
•^ ciple one of its most interesting- and important
applications has been to the determination of the
velocity of the sun's rotation by the investigation of

shifts of the spectrum lines corresponding to various
points on the solar limb. Much of the pioneer work
in this direction was done by Vogel, Young, Langley,
Cornu, and Dunj^r, the results obtained by the latter
at Upsala from 1888 to 1903 serving as the standard
for future workers. Dundr's determinations referred
to points between the solar equator and 75° north and
south hcliographic latitude, the observations being
made at intervals of 15°. During 1903-6 Halm made
a series of observations at Edinburgh, employing the
same differential method as Dun^r.

All these observations having been made by visual
methods, it was considered of importance that the
photographic method should be tried, and this was
commenced on the completion of the Snow telescope
on Mount Wilson in the spring of 1906. In June,
iqo7, the tower telescope, with vertical spectrograph
of 30 feet focal length, was completed, and thence-
forward the observations for rotation were made with
it, the spectra being of such greatlv increased resolv-
ing power that the investigation ' was considerablv
facilitated.

»/ 'l^r 1"^^'"??,'"'°" ^'" ''^^ Rotation Pfnod of the Sun by Speciro<;copic
Methods By W S. Adams and I. S. Lasbv. Washington dTc . Papers
of the Mount Wilson Solar Observatory. Vol. i., part i. (The Cameeie
Institution, 191 1.)

"

Five series of observations have been made
dealing with lines selected from the spectrum <

general reversing layer, two with the Ho lii

hydrogen, and the fifth with the blue line of c;:

at X 4227. As the lines ot hydrogen and calciun

results differing widely from those obtained f(

reversing layer, the various sections are ti

separately in the discussion.

The 1906-7 series of observations were made ii

junction with the Snow telescope, having a spec

scale of I mm. =o"7iA, on a list of lines seleci-

being representative of the different strata inv^

Those made in 1908, with the tower telescop<

spectrograph of 30-feet focal length, are with a

trum scale of i mm.=o'56A. For the reversing
photographs twenty-two standard solar lines

i

selected for observation, representing the element
i Cr, Zr, Fe, Mn, Ni, Ti, and the compound CN
' In the general discussion it is shown that the

I series of observations are in substantial agn
I
for latitudes between 0° and 50°. .-Xbove 50'
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ploser examination, found to be in close agreement
iwith other evidence we have about the differences of

jlevel in the solar atmosphere. Lanthanum and
cyanogen are usually regarded as low-level con-

Ktituents, and they are also conspicuous in the present

instance in showingf consistently low velocities for

the solar rotation. This indicates that the period of

j-otation increases as we approach the surface, or that

the outer layers of the atmosphere rotate much more
rapidly than those lying close td' the photosphere.

iThese facts are in good accordance with the results

pbtained for hydrogen and the other substances which
are characteristic of high levels above the photosphere.

;! All the observations may be well represented by a
plight modification of the Faye formula, showing that

it may be applied with great accuracy to determina-
ions of the sun's rotational velocity to within io° of

:ihe pole. The adopted formula for representing the
[Mount Wilson observatidns is

—

I = 1
1 -04° + 3 '50° cns^ (/),

'here ^ is the daily angular velocity, and ^ the solar

latitude. In this connection it is of interest to review

1^0
j

•<0
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In part ii. the results are discussed. After a detailed
account of the secular and annular variations, the
diurnal variations are examined from all possible
points of view. The Fourier coefl'icients are calculated,
and the differences between quiet days and the average
values for all days are examined. An interesting
chapter deals with magnetic disturbances and their
effects on the periodic changes; the results obtained
seem to be in agreement with those noted in other
places. When the curves of different localities are
compared, Mr. Moos finds that the progression of an
average disturbance appears to be made up of a
common pulse which commences everywhere simul-
taneously, a further change taking about ten or eleven
hours to reach its maximum, and finally an accen-
tuated diurnal wave. This last point is of some
importance.
The special discussion of quiet days brings out the

result that the absolute value of the horizontal force
is higher, but that the annual variation is practically
the same whether derived from these quiet days or
from all days. It is interesting to find that when the
quiet days are selected with reference to the magnetic
state of the whole earth, the results differ less from
the average of all days than when the quiet days are
selected by purely local conditions. This result may
prove to be of considerable significance to anyone
seeking an explanation of the after-effects of a
magnetic disturbance, for it seems to show that these
after-effects are confined to those parts of the earth
which have been affected by the storm.

Special attention must be directed to the chapter
which deals with lunar effects. The influence of the
moon on terrestrial magnetism—which undoubtedly
exists—may either be an atmospheric effect or be due
to the tidal distortion of the earth. It is of the
highest importance to decide which it is, and for this
purpose it is necessary to obtain the lunar variations
at a number of different stations. Mr. Moos has done
his share of the work for Bombay, but there are too
few observatories which give sufticient data to allow
a general discussion of lunar effects. The last two
chapters deal with the connection of terrestrial mag-
netism with solar spots and its relation to meteoro-
logical and seismic phenomena.

Mr. Moos deserves the highest credit for having
undertaken a work of such enormous labour as the
preparation of these two volumes must have involved.
We have only two criticisms to make. Some credit
should have been given to the earlier observers, to
whom the observatory of Colaba owes, in the first
instance, its deservedly high reputation. Reference
ought, for instance, to have been made to the volume
published in 1872 by Mr. Charles Chambers, whose
name only occurs in connection with a paper on the
lunar effect published in the Philosophical Transac-
tions. The second criticism mav seem trivial, but is
provoked by an unnecessary amount of trouble caused
to the reader who looks at the laudably complete table
of contents only to find that the references (in the
second volume) are all to paragraphs and not to pages.
Some of these paragraphs cover a great number of
pages, and much irritation is caused by the time spent
in turning over page after page until the right para-
graph IS found. The references should either have
been made to pages, or the number of the para-
graph should have been printed at the top of every
page. ^

The two volumes, even with their minor faults of
diffuseness and occasional obscurities of expression,
form a most valuable book of reference, which no
doubt will be extensively used bv evervone wishing
to obtam an insight into the comiplicated phenomena
of terrestrial magnetism.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN THE Uh
VERSIT Y AND THE SCHOOL.'

\\J HEN the council of the Reading Univet^
*• College decided to develop their agricultUj

department, they very wisely began by taking tH

of the situation, and in view of the report of
departmental committee appointed by the Board '

Agriculture to investigate agricultural education
England and Wales, they decided to go abroad i

information. For the report confesses that i

majority of English farmers are not reached by t

agricultural colleges at all ; indeed, one witness w«
so far as to assert that not more than 5 per cent,

the farmers of England are directly affected by
Agricultural colleges have, however, gained th«

fidence of the farmers of Canada and the
States. A deputation appointed by the college
fore visited the Macdonald College, St. Anne
Bellevue ; the Central Experimental Farm, Ottai
the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph ; and
Cornell and Wisconsin Universities in the States,

discover what features these institutions possess
enable them to gain the confidence of the farmer,
all the institutions the question of rural life as a wl
is frankly dealt with, and women's courses, as
as men's, are arranged. Taking as a good exa
the Guelph College : there is a woman's ins

where a complete training for rural life is afforc

women ; there are altogether thirteen hundred
and women students, a third of whom are
the full diploma or degree course ; and
is so great a bond between the college and the fa

that during June, 1910, more than 40,000 aj

turists visited, or were expected to visit, the plots

demonstrations. In 1909, the college conducte^j
finite experimental work on nearly 5,000 fa

Further, the college has about eleven official

sionaries in the province : graduates who are senll

to gain the confidence of the farmer, to advise

possible on agricultural matters, and, above all, f6

bring the farmer into touch with the college. But

the college is only part of a larger scheme. '

Government of Ontario has a definite agricuhu ...

policy briefly set out in the report, into which we
not enter, except to note that the college is the

for teaching, experiment, and constructive ifl

"From Guelph go forth to the country the tra

farmer, the trained rural teacher, and the tra

housewife." The college, however, is in no bon^
to its official position, nor does its connection witl

University of Toronto give it any airs of superi«

or cold academic aloofness; it is closely in touch
its province by countless personal ties and shoi

lively and vigorous sense of its responsibility.

With local modifications the same remarks app|

all the other colleges visited. In all cases

college is the centre of agricultural life for its

trict, and its staff is primarily concerned withj

improvement of the local rural life.

Why is it that the Canadian and American col

have succeeded so well, whilst the English coll*

whatever else they have achieved, have certainly]

become the centre of rural life in the country? Pa

the deputation consider, because the English far

is already highly competent and can only be hel"'

by ver>' able specialists. He has behind him a k
tradition, and need look to no one for advice; in

Canada and the States, on the other hand, the farmer

;

has usually no tradition and must perforce turn

1 Ajrricultural Education : Report of .1 Depnlation appointed by

Council of Univers'ty College, Reading, to visit selected centres of A

cultural Education and Research in Canada and in the United States.

Memorandum on the Principles and Methods of Rural Education. (B'

of Education, 191 1.)
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some honest, disinterested source for information;

naturally he goes to the college. In England matters

have sometimes been made worse by the appointment
of rather poor agricultural instructors and by the

fact that education is associated in the farmer's mind
with heavy county rates.

Thus the success of the Canadian and American
colleges, as compared with that of the English

colleges, is partly to be attributed to differences in

local conditions, and the deputation failed to discover

a system that they could transplant here with any
hope of success. They learnt much, however, and they

applied the experience gained to their own problem
at Reading and drew up a scheme for a com-
plete agricultural department. Into the details of the

scheme we need not enter ; the principles on which it

is based, however, seem to us to be very sound. First

and foremost they consider that the staff must be com-
petent. " In making any new appointment of major
rank it is impossible to exaggerate the importance
of securing a first-class man. . . . No proposition re-

ceives more lip-homage in educational circles, and
perhaps none is more frequently flouted in practice."

That a university agricultural department staffed in

this way would be eminently successful is beyond dis-

pute, and all interested in agricultural education will

hope that Reading will have the means and the

courage to go ahead. For as the deputation found

out, specialisation is very necessary in agricultural

work ; indeed, they might have quoted the precisely

parallel case of medicine. No college would think of

setting up a professor of medical knowledge and one

or two assistants as a medical school. Yet most
colleges think the arrangement does sufficiently well

for agriculture; only one agricultural department has

more than one professorship ; indeed, at one of our

oldest universities even the examinerships are not

specialised, one and the same person being required

to examine both in agricultural botany and agricul-

tural chemistry

!

Pas«;ing now to the memorandum on the principles

and methods of rural education issued by the Board

of Education, it is quite evident that a serious effort

is being made to bring the education of the country

school into some sort of relationship to the conditions

of country life. But in reading through it we are

not convinced that the Board has grasped the funda-

mental difference between the conditions of life, and
even the outlook upon life, in the country and in the

town. The reader instinctively feels that no new
method is being evolved, but the old system (which

has not been a conspicuous success in the rural dis-

trict) is simply making a second appearance in a dress

with some agricultural trimmings. The organiser

who is responsible for giving rural significance to the

schools is at present " primarily an expert in agricul-

ture in the narrower sense, and it will probably always

be desirable that this should be the case." But why?
Why not men who primarily possess insight and
imagination, who can get to the essentials of the

problem, and devise methods of dealing with it?

However, teachers and country authorities alike

realise its importance, and we may be closer than we
think to the new rural education.

lllE NOTIFICATION OF TUBERCULOSIS.

FOR some time past public opinion has slowly but

gradually been educated on the question of the

infectivitv of pulmonary and certain other forms of

tuberculosis. When notification of phthisis as an in-

fective disease was first mooted, a loud outcry was
raised, not only by the public, but even by medical men.
Certain enlightened communities, however, recognis-
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ing the importance of such notification, early obtained
povvers to put into operation a system of voluntary
notification. It was argued, and very wisely, that
until the medical officer of health anci his committee
could be put in possession of information concerning
centres of infection, little could be done to prevent
the dissemination of infective material from these
centres. It was maintained, further, that notification,
voluntary on the part of the patient and his
medical attendant, was preferable to no notifi-

cation at all, in so far that in the first place some
information as to the presence of tuberculous patients
would be provided, and, in the second, some experi-
ence as to the working of the system would be
obtained.

The present chief medical officer of the Local
Government Board, even when he was medical officer

of health for Brighton, has always been in favour
of voluntary notification of tuberculosis, whilst so far
back as September, 1908, the present President of the
Local Government Board announced during the sit-

tings of the International Congress on Tuberculosis at
Washington that he had promoted an order that in

workhouses and similar institutions the notification
of pulmonary phthisis should be compulsory. Mr.
Burns has made the study of tuberculosis peculiarly
his own, and the further development of notification

and the extension of the compulsory clauses of the
Infectious Diseases Notification Act to this disease is

but the natural outcome of this systematic study by
men keenly interested in the preservation of the public
health. Moreover, there is a general feeling that even
this is not the last of the measures of preventive
legislation to be taken.

It is now recognised that tuberculosis is to be
stamped out or cured by no single method or system.
The centres of infection are so varied, the phases and
types of the disease so numerous, and the condition
of the patients so diverse that siege must be laid tO'

tuberculosis in very different fashions, as occasion
may require. Only after obtaining a knowledge of
the individual cases can those in authority set to work
to classify them in such manner that appropriate
measures may be taken to meet the requirements of
these cases, as they are searched out and examined.
The advanced cases of consumption—patients who

are left to linger on, badly fed, wretchedly housed and
clothed, weak, distressed, and disheartened—are most
dangerous centres of infection, and the only satisfac-

tory way to deal with them is to place them in hos-
pitals where, in comparative comfort, relieved from
anxiety as to their shelter and daily bread, segregated
as regards infection, but visited by their friends from
time to time, they may pass the remaining months or

years of their life. Remove these, the most danger-
ous, cases to hospitals—for they are dangerous so
long as they remain amongst their fellows—and they

become harmless. For other patients dispensary treat-

ment may be all that is necessary ; but as experience

is gained many of these will no doubt be sent to

sanatoria, partly for initial treatment and rest in order

that the cure may begin under the most favourable

conditions, and the patient may make a " good start,"

but also in order that he may be educated in the care

of himself, and that he may render himself less

dangerous to others with whom he may have to live

and work.
During the last fifty years the death-rate from tuber-

culosis has fallen more than 30 per cent. With proper
application of compulsory notification and stern tack-

ling of the problems that it will disclose, at least as
great, and probably a still greater, fall of this death-

rate mav be prophesied at the end of the coming
couple of decades.
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FOOT-AND-MOUTH DISEASE.

Appointment of a Committee of Investigation.

n"'HE recurrence of this disease in England during
•*• the present year has been a source of grave

concern to all engaged in agricultural and live-stock

industries. It is, however, a matter for congratula-

tion to the Board of Agriculture, and its veterinary

department in particular, that the disease has been
stamped out again with such a comparatively small
loss. There have been eighteen outbreaks this year,

with 467 animals affected, an approximate average
of 26 animals in each outbreak. This is truly re-

markable considering that foot-and-mouth disease is

probably the most rapidly contagious of all epizootics.

During the four years immediately preceding the

present year, there were five outbreaks with 127
animals affected, each outbreak being suppressed in

little more than a week, at a total cost of a few
thousand pounds. This has only been possible as the

result of early diagnosis and the immediate slaughter
of all affected and contact animals. The importance
of drastic and immediate action can be well realised

by noting some of the latest Continental returns. In
•Germany during August alone there were 37,737 out-
breaks of foot-and-mouth disease; in July 12,385 were
recorded in Holland, 4,097 in Belgium, and 16,027 '"

France, where it has been estimated that the loss will

amount to more than fifteen millions sterling.

The new Minister for Agriculture has therefore
taken a very wise step in appointing a committee, as
announced in Parliament last week, " to inquire into
the circumstances of the recent outbreaks of foot-and-
mouth disease and to consider whether any further
measures can be adopted to prevent their recurrence."
The committee of twelve is to be presided over by
Sir Ailwyn Fellowes, and includes the members of
Parliament for South Wilts, St. Patrick's Division of
Dublin, Barkston Ash, Carmarthen West, Newmarket,
and North Bucks, together with Major E. M. Dunne,
Mr. R. Carr, Mr. E. E. Morrison, Mr. E. P. Nunne-
ley, and a member of the Central Chamber of Agricul-
ture. They are to be assisted by the veterinary and
administrative officers of the Board.

Of^ greater importance, however, is the proposal to
appoint an expert scientific committee to proceed to
India, where the disease is unfortunately very rife, to
investigate the special characteristics of the disease,
its etiology, the means by which it is contracted and
spread, and practicable means of prevention. It is to
be hoped that tangible results will be attained, so that
we can continue to enjoy the markets of the world for
our live-stock, as the result of the freedom of these
islands from such animal scourges.

DR. W. SUTHERLAND.
] T is with regret that we have observed the report
*• of the sudden death, on October 4, of Dr. William
Sutherland, at his residence, Stawell Street, Mel-
bourne, as recorded in The Melbourne Age. Dr.
Sutherland was born in Scotland in 1859. At the age
of ten he went with his parents to live in Melbourne.
He obtained a Government exhibition, and finished his
preliminary education at Wesley College. From there
he went to the University, where he took his Master
of Arts degree, obtaining the highest honours each
year in mathematics. The winning of the Gilchrist
scholarship in his final year enabled him, under the
terms of the exhibition, to go to London University
College. He was then only twenty years of age'.
Three years later he returned to Australia, having
obtained a degree in science.
From that time until his death Dr. Sutherland de-
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voted himself entirely to original scientific research.
He contributed papers to scientific periodicals in

America, England, and on the Continent. His ti--'

line of thought led him to inquire into the mol<
constitution of matter in its various phases of I14

and solids. Later he devoted attention to the subjtc
of viscosity. His papers, which appeared mainly i;

The Philosophical Magazine, arc well known to th

scientific world. They are distinguished by great widt;
of reading in the latest phases of the subjects Ij-

treated, combined with very bold speculation alwa\
brought into ample comparison with experiment',
knowledge. His greatest success was the discovery, ii,

1893, of the relation connecting the viscosity of a gas
vc-ith the temperature ; the result of a very ingenious,
though not quite demonstrative, theoretical argument,
and amply confirmed by all subsequent work. His writ-
ings were copious in all problems connected with mole-
cular physics, whether they conqprned laws of attrac-
tion between molecules, the nature of emulsion in its

physiological ramifications, the application of electrons
and of electrochemical ideas to the properties of
matter, the molecular structure of water, or many
other subjects. His generalisations were, indeed, so
numerous that it was often a difficult task to try to
estimate their value. Although Dr. Sutherland had
thus contributed a large number of papers to various
scientific journals, he never published anything in

book form. He preferred to devote his energies
entirely to original work and research. For a period
he discharged the duties of professor of physics at the
Melbourne University during a temporary absence of
the occupant of the chair; but in the main he pre-
ferred freedom and control of his time. His relations
with the University staff were cordial and intimate.
He was an examiner at the University and at the
College of Pharmacy, and was also connected with
the scientific work of the School of Mines.

J. L.

NOTES.
We are informed that Dr. Glazebrook, the director

the National Physical Laboratory, who has been serious^,

ill since the end of September with enteric fever, is not
making satisfactory progress. After so long an attack
fever his recovery must necessarily be somewhat slow, ar
it may yet be some little time before he can be regarde
as convalescent ; but there is good reason to hope that t\

recent marked improvement may be maintained.

The case of the Hawke and Olympic collision, which
now before the Admiralty Courts, is directing considc
able attention to the influence of passing vessels upon eac_
other, particularly when those vessels are travelling in th«
same direction at speeds not differing greatly from eacm
other. Experiments are now being made at the Williai
Froude Tank of the National Physical Laborator}s wit
models of the Hawke and Olympic, to test whether sue
an influence was present and acting at the time of
collision. The president of the Admiralty Court and
various counsel paid a visit to the experiment tank 01
Saturday last and witnessed a large number of experiment
with the models. These were of wax, and were towe
from the carriage, or bridge, which spans the large waterJ
way of the tank. The general theory of the influence of|
passing ships upon each other is the outcome of
"stream-line" theory of the late Prof. Rankine ; and wi
hope to give a fuller account of this shortly.

An earthquake of unusual strength was felt oOj
November 16 at about 9.25 p.m. (Greenwich mean time)

5

in the south of Germany, throughout Switzerland, and in^
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the east of France and the north of Italy. It was followed

by two others of less importance early on November 17,

one shortly after midnight, the other at about 3 a.m. The
reports so far available in this country are singularly

meagre. There does not seem to have been any loss of

life, but slight damage to property occurred in several

places, such as Constance, Stuttgart, Freiburg, Miilhausen,

and Hechingen, and, though it is difficult to credit the

statement, at Munich. Leaving the last-named place out of

account, the area of slight damage is about 140 miles long

from east-north-east to west-south-west, and 90 miles wide,

and contains about 10,000 square miles. The centre may
have been about 10 miles to the north of Schaffhausen.

The shock was felt so far as Dresden, 310 miles from this

point, so that the disturbed area may have contained as

much as 300,000 square miles. It is thus probable that

the focus was situated at some depth. The vibrations were

recorded at several distant observatories—in this country at

Shide and West Bromwich. At Heidelberg, Besan^on, and

Potsdam the recording levers were deranged or broken.

A DISCOVERY of remarkable prehistoric burials has been

I
made by the Broadstairs Archaeological Society in the

grounds of a private school. During excavations a series

of Saxon graves came to light. Under these, and there-

fore of an earlier date, were found a number of graves

j
arranged round a circular trench, in which the bodies had

!
been buried with the arms and legs flexed. Nothing was

, found to give a clue to the date of these circular burials
;

I but Mr. F. G. Parsons, who is making an examination of

the bones, is of opinion that they belong to the Bronze age.

Whatever the antiquity may prove to be, the find is one

I
of importance, for we know very little of the inhabitants

of Kent prior to the Saxon period. The remains, which

( are somewhat fragmentary, are to be placed in the museum
of the Royal College of Surgeons, where they may be com-

pared with other finds of a similar nature which have been
' made in the south-east of England. In the current number

*of the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute (vol.

' xli., p. loi) Mr, Parsons gives an interesting description

of Saxon remains found in a cemetery near Folkestone.

I Further details of the Wright gliding experiments are

now to hand. On Tuesday, October 24, the best flights

were made in the teeth of a wind which was recorded by

, a gauge raised 12 feet from the ground to be blowing at

, 50 miles an hour. Orville Wright made nineteen succes-

jsive glides, one, the last, enduring for 9m. 45s., and

extending over a distance of nearly a quarter of a mile.

During his seventeenth glide he remained stationary in the

'air for 5m. iis., the whole glide lasting 7m. 15s. The

( following day twenty glides were made by Orville Wright

( and Alexander Ogilvie, but as the wind was slight nothing

remarkable was achieved. On October 26 twenty-four

flights were made, one of which lasted 2m. 15s. This was

•the last day before breaking up the camp. The new auto-

'matic stability device, which had arrived, was not fitted to

(the machine, and its trials were postponed to a later date.

|To the description of the machine used, given in Nature

lof November 9, the following details may be added :—As

(the cutting-down of the skids necessitated the removal of

jthe " blinkers," a vertical surface or keel-plane was fitted

fto the front edge of the main planes immediately to the

fright of the pilot, the object being to keep the glider

'directly head on to the wind. Furthermore, a boom project-

!ing in front of the main planes some five feet carried a bag

iof sand, as the pilot's weight was insufficient to keep the

'machine level in high winds.
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Prof. W. H. Perkin, F.R.S., and Prof. E. Rutherford,
F.R.S., have been elected corresponding members of the
Munich Academy of Sciences.

The Institute of Chemistry announces that Mr. Bertram
Blount will deliver the second lecture on " Cement " at
King's College, Strand, W.C, on Friday, December i.

Prof. Andrew McWilliam, professor of metallurgy in
the University of Sheffield, has been appointed by the
Government of India to the newly created post of metal-
lurgical and analytical inspector of steel in India.

We learn from the Revue scientifique that the German
Society of Aerial Navigation has constructed at Feldberg,
in the Schiefergebirge, a geographical observing station for
the study of aerial currents, and for the issue of a service

of wind warnings.

The council of the Royal Meteorological Society has
awarded the Symons gold medal to Prof. Cleveland Abbe,
of the United States Weather Bureau, in recognition of the
valuable work which he has done in connection with
meteorological science. The medal will be presented at the
annual meeting of the society on January 17, 1912.

We learn from Science that Mr. Waldemar Lindgren,
who has been connected with the U.S. Geological Survey
since 1884, and since 1907 has been in charge of the in-

vestigations of metalliferous deposits and of metal
statistics, has been elected chief geologist, in succession to

Dr. C. Willard Hayes.

The Soci^t^ Fran^aise de Physique has arranged a series

of nine lectures on " Modern Ideas on the Constitution of

Matter," by Madame Curie, Profs. Langevin, Perrin,

Weiss, and other distinguished physicists. They are to be
delivered on Saturday evenings during the next four months
either at the Sorbonne or at the rooms of the society, and
are open to all members of the society. The example set

by the French society might with advantage be followed

by some of our societies.

At a meeting of the executive committee of the British

Science Guild, held on November 15, it was announced
that arrangements were being made to hold occasional

evening meetings of the members, at which papers or

lectures would be read, to be followed by discussions.

Also further papers have been received on the subject of

the conservation of the natural sources of energy, and it is

hoped to publish this report before the close of the year.

The subjects of coordination of charitable effort and postal

reform were also discussed.

On previous occasions we have referred to the mining

operations made this year by the Duke of Sutherland to

determine if the gold deposits in the Kildonan district of

Sutherland could be worked at a profit. In our issue of

September 28 (vol. Ixxxvii., p. 425) we announced that

information received from the field showed the experiments

had been a financial failure. The report of Mr. William

Heath, the expert entrusted with the operations, has now
been commented upon in the Press. Mr. Heath says :

—

" This field cannot be worked by any method so as to

realise on the most liberal estimate anything like half the

working expenses."

The president of the Royal College of Surgeons, Sir H.

Butlin, delivered at the college two lectures (November

13 and 15) on " The Parasite of Cancer." Sir H. Butlin

maintains that the cancer cell is a new creation, an in-

dependent organism most closely resembling a protozoon.
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which lives as a parasite in the body of the animal which

is suffering from cancer. He apparently does not suggest

that it is a parasite derived from without, but that the

host by some inscrutable means has fashioned it out of its

own tissues.

Tub death is announced, in The Times, of Dr. W. W.

Wobb, at Exeter, in his fifty-fourth year. Dr. Webb

resided for some years at Netley, and was appointed curator

of the Natural History Museum at the Royal Victoria

Hospital, being awarded the Martin memorial gold medal

and the Sir Joseph Fayrer's prize for pathology at Netley

in 1883. He was the author of a guide for intending

candidates for commissions and for junior officers of the

Indian Medical Service, a manual of vaccination, and a

work on the currencies of the Hindu States of Rajputana.

Mr. Joseph Collinson, writing from the Animal Friend

Society, asks for protection for the badger, as this sadly

persecuted animal has dwindled down almost to extinc-

tion. Many well-known landowners have made praise-

worthy efforts to protect the badger, and warmly advocate

his preservation. " The protection of the badger," re-

marks Sir Harry Johnston, " ought to be made universal

in the law of the land, quite as much as in the case of

interesting wild birds," a sentiment which will receive the

approbation of all who are interested in preserving the

wild fauna of their native country. No other animal has

made such a wonderful struggle for existence ; and it is

hoped by Mr. Collinson that protests may be made in time

to prevent his total extermination.

The second International Congress of Entomology will

be held at Oxford on August 5-10, 1912, under the

presidency of Prof. E. B. Poulton, F.R.S. Further par-

ticulars will be announced shortly. The executive com-

mittee proposes to find for members of the congress lodgings

in the town, or rooms in one or more of the colleges at a

moderate charge ; rooms in college will be available only

for men. The executive committee invites an early pro-

visional notice of intention to join the congress, in order to

be able to make the arrangements for the necessary accom-

modation. The proceedings of the first congress are in the

press and will be published shortly. All communications

and inquiries should be addressed to the General Secretary

of the Executive Committee, Dr. Malcolm Burr, c/o the

Entomological Society of London, 11 Chandos Street,

Cavendish Square, London, W.

It was suggested at a meeting of the Anglo-German
Friendship Society, held at the Mansion House on
November 2, under the presidency of the late Lord Mayor,
that an Anglo-German Exhibition should be held in London
in 1913. We learn from The Times that the idea has been
favourably received, and an influential committee has been
formed to forward it, under the presidency of the present

Lord Mayor, consisting of the Lord Chancellor, the Duke
of Argyll, Lord Brassey, Lord Avebury, Lord Weardale,
Lord Courtney of Penwith, Lord Shuttleworth, Sir Frank
Lascelles, Sir West Ridgeway, Sir Vezey Strong, Sir

William Mather, Sir Ernest Tritton, Mr. Harry Lawson,
M.P., and Mr. Alfred de Rothschild, with Mr. Cyril

Rhodes, the honorary secretary of the Anglo-German
Friendship Society, as honorary secretary.

The London meeting of the Institute of Metals will be

opened at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers on
Tuesday, January 16, when the president-designate. Prof.

W. Gowland, F.R.S., will deliver his inaugural address on
the subject of "Copper and its Alloys in Early Times."
The whole of Wednesday, January 17, will, if necessary, be
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devoted to the reading and discussion of a number of papery

amongst which may be mentioned the following :—Pre

ties of certain copper alloys at high temperatures, G. Dl
Bengough ; further experiments on the inversion at 470° C^
in copper-zinc alloys, Prof. H. C. H. Carpenter; tl

influence of oxygen on copper containing arsenic or ant

mony, R. H. Greaves ; the nomenclature of alloys, Dr. W^
Koscnhain

;
poisoned brass, and its behaviour when heate

in vacuo, Prof. T. Turner ; and a paper by Dr. Car
Benedicks, of the University of Stockholm, dealing witl

some novel experiments on a zinc-antimony alloy.

We regret ,to record the death of Mr. Eugene Willis

Oates, at Edgbaston, on November 16, at sixty-eix yc

of age. Like many other Indian officials, Mr. Oates, wh
served (chiefly, we believe, in Burma) for thirty-two ye

in the Public Works Department of India, devoted

leisure time to the study of the ornithology of the count

in which he was long resident. His earliest ornithologic

work appears to be a " List of the Birds of Pegu," pu

lished in Calcutta in 1881, and a couple of years lat

appeared his " Handbook to the Birds of British Burmi
&c.," published in London, in two volumes. This

followed, in 1898-9, by a " Manual of the Game Birds

India," which likewise formed two volumes, and wa
published at Bombay. Somewhere about this time

appears to have retired from the service of the Indil

Government, for in 1889-90 his name appears as edit

of the second edition of Mr. A. O. Hume's " Nests

Eggs of Indian Birds," published, in three volumes,

London. His knowledge of Indian ornithology led

Blanford to select Mr. Oates to write the first two voli

on birds in the " Fauna of British India," which apf

respectively in 1889 and 1890 ; and later he was enga

by the trustees to compile the " Catalogue of Birds'

in the British Museum," the first volume of which

issued in 1888 under his own name, while in the ot

three this appears in conjunction with that of Capt
Savile Reid. Mr. Oates's knowledge of Indo-Burr

ornithology was very extensive, and his work careful

elaborate.

The committee of the British Antarctic Expedition

made an earnest public appeal for further contribute

towards the support of Captain Scott's expedition

Antarctica. Through ill-fortune, unforeseen expenses

been incurred. On her voyage south after leaving

Zealand on November 29, 1910, the Terra Nova experieB

terrible weather, and the damage done to the ship

entailed a heavy bill for repairs ; and the cost of new st

to replace those lost on this voyage has to be met.

defraying these unexpected disbursements the money
will be hardly enough to enable the committee to pay

the end of March, 1912, the allowances of the wives

relatives of the officers and men of Captain Scott's pa

On these accounts alone the committee must someh'"'

raise more money. In addition, however, it is imperaii

that there should be no delay in securing further funds if

the honour of first reaching the South Pole is to be

secured for Captain Scott. The Terra Nova on her

journeys unexpectedly came across the Norwegian expedi-

tion under Captain Amundsen, who also is trying to reach

the Pole. The committee asks for 15,000/. by December 1,

so that a telegram may be sent before the Terra Nova
sails south to reassure Captain Scott that the necessary

funds will be forthcoming. We agree with the committee

that it would be pitiful if Captain Scott and his party

were allowed to fail for want of financial support. We are

confident that the appeal to the patriotism of our men of
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wealth will not be in vain, and that the honour of this

country in the world of science and exploration will be

maintained by the generosity of the wealthy men at home
and the efforts of the men of action now in south polar

regions. Contributions should be sent to the treasurer, Sir

Kdgar Spe3^er, at 7 Lothbury, London, E.C.

The advantage of the application of physiological know-

ledge to the problems of Egyptian archaeology is shown in

a clever explanation of the origin of the representation of

an ancient standard found on the slate palette of King

Narmer, which was discovered at Hierakonpolis, in Upper

Egypt. It appears again in a specimen of the twelfth

dynasty unearthed by Prof. Flinders Petrie below the palace

of Apries, at Memphis. Dr. C. G. Seligmann and Miss

M. A. Murray, in the November number of Man, point out

that this curious figure represents the placenta, which is

still, according to Mr. J. Roscoe, held in reverence by the

Baganda, as it is supposed to contain the external soul of

the chief, and is hence preserved at his birth. It was
carried in procession by a special official, because the safety

of the reigning sovereign was believed to depend upon Tts

being carefully preserved.

In the first part of the Journal of the Royal Anthropo-

logical Institute for the current year, Prof. A. Keith

examines a collection of skulls, principally those of Negroes
from the Congo Free State and Nigeria. These constitute

four groups : those from Nigeria, the Congo, the Korawp,
on the frontier of the German Cameroons, and a group of

tribes including the Ekoi and Kabila of Nigeria, and the

Fortit and Bongo of the Nile region. From the present

distribution of the Negro tribes in equatorial Africa, Prof.

Keith comes to the following conclusions :—There has been
free intermigration ; in the course of their evolution, the

tendency of one tribe has been towards the accentuation of

one set of characters, of another towards another set.

Thus the Dinka acquire high stature and narrow heads

;

the typical Nigerians low stature and narrow heads ; the

Basoko wide, short heads and low stature ; the Buruns
wide heads and high stature. Interbreeding may have
»layed its part ; but if it had played a great part we should
^ave found greater physical uniformity than there is. The
Influence of Arab blood on these tribes has probably been
exaggerated.

The Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital for Sep-
tember (xxii., No. 247) contains articles on Zabdiel
Boylston, inoculator, and the epidemic of smallpox in

Boston in 1721, by Dr. Fitz ; medical notes on the
" Divine Comedy " of Dante Alighieri, by Dr. Dernehl ; and
on " Moli^re and the Physician," by Dr. Kahn. A new
department has been created in the Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, to be known under the general title " Art as
Applied to Medicine." Its purpose is to bridge over the

gap existing between art and medicine, and to train a
new generation of artists to illustrate medical journals and
books. The instruction given is designed for the needs of

two classes : (i) for medical students, and (2) for artists.

The department is in charge of Prof. Max Brodel, and a
synopsis of the two courses is given.

A REPORT by Dr. F. J. H. Coutts, on an inquiry as to

condensed milks, has been issurd by the Local Govern-
ment Board. It contains iiuuh important matter on the

history, methods of manufacture, composition, and use of

condensed milk, with suggestions as to administrative

control, labelling, &c. Condensed milk occurs as full-

cream or machine-skimmed, and may be sweetened,
partially sweetened, or unsweetened. The composition of
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the different brands varies somewhat ; e.g. in the full-

cream and fully sweetened the fat varies from about 9-0

to 13-7 per cent., and the sucrose (generally beet sugar)

from 37-2 to 41-5 per cent. The condensed milks, except

occasionally in the unsweetened brands, which are sterilised,

generally contain some micro-organisms (up to several

thousand per cubic centimetre), but they show no disposi-

tion to multiply either in the unopened or in the opened
tins, as a rule. Diluted condensed milk, however, becomes
a favourable medium for the growth of bacteria. The
process of condensation appears to be fatal to the tubercle

bacillus. The importance of condensed milks is in connec-

tion with infant feeding. The skimmed condensed milks

are to be absolutely condemned for this purpose, owing to

the small fat content. Infants fed on condensed milks

seem to suffer from more infantile ailments, and the

mortality is higher among them, than among those fed on

cow's milk. As regards cost, the condensed milks are

slightly more expensive than equivalent amounts of cow's

milk and sugar. The labelling of some of the brands is

very misleading to the poorer and illiterate mothers who
principally use them. It is suggested that the skimmed
brands should be labelled as unfit for infant feeding, and

that some declaration of the content of fat and of sub-

stances foreign to milk should be obligatory on the labels.

A SIGNED portrait, accompanied by a memoir, of the late

Mr. G. H. Verrall, the distinguished authority on British

flies, forms the chief feature in the November number of

The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine.

In referring to his bird-marking experiments in the

November number of British Birds, Mr. Witherby remarks

that " the number of birds marked has steadily increased

until this year the splendid total of just 9500 has been

reached. In the first year of the inquiry only 2200 rings

were used, but in the next year 7900 were placed, so that

the number of birds ' ringed ' by the readers of British

Birds now amounts to nearly twenty thousand." The large

increase in the number of rings implies, of course, increased

expenditure, to meet which additional contributions are

solicited.

In its report for the year ending June 15, 191 1, the

Northumberland Sea-fisheries Committee gives a summary

of the results of the experiments in marking fish and

crustaceans which have been carried on locally during the

last few years, together with tables and charts. The

experiments in breeding lobsters show that an abundant

supply of absolutely pure sea-water is essential to success
;

and it is interesting to note that during the year one of

the officials had the opportunity of observing a lobster

during the process of shell-changing. Experiments on Holy

Island show that a vast area is available for the culture

of mussels, to be used either as bait or food ; and observa-

tions are also recorded on the spawning of cod.

To Naturwissenschaftliche Wochenschrift for October 29

Dr. A. Kobelt contributes a long article on the physio-

logical origin of markings and colour in the animal

kingdom. Attention is directed to the prevalence of pig-

ment in the neighbourhood of the great sensory and nervous

structures, as exemplified by the dorsal stripe of many
mammals and some lizards, the dark lateral line of fishes,

the frequency of dark markings on the muzzle, and especi-

ally the concentration of colour in the eye and its neigh-

bourhood. The hue of the ground-colour of animals is

attributed by the author to the existence of an equilibrium

between the effects of light-stimulus and the influence of

the sense-organs, which leads to an equality in, and a large
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increase of, the sensory cells. Disturbance of this equality

><ive8 rise to colour-markings. Apparently Dr. Kobclt does

not believe in protective coloration.

The Purdue University Experiment Station has taken

a leaf out of the business man's book, and freely advertises

its results amonjj farmers. The Bulletins, a number of

which are to hand, are written in a manner likely to

attract, and demonstrate that the yield of maize can be

considerably increased on the ordinary farm without a

great cxp<'nditurc, but solely by the adoption of improved

varieties or better fertilisers. New crops have been intro-

duced, and improved and more economical rations have

been drawn up for dairy stock.

We have received from the United States Department

of Agriculture, Bureau of Entomology, catalogue by E. R.

Sasscer of recently discovered Coccidae and by D. Moulton

of the North American Thysanoptera, and also an anno-

tated bibliography of the Mexican cotton-boll weevil by

F. C. Bishopp. Publications of this type are extremely

valuable in enabling investigators to find their way through

the appalling number of entomological publications that

are put out at a rate probably unequalled in any other

subject.

The National Geographic Magazine for September is

largely devoted to two studies of Troglodytes, one by Mr.
F. E. Johnson describing those of southern Tunisia, the

second by Miss E. H. Brewer the cave-dwellers in Cappa-
docia. Some French officers divide the Tunisian Troglo-

dytes, whose presence in that region is noted by the

historian Sallust into three groups : those living in excava-
tions in the ground, those occupying caves or holes in the

hillside, and thos* living in houses superimposed one upon
the other, the higher chambers being reached by precarious

staircases or stones projecting from the walls. The Troglo-
dytes in the Uskub Valley in Asia Minor occupy holes

excavated in curious rock cones. Prof. Sterrett, of Cornell
University, who has studied them, believes that this form
of dwelling dates so far back as the Hittite period. Both
these accounts oi two remarkable races are illustrated by

series of admirable photographs.

In the Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft jur Erdkunde (No. 7)
Dr. A. Riihl discusses the part played by isostasy in the
formation of peneplains. He considers that when an
elevated land mass is subjected to long-continued erosion
the isostatic equilibrium is destroyed, and as a result, after

a greater or less period of time, a new upward movement
will take place, but to a less extent than originally. Local
conditions will determine at what stage these isostatic

movements will occur. The development of the earth's
surface would not be a continuous operation, but rather
one strongly periodic in character in which short periods
of active orogenetic and epeirogenetic movement would
be succeeded by relatively long periods of erosion.
Orogenetic movements occurring would cause fracturing of
the earth's crust, and eroding agencies would become
active, removing material and redepositing elsewhere.
This will destroy the isostasy, and sooner or later a warp-
ing or tilting of the whole land mass will occur.

Part iii., vol. xli., of the Records of the Geological
Survey of India contains the usual annual statistics of the
mineral production of India, the year here dealt with being
1910. Upon the whole, the production is just about
stationary, the value of the output showing an increase
only of some 12,000/., whilst its total is 7,700,000/. The
principal item, as before, is coal; the total output is just
over 12 millions of tons, showing an increase of about
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177,000 tons over 1909: on the other hand, prices h.ivr

fallen again to about what they were before the boom of

1907-8, and may be looked upon as at about a normal
level. The industry is evidently in a sound condition ; th^
output per miner shows a satisfactory increase, and ex-
ports have gone up and imports have gone down by 43
and 36 per cent, respectively. Owing to the above-
noted fall in price, ihf v.-ilu*. of the coal output in 1910
is 324.32 iZ. lower li .09; but, as explained, this is

a healthy symptom . the coal industry is concer: "H

The next most valuable output on the list is that of i

which is practically stationary at 2,200,000/. These iwi,

minerals are by far the most important amongst Indian
mineral products, accounting for about three-fifths of the
total value. The production of manganese ore shows a

fair increase, the total for 19 10 being just over 800,000
tons

; prices were also rather better than they were in the
previous year, so much so that whilst the quantity pro-
duced was increased by 20 per cent., its value was increased
by no less than 40 per cent. The production of both mica
and petroleum has fallen off during the year under review.
Upon the whole, it may be said that whilst not chronicling
any brilliant results, the statistics before us show a steady
progress in the mining industry of our Indian Empire.

The excessive rains of Saturday and Sunday last have
occasioned considerable and extensive floods at many places
in the south and east of England, and in Kent and Sussex
a great deal of land is under water. The Weather Report
issued by the Meteorological Office for the week ending
November iS shows that the total rainfall for the period
was largely in excess of the average over the entire

kingdom. The heaviest falls occurred in Scotland and
Ireland, where in parts the rainfall for the week was about
three times the average amount. Falls of more than an
inch in twenty-four hours occurred in all parts of the

kingdom
; and at Worthing the measurement for the three

days ending November 18 was 327 inches. The autumn
rainfall for the eleven weeks commencing with September
is now in excess of the average in all districts except in

the north and west of Scotland, the north-east of England,
and the Midland counties. The greatest excess for the

;

autumn is 3-00 inches in the Channel Islands, which is
^

followed by 285 inches in the south of Ireland and 273
inches in the south-east of England. The greatest

deficiency of rain since the commencement of the year is

656 inches in the Midland counties, where the aggregate

fall, so far, is only 1653 inches. The temperature last I

week was largely in excess of the average in all thel

English districts, the excess amounting to nearly 5° in the

east of England. The duration of bright sunshine was
generally deficient.

The meteorological chart of the North Atlantic for

November issued by the Deutsche Seewarte gives an
interesting account of a hurricane experienced on July 12

in the South Atlantic, near lat. 30° and long. 30°, by
four out ot five sailing vessels which left Chilian ports

between May 17 and June 14, the tracks of which are

laid down for the whole voyage to the English Channel.

It is noteworthy that the storm occurred with a relatively

high barometer ; the synoptic charts drawn for July 10-13

show that a shallow depression lay over the coast of central

Brazil on July 10, and that on the following day it had
divided into two parts, the centre of one being on the

,

coast in 20° S. and the other in about 26° S., long. 39° W.
From the chart of July 12 it appears that the two systems

had coalesced, ard had travelled in a south-easterly direc-

tion. The atmospheric conditions are considered to be very

striking (notwithstanding that it was the southern winter).
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the more so as the disturbance proceeded from the some-

what low latitude of 20° S.

The marine turbine speed-reducing gear fitted by the

Westinghouse Company, of Pittsburg, to the United States

collier Neptune is described in The Engineer for

November 17. This is a modified form of the Melville-

Macalpine gear with double-helical pinion and spur wheel.

The power transmitted is 4000 ; the pinion keyed to the

turbine shaft runs at 1250 revolutions per minute, and the

-crew shaft at 130—a reduction of nearly 10 to i. The

pinion shaft is not carried in rigid bearings, but is borne

in a long sleeve, which is provided with three hydraulic

pistons above and three below. The movement from the

( entral position is trifling—two or three thousandths of an

inch—but the liquid correction gives the gear a certain

amount of elasticity, reduces shock and noise, and conduces

to the sweet running of the gear. The Neptune has given

great satisfaction on its trials.

With the view of ascertaining the resistance of rein-

forced concrete strong-rooms to attack by oxy-acetylene

i>Iow-pipes, tests were recently made on a slab prepared

Ijy the Indented Bar and Concrete Engineering Company,
of \\'estminster. The results are described in The
Engineer for November 17. The oxy-acetylene blow-pipe

was applied to the slab for twenty-four minutes, at the end

of which period, after much raking out of the resulting

;*lass formed by the fusion of the sand, and accompanied

L>y a deafening roar from the blow-pipe, a hole 3-5 inches

in diameter was made through the slab. Whenever a steel

bar was met the metal-cutter, i.e. a stream of pure oxygen

directed on to the white-hot steel, was brought into action,

and the steel instantly fused away. The concrete was the

material which gave the trouble, the metal-cutter being

[)Ovverless to act upon it. The same thickness of steel of

any grade could not have resisted the metal-cutter longer

than about four minutes. The test slab was 6 inches

thick ; 055 cubic foot of oxygen and 045 cubic foot of

acetylene were consumed in the test, which clearly is

strongly in favour of reinforced concrete as contrasted with

steel.

A COPY of the Year Book for 191 1 of the Indian Guild

of Science and Technology has been received. The object

of the guild is to cooperate in promoting the knowledge

and application of pure and technological science in India

with a view to the improvement of the methods of economic

production and the amelioration of the sanitary condition

of tho people. Prof. Smithells, F.R.S., is the general

president of the guild ; and among the list of patrons we
notice the names of Sir Henry Roscoe, F.R.S., Sir William

Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S., and Prof. O. N. Witt. The
year book runs to 135 pages, and contains an oflicial re-

port of the annual general meeting, held on December 19,

[910, of the activities of the various sections, and the

speeches at the annual dinner. In addition, a number of

scientific articles, many of them concerned with pressing

Indian problems, are in"luded. Altogether the guild, which

is only in the third year of its existence, has entered upon

a career of great usefulness.

Messrs. Newton and Co., 3 Fleet Street, B.C., have

just issued a supplementary list of lantern-slides, in which

several sets of slides of scientific interest are included.

Among these subjects are remarkable examples of achieve-

ments of photography, pictures taken by Prof. R. W.
Wood with ultra-violet and infra-red rays, photographs of

snow crystals taken by Mr. W. A. Bentley, wild How. r^,

glaciers, and other scenes in Switzerland, ;in<l :in hi^ >

tural hygiene.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Spectrum of Brooks's Comet, 1911c.—With the

three-prism slit spectrograph (No. iii.) and a small
objective-prism spectrograph of 10 cm. focal length, both
attached to the Pulkowa 30-inch refractor, Prof. Belopolsky
secured several photographs of the spectrum of Brooks's
comet during October. Eight hours' exposure with the
slit spectrograph on October 4, 5, and 6 showed the bands
473 MM and 431 fi/j. clearly, and others faintly; in each
case the several maxima in each band were measured, and
the wave-lengths are given to six figures. Measures of
the radial velocity of the comet gave +1$ km., agreeing
with the ephemeris.
With the smaller spectroscope monochromatic images of

the comet were found at 560, 516, 473, 405, and 388 n/x,
each image being sharply defined on the red side ; special
measures gave the values 388-36 fifi and 387-52 fifi. Bands
in the continuous spectrum extended from 420 to 421 fifj.

and from 402 to 405 nfi. On October i the bands were
equal in intensity, but on October 10 that at \ 388 was
the brightest ; this band only gave a faint trace of the tail

{Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 4535).

The Chemical Unity of the Cosmos.—In the current
number of Scientia Prof. Fowler has an interesting article

in which he sums up the evidence showing the chemical
unity which exists among all the bodies of the visible

universe, so far as our present means permit us to examine
them. Kant and Laplace suggested such a unity ; but it

was not until Kirchhoff and Bunsen, in 1859, supplied the

key which opened up to us celestial spectrum analysis

that the suggestion could be practically tested. Several
factors still interfere in many cases with the proof of

absolute coincidence of wave-length in comparing radia-

tions in different spectra, but Prof. Fowler believes that

all celestial spectra will sooner or later come within the

scope of laboratory reproduction. Most of the strong lines

in the solar spectrum are already origined, and the sun
has been shown to take its place in an orderly sequence
of stellar forms. Then, again, the study of the various

elements, under varying laboratory conditions, initiated by
Sir Norman Lockyer, has provided us, so far as the main
variations in celestial spectra are concerned, with terrestrial

parallels for the stellar departures from the sun's spectral

features.

Sun-spots and Flocculi in 19 10.—In addition to the

values for December, 1910, No. 12, vol. i., of the Boletiti

Mensuel del Observatorio del Ebro contains the risumi of

the solar and meteorological observations made during

1910. The spot areas were low throughout the year, and
no spots were recorded at all in August, September, and
December. The reduced area for spots, in both hemi-
spheres for the whole year, was 165 millionths of the sola-

hemisphere, and for flocculi the analogous value was 40:

hundred-thousandths, the ratio between the two being 24-3.

Taking the hemispheres separately, the values for the

northern was 42, and for the southern 123, millionths fo:

spots, and 114 and 287 hundred-thousandths for flocculi.

The mean heliographic latitude of spots was loi, and for

flocculi 10-2. During the year there were 301 groups of

flocculi occurring with spots and 525 occurring without,

and the tabulated summary shows that those groups occur-

ring with spots were decidedly of a more compact character

than those occurring without.

ASTROGRAPHIC CATALOGUE, PERTH (W.A.) SECTION.—In

the preparation of the International Astrographic Cata-

logue the section dec— 31° to -41° was allotted to the

Perth Observatory, West Australia, which has just pub-

lished the first volume of results. The complete measures

will occupy thirty-six volumes ; and the present issue, th.-

first to be completed, is vol. iv. The method of work i-

briefly explained by Mr. Cooke, but a general introduction

will appear later. It is believed that the faintest stars

shown on the centre of the Perth plates are of about

mag. II-5, those at the extreme corners 10-5; and th-

present volume contains the measures of the rectangulai

( (MJiIinates and magnitudes of 13,636 star images between

R.\. iSh. to 24h. on plates with centres in declination

-32°-
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IHE CASE-HARDENING OF STEEL.
'PHE autumn meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute

^ was to have taken place in Turin, but unfortunate

circumstances rendered this impossible. None the less, a

series of important papers by Italian authors were pre-

sented—and taken as read—at the meeting held recently

in London. Most of these papers were of the nature often

met with at foreign meetings of this institute

—

i.e. records

of metallurgical resources and achievements of the country.

On this occasion, however, two Italian papers of a different

character were laid before the institute. These deal with

the case-hardening of ste il, and are both from the pen of

the well-known Turin metallographer Prof. F. Giollitti,

whose name proclaims his close relationship to the present

Prime Minister of Italy.

The two papers in question are entitled " On Case-

hardening by Means of Compressed Gases " and on a
" New Industrial Process for the Case-hardening of Steel."

The striking fact brought out by these papers is that the

Italian metallographcrs who have worked on this subject

have evolved order out of chaos by treating the whole

question as one of physico-chemical equilibrium between

the various solids and gases present during the process.

It is to be regretted that Prof. Giollitti did not carry out

his avowed original intention of giving a detailed summary
of the more important researches on this subject conducted

by him and his collaborators at Turin, but the mere
bibliography of some fifteen memoirs is sufficiently

impressive. The results of these researches are, however,

summed up by the author in his present paper in a series

of conclusions which are very definitely laid down. If we
may accept Prof. Giollitti 's statement that his views are

fully established, the fundamental facts of case-hardening

are as follows :

—

(i) Solid carburising agents, without the intervention of

gases, have only a slight action.

(2) The specific effect of nitrogen is very weak, and only

in the presence of cyanides, ferrocyanides, &c., does the

effect of volatile nitrogen compounds become marked.

(3) The specific carburising effect of carbon monoxide is

enormously greater than that of any solid cementing agent.

Pure carbon monoxide carburises iron at all temperatures
between 700° C. and 1300° C, and it produces a greater
depth of carburisation in a given time than any other
carburising agent. Both the depth and intensity of the

cementation can be acpurately regulated, as they are
governed by equilibrium conditions, which can be definitely

ascertained and adhered to.

(4) The use of carbon monoxide as the principal cement-
ing agent makes it possible to obtain softer and better
graded cementation than is obtainable by other means.
The new industrial process which Prof. Giollitti bases

on his experimental results is, in effect, a specially

mechanically arranged furnace, which makes it possible to
charge and discharge a vertical muffle with the articles to

be case-hardened in a very short time. So soon as the
muffle is charged with the steel, which is introduced at a
red heat, the remaining free space of the muffle is filled

with hot granulated carbon, which, the author tells us,
flows into the interstices like a liquid. Then a current
of carbon monoxide or of dioxide is passed in at a
measured rate for a definite time and at a measured
temperature, and any desired degree of hardening can be
obtained. The effect of the direct contact of the steel with
the solid granular carbon appears to be the production of
a thin outer skin of very highly carburised steel, while the
effect of the gases gives a less highly carburised region
extending for some depth into the metal. In the Giollitti

muffle it is possible to withdraw the solid granulatfed
carbon at any desired stage, and to continue the cementa-
tion with the gas alone, merely leaving enough carbon in
the muffle to secure equilibrium of the gases (CO and CO,)
with solid carbon. Tables of analyses are given which
show that the result of such treatment is somewhat to
lower the carbon concentration of the extreme outside layer
and to reduce the carbon concentration gradient inwards
to almost any desired extent. This treatment, therefore,
removes the risk of cracking and shelling which arises
from the rapid changes in carbon content which occur in
articles case-hardened in the ordinary way, and more
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especially by the use of cyanides or ferrocyanides

new method it is claimed that cementation of very
depth can be safely obtained, even with special alloy

which tend to become " rotten " on tlie surface whea
by other means. Whether the Giollitti muffle ar--* —
will realise all these expectations practical

alone can show, but there is no doubt that tlv

investigators have thrown a flood of new light i;

formerly obscure region of steel metallurgy.
The character of this new light is perhaps more t

shown, so far as the scientific point of view is com;
in the paper by Giollitti and Carenvali on cas*^^

'

in compressed gases. The work described in tli

based on the researches of Schenk on the equil... ...... u
the systems consisting of Fe, C, CO, and CO, ; Fe, Fe,C,
CO, CO,; Fe, FeO, CO, CO,, and other systems con-
sisting of the mutual compounds of the elements iron,

carbon, and oxygen at various temperatures and pressures.
The experiments of

the present authors
were conducted by
means of a small
electric resistance

furnace placed in-

side a steel cylinder,

and partially filled

with both granular
carbon and steel

specimens, into
which compressed
carbon dioxide was
fed at known rates.

The authors found,
in general, that the

rate of cementation
increased with th<^

pressure employed

.

but they also found
that when certain

pressures were ex-

ceeded, in spite of

their intimate con-

tact with incan-

descent solid carbon,

the surfaces of the

steel specimens be-

came thickly coated
with oxide, although
vigorous cementa-
tion had taken place

in the metal imme-
diately beneath the

oxide layer. Thus
they show the
photomicrog r a p h s

which are repro-

duced in Figs. I

and 2 ; in No. i we
see the section of

the region of a

carbon steel close to

the surface, which
was covered with a thick layer of oxide, and the higlily

carburised nature of the steel close to this surface is at

once evident. In No. 2 we see the section of an alloy steel

(in this case a nickel-chrome steel) which exhibits an
altered, highly carburised layer close to a deeply oxidised

surface ; the magnification in both cases is 65 diameters.

In the case of chrome-steels such a paradoxical result

had already been observed by Charpy, who expressed his

results by stating that apparently in the action of carbon-
monoxide on iron-chromium alloys the two metals behaved
independently, the iron becoming carburised, while the

chromium is oxidised. The present authors show that such
an opinion is not justified ; the explanation of the apparent
paradox lies in the equilibrium conditions of the systems
referred to above. For every temperature and concentra-

tion there is a critical pressure above which oxide, as well

as carbide, of iron is present in equilibrium with CO,
CO2, and C. The addition to iron of a baser metal, such
as chromium or manganese, lowers this critical pressure

Fig.
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until—in certain alloys—it falls below the ordinary atmo-
spheric pressure, and oxidation as well as cementation
talces place. On the other hand, the addition of a
' nobler " metal, such as nickel, raises the critical pressure

and allows of the use of gases under higher pressures for

cementation without risk of spoiling the articles by surface

oxidation. Two interesting conclusions are drawn by the

authors. The first is that for a given steel there is a
limiting pressure for cementation, by means of carbon-
carbon-monoxide mixtures, beyond which surface oxidation

sets in. The second is that in the case of chromium alloy

steels the pressure of CO and COj must be diminished
below atmospheric to allow of cementation without oxida-

tion. Since it is only the partial pressure of these gases,

however, which comes into effect, this diminution below
atmospheric pressure can be produced by simple dilution.

It follows, and the authors describe an experimental verifi-

cation, that in these circumstances oxidation can be
avoided by diluting the stream of " cementing " gases (CO
and CO,) with air. The oxygen, of qourse, combines
with the granulated carbon in the furnace to form CO and
COo in the proportions required by the equilibrium con-
ditions, while the remaining nitrogen acts as a diluent and
produces the desired effect.

We have here a series of remarkable deductions and
experimental verifications of facts which appear almost
incredible to any steel-worker not conversant with the
theory of physico-chemical equilibria ; indeed, the practical

man will probably find it difficult to believe them until he
has tried for himself. None the less, there is here a basis

for the rational and scientific conduct and control of a
process hitherto largely based on " rule of thumb."

W. ROSENHAIN.

THE INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS AND
SHIPBUILDERS IN SCOTLAND.'

'F'HE annual volume of the Transactions of the Institu-

tion of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, which
at the close of the session 1908-9 had 1650 members upon
its roll, contains several valuable papers. The president,
Mr. C. P. Hogg, in his address, after passing in rapid
review some of the outstanding developments in engineer-
ing during the past 100 years, directed attention to some
>f the problems of the future; in his opinion the nineteenth
cntury demonstrated how to utilise the forces of nature,
while the problem of the twentieth century will be how
10 do so efficiently.

Mr. C. A. Ablett in a paper on electrically driven re-

ersing rolling mills described in detail the Ilgner system,
111 which the power, supplied under very economical con-
'litions by a steam turbine or a gas engine, is applied to
'Irive a reversing mill. The mill motor is a direct-current
hunt-wound machine ; interposed between it and the
iiurce of power supply is a fly-wheel converter set in

order to provide a system by which the mill motor may
l>e started, stopped, reversed, and kept under control in

regard to spcpd without loss of energy, and at the same
ime to enable a control apparatus of reasonable
limensions to be employed. The electrical equipment of a
, 6-inch cogging mill at Osnabriick was described as an
xample of this system, and the paper was illustrated by

a series of drawings and photographs of the plant; especial
attention was given to the flexible coupling between the
fly-wheel and the electrical machines of the converter set.

In the discussion on this paper Mr. T. B. Mackenzie
xprcssed the opinion that German steel makers were able
n many, cases, owing to their skilful utilisation of waste
•nergy, to roll their steel at lower rates for power than
:sually obtained in this country; he believed that in the
I eel works of the future there would bo no reciprocating
team engines employed—the whole of the power needed
would be generated by gas engines in a n-ntral station
ind distributed electrically to the various mills.
In a paper by Mr. A. Melville, the " Simplex " method

'f concrete pile foundations was described; the essential

,

.

',
Tf^nsactions of the Institution of Eneinrers and Shipl)uilders in Scotland.

\ ol liii. Fifty-third session, ipog-io. P^dited by the Secretary. Pp. xxxii+
429 (Glasgow : The Ins.titution, 1910.)
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principle of this system was the driving into the ground
of a i6-inch diameter steel tube closed at the lower end
either by a loose point or a pair of hinged jaws, which
open when the tube is eventually withdrawn and permit
concrete, either plain or reinforced, to be passed through,
filling up the entire space originally occupied by the tube
simultaneously \yith the withdrawal of the latter from
the ground. This system has now been extensively
employed in the United States, and is rapidly coming into
use in this country ; the cost was stated to be about
25. 6d. per cubic foot of pile when no reinforcement was
used.

The important problem of the design of surface con-
densers, more important than ever since the introduction
of the exhaust steam turbine, was dealt with in a paper
by Mr. R. M. Neilson, who stated that empirical methods
must be abandoned, and the area of cooling surface calcu-
lated in a rational manner so as to allow a given vacuum
to be guaranteed under given conditions. The author pro-
ceeded to work out a scheme for the design of condensers,
allowing for the varying conditions found in practice, and
then offered a series of valuable suggestions as to the
most profitable lines on which experimental research
might in the future be conducted. In the discussion Prof.
Mellanby directed attention to Dr. Stanton's researches
into this problem, and Mr. Weir pointed out that in a
condenser for a turbine-propelled torpedo-boat he was able
with a vacuum of 287 inches to secure a condensation of

27 lb. per square foot of cooling surface.

Other papers published in this volume are steamship
repairs by electric and autogenous welding, by Mr. H. S.

Younger, descriptive of processes by which repairs can be
carried out either by electric welding or by means of the
oxy-acetylene process on damaged material so as to make
it serviceable again ; some tests on board ship to ascertain
the water consumption of engine-room and deck auxiliaries,

by Mr. C. F. A. Fyfe ; and Prof. Mellanby 's description of

a new experimental steam engine at the Glasgow and West
of Scotland Technical College. T. H. B.

TICKS.'

''PHE rapid advance that has been made in recent years
^ in scientific and medical knowledge with regard to

diseases caused by parasitic Protozoa and other micro-

scopic organisms has had the secondary result of directing

attention to the insects or other invertebrate animals which
are often the agents in the dissemination of the disease-

causing parasites. Mosquitoes, tsetses, and other biting

flies, fleas, and other ectoparasites are now being collected

eagerly and studied earnestly in all parts of the world,

less perhaps by professed zoologists than by medical men
and others, to whom the practical importance of these

pests is a greater stimulus to investigation than the purely

scientific interest which the creatures may possess in them-
selves. Hence special attention has been directed to the

various groups of blood-sucking arthropods so soon as

their connection with particular diseases has been made
known. Mosquitoes were the first to come into promin-

ence when their connection with malaria was discovered ;

then biting flies, and especially tsetse-flies, when their rdle

in disseminating trypanosomiases of animals and human
beings was made known ; and next fleas have been the

subject of close study, when their relation to the spread of

plague became apparent. There remain three important

groups of ectoparasites : ticks, lice, and bugs. It is well

known that ticks play a considerable part in spreading

diseases. In human beings, African relapsing fever is

caused by a spirochajte transmitted by a tick ; hence its

popular name of " tick-fever." In animals, various deadly

diseases, known collectively as " piroplasmoses, " because

caused by a minute blood-parasite belonging to the genus

Piroplasma, or allied genera, are known to be transmitted

by various species of ticks ; such are the " red-water " or
" Texas-fever " of cattle, and similar diseases of horses^

1 "Ticks, n Monograph of the Ixodoidea." ByG. H. F. Nuttall, O.

Warhurton, W. F. Cooper, and L. E. Robinson. Part i., BiblioRraphy of
the Ixodoidea, by G. H. F. Nuttall, L. R. Robinson, and VV. V. Coop'r.

Price 6s. net. Part ii., by G. H. F. Nuttall and C. Warburton. Price lajr.

net. (Cambridge University Press, tgti.)
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dugs, and other domestic animals in various parts of the

world.

For the medical or veterinary practitioner, who cannot

be expected to be an expert in every branch of science as

well as in his own art, it is of the liijjhfst imporlnncc that

the scientific linowledge of the ectoparasites that are likely

to dissfininate diseases should be brought together and
summarised in such a manner as to be accessible to those

whose vocation brings them into contact with these pests.

Exhaustive monographs of the various blood-sucking in-

vertebrates are of the greatest practical as well as scientific

value. The work under review is the first attempt to deal

in this manner with ticks, a somewhat repulsive group of

arachnids which has attracted the special attention of but

few professed naturalists, and of which the literature,

though considerable in bulk, is extremely scattered, and
much of it inaccessible. Consequently, experts on this

group have been rare, and the identification of a species

has often been a matter of extreme difficulty.

The main results of the labours of Prof. Nuttall and
his colleagues will be to collect together all references to

works dealing with ticks, and to give accurate descrip-

tions, accompanied with illustrations, of every valid species

of tick in such a way that it will be possible for anyone
in any part of the world to identify a tick, of a species

already known, by aid of this monograph. The under-
taking is therefore one which, if successfully carried out,

will fill a great gap and render an important service.

The first two instalments of the monograph are before

us. Part i. contains the bibliography of ticks, which
covers 68 quarto pages of references. The bibliography is

printed only on one side of the paper, so that those who
wish to keep it up to date can cut it up and make a card-
catalogue of it. Part ii. contains two sections, the first

dealing with the classifications of ticks, the second with
the genus Ixodes, Latreille, 1795, of which fifty-one valid

species are recognised. Following the descriptions of these
species, of which all but two are accompanied by illustra-

tions, are notes on the geographical distribution, on
doubtful species, and on the biology of Ixodes, and a
synonymic list of condemned and doubtful species, together
with a list of the collections in which the types are to be
found.

A detailed criticism of this work could only be under-
taken by an expert writing for experts. We note, how-
ever, that the bibliography seems to contain a great many
references to works, ancient and modern, which are little

more than literary curiosities, and it would, we think,
have been useful to separate the chaff from the wheat by
indicating in some way those references which advance the
scientific knowledge of the group and are to be taken
seriously. For our part, we are sceptical as to the utility,

in a work of this kind, of references to the opinions of
Aristotle, Pliny, and Moses. The fact that the ancients
believed ticks to be without an anal aperture may be an
interesting " tit-bit," but it is not of much value, scientific
or practical, to those who wish to study ticks at the present
day. The illustrations are good and very clear, and the
work seems singularly free from misprints. Prof. Nuttall
has a curious fancy for using inverted commas, in some
cases not for quotations, apparently, but for familiar ex-
pressions, such as " rattled like peas " or " put in the
way of finding their food "; if these are quotations we do
not recognise them, nor are we put in the way of finding
their source.

A work of this kind tends, by aiding investigation and
discovery, to hasten the advent of the period when it will
itself be out of date. It makes it easy for anyone to
collect ticks, to identify them, and to discover and describe
new species ; hence long before it is completed it will prob-
ably require supplements. The study of these parasites,
interesting not only to the practical man, but also to the
naturalist, as remarkable instances of adaptation to a
mode of life which is peculiar, if to ourselves unpleasant,
will be greatlv advanced by the publication of this mono-
graph ; and both classes of investigators will owe a debt
of gratitude to the labours of Prof. Nuttall and his
collaborators for raising the scientific knowledge of ticks
to a plane in which rapid progress is rendered possible in
the future.
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SEISMOLOGY AT THE BRITISH
ASSOCIATION.

wE have before us the sixteenth report of the Seismo-

logical Committee of the British Association. Th"'

may be reasons why this particular report should be 1;

as No. 16, but for those interested in seismological ;• :

ture such a title may be misleading. As a matter of fat

this association has published fifty-two annual report -

about earthquakes, some of which, like those by th'

Robert Mallet, are reference works for all who are sf

of seismology. I direct attention to this matter .

indication that Great Britain has not been behind
vestigations relating to earth physics. In certain - ;

tions it is far in advance of many others.

The first fact to be gathered from this report is that

British Association, in its endeavour to make a seismi

survey of the world, enjoy the cooperation of about sixl;

stations, which are fairly evenly distributed over t^

surface of our earth. It is remarkable to note that colonia

Governments, and particularly cable companies, ha\

established observing stations on many oceanic islands,

for example, at Cape Verde, Ascension, St. Heleni
Fernando Noronha, Mauritius, Seychelles, Cocos, Fiji, at

other places. On March 28 this year the Legislatr

Council of Bermuda passed a " Seismographic .Act

'

enabling the Board of Public Works to purchase and mail
tain instruments for recording earthquakes. Other cr-^-^'^'^f

Governments have taken similar steps; whilst the F

Government gives direct assistance to an Intern.^

Association which has its headquarters at Strassburg. .An

item of considerable interest in the report refers to Double
and Multiple Earthquakes, about which we read the

following :

—

" Attention has frequently been drawn to the fact that

an earthquake as it radiates may cause a collapse of strata

which is in an unstable condition, and thus give rise to

one or more secondary disturbances. The great earth-

quake of Lisbon in 1755 gave rise to secondary shocks in

England, Ireland, and probably in many other countries.

In the volume containing Physical Observations made in,

the Antarctic Regions in 1902-3, published under the super

intendence of the Royal Society, p. 92, I gave illustration

of secondary earthquakes the genesis of which corresponde

in time with the arrival of two particular phases of primar
disturbances. That the third phase or the large waves
a seismic disturbance as they travel round the worl
causing the crust of the same to rise and fall like a rai

on an ocean swell, should give rise to one or mc
secondary disturbances is not surprising. Farther tha

this, any of the latter which may be greater or less tha

their parent may in turn become the originator of farth^

settlements. One mcgaseism may therefore cause a reli

of seismic strain throughout the world."
Of multiple earthquakes a number of illustrations

given. If the interpretation put upon them is correct,

means not only a help to those who wish to analyi

seismograms, but a considerable advance in our knowle
"

of what is taking place beneath our feet. A shake in or

place means a shake in many, and it may be added tli

the foci of these are probably in that region where cooKil

is taking place most rapidly.

In another section of the report we read about
" Synchronism of seismic activity in different regions.

For example, it is found that during the last 300 years tt

times of activity in Italy, although separated from eac

other by irregular intervals, have varied between five ar

twenty years, and that these dates of activity in Eurc

closely corresponded with dates when there had
marked activity in Japan.
Under a section headed " Megaseismic Frequency '

see that between the years 1899 and 1909 there had
508 world-shaking disturbances in winter months and
in summer months, which practically means that there

as many large earthquakes at one period of the year as

any other.

in connection with seismological work, measuremeJ
have been made of the deflection of the vertical by
tidal load of the Solent. At Ryde, close to the sea fror

it was found that a lo-foot tide caused a deflection
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0-85". At Bidston, two miles from high-water mark, a

similar tide caused a deflection of 0-2". From these

observations inferences have been made bearing on the

selection of sites for an observatory, the difference in elas-

ticity of different types of rock, and other matters.

Reference is also made to tidal-load experiments carried

out in Pennsylvanian railway tunnels, and to observations

made by Mr. J. J. Shaw with horizontal pendulums in

collieries in the Midlands.

Following this are catalogues of strong shocks which
have occurred in the United States of America, Peru, and
Chile, together with epitomes of unpublished notes relating

to destructive earthquakes received from Secretaries of

State of the Foreign, Colonial, and India Offices. All

these will be of use, not only to the seismologist, but also

to the man of business.

Lastly, we have a peculiar catalogue, probably the first

of its kind. For want of space it only refers to the five

years 1899-1903. For these years it gives all the world-
shaking earthquakes, whether they originated on land or

beneath an ocean. The times at which each disturbance
originated, and the latitude and longitude of its epicentre,

are specified. Dual or multiple earthquakes are linked by
brackets, and the positions of origins are shown on a map.
Inasmuch as this catalogue refers to reliefs of strain

throughout the whole world, and not simply to earthquakes
which have occurred on land surfaces, it seems possible

that it may be used as a basis for new investigations.

A note at the end of the report shows that although
records obtained on smoked surfaces are extremely good
for large disturbances, they fail to record very small move-
ni'Mits. which possibly may represent disturbances which
were large at their origins.

A communication from Prof. H. H. Turner was a note
on the periodigram of earthquake frequency. The con-
clusion arrived at was that no period of from seven to

twi^nty years existed, or was shown in the materials which
he had examined. These materials, however, only referred
to large earthquakes which had originated on or near to

land surfaces.

Mr. Maxwell Hall communicated a paper on the solar
cycle : the Jamaica rainfall and earthquake cycles. The
earthquakes observed in Jamaica closely followed the
periods of sun-spot activity.

A paper by Mr. Napier Denison, of Victoria, B.C., has
been referred to separately (Nature, November 2).

John Milne.

SOME RECENT WORK ON SEX.

A T the Portsmouth meeting of the British Association
there were several communications to Section D

(Zoology) relating to recent work on sex, an account of

which is subjoined.

Mr. Geoffrey Smith referred to the theory he put for-

ward at last year's meeting to account for the effect of
the parasite Saccalina upon the sexual characters of its

host, the crab Inachas, according to which the develop-
ment of adult female characters in infected crabs of both
sexes was held to be due to the production in excess of a
yolk or fatty material in the blood similar to that which
is stored in the ovary of a normal adult female. Mr.
Robson's work (see below) shows clearly that the presence
of Sacculina profoundly influences the fat metabolism of
Its host. Mr. Smith has made observations on the fluctua-
tions in growth of the comb of fowls, which demonstrate
the close connection between fat metabolism and the
development of the female characters. Measurements show
that the combs of hens are continually fluctuating in size,

the changes being rapid and between wide limits ; a comb
may increase 200 per cent, in area in three weeks. It

was found that such rapid increase of the comb invariably
took place just before a period of egg-laying began. The
hen's comb is composed of two walls of fibrous and
vascular tissue, between which is a loose core of con-
nective tissue, which at the period of ogg-laying becomes
infiltrated with fat, and to this cause is due the sudden
increase in the mass of the comb. This increase takes
place whf^n thr^ ovary is storing up large quantities of
yolk, i.r. wIkmi largo amounts of fatty material are being
conveyed in the blood to the ovary. Here, then, is another

instance of a simultaneous effect upon the ovary and a
secondary sexual character brought about by the presence
of an excess of fatty material in the blood. Mr. Smith
suggested that this case is analogous to that of Inachus
infected with Sacculina.
Mr. G. C. Robson described observations, made recently

by him in Naples, to test Mr. Smith's theory that Sacculina
stimulates the production in the host crab of a yolk-form-
ing substance similar to that developed in the normal
female and stored in the ovary at the time of sexual
maturity. He examined the blood of the crab Inachus, and
especially the lipochromes, v>rhich, by reason of their solu-
bility in fat, may be regarded as evidence of the presenc
of fat. He found a large quantity of fat in the blood ot

sexually mature females with ripe ovaries, and also that
the amount of fat in the blood of infected Inachus was
considerably greater than that in the blood of non-infected
males and immature females. The blood of moulting
individuals of both sexes was also found to have a high fat

content, but not so high as in infected examples and breed-
ing females. An increased fat content was also registered
in the liver of infected crabs, and there was strong pre-
sumption that this was also the case in the breeding
female. Mr. Robson also dealt briefly with the changes in

colour in the blood lipochromes, and suggested that in all

probability the fate of infected crabs is death from starva-
tion, owing to their inability to obtain enough foodstuff of

fatty nature for their own immediate needs.
Dr. Cresswell Shearer gave an account of his recent

Investigations on the archiannelid Dinophilus gyroctliatus,

collected at Plymouth. This species produces two kinds of

eggs, some small, destined to give rise to the small and
rudimentary males, others almost six times as large, and
also more numerous, which give rise to the large females.

The two kinds of eggs are laid together. In a few days
the males hatch full-grown and sexually mature, while the

females leave the egg in a small and immature condition
;

just previous to leaving the egg-capsule they are fertilised

by the small males. Sections of females at this stage show
the sperms collected on the ventral side of the gut at the

junction of stomach and intestine, i.e. where the future

ovary will appear, but as yet no trace of the latter is

visible. The ova appear much later, when the female has
grown very considerably in size. Shortly after the female
germ cells appear, each is seen to be joined by a spermato-
zoon, the head of which becomes imbedded in, or attached

to, the nuclear wall. Ultimately the nucleus of each
primitive ovum is composed of two portions, one derived

from the spermatozoon, the other from the female cell.

These two elements do not fuse, but retain their individu-

ality throughout the various oogonial divisions (about forty

to fifty in all). In the majority of these divisions the male
and female portions of the nucleus divide equally, so that

a similar amount of nuclear material, both male and
female, goes into each daughter cell. Now and again,

however, the female half of the nucleus seems to divide

before the male portion, so that the latter is, as it were,

left behind, and is shut off entirely from one of the

daughter cells. Of the two resulting daughter cells onr

has, therefore, the whole of the male part of the original

nucleus and its share of the female part, while the other

has its share of the female part only. This appears to bo

the sex-determining factor, for of the two daughter cell'^

the former, which has its share of the fetnalc ntid tlv

whole of the male element, becomes the female ngg, whil^'

the latter, which has a portion of the female nuclmis onI\

,

becomes a male egg. Both kinds of eggs, onre the sox-

determining division has taken place, grow rnnidlv, nhsorh-

ing and building up into themselves other immature egs;

cells with which they come into contact, .ind in which tli--

divisions of the two portions of the male and foninln nuclear

substance have been equal. The outcome of tlils process

is that the female egg is fertilised, but the ninl.^ . ;;i; is not

fertilised in the ordinary sense of the term : but it !•=

impossible to speak of if .ns r^allv unf<Mtili'^rd. ns it h.n--

been directly under the iiiflupnco of the spermatozoon in

all the oogonial divisions previous to the sex-d*'. 1 miniiu;

one. It is only in the late stages, shorflv before ilh f. mnl.^

egg is laid, that the two parts of tin- mirlinis fuse bf-yond

recognition.

Prof. C. J. Patten discussed th<- verii.il-p!uniag<- changes
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in the adolescent blackbird and their correlation with sexual

maturity. He held it to be an unsafe procedure to dr-ter-

inine the maturity of a bird by its plumage markings ; the

testes should also be examined macro- and microscopically.

He agreed that, as a rule, there is no dilTioulty in dis-

tinguishing the male blackbird in its first spring plumage
from the adult of the corresponding time of the year, for

the former is usually dark brownish-block with a blackish

beak, and the latter jet-black with a yellow beak. But
Prof. Patten had specimens in which the yellow coloration

of the beak appeared during the first year, coupled with
plumage so nearly approachmg jet-black that, on general
inspection, the bird might pass as being fully mature, the

yellow beak being usually regarded as the last sign of

maturity. In the birds just mentioned the yellow pigment
was developed precociously, and its development outstripped
in time the assumption of the true adult plumage, which
would not follow until the next year. The testes were
5 mm. long and 26 mm. broad, while those of mature
birds taken at the same time (the first two weeks in March)
were 18 mm. and 10 mm. respectively. In the former there

was no sign of spermatogenesis. Prof. Patten concluded
that the adolescent blackbirds above described would not
have reached maturity until next spring, despite the fact

that the beaks were yellow.

lilE LAKE VILLAGES IN THE NEIGHBOUR-
HOOD OF GLASTONBURY.'

"T^YIE second season's exploration of the Meare Lake
Village by the Somersetshire Archa;ological and

Natural History Society began on June 5, and was con-
tinued for three weeks under the joint supervision of

Messrs. A. Bulleid and H. St. George Gray. The ground
excavated was situated in the same part of the village, and
was directly continuous with last year's work.
The digging included the examination of the remaining

portion of Dwelling-mound VII., the whole of Mound
VlII., and portions of Mounds IX., X., and XI.
With reference to the construction of the above mounds,

two, i.e. Mounds VIII. and IX., had special points of
interest, and call for mention here. Taken as a whole,
however, this part of the work has been up to the present
time somewhat disappointing, as little additional informa-
tion has been gained regarding the structure generally
apart from that already acquired at the Glastonbury Lake
Village.

Mound Vin. was of medium size, consisting of five

floors and situated north-east of Mound VII. No hearth
was discovered associated with the two uppermost floors,

which were separated with much difficulty throughout.
An interesting series of eight superimposed baked clay
hearths was, however, found belonging to Floors iii.,

iv., and v., surrounded by thick layers of fire-ash. The
hearths varied from 2 feet 6 inches to 5 feet 3 inches in
diameter.
Mound IX. was of large size, consisting, apparently, of

two floors, and was only partially examined. Below the
clay was a thick layer of black earth composed of char-
coal, fire-ash, and debris containing quantities of bones
of animals and fragments of pottery. Under the black
earth a well-preserved platform of timber was disclosed,
bordered by the remains of the wattled wall of a circular
dwelling. This timber was chiefly arranged in a north-
east and south-west direction, and by far the larger
number of the wall-posts were made of squared oak, a
feature not hitherto noticed in the dwellings previously
examined.
The relics di-^-overed this season were scarcelv so

numerous as last year. A summary of them is appended.
Bone.—^The bone objects were not very numerous. The

most interesting specimen is a smooth pin without head,
having a long recess, or notch, along the middle of the
shaft. A similar object was found with late Celtic re-
mains on Ham Hill, South Somerset (Taunton Museum),

.J ^'POJtVTes^ntfd at the Portsm.mth meeting of the nritish Association
(Section H) of the committee appointed to investigote the lake vill.iges in
the neighbourhood of Glastonbury in connection with a committee of the
Somersetshire Archseol ->gical and Natural History Societv. (Drawn up by
Messrs. Arthur Bulleid and H. St. George Gray, the directors of the
excavations.)
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and another on the Roman site at Iwernc, Dorset (Pitt-

Rivers Museum, Farnham, Dorsetj. The other specimens
include two tibiae of horsic (sawn and [>crforated), two
large polishing-bones, pins, a dress-fastener, part of •
drill-bow, and two objects of worked bird-bone.

Worked Carpal and Tarsal lioncs of bhcep or Coat.—'
A large number of " bobbins " and other objects, showing
signs of considerable use, have been found, especially i

Mound VI I., where so many weaving appliances wtr
discovered. .Many of these bones are perforated ii

different directions ; others have transverse markings, son.

deeply grooved and very smooth.
Worked Shoulder'blades of Ox and Horse.—.\t the ei

of last season no fewer than thirty-two of these o>--

had been found, all in Mound VII. Four mor<
collected from the same dwelling this year, and
others in adjacent mounds. Two of those found
Mound VII. are ornamented with large examples of th

dot-and-circle pattern. In all instances the bones are

smooth, and the longitudinal spine had been cut down con-
siderably. Many of them are perforated at the articuKir

end (probably for suspension). They have been four

where weaving implements are abundant, but their u^

remains to be explained.

Crucibles.—Fragments of two found this year.

Bronze.—Fifteen objects of this material were uncovered
this year, but no fibulae are included. There are thrf
finger-rings, one ornamented by a cable pattern, two rivet

(one of a new type), an awl, three thin moulded boss*

part of a belt-fastener, and a large part of the borderin:
of a perishable scabbard, including the bulbous chap
Perhaps the most interesting remains of bronze is a pair

of pins with disc-shaped heads and arched stems.
Flint.—In addition to a number of flakes, a scraper and

two or three finely worked knives have been found.
Glass and other Beads.—The beads are numerous and

varied. Nine were found last season ; eighteen specimens
this year. The collection includes two polished bone ring-
beads. Six of the beads are of a yellow opaque glass and
two pale blue (also opaque). One of the finest specimer
is a ring-bead of clear sea-green glass, and two are dar'

blue. .\ small blue bead is ornamented round the sid'

by a continuous wave pattern ; two globular beads <

clear white glass are ornamented in yellow, one by
spiral device, the other by a herring-bone pattern. Tl
smallest bead is little more than one-eighth of an inch ;:

diameter.
Antler.—The numbered objects of this material hav

now reached the total of seventy-three, twenty-four bein;
found this season, including three antlers of roe-deer, or.

bearing knife-cuts, another being shaped as a knife-handl.
Nothing of exceptional interest has been found this seasor
many being pieces of cut antler impossible to name. Th
two hammers found have not been perforated for fittir.

handles. Several examples of the so-called " cheek
pieces," perhaps used in connection with the bridles an
bits of horses, have been found ; but the precise use <

many of these objects is very doubtful, and their shaping
and perforating vary very considerably.

Weaving-combs of Antler.—Again we have a fine series

bringing the former number of twenty-one up to a totr.

of thirty-five. Mound VII.. which must have been :

weaving establishment, contributes no fewer than twentv
nine of the number. No dwelling in the Glastonbur
Lake Village produced more than nine of these comb-
One example is dentated at both ends with twelve an

'

thirteen teeth respectively. The largest, having ten teeth
is 7J inches long. Several of them are ornamented witi

transverse and oblique lines, and one, at least, with dot
and circles.

Iron.—The objects of iron are mostly fragmentar>-, an<'

much corroded, as usual. The " finds " include a chisel
knife, file, and an awl in its handle of antler : also ar
earth-anvil. The latter was found on the top floor of r

mound, and only a foot deep below the flood-soil, throufjl
which, owing to its weight, it may probably have sunk
subsequently to the occupation of the village.
Kimmertdge Shale.—Objects of this material have this

season been increased from twelve to twent>--one. and they
are more numerous than in the neighbouring village of
Glastonbury. These objects are parts of lathe-turned arm-
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lets, with three exceptions, viz. a set of three roughly
' cut heavy rings, which may have been used in connection

with horse-harness. In section, one of the armlets (half)

measures no fewer than 21 mm. by 16 mm.
Lead and Tin.—Last season three net-sinkers of lead

were found, to which one has been added this year. The
first object of tin has been found, viz. a small whorl

! (? bead) ornamented with encircling lines of small punch-
marks.

Querns.—Compared with the Glastonbury Lake Village

these are plentiful at Meare ; but the circular rotary

querns are rare as compared with the saddle-shaped speci-

mens, of which some well-preserved examples have been

found.
Other Stone Objects.—Parts of circular blocks of stone

have been found, slightly recessed on one face and having

a narrow rim ; they show signs of intense heat, and may
be parts of moulds for casting thin bronze. A large

assortment of stone hammers and whetstones has been
found.

Sling Bullets.—Several of the baked clay sling bullets

typical of the period have been collected. Under the clay

floors of the mounds three groups of selected ovoid stones

were discovered, the numbers being 99, 182, and 347
respectively.

Spindle-whorls.—The former number of twenty-three

has this season been increased to forty-three. Most of

them are formed from discs of lias ; a few are of baked
clay, two being very large.

Pottery.—Shards of pottery have been very numerous

—

some three or four hundredweights. All of them have
bren scrubbed and preserved, being sorted under the

numbers of the dwellings. Several complete pots may
probably be built up some day. The proportion of orna-

mented fragments is high as compared with those from
the neighbouring village, and a great many new and highly

ornate designs have been added to the collection. Very
little ornamented pottery was discovered in the deepest

layers, and much of it bearing typical late Celtic designs
was found just under the flood-soil. The coarser plain

pots were generally found in the black earth and brush-
wood below the clay floors.

Human Remains.—Two pieces of skull and one bicuspid
tooth.

Animal Remains.—Found abundantly. The perforated
iioars' tusks and canine teeth of large dog were no doubt

'"d as personal ornament. The enormous number of

mes of young anima'.s indicates that the inhabitants of

this marsh village must have been great meat-eaters. The
r^niains of beaver and otter are frequently met with, and
Uo a considerable number of bird-bones.

LEGISLATION AGAINST INSECT PESTS AND
PLANT DISEASES.'

'T'HE effort to secure national legislation to keep out new
and dangerous insect pests or plant diseases which

1' may be brought in with imported nursery stock has been
actively favoured by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,

st as the department in the past has promoted and
ured legislation enabling it to exclude from the country
-eased animals or to quarantine and stamp out animal
-eases whenever such have appeared. In the case of

inestic animals, the exercise of these powers has brought
ormous benefit, and has worked entirely satisfactorily to

..;: livestock industry. It is reasonable to believe that like

li benefits to fruit and forest interests, including the nursery
business, will undoubtedly come from similar legislation to

:< lude insect pests and plant diseases.

The immediate danger which led to the recent effort to

ure legislation was the discovery in 1909 of the abundant
iportation and wide distribution into the United States

wi nurs'-ry stock infested with brown-tail moth nests and
orrasiunal egg masses of the gipsy motli. During the

ars 1909 and 1910 such infested stock was carried into

f-nty-two States, covering the country from the Atlantic
aboard to the Rocky Mountains. During the first of
se years no fewer than 7000 winlor nests of the brown-
1 moth, containing approximately 3,000,000 larva;, were

' From Circular No. 37 of tlie U.S. lleparlment of Agricultute.
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found in shipments into New York State alone—seed

material enough to infest the whole United States within

a few years. During the second of these years 617 of

these nests were found on nursery stock shipped into the

State of Ohio, and a much larger number, approximately
the same as the year previous, were again sent into New
York. Smaller numbers of these nests, proportioned to

the amount of nursery stock received, were sent into other

States east of the Rocky Mountains during both these

years. Fewer brown-tail moth nests were received during
the season just ended (1910-11), owing to the agitation in

this country and more strict supervision by foreign Govern-
ments.
So far as possible, this stock, as voluntarily reported by

customs officers and railroads, has been examined and the

brown-tail nests removed or destroyed by State authorities,

or, where these were not available, by agents of the

Bureau of Entomology of the United States Department
of Agriculture. Undoubtedly many shipments have not

been reported or examined, and it is quite probable that

local infestation has already started at different interior

points. The history of both the gipsy and brown-tail

moths in New England shows that these insects may be
present for several years without being noticed, slowly gain

headway, and then suddenly develop their full power of

destructiveness.

It is scarcely necessary to comment on the danger from
the careless introduction and wide distribution of these

two orchard and forest pests. In a limited district in

New England more than a million dollars a year have

been spent for a long period in a mere effort to control

these two insects, and the General Government is now
appropriating three hundred thousand dollars annually to

endeavour to clear them from the border of main highways
and thus check their spread. These expenditures do not

take into account the actual damage done, but they do

serve as a measure of the danger to the whole country

from the recent distribution of these two insects on

imported nursery stock.

As further illustrations of the constant risk from lack of

legislation may be mentioned two very recently introduced

insects which will undoubtedly prove very expensive pests

in future years. The European alfalfa leaf-weevil, on the

authority of the entomologist of the Utah Experiment

Station, Mr. Titus, was probably brought into LFtah on

packing of nursery stock or other merchandise from Europe.

This leaf-weevil has already destroyed much of the value

of the important alfalfa crop of Utah, and is spreading

into adjacent States. The other illustration is the Oriental

cotton scale (Pulvinaria psidii), probably the worst scale

pest of citrus and other subtropical plants in southern

Asia. This scale insect has recently been introduced into

Florida on imported stock, and is already well established

there.

New plant diseases, against the entrance of which there

is at present no bar, may even more seriously jeopardise

the farm, orchard, and forest products of this country.

Imported potatoes from Newfoundland are now bringing

in the potato wart disease, which, wherever it has been

introduced in Europe, and also in Newfoundland, puts a

stop to potato culture. The importation of white-pine

seedlings is now bringing in the European white-pine

blister rust, which, if established and disseminated, will

destroy much of the value of our white-pine forests.

Absolute quarantine against these two plant diseases is

the only means of keeping them out. The chestnut disease,

now practically shown to have been introduced on trees

imported from Japan, illustrates what may quickly happen

from such unchecked introductions.

More than half of the important insect enemies and

plant diseases now established in the United States have

been brought in on imported nursery stock, and new insect

enemies and new diseases are being thus introduced every

year. Twentv different insect pests, new to the United

States, some of them very formidable in the Old World,

have been intercepted in the inspections of the imported

material by this department this year, and this does not

include the introduction of brown-tail moth nests and other

European pests with import' d seedling stock.

A properly enforced quar.niiine and inspection law in

thn past would have excluded inanv, if not most, of the
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foreign iiisoct fncmies and plant diseases whicli ar. lunv

levying an enormous annual tax, amounting to several

hundred million dollars, on the products of the farms and
orchards of the United States.

In spite of the many pests which have already gained
foothold, and tnc control of which will be a permanent
annual charge on production, there remain many other
insect pests and plant diseases with equal capacity for

harm vvlnth, lurunateiy, have not yet come in; and it

is to protect from these new dangers that legislation is

now sought, not with the intention of prohibiting the trade
in imported stock, but to throw such safeguards around it

as will most protect both the importers and the sub-
sequent purchasers of such stock.

The insect pests and plant diseases that have come in

are probably here for all time, but certainly no reason-
able objection can be made to the effort to safeguard the

future. The conscientious importer will be benefited, and
the home producers, the dealers, and all the great fruit

and forest interests will be protected by suitable inspection
and quarantine legislation.

The San Jose scale had become established in Cali-

fornia on stock introduced from China about 1870, and
was known to be one of the most serious of orchard pests.

With proper supervision and quarantine it undoubtedly
could have been limited to the Pacific Coast indefinitely.

A quite unimportant importation of stock from California

by a proiiiiiieni .Missouri nurseryman in the early 'nineties

established this scale in several eastern nurseries, and this

led to the first concerted effort to obtain a national
quarantine and inspection law. The failure to reach an
agreement among the nurserymen, fruit-growers, and
entomologists as to suitable legislation prevented anything
coming from this effort, although several Bills were intro-

duci'fl I', ( <iiiiir< -'; fronj time to time. In the meantime,
the San Jos^ scale became so widely distributed by trans-

portation on nursery stock that quarantine against this

insect was no longer practicable ; and the United States is

now being taxed, and probably will be for all time, many
million dollars annually because there was no law under
which strong hold could have been taken of this danger
at the outset.

As elsewhere noted, the recent effort to secure legislation

follovve<l thf entry and wide distribution in the United
States of brown-tail moth nests on nursery stock, chiefly

from northern France. The discovery about the same time
of thp fPtrv of the potato wart disease from Newfoundland,
and the white-pine blister rust, chiefly from one district in

Germany, greatly emphasised the immediate need for

Federal control.

In the measure now before Congress, inspection of
imported nursery stock is left to the different States instead
of being undertaken by the Federal Government. A com-
plete system of notification is provided for, however, both
through the requirement of a permit and by subsequent
advices to be given by the customs offices, the broker or
first receiver of the stock, and the common carrier trans-
porting it.

The first clause of the Bill is as follows :—It shall be
unlawful for any person, firm, or corporation to import or
offer for entry into ihe United States from any foreign
country any nursery stock unless and until a permit shall

have been issued therefor by the Secretary of Agriculture,
under such conditions and regulations as the said secre-
tary may prescribe, and unless such nursery stock shall be
accompanied by a certificate of inspection in manner and
form as required by the Secretary of Agriculture from the
proper official of the country from which the importation
is made to the effect that the stock has been inspected and
found free from injurious plant diseases and insect pests :

Provided, That this section shall not be construed as apply-
ing to plants or plant products solely intended for and
adapted to use as food, but to nurserv stock or other plants
or plant products for propagation : Provided further. That
nursery stock may be imported for experimental or scien-
tific purposes, without the certificate of inspection or the
permit of the Secretary of Agriculture hereinbefore re-
quired, upon su-th conditions and under such regulations
as the Secretary of Agriculture may prescribe : And pro-
vided further. That nursery stock imported from countries
where no official system of insoection for such stock is
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maintained, may be admitted upon such conditions

under such regulations as the Secretary of Agriculture

prescribe.

One clause in the Bill malces provision for quarant

foreign districts or particular plant products in to.

districts to exclude diseases or insect enemies which

not otherwise be kept out. This is the provision •..

has been most objected to by importing nurserymen,

especially by importers who have invested in fo

nursery enterprises in France. It is not the intentio

apply this section except in the case of diseases or '

dangers which cannot be kept out by inspection or

infection ; in other words, at present it would apply

so far as is known, to the potato wart disease and
white-pine blister rust. Another clause provides

quarantining districts within the United States where
diseases or insect enemies have gained a foothold

such districts have been freed from such disease or in>

PRACTICAL STANDARDS FOR ELECTRh
MEASUREMENT.'

T^HE committee has to regret the death sinci

* meeting of the association of Dr. G. Johnstone Stoney,

F.R.S. He had been a member since 1861, and up to a

few years since continued his active interest in the u

In its earlier stages his skill in definition and his admi:

choice of nomenclature had proved invaluable to the

mittee. The collected reports which are to be issued si

will indicate how large a share in the establishme

the C.G.S. system of units is due to him.
Republication of Reports.—The republication of thej

ports is not yet completed, but this should be done
the present year. The proofs of the reports from ij

1883 have been finally revised, and the remaining
will soon be ready.

Lorenz Apparatus.—^The progress made has been

factory. Preliminary experiments have shown that

apparatus is uninfluenced by changes in the earth's

netic field, and that the thermal E.M.F.s at the br

on the two discs very nearly balance. With the for

brush in use at present there are sudden changes
difference of the thermal E.M.F.s amounting to 2 Xj|

volt, and it may be difficult entirely to eliminate

With other forms of brushes, e.g. those made of gauze,

difference was often 1000 times as great. It was
difficulty which led Lord Rayleigh in 1883 to amalga
the edge of the disc, and as a further improvement
Viriamu Jones and Prof. .Ayrton used mercury jets ir

of brushes. Since in the present apparatus the change
only I in 10,000 of the difference of potential produe
one arrangement of the brushes and fewer for a

arrangement, it is hoped that mercury contacts will

necessary. Further experiments will be made in or

obtain greater perfection, if such is possible.

Resistance Standards.—The construction of new mer -

standards of resistance in accordance with the specific

of the London Conference is being proceeded with, .nna

some of the standards will be completed this year. Similar

work is in progress in France, in Germany, in .Austria. '>"''

in the United States. In the last-named country
standards have had all their constants determined, an^l

resistance unit so obtained is in very close agreement
that obtained from the old National Physical Labor,
standards.

In the committee's report for 1908 it was shown that

many manganin resistance coils—some of which were pur-

chased by the committee in 1895—^'ere very changeable in

resistance, and in consequence frequent comparison wifti

mercury standards was necessary. In iqo8 it was ?'

at the Bure.iu of Standards, and confirmed at the Nat'
Physical Laboratory and at the Reichsanstalt, that '

changes were largely due to the effect of moisture or

shellac covering the wire. To eliminate this source <

trouble many of the coils were hermetically sealed in 1909,

1 RcD-rl prewnted a' t>ie PortsmnutH meet-nst of th^ British Asso
hv the ComniU»<"f: on F.xperime ts for Improving the Con^ti-uct

P'artlcM <?tan''ar<t« for Flect'icil Meisurements.—Ixard Rayleigh (

man), Pr. R. T. G'aiebrook (secretary).
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and it is satisfactory to record that they are now much more
constant. The importance of this hermetical sealing is so

great when manganin resistances are to be sent to such

places as cable stations in the tropics that the attention of

instrument manufacturers is directed to the matter.

Standard coils are readily sealed, and boxes of coils may
be sealed in metal cases. The following figures for

standard coils of manganin show the advantage of

hermetical sealing :

—

Nominal value
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that they were also liable to flash over if a circulating

current flowed round the two armatures of the dynamo*
on the same shaft running in parallel, when load was

thrown off. An electrical protective device was therefore

designed and fitted to each pair of generators, which auto-

matically breaks the field-circuit when either of these two
conditions arises.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Oxford.—The opponents of the statute allowing exemp-
tion from Greek in the case of candidates for honours in

mathematics and natural science, which is to be submitted

to Convocation on November 28, have put out a circular

in which their objections are stated. One of their principal

contentions is that when Greek becomes optional at the

universities, the teaching of that language will be given

up at many of the smaller schools throughout the country,

and that in consequence many boys who are capable of

profiting by the study will be deprived of the opportunity

of instruction in Greek during their school career. The
authors of the document say that while deprecating the

abolition of compulsory Greek, they are favourable to a

reform in existing methods of teaching and examination.

Prof. John Perry, F.R.S., will deliver an address at the

opening of the new mechanical engineering laboratory of

the Municipal Technical Institute, Belfast, on Friday,

November 24.

Mr. S. Mangham, formerly Frank Smart student in

botany at Cambridge, has been appointed lecturer in botany
at Armstrong College (University of Durham). Lord Grey
has accepted the office of president of the college.

Subscriptions for 30,000/. to meet the conditional pledge
of lo.oooL from the General Education Board have been
received by Middlebury College. It is stated in Science
that one-half of the fund will be reserved for general
endowment.

At the Sir John Cass Technical Institute, Aldgate, E.C.,
on Wednesday, November 29, Mr. H. Livingstone Sulman,
president of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, will

distribute the prizes and certificates gained by students
during the past session.

The Ontario correspondent of The Times announced on
November 19 that the first day's subscriptions from
Montreal to the million-dollar fund for McGill University
reached 66,735/., including io,oooZ. telegraphed from
London by Dr. James Douglas, who was formerly pro-
fessor of chemistry at Morrin College, Quebec.

The fourth annual dinner of old students of the Royal
College of Science, London, is to be held at the Imperial
College Union, Prince Consort Road, South Kensington,
on December 13, at 7.30 p.m. The sixth annual dinner of

the Finsbury Technical College Old Students' Association
is to be held at the Trocadero Restaurant on December 9,
at 7.30 p.m.

Mrs. C. Kayler has given loooZ. to University College
Hospital to found and endow a lectureship in memory of
her father, the late Dr. Sydney Ringer, F.R.S., formerly
consulting physician to the hospital. The lecturer will be
selected every two years, and will take as the basis of his
lecture original research carried out by him in the physio-
logical or pharmacological laboratories of University
College or in University College Hospital Medical School.

The death of Lady Reichel, which occurred at Bangor
the next day after the degree ceremony noted in last week's
Nature, will be felt as a loss by all those interested in
higher education in Wales. As wife of the principal of the
University College of North Wales, Lady Reichel, while
holding no important official position, had by her personality
and influence rendered indirect services, of the value of
which it would be difficult to form an adequate estimate, to
the cause of education.

The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries has awarded the
following research scholarships in agricultural science :

—

P. G. Bailey (Cambridge), J. Clayton (Cambridge), J. T.
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Kdwards, E. T. Hainan (Cambridge), J. 11

(Cambridge), J. A. Hanky, G. E. John.son (Birm
C. G. P. Laidlaw (Cambridge), A. E. Lcchnv

.

J. W. Lesley (Cambridge), .\. Neville (Londoi,

Sptnks (Cambridgfj. These scholarships hav

lished in connection with the scheme for the

scientific research in agriculture, for the purp'

the Treasury ha« sanctioned a grant to the isoard ).•

the developn\ent fund. The scholarships, which are of

annual value of 150I., and are tenable for thrff "— '

been established in order to train promising si

suitable supervision, with a view to their co.

the development of agriculture, either by carry

independent research or by acting in an advisory c:i|-

agriculturists.

At the annual meeting of the Mathematical Associar

to be held in January next, the following papers will

presented:—What should be omitted in arithmetic? J.

Sachs; mathematical work in training colleges, Re\ '"

Radford; some unrealised possibilities in matli

education, G. St. L. Carson; the work of the Inter,

Commission on mathematical teaching, C. Godfrey

;

calculus as a school subject, C. V. Dure!!. In addition

following subjects for discussion are proposed :—A rei

nised universal sequence of propositions in geometry
schools, H. G. Mayo; the educational value of th'

matics examination, E. F. Edwards ; the logic of

whether or where we should teach it, S. Andra.n.- , mc
treatment of parallel lines, Rev. J. J. Milne; differentiation

and integration as purely algebraic processes, W. F.

Sheppard ; is the educational prestige of ma;'

lessening? G. St. L. Carson; the elementary tea

the calculus. Rev. E. M. Radford ; first lessons in algtl

W. A. Richardson.

In connection with the work of the General Educa
Board of the United States, we learn from Science t

conditional appropriations amounting to 127,000/. have

been granted to six colleges and universities by the board
of trustees. Applications from twenty-four instituti'^''^*

were presented. From this list the board selected

among which is distributed conditionally the avaihi

funds as follows :—to Bucknell University, Lewisburg,
Pa., 7000/. towards 32,000/. ; to Earlham College, Rich-
mond, Ind., 15,000/. towards 80,000/. ; to Furman Uni-
versity, Greenville, S.C., 5000/. towards 20,000/. ; to

Grinnell College, Grinnell, la., 20,000/. towards 100,000/.;

to Smith College, 40,000/. towards 200,000/. ; to Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, Tex., 40,000/. towards
200,000/. During the meeting attention was directed to

the fact that since Mr. Rockefeller made his first contribu-

tion to the board for the promotion of higher education,

contributions have been made to ninety-one institutions,

amounting to 1,525,000/., towards a total of 7,182,000/.

Fifty-one institutions to which the board has made con-

ditional contributions have completed the subscriptions for

the supplemental sums required, and to these institutions

the board has already paid 700,000/. in cash. As a result

of the campaigns made by these fifty-one institutions, their

assets have been increased by more than 3,800,000/. Their
student bodies have increased by 2047, 183 new professors

have been employed, and the annual payment to professors

in these fifty-one institutions has been increased S4.300/.

As indicative of the growing appreciation of the value

of higher education in science and technology among the

native aristocracy of India, the following remarks, re-

corded in The Pioneer Mail, from a speech at an educa-
tional conference by the Nawab Bahadur of Dacca are

interesting. Supporting the statement that " the want of

a combined course of education has to answer for the

degraded state of our community," he said:
—" It is none

the less due also to our utter indifference to technical,

industrial, agricultural, and commercial education. If we
had developed our industrial resources, improved our agri-

culture, and learnt business, hunger would not have
peeped in our peasants' houses. Our interests would not

have clashed had we not flocked to the general line of

education only, but turned to other branches for which
we might have special aptitude and be better fitted. The
inevitable consequences of this wanton neglect of these

branches have been the cramming of all offices and pro-
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tessions, and the poverty of the people. Our trades and
ndustries are dying out, and prosperity is out of the ques-
ion if we do not revive them. Our lands are immense
reasures, for gold is buried there if we only render them
iroductive. We cannot grow one quarter of what they
,0 in the civilised countries of Europe and America for the
!ame area. There is immense room for improvement in

.1! these directions, especially in agriculture ; and although
here has been a general awakening, and Government has
een kindly lending its help, our capitalists do not come
orward to invest money in such undertakings." He con-
luded :

—
" I would most earnestly appeal to you to try

reate an indomitable passion for education in your
Is, relatives, and fellow-brethren, without which our

.; ration for the regeneration of our community is but
i\;ng in the wilderness."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, November i6.— Sir Archibald Geikie,
' B., president, in the chair.—Sir E. Ray Lankester :

discovery of a novel type of flint implements below
ase of the Reg Crag of Suffolk, &c. (i) Flint imple-
^ of human manufacture have been discovered by Mr.
id Moir, of Ipswich, in the detritus beds at the base
Red Crag in Suffolk, and by Mr. W. G. Clarke at

base of the Norwich Crag in Norfolk. (2) These
ihijments are of a novel type—the " rostro-carinate, " or
i::agle's beak "—but include also scrapers, hammers, and
ige one-sided picks. They do not include any forms re-
inbling the Chellian and Acheuilian ovate implements.

sub-crag type (rostro-carinate) is essentially com-
d from side to side. The Chellian and Acheuilian
Moustierian types are essentially depressed or flattened
a leaf. (3) They were manufactured at a period
lus to one of severe glaciation, which set in before
iwest beds of the Red Crag and Norwich Crag were
led, and characterise a phase of human development
than any hitherto known by equally indisputable

!ce. (4) The rostro-carinate implements were not
bably used for dressing and smoothing the skins of
lis. (5) On the land surface from parts of which
implements were moved into the detritus beds at the
'f the East Anglian " Crags," similar implements re-
d, which were embedded in the subsequent deposits
Glacial period, and have been found in a few isolated
ces in mid-glacial sands and Boulder Clay. (6) The
Crag is commonly regarded as of greater geologic
iian its proper fauna would indicate. Its mammalian
~ are derivatives of an earlier age, and the few
-cs of Pliocene character found in its earlier layers
ingering survivors from a warmer condition of the
They became extinct at the early onset of the con-
- proper to the Red Crag sea. The Red Crag should

J cHiped
_
with the Pleistocene rather than with the

""•ne series. (7) The race of men who manufactured
^ub-crag flint implements probably lived on the land
• not remote from the sea during the period of the
line Crag, which was characterised by a warmer
' than that of the Red Crag, and may justly be re-
1 as marking the close of Pliocene conditions" in this
I if Europe. The land barrier joining Britain to
linavia, which had kept the southern part of what
V the North Sea from access of cold northern waters
ince the earliest Tertiary period, disappeared at the
ling of the deposition of the Red Crag. (8) If these
:tions are justified, it remains a question for later
whether the men who made the sub-crag imple-

were of greater antiquity than those who made the
Clients (so-called eoliths) of the high plateau gravels
lit, or than those recognised by some archaeologists
ikers of roughly chipped flints found in other locali-
l>ut not hitherto generally admitted as of human
iianship. (9) In any case, the implements from the
ig beds in East Anglia are of special and very
t type, and cannot be associated with anv known
my other locality.—Prof. E. W. MacBride': Studies
redity. I.—The effects of crossing the sea-urchins

•mils csculentus and Echinocardiuni cordattim. Many
logists have investigated the question as to how far
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paternal and maternal characters are transmitted when
different species of echinoderms are crossed, and have
arrived at inconclusive and contradictory results. The
reasons for the unsatisfactory results of their investigation
are largely to be found in incomplete study of the normal
development of the species to be crossed, and consequent
dependence being placed upon characters which are either
slightly marked or variable in the normal larva. There
are two cases where the larvae are distinguishable from
one another by sharply marked characters, about the
presence or absence of which there can be no possible
doubt. The first case, that of the late larvje of Echinus
miliaris and E. esculentus, which are distinguished by the
number of ciliated epaulettes, has been investigated by De
Morgan and Shearer, who find that the hybrid in all cases
shows purely maternal characters. The second case,, that
of the larvae of Echinus esculentus and Echinocardium
cordatum, the larvae of which are distinguished by the
presence of an aboral spike in those of the latter species
and its absence in those of the former, forms the subject
of this paper. It is shown that the eggs of Echinocardium
fertilised by the sperm of Echinus give rise to hybrids
which show the paternal character in the total absence of
the spike, whilst the eggs of Echinus fertilised by the
sperm of Echinocardium form a fertilisation membrane,
but then undergo cytolysis. Loeb and his pupils have been
able to fertilise the egg of sea-urchins with the sperm of
animals belonging to different classes of animals. In all

these cases the larvae are a purely maternal tvpe. It is,

therefore, startling to find that when the eggs' of Echino-
cardium are fertilised with the sperm of a creature so far
apart in systematic position as Echinus the paternal
character should be so clearly marked in the hybrid.—Prof.
W. M. Thornton : The influence of ionised air on
bacteria.—Dr. T. Graham Brown : The intrinsic factors in
the act of progression in the mammal, (i) By means of a
stimulus (namely, section of the spinal cord) central in
application, although remote from the local centre, the
act of progression may be induced in muscles de-afferented
by the cutting of their appropriate posterior spinal roots.
It occurs thus after all the muscles of both hind limbs have
been de-afferented, and all but the recording pair have
been put out of action by motor paralysis. (2) The act of
progression as exhibited by these muscles, and thus
induced, scarcely differs, if indeed it differs at all, from
the act similarly induced when the afferent parts of the
recording muscles have not been broken. (3) In either
case the reaction, as evidenced in movement at the ankle-
joint, shows three periods. In the first the record is

characterised by a state chiefly of maintained flexion. In
the last there is a state characterised by maintained
extension. Intermediate between these there is a period of
" balance," in which the movements of progression are
most perfect. (4) The rhythmic sequence of the act of
progression is consequently detertnined by phasic changes
innate in the local centres, and these phases are not
essentially caused by peripheral stimuli. (5) The proprio-

ceptive stimuli which are generated by the contraction of
muscles taking part in the act (when the appropriate
posterior spinal roots are intact) play a regulating, and
not an intrinsic, part in the act. Their chief importance
may he in the grading of the individual component move-
ments to the temporary exigencies of the environment.—
Dr. J. L. Jona : The refractive indices of the eye media
of some Australian animals.—S. G. Paine : The permea-
bility of the yeast cell.—G. A. Buckmaster and J. A.

Gardner : Ventilation of the lung in chloroform narcosis.

The authors give a number of plethysmographic tracings

to show the lung-ventilation during chloroform anaesthesia

with different percentages of chloroform and ether, and also

analyses of the blood gases. They show that with un-

impeded respiration under ancEsthesia by chloroform given

at a slight positive pressure the ventilation of the lung

takes place at a lowered level. During a narcosis in which

respiration continues the lung-ventilation is diminished in

the first three minutes by about 60 per cent, of its original

value, and by a similar amount after prolonged anjesthesia.

They consider that the carbon-dioxide content of the blood

is reduced below a threshhold value by any state of hyper-

pncea prior to administration of the drug, and this diminu-

tion in carbon-dioxide content plus the diminished excita-
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pteris, or, as wc ina\ now call it, Anl.-yroplrris (irayi. i-

a highly developed member of ih. Priniotiru . -. .mil pr.

-

sents interesting analogies with the (uriou- i^. nu- A-i-m-
chlaena, recently described in full detail li\ i'.uil Iv riiaml.

—Miss Edith E. Bamford : Pelagic actinian l.u \a-. I h'-

author stated that the collection of actinian larv.e from
the Indian Ocean consists of thirteen dilTerent types, the

chief interest lying in the four zoantliidean larv.c, all

being new species of the e^.nu- Zoaniliina, \an Heneden,
represented by single spi rim. n-. A. (). Walker: The
distribution of Elodea C(iiui(lr)isls, .Miihx., in the Hritish

Isles in 1909. E. canadensis. .Mirhx., is said to h;i\i- li.eii

first seen in Ireland in 1836 and in Berwickshire in 1845.
By 1850 it had become so abundant in many [larts of the
British Isles as to be a serious nuisance by choking up
canals, watercourses, and drains, and all attempts to clear

it out failed. It was found, however, that after a few
years it died out, or became comparatively scarce and
feeble. Information on the subject is given in the paper
from twenty-four counties in England and Wales, six in

Scotland, and three in Ireland, showing, on the wholf, that
the plant his decreased of late.—Dr. J. Murie : The
" slipper limpet " {Crcpidula fornicata). It was pointed
out that the " limpets " have now become a nuisance on the
oyster-beds of both Kent and Essex. Originally tin \ w. r.>

imported from .America, coming among th.- harrelled
oysters bnmi^'ht over for relaying. They hav.- since he-

come thoroui^hly naturalised, and on the Blaikwal.-r and
River Crouch are dredged up in tons .-ittach.d to th.-

oysters, mussels, &c. Unlik." the starfish, d.-vour. r- and
arch-enemies of the oyster, or the imiv-.ls, which viiioth'-r

them, .md the whelk tint;les, whicli lioie througli their
shells, the " slipper limpet " is more of a conini. nsal par.i-

site and messmate, partaking of the ovst, , \ food. Kut
what now chiefly renders them a serious m. ii.n . to owt. 1-

rulture is the labour and exp.ns.. involv.-d in tonstant
dredging for them, as likewis,- the n.-c. -sity for individuallv
chopping them off by " cultack " before the oysters are
presentable for sale or replanting.

Zooloeical Society, November 7—Mr. Frederick Gillett'

vice-president, in the chair.—T. E. Gunn : The presence of
two ovaries in certain British birds, more esjv^i.dlv the
Falconidas. The author outlined th.^ views luld hv the
majority of English morphologists on the reproductive
organs of adult female birds, and enunK-rated ex.mipl'

s

which he had collected durini; a numh.-r of years where tin'

right as well as the left ovary was pr. sent, and, so far as
could be ascertained, in the two i .;-<-, of which sections had
been made, where the right ovary was functional. He
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with a cat;dnt,'iie of the Oriental species e

order, l-'our j^ein-ra .•md i w-.-nty-eight species were des.

.is new, .imone-t the !,'iii.r the mo-f remarkable b<

form imiciue anions ( 'olje-nhola in possessing a n:

cercus to the fifth abdominal sej^ment, and for the ret

of which .1 iii-w sul)f;imilv was formed. The total m.
of Collembola known from the Oriental region was -

to ;imount to fiflv-three species comprised within tv

s.-ven .genera. - I'rof. P. P. Sushkin : Ontogenetical i

formations of the bill in Ardea cinerea. The author
.1 (I' -( ription of the gradual development of the bill

s«Ti<-- of enibryos and young specimens of the heron
which 111- had m;ule ohs.rv.-itions. The simple rhar..

theca proved to be only a late stage of the compound
.md the form of the Ardeine bill he regarded as a deriv«|
one, and discussed its resemblance to those of allied forr

Manchester.

Literarv and Philosophical Society, October 31^

Prof. F. E. Weiss, president, in the chair.—TI
Thorp : .\ new method for testing the curvature of
bolic mirrors. The method consists in tilting the
with a delicate tangent screw so that each portion of
mirror is successively brought into a horizontal positi|

—Miss P. C. Esdaile : A study of the scales of
salmon. It was shown that no two scales of the
scores examined from different parts of the one fish

the same number of lines, though they all had the

number of annual markings. Research during the

year indicated that the number of lines in each an*
group increases gradually on scales taken from near
head to those taken near the fleshy (adipose) fin ; and
from this position to the tail there is a decrease in

number of lines in each annual group. .-Mso, the
on the upper side of the body hav fewer lines than
on the lower side. Thus the scales are not all of the

size, increasing in length and breadth as the numt
lines increases. Near the adipose fin, the part of the

with nearly the sinallest girth, the scales are, so far-j

known, the longest and broad. -t. and have the

number of lines. The results clearly indicate that

it would be premature to state how many lines are fo

during each year or each month.
Xoveiiihi-r Meadowcroft : .\ geome

in-.-itmeril o;' -'on.— Dr. .\. .\. Mum|
Ohsi-rv.'itions o;i -on-r i.iriors which have caused tl

proved physique of boys at the Manchester Grammar
during the last thirty years. In comparing the diffe

in height, weight, and phvsical development genera
the boys at the school during tlie period 1881-6 as COB

with the period 1905-10, the author discussed the ca|

lietter housing, improved diet, greater insight int

meaning of parental responsibility as regards health,

which he attributed the remarkable increase in heigt

weight of the boys. He referred to the changed at
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wards athletics and physical culture, particularly durinj^

.•: earlier ages, prevailing to-day, and, further, directed

attention to the fact that, from the statistics he put forward,
:! appeared that the later the onset of infectious diseases

can be postponed beyond the earliest years of childhood, the

better it would appear to be for the future growth and
vigour of the child.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, November 13.—M. Armand Gautisr

in the chair.—J. Violle : A reversion of the double rose to

the single form. A de Dijon rose, which for the last

twelve years had borne large numbers of the usual double
flower, possibly as a consequence of the dry and hot

summer suddenly in September developed on all its

branches single roses. These were followed eight days
later by a crop of the usual double rose.—A. Laveran and
D. Roudsky : Concerning the action of oxazine (triamino-

phenaxoxonium), chloride, and acridine (diphenylmethane)
on trypanosomes. .'\n account of experiments on the cause
of the disappearance of the centrosomes from the trypano-
some under the action of oxazine.—Pierre Termier : The
tectonic in French Basque country.—J. Ph. Lag^rula and
H. Chretien: The Brooks comet (ignc) ; its photographic
appearance and its spectrum. The photograph showed a

clearly defined globular nucleus with a tail formed of

numerous filaments, nine of which were sufficiently well

marked to measure their angles of position. The spectrum
was photographed on a pinacyanol plate, recording from
the ultra-violet to the red. It proved to be very similar

to the spectrum of the Daniel comet taken with the same
apparatus. The spectrum was continuous, with the

cyanogen and carbon bands superposed.—A. Demoulin :

The fl surfaces.—L. Schlesing^er : .'\ differential system
with fixed critical points.—G. Kowale^ski : A property of

the transformations of Volterra.—M. Joug:uet : The
acceleration of waves of shock in wires.—Jean Becquerel :

The propagation of light in fluorescent bodies. Neither in

the ruby nor the emerald does the state of fluorescence

sensibly modify the velocity of propagation of the radia-

tions of the same period as those emitted. Within the

limits of accuracy of these experiments a fluorescence

absorption does not appear to exist.—Kr. Birkeland :

Celestial phenomena and experimental analogies. Photo-
graphs of further experiments made with a magnetic globe
as kathode in a large Leyden jar. The examples given in

the reproductions of the photographs include the imitations
of Saturn's ring, of some nebulae, and of the sun-spots.

—

Pierre Weiss and O. Bloch : The magnetisation of nickel,

cobalt, and of alloys of nickel and cobalt. For those alloys

for which magnetic saturation was possible, the Curie
constant was found to be a linear function of the percentage
composition of the alloys.—Chaspoul and Jaubert
do Beaujeu : Researches on the radio-activity of the
waters of Vals-les-Bains. No general relation appears to

exist between the radio-activity of water and the mineral
' onstituents. In the bicarbonate waters of Vals, however,
111'' free carbonic acid varies in the same sense as the radio-
activity.—Pierre Girard and Victor Henri : Concerning
some new hypotheses on the molecular state of bodies in

solution. The van 't Iloff-Arrhenius theory of solution has
recently been criticised adversely by Colson and Fouard,
the former on the basis of cryoscopic measurements, the
latter from the results of osmometric experiments. The
author shows reasons for .supposing that in the experiments
of Fouard the equilibrium observed was not that due to

the true osmotic pressure, but was the result of osmotic
currents of electrostatic origin. It is concluded that the
facts brought forward by -M.M. Colson and Fouard cannot
be regarded as controverting the theory of van 't Iloff and
Arrhenius.—Fi. Boismenu : The hypoiodous amides.
Details are given of th(; mode of preparation and properties
of the iodine derivatives of acetamide, propionamidr, ;m.l

formamide. These all contain the group —Nl, .11 r A,

composed by water, decolorise indigo, and liberate from .1

solution of potassium iodide twice the amount of iodine
contained in the molecule. They are very unstable, and

stability decreases as the molecular weight is lower.
M. Lespieau : Some properties of monobromacrolein.

Monobromacrolein gives pyrazol when treated with
hydrazine hjdrate ; tfie aldehyde does not react with pure
hydrocyanic acid, but a violent reaction is induced bv the
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presence of a trace of potassium cyanide, the product being
a nittile alcohol giving the acid CH, : CBr.CH(0H).C02H.
—E. Chablay : Researches on the metallic alcoholates.

—P. L. Vig^uier : .\ttempts at the direct preparation of

tetrolic aldehyde. .An account of unsuccessful attempts by
three methods to prepare tetrolic aldehyde.—Marin
IMoliiard : The action of various polyureides and of

hippuric acid on the development and tuber formation of

the radish. Tuber formation was found to be favoured
by the presence of sodium urate.—C. Picado : The
epiphyte Bromeliaceae as a biological medium.—P. k.

Dane^eard : The sulphur bacteria.—M. Radais and A.
Sartory : The toxic properties of the Mapou [Agauria
pyrifolia). The leaves, flowers, fruit, and seeds of this

plant contain a very toxic substance or substances soluble

I

in water or weak alcohol. Boiling the solution does not

I

destroy the toxicity. There are some indications that the

1 toxic substance is a glucoside.—Paul Godin : Some con-

j

elusions from my researches on growth in man relating to

j

puberty.—A. Magnan : A human acephalous monster.

—

' Jacques Pelieg^rin : The aquatic vertebrates of the Sahara.

—Louis Semichon : The heterogonic cycle of Pterocallis

tiliae and the presence of chlorophyll.—D. Keilin : Certain

constant sensitive organs in the larva of Diptera and their

probable significance.—Henri Agruihon : The mechanism of

I

the destruction of the diastases by light. E.xperiments with

succase, laccase, and tyrosinase showed that these three

diastases are not attacked by ordinary light in a vacuum.
The ultra-violet rays from a quartz mercury vapour lamp
partially destroys them, although not to so great an extent

as when o.xygen is present. The hypothesis that the actual

agent destroying the diastases is hydrogen peroxide, formed

by the action of the light, accords well with the experi-

mental facts.—H. Gaehlinser and A. Tilmant : The
caseifying action of certain lipoids.—Maurice Lugeon :

Some consequences of the hypothesis of a dualism of the

Palaeozoic foldings in the western Alps.—G. Le Cadet :

The origin of the electrical manifestations of storms, on

the occasion of the observation of cyclones in China seas.

In the vertical terrestrial electric field a vortex with hori-

zontal axis can develop influence charges and sufficient

differences of potential to cause disruptive discharges.—

J. Vallot : The protection of ob.servatories at high alti-

tudes against lightning. In the two observatories on Mt.

Blanc, one is surrounded by metal directly connected with

the rock on which it stands by numerous metallic con-

nections, and this has never been struck by lightning. The
other, the Janssen Observatory, stands on snow, and con-

nection has to be made with the earth by means of a cable

100 metres long. In spite of numerous alterations and
additions to the protecting apparatus, this observatory has

been repeatedly struck, and electrical phenomena have been

observed inside the building, in some cases lasting for

more than two hours, and resulting in personal injury to

the occupants and fusion of various metal instruments and

utensils. It is concluded that for buildings established on

snow at a considerable distance from rock there is no
means known of protecting against lightninj;:. M. de

Montessus de Bailore : Tine distribution of -. i-ini>- in-

stability in Bolivia.
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THE SCIENTIFIC SrVDY OF MAMMALS.

I'he Age of Mammals in Europe, Asia, and North

America. By Prof. Henry Fairfield Osborn. Pp.

xvii + 635, with illustrations. (New York: The

-Macmillan Company; London : Macmillan and Co.,

Ltd., 19 10.) Price 185. 6d. net.

DURING recent years no branch of study has made

more important contributions to biology than

that of extinct mammals. It has not only led to a

more satisfactory understanding of the mammals
themselves and their relationships. It has also thrown

unexpected light on the general processes of organic

evolution and the problems of geographical distribu-

tion. The broad features in the secular development of

several groups of mammals are now better known
than the growth stages in the individual life-history

of many common existing species ; and the underlying

principles are often discoverable from a consideration

of the numerous recurring phenomena which are

sufficiently well known for comparison.

The literature of the subject, however, has become

so voluminous and scattered that the time has

arrived for an exhaustive critical summary. The
aimless casual descriptions of so-called new species and

varieties can only be superseded by real contributions

to science when the present position of the various

problems is clearly understood. Zoologists, especially

palaeontologists, are therefore much indebted to Prof.

H. F. Osborn for the great labour he has bestowed

on his new work, "The Age of Mammals," which

furnishes the necessary summary by a master-hand

and forms a sure basis for future research.

Prof. Osborn 's volume is intended for general scien-

tific readers as well as for specialists. It is thus

prefaced by an interesting introductory section on the

principles of palaeontology as illustrated by extinct

mammals, and on certain related geological questions.

The treatment is more or less historical, with full

references to the original authors, and there are

several explanatory diagrams and maps. A table of

strata (Fig. 13) marking the periods of successive

earth-disturbances which gave rise to various moun-
tain-systems, is especially striking. During the "Age
of Mammals," or Tertiary period, the Pyrenees, Swiss

Alps, and Himalayas have been formed in the Old
World, while the Rocky Mountains have originated in

North .\merica.

It is well known that mammals first arose during

the Secondary period, or "Age of Reptiles," but re-

mained insignificant and restricted in their range until

practically all the dominant reptiles had passed away.
Prof. Osborn alludes more than once to this appar-

ently -^uddcii world-w idi- extinction of the dinosaurs,

ichth\()s,uirs, plesiosaurs, and pterodactyls which
floul-i^h( (I until the end of Cretaceous times; but it is

onl\ lo (inphasise the incNplicable nature c)f the

phciKiinc lion. As he nni.nk^,

"Reptiles are so sensitive to temperature tli.it it is

natural to attribute this extinction to a g( n< ral rc-

frii,f'|-;iti()n, but the flora shows no evidence ot this
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either in Europe or America ; nor is there evidence

of any great geographic cataclysm on the surface of

the earth, for the plant-life transition from one age
to the other in the Rocky Mountain region is alto-

gether gradual and gentle."

Whatever may have been the cause, so soon as the

great reptiles had disappeared, small primitive mam-
mals of the kind which arose in the Secondary period

suddenly began to multiply, and spread both in

Europe and North America, perhaps also in South

America. Their remains are found in the Basal

Eocene deposits. None of these animals, however,

appear to be directly ancestral to more modern groups,

the direct forerunners of which arrived both in Europe

and North America from some undetermined region

in the period of the Lower Eocene. This second

mysterious migration furnished the source of the

lemurs, insectivores, true carnivores, rodents, and

perissodactyl and artiodactyl ungulates. A few of the

primitive mammals still survived with them through

the Eocene until the beginning of Oligocene times,

most of them grown unwieldy in size, such as the

herbivorous Coryphodon and Uintatherium, or the

carnivorous Mesonyx ; but their brain remained small

and simple, and they could not compete with the

higher mammals in which advance in brain-power

accompanied progressive elaborations in the limbs and

dentition.

During the Oligocene period, sabre-toothed cats,

dogs, martens, pigs, and rhinoceroses became

recognisable, both in Europe and North America,

while the viverrines occurred in Europe, and the hares

and primitive camels were characteristic of North

America. Africa was then a separate land-area, the

scene of the early development of hyracoids and pro-

boscideans. In all regions there were certain preco-

cious and aberrant types, such as the titanotheres of

North America and Arsinoitherium in Egypt, which

only flourished for a short time, without leaving

descendants. At the beginning of the Miocene period

the most noteworthy event was the connection of

Africa with Europe, which allowed the proboscideans

to spread over the whole of the northern hemisphere,

where they flourished and increased in size. There

were now true cats and bears, tapirs, and rhinoceroses,

both in the Old and New Worlds; while by the end

of the Miocene the horses had nearly become one-

toed, and apes, antelopes, okapis, and horned deer

had appeared, at least in the Old World.

By the end of the Pliocpne period mammals had be-

come much as they are now, though most of the grouos

were more widely distributed, and they comprised many

large species which soon disappeared after the advent

of man. From the early Eocene until the early Plio-

cene, South America had been an isolated land-area,

on which mammals had developed into several strange

groups of ungulates and the true edentates (sloths,

armadillos, and ant-eaters). Before the end of the

Pliocene, the emergence of the isthmus of Panama

permitted some of these types to wander nortli int<-

the southern United States, while the camels (llamas

and alpacas), cats, dogs, deer, pigs, horses, and mas-

todons were able for the first time to spread to the

southern continent. At the end of the Pliocene pi-riod

1'
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there is evidence of extensive desiccation in western

North America, southern South America, north-central

Africa, and central Australia; and physical changes

which arc not yet understood led to a glacial epoch

in the northern hemisphere in Pleistocene times. These

phenomena had doubtless much to do with the ex-

tinction of the large quadrupeds and the impoverish-

ment of the mammal fauna. Civilised man has con-

tinued the destruction.

The whole of this fascinating story is told in detail

by Prof. Osborn, who not only discusses the mammals
themselves, but also describes the rocks in which

their remains occur, and briefly notices the successive

changes in geography which they indicate. His work

is illustrated by numerous text-figures of skeletons,

restored sketches of extinct mammals made by the

American Museum of Natural History, photographs

of scenery, and diagrammatic geological sections. As

might be supposed, much of it is extremely technical,

and to be used for reference rather than systematic

reading ; but it is enlivened throughout by a succession

of interesting generalisations, which are all the more
valuable as having been either suggested or confirmed

by the author's own researches. The peculiar feature

of Prof. Osborn's book, indeed, is its stimulating

freshness, and he is to be congratulated on the impulse

which it is certain to give to the studies with which

it deals. A. S. W.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF FERNS.

Die Geographic der Fame. By H. Christ (Basel)

Pp- 357+ 3 maps. (Jena: Gustav Fischer, 1910.)

Price 12 marks.

DR. CHRIST has produced a volume of remark-
able interest on the geographical distribution

of ferns, which forms a worthy companion to

Schimper's well-known " Pflanzen-Geographie auf
physiologischen Grundlage." The book has been
arranged in a somewhat similar manner to Schimper's
"Plant Geography," and is divided into two parts.

The first consists of 136 pages, devoted to considera-
tions of the effects of soil, climate, &c., on the distri-

bution of ferns, and in the second part the ferns of
the different geographical areas are described in detail.

To the general botanist, and more particularly to

the ecologist, the first portion of the book has the
greater interest. Ferns, unlike the flowering plants,
though very widely distributed, are not universally
found over the surface of the earth, since they are
definitely limited as to their environment by the need
for water, and though many species are remarkable
for their capability of resisting desiccation, yet they
are unable to grow where the rainfall is below a
certain amount. Being in the main shade plants,
their maximum distribution tends to follow the wooded
areas of the globe ; and the dry desert areas are almost
destitute of ferns.

Though mainly found growing on humus, some
ferns are affected by the nature of the substratum, and
this is especially the case with calcareous soils. It
may often happen, however, that chalk-shunning
ferns may be found on that formation owing to the
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I is overJ|depth of humus by which the calcareous soil is ov«

laid.

Striking examples of ferns which avoid the chalk

are afforded by Asplenium septentrionale and by »V"

world-wide Pteridium aquilinum—the bracken fen

which is found in both hemispheres, from "the equa

to the poles." Asplenium viride and Cystopteris t»?

tana, on the other hand, may be cited as examples ot

species characteristic of the chalk. Halophytes, again»

have their fern representatives, and Acrostichum

lomarioides from the brackish swamps of tropicat

America, and A. auretim, which grows in the Rhizo»

phora estuaries, are striking examples of this type of

plant.

Then again there are the fresh-water swamp ferns,

such as the widely distributed Dryopteris thelypteris

and the well-known water fern, Ceratopteris thalic'

trioides.

The majority of ferns are perennial, but there are

a few exceptions, of which Ceratopteris is one, and

also the annual fern, Anogramma leptophylla.

Ferns afford parallels to Phanerogams in their

choice of habitats and relations to climatic con-

ditions, and also in their external forms they provide

counterparts to other types of vegetation. We fin<|

them, for example, as epiphytes; tree ferns;

scramblers or bramble ferns (Gleichenia, Odontosoria,

&c.) ; twining ferns, such as Blechtium volubile; tendri

climbers {Lathyropteris madagascariensis), and creep

ing epiphytes or rhizome climbers, which are wd
illustrated by the aroid-like Oleandra neeriformis.

The general biological features of hygrophytic femSj

hairs, secretions, storage organs, &c., are alsd

described with a wealth of illustration.

An interesting section is devoted to the description

of the xerophytic types, many of which have thdl

home in the Andes, on the same lines as that for thl

hygrophytes. Two characteristic forms may hi

recognised : the Cheilanthes t}'pe, with short rhizome,

deep roots, and small hairy pinnae, and the Elapho

glossum type, where the rhizome is thick and creepinj

and the leaves tongue-like, leathery, and simple. The
genera Cyclophorus, from the Old World, and Elapho-

glossum, centred in the Andes, afford the most strik-

ing examples.

Ferns of high alpine or arctic regions are few, a

as compared with the phanerogamic vegetation

such situations, are not particularly characteri?

Cryptogramma and Woodsia, however, maybecitcc:

typically northern alpine forms, while PolysticJi

mohrioides is a typical antarctic-andine species. O: •

of the highest know-n species is another Polystichum.

P. Duthci, from Kumaon, which occurs at an altitude

of from 13,000 to 17,000 feet.

The bulk of the second part of the book is concern

with the fern flora of the different geographical

gions, but it is preceded by some very interest!

pages dealing with general questions of geographic

distribution, such as the effect of the Ice age and the

relics of the fern ftora of past ages. The distribution

of several genera is outlined, but space does nol

permit of a review of this section of the book in

further detail. Attention may, however, be directed

to the remarkable case of distribution afforded bv
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he genus Pleurosorus, which is found as three

:arcely differing forms in Southern Spain (P. Pozoi),

)uth Chile (5. papaverifolius), and Australia (P. rutae-

lius). These small xerophytic rock ferns may well

>
• cited as examples of the simultaneous appearance

of a species in widely separated localities.

There is but one fault to find with this otherwise
excellent book, and that is that the illustrations, most
of which are very good, have been inserted without any
particular reference to the text, and some difficulty is

experienced in attempting to find the figures which
are intended to illustrate particular descriptions.

A. W. H.

OPHTHALMIC THERAPEUTICS.
An International System of Ophthalmic Practice.
Edited by Dr. Walter L. Pyle. Therapeutics. By
Dr. A. Darier. Translated by S. Stephenson. Pp.
xiv + 444. (London : Rebman, Ltd., 191 1.) Price
lys. 6d. net.

T^HIS is the first volume of an " International
J- System of Ophthalmic Practice," edited by Dr.
Walter L. Pyle, of Philadelphia. Other volumes
announced are on " Medical Ophthalmology," by Dr.
Arnold Knapp, of New York; "Ophthalmic
Diagnosis," by Dr. Charles H. Beard, of Chicago;
"Pathologv and Bacteriology of the Eye," by Messrs.
Treacher Collins and M. S. Mayou, of London;
"Affections of the Orbit and Accessory Cavities," by
Dr. Christian R. Holmes, of Cincinnati; "Examina-
tion and Refraction of the Eye and Eye-strain," by
the editor; and "Ophthalmic Surgery," the author-
ship of which is not stated. It will be seen that the
scheme is comprehensive, and that the aim is essen-
tially practical. The authors are men of established
reputation, and may be relied upon to carry out their
work ably, so that the system will form a valuable, if

not indispensable, addition to the ophthalmologist's
library. If the volumes reach the standard of the
sample which we have before us we may confidently
prophesy the financial success of the series.

Those who have read Dr. Darier 's lectures and
oers on ophthalmic therapeutics in their original
m in French must have approached the present

'n-k with some misgivings. Dr. Darier is an enthu-
^ 1st for novae res. He possesses in marked degree

mental agility of the Latin race, quick to appre-
!e new facts, eager to traverse new paths. True,

li • sometimes appears to the onlookers to skip rather
' an to run, but then he is an artist, and a savour

art is not without its uses in dealing with the
•Mience of medicine, a science which, though yet in
its infancy, is called upon to perform the feats of
mature development. Dr. Darier 's enthusiasm often
outruns discretion, but in this book it has been curbed

the " free editorial control " which has been exer-
d upon the manuscript. In the end we have a

- und work on the treatment of diseases of the eye,
\\1iich by virtue of the large space devoted to the
discussion of new methods and new drugs, forms a
useful adjunct to the formal text-book.
The subject is divided into two parts, general and

special therapeutics. The first commences with a
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chapter on methods of diagnosis, devoted .to such
topics as serum diagnosis and the demonstration of
spirochastes. Constitutional treatment is then dealt
with, stress being laid upon the technique of hypo-
dermic and intravenous medication and subconjunctival
injections. The chapter on serum- and organo-
therapy will prove particularly useful to the ophthal-
mologist, who has perforce to obtain his knowledge
of these matters second-hand. It might have been
expanded with advantage, and a freer citation of
original papers would have enhanced its value. The
ophthalmologist cannot afford to ignore serum-
therapy, which now has so large a place in medical
treatment, but it is a two-edged weapon, and should
be used with the utmost caution. Much space is

devoted to photo-electro-, hydro-, mechano-thetapy,
X-rays, and radium; as a rule original papers are
quoted, and the reader is left to draw his own con-
clusions. Of more value are the chapters on drugs

—

anaesthetics, analgesics, vaso-dilators, vaso-con-
strictors, mydriatics and cycloplegics, miotics and
silver compounds; their virtues and vices and the
modes of their application are quite well described.

In the section on special therapeutics, the diseases
of the eye are dealt with seriatim in the manner of
an ordinary text-book. Too little stress is laid upon
old and well-tried methods, so that the reader is liable

to obtain a wrong perspective. The book, however,
is clearly intended for specialists who are capable of

forming an independent opinion in these matters.
It would be easy to criticise many of the

statements, but those most open to attack are

such as only time and extended experience can
ultimately settle. They are topics of constant dispute

in ophthalmic journals, where they can most suitably

be ventilated. In discussing cataract, glaucoma, and
so on reference has to be made to operative measures.
It would have been better to have relegated these

matters entirely to the volume on ophthalmic surgery,

where they will doubtless be treated exhaustively.

The cursory remarks are of little value ; on the other

hand, they do not occupy much space.

We can cordially recommend the book to the con-

sideration of advanced students of ophthalmology, and
they will be well advised to look out for the other

v'olumes of the series.

PHARMACOGNOSY IN THE UNITED STATES.
A Text-book of Botany and Pharmacognosy, intended

for the Use of Students of Pharmacy , as a Refer-

ence Book for Pharmacists, and as a Handbook for

Food and Drug Analysts. By Prof. H. Kraemer.
Fourth revised and enlarged edition. Pp. viii + 888.

(Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Co.,

n.d.)^ Price 15s. net.

A LTHOUGH in English text-books botany is not

^ *• usually combined with pharmacognosy, it is un-

deniable that such a combination possesses for the

student of the latter science the distinct advantage

that much overlapping may be avoided, and that, by

selecting medicinal plants to illustrate the botanical

portion, the student, while studying botany, insensibly

acquires a considerable amount of information cnn-
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cernin^' economically important plants. This advan-

tage has been utilised by Prof. Kraemer to the fullest

extent; indeed, it mifjht be considered by some to

have been carried rather too far, for the section on

fhe " Classification of Angiosperms " deals with medi-

cinal plants only. The botamcal portion of the work

is well written and abundantly illustrated; it is char-

acterised by the comparatively small amount of

attention piven to the lower forms of vegetable life,

the alga? and fungi occupying only thirty-six pages,

whereas in text-books of botany these two groups are

usually treated in detail that is often considered un-

necessary for the pharmacognosist.

Part ii., "Pharmacognosy," is subdivided into four

chapters, dealing respectively with crude drugs, pow-

dered drugs, reagents, and micro-analysis. As the

first chapter comprises only 178 pages, and deals with

a large number of crude drugs, it is evident that the

space allotted to each can be but small. The descrip-

tions of the drugs are accordingly very concise, and

the methods by which those that are unorganised are

produced have been perhaps unduly reduced, but the

constituents have received careful and sufficient treat-

ment. Thus the accounts of the production of such

important drugs as aloes, catechu, guaiacum, rubber,

&c., can convey to the mind of the student but an

imperfect idea of the various steps in the processes

and their effect upon the drug obtained. To these

details a little more space might well be given without

imduly increasing the size of the work. Credit, how-
ever, must be given to the author for including a

large number of drugs of comparatively rare occur-

rence, and thus making this section of the work more
complete than is usually the case with text-books

designed for the use of the student. Chapter

ii., dealing with powdered drugs, has also been

much elaborated. In addition to those with organised

structure, it includes a number of structure-

less drugs (aloes, myrrh, &c,), as well as a few-

definite chemical compounds. The key to their identi-

fication, based primarily upon the colour, is one of the

most complete that has been published. The chapter

is abundantly illustrated, and contains descriptions of

the microscopical characters of so many drugs that

it cannot fail to be of service to the experienced micro-
scopist as. well as to the student.

Chapter iv., " Micro-analysis," deals with the identi-

fication of the crystals found in drugs and their pre-

parations by crystallographic methods, and the time
has arrived when these methods must be adopted in

the study of such crystals if any real progress in that

direction is to be made. It is undeniable that at

present the crystals observed in drugs are often very

loosely described, and that their identification fre-

quently rests on very insufficient grounds. This
part also includes the description and illustra-

tion of the crystalline forms of a number of active

constituents of drugs, such as brucine sulphate,

codeine sulphate, cubebin, &c., and is to be regarded
as suggestive (which is certainly the case) rather than
as complete.

It w-ill thus be seen that Kraemer 's text-book is a
valuable contribution to the literature of pharma-
cognosy. It shows how medicinal plants mav be
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utilised in the study of botany; it deals with a l;.

number of drugs; it gives instruction in their iden

cation in the powdered state, and it suggests 11

upon which microscopical investigation may be pr

cuted. The author is to be congratulated on

success of his labours. Hbnry G. Grebnisi

THE CHEMISTRY OF BLEACHING.
The Principles of Bleaching and Finishing of Cot

By S. R. Trotman and E. L. Thorp. Pp. xii +
;

(London: C. Griffin and Co., Ltd., 1911.) Pi

16s. net.

THE book before us is an attempt to blend

account of the most recent advances in the p

cesses of bleachinj;^ and finishing of cotton goods with

an equally up-to-date account of the scientific p*^"-

ciples which form the basis of these processes. >

an attempt is comparatively rare in connection wiw
manufacturing processes, and on that account ak

the book ought to be welcomed. But when, as

find, the attempt has been highly successful,

authors must be congratulated on having produc

a work of great value to all concerned in this

portant industry.

The book opens with an account of the structui

and composition of cotton fibre, the means of testing

its strength, twist, &c., followed by an account of the

carbohydrates, such as starch and the sugars which

are of importance to the bleacher, A full account is

given of the different kinds of water, and of the

means of treating it so as to make it suitable for

bleaching purposes. The importance of the qualitv of

water supplied to the works is too often overU

by the bleacher, who ought to know that good re;^-.

in bleaching largely depend on the quality of wi"

used, and that the pure white required for some gc

cannot be obtained if certain waters are used.

One of the most interesting chapters in the '

is that in which the influence of bacteria in bleai

is discussed. The authors show that cotton ma
infected with bacteria at almost every stage o

manufacture, and the principal causes are the fc

ing :—
(i) Impure water for steeping.

(2) Incomplete removal of protoplasmic consiiti

during bleaching.

(3) Allowing goods to lie about in a damp condition,

especially in warm weather.

(4) Insufficient cleanliness of plant or buildings.

(5) The use of inferior materials, e.g. low-grade

starches and glues.

(6) The careless storing of finished goods.

The results of bacterial damage are frequ

coloured spots, each spot being a colony of uic

organism. Sometimes the whole piece of cloth be-

comes infected, and has the appearance of having

been dyed. A piece of lace examined by the authors

left the finisher apparently perfect, but subsequentlj

developed a pink colour.

"A microscopic examination showed the presence oi

numerous very fine hyphae interlaced with the cotton

fibres, and subsequent plate cultures upon a starch

medium similar to the dress used for the lace prove<]

the presence of a chromogfenic mould, which was
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capable of producing the observed pink colour. The
point was conclusively proved by infecting sound lace

with the organisms."

Further, it was found that the presence of acid was

necessary to develop the colour, which only appeared

after about fourteen days. This explained how the

goods were passed as perfect by the finishers. Natur-

ally much space is devoted to the treatment of the

cloth before the actual bleaching and to the materials

and plant used in these processes. The importance

of securing purity in the materials used is insisted

on, and regular testing recommended. Full details

are given of the Kiers used for lye boiling and wash-

ing, and there are excellent illustrations of the most

improved forms of plant.

Much attention is given to the various bleaching

agents, and particularly to bleaching powder. The
controversy as to its composition is carefully con-

sidered, but cannot yet be said to be finally settled.

Reference is made to the very recent work of R. L.

Taylor (Chemical Society's Journal, 1910, p. 2541),

who has shown that the action of carbon dioxide on

bleaching powder liberates chlorine only and not hypo-

chlorous acid, as had usually been supposed. On the

other hand, S. H. Higgins maintains that hypo-

chlorous acid does enter into the bleaching action

(Chemical Society's Journal, 191 1, p. 858).

Limitations of space will not allow us to refer to

other portions of the book. Suffice it to say that the

use of other bleaching agents, such as sodium hypo-

chlorite ozone, sodium peroxide, potassium perman-
ganate, &c., is referred to, and there is a full account

of the bleaching by electrolytic solutions, and a dis-

cussion of the economy of the process. The book

will be of special use to bleachers who have a sufficient

knowledge of chemistry to understand the theoretical

portions.

SYSTEMATIC PSYCHOLOGY.
A First Book in Psychology. By Prof. Mary Whiton

Calkins. Pp. xvi + 419. (New York: The Mac-
millan Company; London: Macmillan and Co.,

Ltd., 1910.) Price 85. net.

Erkenntnistheorie. Von Prof. E. Diirr. Pp. viii + 362.

(Leipzig : Quelle und Meyer, 19 10.) Price 8 marks.

MISS CALKINS is well known among psycholo-

gists for her treatment of psychology as the

science of selves rather than as the science of mental

processes. In her view, the science is best treated as
*' a study of conscious selves in relation to other selves

and to external objects—in a word, to their environ-

ment, personal and impersonal." The aim of the

present book is to give a systematic account of the

various psychological topics, ordinarily treated in intro-

ductory text-books, from this point of view. As might
be anticipated. Miss Calkins is least successful in her

method when dealing with perception, imagination,

memory, and thought, although the special point of

view gives an added significance to the facts, and
brings a new interest for those students who have

already become familiar with the ordinary descriptions.

When dealing with the more individualising and active

forms of consciousness - emotion, will, belief, and the
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religious consciousness—the author is able to

benefit by her method to the full, and gives the im-
pression of concreteness and reality so often missing

in the descriptions of these aspects of conscious life.

There is no chapter specially devoted to the nature of

the self, but many facts generally given under this

head are very fully discussed in a section on "Ab-
normal Psychology " in the appendix. This appendix

forms quite a third of the entire volume, and contains

masses of detail the enumeration and discussion of

which might obscure the general line of argument.

It adds very greatly to the value of the book, and is

clearly arranged, and well provided with figures and
diagrams. The final section contains a large number

of good "review questions."

Prof. Diirr's book, though written from the psycho-

logical point of view, does at least equal justice to the

metaphysical issues involved in the problem of know-

ledge. It is divided into three long chapters entitled,

" Die Psychologie des Erkennens," " Die Wertlehre

des Erkennens," and " Die Gegendstandslehre des

Erkennens " respectively, and under each of these

headings numerous subdivisions occur. The book

cannot be accused of lack of system, and in some

respects forms a compendium of philosophy with the

historical and critical methods about equally repre-

sented. Its first hundred pages on the psychology of

thought, however, lift it far above the ruck of ordinary

philosophical text-books, and make it of the greatest

value to the psychologist. The difficulties attending

the various possible theories of outer perception and

inner perception (introspection) are exhaustively dis-

cussed, though in small compass, and the peculiar

psychological problem involved in the case of memory

and recognition is clearly stated, and a solution of it

attempted. Under the sub-heading "Thought,"

theories of abstraction, judgment, inference, and in-

duction are briefly considered. Several paragraphs are

devoted to the question of the relation of knowledge to

belief. Notes at the end of the volume give the

necessary references to current literature, and in many

cases continue the discussion in greater detail. The

one criticism to which the book is open is that diffi-

culties are treated in too summary and dogmatic a

fashion. For conversational classes or " seminars " in

philosophy and general psychology, the book should

prove invaluable. There is certainly no single book

in English of a similar kind at the present time.

W. B.

OUR BOOK SHELF.

(i) Introduction to Science. By Prof. J. Arthur

Thomson. Pp. vi + 256.

(2) Astronomy. By Arthur R. Hinks. Pp. V1 + 25O.

Home University Library of Modern Knowledge.)

(London: Williams and Norgate, 191 1.) Price is.

net each.

(i) Prof. Thomson has prepared an admirable intro-

duction to the scientific section of the series of which

he is joint-editor. He has an inspiring gospel to

expound, and has proved himself a worthy apostle of

it Science stands for truth and righteousness, for

exact observation, for progress at all costs, for that

divine discontent with existing knowledge which,

stimulates persistent inquiry into the unknown, and
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leads the true philosopher, in Sir John nerschel's

words, "to hope all things not impossible and to

believe all things not unreasonable."

The scientific mood, aim, and method are described

by Prof. Thomson and illustrated by apt quotation

from the works of active investigators. The. relations

of science to philosophy, art, religion, and practical

life are dealt with-; and the classification of the

scienc s the subject of a particularly valuable

chaptd appropriate in a " Home University

Library, m-- readers are assumed to come to the

university with a certain foundation of preliminary

knowledge; otherwise such a reference as that to

" Bode's law of the relations of the planets, or

Mendel^eff's ' periodic law ' of the relations of the

atomic weights of the chemical elements " would be

unintelligible. Given this acquaintance with the broad

principles of science, we can conceive no better first

survey of the significance of scientific work than that

which Prof. Thomson provides.

(2) Mr. Hinks has produced a volume which is

decidedly superior to most popular books on astronomy,

inasmuch as it is not merely a descriptive catalogue

of the characteristics of celestial bodies, but a state-

ment of leading results and a critical analysis of con-

clusions. The book breathes the spirit of the prac-

tical astronomer who can form his own opinion as

to the value of observations and hypotheses. It

suffers by comparison with some other volumes on
account of the absence of illustrations; nevertheless, it

is decidedly original in substance, and the most read-

able and informative little book on modern astronomy
we have seen for a long time.

Physikalischc Chemie der Zelle tmd der Gewehe.
By Prof. Rudolf Hober. Dritte Auflage. Pp. xv +
671. (Leipzig: W. Engelmann, 191 1.) Price 17.25,
marks.

This third edition of Dr. Hober's well-known work
on t-he physical chemistry of the cell and tissues is

widely different, both in extent and quality, from the
modest little volume which first appeared in 1902, and
interested physiological chemists as the evangel of the
new lipoid theory of cell permeability promulgated by
Overton and Hans Meyer.

Since that time the chemistry of colloids and of the
relationships of colloids and crystalloids has made
enormous strides, and the new edition is now in
reality an interesting and fairly well up-to-date text-
book of this domain of knowledge. It still shows,
however, on account of the way the lipoid theory
keeps cropping up everywhere, manifest traces of its

origin, and the author is still an earnest and whole-
hearted believer in an ingenious theory which has
not stood the test of advance of time and growth of
knowledge.
Even this sturdiest champion of the lipoid theory

is driven now to admit that the experimental findings
can only be explained by following Nathansohn's pos-
tulations of a mosaic cell-membrane, in which the
small stones represent the lipoids and the interstitial

material, a protoplasmic cement which allows a vary-
ing degree of permeability to the ions. This is

accordingly a kind of dual Maxwell's demon mem-
brane, with one kind of demon at one kind of gate
letting through the lipoid-soluble bodies, and a
different class of demon at a different sort of gate
letting through the water-soluble bodies, and those
who desire salvation for the lipoid-theory by leaving
it in possession of these two demons may be con-
gratulated on having placed it where it is well-nigh
unassailable, unless, indeed, someone discovers a

,substance which is soluble neither in water nor lipoids
and yet can contrive to get into cells.
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The portions of the book which do not treat

cell permeability are well and clearly written, ;i

give a full presentation of the subject, which may
recommended for study to those interested in ;

confines of physical and bio-chemi.stry who poss-

already some acquaintance with both subjects. It i>

not f)y any mmns a book for beginners.
Bbnjamin MooRr

Geologische Ausftiige in der Mark Brandenbure.
K. Hucke. Pp. 155. (Leipzig : Quelle und Mf >

1911.) Price 3.20 marks.

This guide for the geological student and tout

printed in the popular black-letter type of nortl

Germany, should find a ready appreciation am
those who travel round Berlin. The descriptions

the various excursions are clear, and there is a to

of Walther's vividness here and there, as in

account (p. 13) of the general landscape on the v,

drawal of the "inland ice." Not enough is m.
perhaps, of the probability that large areas of

ice stagnated in the plain, and that the withdra
which deposited the ground-moraine, was mainl\

a vertical direction.

The index does not always guide us to the atti

live generalisations which the book contains, s'

as the origin of the numerous lakelets and
ancient courses of the streams (p. 107). W
the visitor, however, reaches a critical district

is encouraged to look beyond the immediate 1.

scape. Formations concealed at the surface

sought in quarries underground. An interest

account is given (p. 121) of the interglacial bed of

ochre near Dahnsdorf, resulting from the oxidn

of dark green iron carbonates and humates. Ti

were deposited by water, and were subsequently ;

served by boulder-clay, as a stratum 30 metres thick.

The dry channels known as Rummeln (p. 136) in the

elevated region of the Flaming south of Berlin

attributed to torrents from the melting ice. A
interest is thus given to these pleasant features >

land that often seems monotonous. We are told •

the horizontal sheep-tracks along their sides (Fig.

have been regarded as river-terraces.

In the gloom of the level forest-covered region*

huge Scandinavian erratics form features of tl

selves (Fig. 32). The numerous photographs •

illustrate this handy volume are mostly provider,

the author, who has certainly shown the wide vaii- iv

of deposits that may be studied in the Mark of

Brandenburg. G. A. J. C

Playbooks of Science : Chemistry and Chemical Ma
Pp. 150. Mechanics and Some of its Mysteries.

Pp. 120. Flying and Some of its Mysteries. Pp.

138. All by V. E. Johnson. (London : H-
Frowde, Hodder and Stoughton, 1912.) V
IS. 6d. each.

Boys who are thoroughly interested in a well-chi

hobby are the cause of much less anxiety to t

parents and teachers than those who are conter

idle away leisure hours. The author of these '

books has for his primary aim the provision of in:

gent amusement, and on the whole he has made a

successful appeal to the desire young people have " to

try things." " Never be content merely to read about

an experiment " is the advice offered at the beginning
of each book, and it is probable that many boN's will be

led from the performance of the tricks described to

the serious study of the phenomena obser\'ed.

The two books named first are almost wholly devoted

to experiments, while the third is largely. a descriptive

account of the various attempts to evolve the perfect

flying-machine.
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Der Fanamakanal. By Max D. Fiegel. Pp. viii +
183. (Berlin : Dietrich Reimer—Ernst Vohsen,

191 1.) Price 4 marks.
Mr. Fiegel describes clearly the course of the canal

now in process of construction by the United States

Government ; also the ' engineering- works and
machinery, and the commercial and political aspects of

the enterprise. His book will provide German readers

with an informative account of the position about a

rear ago of what in three years' time promises to be

one of the most remarkable human schemes ever

brought to a successful conclusion.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
{The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions

expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.

No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

The Weather of igii.

Sir Edward Fry's letter in Nature of November i6, and
Commander Hepvvorth's reply in the issue of November 23,

prompt me to give expression to some ideas which I have
been discussing with various meteorological friends during
the last few months. What I have to say will not attempt
in explanation of the phenomena of the remarkable summer
nd autumn of this year, but it will give an indication of

I he direction in which, for my part, I hope to look for an
'xplanation of those phenomena.

I agree with Sir Edward Fry that the prevalence of anti-

vclones in a particular direction, or the continuance of

;iven winds, are only part of the phenomena to be ex-

ilained ; I think, too, that the statement may be rightly

inderstood in a sense slightly different from that which
Sir Edward intended. I mean that this summer furnished
a good deal of evidence for a proposition which includes the

inference that the distribution of pressure is not in itself

a complete explanation of the weather. I will state my
proposition now, and afterwards explain why I make it.

It is that the main outlines of the distribution of pressure

are imposed upon the surface layers of the atmosphere by
transmission from a region g or 10 kilometres high—

a

region which is above what may be called the physical

laboratory, where rain and thick clouds are made—and that
the phenomena of weather are due, not to the mere exist-

ence of the air currents which correspond with the distribu-

tion of surface pressure, but to their heterogeneity.
Weather as represented primarily by rainfall is dependent
on the convection of moist air, while pressure distribution
is governed by changes which take place above or nearly
at the top of the convective region of the atmosphere. In

other words, the dynamics of the atmosphere is controlled
in the upner air, while the phvsics of the atmosphere is a

matter which concerns the lower layers.

The remarkable summer has provided evidence in support
of this proposition by furnishing a number of examples of

pressure distributions which might well have been rainy,
and were not. The Coronation festivities were somehow
preserved from the copious rainfall which, according to the
pressure distribution, was their due. If pressure distribu-
tion is the cause of rainfall, 100,000 children at the Crystal
Palace on June 30 ought to have got wet through, but they
did not. There are many other instances of the same kind
which I need not quote. Let us look at the matter from
the other side.

.Some time during the summer Mr. W. H. Dines sent to

me the results of some work which he has done upon the
correlation of various data for the upper air. .'Xmong them
was the correlation coefficient between the variations of

pressure at the surface and at the level of 9 kilometres.
For certain groups of ascents it was so large as to show
a close approximation to pronortionality. That is, of
course, not surprising, because the variations at the surface
and at kilometres are certainly not independent ; but
what was surprising to me was that the standard deviations
of pressure at the two levels in the rn«'-'s und^r invf>stign-
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tion were very nearly equal. Thence it follows that the
pressure variations at 9 kilometres level (with two-thirds
of the atmosphere below it) are not merely proportional to
the variations at the surface, but the same in magnitude

;

and as they are certainly transmitted to the surface, it

follows, further, that the variations at the surface are
practically accounted for by the variations that occur ar

9 kilometres. We are accustomed to urge the importance
of the study of the upper air for increasing our knowledge
of meteorology ; but, so far as I know, we have not recog-
nised that it was so directly responsible for steering our
surface air currents,

Mr. Dines 's variations were those shown between the
individual balloon ascents and their average. Looking into
a series of charts for the upper air recently published by
Prof. Rotch, I came upon another step in the proof. In
the charts Prof. Rotch gives the average wind velocity at

30,000 feet (9 kilometres) and the atmospheric density there.

The product of these two is about the same as for a point
near the surface, whence it follows that for Blue Hill the
pressure gradient at 9 kilometres, which is proportional to

the product, is the same as for the surface ; in other words,
not only are the chronological changes transmitted to the

surface from 9 kilometres, but the average pressure dis-

tributions are similarly transmitted. In a discussion at the

Meteorological Office on October 23 I was reminded that

these conclusions are not new. The inverse proportionality

of velocity and density of air is known as Egnell's law

;

and the approximate constancy of pressure gradients Up to

9 kilometres was pointed out to the British Association by
Gold and Harwood in 1909. But the idea of looking to

the level of 9 kilometres for the outlines in full scale of

our surface distribution of pressure is new ; and it seems
to me to be possibly the beginning of a new era in the

endeavour to explain such phenomena as those of the past

summer.
I cannot, at this stage, give particulars as to the details

of the application of so general a proposition to special

cases, such as circular revolving storms, the northern sides

of which may be confined to the lower strata, nor can I

say whether the application of the proposition is limited

to certain parts of the world. I think it must be. It

will be remembered that M. Teissercnc de Bort computed
mean isobars at 4 kilometres for January and July that

showed the average circulation of the upper air in each

hemisphere as a great cyclonic depression, with centres at

the poles. It is not likely that there is any great changr

of distribution between 4 kilometres and 9 kilometres. At

Blue Hill the winds at 3 kilometres vary between W.S.W.
and N.N.W., and these, again, should agree with the

pressure distribution. We know from the study of the

points where sounding balloons land that the westerly

circulation is not always to be found aloft. We know, also,

that at 9 kilometres the variations of temperature from day

to day are as large as, or larger than, those at the surface.

Hence we may conclude that the pressure distribution af

9 kilometres corresponds with a cyclonic circulation of

westerly winds round the pole, periodically, but perhaps

not regularly, invaded by winds from some northerly

quarter, with marked changes of temperature. This will

be recognised as merely a rough description of a series of

V-shaped depressions, which also, on the average of the

month, would give a westerly circulation. Possibly, in

realitv, the V-shaped depressions at 9 kilometres are made

up of comparatively warm westerly winds with repeated

incursions of cold air from the north or north-west, giving

phenomena similar to those which have been described in

recent discussions of line squalls. In the results of Mr.

Cave's observations of pilot balloons there is evidence that

V-shaped depressions at the surface sometimes originate

with northerly winds at high levels.

If this is so, our failure to explain the outlines of the

distribution of pressure by means of the surface conditions

is itself explained. Mr. Dines's recent paper before the

Royal Society shows how futile is the endeavour to explain

them by reference to temperatures in the lavers below

9 kilometres. Thev come from above, and their shape at

any time is governed bv causes in the ronsider.ntion of

which we must treat the globe as a whole. Our first step

in explaining, for example, the recent succession of_ gales

w.nild hr to note whether the westerly circulation in thf.
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The Inheritance of Mental Characters.

Mr. Walkkr sent nic, before publication, the letter

which appeared ui Nauki; oI November 23. In reply I ex-
plainf'd that, thouj^ii 1 have insisted elsewhere that the
\ niU inhorn, acquired, and inheritable are often incorrectly
I
- -d, >i-t in my paper to the Eugenics Education Society

1 did not define the meanings of them, partly because my
space was limited and partly because 1 thought no mis-
apprehension could arise in the minds of my audience.
None did arise. But I learn, with surprise, that some
would have arisen had my critic been present. I used the
words exactly as they are commonly used in biological
literature, terming such characters as heads and instincts
i iborn and inheritable, and such characters as scars and a
knowledge of Latin acquired.

In Mr. Walker's book, " Hereditary Characters," he was
good enough to reproduce many of my conclusions almost
in my own words; for example, "In considering the
mental characters of man we are forced to the conclusion
that almost all are acquirements, and that very little besides
consciousness, memory, capacities for making various
acquirements, and a few instincts is inborn." This is

precisely my opinion as elaborately set forth, not only " on
all previous occasions," but in the very paper he criticises.
The astounding thing is that he should imagine that it is,

or may be, also the opinion of Prof. Karl Pearson, whose
statement, he thinks, " may be loosely expressed and open
t(i misinterpretation," but " which does not appear, on the
face of it, to be at variance with his own views." I fear
Prof. Pearson will pray ardently to be delivered from his
friends.

I must complain that the sentence Mr. Walker quotes
from my paper is, in the absence of its context, open to
misinterpretation. I was not merely railing. The follow-
ing is the passage from which it is taken. Prof. Pearson
does not use the w-ord " inborn " ; but if the word " inherit-
able " or " physical " be substituted for it, mv meaning is

unaltered
"

. . . Here we have an example of a conclusion based,
like many more of the conclusions of biometricians, on an
ascertained correlation. It is assumed that, since offspring
reproduce parental mental characters in the same degree as
their physical characters, therefore, if the latter are inborn,
the former must be inborn also. In other words, it is

assumed that one kind of sameness necessarily involves
another and a different kind of sameness."
Now, though I have collected no family histories bear-

ing on the subject, I think that no one will deny that such
characters as heads, hearts, lungs, livers, and the like are
inborn and invariably present in parents and offspring—at
any rate in offspring that reach school age. Here we have
aUsolute certainty of inheritance. .'Vgain, I think no one
will deny that parental birth-marks, moles, and the like, are
also inborn, and that they are hardl\ ov, r, if ever, repro-
duced by offspring. Here the degree of inheritability is

zero. Between these extremes of inheritability lie the
degrees of inheritability of all the other characters. Some,
like ten fingers and ten toes, are reproduced almost as
c.rtainly as heads ; others, like eye-colour and hair texture,
with less certainty ; others with still less ccrtaintv ; and
so on, and so on, until we reach characters the inherit-
.-ihility of which is scarcely greater than that of birth-marks
aiid moles. Plainly, then, since the inheritance of inborn
characters varies between certainty and zero, Pearson's
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Southsea, November 26.

Amedeo Avogadro.

;\\' 11 A a century has passed away since the emin'
llali.'ui

I

ing hi-

of chi .

.t A\ adro published the law which, be;j

iliar to every elementary student;
Owing to various causes^^

Avogadru's labours were but little appreciated, and thoughi
he occupied a foremost position among Italian men o|
science the scientific world in general evinced but lit

interest in his work. Even the indefatigable Kopp fai

to realise the importance of his speculations, with the resul

that his first history of chemistry contained no reference
all to them. Like Carnot's, .\vogadro's writings had
await an interpreter and supporter. In this respei t. hov
ever, fortune proved more than kind, and in hi? countr}
man Cannizzaro, Avogadro obtained an illustrious disciji

and a brilliant exponent of his doctrine. But while it

true that the name of Avogadro is now widely known,
is no less true that the record of his life seems to ha
escaped biographers and historians alike, a statenT

which will be substantiated by a search throuc'i '

ordinary English works of reference.

Count Amedeo .'\vogadro di Quaregna came of a u

tinguished and noble family of Biella, a small town so:

way north of Turin, in Piedmont. Various members
the family had won fame in the courts or on the field, 1

the name is unknown to the world at large except throuj,

the work of this student of physical science. .Amedeo -

father. Count Filippo, married Anna Vercell«ne, of Biell:

and on August 9, 1776, their son was born at Turin, ti

birthplace of Lagrange. In obedience to his father's wisl:

young Avogadro studied law. He received his diploma
March 16, 1796, and during the ne.xt few years occup;
positions in various branches of the law offices. In .\pr:

1801, he was appointed secretary to the Prefecture of t'

Eridano province. His natural inclination for mathemat;
and physics, however, led him to carry on his studies, a

with his brother Felice he wrote, and presented to ti

Academy of Sciences of Turin, two papers, in 1803 a-

1804, the first being on electricity and the second on ti

nature of metallic salts. For this work the brothers w<

nominated corresponding members of the academy on Ju

5, 1804. Amedeo now obtained permission from his fath

to follow the career of his own choosing, and after a sh'

course of study he became in 1806 a demonstrator at t

Royal College of the Provinces. Three years later,

November 7, 1809, he was appointed professor of posit;

philosophy (physics and mathematics) in the Lyceum
Vercelli, where he remained until 182 1. It was during t

early years of his residence at Vercelli that he produced tl

two memoirs which have immortalised his name. Both
the memoirs were published in the Journal de Physique of

De la Meth^rie. The first, which appeared in iSii, w
entitled " Essai d'une mani^re de determiner les mas-
relatives des molecules ^l^mentaires des corps, et les p;

portions selon lesquelles elles entrent dans ce co;

binaison " ; the second app>eared '" ^'^''.. and was entitl-A.

" M^moire sur les masses rein orps simples, ou
densit^s prdsum^es de leur gar, wogadro returned

to the same subject in a memoir which he published in

182 1, 1826, and in 1840. and he investigated other problems
bearing on the same subject. His other researches in-

cluded questions in electricity, chemistry, electrochemistry,

specific heat, and the expansion of bodies.
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On October 6, 182 1, Victor Emmanuel I. instituted the

first Italian public chair of higher physics, and in November
Avogadro was appointed to it. Owing to political troubles

the post was suppressed two years later, and Avogadro,
after a brief interval, was given a post at the Regia
Camera dei Conti, where he continued with undiminished
activity hit cherished studies. In January, 1832, Carlo

Alberto restored the chair Avogadro had occupied, but

appointed to it the famous Cauchy, who, it will be re-

membered, had been compelled to leave the College de

France and his seat in the National Institute of France
owing to the Revolution of 1830. Cauchy had been

elected, amidst a storm of indignation, to the seat in the

institute vacant by the expulsion of Monge, and he was
now in his turn suffering the vicissitudes of fickle fortune.

Towards the end of 1833 Cauchy left Turin to take
charge of the education of the young princes at Prague,
and Avogadro was again appointed to the position for

which he was so well fitted. He remained professor of

physics until 1850, when he resigned owing to advancing
age, and was succeeded by his favourite pupil, Felice Chi6.

His scientific work was continued almost to the end of

his life ; and he died at Turin on July 9, 1856, having
nearly reached the age of eighty.

Avogadro 's memoirs, numbering some forty or fifty,

ppeared in the Journal de Physique, the Annales de
Chimie et de Physique, BrugnatelWs Journal, and other
periodicals. Among his works was a huge compilation of

3700 pages, in four volumes, on physics, which was pub-
lished at the expense of Carlo Alberto. His principal
studies, as we have seen, related to the physical properties

and the internal structure of bodies, and the law—that
equal volumes of gas contain the same number of mole-
cules—to which his name is attached perpetuates his

memory. Ampere independently enunciated the same
doctrine ; but in point of priority Avogadro 's claim is

beyond dispute.

He was a man esteemed in private life for his kindness,
affability, and sincerity. His habits were noted for their

simplicity, and he was as modest as he was learned. The
year following his death a marble bust in his honour was
placed in the University of Turin. In the Scuola Pro-
fpssionale at Biella is another bust, with the inscription

—

I GAS A PARI CONDIZIONI
DI PRESSIONE E DI TEMPERATURA
IN EGUALI VOLUMI CONTENGONO
UN EGUAL NUMERO DI MOLECOLE.

Last year a project was formed to celebrate the centenary
of the enunciation of his law, but I do not know whether
the scheme was carried through or not.' The above details

have been obtained from the short biography of Avogadro
by Alfonso Cossa, for a copy of which I am indebted to the
kindness of Prof. Naccari, the present occupant of the
chair of physics at Turin. Edgar C. Smith.
Hong Kong, October 23.

Characteristic Ronteren Radiations.

In the September number of The Philosophical Magazine
there appears a paper by Prof. Barkla, in which are
tabulated the results of some further experiments on
characteristic (fluorescent) Rontgen radiations. It appears
that some of the elements of high atomic weight give " two
lines in the fluorescent spectrum." Optical analogy sug-
gests that there may be some simple relation connecting
these spectral lines. Such a relation can, indeed, be readily
obtained, and I should like to be allowed to direct attention
to it.

In a paper on the production of characteristic Rontgen
rays (Roy. Soc. Proc, iqii), I showed that for the elements
from Al upwards (which gave characteristic rays in series
K) the radiation they emitted could be defined, ind'rcctly, in

terms of their atomic weight. It was shown that the
radiation characteristic of an element of atomic weight w is

the same (when tested by penetrating power) as the most
penetrating of the Rontgen rays emitted from an anti-
kathode bombarded by kathode rays of velocity equal to
kw, where fe=io*.

' *•><• Nature of Oct-^lier 26, p. 557.—Ed.
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Thus the radiation characteristic of Se would be emitted
by kathode rays of velocity 7-92x10° cm. /sec. (•u; = 79-2),
that characteristic of Cu by kathode rays of velocity

6-36xio° cm. /sec. (i£; = 63-6), and so on. Such kathode
rays as would produce a characteristic Rontgen-radiation
may be conveniently termed equivalent kathode rays. Thus
we can define a radiation the \/p of which is known, in

terms of the velocity of the equivalent kathode rays, and
so indirectly in terms of the atomic weight.

Prof. Barkla tells us that Bl gives out (in series L) a
radiation of very nearly the same penetrating power as that
from Se in series K (the actual values of \/p are 190 and
18-9). From this it follows that the equivalent velocity for

Bi (series L) is the same as for Se (series K), i.e. 7-92x10'.
Thus, if we adopt series K for our standard, we can say
that Bi behaves (for series L) as though it were an element
of atomic weight 79.
The actual atomic weight of Bi is 208, and it behaves (for

series L) as if its atomic weight were w' = l{w— ^o) = jg;
thus the two possible spectral lines for Bi are defined in

terms of the two equivalent kathode rays of velocities

2-08x10"' cm. /sec. and 7-9X10" cm. /sec.

The expression
w' = ^(w— 50)

holds fairly well over the greater part of the range studi>?d

by Prof. Barkla, as the following table shows.

ement
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specimen it could easily be traniferred to the clear Latin
italics.

" Thus the transference of (^plnoglotsuih grnnululuin,

lIv'T, to Vuxus granulata (Hwr) would indicate that an
exiv.'cdingly doubtful determination had been replaced by
one with some scientific basis. Any worker in another
branch of science, seeing (S^. griuinhitum, in tiuthic, would
be warned at least to look into the grounds for the

determination for himself before he—let us imagine—used
the record for his stratigraphic work in correlating horizons,
or in writing up the early history of the Ophioglossacci-,
when he would otherwise assume that the living genus w.is

represented in Cretaceous times in the Ambay Cinvs nf

North America. This is merely an illustration of ul

very widely spread in fossil botany ; but It may st-i \

give i>oint to the general proposition that the time has come
when it would be of real service to the science to attempt
a conscientious distinction between valuable and doubtful
determinations, and that Gothic lettering might give us an
easy indicator.

" The need for this is all the greater, because the results

of palaeobotany touch so many other fields of research, in

animal palaeontology, geology, and palseogeography, as
well as botany itself. Workers from these other fields are
seldom able to estimate the evidence that they are taking
to build into their own work, even had they the time to

go into the details ; and thus a single error gets widely
disseminated. Often it is not entirely the fault of the
one who originally described the fossil, for he may say in

his text that the nature of the specimen is doubtful, and
that, in default of better evidence, he gives a certain name
with hesitation. That name, however, once given, is

quoted and put into lists without being in any way dis-

tinguished from the rest ; and the results are detrimental
to the advanc of true knowledge in every way. It is no
solution to call every leaf, as some conscientious workers
do, ' Phyllites '

: different things, however doubtful, must
have distinct names, and the use of Gothic characters for

the very doubtful ones would greatly tend to ' create con-
fidence ' in the science of pala?obotany."

Marie C. Stopes.

The Unit of Momentum.

Doubtless all teachers of experiencfe are agreed that in

dealing with the measurable quantities considered in

mathematics and physics there is great difficulty in giving
to students a clear idea of the quantities measured unless
a definite name be given to the unit in terms of which
measurement is made.

Until the word " radian " was introduced, circular
measure was a stumbling-block to all beginners in trigono-
metry ; the sentences " the circular measure of this angle
is 1-7 " and " arc over radius equals 1-7 " make little

impression on the untutored mind ; but the sentence " this
angle contains 17 radians—the radian being rather more
than 57° "is as easy of comprehension as " the value of
this is 2 J guineas—the guinea being 21 shillings." So
in electricity, without the names ampere, volt, ohm, &c.,
the learner would be—as he was thirty years ago—lost in

hopeless vagueness.
In mechanics we have given names to almost all the

units; why not give one to the unit of momentum? I

venture to suggest for general use the names which I have
myself made use of for many years, and have found
helpful in inducing clear thinking on the part of mv
students

; they are analogous to the names of the units of
work.
Thus the work done by a force i lb. acting for i ft. is

one ft-lb.

The momentum produced by a force 1 lb. acting for
I sec. is one sec-lb.

The work done by a force i poundal acting for 1 ft. is

one ft-poundal.

The momentum produced by a force i poundal acting
for I sec. is one sec-poundal.
The work done by a force i dyne acting for i cm. is

one cm-dyne (ergV
The momentum produc d hy n force i dyne actiticj for

I sec. is one sec-dyne.
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Similarlv we may apeak of a secHon and a sec-tondal.

Th< ' -»-^- of the above names i« that th'-' '••"'^ -s

the < >tinction between momentum
energy, ...ai one measures what I may t; 1

effect of a force and the other its space-effect ; or, to pu;

differently, when we know the momentum of a mo\

IxKly we know how long a given force i

duce the motion, and when we know )

we know how far the force must act. 1

seems to me far more desirable than t

the beginner that momentum is mv, or " ;-

such a suggestion he must either receive in deadly apa

or he must worry his brain with the impossible task

tying to conceive how mass can be multiplied by veloci:

lis teacher may try to slur over the difficulty for him
a word-juggling substitution, and say momentum is :

product of mass and velocity ; but then, what is a produ

In the mathematical sense of the word it is the result

multiplication; in the non-mathematical sense it is

thing resulting from or produced hertn certain others ;
.

in this latter sense kinetic energy is just as much the j'

duct of mass and velocity as momentum is. So, also, :

time-honoured but vague phrase " quantity of motion

could be used to express kinetic energy with quite as mu'
aptness as to express momentum.

Using these names, we would teach

—

" The momentum of m lb. moving at v f.s. is >

poundals, or mvjg sec-lbs. ; its K.E. is \mv* ft-poundals.

imv'/g ft-lbs." " The momentum of m grams moving
V c.s. is mv secdynes ; its K.E. is ^mv* ergs (cm-dynei-

F. R. Barreli
The University, Bristol, November 7.

i

I AM in the habit of saying, " the amount of momenti
is 12 in C.G.S. units " or " the amount of momentun.
12 in engineers' units." The use of such a complex n.'r

as "gram-centimetre per second " would be absurd. Nu
Mr. Barreli has made an excellent suggestion; the nam^-
sec-dyne with all students, and sec-pound with suuii

students as use engineers' units, are not only short and
easy to remember, but they keep before the student the

fundamental fact that force is time rate of change
momentum. It seems to me, however, that at the s'

we must define momentum as mv, and boys must fi

the start learn that they are no longer multiplying n-

numbers. I ne/er found that a boy had any difficulty ,.

his master did not create one. A boy knows at once that

if a distance of 100 yards is passed over in 20 seconds

there is an average speed of 5 yards per second ; he "'

no difficulty in dividing space by time, but his teacher r

create great confusion in his mind if he philosoph'

about it. John PERR-i

Fish and Drought.

In my letter on " Fish and Drought " published

Nature of November 23 there is an error, due, withe _:

doubt, to a mistake in my MS., which may confuse the

reader. In the tenth line from the bottom of the right-

hand column of p. 108 the word " north " occurs ; it should
read " south."

It has been pointed out to me by friends who have r

the letter that the final paragraph is rather difTicult

follow. With your permission I beg to take this opj

tunity of rectifying its expression, as follows :

—

In conclusion, I think that the observations above
corded show that the material of geological format!

need not necessarily have been " laid down ": it may h.

been produced in situ like the mud in the ditch round thp

Park of Marchais, and that the enclosure in it of animal
remains may have been in some cases due to a voluntary
act of self-inhumation, undertaken, perhaps usually, with

a view to self-protection. They also show that two neigh-

bouring strata, the one carrying abundance of life and the

other being destitute of it, may nevertheless be contem-
poraneous in date and conterminous in locality of forma-
tion. J. V. FrCIIANAN

No%-ember 26.
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THE INTERACTION BETWEEN PASSING
SHIPS.

ONE of the prominent questions of the day in naval
architecture circles is that of the influence of

passing ships upon each other. It has been known
for many years that such an influence exists between
vessels in confined waters, canals, for example, and
for such canals there are usually stringent regulations
as to speed and manner of passing of ships. Such
conditions are, of course, extreme, but the narrowness
and shallowness of the canal, merely intensify a
phenomenon which is present in deeper or broader
waters, but not always apparent.

tendency for it to cant in towards two; in the second
position the forces are all tending to draw the two
ovals together, there being 'throughout the body of
water between them less pressure than exists on
their outer sides. In the third case, oval one is sub-
jected to forces tending to cant it towards or away
from two, as the stern is in a field of pressure below
normal on its nearer side, and the bow in a field of
increased pressure on the inner side.

The extent and importance of these forces will de-
pend on the lateral distance apart, on the bounding
conditions of the fluid, and on the speeds, both abso-
lute and relative, of the ovals. In order to give an
indication of how greatly this influence is increased

Fig, I.—Variation of pressure around an oval slong the line X X.

A ship's form unfortunately cannot be expressed by
any formula, and its stream lines cannot be easily

calculated, but by considering the case of two ovals
formed by " sources and sinks," we can get a rational

idea of the character and variation of the forces which
come into play. The equation for the pressure at any
point in the fluid surrounding an oval is given by :

—

where r^, ^, and r„, <i>2 are distance and angle from
source and sink respectively, and / varies with the
distance between source and sink

and length of major axis, and v^

is the relative velocity of fluid and
oval.

The line b & in Fig. i shows the
variations of the pressure from the

normal, along a line distant one-
third the length from the centre

line, and it can be seen from this

that, speaking generally, there exist

at each end of such an oval fields of increased pressure,

and that the space between them is a region of

diminished pressure.

If two such ovals are moving in the fluid, it can
be readily seen that the variations of pressure due to

one will modify the pressures due to the other, and
that the pressure conditions on the sides of the ovals

nearer to each other are different from those on the

outer sides.

In Fig. 2 the ovals are shown in three positions

relative to each other, and the arrows at each end of

oval one show the motion which the forces due to

interference tend to set up. If one is overtaking two,
in the first position shown, there will be a strong
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when a body moves from deep to shallow water, the
curve a a has been drawn in Fig. i. This shows the
variation of pressure for a plane oval {i.e. with two-
dimensional flow), having the same axes as the oval

for which curve h h has been drawn, and it will be
noticed that the scale of a a is one-tenth that of h b.

Such general reasoning, however, although showing
the nature of " interference," does not give a measure
of the forces involved with actual ship forms under
similar conditions, and to obtain this experiments must
be made with models in water of different depths.

Experiments conducted in 1898 in a German canal

cr^^^-:^
Fig. 2.—Action between passing ovals.

with barges having a sectional area approximately one-

third the sectional area of the canal, showed a region

of considerable excess pressure in front and at the

rear of the barge, and on the bank for the whole

length of the barge a remarkably strong negative cur-

rent or diminution of pressure.

The experiments made by Naval Constructor D. W.
Taylor in the Washington Tank, throw a considerable

light on the problem. The ship-shaped models used

were of the same length and were run at an

average speed corresponding to r3"5 knots for 500-feet

ships.

The results of the experiments show that in very

deep \\.i(i r ^u^l^ ^liip"; do not begin to influence each
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other appreciably until their distance apart is less than
()'8 of their length, and that this influence is becoming
very noticeable when the distance apart is o'6 of their

length. It was also found that, with the models in any
given position, the forces involved varied as the resist-

ance of the models, i.e. for these speeds roughly with
the square of the velocity as theory would lead us to

expect.

The variations of the forces as one model was
moved to varying fore and aft positions relative to the

other (keeping the lateral distance the same) showed
the very strong tendency which any model had to cant

into the stern of the other model which it was over-

taking, how this tendency to cant changed, as the

models were brought abreast each other, to a strong
sheer of each model towards the other, and, finally,

when one model was shifted so that its bow was
well forward of the bow of the other, it had a strong

desire to cant away from the latter. This is all much
the same as the consideration of our two ovals has
led us to expect, and goes to show that passing vessels,

even in deep water, arc liable to exert strong forces

upon each other. If they are moving at approximately

equal speeds in the same direction, i.e. if the forces

are maintained for a considerable time, then these

forces will tend to produce erratic movements of the

ships, requiring careful navigation if a collision is to

be avoided.

No experiments have been made up to the present

to test this suction or interference in shallow water,

except those made recently at the National Experiment
Tank at Teddington in connection with the Hawke
and Olympic collision ; but the general reasoning-

already given is good ground for supoosing^ that such
influence would be preatly matrnified as a vessel

passed from deep to shallow water.

THE CENTRAL EUROPE EARTHQUAKE.
NOVEMBER 16, 1911.

ON the night of November 16, at 10.25, western
Germany, eastern France, and Switzerland were

rudely shaken bv an earthquake of exceptional in-

eurthquake was marked by ii^... .iwu. ..L.^u. .,u*j4 ...

Berlin. Everywhere terror-stricken people "rushed"
from their houses, and at Ebingen 500 of its inhabi-
tants gathered round a fire during the night and
recounted their weird experiences.

It is difficult to reconcile these descriptions of wide-
spread ruin with the fact that there does not appear
to have been a single casualty. One thing about
which we can be certain is that the earthquake was
felt eastward to Erfurth, westwards to Nancy, and
southwards to Milan. At least 17,000 square miles

of Central Europe received a shaking perceptible

the greater number of its inhabitants. Outside t

area it was recorded by many seismographs. Wheti
the disturbance was or was not recorded in very c

tant places largely depends upon the character of •

instrument employed to record teleseismic moti'

Experience has shown that seismographs recording;

photographically pick up these effects at greater dis-

tances from an epicentral area than those whi' '

register mechanically.
The accompanying seismogram of east and v.'

motion, as recorded in the Isle of Wight, shows ti

the disturbance commenced at gh. 27m. 30s., ;i

reached a maximum two minutes later. The inf

ence from this is that the origin was 5 degrees or 3
geographical miles distant. That it was a near earth-
quake is also indicated by the rapidity of the vibm-
tions. At the distance indicated we reach the up;

part of the Rhine Valley, a district from Frankfi
through Bale to Constance, well known to s-

mologists as an earthquake-producing region. Ii

popular sense the upper part of this is a valley, '

from the manner in which it originated it is sometin
referred to by geologists as a graben, or piece

territory that has fallen downwards between t

faults. In this instance one of these faults bord. ;
-

the Vosges and the other the Black Forest. It is ..

tectonic displacement along which adjustments fr'

time to time have taken place, each of which rej ;

sented a relief of strain and was accompanied h\

shaking. One well-known paper solemnly informs
readers that this earthquake was of Teutonic nriL. .

"SrlT
v^'w.vw;wMv>'

ten?iiy. At Frankfort-on-Main houses were cracked.

In Freiburg, Stuttgart, Munich, Miilhausen, and in

other towns, chimneys and roofs were damaged. The
valley of the Upper Rhine was shaken throughout its

length. At Constance two colossal statues fell from
the Post Office upon the pavement. According to

reports in the daily papers, walls were split, church
spires were wrecked, roofs were shattered, people w-ere

"thrown out of their beds," telephone and telegraph
communications were destroyed, and the path of the
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and, considering the country in which it was made, t

statement may be regarded as correct.

At present it cannot be said with certainty that tl

disturbance originated from the chief of these tectoi

lines or from one of their numerous offshoots. 1

the right and the left of the Rhine Valley the count:

is cracked through and through with many mir
fractures, a sudden movement on any one of whi
might be capable of producing all that has be

observed. J. Milne.
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T
DVST EXPLOSIONS.

HE explosion of a mixture of dust and air, sup-
posed by the head of the firm of Messrs. Bibby

Brothers to have been the initiating- cause of the
catastrophe which destroyed and set on fire part of
their oil-cake and seed-crushing mills in Liverpool on
the night of November 24, is the most probable
explanation of that occurrence. It appears that some
of the seeds which contain no oil form an exceed-
ingly fine powder when crushed. The hypothesis is

that_ fine powder produced in this manner became dis-
seminated in the air of the chamber, thus forming an
inflammable mixture, and was ignited by some means
not ascertained, possibly by a stream of sparks due to
friction between the grinding rolls, possibly by an
open light. Be this as it may, a violent explosion
took place, shatteritrg that portion of the mill in which
crushing is carried ^•^*, and causing the deaths of
thirty-one persons, and, more or less, serious injuries
to 112 others.

This event recalls the disastrous explosion which
destroyed the Tradeston Flour Mills in Glasgow in
1872, and was investigated and reported upon by
Profs. Rankine and Macadam. On that occasion
Prof. Macadam stated: "When the whole of the
conditions required theoretically for the most disastrous
explosions are practically realised, the increase of
pressure is equal to eight atmospheres or 120 lbs.
per_ square inch, which must necessarily bring about
a violent explosion and wreck any ordinary building."

-Another notable explosion of the same kind, which
stands unrivalled in the magnitude of the havoc
wrought by it, wrecked the Washburn Flour Mills at
Minneapolis on May 2, 1878, and set fire to six other
mills and a number of buildings in the neighbourhood.
Profs. Peckham and Rye, who were commissioned
by the coroner's jury to investigate the circumstances
in which it took place, made a series of experi-
ments in closed boxes to test the explosibility of a
variety of powdered substances, amongst others vari-
ous flour mixtures and coal dust. The powders were
blown into the box with bellows and ignited by an
jOpen light. As the result of their experiments the
investigators came to the conclusion "that practically
fell finely divided highly carbonaceous material would
explode under the conditions tried."

.
Explosions in grinding mills are not, perhaps, so

Infrequent as might be imagined : a dust explosion
occurred in an adjoining block in Messrs. Bibby's millpur years ago, when several workmen were injured
and many similar explosions have taken place in flour
mills from time to time, causing damage and setting
tire to the buildings, but not heard of beyond the
immediate locality, and then probably reported merelv
is fires.

' r j

Most mill owners seem to be now alive to the risks
jthey run from this cause, and take the precaution of
•jmiting the dimensions of the spaces in which mix-
•ures of dust and air are necessarily formed, and
Bxcuding open flames from them. Besides flour
mills, sugar refineries, starch works, and factories
for the preparation of madder, Ivcopodium powder,
flour of sulphur, and so on, have 'all been the scenes
af explosions of this kind. Lycopodium powder,
R'hich consists of the spores of L. clavatum the stag-
fiorn moss, is amongst the most inflammable of these
substances. It burns with a sudden flash of yellow
flame and with a hissing noise, probably due to the
bursting of_ the individual spores, when its mixture
vith air IS ignited.
Lastly, the inflammable, and under certain condi-

pons explosive, nature of a mixture of air and coal
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dust is now becoming better understood and appre-
ciated, and has recently constituted the subject or
articles contributed by the present writer to the pages
of Nature (vol. Ixxxvi., pp. 223, 595).

W. Galloway.

THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS.'
TpHESE two reports on mathematical teaching
* cover very different ground, and are treated

from very different points of view. The report of
the London County Council refers particularly to
elementary schools, though in many places it deals
with general questions of mathematical teaching that
apply to schools of all types. The New South Wales
report refers entirely to the work of secondary schools.
Again, the L.C.C. report is drawn up by a body con-
sisting mainly of teachers in the closest touch with the
child, and, throughout their report, they consider the
state of development of the child's mind and the wide
differences there must be between the children in the
future. In marked contrast to this, the N.S.W. report
does not seem to be based on an intimate knowledge
of the minds of average pupils, but seems to aim only
at the production of future mathematicians.
The L.C.C. report opens with a chapter devoted to

general questions of mathematical teaching; then
follows an excellent chapter on the first steps in arith-
metic. The next chapter, "On the coordination of
arithmetic with science and other subjects of the curri-
culum," is the most suggestive chapter in the report;
there are many excellent suggestions for changing the
arithmetic lesson from a dull grind to a really attrac-
tive lesson, instilling into the pupils a truly scientific
spirit. The only doubt that arises in our mind is

whether the second-rate teacher will keep a proper
balance between the illustrations leading up to new
ideas and the new ideas themselves—recent experience
in geometry shows that a word of warning is neces-
sary. The fourth chapter deals with the logical and
computative sides of the subject—some of the examples
considered seem to be the diabolical inventions of the
examiner or the text-book writer. Finally, we have a
summary of the answers to questions sent round fo
teachers,^ examiners, and inspectors—some of these are
of great interest ; the most interesting perhaps is taken
in the first chapter ; it deals with the " relative capacity
of boys and girls for mathematics "

:

—

Opinions expressed were in favour of a greater general
capacity for mathematics, especially as tested by the solu-
tion of problems, among boys, and of greater neatness,
accuracy, and conscientiousness in carrying out rules and
processes, among girls. It was, however, stated that
many brilliant exceptions were to be found amongst the
girls. The evidence further went to show that the genius
is balanced by the dullard more often among groups of
boys than among groups of girls.

"

Altogether, the report is one of the most suggestive
contributions that have been made to the literature on
mathematical teaching in schools. We commend it

most heartily to all teachers in secondary as well as
elementary schools.

In the N.S.W. report there is a paragraph near the
beginning which lays stress on the importance of co-
ordination in teaching the various branches of mathe-
matics, but it is not worked out in detail, and seems
to break down in one or two places ; e.g. in the second
year trigonometry is included under arithmetic, whereas

1 London County Council. Education Committee. Report of a Con-
ference on the Teaching of Arithmetic in London Elemrntary Schools.
December 1906-Oecember 1908. Pp. 134. (London : P. .S. King and Co.,
1511.) Price ijr.

Memorandum on the Teaching of Elementary Mathematics.. By Prof.
H. S. Carslaw. Pp. 31. (Sydney, N.S.W. : Issued by the Department of
Public Instruction, n.d.)
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trigonometry, including' the dcrmitioiis and nuiiu-rical

work, is not begun until the third year. In arithmetic

stress is laid on the importance of a grasp of principles,

and reference is made to the harm text-books have

done in the way of muUiplying rules and settinjj up

mere trivial examples as important types. We do not

know the average age of entry to the secondary schools

of N.S.W., but we doubt whether pupils in their first

year are sufficiently mature in mind for such questions

as " Retail and Banker's Discount " and " Balance

Sheets." In England arithmetic has suffered seriously

by the introduction of the technicalities of commerce
and the money market at too early an age. The
second-year course is to go deeper into such things ; we
should have thought it wiser to postpone most of this

work to the third or fourth year, and bring in more
numerical trigonometry and easy mechanics to take its

place—it is intended to do something of the sort in the

second year as "simple problems on the lever, wheel

and axle, and inclined plane " are included, but there

are no suggestions as to the practical work on which

to base these problems.

The section devoted to algebra begins with a philo-

sophical treatment of negative and fractional quanti-

ties, but it is not proposed that pupils should be taken

through such a treatment "in their first steps in

algebra " ; but the course suggested for the first two
years is what schools in England have been trying to

break away from in the last decade. The whole

attitude seems to be too abstract for beginners—we
should have liked to see the factors of x^ + aS, long

H.C.F., and the solution of two simultaneous equa-

tions, "in which only terms of the second degree and
constant terms occur," all postponed until after the

second year, and indices and logarithms brought back

in their place. We feel that it would have been wiser

to make the early treatment much less abstract and
more numerical, and to let the fourth-year course

include a more scientific treatment of the elements of

the subject.

Differential calculus is introduced into the fourth

year's algebra, but seems to be intended only for those

who matriculate in higher mathematics. We should

like to see a short introduction to both differential And
integral calculus introduced into secondary schools

for all pupils of average ability. The treatment sug-

gested in this report for the differential is good,

including, as it does, the principles of the subject

without elaborating the technique—we suspect that

integral calculus is meant to be included as reference

is made to the evaluation of areas, &c.

The report goes on to discuss geometry :

—

' !• i> common knowledge that within the last few
V. ar- the methods adopted in the teaching of geometry
have been greatly altered. No less common is the belief

that many of the changes which have been made have
hardly justified themselves, that the relative importance of

the v'arious parts of the subject has been frequently for-

gotten, that much unsatisfactory reasoning is being

accepted as logical, and that much unnecessary confusion

exists. ... A boy who has made a comparatively close

acquaintance with straight lines, angles, circles, triangles,

parallelograms, &c., by actual drawing and measurement,
knows far more of their properties than one who has learnt

by heart long lists of definitions and some of Euclid's

propositions. And when, by a carefully graduated series

of experiments and drawings, he has discovered for him-
self the fundamental theorems regarding congruent

triangles, the theory of parallels, the measurement of areas,

and the circle, he is ready to proceed to the study of

deductive geometry, and should profit by that study in

many different ways.
" This is the first, and one of the most important, of

the changes which have been made in the teaching of

geometry ; but, with regard to it, some words of warning
are still necessary. There is no doubt that the rdle of
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experiment, careful drawing, exact measurement, an

calculation from the figures drawn by the pupils has bee;,

exaggerated."

With all this we agree most heartily, but vmiIi

Prof. Carslaw's remedy we cannot agree; this prat

tically amounts to taking the theorems of Euclid '

the end of parallels, and setting them up as a stnt

order to be followed by all schools. Prof. C;.i

seems to feel that such a retrograde step is likely ;

meet with opposition, for he says : "Without pr«

scribing rigid adherence to the scheme drawn up an

embodied in its programme, the Department intend

to base its instruction upon it." This seems to giv

the teacher the choice the famous Hobson gave to hi

customers when they came to hire horses. We ct
only express our deep regret that such a retrograd

step should be deemed necessary in N.S.W. to remed-

an evil which is doubtless the same in all its featur.

as that we are experiencing in England.
The evil may be considered to be due to two distinc

causes : (i) some teachers have not shown a prop<

appreciation of what constitutes a sound logical proo:

and have let their pupils use slipshod arguments
(ii) pupils have a break in their careers when they pa*-

from the elementary to the secondary schools. Wit
regard to (i) it may be pointed out that practically n

teachers, both in England and Australia, have ha^

their training in geometry under a cast-iron system,

viz. that of Euclid ; some teachers under that system
have acquired a splendid appreciation of what is

logical, but the very existence of the evil referred to

proves that other teachers have not acquired that

appreciation—this does not point to finding the remedy
in another cast-iron system, particularly one closely

following the lines of Euclid.

Doubtless a rigid system would remedy the difficulty ',

of transition from school to school, but that difficulty

ought never to exist ; for, as Prof. Carslaw points out,

the only trouble due to the lack of a standard order
lies in the fundamental theorems about congruence,

and parallels and the angle-sum for a triangle; arn

that part of geometry, in our opinion, should not b-

treated deductively before the age of fourteen with aii

but pupils of very exceptional mathematical abilii}

and possibly not wich them. It will be rememberei
that a couple of years ago the Board of Educatio:

published a circular recommending that these funda-

mental theorems be arrived at by induction, and then

taken as a base on which to build up a logical systen

of deductive geometry. Prof. Carslaw says :

—

" With this advice I find myself unable to agree. Oiv
of my reasons for disagreeing with their method is" th;

I am sure the difficulty that these fundamental congruem
theorems offer to the pupil is exaggerated, and that i

believe the reasoning, by means of which they are to b

proved, can be of value to him. Another ground for ni

dissent from the plan of that circular is that the treatmen
of parallels which it recommends, by its introduction o

the idea of direction as fundamental, and by making tlv

angle-sum theorem independent of the theor\' of parallel-

includes one of those fallacies with which the long histor>

of that theory is crowded."

We wonder whether Prof. Carslaw has seen th<

advice of the Board carefully followed by sympathetic

teachers; it is generally found that the results o:

teaching on these lines are much better than thos-

where a deductive treatment of congruence, &c., i-

attempted—there is greater knowledge of geometry
greater appreciation of logical geometry, and morf

power to tackle new work. We must differ from Prof

Carslaw when he says the difficulty of the congruenr*

theorems is exaggerated—in a comparatively wid-

experience of boys, we have never found the proofs o:

these theorems clearlv understood until the boy ha-
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had some further acquaintance with deductive

geometry in the form of riders and later propositions,

though in many cases the proofs have been learnt for

purposes of reproduction.

Again, Prof. Carslaw objects to the use of the idea

of direction in dealing with parallels and the angle-sum

theorem—we should quite agree with him that such

a treatment would not be satisfactory in a deductive

course, but we difler most strongly from him in

thinking that a deductive treatment of parallels, &c.,

is necessary or wise in the first two years of geometry.

The fact is", deductive geometry is not a suitable study

for children before the age of twelve, and even at that

age it must be a difficult study, and the deductive

treatment of congruence and parallels is one of the

most difTficult parts of the subject, and should certainly

.not precede the deductive treatment of the parallelo-

gram and the circle. We can only regret that New
South Wales has been frightened by difficulties which
were bound to arise in a period of transition, into

going back to the old methods instead of boldly

remedying the evil by helping all teachers to get the

spirit of the new methods.
The report goes on to consider trigonometry and

mechanics, but there is nothing that calls for serious

comment. R- Y. S.

TSETSE-FLIES AND SLEEPING SICKNESS.

A DEPUTATION representing eight missionary

societies at work in Nyasaland waited upon the

Secretary of State for the Colonies on November 23 in

order to urge that game restrictions should be removed
over a whole or part of the protectorate, on the ground

that the tsetse-fly was suspected of spreading sleeping

sickness, and that the destruction of big game
"might" eliminate the fly. In his reply, Mr. Har-
court very wisely deprecated hasty action in a matter

in which " the best-informed people were the least

positive as to the facts."

It is by no means certain that the destruction of the

larger mammalian fauna would have any such effect

as the members of the deputation seem to anticipate.

In the first place, it is highly probable that the primary

host of the trypanosome of sleeping sickness is man,
and that if the trypanosome is now to be found in

wild mammals in regions in which the disease is

known to have been introduced in recent times, it is

because it has been transmitted to them from human
beings by the agency of the tsetse-flies. Secondly, it

is very far from certain that the destruction of the

larger mammalia would have the efTect of eliminating

tsetse-flies, which can suck the blood of any kind of

vertebrate animal, and which swarm in parts of the

Uganda Protectorate (for example, on small unin-

habited islands in the Victoria Nyanza) where there

are no larger mammalia. Thirdly, the danger must
be reckoned with that to deprive the tsetses of a large

portion of their natural food-supply might have the

effect of forcing them to supplement the deficiency

elsewhere, and might therefore render them much
more aggressive towards men and domestic animals,
and in this way more efficient in spreading trypano-
some diseases.

Everyone with a knowledge of the complicated
problems involved in the subject of the transmission
of trypanosomes by tsetses will deprecate ill-considered

destruction of the big game, an action which, while
robbing large tracts of country of one of their most
beautiful and valuable features, may very well have
the effect of upsetting the balance of nature in a
manner that would greatly aggravate the evils which
it is desired to combat.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE AT
PARIS ON NAUTICAL ALMANACS.

ON the initiative of the Bureau des Longitudes, the
directors of the various national ephemerides

were invited by M. Baillaud, director of the Paris
Observatory, to assemble there on Monday, October
23. The objects of the reunion were to consider
what steps, if any, should be taken to extend
the scope of the various ephemerides for the purposes
of astronomy, and at the same time to effect economy
by combined action and interchange of computations.
A small number of the leading practical astronomers
were also invited to represent the needs of astronomy
of precision.

The first general meeting was held at the Observa-
tory at 10 a.m., Monday, October 23. On the motion
of Sir David Gill, M. Baillaud took the chair, having
on his right M. Bayer, secretaire de I'enseignement
sup^rieure, representing M. Steeg, Ministre d'lnstruc-
tion publique.

On the motion of M. Baillaud, Sir David Gill, as
president d'honneur du Congres de la Carte du Ciel,

was nominated president d'honneur of the reunion.
Dr. O. Backlund, imperial astronomer of Russia, vice-

president, and Mr. H. Andoyer, of the Bureau of the
Connaissance des Temps, together with the Comte
de la Baume Pluvinel, were nominated secretaries.

There were present :—Prince Roland Bonaparte
(member of the Academy of Sciences) ; Messrs. Cowell
(" Nautical Almanac," London), Fritz Cohn (Berlin),

Eichelberger (Washington), G^n^ral de Azcarate (San
Fernando), Boccardi (Turin), as directors of
ephemerides; Messrs. Dyson (astronomer royal, Green-
wich), Hough (H.M. astronomer. Cape of Good Hope),.

Perrine (Cordoba), Andr6 (Lyons), Picart (Bordeaux),.
Verschaffel (d'Abbadia), as directors of observatories;:

and, as representatives of the Bureau des Longitudes,.

MM. Bigourdan (president), Poincar^, Radau,
Deslandres, Hanusse.
The meeting was opened with an admirable address

by M. Baillaud, and with a cordial speech of welcome
by M. Bayer on behalf of the Minister of Public In-

struction. After some discussion, resolutions, recom-
mending the adoption as soon as possible of Greenwich
mean time as the argument for all predictions in

nautical and astronomical ephemerides, were unani-
mously passed. In the afternoon of the same day
the members of the congress attended by invitation

the meeting of the Academy of Sciences at the insti-

tute, and in the evening were entertained at a banquet
in the Observatory, at which M. Steeg, Minister of

Public Instruction, was present. The toast of " The
President of the French Republic " was proposed by
Sir David Gill, to which an interesting and eloquent

speech was made, in reply, by M. Steeg. The health

of M. Baillaud was proposed by Dr. Backlund.
Further meetings of the congress were held on

October 24 and 25, and at the conclusion of the meet-
ing on October 25 a unanimous agreement on all

points was reached. On Thursday, October 26, the

directors of the nautical almanacs met in committee to

make final cooperative arrangements and report to

the general congress ; their report was unanimously
adopted at an afternoon meeting on the same day.

A translation of the resolutions adopted is subjoined.

It is impossible to overrate the good will and cor-

diality which pervaded the meeting, or the kindness

and hospitalitv of our hosts. Besides the official

banquet on Monday, private dinner-parties were given

by M. Andoyer on the Tue.sday, by M. Baillaud on

the Thursday evening, the latter followed by a recep-

tion ; a luncheon and reception were also given on the

Friday afternoon by Prince Roland Bonaparte, and
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boxes at the theatre and Op^ra were placed at the
disposal of members of the congress.
The results of the congress promise to be of great

interest and value, not merely by extending the scope
and utility of the national ephemerides for the pur-
poses of practical astronomy, but by the facilities

which the universal adoption of Greenwich time offers

for the comparison of the different lunar and planetary
tables.

A probable sequence to these resolutions will be the
universal adoption of Greenwich as the origin of

longitudes in all future maps and hydrographic charts.

The gain in simplicity and convenience will he
immense.

Let us hope that England will respond to the inter-

national compliment thus paid to her by the adoption
of the metric system of weights and measures.

Resolutions and Recommendations adopted by the

Conference.

The conference strongly recommends that :

—

(i) In all ephemerides the ecliptic coordinates of the

sun should be given for Greenwich mean noon, and that

the equatorial rectangular coordinates should be given for

midday and midnight of Greenwich mean time.

(2) The ecliptic coordinates of the moon should be given
at least for oh. and i2h. of Greenwich mean time.

(3) The ecliptic heliocentric and geocentric coordinates
of the planets should be given for oh. or i2h. of Greenwich
mean time.

(4) The ephemerides of the stars, that is to say, their

correction from mean to apparent place, should be calcu-

lated for upper transit at the meridian of Greenwich.
The conference is of opinion that the adoption of the

meridian of Greenwich for all ephemerides should be
realised as soon as possible.

The conference is of opinion that in all catalogues and
all collections of observations d<>clinations instead of polar
distances should be adopted.
The conference decides that those portions of the

ephemerides which deal with the data necessary for the
calculation of the perturbations of the small planets and
comets shall be based on the masses of the planets adopted
by Newcomb.
The conference decides that the names of stars shall be

accompanied by a letter indicating their spectral type in

terms of Pickering's notation. It is of opinion that these
indications (so far as they have been determined) should
in future be given in the list of 3064 stars to be published
by the Bureau des Longitudes.
The conference decides that in future the stars in the

fundamental and standard lists of Auwers, Boss, and New-
comb shall be designated by the letters A, B, N, and the
Backlund-Hough stars by the letters BH.
For the prediction of occultations of stars the list of the

Nautical Almanac shall be adopted.
The commission adopts the following resolutions :

—

For the sake of uniformity in the calculation of
parallaxes, eclipses, and occultations, the ephemerides shall

adopt for the value of the compression of the earth the
number 1/2970, resulting from the final researches of
Messrs. Tittmann, Hayford, and Helmert.
For like reasons, in the calculation of eclipses, the semi-

diameter of the sun (Auwers) shall be retained, as already
employed in all ephemerides.
The bureaux charged with the calculation of eclipses of

the sun and moon and the occultations of stars shall choose
in common agreement the tables and apparent diameters
which they find most desirable, taking care to communicate
in the most precise and complete fashion the data which
they employ and the origin whence the adopted data have
been derived.

The conference decides that the Connaissance des Temps
shall continue to calculate the positions of the sun and
of the planets from the Leverrier-Gaillot tables, but that
bureau will in future compute the positions of the moon
from the new tables of M. Radau, which are based upon
Delaunay's theory. In the other ephemerides these calcula-
tions shall be based on the tables of Newcomb and of Hill
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for the sun and planets, and on Hans<->
Newcomb 's corrections, for the moon uri

the latter tablet) shall be replaced by the n-w iarji»-b

Brown.
This fcrond !»eric-s of solar, planetary, and lunar r^hi,

tions shall be undertaken by the Nautical Almanac <

with the exception of the ephemcris of Mercury, for
the office of the " Berliner Jahrbuch " shall be responkiLi

Relative to the Start.

(i) The corrections from mean to apparent place
stars BH shall be computed at the National A!
Office, and be printed by the Observatory of Pulkov.

,

same will apply to the daily corrections of the pri.,,..i,

fundamental clock-stars, which latter shall include tl

lunar terms of short period.

(2) The ephemerides of such of the stars A, B, N
not occur in the list of Auwers stars, which is pui
annually in the "Berliner Jahrbuch," shall be calculat;
and printed in the observatory at. Ti^r>.

(3) The ephemerides of the .Auwers stars shall be calcu-
lated and printed by the " Berliner Jahrbuch," with the
exception of the 343 stars printed within brackets; the
calculation of the ephemerides of these latter shall be
undertaken by L'.Almanaque Nautico.

(4) The ephemerides of the pole-stars, that is to say, of
all the stars situated within 10 degrees of north or south
polar distance which are to be found in the provisional
list of 3064 stars published by the Bureau des Longitudes,
and of the other polar stars hitherto given in the
ephemerides, shall be calculated from day to day by the
Bureau des Longitudes, and shall contain the terms of
short period, the values of which shall be separately
indicated, however ; for polar stars situated between 80'
and 83° declination it will be sufficient to give the
ephemerides for each alternate day.
The Coiinaissance des Temps undertakes to print

all the ephemerides of the above-mentioned stars which
are not given in other similar works.
The ordinary ephemerides of the stars shall be calcu-

lated to ooois. in R.A. so far as 60° of declination and
o-oi* in declination, not for each tenth day, but for each
tenth successive culmination at the meridian of Greenwich
in order to facilitate interpolation ; they will be accom-
panied with the data necessary for the computation of th'
terms of short period.

The calculation of the constants of reduction shall b-

carried out by each bureau in their usual wav with four
or five decimals.

Relative to Eclipses and Occultations. _™
The calculation of eclipses of the sun and moon shall fl

be made (in conformity with the rules established by the
preceding resolutions) once by the -American ephemeris and
once by the Connaissance des Temps.
The computation of occultations shall be made in dupli-

cate by the American ephemeris.
The predictions of eclipses and the elements of occulta-

tions shall be calculated with all possible precision.

Relative to Satellites.

(1) The calculation of new ephemerides of the four prin-
cipal satellites of Jupiter and their phenomena shall be
made by the Bureau des Longitudes, and be based on
Sampson's new tables.

(2) The ephemerides relative to the ring and to the
satellites of Saturn (with the exception of Phcebe) shall be
calculated by the " Berliner Jahrbuch."

(3) The calculations of the ephemerides of the satellites

of Mars, of the new satellites of Jupiter, of Phoebe, and
of the satellites of Uranus and Neptune shall be made by
the American ephemeris.
The ephemerides relative to physical observations of the

sun, moon, planets, &c., shall be calculated by the
American ephemeris, except the ephemeris of the crater
Mosting A, which will continue to be published bv the
" Berliner Jahrbuch."
The computation and printing of the ephemerides of the

small planets and variable stars shall be undertaken bv the
" Berliner Jahrbuch."
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It is desirable that the calculations made by any one
of the bureaux should be communicated to other bureaux,
which have to use them at least three years in advance.

The above conventions will be put in force in such a
way as to be complete in 1917.

It is understood that the above arrangements are pro-

visional, subject to approval by the Governments con-

cerned.

THE SOLAR PHYSICS OBSERVATORY.

WE take the following from Wednesday's Times
(November 29) :

—

At the Congregation on Thursday, December 7, the

following Graces will be offered to the Senate :
—

" That
the recommendations contained in the report, dated

November 13, 1911, of the Council of the Senate on the

proposed transference of the Solar Physics Observatory to

Cambridge—namely, (i) that the University accept the

charge of the Solar Physics Observatory, subject to the

conditions laid down in the letter from the President of

the Board of Education ; (2) that steps be taken to obtain

the powers requisite for the suspension of the election to

the Plumian professorship of astronomy and experimental

philosophy when it next becomes vacant, for a time

sufficient to enable the University, if necessary, to obtain

changes in the statutes which define the title of the pro-

fessorship and the duties of the professor—be approved."
The proposal to transfer the Solar Physics Observatory

to Cambridge was discussed in the Senate last Thursday.
The proposal was warmly welcomed by Prof. Newall,

Prof. Sir George Darwin, Prof. Sir Robert Ball, and Dr.

Glaisher. The arrangements for organising the work of

the department and for the provision of the necessary site

were fully explained.

Nothing seems to have been said about the financial

arrangements necessary to secure permanence. In the

report of the so-called Departmental Committee the

following passage occurs :

—

With a view to securing the permanence of any
arrangement that may now be made, the committee desire

to point out the importance of attaching the directorship

of the Solar Observatory, if established at Cambridge, to

a professorship which is not merely of a temporary
character. The University may not be in a position, at

present, to give any definite assurance that the professor-

ship will be renewed at the expiration of the present
tenure ; but we consider it highly desirable that the

Government should ascertain, before coming to a final

decision, whether the University is willing at an early

opportunity to consider favourably the establishment of a
professorship of astrophysics on a permanent foundation.

The "permanence" contemplated by the Council of

th" Senate only becomes operative on the death or
-ignation of the present Plumian professor. It is

n for granted that the unpaid professorship of
asirophysics will not be vacated for any cause in the

interval. What is to happen during a vacancy is not
stated. Is this the kind of "permanence" contem-
plated by the Government? Is the next vacation of
thi! Plumian professorship, which everybody hopes
will not occur for many years, the "early oppor-
t'Hiity" referred to in the report of the committee?

NOTES.
'•'oLLovviNG on the announcement last week of the

ointment of an expert committee of investigation into

ic etiology, &c., of foot-and-mouth disease comes the

interesting and, if it should be confirmed, important

announcement of the discovery of the causal organism of

this serious animal scourge. This claim has been put for-

ward by a German bacteriologist, Dr. Siegel, in a paper

I

read at the annual Congress of Prussian Veterinary

Surgeons in Berlin. Dr. Siegel claims to have found the
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organism in the blood stream and in the local lesions in

affected animals, to have cultivated it in artificial media,
and that in experimenting with his organism it has satisfied
the postulates of Koch. Moreover, he claims to be able to
produce some degree of immunity to the disease. Details
of this interesting paper are not yet to hand ; and in the
meantime the claim must be accepted with the reserve
which must obviously be accorded to the statement of the
discovery of an organism that has up to the present eluded
vigorous and systematic research by other experts of almost
all nationalities. In the meantime, the full details of
experiments will be anxiously awaited ; and if they warrant
it, it will be one of the first duties of the British expert
committee to investigate them carefully, and either to con-
firm or refute the claims of Dr. Siegel. Should the dis-
covery be confirmed, it will indeed be an enormous boon to
the whole agricultural world.

The Bradshaw lecture is to be delivered at the Royal
College of Surgeons on December 6 by Mr. R. Clement
Lucas, who has chosen for his subject " Some Points in
Heredity."

The Paris correspondent of The Times reports that
Prince Roland Bonaparte has placed at the disposal of the
French Academy of Sciences a sum of lo.oooZ., which is

to serve as a fund in aid of those of its members who are
engaged in research work.

The superintendent of the Indian Museum informs us
that Mr. J. Coggin Brown, curator of the museum of the
Geological Survey of India, accompanies the Abor expedi-
tion as geologist The botanical work is in the hands of
Mr. I. H. Burkill, reporter on economic products to the
Government of India, while Mr. Stanley Kemp, assistant

superintendent in the Indian Museum, is in charge of
both zoology and anthropology, with Mr. R. Hodgart as
taxidermist and assistant.

The ringing of birds in order to study their movements
has been referred to frequently in these columns. About
twenty thousand birds have been ringed by correspondents
of British Birds, the rings bearing the name of the editor
of that journal, Mr. Witherby. One of these birds, a
sea snipe, or redshank, was shot recently at Wesport,
County Mayo, and it was assumed to be a bird escaped
from captivity in London. A report in The Times of

November 29 says :

—

" The incident has caused much local

interest, since nobody in Connaught has ever heard of a
tame redshank. It has among seabirds the reputation of

being remarkably shy." Local opinion in Connaught as

to the difficulty of taming a redshank need not be dis-

turbed. The bird referred to was probably ringed by one
of Mr. Witherby 's correspondents far away from London,
and it is unlikely that it was ever in a cage.

Lieut.-Colonel Edgar A. Mearns, U.S.A., retired,

associate zoologist of the United States National Museum,
who accompanied the Smithsonian Expedition to Africa,

under the direction of Colonel Theo. Roosevelt, will be

attached as naturalist to the Childs Frick Abyssinian Ex-

pedition, which will sail from London shortly to make
natural history collections in the Abyssinian region. It is

proposed to make as complete a collection of the animals

of the Abyssinian region as possible. The journey will be

primarily through Abyssinia, but will extend into British

East Africa as well, and cover a portion of that country

north of the field gone over by Colonel Roosevelt in

1909-10. One of the most important regions to be visited

is in the neighbourhood of Lake Rudolf, and along the

shores of the lake itself. It is expected that the opera-
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show that among the issue of consanguineous marriages

the death-rate of persons under twenty years old is consider-

ably higher than the normal
; (3) the evidence that the

marriage of cousins is more likely to lead to albinism, deaf-

mutism, and insanity among the offspring appears to be

conclusive.

In No. 42 of Scientific Memoirs by Officers of the
' Medical and Sanitary Departments of the Government of

India, Major Rost and Captain Williams contribute the

results of their own researches to the much discussed

question of the cultivation of the leprosy bacillus.

A"^liough this organism has long been known and seen in

tissues of lepers, all attempts to grow it had until

ntly proved unsuccessful ; and even now considerable

Dticism is felt as to the identity of the bacteria isolated

h the actual causal agent of the disease. The authors

ribe the organism which they obtained from cases of

leprosy, and the effect produced on patients by vaccines

prepared from it. In No. 41 of the same Scientific

Memoirs Captain MacGilchrist considers, as the basis of

original experimental work, the suitability of different pre-

parations of quinine in medical practice. Attention is paid,

in the main, to the solubility and absorbability of the

different salts, and the various modes of administering

them.

The thirtieth Bulletin of the Sleeping Sickness Bureau

contains an account of the intracellular phase of the rat-

trypanosome, Trypanosoma lewisi, in its development in

the rat-flea, recently discovered by Minchin and Thomson.

This phase was found in fleas from twelve to thirty-six

hoiu's after they had fed on the blood of an infected rat,

'' appears to represent the first stage in the develop-

...jutal cycle of the trypanosome in the flea. The trypano-

somes .penetrate into epithelial cells of the flea's stomach,

p''»\v very large, and divide into a number of trypanosomes

normal size. The daughter trypanosomes are usually

t .^iit in number. They are formed by division of the

parent body within its own periplast ; the flagellum of the

parent is retained and moves actively until nearly the last

moment, when it disappears, and the body becomes

spherical and tense, and bursts suddenly, setting free the

daughter trypanosomes in the cytoplasm of the host-cell,

whence they find their way out singly into the lumen of

the stomach.

' !:rtain small aurochs' skulls from the diluvial deposits

ilelgium are described by Mr. R. v. d. Malsburg as a

s.o-ealled new species, under the name of Bos (urus)

minutus, in Bull. Internat. Ac. Cracovie, 191 1, No, 5.

Unless, however, the term urus be used in a generic sense,

it would seem that a subspecies is intended. Under various

forms, the author considers this Bos minutus to be the

connecting link between the typical aurochs (which is re-

garded as the descendant of the Indian B. namadicus) and
modern cattle.

We have to acknowledge the receipt of a copy of a

catalogue of the exhibits in the British section of the Inter-

national Shooting and Field Sports Exhibition, held at

V'ienna last year. The British section, it will be remem-
bered, was in the hands of the Government, and the

catalogue is therefore issued—after the usual delay—by the

official publisher. The book is well got up and well illus-

trated, and the section on big game—which forms the

bulk—will possess a permanent value as the first attempt

(unfortunately incomplete) at a list of the big-gamo. fauna
of the British Empire.

In the Annals of the Transvaal Museum for July, 191 1,

Mr. J. Hewitt produces evidence to show that the maxillary

bone of the viperine skull is more probably derived from the
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corresponding element of the proteroglyphous than ot the
opisthoglyphous section of colubrine snakes; in other
words, that the Proteroglypha, rather than the Opistho-
glypha (to which that position is assigned in the British
Museum Catalogue of Snakes), have the stronger claim to
be regarded as the ancestral stock of the vipers. The
evidence derived from snake-venom seems to lend support to
this view. In a second article (in Dutch), Dr. E. C. N.
Hoepen describes a new generic and specific type of stego-
cephalian from the presumably Permian strata of Senekal,

j

Orange River Colony, under the name of Myriodon

I

senekalensis.

I

To Naturwissenschaftliche Wochenschrift for November 5

j

Dr. Otto Wilckens contributes an article on the extinction

j

of animal groups during geological history, in which special

j

attention is directed to ammonites, dinosaurs, and trilo-

bites. Whether these groups—like the ammonites at the

j

close of the Cretaceous—became completely wiped out by
some general cause (e.g. over-specialisation), or whether,
as Dr. Steinmann believes, they developed into new forms,
is a question which is argued at some length. In the case
of the ammonites the author is apparently inclined to favour
the view that they may have become modified into Argo-
nauta and the other octopods, although he rejects Stein-

mann 's theory that dinosaurs developed into great flightless

birds, that were exterminated by men, or that the " enalio-

saurians " gave rise to whales and dolphins and ptero-

dactyles to bats.

To The American Naturalist for November Mr. H. A.

Allard contributes the second part of his account of the

behaviour of bees when visiting the blossoms of cotton-

plants. These bees were, of course, usually in the habit

of visiting the ordinary American cottons, the flowers of

these being furnished with certain nectaries which are

absent in Asiatic cottons. When the insects came to fields

where American and Asiatic cottons were growing side by
side, they visited both indiscriminately, but when they

alighted on Asiatic flowers they quickly perceived their

error, and departed. " These visits of the bees to the

outer basal portion of the Asiatic cotton-blossoms indicate

that the visual powers alone were employed throughout

the process." On the other hand, it is considered probable

that bees ascertain the whereabouts of cotton fields by their

sense of smell, a large area of cotton in flower giving off

a distinct odour on a fine day.

The Tertiary giraffes of India form the subject of a

monograph by Mr. Guy Pilgrim, published in the Palaeonto-

logia Indica (new series, vol. iv.. No. i). Years ago Mr.

Lydekker, in face of the opposition of the late Piof.

Rutimoyer, asserted that Sivatherium and its allies wcm'

undoubtedly giraffoids. Now that his views are definitely

accepted, the list of Siwalik representatives of the group is

a long one ; and Mr. Pilgrim has done well in bringing the

available information up to date. Following the moderii

fashion, he divides the Siwalik species into brachycephalic

and dolichocephalic types ; and he has likewise been enabled

to throw considerable light on the respective geological

horizons of the various forms. The most generalised

Siwalik representatives of the group are described by the

nifiir.,- under the name Progiraffa, but as one of them was,

ime, called Propakeomeryx by Mr. Lydekker, the

;,,,L.. designation is clearly entitled to stand. Whether it

be in error or by design that some of the lower jaws are

figured with the teeth pointing downwards, the effect is

decidedly bad.

The identification of the mosses collected on the Scottish

Antarctic expedition having been entrusted to M. Jules

Cardot, his report, received in separate form, is published
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in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh

(vol. xlviii., part i.). The chief collection, from Gough
Island, yielded twenty-one species, of which eleven arc

endemic ; the solitary bog moss, Shagnum scotiac, is a new
species, but represented also on the island of Ascension.

Only two of the species are recorded from Tristan

d'Acunha, and, although more common species may be

expected, the author finds a closer affmity with the moss
vegetation of the Magellan region. The new species from
Gough Island and Ascension are described and illustrated.

The October number of Tropical Life contains instruc-

tive articles on various economic products. In connection

wifh the cultivation of the coco-nut palm, attention is

< the fine grade of coco-nuts shipped from San
1 un the Panama coast, to the New York market,

and to a cultivator suitable for removing strong-growing

weeds from plantations. A discussion of the value of Nipa
palms for the production of sugar and alcohol is based on
the recommendations of Dr. H. D. Gibbs, of Manila, who
affirms that an area of lOO hectares would supply sufficient

raw material to keep a sugar-mill in continuous operation.

Statistics relative to soya-bean cultivation in Portuguese
East Africa arc quoted, according to which a harvest vary-

ing from 25 to 40 bushels of seed per acre is obtainable
;

the yield of oil averages about 17 per cent, of the seed.

A risumi of recent researches into the nature of " graft-

hybrids," culminating in the periclinal and sectorial

chimaeras obtained by Prof. H. Winkler and E. Heuer, is

contributed by Dr. H. Fischer to Naturwissenschaftliche

Wochenschrift (September 24). A description is given of

the five composite types produced from grafts of the tomato
and common nightshade by making an incision and so

developing a new shoot from the point of union of scion

and stock ; and an illustration is supplied of the most
complex combination, where the different branches repre-

sent the species nigrum, Lycopersicum, Koelreuterianutn,

Gaertnerianum, and tubingense. It is also explained how
the solution was evolved by Dr. E. Baur from a study of

the arrangement of coloured and colourless areas in the

leaves of zonal pelargoniums. In both phenomena there is

a mere juxtaposition of tissues derived from two original

types, so that the term " graft-hybrid " proves to be a mis-

nomer, and chimaera is accurately applied.

Prof. Tito Alippi has recently made a further contribu-

tion to our knowledge of the mysterious sounds known in

different parts of the world as mist-poeffeurs, marinas,
Barisdl guns, &c., and for which he proposes the name of

brontides (Boll, della Soc. Sismol. Ital., vol. xv., pp. 65-77).
The new observations which he has collected come chiefly

from the district surrounding Urbino and Rimini, in the

north-east of Italy. The phenomena observed in this dis-

trict follow the same laws as in other parts of Italy.

They are well known in some localities and almost un-

known in others not far distant. The detonations are

usually described as resembling peals of thunder. They are

heard most frequently in summer, with a clear sky and
calm air, and generally occur in groups, and seem to come
from the south-west. They do not appear to have any
relation with local earthquakes, and are generally regarded

by their observers as presaging bad weather, and especially

snow in winter. From inquiries made elsewhere. Prof.

.Alippi concludes that brontides are practically absent from
Sardinia and are almost quite unknown in all the western

Alps.

So long as the bench-marks of the levelling system of

this country are indicated by so crude a mark as the broad-

arrow chiselled in masonry, or even cut upon wood, they
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do not respond to the needs of modern precis'

and small changes in such marks are not tu tx

determined. But in view of the probable u
main lines, and the employment of hernia;,.. .

bolts for the principal points, the experience of tl)

of bench-marks at Hamburg is of interest. The;.. .

the last twenty-five years the precise levelling luu

checked from time to time, and a record of the ci

in level of bench-marks has been kept, the results of v

are given in the Zeiischrift fur Verme$sungs-J- --

March 11. The bench-marks are partly on i

ground, and partly on moist ground which is mor<: v.

affected by the rise and fall of the tide ; they are
classed as on buildings, on bridges, walls, and >ud
masonry constructions, or on stone pillars founded on
concrete block. Of the 315 marks on the dry ground,
which 301 were on buildings, 76 have shown no setti

ment in twenty-five years, 118 have settled from i

S mm., 68 from 6 to 10 mm., and 53 from i to 4 c

In moist ground, where 399 out of 552 marks were
buildings, 291 had settled more than i cm., the ma.ximufl
case being 21 cm.; and of these 243 were on buildings,
that under such conditions marks on separate niason
pillars or small masonry works were less affected.

The U.S. Weather Bureau has sent us copies of j

meteorological charts of the great oceans for Decemt
In addition to the usual data which occupy the face of
charts, the reverse sides include articles on the average
and sea temperatures for that month, illustrated by sped
charts. Prof. Mc.Adie supplies some interesting det
relating to the steps taken for obtaining wireless telegrj

from vessels in the North Pacific, and for supplying v«

with a synopsis of weather conditions and fore

Cablegrams are received from Honolulu, Manila, ShanJ
and Nemuro (Japan), and, through the courtesy of
" Western Wireless Press .Association," wireless me
will be sent broadcast from San Francisco dailv for

benefit of vessels on the Pacific. Thus what has
accomplished on the .Atlantic, as regards radio-telegrr-

seems likely to be realised shortly on the Pacific also.

An important investigation by Dr. Hugo Kar
relating to the state of the ice in the Gulf of Finland
the northern part of the Baltic forms the sixth part . f

Finnldndische hydrographisch-biologische Untersuchuu
It comprises observations made during the winters of i

1902, with ice-charts for each year, showing by diff'

tints the conditions at three or four different times d
the season. The state of the ice naturally differs

siderably in time and space in different years, bi.

present there is no general and theoretical discussic:

the data. This is projnised with the next volume, nh-
to appear shortly, and will, we feel sure, be a v-

addition to our knowledge of oceanography.

In further support of his theory of the existence in

electric discharge through vacuum tubes of '* mag
rays " made up of doublets formed "by the combinati.

a negative electron with a positive ion, Prof. K
describes two new experiments in the Rendiconti 01

Academy Lincei, part iv., and in Le Radium for Oct^

The first consists in bringing a bulb, in which an elect:

less discharge is being produced by an oscillating discharge

through a flat coil outside it, into the magnetic field of «

coil through which a direct current is flowing. The

luminous ring stretches out towards the coil and becomes

bell-shaped. In the second experiment canal rays are pro-

duced behind a kathode of considerable thickness placed

obliquely to the axis of the tube and pierced by a small
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. lie at light angles to its surfaces. The canal rays are

received on a plate which is connected to a galvanometer.

'A'hen a magnetic field parallel to the axis of the tube is

ablished, the " magnetic rays " produced fall on a

- cond plate, which can also be connected to the galvano-

meter. This plate is found to receive no current whatever

im the magnetic field, but the first plate receives a

Mtive current, which decreases as the magnetic field

reases.

I.v laboratories remote from large towns, the absence of

,-. gas supply is the cause of much difficulty ; and this

:.i)plies to chemical, physical, bacteriological, agricultural,

i metallurgical laboratory work. Carburetted water gas

^- been used in some cases, but has been shown to be

.iit-Mided with some drawbacks. We have received a

11 iinphlet from Messrs. Mansfield and Sons, of Birkenhead,

-iribing their oil-gas apparatus for laboratories. For the

^ I- plant great durability and simplicity is claimed. Any

Ivind of oil (mineral, animal, or vegetable) can be used for

acking, and no skilled labour is necessary, since putting

shovelful of coal on the fire every twenty or thirty

i.iiautes, and seeing that the oil is flowing in, is all the

attendance required. The oil gas produced is permanent,

l.as a very high calorific value, and requires no purification

before use. This gas can be used in ordinary burners and
j

rq>pliances for laboratory use, provided that the gas jet is

I'duced in size to correspond with the higher carbon con-

f nts of the gas. Particulars are given in the same list of

Hansen burners, furnaces, drying and sterilising ovens,

blow-pipes, and water heaters modified to burn oil gas.

The memorandum of the Manchester Steam Users'

Association for the year 1910 contains some interesting

investigations by their chief engineer, Mr. C. E.

SLromeyer, on the trustworthiness of Aiild steel. Some of

the results have been presented at the Iron and Steel

Institute ; and in the present paper Mr. Stromeyer gives

subsequent data confirming the view that the presence of

nitrogen gives a bad steel likely to crack in undergoing

the necessary workshop processes or in subsequent working

of the boiler of which it forms a part. The evidence

points to the fact that steels in which the percentage of

phosphorus added to five times the percentage of nitrogen

exceeds 008 will be untrustworthy in working. The

author has tried many mechanical tests with the view of

discovering one which would differentiate between trust-

worthv and untrustworthy steels, but without success.

" vcept as regards bad heat treatment, chemical determina-

ns, more particularly of phosphorus and nitrogen, are

the only available guides when the process of manufacture

and the composition of the raw material are not known.

Engineers, however, are not likely to place overmuch con-

fidence in a test which they cannot check, and will prefer

' continue to rely on the reputations of the manufacturers,

nbini'd with a few mechanical tests.

! HE third part of the work known as " Harmsworth
i opular Science," edited by Mr. .Arthur Mee, which is

appearing in fortnightly sevenpenny volumes, has been

received. In it the story of the evolution of the earth as

the abode of plant and mineral life, the appearance of

"an and his gradual development, and his subsequent

iquest of nature and the organisation of human society,

IS continued in the same popular manner as in previous

issues. The work is profusely and excellently illustrated,

and the account it provides of the triumphs of science will

serve to encouiage among ordinary readers an appreciation

of the extent to which human progress is indebted to tho

1 iliours of men of science.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Astronomical Occurrences for Decembkr :

—

Dec. 3. igh. 39m. Saturn in conjunction wiih the Moon
(Saturn 4° 5' S.).

4. I5h. 55m. Mars in conjunction with the Moon (Mars
o°5o'S.).

6. 22h. cm. Mercury in conjunction with Lambda
Sagiitarii (Mercury 0° i' S.)-

7. 7h. cm. Mercury at greatest elongation E. of the
Sun.

10. 23h. cm. Vesta in conjunction with the Moon
(Vesta 0° 28' S. ).

15. I5h. cm. Mercury stationary.

16. 2h. 58m. Venus in conjunction with the Moon
(Venus 3" ^9' N.).

22. loh 54m. Sun enters sign of Capricorn. Solstice.

,, I4h. 43m. Uranus in conjunction with the Moon
(Uranus 4° 36' N.).

25. 4h. om. Mercury in inferior conjunction with the

Sun.

29. 9h. cm. Mars stationary.

31. 3h. 59m. Saturn in conjunction with the Moon
(Saturn 4° i' S.).

,, 20h. loni. Mars in conjunction with the Moon (Mars
o" I'S.).

Observations of Mars.—Nos. 4537-8 of the Astro-

noinische Nachrichten contain several important records of

recent observations of Mars. Under date November 21

Prof. Lowell telegraphs :
" First morning frost Mars

observed since November 3, 30° from S. pole on sunrise

limb."
M. Antoniadi reports an encroachment of Syrtis Major,

since 1909, on the W.S.W. of Libya to the extent of about
100 km., and several other changes. The chief interest of

the observations appears to be in the apparent variations

wrought by changes in the Martian atmosphere. M.
Antoniadi suggests that, with these eliminated, the actual

changes in the majority of the small details of the planet's

surface would be very few. The intrinsic colour of such
" ties " as Argyre i, Noachis and Hellas, it is deduced, is

red, and their apparent bronze hues are produced by the

passage of yellow cloud screens.

M. Comas Sola records observations made at the Fabra

Observatory, Barcelona, during October 9-16. A new
canal was seen on October 9 to the east of Syrtis Major ;

it appeared to correspond to a prolongation of Nubis,

which, passing L. Moeris, extended as an arc towards

Triton. The whole region of Isis and Libya was covered

by an immen.se, oval, brilliant cloud on October 11, the

new canal being completely hidden in parts ; this veil

afterwards moved away at about 30 km. per hour. M.
Comas Sola tentatively suggests that volcanic action on

Mars would account for the production of these massive

veiling clouds.

Important changes are also reported by the Jarry-

Desloges observatories at Massegros and Sdtif. Nepenthes

and Nilosyrtis are said to be enormous, and Ausonia and

Hesperia greatly changed ; early in November the diameter

of the south polar spot was 1-2''.

Are the White Nebulae Galaxies?—This question is

attacked from several directions by Prof. F. W. Very in

No. 4536 of the Astronomische Nachrichten, and the dis-

cussion of the various points is exceedingly interesting.

Considering the relative brightness of nebulae of different

diameters, he arrives, first, at the conclusion that the

light from these extra-galactic bodies does suffer absorp-

tion in interstellar space, and therefore one of the great

objections to an infinitely extended universe, the apparent

darkness of the sky, is explained. Then the apparent sizes

and brightnesses of these bodies are compared with those of

other celestial bodies of which the distances are approxi-

mately known. This leads to results as to the intrinsic

brightness of the white nebulae, hence to the question of

their star-density, and, finally, it is found that these celes-

tial objects are probably galaxies. Their diameters appear

to differ to at least a fourfold extent, and the dimensions

and brightness of the component stars are closely allied to

those obtaining in our own stellar system. Of course many
assumptions are necessary in such a discussion ;

but it is
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I'oi'iLAK Ohskkvaiukies.—From time to time we have
in these columns welcomed the establishment of observa-
tories, of which the chief aim is to popularis'> 1I1.. t,-;f.nrA

of astronomy. Unfortunately, it would api h,

desire and the means to organise such in- in

greater on the Continent than here. The lat, st addition
to the list, established at Munich, is described in No. 2007
of La Nature, and from the excellent illustrations it is

evident that this observatoire populaire is well equipped.
At first the organisers planned to mount the instruments on
a high tower, and thus to escape some of the astronomical
disabilities of an urban site ; but the Commission of Archi-
tecture, which looks after the artistic amenities .of Munich,
decided that this project would mar the town's beauties,
so the astronomers have to put up witli an ohsf-rvatory
placed at a lower altitude.

THE GREEK QUESTION AT OXFORD.
(~\N Tuesday, November 28, the statute providing for
^-^ the exemption of candidates in the honour schools of
mathematics and natural science from the necessity of

offering Greek in Responsions was submitted to Convoca-
tion and rejected by a large majority, the numbers being
360 for and 595 against. The question had been thoroughly
discussed by means of letters to the Press and printed fly-

sheets circulated more or less widely among members of

Convocation. On one side it was alleged that the modicum
of Greek required in Responsions, which is prartirall\,

though not statutably, an entrance examination lo ih,

University, could be of no service to anyone who did not
follow the study further, and only acted as an obstacle in

the way of matters more important for the end in view.
On the other side it was maintained that even a moderate
acquaintance with the Greek language and literature was
of value to most men ; and the authority of the late Lord
Kelvin was invoked in support of the opinion that this

applied with especial force to those engaged in the pursuit
of natural science.

An argument that was used with some force by the
opponents of the statute concerned itself with the effect

likely to be produced by the passing of the present pro-

posals, followed, as they no doubt would be, by further

measures of a similar nature, upon the facilities for learn-

ing Greek afforded in the smaller schools. When Greek is

once made optional at the older universities, it was said,

a chief inducement for the maintaining of instruction in

Greek will be removed, except in the case of the great

public schools, the result of which will be that many boys
well capable of turning a knowledge of Greek to good
account will be deprived altogether of the opportunity' of

learning it.

There is no doubt whatever that some of the opposition

to the statute wa* due to tho fact that many of its sup-
porters openly avowed that they regarded it as a mere
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Not wilh-l.inding th^ ' ^ioflj

it would be a mist ippose that ruiy ronsiderabJi
number of people v satisfied with tho presen
system of entrance ex.nninaiion. There is little doubt ttat

the question of reform will again be mooted ; and it maj
be hoped that some plan may be devised, perhaps on tft

lines of a " leaving certificate " to be gained at schooj
which will secure a reasonable amount of support from al

parties.

PAPKhs ()\ IWKRTI-llKATKS.

A MONG a number of papers relating to invertebr,,:< s

which have recently come to hand, the following r-'-

selected for notice :

—

Bulletin No. 16 of the Connecticut G
Natural History Survey is devoted to the lirsi luu pans,
of a guide to the insects of that State, prepared under d|
direction of Dr. W. E. Britton. Part i., comprising i

general introduction, is by the editor, while in the seconl
part Mr. B. H. VValden treats the Euplexoptera an
Orthoptera. Special attention is directed to the econoini
aspects of the subject.

I

The British spiders usually included in the heterogeneou
group Tmeticus and certain allied genera form the subjei
of an article by the Rev. J. E. Hall in the third part i
vol. iii. (new series)) of the Transactions of the Naturi
History Society of Northumberland, Durham, and Nef^
castle. It is now shown that the group is divisible iflfe

sections, one represented by Centromerus, in which then
are only three outer falcal teeth, and the other by severi
genera (some of which are named for the first time) S
which there are four or five of these teeth. j

In a note on the Crustacea obtained during the traii
ing expedition fitted out by the New Zealand Governmer
in 1907, Dr. C. Chilton ' (Records Canterbury Mus*
vol. i., No. 3) states that the shell of a crab of the g
Paramithrax seems to be almost invariably infested
barnacles (Balanus decorus), which are in some case=
numerous and so large as to exceed the crab in bulk "^

hermit-crab (Eupagurus stewartt) was found in some c

inhabiting a massive polyzoon apparently too big for

crab to move ; in other cases it sheltered in straight t

in a MilJppora. these tubes, it is suggested, perhaps ha-
been originnliv formed round sea-weeds, which -

sequently rotted.
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To the same author we are indebted fpr copies of two
papers on local crustaceans, pubhshed in vol. xliii. of the

iransactions of the New Zealand Institute. In the former

of these Mr. Chilton revises the New Zealand representa-

tives of the group (Stomatopoda) typified by the familiar

European Squilla mantis, while in the second he catalogues

the crustaceans at present known from the Kermadec
Islands. Despite the fact that the crustacean fauna of

those islands has been systematically collected, for the first

time no new forms are recorded.

As the result of the examination of a collection of rotifers

ained from Clare Island, west coast of Ireland, Mr.
F. Rousselet (Proc. R. Irish Acad., vol. xxxi., p. 50)

Is that these organisms do not differ materially from
'-e of the mainland.

< )n the other hand, in a paper on Irish annelids of the

lily Maldanidae, Mr. I. Arwidsson iibid., vol. xxix.,

.. B, p. 209) finds himself in a position to name and
cribe two new species, one of which is also regarded
"ntitled to represent a new genus.

In Bulletin No. 71 of the U.S. National Museum is

published the second part of Mr. J. A. Cushman's mono-
r.ph of the Foraminifera of the North Pacific, this instal-

iit being devoted to the primitive family Textulariidae.

,eral new species and a few new genera are described.

1 lie group has been found to be of considerable interest

from the distributional point of view. It is stated, for

-tance, that " many of the species occurring in the Indo-

cific area extend southward to the region of Torres Strait.

in the North Pacific, however, these species are, as a rule,

confined to the western portion from southern Japan
southward. The rediscovery of some of the species

di^scribed by J. Brady, from almost the exact locality where
they were dredged by the Challenger, is very interesting,

and tends to show the restricted distribution of certain

forms."
Rotifers of the bdelloid group indigenous to South Africa

form the subject of an article, by Mr. J. Murray, in vol. iii.,

No. I, of the Annals of the Transvaal Museum. Although
the Central and North African representatives of the group
had received some attention, very little was known with
regard to those of the South, so that the author has been
able to make considerable additions to our knowledge. The
paper concludes with a summary of what is known with
regard to African bdelloids generally.

In vol. viii., Nos. 4-6, of the University of California

Zoological Papers Mr. C. A. Kofoid continues his account
of the dinoflagellate animalcules of the San Diego area,

dealing in the first two papers with the genus Gonyaulax
and the morphology of its skeleton, while in the third

(forming the fifth of the whole series) he describes, under
the name of Spiraulax, a new generic type of the peridinid

group.
The nine species of earwigs now found in the British

Islands (some of which are introduced) form the subject of

ft coloured plate in the October number of The Entomo-
logist's Monthly Magazine. According to Dr. M. Burr,
nearly all thesf^ earwigs, with the exception of the common
species, are rare and local. R. L.

A
LIPOIDS AND NUTRITION.

WORD is perhaps necessary in explanation of the

term lipoids. These are substances, contained in the

outer protoplasmic layer of all cells, which resemble the
fats in being soluble in organic solvents. They appear to

be essential constituents, and are specially abundant in that

tissue which pre-eminently manifests " vital properties,"

namely, the nervous tissues. The majority of them, though
by no means all, contain both phosphorus and nitrogen.

Very little is as yet known as to their constitution and
properties.

At the present moment, when so much attention is

being devoted to problems of nutrition, a communica-
tion by Prof. Stepp, of Giessen (in part v. of the Zeit-

schrift fiir Biologic), is of very considerable interest. The
idea has been gaining ground that an ordinary diet con-
tains certain constituents, present only in minimal
quantity, the presence of which, in addition to the proper
1 tportions of protein, carbohydrate and fat, is ess-entinl
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for growth and the maintenance of life. Experiments
made with rice in connection ~ with " beri-beri " have
pointed to such a conclusion

; and the work of Prof.
F. G. Hopkins, of Cambridge, of which, so far, only a
preliminary account has been given, has gone very much
further in the same direction.

Prof. Stepp, who selected mice for his experiments, has
studied the effect of extracting the food very completely
with alcohol and ether before administration. The food
used consisted of a dried mixture of rice, treated so as to
be particularly rich in protein, and new milk ; before
extraction it was found to be a very satisfactory nutrient
for mice. When fed, however, with the extracted food, the
mice very soon died, showing that an essential constituent
had been extracted from the food. The addition of mineral
salts to the extracted food did not make it of any greater
value, but the addition, on the other hand, of the
evaporated extract enabled the mice to remain alive and
thrive. Extraction in the manner described removes,
amongst other things, fats from the diet. Accordingly,
experiments were made in which butter or fats such as
tripalmitin, tristearin, or triolein were added to the ex-
tracted food ; in no case was the addition of the faintest

value in preserving life. The essential substance is con-
sidered to be a lipoid which is absent from butter,- though
present in the milk plasma. In proof of this it is estab-
lished that an extract of dried butter-milk when added to

the extracted food is sufficient to keep the mice still in

good condition at the end of six weeks. It is possible to

measure the quantity of this lipoid required ; and the
experiments show that whereas the evaporated extract of

75 c.c. of milk per 100 grams of solid extracted food was
insufficient, that from 200 c.c. of milk was more than
enough to maintain health.

Certain of the lipoids have been isolated in a pure state,

and their effect could be tested ; it was proved that the
addition of either lecithin or cholesterol to the diet was
of no use. The essential substance is therefore of a very
subtle character. Stepp 's experiments with boiled milk
are of some interest ; though boiled milk by itself is of

value to the animals, the alcoholic and ethereal extracts

of it when added to the extracted food are unable to main-
tain life.

If these conclusions are substantiated, an altogether new
trend will be given to work on nutrition.

WATER RESOURCES OF THE UNITED
STATES.

r~)F the three volumes recently issued by the United
^-^ States Geological Survey, that (No. 256) on " The
Geology and Underground Waters of Southern Minnesota,"
by Messrs. Hall, Meinger and Fuller, is certainly the most
interesting, and claims primary notice. It is a brochure

of 406 pages, with a number of sections and diagrams
and four folding maps, all descriptive of matters, physio-

graphical, geological, and chemical, connected with water

supplies in the southern two-fifths of the State of

Minnesota—an area of 28,265 square miles, which is

roughly about the size of Scotland or Ireland. The dis-

trict contains two towns of importance, Minneapolis and

St. Paul ; but, apart therefrom, the whole, with its

i^ million inhabitants, is essentially agricultural in

character. The surface comprises three elevated plateaus

of different levels, with trough-like depressions between,

all, with the exception of the extreme south-cast and south-

west corners, composed of glacial drift deposited during

the most recent ice invasion. " Nowhere is there a more

typical example of a ground moraine left in the wake of a

continental ice sheet than is exhibited by the extensive.

slightly undulating, monotonous expanses of southern

Minnesota, dotted with countless shallow lakes and ponds,

and covered with an interminable network of swamps."
Generally speaking, the drift is yellowish at the surface

to a depth of some 15 feet, where it changes to a dark

colour, due, no doubt,' to the presence of unoxidised iron:

and the water contained in it is almost universally charged

with that mineral in the soluble ferrous condition. The
effect oT this, and of other constituents, on the utility and

value of the water for various purposes is discussed at

some length, and the volume then proceeds to deal with
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the subject of well-sinking, after which there is a useful
series of analyses and particulars of the water obtainable
in different localities.

Pamphlet No. 274, on " Some Stream Waters of the
Western United States " (Herman StabU-r), is almost
purely statistical throughout, and gives analytical tables of
the constituents of water taken from the basins of the
Rivers Colorado, Columbia, Mississippi, Rio Grande, and
Sacramento.
Pamphlet No. 265 deals with the " Surface Water Supply

in the Basins of Hudson Bay and the Upper Mississippi."
1 he observations are by Messrs. Follansbee, Horton and
IJolster, and are akin to those already described in connec-
tion with others of the dozen districts into which the
States have been mapped out for the purposes of hydro-
logical investigation.

I

ROMAN SURVEYING.
N the Zeitschrift fur Vcrmessungswescn (Heft 21, 191 1)

Prof. E. Hammer discusses the precision with which
the nations of antiquity were able to mark out lines on the
surface of the earth with the means at their disposal.
Taking, first, that portion of the frontier of the Roman
Empire which existed as a straight line about 80 kilometres
long from near the Ri/er Rems in Wiirttemburg to the
district of Wallfiirn in Baden, he investigates the question
whether this line was laid down appro.\imately straight by
chance, or whether it was intended to be a straight line
and special care was taken to arrive at this result. Points
on the line were located and their positions plotted on
the cadastral maps (scale i : 2500), from which their
coordinates were determined. From these the direction-
angle of portions of the line was calculated, and also the
mean departure of points on the boundary line from the
true straight line. For a portion amounting to 29 km. of
the whole length, the mean error in position of a point
on the boundary was found to be ±2 metres, which
indicates a surprising accuracy in carrying such a line
over rough ground, while for portions of it an even greater
precision was attained. Further observations by Prof.
Leonhard, not yet published, on the remaining 50 kilo-
metres of the boundary indicate that the accuracy is there
maintained. The Romans must have fixed a few principal
points in prominent positions by signals at night, and then
interpolated intermediate points ; the observed accuracy
could never have been attained by prolonging a line.

A second case is that of the amphitheatre at Pola, laid
out by a Roman architect or land surveyor, which has
been recently studied by an Austrian surveyor, Herr
Hofrath A. Broch. Using a plan on a scale of i : 250, he
investigated the accuracy with which the form of the
amphitheatre as constructed approached an ellipse.
Taking twelve points on the curve, their mean error in
position from a true ellipse was but 15 cm., in spite of
the weathered surfaces of the stone contributing to this
uncertainty. The axes of this ellipse were 20=129-9 m.
and 2?> = io2-6 m., or in the ratio of very nearly 9:7, as
in the case of many Roman amphitheatres. Prof' Hammer
goes on to refer to the results obtainable in a similar wav
from stone circles, where it is important to determine not
only thpir dimensions, but also their accuracy of construc-
tion. The accuracy attained at Stonehenge is referred to;
and in mentioning the " Standing Stones of Stenness " he
suggests that in the circle of 340 feet in diameter, formed of
about 60 stones 17} feet apart, we may have had a circle
of 60 stones exactly (60 x 17?= 1060') indicating a sexa-
gesimal division of the circle.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF TYNESIDE."^
AMONG the natural history societies of this country

that of Tyneside stands out by reason of its illus-

trious traditions and successful enterprise. W'ithout
municipal assistance it has originated and maintained for
many years a museum of high standing, and its members
have contributed classical memoirs on the geology, flora,

and fauna of Great Britain. The names of W^illiam

1 Transa'-i'-'n*! o^ f^e Nat -ral History Society of Northumberland,
Durha-", N.-wrast1e iipin-Tyne. N<-w 'Series. Vol. iii., parts i, 3, and 3.

(London: William- and Norgate, igofi-iott.)
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Hutton, of the two Hancocks, of Joshua Alder, ai <.

Hewitson, to mention only a few, are associated

some most careful and beautifully illustrated work. I

therefore fitting that an account of these men and of '

single-minded devoted students of natural history who
worked on Tyneside should be commemorated in

Transactions as has been done in an article by i»i.

Leonard Gill, the curator of the Hancock Museum. Tli
article is the one of most general interest in the vohoM
before us ; but there are also other papers of more thai

local importance to which we may direct the attention t

workers who are following similar lines of investigation.

The most important of these is the account of th

Crustacea of Northumberland and Durham by Cano
Norman and Dr. G. S. Brady. This is the most complei
of any county list for this class, since the fresh-water an
terrestrial forms are included in an exhaustive study tlui

has occupied almost the lifetime of these distinguish^

carcinologists. Scattered through these records of 64
species are many intere-sting remarks ; for example, th

prevalence during the winter of Arctic Euphausiids, whid
are brought by a southward current so far down the eai

coast as Yorkshire : and the rediscovery of the Daphni
Leydigia, after a lapse of twenty years, in remarkaM
circumstances. In spite of the length of this list, tm
forms that might be expected to occur are not mentioned
Neither Cheirocephalus nor any Phyllopod is recorded. an4P

Leptodora, so common in Cumberland, is apparently a'

from Northumberland and Durham
Perhaps the chief feature of these Transactions is- m-r

amount of attention that has been given to the study ol
obscure or neglected groups of invertebrates. In dlil

respect the papers by Mr. Bagnall are especially worthy tM
mention. This indefatigable naturalist has not only d'^aW

with the Collembola, but also with two much neg!

groups of myriapods, the Pauropoda and Symphyla.
with the little-known Thysanoptera, or thrips. 1

papers constitute a valuable addition to our knowled:
the British Cryptozoic fauna. The arachnids, again,

energetically and successfully studied by members of

society ; and several papers by Dr. Rendall Jackson
the Rev. T. E. Hull constitute not only additions tf

knowledge of this section of the British fauna, bi

that of the order as a whole. The careful descriptic

that very rare Coal-measure arachnid Anthracosiro :.

wardi, Pocock, by Mr. Leonard Gill, is a compa:
study of the specimens found near Newcastle and
where. Lastly, Miss M. C. Lebour's papers on the tr

todes of the coast constitute a further instalment of

work on a very little known group ; and there are >

papers on topographical geology which we have not room
to discuss. The society is to be congratulated on such a
substantial output of valuable scientific work. As a suA
gestion, may we point out the desirability of printing of
author's name as a headline on the left-hand n-irtr- cf th<>««

memoirs in order to facilitate references?

CANCER RESEARCH.'
'T'HE Fourth Scientific Report, apart from tht ini:

tion, is restricted to three papers. The firs-

spontaneous cancer in mice, by Dr. Haaland, treat^

large number of additional spontaneous tumours c

mouse since the Third Scientific Report was prej

These tumours consist of carcinomata and saro

occurring in a variety of sites other than the mamm.i
are considered from clinical, pathological, histological

experimental points of view. The animals in whici:

were found have been submitted to a number of e

mental tests in order to elucidate the relation betW'

tumour and the animal in which it arises. The -

paper, on cancerous ancestry and cancer in mice, b;

heredity, which have been in progress for some six

with mice of known ancestry, and from which a

number of the tumours and mice studied in the first

have been obtained. The third paper, on the behaviw'

Murray, deals with breeding experiments bearing

tumour-cells during propagation, is a general survey -

1 From the int'odiirtion »o thr Fourth Scientific R.-port en the In

tions of the Imperial Cancer Research F_u' d. By Dr. E. F. E.i

Pp. x.\i + 223. (London: Taylor and Francis, 1911.)
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wujervations made on all the tumours observed or propa-
gated in the laboratory during the past eight years, and of

the bearing of their relative constancy and variability upon
nature of some forms of cancer.

\11 three papers are intimately interdependent as regards
material upon which they are based, and they overlap
so far as each treats more especially of particular

prublems not excluded from consideration in the other two.
Thus, as in all previous reports, the effort is made to co-

ordinate the features of cancer as it occurs naturally with
its behaviour under experimental conditions.

New facts are brought forward in support of the view
' a malignant new growth arises from local causes in

circumscribed area, and that the relation of each
malignant new growth to the affected animal is an in-

dividual one, parallel to that obtaining between the organs
of the body and the organism as a whole.

Precise evidence is advanced of the existence of hereditary
predisposition to the development of spontaneous cancer.
It is apparently of the nature of a predisposition of certain
tissues to pass into cancerous proliferation, and is not
effective by determining an increased suitability of the
animals primarily affected for the growth of cancer as tested
by transplantation.

Tumour-cells derived from a single primary growth are
shown to be liable during extended propagation to varia-
tions such as are met with, either singly or in combina-
tion, in other primary growths. It is assumed that this
demonstration permits of the inference that corresponding
variations occurring in the course of the prolonged prolifera-

of normal cells under the influence of chronic irritation
be responsible for the development of some forms of

er.

he relations between benign and malignant new
iwths, and of both to normal tissue, have been studied

both histologically and experimentally on an extensive
material. Among the large number of tumour-strains that
have been propagated by passage from one batch of mice
to another for extended periods, there are included several
reproducing very closely the features of normal tissue,
either as regards its histology or its limited ^ power of
growth in any one animal after homologous transplanta-
tion. Some tumour-strains, while retaining almost perfect
histological differentiation, grow progressively in any one
animal ; while others, notwithstanding that they are quite
devoid of histological differentiation, possess only a limited
power of growth in any one animal. The gaps between the
structure of normal tissue and the least differentiated
tumours, on the one hand, and between the growth of
normal tissue, when transplanted, and that of even the
most rapidly proliferating tumours on the other, have been
filled in by a continuous series of tumour-strains. Some
of these approximate to normal tissue both in respect of
structure and of power of growth on transplantation, and
experiment has brought out still more clearly the pure
arbitrariness of thp conception of a fundamental difference
between benign and malignant new growths.
The demonstration that cancer occurred in practically all

races of mankind and throughout the vertebrates even when
living in a state of nature, together with the demonstration
of the only manner in which cancer can be transferred from
one individual to another of the same species, viz. by
implanting living cflis, proved that it was not due to h.

common causa! parasite. The wide zoological distribution
of the disease, down to marine fishes, showed that it was
not n recent acquirement such as might be referred to in-
fluences dependent on man's particular forms of civilisation.
As has been frequently pointed out, the age-incidence of
rancpr in man and animals is, in the absence of communica-
biiitv. compatible only with the recognition of the intrinsic
cellular nature of cancerous proliferation.
The parallel behaviour of normal and cancer tissue, both

as regards the absence of continued growth and the nature
of the cytotoxic reactions induced when cancer is trans-
ferred from one animal to another of a strange species,
proved that cancer had all the properties distintrnishing the
normal tissues of one species from those of another species.

2 In spit^ of brinr poseeswd of a p'^we' of only limited e^owth in any one
an-mal, tumour"! can Vie ma-ntained in exfendrd propaeat'on bv snltaVilv I

acceleratint; the raoMitv of passage. This has not yet been accomplished in I

the case of normal ti«siips.
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The fact that transplantable tumours grow in normal
animals as well as they do in spontaneously affected animals
is evidence that the latter do not present a soil for the
growth of cancer substantially different from that presented
by normal animals. When this fact is contrasted with the

almost invariable success of reimplanting into the animal a
portion of its own spontaneous tumour, and the almost in-

variable failure of implantation of any spontaneous tumour
into other spontaneously affected animals, the conclusion is

arrived at that each tumour is peculiarly and genetically

related to the individual in which it arises.

This conclusion, drawn from studying the growth of

tumours under the different conditions just enumerated, is

supported by the results of elaborate experiments on in-

ducing resistance or immunity to the inoculation of cancer-
cells under these different conditions. The features of

resistance bearing upon the nature of cancer are briefly as
follows. Resistance is induced only by the living cells,

either cancerous or normal, of the same species. Under
similar conditions the cancerous cells and the normal cells

of strange species are both devoid of the power to induce;

resistance. An animal's own tumour and its own normal
tissue are devoid of this power, and the means which pre-
vent the successful inoculation of the tumour of another
individual do not prevent the successful inoculation of an
animal's own tumour. Tumour-tissue usually induces

resistance against itself quite as well as, and, with regard
to the phenomenon of spontaneous healing, much more
effectively than, any other tumour. Furthermore, animals
which have proved resistant to the repeated inoculation of

a tumour have subsequently developed spontaneous tumours
showing progressive growth. Thus experimental inquiries

into the production of growth by inoculation, on the one
hand, and its prevention on the other, agree in demon-
strating individual relations as obtaining between a tumour
and the animal in which it arises. The individuality of

tumour-cells will be referred to later.

The individuality of cancer, both as regards the organism
attacked and the tumour, would thus appear to have been
placed at last beyond all further doubt. Such a relationship

has long been maintained in various forms on the basis of

deductions drawn from histological examination of the

tissues at the site of the primary lesion and from the nature

of dissemination ; but this interpretation of the findings has

been as vehemently combated. The combination of the

results arrived at by microscopical investigation and experi-

mental study appears to complete the demonstration. A
long step has thus been taken in defining the direction in

which the future investigation of cancer is alone likely to

be profitable.

The conclusions as to the individuality of cancer are sup-

ported also by most important new statistical information

given in the last report of the Registrar-General. ' The
new tabulation of the data for the years 1901-9 for England

and Wales has permitted of an analysis being made of the

figures recording the increase of deaths attributed to cancer,

which brings out the fact that the increase during this

period is referable to certain anatomical regions and not to

others. For the first time it is fully demonstrated that it is

erroneous to make statements of a disquieting nature about

the increase of cancer in general. The analysis also shows

that the incidence is very unequally distributed arnong the

several situations, indeed, that the whole curve of incidence

may be different for different organs. A progressive in-

crease up to the highest age-periods is characteristic of the

face, lip, mouth, bladder, urethra, and breast only. The
other organs show a distinct diminution in the highest age-

periods ; but it is not yet possible to determine whether this

curve indicates a liability rising to a maximum and followed

by a fall, or is merely the result of ascribing deaths to

other causes in the case of cancer of internal organs in

aged people. Sufiicient has been said to indicate how
important are the problems which are solved or revealed b\

the improvement in the details given in the national

statistics.

The study of the occurrence of cancer in mankind, and in

domesticated animals in widely separated parts of the globe,

has shown that the practice of peculiar customs (involving

* Seventy- Second Annual Report of the Registrar Ctrneral of Births,

rteaths, and Marriag'-s in England and Wales (1909). (His Majesty's

Stationery OflTice, 1911.)
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the application of chronic irritants to particular parts of the
body) provokes the disease in situations and or^^ans from
which it is absent when these customs do not obtain. It

is reasonable to suppose that the frequency of cancer would
be diminished if such practices as the use of the Kangri in

Kashmir, chewing betel-nut in India, and eating very hot
riCe in China were discontinued. It is also reasonable to
assume that the introduction into Hngland of these exotic
customs would greatly increase the frequency of cancer In
this country.

So definite is the evidence of the meiiaXe causation of
certain forms of cancer by chronic irritants that the possi-
bility of variations in the cancer death-rate may be admitted
us regards particular organs and regions of the body. The
possibility of a variation of the main incidence of cancer in

conformity with changes in certain customs may also be
admitted.
That irritation is really an important causative factor of

cancer is an assumption which at present is justifiable only
for certain forms of cancer occurring in particular parts of
the body. In view of these considerations, and also because
of the results of experiment as recorded in this report, it

appeared desirable to h»>/e data of the incidence of cancer
in persons pursuing various occupations and having different
habits of life. For the purposes of comparison it will be
necpssary to le^rn not only the incidence of cancer on par-
ticular sites liable to irritation, but also its incidence on all

other sites, as well as the frequency of the other causes of
death in the occupations considered.

Breeding experiments with mice of known ancestry have
leen in progress for many years, and have been alluded to
on several previous occasions, but only now have the data
become sufficiently numerous to permit of conclusions being
drawn. All due precautions have been taken to avoid errors
in the interpretation of the figures. The data show that
heredity plays a part in affecting the liability of the mouse
mamma to develop cancer. At all age-periods the disease is

more frequent when the mother, or either grandmother, or
all three, have died from cancer of this organ than in the
group in which these ancestors were free from the disease.
Apart from its bearing upon heredity, the obtaining of

such mice is most important for furthering the experimental
investigation of the genesis, nature, and, should it be neces-
sary, artificial production of cancer, and for attempting to
define the reasons for its apparently greater frequency in
some geographical areas than in others. It will be obvious
that a large field of investigation has been opened up by the
segregation of mice into two groups of different liability,

and it should be possible to obtain groups of animals of a
still higher and a still lower liability. While it is at pre-
sent impossible to explain how the liability is transmitted,
it can be aver>-ed with certainty that it does not consist in
the inheritance of a soil more suitable for the growth of
cancer in general. It can only be inferred with some
probability, that it is a local or circumscribed tissue pre-
disposition, in virtue of which the mammary tissue is prone
to pass from mere proliferative reaction into continuous
or cancerous proliferation. Further, hereditary predisposi-
tion is only one of the factors concerned, for it has been
found that chronic inflammatory changes are remarkably
frequent in the mammae of female mice of the laboratory

;

and other factors still unrecognised may exist. There is a
considerable body of evidence to show that the predisposi-
tion is not a general one affecting the whole body equally,
but that the tendency transmitted affects mainly one organ
system, so that groups of animals may ultimately be
obtained in which different organ-systems will present a
definite predisposition, the other organs of the body not
being unduly liable to the development of the disease.
To guard against pessimistic conclusions, it is well to

point out that the influence of heredity has onlv been
demonstrated by studying stocks in which this factor has
been concentrated by careful mating, and that the influence
is mainly exerted in the immediate descendants. Such a
concentration as can be attained in experimental animals
can only occur in the human subject, by hazard, as a
coincidence of considerable rarity ; and it is probable that
the influence of heredity in the general population is

manifested as an average predisposition of low general
intensity.
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In all previous reports guarded reference h- ^'

to the well-known association of chronic

certain forms of cancer, and it has been poiiv lat,

common with all external conditions, they can only hfl

mediate relation to the occurrence of cancer, the esseol

preliminaries which lie between them and its incepd

being regarded, not as their specific reactions, but

manifestations of properties inherent in th' - " 1

employment of the term " mediate " when < At

tion to the relationship is due to an effort to •._,._-.. tY

forms of cancer with which irritation is most constani

associated, without considering other forms in which
particular irritants concerned do not play a part, and
to the fact, already frequently emphasised, that ti

irritants have nothing in common beyond the capacity

excite extended proliferation of tissues (chronic inflamm
tion), and their association with cancer.

The varied investigations of the past nine years ha'

added a knowledge of new forms of irritation. It has

come more and more evident that irritation, effective

one case, may be, and often is, quite ineffective in anot^

species of animal, or even in other individuals of the

species. The experiments recorded in this report thrO

light both on the nature of predisposition to cancer,

alluded to above, and also on the long recognised, but

explicable, relation between chronic irritation i

cancer.

A closer definition of the nature of cancer will invol

an analysis of the relation obtaining between the indivU

developing cancer and the tumour. This final analysis '

be possible only on animals naturally afflicted with

disease, for, as pointed out consistently from the fii

annual report onwards, the genesis and the growth
cancer are distinct phenomena. The study of propagat
cancer supplements its observation under natural conditio

by investigation under varied artificial conditions, arid

only an indirect bearing upon the genesis of the dise

Hence breeding experiments acquire enhanced significaM

and are already being, and will continue to be, conduct
on a much more extensive scale. An adequate supply
animals of differing liability to the disease must be
available for the elucidation of problems, some of whi
are already adumbrated ; while past experience makes
likely that others, as yet unsuspected, will arise.

Because of the hope that they may ultimately ha
therapeutical bearings, another reference may be made
the induction of resistance to the inoculation of cancer
the means which modify the growth of transpla

tumours. Experiments along these lines bear at pr

upon the nature, but not upon the prevention, treat

or cure of cancer ; notwithstanding this fact the applk
tion of the results to the human subject has been urged
some quarters. In 1906-7 it was pointed out that a lii|

degree of resistance to the transplantation of cancer did I

exempt an animal from the spontaneous development
the disease. The importance of the observation was grM
had immunity to the natural acquirement of cancer bl

also obtained, the control of the scourge would have bC

in sight.

In the Third Scientific Report the previous warning ti

re-enforced, and it was pointed out that none of <

methods which had been found to influence transplanf

cancer should be applied to man until they had been teil

and found efficacious in the case of animals natur^
affected. These warnings are borne out by further ei

ence and inability, as yet, to modify the growth of

in the animal naturally affected. Instead of ren

analogies with infective diseases, and placing sJ

remedial and preventive measures in the hands of
physician and surgeon, the study of resistance to

has, until now, but brought investigators to the ve

a region filled with problems previously undreamt ofT
the solution of these problems, or of more crucial on>

yet reached, lies the best hope of preventive and rem
measures ; but the preliminary facts are so new to ^|j||H
mental biology, and as yet so imperfectly comprehflHH
that observers throughout the world are still engag-

"^^

discussing what may be their true significance a?

posts indicating a road or roads by which th'^^

advance is to be made.

1
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INVESTIGATION OF THE UPPER
ATMOSPHERES

'T'HE results of the observations at Barbados, referred

to in last year's report, have been discussed by Mr.

-Cave in a paper read before the Royal Meteorological

Society and published in its Quarterly Journal. A further

f^£3ULTj o/^ B/fuom fliCf/^rs /PFimn 13/0/3//

w
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was presented the ascentt have taken place. Six balloons

were liberated, and five of these have l)eon recovered.

It is desirable that observations of pilot balloons should
be obtained in Ireland in addition to the records from
registering balloons, and the committee recommend re-

appointment, with a grant of 50I., to permit of this

extension of the work. A special theodolite, costing about
30/., is necessary for the observations. The additional
outlay on balloons and hydrogen for the pilot-balloon

observations would be comparatively small.

In the table temperature is expressed in degrees centi-

grade above the absolute zero —273** on the ordinary scale.

H, is the height and T, the temperature at which tempera-
ture begins to be practically constant in a vertical direction.

.1 SCIENTIFIC MISCELLASV.

1 HE Smithsonian report for the year 1910 has just been
published by the institution. Besides the report of

the regents and the secretary, the volume contains, as
usual, a "general appendix," consisting this year of
thirty-four papers of popular interest on various branches
of science, also biographies of a number of prominent
scientific men who have recently died. Some of the papers
are original, while others are reprinted from foreign and
domestic scientific and technical periodicals. All the
articles are selected with the view of furnishing the latest

accurate information on topics which are believed to be
of interest to a wide circle.

Aviation.

A review of modern progress in aviation is ably re-
corded by the late Mr. Octave Chanute. His paper covers
the principal advances made in aviation, beginning with the
experiments of Hiram Maxim in 1894, ^"<i including
Langley's expeiiments (1896-1903), the author's own in-
vestigations, the work of the Wrights, Dumont,
de Lagrange, Farman, Bl^riot, Bell, Curtiss, and others,
bringing the subject down to the close of the year 1909.

Reclamation of Arid Lands.
Mr. F. H. Newell, director of the Reclamation Service,

sets forth the recent progress in the reclamation of the
arid lands in the Western States. The work of reclama-
tion includes all the Western States and territories, where
nearly 10,000 families are being supplied with water.
Through this great undertaking the waste waters of the
West are being conserved, destructive floods prevented,
apparently valueless lands converted into productive farms,
and thousands of families settled in newly opened terri-
tory, where they are maintaining homes on reclaimed land.
Besides engineering, with its business and financial
problems, the article deals with many other subjects, such
as the character of settlers, the size of farms, crops, &c..
and the individual projects which together furnish water
for about 1,000,000 acres, nearly one-half of which is

already settled.

Electric Power from the Mississippi.

A kindred topic is the great electric power plant at
Keokuk, Iowa, with its 4278-foot concrete dam across the
Mississippi River between Keokuk, Iowa, and Hamilton,
III. This subject is treated by Mr. Chester M. Clark in
a well-illustrated article entitled " Electric Power from the
Mississippi River." The paper shows the development of
the largest single hydro-electric plant in existence through
the construction of what is undoubtedly the greatest bank-
to-bank dam in the world.

Papers on Physics, Chemistry, and .Astrophysics.

Under the heading of physics there is an account, by
Mr. T. Thome Baker, of experiments and researches in
the telegraphy of photographs, transmitted by both the wire
and the wireless systems ; Prof. Jean Becquerel, professor
at the Museum of Natural History of Paris, has permitted
the translation of his valuable paper on modern ideas on
the constitution of matter, comparing the old theories of
matter with the newer views recently confirmed by experi-
ments ; and Mr. R. A. Millikan has abridged his treatise
on "The Isolation of an Ion," which deals with the exact
measurement of an elemental electrical charge and several
analogous problems.

Dr. CharUif E. Munroc. professor of cl
^

n University, and a well-known uud
, has written an interesting paper on tii>

d-,v<jiupniciit!> in methods of testing explosives. ^^|
Mr. C. G. Abbot, director of the Astrophysical ObiM^|

tory of the Smithsonian Institution, contributes ar --**^^

on the recently devclop«;d subject of astrophykics,

a study of celestial physics, but pertains principal!;,

heat and other physical properties of the sun. The \>

relates to the solar constant of radiation, a topic on ui

Mr. Abbot is well informed, having pursued studies in :

direction for nearly sixteen years at the Smithstj:

Observatory in Washington, and on Mount Whit
Mount Wilson, California. In this article the auti

with the problem of measuring the amount of so.... .

received by the earth and that lost in transit to it.

subject of astrophysics is further treated by Mes
Curtiss, Deslandres, and Bosler in three articles.

What Constitutes the Earth? _
Under the title "What is Terra Firma?" Mr. BaU

Willis, of the U.S. Geological Survey, attacks the old,

modern, problem of the construction and balance of

globe in a review of current research in isostasy. In

discussion of this puzzling question Mr. Willis advt
the theory that the foundation of all the continents
composed of solid rock which is self-crushed to a
of about 120 kilometres, but rendered sufficiently rigid

pressure to maintain its form during prolonged geologic

periods with but slight change.

The Future Habitability of the Earth.

In line with the construction and condition of the glot

another author, Prof. T. C. Chamberlin, brings up
further vital question " The Future Habitability of

Earth " in an article in which he reviews the past, an

considers the future, of the world as a dwelling-place f<l

the human race. Many branches of science enter into

discussion ; but upon geology, physics, chemistry,

nomy, and astrophysics rests the burden of the arguir

Prof. Chamberlin thinks that the earth will remain
able for tens of millions of years, but concedes that

close approach of a celestial body to the sun would prol

ably result in the disruption of the solar system and brio

disaster to the earth. He further states, in regard to til

future possibilities of scientific research, that " when mon
purpose and research come to be the pre-eminent charactef

istics of our race by voluntary adoption and by the selectil

action of the survival of the fittest, and when these

potent attributes join in an unflagging endeavour to cc

pass the highest development and the greatest perpetuity

the race, the true era of humanit>' will really have beei

begun."
Botany and Forestry.

Several papers come under the head of botany, amo
them an interesting sketch of the sacred ear-flower of

.Aztecs, a plant the identity of which has been a mys
for years, and only recently rediscovered by the au^

Mr. W. E. Safford, of the Bureau of Plant Industrj-.

little flower, resembling the human ear, has a remark
history, and dates back to the early explorations of Mex
It was first described in 1569 by Padre Bernardino '

Sahagun, w'ho states that it was much used owing to ;i

delicious fragrance and its flavour when used as a sp

Despite the formidable name (Xochinacaztli) whicl

bears, the author suggests its cultivation on account of

unusual fragrance and pleasant spicy flavour.

Mr. Henry S. Graves, chief of the Forest Service, c

tributes a well-illustrated and original article on fc

preservation, in which he carefully considers all point-

the great problem, making many things clear which !

long been obscure.

Medicine and Medical Researches.

Those interested in medical research and allied suhj

will find matter of concern in the following paper-

manifested life of tissues outside of the organism, by
Alexis Carrel and Mr. Montrose T. Burrows ; epidemic!

of tuberculosis, by Prof. Robert Koch ; the significanr

the pulse-rate in vertebrate animals, by Dr. Flor^

Buchanan ; and sanitation on farms, by Dr. .Allen ^\

Freeman.

mon
>f tl
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Ethnology and Anthropology.

A comprehensive paper on the contemporary Slav peoples

from a geographical and statistical point of view, by Mr.
Ludor Niederle, of the Bohemian University of Prague,

which has been translated from the Slavic language into

English, funished new information on the history and dis-

tribution of these peoples.

Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, contributes a brief review of his recent work
and investigations in cave dwellings, both at home and
abroad. This paper is entitled " The Cave Dwellings of

the Old and New Worlds."
The report also contains biographies of Melville W.

Fuller, Sir W. Huggins, and Alexander Agassiz, together

with papers on other subjects.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

It is announced that the sum of 300,000/. has been
raised for the endowment fund for McGill University.

The Duke of Connaught, in a telegram of congratulation

to Mr. Angus, chairman of the McGill Campaign Com-
mittee, directs attention to the fact that this large sum
was collected in five days.

In connection with the vacancy in the chair of mathe-
matics at the University of Edinburgh, occasioned by the

death of Prof. Chrystal, the curators of patronage of the

University, in whom the patronage of this chair is vested,

have decided to receive applications from intending candi-

dates, along with testimonials, which should be lodged
with their secretary, Mr. A. B. Fleming, 4 Albyn Place,

Edinburgh, not later than Thursday, February 8, 1912.

We learn from Science that as a result of the action
of the Michigan Board of Tax Equalisation, it is estimated
that the University of Michigan will in the future receive

41,600/. more from the State for its maintenance than
hitherto. From the same source we find that at the last

session of the Legislature of the State of Minnesota, among
other appropriations for the University was one which
will produce lOooZ. for each of the two years before the
next Legislature assembles to be voted exclusively to re-

search, not agricultural, fince that is cared for otherwise.
Our contemporary also states that by the will of Miss
Phoebe Caroline Swords, of New York City, 4000Z. is

bequeathed to Columbia University.

A DINNER was given at the Savoy Hotel on November 23
in aid of the fund for the erection and endowment of new
buildings for Bedford College for Women. The sum of
100,000/. is required to complete the new buildings and
provide the required endowment ; and of this amount
50,000/., including a grant of 20,000/. from the London
County Council, had been secured before the dinner. The
London County Council has promised a further 10,000/. if

a like sum should be obtained without delay. The primary
object of the dinner was to raise the amount necessary to
secure the second donation from the London County
Council ; and it is satisfactory to record that at the con-
clusion of the dinner more than 7000/. had been subscribed.
But 30,000/. will still be required, even after the second
contribution from the London County Council has been
received. '

The most recent addition to its educational series pub-
lished by the Manchester University Press is entitled
" Outlines of Education Courses in Manchester University."
The syllabuses of which the volume, running to 189 pages,
is composed have been prepared to assist the lecture and
demonstration courses given in the department of educa-
tion of the university ; and they are intended for the use
of students. The first syllabus covers Prof. M. E. Sadler's
course on the history of education in England from 1800 to
lOii, and consists of exhaustive notes on each lecture,
togfether with an invaluable bibliography directing the
student to works of reference where the subjects touched
upon can be studied in greater detail. Students of educa-
tion everywhere will welcome this complete guide to the
study of the history of education. Prof. Findlay's notes on
his lectures on the principles of education are somewhat
briefer, and will give the students much more to do for

themselves. Here, too, frequent references to standard
works on pedagogy will prove of the greatest service. The
remaining discourses are more miscellaneous in character,

and are dealt with in a less extended manner. The publica-

tion of the syllabuses, and the invitation extended in an
introductory note to educational workers generally to

criticise and advise, may be taken as a welcome indication

that earnest efforts are being made in our universities

gradually to build up a science of education founded upon
experience and experiment.

The annual report on the 115th session of the Glasgow
and West of Scotland Technical College has now been
circulated. We notice that for the academic year 1910-11
there was an increase in the numbers of both day and
evening students. The success with which the governors
have established cordial relations with local employers of

labour is very marked. For a number of years past the

requests from employers for the nomination of qualified

students in chemistry to fill industrial posts have been
greater than the college could satisfy, and a similar posi-

tion is arising in the engineering sections of the college.

Most of the appointments thus gained are in works in the

district, but a considerable number are abroad. Manu-
facturing firms in the district are recognising in increasing

measure, also, the ability of the college to assist them in

many of the problems arising in their industrial operations.

Requests have been made to the college for reports and
advice on a variety of subjects, in addition to simple

questions on the strength of metals and of building

materials, the accuracy of measuring instruments, and so

on. Another satisfactory feature of the strengthening

relations between the college and employers is the increasing

number of firms which now request reports upon the attend-

ance and progress of their apprentices at college classes.

The report shows that new courses of a technical kind are

arranged as soon as a new demand arises, continual

additions are made to the already extensive equipment,

and the building scheme is now completed. The financial

position of the college appears to be in an equally

satisfactory state.

We have received a copy of the report for the session

1910-11 of the work of the department of technology of

the City and Guilds of London Institute. During the

session 4495 classes in technological subjects were regis-

tered in 316 towns. These classes were attended by 52,680

students. So far as the examinations conducted by the

institute during the year were concerned, the report shows

24,342 candidates were presented in technology from 465

centres in the United Kingdom, and of these 14,206 passed.

By including the candidates from India and the Dominions

overseas, and those for the teachers' certificates in manual

training and domestic subjects, the total number of

examinees was 27,205. This figure shows an increase on

those of any previous year. During the session, too,

ninety-one centres were visited by members of the institute's

staff for the examination, inspection, or organisation of

classes, several centres receiving two or three visits in

order to complete the inspection. The report again directs

attention to the criticisms and suggestions received from

the examiners of the institute. We can here quote only

two examples :
—" Teachers would, for instance, be well

advised to keep their knowledge thoroughly up to date by

studying the transactions of the leading technical societies

and institutions, and the articles in technical journals, and

not confining themselves to text-books. In many subjects

teachers should also, if possible, give more practice to

students in expressing their ideas, in arithmetical work,

and in careful sketching, e.g. by requiring the presentation

of well-illustrated notes of lessogs." The want of suitable

and adequate preliminary education exhibited by students

presenting themselves for entry into technical classes is

again commented upon.

The International Council of Women has done a piece

of very useful work in issuing a pamphlet on " National

Systems of Education " (Aberdeen : Rosemount Press,

price 3d.). In response to a form of inquiry drawn up by

Mrs. Ogilvie Gordon, representatives of tho women's
organisation in most European countries, in ihr i.;r('at self-

governing communities of the British Kmpin, .nul in the

United States have given us brief rhuDi,^ ><\ iIk- actual
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position of education in their respective countries, the
whole constituting (within its limits) a valuable document
for a comparative study of educational systems such as
the intelligent non-expert might wish to make. Thus we
find that Austria is the only European country which has
compulsory evening continuation schools for boys from
fourteen to sixteen years of age. In Germany, practice
diflfers in different States, but where continuation schools
are compulsory they are day schools, something after the
pattern of our half-time schools, though, of course, the
pupils are older. Primary 'education is compulsory in nfost
countries, though Belgium still stands for the principle of
freedi)m. In Russia and Finland, also, it is not yet com-
pulsory ; but in Finland it is the question of the hour, and
in Russia compu!';ion in this matter was amongst the pro-
jected reforms of the murdered Minister Stolypin. It is

interesting to note, too, that compulsory school begins
earlier in England than in any other European country.
In Russia elementary schools oniy provide for children from
eight to eleven years of age. VV'e note that the pamphlet
does not include France or Italy, and that the various com-
munications are not dated. The statement that English
teachers (men) in elementary schools receive 175!. a year,
rising by annual increments of 5/. to 200J., would surely
surprise the officials of the National Union ; and the Board
of Education Libr.Try is no longer in Cannon Row.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Geological Society, November 8.— Prof. W. W. Watts,
F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Prof. E. Hull: The inter-

tlacial gravel beds of the Isle of Wight and the south of
ngland, and the conditions of their formation. The

origin and mode of formation of the gravel terraces of the
Isle of Wight and the New Forest districts are still open
to discussion. The levels of the higher beds on both sides
of the Solent up to about 400 feet indicate the amount of
subsidence of the whole area at a time when the stratified
gravels, composed mainly of rolled flints, were formed at
the margin of the uprising ridges of the Chalk in the post-
Glacial epoch, for this part of England. Preceding this
was the great uplift by which the British Isles were joined
to the Continent as land. By this uplift the English
Channel was laid dry, and along its centre there ran a
river from its source about the Straits of Dover to its

outlet into the ocean through the continental platform.
The gravel beds of this district are considered to be the
representatives of the high-level gravels of the Midlands
and Cromer, also of the " interglacial gravels " of Cheshire
and Lancashire, and the shell-tearing beds of the Denbigh-
shire Hills, and of Moel Tryfaen in Wales, at levels of
about 1200 feet above the sea.—J. B. Scrivenor : The
Gopeng beds of Kinta (Federated Malay States). Gopeng
is. a prosperous mining centre in the Kinta Valley, close to
the granite of the Main Range of the Malay Peninsula.
It is shown that not only are the Gopeng beds cut by
veins from the granite and altered at the junction with the
granite, but they are also faulted down against the lime-
stone. The Gopeng beds, consisting of clays and boulder-
clays with some stratified drift, are of glacial origin. This
is proved by the inclusion of large boulders in the clay, the
physical condition of the components of the clays and their
distribution, and by the resemblance of the beds to Pleis-
tocene glacial detritus. No boulders have been found show-
ing striation due to ice action, nor has any glaciated rock-
surface been found. The boulders are all decomposed
owing to the power of the ground-water in removing silica

;

and, if the limestone ever presented the features of a
glaciated surface, it has been modified by solution owing
to the action of ground-water. The petrology of the
Gopeng beds is described. The ice from which the detritus
was derived passed over a stanniferous granite mass, and
the Gopeng beds carry tin-ore throughout. The tin-ore is

an original constituent of the beds, but they have been
further enriched by tin-ore derived from the Mesozoic
granite at their junction with the granite and in the neigh-
bourhood of veins from the granite that have risen through
the limestone. The Gopeng beds are considered to be the
equivalent in time of the Talchir boulder beds of Orissa :

but a petrological similarity is wanting.
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Physical Society, Noxembcr 10.—Prof. M. L. '

F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Prof. Coker : 'I'

of holes and semicircular notches on the <i

stress in tension members. For the exper!

mination of stresses in loaded memb*'rs an op
tion of a model shaped in transparent

advantages. Two cases of importance arc exai

way, and the results are compared with those ob'

analysis. The first example relates to the case

in a tension member subjected to a unif'

stress p. The values of (p,-p^y the difTf

:

the principal stresses, are obtainw optically,

agreement with the calculated values if the f!

hole is not greater than one-quarter of thi;

plate ; but beyond this the agreement is not gi

practical purposes it is important to be able to

the maximum stress from the value obtained by

that the total load on a tension member is unifo,

.

tributed over the cross-section, k formula based on
relationship found in the experiments takes the form

^ - ^
t

/'max-^^ 2^^ ^^ j/'mean.

where c is the ratio of the width of the member ta|

diameter of the hole; if c is large comparH »'*^i ul

this reduces to the simple form

/^mcnn
_ y
<+!

In the case of two semicircular notches, arra

symmetrically with regard to the centre line and tol
cross-section, there appears to be no exact mathem;
solution ; but an appro.ximation has been obtained by
resulting in expressions for p, and /)^ at the minit

section of the form

provided that the radius of the notch is small comp
with the breadth of the plate. ' Experimental detern.

tions of /j--/y show that the maximum values agree
those of the formulae for notches having a maximum
of about one-quarter of the breadth of the member,
the minimum values do not show good agreement if

notch has a radius greater than one-eighth of the breai

The results appear to indicate that the radial stress

large notches is greater than that given by the formii

For determining the maximum stress from the applied

stress a formula is proposed of the form

Aniax
I2r'

61^ -h4f^ -!-<+

1

and this shovvs a fair agreement with the experir

values.

R oyal AnthropoloGrical Institute,November 14. —Mr.
Williamson : Mafulu mountain people of British

Guinea. The paper refers to an inland tribe of whom
little has hitherto been known, but among whom the a«

spent some time last year. The Mafulu are a
statured people, sooty-brown in colour, with gr

brownish hair. The clothing of both men and
consists merely of a narrow band of bark cloth,

between the legs and tied round the waist. They|
cannibals, but not head-hunters. They live in scat

clusters of villages perched up in the summits of the

tain ridges, and are divided into clans, each clan

its own chief and village club-house. They bury their

underground except as regards chiefs and important
whose bodies are put into boxes fixed above grour

clusters of poles in the village enclosure or in a

fig tree. The author described some of their curious

and ceremonies, including the "Big Feast," at which
supports of one of these boxes are cut away so that

box and its contents fall to the ground; then the skull c.^

bones within it, and those of all their other important

dead, are smeared with the blood of slain pigs, after which

the evil-disposed ghosts of their owners will no more disturb

the people. The author suggested the possibility of these

people having a partial pygmy or negrito ancestry.
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Mineralogical Society, November 14.—Anniversary meet-
.g.—Prof. W. J. Lewis, F.R.S., president, in the chair.

—R. ii. Solly : Dufrenoysite, associated with seHg-
mannite, from the Binnental. In a small cavity, dis-

vered in August, in the dolomite rock in the Lengenbach
jarry, were a few brilliant crystals of dufrenoysite, coated
. their fractured surfaces with minute crystals of selig-

mannite. Measurements of two crystals of the former led

to the discovery of twenty-six new forms.—H. G. Smith :

A simple graphic method for determining extinction-angles
in sections of biaxial crystals. A means of drawing a

ystal projected on any plane and finding the extinction-
ections was explained.—Dr. G. T. Prior : The meteoric
ne which recently fell in Egypt. A meteorite fell on
ne 29 near the village of Abdel Malek, about 44 km.
S.E. of Alexandria. It exhibits a brilliant, varnish-Hke
1st, and consists mainly of a coarse-grained crystalline
i^regate, without chondrules, of a green pyroxene and a
)wn ferriferous olivine with only a little felspar and
ictically no nickeliferous iron. A quantitative analysis
)wed that the stone includes a high percentage of lime,
i that the green pyroxene, containing much lime as
11 as ferrous oxide and magnesia, constitutes about

three-quarters of the stone by weight. A study of thin
s'-ctions under the microscope showed that the pyroxene is

nerally twinned on 100, gives extinction angles as high
35°, and exhibits " herring-bone " structure owing to

i.M-i twinning on 001.—T. Crook and S. J. Johnstone :

Striiverite from the Federated Malay States. A mineral
of doubtful identity found in the course of tin-mining on

Sebantum River, Kuala Kangsar district, Perak, was
'ved to be striiverite ; it closely resembles the mineral
3ntly recorded by Hess and Wells from South Dakota,
"'.A.—A. Hutchinson : The temperature at which
!)sum becomes optically uniaxial. A small plate of
isum, cut normal to the acute bisectrix, was placed in

^lass-topped cell, through which a stream of water at a
rminate temperature was passed, and the optic picture

I- studied under a microscope. The plate became
uniaxial at 25° C.—A. Hutchinson : A total-reflection
diagram. From this diagram the refractive index of a
suij'^tance is graphically determined when given the angle
of total reflection with respect to a known substance of
' u^her refractive index. By taking the sine of the angle

coordinate, the curves are straight lines.—T. Crook :

occurrence of ankerite in coal. The white crystalline
rs often found as infillings of the vertical joints in

fish coal are ankerite. Dolomite was not found, and
' ite occurs sparingly as compared with ankerite in the
' imens examined.

Royal Microscop'cal Socirty, November 15.—J. E.
Barnard : A gr-ometric slide photomicrographic apparatus.

apparatus was designed on the principle of the geo-
ric slide throughout, as enunciated by Lord Kelvin and
•. The base of the apparatus was formed of two cast-

- designed on the girder principle, braced together at
!i end and in the middle. The portion to carry the
loscope was also formed by a pair of castings braced
ther in the same way. Great rigidity was obtained,

1 the whole apparatus would move together if subjected
-liock or vibration. Rods were fastened down on the
of the castings to support the apparatus, and the

I'-ra slid along these on two V-grooves on one side and
a plane surface on the other side. The camera was

M)orted on vertical rods fixed on the geometric slides.

apparatus could be used equally well as a horizontal
or v.-rtical camera, or at an angle of 45°.—Rev. Hilderic
Friend

: Fridericia. The genus Fridericia was created by
liaelsen in 1889 to receive certain species of Enchytraeids,
n in number, possessed of dorsal pores and having

1 of unequal lengths. In 1895 Beddard reckoned twelve
ies, but not one was known as British. Moore, Friend,

I others added to the list, which in 1900 stood at twenty-
Bretscher, Issel, and others then took up the study,

! at the present time some seventy or eighty species of
1 "ricia are known to science. The largest is F. magna,
lid, which has been found in England, Ireland, and
iland, but so far has not been reported abroad. The
lor, whose researches into this genus began in 1896,
records no fewer than thirty species found up to the

present time m the British Isles. Some of these are new
to science

;
and a series of keys is appended to enable the

student readily to distinguish the allied species.

Linnean Society, November 16.—Dr. D. H. Scott, F. K.S.,
president, in the chair.—Dr. R. R. Gates : Certain aspects
ot^ the mutation problem in CEnothera. Work with the
CEnotheras has developed in several directions, all bearing
on the general question of the place to be assigned to muta-
tion as an evolutionary factor. A concerted attack upon

;

the behaviour of the Oinotheras in heredity and variation

I

from several points of view gives a broader basis for the
I interpretation of the evolutionary significance of these
j

phenomena than has hitherto been possible in most other
genera. The cytological evidence has shown that in most
of the mutants from CEnothera Lamarckiana the chromo-
some number is unchanged, but in the mutant CE. gigas it

is doubled. Hence mutants originate in various ways.
Evidence goes to show that the chromosome doubling in

fE. gigas probably occurred either in the fertilised egg or
in a megaspore mother-cell, which afterwards developed
apogamously. On the other hand, in certain cases the
niutational change probably occurred during the reduction
divisions. Thus CE. rubricalyx is a mutant from CE. rubri-
nervis, which produces an extreme amount of pigment

;

and when crossed with the parent type the new character
behaves as a Mendelian dominant, and in such a way as
to show that the original mutant individual was hetero-
zygous, and probably originated from a cross between a
germ-cell in which the new dominant character appeared
and one in which it was lacking. From this and much
other evidence mutation in Qinothera appears to be due
to a general condition of germinal instability, which in

turn is probably connected with crossing in the ancestry.
This, however, by no means deprives it of evolutionary
significance, for all open-pollinated species of plants are
hybrids in the sense that various races have participated
in their immediate ancestry. Certain results were also
communicated of CE. grandifloraxCE. rubricalyx, CE.
Lamarckiana X CE. grandiflora, and other crosses which
produce twin types.—G. Claridge Druce : Some floristic

results of the International Phytogeographic Excursion
through the British Isles.—A. W. Hill : Drawings of a
viviparous specimen of Juneus bufonius. The seedlings
were seen emerging from the parent capsule.—N. C.
Macnamara : Mutations in foxglove plants. From a
packet of foxglove seeds (Digitalis purpurea) sown in the

year 1906, fifty-four plants were, in June, 1907, planted in

a shrubbery of fir trees with an undergrowth of laurels.

Of these plants fifty-one grew into normal foxgloves, but
the three remaining plants were sports, which we may dis-

tinguish by the letters A, B, and C. A. In this plant the

flowers of the lower half of the stem possessed only a
bifid upper petal and seven stamens united at their bases.

The flowers of the upper part of the spike were normal.
B. A fine, well-grown plant 4^ feet high ; throughout the

whole length of the spike the flower consisted of a bifid

upper petal, seven stamens, and style. The upper part of

this spike was isolated ; it produced abundant self-fertilised

seed. C. The spike of this plant grew to be 5 feet high ;

from base to apex its flowers consisted of nine stamens and
a style, with no vestige of petals. It seems that a certain

number of the foxglove seeds sown in the year igoli con-

tained elements in a condition such as that described by

de Vries as being " impressed by an impulsive mutability,"

for some of the flowers produced by these seeds were

sports. Seeds from these sports produced their like in

1909 ; and, further, these latter plants produced some
terminal flowers totally differing in character from the

parent sport from which they were derived. Seeds from

these terminal flowers produced their like in the year 1911 ;

so that there are now two different strains of foxtjldv.-

plants produced from the seeds sown in 1906, and tli--.

strains have been produced from self-fertilised flowers, thai

is, from flowers carefully protected from insects or other

means of cross-fertilisation.

Dublin.
Royal Irish Academy, November 13.—Rev. Dr. Mahaffy,

president, in the chair.—R. Llovd Praever : Phaner-

gamia. Part ii. (Clare Island Survey.) On a former

occasion the question of the origin of the island flora,
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and the influence upon it of human op<'rations, had been

dealt with. In the present communication the composi-

tion of the flora of Clare Island, the plant societies, and
the relation of the flora to that of the adjoining islands,

were dealt with. The floras of all the islands is remark-

ably large in comparison with those of adjoining mainland

areas, pointing to former easy migration by means of post-

glacial land-connections.—The following papers were also

rrad, in ronnection with the Clarr Island Survfy :—Claude
Money : Ilymenoptera.—D. R. Pack-B«r*aford : .'\reneida

.111(1 I'hnlang'da (Spidors and Ilarvestmen).

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, November 20.—M. Armand (jauiier

in the chair.—J. B. Charcot : The laboratory for scientific

maritime researches of the I'ourquoi-l'as? It is suggested
that the vessel Pourquoi-Pas? which served for the last

French Antarctic expedition, would form a very service-

able laboratory for marine biological researches. Its pre-

sent equipment is described, and an appeal for the

necessary funds is made.—M. Borrelly : Observations of

the periodic Borrelly comet (1911c) made at the Observa-
tory of Marseilles with the comet finder. Data are given

for November 13, 14, 15, and 16. The comet is moderately
bright, of the tenth magnitude, its extent being 2'.—P.

Montel : Some analytical functions which admit of two
exceptional values within one region.—G. tl€Bnlg% :

Surfaces which, in the course of a given movement, are
continually osculating to their conjugated profile.—Raoul
Bayaux : .An apparatus of precision for the use of gaseous
oxygen in physiology and therapeutics. In the instrument
described and illustrated the usual indiarubber bag is re-

placed by a small cylinder of compressed oxygen controlled

by a double metallic governor composed of two capsules
similar to those used in the aneroid barometer. There is

a specially designed sensitive tap for the distribution, and
the amount of gas available at any instant can be read
directly.—C. Qutton : The velocity of propagation of

electromagnetic waves along a line of metallic wires.

—

V. Augrer : The action of hydrogen peroxide upon the
oxygen compounds of iodine. Details are given of the
interaction of hydrogen peroxide with neutral and basic
alkaline periodates, periodic acid, and iodic acid.—MM.
Deaarres and Feuillitf : The estimation of urea. The
methods of Folin, Morner, and Sjoeqvist are exact, but
require too much time for biological investigations, necessi-
tating a large number of estimations. The method
described is based on the use of Millon's reagent. It has
been objected that Millon's reagent acts upon other nitro-

genous substances besides urea, but experiments made with
salts of ammonia, uric acid, creatine, creatinine, hypo-
xanthine, tyrosine, xanthine, leucine, guanine, and allan-
toin showed that the last-named substance alone interferes.

The proportion of allantoin in human urine is so small
that this complication cannot be considered as a real objec-
tion to the process. The necessity of suitably fixing the
temperature at which the reaction is carried out is

emphasised.—Marcel Qodchot and F^lix Taboury

:

Some derivatives of cyclopentanone. In a previous com-
munication a new ketone, C|„H,,0, was obtained by the
hydrogenation of cyclopentanone by the method of Sabatier
and Senderens, and its constitution was provisionally sug-
gested as a-cyclopentylcyclopentanone. In the present
paper this formula is confirmed by additional experiments.

—J. Vallory : Studies in the reproduction of Chaetomium
kunzeanum, var. chlorinum.—P. Dearoche : The mode of
action of coloured light on the Chlamydomonas. Blue
rays have a paralysing action on the zoospores, whilst the
red rays have a stimulating action.—J. Tournoia : Floral
anomalies of Humulus japonicus.—C. L. Qatin and M.
Fluteaux : The anatomical modification produced in

certain plants by the dust from tarred roads. It has been
shown in a previous communication that the trees in

certain parts of the Bois de Boulogne have been adversely
affected by the action of the dust from the treated road.
In the present paper it is shown that these effects are
accompanied by certain anatomical modifications in the
plant.—E. Milliau : The detection of carbon bisulphide in

oils.—E. Vaaticar: The structure of Corti's fibres.—R.
Robinaon : New arguments in favour of the action of the
<;uprarenal capsules on the determination of s^x. A
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summary of the facts known on the relation b*

condition of the suprarenal r.npsulrs and the %•

embryo.—A. ^teard : The '! m of the

sexual characters in the G -Anna Or,

Rapid modifications of form uii(i<r the influenc '

privation of oxygen in a .Medusa, Eleutheria dichoto'

Albert Prouin and Arthur Compton : The loss of :..

of trypsin by dialysis into distilled water, and th<

j
tion of the activity by the addition of salts, i

I

experiments described the authors conclude that

I

presence of salts is necessary for the trypsin to >>%•

proteolytic action.—Louis Oormain : Atlantis,

of the principal palaiontological and zoological

, in favour of the actual existence of the vanished —
.Atlantis.—Maurice Plottro : The melanins.

—

.\. Mout
The mechanism of general or local troubles of th- ^

circulation leading to get^eral or local arteri'

Instruments such as sphygmomanometers are g',;

garded as measuring the pressure of the blood

interior of the artery. This the author has shown
erroneous, the force of compression being exclusiv-

function of the elastic state of the arterial wall, ar

dependent of the manometric pressure. .Additional •

mental evidence in favour of this view is given.

Mourau and A. Lopape : The ratios of the rare .

between themselves and with nitrogen in fire-damp,

examination of the inert residues from six samples ot

damp shows that the crude nitrogen from the fire-da™

presents a striking analogy with crude nitrogen from od
natural mixtures.—.Alfred An^ot : The earthquake
November 16, 191 1. The true amplitude of the horizon

movement of the ground at Paris was of the order

millimetre.

Cape Town.
Royal Society of South Africa, October 18.—

1

H. H. W. Pearson, vice-president, in the chair.—J. M<
The spectrum of ruby. Part iii. Two further very &|

spectrum lines are described. The artificial ruby has
analysed, and chromium detected as the colouring mafl

When a ruby is heated above 300° C. it changes, thrc

scarlet and brown, to the colour of chromium glass,

all the characteristic spectrum lines disappear. It recov

completely on cooling. The effect of heat on the

fringence of corundum has been studied, and has

found to be insignificant The spectrum of ruby is the

fore due to chromium in a special atomic condition, ^
'

does not apparently occur elsewhere in nature.—Dr.

Mrs. J. R. Sutton : Some causes and effects of variat

in the range of temperature. The paper contains

results of a discussion of some of the more salient tnet

ological aspects of a variation in the range of temperat
It deals in a general way with the changes of temperat
moisture, pressure, and sunshine, which go with a
tion in the range of temperature, monthly means be

used. Harmonic constants of barometric pressure^

temperature are computed for months of great and
range of temperature respectively.—R. T. .A. 11

.Algebraic development of the elliptic perturbative

tion used in the theories of planetary motion. The
presents tables whereby the functions which operate on
ratio of the semi-axes can be easily calculated to

order of the eccentricities and mutual inclination, so

as regards primary and secondary terms, which alone

any importance in the planetary theories. The papov
eludes with an explicit development of the secular

~

the perturbative function to any order.—B. de
Van der Riot : A supposed new mineral from Du
Pan, Kimberley. The supposed new mineral from
Toit's Pan, Kimberley, reported in Nature of September
by Mr. J. R. Sutton, appears to the author to be (^

from a well-known artificial material, viz. comn
calcium carbide. It is certain that acetylene gen^

have been in use on the mine for years, and it i?

possible that a portion of the waste from the ac
machines has in some manner found its way to th

sator. where the supposed mineral was discovered. '

been found possible to compare specimens of the sub-

referred to (kindly supplied by the general manac
De Beers' Co.) with the lumps and pellets which se'

the lime residue from generators supplying acet^'ler

to the chemical laboratory of Victoria College
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chemical as well as physical characters there is an un-

mistakable similarity between the two products. Thus
(i) slaked lime, which, of course, accompanies carbide

pellets, can be detected in some of the cavities on surfaces

of the pulsator pellets. (2) Variations in hardness, form,

colour, fracture, size of pellets, and peculiar markings are

faithfully reproduced. (3) In either case the lumps and
pellets vary in composition from iron carbide, attacked by
dilute acids, to iron silico-carbide, which is attacked by
hydrofluoric acid, but not by hydrochloric and sulphuric

acids. (4) The pellets from either source give off an odour

of acetylene when crushed. (5) The pulsator pellets, as

well as ordinary carbide pellets, do not contain, so far as

can be found, notable quantities of titanium. In an iron

mineral derived from the ilmenite of " blue ground," by
reduction at a high temperature, one should certainly

expect to find titanium.—J. C. Beattie : Further magnetic
observations in South Africa during the years iqio and
igir. The communication contains the reduced results of

observations in various parts of South Africa during 19 10

and 19H for determining the secular variation of the mag-
netic elements. It also contains results of additional

observations in the West Transvaal and the east of Cape
Province, with a discussion of the magnetic states of these

regions.—W. A. Douglas Rudg^e : .Action of radium salts

on glass. An account of experiments carried on durin.rj

e past three years in order to study the prolonged action

if radium salts upon glass. Small quantities of radium
ere sealed up in thick-walled tubes, and the extent to

hich the coloration extended determined by cutting up
ctions of the tube, polishing the ends, and examining
ith a microscope. The tint developed depended upon thf^

ture of the glass employed, and the depth of penetration

pended upon the structure of the glass. Many kinds of

;lass show a '' zonal " structure, and an abrupt change
the depth of coloration appears at the junction of

;ccessive zones. The width of the zones were measured

_ th a micrometer, the first and darkest being 0-27 mm.
;

the others extended right up to the external walls of the

tube, a distance of 248 mm. from the bore. If the colora-

tion is due to X particles alone, the range must be much
greater than would be deduced from the experiments of

Rutherford and Joly. There is evidently some obstacle met
with to the free passage of the rays at each zonal layer,

as the coloration shows. The action of even a very impure
radium salt is comparatively rapid ; a few milligrams of a
salt, containing about one-thousandth of its weight of

radium, causes a very definite coloration at the end of

twenty days, the first zone being then clearly defined. The
coloration must be due to B and Y, as well as X, ravs and
emanation.—J- Burtt-Davy : \ new species of Mesem-
brvantheminn from the Transvaal, and notes on the genus
Ficus.

New South Wales.
Linnean Society, September 27.— Mr. W. W. Frogpatt.

president, in the chair.—.Archdeacon F. E. Havilard :

Notes on the indigrnous plants of the Cobar district. The
Cobar district may he ^.-lid to comprise the country within
a 50-mile radius of the town of Cobar, embracing an area
of about 6000 square miles. It is flat, with occasional
hills rising abruptly. The town of Cobar is 805 feet above
sea-level, and the distance from the coast about 420 miles.
The district is droughty, with prevailing high tempera-
tures and a dry atmosphere, the average annual rainfall

being about 14 inches. The flora is a typical inland, dry-
country flora, the general appearance of the vegetation
being that of brushwood, few trees of any kind attaining
any considerable dimensions. The plants met with repre-
sent 161 genera and 284 species of Dicotyledons, 30 genera
and 47 species of Monocotyledons, and 5 genera and 6
species of Acotyledons.—R. H. CambaKre : Notes on the
native flora of New South Wales. Part viii. Camden to
Burragorang and Mount Werong. Oni> of the features
brought out is the marked influence of climate upon plant
^stribution, for, as the mountain is ascended, the vegeta-
tion is found to correspond more nearly with that of
Tasmania, where a similar climate prevails. Between
Camden and Burrn t altitudes ranging up to 1800
feet, 30 per ceni species are Tasmanian ; but
'

' 'ween Colong and .Viounr Werong. at altitudes varying
n 2000 to 4000 feet above sea-level, about 48 per rent.
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of the plants seem to belong to species which occur in

i Tasmania. Reference is made to the occurrence of the

I
narrow-leaved ironbark (Eucalyptus crebra) around Colong
at altitudes up to 2500 feet, which is unusual in latitudes
south of Sydney ; its presence may generally be regarded
as an indication that the rock producing the soil upon
which these trees grow contains upwards of 60 per cent,
silica. Although it will thrive on rather poor siliceous
soils, it is absent from excellent basaltic soil a few yards
away, but which contains less than 45 per cent, silica

;

and the question is raised whether it may not be rather
the physical conditions of the soil than the chemical con-
stituents which regulate the distribution of this tree.

—

R. J. Tillyard : The genus Diphlebia (Xeuroptera :

Odonata), with descriptions of new species and life-

histories. The genus Diphlebia is one of three closely
allied genera, grouped by de Selys to form the sixth legion
(Amphipteryx) in his classification of the subfamily Calo-
pteryginae—Devadetta (= Tetraneura of Selys) from the
Malay Peninsula, Siam, and Borneo, Amphipteryx from
Colombia, and Diphlebia from Australia, represented,

hitherto, by two species. Two additional species of the
last of these are described as new, one from Kuranda,
North Queensland (Dodd), and the other from rocky creeks
in the Nandewar Ranges, New South Wales. The life-

history of the latter has been worked out. In the Aniso-
ptera, the characters of the larval gizzard determine the

separation of the main groups. The same test should be
applied to the unsatisfactory classification of the Zvgoptera.
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HEALING BY TOUCH.
The King's Evil. By Dr. Raymond Crawfurd. Pp.

187. (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 191 1.) Price

8s. 6d. net.

THE history of the king's evil and the royal touch,

whether as a picture in detail of a certain stream

of a very ancient tradition, or as a particular instance

of something more than a tradition or symbol, of a

mystic interpretation of man's relation to the unseen

powers which encompass him, is a deeply interesting

study. We are far from imputing it as a fault to

Dr. Raymond Crawfurd if, in his scholarly decision

to keep to his own part of a great subject, and to do

thoroughly what he undertook, he has averted

his eye from the ancient sources of the mystery, or

even neglected the facts and fables which linked up

the modern and the ancient modes of miraculous heal-

ing. Still, has not Dr. Crawfurd almost dissembled

these sources of the far past and the ancient myth?
He remarks, for Instance, that the gods " have trans-

mitted the gift " (of healing) to mortal man—especially

to conspicuous individuals such as kings ; to Pyrrhus,

for example, or Vespasian. And a few sentences

farther on (p. 10) he says that, with the spread of

Christianity, the priest " usurped " for a while the

prerogative of healing. This seems scarcely the right

colour to put upon the past. Samuel looked upon
Saul as the usurper of intercessory functions. And
the gift of healing was not so much a " transmission "

from gods to men as that in this function the priest-

king originally was the organ rather than the agent
of the supernatural ; originally the potency was not so

much a delegation as a continuity.

The laying on of hands, as practised for disease in

England and France, and as still practised in the

institution of Holy Orders, passed by insensible grada-
tions from gods and godlings to heroes and men.
Any kindred touch might convey its influence, even
the touch of a relic of the operative personage. From
this point of view, in Greece, x^tp and Bvvanis were
equivalent. And in various times and circumstances
the manual act might pass a stream of virtue from
healer to patient, or might be a manumission, or a
protective gesture, or merely a symbol. Clearly, in

the idea of the royal touch, it stood for more than a
symbol.

The "soothing-handed" (ivTud^ftp';*) Chiron,
Eileithyiae, Apollo, Hygieia, poured forth their virtue

to Asclepius, Serapis, the mother of God (x^\p Tfjt

Ilavayias), Cosmas and Damian, and onward, until we
take up the modern part of the story with Dr. Craw-
furd, from Robert the Pious (996-1031 a.d.). If in

view of the inclination of the readers of

Nature towards evolution I have ventured to knit

up a few of these ancient links, from the beginning
of his own story Dr. Crawfurd is an indispensable

guide. From the first we feel we are in good hands;
the scrupulous references to authorities, the explora-

tion of the sources, many of which the author has
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either brought to light or has set in their proper light,

the first glance at the scholarly translations from the

Latin, or at the excellent bibliography, and, above all,

the sound criticism not unspiced with humour, give

the reader a sense of completeness and sureness. The
subject of the royal touch had not been adequately

treated; Dr. Crawfurd has been fortunate in his sub-

ject, and has produced an exhaustive and probably a

final study of it.

Magic touch in ancient times was valid not for a

few but for all or any diseases and for parturition. In

the Middle Ages, however, it had become restricted to

jaundice—the morbus regius—and to bubos. For the

jaundice the touch soon fell out of use ; the bubos were

chiefly of the scrofulous kind, but Dr. Crawfurd sup-

poses that not a few ambulant cases of bubonic plague

(lues inguinaria) were included in the crowd. At a

later date probably syphilis came in, a disease not

mentioned, I think, by the author, though as he has

forgotten an index—the only defect in his scholarly

apparatus—I cannot be sure of this. In one of the

Continental galleries I remember a picture, of the early

sixteenth century, commemorating a cure by a miracle-

working saint, in which the patient exhibited in his

own person a fine specimen of syphilitic ulceration

and of the painter's veracity.

If we regard the laying on of hands as an ancient

prerogative, one deriving from the larger function of

" Binding and Loosing," we attach less importance to

the defects of the records of its appearance in modern

times ; we guess that this mystery never died out ; that

the lack of records is due to their destruction, or to

silence on matters of familiar custom. Still, Dr.

Crawfurd is as precise as sources will allow, and it

Is not without Interest to note that, if in France the

definite history of the touch begins with Robert the

Pious, yet the legends of the times of Clovis suggest

in this respect also the continuity of Gallo-Roman

ritual. With Clovis, as with later kings of England

and France, with Queen Anne for instance, the

assumption of this prerogative may have been to prove

that he too was hedged about with divinity. Eng-

land, in her comparative isolation from the Roman

tradition, records no royal touch before Edward the

Confessor.

If it was not until much later times that the kings

became specialists in scrofula the previous vagueness

depended largely on that of contemporary diagnosis.

And here we come to matter of interest to^ our

faith-healers of to-day ; to the partnership of physician

and priest or king—priest or king as the touch

was, generally speaking, conducted under an imposing

courtly and religious ceremony. Dr. Crawfurd care-

fully reproduces the Offices as modified from time

to time, and he tells us that the enthusiasm of the sick

was thus exalted to an amazing passion. Moreover,

the king's physicians todk a prominent part, not only

in protecting him IVoni (-idwds of sullen rs of a non-

descript kind, or of kinds not amenable to the royal

touch, but actively in securing this blessing for the

cases in which their skill had failed, and for persons

in whom they were Interested. Passing over earlier

and cruder ages, we may descend in time to so great

G
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a man as Wiseman, the really distinguished, saga-

cious, and learned sorj^eant surgeon to Charles the

Second, who said of his master's potency, with prob-

ably more than a courtier's sincerity, that " he cureth

more in any one year than all the Chirurgions of

London have done in an age." This testimony is the

more remarkable as Wiseman was not himself officially

concerned with the ceremony. In one passage, in-

deed, Wiseman attributes a relapse to the loss of the

angel from the neck of the patient. Like .Alexander of

Tralles, good doctor as for his time he was, he still

clung to amulets and such magic. We read

then with no surprise the devout appreciations of such

men as Fuller and Collier. Shortly before Wise-
man, we have the curious story, one better known to

medical men, of the arraignment of one Lcverett, at

the instance of William Clowes the Younger, surgeon

to Charles the First, before the College of Physicians

for his imposture, which this august body had no
difficulty in proving by convincing evidence of facts, in

pretending to vie with the king in the power of curing

the evil, even by methods still more magical.

We do not find, however, that the College did the

fairest thing in its power; it might have put the King
and Leverett severally to trial on the same patient

or patients. But, as Clowes aptly remarked, Leverett

was not even a seventh son of a seventh son ; he
proved to be only the fourth. He was a hollow rogue.

Still, the sceptic had crept near the ears of his world,
even at an early date ; not always knowing himself to

be a sceptic. John of Gaddesden (under Edward the

First) assigned to the royal touch a place midway
between the polypharmacy of the physician and the
craft of the surgeon—"a delicate provision," says Dr.
Crawfurd, " for the contingency of the king's thera-
peutical impotence." .As this passage is almost the
only original suggestion in his " Rosa Anglica," we
may guess that John, like the many persons who do not
know that they are humorists, was naively unaware
of his own scepticism. It is a happy biographical
trait of Henry of Navarre that, at Ivry, on cutting
down a man with his sabre, he exclaimed, "Je te

touche, que Dieu te gudrisse." But perhaps this says
less for Henry's scepticism than Dr. Crawfurd thinks,
characteristic of him as the story is. Even in the
sixteenth century the stronger the creed the safer to
jest with it; the Church has always tolerated the
jester, while handing over the wrangler to the secular
arm.

The first great sceptic, to whose robust disdain of
this item of his divinity the discredit of the touch is

due, was William the Third. His sturdiness did him
the more honour as such a proof of his dynastic
authenticity would have been convenient. This testi-

mony had more weight with Anne; though it would
have gone hard with her heirship had it depended on
her cure of Samuel Johnson. The gold touch-piece
she bestowed upon her eminent patient is, we are
told, in the British Museum. It is hard to believe
that such great modern surgeons as Alibert and
Dupuytren presented sufferers from the evil to Charles
the Tenth

;
perhaps they were the last medical authori-

ties to be so complaisant; though the later Stuarts
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amused themselveg, and others, by clinging to this last

rag of their divinity until their dissolution.

I hope my readers will agree with me that I hav*

taken no improper liberty with them in dwelling at

»his length upon so able and entertaining a volume.

Clifford Allbltt

GROUP'TIIEORY.
Theory of Groups of Finite Order. By Prof. W.

Burnside, F.R.S. Second edition. Pp. xxiv + 512.

(Cambridge: University Press, 191 1.) Price 15s. net.

IN the new edition of Prof. Burnside's standard

work important changes have been made by re-

arrangement of old material, and by addition of new.

The main feature, for which many English readers

will be very grateful, is the addition of several

chapters on groups of linear substitutions. .Among
the most important of all contributions to group-

theory must be reckoned the memoirs of Frobeniu*

in the Berlin Sitzutigsberichte ; unfortunately they are

not very accessible to English students, and are by no
means easy to read; hence, Prof. Burnside's connected,

and in many ways independent, discussion of this

part of the theory is very welcome. In particular, there

is a chapter on characteristics, and another on various

special applications ; it may be noticed, as showing
the power and value of the characteristic-theory, that

the theorem "every group whose order contains only

two distinct primes is soluble," appears as a corollary.

At present, the theory of groups is in a very interest-

ing state for various independent reasons. Several

great mathematical theories are intimately associated

with group-theory, or at least with some aspect of it;

thus, there is the theory of algebraic equations, the

division of period and argument in elliptic functions,

and the immense field of elliptic modular functions

—

to mention these alone. But, besides this, the theory

of groups, which so long seemed a rather arid apf>en-

dix to the theory of permutations and combinations,

has changed its aspect into a definite, independent,

and fascinating branch of analysis, as peculiar and
baffling as the theory of numbers, if not more so. It

has now been approached and studied under four, at

least, of its Protean aspects; as defined, in the

abstract, by a multiplication-table, or, equivalently, by
a set of foimal equations like a' = &* = (a&)*= i ; as a
set of permutations; as a set of linear substitutions;

and as a set of geometrical operations. Each of thes

methods has suggested intrinsic properties of groups
and we have now a considerable set of distinctii

epithets, such as "self-conjugate," "Abelian," " meta
belian," "soluble," and so on, each of which marks
definite advance in classification. But some of tl

most obvious problems seem as far from solution

ever; for instance, it seems probable that no group
odd order, except a cyclical one, can be simple, but tl

proof has still to be found.

There is, therefore, abundant field for research, an^
the more varied the interests and attainments of thos

who undertake it the better, because some new syi

holism, or some new association with geometry,
the like, may lead to the discovery of new propertie
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of groups. Oddly enough, on the other hand, group-

theory assumes less preliminary knowledge than any-

thing else except arithmetic, so that beginners, in a

sense, start level, and have equal chances for a prize.

Many of Prof. Burnside's examples, and, in parti-

cular, the notes at the end of the volume, are intended

to suggest various lines of research.

It has already been observed that some of the matter

of the first edition has been rearranged. The general

effect has been to put more of the abstract theory in

the earlier chapters ; this will probably commend itself

to experts, but will not make the book easier for

beginners. They will probably find it convenient to

!)ick and choose, and pay special attention to examples
;

they might begin by reading chaps, i.-v., vii.-ix.,

wiii.-xx., passing lightly over the more difficult parts
;

they must, in any case, become quite familiar with
transformation, conjugate and self-conjugate operations
and sub-groups, and the meaning of Holder's symbol
G/H. The great landmarks in the less advanced part

of the theory are the properties of composition-series

and their allies, together with Sylow's theorem and
its consequences; these, at any rate, must be fully

mastered before trying to advance.

The English student of group-theorv is now for-

tunate in having at his disposal three excellent text-

ibooks in his own language: Mr, Hilton's "Finite
Groups," which is a capital introduction to the subject,

with plenty of easy examples ; the present volume ; and
Prof. Dickson's "Linear Groups," which is parti-

cularly valuable for its completeness of detail, and its

analysis of Galois fields. Our younger mathematicians
are now fairly free from the shackles of ancient
tradition, and we may confidently hope that some of
them will add to our knowledge of this fascinating
theory. G. B. M.

A GUIDE-BOOK FOR INDIA.

A Handbook for Travellers in India, Burma, and Cey-
lon, including the Provinces of Bengal, Bombay,
Madras, the United Provinces of Agra and Luck'
now, the Panjab, Eastern Bengal and Assam, the
North-West Frontier Province, Baluchistan, and
the Central Provinces, and the Native States of
Rajputana, Central India, Kashmir, Hyderabad,
Mysore, <27-c. Eighth edition, with 80 maps and
plans. Pp. cxvi + 530. (London: J. Murray; Cal-
cutta: Thacker, Spink, and Co., 191 1.) Price 20s.
net.

'T'HE handbook to India, Burma, and Ceylon issued
- by Mr. John Murray, which now appears in its

eighth edition, has reached its present form after a
long series of revisions. It was first published be-
tween 1859 and 1883 in four volumes, and was the
work of a well-known Oriental scholar, the late Cap-
tain E. B. Eastwick, who collected the material during
several journeys to India. When we remember that
in tlie period immediately following the Mutiny of

fl 1857 communications throughout the Empire were
imperfect, and that the present vast library of Indian
books of reference, such as the imperial and provin-
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cial gazetteers, the census, archaeological, and other

departmental reports were not available for reference,

Captain Eastwick's work was, in its way, admirable.

Since the book appeared in its original form it has
been subjected to constant revision by competent
scholars, and has now been practically rewritten by
Mr. H. C. Fanshawe, late secretary to the Govern-
ment of the Panjab, and author of an excellent

account of the imperial city of Delhi. The arrange-

ment has been recast in accordance with the most
recent railway developments, and the accounts of the

most important places have been revised in the light

of modern research.

The handbook in its present form thus furnishes a

compendium of the most trustworthy information re-

garding the topography, races, antiquities, and modem
history of the Empire. As might have been expected,

there are in some places signs that the new material

has been imperfectly assimilated with the old, and

some errors, misprints, and omissions have escaped

the attention of the latest editor. Thus, Sir Colin

Campbell's force at the final relief of Lucknow, which

consisted of seventeen battalions of infantry, twenty-

nine squadrons of cavalry, and 134 guns, certainly

aggregated more than 2000 men ; the venerable error

that the River Gumti, really the Gomati, "rich in

cows," means " serpentine," should not have been

repeated; the sportsman might have been warned

that rifles carrying the army cartridges are rigidly

excluded, and he should have been advised to supple-

ment his Express rifle by a smaller bore, high-velocity

weapon.

These, however, are trifling matters, and the intro-

ductory chapter which gives advice on expenses, cloth-

ing, food, sanitation, and camping represents the accu-

mulated experience of many competent authorities,

while the accounts of the great cities, their architec-

ture and industries, the campaigns and battles, leave

little to be desired. The maps and plans are

numerous, and, as a rule, excellent. The present

edition, while it will be indispensable to the tourist,

will find a wider circle of readers among officers on

Indian service and their friends at home who are

interested in the country and its people. For ordinary

people it will be a useful substitute for a collection

of the more bulky books of reference, such as the

imperial and provincial gazetteers and the depart-

mental reports, which must be consulted by all serious

students of the Indian Empire, its races, and their

history.

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY.
Geology for Engineers. By Lieut.-Colonel R. F.

Sorsbie, R.E. Pp. xxvii + 423. (London : C.

Griflfin and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 10^. 6d. net.

ONE important engineering lesson from this book

is the danger of working with unknown mate«

rials and of using unfamiliar terms. The book is a

compilation, mainly from second-hand sources of in-

formation, half of which are out of date. The author

has seldom discovered the recent original authorities.

The work consists of two parts; the first 238 pages
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vummnr•rise the rudiments of general geology; the

ubject of the book is confined to the second

.Miiu.ii of 160 pages.

The first part is unduly long, and is so inaccurate

and out of date that engineering students will be well

advised to loam the elements of geology from a more

trustworthy text-book. The author's petrological

knowledge may be illustrated by the following

examples. " IVridotite.—A name used for a basalt or

dolerite rich in olivine, chiefly noticeable on their \sic\

alteration into serpentine" (p. in). Clay (p. 114) is

said to have "very nearly the same composition as the

mineral felspar." The Silurian greywackes are in-

cluded on p. 281 in the crystalline schists. Ooiite is

described as composed of "egg-like granules." The
definition of agglomerate omits the essential character

of the size of the fragments. In the author's defini-

tion of conglomerate, puddingstone is based on the

rounded form of the pebbles instead of on the indura-

tion of the rock. The trap-rocks are retained in

reliance on authors who, in this respect, were con-

servative when they wrote in 1885. The table of

rock characters on pp. 203 to 206 is useless and mis-

leading.

The section on palaeontology is better, as it is

briefer; it is equally inaccurate. The author says

that the Coelenterata are characterised by "a distinct

body-cavity," and he refers to Favosites, which he

includes in the Hexacoralla, as having septa " in

sixes." On an authority of 1889 he states (p. 153)

that the Radiolaria "are rarely found fossil."

In the chapters on stratigraphy are included various

tables of foreign formations. Those for Australia,

New Zealand, and South Africa are quoted from
Prestwich's "Geology" of 1886. They are only of

historic value. The value of the information on
British stratigraphy may be judged from the statement

(p. 180) that the Calciferous sandstones are overlain

by the Carboniferous limestone in the north of Scot-

land.

It may be claimed that the book should be judged
by its second part, which is, however, no better than
the first. It contains much useful information, but
most of the authorities quoted are out of date, and
inadequate knowledge of geology and geography has
led the author into many mistakes. He assures us

(pp 239-40) that in open and barren plains

" the construction of railways influences the rainful
\sic\ to a very great extent. Instead of continuous
drought all along the Pacific railroad, rain now falls

in refreshing abundance."

The authority quoted for this extinct belief is

Humber's "Water Supply of Cities and Towns," pub-
lished in 1876. This book is the author's most oft-

quoted source of information on matters connected
with rainfall. The rate of deep-sea sedimentation is

adopted, at second hand, from " the late Mr. Tylor "

(P- 383). though a later authority on this question is

elsewhere referred to (p. 23) as " Mr. Murray." The
author often refers to himself as the authority for his

statements, and amongst other criteria of doubtful
geological value, which he advances as a result of his

own observations, is that " snakes are common on
light soils."
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.l.V EASTEKS HORSE-BOOK.
The FaraS'Ndma-c Rang'tn; or, the Book of th.

Horse. By " Rangin." Translated from the Urtli

by Lieut.lColonel D. C Phillott. Pp. xx + 8

(London : Bernard Quaritch, 191 1.) Price io«. (yi

net.

THE author of this treatise, who wrote under tl;

uom de plume of "Rangin," was, it appear

from the translator's introduction, one Sa'adat \..

Khan, whosi l.irthpl.ace was Delhi. After serving (

some time in the cavalry of one or more of tl

native princes, he eventually became a recluse, durin.

which period of his life he appears to have writt.

the present and other works. He died in Octob< •

1835. In the East the " Fars-Nama " rapidly attain-

popularity, as is attested by the fact of its havii

passed through several editions; but we fear that tr

same good fortune is unlikely to attend the trans',

tion. Indeed, it is difficult to see to what class

readers it is likely to appeal in this country, althoup

it is suggested by the translator that it may prove

service to officers of native cavalry in India. Perso:

ally, we should have thought a good English woi

on the management and disease of horses would ha*

suited their purpose far better, except perhaps .

regards native ideas of the " points " of a horse.

In the introduction. Colonel Phillott, after referring

to the important part played by the horse in tl

history of civilisation in India, observes that i

treatise on the subject would be complete witho

mention of the legends and myths connected with i

origin. These differ markedly according as to wheth'

they are derived from Moslem or Hindu sourct

although, as is so often the case in similar mattt

:

in India, some of these show evident signs of a mix'

origin. As "Rangin" was a Moslem, he natumi

wrote from the point of view of his own creed, a-

the translator has accordingly considered it desiral

to give an account of the Hindu belief on this subjt <

As bearing on the origin of the classical myth
Pegasus, it is interesting to note that "according

Hindu legends, the horse was created a flying animal,

one that could fly and run, and no man or God could

snare it. Indra wanted horses for his chariots, a:

requested the sage Salihotra to deprive the horses

their wings. Accordingly Salihotra, by his yoga or

supernatural power, derived by his austerities, accon-

plished Indra's wish." Deprived of their power
making long journeys in the air in search

medicinal herbs, the horses asked Salihotra to wr;

a book on their diseases, which he did, and in tir

the Sanskrit name of the writer came to mean, fir

veterinary science, and then a horse. To this d.

native cavalry regiments have their salotris.

In connection with native horses. Colonel Philk

mentions that

" Indian countrybreds will eat and thrive on fcn

that would probably kill English horses. In the P-

sian Gulf and elsewhere locusts, fish, and dates i

regarded as legitimate food for horses and cattle ; in

Tibet the tanghans [horses] are given pig's blood and
raw liver ; and in the cold regions of Central .Asia

meat is regarded as a necessity for horses."
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The actual text of the work must be passed over
with the bare remark that " Rangin " appears to

have acquired a considerable knowledge of equine
anatomy, both normal and pathological.

R. L.

A^^IMAL PSYCHOLOGY.
La Nouvelle Psychologie Animale. By G. Bohn.

Pp. ii + 2oo. (Paris: F. Alcan, 1911.) Price 2.50
francs.

Clever Hans {the Horse of Mr. Van Osten) : a Contri-
bution to Experimental Animal and Human Psycho-
logy. By Oskar Pfungst. With an introduction by
Prof. C. Stumpf. Translated from the German by
Carl L. Hahn. With a prefatory note by J. R.
Angell. Pp. viiJ-274. (New York: H. Holt and
Co., 191 1.) Price 1.50 dollars net.

T^R. BOHN'S book is, as he himself states in his

J^ preface, the sequel and complement of an earlier
work, " La Naissance de ITntelligence," already re-

viewed in the pages of this journal. Its aim is to

present a concise account of the development of
psychism in the comparatively high forms of life repre-
sented by the class of anthropods and vertebrates
respectively. The vital activities of the lower organ-
isms are not neglected, however, and in the opening
pages of the book one finds an excellent summary of
the forms of explanation in terms of physical chemistry
which Prof. Loeb has made famous under the names
"tropisms" and "differential sensibility."

Dr. Bohn is Loeb's most distinguished follower, and
he has defined the above-mentioned terms and indicated
exactly to \\hat forms of behaviour they are applicable
with a brilliance even superior to that of the master
himself. There is little doubt that the terms have
been used with great laxity by many writers, parti-
cularly by those psychologists who are inclined to
reject Prof. Loeb's views, and Dr. Bohn has done a
real service to science in rendering them precise.
Moreover, no one unhampered by preconceived theories
will find fault, on the score of method, with Dr. Bohn
for endeavouring to apply the law of parsimony as
rigidly as possible, and only appealing to psychical
factors after all the possibilities of physical and
chemical explanation have been exhausted. Yet the
result may not be entirely convincing, for although
the observation of lowly forms of life encourages a
mechanical system of explanation which the man of
science is then stimulated to develop with ever-increas-
ing complexity until it seems to give an approximately
accurate account of even the higher forms of conscious
behaviour of highly developed organisms, an investi-
gator starting from the other end of the scale and
acquiring an intimate knowledge of the nature and
significance of consciousness in the life of man and the
higher animals is likely to come to a very different
conclusion as to the nature of, say, even protozoan
activity. It seems, indeed, inevitable that there should
be at least two widely diverging schools of thought
in animal psychology, out of the conflict of the views
of which truth will ultimately emerge, and that both
are therefore necessary to the science.

Dr. Bohn passes on to a clear statement of the
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meaning and sphere of influence of "associative
memory," and after a full discussion of the principal
instincts of "articulated" animals, in which he shows
that the word "instinct" explains nothing, and that
the so-called instincts are aggregates of diverse activi-

ties which are far from exhibiting the exact adjustment
to one another and to the environment with which
they have been hitherto credited, he describes the
principal experimental methods employed in the in-

vestigation of the psychical activity of the vertebrates,
together with the more important results of these
investigations. The little book is crammed with the
most valuable material, set out in the most concise
and attractive style, and one is glad to note that it

has been crowned by the Academy of Moral and
Political Sciences. No ps3xhologist should omit to

read it and re-read it.

"Clever Hans" was a Russian trotting horse, who
took German music-hall audiences by storm bv his

remarkable power of working simple arithmetical

sums, and answering other questions requiring a

similar kind of reasoning ability. The owner, an
elementar3--school master, had taken him when young
and taught him the rules of arithmetic according to

the ordinary approved methods, and was himself

convinced of his bona fides. An unofficially appointed

Commission of psychological experts eventually proved

conclusively, by experiments with the animal, that no
true reasoning processes were performed, but that the

horse, who tapped out its answers with its right fore-

leg, judged, by minimal muscular movements uncon-
sciously performed by the questioner, when it had to

stop. The questioner in asking the question was
found to bend slightly forward, and then unconsciously

straighten himself when the correct number of taps

had been given. A slouch hat improved the "scores"

by magnifying the amplitude of the movements, and

when the questioner himself did not know the answer

the horse was quite unable to give it. For further

details of this most entrancing story, the reader is

referred to the book itself.

WiLLiA.M Brown.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Vine-growing in England. By H. M. Tod. Pp. x +

113. (London: Chatto and Windus, 1911.) Price

15. net.

The vision of the British householder sitting under

his own vine seems capable of being realised from

the perusal of Mr. Tod's interesting little treatise on

vine-growing in England. The author examines the

historical evidence connected with the vine in England
and points out conclusively that its culture was once

widespread not only in the country but also in and

around London. Its decline no doubt was largely

brought about by the dissolution of the monasteries,

and it is also suggested that the enclosure of the land

rendered many situations unsuitable for vineyards.

The practical details for successful viticulture given in

this book are admirable, and the author speaks with

authority gained from a wide experience of vine grow-

ing in England, Europe, and South Africa.

Anyone anxious to start vines either in the open or

against walls will find in the book before us almost

every detail set out and every question answered.

The site for the vineyard and the nature of the soil are
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naturally of prime importance. The ground should

slope both eastwards and southwards, and should be

sheltered from south-west winds. The land should

not be rich, but it must be well drained, and a point

of interest in this connection is that vines can be

grown for profit on poor land which is not suitable

for corn.

Five years must elapse before the vmes may be

allowed to begin to bear, and the crops at first must

be small, so that anyone who intends to lay down a

vineyard will have to be prepared to wait for his
|

profits. During the five years of waiting and aftrr

the vines will require much careful atlentign.

At the end of the book there is a chapter on wine

but it is a matter for regret that nothing of a practical

nature is said about wine-making in England, though

it is true that allusion is made to good wines which

have been produced in this country, nor of the possi-

bilities of profit of a wine industry. A list of the best

vines for growing in England is given, with short
^

accounts of the grapes and of the purposes for which
j

thov nre most suitable. •

y (a///( r Researches into Induced Cell-reprodticth u

and Cancer. Consisting of papers by H. C. Ross,

J. \V. Cropper, and E. H. Ross. (The McFadden
Researches.) Pp. 63. (London : John Murray,
ic)ii.) Price 3s. 6d. net.

!

In this little book Mr. H. C. Ross gives a number
j

of papers by his colleagues and himself on the lines

already laid down in the larger book which appeared
earlier in the year. Much enthusiastic work is indi-

cated, but it is difficult to realise that the booklet is

intended as a serious contribution to science. The
same criticisms that were levelled at the earlier pro-

j

duction can be urged with equal or even greater
j

cogency against this recent production, and it
\

is really very difficult to avoid the conviction that

the collaborators are gaily prancing about on danger-

ous ground the nature of which they very imperfectly
|

comprehend. Thus the description of centrosomcs
,

and the familiar structure of erythrocytes is possibly a '

correct portrayal of appearances seen, but the conclu- i

sions as to the inducement of division in them are
absolutely unconvincing. That there may be dis- I

ruption is probable enough under the conditions em-
[

ployed, but the case for a true division in the sense in
;

which this is ordinarily understood does not appear :

to have been made out in the examples they describe,
i

There is, furthermore, an absence of anything like a
j

cautious and critical attitude towards the surprising
results alleged to have been obtained, and this of

itself is enough to arouse scepticism in the mind of I

anyone who has had any experience of the pitfalls
|

that He in the path of all scientific investigation, and
;

thoso pitfalls are especially numerous in the field of i

cvtdku'V.
\

The Adventures of Jack Rahbit. By Richard Kear-
ton. With eight autochromes and numerous photo-
graphs direct from nature by Richard and Grace
Kearton. Pp. xii + 248. (London : Cassell and Co.,
Ltd., 191 1.) Price 6s.

Although animal autobiographies do not appeal to
ourselves, Mr. Kearton 's attempt to describe the life

and experiences of a wild rabbit will probably prove
acceptable to a number of juvenile readers, especially
during the Christmas holiday season ; and if its

perusal results in even a few of such readers taking
seriously to nature-study the writer will doubtless
have succeeded in his aim.
The feature of the work in which adults will be

interested is
^
formed by the illustrations, many of

which, we think, are even above Mr. Kearton's high
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average; among these special attention

directed to the eight "autochromes," by \wikii v

presume are meant colour-photographs. These ai

absolutely superb, whether they take the form of

clump of bluebells or a mass of blue speedwell, <

whether they depict animals. Among those of tl

latter type, we are more particularly pleased with tl

portrait of a young fieldfare, and the picture of

thrush's nest and eggs amid their surroundings. I

is, however, noteworthy in the case of the latter th.

(he nest, eggs, and supporting stems are much mor

conspicuous than they would be in nature; this, \\

presume, being one of the unavoidable defects '

colour-photography. The illustrations alone arc qui

sufficient to sell the book.

.\s regards the text, it may be remarked

unnecessar\- to refer to the thrush as the

thrush," a' prefix, in this and other cases, bei: .

quired only for species other than the typical one. l;

would also be better to call such animals as the water-

rat and the field-mouse by their vernacular nam'

instead of alluding to them as "voles." R. L.

The Natural History and Antiquities of Selborn

Bv Gilbert White. With illustrations in colour t

G. E. Collins. Pp. viii + 475. (London : Macmillan

and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 105. 6d. net.

Sever.^l years ago Mr. E. A. Martin, in "A !

graphy of Gilbert White," gave the results of

quirv as to the number of editions which had been

published of the famous "Natural History of Sel-

borne." It appeared that up to the end of 1895 i

fewer than seventy-three separate editions of the woi

had been issued since the original handsome c

was published in 1789; and this number is now
ably well above one hundred. There is appar<

constant demand for copies of Gilbert White's ( ;

and it is satisfactory that this should be so, lot

more inspiring work on natural history has ever b<'

written.

As good wine needs no bush, so White's " Selborn-

requires no explanatory notes, and is best left to spe;

for itself. The present edition is free from editor:

interference, its distinguishing characteristic being i

twenty-four coloured plates representing outdoor li

and scenes in and near Selborne. In the selection •

subjects and their treatment the artist has shown syr

pathetic feeling and execution which are as rare

they are welcome. The result is a beautiful edition

a work which should be in every libran,'. The text

ever fresh, and it would be difficult to produce mr
delightful illustrations to it than those painted

Mr. Collins.

.1 Primer of Astronomy. By Sir Robert Ball, F.R.^
Pp. viii + 228+ii plates. (Cambridge Univers;

Press, 191 1.) Price is. 6d. net.

The first edition of this book was published in 19*

and there was a reprint in 1906. To the present is?;

two large charts of the northern and southern celest:

hemispheres have been added, and also a chapter

forty-two pages, entitled "Celestial Objects." I

means of these additions, the reader will be al

easily to find his way about the heavens and identi

objects and scenes of particular interest. It is a lit;

to be regretted that the text has apparently been u

altered with the view of bringing it up to date; t

though the fundamental facts relating to the solar a-

stellar systems remain much as they were when t'

book was written, a few statements, such as that, for

instance, referring to Halley's comet as "due again

about 1910," are—to say the least—anachronistic. We
hope that the demand for the book will be great

enough to justify the publication of a revised editio''

at no distant date.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions
expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

The Weather of igii.

With reference to Sir Edward Fry's letter in Nature of
November i6, the following figures may be of interest.
We have some eighteen records of the temperature up

to a height of 15 kilometres or more over the British Isles
during the period of the hot weather, distributed over
seven days. Excluding the records for Scotland in Sep-
tember, where the weather was not hot, the following
departures from the mean are found :

—

At 2*5 kilometres a temperature of +5'5°C.
5'o .. ,, ., +2-5°
7
'5 •. .. ), normal

100 ,, ., ,, normal
12-5 „ „ ., -J-o"
15-0

=, „ ,,
-5-0"

These figures show that the heat was confined to the
lower strata. With anticyclonic weather, such as pre-
vailed during the summer, it is usual to find a negative
departure from the mean temperature above 12 km. ; but
the greatest departure from the mean is generally found at
about 7-5 km., where, as a rule, we get +5° C. The

;' -H5° C. at 2-5 and the normal value at 7-5 are very
unusual, but they are shown more or less in every record.

I agree with Dr. Shaw in thinking that the surface con-
ditions are imposed upon us by the conditions that prevail
above. From the total and partial correlation coefficients
that I have obtained it seems to me that the pressure in
the layers of air just under the isothermal, which may be
takenas the pressure at 9 km., is the dominant factor in
,the_ distribution of pressure and temperature in the whole
' egion of the atmosphere that has been explored, with the
exception of the temperature near the ground, which in
temperate latitudes is certainly more dependent upon the
direction of the wind than upon anything else.

I do not altogether agree with Dr. Shaw in thinking
that the changes of temperature at 9 km. are in any way
due to changes in the direction of the wind at that height.
It seems to me more likely that they are produced by
rising or falling air, and that the vertical motion, and
therefore the temperature, is the direct result of the varia-
tions of pressure.

Unfortunately, it is only on rare occasions that we can
ascertain the rate and direction of the wind at great
heights ; but there is sufficient information to show us
whether the temperature at any given height up to 15 or
20 km. is dependent upon the direction and rate of drift
of the atmosphere as a whole, for the direction and distance
of the falling place of the balloon supply the requisite
information about the general drift on any particular
occasion.

I hope shortly to tabulate the results of some 200 ascents,
and ascertain what the connection, if any, may be.

Pyrton Hill, December 2.
' W. H. Dines.

t:

m

The Interaction between Passing Ships.

The statement made in Nature of November 30. in the
article on " The Interaction between Passing Ships," to the
effect that no experiments have been made to test this
interference in shallow water except those recently carried
out at Teddington, needs some little qualification. A
somewhat extensive set of experiments to test this, among
other points, was carried out some two months ago at
University College, Dundee. Screw-propelled models of
various sizes, at distances apart up to 200 yards, were used
in these experiments, the depth of water varying from
1-6 times the draught of the vessels to 12 times the
draught. The results were of such apparent interest that
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they were communicated to the Admiralty, who arranged
for the Teddington tests, of a more restricted nature, to be
carried out on larger accurate scale models of the Hawke
and Olympic. The results of the Dundee experiments have
been for some weeks in the hands of one of the scientific
societies, and it is hoped that they mav soon be made
public. A. H. Gibson.

Engineering Department, University College,
Dundee, December 2.

December Meteor-showers.

The following meteor-showers become due during the
period December 8-31 :

—

Epoch December 7, i7h. (G.M.T.), second order of
magnitude. Principal maximum, December 8, 8h. 15m. ;

secondary maximum, December 8, 3h. 40m.
Epoch December 7, 22h. 30m., approximately sixth order

of magnitude. Principal maximum, December 8, ih. 30m.
;

secondary maximum, December 9, ih. 40m.
Epoch December 13, i7h. 30m., approximately sixth

order of magnitude. Principal maximum, Deceniber 12,
ih. ; secondary maxima, December 11, i5h. 30m., and
December 13, iih.

Epoch December 13, i3h. 30m., thirteenth order of
magnitude. Principal maximum, December 14, 22h. 5m. ;

secondary maxima, December 13, 2ih. 5m., and December
16, i7h. 30m.
Epoch December 18, 2h. 30m., thirty-fifth order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, December 18, igh. 50m. ;

secondary maximum, December 19, 7h. 40m.
Epoch December 19, loh., approximately fifteenth order

of magnitude Principal maximum, December 19,

i3h. 50m. ; secondary maximum, December 19, i7h. 15m.
Epoch December 22, ih., fourth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, December 23, oh. 40m. ; secondary
maximum, December 22, 2ih. 30m.
Epoch December 23, 2h. 30m., ninth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, December 24, 6h. 30m. ; secondary
maximum, December 24, i8h. 15m.
Epoch December 25, i5h. 30m., approximately twentieth

order of magnitude. Principal maximum, December 27,
i3h. 50m. ; secondary maximum, December 26, i5h.

Epoch December 30, oh. 30m., approximately eighteenth

order of magnitude. Principal maximum, December 31,

i5h. ; secondary maxima, December 31, iih. 30m. and
i6h. 15m.
There are reasons for believing that the total mass of a

meteoric maximum may be considerably greater than is

generally supposed. Such a mass of matter, in being
brought to rest, must give rise to currents in the upper
strata of the atmosphere, these currents very probably con-

stituting what may be known as atmospheric depressions,

inasmuch as a column of air if thus set in motion will

weigh less than when undisturbed.

In December meteor-showers are more evenly distributed

over the month than was the case in November ; still,

there are periods of special meteoric activity. The first

of these, in intensity as well as in time, occurs on

December 8 ; the second period, as regards intensity, is

spread over the days December 22-24 ; while the third

period, which is comparatively weak, falls between

December 16 and 21. Shooting stars may be numerous on

the night of December 31. " John R. Henry.
Dublin, December 4.

The Inheritance of Mental Characters.

To Dr. .Archdall Reid it is an " astounding thing " that

I should imagine that Prof. Pearson could possibly agree

with the interpretation I ventured to put upon his statement

which Dr. Reid condemns as " void of all content " and
" quite nonsensical." Dr. Reid evidently feels that my
quotation fro"m his attack upon Prof. Pearson was not quite

fair, in that I omitted part of the context which he regards

as essential. T apologise for an entirelv unintentional and
unforeseen cause of offence. As he has himself rectified this

omission, I may, I presume, take it that. all is en ividence
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requisite to substantiate his wholesale and unqualirml con-
demnation. May I follow Dr. Reid's example, and quof
the whole of his quotation from Prof. Pearson?—"The
sameness [in the appearance of moral and intellectual

faculties as well as of physical characters] ' surely involves
something additional. It involves a lil«; heritajje from
parents. The degree of resemblance Ix'twecn childn-n and
parents for the physical characters in man may be applied
to the degree of resemblance between children and parents
for psychical characters. We inherit our parents' tempers,
our parfiits' consciousness, shyness and ability, even as we
inherit their stature, forearm, and span."' This is the
whole of the statement condemned.

I gather that Dr. Reid thinks as I do, that individuals
vary in their capacity for developing various mental
characters such as temper, skill in mathematics, music, and
the various uses of language, and that such capacities may
be. and very frequently are, inherited. Physical characters',
different from " eye-colour or hair texture,'"' but such as the
capacity for a high or low degree of development of the
muscles, bones, or internal organs, and including " stature,
fore-arm, and span " to a considerable extent, also vary,
and .are very frequently inherited. Such characters, mental or
physical, depend upon both inborn capacity and environment
for development. Both capacity for development and en-
vironment vary, but only the capacity for development is
inherited. Therefore I see nothing in Prof. Pearson's state-
ment which in any way warrants Dr. Reid in saving that
it is "utterly without significance, utterlv void of all
content," and " is so vague as to be quite nonsensical."

It is quite evident that Dr. Reid believes that Prof.
Pearson holds that something beyond a capacity for develop-
ment, which varies in individuals, is inherited. But there
is nothing in the statement which implies anything of the
kind, so it appears that Dr. Reid has issued an unqualified
condemnation of something, with which he does not dis-
agree, that Prof. Pearson has said, because he does not
agree with what he believes Prof. Pearson thinks but has
not said.

Now I know that there are people who claim. the peculiar
power of knowing what others think without using any
of the usual physical means of communication. I. unfor-
tunately, have no such power, and I take it that there are
niany who, like myself, are in a less fortunate position than
the members of Dr. Reid's audience, in whose minds,
he tells us, no misapprehension as to his meaning arose!
The unfortunate persons who have no means, beyond
readmg what has been written, of knowing wliat Prof
Pearson and Dr. Reid think, are liable to be seriously
misled by what Dr. Reid wrote in his paper. In his
anxiety to emphasise the great capacity possessed bv man
for makmg acquirements. Dr. Reid runs perilously near to
ignonng the facts that this general capacity is made up ofmany capacities, that all these capacities are variable and
that^ the variations are heritable. Is he so annoyed 'with
Prof. Pearson for laying what he considers undiie stress
upon the heritable part of mental ch.iracters that his
criticism has gone beyond what he actually means? This is
suggested by the manner in which he treats some of the
physical characters in his paper. " Heads, hearts, lungs
livers, and the like are inborn and invariably present in
parents, and offspring. " Certainly, but the capacity for
development varies in different individuals and is heritable
For instance, the heart of one individual will react to
frequently repeated and violent exercise by increased
muscular development, while in another it will give way
and dilate under precisely similar conditions. So also with
mental characters. No environment will make some men
mathematicians, while others will become great mathe- i

maticians in a comparatively unfavourable environment. ;

Much the same may be said of temper and similar
'

characters.
i

After all. it is surely the heritable part—the variations in I

capacities for making acquirements in various directions—
that really matters from the eugenic point of view. '

Dr. Reid fears that " Prof. Pearson will pray ardently to
be delivered from his friends." Unfortunately' I have no-
the slightest claim to the friendship of Prof. Pearson. l"

:

neither fear nor hope with regard to his feelings as to what 1

1 Inserted to make the meaning of the context clear.
|

I have written about hU statement. Even should he publi-
a repudiation of my interpretation in every detail, n
position would be precisely what it is now—one of prot«-

against a wholesale, unqualifK-d. and one might aim"
violent condemnation without any very evident re.i

condemnation likely to cause misunderstandings in a »v....j-

in which I am particularly interested. Such methods i

controversy can serve no useful purpose,
(flasgow, December 2. Charles Walk- •

On the Occurrence of Brown Cannel Coal (" Kerosene
I

Shale ") with Keinsckia australis in the Falkland Islands.

.\.MONosT an interesting exchange series of fossils sent \

j

the National .Museum, Melbourne, by the honorary curat<
of the Falkland Islands Museum, there is a specimen <

" kerosene shale," which, on account of its deep '

I

colour, resinous lustre, and eminent conchoidal fracti

I once reminded me of the oil-bearing rock of lia. ..

New South Wales. Upon slicing this specimen and con
paring the structure with a slide of the Hartley rock
our museum cabinet it was evident that they were p:

ally identical. The Falkland Islands specimen is f..

like that of the New South Wales rock, almost entir*;!)

the small (?) thallophyte described by MM. Renault' a r.

Bertrand under the name of Reinschia australis, an '

believed by thein to be nearly related to the Hydro-
dictyacea; or \'olvocine;E. The deep yellow coloured ^^< -

are of the same dimensions in both examples. The -;

gravities of the Falkland Islands and the New South \

rocks were found to be approximately equal, being in bo:
cases slightly more than 1. Prof. Liversidge gives that <

•

the Hartley, New South Wales, specimen as 1-052. A
Liversidge points out, this rock is scarcely a shale, sin< •

the shaly structure in hand-specimens is absent, but woul '

be more aptly termed a " Cannel coal," or, as suggest'-
•

by the Rev. W. B. Clarke, " brown cannel."
The P'alkland Islands specimen was found near Hi!

Cove, West Falkland, and I have since been kind;,
furnished with further information as to its occurring r

fair distance up several river valleys ; so that this fact

together with its tolerably fresh appearance and onl
slightly water-worn surface, does not support the idea thn'
it may be drifted from a great distance. There is cor,

siderable probability that deposits of this " kerosene shale
'

will eventually be found in situ, since the fact of a t}picn'
Glossopteris flora occurring in East Falkland has alrni.
been proved by J. Halle, the geologist to the S%v. ii^i

Magellanic Expedition (Geol. Mag., looS, p. 265). T>
quote that author's own words :

—" JFossils, principall}
leaves of Glossopteris, occur in many places, and '" '-

evident that the whole southern part of East Fai;
south of Wickham Heights belongs to the Gonti

.

system." Not only does the fossil flora correspond in thi-

remarkable way with other areas of Gondwanaland, but
amongst the brachiopods in the above collection several of
the Spirifers bear a close resemblance to New South Wales
species. Frederick CuAPXfA'

National Museum, Melbourne.
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Optical Projection of Figures in Full Relief.

At the recent Glasgow Exhibition an optical illusion

was exhibited which showed very distinctly and daintily
living human figures in full relief, standing upon a desk,
on a scale of about 8 inches = 6 feet.

The production has caused much debate in private circles,

and I write in the hope that someone may be able to
inform me how it was produced.

I may say that the images were shown in ordinary
electric light, and no optical apparatus of any description
was visible.

Behind the figures the wall, which was at a distance of

about 8 inches, was covered by what seemed an ordinary
flowered tapestry.

The writer saw the same thing about seven years ago
on the stage in Paris, and then, as now, the explanation
eluded him and many of his friends. CuRioi -
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THE NEW BELL-PETTIGREW MUSEUM OF
XATURAL HISTORY IN THE UNIVERSITY

OF ST. ANDREWS.
n^HE comparatively few specimens of natural
-1 history in the olden time were stored in the

Library of the University or in other rooms, and
though Dr. McVicar, the" first lecturer on the sub-

ject of natural history, commenced a new collection,

about 1826, in the old dining hall of the United
College, the results were small. It was not until 1838,

the date of the foundation of the

Literary and Philosophical Society,

that Sir David Brewster pressed for-

ward the formation of a museum for

the University ; indeed, this was one
of the main aims of the society.

Under the fostering" care of the dis-

tinguished principal just mentioned,
active progress was made, and by and
by the Government provided a hall

and adjoining rooms, with the neces-
sary cases for the collections. The
specimens have gradually accumulated
-ince that date, and to such a degree
ifter 1882 that the crowded condition

of the shelves renders the museum at

present mainly a store for the pre-

servation rather than the exhibition

f its contents. The need for exten-

-ion was felt as early as 1884, when
the architect of the i3oard of Works
made plans for the extension of the

museum on the present site—plans
which met with the approval of

veryone in the University. These in-

cluded an aquarium and a marine
laboratory on the ground floor, labo-

ratories and class-rooms over them,
vhilst another large hall and
accessory rooms formed an extension
of the present museum to Butts
Wynd, these filling up the north-
western corner of the quadrangle.
Unfortunately, though sympathetic,
Mr. Gladstone's Government could
not afford the funds, and ever since
the condition has been clamant. It

is true the University might have
provided the funds, for it has built

large additions in the shape of new-
class-rooms and a physical laboratory,
and appropriated 5000Z. of the Car-
negie grant for endowing the
chemical research laboratory, the
munificpnt gift of Prof. Purdie. The
department of zoology, however, had
to wait. Thus it happened that, after
the death of Prof. Pettigrew, his

widow resolved to erect a memorial
to him in the form of the spacious
ne\y museum at the Bute Medical
Buildings, a site which in itself is

full of reminiscences of the long-continued efforts of
the deceased professor and a colleague—supported by
the late Lord Bute and the medical graduates of the
University—for securing two anni mcdici at St.

Andrews, the other three years being intended for

Dundee. Moreover, as he was a former custodian
of the old museum, the gift of this memorial of Prof.
Pettigrew is peculiarly appropriate.
Accordingly, plans of the new museum were pre-

f)ared by Messrs. James Gillespie and Scott, architects,
">t. Andrews (to whom this article owes its illustra-

ions), and the negotiations between Mrs. Pettigrew
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and the University Court were energetically carried out
by my colleague, Prof. Musgrove, who, indeed, super-
intended the operations from first to last. Now the
entire structure has been completed and furnished
with electric light, and the cases (jointly provided by
Mrs. Pettigrew and the University) have been erected
in the great hall, where the celebration banquet
was held last September. These cases are of
the most modern tj'pe, viz. of iron, each wall-

case carrying a door composed of a single
sheet of plate-glass 9 feet by 5 feet, larger

Fig. I.— From (Wtsi) of the New I'oll- IVtligrcw Museum.

sheets of glass occurring in the central cases on
the floor.

The museum (Fig. 1) faces the west, close to the

line of trees skirting the long walk of St. Mary's
College, and is appended to the Bute Medical Build-

ings, from which access is gained by a fireproof door
on each flat. Externally it has the botanic garden
on three sides, and, when the approaches arc widened,
public access from Queen's Terrace and West Burn
Lane will be facilitated; yet as regards position it

is perhaps less in the current of visitors than the old

museum in the United College.
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The building (Fig. i) is in the style of the English
Renaissance, thus agreeing with the Bute Medical

Buildings to which it is attached, and which wen-
erected by Lord Bute, the same architects having
prepared the plans. The main door faces the west

and Queen's Gardens, and there are two stories. .Al

each end of the roof is an open stonework canopy,

the monogram of Prof. Pettigrew and his widow
being engraved beneath.

The sunk lloor contains long passages and spaces

for storage and ventilation, and gives access to pipes

and wires. The ground floor (Fig. 2) covers an area

of about 130 feet by 75 feet, the entrance, already

noted, being at the north-west corner, and leading to

a vestibule, shut off by swinging and partially glazed

doors, and a hall 65 feet long by 17 feet broad, w|ith

a spacious bow-window in the centre commanding
views of the ancient halls of St. Mary's College and
the principal's house, as well as the fine new Carnegie
Library. At the eastern end of the hall are blank

spaces which indicate where doors will in future open

into a large lecture-theatre (not yet built). The ethno-

logical collections will probably be placed in this hall.

A stair leads from the north-western end of the hall to

the upper floor, and in the spaces of the projecting

tow^er are sinks and lavatories. The west front is

devoted to teaching and administration, and is

- Q3ounD!LQcQft.m-
Fir. a.—For scale >es Fig. 3.

separated by a long corridor from the main hall of

the museum. It contains from north to south a

curator's room, a class-room for practical zoology,

62 feet by 17 feet, a research-room, and a professor's

room, near which is a turret-stair leading to the upper
floor and to the roof. A corridor about 50 feet long
and 17 feet broad extends along the southern face,

with a spacious bow-window as in the north corridor

;

and. as the botanical department adjoins and com-
municates with its eastern end, it is probable that this

area will be devoted to the botanical collections.

The main hall of the museum on this floor is 90 feet

long by 40 feet broad, and it passes upward to the

roof, so that large skeletons, such as those of ceta-

ceans, may be suspended in mid-air, rings and hooks
being fixed to the beams, whilst a belt of wood below
the cornice gives facilities for hanging pictures. The
roof is doubly glazed, the inner layer being formed of

muranese glass for diffusing the light, which is

northern throughout, except at the lateral windows of

the corridors. The floor is handsomely paved with
marble mosaic, a special gift of Mrs. Pettigrew. This
large hall will probably suffice for the mammals and
birds, and, it may be, for the reptiles.

The upper floor (Fig. 3) has the same general area
as the ground floor; but, since the great hall goes to

the roof, only the western, northern, and southern gal-

leries are available for cases. The spacious western
gallery is about 122 feet long by 28 feet broad, and
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the inner borders of both it and the adjoining gal-

leries are flanked by a scries of Roman Dori<
columns, the effect of which is ag^reeable from a!

points of view. The entire upper floor is firep-

being composed of iron and concrete with solid i

locked maple blocks. The north and south gal

are each about 70 feet long by 17 feet wide, a
bow-window occurring in the centre of each.

The extensive scries of spirit preparations of the

marine invertebrates (chiefly British), the coUectioi

of fishes and their eggs and early stages, will fiiu

space on the main part of this floor and along tli^

northern corridor, but wall-cases are still r'

quired. Table-cases now in the old museum '.vi!

occupy much of the floor. The southern con ! :

which communicates by a door with the Bute M- c;c.i!

Buildings and is on a level with the department </

geology, will probably contain the larger part of tli'

geological and mineralogical specimens.
The munificence of Mrs. Pettigrew has thus solvt

.

the long-continued problem of museum accom:
tion, while at the same time it has produced a 1.

memorial to a valued colleague, whose early i -

searches on the muscular fibres and nerves of tl;

mammalian heart, of the muscular fibres of tl.'

stomach and of the bladder, and whose ingenious e.\

i^fttdW-—f-—F—P—P—I—1-— _t-l
f IG. 3.

periments on flight and animal locomotion are worth
of all praise. Indeed, as regards flight, it needed b

a modern petrol engine to have raised Prof. Pet

grew's marvellous apparatus in the air, instead >

dapping along the ground under the weight of

heavy steam-engine. W. C. M.

THE PRESERVATION OF THE AFRICAN
FAUNA AND ITS RELATION TO TROPICA.

DISEASES.'

WHEN educated opinion in Europe, especially ;

England, could take stock of the ravages >

British and Boer hunters who were exterminatin.
the wonderful mammalian fauna of South .Afri'^ >

movement set in in the opposite direction for

ing with the British, German, French, and Bl ,

Governments to discourage or prohibit the desiru^

tion of wild life in their African territories. Th
desire to preserve the fascinating aspects of wi!

nature began to take a more acute shape in the In-

decade of the nineteenth century, and various Afric .

administrators, who were naturalists as wellasspon-
men, induced their Governments to allow them '

proclaim certain areas in Africa to be game reserv'

in which more or less complete protection w;

afforded to beasts, birds, and reptiles. The Briti~

1 " Further Correspondence Relating to the Preservation of WildAnim'-
in Africa." [Cd. 5775.] (H.M. Stationery Office.) Price SJ*/.
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Foreign Office took up the matter in the early

'nineties, and through Sir Clement Hill and others

iuade arrangements with European nations for the

institution of game regulations throughout Africa

which might check the devastating raids of sports-

men. The movement was accentuated by a revela-

tion of the wonders of the equatorial East African

fauna, which really rivalled those of Cape Colony
and Natal in the days of Roualeyn Gordon Cumming.
European opinion in Africa became sharply divided

into two classes. There were the officials and some
if the missionaries who, backed by the men of science

if Europe, thought quite as much of the natural

wonders of these African States, and regarded them
as being an asset of equal importance with the

profits which might be derived by the opening up of

the country under the energy of European planters or

capitalists. To some of us the lion, the elephant,

the giraffe, the eland, kudu, sable antelope, and oryx
were quite as important subjects of the new protec-

torates, and as deserving of reasonable protection, as

the human inhabitants, and from an aesthetic point

of view this argument was reasonable. On the other

hand, the European immigrants and most of the

natives clamoured for the right to destroy the wild
game when and as they pleased. The Europeans,
indeed, were seized by a kind of lust for blood which
distracted them a good deal from the coffee, cotton,

>ugar cane, rubber, and tobacco planting which
-should have occupied most of their energies. They
could not let an elephant or a buffalo, a rhinoceros

or a giraffe, live within thirty miles of their station.

The natives, forbidden to kill one another any longer,

and unable to fight with the European, wished to

devote their warlike enterprise to the destruction of

big game, especially as the products of the chase were
-o marketable.
On the whole, the wishes of the official element,

-upported by the home Governments, prevailed,

xame reserves were instituted, and to a great
jxtent made valid by the application of laws.
Highly-priced licences checked indiscriminate shoot-

ing on the part of Europeans, while the natives were
seldom able to obtain arms of precision necessary to

the rapid slaughter of game. So it was hoped in

time a balance might be struck, and all the European
possessions in Africa be studded with beautiful

Government parks and paradises, in which would be
preserved from extinction the wonderful fauna and
the interesting flora of the most backward of the
continents. In East Africa it seemed as if this policy

of game preservation was a good one, even from . a
commercial point of view. The marvellous natural
zoological gardens which it produced along the track
of the Uganda railway brought every winter hundreds
of well-to-do tourists, who spent much money in the
country and amongst the natives. Then also it was
thought that the African elephant might after all be
harnessed to our industries, or allowed to breed as a
provider of ivory ; we might domesticate the eland
and the bush-buck, and even do for the African buffalo
what the European colonists of tropical Asia did for

that of India several thousand years ago.
But at this stage—about three years ago—a new

factor entered into the consideration of the problem.
It was suspected that in many parts of Africa the
existence of big game was actually prejudicial, and
even dangerous, to the coexistence of the human
race, black, white, or yellow. It seemed as though
other creatures than man and monkeys must act as
reservoirs of micro-organisms, especially trypano-
somes, provocative of disease. Consequently, so long

|| as they coexisted with man, the various species of
ii? tsetse-fly, of tick, and flea, would, even if infected
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human beings were isolated, have always the means
of renewing their supplies of disease germs. In this
way, epidemics of disease might be constantly re-
newed amongst man in Africa and his domestic
animals. Certain game reserves, such as the elephant
marsh in the southern part of Nyasaland, became
peculiarly obnoxious to the European settlers round
about. They stated that the herds of buffalo and other
game that had increased and multiplied within this
reserve were sources from which the tsetse-fly obtained
at once its livelihood and its means of doing harm.
As regards the question of the relations between the

tsetse-fly and the big game, it has been pointed out
in a very authoritative manner by Sir Alfred Sharpe
and other deservedly recognised authorities in the
field that there are numerous districts in Africa
almost entirely without big game which, nevertheless,
swarm with tsetse-fly to such an extent that thev
are practically uninhabitable by man. In other words,
that the existence of buffaloes, kudus, elands, zebras,
&c., is not necessary to the perpetuation of the tsetse-
fly, which apparently finds some other creature than
these large mammals to supply it with the blood nutri-

ment it requires or desires. Consequently, this argu-
ment does not hold as a justification for the extirpa-
tion of big game. Moreover, in many parts of West
Africa where disease-conveying species of tsetse

(Glossina) exist, there is very little big game. But
within the last twelve months or so it has been proved
conclusively by the biologists at work in Uganda that
the large antelopes of that country are the hosts of

dangerous trypanosomes, amongst others, of the try-

panosome which causes sleeping sickness ; and that
if this terrible malady is to be extirpated from the
Uganda Protectorate, practically all the larger ante-

lopes must go ; or at any rate, that their extirpation

must be carried out rigorously in those well-wooded
regions close to water inhabited by the dangerous
Glossina palpalis.

Such discoveries, of course, have given great
encouragement to that party among us specially

represented by pioneers and colonists on the spot,

eager for the unlimited destruction of wild life.

There is, indeed, need for a wise administration of

the law in this respect, and for the Colonial Office to

obtain and to act on the most careful scientific advice.

The same people that wish no check to be put on
their blood-lust in regard to the destruction of

rhinoceroses, of giraffes, of buffaloes and elephants,

are equally eager to shoot all striking or beautiful

birds, especially the various forms of white heron
(egret) and crane—notably the crowned crane. Now
it has been shown that certain forms of heron,

especially the white ones, live almost entirely on
insects and ticks, pursuing them by the waterside

and attaching themselves to herds of domestic cattle

or wild game, whom they relieve of their parasites

and of the infesting flies. Similarly, crowned cranes,

besides being very beautiful, are in every way the

friend of man. They live chiefly on grasshoppers and
locusts, they eat nothing that is of any value to man.
and they are constantly at work destroying his

enemies. In many regions of Africa the giraffe, the

oryx, the elephant, rhinoceros, zebra, &c., are not in

a position to be harbourers of trypanosomes, or if they

are, these regions are entirely free from tsetse-flies.

The whole question is so important to the world

in general, both for the extirpation of disease and the

preservation of beauty and interest in fauna and flora,

that it would be well to hold a Brussels Con-
ference once in five years to discuss these questions,

in regard to the destruction of harmful insects and the

preservation or destruction of birds and beasts.

H. H. Johnston.
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THIS is a gocxi instance of a sound type of book,

one in which the specialist seeks to interest

accessible outsiders in the particular class of animals

to which he has devoted himself. It >iometimes

Fk;. I.—a Spider-crab, Maia sguinado, dressed in fragments of weeds,
(reduced), trorn "IheLifcof Crustacea."

happens, indeed, that the specialist, forgetful that

I lure was a time when even he knew nothing of his

"()loi;y," writes what no one outside the cult can
pretend to enjoy or even to understand ; or, having got

narrowed down to a particular side of his subject,

writes without perspective or any picturesqueness.

But although Dr. Caiman is one of the leading lights

on crustaceans, and has by his researches made "car-

cinology " (we are instinctively sure that he hates the

word) his lasting debtor, he condescends to write so

that any fellow can understand, and he takes a broad

view of his delightful subject. We say "delightful

subject," not to depreciate the success which Dr.

Caiman has achieved in writing so interestingly about
crustaceans, but because it must be admitted that

there is considerable inequality in the literary value

of the various classes of animals. Every zoologist

for his own group, but there is no denying that

crustaceans have more "points" about them than
brachiopods, and more "habits" than crinoids.

Dr. Caiman knows so much about crustaceans that

111 inihues even familiar themes with new inii ri >i.

Thus the second introductory chapter, which givo
an account of the lobster, as so many teachers of

zoology do year after year, is enlivened by fresh

touches. We read, for instance, of the prawn that

was induced to put iron filings into its ears, with

the result that its locomotion was seriously disturbed

whenever a strong electro-magnet was brought into

irs vicinity. We are told, apropos of colour, that

living lobsters are occasionally found of a brilliant

red colour—ready boiled as it were. An account of

the lobster's habits of food-testing, quoted from Dr.
H. C. Williamson, strikes us as a fine piece of natural

history. It seems, by the way. an unnecessary con-

descension to the laity to go on speaking of the

gizzard as a stomach—a term which, as the author
knows so well, is doubly misleading.
Helped by the excellent illustrations, the reader may,

1 "The Life of Crustacea." By Dr. W. T. Calm.in. Pp. xvi4-23o.
(I.ondon : Methuen and Co. Ltd., igit.) Pr'ce 6i.

with a little care, get from the third chapter a ^i|
of the somewhat intricate classihcation of the faii\

shrimps, water-fleas, carp-lice, barnacles, opossun
shrimps, wood-lice, sand-hoppers, prawns, squilla

lobsters, crabs, &-c., that are all included under il

title Crustacea. In the next chapter, which deals wit

life-histories, the author is careful to jKiini oi.

that while the occurrence of a nauuhus lar\

in the life-history of, let us say, a branchiop<vi

;i copepod, an ostracod. a barnacle, and
pena?id prawn is strongly suggestive of th'

evolution-idea, there is no reason to enteriaii,

the idea that there ever was an anc^ir .1

type like a nauplius, or that any ancestor-

of the shore-crab resembled, even remote!

\

the zoea stage with which the life-historv <

the individual now begins.

A great part of the book is devoted

consideration of crustaceans in relation i

their habitats, a mode of treatment which la\

emphasis on adaptations. We are taken fir-

to the sea-shore, where the " shifts for

living " are so numerous and varied. \\

read of symmetrical hermit-crabs in watei

logged bamboo-stems; of crabs that m.
themselves with seaweeds, and when i

in an aquarium among sponges pickeu

the weeds and put on sponge; of Prof. Gai

stang's observations on the breathing o;

Corystes when buried in the sand, of the

liritish ocypods that make a buzzing or hissing

sound with their stridulating organ, per-

haps, as Dr. Alcock suggested, to warn
intruders that the burrow is already occupied;

of the extraordinary protective resemblance of Huenia
;

of the bewildering variety of colour and colour pa'

tern in Hippolyte; and so on through a wealth «

fascinating illustrations. We are taken next to th'

Fig. a.—a Deep-fca Hermit-crab, Parapagurus pilosi-

tnanus, sheltered by a colony of Epizoantbus. From
deep water off the west of Ireland (slightly reduced).
From " The Life of Crustacea."

deep sea, and the adaptations of long, stilt-like lej

of highly developed tactile organs, and the like

discussed. The discussion of luminescence is cot

niendably cautious. Of a recentiv described case
Certain deep-sea prawns whidi have photophor
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placed so as to illuminate the interior of the gill

cavities, Dr. Caiman well says: "What function they
can discharge in this position seems beyond conjec-

ture." It is very interesting also to read of Platycuma
holti, which seems to feed on the deep-sea ooze, that
it has a coiled food-canal, a very rare condition in

Crustacea. Another kind of interest attaches to the

occurrence of some old-fashioned types, such as the
Eryonidea, in the great abysses. In an equally in-

structive manner the author deals with the crus-
taceans of the surface of the sea, of the fresh waters,
and of the drj- land.

A chapter on crustaceans as parasites and mess-
mates is full of quaint things ; we read of a little

crab, Hapalocarcinns inarsupialis, in which the female
allows herself to be imprisoned within a cage or " gall

"

of living coral; of ^Ielia tesselata, which carries a
sea-anemone in each claw and uses it as a living

weapon ; and of the extraordinary life-histories of some
of the parasitic forms. The contact of crustaceans
with human life is illustrated by the palatable lobsters

and crabs, shrimps and prawns, by the part which
minute forms play in the economy of the sea, by the
unique case of the species of Cyclops which is the
intermediate host of the guinea-worm, and by borers
like the gribble. A short account of Crustacea in the
past completes the book, apart from useful appendices
on collecting and on literature.

In every respect Dr. Caiman's book is a success;
it is as instructive as it is interesting, as careful as
it is picturesque. It is an admirable introduction not
merely to Crustacea but to natural history. In con-
nection with a second edition, we venture to suggest
that the author should consider the advisability of
r.'.lding another twenty pages with tables helping the
student to identify the commoner British forms. This
seems all the more feasible when we notice the
numerous excellent illustrations of British forms with
which the book is already provided. But in the
meantime we offer the author our congratulations.

THE NUTRITIONAL VALUE OF
INDIVIDUAL PROTEINS.

"Kl OW that the composition of the various foodstuffs
^^ is becoming better known, physiologists can
apply themselves with renewed vigour and greater
success to_ the problem of the part which each plays
in nutrition. In this relationship most interest
attaches to the proteins, and it is with this important
class of substances that Dr. Osborne and Dr. Mendel
have commenced what promises to be a most valuable
series of researches.' It has long been known that
gelatin is an insufficient food, and this fits in with
the absence of certain molecular groupings (tvrosine
and tryptophane) from its composition. More recent
experiments have shown that other " imperfect " pro-
teins—for instance, the zein of maize—are also im-
perfect from the nutritional point of view. There are,
however, great difficulties in carrying out investiga-
tions on the effect of administering the necessary nitro-
gen in the shape of a single protein. In order to
clirninate individual differences in animals, the ex-
periments must be numerous ; but perhaps the greatest
drawback of all is the fact that a monotonous diet in
itself produces distaste for food, so that the experi-
ment_ is usually brought to an end by the animals
refusing to take what is offered them after a com-
paratively short period of time.

In the present experiments rats were selected as
the object of attack; they can be utilised in large

' " Keedinc Kxperimenf; with Isolated Foo<l Substances "
l',y I B"

Osborne and Lafayette B. Mendel, with the cooperation of Edna L. Ferry.
r^P- 5.3- (Published by the Carnegie Institution of W.-»shinKton, igir.)
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nunibers, and, being small animals, a comparatively
limited supply of the purified protein will last a long
time. Whether the results obtained are applicable in
all details to other animals, man included, one feels a
little chary in deciding, the proverbial association of
mice and men being hardly sufficient grounds for sup-
posing that men and rats are exactly similar in meta-
bolic habits. The rat's span of life is much shorter
than that of the larger animals, its first vear corre-
sponding roughlv to the first thirty vears of a man's
life.

The two American physiologists mentioned have,
however, been remarkably successful in avoiding
the bad effects of a monotonous diet; but whether
this was due to luck or to certain precautions they
took is not quite clear from their publication. Which-
ever explanation is the correct one, they succeeded in
keeping their animals alive for many months. They
record numerous experiments in which casein formed
the sole nitrogenous constituent of the dietary, and
the animals exhibited no sign of ill-health or loss of
weight. One animal lived for nearly a year on a
diet in which the only protein given was the glutenin
of wheat.
The authors direct attention to a most important

point which is frequently neglected in such experi-
ments. The metabolism of a growing animal is a
different story from that of the adult. This is recog-
nised empirically by practical physicians; it is recog-
nised in the discussion which has taken place in the
daily Press and elsewhere on the nutritive value of the
different kinds of bread. But the reason for such a
belief is still in the region of the unknown. We have
no certain knowledge of what are the food con-
stituents, no doubt present in quite small quantities,
which are of special value in stimulating growth in

young animals. Drs. Osborne and Mendel quite
clearly see the problem, but so far they have not
solved it. Casein, the protein selected for their most
numerous experiments, is the principal protein of
milk, the most important of the foods taken by the
young; and yet they found that this dietary, given
to young rats, maintained their weight, but led to
little or no growth.

If we believe the exaggerated statements in the ad-
vertisements of foods consisting of this protein freed
more or less completely from the other constituents
of milk, we should be led to think them extremely
valuable substitutes for the untreated article. Prac-
tical experience has shown that this is not the case,
and the careful experiments which have prompted
these rernarks have the most important practical
outcome in showing the danger of tampering with
this essential article in the dietary of infants. Any
attempt to "purify" it by removing constituents
which are quite as important as the protein, and may
be, from the health and growth point of view, even
more important, is fraught with peril to the public.

W. D. H.

WMVERSARY MEETING OF THE ROYAL
SOCIETY.

npHE anniversary meeting of ihr Royal Society was
* hold on November 30. when the report of the

council was read and Sir Archibald Geikie delivered
his presidential address. In the evening the anniver-
sary dinner was given in the Hotel Metropole, and
the speakers included Lord Justice Buckley, who
proposed the toast of the Royal Society, Lord .Alver-

stone (Lord Chief Justice), the Lord ^fayor, and Dr.
A. W. Ward (president of the British Academy).

In response to an appeal from the council for funds
for the construction of additional buildings for nd-
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ininistrative and other purposes, that are required to

meet the rapid extension ot the work of the National
I'hysical Laboratory, and for alterations needed to

t-nable the testing work now carried on at Kew to be
I cniovcd to Bushy, the Treasury has signified " that
in addition to the sum of 5000/. inserted in the Esti-
mates for the current year, My Lords will be prepared
10 ask Parliament to vote two lurther inslahnents of
the same amount in 1912-13 and 1913-14, on the
imderstanding that the whole scheme will be com-
|)leted with this assistance." Plans for the buildings
have accordingly been prepared, and their erection will

1)6 proceeded with at an early date.

At the request of the council, the Admiralty placed
the services of H.M.S. Encounter at the disposal of
the observers sent out by the Joint PermantMU Eclipse
Committee to observe the solar eclipse of April 28,

ion, and Captain Colomb and his ofiicers and men
rendered very etTicient assistance to the work. The
weather conditions were not very favourable, and
two minutes of the 217 seconds of totality were lost.

Under these adverse conditions one fairly good photo-
i^^raph was secured by the 3-foot coronograph with the
Abney 4-inch lens of 33 inches focal length. With the
vliort focus prismatic camera the whole hydrogen
series from Ha to Hj was secured at the beginning
tif the second "flash," and, although not adding much
to previous knowledge, this is the first time H. has
been photographed at an eclipse.

Satisfaction was expressed by the council at the
consent of Sir Joseph Larmor to be nominated for the
office of senior secretary of the society for another
\ ear in view of the detailed preparations for the cele-
i>ration of the society's 250th anniversary next year.
A minute of the council states that " it is desirable
tiiat the secretaries be not so re-elected as to hold
office for a period exceeding ten successive years,"
rind under this rule Sir Joseph Larmor w-ould in the
ordinary course have retired on November 30. The
council expressed the opinion, however, that on
nccount of the celebration next year it would be detri-

mental to lose the advantage of the senior secretary's
long experience and intimate knowledge of the work
of the society, while at the same time the task of his
successor would be made unduly onerous. This
opinion was confirmed by the re-election of Sir Joseph
Larmor as secretary at the anniversary meeting on
November 30.

After referring to the losses by death which the
society had suffered during the past year, the presi-
dent directed attention to some points in the council's
report not mentioned above and to the scientific work
of the medallists. Subjoined are some extracts from
the address :

—

Presidential Address.

In my address last year I adverted to the history of
seismological observation in this country and to the part
taken in the development of this branch of observational
science by our associate, Dr. Milne. I expressed the hope
that means might be found to place his important service
on a more permanent footing, with an enlarged staff and
more generous financial aid. Though no important
advance has yet been made towards the realisation of this
hope, the subject has not been lost sight of, and at least
one useful step has been taken in the more complete equip-
ment of Eskdalemuii Observatory as a seismological
station. There are now installed there the complete
Galitzin apparatus and the twin Milne apparatus, which
record photographically, and also the Wiechert and the
Omori instruments, the observations of which are recorded
on smoked paper. To Prof. Schuster we are indebted for
his generosity in presenting the Galitzin apparatus. The
various instruments, when completely put into working
order, will supply valuable material for a comparison of
results, and will provide an important addition to the not-
work of seismological stations in this country. Tho addi-
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tion of this seismological work to the other duties of th*"

superintendent of the Eskdalemuir Observatory has shown
that an increase of the 6ia(T under his supervision h
imperatively required. The Gassiot Committee, after a full

consideration of the subject, has recommended that a grant
in aid for a limited period should be made by the Royal
Society, and the council, approving of the proposal, Iki

granted a sum of 450/. for the purpose of supplying >:

additional observer for two years, after which some olii',.

more permanent arrangement must be provided. In the

meantime, the council has been gratified by the gift of

200/. from Mr. Matthew Gray for the purpose of assisting

the progress of seismology at Eskdalemuir.
Fellows are aware that for many years past the so<)' t.

has been conducting researches into the cause and propl;.

lactic treatment of tropical diseases, and that t*-

searches are still in progress. Much information

collected; and it is satisfactory to know that, si'
;

have been taken to remove the native population from th»*

fly-belts, the areas affected by one of the most terrible of

these maladies, sleeping sickness, have been considerably

restricted. But much remains to be accomplished before

the knowledge of the subject can be made as complete as

it should be. As will be seen from the report of the

council, the investigation is now about to be extended far

beyond the bounds originally contemplated. It has been
plausibly suggested that sleeping sickness may be trans-

mitted from other sources than infected human beings, and
the question arises whether the wild animals of tropical

Africa may possibly supply the trypanosomes of that

disease. Accordingly, at the request of the Colonial

Office, the Royal Society has organised and despatched a

new commission, under the directorship of Sir David
Bruce, for the purpose of studying on the spot what may
be the relation of the native fauna of Nyasaland and other

parts of .Africa to the spread of human trypanosomiasis,

and what trypanosome diseases may affect the domestic
animals of that region. The composition of the staff has
been carefully considered with a view to secure adequate
attention to each of the various branches of investigation

that are embraced in the wide inquiry which is projected.

It is interesting to know that Lady Bruce, who has all

along been one of the most efficient observers in Africa,

again accompanies her husband on this fresh expedition.

I may add that she is not the only lady engaged under
our auspices in Africa ; Miss Robertson, who has had
considerable experience in the study of trypanosomes, has
volunteered her services in Uganda, and is now at the

Mpumu laboratory tracking the development and trans-

mission of the organisms to which trypanosomiasis is due.

The " Catalogue of Scientific Literature for the Nine-
teenth Century," on which the committee of the Royal
Society has now been engaged for more than fifty years,

is speedily approaching completion. The material for the

final part (1883-1900) of the general catalogue, which is

classified under authors' names, has been collected and
sorted, and is nearly ready to pass through the press. Of
the subject-indexes of scientific papers for the nineteenth

century, two volumes, pure mathematics and mechanics,
have been published ; and the index for physics, in two
volumes, is well under way. While the committee does
not claim perfection in detail for the classification of the

subject-matter of those sciences, and while it is aware
that the arrangement of so great a mass of material which
must be condensed into small space will always be liable;

to technical criticism in details, it nevertheless believes that!

no person who in future shall set about a general investi-

gation or an historical survey in any department of one
of these sciences can afford to neglect consultation of this

index. It was felt to be worth while by so great a man
as Thomas Young, a hundred years ago. to devote a large

amount of time to the compilation of a classified index «>f|

the literature of natural philosophy up to that date, when^
the achievement was just within the range of private

j

enterprise. The immense volume of the scientific litera-

ture of the last century could have been diijested only by?
some corporate organisation ; and the whole scientific

world has signified in advance its obligation to the com-
mittee of the society ard to the generous benefactors

who have assisted the society- in the work when its own |
funds had been depleted by undertaking the continuation

.
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of the same work in the twentieth century as the •" Inter-

national Catalogue of Scientific Literature."

Having gone to so much trouble and expense in the

preparation of the materials for these subject-indexes, the

society is natuially desirous to see that the results become
accessible to the scientific public, for whose use the

volumes are intended. All the funds which the Royal

Society can possibly devote to this work are necessary

for its completion ; thus there can be no question of free

exchange, as was the case with the earlier volumes, how-
ever much the Royal Society might desii-e it. But, as the

fellows are already aware, the Cambridge University Press

has consented to undertake the entire risk of printing and
publication, and has agreed to sell the volumes at a very

moderate price. We are informed that the volumes of the

index already issued have, for some reason, not yet

attracted the attention among universities and public

libraries that was confidently anticipated. 1 have therefore

thought it desirable to bring this matter to notice to-day.

On July 15 of next year the Royal Society will have
lived for exactly two centuries and a half. Looking back
upon this long career, and considering the friendly rela-

tions which the society has for generations maintained with

the men of science in all quarters of the globe, the presi-

dent and council have thought that the occasion will be

one which ought not to be passed over in silence, but which
deserves to be marked in some worthy way. They have
accordingly decided to invite the chief universities,

academies, scientific societies, and other institutions in this

country, in our colonial dominions, and abroad, to send

delegates hither to join with us in celebrating our 250th

birthday. The invitations will be issued next month, so

as to allow ample time for the selection and the arrange-

ments of the delegates and for our own preparations here.

Our patron, his Majesty the King, has been pleased to

signify his appreciation of the importance of our proposed
celebration. Though the details of the function have not

yet been settled, it is thought that the first reception and
welcoming of our guests should be held in our own rooms,
which, with their portraits and other memorials of our
past, will doubtless be of interest to the visitors. For the

banquet, at which the fellows and their guests will dine

together, we hope to enjoy the use of a large hall specially

lent to us for the occasion. Considering the early associa-

tion of the Royal Society with Gresham College and the

Cit\', we trust that some opportunity will be afforded to us
of renewing that intercourse, and thus of allowing our
delegates to partake of the well-known hospitality of

London. There will doubtless be a good deal of private

hospitality. Of course, every facility will be arranged for

our guests to see public buildings, museums, libraries, and
other objects of interest. At the end of the function in

London, the delegates may not improbably be invited to

visit the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.
As a permanent memento of the occasion, the council

has decided to reproduce in facsimile the pages of the

charter-book, containing the signatures of the fellows from
that of the founder, Charles II., down to the present day.

I^This interesting volume is now in course of preparation at

le Oxford University Press. It has also been arranged to

Kssue a new edition of the society's " Record," in great

part rewritten, closely revised, and brought up to date.

H This volume is also in progress.

MEDALLISTS, 1911.

The Copley Medal.
The Copley medal is this year awarded to Sir George

Howard Darwin, for his long series of researches on tidal

theory, including its bearing on the physical constitution of

the earth and on problems of evolution in the planetary
system.
As regards the actual oceanic tides, he has perfected the

method of harmonic analysis initiated by Lord Kelvin, and
has greatly promoted its practical application by the inven-

,
tion of simplified methods of ascertaining the tidal constants
3f a port from the observations and of framing tide-tables.

'In another series of researches the tides of a solid planet
of slightly viscous material are investigated, including the

consequent secular changes in the motion of the planet and
of the tide-generating satellite. He traced from this point
of view the past history of the earth and moon, and was
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led to the now celebrated hypothesis that the latter body
originated by fission from its primary when in a molten
state.

He has further studied in great detail the classical

problem as to the possible figures of equilibrium of a
rotating mass of liquid and their respective stabilities,

which has engaged in succession the attention of Mac-
laurin, Jacobi, Kelvin, and Poincar^. The difficult theory

of a binary system composed of two liquid masses revolving

in relative equilibrium, now known as Roche's problem,
has been greatly developed and extended by him. Such
investigations have, of course, an important bearing on the

theory of the evolution of the earth-moon system already
referred to.

The above is a mere summary of the main lines of Sir

George Darwin's activity. There are, in addition, a
number of highly important memoirs on more or less

cognate subjects. For example, in dealing with the ques-
tion as to the degree of rigidity of the earth as it now
exists, he has treated it from various points of view ; he
has considered the theory of the long-period tides, and the

stresses produced in the interior by the weight of continents

and mountain chains. Mention should also be made of

remarkable papers on the history of meteoric swarms, and
(in the domain of the more classical astronomy) on periodic

orbits.

Royal Medals.

The assent of his Majesty the King has been signified

to the following awards of the two Royal medals :

—

The Royal medal on the physical side was assigned to

Prof. George Chrystal, of Edinburgh University, on
account of his contributions to mathematical and physical

science, especially, of late years, to the study of seiches on
lakes. Conspicuous in his early years as one of Clerk

Maxwell's principal lieutenants, it is to him that we owe
the experimental proof of the extreme precision of Ohm's
law of electric conduction (Brit. Assoc. Report, 1876). His
memoir on the differential telephone (Trans. Roy. Soc.

Edin., 1880) was a notable early extension of the theory

and practice of Maxwell's principles as regards inductances,,

now become more familiar when power transmission, as.

well as telephonic intercourse, proceeds by use of alter-

nating currents. His duties as a teacher of mathematics
led to the "Treatise on Algebra," which, besides being a

book of original vein, was the earliest systematic exposi-

tion in our language of the more rigorous methods
demanded in recent times in algebraic analysis. But this

purely mental discipline, and its continuation in various

memoirs on abstract mathematics, could not wholly occupy

a mind trained originally in the school of physical science.

Of late years Prof. Chrystal had been engaged with great

success in a most interesting subject of research, in the

theory and the observation of the free persisting oscilla-

tions of level in lakes, first observed and analysed by Fore!

on the Lake of Geneva.
At the moment when the council was adjudicating this

medal it was unaware that the illustrious mathematician

at Edinburgh was then lying on his death-bed. He had

been in failing health for some time, but the latest news
was more favourable. The end came, however, before he

could learn that a Royal medal had been assigned to him.

In these circumstances it was felt that the award should

not be cancelled, but that the medal should be transmitted

to his family as a visible token of the admiration with

which the Royal Society regards his life-work. On appeal-

ing for the sanction of the Royal donor of the medal, his

Majesty was pleased to approve of our proposal, and to

add aii expression of his condolence :
" The King trusts

that vou will be so good as to convey to the family the

assurance of his Majesty's sincere sympathy in the terrible

loss that they have sustained, through which
^
so dis-

tinguished a career has been brought to a close." Those

who had personal acquaintance with Prof. Chrystal mourn

the extinction of ? life full of charm and brightness.

The Royal medal on the biological side has been

awarded to William Maddock Bayliss, F.R.S. During the

last twenty-five years the part taken by Dr. Bayliss in the

advancement of physiology has perhaps been unequalled by

any other physiologist in this country. His work has

ranged over a wide field. In his earlier papers dealing

with the electrical phenomena associated with the excita-
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tory state in glands and contractile tissues, he brought
forward results which were, at the time, entirely novel,

and have formed the basis of all subsequent inv(.>>tigations.

His paper with Starling on the electrical phenomena of the

mammalian heart was the first to give the correct form of

the normal variation, as confirmed by later investigations

with the string galvanometer.
Another subject which has engaged his attention at

intervals during the whole of his career has been the ques-

tion of the innervation of the blood-vessels. \ third group
of researches is represented by those on the innervation,

intrinsic and extrinsic, of the intestines. A fourth group
uf papers deals with the mechanism of the pancreatic

secretion. These researches, which by themselves would
be sufficient to justify the award of the Royal medal, were
also carried out in partnership with his colleague, Prof.

Starling. The discovery of secretin afforded for the first

time a convenient and easy method of obtaining pancreatic

juice in large quantities. The investigation of the properties

<)f pancreatic juice and of the activation of its chief proteo-

lytic ferment by another ferment, enterokinase, secreted by
the intestinal mucous membrane, has led Bayliss to a
further series of researches on the mode of action of

enzymes and on the closely related questions with regard

to the nature of colloidal solutions. The vrilii<> of thi«

work has been universally recognised.

Davy Medal.

The Davy medal is this year assigned to Prof. Henry
Edward Armstrong, F.R.S., on account of his researches

in organic and in general chemistry.

For many years he has been engaged, partly alone and
partly in collaboration with many of his students and
others, in the investigation of a number of important
problems in organic chemistry. His series of memoirs on
the terpenes, on the chemical and physical relationships

which obtain among the isomerides of the naphthalene and
the benzene series, and on physiological chemistry, have
established a strong claim for recognition.

In addition to his direct scientific work, he has taken
an active part in the discussion and criticism of current
theories, and has put forward views on chemical change
and on other subjects which have suggested fruitful lines

of inquiry. Gifted with a scientific imagination, interested

in the work of others, exceptionally well informed as to

recent progress, not only in chemistry, but also in cognate
sciences, he has had a stimulating effect on his fellow

chemists, and has done much to bring together for their

mutual benefit the workers in different fields.

Hughes Medal.

The Hughes medal has been assigned to Charles Thom-
son Rees Wilson, F.R.S., in recognition of the value of his

contributions to our knowledge of the nuclei produced in

dust-free gases, and of his investigations upon the nature
and properties of ions in gases. Following up the well-

known work of Aitken on dust nuclei, Mr. Wilson devised
a special apparatus for producing a sudden cooling of a
gas saturated with water vapour, .\fter completely free-

ing the gas from dust particles he found that water was
condensed on a few nuclei after an expansion of volume
greater than 1-25, and that a dense cloud was formed when
it exceeded 1.38. This work was in progress at the time
of the discovery of X-rays. He immediately tried the effect

of passing this radiation through the gas in the expansion
chamber, and found that a dense cloud of fine water drops
was produced for all expansions greater than 1-25. In this

way he showed that the charged ions produced in gases by
the X-rays became nuclei for the condensation of water at

a definite supersaturation.
This condensation property of ions, discovered by Wilson,

was utilised by Sir J. J. Thomson to count the number of
ions present, and to determine that fundamental electrical

unit, the charge carried by an ion in gases. Recently Mr.
Wilson has perfected the expansion method to detect the
effects of individual a and /3 particles.

A further study by this extraordinarily delicate method
promises not only to afford a practical means of counting
the a and /3 particles in a gas, but also to throw light
upon some of the more important and recondite effects pro-
duced by the passage of different types of ionising radiation.
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liOTES.
The Birstall I'rban District Council initiated abo..

twelve months ago a movement to commemorate, in h

native town of Birstall, the distinguished philosopher ar

man of science Dr. Joseph Priestley, the discoverer "i

oxygen. The town of Birstall, which is the birthplace of

other distinguished men and women, including Margetson.
Primate of Ireland, Curwen, of tonic sol-fa fame, ai

others, was a fitting birthplace for a man of clear vi«;!oi .

cool thought, and high speculation such as Pri> -:'

Backed by the high .Adwalton Moor on the north and nuriiv

east, the Priestley homestead of Fieldhead looked out i^

a fine panorama, with Castle Hill, Huddersfield, and
smaller Yorkshire towns rising high on either side of

Batley and the stretch beyond. For many years the in

habitants of Birstall have been desirous that somethiiu

should be done to express by permanent memorial tl

town's pride in her illustrious son, and the present mov-
ment is the outcome. It is proposed to erect a lif

figure of Dr. Priestley on a handsome pedestal, to be

in the most prominent position in the large market-plai

For this purpose 1000/. is required, and already about 450.'

has been secured ; but the local committee is now desirou

of appealing to a wider public, and especially to .'1;;

interested in the various branches of chemistry. Th*^

London City and Midland Bank, Batley, are the bank*»r<

of the " Priestley " Fund.

On Tuesday, December 5, a deputation of aeroplan- n •!

aeromotor manufacturers, with representatives from th

Royal .\ero Club and the .Veronautical Society, waited en

Colonel Seely in connection with the proposed Militar

Aeroplane Competition. The deputation, which was intn

duced by Sir Chas. D. Rose, asked for immediate con

ditional orders so that manufacturers might have sonv

guarantee of return for the outlay necessary for enterin.

the competition, pointing out that they, representing -

struggling and unsupported industry, were asked to compel
against flourishing and State-aided industries from abro.i'

in an international competition. Colonel Seely in his repl\

stated that, with the exception of the principal prize, not a I

the prizes would be open to the world, and intimated th;i

some orders would be given before the competition. IL

further said that the answer to the question whether order-

would be given for all machines passing the tests would Iv

found in the specification for machines and the rules of tli-

competition, which would be published in about a fort-

night's time, and that it was the intention that aeroplan»-<

selected for Government service, which would not be con-

fined to one type, should be manufactured in this counfrv

by the civil industry and not in Government factories. H'

intimated that large orders would be given for the chos»'i;

machines, and that if the consensus of the manufacturer-

opinion was against holding the competition early in th-

summer (June) he would see that recommendations to that

effect were made in the proper quarter. The deputation

subsequently decided to forward a resolution that it would

be in the best interests of thf rompetition to poitpon-- it

until September.

ka interesting demonstration in connection wuu ••-lih-

chemical culture will be given on Saturday, December 9, a;

4 o'clock, at the Royal Botanic Society's Gardens in

Regent's Park, when practical demonstrations will be made
with an electric apparatus to show the effect of electricity

on the germination of seeds.

The Physical Society's annual exhibition, which is to

be held on Tuesday, December 19, at the Imperial College

of Science, South Kensington, will be op»n in both th^
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afternoon (from 3 to 6 p.m.) and in the evening (from 7 to

.10 p.m.). The Hon. R. J. Strutt, F.R.S., will give a

;
discourse at 4.30, and again at 8 p.m., on " Electric Dis-

charge and the Luminosity which survives it." .About

thirty firms will exhibit apparatus.

We regret to see announced the death, on November 23,

of Mr. Arthur Cottam, at seventy-five years of age.

Employed as an official in a Government department

during a great part of his life, he was an enthusiastic

amateur astronomer. He was elected a fellow of the

Royal Astronomical Society so far back as 1862, and was

one of the original members of the British Astronomical

Association, being its secretary from its foundation in 1890

to 1892, when he resigned owing to increasing pressure

of official duties. In 1898 he became director of the Jupiter

section of the association, an office which he retained until

1903. Mr. Cottam is best known by an excellent star

atlas, " Charts of the Constellations," which he published

in 1889. These charts show all stars down to about the

6-5 magnitude, from the North Pole to between 35° and

40° of south declination, for the epoch 1890. Originally

projected as companions to Webb's " Celestial Objects
"

and Smyth's " Bedford Catalogue," their scope was con-

siderably enlarged, and they show many original features.

Each map usually gives one constellation only with the

region around it, and the brighter stars have much larger

discs than usually given, so that the leading stars in the

maps are those which catch the eye by their brightness in

the heavens.

In' Die-Woche of November 25 we find an article on the

Middle European earthquake of November 16. It describes

the districts which were most disturbed, the one most
strongly shaken being that of the northern Alps. The
central earthquake station in Strassburg places the origin

• to the south-east of Lake Constance. From time observa-

tions the epicentral area lies in 47 degrees north latitude

I and 10-30 east longitude. But before anything definite can

I

,be said as to this and other matters connected with earth-

quake, it is necessary to wait for reports from other

stations. In the article reference is made to the geological

character of the northern Alps and the Rhine Valley, the

numerous faults which occur, and the relationship of these

to tectonic earthquakes.

I'l^OF. W. C. Brogger (Christiania), Geh. Rath Prof.

1
. Curtius (Berlin), Prof. P. A. Guye (Geneva), and Geh.

\ Regiersrung Rath Prof. H. Rubens (Berlin), have been
elected honorary members of the Royal Institution. Dr.
W. Bateson, F.R.S., has been appointed Fullerian pro-

fessor of physiology for a term of three years. At a meet-

(
ing of the managers of the institution on December 4 the

; following resolution was passed unanimously :
—" That the

1 managers offer their special thanks to the Fullerian pro-

fessor of chemistry for his munificent gift to the institution

in the decoration and furnishing of the lecture room, and
at the same time they wish to express their high apprecia-

} tion of the occasion upon which it has been made, namely,
< ommemoration of his having, on October 22, 1911,

iipied the chair of chemistry as long as it was held by
k'araday."

I The following are among the lecture arrangements at

1
the Royal Institution before Easter :—Dr. P. Chalmers

? Mitchell, a Christmas course of six illustrated lectures on
ihr childhood of animals, adapted to a juvenile auditory :

'I "Introductory"; (2) "The Duration of Youth";
"Colours and Patterns of Young Animals"; (4)

V'Hing Animals at Home "; (5) "The Feeding of Young
iinals"; (6) "The Play of Y'oung Animals." Dr. W.
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Bateson, six lectures on the study of genetics ; Prof. E. G.
Coker, two lectures on optical determination of stress and
some applications to engineering problems ; Dr. T. Rice
Holmes, three lectures on ancient Britain ; Prof. A. W.
Bickerton, two lectures on the new astronomy ; Prof. A. M.
Worthington, two experimentally illustrated lectures on
the phenomena of splashes ; Mr. F. A. Dixey, two lectures

on dimorphism in butterflies: (i) " Seasonal Dimorphism,"
(2) " Sexual Dimorphism "

; the Rev. John Roscoe, two
lectures on the Banyoro : a pastoral people of Uganda :

(i) "The Milk Customs," (2) "Birth and Death
Customs"; Sir J. J. Thomson, six lectures on molecular
physics. The Friday evening meetings will commence on
January 19, when Sir Jam.es Dewar will deliver a discourse

on heat problems. Succeeding discourses will probably be
given by Prof. Bertram Hopkinson, Dr. J. Mackenzie
Davidson, Dr. J. A. Harker, the Rt. Hon. Sir John H. A.

MacDonald, Mr. G. K. B. Elphlnstone, Dr. W. J. S.

Lockyer, Mr. F. Soddy, Prof. D'Arcy W. Thompson, Sir

J. J. Thomson, and other gentlemen.

The Lord Mayor will preside at the sixth annual meet-
ing of the National League for Physical Education and
Improvement, to be held at the Mansion House to-morrow,

December 8, at 3.30 p.m. The meeting will be addressed

by Sir Archibald Geikie, president of the Royal Society ;

the Lady St. Davids; Dr. Christopher Addison, M.P. (on

legislation and public health) ; Prof. Bostock Hill, county
medical officer of health for Warwickshire (on the

organisation of a National Health Week) ; Mr. Henry
Jephson, and others. Among those who have promised to

attend are Sir Lauder Brunton, Sir John Tweedy, Sir

Wiliam Church, Sir Edward Brabrook, Muriel Viscountess

Helmsley, Lieut.-General Sir Robert , Baden-Powell,

Admiral the Hon. Sir E. Fremantle, and Archdeacon

Sinclair.

A SPECIAL weights and measures committee of the

Central Chamber of Agriculture recommended recently that

agricultural produce should be sold by weight. It re-

ported that suitable weights were the lb., the cental

(100 lb.), and the short ton of 2000 lb. Dealing with, this

suggestion in a circular, which has been distributed, the

Decimal Association points out that advocates of the metric

system offer a solution of the difficulty by proposing that

farmers should urge the compulsory introduction of the

metric system into this country. Less disturbance would

result from the adoption of the metric system than would

follow the introduction of the cental and short ton, for the

reason that the larger measures of the metric system differ

but little from the cwt. and ton. The increase of the lb.

by about 10 per cent, to make it equal to the half-kilo

would lead to a metric cental of no lb. (loo metric

pounds), and a ton of 2000 metric pounds equal to 2204

present lbs. Our Consul at Copenhagen reports that the

Metric System Act, which will come into force next .April,

was passed by the Danish Upper and Lower Houses, in

both of which the majority are agriculturists.

By the authority of the Dominion Government, the

director of the Canadian M« teorological Service has estab-

lished a department of physics in connection with the

Central Office at Toronto. Mr. John Patterson has been

placed in charge of this new department ; and it is pro-

posed to carry on research work in atmospheric electricity,

solar radiation, ionisation, and the exploration of the upper

atmosphere. A kite station has been equipped near the

magnetic observatory some fourteen miles from Toronto,

and good results arc being obtained. Since February last

registering balloons carrying the Dines meteorograph hnvi'
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Columbia University. Thirty scientific and other V.wn'i^

societies have indicat>-<] their intention to meet <-'•

ington on the !>ame dates in affiliation with the . >

, Association for the Advancement of Science, liie

manent secretary of the astociation is Dr. L. O. How.
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

The twentieth report of the Board of Health on
in New South Wales for the year 1910 (dated July

191 1) states that nineteen lepers remained under
tion at the lazaret, and that five new cases were re

in 19 10. The histories of these new cases are

together with surveys of the white patients remaining

treatment. Nine excellent plates of the condition of

of the lepers are appended.

In The Quarterly Journal of Experimental Phyti

for October (iv., No. 3) Messrs. Vernon and Stolz di

the influence of forced breathing and of oxygen on at

performance. It is well known that several deep ini

tions enable the breath to be held for a longer period

without this preliminary, but it is shown that to

this result the forced breathing should be continue

two or three minutes. .An addition of oxygen

lengthens the period during which the breath can be

Thus Mr. Vernon found that after six minutes of fd

I breathing of air, followed by four breaths of oxygen

j

could hold his breath for no less than 8m. 13s.

I In Himmcl und Erde for November (Jahrg. 24, He

I

Dr. E. W. Schmidt, under the title of " Die Pansf
I Hyf>othese," gives an account of the views of .Arrhfl

on the possible transference of living germs through

stellar space from one star or planet to another

;

Ficker continues his series of articles on bacteri

enemies and friends of man ; and Dr. Emil Carthaus|

cusses the origin of pearls, and gives many inter

historical details concerning them.

In a recently published pamphlet entitled " The
against Tuberculosis and the Death-rate from Phthi^

(Dulau and Co., pp. 35, price 15. net). Prof. Karl Pea

criticises the evidence which has been advanced in fav

of a belief that the prevalence of phthisis can be, or

been, diminished by measures intended to reduce the oppor-

tunities of infection. Prof. Pearson strongly urges tli?

importance of some constitutional factor, and publ:

diagrams which, in his opinion, render it difficult to --..,.

pose that the fall in the phthisis death-fate which has been

observed in modern times can be attributed to increased

segregation of the diseased, bettered environment, or

changes in treatment. The pamphlet will repay perusal,

although its style, which is more vigorous than urbane, is

not likely to facilitate an impartial consideration of P'~*

Pearson's views.

The report of the Manchester Museum for 1910-11 coo-

tains plans and a view of the front elevation of the pro-

posed new wing, part of which is now in course of coo-

struction, while the remainder is reserved for the future.

It appears that in the original scheme for the natiu^

history museum Egyptology and anthropology were not

included ; but during the last thirty years large collections

in these subjects have accumulated, which require adequate

accommodation, and it is for these that the new building

is being erected. The cost of the whole scheme of extension

is estimated at 10,000/., of which 5000Z. has been given by

Mr. Jesse Haworth, while 2825Z. has been raised by public

subscription. The general progress of the museum has

been very satisfactory during the year, and the attenda"'"'^

at the courses of lectures fairly good.

been sent off with regularity on the intern.itional days,

and of sixteen balloons liberated, eight have been returned

to the Central Office with good records. In comparison

with the results obtained in Europe, the percentage of

successful ascents may be regarded as very encouraging.

The heights reached have varied from ii-a to 33-2 kilo-

metres. The isothermal layer has been found at an

average height of 13 kilometres. The lowest temperature

recorded was —70° C. at 15 kilometres on July 5, and the

highest altitude reached was 23-2 kilometres on Sep-

tember 9, when the lowest temperature, —SS'S" C., was
recorded at 14 kilometres.

Tiir promises of the Institute of Chemistry, the lease of

whi( li will expire shortly, and cannot be renewed, have

become inadequate for the increasing activities of the

institute. To carry on the work, the council of the insti-

tute requires new buildings, which should include more
commodious meeting rooms, library, laboratories, examina-
tion rooms, and offices. It is proposed to begin the pre-

paration of plans next year, and it is estimated that the

necessary building and fittings will cost about 15,000!. An
appeal has been made to fellows and associates of the

institute, which has already resulted in the receipt of con-

tributions and promises amounting to more than 8000/.

With more than half of the required sum assured, it may
be confidently hoped that the appeal will result in the

completion of the necessary amount at an early date. It

is gratifying to notice that the preliminary list of con-

tributions includes the names of some of the great city

companies and of business firms not directly connected with

the institute. Contributions may be forwarded to the

president, Dr. G. T. Beilby, F.R.S., at 30 Bloomsbury
Square, London, VV.C, or may be sent direct to the account

of the Institute of Chemistry (Buildings Fund) with the

London County and Westminster Bank, 214 High Holborn,
London, W.C.

The annual meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science will be held this year in Wash-
ington on December 27-30. The retiring president. Dr.
A. A. Michelson, will, on the evening of December 27,

introduce the new president. Dr. C. E. Bessey, of the

University of Nebraska, and afterwards deliver his address

on " Recent Progress in Spectroscopic Methods." On
December 27 the presidential addresses in the sections will

be :—the resins and their chemical relations to the terpenes,

Mr. Frankforter ; adaptation, Mr. Reighard ; some current

conceptions of the germ plasm, Mr. Harper. On
December 28 :—work of the electrical division of the

Bureau of Standards, Mr. Rosa ; aerial engineering, Mr.
Rotch

; the teaching of general courses in science, Mr. Hill.

On December 29 :—on the foundations of the theory of

linear integral equations, Mr. Moore ; the independence of

the culture of the American Indian, Mr. Dixon ; the cause
of high prices, Mr. Burton. The presidents of the sections

for the ensuing year are as follows :—A, Mathematics and
Astronomy, E. B. Frost, Yerkes Observatory ; B, Physics,

R. A. Millikan, University of Chicago ; C, Chem-
istry, F. K. Cameron, U.S. Department of .Agriculture,

Washington, D.C. ; D, Mechanical Science and Engineer-
ing, C. S. Howe, Case School of Applied Science, Cleve-

land, Ohio ; E, Geology and Geography, B. Shimek, State

University of Iowa; F, Zoology, H. F. Nachtrieb, Uni-
versity of Minnesota; G, Botany, F. C. Newcombe, Uni-
versity of Michigan ; H, Anthropology and Psychology,

G. T. Ladd, Yale University ; I, Social and Economic
Science, J. Pease Norton, Yale University ; K, Physiology
and Experimental Medicine, W. T. Porter, Harvard
Medical School, Boston ; L, Education, E. L. Thorndike,
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1 In the second part of the Transactions of the Bristol

md Gloucestershire Archaiological Society Miss M. L.

Bazeley contributes an important paper on the relations

)f the Forest of Dean with the Crown during the twelfth

ind thirteenth centuries. She describes in detail the

mcient boundaries of the forest, the animals found in it,

md the periodical Royal visits for the purpose of sport.

Fallow deer were abundant, with red deer and roes in

smaller numbers. Wild boars seem to have been exceed-

ingly numerous. On one occasion King John had twenty

laptured for use on the Feast of St. David at West-

fiinster ; twenty boars and sixty sows were sent to him

jr the Feast of the Nativity, and Henry III. had as many
is a hundred for the Christmas dinner in 1254. These

equisitions seem to have seriously reduced the supply.

IVe hear of hunts of wolves and wild cats in 1281, when

)f the former we are told that they " as injurers of the

renison frequently return for the venison and stay in the

said wood, on account of the thickness thereof."

The report of the Marine Biological Association of the

tVest of Scotland for 19 10 indicates that the work of that

X)dy has been carried on steadily during the period under

•eview ; and it may be noted that a special effort has been

nade to provide, in full efficiency, all the facilities for

;tudy and research available at Millport. A large number

jf visitors entered the museum and aquarium, the latter

tf which is steadily increasing in popularity.

In the November issue of The Zoologist Dr. James
tlurie discusses the introduction of the American slipper-

impet (Crepidula forntcata) into this country, and its

influence on oyster-culture in Kent and Essex. The
inollusc appears to have been introduced into the estuary

i)f the Crouch and other rivers on imported American
- somewhere about 1880, and by 1893 had become
ratively abundant; it is now too firmly established

eradicated. Its introduction has entailed consider-

\tra labour on oyster-beds, as the oysters have from

o time to be dredged and freed from the parasite,

adheres tightly to their shells. But this is not all,

:s constant and excessive dredging causes the grow-
\ sters to have broken or imperfectly formed margins

p their valves, whereby their commercial value is lowered.

Investigations with the view of mitigating the evil appear

l> be urgently required.

'• f-onnection with the letter from Messrs. Puran Singh

. Maulik in Nature of November 23 on the nature

light from fireflies, it may be mentioned that the

t has been recently discussed in vol. iii.. No. i, of

Annals of the Transvaal Museum by Mrs. A. B.

iv.ard, who observes that this light is unique in being

ompanied by perceptible heat, and is therefore pro-

at the least possible expenditure of energy. In the

can species, on which the investigations were made,
:- emitted by both sexes, although that of the flight-

male is feebler than that of her partner. In the

the light is produced by a pair of plates lying beneath
'in skin and filling the lower half of the fourth and
ibdominal segments. These light-giving organs con-

' an upper and a lower layer, of which the latter is

'>ed of polygonal cells filled with coarse granules,
igh the minute size of the structures renders investi-

.
very difficult, it is considered probable that the light

g due to the oxidation of some substance—very likely
Btty—contained in the cells of the lower layer of the light-

Bgans.

As those who have studied the subject are aware, there
atures connected with " fairy rings " which are not
\n. 2107. VOL. 88]

immediately explicable. In the latest paper, which appears
in The Journal of Economic Biology (vol. vi., No. 4), Miss

J. S. Bayliss points out that it is not known how the
fungus first infects the soil or why it grows in rings ; but
otherwise the paper provides acceptable explanations of

observed features and experiments in connection with the
ring growth of Marasmius oreades. Two zones are easily

recognised, an inner dark green grass zone and a dead
grass zone where the fungus is growing. Dr. Bayliss
directs attention to another dark green zone on the outside
that is particularly well developed in September. The
action of the fungus is complicated, since it apparently
produces a stimulating effect, as shown by the outer green
zone, while it excretes a toxic substance leading to the
complete destruction • of the grass ; subsequently it poisons
the ground for its own development, and then decomposes
into manure for the grass.

During the past few years various expeditions from the
University of Chicago have secured from the fossil fields

of northern Texas the largest and best collection of

Permian vertebrate fossils in the world. During last

summer an expedition from the University, under the direc-

tion of Prof. S. W. Williston, explored the Permian
deposits of north-western New Mexico with valuable results.

Science says that these Permian deposits, of small extent,

in Rio Arriba County, were discovered more than thirty

years ago, but have been neglected by explorers ever since,

and their precise location even was unknown to geologists.

As a result of Prof. Williston 's excavations, numerous
fossils have been shipped to the University, many of which
are unknown to science. This collection includes six or

seven new genera of reptiles and amphibians, one of which
is represented by one of the most perfect skeletons, about
6 feet in length, ever found in any deposit in America.

To Symons's Meteorological Magazine for November
Mr. F. W. Henkel contributes an interesting article

entitled " Is the Zodiacal Light a Meteorological Pheno-
menon?'' The author points out that a complete and
satisfactory answer to the question cannot be given, and
that our knowledge of the subject is but little greater
than was possessed by the first discoverers. Even in recent
times considerable confusion has existed between the
phenomenon and the aurora. He refers to the various
observations made since the time of Cassini, of Paris

(about 1683), and to the descriptions of the counter-glow
(at an angular distance of 180° from the sun) by Brorsen
and others. One of the most recent theories of the latter

phenomenon is that suggested by Mr. Innes in Nature of

June 16, 1910.

The Weekly Weather Report issued by the Meteor-
ological Office gives a summary of the temperature, rain-

fall, and bright sunshine for the several districts of the

United Kingdom for the thirteen weeks ended December 2,

which embraces the whole period of autumn. The mean
ternperature was generally below the average in Scotland,

it was in good agreement with the average in Ireland,

whilst in England an excess of temperature occurred for

the most part. The range of temperature was unusually

large, due chiefly to the exceptional heat in the recent

abnormal summer, which was prolonged into the early

autumn. In the Midland counties the range was 69",

from 94° to 25°, and in the south-west of England it was
71°, from 91° to 20°. The autumn rains have varied con-

siderably in different parts of the kingdom ; they were in

excess of the average over the eastern portion of Great
Britain, in the north-west of England, the south of Ireland,

and in the English Channel. The least aggregate autumn
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rainfall is 6-88 inches, in the Midland counties, which is

0-48 inch below the normal j whilst in the south-east of

England the aggregate fall is 10-47 inches, which is

i()8 inches more than the average. The absolutely largest

rain measurement is 13-78 inches, in the north of Scot-

land, which, however, is i-Sa inches less than the normal,

ihe number of rainy days are nowhere very different from

the average, the greatest number being fifty-eight days, in

the north of Scotland and in the south of Ireland ; th<?

least forty-seven days, in the south-east of England. The

duration of bright sunshine was in e.xcess of the average

over the entire kingdom, except in the English Channel.

The greatest duration is 382 hours, in the south-east of

England, which is sixty-nine hours more than usual.

Mr. M. a. Hunter, of the electrical engineering depart-

ment of the Rensselaer Polytechnic, Troy, has succeeded in

producing metallic titanium in a state of purity greater

than has been hitherto possible. He uses the method of

Nilson and Petersson, i.e. reduces the tetrachloride of

titanium by heating it with metallic sodium in an air-

tight steel bomb capable of withstanding an internal

pressure of more than 5000 atmospheres. With a charge

of 500 grams of the tetrachloride and 245 grams of sodium,

after heating the bomb to redness to start the reaction and

then allowing it to cool, he obtained 71 grams of molten

metal, 31-5 of coarse and 4-5 of fine powder, as against a

theoretical yield of 126 grams. Analysis of the product

appears to indicate that the molten material is pure

titanium. Messrs. Hunter and Jones find that the density

of the metal is 4-50, and its sprcific boat between 0° C.

and 100° C. is 0-1462.

Vol. iv. of the Journal of the Municipal School of

Technology, Manchester, a record of the investigations

carried out by the staff and students, and published in the

technical Press or the Proceedings of scientific societies

during the year 1910, is not so bulky as its immediate !

predecessors, although it runs to 250 pages. The papers

reprinted are, on the whole, short, and they deal prin-

cipally with the applications of electricity in engineering or

of chemistry in textile processes. Of the longer papers,

those of Prof. Schwartz and his staff on the physical and
electrical properties of indiarubber and on the field of the

polyphase motor may be mentioned. In an important

paper by Prof. Haldane Gee and Mr. Harrison, reprinted

from the Transactions of the Faraday Society, the authors

bring forward weighty experimental evidence in favour of

the electrical theory of dyeing. .According to this theory,

a basic dye is positively, and an acid dye negatively,

charged, and the processes through which the fabric passes

before it is brought into the dye are such as to charge it

negatively or positively respectively, so that there may be

electrical attraction between dye and fabric. The number
of " laws of dyeing " which the electrical theory places on
a firm scientific basis is remarkable.

.\mong primary plant materials, the pentosans, so widely

diffused, form a class of substances the origin and function

of which :u«' >iil! uncertain in spite of numerous researches

which have been made to throw light on these problems.
.An interesting contribution to the question is found in a
paper by Ciro Ravenna in the Gazzetia Chimica Italiana

(vol. xli., p. 115). It is shown as the result of a large

number of experiments, in which the pentosans were
estimated in the very young, primary leaves of the beech
and of Vicia faba minor, at dawn and sunset, that no
marked variation in their amount can be traced during the
period of chlorophyllian activity ; but at night consider-

able but irregular variations occur, generally in the direc-
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tion of increase, but sometimei in that of <!

however, the stalk of the growing leaf is um:

nutritive solution containing 2 per cent, of d<

the plant allowed to continue its growth for v.wr

exposed to sunlight in an atmosphere free from

dioxide, the proportion of pentosans is very lar^;'

creased, being often nearly doubled. A similar, but

well marked, result was obtained in experiments in

the plant continued its growth in the nutritive solu^

darkness, but in an atmosphere containing the ci

proportion of carbon dioxide. It is contended t)

pentosans are elaborated, not from the coi

saccharides, such as starch and cellulose, by •

changes, as is generally supposed, but that they are

direct from the simple carbohydrates. It is also

that when the chlorophyllian activity is inhibited,"!

pentosans diminish in relative amount, so that it

ap|)ear that, in addition to their other functions, theyl

capable also of acting as reserve material for the plant.

A PROPOSAL for the reform of income tax and

duty is put forward by Mr. Douglas White in

Economic Journal, xxi. 83. According to the at

proposed system, the rate per pound at which an in

would be taxed would be proportional to the logarit

the income, so that as incomes increased in geometric

gression the rate of the tax would increase in arithr

progression. If, as Mr. White proposes, this system

carried out rigorousl>- with the use of logarithm tabli

would certainly, as alleged, remove the discontinuit

the present system, where what a man pays is re

largely by whether his income falls on a lucky n«

such as 499!., or an unlucky one such as 501 1. In

it would be sure to be simplified by retaining these]

continuities, for which a much simpler, obvious r«

is possible.

A PAPER on the design of tall chimneys was

Mr. Henry Adams before the Society of Engine

December 4. Tall chimneys ought to be designed

scientific principles so that there is an absolute guar

for their stability. The object of Mr. .Adams's paper

to elucidate these principles and apply them to pra

There are several rules for determining the height

tall chimney ; in some towns 45 feet may be sufficient

in others 90 feet is the minimum allowed. The height]

be determined from the amount of coal burnt, or fr

length of boiler and flues. Four different rules were

for the sectional area, de[>ending upon the amount
burnt per hour, the fire-grate area, the horse-power

engine, or a combination of these with the height

chimney. The shape may be square, octagonal, or cir

the effective wind pressure varying in each case,

author's formula for wind pressure takes account of

and width, increasing with the distance from the

and increasint* also with reduced width. Eight aut

were quoted for the coefficient of pressure for a

shaft varying from 05 to 0-7854. The thickness;

brickwork varies 4^ inches every 20 feet in heij

the top length will be from one to one and a hal

thick, according to the height and diameter. The^
width at base must be at least one-tenth, and if di

least one-twelfth, of the total height. .After the sectioB

drawn out to suit the conditions, the stability should

calculated at each set-off. The principles of stabi!

be illustrated by considering a solid square brick- ri

Mr. Livingstone Sllmas, president of th-

of Mining and Metallurgy, delivered an address

annual prize distribution of the Sir John Cass T'
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tute on November 29. In the course of his address

Suhnan pointed out that the dominant thought

rh impressed one to-day was the many-sidedness, the

increasing scope, and the intense vigour which now marks

metallurgical progress. Tiie interaction of associated

sciences is now beginning to play its part in the develop-

ment of metallurgical industries. Certain of the factors of

so-called molecular energy find expression in some of the

jiewer processes and phenomena of metallurgy, as shown

in the methods adopted to the harnessing of molecular

attractions which reside upon the surfaces of solids, to the

purposes of ore concentration. These methods, which

[have, for example, completely changed the economic out-

look of the great Broken Hill deposits of silver-lead-zinc

Ores, are there used to separate the blends constituent in

saleable form from the " tailings " left behind after the

bulk of the lead and silver have been recovered. But they

arc applicable, in general, to all sulphide ores, as well as

to finely divided metals and non-metals, such as gold,

graphite, carbon, diamond, sulphur, and so on ; and they

are frequently spoken of as " oil processes," from the fact

that in several of them oil is used in larger or smaller

quantities, usually in smaller. In such processes there are

no chemical reactions to speak of
;

physical forces of

previously unsuspected range and power, so far as com-

mercial applications are concerned, have been induced to

do the work more easily and much more economically, the

force mainly concerned being what is called " surface

energy." Equally new, and probably of great importance

to the metallurgist of the future, are the developments in

colloidal chemistry. The plasticity of clays and " ultra-

sliminess " of " slimes " are due to this class of bodies, in

which inorganic materials ape the reactions of organic; a

r!n\' colloid may almost be said to masquerade as a fatty

Mr. Sulman also referred to the extended applica-

of improved magnetic and electrostatic methods for

the separation of dry ores, and to catalytic processes of

metallurgical importance.

A SELECTED " List of Educational Books for Schools,

Colleges, and Self-tuition," issued by Messrs. VV. and G.

Foyle, 135 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C., has

reached us. Nearly all the books included in the catalogue

can be supplied secondhand at half the published prices

;

and Messrs. Foyle will send any book in stock on

approval.

Messrs. William Weslev and Son, 28 Essex Street,

London, W.C., have sent us a copj* of the latest issue of

their " Natural History and Scientific Book Circular."

It contains a catalogue of 356 selected books on natural

history, with coloured illustrations, followed by a list of

works published by, or on sale with, Messrs. Wesley and

Son, who are, it may be added, agents for the Smithsonian

Institution and the U.S. dovernment departments.

Messrs. J. Wheldon .and Co. (38 Great Queen Street,

i' :;sway, W.C.) have just issued a supplement to their

tific and geological catalogues. The supplement com-

,
prises recent purchases in astronomy, chemistry, geology,

I palaeontology, mineralogy, mining, &c.. and includes a

!' small collection of works on applied chemistry, metallurgy,

and other subjects.

I

Erratum.—We are asked to state that in the abstract of

I
Mr. Hutchinson's paper read before the Mineralogical

!

Society (p. 165) the temperature at which gypsum becomes
optically uniaxial should be 95" C, not 25° C. The
incorrect value was given in the typewritten report re-

ceived by us, and the error was not corrected in the proof

JRubmitted and returned to the printers.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Discovery of a New Comet, 191 i7i.—A telegram from

Kiel announces the discovery of a new comet by M. Schau-
masse, at Nice, on November 30. Its position at
ijh. i5-9m. (Nice M.T.) was

R.A.= i3h. 12.2m., dec. =5° 51' N.,

and its daily motion was found to be -i-3m. 32s. in R.A.
and —13' in declination; the magnitude is 12-0.

A second telegram gives an observation by Dr. Abetti at
Arcetri on December 2, the position at i7h. 26-9m.
(Arcetri M.T.) being

R.A. = i3h. 19m. 17.6s., dec. = 5° 24' 29" N.

The comet is thus seen to be moving in a south-east
direction through Virgo.

Borrelly's Comet, igiie.—Borelly's comet, rediscovered
by Mr. Knox Shaw on September 19, is approaching both
the sun and the earth. As the perihelion passage will take
place on December 18, when the comet is nearly in opposi-
tion with the sun, and as the comet is moving northwards
rapidly, it may become visible with opera-glasses during
the latter part of December and in January, 1912 (L'Astro-
nomie, November).

The Production of Star Streams.—A paper by Prof.

Benjamin Boss, in No. 629 of The Astronomical Jourual,
discusses, in relation to a star stream he has found among
seventy-one large proper-motion stars given in the Pre-
liminary General Catalogue, the somewhat startling sug-
gestion that community of direction and velocity in such
streams may be caused by the initiation and maintenance
of their motions in an electromagnetic field of universal

extent.

The directions and proper motions of eleven of these

large proper-motion stars, together with their radial veloci-

ties and parallaxes where available, agree so well as to

preclude the idea of chance occurrence, and some physical

explanation is sought.

Assuming that the stars form from nebulae, the motion
of the latter might explain the phenomena ; but the ex-

tended nebulae do not exhibit such mottis pectiliaris, and
Prof. Boss seeks the common cause elsewhere.

The suggestion is that the nebulae are the seat of

tremendous ionisation forces producing segregation, and
electromagnetic polarities in the segregated masses. In

the course of time a relatively strongly polarised mass
becomes expelled from the matrix and commences a stellar

existence. Initially the directions would be haphazard,

but the action of the supposed universally existent electro-

magnetic field would be to swing the polarised masses into

paths along the approximately parallel lines of force.

Assuming the B-type stars to be the newest. Prof. Boss

finds support in the fact that such stars display random
motions, while those in his group of large proper-motion

stars, exhibiting community of direction, are of the types

F, G, and K. Further, the action of a constant accelera-

tion such as is suggested would tend to level up the differ-

ences found in the initial velocities, thus producing the

community of velocity observed.

Double-star Measures.—In No. 4534 of the Astro-

nomische Nachrichten Prof. Burnham publishes a long list

of recent measures of double stars related largely to the

proper motion of stellar systems contained in his General

Catalogue. The measures were made with the 40-inch

refractor at the Yerkes Observatory, and follow on Prof.

Burnham's similar publications in the same journal.

In No. 4537 Herr J. Voiite publishes a si-.-ond list of

double-star "measures, which will later h- |niblished

in cxtcnso in the .Annals of Leyden Observatory.

Radial Velocity of a Cygni.—Some time ago w.-

directed attention to a result obtained by Prof. Belopolsky

and Mr. Neuimin in which they found what appeared to

be a real difference between the radial velocity of a Cygni

as determined from the metallic lines and that determined

from the hvdrogen and helium lines. At the suggestion of

Prof. Frost, Mr. O. J. Lee has examined some measures

III ihr spectrum made by him in 1910, and he fails to find

.in\ K.iifirmation nf tlir Pulkowa results. He suggests

ili.ii \\\r- discrepam \ fuiml by Neuimin and Belopolsky
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may be due to slight differences of complexity in the

hyclrogen-line images (Astrophysical Journal, vol. xxxiv.,

14. 4).

The SrECTRi/M of thb Outer Planets.— In No. 4537 of

the Astronomische Nachrichtcn Dr. Otto Biiry publishes a

note in which he shows that the wcll-ltnown characteristic

absorption-band spectrum of the outer planets can be fairly

well matched by combining Chappuis's and Schone's ozone

spectra with the spectrum of the higher oxides of nitrogen

obtained by Chappuis. As shown on the plate accompany-

ing the paper, the chief bands in Vogcl's spectrum of

Uranus, for example, are fairly well represented in the

ozone and peroxide spectra ; such differences as exist might

perhaps become explained if the terrestrial spectra were

experimented with more exhaustively under different

temperatures and pressures ; for Chappuis has shown that

the ozone spectrum is sensitive to such changes.

Srs-SPOTS AND Cllmate.—Considering the climate of

Berlin as depicted in the temperature records from 1756 to

1907, and the precipitation records from 1848 to 1907, Herr

Otto Meissner finds a possible connection between these

climatic features and the periodicity of sun-spots. In a

table which he gives in No. 4533 of the Astronomische

Xachrichtcn he arranges the years of the eleven-year period

from I to II, and opposite each gives the departures of the

year's temperature and rainfall from the means. This

indicates that the sun-spot maximum years are cold and
wet, while the minimum years accord fairly well with the

mean. A further investigation considering pressure is to be

undertaken.

PROPOSED MEMORIAL TO PROF. P. G. TAIT.

r\ N Thursday last, November 30, a representative meeting
^-^ of former students and friends of the late Prof. Tait

was held at Edinburgh University, to consider the question

of extending the memorials to him. His former colleague,

Principal Sir William Turner, K.C.B., presided, .^bout 150

apologies for absence were intimated, amongst these being

expressions of approval and support from the Rt. Hon. A. J.

Balfour, M.P.. the Chancellor of the University; the Right
Hon. Lord Aberconway ; Sir Archibald Geikie, K.C.B.,

President of the Royal Society ; Sir John Murray, K.C.B.,
and the Right Hon. Lord Haldane of Cloan, P.C. Lord
Haldane wrote :

—" I cannot be with you on the 30th, but

I wish to say that I am very glad indeed that you are

taking the step of raising a memorial fund in connection

with Prof. Tait. The publication of his Life affords a
suitable occasion for doing this. I shall be glad to be a

contributor, for I feel that a record should be preserved of

the regard in which his old students and the nation

generally held this remarkable man. We have too few
figures of the stature of Tait to let them pass away without
endeavouring to keep a permanent memorial of their

greatness."

As it is now almost a decade since Prof. Tait's death, his

successor in the natural philosophy chair (Prof. J. G.
MacGregor) made the following statement :—In explanation
of the present state of this movement, it may be pointed

out that Prof. Tait's main work can be divided into three

portions : (i) his educational work, (2) his own experi-

mental researches, and (3) his work in mathematical
physics. An appropriate memorial might be raised in con-
nection with any one or more of these. When he entered
upon the work of the natural philosophy chair he was
deeply impressed by the soundness of Prof. Tait's educa-
tional policy, and by the difficulties in the way of applying
and extending it ; and he suggested as a fitting memorial a

fund which would make it possible to carry it out. Without
the aid of any appeal, this suggestion led to the receipt of

subscriptions to the amount of about 1500Z. But before
action could be taken, it was found that the University
itself was organising, and could not defer, a general

extension scheme. It was the unanimous opinion of those
who had charge of this scheme that it would be unwise to

carry on two competing movements at the same time ; and
the Tait memorial was for this reason made a department
of the general extension scheme.
As such it could not be brought to the attention of old

students and associates generally, but only to a compara-
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tively small number of them. Nevertheless, add:

subscriptions were made to the original fund to the '

of about 500/., and a special fund, yielding about ao<

annum, was provided by Sir John Jackson, to be
Professor Tait's Memorial Fund, and to be used, uiMJ

direction of trustees, for research on the lines of'

Tait's experimental work.
There arc thus memorial funds connected with two|

chief departments of Prof. Tait's activity, but n«

nectod with the third.

The best form for a memorial connected with tl

fcssor's work in mathematical physics would obviously

Tait chair in that subject ; and Tait himself advocat
establishment of such a chair. In 1872 he wrote
article in Macntillan's Magazine

:

—" Would it w«
absolutely hoping against hope to proceed as foIlowvTi

the Scottish universities, let there be in each a profc
of experimental physics and a professor of applied

matics, in place of the present solitarv professor of
enormous subject of natural philosophy.*'

Many old students have intimated that they would Ii|

have the opportunity of contributing to a inemorinl.

was satisfied that a very large proportion of t)

be found to share this feeling.

It will thus be seen that, as a Tait niemori.i

founded, the question before this meeting is, sh.

for ourselves, and arrange to give to the who.i ..

the professor's students and associates and admirer-
opportunity of contributing towards the memorial, a;

enlarging the original fund, or founding a Tait ch.i;

in any other way that may be determined, makin.
memorial more worthy even than it now is of the
whose great work, personal and scientific, it is intent!

commemorate?
On the motion of .Mr. B. Hall Blyth, seconded

G.. M. Paul, a resolution agreeing to the propose
carried.

A general and an executive committee were then

'

pointed. Information will be willingly furnished by

J. G. MacGregor, Edinburgh.

BIRD-NOTES.
T N the October number of British Birds another st
* is added to the British list—this time in the

of the slender-billed curlew (Numenius tenuirostr

small flock of which was observed towards the

September, 1910, on Romney Marsh, Kent. Of the

immature pair were shot on September 21, while an
male was killed two days later. Two of them were
amined in the flesh by Mr. M. J. Nicoll. Althc
stragglers have occurred in Heligoland, Holland,
northern France, and Germany, the slender-billed cur

a native of the Mediterranean countries, whence it

to Siberia to breed. .Approximating in size to the
brel, the species is distinguished by its short and
beak and the pear-shaped dark markings on the

The colouring of the crown is unlike that of the whil
showing black and buff streaks like those of the curlel

In the same issue Dr. E. Hartert points out
English green woodpeckers differ from the

European representative of the species (Picus
pinetorunt) by the still shorter and more slender

and on this character proposes that it should be reco

as a separate race (P. v. pluvius). Scandinavia,
and eastern Prussia are the home of the typical rac

Italian form, on account of the beak being slender

in English birds, is named P. v. fronus. and the Sj

P. V. sharpei has long been recognised as distinct.

Most ornithologists, when pointing out the feature* in

plumage by which young partridges may be di='

from old ones, content themselves with the stat

the tip of the first flight-feather of the wing is point

the former, but rounded in birds which have unif
^

their second autumnal moult. Dr. Louis Bureau,
of the Nantes Museum, in an article (in French) pu

in the October Zoologist, goes, however, much furthe

this. After stating that there are ten primary wJngH
he observes that the tenth of the first plumage is tli

to fall, this taking place about the end of the first mti

when the replacing quill (second plumage) has attained a
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length of about 15 mm.—which it does in three days—the

ninth quill of the first plumage is moulted and replaced

in a similar manner. After this the eighth, seventh, sixth,

fifth, fourth, and third quills are successively shed and

replaced, but at regularly increasing intervals, the rate of

the development of their successors during twenty-four

hours decreasing in the same order. The second and first

quills are not shed at all during the first moult, but persist

until the completion of the second moult, in September or

October of the following year. This renders it possible to

etermine during a period of fifteen or sixteen months
whether a partridge is young or old, the tip of the first

_uill being pointed up to that age and rounded subse-

quently, .^fter this period age-determination by the

plumage is impossible. The author adds that, by follow-

ing the formula given above, the exact age of young
partridges is determinable during the time that quill-moult-

ing is in progress, although it has to be borne in mind
that there may be a small "personal equation," some
individuals moulting slightly in advance of, and others

behind, their fellows.

In this connection it may be noted that Country Life of

October 21 contains an article by the present writer on
the breeding-ages of birds, in which attention is directed

to the imperfect state of our knowledge on this subject.

The results of an expedition to the pheasant-countries of

^-''n are recorded by Mr. C. W. Beebe in the July issue

ntly to hand) of the New York Zoological Society's

i'tin. It is stated that " this expedition, organised for

the purpose of gathering original data for the preparation
of a monograph of the pheasants, jungle-fowl, and pea-
fowl, and made possible by the generous gift of Colonel
A. R. Kuser, has been completed. The most sanguine
expectations were exceeded in the amount of territory

covered and the results attained. Voluminous notes have
been taken, reinforced by a great number of photographs

I

(some of which are reproduced in the article) and sketches,

I

concerning the habits and ecology of the pheasants found
I in the countries visited, much of the material being new to

I science. Although the collecting of living birds was a
ndary object of the expedition, several large shipments
' sent back." In the same number it is stated that

„ .,:male passenger-pigeon now in the Cincinnati Zoological
Gardens is believed to be the last living representative
of that once abundant species.

The need of a longer close season for the Australian
stubble-quail (Cottcrmx pectoralis) is strongly urged by Mr.
G. A. Keartland in the September number of The Victorian
Naturalist. For a short time the close season was from
August I to December 20 ; it was extended at different
times to February i, March i, and April i ; but this year
it has been put back to February 14, which the author
urges is much too early, as many of the broods are then
"cheapers."

'

R. L.

THE SEVENTEEN-YEAR CICADA.
T^HE Cicadidae are an interesting group of insects, which

chiefly inhabit warm countries. They are represented
in England by a small species (Cicadetta montana) which
is almost confined to the New Forest, where it is scarce
and local. In classical times they were known under the
name of Tettix, and the loud stridulation of the males
attracted much attention. As in England, so in the eastern
United States, there is only one species which is common
and woll known, Tibicina septcndccim, the peculiarity of
which is that its life-cycle occupies seventeen years in the
northern, and thirteen in the southern. States, and only at

these intervals are they specially abundant. In America
they are often improperly called locusts, and are reckoned
among destructive insects, for the larva feeds on the roots
of trees ; and it is ranked among injurious insects.
The eggs are laid on the twigs of trees, and when the

larvje are hatched they drop to the ground and gather in

clusters on the roots, from which they suck the sap. The
pupa-state lasts only a few days, and when ready to emerge
they form galleries, through which they ascend to the
surface of the ground, and emerge, leaving their cast skins
behind them. The perfect insect is easily recognisable,
having a short, broad black body rather pointed at the
hinder extremity, and four long and modf^rately broad wings

with conspicuous reddish nervures, the fore wings being
considerably larger and more pointed than the hind wings.
The Times of November 3 directs attention to the

emergence of numbers of these insects during the last

summer from the soil in the Bronx Zoological Park in New
York ; but when the writer adds, somewhat incon-

sequentially, " It is probable that the species is approaching
extinction in view of modern conditions of cultivation, and
the extension of building areas," we imagine that the con-
tingency can hardly be so near as he supposes, although
the complete extermination of once common insects in con-
sequence of the changed conditions to which he refers is

no uncommon occurrence. W. F. K.

SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS AND PROSPECTS.'
A LL advance in the relations between man and nature
"^ whereby man gains to any greater extent the mastery
may be described as scientific progress ; and in this con-

nection we must recognise that many things which we
now look upon, and have for ages regarded as entirely

commonplace, were, at the time of their inception, really

very remarkable indeed. Take, for instance, the applica-

tion to human needs of fire. Animals, even of the highest

types, make no use of it. There must have been a period

when man also did not understand its properties, and, like

the animals from which he has sprung, was afraid of it

and left it severely alone. A time must next have come,

and with that time the valorous man who first had the

temerity to experiment with this very powerful and
destructive agent.

Think of this prehistoric investigator into the means and

effects of combustion in that far distant age ; consider his

inferior mental equipment ; imagine his savage surround-

ings ; take into account, also, his lack of any but the most

primitive appliances. Must we not laud his enterprise and

admire his courage? Must we not also acknowledge the

enormous advantages his investigations have gained for all

his posterity? The warming of their bodies and the cook-

ing of both animal and vegetable nutriment would, no

doubt, be the first uses to which our remote ancestors

would apply the new agent ; but soon would follow the

firing of pottery, up to that date merely sun-baked, then

the reduction and smelting of metals, and finally the whole

galaxy of the arts. What is scientific progress if this is

not? And yet it leaves off where what we usually mean

by science begins, namely, about the Gra:co-Roman period.

Look out, however, into London to-day, and recognise how

little of all we see around us could have ever existed but

for those early high-temperature experiments made so many
thousands of years ago. Without them, could human
beings even live in this northern climate?

Here may I point out that, curiously enough, it is only

when we go back to the earliest evidences of primitive

human life upon this planet that we take the true philo-

sophical course of naming the periods we are dealing with

after the main material advances in scientific progress

made during those periods by the human race. We talk

of the Stone age, of the Bronze age, or the_ Iron age, to

denote those vast expanses of time during which the primi-

tive inventor was discovering the means of applying new

materials to what was then the great necessity of man-

kind, namely, weapons for the chase, for self-protection,

and for war upon his enemies.
, . ,

Later in history we find that this really philosophical

method is abandoned. As we come to know more as

regards the position, supremacy, and conditions of par-

ticular races, and still further when we become better

acquainted with the deeds and achievements of particular

individuals, we find that hist&rians have a tendencv to

overlook the enormous influeno' of the results obtained by

scientific investigators and discoverers, and to make it

appear as though the current of events were really governed

by those who. from accident of birth. oflRcial position,

political influence, or martial achievements, have made for

themselves reputations as leaders of men.

To see that this view is wrong we have only to survey

the past. Can it for an instant ho doubted that the labours

of the unknown prehistoric individual to whom I have just

1 From the preRideiitial address delivered to the Ri5ntgen .Society on

November 7 by Mr. A. A. C.-impbell Swinton.
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.iHudrd, who first discovered the properties of fire, or of

those who originated the smelting of metals, who launched

(heir frail, and at that time novel, coracles upon the

ocean, and first applied wheels to the primitive cart,

arc more living factors to^iay than the valour of all the

warriors, the wisdom of all the statesmen, or the wiles of

all the politicians that the world has seen? It is a truism,

irulff'd, that the world knows little of its greatest men.
Can it be questioned that the discoveries of Archimedes

and his disciples have more effect to-day than the battles

of Alexander or of Hannibal? Or, if we turn to modern
times, can it be gainsaid that Watt and Stephenson, Davy
and Faraday, have done more to change both the course

of history and the material conditions of life than did

Napoleon or Wellington, Walpole or Pitt?

The fact is, as I once remember hearing lamented by
no less a statesman than the late Lord Salisbury, that

while the work of the politician, the statesman, the soldier,

or the leader of men, however groat and however fortunate,

is of necessity but transitory, what is accomplished by one

man being undone by another—the work of the scientific

<liscoverer and inventor is everlastinfj. However insignifi-

cant this work may apparently bo, provided it is new it

adds something more to that great store of human know-
ledge and experience which is slowly accumulating, and
enables man more and more to triumph over nature. More-
over, results that appear of but slender importance at the

time of their discovery often turn out in the end to be of

the greatest moment.
For the undue amount of influence on the progress of

the world that is attributed to leaders of men, in com-
parison with that exerted by investigators of nature,

historians are no doubt to blame. In stating this, how-
ever, one must in justice remember that, after all, most
histories are written to sell, or, if not that, to bring fame
to their authors. Further, we must allow that the story

of scientific investigation is frequently not very interesting,

at any rate to the general public, who may justly find such
a story dull as compared with accounts of the stirring

episodes that occur in the Senate or the feuds that are

settled on the battlefield. Thus the tale of, say, Marl-
borough's campaigns makes probably more picturesque

reading, and is more likely to interest the average student,

than would be a history of the patient scientific work that

led up, about the same period, to the enunciation, say, of

Bo3'Ie's law of the expansion of gases. We can admit this,

though there can be no doubt that the permanent influence

of Boyle's discovery on the history of the world has been
in the past, and will continue to be in still greater ratio

in the future, incomparably greater than was that of all

the battles of the day, inasmuch as Boyle's law was an
important link in the chain of discoveries that led up to

the steam engine and modern industrial development

;

while to-day the effects of the wars of the seventeenth
century have, for all practical purposes, passed away.
The fact is that there is a glamour attached to the

position of those who are supposed to direct the history
of nations that prevents the real directing forces from
being seen in their true proportions. The great states-

ment, the great generals, leaders of mankind in general,
are, after all, nothing much more than glorified policemen,
whose utility to the world is only occasioned by the imper-
fections of human nature. As organisers they are no doubt
useful, but they generally benefit particular nations at the
expense of others ; and, as a rule, they leave little behind
them that will stand the test of centuries.

Another product of human endeavour which also seems
to have an undue amount of importance attached to it in

regard to its influence on human progress is literature,

which I am here considering apart entirely from its

aesthetic claims upon us as a means of relaxation. That
literature has a directive influence, and that a powerful
one, no one can deny ; but I fancy that all scientific men
will agree that it is not to be compared with that exercised
by material discoveries and inventions. In saying this, I

know that it is the fashion to ascribe the beginning of all

modern science to what is contained in the " Novum
Organum "

; but I rather fancy that if we could truly
estimate the influence on the world's history of the two
men, we should find that Roger Bacon, the inventor of
gunpowder, would come before the better known Francis

Bacon, who, kome centuries later, wrote his great wa
on the new learning. Indtt-d, probably the chief aiflrit

the " Novum Organum " was that it aMwted a return,!
experimental methods as oppu^-d to what had become
benumbing system of .Aristotle, who, by the way,
interesting to this soiicty for the reason that he was
author of the immortui, if not very il! :

-— ng, pi
that " nature abhors :i vacuum." .^ since

earliest times there has never been a b-:: . .^..niwd nr

more successful mutual admiration society than t)

by the writers of the world, who have always b"
concerned to discuss one another and one another
This, and the fact that the written word endures,
to the wielders of the pen a prominence in i

which they are scarcely entitled by their infl

progress.

At the present time, when it is the fashion to ascril"

production of all wealth to the manual labourer ani
progress to the politician, it is more than ever nec«~

that correct views should be insisted on. Let us, v
fore, emphasise the fact that from the beginning c;

world all advance has been due, not to the many, b

a few exceptional individuals ; and had it not been fo;

genius of these we should still be naked savages, not

painted with the proverbial woad.
As an instance, take the electric telegraph, which

had more effect on civilisation than almost an\ •

else during the past century, and gives employmer.i

thousands. The names of those to whom it is <I •

,

beginning with Franklin, Volta, and Galvani, going c

with Morse and Cook, and ending with, say, WheatstOl
and Kelvin, can literally be counted upon one's fingaf

Nor is it very different with the steam engine or with d
railway itself, which, to read some of the newspapers <

to-day, one would almost think had been invented by tfc

rank and file of the railway workers.

Most really scientific workers feel that knowledge f(

knowledge's sake is a sufficiently worthy object for pa
suit, and are content with the extension of knowledge SB

the satisfaction that it brings without immediately desirUS

precise information as to the practical results that M
likely to follow from any particular line of investigatioc

It is well that this is so, as otherwise many of the lines <

scientific research that have been most fruitful in bringts

lasting benefits to mankind would never have been begv

or followed up.

As an instance of this, could there be a better examp
than the history of that most remarkable and importai

discovery in physics which was the primary cause of th

foundation of this society?

Consider for a moment the position of affairs man
years ago, when Sir William Crookes first commenced h
laborious experiments on the electric discharge throu|

rarefied gases. Could anything be imagined of nMi(

purely academic interest, and, at the time, seemingly lii

likely to lead to results of a practical nature? The sma
scale, the extreme delicacy of the apparatus, the XA

certainty of the results, the minuteness of the forces il

volved, all tended to give to the investigations an air i

entirely aloof from the practical concerns of everyday B
that one can scarcelv wonder that for years it was oOi

a few of the very foremost scientific intellects who \A

sufficient insight to take much interest in the matter. i

Yet we all know how things have turned out ; how, i

a direct result from these very recondite investigations,

have had the discoven,- of the Rontgen rays, with

practical applications to the investigation of the hut

frame, to the relief of suffering, and to the cure

disease ; and also, as another result, perhaps the

momentous and far-reaching upheaval in scientific tt

on the constitution of matter and the nature of elect

that has taken place for centuries, heralding the bit

a new idea, that of radio-activity, which may in

be destined to prove the salvation of the whole human
from annihilation. Here, of course. T refer to the vast

previously unsuspected source of energy that mode
vestigations have shown to lie hidden away in the

of matter, a store which is revealed by the energy
out by radium and other radio-active substances, ar

which we may hope to see made available for hums
in centuries to come, when others, such as those conl|
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n the coal and oil of the earth, at present being exploited,

tfe exhausted.
So far as I am aware, the results of modern discovery

lave had no effect in weakening our belief in the truth of

he great principle of the conservation of energy as defined

n what is commonly called the first law of thermo-
lynamics, which law is really a statement that the sum
)i energy in the universe, just as the amount of matter,

^ a constant, and cannot be either increased or diminished

Jy any means whatever.
' When, however, we come to the so-called second law,
vhich, as stated by Clausius, is that it is impossible for a
elf-acting machine, unaided by external agency, to convey
leat from one body to another at a higher temperature,
>r, as given by Lord Kelvin in a somewhat different form,

it is impossible by means of inanimate material

> to derive mechanical effect from any portion of
i -r by cooling it below the temperature of the coldest
it tile surrounding objects, we find that even the authors
)t these statements are prepared to admit that this second
aw stands on a totally different basis from the first law,
^nd, as declared by Maxwell, can only be said to be
itatistically correct, or correct only when we are dealing
vith masses of matter and not with individual molecules.
Indeed, it was in this connection that Maxwell pro-

>ounded his celebrated proposition, in which he supposes
hat a demon who could see individual molecules, and was
)ossessed of superhuman dexterity, could open and close
m aperture in a partition dividing a vessel into two
leparate portions, A and B, so as to allow only the swifter
nolecules to pass from A to B, and only the slower ones
rom B to A, in which case, without the expenditure of
vork, the temperature of B would be raised and that of
\. lowered, in contradiction to this second law.
It will further be observed that in the definitions quoted

ibove Clausius is careful to qualify his statement by words
the effect that there must be no external aid, while

>ord Kelvin is even still more specific, and expressly limits
he whole law to things inanimate.
Now lately, in London, we have had—I suppose

s the result of Prof. Bergson's remarkable writings—one
f the usual periodic outbreaks of more or less meta-
hysical discussion, and, incidentally, there has been raised
uite seriously the question as to whether living organisms
re subject to these laws of thermodynamics or not.
So far as the first law is concerned, there seems to be

omplete agreement that there can be no question of any
ut an affirmative reply, as we can scarcely suppose living
'lings to be capable of creating energy any more than of
reating matter.
But when we come to the second law there are appar-

ntly those who hold that it is different—who, in fact,
elieve that there is good reason for doubting whether this
scond law, which prevents us by the use of any mere
lachine from getting mechanical effect from the general
tock of heat, applies to living organisms at all. Indeed,
n the contrary, it is contended that it is probable that,
1 the case of certain animate bodies, this is actually being
ccomplished all the time ; in other words, that there exist
ving things which in some fashion or other do very much
'hat was the business of Maxwell's demons to do, and in

lis manner extract the energy that they require from the
eneral stock. Here, obviously, is a most important
latter for investigation, and one, having regard to its

jmbined physiological and physical aspects, peculiarly
dapted to be tackled by the members of the Rontgen
ociety, that is to say, if those who put it forward can
lake out a sufficient case to make actual experiment
'orth while.
Thf^ interest of the question will be especially apparent

) anyone who has seen the so-called Brownlan movements
'hich can be perceived by ultramicroscopic methods in

nely divided solid matter, such as particles of colloidal
old suspended in a liquid or of tobacco smoke in a gas.
hese movements are now believed to be due to the actual
>stling of the minute particles by the moving molecules
lemselves, and give the most wonderful notion of the
;asr>Iess state of agitation that exists among the molecules
F all substances at any temperature above that of the
Itlmate zero, and the vast amount of enorgy that is stored
\ these perpetual movements.
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Indeed, so remarkable do the Brownian movements
appear that their original discoverer, who detected them
in finely divided vegetable matter, came to the conclusion
that the particles were alive.

To return to the main question, however, without pre-
suming to pronounce any opinion one way or another on
the very startling idea that living matter is not always
subject to the second law of thermodynamics, but finds

means, in some cases at all events, to evade its provision,

I desire to direct attention to the stupendous consequences
that would follow could such a view be established. Here,
at last, we should have the equivalent of the perpetually
burning lamp of the story books, which consumed no oil

;

the perpetual fire of the burning bush, which required no
fuel. We should have immediately to hand the means of

producing the perpetual motion dreamed of by mediaeval
philosophers. We should only have to cultivate the right

kind of organisms in sufficient masses, and they would do
all this for us. Moreover, there would be nothing lost

;

the heat that was thus accumulated locally for our needs
would dissipate itself again into the common store, as
would also the mechanical eft'ects after they had done their

work. The unordered molecular motions of which the

Brownian movements give us an indication—motions which
constitute heat—would merely be directed for a time in the

particular manner needful to give us the power that we
require. Life would be the directing force ; but it would
be a directing force only, and would do no work.

It is a fascinating prospect, giving us a glimpse of what
some may perhaps Uiink is destined to take the place of

fuel a few hundred years hence, when the latter is all

exhausted and before means have been found to unlock the

still greater stores of atomic energy that have already been
alluded to. To those, however, who have been brought up
to rely on the orthodox doctrines of thermodynamics, it

seems not only very revolutionary, but also very heterodox

from a physical point of view. Personally, as one totally

ignorant of biology, I am only here concerned to point out

the inevitable consequence of admitting that living matter

is not subject to the second thermodynamic law, a proposi-

tion which I venture to believe has never before now been
put forward seriously in any responsible quarters.

Among the many scientific problems that await solution,

problems which, if satisfactorily solved, would have an
enormous effect on the habits of mankind, is that of

distant electric vision, or the power to see objects a great

way off by electrical means ; in other words, to do for the

sense of sight what the telephone has done for the sense of

hearing. Indeed, if this extension of our sense of vision

was obtained, we could well afford to dispense with any

extension of our other senses, namely, those of taste, smell,

and touch, the senses of sight and of hearing being, for

all ordinary purposes, much more important to us than are

the others.

So long ago as the year 1908, in connection with a

paper published in Nature by the late Mr. Shelford Bid-

well, I wrote a letter in that journal suggesting that the

difficulty of obtaining the necessary enormous numbers of

synchronised operations per second could possibly be solved

by the employment of two beams of kathode rays, one at

the transmitting and one at the receiving station, sychron-

ously deflected by the varying fields of two electromagnets

placed at right angles to one another and energised by two

alternating electric currents of widely different frequencies,

so that the moving extremities of the two beams would be

caused to sweep synchronously over the whole of the re-

quired surfaces within the one-tenth of a second necessary

to take advantage of visual persistence ; and that, so far

as the receiving apparatus was concerned, the moving

kathode beam would only have to be arranged to impinge

on a sufficiently sensitive fluorescent screen, and, given

suitable variations in its intensity, to obtain the desired

result. As, since that date, I have several times been

asked to explain more in detail this idea, I now propose

to do so, though it must be distinctly understood that my
plan is an idea only, and that the apparatus has never been

constructed. Furthermore, I would explain that I do not

for a moment suppose it could be got to work without a

great deal of experiment, and probably much modification.

It is, indeed, only an effort of my imagination, and can

be useful merely as a suggestion of a direction in which
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experiment might possibly secure what is wanted. What,
however, is claimed is that, to far as I am aware, it is

the first suggested solution of the problem of distant

electric vision in which the difficulty of securing the re-

quired extreme rapidity and accuracy of motion of the parts

is got over by employing for these parts things of the

extreme tenuity and weightlessness of kathode rays.

Indof.d, apart from the revoivin>< armatures of the alter-

nators employed for synchronisation, which present no
ditHculty, there is no more material moving part in the

suggested apparatus than these almost immaterial streams
of negative electrons. Furthermore, as will be seen, only

four wires, or three wires and earth connections at each
end, arc required.

In the diagrammatic illustration the transmitter is shown
on the left-hand side and the receiver on the right-hand

side. The transmitter consists of a Crookes tube A fitted

with a kathode B, which sends a kathode-ray discharge
through a small aperture in the anode C, the kathode rays

being produced by a battery or other source of continuous
electric current giving some 100,000 volts. D and E are

two electromagnets placed at right angles to one another.

T R A N SM I TTE R.

Similarly, in the transmitting apparatus, tli

rays fall on a screen J, the whole surface of v.

search out every tenth of a second under the ii

the magnets O and E. Further, it is to be rem
as the two magnets D and D' and the two magnets <
and E' are energised by the same currents, the move
of the two beams of kathode rays will b« ei

synchronous, and the kathode rays will always fall

two screens H and J on each corresponding
simultaneously.

In the transmitter the screen J, which is gas-ti^K

formed of a number of small metallic cubes
one another, but presenting a clean metallic

kathode rays on the one side, and to -

vapour, say sodium vapour, on the '

cubes which compose J are made of s'

rubidium, which is strongly active phototltitiritai!

readily discharging negative electricity under the infl..

of light, while the receptacle K is filled with a gas
vapour, such as sodium vapour, which conducts ne£

electricity more readily under the influence of light

in the dark.

LINE w I RE.

which, when energised by alternating current, will deflect

the kathode rays in a vertical and in a horizontal direction
respectively.

The receiving apparatus consists similarly of a Crookes
tube A' fitted with a kathode B', which, in circumstances
to be further described, transmits kathode rays through an
aperture in the anode C. D' and E' are two electro-
magnets placed at right angles, similar to those in the
transmitter, the two magnets D and D', which control the
vertical motions of the kathode-ray beam, being energised
from the same alternating dynamo F, which has a fre-

quency, say, of ten complete alternations per second

;

while the other two magnets E and E', which control the
horizontal movements of the kathode-ray beam, are
energised by a second alternating dynamo G having a
frequency of, say, looo complete alternations per second.

In the receiver H is a fluorescent screen, upon which,
under conditions to be further described, the kathode rays
impinge, and the whole surface of which they search out
every tenth of a second under the combined deflecting
influence of the two magnets D' and E', with the result
that under these conditions the screen fluoresces with what
appears to the eye as a uniform brilliancy.
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Parallel to the screen J is another screen of 11

gauze L, and the image to be transmitted of the obj

is projected by the lens M through the gauze screen

to the screen J through the vapour contained in K.
gauze screen L of the transmitter is connected tl

the line wire to a metallic plate O in the receiver»

which the kathode rays have to pass. There is,

a diaphragm P fitted with an aperture in such a
as, having regard to the inclined position of B', to

the kathode rays coming from the latter and prevent

from reaching the screen H unless they are slightly

from the plate O, when they are able to pass throu

aperture.

The whole apparatus is designed to functia

follows :

—

Assume a uniform beam of kathode rays to be
in the Crookes tubes A and A', and the magnets D
and D' and E' to be energised with alternating cur

mentioned. Assume, further, that the image that is

to be transmitted is strongly projected through the_

through the gauze screen L on to the screen J.
the kathode rays in A oscillate and search out the «:?

of J, they will impart a negative charge in turn to r
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riT lalHc cubes of which J is composed. In the case of

culi.s on which no light is projected, nothing further will

happen, the charge dissipating itself in the tube ; but in

t\\<: case of such of those cubes as are brightly illuminated

by the projected image, the negative charge imparted to

them by the kathode rays will pass away through the

ionised gas along the line of the illuminating beam of light

until it reaches the screen L, whence the charge will travel

;by means of the line wire to the plate O of the receiver.

I^This plate will thereby be charged ; will slightly repel the

'kathode rays in the receiver ; will enable these rays to

pass through the diaphragm P, and, impinging on the

fluorescent screen H, will make a spot of light. This will

occur in the case of each metallic cube of the screen J,

v.'h'rh is illuminated, while each bright spot on the

n H will have relatively exactly the same posi-

as that of the illuminated cube of J. Con-
sequt-ntly, as the kathode-ray beam in the transmitter

basses over in turn each of the metallic cubes of the

Bcreen J, it will indicate by a corresponding bright spot on
H whether the cube in J is or is not illuminated, with the

result that H, within one-tenth of a second, will be covered
with a number of luminous spots exactly corresponding to

the luminous image thrown on J by the lens M, to the

extent that this image can be reconstructed in a mosaic
fashion. By making the beams of kathode rays very thin,

by employing a very large number of very small metallic

cubes in the screen J, and by employing a very high rate

of alternation in the dynamo G, it is obvious that the

luminous spots on H by which the image is constituted
can be made very small and numerous, with the result that
the more these conditions are observed the more distinct

and accurate will be the received image.
Furthermore, it is obvious that, by employing for the

fluorescent material on the screen H something that has
some degree of persistency in its fluorescence, it will be
possible to reduce the rate at which the synchronised
motions and impulses need take place, though this will

only be attained at the expense of being able to follow
rapid movements in the image that is being transmitted.

It is further to be noted that as each of the metallic
cubes in the screen J acts as an independent photoelectric
cell, and is only called upon to act once in a tenth of a
second, the arrangement has obvious advantages over other
arrangements that have been suggested, in which a single
photoelectric cell is called upon to produce the many
thousands of separate impulses that are required to be
transmitted through the line wire per second, a condition
which no known form of photoelectric cell will admit of.

Again, it may be pointed out that sluggishness on the
part of the metallic cubes in J or of the vapour in K, in

acting photoelectrically, in no wise interferes with the
correct transmission and reproduction of the image, pro-
vided all portions of the image are at rest ; and it is only
to the extent that portions of the image may be in motion
that such sluggishness can have any prejudicial effect. In
fact, sluggishness will only muse changes in the image to
appear gradually instrad r)f instantaneously.
Many modifications are, of course, possible in detail.

For instance, the plate O of the receiver might perhaps
better be replaced by an electromagnet or solenoid so
arranged as to repel the kathode beam when energised,
.^gain, the somewhat crude form of photoelectric cell

described, composed merely of insulated cubes of rubidium
in contact with sodium vapour, might be improved upon.
Indr'od, it is highly probable that research will reveal much
more sensitive materials, the use of which would vastly
Improve this part of the apparatus, which at present is

probably the one least likely to give the desired results.

GEOGRAPHY OF BRITISH CEXTRAL AFRICA."^

A TTENTION was first directed to " British Central
Africa " by Dr. Livingstone in 1859. ^y the term

" British Central .\frica " I mean the present protectorate
of " Nyasaland," together with north-eastern Rhodesia;
that is, the British territory bordering on the Shire River,
and on Lakes Xyas,'i, Tanganyika, Mweru, and Bangweulu.

1 From a paper on "The Geoijraphy and Economic Development of
British Central Afric.i," read before the Royal Geographical Society on
December 4, by Sir Alfred Sharpe, K.C.M.G., C.B.
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Records show that the Portuguese had some knowledge
of the Nyasa regions so far back as the seventeenth century,
though they never established any stations there. They
followed the line of " least resistance," the Zambezi River,
which was navigable for small craft up to the Kebrabasa
rapids. It may be taken as practically certain that at the
very ancient period when at " Zimbaw'e " and elsewhere in

Mashonaland there existed a flourishing gold-producing
industry, the River Zambezi was known and navigated by
the same ships which brought traders to the port of Sofala'.

No ancient lock-workings for gold have been found north
of the Zambezi similar to those in Mashonaland, but it is

not improbable that the traders of those days obtained
copper from Katanga, and used the Zambezi as their most
available transport route. With regard to the ruins in
Mashonaland, no African race unaided ever erected these
stone buildings, nor, in my opinion, can they be dated back
to anything but the most ancient times. ' The idea that
Solomon got his gold there has sometimes been ridiculed

;

but why not? We know that in those times fleets were
sent out from the Red Sea periodically, which returned with
gold, apes, ivory, and feathers—all products of Africa.
These ships were probably identical with the Red Sea dhows
of to-day. Where would explorers with vessels of that type
be likely to go first, on leaving the Red Sea? Out into the
Indian Ocean? or down the African coast? They would, of
course, follow down the land ; and whether or not in King
Solomon's days he got his gold from the east or the south,
it may be taken as certain that the whole East African
coast was then known and frequented by traders. It is

interesting to note that the question as to who were the
ancient people who worked the gold-mines of South-east
Africa is no new one. In that fascinating book, " A
History of Africa," by John Ogilby, published in 1670, the

matter is thoroughly discussed, and the arguments for and
against King Solomon are fairly stated. Ogilby says, in

speaking of the kingdom of Monomotapa : "In this

country far to the inland on a plain stands a famous
structure called Zimbawe, built square like a castle with
hewn stones of a wonderful bigness. Above the gate
appears an inscription which cannot be read or understood,
nor could any that had seen it know what people used such
letters. Near this place are more such buildings by the

same name, signifying a court or palace. The inhabitants

report it a work of the devil, themselves only building with
wood." Also, as regards Sofala, he says: "The inhabit-

ants aver that this is the very true Ophir from whence King
Solomon had his gold." Then follows a full statement of

the arguments pro and con.

The geographical position of Nyasaland is a somewhat
remarkable one. The Shire valley and Nyasa form the

southern portion of one of the greatest " rifts " in the

African continent. This depression, after a break north of

the lake, is carried on for 400 miles by Lakes Rukwa and
Tanganyika, and, with a few short breaks, runs on by

Lakes Kivu, Albert Edward, and Albert, to the Nile valley.

Following this route, a journey by boat could be made
from the mouth of the Zambezi to the Mediterranean, a

distance of more than 4500 miles, covering 50 degrees of

latitude, with a total distance of land portages of not more
than 500 miles. A curious point about this great lino of

depression is that for a great part of its length it lies

almost alongside the backbone of tropical Africa, the water-

shed in some parts approaching within a few miles of the

lakes which lie along its course.

Most of British Central Africa has an average elevation

of some 3000 to 4000 feet above sea-Icvel. Here and there

are higher plateau masses and peaks, which in some casos

rise to close on 10,000 feet. The most notable of these

plateaux are " Nvika " in the North Nyasa district and
" Mlanje " in the Shire Highlands. The former has an

average altitude of 7000 to 8000 fcet^ with an area of

2000 square miles, and a European climate ; the Mlanje

plateau lies at 6000 to 7000 feet, and has an area of some

2;o square miles. Both are what Sir Harry Johnston used

to rill " Jack and the Beanstalk " countries, the plateau

-(1(-;
1 i^ing precipitously from the surrounding country, and

l.( iim .ilniost unclimbable. On Mlanje grows the Widdriiiff-

Innni -..'livtci (Mlanje cypress), a large handsome conifer, a

v( 1 V \;i!unhlo timber of excellent quality, durable and

imiii rv! >!i~ f'l the attacks of white ants.
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British Central Africa is drained (a) by the Nyasa-Shir<r-

Zambezi outlet, (b) the Loangwa-Zarnbezi, (c) the Luapub-
Congo. That portion of the Nyasa-Tanganylka plateau

which borders on the route of th«; " Stevenson road " drains

in five directions : (i) To Lake Tanjianyika and the Congo,

(2) to Nyasa, (3) to the Chozi and Luapuia, (4) to Lake
Kukwa, which has no outlet, (5) to the Loangwa and

Zambezi.
But while the bulk of this portion of Africa lies at eleva-

tions over 3000 feet, the two main drains to the south,

Nyasa-Shire and Loangwa-Zambczi, form deep depressions

of considerable width, not attaining an altitude of anything

above 1500 feet in their northernmost (highest) parts.

One result of this is that British Central Africa has two

climates, that of the low country, hot and somewhat
unhealthy, and that of the uplands, pleasant and fairly

healthy.
When I first knew Nyasaland, in 1887, there was an

available line of water transport some 700 miles in length

from the Zambezi mouth to the north end of Lake Nyasa,

with one break only, the Murchison cataracts of the Shire

River (whi(,h extend for some 40 miles). During recent

times the couise of the Shire has so rapidly and per-

sistently silted up, both above and below the cataracts, that

at the present day the upper portion is almost unnavigable

at any season, and thr lower river, instead of being avail-

able as a transport route all the year round from the sea

to the foothills of the Shire Highlands, can only be used

for a few months of the year so far as the junction with

the Ruo River. The Shire gathers very little water on its

course, and is the overflow pipe from the Nyasa tank.

When that tank almost ceases to overflow, as is the case

at present, the pipe must be more or less empty, and no
human power can fill it.

This enforced abandonment to a great extent of the

Shire as a transport route has been a terrible handicap on
the growing planting industries of Nyasaland, which at

this moment is unable to find a means of transporting to

the sea-coast the cotton, tobacco, rice, maize, tea, rubber,

and other marketable articles she is actually producing.

The suggested extensions of the railway north and south

will enable the protectorate not only to deal with what she

is now producing, but to open up large additional tracts

of land.

For the present fall in level of Lake Nyasa, the result

of which is a far scantier and only intermittent overflow

into the Shire River, it is difficult to assign any reasonable
cause except a decreased rainfall in the basin ; but such
observations and records as have been kept at lake stations

during the last few years do not seem altogether to bear

out this supposition. A theory which might to some
extent account for definite cycles of rise and fall of the

level of Nyasa (presumably due to lessening and increasing

rainfall) has suggested itself to me, and I advance it for

what it is worth. We are aware that Tanganyika has a
natural outlet to the Congo. When Livingstone and
Stanley were there this outlet was found (the Lukugu),
but it was blocked up ; it was clear from native evidence
that the lake had been rising in level for a number of

years. The prophecy was then made that sooner or later

it would break out at its old outlet. This subsequently
took place, and for years Tanganyika has sent its surplus
waters to the Atlantic. I am not aware whether the
Lukugu has yet closed again. A noticeable feature on
Nyasa is an old beach-mark, 6 or 8 feet above the highest
level to which the lake now rises. This mark is distinct

and clear, especially on the rocks, and is carried round the
lake both in the open and in the most secluded and
sheltered bays. It is abundantly evident that at some not
very distant time the lake had this higher level, from
which there must have been a sudden fall. Some few
years ago, during the dry season, Nyasa ceased to over-
flow, and the bed of the Shire River at its exit began to

silt up, reeds and other plants took root, and natives were
able to walk across with only a few inches of water here
and there. It would only have needed a few similar
seasons for the outlet to have become entirely choked up,
as was the case with the Lukugu. Is it not probable,
therefore, that this has actually taken place at previous
periods, and that the level of the lake subsequently rose
until it overflowed the barrier and finallv burst it? Is it
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not, moreover, probable that these cycle* of fall, bl<

up, rise, and outburst have been going on for agea?
sort of recurring decimal.

The Nyasaland basin is verj limited in extent. The
of the water which enters the lake comes in .r

end from high country lying beyond the '

boundary. Part of this country consists of a «t-i>

ing volcanic district in " Kondeland," which is d«'
with the craters of extinct volcanoes. On the txa-x

Nyasa the watershed between the lake and the in

Ocean lies within a few miles. No rivers of any
enter the lake from the east.

To refer to the climate of British Central Af
Throughout the higher levels, from May to S'T

*

inclusive, it would be hard to find a pleasanter

October and November are hot, but dry; Decu;.-,
March constitutes the rainy season ; .April is cool and
(the finishing of the rains). Malaria is, of course,

chief trouble. If this could be checked there is no r
why the elevated plateaux, not only of British Ceni

Africa, but of many other parts of tropical Africa, sF

not be as healthy as Queensland. Knowledge which
been gained during the last ten years, largely through
exertions of the London and Liverpool Tropical Schools

Medicine, has enabled us not only to get a very

better insight into the causes of malarial fevers, but

to some extent to prevent their occurrence. Most tr(

diseases are now known to be communicated by

biting insects, and if it were possible to protect our
against the attacks of these we should be able to pr(

fevers. The difficulty, however, is to carry this

successfully.

A few years ago the first cases of sleeping sickness wi

discovered in British Central Africa. The disease reai*

this part of the continent from the Congo State, havii

no doubt, been carried to the shores of Tanganyika
Mweru, and to the Luapuia Valley, by the numerous

Seditions from the Congo to the eastern boundaries of

ree State. It quickly established itself on Tangan
and Mweru and in the Luapuia Valley, also along

banks of several of the larger rivers running into M
and Tanganyika. Quite recently cases have appeared

the valley of the Luangwa, and also in the country

ing on the south-western shores of Lake Nj"asa ; and it

evident that there is in this part of .Africa some hith(^

unknown agent which carries the germ of sleeping si

ness, as the tsetse-fly known as Glossina palpalis does

exist in the protectorate of Nyasaland (although it is fo

on Lakes Tanganyika and Mweru). More than one

pedition is now at work investigating these inter

questions, and especially as regards the connection betw(

tsetse-fly and big game. Whatever the results obtaii

bv these expeditions may be. however, it is, I thinl

already evident that sleeping sickness will not prove to

such a scourge in these parts as it has been in Uganda.
It has been believed by many that the presence of g

and especially buffalo, is responsible for the existence

tsetse-fly. After many years spent in travelling over

part of Nyasaland and much of northern Rhi

Portuguese and German East Africa, and the Upper
1 arrived at the conclu!^ion that the weight of evidei

against this theory, so far as tropical .Africa is cone

and in fhis belief, namely, that tsetse in these regions

not depend on big game for its existence, I think th

who are entitled to speak with authority, including

Selous, are now agreed.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

The annual prize distribution and students' convers__

of the Northampton Polytechnic Institute, ClerkenJ

E.C., will be held to-morrow, December 8. Sir Wtf
H. White, K.C.B., F.R.S.. will distribute the pr*

certificates.

The organising committee for the Imperial Unii

Congress to be held in London next July has appi-.

Dr. Alexander Hill, formerly Master of Downing CoL^—
Cambridge, to be s'^cretary ' to the congress, in succession

to the late Dr. R. D. Roberts.
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A STUDY of the calendar for the session 1911-12 of the

University College of \orth Wales emphasises how much
has been accomplished in recent years in making more
easily available the advantages of higher education. It

tan no longer be said that university education is possible

bnly for the child of wealthy parents. The present calendar
shows that the fees of an ordinary arts student at the

University College of Bangor amount only to 13Z. is. per

Session, and of a science student to 17Z. 15. per session.

The total cost of Uving in lodgings and tuition in Bangor
averages from 35Z. to 45Z. for the session.

The annual meeting of the trustees of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching was held in

New York on November 17. According to a Press notice,

says Science, Mr. Carnegie gave 200,000/. of the 1,000,000/.

which he had promised in case the State-supported institu-

ions were admitted to the benefits of the foundation. The
ndowment is 2,425,200/., yielding an annual income of

18,000/. Last year, it is said, the sum of 105,200/. was
paid for pensions to 370 professors and widows of pro-
fessors. Forty-eight were added to the list for the year,

and fifteen died. The University of Virginia was added to

the list of accepted institutions.

The fourth annual dinner of the old students of the
Royal College of Science, London, will be held at the new
Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Road, South
Kensington, on Wednesday, December 13. Sir Alexander
Pedler, F.R.S., president of the Old Students Association,
will preside : and the guests will include the President of

he Board of Education, the Rt. Hon. A. H. D. .^cland,

;ir Robert Morant, K.C.B., Sir Arthur Church, K.C.V.O.,
Bir Alfred Keogh, K.C.B., Prof. S. H. Cox, and Prof.

^7. E. Dalby. Tickets for the dinner may be obtained on
pplication to the secretary of the Old Students Associa-

tion, 3 Selwood Place, S.W.

It was proposed recently that steps should be taken to
establish a University of Brighton, and a meeting is to be
held on Tuesday next, December 12, by invitation of the
Mayor of the town, to consider the subject. It is sug-
gested that there might be affiliation with the Municipal
College at Pottsmouth and the Hartley University College,
Southampton, to constitute a new university for the South
Coast, or that the present radius of the University of
London should be extended to include the proposed new
University College. Hitherto, Brighton has not shown
ny very marked desire to take a prominent part in tech-
ical or university education. The town has a population
f 131,000, yet there are only between sixty and seventy
day students in the Municipal Technical College, and nearly
wo-thirds of these are first-year students. This does not
provide a very promising nucleus upon which to constitute

university or a university college, or indicate keen local
interest in higher education. We should be sorry, how-
ever, to discourage the proposal, and we trust that next
Tuesday's meeting will lead to the formation of a scheme
which will be successfully carried out in due course.

The report of the council of the Royal Agricultural
Society, adopted at the annual general meeting held
yesterday, contains, among other interesting particulars,
information concerning certain alterations in the regula-
tions and syllabuses of the society's examination in agri-
culture. The National Agricultural Examination Board is

opinion that the time has arrived when the practice of
mining in elementary science might be discontinued,
the subjects of e.xamination will in future be :—prac-

Jcal agriculture (two papers), farm and estate engineering
including surveying, buildings, machinery, and imple-
ments), agricultural chemistry, agricultural botany, agri-
rultural book-keeping, agricultural zoology, and veterinarv
^rif>nce. Candidates will have the option of taking the

le eight papers in one year, or of sitting for a group
iiy four in one year, and the remaining group of four
he next year. In order to be eligible to sit for the new
iiination, a candidate must present a certificate from a
L;nisrd agricultural college that his attainments in the
'Cts of general botany, general chemistry, geology, and
ics and mechanics, as attested hv ria«;s and other
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examinations, are, in the opinion of the authorities of the
college, such as to justify his admission to the examination.

So much attention has been directed during the year to

the question of the legitimate place of public examinations
in our system of education that a special interest is

attached to an unsigned article in the Journal of the Royal
Society of Arts of November 10 on the number of candi-
dates offering themselves for the public examinations held
during the year 19 10. It appears that some 300,000 pupils

were examined, without counting students presenting
themselves for university and professional examinations and
all the competitive examinations for the Army, Home and
Indian Civil Services, and so on. This very large total

included about 23,000 candidates in each case for the Local
examinations held by the Universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, some 6000 for the London Matriculation examina-
tions, about 113,500 for the science and art examinations
of the Board of Education, 24,500 for the technological
examinations of the City and Guilds of London Institute,

11,500 for the London Chamber of Commerce examina-
tions, 9000 for those of the College of Preceptors, about
14,500 for those of the National Union of Teachers, 42,000
for the examinations of the Lancashire and Cheshire Union
of Institutes, and more than 27,000 for those of the Roynl
Society of Arts. As the writer of the article remarks :

" Most people will admit that, whether examinations are

or are not desirable, the thing is somewhat overdone."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, November 23.— Sir Archibald Geikie,

K.C.B., president, in the chair.—Sir Norman Lockyer :

The iron flame spectrum and those of sun-spots and lower-
type stars. Previous publications are referred to indicating

that the spectral lines of the metallic elements have been
separated into two series, one seen best in the hotter stars

and when high temperature and great electric energy are

employed. These were termed " enhanced lines." The
other set, existing in stars of the solar type, but not in

high-temperature stars, and seen with lower degrees of

heat and electric energy in the laboratory, were called

"arc lines." These lines have been shown to be
strengthened in sun-spot spectra, while the enhanced lines

are weakened. It seemed important to consider as a third

term the spectrum given by the comparatively low tempera-
ture of the oxyhydrogen flame and see how the lines in

the spectrum behave in the spectra of sun-spots and lower-

type stars. Photographs have been recently obtained of

the oxyhydrogen flame spectrum of iron, using greater dis-

persion than has hitherto been employed on that spectrum
at Kensington. It has been found that the lines existing

in the flame spectrum nearly all behave in a similar way
in sun-spot spectra, these lines being extensively winged in

passing from the Fraunhoferic spectrum to the sun-spot

spectrum, and, generally speaking, more conspicuous in

the latter. It has also been found that the flame lines

are just those which are relatively strong in the electric

furnace spectra of iron, the spectrum furnished by the

lowest temperature conditions dealt with in the furnace

being almost identical with the oxyhydrogen flame spec-

trum. With regard to the behaviour of the flame lines in

the spectra of lower-type stars, it is found that in the

region \ 4000 to X 4330 they are mainly unaff^ectcd in the

spectrum of Arcturus. In the region \ 4330 to X 4500 the

evidence tends to show that most of the lines are

strengthened both in Arcturus and o Orionis, but this

point cannot be definitely established until stellar spectra

of greater dispersion are available.—Sir Robert Hadfleld :

Sinhalese iron of ancient origin. There being little

definite evidence regarding ancient iron, the author

describes some specimens from the buried cities of Ceylon.

His paper supplements one by Dr. G. Pearson, read to

the society in 1795, on Indian steel of modern manu-
facture. The specimens investigated, obtained through the

kindness of the Governor-General of Ceylon, Sir Henry
McCallum, are (i) a steel chisel, fifth century A.n. ; (2) an
ancient nail, probably of s.iiiic pinco nnd dale

; (3) a bill
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hook. This date has been verifu!d by Dr. A. WiUt-y,
F.R.S. Examination of tht chis(rl shouVd —

Specific

G>niposition :

Si S .Mn Vt gravity.

traces o'i2 0*003 o'^S nil 99*3% 7 '60

Difference being slag and oxide.

Krdmont shear test showed 16 tons per square inch elastic
limit, 26 tons per square inch breaking load. Shock test
showed 17 kg. with 85° bend before breaking. Brinell
ball test showed hardness numbers 144 and 144 on opposite
sides. Scleroscopic hardness, 35. 'Iransverse section
shows the specimen to be somewhat carbonised, with
carbonised areas on two sides. The presence of martensite
and hardenite suggests the important information that the
chisel was quenched. The analyses in the paper probably
represent the only modern complete determination of the
composition of authentic specimens of ancient iron. The
percentage of phosphorus, though high, does not greatly
differ from modern bar iron. Sulphur is extremely low,
showing the employment of a very pure fuel. There is

very little silicon, while manganese is entirely absent,
which is somewhat remarkable, since nearly all iron con-
tains some manganese. From microscopical examination
and other tests it results that the specimens represent
wrought iron rather than steel. They somewhat resemble
puddled iron, and seem to have been made from rather
impure ore. The percentage of carbon is low, as is the
case for other impurities, with the exception of phosphorus.
Slag is present in considerable quantity in a lumpy,
irregular form, indicating that the material was not sub-
mitted to the amount of forging undergone by modern
wrought iron.—Prof. J. S. Townsend : The conductivity
of a gas between parallel plate electrodes when the current
approaches the maximum value.—Hon. R. J. Strutt and
A. Fowler : Spectroscopic investigations in connection
with the active modification of nitrogen. II.—Spectra of
elements and compounds excited by the nitrogen. The
chief results are as follows :—(i) The spectra generated bv
the nitrogen afterglow do not differ fundamentally from
those which can be produced by other means of excitation.
In many cases, however, band spectra are better displayed,
and the more refrangible parts of the spectrum are more
completely developed. The method therefore adds to our
resources for the production of spectra. (2) The spectra of
metallic substances approximate to those obtained in the
electric arc, or are intermediate between arc and flame
spectra. (3) The band spectra given by iodine, chloride of
tm, and mercuric iodide are very similar to those obtained
froni vacuum tubes. (4) The spectra exhibited by sulphur,
sulphuretted hydrogen, and carbon disulphide consist of
bands which are quite distinct from those given by sulphurm a vacuum, but resemble the bands of the carbon
disulphide flame in air. (5) The cvanogen spectrum which
IS developed in the glow by cvanogen and certain other
compounds of carbon differs in several respects from that
observed m the cyanogen flame or carbon arc. Some of
the differences appear to be due to the production of the
spectrum at a relatively low pressure in the glow. A new
set of bands, occupying positions near the most refrangible
edges of the violet groups, occurs in the glow spectrum,
and has also been observed during the phosphorescent com-
bustion of cyanogen in ozone.—A. Fowler and H. Shaw :

Ihe less refrangible spectrum of cvanogen, and its occur-
rence in the carbon arc. (i) Revised wave-lengths are
given for the bands forming the less refrangible part of
the cyanogen spectrum. Numerous bands which have not
previously been recorded are included. (2) The heads of
the bands can be arranged in regular series similar to
those constituting the first positive band spectrum of
nitrogen. (3) There are considerable variations in the
relative intensities of the various bands, according as the
spectrum is obtained from the flame of the burning gas,
from a vacuum tube, or from the luminous glow produced
by the interaction of certain compounds of carbon with
active nitrogen. (4) The complex spectrum of the carbon
arc m the red and yellow is almost entirely due to
cvanogen. (5) The spectrum of cyanogen in the sun is not
of sufficient intensity to give visible indications of the red
and yellow bands.—Sir W. Ramsay : Note on the mon-
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atomicity of neon, krypton, and xenon.—H. M. Sudse^^
The adherence of flat surfaces. Jhi-* paper deaU aiiI" A-

variou>i causes prcxluc ing adherenc*- between plan

which have simply b' • n " wrung " together, a-

ments are described which were carried out with ,. . .aU>j

prepared steel gauges. It is shown that the '^cts ol
atmospheric pressui' ' ; I'.cular atu

opposing faces are it, and tl:

chiefly due to the pi - ... -i a mi'""-

the gauges. Tables arc given con;

to pull the gauges apart when v

present, and also comparing the readingi* obtained
separation occurred in air and in a vacuum. Photoi-

graphs are shown illustrating the distribution of

film over the steel, and proving that only a sm.i

the faces is covered by 'he liquid. The br- •'

of various liquids aro "•-.tiinated from micro-

ment of the area of cros>.-section under str.

shown that the tensile strength of water appr
atmospheres under these conditions.—G. D. VKct.t

resistance to the motion of a thread of mercur}* in a

tube. It is shown by theory and experiment that

mercury index is to l>e moved along a glass tube of smapi

bore with a velocity v, the difference of pressure P on (Hj
two ends of the index is given by ^

P = 0038/0-1- 8/ijr/o*,

when a is the radius of the tube and ij the coefficie:

viscosity of mercury.—.A. J. Berry : The distillatic

binary mixtures of metals in metals in vacuo. PartJ

Isolation of a compound of magnesium and zinc. At

have been made to isolate definite compounds of

metals, one of which, at least, is readily volatile, by
filiation of the excess of the more volatile constituf

compare Heycock and Neville (Trans. Chem. Soc.,

1892, p. 914). In the present case it has been shown^
the compound MgZn, discovered by Grube {Zeitsch.

Chem., 49, 1906, p. 77) can be prepared by heat

mixture of magnesium with an excess of zinc in

The excess of zinc distils off, and the residual alloy cc

of the intermetallic compound. It has further been

that this compound can be distilled without df^comp

—F. J. Selby : Analysis of tidal records for Brisbane!

the year 1908. This paper gives the results of an analj

of one year's tidal records for Brisbane. The analysis

made by the method of Sir G. H. Darwin, the tidal aba

devised by him being employed. The results are genera

in good agreement with those given by Rolin A. Harris

Sydney, as deduced from a year's observations of high

low waters. Using the constants given by the analysis,;

curve was run off on the Indian tide-predicting machine '

the National Physical Laboraton,-, and from a comparis

of this with the actual records it was concluded that

values of the constants obtained were satisfactory.—H<
E. ArmstronflTi E. Frankland Armstrong:, and

Horton : Herbage studies. I.—Lotus corniculatus,

cyanophoric plant. Early in the summer last year pla

of Lotus corniculatus growing on the Thames banks

Reading were found to contain a cyanophoric glue

but hydrogen cyanid^^ could rarely be detected in

from various localities collected later in the season.^

year specimens have been obtained from a great vari«

British localities, and these have rarely been tested

out obtaining positive results. The climatic condit

during the two seasons have been very different, so

the differences observed between plants grown in the

years would seem to be mainly due to climatic differ

This year plants have also been obtained from all

Europe—from Norway, France, Holland, Germany,
Servia. and Italy. In no case was cyanide found in

growing in Norway, where the conditions have been

as to favour luxuriance rather than " maturity

'

growth. The specimens obtained from other Eur
localities in a majority of cases contained cyanide,

glucoside is usually accompanied by a corresp

enzA-me, but this may occur without the glue

Wherever collected, the variety of L. corniculatus

as major (uliginosus villosus) has been found to be free

from £jlucoside and enzyme : it would therefore seem that
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kitanists are justified in ranking this form as a distinct

ecies.—B. Hopkinson : A high-speed fatigue tester and
e endurance of metals under alternating stresses of high
•equency. In this apparatus the test-piece (5" diameter

^ 4" long) is fixed vertically, the lower end being attached
> heavy masses. The upper end of the piece carries a
'eight. The weight is attracted by an electromagnet
laced above it and excited by alternating current. The
nil thus applied varies periodically between zero and a
laximum value, the frequency of the variation being
vice that of the current. The test-piece behaves as a
>ring, the lower end of which is held fixed, while the

pper end carries the weight and is free to move in a
srtical direction. The adjustments are such that the

tural period of vertical oscillations of this system is

jproximately equal to the period of the varying magnetic
jU, which accordingly sets up large forced oscillations of

s own period. By thus using the principle of resonance
ith a current frequency of 60 periods per second the
mge of pull applied by the magnet may be magnified from
) to 70 times, and the stress produced in the piece can
iadily be made to alternate between 20 tons per square
ch tension and 20 tons per square inch compression,
he number of complete cycles per minute is 7200, and
000,000 reversals can be performed in 2\ hours. The
st-piece is fitted with a simple form of optical extenso-
eter whereby continuous observation can be kept of the
lange of length occurring in a cj'cle of stress. From the
jange of length the stress can be calculated if the piece
approximately perfectly elastic under the stress which
being applied. An independent estimate of the limits of

ress can also be obtained by observing with a microscope
le range of movement of the weight and calculating its

sceleration from that range on the assumption (the justifi-

ition of which is fully discussed in the paper) that the
otion is simple harmonic. These two methods of getting
:e stress were found to agree closely for the mild steel

ied in the experiments up to a range of stress of about
> tons per square inch. Endurance tests made in the
!w machine on mild steel showed that the steel would
and at least twenty million cycles of stress covering a
inge of 29 tons per square inch. Comparative tests of

e same steel made by Dr. Stanton at the National
^ysical Laboratory in a direct-stress testing machine
ving about 1 100 reversals per minute showed that at this

eed the probable life of the material under the same
nge of 29 tons per square inch would be less than
0,000 reversals. Similar comparisons with both higher
id lower ranges of stress confirmed the conclusion that at
e high speed of more than 7000 reversals per minute the
idurance is much greater than at iioo reversals per
inute, both in the number of cycles and in the actual
ne required to produce fracture.

Royal Meteorological Society, November 15.—Dr. H. N.
ickson, president, in the chair.—C. Harding: : The
mormal weather of the past summer. The author pre-
nted statistics showing the distribution of temperature,
infall, and sunshine week by week in the various districts
the British Isles, and also made a comparison of the

suits with the Greenwich Records back to 1841. From
e facts thus brought together, Mr. Harding showed that
far as temperature is concerned the summer of 191 1 was
ique. The maximum temperature of 100° at Greenwich
^
August 9 is the highest temperature recorded in the

ritish Isles since the establishment of comparable ob-
rvations. The mean temperature for the summer was also
her than for any similar period during the last seventy
rs. The maximum temperature of 96° in July has only

en slightly exceeded on two previous occasions, and the
tember temperature of 94° has not previously been
ailed during that month. So many hot days during the
mmer have never before been recorded. Mr. Harding
[rther showed that the rainfall for the three summer
nths has only been smaller in three previous years during
period of seventy years, and also that the duration of
[ht sunshine was greater than in any previous summer
" the introduction of sunshine recorders in 1881. As a
iqucnce of the exceptional weather the harvest was
where commenced at an earlier date than usual, and
quickly concluded under the most favourable conditions.
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The effects of the drought, other than in relation to the
water supply and vegetation, were very far reaching.—^W. Larden : Observations of solar halos.

Zooloerical Society, November 21.—Dr. S. F. Harmer,
F.R.S., vice-president, in the chair.—Dr. Geoffrey Smith:
The fresh-water crayfishes of Australia. The object of
this paper was to revise the classification and nomenclature
of the Australian and Tasmanian crayfishes, and to give
diagnoses of the genera and species with their limits of
distribution. The work was based on a large material
obtained from all parts of the continent and from
Tasmania. Many of the specimens had been collected by
the author, but the majority formed a very large collection
brought together during the past twenty years by Prof.
Baldwin Spencer. F'our genera were recognised, Astacopsis,
Cha;rops, Parachasrops, and Engjeus ; the first three genera
included the fresh-water crayfishes proper, and the last-

named genus contained the land crayfishes, which were not
dealt with in this paper. The geographical distribution of
these genera and its bearing upon the geographical
problems of Australia was discussed, and the view was
supported that the Bassian subregion represented the home
of the Australian crayfish, and that Astacopsis was nearest
the ancestral form.—F. E. Beddard : A new genus of
tapeworms from the bustard (Eiipodotis kori). Four com-
plete specimens and some fragments of this cestode had
been obtained from a South African bustard in the society's

gardens, and the author regarded it as a member of the
group Tetracotylea, but could not reconcile its characters
with those of any other genus of that group at present
known. He briefly described its anatomical characters and
discussed its systematic position, and proposed a new genus
and species for its reception.—A. E. Cameron : The struc-

ture of the alimentary canal of the stick-insect, Bacillus
rossii, Fabr., with a note on the parthenogenesis of this

species. The author stated that this insect had a rather
limited distribution, occurring in the south of Europe and
in the north of Africa, and that in the wild state it was
not found north of Orleans. Certain peculiarities of the

alimentary canal were dealt with which were regarded as

adaptations to the mode of life of the species. Attention

was directed to the fact that the male was only rarely

found in the wild state, and that parthenogenetic reproduc-
tion of B. rossii had been verified, for during four genera-

tions the specimens kept by the author had showed no
males. The fact that the males were disappearing sug-

gested that parthenogenesis was not the primitive method
of reproduction, but that the species had become adapted
to it through the failure of sexual reproduction.—H. B.

Preston : A collection of terrestrial and fluviatile shells

made by Mr. Robin Kemp in British and German East
Africa. One new genus and thirty-four new species were
described, which represented only a very small portion of

the large number of species collected.—G. A. Boulongor :

The habits of British frogs and toads. The paper gave
information for those who might feel inclined to carry

out further observations on the subject of the migrations

of Amphibia as dealt with in a paper recently read before

the society. The common toad was strongly recommended
as the most suitable batrachian on which to institute

series of experiments on distant orientation.—R.

Lydekker : Milk-dentition of the ratel. The .nuthor

described an instance of primitive features present in the

milk-dentition being entirely lost in the teeth of the per-

manent series. So far as lie was aware, no such atavistic

feature had been hitherto recorded in the case of any

existing mammals.

Geological Society, November 22.—Prof. W. W. Watts,

F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Prof. T. G. Bonney.
F.R.S., and Rev. E. Hill : Petrological notes on

Guernsey, Herm, Sark, and Alderney. Further study has

been given to the relations of the igneous masses. The old

distinction between diorite and syenite cannot be main-

tained ; there exists, especially in Guernsey and Alderney,

a dioritic magma, which underwent differentiation. The
results of this are described, the most basic being found

at Fort Albert (Alderney) and Hon Rcpos Bay (Guernsey),

and the most acid, which arc really tonalites, in the north-

west of the latter island. These and a felspathic variety
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sometimeK intiiKJc, .souR-times pass Into the others, so they
also must have been nt high temperature. The so-called
" granites " at the two ends of Sark are hornblendic, the

southern one being really a tonalitc ; so are tliose of
Alderney, Herm, Jethou, and Gufrnsey, and it is suggested
that these granites may be yet more acid terms in a differ-

entiation series. Of thf numerous dykes, the most acid arc
either aplitic microgranitcs or quartz-felsites. Diabase-
dykes are common, and mica-traps have been found in all

the islands except Ilerm. At Pleinmont, in the south-west
of Guernsey, a mass resembling a greenstone proves to be
sedimentary. The time-relations of the several rocks are
discussed. The gneiss of Guernsey is the oldest, and had
acquired its structure before the intrusion of the diorites.

They were followed by the hornblendic granites, and these
by the aplitic microgranitcs. .Ml were prc-Cambrian.
The date of the diabase-dykes is more uncertain. The
mica-traps are probably late Pahtozoic.—H. Woods : The
evolution of Inoceramus in the Cretaceous period. The
species of Inoceramus found in the Gault, the Upper
Greensand, and the Chalk are considered to have descended
from two stocks which occur in the Lower Greensand,
one being /. salovnoni, d'Orb., the other of the type
of /. neocomtensis, d'Orb. (i) I. concentricus. Park.
(Lower and Upper Gault), is of the same type as
J. salomoni (Folkestone beds and Mammillatum bed), from
which it has been derived. /. sulcatus, Park. (Upper
Gault), closely resembles /. concentricus, except that it

possesses strong radial ribs. Between these two species
every gradation is seen. /. tenuis, Mant. (Red Chalk and

"

Chalk Marl), is allied to 7. concentricus, from which it has
been derived by an increase in the length of the hinge and
a decrease in the prominence of the left umbo.
(2) /. anglicus. Woods (Gault and Upper Greensand),
resembles /. neocomiensis, but the posterior part of the
shell has become more compressed, and the ventral curva-
ture of the ribs has increased. From I. anglicus two
species appear to have arisen, namely, I. pictus and I.

crippsi. (a) I. pictus, Sow. (Chalk Marl to H. subglo-
bosus zone), approaches the form of I. anglicus, which has
more numerous and more regular ribs ; and in it the ribs
have become still more numerous and more regular, and
the anterior area has become more extensively developed.
(6) I. crippsi, Mant. (Upper Greensand to zone of H. sub-
globosus), agrees in many respects with the form of 7.

anglicus, which has fewer and less regular ribs ; but in
this species the hinge has become somewhat shorter, the
postero-dorsal part of the shell less compressed, the anterior
area smaller, the ribs fewer and more irregular, with a
less strongly marked posterior curvature.

Cambridge.
Philosophical Society, November 13—Sir George Darwin,

K.C.B., F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Sir J. J.
Thomson : Application of positive rays to the study of
chemical reactions. The author describes the results of
the application to chemical reactions of a method which he
brought before the notice of the society at a previous meet-
ing. The production of carbon monosulphide when an
electric discharge passes through the vapour of carbon
bisulphide was detected by this means. The author gives
the results of investigations on the chemical combination
between hydrogen and oxygen and hydrogen and nitrogen,
and discusses the source of curves corresponding to atomic
weights 1-6, 2-5. 20-21, 30, 50-51, which do not fit in
with recognised elements or compounds.—N. Bohr

:

Electron theory of metals. In the paper an attempt is
given to generalise the theory of H. A. Lorentz, retaining,
however, the main assumptions used by this author. It is

shown that, by making alterations in the special assump-
tions used by Lorentz, results can be obtained for the
electric and thermal conductivities and for the galvano-
magnetic phenomena, which agree more closf^lv with the
experiments. On the other hand it is shown that the
calculation of the absorption and emission of heat rays
with long times of vibration in all the considered cases
leads to the same law of heat radiation as given bv
Lorentz, and that, further, the remarkable conformitv
between Lorentz 's calculation of the thermoelectric pheno-
mena and the thermodynamic theory of these phenomena
given by Lord Kelvin will remain unchanged in all the
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considered cases. Finally, it is shown thf»» **" «-.
.

of free electrons, contrary to the generally

will not give rise to any magnetic pr<

metals.—J. C. Chapman : Secondary chara<

Rdnt|gen radiation from elements of high atomic v

The secondary Ront)4<n radiation has been
lead which belongs to the more or less i-

group (group L, Harkia, Phil. Mag., Stjx- ..

gards its characteristic radiation. It was four !

shows a marked homogeneous constituent n^

the scattered radiation. A/p in Al=:i6-8 (I<=1

p= density of Al). The absorption by the clen'ent !

the form of lead oxide was measured for a series of

gf-neous beams of group K, and it was shown t

exhibits a marked selective absorption in t^- '—'•
it commences to be rxcited ; thus b^t

X/p=i8.5, and bromine, \!p=i6-2, the rati'

tion by lead to that by aluminium commences to ri*-

continues to do so until the absorption band is ;

This would suggest that the mechanism of productii

the resulting radiation in both groups is of the sam^

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, November 13. — Prof. J. C. 1

F.R.S., in the rhair.^-Angus B. FMiton : Experim-
show how failure under stress occurs, its cause, an-'

parative values of the maximum stresses induced
timber is fractured in various ways. The objects

research were to study the effects of the medullar
on the strength of timber when strained in various

and to connect up the maximum induced stresses in

bending with those obtained in tension and compr^
Some of the conclusions arrived at were that the

cause of fracture lies in the medullary rays ; tha'

angular beams when laid on a tangential face are

and have a higher fracture value than when laid

radial face ; that rectangular beams of unequal sid

stiffer, but not materially stronger, when laid on the

side of the section ; that fracture by shearing does n*

place in timber beams of the commoner woods, su;

on the two ends and loaded in the middle, where th

of span to depth of beam exceeds seven.—Dr. G. R
ford Jeffrey : A new method of measuring ment
cesses in normal and insane people, with special re^

to maniac depressive insanity. The object of the n
was to ascertain whether or not any definite charac
of the mental working process could be detected

disease, or group of diseases, described as mani
pressive insanity. The reckoning test, recently d< -

by Maloney, was used. The test consisted of the .i'

of digits in pairs, each pair being taken to repre-

constant unit of mental work. Not only was the n

of units of mental work done throughout a given

ascertained, but also the number of units per
throughout the same period. The number per mir-

these mental units was then plotted against the tirr,

a curve obtained showing objectively the mental w
capacity throughout the period. The experiment co

in allowing thirty cases of maniac depressive insai

perform the reckoning test for fifteen minutes on e

five successive days. Seven normal people v

under the same conditions and for the sam-
time. An average normal mental cur\-e was
this way, and this was compared with the cur\

from the insanity cases already mentioned. 1

curve did not support Hylans's assertion that the

period of five minutes represented best the ma\
working capacity. .As compared with the normal
the work curve of the maniac depressive cases d

markedly in two ways :

—

(i) a tendency town'
output characterised the third five-minute intr-

the author regarded as being probably due to tl

which such patients experience in getting under wf

the mental task, and as being an expression f^*^

exaggerated psycho-motor inei^ia ; (2) the sma!"

the terminal spurt, possibly due to the fa<

imminence of the end of the task, which act-

centive to greater effort in normal people, is i"

The curves varied in form according .is the pa:

in the quiescent, depress^, or excited phases of th<

disease. For example, in the depressed patient's chart. th<
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recovery was performed in a series of steps, while in the

excited cases the curve demonstrated incessant and abrupt

transitions of mental energy in a morbidly excited brain.

The author agreed with Maloney that the reckoning test

was of distinct therapeutic, and possibly also' diagnostic,

value in psychiatry.—Prof. Alex. Smith and C. M.
Carson ; The freezing points of rhombic sulphur and of

soufre nacr^. When pure liquid sulphur freezes into the

monosymmetric, the rhombic, or the soufre nacrd, the

freezing points are respectively 119-25°, 112-8°, and
106-8° C. When the liquid sulphur contains the insoluble

sulphur in equilibrium, the freezing points become re-

spectively 114-5°, 110-2°, and 103-4° C.

Paris.
Academy of Sciences, November 27.—M. Armand Gautier

in the chair.—The president read a letter from Prince
Roland Bonaparte putting at the disposition of the

academy a sum of 250,000 francs to be used for facilitating

research by young scientific men. It is not to be given
in the form of a reward for work already done. The
intention is that the amount should be given in five annui-
ties to men who have already given proof of their capacity
for original work, and, not being members of the

academy, lack sufficient resources to pursue their investiga-

tions.—A. Chauveau : A phantom image of the Eiffel

Tower observed in 1900. A detailed description of the
phenomenon observed is given, together with an explana-
tion as to its probable cause. It would appear to be
analogous with the shadows known as the spectres of the
Brocken.—M. Leclainche was elected a correspondant for

the section of rural economy in the place of M. Eugene
Tisserand, elected free academician.—F. A. Forel : The
Fata-morgana. A discussion of the conditions under
which this phenomenon appears on Lake Leman.—E.
Barrd : The minimum surfaces produced by a circular

helix.—Emile Cotton : The instability of equilibrium.—
M. Jougruet : The velocity and acceleration of waves of
shock of the second and third species in wires.—Andr^
L6aut6 : Certain difficulties presented by the use of ex-
ponential developments.—J. Danysz : The fi rays of the
radium family. It has been shown in a previous com-
munication that a glass tube containing radium emanation
gives off at least seven bundles of $ rays with different

and determinate velocities. Fresh experiments on these
rays have been carried out with a view to determine their
velocities with the highest possible precision. Twenty-
three bundles were distinguished, seven of which are
strongly marked on the plate. The emanation from
0-3 gram of radium chloride was utilised for these experi-
ments ; the strength of the magnetic fields used varied
from 600 to 6000 gauss.—F^lix Leprince-Ringruet : The
geometrical properties of the point representing the earth
in the diagram of the voltages of a polyphase network.

—

G. Ter Gaxarian : A general relation between the
physical properties of bodies : application to viscosity,
capillarity, surface energy, heat of vaporisation, and
the rectilinear diameter. If q, and q„ are the quotients
of the numbers represent iriL; the densities of bodies com-
pared at temperatures f, .iivl /„. equally removed from the
critical point';, thf-n the relation r/„ = g,-f-c(/'„-<,) has-been
proved in ,1 pn vious paper. The same equation has now
been extondrd u, other physical properties, the calculated
and observed values of (/ '^liowinj:,' a good agreement.

—

Albert Colson : The dis'^()^( ulc and the formula of
van 't Hoff. A reply to the criticisms of Girard and Henri.
The author objects to the identification of osmotic pressure
in solution with the pressure of gaseou-^ tnoierules.—Rene'-
Diibrisay : Ch(Mnical eqnilihri:, in solulion. A study of
the_ effect of the adflifion of a< etone on the hydrolytic dis-
sociation of hisiniiih iiiiivii.'. I,. C. Maillard : The con-
densation of ih< -iriil unini < in presence of glycerol; cyclo-

'
[>' iilidcs. A mixture of
ii- weight of .^Ivrerol In

70 ( :. ffives a good vi'ld of .

Lo Bel : The dimorphism ol

Goria nnd M. Mascre : Tli.

oiui' of the higher fun^'i. I'

and nlis.'iit in othor'^. 'I"w

'led, and n new snlislanri

Macquairo : Tyrosine as ;

ration of the iodoneptones.— II

T<)7, vol,. 88]

hcocoU

L. Violle : The ingestion of mineral acids in a dog from
which the pancreas had been partially removed.—J.

Courmont and A. Rochaix : The duration of immunisa-
tion, by the intestine, against experimental Eberthian
infection in the rabbit. The immunity was found to be
appreciable at the end of six months.—Andr^ Lancien :

Electric colloidal rhodium. Starting with carefully purified
rhodium, colloidal rhodium has been obtained by a modifi-
cation of Bredig's method. The diameter of the particles

of colloidal metal was about 5 fifi. The colloidal rhodium
solution was found to be without toxic properties when
injected into fish, frogs, rabbits, and dogs, although the
solution prevented the development of certain micro-
organisms. Details are given of the application of this

solution in therapeutics with beneficial results.—Etienne
Rabaud : The cause of the isolation of solitary larvas.

—

—Edgard Hdrouard : Parthenogenesic progenesis in

Chrysaora —M. Rappin : Antituberculous vaccination and
serotherapy. Tubercle bacilli, after their virulence has
been modified by a chemical treatment, are injected into

the horse, from which a serum is prepared possessing a
high agglutinating power. Experiments with this serum
are described.—F. Mesnil and J. Ring^enbach : The
action of serums from the Primates on the human trypano-
some of Rhodesia.—Carl Renz : The extension of the Trias
in the middle portion of eastern Greece.—H. Douxami :

The seismographic observation at Lille of the earthquake
of November 16, 191 1. The true displacement of the

ground at Lille varied between 0-2 and 0-3 millimetre.

New South Wales.
Linnean Society, October 25.—Mr. W. W. Froggatt,

president, in the chair.—R. Greigr-Smith : Contributions

to a knowledge of soil-fertility. No. iii., Bacterial slimes

in soil. Many of the bacterial colonies that develop on
saccharine media, after sowing with dilute suspensions of

soil, contain gum or slime. As the bacteria actively produce
the ilime upon isolation, it is reasonable to suppose that

their "Nlime-forming faculty was being exercised while they

were in the soil. Bacterial slimes, therefore, should be
detectable in soils, if the conditions had been such as to

prevent their decomposition. The investigation of a rich

soil showed that slime was present ; and, as it contained

galactans which are typical of bacterial slimes, it probably

had a bacterial origin.—A. H. S. Lucas : The gases

present in the floats (vesicles) of certain marine algze. The
author, not having been able to find any account of actual

analyses of the gases present in the floats of marine algae,

made a number of analyses of the gases found in the floats

of Phyllospora comosa, Hormosira banksii, and Cystophora
monilijera. In all cases, the gases consisted of oxygen and
nitrogen only ; in most cases the proportion of the oxygen
was less than if air had been taken directly into the floats,

and in all notably less than in air dissolved in water. In

the floats of growing Hormosira, the proportion of oxygen
was about 12 per cent, only of the total volume of con-

tained gases. While there is no absolute evidence of the

source of the gases, the author inclined to the view that

they are derived from the air dissolved in the sea-water, the

plant using up a considerable proportion of oxygen for its

process of metabolism.—D. McAlpine : The fibrovascular

system of the apple [Pome], and its functions. In a trans-

verse section of the stalk of an apple, just as it enters the

frnil, thei-e are normally ten vascular bundles—or twilve if

six car|)els are present; eight if four—though sometimes
two adjoining bundles may become confluent. These, on

entering the fruit, spread out to form ten main trunks with

numerons hi-anehes, and conveniently silu.aled midwav
helvv.rn llic -.l.:in and the centre. The eail:r-t hraneli'ae

and tlie niosl diie,i rourse is towards the carpels and ihc

seed; then lhf> llesh is supplied hv numerons divcreing

branches, whieli unite lo form ;i n. 'wo;!. ,.f \, ^.-Is, mid
finalK I'imlnaie, hene.alh l!ie skin, ' of^ the

III0-; <l-r',il-- lork-ed ^,.!n^l~. i'.v n: pie in a

we.ilc -, ,liili, 11 .
;

' tor a we. k-. and tllell

r. nioxMie'" I'e' ith the aid of a In u-h

a IS pr.
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GOTTERDAMMER UNG.
The Golden Bough : a Study in Magic and Religion.

By Prof. J. G. Frazer. Third edition. Part iii.,

"The Dying God." Pp. xii + 305. (London: Mac-

millan and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price los. net.

THE third part of "The Golden Bough" is an ex-

pansion of a portion of the third chapter of the

second edition. Its title, "The Dying God," indicates

the chief concern of the whole work, for it might well

apply to four of the six parts. To the other three,

"Adonis, Attis, Osiris," "The Man of Sorrows," and
" Balder the Beautiful," it is related as genus to

species.

Prof. Frazer is to be congratulated on having dis-

covered the missing link, which he has long desi-

derated, in the chain of evidence required for his

explanation of the fantastic rule of the priesthood

of Nemi, which forms the text of his encyclopaedic

work. This discovery is one of the two chief portions

of new matter introduced. Dr. C. G. Seligmann has

discovered among the Shilluk of the White Nile a

"coronation ceremony" which, in Prof. Frazer's

cautious phrase,

"appears to be intended to convey to the new monarch
the divine spirit of Nyakang, which has been trans-

mitted from the founder of the dynasty to all his

successors on the throne."

The practice of killing divine kings had been pre-

viously made out by the author, but the fact of suc-

cession to the soul of the slain monarch, though

strongly suggested by many analogies, was still lack-

ing. The Shilluk apparently supplied the omission.

The point calls for something more than mere
mention, since it is of vital importance not only for

the explanation of the Nemi priesthood, but for the

general principles of the whole practice of super-

stitious regicide. A few extracts from Prof. Frazer's

account will serve to make the point clear.

"The reverence which the Shilluk pay to their king
appears to arise chiefly from the conviction that he is

a reincarnation of the spirit of Nyakang, the semi-
divine hero who founded the dynasty and settled the
tribe in their present territory."

The religion of the Shilluk consists mainly of the

worship paid to Nyakang. One of his most famous
shrines is at Fashoda. Every shrine is called a grave
of Nyakang, " though it is well known that nobody
is buried there." Nyakang is the rain-giver of the

country. Being incarnate in the reigning king, it is

believed with "conviction" that the l.-ittcr

"must not be allowed to become ill or senile, lest with
his diminishing vigour the cattle should sicken and
fail to bear their increase, the crops should rot in the
fields, and man, stricken with disease, should die in

ever-increasing numbers."

To prevent all this " it used to be the regular custom
with the Shilluk to put the king to death whenever
he showed signs of ill-health or failing strength."

The old custom is said to have been the walling-up
of the king in a specially built hut, where he died
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of hunger and suffocation. This custom "was
abolished some five generations ago," and the Shilluk

have adopted

" a quicker and more merciful mode. . . . What the
exact form of execution has been in later times Dr.
Seligmann found it very difficult to ascertain, thoi gh
with regard to the fact of the execution he tells us
that there is not the least doubt. It is said that

the chiefs announce his fate to the king, and that
afterwards he is strangled in a hut which has been
specially built for the occasion."

Moreover, even while enjoying health and strength,

the king might be attacked at any time by a rival.

" According to the common Shilluk tradition any son
of a king had the right thus to fight the king in

possession, and, if he succeeded in killing him, to

reign in his stead."

In a note Dr. Seligmann is quoted as saying :

—

"The assumption of the throne as the result of vic-

tory in single combat doubtless occurred once ; at the
present day and perhaps for the whole of the historic

period it has been superseded by the ceremonial kill-

ing of the king, but I regard these stories as folk-

lore indicating what once really happened."

At the investiture of the new king, a mysterious

object called Nyakang is used. It

"is said to be of cylindrical shape. . . . The chief of

Akurwa informed Dr. Seligmann that the object in

question is a rude wooden figure of a man. . . . We
may suppose that it represents the divine king himself,'

and that it is, or was formerly, supposed to house his

spirit, though the chief of Akurwa denied to Dr.

Seligmann that it does so now."

The object is placed on the royal stool, a leg of

which is held by the king.

There is a lack of absolute certainty about the whole

account. Dr. Seligmann has not seen the " Nyakang "

nor a coronation. As for the residence of "the holy

spirit of Nyakang" in the object bearing his name,

all we have is the remark, "as Dr. Seligmann with

great probability conjectures."

This method of crystallising dogmas out of the

fluid ideas of barbarous thought is very characteristic

of the inductive processes of the author. It may be

said to constitute both his weakness and his strength.

The rationalist may observe that the actuality of the

Shilluk customs is mechanical common sense guided

by the principle that might is right. The king must

be a strong man both for his own and his people's

sake. When a stronger man comes, he is liable to

the incidence of this principle. When he him.self

decays, he is "relieved" of his duties, in the most

effective way. Everything else is superstitious accre-

tion, ex post facto, and of no practical importance.

But when, as may happen in organised religions, such

accretions crystallise into form, and are used as social

or political levers upon the popular will, their import-

ance may be far-reaching. Probably no one is better

aware of this distinction than the author, but he has

his own characteristic method of painting the social

dangers of unscientific beliefs.

The other new subject in the volunn h.i-^ ,1 similar

aspect. This, put baldly, is the suggesliuii iliat the

victors in the great Greek games were originally

H
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'divine kings" and "dying gods." Victory in the

race meant reigning for a term of years as an embodi-

ment of the sun. Defeat at the end, a mark of senile

dfcay, meant the death of the old, and the ascension

of the new, god-man.

One may doubt whether early thought so welded

toK'i'ther in actual practice the notions of god, king,

priest, and man ; but the ideas were a mixture, if

not a compound.

The new matter thus, by emphasising the form of

i!ie inquiry, considerably increases its value, if we
accept its form. This is the artistic side of the book,

5>uch as every scientific theory must possess.

The new edition of "The Golden Bough" is

addressed to a new generation which has succeeded to

the soul of a former generation impregnated with the

teaching of the earlier editions. Its influence is cer-

tain to be proportionally cumulative and far-reaching.

A. E. Crawley.

THE SCOURGE OF TROPICAL AFRICA.

A Handbook of the Tsetse-flies [Genus Glossina]. By
E. E. Austen. Pp. x+iio + x plates. (London:

Printed by order of the Trustees of the British

Museum. Sold by Longmans and Co., B. Quaritch,

Dulau and Co., Ltd., and at the British Museum
(Natural History), 191 1.) Price 55. 6d.

THE increasing attention which has been paid dur-

ing the last few years to the collection and

observation of tsetse-flies (Glossina) has led to the

discovery of so many new species that the exhaustive

monograph of this genus, published by Mr. E. E.

.\usten eight years ago, is now much out of date.

The concise revision of the species by the same author

now issued by the Trustees of the British Museum
will therefore be most welcome to all who are con-

cerned with the study of these formidable pests. In

the original monograph only seven species were do-

scribed, whereas now no fewer than fifteen are

enumerated (excluding Glossina maculata, Newst.,

and G. submorsitans, Newst., to which the author

does not accord specific rank), and two of these are

described for the first time.

As a result of his examination of the male genital

armature of all the known species, except G, maculata,
Newst., and G. fuscipleuris, Aust., Prof. R. Newstead
has shown that these structures present three markedly
different types, which appear to afford a useful indica-

tion as to the mutual interrelationships of the species,

especially as they coincide with the more important
external distinctions. These sections he called respec-

tively the palpalis-group, the morsitans-group, and the

fusca-group. Mr. Austen has departed from this

arrangement by dividing the last-named group into

two, the only constant character given for separating

these divisions being a difference in the tint of the

wings. Wing-colour, however, has clearly no value as

a group-character in this genus, and the proposed sub-

division is open to the serious objection that it obscures
the existence of important structural affinities, without
any compensating advantage,.

Apart from this, the synoptic tables for the deter-

mination of the groups and the species leave little to be
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desired. The preparation of a really accurate and

workable key for a genus which presents but few

salient and stable specific characters is by no means
so simple a matter as it may appear, but with these

tables any intelligent field worker should be able to

determine his species without much difficulty.

Each species is fully dealt with under the following

headings:—description, distribution, bionomics, and
affinities and distinctive characters. The information

given with regard to habits and life-histories indicates

how very little we yet know of the bionomics of these

insects, except in the case of two or three species.

The puparia of six different species are now known,

and these have all been figured (pp. 5 and 7). It is

interesting to note that these structures exhibit dis-

tinctive specific characters, so that the discovery of

even empty puparia may serve to throw some light

upon the breeding habits of the various sf>ecies.

From the point of view of a field worker this excel-

lent handbook has only one drawback, namely, that

no information whatever is given concerning the

bionomics of the most important species, G. palpalis,

the carrier of sleeping sickness; the reason adduced

being lack of space. In these circumstances much of

the unduly elaborate and highly technical description

of the generic characters might well have been

eliminated, while several pages have been wasted by

the needless repetition of the synoptic tables.

The genus Glossina appears to attain its maximum
development in the humid region of equatorial West
Africa. From Southern Nigeria no fewer than nine

different species have already been recorded, the Gold

Coast coming next with eight. From Northern Nigeria

five species are known, the remaining British colonies'

each having only four or less.

We may reasonably assume that all these insects]

are potentially capable of conveying serious diseases to'

men or domesticated animals, yet it must be admitted
J

that so far no method has been devised for compassing

their destruction in an effective manner. It is true

that in certain places the clearing of forests has cai

tsetses to withdraw, but this is a measure whicl.

capable of only limited application, and might c
defeat its object if done on too large a scale. .A~

rule, insect pests are most easily destroyed dur'

the larval stage, but such a course is rendered im;

sible in the case of Glossina owing to the fact t"

the larva completes its development in the body

the mother. Thus we have to undertake the m
more difficult task of destroying the perfect in«-

and it is to be regretted that no serious atten

appear to have been made in the British color

to test the method of trapping the flies with b

lime, which has been attended with considerable -

cess in the Portuguese island of Principe.

The remedial measure most generally suggeste*;

to cut off the food supply of the insects by killint:

the larger mammals. But advocates of this coi

are apt to forget that unless the flies are absolir

dependent for their existence upon these large ma
mals only, the remedy cannot be really effective. The
writer has had occasion recently to examine a num^'"'

of reports bearing upon this question, and the si

ments made are often highly conflicting; but sti:i.
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there appears to be some trustworthy evidence that

tsetse-flies, including even G. morsitans, can exist in

numbers where big game is negligible as a food

supply.

These wider questions are bej'ond the scope of

I Mr. Austen's handbook, which, however, contains a

Istore of information which will be invaluable to those

[who are seeking to free Africa from the tyranny of

these dangerous pests. G. A. K. M.

THE PSYCHOLOGIST AND THE TEACHER.
The Psychology of Education. By Prof. J. Welton.
Pp. x.\i + 5o7. (London: Macmillan and Co.,

Ltd., 191 1.) Price 75. 6d. net.

T 1 T'H.ATEVER criticism Prof. Welton 's book may
^ ^ excite, it is undeniably interesting—the most

interesting book dealing with its particular problems
I hat has been produced in recent years. With great
ability and clearness, the author has drawn a map of

I'fe. not as the adult lives it, but as it develops in form
and complexity from infancy to manhood. The teacher
and* the situations with which he deals are in his

mind all through. His book is therefore not a treatise

on psychology, yet the psychologist's point of view is

so dominant that neither does it set forth a theory
of education. This Prof. Welton makes clear in his

preface. His concern is with the connections between
the two—psychology and education—and especially to

give a psychological explanation of educational procs-
dure.

The book will surely make a very strong appeal
to experienced teachers, for its style is attractive and
conspicuously free from abstruse technicalities of ex-
pression. Indeed, one is tempted to think that the
author has been over-anxious to conciliate the teacher.
His opening chapter is particularly addressed to the
practical man, who will not fail to note that the
psychology which "alone is of worth to the educator"
is that "which comes from constant and sympathetic
intercourse with children." Although careful reading
makes it clear that Prof, Welton means less than he
seems to say, it is a mistake, we think, even to seem
to imply that all good teachers are willy-nilly good
psychologists. There is a distinction between psycho-
logical knowledge and a practical acquaintance with
psychical relations which comes from experience. The
child who uses a brick differently from a ball is not
a physicist, nor does social tact constitute a claim to
knowledge of psychology. "Every true educator is

always making use of real psychology." Is then everv
true farmer always making use of real chemistry?
The restrictions which the author laid upon himself

have led to some difllculties. He very rightly protests
against the implicit view of so many child psychologists
that children are different from men by reason of
their incompleteness.

" Progress is not from a mutilated and incomplete
mind to one which possesses all its organs. .'\t everv

Lie of his development, a child's experience is as
1 and satisfying to him ;is is that of n philosophical
I'hologist lo him-rll."

Instead of the sciial .ippr.n.iini- id jiew powers to
<! K'rmine the ord<i of wliich is the main task of the
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genetic psychologist, his aim should be to show how
such development is brought about. All this is admir-
ably put, and as admirably describes the author's
object.

In his effort to avoid technical language, however,
Prof. Welton has not always been able to achieve
satisfying analyses of the processes he describes. In

his discussion of the nature of imitation, he
restricts the use of the word to what most psychologists

call deliberate imitation. This is, of course, giving

the word a technical sense, for we call monkeys
imitative, though we may deny their intention to

imitate. It is no doubt to the writings of M. Tarde
that Prof. Welton's protest is due. M. Tarde would
find an element of imitation in all that we do, and a

term which includes so much tends to obscure rather

than to clarify thought. Our author has a second

objection to the current use of the word in psychology.

To call an action imitative when there is no intention

to imitate is to describe its external rather than its

psychical attributes. There is a certain justification

for this criticism, but it is doubtful whether Prof.

Welton's way out of the difficulty helps very much.
He would avoid confusion by including all the non-

volitional forms of imitation under the term assimila-

tion—the general tendency of man to assimilate his

mental life to that of his fellows. But how does such

a term suit a case like that of Preyer's tiny infant

who pursed his lips as he watched his father doing

so? Surely this is distinguishable in analysis from

catching the enthusiasm of a crowd.

These all-embracing words—assimilation, apper-

ception, &c.—are a great difficulty in teaching

psychology, and for that reason a precise technical

terminology cannot be dispensed with. It is as neces-

sary in this subject as in botany, if it is to justify its

claim to rank as a science. The whole chapter on the

nature of experience is the least convincing in a book
which is otherwise extremely readable, and sane to

the point of conservatism. No teacher can fail to find

much that is helpful in its pages, though he must
not expect to get from it an introduction to the

methods and results of recent pedagogical inquiry.

This Prof. Welton has deliberately left out, e.xcept for

a gentle gibe at those who use chronoscopes, ergo-

graphs, and other terrible machines.

The book is admirably printed, and altogether a

valuable addition to English educational literature.

J. A. Green.

TIMBER AND PAPER.
Wood Pulp and its Uses. By C. F. Cross, E. J.

Bevan, and R. W. Sindall. With the collaboration

of W. N. Bacon. Pp. xi + 270. (London : Con-
stable and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 6s. net.

"'
I ^HE present is a Cellulose Age," remark the

*- authors of the book before us. Their state-

ment is not made ad captanduni : it will, they urge,

survive critical examination.

Perhaps in their epigram llure is just ;i tiiiLjc of

(lie spiiii uhiili makes every mother's goose .1 s\\;i,i;

l)ut he that as it may, there is no doubt that cellulose

plays a very important part in modern life. In the
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trmn nllido-M'. licnn' |i.ipir such as modern "nius"
l>.i|)cf, wliiih rtintains lii;nii-ci'Iluloses from wood-pidp

.Is .1 fonstituent, on exposure to air ,-ind light becomes
K idily discoloured, and loses it> ii iiacity. The ligno-

celluloses are the ess, nlial fibrous components of

"mechanical" pulj), wliich is merely wood disin-

ii^^raiid into its copsiitLi-nt fibres by j^^rinding. On
the oiiiii- hand, sinci- lii^^nonc is attacked bv chlorine,

1)\' ali<aHs, .and li\' .ilkaH l)isulphiU's, it can l)e separ-

ated wiih till sc t.-.ii^i-nts more or less readily from the

ci'UuIus,- with wlii. li it is associated, leaving the latter

substaiur in .a tolerably pure condition. This product

is "chemical" wood-pulp ("soda" or "sulphite"

pulp) ; it differs materially from, and is superior to,

the fibre obtained by the mechanical process- Common
" news " paper contains about 8o to 90 per cent, of

mechanical wood-fibre, and 10 to 20 per cent, of wood-
fibre which has been treated chemically ; in high-class
" news " paper these proportions are reversed. Natur-
ally, "mech.iiiicd " wood-pulp is excluded from paper
intended for permanent documents. It serves a use-

ful purpose, however, in enablini,^ the demand for

cheap publications to be met.

Since cellulose in a more or less pure form can be
separated from wood .as " chmiical " wood-pulp, the

question naturally arises whether such pulp cannot be
used as a source of cellulose for the production of

textile fabrics, high explosives, and celluloid articles.

Its relatively low price would seem to give it a con-
siderable advantage. In fact, some success has been
met with in respect of the first-named group; for

example, in the manufacture of wood-pulp yarn
(silv.ihn ") and of artificial silk (from "viscose").
But the shortness of the fibres is a serious limitation
to the use of wood-celluloses for textile purposes. As
regards the other groups, wood-cellulose when nitrated
has been found to be less stable than cotton-cellulose

nitrated to the same degree, and is therefore less

suitable for these industrial uses.

The chief woods employed for the manufacture of
" sulphite " and " mechanical " pulps are spruce, fir,

and pine. For the production of " soda " pulp, aspen,
conifers, poplar, and other deciduous trees are
utilised; whilst hemlock wood is much used in the
making of wrappers and "fibre" papers. After two
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of suppl-

the vari'

.and

uliois d.

• "!-, md ih<n pro( i-«d to (J<;«;rjbc

ris iii\(,l\id in ihe manufacture of

;<• book d'

i into p.ij

id witii its r '.tile

general(llv tin- uork i-

,.,,, i.at th'T.- is mi" '" -•>><>'-•-

lialrd \<\- tin- \(Hiiig I

in ( rllulose pi ' < )i 1 .1 M"!i.,iiy in. -i\i.- is ncav)

and not too i the volume as a whole gives

a good gi-ti'T.-il idi .1 iid-puIi) industry, and
the .authors' names ,aii tee of its trustworthi-

ness.

DR LUNGE AND THE LEBLANC PU
Ai.KM.i M.wrrAcrrin:.

The Manufuchiri- nj Sulplinru- K/i/ atui Alkali .

the Cnlliitrral linnulics: a nunrctical and 1'

tical Treatise. Hy Prof. (1. I.u: _• . Third edit;

Vol. iii., Ammoni.'i-.Sod.i, \.n;i.,s Processes

.\llc.ali-making, and the Chlorine Industry. Pp.

\i\ + 764. (London: Gurney and Jackson, 1911.)

Price 30S. net.

THESE handsome volumes, v ' '- " ' ''"

tireless industry of the

technical chemistry in tht 1" ' loiytecnmcui;

Zurich, bring the hisior development

alk.ili manufacture and of iis associated indust

down to its latest phase. During the dozen or n

years which have elapsed since the appearance of

last edition of Dr. Lunge's monumental work, ^

siderable changes have occurred in this departr

of chemical technolotxy which bid fair, in the ful;

of time, completely to revolutionise its methods.

significant feature of modern manufacturing indii

is the e\ el-knowing application of electrical en'

to its processes, and in no field of production

this application been more fruitful in consequem

than in that of industrial chemistry. Although the

is, even now, scarcely a single section of appl

chemistrv wliich has not felt the influence, directly

indirectly, of this form of energy, it is almost

truism to assert that we are only at the thresl

of the new departure.

Dr. Lunge's books bring^ the story as far as

parting of the w.iys. He is the faithful chronicler

contemporary achievements, the historian temporis

acli. He is concerned mainly in giving

full and as accurate a picture of the state of ah.

manufacture at the end of the first decade of the

twentieth century as is possible to him. As a faith-

ful reflex of the present state of this manufacture

the volumes before us sutTer from the limitation

that they deal only with what have grown to be

subordinate processes—that is, processes which are

dependent upon the conversion of common salt into

alkali through the instrumentality of oil of vitriol,

or, in other words, the Leblanc method of manufac-

ture and its associated industries. The supremacy of

this method has long since passed away by reason

of the elaboration and development of the ammonia-
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soda process of Dyar and Hemming. The Leblanc

process lives mainly on account of the commercial

value of its by-products, but its continued existence

( ven from this cause is seriously threatened by the

rapid extension of the methods of producing electro-

lytic chlorine. Dr. Lunge, no doubt, has it in con-

templation to complete his picture by the republica-

tion, revised and enlarged, of the third volume of

the former edition of his work, in which he dealt with

what was then publicly known of the methods of

cairying out the ammonia-soda process, as developed

by the Solvays, their coadjutors and successors.

The appearance of this volume will be awaited with

great interest.

In its essential features this edition differs in no

material particular from its predecessors. The plan

of the original work is substantially unchanged.
Inuring a large portion of his long career as a tech-

nologist, Dr. Lunge was intimately associated with

tlie practical conduct of the Leblanc process—a pro-

cess which was nowhere more successfully worked
than in England, which constituted, indeed, the chief

of our chemical industries, and brought in the aggre-

gate great wealth to those concerned in it. The
quondam head of the chemical department of the

famous school of technology at Zurich long ago con-

stituted himself the historian of this time-honoured

process, which, whatever the future may have in

store for it, will always be accounted as one of the

most considerable and important of the manufactur-
ing methods of which chemical technology has any
record. It occasionally happens that threatened pro-

cesses, like threatened men, live long. We may
express the hope, then, that the days of the Leblanc
process are not numbered, and that Dr. Lunge may
still long be with us to note and chronicle the changes
which may come over it.

GEOMETRY AND ALGEBRA.
(i) A New Geometry. By W. M. Baker and A. A.

Bourne. Pp. xxii + 246 + vi. (London: G. Bell and
Sons, Ltd., 191 1.) Price 2s. 6d.

(2) Algebra. Part II., for the Use of Students pre-

paring for the Intermediate and Previous Examina-
tions of Indian Universities. By Prof. K. P. Chot-
toraj. Pp. iv + 486. (Simla, Calcutta: A. K.
Chottoraj, 1910.) Price 1.12 rupees.

(3) Parametric Coefficients in the Differential

Geometry of Curves. By Dr. S. Mukhopadhyaya.
Pp. 31. (Calcutta: The University, 1910.)

(0 '"PHIS text-book is an abbreviated and condensed
J- form of the well-known work by the same

authors published eight years ago, and therefore re-

I

quires little comment. The suggestion made in the

Board of Education circular on the teaching of

geometry that propositions should so far as possible

be taken in groups has been adopted. Thus theorems
on parallels form the first, properties of a single
triangle the second, tests for congruence the third,

and constructions the concluding section of book i.

The authors have throughout included considerably
iinore material than is required by (he Cambridge
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schedule, particularly in reference to proportion and
areas. The last fifty pages of the book are devoted

to solid geometry. The properties of line and planes

are treated in a fashion very similar to Euclid XL;
this is followed by a number of properties of the

tetrahedron, pyramid, cylinder, cone, and sphere. An
excellent collection of examples on the mensuration
of solid figures is included.

(2) The subject-matter of this volume ranges from
quadratic equations to the exponential and logarithmic

series, and in doing so covers more than four hundred
closely printed pages. It is therefore evident that the

treatment is very thorough. There is indeed far too

much detail ; all sorts of special and artificial cases

are dealt with, apparently in order to fortify the

student against every possible difficulty he may be

likely to encounter. For those whose sole object is

to pass examinations this may be advantageous, but

on general grounds it is highly undesirable. The
author has a lucid style, and has evidently arranged

both the text and the examples with the greatest care.

His book should be most useful to the teacher, but

we are inclined to think it will be rather oppressive

for the student.

(3) This pamphlet is the result of a series of in-

vestigations the author has made in differential

geometry. The method of parametric coefficients was
evolved from an attempt to obtain by elementary

means expressions for the radius of curvature and
aberrancy in terms of the arc. The first part of the

paper deals with the properties of parametric co-

efficients of n-dimensions, and then applications are

made to plane curves ; these include the deduction

of the equation of the osculating cubic and the general

differential equation of the cubic. It is stated

that additional applications will be found in a

further paper by the author which will be published

shortly.

MECHANICS AND TESTING OF MATERIALS.
(i) Elements of Mechanics, with Numerous Examples

for the Use of Schools and Colleges. By G. W.
Parker. Pp. ix + 245. (London : Longmans,
Green, and Co., 191 1.) Price 45. 6d.

(2) A Handbook of Testing. By Prof. C. A. M.
Smith. Materials. Pp. xii + 284. (London : Con-

stable and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 6s. net.

(i) TTHIS book is intended for the use of students

-1- having only a comparatively elementary

knowledge of mathematics
;
great care has been taken

to ensure that the student should acquire thoroughly

clear ideas of the first principles which form the

groundwork of the subject, and this has been borne

in mind in working out the numerical examples illus-

trating the various laws. The first part of the book

is devoted to statics, the branch of the subject of

perhaps the greatest importance to the engineer ; com-

position and resolution of forces in one plane,

moments of forces, parallel forces, couples and their

composition, centres of gravity, and conditions of

equilibrium are successively dealt with, and then the

ripplir.'ition of the laws, wliiih have been deduced, to
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the case of the so-called simple machines, all of them

considered as frictionlcss, is taken up.

The last cha|)tfr of this section is devoted to an

elementary treatment of the laws of friction, the

rough inclined plane being used as an illustration.

As a frictionless machine is a mere mathematical fic-

tion, adopte<l probably with the idea of smoothinj^

the path of the student, it is a pity that the author

did not in the chapter on friction take one of

the simple machines, say the screw, and show how
materially such a formula as that deduced in the

previous chapter for the relation of power to weight

is modified directly friction is taken into account, and
the problem chanj^ed from a mere exercise in applied

mathematics to the pmctical question a young engineer

is constantly calh'd upon to f.ice. It is doubtful if it

is beneficial to students to set them to work out

problems on frictionless machines.

In part ii. dynamics is taken up—velocity and
acceleration ; the laws of motion and their application

to motion on rough planes, Attwood's machine, &c.

;

composition of velocities and accelerations are fully

discussed. The last three chapters treat of uniform
motion in a circle, work, and simple harmonic
motion.

The author is to be congratulated on the excellent
series of e.xamples given at the end of each chapter.

(2) Laboratory work on the testing^ of materials
forms an important part of the training given in

engineering colleges at the present day, and many
teachers and students have felt the need of a good
text-book on the subject. Mr. Smith has done excel-
lent research work on the effect of combined stress,
and has devised ingenious strain-measuring apparatus
for use in his researches, and he is now to be con-
gratulated on having written a book which will be
welcomed by all those who are engaged in the branch
'^f experimental work known as the testing of mate-
rials, whether they are students just beginning to feel
that they are entering upon a new field of fascinating
work, practical men engaged in the daily task of
commercial tests, or advanced students busy with
research work upon one or other of the difficult
problems which still require elucidation. The book
is well illustrated, and the illustrations are so drawn
that they show the essential principles of the machine
or apparatus, a matter of great importance to the
student who wishes to design similar appliances in
connection with his own experimental work; the
chapters on strain-measuring instruments and on
alternating stress tests deserve special praise in this
respect.

In the last chapter the author has given valuable
advice and suggestions as to the best lines on which
experimental work can be carried out in college
laboratories, and a table of suitable experiments with
notes as to the necessary apparatus. The book con-
cludes with four appendixes, a bibliographv, and a
table of constants; the third appendix is devoted to
a discussion on all the recent researches on combined
stress, including the author's own work, and forms
one of the best summaries which have vet appeared
of the present state of knowledge on this important
question. T H B
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OVR BOOK SHELI
General Index to the Monthly iS'ottces uj the Koyal
Astrunomical Society, volumes liii. to Ixx., 1892-

1910, together with the General Index to Illustra-

tions in the Memoirs, volumes i. to lix., and the
Monthly Notices, volumes 1. to Ixx., 1822-1'* •

appendix, List of Comets, 1892-1910. Pp. viii+ :

(London: K-- ' V-"" w-' <--;-. -. f

1 HIS index IN nil).' 01 I uiiu.uiK'iiUii niipoii.nii-)- ii,

workers in astronomy, and is a sequel to those
\

viously published for vols. i. to xxix. and vols. xx\
lii. respectively; it is hoped in future to publish geii'

indices covering successive even pericxls of tw-

years. The arrangement of the present volume i:

the annual indices prepared by Mr. Wesley has 1

carried out by Mr. Levander, under the general d:

tion of the secretaries, and he is to be congratul
on the success attained.

Many of the headings have, by reason of the
\

gress in astronomical work during the past tw-

years, had to be rearranged or modified, and
changes are carefully explained in the preface. I

present section dealing with the " Monthly Notii

takes up 168 pages, with something like forty r-

ences on each page, a tribute to the energy displ.

by the authors of papers as well as to the comp!
ness of the index.

Mr. Knobel has prepared the index to the illu^;-

tions, and this should prove exceedingly useful, -

the items are arranged under subject headings, ^

moon, planets, instruments, &c., the authors' nrc

being given in approximately the chronological o;

of the papers.

Dr. Crommelin's appendix gives particulars of

the comets observed during the period 1892-1910. 1

mencing with an apparition of Barnard's perio<:

comet in 1892, and ending with Brooks's secrd
periodical comet 1910^. In view of the plenitud.'

comets during the present year it is interestin;.^

note that the average number per annum, for i>

19 10 inclusive, works out at 47, the greatest nun-

being 10 in 1898.

Many copies of the previous general indices rer

in stock, and will be presented to such institut

and observatories as receive the " Monthly Notl(

but have not the indices ; application should

addressed to the assistant secretary.

Evolution, Life, and Religion: a Study. By the R'

E. B. Kirk. Pp. 321. (Glasgow : John Smith
Son, Ltd.; London: James Clarke and Co., n.

Price 5s. net.

The author of this book states his personal inter

tation of cosmic and human evolution, which he
siders from a philosophical and theological point

view. There has been material and spiritual pro§
'

from the simplest forms towards those of ever-int

ing complexity, and the author interprets this

continued expression of the Logos. He illustrates

by a fundamental diagram which he calls the " Loc -

mirror." He has hold of the sound idea that si

tific and intuitive interpretations must be regarded -

complementary, not as antithetic, but his own persoii.ii

equation bulks so large that it is difficult for '

reader to get alongside of him. As it seems to

Mr. Kirk intermingles different "universes of u.--

course " in a manner which is always unprofitable, as

when he seeks to show that various fundamental
doctrines of theology are expressions of fundamental
laws of nature.
We have great sympathy with the proposi-

tion that "the mental continuity of creation in our

world is as marked as the physical, and the lower
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creatures are one family with the higher throughout,"
buc we do not follow the author's theory of "spiritual

inheritance" as opposed to "physical inheritance."

Perhaps the right of making pronouncements regard-

ing- the scope of physical inheritance in garnering the

past has not been earned by an author who tells us
that "the human bowel is a worm." We do not
mean, however, that this quaint sentence is in any
way essential to the author's argument.

I'he Wanderings of Peoples. By Dr. A. C. Haddon,
F.R.S. Pp. vii+i2 + 5 maps. (Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 191 1.) Price is. net.

In this little volume, one of the handy manuals issued

by the Cambridge University Press, Dr. Haddon
deals with the movements of the world's population
irom those times "when mortals knew no shores
'

I vond their own " down to the modern movements
, quest of political, social, or religious freedom.
The introduction deals with the general factors

hich determine the impulse and direction of migra-
aons. The author also summarises the evidences for

racial or cultural drift which are to be found in the

physical characters of peoples, and in their artifacts,

customs, folklore, and speech.

The main body of the work is a marvel of con-

densation. Into little more than one hundred pages
Dr. Haddon has contrived to pack in terse and vivid

phrases a whole history of the world so far as that

history is correlative with ethnology and geography.
Asiatic migrations and their sequence in Oceania are

described in one chapter. Europe and Africa have
each a chapter to themselves. The American peoples

—North, Central and South—require for the history

of their wanderings a space equal to two-thirds of

that of the rest of the world together. One value of

the book consists in the fact of its being an index to

a more detailed examination of its subject. Each
chapter is accompanied by its bibliography, and each
paragraph is referred to its authority. For reference

purposes the book is thoroughly up to date, and works
appear in the bibliography which have appeared since

its own chapters were in print. The five maps, owing
to their small size, only show the more important
migrations, but nev'ertheless they give a good general
idea of the movements which have taken place on
eacli continent. S. H. R.

The King to His People : Being the Speeches and
Messages of his Majesty George V. as Prince and
Sovereign. Pp. xviii + 452. (London : Williams
and Xorgate, 191 1.) Price 5s. net.

One of the most impressive characteristics of these
speeches and messages is the remarkable manner in

which the British Royal Family has been able to

sympathise with, and be interested in, every aspect
of the lives and enterprises of British subjects in all

parts of the Empire. Whether addressing the Royal
Society, speaking to school children, presiding at

philanthropic meetings, officiating at military and
other functions, his Majesty has shown a genius for

speaking the right words at the opportune moment.
'I'he messages, "Wake up, England!" "Have
Courage, Be Thorough," "The Rule of Science," and
others, have served as an inspiration to workers
throughout the Empire.

Prohleme der Proiistenkunde. By Prof, F. Doflein.

H., Die Natur der Spirochaeten. Pp. vi + 36.

(Jena: G. Fischer, 1911) Price 1.20 marks.
'he first of Prof. Doflein 's studies, that on the Try-

panosomata, was noticed in Nature of June 24, 1909,

p. 4S9. The present work deals with the Spirochaetw,
spirillar micro-organisms met with in ditch water and
also in connection with many diseases, such as the re-

tlapsing fevers and syphilis, and as commensal parasites
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in the fresh-water mussel, &c. Some are doubtless
vegetable in nature, but manj' must probably be regarded
as belonging to the protozoa. From a critical survey
of the minute structure of several species the author
divides the spirochaetes into three groups : (i) Spiro-
chaeta, with a central staining filament

; (2) Cristispira,

with a marginal staining filament ; and (3) spirochaetes
with a flattened band or lamella. He does not con-

sider that sexually differentiated individuals have been
proved to occur. The pathogenic forms, like many
trypanosomes, are transmitted by blood-sucking
arthropods, principally ticks. The essay is illustrated

with many figures, and is a useful contribution to this

important subject. R. T. H.

Arbeiten aus dem Gebiet der experimentellen Physi-

ologie. Edited by Dr. Hans Friedenthal.

Teil ii., 1909-10. Pp. viii + 286 + 5 plates. (Jena:
Gustav Fischer, 1911.) Price 5 marks.

This is a collection of twenty-seven papers which
have previouslv been published in various German
journals, or in the proceedings of scientific bodies.

They have been carried out in Dr. Hans Friedenthal's

private laboratory near Berlin, by Dr. Friedenthal

himself and his colleagues. They represent a large

amount of fruitful and painstaking labour, and relate

to a great variety of subjects. The publication of col-

lected papers from individual laboratories is often a

great convenience to other workers, and Dr. Fried-

enthal is to be congratulated on his valuable output of

the last few years. W. D. H.

The Process of the Year. Notes on the Succession

of Plant and Animal Life. By H. H. Brown. Pp.

180. (London : Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge, 191 1.) Price 25. 6d.

Though it does not appear to be his primary object,

Mr. Brown has condensed much useful reading on

nature-study into his volume. His "leading purpose

is to show that the world is beautiful and happy."

The vear is divided into seven periods corresponding

with the seven ages of man, and in each division a

series of typical plants and animals is considered.

Philosophy. By Nicholas Murray Butler, president of

Columbia University. Pp. vii + 5i (London: Henry
Frowde, 191 1.) Price 45. 6d. net.

The third thousand has now been issued of President

Butler's lecture, delivered on March 4, 1908, in the

series on science, philosophy, and art, at Columbia
University. The purpose of the lecture was, the pre-

face points out, clearly to differentiate philosophy

from science and "to cut away the odd and unfitting

scientific garments in which some contemporary

writers have sought to clothe philosophy."

Bergson. By Joseph Solomon. Pp. 128. (Philosophies

/Xncient and Modern.) (London : Constable and
Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 15. net.

The series to which this little volume has been added

alreadv included sketches of some fourteen systems

of philosophy, but none of them formulated by a

contemporarv thinker. M. Bergson has been so much
in the public eye recently that many readers will be

glad to acquaint themselves with the te.uhing of tliis

twentieth-century philosopher.

Confessions of a Robin. By Lieut.-Colonel A. F.

Mockler-Ferrvman. Pp. 192. (London : Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d.) Price

2S.

This story of incidents in the life of a robin will

appeal to young children, who will not regard talking

robins, with a well-developed power of consecutive

thought, as incongruous. The tale reveals the author

as a sympathetic observer of bird-life.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions

expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part o/ NATURE.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

The Relation of Big Game to Sleeping Sickness.

The article by Sir Harry Johnston in Nature of
December 7 on " The Preservation of the African Fauna
and its Relation to Tropical Diseases '*

j^ives a most
admirable and sympathetic review of the subject ; but there
is one statement to which I must venture to take excep-
tion as not conveying, in my opinion, an accurate
impression of the known facts of the case, namely, the
following sentence :

—*' But within the last twelve months
or so it has been proved conclusively by the biologists at
work in Uganda that the large antelopes of that country
are the hosts of dangerous trypanosomes, amongst others
of the trypanosome which causes sleeping sickness."

So far as I am aware, this statement is based on the
experiments reported by Bruce, Hamerton, and Bateman
(Proc. Roy. Soc, B, 83, pp. 311-27), in which it was
shown " that antelopes can be readily infected with sleep-
ing sickness by the bites of artificially infected tsetse-
flies " (p. 317), and that "the flies (Glossina palpalis)
when infected by the virus of sleeping sickness obtained
from the blood of infected antelopes are capable of trans-
mitting the virus to susceptible animals "

(p. 319). These
results are based entirely on experiments conducted in the
laboratory, and the authors state expressly that " positive
evidence " is required " to complete the chain of evidence
that antelope living in the fly-areas may act as a reservoir
of the virus of sleeping sickness. So far it has only been
proved that they are ' potential ' hosts "

(p. 325; the italics
are mine).

The only instances known to me in which Trypanosoma
gambiense, the trypanosome of sleeping sickness, has been
identified as occurring in the blood of wild animals, natur-
ally infected, are two in number, and in each case the
animal was a monkey, and the locality Uganda ; one such
case is reported by Koch, Beck andKleine {Arbeiten k.
Gesundheitsamte, xxxi., p. 18); the second is reported by
Bruce and his collaborators (Sleeping Sickness Reports,
xi., p. 102). If there are other known instances of T.
gambiense occurring naturally in wild animals, 1 should
be glad to be informed of them ; if there are not, however,
it seems to me premature to state that antelopes have been
proved to be the hosts of the trypanosome of sleeping
sickness. If laboratory experiments have shown them to
be the potential hosts of T. gambiense, the same can be
said of many other animals which can be inoculated with
this trypanosome in the laboratory. The following list of
animals susceptible to T. gambiense is taken from Laveran
and Mesnil, " Trypanosomes and Trypanosomiases." p. ",Sj

(translated by Nabarro ; Baillidre, Tindall ami lux.
1907) :—monkey (several species), lemur, dog, jackal, cat,
rabbit, guinea-pig, rat, mouse, jerboa, hedgehog, marmot,
"Ofse, donkey, cow, goat, and sheep. This list is based
chiefly on experiments performed in Europe, using
European mammals or exotic animals in captivity, and
there is no doubt it could be greatlv extended by anvone
experimenting systematically in the tropics on tropical
animals; but as it stands it is sufl^cientlv extensive, and
indicates that a great many species of wild animals, small
or large, might be incriminated as potential hosts of
i. gambiense equally with the antelopes, and that the
destruction of the " big game " alone would be likelv to
produce very little amelioration, if any, in the conditions.

the whole history of sleeping sickness in Uganda indi-
cates that the disease has been imported from the west
by human agency (compare Laveran and Mesnil, op. cit.,
PP- 359-«6), and that man is the primarv host of the
tr.vpanosome, at least in Uganda. If, however, the para-
site has now been transmitted from man to other suscep-
tible animals by the tsetse-flies, there is no reason to
repard the antelopes or other big game as having
monopolised the functions of being " reservoir " hosts of
the virus. From the point of view of preventing the
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infection from ipreoding from animak to man, drnnett
animals would seem to be a much greater danger as
resTvoir of the virus than antelopes and creatures t)

n:it nets of which impel them to keep at a distaii'

fn lints of human beings.

li, ill' ( i-iiirc, it •' — ' • ...:-.-...- .1- ... .1 1--

of T. gambiense
it would not Ixr su „ „ , .,

be necessary to convert the whole country into an w
inhabited and lifeless desert. In my humble opinion t)

method of preventing the spread of sleeping sickn>

"

futile one, and not likely to yield us<iful results. I

that there is only one practicable method of "

-i J
the transmission of the trypanosome, and v I
measures calculated to destroy or keep down - '

flies. At the present time the most urgent n'

knowledge of the bionomics of the species <

and of their natural enemies. Some years ago 1 niadt: ili« J
suggestion in Nature (November 8, 1906) that fowls, wiUt a
or domesticated, would be likely to be efficient in k
down the flies by scratching up their pupae and
them, but, so far as I am aware, no experiment ....-

ever been carried out to put this notion to the test. So fl

long as sleeping sickness cannot be made amenable to M
treatment, attention must be concentrated on prevention, m
the central problem of which, in my opinion, is the destruc- *
tion of the insects concerned in the transmission of th-

disease. E. A. Minchin.
Lister Institute of Preventive Medif'- ' *- '

Gardens, S.W., December 9.

The Inheritance of Mental Characters.

The reply of Dr. C. Walker to Dr. Archdall K
your issue of last week seems to me somewhat qui
and suggests rhat he is not intimately acquainted ...

Prof. Pearson's Huxley lecture. The particular part <

this lecture quoted by Dr. Reid, and referred to by Di
Walker, reads actually as follows, the italics being Prot
Pearson's own:—" . . . We have found the same degr<
of resemblance between physical and psychical character-.
That sameness surely involves something additional. //

involves a like heritage from parents. The degree <'

resemblance between children and parents for the physic;
characters in man may be applied to the degr»

resemblance between children and parents for ps
characters. We inherit our parents' tempers, our p.

conscientiousness " (not consciousness, as printed in D:
Reid's quotation), "shyness, and ability, even as W'
inherit their stature, fore-arm, and span."
Now surely Dr. Walker cannot justly charge Dr. Re;

with misinterpreting Prof. Pearson's statement in th

instance, where Dr. Reid apparently infers from the woni-
" a like heritage " that Prof. Pearson meant " inherited n
the same way"; and that the words "a like heritage'
implicitly connote in this context an actual identity of th

modes of transmission and reproduction of a p.'

" conscientiousness " with those of the transmis-.iu

reproduction of a parent's fore-arm. Nor, it seems,
it be unfair to impute, on this ground, to Prof. ?•

the doctrine that external influences brought to bear >

child, such as experience of the world, training, ex
&c., could not have any greater effect on his ul.
" conscientiousness " than any external influences con 10

exert on the ultimate length of his fore-arm.
London, December 10. H. Brv.w P-^vLtv

I THINK Dr. Walker is scarcely clear as to the mh
A personal acquaintance with a writer is not ne(

when we judge his published opinions. By " char.i

biologists mean any trait of a living being—a head, n
a characteristic of a hair, a characteristic of that chai.
istic, and so on. Of course, no character of any sort-

neither a head nor a scar, for example—can develop in th-

individual unless the potentialit>' to develop it undo- '"'

conditions is antecedently present. If. then, we thi

terms of germinal potentiality, all characters, for es
heads and scars, are equally inheritable. But bic

commonly apply the term " acquired " to actual
characters which have developed under the influence
use or injury, the term " inborn " to characters whic
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developed in the absence of these influences, and the term
" inheritable " to characters which were present in the

parent and tend to be " inborn " in the offspring. Thus
they speak of heads as inborn and inheritable, and of use-

callosities and scars as acquired and non-inheritable. I am
not concerned here with the correctness of these terms.

^Iy statement of the manner in which they are used is

orrect.

Prof. Karl Pearson employs the term " inherit," but not,

to my knowledge, the terms " inborn " and " acquired."

Instead, he uses " bred " and " created," which apparently

are intended to mean the same. He has not, I believe,

defined any of his terms Presumably, therefore, he uses

them with their ordinary meanings. If he does not, then

not only have I been mistaken, but also almost everyone

else, including such a careful thinker as Sir Ray Lankester.

In that case, what is the meaning of the expression " bred,

not created"? Is potentiality meant here? The italics

are mine.
Even in the absence of statistical inquiry, it is a common

conviction that individuals tend to resemble their pro-

genitors mentally as well as physically. Thus the offspring

of a vertebrate is another vertebrate, of a man another

man, of a Hottentot another Hottentot, and so on. But
individual characters are less certainly inherited than

varietal characters, varietal characters than specific

characters, and so on. Prof. Pearson's work concerns only

individual characters {i.e. variations) ; but he makes—not

once but repeatedly, not only in scientific memoirs but also

in popular lectures and letters to newspapers—the un-

qualified statement that the mental and physical characters

of man are inherited at the same rate. It seems that this

rate is "somewhere about 0-46 to 0-50." His estimate, if

it led nowhere, would have no more importance than, for

example, a calculation concerning the average length of

noses. But it leads him somewhere—to the notion that the

moral and intellectual qualities are " bred, not created,"

instead of to the notion that they are bred ani created. It

leads him to a false opposition between " nature " and
" nurture," instead of to the really quite obvious truth that

the nature of man, the educable animal, is such that he is

supremely responsive to nurture. It leads him to the

notion that the poorer classes in England are, on the

average, by nature inferior to their more fortunate com-
patriots, and thence to dire predictions concerning our

ifuture as a nation and to demands that something shall

be done. It would lead him, I suppose, to the notion that

an English baby, reared by African cannibals, would, when
grown, resemble his progenitors and differ from his

educators as much mentally as physically. And so on and
so forth. No one, I suppose, disputes that individuals

vary in capacity. The dispute, in the case of the moral
and intellectual traits, is entirely as to whether capacity

can become more than mere potentiality unless nurture plays

its part as the other blade of the scissors. In other words,

the dispute is as to whether these traits are or are not

acquirements, that is, products of man's educability plus

his individual experience.

The biometric plan of ascertaining correlations between
variations, and thence surmising a causal connection, is

not, as is commonly supposed, a new instrument in the

hands of men of science. It is merely a variant of the

very old method of concomitant variations which is

described in almost every book on logic and in almost every

work on the methods of science. There is, however, this

difference : according to the method of correlated variations

as exemplified by biometricians, if two things vary together

on the average, there is invariably a causal connection

between them ; according to the method of concomitant
variations as described by logicians, if two things invariably

var\' together, there is probably a causal connection.

In my letter I stated that Dr. W'alker had reproduced
somf^ of my opinions in his book almost in my own words.

I should have added that he made very full acknowledg-
ment. G. Archdall Reid.

Southsea, December 10

parents' tempers, our parents' consciousness," S:c. ; this
should read :

" We inherit our parents' tempers, our
parents' conscientiousness," &c. (see Journal Royal Anth.
Inst., vol. xxxiii., p. 204). E. Lawrence.
" Kama," Sunningdale Avenue, Westcliff-on-Sea,

December 11.

Temperature of the Upper Atmosphere.

Messrs. Gold and Harwood in their paper on the pre-
sent state of our knowledge of the upper atmosphere,
printed in the British Association's reports for 1909, give
a table showing the mean temperatures for the months of

the year at heights varying from the surface to 15 kilo-

metres. With regard to it they say the principal feature
is the very marked minimum in March and the small,
though less marked, effect in September. The table is

based upon about 5800 readings taken at Strassburg during
five years. With the aid of this table I have plotted on
the accompanying diagram the temperatures at various

In Dr. C. Walker's quotations (Nature, November 23
iiid December 7) from Dr. A. Reid's paoer. Prof. Karl
Pearson is represented as saying : " We inherit our
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Fig. I.—Temperature variations throughout the year at

different heights.

heights (isotherms). Plotted in this manner, a result is

obtained which shows clearly that a check in the fall of

temperature takes place between September and October.

The principal feature, however, is the rise of temperature

between December and February, and the small gradient

of temperature below 2000 metres during those months.

The tracing of the isotherms in the advective layei; pre-

sents some difficulties, owing to the abnormal conditions

prevailing in it. It would appear that during December
a low temperature condition prevails, and appears to die

away from the top downwards, disappearing at a height

of about 12,000 metres in February. In March there is a

marked inversion of temperature between 12,000 and 15,000

metres which dtx-s not seem to continue into April.
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Between April «nd May, however, the iwtherm of -ss'
pa<i*<f's into till- ii|)|xr tittiiospheri-, wli.rr, tomparativily

upt-akiiif^, w.iMii londilions prevail in ili- ndvci tivt- lay<r

from Ma\ to .S< piirnlxT. As this im tliod of plot! inn ''"'

rejiiilts shows t Icarly the tfinpe-raiurf variations ihroiii^liout

Ihr yt-ar at lii^li I'Vils, I thought thi- (liaj<rain nujjtit I"

intrr<'stinj;j to \iui r idrrsi. K. M I )i i i i 'i

lnj^l«\voo<l, i...i:,;. mil Avrnuc, Harpi-mh 11.

The Weather of igii and the Ultraviolet Radiations
of the Sun.

I\ idiuiri I imi with l)i. SIi.iw'n aiiiiiipl In > \|il.iiii lli' m-
rii.irk.ililr wralh.r dl lliix simiiii' i ( N \ i i ici , Niu.-iiiImi y\\,

I vliduld liU, 1,1 (liiirl all. mil, n 1(1 .1 |)(riiu III WW whiih
in ;^.ii'i ,il, lull i-^|)ii i.ill\ ill ill' |i.i-l suiiini'i , (l'^'i\'s tin-

:ill.lili(ili ul 111' I'liinl. 1^1-1-.. M, !.:,i.,r..- .i;. l..,s.(| oil ;t

-,. 1 i.-. Ill . \|). 1 iiti' iiu w liii li I ~ .r. : .\ ~.,r .
: . . ill' r \\ iili

I'lol. 1,1 n.ml (!'. I.'IKikI and ( l\,im-~,iih i ,

" Ihcr (lie

\\ irkun;; •^•lii l^iir/u i lli).;< ri ullra\ iolli n-n l.icliti-. auf ( iast-

iind .in.- v.lu- i.uh.- (Ju. Ilr di,-^.v I .i, hi.-., '
I 1 , 1,1. Il,..rj<<-r

Akail.llli.', ti\ . pai I s, ic) lo III.

I )i . >liau sial.s llial all c i .nd il ion-- !: Inr a

li. .t\ \ laintall app.-ar.d In I" |ii.^.nt, willuiul lain lalliiif^.

inil li.- ha-- nol |)aid all. nlimi i.i an iiiipnrlant rondilion :

for ill.- (iiodiirlion ol rain iuk |. i iiiii-I \i>- pi.v.nt, which
ran ^.lA. a^ i.nlr.^ ol (orid.n-.al ion wlun all ollni ni-( .-.-

~arv londilioiis ai.- fulfdl-d. ill.' ali--.nr.' of mk h niirl.i i-,

in in\ opinion ih.- i lii.f i an--.' ol lln- r.-markalil.- u.ath.r
of Ilii- \iar.

In ill.- work jusi i|noi.-d w.- ha\.' il.-arh ^.paral.-il, for

ih.' tir^t linic, III.- dilf.-i.iil a(lion> ol nl!ra-\ i(d.I lit^hl on
.:;as. -, and explain. -d lln- complii-.u.-d .tf.iK <lvi.- lo ih-ir

^-iniullanious i\is!i-nr.\ W'.' di-.l inu;nisli ilir.-.- a. lion-, of

ullra-\ iol.t li.:.;hl on du--I-fr.-i' ^a^i-s :
—

(II I'll.' formal ion ol .l.-ciriial carri.r-, of niol'cular size,

< .lu^.'d l)\- -..'l.clix-.' ahsorpliori of ill.- lii^Iit ; tfn' ])o\vcr

w hi( h ill.--.' <arri.'r^ po-.-.^-, ol jirodiu ini; condensation is,

arfordinj4 lo our . xp.rim.nl -, \.r\ ^ni.ill tumpared to that
of the mil I.i, ori;^inall\ n.iiiral, m.-ntioned under (^l.

(2) Chrnii( al aclioii, f.^. foinialion of ozone in owj^.n;
this effect i> coniucttd with but small absorption of tlu>

light.

(3) Formation of condensation ruulci, i.e. f(Min.ition of
solid or liquid prodiuis l.\ ih, dir.c 1 anion of tli" lii^lit on
the gases; e.g,. formalion of dioi^ of Indrou^'n p.'ro.xidr

from water vapour, as found h\ .Mr. ('. 1. R. WiUon, or
by subsequent r.aciion of th. pidduci-, form.-d wiili the
other components of the air. ..t,'. form.iiion of ammonium
nitrate and nitrite from o/on.- and .immonia. The size of
these nuclei depends on th. im. n-iiy of the lij^Iit and their
time of forniaiion. Th. ir . hi. f property is thiir i.;r.'at

power of ailini; as i.iiir. s ol 1 (uulensation, and the l.-irgcr

tli.-v ,'irc th.' mor.' .uiiv.^ in this r.sp,.ci. They possess
:>ni^nt.illy no .l.ririr .li.iri^r. liui cisilN .acquire one if

carriers of f-l.cirii ity ;ir.- siinuli.ni.'oush prodiu-'d In-

coming together witli Ih.s,. ; ihe pr.s.iK.- of a (liar--' has
no effect on their power of ai liiii.; as rondens.ilion nuclei.

This j,^ives us the ilii. f s,nin. of nuclei in the earth's
.itmospher.'. If we nei,'l. ( 1 ili.- pur. !\ loe.il formation of
nuclei in I.-iri^.' centres of indusnx. th.-n the ultra-violet,
and to ;i minor d.-eire.- the kalhod.-. r.idialion of the sun
is chiefly responsible for the nuclei which are meteor-
ologically so im()oriant. 'I'his production of nuclei extends
from the uppermost down to fairly low-lyinij Livers of the
air, as the .ictive rays .ire only absorbed to .1 small . \tent,
and is ( hietly conditioned by the amount of ox\i^.ti and
ammonia present.

Thus the lack of nuclei, and the consequent fine we.nh. r

of this year, can be attributed to a much diminished ultra-
violet radiation of the sun. This is in accord with the
now existing minimum of ijenernl .nctivity of the sun. as
characterised by the minimum of sun-spots and northern
lights. This view is not conir.ulicted. but confirmed, bv
the high temperature on tin- surface of the e.uth. .ns this
IS principally conditioned by the increased clearness, i.e.

transparency to heat radiations, of the atmosphere.
C.^RL RaMS.^CER.

Kadiologisch-Physikalisches Institut, Heidelberg,
December q.

" Draysonia.'

ol

ri\ !•

1 I..

|.

. 11 - I., l!

ill in ju

misappreli'

ir of insi't

ility to do full jus

aiptinti to briiiii his

liljl it i-

-is ^\:,iM>'

und. I

I

aft. r
I

collsiil. \. I \\ j,e h'

sc:nc.l\ who has 1.

" .N.uiii. ... \,,i...,.,.. ... W-. Jul iiKjf- than s«;v»!

ve.us (.111(1 h.i- ina(.l. n;iuti(al astronomy an occupati.
ri( re.nion) ".onlus.> pi.cession with ab<*rration," ,.:

ih.r.foi. " s, .ir(.l\ lill.-d " lo d.-.d v.ith the subject.
^>lur i.\i.\>..r in.i\ |)ossibly be .'i [ir"f. -sionn! astronom.

(who p. rli.ips dislikes .inythiiij^:

aitordani. willi the le.xt-liuoks

aw.ir-- thai in the l.it. r " N.'uilnai .Mniana(s tii.

preossioii " in the ( ;it.iloi4ue of si.irs has been sub~-
for tli<- old and betn r t. rni " .uinual variation," wli

Used in the " Nautical .\lniaiiac " and by oui
n(im<rs for as many \e,irs as I can remember
or I'So.s, when th.- i han^e was made. Previous lu litis n
word pre (

. ssion lud b* .n mainly confined to precession .

ill'- equinox, s (d. .lit with in section it of " Dravsonia
'

wlii(li at pr. s. Ml is .tbout 50" anil i< totally distinct froi

what a>.ir(jnomi-rs term aberration, but which I prefer t

call annual motion of the pole.

Your reviewer further states that I have computed th

precession of many stars by Drayson's method, and that,
this proves .mything, it proves the correcfnes": of tl

"Nautical Almanac." This is a mist.

inversion of my process. Insi.ad of havi:

calculated the so-called precession of manx s

used the precessions, so accurately lJU' n in th-

.Almanac," in order to find then from the .-un.

annual motion of the pole; and I nav. shown that tl

so-called annual precessions of the stars, all varying i

amount and direction, both in ri^ht as,, nsion and declin.

tion, are exactly accounted for by on. sint;le movement
the pole of about 20*, which produces the apparent annu.
precession as obtain-d by observation and recorded in ti

Nautical .\lmana( .' th. accuracy of which I have nev-
impugned.

1 am unable to iind.istand wli\ \our reviewer questior
my statemeiit that Mr. Stone, the \nto Radcliffe observ-
at Oxford, made the error of sid, r- ;il time erroneous to th

extent of 4i-5is. in 1892. A r.f. rence to the Royal .Astr.

nomical Society's notes of Mardi, iS.)4, will show that
am correct. Ak.kknon i>E Horsfy
M'lcombe Hous. ,

(.•,,, \ov. rub. r 10.

1 .\M ijuite willing to admit that I hav n.

the gallant .-Xdmiral, and accept unreser\'(il\ his -;

that he does understand the differenc between pr.

and aberration. In my own defenc- vou will p. ..,,.,

permit me to quote the passage which misled me.
" Possibly I shall be told that 1 have found a mar.

nest, and th.it it has been known all along that th.

.isci iision of a star and its annual precession in d

tion are functions of the annual motion of the pole, ar

that such motion can be found in the * Nautical .Mmanac.
and is properly termed aberration."
The italics are mine. To my inind this sentence admi

of only one construction ; and, if I have been so unfortuna^
as to misconstrue it, I have no doubt I have not correct!

apprehended the author's meaning in other places, ar
therefore it is of little use to discu- -ral poin:

raised. \! viewer.

Dust Explosions.

Proi. r,Miow,\Ys brief article on dust explosions in

N.MrKE of No\ ember 30 is very timely; but readers of it

would receive the impression that the true cause of th'

explosion at the Tradeston Flour Mills, Glasgow, in 187.

was first made known in the report of Profs. Rankine and
* Macadam. This is not the case: the fact that flour-mill ex-

NO. 2198. VOL. 88]
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pJosions are actuall}' dust explosions was first stated in

England by Mr. Watson Smith, editor of the Journal of

the Society of Chemical Industry, in a letter which
appeared in The Glasgow Herald on July 12, 1872, immedi-
ately after the Tradeston disaster. The priority of Mr.
Watson Smith was recognised at the time by the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, and later (in 1882) by Sir Frederick

Abel in a lecture at the Royal Institution.

It is interesting to know that nearly six years ago Mr.
Watson Smith read a paper at Liverpool (the scene of the

latest dust explosion) in which stress was laid on the fact

that any kind of carbonaceous dust might, under certain

conditions, become a source of danger (see Journ. Soc.

Chem. Ind., January 31, 1906).

Albert Shonk.
10 Dartmouth Road, Hendon, December's.

I MUCH regret that I had entirely forgotten the fact,

stated in Mr. Shonk 's letter, that Mr. Watson Smith had
attributed the disaster at the Tradeston Flour Mills to an
explosion of dust in a letter to The Glasgow Herald, pub-
lished before the report of Profs. Rankine and Macadam
appeared, or I would certainly have mentioned it in the

article referred to. W. G.

The Feeding Habits of Crepidula.

W'lTH reference to the note on Crepidula in N-fiTURE of

December 7 (No. 2197, p. 187) it may be of interest to

your readers to kmw that during some recent researches
on this animal I have been able to confirm the necessity

for investigating how far the presence of the slipper-limpet

(Crepidula fortiicata) is a menace to successful oyster-

culture on the Kent and Essex coasts. It has been believed

by various naturalists that Crepidula takes the same kind
of food as the oyster, but on this point there exists no
definite information. During an investigation of this

matter I discovered the manner in which the animal feeds,

from which there can be no doubt whatever as to the

nature of its food. The mode of feeding in Crepidula is

the same in principle as that of the oyster, that is, there

is an ingoing and an outgoing current of water kept up
in the mantle-cavity, while between the two currents the
gill acts as a strainer, retaining even very fine particles

of suspended matter, which eventually—by one of two ways
—reach the mouth.'
Thus it is established beyond doubt that Crepidula feeds

on the same material as the oyster, that is, on the food-
material found on or floating near the sea-bottom, and the
danger apprehended from this intruder is confirmed :

Crepidula is competing successfully with the oyster for food
and space. Whether there is enough food and space for

both Crepidula and oysters is another matter which must
be determined by local researches. Thus the problems for

the Kent and Essex oyster-farmers are to keep up the food
supply of oysters and to reduce the numbers of Crepidula
and the many other animals which take the same food as
oysters. J. H. Orton.

Marine Biological Laboratory, Plymouth,
December 10.

1i

Tadpole of Frog.

.At the beginning of .\pril last I collected some frog ova
for the purpose of making oijservations on development.
Tadpoles appeared about .\pril 9, and from time to time
from that date until July 17, when young frogs were
df^veloped, I took batches away for preservation and section-

iif. On July 17 only one tadpole was left of the original
ick, and that one, though in water out of doors and

uith a supply of waterweed, has not developed farther, but
is a tadople still and is still alive. Some years ago I had
a similar case with a frog tadpole. Can any of your
If aders suggest the reason of this phenomenon

?

T. Pr.owM.w.
Nystuen, Bycullah Park, Enfield, December 8.

' It isprcposefl to publish a 'full account of how Crepidula feeds in the
\t number of the Journ.il of the Marine Riolo(;ical Association.'
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MICROKINEMATOGRAPHY.
YA/'ITHIX the last few months we have been shown
** a new appplication of the kuiematograph,

which indicates yet another stage of technical attain-
ment, and another field in which it may supplement
our knowledge. Its range has been extended to the
representation of objects as seen through high powers
of the microscope. Apart from any positive increase
to knowledge which may be obtained by its means,
this is a technical achievement of a very high order.
In the usual microscopic preparation it is impossible
to obtain a high degree of illumination, and the
greater the magnification the less the illumination
becomes. It is only by artificially increasing the con-
trast by means of stains and so forth that we can
obtain a clear differentiation of even a motionless
object. To take in one minute some thousands of
successive photographs of a living, unstained object,
magnified si.x hundred or a thousand times, an object,
moreover, which is moving rapidly, and therefore
continually altering its focal plane, is a task which
might easily seem impossible.

jNI. Comandon, however, has succeeded in this ex-
tremely difficult problem. The illumination-difficulty

he avoided by using what is known as the ultra-
microscope or dark-ground illumination, in which the
object is seen against a black background, being lit

itself by rays of light striking it from the side, and
thence deflected upwards towards the lens of the
microscope. This method gives an extremely brilliant

contrast-illumination of the outlines of the object
against a black ground and makes it possible to take
on a properly sensitised film photographs of exceed-
ingly short exposure. The resulting picture naturally
shows comparatively little of the internal structure of
the object under e.xamination ; the bulk of the rays of

light are deflected from its surface. But it is sur-
prising how much does appear. The nucleus of a
cell, for example, is frequently quite distinct, and some
structures, such as the kineto-nucleus of a trypano-
some can sometimes be seen perfectly clearly and be
followed as the organism moves from place to place.

A large number of films prepared under the direction

of M. Comandon has been exhibited during the pre-

sent year by Messrs. Pathe Fr6res, and the realism
and vitality of these kinematograph pictures can
scarcely be imagined by anyone who has not seen them
thrown on the screen.

An interesting film is one which displays the blood
actually circulating in the vessels of the living body.
The preparation, which is from the tail of the tad-

pole, shows a number of tiny blood-vessels, which
measure about one-hundredth part of a millimetre in

diameter. Crowded together in the larger of these,

the individual corpuscles of the blood can be seen to

pass out one by one into minute branches, for which
they seem almost too large, and within which they

make their way here and there through the surround-

ing tissue, not apparently without occasional difficulty.

Even in the larger vessels, along which the bulk of

the corpuscles are hurrying, tlie rate of progress varies

considerably, and the' direction may actually be re-

versed for a time and the blood apparently flow back-

wards. The coloured corpuscles of the blood, from

which it derives its red tint, have, of course, no in-

dependent motion of their own, and are simply carried

along bv the stream in which they are suspended.

But the colourless cells or leucocytes have such in-

dependent motion, and in another film we are shown
a white cell gradually altering its shape, throwing

out a long filament into which the rest of the corpuscle

slowly flows, imtil the whole eel! has altered its posi-
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tion and movotl from one place to another. Hy aid

of this motion those leucocytes are able to fulfil one

of their besl-known functions, which is to act ns

fully appreciate the skill uimn n.is mnu: *<

inp of such photographic films as these.

\W h.ivc (i\v< It cliiifly upon th** mirros

in
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which are of great interest and value. Many move-
ments in nature proceed at a rate such that we cannot
successfully follow them with the eye and brain. The
slow movements of a leucocyte, the gradual unfolding
of a flower-bud or upward growth of a plant advance
so leisurely that we cannot readily follow the change
— it is only by observing them from time to time that
we can appreciate that alteration is occurring. A suc-

cession of photographs, however, taken at consider-
able intervals, and passed rapidly in review before us,

shows us as occurring in a few minutes the whole
])rocess which may take hours or days in reality, and
we are better able to appreciate the nature of the

phenomena because the sequence becomes more
obvious. Conversely, many motions occur too fast for

us to analyse them. The fact that our retina can
clearly distinguish only impressions which reach it at

a comparatively slow rate makes it impossible for our
unaided eye to follow the sequence of many natural
phenomena. By reproducing at a slower pace the
changes which do occur, the kinematograph can assist

us to attain a clearer perception of the nature of the
alteration which is taking place, or, even if we are

amoeboid movements of a leucocyte or a spirillum
wriggling its way between the corpuscles or the heart
itself beating before their eyes. Yet these are things
which it concerns them to understand, and no amount
of imagination can supply the clearness and com-
prehension which actual seeing can give. The kine-
matograph might well become a most efficient aid to
the teaching of very many biological, and especially
medical, subjects.

The accompanying illustrations have been reproduced
from kinematograph films kindly supplied for the pur-
pose by Messrs. Pathe Freres.

THE RUBBER-PRODUCING PLANT OF THE
MEXICAN DESERTS.'

A MONGST the botanical collections formed in
^~^ 1852 by Dr. J. M. Bigelow, whilst attached to

the Mexican Boundary Survey, w'ere specimens of a
shrub known to the Mexicans as "guayule," after-

wards described by Prof. Asa Gray as Parthenium
argentatutn. No mention, however, was made of its

||||^.l--*^^-'
,H«||»?--1»f«»*¥^'

Fig. I.— Foot-slope of Sierra Zuluaga

Still unal^le to grasp the successive phases, a study
of the film itself will enable us to follow the sequence
and analyse the motion with a greater detail and a
greater accuracy than any number of examinations of
the natural phenomenon can possibly supply. The
kinematograph therefore can give us a positive addition
to the sum of our knowledge, as well as diffuse

through wider circles knowledge already gained.
This latter, while perhaps the most obvious, is

not the least of the functions which such moving
pictures can fulfil. There are thousands of people in

this country who are intimately acquainted with the
cellular constituents of the blood, and their various
shapes and functions, thousands who have seen the
ordinary bacterial preparations or are familiar with
the heart-beat and its action on the pulse, but of these
thousands not one-tenth have actually seen the
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rubber-bearing qualities. It was not until 1876 that
public attention was directed to guayule rubber by
an exhibit sent to the Centennial E.xposition at Phila-

delphia in that year. The country peon had, it ap-
peared, for long been in the habit of making playing
balls and other articles by the " communal mastica-
tion " of the bark of this shrub, and it was by that
means sufficient was obtained for the above-mentioned
exhibit. Investigation showed that the plant was
capable of producing in the neighbourhood of ten

per cent, of its weight of dry rubber, and that it grew
in vast abundance in the desert country of northern
Mexico.
This (Hscovcrv speedily changed the economic value

' :iuni argcntatum, <; ,\ i Ivii' ' i [ilant of the
Chiliu„: .,'...... Uy ProfT F. E. Llu>d. I'p- via i ^11+ 46 plates.

(Washington: Carnegie Institution, 191 1.) Publication No. 139.
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of these deserts, and set in motion business operations ) and Prof. I.loyd estimates that existing supplies wi::

•luolviii^ luillidiis of (;i|)ii.il li.is. <1 ui)(>ii llic anunint i l)e cxh:ui>t< d in a few years' time. Seed can be um-
dt i.iw iii.iicii.il in ^i;^llt. In ii)<i-' < liiiiiic;»l and '' minated .md plants easily raised by giving; a -ui .11

nil 1 hiiiii il rMi.Kiiuii pi. in; t up, and j^iiayuh- ' amount <>f ^li;id. and suhKurfarc irrifjation. On p. \z\

iiiM"!. iln.ii-li .111 inltrii'i lonlaininj^ a hijili j
the .niilnir nin.itU-- ili.it 'tin- nujst fundan;enlal

|nniii!.ii;( i>! iisiiiiiiis sui'^i.uu.. ^.M>n hfc.iiUf .'i v<tv
,

(•(•((n<iuii< ijui--ii<in tor ulii(h an an^u'-r will Iw south'
iiupoii.ini ill 111 in till- iinpoii-, ot llu- I nii< d si.ii,.,.

; in th<s<- I'.iU'"" '- '''•'' rrlalin^ tf> the jiroduction <

.\i ill.- jii. -. Ill (i.i\ till- <iuil.i\ of Aiii'i i( .111 (.ipii:il ill ruhlxT iiiid«r irrigation." In searching for a reply on.

Ml \i( o iloiir is s.iid lo .inioiini io ,o,ochi, i (Inll.iis. li.is to tic ((intint with the statement that "The le<-s

\ i.;oo(l (I, ;il h.is ;ili.;idv li.cn \wiiiin dc .ilini; witli , tilt- u.ilir tli<- tiruk-r thf hark fcortex) and viVo-ffrsa."

Irrigated pl.mls naturally ^.^rou more vigorously bi.

produce wood al the cxfxnsi- of ( (<rtical tissu<>.. and
is largely the latter from which tin rntihtt i-

;;ii,i\uli-. hill till' lllonoj^r.iph li\ I'lof. !'.
i'".. |.Io\(l

i^ .1 iiiosi \M'l((iiiii' .iddilioii lo spcrial nihhi i liiirn-

;iiii. Its iMiihnis .iir thr outi-oiiii-, I'idI. I -loyd

si.iiis in iiis pii Inir. of ;in iii\ est it4;il ion i.iiiiid out
li\ oiluis .111(1 hinisill at \\\v iiis| ii^aiioii ol (•ri;iin

Mixic.in riilihn ciiiiip.inirs towards tlic elucidation of

till- i|u<stion ol thr |iroril.ii)li- cultivation of LTuayule

in till- disi-ii uiili .1 view io future mainli-nance of

supplies.

In addition to ijn- |)h\ sioloi^^y ol tin- plant uiid<r

The book is evidenci- of a vast amount
undertaken in the spirit of enthusiasm, but its ulili;

for the M tieral read<r is curtailed by the want <

condens.ition in dealini^ with experiments and tabular
results, and the ahsenre of defiriiie statements or deduc-
tive coiu'lusioiis. It is ( l.ihor.iteh- illustrated I'-

photo-litlio [dates, containing .i l.ir;;e number of phot' -

KiG. a.—Guayule in a very dense growth.

varied conditions, the main subjects dealt with are
questions of climate and soil, seed s^erniination,
methods of reproduction, results of croppinii, t nviron-
ment of the plant, its rate of growth, nuihods of
extraction, the possibility of maintainiiii; the supply
bv irrigation, and the effects of this upon the yield
of rubber. In the course of the investigation attempts
are made to throw light upon many interesting
problems in connection with the physiology of desert
vegetation.

Much attention has been given to the formation of
resin and rubber, and the close connection between
the two. There appears to be no tube-like laticifennis
system as in other rubber-yielding plants, the rubber
being formed apparently in the cells of the resin-canals,
whilst the resin itself is found onlv in the canals and
not in the cells.

The gua\-ule shrub is a very slow grower, a fifteen-
year-old plant being no more than 15 inches in height,
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graphs and line-drawings of the minute histological
structure of the different parts of the plant, as Well
as by some fine photographs of desert surroundings.

TEE AERONAUTICAL BLUE-BOOK FOR
1910-11.^

T^HE specific questions which form the subject of
* the experiments and observations described in

this report may be briefly described as follows :

—

The d< vi.-ition of air resistances from the law ot

proportion.ility 10 the square of the velocity and the
eflects of friction in tliis connection discussed theo-
retically by Lord Rayleigh and experimentally by
Messrs. Bairstow, Booth, Dr. Stanton, and .Mr.

Pannell.

1 Technical Reports of the ' mmittee for Aeronaut'cs for the
Year 1910-11 (with Appendiv 4. (Published by hii; Majesty's
Stationerj- Office. London: Vi>>,ia:i ara Sons: Edinburgh: Oliver and
Boyd ; Dublin : E. Ponsonby, Ltd., 1911). Price 6x.
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Theorems on stresses in envelopes by Mr. Booth.
Forces and couples on a model dirigible placed

obliquely to the current by Mr. Bairstow.
Air resistances of wires and ropes, both stationary

and vibrating, by Mr. Melvill Jones and Dr. Stanton.
Air pressures on the honeycombed radiator and

Paulhan girder.

Methods of observing flow of water past an obstacle

by Mr. Eden.
Propeller experiments by Mr. Bairstow.
Tests of balloon fabrics.

Meteorological apparatus by Mr. J. S. Dines.
The present report is characterised by greater de-

finiteness of purpose than was noticeable in its pre-
decessor for 1909-10. Many of the papers have a
direct bearing on aerial navigation, and we do not
exclude Mr. Bairstow 's experiments on square plates
altogether from this category, since if it is required
to test the deviations from the law of proportion of

pressure to square of velocity, the first tests may as
well be made on square plates as on any other kind
of surface. The experiments on obliquely placed
model dirigibles also have an important bearing on
the problems of stability and steering as applied to

airships, and the necessity for such investigations is

fairly evident. At the same time, the superfluity of
diagrammatic details which was referred to in the
review of the preceding year's report is also to some
extent a conspicuous feature of the present volume,
and it again appears desirable to direct attention to

the fact that some of these are wholly unnecessary
and only occupy space that could be with greater
advantage devoted to broad and general discussions
by the members of the committee on the principles of
mechanical flight, considered in relation to the experi-
ments here described. The three and one-third pages
of description of Mr. Dines's theodolite would prob-
ably be just as useful without the three folded
diagrams, one taken at Pyrton Hill in a clear sky,
and one showing the observations by Cary at station
A, and Bosch at station B, up to the point where a
certain pilot balloon was lost sight of.

The article on propellers, while accompanied by
six bulky folding plates, only occupies four pages of

letterpress. One of these is devoted to " improvements
in .'i]:)paratus "—not improvements in propellers, but
in the dynamometers and other instruments for testing
them, while the remainder are principally devoted to

determining the constants and coefficients of a Vickers
and Maxim, and three Ratmanoff propellers. Certain
conclusions are stated, referring in particular to the
effects of cutting down the blade area, and the extent
to which the principle of similarity can be applied to

models. But surely there is a great deal more to be
said about the general problem of propeller action,

even in connection with the interpretation of the
results of these experiments, and it is desirable that
<iir> investigation should be extended to other types

propeller than the two here discussed. Perhaps
- will be done another 3'ear.

In making these criticisms it is necessary to guard
i^^ainst one serious mistake which is commonly made,
and does much to retard scientific progress and
d'velopment. Tt. is frequently said of certain phvsical
investigations that they are of no use because they
do not take into account all the disturbing factors
which exist in nature. As applied to aviation, we
are told by some people that it is no use to investigate
the efTiciency of planes and propellers by laborator\'

experiments, as the investigations fail to take account
"^ the atmospheric disturbances which affect the
ition of an actual aeroplane. This, however, is

univalent to saying that we require to know less

'bout the efficiency of our apparatus under the com-
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plex conditions prevailing in nature than we should
if the conditions were simpler. In reality we ought
to know- more, and experiments made under ideal con-
ditions instead of being condemned as "unnecessary,"
should be described as '" insuflicient," and should there-
fore be pushed on with all possible haste as a pre-
liminary step to investigations of a more general
character.

In view of the desirability of using experiments
with models for all they are worth, and the success
which has attended such experiments in naval archi-
tecture, it is satisfactory to find that the principle of
dynamical similarity is receiving considerable atten-
tion. At the same time, one has rather an idea that
the atmospheric conditions under which aeroplanes
and dirigibles are navigated are rather different from
those existing in the National Physical Laboratory,
and the idea suggests itself that, instead of trying to
produce a current of air that shall be as nearly
uniform as possible, results equally interesting would
be obtained if it were attempted to do the very oppo-
site thing, \yhen so many physical data are unknown
even to within 100 per cent., it surely is rather un-
necessary to trouble about whether a velocity of i"6

or 2' I miles an hour is set up in the air when a rotat-
ing arm is travelling through it at thirty-five miles an
hour. A study of the "wash" or interference effects
caused by planes or propellers on other planes or pro-
pellers following in their wake would be more useful.

For example, the lift and drift of the isolated Paulhan
girder determined on p. 36 may for this reason be
different from the values which.they would have when
the girder occupied its proper place in an actual
flying-machine.
There are two possible alternatives. One is (follow-

ing the usual custom) to disparage such researches as
tliose last-named; the other is to ask for something
more. The latter alternative certainly appears from
every point of view to be the better.

The collection of abstracts of papers on aeronautics,
compiled from various English and foreign journals,
extends from p. 92 to p. 124, and is an exceedingly
valuable feature of this, as it was of last year's report.

The preparation of such abstracts involves an expen-
diture of time and thought, on the part of the
abstractors, which, as a rule, receives but scanty
recognition. The idea suggests itself whether some
working arrangement could be arrived at between the
Government Committee and the Aeronautical Society
to enable the abstracts to be reprinted in the Journal
of the latter, and thus circulated among its members
at regular intervals. Perhaps this question may be
deferred until the Aeronautical Society has had time
to settle down after the arduous work of reorganisa-
tion on which its council has recently been engaged.

SIGHT TESTS IN THE MERCANTILE MARINE.

THE Board of Trade has published the annual
return of the sight tests used in the mercantile

marine for the year ending December 31, 19 10 (Par-

liamentary Paper, Cd. 5876), a return which includes

the examinations in both form and colour vision. In

the course of the year 7502 candidates were examined,
including fishermen who sought to obtain cer-

tificates as skipper or second hand of fishing boats,

and of this total 109 (i'46 per cent.) failed in form
vision, and one of them, who was re-examined, failed

again. One hundred and forty-one failed in colour

vision, but of these 69 were re-examined on appeal,

and 29 of them passed, lonving T12 (i'56 per cent.) as

ultimate failures.

The colour examination, ^ince November, 1909, has
been conducted with five skeins of wool, a purple and
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lion ai .sumo tiiUiie time. The matter is perhaps of

less importance, as we read in the report that " the

whole question of sight tests is now being carefully

considered by a Departmental Committee appointed

for the purpose," and it is therefore possible that

changes both of procedure and of record may be

suggested.
Of the 112 men rejected for defective colour vision,

42 were completely and 21 incompletely jijrecn blind,

and 32 were completely and 17 incompletely red blind,

no instances of the rarer varieties of failure being

recorded. The rejections are somewhat in excess of

those of many previous years, and the explanation

seems to be that the fishermen seeking certificates, as

mentioned above, have only been required to pass the

same sight tests as candidates for certificates as

masters or mates in the mercantile marine since

November, 1909, and that they have increased the

proportion of defectives. As compared with the

amount of defective colour-sense in the population
tjt'ncrallv. tho proportion of rejections does not seem
iari^c, and it is highly probable that many colour-

blind persons are prevented, by a knowledge of their

condition, from attempting to enter the sea service.

H /\ /) /y THE ADRIATIC AND IN HOLLAND.^
THERE has been in recent years a re-awakened

interest in the problem of the periodic variations

of the wind, but there remains much to be done to

complete that thorough harmonic analysis of the motion
of the air which Kelvin emphasised as one of the

most important lines of meteorological research so

long ago as 1876. Hitherto attention has been de-

voted mainly to a consideration of the semi-diurnal
variation, and the results have shown conclusively
that the regular semi-diurnal wave of pressure can,

as indeed it must, be connected through the hydro-
dynamical equations with a similar regular variation

of the wind-vector. In the discussion of the record
for individual places, the question of the local varia-

tions from the general law and their explanation
rightly find a place, but they ought not to be allowed
to exclude the consideration of other possible periods.

In the first chapter before us. Dr. Mazelle, Director
of the Observatory at Trieste, analyses five 3'ears' re-

cords from the Beckley anemograph erected in 1902
on a lighthouse in the Adriatic, the Klipper Porer,
which lies a mile and a half W.S.W. of Cape Pro-

* " Die taeliche Period* der Windrichtiint; und Windstiirke n.ich den
anemometrischen Aufreichnunnen auf der Klippc Porer." By E. Mazelle.
Besonders_ Abjjedruckt aus detn Ixxxvii. Bande der Denk<;chtiften der
Matheraatisch-Naturwtssenschaftlichen Kla.sse der Kaiserlichen Akademie
der Wissenschaften. Pp. 65. (Wien : Alfred Holder, 1911.)
"On tVie Diurnal Vari.ition of the Wind and the Atmospheric Pressure

•nd their Relation to the Variation of the Gradient." By Dr. J. P. ^-an der
Stok._ Pp. 14. Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam.
Reprinted fiom Proceedings of the Meeting of Afay 27, 1911.
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A considerable part of the paper is devoted to a
cussion of strong winds or gales, especially gales ff

the N.E. quadrant. Bora, and from the S.E. quadra
Scirocco. Dr. Mazelle takes a stormy day to be
on whicli the mean velocity of the wind is at U
50 kilometres per hour. There were 149 such days
the five years, or, roughly, one day in twelve. Janus
had 33 such days, or rather more than one in 6%
June, on the other hand, had only one such day
the whole period. A curious and suggestive peculis

is the secondary maximum in October, which
18 stormy days, compared with 11 in September
November. The diurnal variation on a stormy day
about the same in summer as in winter, the maximi
occurring at or slightly before noon in both seasc

For days of stormy Bora and Scirocco the definitk

is extended to include days on which the maximi;
velocity exceeded 50 kilometres per hour. There w«
233 days of stormy Bora and 71 of Scire

during the five years, a result which does not
gether support Horace's description of Scirocco'

Notus as "arbiter Hadriae," "that tumultuous rul

of the restless Adriatic." Bora is most frequent
winter, the worst month being January, with
average of eight days ; Scirocco is most frequent
autumn, with a maximum monthly average of

days in October. In every month the average num:
of days of Bora is greater than that of Scirocco.

Perhaps the best idea of the character of Bora and
Scirocco is given by tables showing the length of the

periods during which the mean velocity exceeded 50
kilometres per hour, and of periods during which the

velocity never fell below 50 kilometres per hour. It

is seen from these that on one occasion of Bora
the wind blew^ uninterruptedly with a velocity cvceed-

ing 50 kilometres per hour for 144 hours, and that

on the same occasion the mean velocity did not fall

below 50 kilometres per hour for 7 daj's. The corre-

sponding maximum periods of duration for Scirocco

are 36 hours and 3 davs. The absolute maximum
velocity recorded durincr the five years was 128 kilo-

metres per hour for Bora. 102 for Scirocco, q8 for

S.W. gales, and 80 for N.W. gales. Unfortunately,
the factor of reduction i? not stated, so that it is not

possible to compare thesp value? with records for this

country.

TTie second paper i? a discussion contributed
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Dr. J. P. van der Stok to the Proceedin£;s of tlie

Royal Academy at Amsterdam, "On the diurnal varia-

tion of the wind and the atmospheric pressure and
their relation to the variation of the gradient." He
criticises the method, adopted in previous investiga-

tions, of attempting to determine tiie variation of tne
wind from the variation of the gradient of pressure,
and, regarding it as too laborious and affected with
uncertain errors, attempts to determine the gradient
frona the observed variation of the wind. It would
be interesting to institute a comparison between this

method, that of utilising hourly observations of pres-
sure at three stations, adopted by Tsuiji, and the
general method based upon tlie regularity of the semi-
diurnal wave of pressure.

Dr. van der Stok finds it convenient to assume that
the semi-diurnal variation of the wind has the same
phase angle as would be indicated by the theoretical

application of the general method, and deduces the
value of the coefficient of friction, }i, which will ensure
agreement between observation and theory in this

respect. He then utilises this value of the coefficient

to deduce the diurnal variation of the gradient of

pressure from the observed diurnal variation of the
wind. It seems desirable to consider in this applica-

tion the difference, emphasised in a recent paper by
Sandstrom, between friction due to motion over the
rough surface of the earth and sea and the frictional

effect which arises from the difference in direction
and velocity between the wind at the surface and that
at some distance above it. The results used in the
investigation are the hourly observations, presumably
estimates and not instrumental records, at de Bilt for

five years 1903-1908, and the four-hourly observations
at the Terschellingerbank Lightship for 25 years
1884-1908. The values found for fe show a general
agreement with those found by van Everdingen from
the incurvature of the wind at de Bilt, but the value
for Terschellingerbank is 50 per cent, larger. The
coefficient shows a regular annual variation, with the
maximum during autumn and winter, the minimum
during spring and summer, an interesting result which
ought to be compared with the values for inland
stations. The author criticises the results of the
analysis at St. Helena, on the ground that the wind-
vector turns in a clockwise instead of in a counter-
clockwise direction, but a reference to Dines 's discus-
sion of these results shows that, except for certain
small irregularities in the night, the vector rotates in

a counter-clockwise direction throughout the year.

The vector of the variation of the horizontal magnetic
force at St. Helena rotates in a clockwise direction
except in July. E. Gold.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT .CHEMIST.
jTN his report upon the work of the Government
'•* Laboratory for the year ended March 31, 191 1,

the principal chemist notes that the laboratory has
now been constituted a distinct establishment under
the Treasury. This is certainly a more appropriate
arrangement than the previous one, under which
the control was vested in the revenue authorities, for

since the laboratory now serves many other State
departments besides the fiscal ones, the control in

question had become somewhat of an anachronism.
Last year the total number of samples dealt with

was 186,044. as compared with 170,033 in the preced-
ing year. The report describes the nature of these,

with explanatory notes and statistics. As usual, they
included the most diverse kinds of articles, from
" standard " b^ead to poisoned salmon. From among
the items of more or less general interest mentioned
in the report we extract the following.
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Beer and brewing materials are reguiariy tested
for the presence of arsenic, and 41 out 01 03S sampl.-
were lound to contain arsenic in excess ui the pre-
scribed limit. Steps were taken in these cases to
prevent the contaminated article being sent into cun-
sumption, and to trace the source of the arsenic.
Usually this was found in the luel used for drying
the malt.
Two interesting cases of fish-poisoning are noted.

In one instance dead trout were lound (Kensey Brook,
Tamar and Plym District), and analysis of the water
showed that the brook had been contaminated with
ammonia from a gas works. In the other case, dead
salmon had been found in the Conway district, and
as there are lead mines near it was thought that the
fish might have been poisoned by drainage containing
lead. On analysis, however, zinc, and not lead, was
discovered in the salmon, as also in the river water;
this served to indicate the source of the pollution and
explain the destruction of the fish.

One curious question referred to the laboratory was
whether the composition of a particular clay was such
as to distinguish it from the exempted "common clay

"

of the Finance Act of 1909-10; the report is silent as
to the conclusion arrived at. Questions connected with
the pigments, paper, and gum used in making postage
and other fiscal stamps were also investigated. At
the house of a coiner, it is stated, a plate and apparatus
were found, all ready for the production of illegal

stamps. " His productions were somewhat crude,"
the principal chemist remarks ;

" but were sufficiently

good to deceive an unobservant person, especially in

a poor light."

In connection with dangerous trades a number of
pottery glazes were examined. They included a series

of forty-eight taken from works where lead-poisoning
had occurred, and it is a significant fact that except
in two or three cases, practically the whole of the lead
in these samples was " soluble " lead. Large propor-
tions of lead were also found in dust collected from
various factories, other than potteries.

Space allows mention of only one more of the many
interesting matters to be found in the report. A ques-
tion arose respecting the authenticity of a portion of

an "Account Book of Revels" of the years 1604-5,

preserved in the Public Record Office. This document
is a manuscript containing details of expenses in-

curred in producing certain plays, including Othello,

respecting the production of which at so early a date

there has been much controversy. Suspicion had been
cast upon the manuscript, the suggestion being that

the entries in question had been made about forty

years ago, just before the book had passed into the

custody of the Record Office. "After a searching
microscopical and chemical examination of the ink and
paper in different parts of the document," the principal

chemist was able to report that in the character of

the ink, the depth to which it had penetrated, or thr

degree of fading, there was no evidence whatever of

any difference between the impugned writing and that

in other parts of the document. C. S.

PRINCE BONAPARTE'S AIDS TO SCIENTIFIC-
WORK.

THE announcement of the gift of 250,000 francs to

the Paris Academy of Sciences by Prince Roland
Bonaparte has already been made in these columns.

The issue of the Conipics rendus of the Academy for

November 27 incliuli < a copy of the Ir'ttcr from
Prince Bonaparte to the president ot tin Academy.
M. Armand Gautier, announcing his intention, and
also the remarks of the president after reading this

letter to the meeting of the Academy. A free trans-

lation of both is subjoined.
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ll 1 1 p.' 11, < I li\ this id, .1, I ( \,-A\. '' s lii. |-,,ii.U

l><iiia|);irl<-. .\ii\i(ius In innlinii,- li I .mi |i1,h hi;;

.'ll th<- disposal <it ih>- ai .id'iii> a luiin'i -^um "\ .• ;,, ,, • ',

fiaiiis, iidl a- a <apilal ^um, Inil in ill,- liuin ot li\,-

annuili,--, intiiid' d In !>, u--< d at diir,' in lln- spirit I lia\i'

indirali'd ; liial i-- In -a\, |iiillinL; a--i(l'- all i<t, a ct i , lOin-

|i,ii>~,' Ini UDik ai < iinipli-^h' (I ali,ai!\, ulialcvi' its merit
iiia\ ll,-, in\ wish i^ ihal llii'- -uiii ina\ '

> ^liiiiu-

lal' disiii\, li.^ I.\ r,n(|,| iriu; ,a^iii i ll,-^ (il

Will kir-, in ^< l,ni , u ho, lia\ inj; alr,ail\ La\'ii prnnf nf

lli'ii aliiiilN Id uiid,i tal<,' luii^lnal work, and nut liildn^in^

Id dui aiail,iii\, lark sulVui'iil r,-s(nirr,s in iindiTtake or

td tdlldw dUI lli'ii in\ ,s| ij^atinn^.

I lli,i>fc.i,> a-k ill,- aiadiniv In alldi at, in idi2, 1013,

111!.), 11(15, and iiiii> til,-.,- n,w aniuiitiis in ih,- 'amf
iiiann,r tli.u it h.is ,ilr,ad\, in |)r,\idu-. \i;ii>, di;ik with
the carlifT .'innuitit's of iIk.' I'onds lionapait,-.

Dfvotcd :>s 1 am to all scientific -uidi,-, I sli.dl Ix-

happv, and mv ohjcct will he gained, if I (an in lliis wa\
II, ip Id iiii ii.i--,- ihi- aiiidunl df i)dsiii\,- kndwli dLi''.

i'l'd |iri-.i(iiiit N.iid :
—

I ^U> iidi iliinlc 1 need ask ili,- academy to ^\\e its

apprd\al Id Miis further liberality tiiat Prince Roland
i>dii,ip,irtr dif, r- u- to-day. The academy accepts the gift

with a,;itit .id,-.

\di -atisliid wiili cdiuiiiuing to help, as he has done for

tin- lasi fdui \,ar.-., \dunq men of science who might have
been stopped in their researches by material ditViculties.

our colleague doubles the amount which he places at their

disposal by making it 50,000 francs a year for five more
years. The number and value of the researches which his
gifts have made possible during the four years which are
almost at an end lead us to hope that the results will be
still better for the new period which begins in 1912.

With its president, the academy and French science
thank Prince Roland Bonaparte very heartily for his
generosity and invaluable initiative.

We notice with (1,-,'p r.^,-,.! th,. annouiic<ni,-nt of the

di-ath. dii ^uiid.is. l"),'C,nili,r in, ,it nini-t\-fdvir \,;n-s of

a^' .
'>! ^if Id^.ph 1). Ilddk.r, O.M., F.R.s. In ih.-

sci'-nlilit wdild h,' (iccu()icd a pl.tcc in the fi'din ranlc. and
his nam,' ,iiid Wdrk will b,' pcrnian-nih prdniiivnt in the

hi^idiN nl --ci.nlitic prdL;r<'-s in nidd,rn lini,^. Ihirtv-four

X'.ii-^ ai^d, dii ()cldhir J5, 1^77, an ,ippr, cialiv- arlicli- on

his s' ~ i, nc \\a,- cdnlrihut,'il to diir cdlunins bv

Prof. ill ilic ilrv, nth article df our -ri-i,s of

ScieiUilu Wdiihics. We need only refer to that article

now as an indication of the high esteem in which Sir

Joseph's unusual gifts and I'licrgics have long tii-,n h,!d l>v

those most cdiiipeiiiu to estimate tii<ir value. \\"e hop,- in

our next issue to supplement this article with aiidther,

and here only remark that his botanical kiuiwlidge was
unrivalled, and his work has won the gr.itiuKl, of th, whol,

civilised world. The announcement was m.id, on lu- -da\

that the Dean of Westminster had, w iih the full concurn i

of the Chapter, offered to the family to p, rmit ilie im

ment of Sir Joseph Hooker's ashes in th(^ .\bh, >. on the

condition that his remains were previously cremated. It

would have been appropriate for his remains to rest in the

north aisle of Westminster Abbey among those of Newton,
Sir John Herschel, Darwin, and Kelvin, and near the

memorials of Adams, Stokes, and Joule. The family has,

however, felt obliged to decline the offer of burial in the
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' 11 -, I .\bbf-y, as It was Sir Joseph's < xpres*; wish that In- should

Ke\v. I lie funeral

. ( liui ' !i td-niurrnw

it is spec iaily ree

I III h-l

hi~ Maj

,i iidll

Ih,

/..<,..'

W<i| l^

in,nl

Luki

Coloi

Cell,

l-dC-

. \ i~il id i IHU.l . .111,1 .!, ( dllimell;.

dn.ttidii, is jniblished in ,i supplem<>ti!

' December *^. \
'

veral p«'op!'

'i\ i.iilii' the fdllriwing 111 a imig li>l el .ippi.. '

id prdiiidiidiis : K.C.S.I.: Surgeon-t ief)er;ii (. !'

!)ir, ( tdr-( nil, r.il, Indian Medical Service. C..*« /

>. (•. Hurrard. 1 R.s., OfTiciating Survey;
111 India; .Mr. I- . I>. Hr\.int, Inspector-General of

till- I id\ , I iinii-nl df I ndia

l-.R.s., I)ii, 1 ldr-<.eii,ial df 1

J. (.;. Hi,.,, I'r,-id-'ii.\ (-(illig,

Eardley-Wilmot, lately Inspe.

(\l :

Dr. G. T. Walker.
n ( )bservatories ; Prof.

ili.iti.-i. K.C.I.E. : .Mr.

: df Forests to the

: l.ednard R'>'^-r^,

( i.ll.g.-, C;.!, '

df India; M;

leoldgii .al Survey

I\ Ashtdii, pr, -id

ment

inn:

on December 1 1,

un Thynne Lynn.

>pital, he was
tim-' as-istant

tellow of

intributoc"

n iQOO he beca

Government of India

professor of pathi

bacteriologist to tl

ll.aydi-n, Director ni ili-

Kuii^hl!. lUiclulor : Mr. K.

Mining and Geologii ;il Institute, Calcutta;

C . 11. Bedford, Chemical Fxaminer, Bengal.

The Nobel prizes were distributed by •

on December 10. Three of the p; .
- ,.

Curie (chemislr\ 1, I'lof. \\ . \\"i, n ipiiN-i.-i.

Gullstrand (medii in, j were presetu ])• rsmia

their prizes.

W'v. regret to announce the death

after a very short illn,--.s, df Mr. Wil

The -op. of a pln-ici.an in W
born ai ( li,K,.i in i.'^vs- '''

in till- ( 'amliriil:^' ( )li-' r\ atory , .and \'

Royal Ohseivaidiy . in-inwich, from

he retired from official duties. He wa-

the Royal Astronomical Society in iS

several papers to the Monthly Notic s.

a member of the British Astronomical Association, v -

the author of many papers in its Journal, and w..-

member of the council at the time of his death. He v, .1-

;is-,dci.it, d with Prof. D. P. Todd in the authorship o!

" Stars and relesropes," and, among other works,, wrote

the pdpul.ir littli tn atises " Celestial Motions." " Remark-

able (."omets,"" and ' Remarkable Eclips-- "
• - '^ of which

ran through sev, ral ,ditidiis. He w -.ant con-

tributor to The Atlirmirtini. Obsf A other

journals, principally dn subj, cts cunnei •
>» history

of astronomy and ilv cal-ndar, and o. , ,;-.dnally con-

tributed to our pages. His knowledge of astronomy gener-

ally, and especially of its history, was unusi;.
"

• --ve.

On subjects conn,'cted with chronology l-o

extremely well informed, and wa
his knowledge at the service of ot

Wi: regret to learn of th,

\\",i:(l, which tOdk place in N
.. '> short illnes-

-
, _ .

-
I publisher will

country as being energetically int-

photogr.aphy, but especially in the

photomechanical reproduction, and, lat*r. in the advance

of pictorial photography. His endeavour to get the word

photograph, when used as a substantive, replaced by
" photogram," which he maintained was more correct, was

always kept to the front by the name of his monthly

: r^av lo place

Mr. H. Snowden
'rat a Week age,

-tiowden Ward
known in this

11 branches of

df methods of
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journal The Photogram and his annual " Photograms of

the Year." Of late years Mr. Snowden Ward, while con-

tinuing his journalistic work, studied the life and writings

of Charles Dickens, with special reference to the actual

places and circumstances referred to by the novelist. He

was giving lectures on this subject in the United States

when he was taken ill. He was only forty-six years of

age.

The death is announced, at fifty-two years of age, of

Dr. E. F. Trevelyan, formerly professor of therapeutics at

the University of Leeds, and professor of pathology at the

Yorkshire College, then a constituent of the Victoria

University.

Prof. G. Elliot Smith, F.R.S., professor of anatomy

in the University of Manchester, has been awarded by the

Paris Anthropological Society the Prix Fauvelle, of one

thousand francs, for his researches in the anatomy and

physiology of the nervous system.

Prof. F. B. Loomis, who left Amherst College, Mass.,

in July at the head of an exploring expedition to Pata-

gonia, has written to a colleague an outline of his progress

up to the beginning of October. He had not been able to

secure many fossils, but could already see that the expedi-

tion would be able to revise the geology of the country

traversed. Many of the beds previously described as land

deposits were, in his judgment, marine.

The death is announced, on December 5 at Gloucester,

in his seventy-eighth year, of Dr. Francis T. Bond, for

thirty-eight years medical officer to the Gloucestershire

combined sanitary district. Dr. Bond was formerly pro-

fessor of clinical medicine at Queen's Hospital, Birming-

ham. From 1862 to 1873 he was principal of the Hartley

Institute, Southampton. He translated Radicke's work on
" Medical Statistics," and was a frequent contributor to

medical and sanitary journals. Dr. Bond was an early

worker in bacteriological research and was interested in

scientific agriculture ; he elaborated a method of cheese

manufacture, and invented a filter and other hygienic

devices.

The presentation of the testimonial to Mr. Henry

Keeping on his retirement from the post of curator of the

Geological Museum, Cambridge, took place in the Sedg-

wick Museum on Saturday, December 2, when Prof. T.

McKcnny Hughes handed him a purse subscribed by old

friends and students in recognition of his long and valuable

services. Mr. Keeping entered upon his duties as curator

fifty years ago under Prof. Sedgwick in the old Wood-
wardian Museum, where the geological department was

located until its removal into the Sedgwick Museum in

1904. In collecting fossils in the field Mr. Keeping has

displayed exceptional ability and skill ; and amongst the

mass of specimens which he has thus added to the rnuscum

special mention should be made of the remarkably rich

series of Tertiary fossils from the Hampshire basin which

his keen eye and intimate knowledge of the beds of that

area have enabled him to obtain.

An interesting discovery is reported from Western

Canada. During the summer Mr. Andrew Gordon French

discovered what is claimed to be one of the largest mines

of reef platinum metals in the world in the dyke rocks of

the Nelson district, British Columbia. He has now
announced the discovery therein of a new element, to

which he has given the name Canadium. The element is

diiscribed as a new member of the family of noble metals,

with a melting point somewhat lower than that of silver
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and gold, possessing a brilliant white lustre, easily soluble

in hydrochloric and in nitric acids, not tarnished by damp
air, sulphuretted hydrogen, alkaline sulphides, or tincture

of iodine, and not precipitated from its solutions by
chlorides or iodides. Continued heating in the oxidising

flame does not oxidise the molten metal, though some speci-

mens, when first heated, give off dense fumes, which may
be due to osmium, or possibly to something also new. It

is electronegative to silver, is precipitated from its solu-

tions by zinc, and, when allojed with lead, may be

separated by cupellation. The metal occurs pure as semi-

crystalline grains, and in short rods about 0-5 mm. long

and 01 mm. thick, and also alloyed with the other

platinum metals. Quantities up to 3 oz. per ton have
been found in the rock. It is more brilliant

and lustrous than palladium, and softer than platinum,

ruthenium, and osmium. The new metal is thus well

characterised and clearly differentiated in properties from
all known substances, and the confirmation of the discovery

will be awaited with interest. Mr. French has had wide

practical experience in the extraction and separation of the

platinum metals with various bullion-smelting firms in this

country, and is a native of Glasgow.

Mr. J. C. Robertson, of 119 Victoria Road, Kirkcaldy,

has sent us a communication relating to recent proposals

for the reform of the calendar. For the most part his re-

marks add little to the information conveyed in our

articles of April 27 and October 26. But he also takes

occasion to advocate the setting back of the year by ten

days in order that its beginning may coincide with the

winter solstice. This suggestion cannot be supported on

the ground of any advantage in commercial affairs, and
the chief interest which it has for us lies in the light

which it throws on the mental attitude of the prominent

reformers. In criticism of the provisions of the Fixed

Calendar Bill, we suggested the case of a servant engaged

on March 32, and wished to know the date of the first

monthly payment and the rule for calculating its amount.

On the first point Mr. Robertson confirms our surmise

that the due date is April 28. This, it may be observed,

implies that in practice a month may be any period from

twenty-eight to thirty-five days—a truly great improvement

on our present system ! He then suggests that the pay-

ment will be by special agreement one-twelfth of the

annual wage. But again it is difficult to appreciate the

simplicity of a calendar which needs to be supplemented

by special agreements. Alternatively, he states that the

Bill provides that the payment shall be in proportion to

the length of service. We believe that according to the

Bill payment should be in proportion to the number of

weeks in the month. When, as in the case suggested, a

fraction of a week is involved, we were at a loss for a

rule, and Mr. Robertson has not convinced us that the

Bill is explicit on the point. We have no wish to press

this simple example too far, but we do think that the

reformers have altogether underrated the practical difficul-

ties of the problem and undervalued the legitimate objec-

tions which can be brought against their solution of it.

Mr. Heron-Allen informs us that the violent gales at

the end of November have enabled him to make two very

remarkable finds at Selsey, near Chichester. One is a

series of Proteoliths in the seldom exposed Pleistocene mud

bed on the west coast, which Sir Ray Lankester pronounces

to be of the rostro-carinate eaglcs's-beak form, similar in

shape and date to the sub-Crag Proteoliths of which

frequent mention has been made in these pages. Mr.

Heron-Allen is handing them all over, together with thf

Selsey Palaeo'iths and Mesoliths, to Sir Ray Lankester,
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who is at work on this )iubj«ct. The other '* find '* \% •

iiritish gold stater, dished nnd plain on one side, and

b»-.irin(( on the other the impn-ss of a die not to be found

in Willetl's or Evans's worl<s, and which, until Mr. Heron-

.Mlfii deposited hi» coin at the British Museum, wns un-

known and unrepresented in the national collect!'

Is d<'srribing {Archaeologia /Eliana, scr. 3, voi. vii.;

th'- animal remains obtained during the excavations on the

site of the Roman city of Corstopitum, near Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, in 1910, Messrs. A. Meek and R. A. II. Gray

litate that the bones and skulls of many of the oxen agree

very closely with those of the white cattle of Chiilingham

:in<l other British parks. A peculiarity said to characterise

both is the absence or early shedding of the antepenulti-

mate lower premolar. On this ground both the Chilling-

ham and the Roman cattle are declared to represent a new
wild species, for which the name Bos sylvestris is pro-

posed ; but whether this is typified by the former or the

latter the reader is left to decide for himself. They ignore

th»' fact that park-cattle already possess a scientific name
— L'rus scoticus of Hamilton Smith—and likewise that the

colour of these cattle is decisive as to their domesticated

origin. Most naturalists would likewise regard the alleged

absence of the anterior premolar as a feature due to

domestication.

In a study of the Pacific Ocean in its relation to ethno-

graphy, contributed by Dr. J. M. Brown, regent of the

Lniversity of New Zealand, to part i., vol. ii., of The
Journal of Race Development, the writer lays special stress

on the region of subsidence. This he believes to account

for one of the most singular phenomena in human culture.
" These central groups are occupied by a people, the

Polynesians, who in some of their arts, the masculine,

those of war, navigation, architecture, and carving, rise

to the highest levels of the barbaric stage. And yet they

have adliered to arts that are purely Palaeolithic : these

are the art of thread-making, that of fire-making, and the

fictile art ; they have never had a spindle : they have a

pump-drill, but they have never applied it to the production
of fire ; and though they have plenty of clay, they have
never made pottery. In early stages of culture these belong
to the women's department, and w-oman, guided as she
is by emotion oftener than by reason, is more conservative

tlian man. This Palaeolithic element in the household
culture seems to indicate that man has been in Polynesia
since Palaeolithic times, and that woman came into those
regions only in those times, when there were still only
short canoe voyages to make to land that could be seen on
the horizon."

Nos. 46 and 47 of the Scientific Memoirs of i n-

nient of India deal respectively with " Malaria in the

Punjab," by Major Christophers, and " Dysentery and
Liver Abscess in Bombay," by Major Greig and Captain
Wells. Malaria in the Punjab is manifested in two ways,
as " endemic malaria " and as " autumnal epidemic or

fulminant malaria," the latter—the more important—being
associated with a high mortality. The determining causes
of epidemics are excessive rainfall and scarcity, though the

epidemic areas are not necessarily coincident with those of

heaviest rainfall. The determining factor of epidemic and
fulminant malaria is found to be flooding, and the villages

are attacked almost exactly in proportion as they have been
flooded. Experiments with sparrows and the Proteosoma,
a parasite analogous to the malaria parasite of man, and
similarly conveyed by mosquitoes, show that severity of

infection is largely dependent on the dose inoculated, and
the latter depends not merely on the number of mosquitoes
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biting, but on the number of sporozoite* injected at «:•

bite, and this, again, depends on the rkhneat in paracii

of the blood of the individual from whom the moM|U:

derives the infection. The memoir contains a number

plans and illustrative chartsi. As regards Memoir 47, '

dysentery, though bacillary dysentery occurs in Bomb::

it is infrequent, and the form associated with ama-i

is more prevalent. The prevalence of amceba: show* a

marked seasonal variation, which follows the humidity,

and not the temperature, curve in B^^t ! lie

amcebsc can be cultivated, and are not Ent. Ir. or

colt, but are probably the same form as that observed

Noc in Cochin China. Apparently the same anuxtba: <

be cultivated from tap water in the districts, and ;

evidence at present available indicates that water is pro:,

ably the channel by which this form of dysentery is dis-

seminated.

To vol. iv., part iii., of the Transactions of the Hull

Scientific and Field Naturalists' Club, Mr. T. Sheppard

contributes notes on the post-glacial, glacial, and pre-

glacial faunas of East Yorkshire. The glacial beds h.

yielded remains of mammoth, straight-tusked elephant, >'.

reindeer, red deer, Pleistocene bison, aurochs, rhinocen

and walrus.

The question of the nature of the diet of the exti:

giant phalanger (Thylacoleo carnifex) has been incident.:

revived by Messrs. Baldwin Spencer and R. H. Walcott

a discussion as to the origin of cuts on bones of exti:

Australian marsupials (Proc. R. Soc. Victoria, vol. xxi.

pp. 92-123). Such incised bones occur at considerable

depths—sometimes beneath beds of tufa—and the authors

consider that the cuts were probably made by the t^

of Thylacoleo. The name given to the giant phalanger

Owen indicated his opinion as to its carnivorous hab:

but this view was disputed in 1868 by Sir W. H. Flov.

who thought that its diet was probably vegetar:

although it might have included flesh. Thirty years la;

Dr. R. Broom argued that Owen was right; and if Mes^r^.

Spencer and Walcott are correct in their view as to r'

origin of the aforesaid cuts, the carnivorous habit ~

giant phalanger are definitely proved.

In the volume on mammals in the " Fauna of Brit

India," the late Dr. W. T. Blanford stated that the bla

buck {Antilope cervicapra) living on a spit of sand betw-

the Chilka Salt Lake, in Orissa, and the sea, never dra:

as there is no water on the spit except in deep wells. J

statement has been strongly controverted by various writ'

one at least of whom has suggested that the antelo:

obtain water from sheep-troughs. Of late years it 1

however, been conclusively shown that giraffes, kudu, .

gemsbok live for a considerable portion of the year in

Kalahari Desert without drinking, obtaining such moist,

as they require from the succulent roots of certain plar

In a letter published in The Field of November 25 I

Drake-Brockman records a very similar instance in

case of the maritime gazelle (Gazella pelzelni) in Son.

land. In July, 1910, five of these gazelles were placed

the island of Saad-ud-din, which is absolutely water,

save on the rare occasions when showers fall. There

however, a succulent Schweinfurthia, of which

gazelles are fond, and a lily with a large onion-like ri

which is scraped out of the sand and eaten by the gazel.

These are absolutely the only sources of moisture obtainable

by the antelopes, which have now lived on the island for

about eighteen months, since it has been clearly proved,

by the absence of their tracks from the shore, that th-^-v

do not drink sea water. The case of the Chilka bl.
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buck accordingly requires reinvestigation in order to ascer-

tain whether they too may be able to obtain moisture from

plants.

The sponge fauna of the Kola-Fjord forms the subject

of a paper (with a summary in German) by Mr. L. L.

Breitfuss in Tvav. (Comptes reiidtis) Soc. Imp. Nat. St.

Petersboiirg, vol. xlii., part i. In the second fasciculus of

the same part Dr. Weltner describes (as the seventh instal-

ment of the account of the fauna of Turkestan) the sponges

of the Issyk Kul (Lake Issyk) and the neighbouring rivers

of the district north of the Tian Shan. These belong to

the almost cosmopolitan Ephydatia fliiviatilis, and from the

fact of its occurrence in the Issyk Kul, which is about

5300 feet above sea-level, at a depth of as much as 40

metres, the species is regarded by the author as a member
of the high-mountain and deep-lake fauna. At depths

between 15 and 30 metres there was found from the middle

of July to the end of August a form which produces sexual

buds. Since, however, only a few unripe gemmules with

misformed amphidiscs were then found, it is considered

that the development of normal sexual gemmules must

occur at some other season.

A CATALOGUE of the periodicals. Transactions of societies,

and similar publications contained in the library of the

Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, has been compiled and

published as Nos. xxvi. and xxvii. of " Notes " from

the garden. With a view to the utilisation of the separate

items as index slips for public or private use, the printing

is limited to one side of the page.

A CONTINUATION of garden notes on new trees and

shrubs, prepared by Mr. W. J. Bean, appears in The
Kew Bulletin (No. 8). Chinese introductions include a

distinct rough-stemmed bush, Berheris verructdosa ; a

l)eautiful hornbean, Carpintis polyneura ; and the new
conifer, Fokienia Ilodginsii. .Another interesting and rare

Chinese conifer, represented at Kew by several specimens,

is the lace-bark pine, Pinus Bungeana ; a peculiarity of

this tree is the white bark, but it is noted that this is a

very late development, and has not yet been attained by

the Kew specimens. Noteworthy, also, is the small

American tree Leitneria floridaua that by itself constitutes

the family Leitneriaceae ; the wood produced is perhaps the

lightest known, having a specific gravity about 02.

The original homes of our cultivated plants is a matter

of considerable interest to gardeners, so that Mr. A. W.
Hill found an appropriate subject in the relation of South

America to horticulture for a lecture before the members
of the Royal Horticultural Society, that is published in the

Journal (vol. xxxvii., part i.). The " monkey puzzle,"

Araucaria imbricata, emanates from Chile, and from that

State or Peru have come many hardy or half-hardy shrubs,

including Berheris Darwinii, Azara macrophylla, and
Drimys Winteri. Less hardy, and therefore requiring

greenhouse cultivation, are the climbers Stigmaphyllon and

Tacsonia, and the wall plants Slreptosolen Jamcsoni and

Lapageria rosea. Species of Begonia from South America
have contributed materially to the development of modern
garden varieties, while no less interesting are the species of

Calceolaria and Fuchsia that are strongly represented on

that continent, and several brilliant species of Tropaiolum.

Prof. D. H Campbell is well known to botanists as

the author of many valuable and important memoirs on
tlie morphology of vascular cryptogams. A recent number
Xo. 140) of the Publications of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington embodies a connected account of the

' usporangiate ferns, in which he has brought together in
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a very complete form the result of his researches on the

comparative morphology of the Ophioglossaceae and

Marattiaceae The memoir, which contains 224 pages of

text, and is amply illustrated by text figures and plates, is

fully worthy of the high reputation of Prof. Campbell, and
it will be indispensable to all students of this interesting

group of plants. After an extensive account of the struc-

ture and development of a considerable number of species

the author draws certain general conclusions as to the

phylogenetic significance of the structures he describes.

Thus, as a result of a discussion of the evolution of the

vascular structure, he regards the vascular system of the

stem of, e.g., Marattiaceae as a collocation of leaf bundles,

and discards the " stela*- " view, as it is generally held, on

the ground that it obscures a right interpretjition of the

facts. As might have been anticipated, the author deals

with the supposed origin of the eusporangiate ferns (which

he regards as a primitive group) from a bryophyte stock,

and the analogies and comparisons he draws between the

embryo of species of Ophioglossum and of Anthoceros are

striking. Naturally he does not suggest a derivation of

the ferns from Anthoceros as it now exists, but he points

out very cogently the remarkable features of resemblance

that actually exist. All who are interested in the evidence

on which the speculations respecting the ancestry of the

higher plants are founded will find matter of great interest

in Prof. Campbell's memoir, whilst as a repository of facts

which, whatever be the fate of theories and hypotheses,

will always retain their face values, the memoir forms a

considerable contribution to the permanent literature of

botany.

That branch of the United States Department of -Agri-

culture concerned with the introduction of foreign seeds

and plants has achieved success largely owing to the

systematised methods of procedure and the activities of

the explorers in charge. One of the latter, Mr. D. G.

Fairchild, contributes to The National Geographic

Magazine (October) a popular illustrated article in which

a few of the important introductions are noted. Probably

the greatest undertaking has been the importation of date-

palm suckers, which have been planted in the States of

Arizona and California. From India, mangoes have been

imported in large variety, and are being grown in Florida,

Porto Rico, and Hawaii. The production of Oriental per-

simmons and the cultivation of bamboos on a commercial

scale are also notable enterprises, as well as the introduc-

tion of a new vegetable, " udo," Aralia cordata, from

Japan, comparable to and said to rival asparagus.

The report on the permanent experiment field of the

Roseworthy Agricultural College, published in The Journal

of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia, con-

tains some very interesting results. Perhaps the most

remarkable is the great increase in the wheat crop obtained

by applying small dressings of superphosphates, the grain

rising from twenty-one to twenty-six bushels, and the

straw also showing a marked increase. Nitrate of soda

did not produce anything like the effect that would be

looked for in this country, a result probably to be attributed

to the lack of moisture, whicli would operate as a limit-

ing factor. In the same Journal it is also stated that the

broom millet {Sorghum vulgare, var. technicum) can be

grown profitably in certain parts of the State. Stress is

rightly laid on the value of any now crop likely to widen

the basis of the local agriculture. Mention is also made

of the fact that varieties of wheat which have proved

admirably suited to Australia were wholly unsatisfactory

in Great Brilam
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Tub third volume of results published by the Geological

and Natural History Survey of Connecticut contains three

bulletins, *' The Lithology of Connecticut," by Prof. Barrell

and Mr. G. F. LouRhlin ;
" Catalogue of Flowering Plants

and Ferns of Connecticut Growing without Cultivation,"

by the Committee of the Connecticut Botanical Society

;

and " Second Report on the Hymeniales of Connecticut,'*

by Prof. E. A. White. One object of the Survey's publica-

tions is to enlist the interest of the general community, in

which connection Prof. Barrell's " Introduction to I/ith-

ology " is noteworthy for its luminous thoroughness. The

oconomic value of all soils is carefully investigated by Mr.

Loughlin. On the same principle, the useful or deleterious

properties of flowering plants and fungi receive full notice.

Prof. White has made considerable experiments with

mushrooms, and the number of edible and wholesome

.\garicace;o is surprisingly large. His descriptions of fungi,

illustratt^l by some excellent photographs, are very complete.

The catalogue of flowering plants and ferns comprises

2228 species; nothing that has not been authenticated is

included. Distribution is uneven ; Connecticut soils, being

formed from trans|Kirted material, often differ from the

underlying rock. In the south-eastern portion of the State

there is a small group belonging to the flora of the Atlantic

coast plain of the middle and southern States, prob.'ibly a

remnant of a larger colony. Among interesting species are

the dwarf mistletoe, parasitic on the black spruce; and the

numerous representatives of Rhododendron and Cypripcdium.

In 1907 an Act of the General Assembly was put into force,

by which "The Mountain Laurel, Kalmia latifolia, is

hereby made, constituted, and declared to be the State

Flower of the State of Connecticut." The prevailing diffi-

culties of nomenclature are well illustrated in this careful

list. It will, in connection with the full geological know-
ledge of the State, enable some investigations to be made
of considerable ecological interest.

Heft 3 of the current volume of the Mitteilungen aus
den Deutschen Schutzgebieten is mainly devoted to the

final portion of an account of the Cameroon Mountains, by
Dr. K. Hassert. The hydrography is fully treated, and
the distribution of water, with its remarkable inequality, is

brought out. The coastal slopes have as high a rainfall

as any part of the earth's surface, while the south-

eastern, eastern, and northern regions are but imperfectly

supplied. The fauna and vegetation are shortly described,

and the inhabitants are discussed. A section on the

economic products of the region, and two appendices deal-

ing with the observations of altitude and the determina-
tion of geological specimens complete the article.

Mk. \'. N. I KHEDEF investigated the hydrology of the

Kamchatka River in 1908-9, and has given a preliminary
account in the Izvestiya of the Russ. Geogr. Soc, Nos.
i.-v., 191 1, The river is a mighty stream, being more
voluminous in its lower course than the Dnieper, and dis-

charging when low fully 42,380 cubic feet of water per
second. A greater aggregate of low temperatures is re-

quired to bring it to the freezing point than any other
river of Sil>eria, probably owing to the high temperature
of the springs that feed it. It receives tribute also from
the melting of the snow and ice in the mountains, while
rain is of secondary importance. The lakes of eastern
Kamchatka are in summer not colder than similar lakes
in Europe, notwithstanding the great difference in climate,
while in winter they are even warmer, because thev are
frozen over earlier. The stream that drains the Nerpichye
Lake is, unlike most lake outlets, warmer than the air
soon after the thawing of the ice. A map of the delta of
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the Kamchatka River with iu numerous islands, chai ' ;.,

and creeks accompanies the article.

Mr. I. Kark, who has studied the .Murgab River i''

relation to a project foi storing the surplus water i:

spring to b<- used for irrigation in summer has publish"!

the results in the Izvestiya of the Russ. Geogr. Soi

Nos. viii.-x., 1910. At Tashkepri the minimum dischar^

of the river in September is 1330 cubic feet a second, an

the maximum, in March, 5608 cubic feet, while the annual

flow of water is more than 694 thousand million cubic feet.

The solid matter carried down by the stream, which silt*i

up a reservoir constructed some years ago at Yolatan, i

derived principally from the sand and clay of the lo-

deposits below Takhtabazar. Below Sultanbent an

Yolatan, where the delta may be considered to begin, th-

load is deposited, and, raising the general level of th<

country, forces the river to seek a lower course we-!

wards. Hence it is that the town of Merv has moved i'

the same direction. Mr. Kark suggests that borinj.;

should be executed to ascertain the practicability of obtaii

ing water by artesian wells. These borings would al-

yield information regarding the depth of the solid rorl;

and their age.

The meteorological chart of the North .Atlantic t>t<an

for December, issued by the Deutsche Seewarte, gives some

news received from the German .Antarctic Expedition. The^;

ship Deutscbland left Buenos Ayres on October 7 for a

position near latitude 48° S., longitude 30° W'., in order t.

determine by soundings whether a shoal exists there, .1

surmised by several shipmasters. The vessel would then

visit the South Sandwich Islands to explore the floor of

the ocean in their vicinity, and afterwards repair to South

Georgia to take in stores, &c., this month. From there

it would take a direct south-east course to the neighbour-

hood of Coats' Land, and make the eastern part of

Weddell Sea, where less pack-ice is likely to be found than

in the south-western corner. If land is reached a station

will be established, and the ship will endeavour to get

free of the ice by March next. In the southern summer

of 1912-13 it will return for the removal of the members

of the expedition. Particulars of successful landing on the

Antarctic shore may be looked for about April next.

It is impossible to read the monthly issues of the Bulletin

of the American Mathematical Society without realising

that .American mathematicians are a much more powerful

and well-organised body than their fellow-workers in this

country. In an article on "American Mathematics" in

The Popular Science Afonthly, Prof. G. A. Miller shows

that much still remains to be done before America can

occupy a position of equality with the leading mathematical

centres of the world, and his remarks certainly appear to

apply with even greater force to England. It may perhaps

be rather doubted whether the imperfect definitions of such

words as " matrix " or " algebra " given in ordinary

dictionaries can be regarded as affording much conclusiy^

evidence, since it is probable that similar defects might h

found in their treatment of other branches of science ; but

Prof. Miller is on firmer ground when he directs atten-

tion to the absence of any popular encyclopaedic works <•'

general reference in the English language dealing with tli

developments and history of higher mathematics. " .As tlv

result of this lack of intermediate mathematical literatur'

comparatively few of our people know what constiti;

mathematician of high order."

The Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences for

November 19 contains a short account of the result*

obtained by Messrs. Rosa, Dorsey, and Miller in a deter-

I
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mination of the ampere in absolute measure at the Bureau

of Standards. A current balance of the Ravieigh type was

used, a coil being suspended from one pan of a balance

so that it hung horizontally between two horizontal fixed

coils of double its diameter, the three coils being coaxial.

The change of weight in one pan of the balance necessary

to maintain equilibrium when the current in the fixed

coils was reversed was determined. The absolute value of

the chemical equivalent of silver obtained by means of the

balance is 1-11804 milligrams per coulomb. The value

adopted at the London Conference in 1908 was i-ii8oo.

The electromotive force of the Weston normal cell at

20° C, obtained by sending one absolute ampere through

an international ohm, was found to be 101822 volts.

At the recent Karlsruhe meeting of the Naturforscher-

versammlung Prof, von Kowalski, of Freiburg (Switzer-

land), gave a summary of our present knowledge of the

phosphorescence of organic substances at low tempera-
tures, a knowledge which we owe largely to the observa-

tions made by him and his pupils. Many organic sub-

stances which exhibit no signs of phosphorescence at

ordinary temperatures become phosphorescent in liquid air,

and the intensity of the effect is increased if the substance

is in solution in water or in alcohol to a concentration

of about one-twentieth normal. Subjected to ultra-violet

light for an instant, the solid solution gives a continuous

phosphorescent spectrum, which gradually fades away, the

longer waves disappearing first. If the exposure to the

light is continued for a second or more the phosphorescent

spectrum shows, in addition, a number of bright bands
which persist longer than the continuous spectrum, and in

fading away appear to spread themselves over the whole
spectrum. These bands aie intimately connected with the

chemical structure and with the ordinary absorption spec-

trum of the substance investigated. Their positions can
be obtained by displacing the absorption bands through a

fixed interval towards the red end of the spectrum.

Sever.al new models of microscopes, particularly the

type known as the " Handle Model," are described in a

catalogue received from Messrs. R. and J. Beck, Ltd. It

is a matter of no small importance to the student to be

able to lift his instrument without fear of straining anv
of its parts or of dislocating the objective in relation to

the object. Many cheap microscopes are so designed that

it is necessary when moving them to grasp the base ; other-

wise considerable strain is thrown on the fine adjustment.
The models referred to are made in different patterns to

suit either the student or the advanced worker, and in

either case the price is moderate. The cheapest of the

series is an example of what can be done in this country
when modern methods of production are adopted. It is

probably the least expensive microscope, for the adjust-

ments provided, at present to be obtained of either English

or Continental manufacture. The fine adjustment is of

the lever type, so that the chance of it getting out of

order or of becoming les: accurate as the result of wear
is reduced to a minimum. The stand is supported on a

foot of the horseshoe type, and the objections to this

design are to some extent obviated by lengthening the

point of support towards the observer, with the result that

increased stability is secured.

Students and teachers of applied mechanics in search

f new examples as test exercises will find the set prepared
tiv Mr. C. E. Inglis (Cambridge University Press, price

-i. 6d. net) to be of service. There are, in all, 160
• xercises, divided into twenty papers; these are chiefly

drawn from examination papers set at the Cambridge
Engineering Laboratory, ancf the standard of most of the
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problems is that of the " A " papers in the Engineering
Tripos examinations. Answers to the problems are
included, but no hints for solution are given ; hence the
questions fulfil the purpose of the author, which is to

provide material for the student who has learned many
principles, but must also gain self-reliance in the appli-

cation of the knowledge he has acquired. The problems
given cover a wide range, and include exercises in

structures, machines, strength of materials, and higher
applied mechanics generally. The diagrams are well drawn
and are clearly dimensioned. Many of the problems bear
the stamp of novelty, and are suggestive of others on the
same Hnes. Students preparing for the final engineering
examinations of any of the universities should find the book
useful.

Engineering for December 8 contains an account of a
peat-gas plant which has been working at Portadown, in

Ireland, since September last with results which are re-

ported to be quite satisfactory. The plant works with air-

dried peat, and consists of two producers of 200 brake-
horse-power capacity each, together with coke-scrubber,

tar-extractor, sawdust scrubber, exhauster, and expansion

box. The peat is fed in block form into a hopper above
the producer, whence it falls into the producer itself as

combustion proceeds. The gas is drawn off through the

coke-scrubber and washer to the tar-extractor, where the

tar is extracted under centrifugal action. It then passes

on to the sawdust scrubber, and is delivered to the gas-

holder by a high-speed fan, which draws it through the

plant. The heating value is about 140 British thermal

units. This plant has replaced a Mond-gas plant by which

power was formerly provided, and figures are given in

comparison of the cost of the two methods of power-gas

production. The net expense for fuel in the peat-gas plant

is 4Z. 5s. per week. The anthracite used in the Mond-gas

plant cost 13Z. 165. 3d. per week. The plant has not been

running sufficiently long to ascertain definitely whether a

slight increase in labour may be necessary ; but, allowing

40Z. per annum for such a contingency, under these con-

ditions at a factory of 500 looms, employing 500 to 600

hands, a saving in the fuel bill of about 438Z. would

result. The plant was constructed by Messrs. Crossley

Brothers, Ltd., of Manchester.

A SECOND French edition of the rirst part of vol. i. of

Prof. O. D. Chwolson's "Treatise on Physics" has been

published by MM. A. Hermann et Fils, of Paris, at the

price of 17 francs. As was the case with the first edition,

the translation is the work of M. E. Davaux, and is based

on the Russian and Gerni.ni (ditions. In this case, too,

additions and notes have been made by MM. E. and f-

Cosserat. The previous edition was reviewed in tli> i--ii'

of Nature for February 15, 1906 (vol. Ixxiii., p. ^c^). to

which reference may be made.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Sciiaumasse's Comet, iqii/i.—From the Nice and the

Arcetri observations of comet 1911/1, on November 30,

December 1 and 2, M. F"ayet has calculated a set of

elements, which is published in a supplement to No. 4541

of the Astronomischc Ncuhrirhtcu. The elements give

Ffbruarv 5, i<)iJ. 's iln dai. ni |)eriheIion passage, and,

as will ix'sr.n lioni lii' . \iia. i Irom the ephemeris, given

below, the comet is now getting nearer to both the earth

and the sun.
Ephemeris J2h. (M.T. Paris).

191

1

a(irue) « (true) log r log ^ i/r^S^

h. m. . /

Dec. 12 ... 13 556 ... -f- 3 6 ... 01611 ... 02459 ... 015
,, 16 ... 14 II-2 ... -h 2 8 ... 01506 ... 0-2352 ... 017
,, 18 ... 14 27-2 ... + 1 9 ... 01403 ... 02252 ... 019
„ 22 ... 14 354 ••' + o 39
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'Ihe cutnct it travelling south-east through Virgo, and
rises about three o'clock in the morning.

Observations op Comets.—In No. 4538 of the Atiro-
notnischc Nachrichten I'rof. Barnard publishes the resuhs
of liis observations of Wolf's periodic comet (1911a) during
the present return. The observations were made with the

Yerkes 40-inch refractor, and show that the magnitude was
about 14-15, the diameter from 5' to 10*, and that the

comet was a small and indefinite, although not diffused,

object.

Positions of comet 191 16 (Kiess), determined during
July 13 to August 10 at Leipzig, arc given by Dr. H.
.\aumann, who found the comet to be very diffuse and
changeable in appearance.

In ^.'o. 4539 of the same journal Dr. Backlund discusses— rved and calculated places of Encke's comet
(luring the present apparition, with special refer-

. in;>> 10 the question of acceleration and the mass of
Mercury adopted in calculating the perturbing forces.
Prof. Konkoly records the wave-lengths and intensities of
the four bands 560, 546, 516, and 472 observed in Brooks's
and Beljawsky's comets, showing that the second and
fourth of these were relatively faint in Beljawsky's comet
at the time of observation. Only the first, third, and
fourth of these bands were recorded in the spectrum of
Qu^nisset's comet on October 14.

In the Gazette Astronotnique (Nos. 47-48) are reproduced
drawings, made by M. Biesbroeck at Uccle, of comets
191 ic, 191 1/, and 1911^ on October 17; the differences in
form are very striking. That of Brooks's comet (1911c)
is of the Morehouse type, with long envelopes developed in
front of the nucleus sweeping out into a long, fairly
narrow tail. The form of comet 1911/ (Qu6nisset) is very
different, the tail being emitted as a narrow straight jot
from a point at the centre of the rear of the head. In
Beljawsky's (1911^) we recognise the type of envelope seen
ill th' case of comet 19100, where the nucleus was located
^lii^litly within the front surface of a broad parabolic
envelope.

The Distribution of Stars of Different Spectral
Types.-—Dr. Karl-Gustav Hagstrom publishes the results
of an interesting investigation concerning the distribution
of stars in space, from the point of view of their spectra, in
No. 7, vol. xlvi., of the Kungl. Svenska Vetenskaps-
akademiens Handlingar. He finds that his class a (fifth-
type stars) shows a marked concentration about the equator
of the Milky Way, and that his /3 type (Orion stars) are
more numerous and more concentrated in the southern than
in the northern hemisphere; but for solar and first-tvpe
stars, also for the later types, he can find no preferential
grouping. Accepting Herschel's idea that the visible stars
form a single system, and admitting that the non-con-
centrated types are inside the ring of such a system, it

would appear from this investigation that the system is
lenticular in form, the cooler redder stars being situated in
the neighbourhood of the sun, and the hotter stars in the
edge of the lens form. As the hotter stars also appear to
be in the southern hemisphere, it would seem that the sun
is located in the northern part of this stellar system.

Determination of Radial Velocities.—An important
contribution to the study of stellar radial velocities appears
in vol. X. of the Annals of the Cape Observatorv—Spectro-
scopic Researches. It contains the results of the measure-
ment and discussion of radial-velocity plates taken between
November 7, 1903, and .May 4, 1908, and deals with thirtv-
one stars of the third magnitude and brighter. The
measurements of each line on each plate, and the wave-
lengths of the comparison spectra, are very fully discussed,
and it is shown that there is apparently a distinct varia-
tion of wave-length with spectral type, the thirtv-one stars,
for this purpose, being arranged in six successive groups.
\ comparison of the Cape results with those published, for
the s^me stars, by other observatories is reassuring con-
cernmg the general trustworthiness of radial-velocity
results

; thus eleven out of the thirteen results given for
a Tauri, determined at six different observatories, all lie
between 51.7 and 559 km. per sec.

Early Methods of Determining Latitude.—Among the
publications of the Deutsche Seewarte of the Kaiserliche
^Marine at Hamburg has recently appeared a memoir
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entitled " Die Geschichcliche Entwicklung dcr Po
bestimmungen bei den alteren Volkern," by <":'

It contains a history of the various methods >

ing geographical latitude employed by the '

noni'Ts to about the date 1350. The author makes :

original contribution to our sources of knowledge ; but !

has made a careful survey of the e.\: ices and t)

work of modern sicholars, and his ' y coounet.
with numerous f •• - .1.....1.1 1 , ^j,. ,^j, ^J those »!
arc interested in le of the subject.

The memoir r. rs, of which the fu

deals briefly with the earli 't<i at a solution of t;

problem, especially amon,. ' liinese. The %fCf
chapter relates to the Greek astronomers, from K'

to Ptolemy; in this period we find the earliest recc
of the change of latitude with locality. '!

'

of Indian astronomers, which is next d<

seem to have advanced the methods of . ......->;., .

was of the greatest importance in the development '

trigonometry.
The last two chapters treat of the work of the \t

astronomers AI-BattSni, Ibn Junis, and j\bul Hassan,
Morocco. The medizeval Arabs inherited the kno
acquired by the Greeks and the Hindus, and are kn
have possessed translations of the works of 1

Ptolemy, and Brahmagupta. But they also made :

progress on their own account. .Abul Hassan, in part
shows the greatest fertility of resource in inventing n-

methods, and succeeded in solving the most complicat.
problems in dialling. This, at least, would appear fr< :

his work; but, naturally, it is impossible to estimate l:

debt which he owed to his predecessors.

Stars having Peculiar Spectra.—While examining t!

photographs of the Henry Draper Memorial, the late Mi
Fleming discovered an immense number of variable st;i

and other objects having peculiar spectra, and the fin

have been from time to time recorded in the Harvn:
College Observatory Circulars. No. 167 of these probalVi

completes the record of Mrs. Fleming's discoveries, and
contains a list of thirty-one new variables, of which thirteen
were found by her. It also gives a list of seven stn:

having peculiar spectra, of which Mrs. Fleming discover
five; in three cases Hi8 is bright, three others cont:i

bright lines, one being a gaseous nebula, and the other h
a normal fourth-type spectrum.

The Evolution of Multiple Stars.—The question ct

the evolution of double and multiple star systems is dis-

cussed, in the light of recent discoveries, by Dr. See '

No. 4539 of the Astronomische Nachrichten. Inter alia, 1

states that such systems, having developed from spir

nebulae of vast extent and slow motion of revolution, shoi:
show but little relative motion, and suggests that in siir

cases as $ Cygni, a Tauri, &c.. an effort be made to phot
graph the extremely faint residual nebulosity which, accoi
ing to the hypothesis, may >till surround the members >

such systems.

MATHEMATICS IX ENGLISH SCHOOLS.
'T'HE powerful and vigorous article on " Mathematics

'

English Schools " contributed to Science Progress (
October by Mr. Charles Godfrey, headmaster of the Roy
Naval College, Osborne, opens up a subject deserving t:

most attentive study on the part of everyone who is int«

ested in the future progress of our race. .As the author
points out, modern civilisation stands on a foundation of
applied mathematics ; without mathematics the earth couH
not support its present population. But in England v

have a ruling class whose interests are sporting, athlet;

and literary ; consequently not only is mathematics not
bread-and-butter subject except for those who are satisfi'

with this simple diet, but the work of the mathematici.
is ignored and even treated with contempt. .And this

spite of the fact stated by Mr. Godfrey, that mathemati.
occupies a larger share of time in our school curricu.
than in those of other countries. The remedy proposed !

Mr. Godfrey is that our teaching in schools should be based
on the " outlook " value of mathematics, and should train

our boys to appreciate the tremendous potentialities of t!

subject of which they are mastering the elements. A
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present our teaching involves a large amount of disciplinary

drill in subjects like algebra, which affords no outlook
beyond that afforded by the examination value of the

subject.

Mr. Godfrey finds that, whatever may be the real educa-
tional value of this training, we have no definite proof that

it confers advantages which could not be at least equally
f-lTiciently derived from other studies. On the other hand,
we have certainly failed in one thing : broadly speaking, we
have failed to make mathematical thought enter as a main
element into the life of the educated classes. More and
more the affairs of life are being made amenable to mathe-
matical treatment, and as it has turned out the development
has been on lines divergent from the lines of schoolwork.
In these developments, the study of the calculus has been
the fundamental form in which mathematics is applied to
the affairs of modern life. This study, however, does not
grow out of the summit of school mathematics, but branches
off low down the stem, and it is independent of formal
geometry ; a vigorous pruning of school algebra and arith-

metic would in no wise prejudice the growth we want to

encourage.
Mr. Godfrey, referring to the requirements of the non-

mathematical schoolboy, compares the drudgery and drill

of multiplying and dividing long algebraic expressions to

the technique of piano-playing, which may be useful for the
professional musician, but conspicuously fails to stimulate
a taste for music in the average pupil. He finds that the
tiine saved from»this drill would amply suffice not only for

the teaching of the calculus when its fundamental prin-
ciples are divested of the unnecessary complications intro-

duced by the consideration of transcendental functions, but
that a stimulating course in mechanics can quite well be
fitted into the curriculum which the mathematical as distinct
from the science master can provide for the non-specialist
schoolboy.

As regards statics the position is clear, provided that
(experimental methods receive due prominence. The case for
dynamics is not so clear, and Mr. Godfrey's difficulties may
perhaps receive confirmation from the disagreement which
still exists among teachers regarding mass and weight,
poundals and slugs. He would therefore propose to restrict
the study to kinematics, which, as he points out, is really
nothing more than geometry with the introduction of a time
element. Many of Mr. Godfrey's suggestions have been
under the consideration of the committees appointed by the
Mathematical Association to inquire into the teaching of
school mathematics, and the feasibility of the proposals to
which he directs attention is proved by the fact that, in the
French lyc^cs for classical specialists, the proposed training
in analysis is reached with a far shorter number of hours
of schoolwork than is given to mathematics in England.
The views indicated very imperfectly in this abstract will

doubtless be read with regret by disciples of the old school.
But England's neglect of mathematics requires us to face
many hard and unpleasant truths, and it is probably no
exaggeration to say that at the present time a plea for the
study of classics, even Latin and Greek grammar, would
receive a favourable reception at the hands of a large
section of the British public which would turn a deaf ear to
any corresponding claim of the mathematician.

G. H. B.

lUE JIEALTII OF THE X. ITION.
'T'HE sixth annual meeting of the National League for

Physical Education and Improvement was held at the
Mansion House on December 8, the Lord Mayor presiding.
Letters of regret were read from the Archbishop of York,
Lord Haldane, the Lord Chief Justice, and others. The
first speaker was Sir Archibald Geikie, president of the
Royal .Society. He greatly approved of the objects of the
league, which are to stimulate public interest in the
physical improvement of the people, to lessen waste by
coordinating agencies already established for this purpose,
and starting them where none at present exist, to make
better known the local powers already possessed bv public
authorities, and to promote fresh legislation where neces-
sary. In a short, telling speech he pointed out that while
the league was to be congratulated on the very rapid and
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excellent progress it had made during the six years in

which it has been in existence, it has been, and still is,

hampered by want of funds, a want which it is to be hoped
will be remedied in the coming year by the aid of all.

those who have the health of the nation at heart.
Bishop Boyd Carpenter described more in detail the work

of the league during the past year. The three subjects on
which it had been particularly engaged were the need for

a clean milk supply, organised physical recreation, and
the dangers arising from the use of inflammable makes of

flannelette. He showed that the league's work was not
of a purely philanthropic nature—it was an effort at self-

protection on the part of a great nation. It tried to protect
children in their upgrowth and to prevent them, in various
ways, from becoming a source of weakness to the com-
munity.

Prof. Bostock Hill, medical officer of health for

Warwickshire, suggested that a national health week be
instituted, culminating in a Health Sunday, when the

churches might bring home to the nation the gospel of

hygiene. Communal sanitation has resulted in a very

considerable reduction in the death-rate of this country

;

but he pointed out that more than communal effort was
now required, and that this could only be brought about by
giving to the people individually a knowledge of what
hygiene could do for them, and at the same time co-

ordinating the services of all societies, private and public,

towards this end. People must be brought to understand
that hygiene consists in the spread of cleanliness, applied

to air, food, earth, and the dwelling.

Lady St. Davids brought forward several practical

suggestions, such as the formation of tooth clubs for tooth-

less people, instead of boot clubs for bootless children,

since the former were in more danger of injuring their

constitution than the latter. She also pleaded for the

closer cooperation of the nursing profession with all who
were concerned in the promotion of the health of the

nation.

THE ANALYSIS OF SPECIES."^

'T*HE author of the paper referred to below has made an
-^ important pioneer contribution to the study ot

heredity in crosses between plants of widely divergent

phylogeny, viz. reputed species of Linum, and has com-
pared the results obtained from such species-hybrids with

those obtained from the simpler varietal crosses. Statis-

tical methods have been utilised for the expression of the

characters examined, as in the work of Johanssen.

The general trend of the results is to show that even in

cases where the composition of F, appears to present

perfectly smooth variation between the two parental

extremes, the behaviour in F3 shows that the inheritance

is in reality factorial, and can be most easily explained on

Mendelian principles. The frequency with which the

parental forms reappear is least in crosses of reputed

species, and becomes more common with closer crosses

until simple mono-hybrids are reached. The methods by

which the data were obtained appear to have been above

suspicion, both experimentally and statistically, while the

important error from vicinism is said to have been

excluded.

One possibility has perhaps been overlooked, namely,

that while the inheritance of such a character as length of

seed is probably determined by several allelomorphic pairs,

yet the ultimate dimensions of the seed of any given plant,

fluctuation having been evaluated, may be influenced

through correlation with other similarly inherited

characters, notably the dimensions of the fruit. The posi-

tion of any plant in the frequency curve for a family is

thus, apart from fluctuation, firstly determined by the

factors which it carries, and secondarily by a deflection of

the expression of those factors from the normal by somatic

correlation.

The characters studied were the length and breadth of

the seed, the length and breadth of the petals, and the

1 " Dm Verhalren flukiiiierend variiender Merkmale bei der Battard-

ierung." Von Tine Tammes. «iu« dem Boianirehen I^boraiorium der

UnivrrsitJit Groninifen. Extrait du Recueil des Travaux botaniques Nrfer-

land.-ii«, vol. viii., Livr. 3, 1911.
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petal colour, all of which received quantitative measure-
ment, together with qualitative studies of the dehisc-nc*'
of the fruit and the hairiness of the ovary walls. Tin-
article is illustrated by two photographs, and by ten

riy a hundred frequencydiagrams which include nearly
polygons. W. L. B.

I

AMPHIBIAN FAUNAS OF SOUTH AFRICA
AND MADAGASCAR.

N discussing the relationships between the amphibian
faunas of South Africa and Madagascar in the Annals

of the Transvaal Museum for April, Mr. J. Hewitt accepts
the theory of an early land connection between Australia,
India, Madagascar, the Seychelles, and South Africa,
which was sundered between Australia and Africa after the
Lower Cretaceous, and was elsewhere broken up into
islands in the early Tertiary. The connection between
Madagascar and India persisted until the Eocene, or
perhaps later, as an archipelago, and Africa may have
been connected by swamps with Madagascar until the early
Pliocene. Another land-bridge connecting South Africa
and South America by way of the Atlantic is likewise
accepted. The fauna of the whole area is considered to
have had many features in common ; but after the separa-
tion of Madagascar and the formation of the African con-
tinent the latter area was invaded by a Pala;arctic fauna,
which could not reach Madagascar. The fauna of that
island accordingly seems to represent in a modernised form—with a few additions—the one originally common to the
southern Ethiopian area.
The author then proceeds to discuss how the rela-

tions of the amphibian faunas of Africa, Madagascar,
South America, and Australia can be explained on
these suppositions. To follow him in detail would
take too much space ; but it may be mentioned
that he is disinclined to accept the generic identity
of the Malagasy boa-like snakes with South American
types, and that he regards true frogs (Rana) as of African,
and tree-frogs (Hylidae) as of South American, origin.
The two latter are stated to have attained their present
distribution by crossing what is now Bering Strait, in
opposite directions, after the sundering of the connection
between Africa and South America (p. 37), Rana having
thus reached South America from the north (p. 35). On
the other hand, it is stated later (p. 38) that the Ranida
are an Old World group " which crossed over to the Neo-
tropical region at a time when the land-bridge was jusl
beginning to give way, and when eventually they had
travelled northwards as far as the Antillean' bridge this
was no longer complete." The discrepancy in the two
statements requires explanation.

WATER M I'l'I.V I.\ AISIRAUA.
'pHE great drawback to settlement in some parts of

Australia is the frequent droughts that have to be dealt
with. So far back as 1884 the New South Wales Govern-
ment appointed a commission to consider the question of
irrigation, and, as a result, a water conservation depart-
ment was organised, and an experienced Indian irrigation
engineer appointed to advise. As one result of this the
construction of a dam across the Murrumbidgee River was
decided on. This dam, known as the Burrinjack Dam,
rivals in size and quantity of water impounded the famous
Assouan Barrage across the Nile. The Murrumbidgee
Kiver for 200 miles above the dam runs its course prin-
cipally amongst mountains, the higher peaks of which are
covered with snow in winter. The catchment area at this
point amounts to 5000 square miles, the rainfall varying
from 20 to 70 inches a year. At the place where the dam
has been constructed the whole of the river water passes
through a narrow granite gorge, and consequently themmimum cost of construction, combined with the "maxi-mum stability, has been secured. For about 200 miles
below the dam no irrigation works are needed, as the
distn^ through which the river flows is undulating and has
a sufficient rainfall. Below this the river enters a flat
country, with a diminished flow of water. Like some other
rivers in Australia, the Murrumbidgee, instead of increasing
in volume as it proceeds on its downward course to the
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ocean, actually diminishes, and becomes a small stream
This is due to the diversion of its water into shall'

<

lagoons, where the evaporation caused by the fierce si

and percolation disposes of the greater part of the •• ••

The dam is of concrete, 240 feet high and 784 fe<

It will back up the water in the main stream for 41
and of two of its tributaries for 15 and 35 miles. Althuu.
the water supply is to be brought into operation at or.-

the dam has only been built up to 110 feet; the rem
130 feet, it is expected, will take two years more t

plete. For carrying on the works and providing f

staff employed a temporary township has been
provided with complete sanitary arrangements and n. ;

attendance. An electric installation has also been set up |
for working the cranes and other machinery. A light

railway 28 miles long has been constructed connecting t'

temporary township with the main line of railway fri'

Sydney to Melbourne. The estimated cost of this wot
is 758,000/.

THE DIVINING ROD.
"T^R. L. WEBER, professor of physics in the Univcrsi

of Kiel, has published in the Journal fiir Gasbrhufi
ung und Verwandte Belcuchtungsarten sowie fiir H
versorgung a copy of an address on the divining re

i

by him at Flensburg in September last. Dr. Weber regai
belief in the powers of water diviners as a form of an
quated superstition and gross error ; he is of opinion tl:

there is no evidence that the movements of the rod :.

due to any cause outside the diviner, who is the subject
self-deception. He bases this view on the results of carr f

investigation, but, in so far as the paper in question
concerned, only one instance of actual experiment is giv>

(see below).

Dr. Weber mentions the results obtained by Herr vi

L'slar in the German African colonies, and thinks that '.'.

divining rod was, in this case, simply a magic staff
*-

animated von Uslar's expedition to extraordinary ex'

and, more particularly, to deep boring with €\^...
results.

The experiment mentioned in the Journal is one p'

formed at Flensburg before the Association of Gas ar

Water Specialists of Lower Saxony. Herr L6on, a w<
'

known water diviner from Kiel, submitted himself to ti.

blindfold test tried so frequently; he indicated two places ir

a room, in one of which his rod acted strongly, and in the „
other of which there was little or no action. He was then
carefully blindfolded, turned round, and taken to the two
places in irregular turns, when his rod gave corresponding
indications to those obtained at first (when not blindfolded)
in only two cases out of the six. The present writer has
performed similar experiments, and always with similar
results to those which Dr. Weber obtained with Herr Leon ;

he is, however, of opinion that they cannot be regarded as
conclusive, since it is quite possible that, if the movements
of the diviner's rod are due to an objective cause, the
blindfolding may influence the nervous condition of th«*

water diviner in such a way as to render him a In-

efficient " water indicator " than he would be in ordin.T
circumstances. On the other hand, it must be remember
that Herr L6on accepted the conditions of the experimer.
and when a scientific man undertakes to investigate .-

apparently mystic process, such as water finding, he cann.
be expected to do more than lay down conditions whit
appear to him reasonable and are accepted by the diviner.

J. W.

NEW MECHANICAL ENGINEERING LABORA-
TORY OF THE MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE, BELF.iST.

y^ BOUT eighteen months ago the Corporation of Belfa-
authorised the preparation of plans and the install,

tion of a teaching equipment suitable for the scientific
training of mechanical engineers. The plans for this work
were at once put in hand, and the installation has been
carried out to the designs and under the direction and
superintendence of Prof. J. H. Smith, head of tb»
mechanical engineering department of the institute.
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The laboratory was opened by Prof. J. Perry, F.R.S.,

on November 24 in the presence of a large company,
including members of the Corporation, prominent manu-
facturers, and business men. The dimensions of the

laboratory are 141 feet by 42 feet, with a mean height of

20 feet. The building is fitted with two travelling cranes.

It has an upper floor and a lower floor, between which are

placed the lines of shafting, the piping for engines, and
all similar accessories.

The installation includes steam-driven machines, electric

generating plant, oil engine, gas engine, petrol engine,

centrifugal pumps, turbines, and refrigerating machine.
There is also a full range of smaller testing appliances
necessary for the complete training of an engineer.

The detailed list of appliances is a very lengthy one.

The steam generating section includes a Lancashire boiler

measuring 30 feet by 8 feet, and a marine-type boiler

measuring 14 feet by 11 feet, together with pumps, meters,
economiser, superheater, feed-water heater, induced draught
fan, pressure and temperature indicators, &c.
The steam section comprises a steam engine of the

horizontal cross-compound type of 60 horse-power, built

engine. Additional fittings are a main switchboard of
special design, an air-compression plant, a refrigerating
plant, and an electrical direct-driven fan of " Sirocco

'"

pattern. There are, in addition, all the necessary sub-
sidiary appliances, such as calorimeters, micrometer, and
other gauges, indicators, anemometer, &c.
The workshop adjoining the mechanical engineering

laboratory is exceptionally well fitted with up-to-date
machines, amongst which are a universal milling machine,
a high-speed planer, a high-speed screw-cutting lathe, a
boring and surfacing lathe, a Hendy-Norton screw-cutting
lathe, a vertical automatic drilling machine, a shaping
machine, together with grinding machines, brazing
apparatus, vices, and other adjuncts found in a well-
equipped machine shop. Adjoining the machine shop is a
pattern shop, which contains a hand-turning lathe, circular
saw, band saw, universal wood-cutter, and the requisite
supply of benches.
The Plenum ventilating and heating plant also forms

part of the mechanical engineering equipment of the insti-

tute, and from time to time it is used in the instruction of
students and for experimental purposes.

Photo. ] New Mechanical Laboratory, Municipal Technical Institute, Belfast. lA. R. Hog^^.

by Messrs. Combe Barbour, of Belfast ; a 20 horse-power
high-speed generating set built by Messrs. W. H. .Vllen

and Co., of Bedford; a 15 kilowatt Parsons steam turbo-
aitf-rnator ; a De Laval turbine of 20 horse-power ; a steam
pump and a condensing plant.

The hydraulic section is exceptionally well designed and
equipped, and includes a motor-driven high-lift turbo-
pump, cast-iron channels, tank, tumbling bay, vcnturi
meter, pitot tubes, Thomson turbine, Girard turbine,
Pelton turbine, and an apparatus for experiments on pipe
friction.

Thi' testing of materials section contains a Riehl^ test-

ing machine of 68 tons capacity, on which experiments
may be made in tension, compression, bending, and
torsion; an Adie machine for cement testing; a fatigue
testing machine, designed by the professor of mechanical
engineering (Dr. Smith) ; appliances for the microscopical
examination of metals; a "hardness of metals" tester;
and various other appliances.
The section of internal-combustion machines includes a

gas engine, a suction-gas plant, an oil engine, and a petrol
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The city of Belfast can now claim to possess a

mechanical engineering equipment as comprehensive as

that of any technical institution of the United Kingdom.

SCIENCE EXAMINATIONS AND GROUPED
COURSE CERTIFICATES.'

/^IRCULAR 776 was issued by the Board of Education
^-^ on June 20, 191 1, which date was near the commence-
ment of the long vacation, and made it practically impos-

sible for the governing authorities of technical institutions

lo introduce any necessary amendments into the schemes of

instruction for the present session. In its general arrange-

ments the scheme is, without doubt, excellent, and teachers

familiar with certain of the local group course systems

will probably at first conclude that it will fit the modern
(onditions of the group course system very accurately.

More careful study, however, reveals the fact that there

1 From an address delivered before the Asiiociation of Tc.ichers in Tech-
nical Institutions on November 11 by Mr. Barker North, ex-president of
the Asscx:iation.
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are enormous fli>1ictilti«>s in thr way of its imnipdiatc
adoption, and th«; smaller technical instituttone '" ^-••'rulnr
will be very hard hit by the condition bring!

:

.mo
into operjjtion dtirinf* the present session. Th iliies

exist with reference to both day and evening work, but
it is in connection with the latter that the matter is one
of great urgency, and the following remarks will therefore
<l»al only with the principal changes afTccting evening
instruction.

A. Changes in Subjects and Stages foreshadowed in the
Circular.~-{i) The abolition of all Stage I, and practical
t?xarainations ; (2) the abandonment of all examinations
h"lH by the Board in the following subjects: sound, light,

mineralogy, physiology, general biology, zoology!
navigation, nautical astronomy, physiography,

.t^..iii;n,i.il science, hygiene, and elementary science of
common life ; (3) principles of mining becomes coal-mining
only; (4) for the purpose of constituting examining boards,
to include teachers in technical schools, the subjects
retained will be grouped as follows : (a) pure and applied
mathematics, (b) engineering, (c) physics, (d) chemistry,
(c) mining and metallurgy; (5) there will be two stages
only in each subject, viz. "lower," corresponding to the
old Stage II. examinations, and "higher," the standard
being intermediate between the old Stage III. and honours
examinations

; (6) in each grade of each subject, one paper
only will be set, with the exception of " higher " pure
m.ithematics, in which two papers will be given.

B. Conditions of Admission.—(i) A fee of 3*. 6d. must
be paid by the candidate for each stage in each subject

;

(2) candidates must be over seventeen years of age on
July 31 following the examination; (3) students taking
full-time day courses will only be admitted under special
conditions

;
("4") in the following subjects : theoretical

mcchnnic'. ^ulids), theoretical mechanics (fluids), applied
iiwchanii-^ (niatorials and structures), applied mechanics
(machines and hydraulics), heat engines, heat, magnetism
and electricity, inorganic chemistry, organic chemistrv. and
metallurgy, a catTdidatc for admission to the higher
I xamination must furnish a certificate of having completed
a satisfactory amount of laboratory work, and submit
lalKJratory note-books signed and certified bv the teacher.

C. Records of Successes.—The issue of personal certi-
ficates will be discontinued, result lists onlv being pub-
lished by the Board, with the following exceptions : (i)
certificates for the present will be issued for coal-mining;
(2) personal certificates to successful candidates at higher
examinations only, will be awarded provided (a) " that they
liave previously received appropriate group course certf-
ficates " endorsed by the Board, (/>) " that the examination
has not been approved in connection with the course for a
rortificate"; (3) successes in higher and lower stages, andm other approved external examinations, such as the City
and Guilds Institute, may be recorded upon grouped course
certificates endorsed by the Board, but successes at internal
examinations may not be separately recorded.

After studying the conditions detailed above, most
teachers will no doubt come to the conclusion that evening
students will not bo likelv to sit for the Board's new
examinations. The institution of the 3s. 6d. fee will alone
act as a sufficient deterrent, especially in the case of a
group course student wishing to take several examinations,
but this, when combined with the fact that a record of
success can only be obtained bv complying with certain
very difficult conditions, must reduce the' number of candi-
dates almost to the vanishing point. The past few years
has been a transitional period, and elaborate group courses,
suited to the local industries, have been adopted by most
schools in place of the system of detached classes' suited
to the Board's examinations. In most places, however,
the syllabuses of instruction are modelled on the svllabuses
of the Board's science examinations, no doubt with the
view of attracting certain students who still place faith
in the certificates awarded bv the Board; and this is the
case particularly with smaller institutions, where the loc.il
certificates have proved so far of little value. This must
continue until^ some means can be devised of giving a
definite and fairly uniform value to the certificates awarded
bv different institutions for corresponding vears of a croup
course.

Undoubtedly the country is ripe for the introduction i.,'.

]| n-.lir>fi-i| <lrr.iiii >Mllr..<. liV«itf-tn, aod we tJur..(..r .. liir.

ex
I'

the Board
7, 'I ; ' '•'cs in th,

evening i>tudfnt)« the lioard i>uggests the <

courses into three grades :—(i) Junior cour

for youths leaving elementary schools at to

.Senior courses (three years), for students who ;

either (a) a junior course, or (fc) a three years

a secondary or higher elementary school. (31

courses (two years), for students who have
senior course. The Board is prepared to endorse ccrti

ficates in senior and advanced courses only under th"

following conditions, amongst others :—(1) The v,-

course system mtist previously have been approved \>\

Board, who must also be satisfied with the eqi;'

the school, and the steps taken to admit on",

qualified studenis to the course. (2) No uncndo;„. ..;..

ficates may be issued by the local authority.

The local certificates of a few of the larger institutions

in the country have already become of some value to ••

holders in the local industries, and therefore the qu» •

of endorsement is of little immediate importance to t' •

places, but in the case of the smaller institutions, in .

of the fact that the local certificates are not of great valu*

if any, where they are already given, the question of

endorsement becomes of prime importance. A cursor\

glance at calendars of various technical institutions will

show that, although each may have many excellent

features, such a variety exists in the construction of ih-

courses that the Board cannot conscientiously apj : .

many of these, and thus a grave injustice must b** ; r

during the next few years to a great number of stu'I : i

who have been working towards a definite objective. I . :

the first three years' courses dt Manchester, Brati :

Leeds, and Liverpool in chemical industries as examp-

~

The total possible student hours in the three years arc,

respectively, Manchester, 660 hours ; Bradford. !;40 hours ;

Leeds, 697 hours; Liverpool, 630 hours; sufficient v.ir-.i-

tion, one would think, to result in a very different stan(!.i: :

of attainment at the end of the Board's senior courv
scheme, each institution admitting at the age of sixteen

years. The division of the time mentioned above i^

apportioned as follows :

—

Theoretical Inorgmnic Chemistry
Practical .. ..

Theoretical Organic Chemistrj'-
Practical ,, ,,

Preliminar\' Mathematics
'rhcoretical Elementary Physics
Practical ,. „
Principles of Analysis
Chemical Calculations .. „.

Tutorial Work .^ ...

Theoretical Heat (Stage II.) ...

Practical ,, ,,

Pure Mathematics, Staee II.,\

or Theoretical Me<3ianics,>
Suge I /

Theoretical Electridty, Stage \.\
or II _ .../

Practical Electricity, Stage I.l

or II (
Technical Analysis

Manchesterl Bradford 1 Leeds

hoars
60
165
60
340
60
30

nil

hoars
90
150
60
60
nil

45
«5

30

.•?o

60

nil

hoort

97*
iSo

75

^1
37*

37*
35
60
nil

Liverpool

horn

30

(orElec-
l tricity)

45

45

nil
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It should be mentioned that at Bradford the student tal

preliminary mathematics, elementary physics, and Stage I.

inorganic chemistry for two years in the branch technic
"

schools as a preliminary, whereas the other institutior-

begin with Stage I. inorganic chemistry in the tec.

courses mentioned above. Further, in the three >

course above, Bradford completes Stage III. inorganic
chemistry, the other institutions completing Stage II. ; in

organic chemistry, Manchester and Leeds complete Stage II.

work, Bradford Stage I., and Liverpool does not include
organic chemistry in the three years' course.
An examination of some 200 calendars of institutions

throughout the country has shown that the examples given-
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are typical of the group course system, a feature which is

not surprising when we consider the way in which the course

system has developed. It illustrates, perhaps, more clearly

than any other fact the lack of " guidance from the mind
that sees the needs of the country from the greater and

national point of view." Cast-iron schemes and syllabuses

are not required: the Board's rigid syllabuses have during

recent years proved a failure from the teacher's point of

view ; but surely some greater degree of uniformity can be

obtained than is shown above, whilst retaining the necessary

pliability to suit local requirements of the industries.

Before any uniform system of endorsement of certificates

can be introduced, coordination of the courses in different

institutions must be secured by the standardisation of the

courses, as a guide to the standard to be arrived at in

any one year, or at the end of a given course. A very

grave injustice will be done to a great number of students,

and, further, there will be a danger of the loss of many
students, unless the conditions outlined in the circular are

modified, either (i) by delay in the operation of the scheme
for one or two years, or (2) by modifications of the con-

ditions, such as reduction of the entrance fee, the granting

of certificates by the Board, particularly in the lower stage,

and the revival of examinations in such subjects as light

and natural sciences, during the transitional period that

must ensue until institutions can come into line with the

new requirements.
The time is opportune, too, for revision of the award of

Government grant on the work done by evening students.

Local authorities are sufficiently hard pressed at the present

time without taking over the burden of the cost of

examination systems, and the time has arrived for allocat-

ing an increased amount of money in the form of a
capitation grant for those taking group courses, somewhat
on the lines of the grant made at present for day courses

in technical institutions, thus differentiating between group
courses and single-subject courses. Teachers are convinced
that three nights per week, under present conditions of

daily employment, are too much in the cases of youths
under eighteen, and up to the end of the second year in

the senior course the Board might reasonably make the

full grant for two evenings (five hours) per week, extending
over a thirty weeks' session, instead of encouraging, as at

present, courses which are overburdened, for the local

authority cannot afford to reduce the number of hours per

week in the institution expected from the student, owing
to the loss of grant which this would entail. A better

grounding in the elementary branches of the work would at

the same time undoubtedly be secured.

As to the best method of carrying out a national system
of examinations, which is absolutely independent of

centralised examinations such as those of the Board of

Education, and City and Guilds Institute, the feeling is

growing in some quarters that this will be most success-

fully accomplished by the cooperation of county education
authorities with the local education authorities in county
boroughs, to form examination boards of teachers and
representatives of the local industries, acting as external

examiners or assessors in conjunction with the teachers in

the institutions of a given area as internal examiners.
Such boards would be more in sympathy with the local

requirements than any central board could possibly be, and
the Board of Education, through its inspectorate, and a
National Examination Board should be able to maintain a
moderately constant standard throughout the country once
the system is in thorough working order. Such a National
Examination Board should contain representatives, who
should be teachers, from the local examination boards.

Each year in a student's work marks a distinct stage in

his career, and this should be recognised on successful
completion of the work of each year by the award of a
local certificate or record, to be exchanged at the end of

the course for the full endorsed certificate, giving a national
stamp, or hall-mark, to the work. At the same time, it is

worth consideration whether certain single-subject courses
of a highly technical character are not worth the award of

a special endorsed certificate, particularly in cases where-
the student is able to take up the higher work without
passing through the preliminary grind of the earlier years,
or in cases where the subject-matter does not readily adapt
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itself to inclusion in a course. There is undoubtedly the
need for a national evening course system, so that the

smaller institutions may readily and naturally feed the

larger, in which the more advanced work will be concen-
trated, and so that this work may lead up systematically to

the day diploma work of our specialised technical

institutions.

INDUCED ACTION OF LEUCOCYTES}
CCIENTIFIC workers may like to have a brief account
•^ of some recent researches which, I think, are likely

to be of both theoretical and practical interest. The re-

searches commenced nearly five years ago in a special study
of leucocytes by a method devised by my brother, Mr.
H. C. Ross, and myself. This consists in placing liquid

blood under a cover-glass, not, as usual, upon another
surface of glass, but upon a bed of transparent jelly with
which various reagents, including stains, have been mixed.
The original object of the method was to try to cultivate

human leucocytes in vitro. At first careful studies of the

rate of absorption of stains by the leucocytes under various

chemical conditions of the jelly were made by Mr. Ross.

Two years later he found that extract of haemal gland,

extracts of apparently many dead and decomposing tissues,

and globin, when mixed with the jelly, force a large pro-

portion of the leucocytes to divide before the eyes. Sub-
sequently, he and his assistant. Dr. J. W. Cropper, ascer-

tained by a series of lengthy studies that many of the

substances which possess this property (in different degrees)

belong to the amidine grouping. They have found, also,

that a second series of substances, though by themselves

they cannot produce division of leucocytes, have the power
of augmenting very greatly the power of the former group
of substances to do so. They give the names auxetics and
augmentors to the two groups respectively. The principal

auxetics are extracts of organs, creatine, xanthine,

creatinine, guanidine, benzamidine, theobromine, acetami-

dine, caffeine, theophylline, methylamine, ethylamine,

propylamine, &c., and certain aniline dyes. Some of the

augmentors are various alkaloids, atropine, choline,

cadaverine, neurine, &c.

The technique, though simple, requires considerable care.

If a stain such as polychrome methylene blue is added,

the cells become coloured progressively as the division

advances. All the varieties of the human leucocytes can

be made to divide ; but the technique is slightly different

for each variety. The proportion of cells affected in a

given preparation of blood varies according to perfection of

technique up to, say, 80 per cent. ; but as death occurs

rapidly, especially if stain be used, it usually overtakes a

large proportion of them before the division has been com-

pleted. After about twenty minutes all the cells die, and

by that time the process is complete in only a small per-

centage. Efforts to keep the cells alive longer upon these

medicated jellies or in solutions of auxetics have not yet

been very successful and would not be easy. After their

death the leucocytes give up again most of their stain, and

the jelly preparation rapidly spoils ; but a method has been

found of making (with some difficulty) permanent speci-

mens of such of the blood as adheres to the cover-glass

by fixing the whole preparation with osmic acid vapour,

and then freezing and picking off the cover-glass from tlv

bed of jelly.

To watch the same cell passing through the whol

process requires an accurately adjusted^ warm stage c:

microscope-incubator and considerable patience, because th'-

cell which we happen to select for observation will mosi

probably belong to the majority which die before compl

tion of the division; but partial division can be easil.

witnessed. If, however, the specimen is incubated for ten

minutes, and is then surveyed rapidly from field to field,

numbers of the leucocytes caught in all stages of th<'

process can be readily seen. The fixed films just referral

to show exactly the same objects, but enable us to examim
them repeatcdiy and at leisure. And in both these caso-^

the dividing forms are so numerous and similar that thcri

1 From a paper vaii at the meeiine of the Path'logical Section of il

Royal .Society of Medicine on November 7 by Sir Ronald Rosi, K.C. I! .

F.R.S.
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can be no que«>tion of their being exceptional artefacts or
distortions, such as may »om»?tiinfs simulate almost any-
thin^;. Division of thf inononu<-l«-ar variety of leufocytes

is produced and studied the most easily.

In films in my possession numerous examples of dividing*

moiionucitars fixed at ail staj{fs demonstrate* (tojjjether

with obs'Tvations of the jelly pn-parations) tlu- following
steps in the process. In a few minutes after the blood is

drawn from the subject and mounted the round, so-called

nucleus becomes oval and then kidney- or bean-shaprd,
leading on rapidly to the outline of two circles cuttin)>

each other, and, lastly, touching each other in a " figure

of eight." When the process is about half complete, and
if the direction of division is parallel to the surface of the

ielly or glass, another phenomenon is seen. .About four
to eight finger-like processes, radiating from the point mid-
way between the centres of the two circles, are protruded
or divided off, giving the whole bo<ly roughly the appear-
ance of an ant, of which the head and abtlomen are
simulated by the two spheres and the legs by the processes

just mentioned. Such forms are numerous and character-
istic ; but, of course, when the direction of division happens
to lie at an angle to the surface, they are foreshortened,
or may be distorted by the pressure of the jelly. .As the
division proceeds the processes are retracted into each
daughter sphere, until the final figure of eight is produced.

If polychrome methylene blue is put in the jelly the
cells become coloured progressively as the division advances.
kx first, after a few minutes, the so-called cytoplasmic, or
.Mtmann's, granules take a purple tinge ; then the so-called
nucleus becomes a pale blue, and last of all the so-called
nucleolus is stained, after which, apparently, the cell dies.

.As the so-called nucleus proceeds to take the hour-glass
and figure-of-eight forms, strands of coloured substance are
seen, especially in the fixed films, passing between the two
daughter spheres, and such connections are maintained
until complete dissociation occurs. The behaviour of the
so-called nucleolus is not easy to follow, because, as just
noted, it does not stain until the cell dies and further
division is checked. On the other hand, the behaviour of
the so-called cytoplasmic granules must be described as
very curious. In the middle of the division they are
found to number about eight (when they can be
easily counted) and to lie, each one, at the end of
one of the finger-like processes mentioned above

;

and appearances suggest that half of each granule is

distributed to one daughter cell and the other half to
the other daughter cell. No distinct chromosomes are seen
at any stage inside the so-called nucleus ; and there appears
to be no sign of astral fibres, though perhaps the finger-
like processes may be interpreted as being bunches of these
fibres which have not been rendered individually visible by
the process of staining employed. On conclusion of the
process the so-called cytoplasmic granules appear to be
equally distributed between the two daughter cells, and to
place themselves on the outer surface of the so-called
nucleus of each, that is, in the position in which they
were seen in the original parent cell. Apparently asym-
metric forms are also frequently seen, but need not be
described here.

Such seem to me to be the facts .n> oh^. rved bv mvself
in preparations shown or given to nie by Mr. Ross and
Dr. Cropper. I will not touch here upon the similar
divisions of the so-called polymorphonuclear leucocytes,
which have also been already described and figured bv Mr.
Ross. Nor will I attempt to reconcile the observations
with current cytological teaching, even as regards the
division of leucocytes. Very probably different methods of
staining may bring them, at least partly, into closer con-
formity. Though engaged for years in the study of blood
I have never seen these forms before, nor, indeed, have I

ever seen in anv ordinary preparation what could certainly
be called a dividing leucocyte. I have been shown bodies
claimed to be such ; but these are admittedly so rare that
they are open to the usual logical fallacies connected with
very exceptional observations. The obser\-ations here re-

ferred to are not open to these fallacies. .As I have said,
the dividing forms are so numerous and characteristic that
we can have no doubt that they reallv are dividing forms

—

whatever other observations or theories may be on record.
It sooms to me. therefore, that we nr^ now rompelled to

admit two new facts:—(i) that large numbers of huma:
leucmytes can be mudt- to divide in vitro; and (2) that thi

division occur* entirely, or at least specially, in the |»re8en« •

of certain chemical substances.

In 1900 J. l.oeb showed that parthenogenesis can l^-

induced in the egg« of sea-urchins (.Arbacia) by the additio!

of a definite proportion of MCI, to w-a water ; and sin< •

then many workers have studied such phenomena amon.
other animals, while Wassiliefl has used hyosryamin-

nicotine, and strychnine for similar researches. The in

dependent observations now recorded would appear !

extend cognate principles to body cells by showing th;.'

the division of leucocytes may be suddenly forced on at '

great rate and in a few minutes by the absorption <>:

presence of appropriate chemical agents, and may perhaj)

Ix- inhibited by other chemical agents. The author add-'
some remarks on the application of these obs»'rvations i

the genesis of tumours, and a discussion followed.

UMVEKSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Oxford.— Mr. W. Bateson, F.R.S., honorary fellow «>(

St. John's College, Cambridge, and director of the John
Innes Horticultural Institution at Merton, Surrey, ha^

appointed the next Herbert Spencer lecturer. The -

of the lecture, which is announced to be given on \\tuii> ~

dav, Februarv 28, 1012, will be " Biological Fact and tlv

Structure of Society."
The following courses of lectures and laboratory instrui

tion in mathematics, astronomy, and physical science hav-

been announced for next term, which begins on Monda\

,

January 22, 1912 :—Prof. Esson, F.R.S., will lecture on
tne comparison of analytic and synthetic methods in tb-

geometry of conies ; Prof. Love, F.R.S., on rigid dynamic-
Prof. Elliott, F.R.S.. on elliptic functions and on th-

theory of numbers; Prof. Clifton, F.R.S., on optics and
.acoustics; Mr. J. Walker, on double refraction an<l

polarisation of light. Practical instruction in phxsics will

be given bv Prof. Clifton, Mr. J. Walker, ^i^. I. O.
Griffith. Mr! O. F. Brown, and Mr. G. H. Clough. Prof.

Townsend, F.R.S., will lecture on electromagnetic induc-

tion ; Mr. E. S. Craig, on mechanics and physics. Prac-

tical instruction in the electrical laboratory will be givt r

bv .Mr. F. B. Pidduck. Mr. E. S. Craig. .Mr. H. T. Tizar.i

Mr. S. Smith, and Mr. W. B. Gill. Prof. C. F. Jenki.i

will lecture and give practical instruction on strength of

materials and thermodynamics ; Mr. D. R. Pye will lectuf

on drawing, for engineering students ; Prof. H. H. Turner
F.R.S., will lecture on element.ary mathematir;.

astronomy.

Dr. H. Bassett, demonstrator and assistant lecturer i:

chemistry at the University of Liverpool, has been

appointed professor of chemistry at University Colleg*

.

Reading.

Dr. W. R. Boyce Gibson, lecturer in philosophy at tl^

University of Liverpool, has been appointed by the counc :

of the University of Melbourne to the chair of mental and
moral philosophy.

The President of the Board of Education has appoint. .1

Mr. L. .A. Selby-Bigge, C.B., to be permanent secretary <

the Board when that post is vacated by Sir Robert Morani.
K.C.B., on his appointment to the Insurance Commission.
.Since 1908 Mr. Selby-Bigge has been principal rK-i'.i;!!!!

secretary of the elementary branch of the Board

The council of the Royal Horticultural Socit ;

.

quested the following gentlemen to act as a committee i'

inquire into the desirability of establishing a Nation.ii

Diploma in Horticulture, and to recommend what steps, if

anv. should be taken for the purpose:—the Rt. Hon. -A. H.
Dvke -Acland. Prof. W. Bateson. F.R.S., Mr. E. A
Bowles, Mr. F. J. Chittenden. Prof. J. B. Farmer. F.R.S
Mr. C. R. Fielder. Mr. W. Hales. Mr. J. Hudson. Prof

Keeble, Sir Daniel Morris. Lieut. -Colonel D. Prair.

F.R.S. . Mr. H. J. Veitch. and Mr. W. P. Wright.

The London County Council has arranged to hold ii

sixteenth annual Conference of Teachers on three day?.

Thursdav, January 4, Friday, January 5, and Saturday,
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January 6, 1912. The meetings will be held at Birkbeck

College, Bream's Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. There
will be addresses and discussions under the heads of

specialisation in schools ; chalk, brush, and pencil work in

elementary schools ; the doctrine of formal training (mental

discipline) ; the treatment of backward children ; and
educational experiments in schools. No charge will be

made for admission to the conference. Application for

tickets of admission should be made to the Chief Inspector,

London County Council, Education Offices, Victoria

Embankment, W.C.

It is announced in the issue of The London University

Gazette for November 29 that a donation of loooZ. has

been made by Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baily, in celebration

of their golden wedding, for the purpose of rearranging and
decorating the interior of a portion of University College.

From the same source we learn that the Galton Laboratory
Appeal Fund now amounts to 2629Z. 155. 6d. The list of

donations, many of which are conditional on the buildings

being commenced within two years, includes gifts of 500/.

from Mr. W. E. Darwin, and Prof. Karl Pearson, F.R.S.,

and Mrs. Pearson ; 250Z. each from Prof. Arthur Schuster,

F.R.S., and Mr. E. G. Wheler ; and looZ. each from the

Earl of Rosebery, Viscount Iveagh, Mr. A. F. Butler,

Major Leonard Darwin, the Hon. Rupert Guinness, and
Major E. H. Hills, F.R.S.

An interesting experiment is being tried by the local

education authority of Plymouth with the view of arousing
an interest in the study of science among the children in

its schools. On December 8 Mr. C. Carus-Wilson lectured

to five thousand children in the Plymouth Guildhall, taking
" Volcanic Outbursts " as his subject. Each child paid one
penny for admission to the lecture, and it is expected that

no contribution from the rates will be necessary to meet
the expenditure incurred. The children seem to have been
thoroughly interested, and the education authority is likely

to arrange a series of similar lectures in the future.

Descriptive accounts of natural phenomena, when
judiciously illustrated, appeal to most children, and many
men of science trace their first enthusiasm for their subject
to a good lecture, supplemented by telling experiments.
The Plymouth experiment deserves to be copied in other
large towns.

It is not clear from the reports in the daily papers of a
meeting held at Brighton on December 12 whether the
intention is to establish a university or a university college

in the town. The Times reports that the meeting was
" in furtherance of the movement to make Brighton a
university town," while The Morning Post states that at

the meeting (over which the Mayor of Brighton presided)
" the proposal to establish a college of university rank for

the county was unanimously approved." There is, of

course, a vast difference between the two proposals, but
apparently it is a university college which Brighton has
in mind, and not a university. Resolutions approving of

the principle of the establishment of a university college
for Sussex, and the appointment of general and executive
committees, were carried unanimously at Tuesday's meet-
ing. The Maj'or of Brighton was elected chairman of the
executive committee, and Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher, who has
taken a prominent part in the educational affairs of West
Sussex, vice-chairman.

An interesting account of the way in which American
agricultural experiment stations come into contact with
the farmer is given in Bulletin 208 of the Agricultural
Department of the University of Wisconsin. Crop demon-
strations are arranged on twenty farms connected with
various public institutions throughout the State, making
use of seeds bred at the experiment station, and of methods
of cultivation and manures that previous experiments
had shown to be advantageous. The fields selected for
these demonstrations are, so far as possible, chosen
alongside of the public highways, where the operations
and results can be seen by the farmer throughout the
whole season as he drives to and from town. The local
papers also contain accounts from time to time of the
work done and the appearance of the crop. Some time
during the summer, when the crops are at their best, a
demonstration picnic is arranged, to which large numbers
<^f farmers are invited, the average attendance last year

being 320. These meetings occupy an entire day, and a
definite programme is arranged dealing with six to eight
subjects centring round the field work. The effective feature
is the fact that all the practices suggested to the farmer
are illustrated in operation on the farm, and the crops are
there to show in concrete form what the results have been.
The influence of the work is very great, many farmers
putting the new methods into operation at once.

The December issue of The Reading University College
Review is one which reflects credit on the college. The
most interesting feature to readers in general will be the
forty pages of notes on the multifarious activities of the
institution. From these we learn that the entry of new
students for the present session was very satisfactory. The
number of students taking degree courses is 114, of whom
44 belong to the faculty of science and 6 to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. During the previous session 80
students received instruction in the dairy institute, in

which connection it is interesting to record that at the

annual meeting of the Berks, and Oxon. Chamber of

Agriculture the following resolution was passed :
—" The

Board of Agriculture having decided to establish a central

research station for dairying, we, the Berks, and Oxon.
Chamber of Agriculture, strongly urge that University
College, Reading, which is already in close touch with
agriculturists and farmers in Berks, and the adjoining
counties, should be selected as that centre. Our conten-
tion is based on the fact that the college is situated in the

centre of a large dairying district, and that in Reading it

has the headquarters of this Chamber and of the Berks,
and Adjoining Counties Dairy Farmers' Association, where
it can readily consult the farmers of the district. Believing

that such close relations are essential to any scheme of

agricultural development, we are anxious to see advantage
taken of the exceptional facilities afforded in Reading."

At a dinner of the Clothworkers' Company held on
December 6, the President of the Board of Education,
replying to the toast of the Houses of Parliament, referred

to the generous assistance rendered by the great City

companies to the promotion of facilities for higher educa-
tion in this country. The President said he found that the

Goldsmiths' Company contributed 50,000/. to the new
engineering buildings of the Imperial College of Science

and Technology. The Drapers' Company contributed

io,oooZ. to the building fund of the new college at Bangor,
and this year the Drapers' Company contributed 23,000/.

to the physiological laboratory at Cambridge and 15,000/.

to the University of Sheffield. This year the Cloth-

workers' Company contributed 5000/. to the textile indus-

tries department at Leeds University. The Merchant
Taylors' Company maintain the Merchant Taylors' School,

the Mercers' Company are identified with St. Paul's School,

the Fishmongers' Company with the Gresham College, the

Skinners' Company with Tonbridge School, and the Haber-
dashers' Company with Aske's Foundation. The Cloth-

workers' Company are second in the list of donors to the

City and Guilds of London Institute. Words failed hirn,

Mr. Pease said in conclusion, to commend sufficiently their

liberality and generosity in the interests of education. The
Clothworkers' Company has equipped the textile and dye-

ing department of Leeds University to the extent of

161,000/., and 75 per cent, of its income is contributed to

the promotion of education.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Roval Society, December 7. — Sir Archibald Geikie,

K.C.B., president, in the chair.—Miss I. B. Solla* and

Prof. W. J. Sollas : Lapworthura : a typical brittlestar of

the Silui-ian age ; with suggestions for a new classification

of the Ophiuroidea.—Leonard Hill and Martin Flack :

The physiological influence of ozone. Ozone, in concentra-

tions of one part in a million and more, acts as an irritant

to the respiratory tract, and diminishes the respiratory

metabolism, as shown by the lessened output of carbonic

acid and the diminished fall in body weight, which occur

both during the period of administration and for some

time after. Concentrations of several parts per million

cause acute innnnirnatory congestion of the lungs, and
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animaU die as the result of this if kept long vxpospd to

the ozone. Concentrations which can just br senix-d by

smell, i.e. far lens than one part per million, have no

injurious effect, and can be used safely in systems of

ventilation. Injurious concentrations of ozone, by pro-

ducing irritation of the air-passages, cough, and headache,

compel anyone exposrd to such to remove himself from

the influence of ozone Ix-fore any serious damage is done

to the respiratory tract. Very low concentrations of ozone

mask disagreeable smells, give a fresh quality to air

vitiated by such smells, and vary the depressing monotony
of air which is artificiully warmed. Ozone may possibly

liav. some use in the treatment of disease of the respira-

loiv tract if used in concentrations which produce a slight

irritation, and thus bring more Glood and tissue lymph to

the part.—H. R. D«an : The factors concerned in

agglutination. (i) If, to a mixture of sheep corpuscles

with antiserum so dilute that no agglutination is visible be

added a solution of globulin obtained from normal guinea-

pig serum, the corpuscles are markedly agglutinated. By
use of suitable controls it can be demonstrated that neither

the globulin solution nor the dilution of antiserum employed
are of themselves capable of agglutinating the corpuscles.

(2) The substance present in the globulin solution which
aid-; j'gg utination is relatively thermostable, and its

presence can be demonstrated in whole heated guinea-pig

serum. (3) Corpuscles, sensitised and washed to remove
free antibody, can be agglutinated by the globulin solution.

If, after agglutination has taken place, the corpuscles be

removed with a centrifuge, the supernatant fluid can be

shown to have lost its agglutinating property. (4) The
agglutinating power of an extremely dilute antityphoid

serum can be increased by addition of globulin solution.

Adding this to a mixture of emulsion of W. typhosus with

a dilution of antiserum too weak by itself to agglutinate

bacilli, distinct agglutination can be obtained. (5) Forma-
tion of a specific precipitate by interaction of serum and
homologous antiserum depends on the presence in the mix-
ture <^f a relatively large amount of antiserum. If to a mix-
ture of serum with antiserum so diluted that it is no longer

able to produce a precipitate is added the globulin solution.

a definite turbidity is produced. (6) Probably agglutinating

serum (antiserum) contains two factors, both of which are

necessary to produce agglutination ; one of these is the

specific antibody, the other is a non-specific substance,

possibly serum globulin. The interaction of antigen with
antibody produces an aggregation of molecules of non-
specific substance, which may ultimately result in forma-
tion of definite turbidity. This process of aggregation of

the particles of non-specific substance is an essential part

of the process of agglutination. It is possible to make a
dilution of an antiserum which contains sufficient of specific

anti-substance, but not sufficient of non-specific substance.
Deficiency in non-specific substance can be made up by
addition of globulin solution obtained from normal serum.
—Arthur Harden and S. G. Paine : Action of dissolved

substances upon the autofermentation of yeast. All dis-

solved substances which plasmolyse the yeast-cell also

cause a large increase in the rate of autofermentation.
Substances such as urea, which even in concentrated solu-

tion do not produce plasmolysis, have no accelerating effect.

Toluene produces a similar effect to concentrated salt solu-

tions. The effect produced by salts is probably a direct

result of the concentration of the cell contents due to

plasmolysis, but in the case of toluene it is possible that

some other factor (such as disorganisation of the cell, or
hormone action) is concerned.—Prof. G. Dreyer and
W. Ray : Further experiments upon the blood volume of
manim.ils and it' relation to the surface area of the body.
—G. W. KIlis and J. A. Gardner: The origin and destiny
of cholesterol in the animal organism. Part viii.—On the
cholesterol content of the liver of rabbits under various
diets and during inanition. The authors have made
analyses of the livers of a number of rabbits fed on the
following diets :—cabbage, bran which had been extracted
with ether, extracted bran to which cholesterol had been
added. In some cases the cholesterol," instead of being
given with the food, was injected in olive-oil solution into
the peritoneal cavity. For animals fed on extracted bran
alone the total liver cholesterol per kilog. of body weight
is very constant, but when cholesterol is given with the
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food or injected into the peritoneal cavity a .«'"v;,t,.r-.'

incrra»e takes place. .\ similar increase was
the liver cholesterol during inanition, when the

on its own tissues. The percentage cholesterol cunitiu

the livers of newly-born animals is of the same order

that of normally fed adults. The results afford support

the working hypothesis, with regard to the origm .1

destiny of cholesterol in the organism, put forward fcoi

timi- ago by the authors, viz. that cholesterol is a ci

stituent constantly present in all cells, and when the**- c<

are broken down in the life process the cholesterol is i

excreted as a waste product, but is utilised in the forr

tion of new cells. A function of the liver is l«i

down dead cells, e.g. blood corpuscles, and elimin.-i'

cholesterol in the bile. .After the bile has been pout

the intestine in the processes of digestion, the ch'

is reabsorbed, possibly in the form of esters, and
in the blood stream to the various centres and tis.^

reincorporation into the constitution of new cells.

Physical Society, November 24.— Dr. A. Rueeell : 'I

maximum value of the electric stress between two uneq
spherical electrodes. The experiments carried out

F. W. Peek (Journal Am. Inst, of Electrical Engine*

:

191 1) for the General Electric Company of America prt

conclusively the value in practical work of a knowU-ii.

of how to compute the maximum value of the electrir •

between high-pressure conductors. With equal ^i

electrodes the electric stress between them can ea- .

computed from known tables. When, however, they .

unequal the calculation becomes so laborious that it is p;

hibitive to nearly every experimenter. The autl

develops formulae for this case, by means of which, and
the formula; for the capacity coefficients given in .1

paper to the society, the calculation is very app
shortened. When the distance between the spheres .-

small compared with the diameter of either, the follow

approximate formula for R,^,. (the maximum value of ti

electric stress) can be used

K„«,. = ( V/JT): I +(2* - «}r/(3aA) + {4(a - ^)' + a*}jr*/45^**)].

where V is the maximum P.D. between the electrodes,

X their distance apart, a the radius of the smaller and b

the radius of the larger sphere. In this case a knowleii,

of the values of the capacity coefficients is not require*!

F. J. HarlOMT : The cubical expansion of fused silica. 1

author describes experiments in which measurements of i

cubical coefficient of expansion of fused silica from o* '

to 100° C, and from 0° C. to 184° C, were made by t

weight thermometer method. The values obtained w-

,S,,, = 99.8x 10-' and „S,,,= 144-7 x lo-*. The fun<i..-

mental coefficient is considerably less than that calculai-i

from previous linear measurements, whereas ,S,,, is or

slightly less. A low value of the fundamental coeffici'

is to be expected, since the coefficient has been shown
change sign at about —80° C. Observations of the :

point before and after heating showed that no perman-
charge in the volume of the bulb occurred through h<

ing, thus confirming the utility of fused silica for ther:-

metric purposes.—B. W. Clack : The temperature
efficient of diffusion. The paper describes further exp'

meats carried out by the author with an improved f<v

of the apparatus previously described (Proc. Ph. Soc., xv

p. 374), by means of which the value of the coefficient

diffusion of salts through water can be found at vari'

temperatures. Special flasks, similar to those aire.,

employed, were filled with the solution under investigati.

and one was suspended from each arm of the balance i:

large bath of distilled water maintained at i

temperatures in a thermostat room. The diffusion :

both flasks were of equal length, but their cross-
differed considerably, and a method of differential xv

was used to compensate for any small changes in t-

ture. From the rate at which the flasks change in wci^
the value of the coefficient of diffusion of the salt*

deduced. Figures are given for this value in the t.i~'

KCl and KNO, at various concentrations and at d •: '

temperatures, and from these figures the tempt lai.

coefficient of diffusion is found.—E. Marsden and
Barratt : The a particles emitted by the active deposit-

thorium and actinium. In a previous paper (Proc. Pli

Soc, August) the authors showed that if a particles .

NO.
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counted on a zinc sulphide screen at a mean rate of /a per

second, then the probabiHty of occurrence of a time

interval, of length between t and t+ 5f, is /xc -'*^. This

formula may be applied to test whether two a particles are

given ofl simultaneously from a disintegrating atom or

whether in any source of o particles there exist two

successive o-ray products, the latter being of short life.

In the previous paper uranium and polonium were shown

not to give such irregularities, and in the present paper

the same result has been found for actinium and thorium

active deposits, although experiments of various investi-

gators pointed to the probability of positive results. The

experiments further suggest a lateral disintegration in

thorium active deposit, and this is proved to be the case

bv results, which show that the two a-ray products in

'J'hor. Act. Dep. (Th. C, and C,) do not give an equal

number of o particles when the active deposit is in equi-

librium which is required by the ordinary disintegration

theory. Thus it . is concluded that of the atoms Th. C,

35 per cent, give rise to o particles of 48 cm. range and

f)5 per cent, to a particles of 8-5 cm. range, with probably

the intermediate emission of )8 particles. Various cognate

questions are also discussed in the paper.—S. W. J. Smith,

W. White, and S. G. Barker : The magnetic transition

temperature of cementite. The temperature at_ which

cementite (carbide of iron) loses its ferromagnetism is deter-

mined sufficiently accurately for purposes of thermo

magnetic analysis, and examples are given to show the

possibility of using the thermomagnetic properties of

cementite to determine whether that substance is present

in any iron-carbon alloy.

Manchester.
Literart' and Philosophical Society. November 28.

—

Prof. F. E. Weiss in the chair.—Dr. J. N. Pring: and

D. M. Fairiie : The synthesis of hydrocarbons and their

stability at high temperatures and pressures. The reaction

between carbon and hydrogen, which has been found to

produce methane at all temperatures up to 1600°, has been

examined at various pressures up to 200 atmospheres. In

this way it has been possible to evaluate and verify the

equilibrium in the formation of methane, arising accord-

ing to the equation C-|-2Hj:Z^CH,. In accordance with

this reaction it follows from the law of mass action that

"—^,= K, a constant at any given temperature. This was

found to be the case in these experiments when any par-

ticular form of carbon was used. The yield of methane
was found to increase with the pressure to the extent

demanded by the above formula. At atmospheric pressure

the equilibrium value with graphite corresponds to 024 per

cent, at 1200° and 006 per cent, at 1575 . Values which

were considerably higher were obtained with amorphous
carbon, viz. an equilibrium which corresponds to 038 per

cent, at 1200° and o-i8 per cent, at 1550°. This divergence

is due to the fact that amorphous carbon is unstable at

these temperatures, and gives temporarily " false " or
" metastable " equilibria, which are higher than the true

values. The great inertness of methane to decomposition

enables this false equilibrium value to persist for some
time. The velocity of the reaction between carbon and
hydrogen is very much increased at high pressures. No
other saturated hydrocarbon is formed or can exist at

temperatures above 1100°, and at pressures up to 200

atmospheres. The heat evolved in the transformation of

carbon into graphite can be calculated from the data

obtained in this work by moans of certain deductions of

van 't HofT. The rfsults show that this heat of trans-

formation increases in tin- range of temperature between
1100° and 1600°. It follows from this, in accordance with

the law of KirchhofT, that the specific heat of carbon
increases more rapidly and is higher than that of graphite

at these temperatures, whereas the reverse would follow

from the accepted values of Kuntz and of Weber, which

!
do not therefore apply at high temperatures.

Dublin.
Royal •" ublin f»oci tv. Novetiber 28.— Prof. T.Johnson

n the chair.—Sir Howard Qrubb : Improvements in

iiatorial telescope mountings. The paper is divided into

'I parts, one dealing with the anti-friction arrangements
the large equatorials which are at present in course of
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construction for Johannesburg, Santiago de Chile, and
Madrid. This first portion of the paper describes the

newly designed apparatus, and reports upon the result of

the first trials. The apparatus described is a development
of that used in Sir Howard Grubb's large instruments,

improved in many ways and adapted for use with the

modern ball or cylinder bearings, which have been found
to give very satisfactory results. The second portion of

the paper deals with a new arrangement for a differential

hour circle. There are two designs described, one of which
has been suggested by Sir David Gill, and is being adapted
to the Johannesburg and Santiago telescopes. In this

arrangement the differential hour circle is kept continually

moving by a series of electric contacts from the sidereal

clock of the observatory. The other form which has been
designed by the author of the paper has been adapted to

the Madrid equatorial, and in this case the differential

hour circle is kept moving backwards as respects the polar

axis by a small piece of clockwork carried on the axis

itself, and this enables actual right ascensions to be read

off by this circle from a fixed vernier.—Prof. T. Johnson :

Forbesia cancellata, gen. et sp. nov. This fossil plant was
collected by the Geological Survey of Ireland in 185 1 from
the Lower Carboniferous of co. Cork, and named in 1864

by W. H. Baily " Sphenopteris, sp." The fossil shows
marked dichotomy in all its parts, even in the ultimate

pinnule segmentation. There is no sign of vascular tissue,

but axis and frond are alike honeycombed. The chambers
are lined with rows of parenchymatous cells and their

septa, apparently strengthened by sclerotic bands connected

with submarginal vertical striae. One specimen shows
signs of a fruiting condition comparable with that in

Cephalopteris, Nathorst, from the Upper Devonian of Bear
Island. On the assumption that Forbesia is evascular, the

author considers it to be the most primitive of the primo-

filices yet found. Comparison with Sphenopteris devonica,

Unger and Richter, is made.
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NOTES OF A NATURALIST.

Convergence in Evolution. By Dr. A. Willey, F.R.S.

Pp. xiv+177. (London: John Murray, 1911.)

Price js. 6d. net.

DR. WILLEY has had great opportunities of

studying animal life under varied conditions,

and he has given us in this interesting little volume
some of the fruits of his observations. Here, in brief

compass, will be found a zoologist's notes—field-notes

nnd laboratory-notes—on points which have specially

attracted him. Indeed, we think that some title sug-

gesting that the book contained the varied observations

of a zoologist would have been preferable to that which
has been chosen. The book has been carefully edited

and is well and clearly printed. One very conspicuous

slip has, however, escaped notice, the reference to

p. 90 instead of to 94 on the frontispiece itself.

The author tells us in the preface that he uses " the

word convergence in a wide sense, embracing habits,

functions, structures, and physiognomy." The sense

is indeed so wide that the force of the term becomes
attenuated. Thus even the convenient Box-and-Cox
sleeping arrangements of the fruit-eating bats and
crows in the maritime districts of Ceylon are classed

as an instance " of convergent homing, the same trees

affording hospitality in regular succession to day-
Hying birds and night-flying mammals "

(p. 25).

Speaking of the well-known Kallima butterflies, the
f rdinary representation of the attitude is corrected,

and it is shown that, at least in the Ceylon species

(/v. philarchus), the insect rests head downwards—

a

(act which has also been recorded of the Indian K.
inachis. Concerning "the extreme amount of indi-

vidual variation in the markings on the under side of

wings, simulating all degrees of decay and discolora-

tion and fungus attack" (p. 58), the author speaks
with somewhat unnecessary respect of the notion

that the constant repetition of such considerable
variations as are met with in leaf-like Lepidoptera
and Orthoptera, from generation to generation, is a
standing witness against the truth of ' Darwinism,'
inasmuch as, according to the Darwinian theory, such
variations ought either to become fixed by natural
selection or swamped by interbreeding" (p. 61).

The tentative suggestion on p. 61, "it may be that
natural selection is interested in keeping alive the
variations for the benefit of the species, not for the
production of new species," may be accepted with some
confidence when such polymorphic forms are looked
at as a whole. If it be an advantage in the struggle
for existence to resemble a dead leaf or another butter-
fly of a distasteful group, it is clearly a still greater
advantage to resemble two or more kinds of dead leaf,

or two or more unpalatable "models." It must be
remembered that Kallima is by no means remarkable
in this respect, for such polymorphism is well known
in immense numbers of both procryptic and mimetic
species.

It is satisfactory to find that such an extreme sup-
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porter of the far-reaching influence of convergence
does not, at any rate for the present, assail the Dar-
winian conclusion that the same specific form is never
repeated a second time as the outcome of an inde-
pendent line of evolution.

"The present state of our knowledge," he
writes on p. 138, "justifies the provisional
assertion that the higher combination which
leads to the establishment of an animal form possess-
ing the essential component elements of a definite
morphological type, cannot be repeated. The theory
of convergence is therefore not calculated to precipi-
tate us into morphological chaos, howsoever startling
its manifestations may be."

The author is certainly prepared to be startling, as,

for instance, in his conclusion that the closed

nephridia as a whole, flame-cells (or solenocytes) and
all, arose independently in the Pol5Thaete worms and
in Amphioxus. But before adopting any such hypo-
thesis, it is prudent to investigate the evidence that

these structures were present in the probable common
ancestor of both Amphioxus and Polychasta. That
such nephridia did thus exist in the primitive stock

is strongly supported by their occurrence in several

other groups which are much nearer to the common
ancestor than either Amphioxus or the Polychaeta.

We have reason to believe that E. S. Goodrich, who
originally discovered the resemblance in minute detail

between the solenocytes of these two forms, considers

that his conclusions have been much strengthened by

the results of investigations on other groups of the

Coelomata.

There can be no doubt, however, that the inde-

pendent origin of elaborate structures has occurred

again and again. There is scarcely a subject in which

it is more necessary to bear in mind the commonplace
saying that every case must be argued on its merits

without any bias in favour of one interpretation rather

than another.

An excellent example of convergence in a structure

of considerable complexity was brought forward more

than thirty years ago by Fritz Miiller. At the same
time, we must remember that the male scent-organs

on the wings of butterflies, to which he was referring,

are constructed of modified scales—elements which

are so excessively variable in size, form, and structure

that the independent appearance of anything that can

be produced by a scale is probably easier than almost

any other feat of convergent evolution. Speaking of

the scent-organs on the wings of certain male Satyrine

and Nymphaline butterflies, Fritz Miiller wrote :

—

" I know of no other case which proves so clearly

and irrefragably, and attests with such force, the truth

of a principle which should never be lost sight of in

morphological studies. When in two species certain

organs which serve the same function are found in

the same place, are composed of the same parts,

occupying the same relative positions, and exhibiting

similar forms—all this by itself constitutes no sufficient

proof that these organs are homologous, nor does it

afford the grounds for including the two sprries in

the same familv." '

E. B. P.

• Mrc/t. Mus. N.1C. Rio de Janeiro, iii. (1878), pp. 1-7.
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CHEMISTRY OF FLOUR.
The Technolofiy ' • niC. mk /i/J/m.' the

Chemistry and At rmrti: nl /.s/nii,' oj

Wiirat. Flour, and nllicr Moi »plnyed in

Urciid-nmking and Covfccliomi W'm. T-ifio

and Wm. C. Jago. Tp viii + 908. (

kin, Mnrshnl! nnd ' ' f •'!
,

i<»i.-

not.

THIS, !' ' ';M'ii; (.1 r\ wcll-kiM "ai i u ^rk

Ills ' L'rc.itlv, hriih in \n\\k ;iiid

price, (H'lr ils Mr. la^n h;i>^ liad the

cooperation of K, iirrparntion.

It is far from i-asy hi n viiw nl nil riiiri.ju.ililv a

hook of !^'»^ p:uf<-^, .'nifl uiidi mhtidlv tlx^ wnrlc would

h.i I v.ilui' if il iiad ln^n niatcii.illy

loi.U. ,, - I.. i..i»v ;;iu.sl similar tcclinoiot^ic.i! woilc-;,

it commences with a good deal of purr rliinii-tr\,

which is partly of very elementary cliarari-r; virv

nearly all this could have been omiit'.l wiili .ulv.in-

lage.

The new (dition contains most of the previous issue

in its original form, but supplemented very fully by

the additions required to brinp it up to date. Wliilst

this has been done in a most painstaking' and satis-

factory manner, the practice is a mistaken ono, if a

really good book is to be produced, ho\V(\ r much
it may be justified by commercial reasons. .\s a

result, the treatment is unequal; it would be unjust,

however, to base any general criticism on these sec-

tions.

The usual plan adopted by the authors is to j^mvc

a full abstract of all scientific papers in .my way
bearing on their subject. These are ordered, as a rule,

in historical sequence, occasionally with the annoying
result that, after a paper has been mastered by the

reader, he finds the results controverted by the next

paper. It is difficult in consequence to make out the

authors' own views in places or to take a rjiar line

as to the current opinions on a controversi.il question.

The authors' own researches are interpolated at con-

siderable length, and, though always valuable, their

insertion sometimes tends to confuse the re.nder -^tok-

ing for definite conclusions rather than the minutiie

of experimental detail.

The chemistry of bread and flour is far from being

In sucli t I haotic state as this work would lead us
to believe; it should have been possible to give a
precise account of the present position and to indicate

the controversial points, leaving the discussion of

these at length to separate chapters.

Apart from these defects the book is most complete.
and Mr. Jago is at his best in dealing with the

more technical side of the question. Such chapters
as those on the composition of wheat, the strength,

composition, and bleaching of flour are full of valu-
able information. Mr. Jago, it is interesting to note,

cannot agree with the so-called food reformers in ,

their condemnation of our present bread supply, and
the evidence he quotes shows that he is supported
in this view by all the authorities of repute in this

and other countries. The chapters on bread-making,
•wheat, flour, and bread " improvers " and on the
nutritive value of bread, give a complete summarj'
of all that is known at present on these questions.
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The subjects of bakehouse dc- nachtne

bakerv and its managonunt will appeal specially to

those a( tu.r!!v ongaged in th-- trade

—

a bak«?r, S'P«>king

to moden quipment, will gain t» hcst

value for v by studying them he:

Til'- I' testing of wheats and flours con-

stitutes iinporl.int section of the work:

the subject i^ a dittu nl 1 much of the know-

ledge of it is si ill r.
r. a trade secret. The

difficulty chiillv lies in -r^ the results of the

choni' 'o facts iuch rivalry

betu. live meri • mical " and

"baking iagu points out,

"though il test of flour,"

chemical analysis is often able, not only to point out

a departure from the normal, hut. uliat is more im-

pori int. to discov. and bakers

ii.ivi- been slow as >-. iw ...ii^^ »... ,...>< ^ ''- '-'»w-

\n^ industry and introduce a chemist int ks,

but where this has been done there is abundant

evidence that the laboratory work has proved an

actual necessity for the mninten.ince of a uniform pro-

duct of high quality. .\ very tlattering testimony to

this effect from the Ogilvie Flour Mills Co. is quoted

in the book. The authors give of their best in this

chapter, the pages describing the tests made with

the aid of the tintometer being of especial interest as

affording a means of measuring some of the subtle

changes which take place in flour on storage, and
giving more than a clue to their causes.

The more purely analytical chapters which con-

clude the book are in some respects less successful,

some of the methods described being antiquated and
untrustworthy. None the less, the section is a useful

one to bakers' chemists, who will appreciate also the

pages devoted to the testinp: of confectioners' raw
materials.

Perhaps the most striking thought after a perusal

of the book is how much of the present knowledge
of the chemistry of wheat and flour is due to the

work of the last few years, particularly to investiga-

tions instituted by those only remotely connected with

the subject, and performed without thought of pecu-

niary reward. Additional satisfaction is derived from
the consideration that the advance has been mainly
made in this country, or by workers in Canada and
the United States.

In conclusion, the authors may be congratulated

on the result of their labours; they have compiled
a dictionary which leaves nothing to be desired in

the fulness of its material, and they have earned the

gratitude of all future workers in the field.

E. F. A

THE COLLOIDAL STATE.
Gedenkboek aaugeboden aan J. .U. van BemnieJ •

1830-1910. Pp. xxix + 416. (Helder : C. de B.

1910.)

jC'IF'TEEN years ago the number of those investi-

••• gating the colloidal state would scarcely have
reached double figures, and in the text-books of the

period the subject received curt dismissal in a few

paragraphs. Had it not been for the connection

between colloids and dialysis it would have escaped
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mention altogether. The general position of the science

was but little advanced beyond where Graham in

especial, and others, such as Frankenheim, Liidwig,

Cloetta, and Payen, had left it half a century earlier.

Outside Prof, van Bemmelen's work a few scattered

papers, mainly on the precipitating- power of salts, or

on the imbibition of water by organic jellies, made up

the literature of the period. Biologists as a class

seemed to have forgotten even the name colloid.

The sixty-two original papers gathered into the

volume before us is eloquent testimony to the change

which has taken place. The colloidal state has be-

come the vogue, and any departure from simple linear

relationship in the equilibrium between states of

matter is in danger of being called colloidal—sub-

class adsorption—and so receiving summary and satis-

factory explanation.

The historical position is, however, strictly logical,

as indeed it must be if it is, in fact, a development

of ideas. In the 'fifties and 'sixties of last century

much work and speculation were devoted to the col-

loidal state; Frankenheim 's forgotten paper of 1850,

for instance, deserves to rank with Graham's master-

work. But the movement soon spent itself for lack

of foundations to build upon.

The present era begins in 1873 with the appearance of

the remarkable synthesis which van der Waals effected

between the Laplace-Young theory of self-attractive

matter, purely statical in character, and the doctrines

of molecular kinematics as Clausius especially had
developed them ; and in 1875, with the equally re-

markable extension of the theory of energy to include

cliemical potential which was made by Willard Gibbs.

These, together with van 't HolT's extension of the

gas laws to solutes and Arrhenius's conception of

electrolytic dissociation, opened the way for a great

mass of work on the equilibrium between different

states and different kinds of matter which expanded

molecular physics into what is now called physical

chemistry. This movement in turn has largely spent

itself, unfortunately before it has given us a trust-

worthy specification of the distribution of energy in the

fluid and solid states, and the study of the equilibria of

matter in mass has, in one direction, been largely

replaced by the study of heterogeneous systems in

which one at least of the states is not present in mass
at all, for this is the distinctive feature of what is

called the colloidal state.

The papers in the memorial volume are forcible

evidence of the multitude of problems connected with
the colloidal state. Surface energy, the condensation

of matter on to interfaces, osmotic pressure and
r.
dialysis, the physical state of soils, colloids in

Jgeology, viscosity, precipitation, and contact potential

all are dealt with. The subject-matter of the paper
by M. Duhcm, which opens the series, must have
been peculiarly grateful to van Bemmelen, for it is a
protest against the application of thermodynamics to

colloids on the assumption that they are multiphase
systems. Twelve years ago the writer of this notice

received from Prof, van Bemmelen a long letter of

^protest against any attempt to apply the phase rule

to colloids, and the protest was in the main just.

JEqually favourable must have been his reception of
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Malfitano's protest against certain arbitrary dis-

tinctions which have become current, chiefly the dis-

tinction between chemical combination and adsorption.

The distinction may have to be made, but it needs
more subtle treatment than it usually receives.

Van Bemmelen's first work on colloids was his

paper of 1877 on the absorptive property of soil, his

last the paper, "Die Absorption, X.," of 1909. He
was nearly fifty, an age when many cease active

research, before he began his life-work. As
van Bemmelen was led to colloids by his study

of soils, it is but fitting that the volume should contain

an important group of papers on colloids of the soil

and in geology. Rohland, Hissink, Leopold, van

Baren, Ehrenberg and Pick, Holwerda and Hudig
write on these subjects. M. le Chatelier deals with

the mechanical properties of mixtures of solid and

liquid in a paper which is remarkable in that it makes
no mention of Osborne Reynolds's work.

It is not possible to accord even the briefest notice

to all, and contributions by Pappada, Tamman, Barus,

Jordis, Freundlich, Spring, Svendburg, Bredig,

Ringer, Schreinemakers, Lorentz, and others must be

passed by with the remark that, as many of them

will not appear in print elsewhere, the volume must

be consulted by all workers on colloids.

His eightieth birthday saw van Bemmelen stricken

with what proved to be his last illness. His modest

soul was, above all whom the writer has known,

superior to the need of praise. Thirty years' patient

labour in a neglected field of science proves this. Yet

one likes to think that so abundant testimony to

regard and esteem brought joy and courage in those

last hours. W. B. Hardy.

lUE ANALYSIS OF DYES AND DYED
MATERIALS.

Identification of the Commercial Dyestuffs : being

vol. Hi. of a Method for the Identification of Pure

Organic Compounds by a Systematic Analytical Pro-

cedure based on Physical Properties and Chemical

Reactions. By Prof. S. P. MuUiken. Pp. vi + 274.

(New York : John Wiley and Sons ; London : Chap,

man and Hall, Ltd., 1910.) Price 21s. net.

THE identification of natural or artificial dyestuffs

either as such or in association with textile

fibres, colour lakes, paper, food, or other articles, is

a problem which at the present day presents many

difficulties. Twenty or thirty years ago the number

of dyestuffs was so small that their identification by

an expert was a simple enough matter, but the enor-

mouslv greater number of artificial dyestuffs now in

use and the rapid rate at which this number is daily

augmented, has not only greatly increased the diffi-

culty, but also the need of trustworthy means

of analysis. The dyer with many hundreds

of dyestuffs now at his command is able to

match any particular shade in a variety of

different ways, but since the fastness for the purpose

in view depends entirely upon a suitable choice of

colouring matters, it becomes particularly important

that in matching an approved pattern it should bo

possible not only to reproduce the shade, but also to
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select the same or similar dyestuffs. It is also a

desideratum for the merchant or textile manufacturer

to be able to ascertain whether the colour of the mate-

rials dyod for him is always obtained with the dye-

stuffs specified, whether the shade dyed by one firm

is or is not a chemical match for that dyed by another,

and other similar questions. The analytical chemist

is also frequently called upon to determine the actual

dyestuff or dyestuffs employed, for example, in the

composition of a lakr pii^Miicnt for wall-papers or

lithographic printing, (u- to identify the material used

for colouring certain food products.

With the large number of dyestuffs which come
into consideration it is obvious that no satisfactory

scheme of identification can be based upon individual

and empirical reactions, such, for instance, as the

changes of colour produced by caustic soda or concen-

trated sulphuric acid. Such individual tests can only

be employed effectively after the genetic relationships

of the dyestuff in question have been ascertained by

means of suitable group reagents; and only those

chemical properties can be employed as group reactions

which depend upon general differences in chemical

structure. Another reason why such a principle can

alone prove satisfactory is that the scheme adopted

must be capable of including and referring to their

appropriate groups the new colouring matters which
are constantly appearing, the individual reactions of

which are unknown.
In the analytical scheme published by A. G. Green

in 1893, which is based in part upon the earlier

schemes of Witt and Weingaertner, the chief differ-

entiation is effected by the behaviour of the dyestuff

upon reduction with zinc dust, and the reaction of its

reduction products with air and with chromic acid.

Whilst nitro-, nitroso-, and azo-compounds are com-
pletely broken down upon reduction, and cannot there-

fore be reoxidised, those dyestuffs which may be
regarded as having an ort/io-quinonoid structure give

leuco-compounds which are readily reoxidised to the

original dyestuff by air, and those to which a para-
quinonoid structure is attributable give leuco-com-
pounds stable to air but reoxidised by chromic acid.

Still, a further group are not reducible at all, whilst

dyestuffs of the anthracene class are converted into

coloured hydro-derivatives.

In 1905 and 1907, Green, assisted by Yeoman, Jones,
Haley, and Stephens, published a very complete
scheme for the analysis of dyestuffs upon textile

fibres, in which the above principles were employed in

conjunction with other group tests. In this scheme
sodium hydrosulphite was substituted for zinc dust as
the reducing agent, and the colourless potassium per-

sulphate for chromic acid, all the reactions being
effected upon the fibre instead of in solution. This
scheme of analysis is not only applicable to dyed mate-
rials, but can also be readily applied to colouring

matters in the solid form or when associated with
mineral bases, food products, &c., by previously trans-

ferring the dyestuff to wool or cotton.

In the work under review the author claims to have
produced a perfected scheme of analysis of general
applicability. In place of employing group reactions
to differentiate the dyestuffs according to their struc-
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tura! relationships and dyeing properties, the sy«tei:

adopted is largely empirical, being based upon ili

exact determination of colour changes effected 1

various reagents, the shades obtained being compar-

with standard sh;ide cards and the results tabula i.<:

bv a system of lettering. Although Green's reduitimi

and oxidation tests are also employed as "generi* '

reactions, their indications are interpreted in a strictly

formal manner under arbitrary but rigidly fixed con-

ditions. This produces the result that the main

groups or "genera" frequently contain dy^

stuffs which are entirely unrelated. We find,

for instance, azo-colours of the benzopurpurine

type classified together with rhodamine (a i

colour); phosphine and other acridine colours cl;i

with annatto; auramine (a diphenylmethane dcriv

tive) in association with primullne (a compound
the thiazol class); various alizarine colours in clo-'

conjunction with rose Bengal and violamines (pyroii'

colours) ; and dyes of the azo-class, triphenylmethan'

and natural red woods amongst the azines, oxazin'

and thiazines. The author's system also involves t!

coordination of dyestuffs of entirely different dyeii

properties, irrespective of whether they are "basic .

"acid," "substantive," or "mordant" colours.

The book contains colour reactions of some 1475

individual dyestuffs, which are recorded with extreme

precision for the selected conditions. Although, how-

ever, it has involved much careful labour, the utili

of the work has been largely sacrificed to the desire lo

obtain an impossible degree of accuracy and through {

the unscientific and inconvenient system of diff-
r-

entiation adopted. Such a rigid system of colour i

actions does not take account of the fact that com-

mercial dyestuffs usually contain variable impurities

or are shaded with small quantities of other colour! t-

matters. Furthermore, it may be questioned whet):

the exact tint obtained in the tests would not be a!

affected by small indeterminate factors, such as t

purity of the reagents or the quality of the text;

materials used in dyeing. Lastly, the scheme couu;

not be applied to mixtures without a complete separa-

tion into the constituents, a condition which is seldom

possible. .\rthur G. Green.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING.
A Manual of Civil Engineering Practice : Specially

arranged for the Use of Municipal and County *

Engineers. By F. Noel Taylor. Pp. xiiH-8oo.

(London: C. Griffin and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Pr:

255. net.

THIS book has been written to supply the needs

of young engineers who propose to devote them-

selves to those branches of engineering practice which

fall to the lot of the municipal and county engineer,

or the borough surveyor; the duties which have to

be undertaken by such officials are of a most var:

character, and involve a wide range of knowledge
;

books of reference are essential to such men, and
Mr. Taylor, drawing largely upon his own profes-

sional experience, has dealt with the entire field of

work covered by the term "municipal civil engineer-

ing."
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The first six chapters are devoted to surveying and

levelling, and the mensuration of earthvs^orks, the

subject being treated with special reference to the

class of work which has to be carried out by muni-

cipal engineers, such as the laying out of roads,

tram-lines, sewers, &c. ; next follow three chapters

dealing with such general problems as the stresses

and strains in beams and struts under given loading,

and the methods of determining the necessary scant-

lings of simple beams and pillars. In a special

chapter on the various materials employed in con-

structional work, the author gives a concise descrip-

tion of their structure, essential properties, manufac-
ture, and the usual methods of testing them to ensure

soundness and freedom from all defects. Retaining

walls and their design are fully discussed in chapter

xvi., and examples are worked out to illustrate the

use of the formulse and the methods of securing safety

with economy of material.

The making and repair of roads form a very im-
portant part of the duty of a municipal engineer :

prior to the advent of the motor-car, the roads outside

town areas had been much neglected, and they were
in a totally inadequate condition to deal with fast

and heavy traffic; as a consequence the questions of

road maintenance and road construction have entered

during the past ten years upon an entirely new phase.

To mention only one of the changed conditions, with
horse traffic the dust nuisance was, in country dis-

tricts, a matter of slight importance; at the present

day, on roads on which there is a heavy motor-car
traffic, the suppression of dust becomes a factor

which must be dealt with, and to which other details

may have to be subordinated. In chapter xix, the
author gives an excellent abstract of a report upon
the proceedings of the International Road Congress,
which met in Paris in 1908, prepared for the Local
Government Board of Ireland by the chief engineer,

Mr. Cowan. This congress agreed to a series of reso-

lutions embodying the views of the delegates as to

the lines upon which in the future roads should be
constructed and maintained, and also as to how best

to cope with the dust problem, though at present
opinion is divided as to the respective merits of sur-

face tarring and tar-macadam.
A valuable chapter is that devoted to the design

of structures in reinforced concrete; some excellent

notes are given as to the essential qualities of the

two materials employed—the concrete and the Steel

—

then a series of simple formulae is worked out, and,
finally, typical illustrations of design are given, such
as floors, piles, reservoir walls, bridges, and sewers,
in each case attention being directed to practical

difficulties which have to be met and overcome, if

thoroughly sound, durable work is to be produced.
This chapter is appropriately followed by one on
masonry road bridges and similar work.
The problem of the removal of domestic and trade

rofuso, solid and liquid, is dealt with in six very com-
plete chapters—one of the best sections, in fact, of
the book. All the most modern and efficient methods
are discussed and explained, both in regard to the
laying out and the construction of sewers, and in

regard to the ultimate treatment of the sewage at the
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outfall works. An abstract is given of the report of
the Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal of 1908,
a report which embodies the views of chemists,
biologists, and engineers, and is a storehouse of

information upon a subject which is of vital import-
ance to the general public, and the layman is as much
concerned with the efficient solution of this knotty
problem as the engineers who have to design and
maintain the necessary works. To make this section

of the book complete, the author has added a chapter
on the ventilation of buildings and house drainage, in

which the best types of modern sanitary house fit-

tings are described, with the help of a series of good
illustrations.

Waterworks, their design and maintenance, form
the subject of three chapters. Full details are given

of the best system of filtration, of methods of soften-

ing hard waters so as to render them more suitable

for domestic purposes, and of detecting and checking

waste of water, a constant source of worry to the

engineer in charge of such works; some figures are

given to show how excessive this waste by leakage

and by the culpable negligence of householders may
be, and how important it is to put a stop to it, if

needless expense in constructional works is to be

avoided, and a shortage of supply in periods of

drought prevented.

Constructional steel work is discussed in a very

complete chapter. The examples chosen cover a wide

range of such class of work—overhead water tanks,

roofs, and bridges of various type. The illustrations

in this chapter are clear and not overburdened with

detail, and are, therefore, much more likely to prove

useful to a designer who consults them than is often

the case with plates reproducing engineering draw-

ings. For the guidance of young engineers, Mr.

Taylor has given a special chapter to the subject of

the preparation and drafting of specifications, a

chapter which will no doubt be constantly consulted,

as it is full of the most useful hints and advice.

Mr. Taylor is to be congratulated on the production

of a book which will find a place on the desk and in

the drawing office of every civil engineer, and the

publishers, too, must be given a word of praise for

the excellence of the numerous plates and wood-

cuts. T. H. B.

CHEMICAT. I'JIKNOMENA OF (.IFF.

Chemical Phenomena in Life. By Prof. !•'. C'/apek.

Pp. ix+152. (Harper's Library of Living Thought.)

(London and New York : Harper and Bros., 191 1.)

Price 2s. 6d. net.

ME.SSRS. HARPER could not have secured a

more authoritative or a clearer writer than

Prof. Czapek, of Prague, to present to the public the

most recent views of biochemistry. The chemistry of

protoplasm and its behaviour, as well as that of its

constituents, have been greatly illuminated since that

branch of chemistrj' known as the chemistry of col-

loids has been subjected to investigation. The main

properties of colloids were discovered by Thomas
Graham in 186 1, and the conception of ions we owe
to Faraday. Nevertheless, the science of physical
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chemistry rnnaincd in a dormant condition until van

't Hoff and Lc Bel, twenty-one years ago, laid down
the famous law named after them, and put forward

their views on the nature of solutions. Exact and
even mathematical researches in this region were

thus rendered possible, and physical chemistry since

then has grown at a prodigious rate, and has in-

creased the boimdaries of knowledge, not only so far

as chemistry and physics are concerned, but also in

the biological fit-id as well.

Unfortunately the growth of a new science means
the introduction of a new language, and those who
write in it are not always able to realise that it is un-
intelligible even to those who have received a scien-

tific training a few years previously. Such a book as

Prof. Czapek's is therefore a godsend, for it explains

in the rlearost manner the new language as well as

the new facts. Although the author is a professor of

plant physiology, he treats his subject in a wide
manner, so as to be helpful to animal physiologists

as well. The properties of colloids, the use of the

ultra-microscope, the significance of the protoplasmic
membrane, the velocity of reactions, catalysis and
the enzymes, and the general laws of immunity are

among the subjects treated in somewhat less than

150 small pages. Each page is rich with information

and full of thoughtful and pregnant suggestions.

Prof. Czapek concludes that, so far as chemical and
physical phenomena are concerned, our knowledge is

now sufficiently advanced for us to be quite sure
that it is unnecessary to call in the assistance of any
mysterious "vital force" in order to explain the
activities of protoplasm. The filling in of the still

numerous gaps are mostly the working out of points
of detail, and that is only a matter of time.

" There is only one part of physiology which is not
yet accessible to our methods, and which we cannot
prove to be ruled by the well-known laws of inanimate
nature. These are the psychological phenomena."

When we remember that less than a century ago
organic chemistry was regarded as equally inaccessible
to experimental methods, there is some hope that in

the future even ps^'chological phenomena may yield
their secrets to the investigator. W. D. H.

OUR BOOK SHELF.
Where Do We Come From? Is Darwin Correct?
A Philosophical and Critical Study of Darwin's
Theory of ''Natural Selection." Bv Herbert Morse.
Pp. iv + 344. (London: Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd.,
191 1.) Price 7^. 6d. net.

Having read many of the eulogistic articles on Dar-
win's work which appeared at the time of his
centenary, Mr. Morse was prompted to look into the
matter for himself. He does not claim for his work
anv higher authority than that to be granted to the
opinion of the man in the street. "Anyone who can
read and write, who has the ordinary powers of
reasoning, and is possessed of some knowledge of the
nature and value of evidence, is as capable of passing
as sound an opinion on the value of the theory, that,
that evidence endeavours to corroborate as any
scientist of them all."

Let us give a few quotations to illustrate the com-
petence and temper of this new philosophical critic.
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" Man it a self-improving organirai, no other organist-

is. Every other organism is the mere sport of n;*

at the mercy of environment, a mere physical pu;

The struggle for existence "was the great pro;

and agent of variation." This, which is stated •

of Darwin's fundamental profjositions, revejiis

abyss of misunderstanding. We are treated, as usu<'i:

to the old chestnut :
" If these new creations were ;i

similar at the outset, it seems inconceivable that ai.

period of time, however prodigious, or any set <

circumstances, however extravagant, could by an

process of slow accretion have converted, say, a f?<

mto a flamingo,"
The author is therefore led to suppose that thf

:

were many independently originating primitive <

isms. He appears to believe that a theory of
;

phyletic evolution is quite anti-Darwinian, and i;

brings back old times by dividing the animal kingdoi

into four classes. There have been many stern

critics of Darwinism who have done service to

evolution-theory, advancing it a little beyond the

stage at which Darwin left it, but these have
been men careful to understand what Darwin
meant, careful not to credit him with conclusions ho

did not hold, careful to acquaint themselves with tli.

facts of the case. We cannot rank Mr. Morse amoi
these.

The World's Minerals. By Leonard J. Spencer. P.

xi + 212 + 40 coloured plates. (London and Edi:

burgh: W. and R. Chambers, Ltd., 191 1.) Pric

At first sight one gains the impression that this

merely a remarkably cheap picture-book, published :

time to be handy as a Christmas gift. The for:

coloured plates exhibit an Oriental splendour and
daring which does not hesitate to represent the pi.

of colours of labradorite and precious opal, or ev» i;

the metallic lustre of native gold and silver, Thos.-

dazzling pictures, prepared under Dr. Hans Lenk
of Erlangen, are themselves worth the price of t'

book, which, however, is far more than a mere albu;

of German chromo-lithographs. For the editor

The Mineralof^ical Magazine has written descripti\

text around the pictures, and has preceded this I

an excellent introduction to the study of mineral

which makes the book something more than a pret

volume for collectors of pretty stones. Thus in on;

twenty-two pages the author manages to give a cl«;;

and wonderfully comprehensive survey of the difficu;

subject of crj'stallography, not even omitting to deal

with Miller's notation.

On p. 16 the choice of 2 for the axial ratio of

dimetric crystal is unfortunate, suggesting as it do'

a simplicity comparable to that of indices, dealt with
in the same paragraph. A figure like the 1771 of

anatase would have avoided any such implication.

On p. 20 the drawings of rhombohedra are apparenth
printed upside down, and the hexagonal prism is not

satisfactory. These are, however, minor points, and
the fact that one can find no worse faults in wh"*
amounts to a text-book of systematic mineralo^
comprised in the first forty pages, on the form>.

physical characters, chemical composition, and classi-

fication of minerals, speaks well for the value and
accuracy of the work. R. F. G.

The Rubber-Planter's Notebook. By Frank Braham.
Pp. viii+108. (London: Crosby Lockwood and
Son. iqri.) Price 2s. 6d. net.

This book is what it purports to be, a handy book of

reference on Para rubber planting, with hints on the

maintenance of health in the tropics and other general

information of utility to the rubber planter. It is weU
written, and the condensed information contained in
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it, so far as it goes, is well selected and in the main
correct.

Many a " creeper " and new hand on Eastern estates

and elsewhere will owe Mr. Frank Braham a debt
of gratitude for this hand}' little volume, which doubt-
less is the nucleus of a future work of more extended
scope, not one with large type on art paper, but a
planter's " Molesworth," of use to the old hand as
well as to the beginner.
The author's section on general information will be

found specially useful, and his essential rules for the
preservation of health in tropical climates are
admirable if intended for the young planter going out
to the East for the first time ; but for the older resident
in the tropics "drink as little as possible—fluids in-

flate the bowel " is dangerous advice. The ingestion
of a suflicient quantity of water or other bland liquid

is essential if for no other reason than to counter-
balance the effects of excessive perspiration. In hot
w eather the kidneys are very largely relieved of their
<-xcretory duties by the skin. If then the individual
for years has been in the habit of still further relieving
them by drinking as little as possible, it is not
astonishing that in cases of emergency they are unable
to return to their normal state of efficiency, and if

' lackwater fever is encountered death in such cases
ay be the result.

In these essential rules also mention of the all-

important hot bath and change at sundown would have
added to their completeness. The book, however,
should comqiand a ready sale.

Die tnoderne graphische Reprodiiktiotu Ein Fiihrer
und Ratgeber durch das Gebiet des Jllustraiions-
ivesens unter Berucksichtigung der filr die Wicder-
gabe bestimmten Originate. Gemeinverstiindlich
dargestellt von L. P. Mosler. Pp. vi + 52 + xiv
plates. (Jena: Gustav Fischer, 1911.) Price 2

marks.

In this booklet the author gives a concise description
of the methods of illustration as at present practised,
so that those who desire to avail themselves of such
methods may have some idea of their characteristics
and possibilities, and be guided as to their choice.
He refers also, shortly, to methods of making draw-
ings and photographs for reproduction. Following
the text are fourteen plates. Nine of these are im-
pressions from half-tone blocks made from the same
original to show the effect of the fineness of the
screen, a reproduction of a reproduction, a "duplex"
print, &c. There are also a four-colour print, a
•collotype, and a photogravure.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions
expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected
manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

The Distastefulness of Anosia pUxippm:.

Refkrring to tlip iiitorostiiif^ note on '* The Distasteful-
Tioss of Anosia plc.xippus " in Naturk of October 12, I

should like to sujijjijpst that the experiment, though interest-
ing in itself, does not materially strengthen the case for
the usefulness of mimicry. To make a good rase for
mimicry in the sense in which that term is ordinarily
used, the mimic Basilarchia archippus should be tested and
found palatable. Further, if mimicry means anything at

II with reference to these two species, North American
rds should eat some butterflies but not molest Basilarchia
rhippus. So far as observations have been reported,

\inorican birds eat butterflies very rarely, and there is no
iflonce, so far as I know, either from direct observa-
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tion or from the thousands of stomach-content examina-
tions made by the United States Department of Agri-
culture, that its non-mimetic relatives are eaten more
often than Basilarchia archippus.

If European birds show the same indifference towards
butterflies as is manifested by North American birds, either
the " model," Anosia plexippus, or the mimic, Basilarchia
archippus, might with impunity become widely dis-

seminated in Europe. • A. M. Bant.a.

. Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y., November 20.

I HAVE a shrewd suspicion that if the result of my
experiments upon Anosia plexippus had proved this butter-
fly to be highly palatable, the dwindling minority of

mimicry sceptics would have made the very most of the

fact, and claimed that it " materially strengthened the

case" against Bates's theory of mimetic resemblances;
and in this they would have been perfectly right, so far,

at all events, as the particular instance is concerned.
But since the experiments proved the precise opposite,

those who believe in the theory may reasonably maintain
that the case" for the usefulness of the mimicry to Basil-

archia archippus is thereby materially strengthened. It

appears to me that few more important items of evidence

in favour of the theory of mimicry can be established than
demonstration of the distastefulness of " models."

Again, I think Mr. Banta overrates the negative evidence

he cites in support of the view that birds seldom prey upon
butterflies under natural conditions. My opinion to the

contrary is based upon a large number of experiments
made in the gardens of the Zoological Society of London,
and published in the Proceedings of the society for

September. I can recollect no exception to the rule that

insectivorous birds were roused to attention at once by the

sight of butterflies, their keenness suggesting very forcibly

that they knew them, either by instinct or by experience, to

be part of their natural diet.

Not less strongly suggestive was the determination with
which they pursued, and the precision with which they

generally caught, the butterflies on the wing when let loose

in the shelterless aviary. Conversely, the skill evinced by

the butterflies in dodging their pursuers in mid air was
one of the most striking features of the experiments. Just

as one is compelled to believe that the instinctive doubling

of the coursed hare when overtaken by greyhounds in-

dicates the habitual method of escape of the species from
fleet-footed foes, so must one believe that the evasive twist

of a butterfly when pursued by a bird is an inherited habit

that has proved a means of salvation to members of that

species in the past when chased by similar enemies. If,

as is maintained, birds do not under natural conditions

prey upon butterflies to a sufficient extent to be reckoned

as serious enemies, what explanation is to be offered of the

marked reaction observable between the two sets of animals

when pitted against one another? R. I. PococK.

Zoological Society, December 6.

The Weather of 1911.

I HAVE studied with great care and interest Dr. Shaw's

letter in Nature of November 30 disclosing a promising

field of inquiry into the causes of such abnormalities of

weather as we have, for example, experienced during the

summer and first half of the autumn of the present year.

Seizing hold of the very fact Dr. Shaw's letter refers to,

which has apparently induced him to look in the direction

of the upper atmosphere above 9 kilometres for new lines

of investigation, namely, that certain types of distribution

of barometric pressure, normally rainy, occasioned little

or no rainfall in the summer of ion, I had before reading

his letter entertained the idea that somehow or other the

persistent, parching drought might have been due to an

abnormally reduced absolute humidity of the atmosphere

(at least of those strata not immediately in contact with

surface water supplies) over these islands, so much reduced

that the convection currents adequate to produce rain in

I

more normal conditions failed to do so in the present year.

I admit, of course, that a decreased absolute humidity of

the air in hot summer weather, with the ocean all round

us, would be a very different thing to account for. and

perhaps could only be brought about by a per';i>;tont flow
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of the air currents to our region from some arid con-

tinental region like the interior of Asia, which would be

very unlikely in summer.
But the suggestions embodied in Dr. Shaw's communica-

tion no longer render necessary such an assumption as

small vapour-content of tne air to account for the circum-
stances of the drought. For I take it that if a barometric

depression were transmitted to the surface strata entirely

by variations of pressure occurring beyond the convection

region at a height of about 9 kilometres, there would not

be engendered the powerful rain-producing convection

currents usually associated with cyclonic circulation when
a barometric depression takes its origin wholly or partly

in causes residing in the lower layers themselves.

Should this proposition not follow on the lines indicated

in Dr. Shaw's letter, I should be glad if he would
correct it. L. C. W. Bonacina.

ilampstead, N.W'., December 2.

Mr. Bonacina would draw a distinction between baro-
metric depression"; transmitted from above and those which
take their origin wholly or partly in causes residing in the
low(>r layers themselves, and he would attribute a
peculiarly rainy character to the latter. I know of no
facts which enable us to draw with certainty the distinc-

tion in individual cases, and I should have been glad if

Mr. Bonacina had cited some examples which were
demonstrably of the second type. I cannot speak very
positively on the subject. There is a certain hyperbolic
region, sometimes shown on weather maps, between a pair
of cyclones and alternating anticyclones where I think such
depressions may occur. The weather associations of that
particular distribution are peculiar ; in the words of a
well-known verse

:

When it i^ good, it !•' very very %oodi.

But when it is bad it is horrid.

In summer, thunderstorms with copious rainfall may occur
with such a distribution. They are associated with areas
of shallow depression—local secondaries—which may be
entirely surface-bred ; but the pressure differences involved
are so slight that they must be regarded as belonging
rather to the embroidery than to the outlines of the
pressure distribution of the globe.

Let me take the opportunity to add that the further study
of the physics of rainfall might contribute to the clearing
up of some misconceptions about its meteorological
significance. Suppose that we regard rainfall as incidental
to convection, that is, to the process of righting instability
in the lower or middle layers of the atmosphere, which may
be caused by the superposition of layers of inverted density.
Consider the effect of variations of pressure imposed
entirely from above. If the lower layers contain a stratum
of floating cloud, it follows from the difference of adiabatic
temporature-chinge in cloudy and dry air that compression
will produce instability at the lower surface of the cloud
and rarefaction will produce instability at the upper
surface. Alternate compression and rarefaction, such as
would be imposed from above if some giant were playing
upon the middle and lower layers of the atmosphere, with
their cloud strata, like a concertina, would give alternating
instability of different types. With one type rain would be
produced. What would happen with the other I have not
fully made out ; perhaps the mammato-cumulus cloud may
Illustrate it. A good deal depends upon the vertical
temperature gradient, of the causes of which at present we
know little.

Certainly if there were no cloud layer to form a locus of
instability, compression would simply raise the tempera-
ture of the air, and hence its potential dryness. The other
stroke of the concertina, the rarefaction, might itself pro-
duce cloud, possibly at more than one level, and its con-
tinuance would maintain the cloud and the instabilitv
necessary for continuous, but fluctuating, rainfall if sup-
plies of suitable air were forthcoming. We have here an
explanation of cloud layers at different levels and of the
well-known tendency towards cloud and rainfall with a
falling barometer that is satisfactorily independent of
surface conditions. Looking into the details, we can also
see that a falling barometer alone is not necessarilv a
sufficient cause.

Parenthetically, may I express the hope that .\"

Bonacina or some other student of weather will refer
the figures for the dryness of the air of the past sunn:
compared with air under similar conditions of win!
tion, &c., in previous summers? The facts are a<.

and well worth investigation. There is, 1 have reason
think, a high negative correlation between humidity
9 a.m. and the duration of sunshine for the day, and t!

may point to another factor in the cause of the brillia

summer.
1 hope Mr. Dines will make good his view that the d

tribution of temperature in the upper layers is not rclat

to the direction of the air currents. When I wrote 1 1.

in mind particularly a cold invasion in the upper air

July 29, 1908, with a northerly wind, and the appar-
increase in intensity of the phenomena of a line squall
higher levels. But if we can be assured that cold invasio:

begin at the bottom, it will free us from much difficulty.

In the interesting letter from Dr. Carl Ramsauer pi:

lished in your issue of December 14 the argument is ba^
upon the assumption that during the past summer cc

i dcnsation in the atmosphere was inhibited for want '

i
nuclei. The assumption requires proof before it can !

{
accepted as a basis of physical reasoning. Supersaturati'
of air in the free atmosphere is often assumed, but, so 1

as I know, it has never been demonstrated, and metf<
ologists, as a rule, do not feel themselves at liberty

use it. W. \. Snwv
December 19.

The contributions in your columns to this subject ;.

of great interest. I will venture, with your permission,
propound one or two questions suggested by the letter

Dr. Carl Ramsauer. On his hypothesis, would it 1

follow that all periods of minimum solar activity would !

marked by weather of the 191 1 type? Is this the case?
On the same assumption, it would seem to follow tl

the same type of weather would extend over the wh'
earth: has this been the case? We have, I think, hea:

of torrential rains in northern Italy in the beginning '

summer, and of the early onset of winter in Canada.
Again, assuming this hypothesis, not the earth only, \

all the planets would have been affected. Have the si:

posed snow-caps of Mars shown any shrinkage?
Failand, December 15. Edw. I k v
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The Photography of Ha during Solar Eclipses.

In Nature for December 7 (p. 182) the report of

council of the Royal Society is said to state that at

total solar eclipse of April 28 the observers sent out
the Joint Permanent Eclipse Expedition secured obser
tions with a short-focus prismatic camera showing
whole of the hydrogen series, with the additional rema
that " this is the first time Ha has been photographic ''

an eclipse."

In the interest of accurate annotation, howevf :

statement of the council must be modified, as reference
the reports presented to the Royal Society of the eclipse

1893 (West Africa) and 1898 (Viziadrug) will show that

the Ho line was recorded as a strong line on the photo-
graphs obtained with prismatic cameras at both these
eclipses by the expeditions from the Solar Physics Obser\"a-
tory. It was also recorded bv other observers at the Indian
eclipse of 1898. CnARij:s P. Butler.

The Nematodes of the Thames.

Referring iO my former communication on this subject,

I am happy to say that I have at last discovered the host

of at least one of the species of nematode found in the

Thames. Mr. Chas. Todd, of Tottenham, has kindly sent

me a sample of mud from near the Tower Bridge contain-
ing vast numbers of Tubificidae. Among these are Limno-
irilus hoffmeisteri, Tubifex campamilatus, and other

interesting fresh- or brackish-water worms. The nematode
has so far been found only in Tubifex. It gains an
entrance into the spermathecae, where it develops to the

great inconvenience of its host. Hilderic Friend.
Swadlincote.
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MICROSCOPE STANDS.

CONSIDERABLE attention is now being directed

by those interested in microscopy to various

questions connected with the build of the instrument
irrespective of the purely optical parts. We have
thought it desirable, therefore, to ask the opinions of

those with large experience in the designing and
production of stands both here and on the Continent.

These opinions are given below.

Claim for Superiority for the English Stand.

By the term "English microscope" is meant the

distinctive type of instrument which has been
built to embody conveniences for working with modern
high-class objectives and condensers, which conveni-
ences cannot be found in combination in any other
microscopes than those of British origin. Among
them are the following:— (i) *The tripod foot; (2) *a
long range of coarse adjustment for the use of low-
power objectives

; (3) *the body tube fitted with mechan-
ical draw tube to allow for the adjustment of objec-

tives for thickness of cover-glass; (4) the mechanical
stage scientifically constructed as a part of the whole
instrument

; (5) the compound substage with rackwork
to focus and screws to render the substage condenser
axial with any objective that may be in use

; (6) *fine

adjustment to substage; (7) *the Wenham binocular
body; (8) the various fittings for substage apparatus,
eyepieces, and objectives of the Royal Microscopical
Society's standard gauge; (9) *all the working parts
fitted with sprung bearings and controlling screws so
that compensation for wear and tear may be readily

effected.

In the English microscope alone are all these con-
veniences to be found in combination. In isolated

instances one or two of the fittings are included in

microscopes of foreign origin, but none are provided
w'ith those marked with an asterisk, in the manner
that is usual in the English instrument.
Numerous microscopes are made in Great Britain

which are not of the typical English model, designed
for students and special uses, but even in these it is

customary to incorporate some of the qualities and
conveniences enumerated above, and they permit of

greater latitude in individual working on the part of

the intelligent user than is possible with a microscope
which must of necessity be used as a tool that mag-
nifies on account of its limitations.

The English microscope has never suffered from
want of appreciation on the part of those who have
had leisure or taken sufficient interest to use its many
refinements, and it is significant that it is the prevail-

ing type that is employed by the thousands of amateur
workers throughout the world to-day.

To the professional worker it has not appealed in

the same degree, but gradually he is appreciating the
fact that to do the best he must have the many facili-

ties that the English microscope affords, and it is in

consequence gradually displacing instruments of

|impler construction.

The English microscope has always been of sub-
tantial proportions, but a definite advance in its pre-

jclsion took place when between twenty and thirty

years ago it was recognised by the leading exponents
jof microscopy, and especially Dr. Dallinger and Mr.
;E. M. Nelson, that the improved optical means then
introduced could not be advantageously employed with-
out adequate mechanical conveniences. A slower act-
in i,"^ fine adjustment suitable to the increased numerical
ipfTture of objectives was the earliest step, and after
niany years' insistence that the now almost extinct
-ilin'ct-acting fine adjustment was sufficient for all
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requiremenis, the Continental makers fell into line

with the English makers.
Then followed the mechanical draw tube, and only

those who have seen the beautiful manipulative effects

obtained by leading workers, can realise what can be
done by its use in correcting for slightly different

thicknesses of cover-glass. It has been stated that
a difference of draw-tube length of 5 mm. is of no
practical importance, but this is not the experience
of the modern worker. His critical effects are obtained
within closer limits.

Improvements were simultaneously introduced into

the general design of microscopes, refinements which
advanced workers found desirable were incorporated,

and British manufacturers produced instruments which
are to this day known by the name of the microscopist
who provided the specification.

The result has been that the English microscope is

a distinctive one, and is unlike its contemporaries of

other countries in several important features.

The mechanical stage of the English microscope,
built as part of the instrument, has very forcibly re-

vealed its advantages in connection with the recent

introduction of immersion paraboloids and reflecting

condensers. The attachable mechanical stage of the

Continent carries the object slip along the surface of

the stage. For these immersion paraboloids it is

essential that the under-side of the object slip shall be
in contact, by means of immersion oil, with the top

lens of the paraboloid. It will be obvious that as the

mechanical screws carry the object slip along the sur-

face of the stage the oil from the under-side of the

object slip will pass on to the stage surface. The
immersion oil is thus drawn away and the contact is

no longer maintained. The same effect is produced
with any immersion condenser, so that in effect the

attachable form of mechanical stage largely interferes

with the proper working of any condenser or para-

boloid which may be of the immersion type.

It should be borne in mind in this connection that

the Abbe illuminator, if used in its full efficiency, must
be immersed. This fact is generally overlooked, and
it is exceedingly rare for an Abbe illuminator to have
its maximum numerical aperture developed by means
of oil immersion.
The English mechanical stage has each plate work-

ing independently, and the object is carried in a fixed

position on the top moving plate. The oil therefore

does not run on to the stage surface as in the pattern

just mentioned.
The compound substage is typically English. The

necessity for centring screws to enable the optical

centre of the substage condenser to be adjusted to the

objectives in use has to this day not been recognised

by Continental opticians.
" A fine adjustment to the substage was the accom-

paniment to the more general use of the oil-immersion

condenser, the absolute focussing that this required

being realised better by this means than by coarse

adjustment only.

There is still want of conformity with the Royal

Microscopical Society's substage size on the part of

non-British makers, and the condensers are not inter-

changeable without alteration.

The advantages associated with the tripod foot

which, properly proportioned, is light in weight, and

yet imparts rigidity which is not possessed by any

other shape, the convenience of being able to use low-

power objectives, and the Wenham 's binocular body

with its exquisite stereoscopic effects, and, finally, the

obviously better construction from a mechanical point

of view of fittings that are adjustable in consequence

of wear, all unite to make the British microscope an

instrument of precision.
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It is admitted that many of the refinements which

arc referred to here are ot but small use to the man
who docs not make himself acquainted with clemen-

tary principles of microscopical theory and manipula-

tion ; but any worker who intends to wrest from his

instrument the best it is capable of yielding and
desires to make himself proficient in its use will find

that the English microscope must be employed.

A Defence of the Continental Form.

The Continental microscopes are of a shorter build

than the original English pattern, and are normally
supplied with a tube length of i6o mm. (b inches^,

while the English tube length normally supplied is

250 mm. (10 inches).

The short Continental microscopes are more con-

venient to use on a table of normal height, and, owing
to their compactness and portability, are mostly used

in laboratories of universities, institutions, &c., in thij

country.
The equipment of these microscopes varies consider-

ably, and the better microscopes of the leading makers
are fitted with all the modern appliances demanded
with an up-to-date fully equipped microscope.

The stands are often fitted with mechanical stages

of exquisite design and large opening, being revolv-

able, and having a displacement for the cross motion
large enough to allow for searching over an entire

slide ; they are very convenient if serial slides are to

be examined. Verniers are provided to locate the

exact position of the object, thus saving a great deal

of time in finding the exact spot noted on any previous
day.
The substage arrangement is of the usual Abbe

form, with sliding sleeve to receive either a fixed

ordinary Abbe condenser or an achromatic condenser
with centring device.

The iris diaphragm carrier on the substage is of a
very ingenious construction, being provided with rack-
work to place the iris out of centre, up to a range to

meet the extreme margin of a numerical aperture of
i'40, and, owing to the iris diaphragm carried being
revolvable around the optical axis of the microscope,
specimens can be illuminated from any azimuth and
obliquity with the greatest ease.

The recess in the iris diaphragm carrier takes a

polariser, also mica films, in a convenient manner
should the microscope be used with polarised light.

The complete substage with condenser is provided
with a rack and pinion work, and the best make acts
with such precision, having no back-lash whatsoever
in the rack and pinion movement, that the fine adjust-
ment of the substage is absolutely superfluous.
The horseshoe foot, provided with three resting

points on the extremity of the horseshoe, has been
much improved of late in order to ensure great firm-
ness of the stand for visual observation. For hori-

zontal use, as is the case in photomicrography, the
Continental models are chiefly used with a suitably
prepared sole plate with levelling screws and clamping
device ; this mode has also proved to be of great ser-

vice even with the larger tripod stands of best English
make.
The body tube of some of the Continental stands are

exceptionally wide in order to allow the use of low-
power objectives without cutting down the field, and
aiso to avoid internal reflection.

The fine adjustment is placed near the stage in the
inoat convenient position, and is of the greatest sensi-
tiveness, an interval on the scale representing a move-
ment^ of 2/1000 of a millimetre. The rackwork is

sufficiently large to meet even low powers of 4-inch
focus.

All important sliding parts are not sprung but care-
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fully ground in and free from backslash, whicii

essential it the microscope is expected to remain in

focui>, chiefly with high powers. Sprung motions*

however carefully done, are bound to counteract.

First-class Continental makers do not spare ejtpw>«e
in making these carefully ground-in slii'' : irts,

and this is the best and surest manner i lee

a first-class microscope to be steady in fu. u^. >Vilh

the cheaper Continental models the sprung sUding
sytem is used to some extent, but less accuracy in this

motion is required with such microsct^s, which are

chiefly designed for low powers.
For binocular vision, even with oil-immersion len-

the Abbe stereoscopic eyepiece of latest form is sinr.

unique.
To sum up the advantage of the Continental mo<i

it is only fair to say that the instruments, thou

simple in construction, are certainly most efficient :

the highest class of research work in microscopy.

English and Continental Microscopes.

The average English microscope of the present day
is a representation of a simplified instrument of what
in former days presented a complicated and massive
piece of mechanism. The Continental model, on the

other hand, has gradually been evolved from an ex-

ceedingly simple design to an efficient and practical

instrument better adapted to the requirements of the

serious worker than is the typical English model
possessing the multiplicity of racks and screws and
milled heads so much admired by a certain class of

dilettanti. The serious worker in science has not the

time to play with the large variety of unn< >

fittings embodied in the typical English mic:

while the dilettante finds a whole day may b<

spent in a variety of manipulations effecting mech.

ical and optical adjustments (mainly mechanical)

enable him to examine only a few objects, and si

a day's work often proves to be more exhaust:

physically than mentally.

The tripod base is more rigid than the typi'

Continental "horseshoe" base, but of recent years th.

leading Continental makers have so modified t^

"horseshoe" in that the "toes" are spread outwa:

and the "heel" prolonged to an extent that the

strument is sufficiently rigid for all practical purpo-

When using the microscope in the horizontal posit;

for photomicrography the tripod base gives greater

rigidity when not fixed by screws or clamps to the

photographic apparatus, but it is not wise to empi
the microscope in photomicrographic work with

having it securely clamped to the base plate of tne

apparatus, and therefore in this respect the Con-
tinental "horseshoe" is equal to the English tripod.

There are Continental microscopes made with

"horseshoes" giving equal rigidity in vertical and
horizontal positions to the tripod, and possessing the

great advantage of free access to the substage, a
fej\ture generally lacking in the typical English model.
The substage with centring arrangement is rarely

met with in Continental models, but instead, centring
.•adjustment is provided in the nosepiece, which is un-
doubtedly a more accurate method of obtaining optical

alignment than by displacing the condenser to suit a
change of objective. Indeed in photomicrography the

absence of centring screws in the substage means a

considerable saving of time and greater accuracy is

obtained by employing centring screws, or the Con-
tinental objective sliders, attached to the body tube

of the microscope.
.\s regards the stage : at one period the principaf

difference existing between the two makes was that

the Continental was provided with an attachment
giving mechanical motion, while the English mechan-
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ical stage formed an integral part of the instrument.

Now we find a "built in" mechanical stage in the

best Continental microscopes, and they, as instru-

ments of precision, are of a higher order than is

obtained in the English models.
The fine adjustments in the Continental models are

made in a variety of patterns, but in their best form
we have as yet nothing in this country to compare
in quality of mechanism and slowness of motion.

The mechanical draw-tube is provided in only a few
Continental models, a feature more common in the

English. Instead of this adjustment the Continental

makers provide the objective with correction collars

to allow of adjustment for varying thicknesses in

cover glasses, and this is considered more accurate

than the mechanical draw-tube.
It is often claimed by English makers that one of

The advantages in possessing an English microscope
is that certain fittings are made to the Ro3'al Micro-
scopical Society's standard measurements. As re-

gards objectives and eyepieces there is little or no
difficulty in getting the products of all reputable

makers interchangeable, whether English or foreign

;

but a different state of affairs prevails in respect to

substage sleeves, for it is generally found that not
only does one English maker's condenser refuse to

fit into the substage of another, but it is a common
fault to find substage sleeves of English microscopes
varying so much in diameter that the ideal of R.M.S.
i.mdardisation has yet to be reached.
Neither the society nor the makers have met the

needs of English microscopists in this respect, so it

may be left to the National Physical Laboratory to

>fep In and fill the gap, which is a wide one.
Sprung fittings is another feature claimed for certain

f-lnglish models, yet a curious contrast is shown
specting the durability of these adjustments as com-

,
ared with the Continental.
The screwdriver is a tool frequently used by owners

of the former class of instrument, while the leading
ontinental instruments require adjustments only once

II many years of daily usage.
Accordingly it would appear that fewer sprung

fittings add to the durability of the instrument.
When choosing a microscope to embody the greatest

possible facilities for the present-day needs of the
serious worker, it will be found to be a product of one
of the best German houses.

I

SLEEPING SICKNESS AND BIG GAME.
N spite of the fact that a commission has been sent

out to Nyasaland to investigate the problem of
the relations of the big game to the spread of sleeping
sickness, under the direction of Sir David Bruce, the
most eminent authority on this subject in this or any
other country, persistent efforts continue to be made
to force the Colonial Office to prejudge the issue and
to cause the game to be exterminated before its

relation to the disease has been determined accurately.
The latest of these efforts was made in the House of
Commons on December 13, by Dr. Chappie, member
for Stirlingshire, who urged the Secretary for the
Colonies to relax the severity of the game laws so as
"to permit of the natives hunting game kno'ivn to
harbour the trypanosome in their blood in order that
both the game and the infecting fly which invariably
accompanied it might be driven off from the populous
centres." We have italicised two statements in Dr.
Chappie's speech, as reported in The Times of Decem-
ber 14, in order to direct attention to points in
which scientific knowledge at the present time does
not confirm, or is at variance with, the grounds on
which he bases his plea for extermination. His
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argument is but another instance of the lamentable
ignorance of our legislators in scientific matters.
The question under consideration has been discussed

at some length in the last three numbers of N.^ture,
and it will be sufficient here to summarise briefly the
present position of the problem. The extermination
of the game is urged by its advocates on the following
grounds :—(i) That antelopes and other wild animals
harbour Trypanosoma gatnbiense in their blood, and
are therefore dangerous as a source of infection

; (2)
that the tsetse-flies instrumental in the transmission
of sleeping sickness are dependent upon, and accom-
pany, the big game, and would disappear if the game
were destroyed.
With regard to the first point, it has never yet been

shown that the big game, in a natural state, harbours
the trypanosome in its blood, but only that antelopes
can be infected with T. gambiense in the laboratory;
and this has been shown also for practically all the
cotnmon domestic animals. It may be left to common
sense to judge whether, in a region in which the
tsetse-flies abound, the domestic animals surrounding
the villages and homesteads, or the shy and timid
antelopes keeping their distance in the jungles, are
likely to be the greater danger to human beings as a
source of infection.

With regard to the second point, those who are
acquainted with the tsetse-fly in its native haunts are
by no means agreed that it is dependent on big game,
or that it necessarily accompanies it; on the contrary,
many instances have been adduced of tsetse-flies

swarming in places where there is no big game of any
kind. If, however, it were admitted for the sake
of argument that the flies follow the big game, what
eftect is likely to be produced by the destruction of
their natural food? Is it to be supposed that the flies

would sit down and die helplessly of starvation? Is

it not far more likely that they would be attracted by
the food supply offered by the domestic animals sur-

rounding the homesteads, animals which almost with-
out exception are potential hosts of the trypanosome
just as much as the big game? If such an effect

were produced, the danger to human life might be
increased tenfold.

The whole question is one beset with dangers and
difficulties, calling for full investigation of the complex
factors of the case and for the utmost caution before
proceeding to take action. To carry out the exter-

mination of the game in the present state of our
knowledge would be simply a leap in the dark, an
experiment which, so far as can be foreseen, would
lead to no amelioration of the conditions, but might,
on the contrary, be fraught with disastrous results.

The Colonial Secretary must be commended for having
refused, so far, to allow his hand fo be forced in the

matter. The wisest course in the circumstances is

surely to " wait and see " what are the conclusions

reached by Sir David Bruce's Commission.

EXPLORATION IN THE DEPARTMENT OF
PETEN, GUATEMALA.'

THE ruins of Tikal, completely hidden in the forest

in the northern part of Guatemala, distant

about thirty miles from the Lake of Peten, and forty

miles from the nearest habitation, are among the

most important and interesting in Central America.
Since my second visit to these ruins in 1882, I have

been anxiously awaiting the result of further explora-

tions on this attractive site, and at last it has come
in a handsome volume published by the Peabody

1 Memoirs of the Pe.ibody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethno-
logy, -HarvarH University. Vol. v., Nos. i and a:—" Kxploraiions in the

Department of Peien, Guatemala : Tikal," by Teobert Maler ;
" Preliminary

Study of the Ruins of Tikal, Guatemala," by A. M. Toner. Pp. 135+ 28

plates+3 maps. (Cambridge, U.S A. : The Museum, igii.)
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Museum of Harvard University, under the auspicrs of

which th<' cxpt'T-iiiniK. ui-rc iinfl«Tt;ik<Mi, Thi- first ;iiid

Fig. 1.—View from Temple No. i looking west.

second of these expeditions were conducted by that
veteran explorer, Mr. Teobert Maler, and the third

by one of the most prominent of the
younger generation of Americanists,
Dr. Alfred M. Tozzcr. Owing to

some unfortunate friction between
Mr. Maler and the Peabody
Museum, Mr. Maler 's plan of the

ruins and some of the detail plans
of the buildings he describes were
not obtained for this volume, and
it is therefore difficult to do
full justice to his share of th<'

work.
During Mr. Maler's preliminatx

expedition (1895) he remained only
eight days at the ruins. On his

next expedition (1904) he was
camped there for four months, from
August to November. As these are
the rainy months, he certainly

avoided the great difficulty attend-
ing a residence at Tikal during the
dry season, which is the scarcity of
water; on the other hand, four
months' camping in a tropical forest

during the rains must have entailed
great hardship, and it must often
have been very difficult to carry on
any work at all.

It is to be regretted that Dr.
Tozzer's report is not accompanied,
as is Mr. Maler's, by a personal
narrative; moreover, he gives no
indication of the length of his stay
at the ruins. Personal narrative
may be of no particular scientific
interest to the archaeologist, but it

is of the greatest value to future explorers to
know what difficulties have to be overcome and how
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much work can be accomplished within a speciiii

time.

Mr, Maler discovered a consid

! number of hitherto unknown
tured stelae, and both his report ai

Dr. Tozzer's are furnished with mai
detailed plans of buildings.

Dr. Tozzer was accompanied
Mr. Merwin, who observed tl

a/imuths of the front and back wat
of the five principal temples with
transit instrument, but the sketc

plan printed in this volume does not'

show the buildings plotted according
to these bearings, and although it

shows much that was previously un-
recorded, a more accurate survey of

the site is to be desired ; in fact,

although the work accomplished by
Mr. Maler and Dr. Tozzer adds con-
siderably to our knowledge, much yet

remains to be done at Tikal.

Dr. Tozzer does not say whether he
made paper squeezes of the carvings
and inscriptions, but it is to be hoped
that moulds were made, for, excel-

lent as Mr. Maler's photographs are,

photographs alone do not suffice for

a careful study of the carving, and
plaster casts are absolutely necessar}'.

Mr. Maler says that Tikal covered

an area of four to five kilometres

square, but surely this requires veri-

fication by further measurements.
Dr. Tozzer's sketch map, which in-

cludes all the buildings described in the r-

ports, measures less than i x i| kilometres. Isolat*

Fir,. 2.—Circular Stone Altar .-it Tikal.

buildings may be found at a distance of two
kilometres from the centre of the city, but this does
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not prove that the city proper covered such a great
area as Mr. Maler states.

To those who have not studied American
archaeology, it is a surprise to learn that the remains
of a city covering nearly a square mile, with five great
stone-built temples, raised on pyramidal foundations,

the highest reaching an elevation of nearly two
hundred feet from the ground, as well as many smaller
temples of similar form, and well-built stone houses
containing numerous small, stone-roofed chambers,
are to be found hidden away in the depths of a
tropical forest in America. However, American
archaeology is still in its infancy, and may have some
-strange developments in store for us; it is a vast field,

and as the interest in it is rapidly increasing, there

IS every hope that the rising enthusiasm of students
and explorers will result in dispelling much of the

mist which obscures the curious civilisations, some
of which developed and waned many hundreds of

vears before the first Spaniard set foot on the

American continent. Mr. Maler probably closes a
long career of exploration in the forests of Guatemala
md Yucatan with his last journey to Tikal, but from
Dr. Tozzer one can happily look for useful and con-
scientious work, both in the field and in the study for

many years to come. Alfred P. Maudslay.

THE ECOLOGY OF DESERT PLANTS.
T N a publication of the Carnegie Institution of Wash-
* ington, entitled "The Water-Balance of Succulent
Plants," Mrs. E. S. Spalding adds to the statistics

that she had previously given concerning the reversible
changes in dimensions
and form of Cereus
giganteiis, the massive
stem of which acts as
an expanding and con-
tracting water-reservoir.

Her observations on the
rate of growth of this
" giant cactus " lead to

,the conclusion that it

requires a hundred
years to attain a height
of ten metres. Mrs.
Spalding shows that
analogous reversible

change in volume takes
place in Echinocactus
Wisliz-e-ni, and Opun-
tia spp., and gives the
interesting information
that the former, at

first spherical in form,
becomes irregularly

columnar, lop-sided,
and top-heavy, so that
it readily topples over
or is uprooted by the

wind. She suggests
that the inefficiency of
the root-system thus
revealed represents a
case of incomplete
adaptation, which

accounts for the " sparse occurrence " of the plant.
By the somewhat cryptic and certainly inelegant

':xpression "water-balance," Mrs. Spalding and her
co-author, Prof. D. T. Macdougal, mean the amount
of water stored in the plant. The latter author's con-
tribution to the work includes statistics as to the rate
and amount of loss of water of certain succulent
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Kir,, z.— Cereus giganteus having a
dead trunk and living liranclu-^

which bore flowers one year after

the death of the trunk.

plants, including the three species mentioned above

;

for instance, he concludes that individuals of Cereus
giganteus " 12 to 20 metres in height would contain
from 2000 to 3000 litres of water," and that "such
individuals might lose from 1000 to 1600 litres of
water . . . and still survive." As an excellent
example of the power of endurance displayed by this
species under net loss of water, Prof. Macdougal
mentions that branches may remain alive and even
bear flowers many months after the death of the
main trunk. A number of successful photographs
illustrate the work, and one of these is reproduced
here.

SIR JOSEPH DALTON HOOKER, O.M., G.C.S.L
F.R.S.

'HTHE most distinguished son of a very distinguished
* father, Joseph Dalton Hooker was born at Hales-

worth, in Suffolk, on June 30, 1817. Early in 1820
his father was appointed by the Crown to fill the chair
of botany in the University of Glasgow, a post which
he held until, in 1841, he became director of the Royal
Gardens at Kew. As a consequence Hooker was
educated in Glasgow, passing through the High
School to the University, from which he obtained the
degree of M.D. in 1839. Devoted as a lad to the
reading of works of travel, we learn from Hooker
himself that he was especially impressed by Turner's
description of the Himalayan peak of Chu'mlari, and
by the account of the Antarctic island of Kerguelen
contained in Cook's voyages. An opportunity of
investigating the latter came to him very early in his
career. When he completed his medical studies.
Hooker entered the Royal Navy as an assistant
surgeon, and was gazetted to the Erebus, then about
to start, along with the Terror, on the famous Ant-
arctic expedition led by the eminent navigator Sir

James Clark Ross. Throughout this expedition the
young assistant surgeon held the post of botanist, and
during its three years' cruise in the southern seas he
was able to visit New Zealand, Australia, Tasmania,
Kerguelen, Tierra del Fuego, and the Falkland
Islands, amassing large collections and acquiring a
vast amount of botanical information.

Shortly after the close of this expedition, Hooker, in

1843, became assistant to Graham, then professor of

botany in the University of Edinburgh, and in 1845,
when Graham was succeeded by the elder Balfour,
Hooker was appointed botanist to the Geological
Survey of Great Britain. Much of his time during
this period was devoted to the preparation for publica-
tion of the results obtained during the course of his

Antarctic voyages. But in 1847 ^^is work was tem-
porarily suspended, and his appointment on the
Geological Survey was relinquished, in order that

Hooker might add, by further travel, to his first-hand

knowledge of the vegetation of sub-.Antarctic and tem-
perate regions, a corresponding acquaintance with the

botany of tropical countries. The region selected was
north-eastern India, then a practically unexplored
tract. The undertaking, originally designed as a pri-

vate enterprise, through a series of happy accidents

received official recognition, and the expenses involved

were to a partial extent met from public funds.

Hooker left England in November, 1847, reaching
India in January, 1848. .-Vfter some three months
spent in the Gangetic Plain and Behar, during which
he ascended the sacred hill of Parasnath, Hooker
made his way to the Himalayas, reaching Darjeeling
in Sikkim in the middle of April. The next two years
were devoted to the botanical exploration and topo-
graphical survey of the Himalayan state of Sikkim
and of a number of the passes which lead from that
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country into Tibet; if he did not actually reach he

at least had opportunities of seeing the noble peak
uf Chunilari, which had helped to fire his youthful

iinbition to become a great traveller. Towards the

(lose of the year 1848 Hooker had an opportunity,

which has come to no one since, of crossing the

western frontier of Sikkim and exploring a portion

of eastern Nepal. During the greater part of the

time spent in the eastern Himalayas, Hooker travelled

and surveyed alone, but in October, 1849, he was
i. lined by Dr. Campbell, the superintendent of Dar-
tling. who had obtained official authority to visit

->ikkim. Shortly after Campbell joined him, the Sik-

Icim authorities seized the opportunity thus offered to

imprison and maltreat Campbell, at the s.ame time

confining Hooker, whom, however, they refrained from
injuring. The captives were released towards the

end of December, 1849, and the next three months
were spent by Hooker in arranging at Darjeeling his

vast collections.

Early in 1847 ^^- Thomas Thomson, of the Indian

Medical Service, son of a colleague of the elder

Hooker in the University of Glasgow, and an old

classmate and intimate friend of his own, had been
deputed by Lord Hardinge to visit and report upon
certain portions of the western Himalaya and Tibet.

This mission completed, Thomson made his way to

Darjeeling in order to join Hooker, and the year 1850

was devoted by the two friends to the botanical inves-

tigation of eastern Bengal, Chittagong, Silhet and the

Khasia Hills.

On his return to England in 185 1 Hooker resumed
the task of publishing his Antarctic results, and began,
in conjunction with Thomson, to elaborate those of

the Indian journeys. The collaboration of the two
friends in the preparation of a " Flora Indica," the

first and only volume of which appeared in 1855,

ceased when Thomson returned to India, and the

appointment of Hooker in that year to the post of

assistant director at Kew under his father brought
with it duties more than adequate to occupy the time

and attention of an ordinary official. The perform-
ance of these duties, however, did not impede his

Antarctic studies, and in i860, which saw the com-
pletion of the great work on the botany of the Ant-
arctic voyage, Hooker was able to add still further

to his extensive knowledge of topographical botany.
In the autumn of that year he was asked by Captain
Washington, hydrographer of the Royal Navy, to take
part in a scientific visit to Syria and Palestine. In

the course of this journey he ascended Lebanon and
investigated the history, position, and age of the

cedar grove which has made that mountain a house-
hold word, but of which until then nothing was
accurately known.
On the death of the venerable Sir William Jackson

Hooker in 1865, Hooker was appointed director of the

Royal Gardens, Kew, in succession to his father.

This position he held during the next twenty years.

The engrossing work and added responsibilities of

this period did not, however, prevent Hooker from
taking his full share of those public duties which
naturally fall to the lot of men of his eminence. He
presided over the thirty-eighth meeting of the British

Association held at Norwich in 1868, and over the
Department of Zoology and Botany in the Biological
Section at the meeting held at Belfast in 1874. In
1873 he undertook the arduous duties of president of
the Royal Society, and occupied the presidential chair
for the next five vears. Nor did these duties entirely

debar him from further botanical travel. In 187 1 he
undertook, in company with the late Mr. Ball and
Mr. G. Maw, a botanical expedition to Morocco and
the Atlas range ; in 1877, in company with his intimate
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friend, Dr. Asa Gray, and with Dr. Hayden, of the
United States Survey, he took part in an important
botanical journey to Colorado, VVyoming, Utah, the
Rocky .Mountains, the Sierra Nevada, and California.

From th<! time; of his retirement in 1HH5, Hooker's
life was sfjent at The Camp, near Sunningdale, where
he had built for himself a home, the grour"i- '< "hirh
furnished with all the advantages that ki

taste can provide, contain one of the mo: .. 'ni^

collections of plant forms in this country. Here he
devoted himself with the energy and enthusiasm of

one commencing his career to the completion of tasks
already in hand and to the initiation of new ones.

His critical acumen, which remained unaffected by
advancing age, and his physical vigour, which becam»-
seriously impaired only a few weeks before his death,

enabled him, in the freedom from administrative
duties which retirement had brought, to accomplish
work which as regards its amount must be considered
the ample harvest of a lifetime, and as regards its

quality, and no higher tribute could well be bestowed.
fully sustained the reputation of his earlier publica-
tions.

The work which Hooker accomplished can be but
briefly outlined here. Space forbids a complete
enumeration of his many contributions to natural
knowledge ; all that can be done is to endeavour to

indicate the various lines of his intellectual activity,

and to note how these were affected bv the leading

events in his personal history. While still an under-
graduate, Hooker had been at work in his father's

herbarium in Glasgow. The earliest of his results

appear in a paper on Indian mosses, written in col-

laboration with the late Prot. Harvey, which was
published in 1840, shortly after he had joined the

expedition under Ross. Work connected with crypto-

gamic plants was one of his strongest early inclina-

tions, for some of the most important of his papers,

prepared during the years 1844 to 1847, when he had
returned from the Antarctic, deal with the hepatics,

lichens, mosses, and algae of the southern circumpolar
regions. But a predilection for work on fossil botany
manifested itself almost as early in his career; another
early paper, written and published in 1842, while still

botanist on the Erebus, deals with an examination of

a Tasmanian fossil wood. As his general work on
the Antarctic material he had accumulated made pro-

gress, we find, however, that his cryptogamic work
came to be done more and more in collaboration with
workers who had made some particular lower group
their special province. The botanical results of the Ant-
arctic voyage occupy six quarto volumes subdivided into

three sections : (i) the " Flora Antarctica." completed
in 1847, before he left fot- India ; (2) the " Flora Novae
Zelandiae." issued in 1853, after his return from the
East; and (3) the "Flora Tasmaniae," published in

i860, after he had become assistant director at Kew.
But the preparation of the first section of the

Antarctic work did not impede his activities while
connected with the Geological Sur\'ey between 1845
and 1847. Before undertaking the duties of the post

he had already given attention to problems connected
with fossil botany ; while attached to the Sur\-ey he
prepared during 1846-7 several important papers on
the subject, the most notable of these being a discus-
sion of the vegetation of the Carboniferous period as
compared with that of the present day, which was
printed in 1848. But his interest in the subject did
not end with the severance of his connection with the

Geological Department; two interesting papers on
fossil botany from his pen were published in 1855.
After his appointment as assistant director, however,
he made no further formal contribution to knowledge
in this particular field. His Antarctic work and his
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duties in connection with the Geojogical Survey did

not, however, suffice to occupy all his time prior to

his departure for India. He drew up an "Enumera-
tion of the Plants of the Galapagos Archipelago,"

issued in 1847, and collaborated with the late Mr.
Bentham in preparing- the " Flora Nigritiana," incor-

porated by Sir W. J. Hooker in the "Niger Flora,"

published in 1849.

Some of the results of Hooker's Indian observations,

notably those relating to his journeys in the Indian

plains, were published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal
in 1848. But if on his return to England in 185 1 he

reverted with energy to the elaboration of his Ant-
arctic results, the Indian material was not neglected.

He began, in collaboration with Thomson, that " Flora

Indica " the issue of which in 1855 has already been
alluded to. In connection with this work two sump-
tuous illustrated folios were issued; the first, on "The
Rhododendrons of the Sikkim-Himalaya," was edited

from Hooker's notes, sketches, and material, by his

father, between 1849 and 185 1; the second, "Illus-

trations of Himalayan Plants," chiefly made for an
Indian friend, Mr. Cathcart, in the Darjeeling neigh-

bourhood, was edited, with descriptions by Hooker
himself, in 1855.

This was, however, by no means all that he was
able to accomplish. In addition to the families

formally described in the solitary volume of their
" Flora Indica," Hooker and Thomson discussed in

the Linnean Society's Journal various problems of

interest relating to individual Indian plants, and issued

a series of papers, " Praecursores ad Floram Indicam,"
dealing more completely with a number of important
natural families. Finally, Hooker's " Himalayan
Journals," one of the most fascinating books of travel in

our language, in which his Indian journeys are dealt

with generally, was issued in two octavo volumes in

1854. Probably no botanical field work has proved
more fertile in interest or provided material of greater
value in the discussion of biological and phytogeograph-
ical problems than that done by Hooker. Yet great
as were his botanical results and pardonable as it is

in the botanical worker to look upon these as Hooker's
highest achievement, it is doubtful whether the topo-
graphical results were not of even greater moment.
These results, reduced by Hooker himself, with the
assistance, as he tells us, of various Anglo-Indian
friends who came under the magic spell of his per-

sonality, were arranged at Darjeeling during the early

months of 1851. They formed the basis of a map,
published by the Indian Trigonometrical Survey, with
the aid of which, such is its accuracy and its detail,

the operations of various campaigns and political

missions have been carried to a successful issue.

The ten years during which Hooker was assistant

director at Kew were marked by extraordinary activity.

The time that could be spared from executive duties
was far from being entirely absorbed in Antarctic and
Indian work. In 1862, and again in 1864, he dealt
with important collections of plants from Fernando
Po and the Cameroons in papers valuable in them-
selves and in the evidence they afford that his interest

in the flora of the Dark Continent, first evinced in

T847, had never abated. This interest showed itself

once more in a paper of 1875, which may be mentioned
out of sequence, on the subalpine vegetation of Kili-

manjaro. In this case, however, the interest was asso-
ciated with another which had guided much of his
Antarctic study and had manifested itself in 1856 and
in t86i in dealing with the Arctic plants collected

during the Franklin searches and the McCHntock
nxpedition. The problems involved were dealt with
in a comprehensive fashion in 1861 in Hooker's classic,

'Outlines of the Distribution of Arctic Plants." A
group of kindred problems had presented themselves to
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Hooker when engaged in the study of the vegetation'
of the more outlying Antarctic and sub-Antarctic islands,

and subsequently when dealing with the plants of
Galapagos. To this period therefore we may most
properly ascribe the formation of the views enunciated
in a notable discourse on " Insular Floras," delivered
at the meeting of the British Association at Norwich
in 1866. Yet another allied group of problems called

for consideration in connection with his Antarctic,
Indian, and African studies ; his conclusions with
regard to these are stated in his " Introductory Essay
to the Flora of Tasmania," published in i860 ; the
opinions there expressed on the origination and dis-

tribution of species suffice to explain the action which
Hooker took when, in conjunction with Lyell, he had
induced Darwin, in 1858, to publish a preliminary
sketch of his famous hypothesis.
To the same period of his activities belongs the share

taken by Hooker between 1858 and 1864 in the pre-

paration of Thwaites's enumeration of the plants of

Ceylon. To this period we owe, moreover, the codi-

fication of the results given in the second portion of

the Antarctic flora in the form of a " Handbook of the

New Zealand Flora," contributed to the series of

Colonial floras published under Government authority.

The work was issued in part in 1863 ; the concluding
portion was published in 1867, shortly after the period

had come to an end. But to this period we owe, in

addition, various important special studies on the

structure and affinities of Balanophoreae, published in

1856; on the origin and development of the pitchers

of Nepenthes, in 1859 ; and on WeVwitschia, in 1863.

The most obvious result of Hooker's visit to Syria in

i860 is a paper on the cedars of Lebanon, Taurus,
Algeria, and India, published in 1862. In this article

a subject of great interest and considerable difficulty

is handled with masterly skill. But the journey bore
further fruit in the form of a singularly pleasing-

sketch of the botany of Syria and Palestine, contri-

buted in 1863 to "Smith's Bible Dictionary." Exten-
sive and important as these various contributions to

botanical knowledge are, they do not include all that

Hooker accomplished while assistant director; the

most onerous and important undertaking initiated

during this period has still to be mentioned. In re-

newed collaboration with Mr. Bentham was com-
menced one of the outstanding botanical monuments
of the nineteenth century, in the form of a great
" Genera Plantarum "

; of the three volumes which this

work includes the first was completed in 1865.

Hooker's succession in that year to the directorship

of Kew brought with it all the responsibilities con-

nected with the administration of that national insti-

tution. These, however, did not prevent him from

continuing to take his share in the preparation of the

"Genera Plantarum," the second volume of which

was completed in 1876, the third and concluding one

in 1883. The directorship, however, brought with it

the duties of continuing the Botanical Magazine and

the Icones Plantarum, edited by his predecessor.

These duties Hooker continued to fulfil even after his

retirement in 1885; in the case of the Icones until

1889, in that of the Magazine until 1902, and with the

collaboration of Mr. W. B. Hemsley^ for two years

longer, his connection with this historic serial ending

in 1904, with the completion of the one hundred and

thirtieth volume. The death of his father imposed on

Hooker yet another filial dutv of the most arduous

character, that of replacing in 1870, by his own
"Student's Flora," the "British Flora" of his pre-

decessor. In 1873 he annotated and rearranged the

natural families "of plants in an English version of

the "Traits g^n^ral" of Le Maout and Decaisne, and

in 1876 he wrote for the series of science primers that

on " Botanv."
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The results of Htwker's journeys in North Africa

in 1871 are j^'iven in "A Journal of a Tour in Marocco
and the Great Atlas," written in cQllaboration with

Ball and published in 1S73; those of his visit to

North America in 1S77 were summarised by himself in

our pages (Nature, vol. xvi., p. 539).
Ot the addresses and discourses delivered by Hooker

during this period that on "Insular Floras" of 1866

has already been alluded to. That delivered from
the president's chair to the British Association in 1868,

with its whole-hearted advocacy of an acceptance of

the hypothesis of Mr. Darwin as the surest means of

promoting natural knowledge, was perhaps more im-

portant in its effect on scientific thought generally.

His British Association sectional address of 1874, on
"The Carnivorous Habits of Plants," was an illu-

minating review of those problems to which his own
•observations and researches on Nepenthes in 1859 had
directed attention.

It has recently been remarked that "so broad-based
were the foundations of Kew as laid by Sir William
Hooker that they have been but little extended by his

followers. Their work has been to build a noble

superstructure. Viewed in detail Kew is hardly any-
where the same as it was in 1865. But the framework
is very much the same." These remarks are so just

that no useful purpose could be served by any attempt
to enumerate here the various manifestations of

Hooker's activity as an administrator, or to detail the

alterations and additions which marked his director-

ship. That activity, as was said in this journal by
Prof. .\sa Gray in the article on Hooker in our
"Scientific Worthies" series (vol. xvi., p. 538), was
exercised " in such wise as to win, along with national

applause, the gratitude of the scientific world." Nor
is more than a passing allusion due to a bitter con-

troversy in 1872, Hooker's unsought share in which
the world of science made its own. Those whose
curiosity extends to the unedifying may find the details

in a parliamentary paper; it is sufficient to remark
that in the followmg session the Royal Society chose
Hooker to preside over their councils.

We have yet to allude to what was the

heaviest and the most prolonged task of

Hooker's life, the publication of the " Flora
of British India." During his collaboration

with Thomson, prior to 1855, in the elaboration of

the results of their Indian journeys, the two friends

had been able to render available for scientific study
the botanical treasures preserved in the East India

House. The heavy but essential task of distributing

these involved as a corollary the preparation and issue

of a catalogue of the specimens dealt with. This
catalogue Hooker was able to publish in 1865. A
similar necessity subsequently arose in connection with
the Peninsular Indian herbarium brought together by
the late Dr. Wight. This subsidiary distribution was
completed and the requisite ancillary catalogue was
prepared by 1870. The task of preparing for British

India a flora on the lines of those written at Kew on
behalf of the various colonies could at last be under-
taken. This task was at once begun ; the opening
part of the initial volume appeared in 1872 and the

volume was completed in 1875. It was followed by
the second volume, finished in 1879, by the third,

finished in 1882, and by the fourth, the concluding
part of which was issueid, just as Hooker retired, in

1885.

Nearly half of the gigantic task had still to be
accomplished, so that in Hooker's case retirement, if

it brought relief from administrative cares, did not
bring leisure. The heavy labour was faced without
flinching; the progress of the work remained un-
checked. The fifth volume, containing four parts, was
completed in i8qo; the sixth, also a volume of four
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parts, in 1894; the seventh and concluding volume
apoeared in 1897.

In the meantime, however, Hooker undertook a
new and onerous task. Shortly before his death the
late Mr. Darwin informed Hooker of his intention
to devote a considerable sum to be expended in pro-
viding some work of utility to biological science, and
to arrange that its completion be assured should this

not be accomplished during his lifetime. Th' ' ' ' '-

ties which he had experienced in his own s:

Darwin to suggest that this work might iuk- me
form of an index to the names, authorities, and coun-
tries of all flowering plants, kx. Darwin's re<'"- • •'>.-

direction and supervision of the work was ui

by Hooker; the actual preparation was enii ^ .^

Mr. B. D. Jackson. The result is the " Index
Kewensis," of which the publication alone occupied
the period from 1892 to 1895. During the period
devoted to its preparation an<tipublication the work
received the unremitting car^t.^tfld attention of its

director and its compiler. Other works, however
valuable they may be, admit, as a rule, of some rela-

tive estimate. To the " Index Kewensis " no such
mode of judgment is applicable; it is simply invalu-
able, and stands a lasting monument to the wisdonl
and generosity of Darwin, the piety and sagacity of
Hooker, the care and fidelity of Jackson. While this
" Index " was in progress, Hooker arranged for pub-
lication in 1895 a century of drawings of orchids, for
which he provided descriptions, from among the
manuscript figures placed at his disposal by the Cal-
cutta herbarium in connection with his own work on
the "Flora of British India." Scarcely had the re-

sponsibility attaching to the preparation of the
" Index " been laid aside ere Hooker undertook, as an
act of justice to the memory of a distinguished pre-
decessor, to edit the "Journal of the Right Hon.
Sir Joseph Banks, during Captain Cook's first voyage,
1768-71 "; this work was published in 1896.

The time-consuming and exacting labour which the
preparation of the Indian flora entailed had barely
ended when the chivalrous generosity of Hooker was
once more invoked. The late Dr. Trimen had under-
taken the preparation of a " Handbook of the Flora
of Ceylon." Three volumes of this work were issued
between 1893 and 1895. While it was in progress J
Trimen was mortally stricken ; the third volume was
issued with the hand of death upon the author. When
Trimen died the Government of Ceylon sought
Hooker's aid. With indomitable courage the veteran
of over eighty undertook the heavy task of complet-
ing the work of another author who had fallen

victim in the prime of life, under restrictions as tc

scope and style which, whether they met with his

approval or not, were at any rate different from thos
hitherto observed by himself. Perhaps no more toucl
ing token of regard than this was ever paid to th«
memory of a friend. The fourth volume of tl

Ceylon flora, to some extent edited from material lef^

by Trimen, appeared in 1898; the fifth and concluding
volunie, which it fell to Hooker to prepare himself
was issued in 1900. Still, as he himself once ex^
pressed it, "dragging the lengthening chain" of th«

EotanicdX Magazine, Hooker devoted the next tw<
years of his own life to writing that of his father,:

which appeared in the "Annals of Botany" in Decem-r
her. 1902. Coincident w-ith the appearance of this

^

tribute of filial piety came the arrangement which'
relieved him of some of the pressure which the editing
of the Maj^azine entailed, but not the anticipated
freedom. At the request of the Government of India,
Hooker undertook to prepare for the " Imperial Gazet-
teer " a sketch of the vegetation of the Indian Empire.
This task, one of the most difficult, when regard is

had to the limitation of space almost necessarily
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imposed, that could well be undertaken, was success-

fully accomplished, and has resulted in an essay com-
parable with that on. the botany of Syria and Pales-

tine, written thirty years earlier.

The active intellect which had for five and sixty

years taken a fierce delight in laborious days, and had
throughout found a task to be more congenial in pro-

portion to its difficulty, was not likely to seek satis-

faction in an unbroken round of quiet breathing. If

new worlds need not be sought for conquest, at least

some unregulated province might be reduced to order.

Among the families of Indian plants dealt with by
Hooker and Thomson in their " Praecursores " one
of the most fascinating, whether for the variety of

its forms or the intricacy of their relationships, had
been the Balsamineae. Since 1859, when their paper
appeared, a host of new Indian and Chinese forms
had been reported ; the characters met with in some
of these appeared to invalidate earlier conclusions.

To the study of this interesting group Hooker devoted
his attention from 1904 onwards, evolving order out
of an apparent chaos, and in the course of his studies

placed those in charge of most of the important
herbaria in Europe under a deep obligation, by supply-
ing them with a uniform nomenclature for their

specimens. On this work, which, so far at least as
the Asiatic forms are concerned, had been practically

completed. Hooker was engaged almost to the last.

Shortly summarised, and omitting here any refer-

ence to excursions into the domain of economic,
morphological, and physiological botany, or to sys-

tematic studies of material from countries in which
he did not himself travel, we find evidence of the
existence of several definite lines of active interest,

athwart which fell the shadow of various outstand-
ing events in Hooker's career. The record indi-

cates that Hooker's strongest and earliest pre-
dilections were perhaps towards the study of
cryptogamic plants and work on fossil botany.
The first predilection reached its culmination in

1844, when he returned from the circumpolar
expedition on which he had started in 1839. The
pressure exercised by problems, to the elucidation of
which the evidence of flowering plants with their more
special organisation and more restricted distribution
is of greater value, gradually led to the abandonment
of this field of study, which was not re-entered after
he left for India in 1847. The predilection for work
on fossil botany naturally reached its culmination
while Hooker was attached to the Geological Survey.
Its influence, though not entirely inhibited, was less

active after Hooker's return from the East, and this

field of study was abandoned when he became assistant
director of Kew in 1855.
The predilection for the study of those problems

that relate to the origination and distribution of
species, to which his experience as a field naturalist on
circumpolar islands and among the peaks and valleys
of the Himalayas had given so great an impetus,
reached its culmination while he was assistant director
at Kew, and is manifested most strongly in the
classical essays which date from i860 to 1866. With-
out attempting to estimate the interaction effects
of the work of Darwin on that of Hooker and vice
versa, we may here direct attention to the fact of their
existence. Nor could it be otherwise ; the two men
studied and wrote, on terms of intimate and affec-
tionate friendship, in an atmosphere surcharged with
great and pregnant thought.
With Hooker's succession to the directorship of Kew

in 1865, the Antarctic work had practically ended, for
the concluding moiety of the New Zealand handbook
appeared in 1867. He was now able to do for India
what he had already done for Tasmania and New
Zealand, and if, when he retired in 1885, only half of
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his Indian systematic work had been accomplished,
there was no break in its continuity. If we except
his masterly sketch of the vegetation of India, pre-
pared after the "Indian Flora" had been completed,
we are without a record of his conclusions from Indian
botanical evidence, comparable with the brilliant
generalisations based on his study of the Arctic, Ant-
arctic, and insular floras of the globe. This may be
a. cause for regret ; it can be no cause for surprise.
Not only is the Indian field the wider of the two;
Hooker completed the essential preliminary spade-
work in the other during the sixteen years between
1844 and i860, whereas the corresponding Indian toil

exacted over forty years of labour between 1854 and
1897. When the Indian preliminary work was done
it only served to prove that the relationships of the
Indian, Malayan, and Chinese floras are so intimate
as to demand their conjoint consideration.
The completion of the " Indian Flora " in 1897, rather

than the demission of the directorship at Kew, marks
the close of a period in Hooker's work. The next
epoch, a comparatively brief one, was devoted to the
performance of acts of piety to the memory and
regard for the wishes of predecessors or of contem-
poraries whom he had outlived. These tasks ended,
the evening of his life was devoted by Hooker to work
which in many respects was, even for one so wide in

his range and so varied in his interests, a new de-
parture. His great "Antarctic Flora," his still greater
Indian one, are splendid examples of broad canvases
upon which in bold and striking lines the hand of a
master has depicted the salient and essential features
of a highly diversified landscape, and no one has ever
portrayed with a surer touch. In the work to which
Hooker devoted the closing years of his life, he has
treated a single natural family as a precious gem,
upon which, with a hand as sure as the one that has
given us the ample atmosphere of his great pictures,

he has engraved an exquisite intaglio.

To offer here an estimate of the quality of Hooker's
work would surely be out of place. That task has
already been performed in the pages of Nature by
one who was in the strictest sense Hooker's contem-
porary, and who, if he had not the advantage of such
perspective as time affords, at least had all the benefit

of distance in space to aid his judgment. It is

sufficient here to say that the estimate made fn 1877
has been fully sustained by all that has happened
since ; it is, moreover, interesting to reflect that the

hope then so fondly expressed that Hooker, already

in his sixtieth year, might still be only in mid-career
has been fulfilled almost to a day. If it be urged
that in one respect the judgment of 1877 is at a

disadvantage as being from the pen of one who, like

Darwin, was bound to Hooker by the ties of almost
lifelong affection, then we can only say that no one
now alive who has enjoyed the privilege of Hooker's
acquaintance may venture to judge his work, because

to know Hooker was to love him. Tlie breadth of

his interests, the depth of his knowledge, and the

wisdom of his counsel combined to inspire reverence

and regard. But above all these qualities, and beyond
the singular charm of his manner, shone the unstudied

and unstinted kindness which compelled affection.

A member of the Linnean Society since 1842, Hooker
was a member of the council during twenty-four years,

and for fifteen of these was one of its vice-presidents.

He was also a member of the Geological Society,

which he joined in 1846. He was elected a fellow of the

Royal Society in 1847, and served on the council

during seventeen years, for six of these as a vice-

president and for five as president. A correspondent

of the Institute and a memter of the .Academies of

Berlin, Bologna, Boston, Brussels, Copenhagen,
Finn lie.', Gottingeti, Mnnirli, Rome, St. Petorsburg,
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Stockholm, and Vienna, he enjoyed, in addition, the

freedom of praciically every society or corporation

devoted to the promotion of natural or technical know-
ledge within and beyond the British Empire. Not a

few of these bodies have l>estowcd on Hooker stilJ

further distinctions. On the recommendation of the

Royal Society he received a Royal medal in 1854; by
the same society he was awarded the Copley medal,
its highest honour, in 1887, and the Darwin medal in

1892. From the Society of Arts he received their

Albert medal in 1883 ; from the Geographical Society

their Founder's medal in 1884; from the Linnean
Society their Linnean medal in 1888, a medal struck

to celebrate his own eightieth birthday in 1897, and
one of the medals struck in 1908 to commemorate-
the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of the joint

communication of Darwin and Wallace on natural

selection, in the original presentation of which to tlv

society he had played so important a part. The
Manchester Philosophical Society awarded him a
medal in 1898, and in 1907 he received, in circum-
stances of singular dignity, from the Swedish
Academy, what he himself has characterised as the

crowning honour of his long life—the solitary medal,
struck especially for the occasion, to commemorate the

two hundredth anniversary of the birth of the great
Linnaeus.
Among his academic distinctions were the honorary

degree of D.C.L., conferred upon him by the Univer-
sity of Oxford, and that of LL.D. from the Universi-
ties of Cambridge, Edinburgh, Dublin, and his own
aXrna mater, Glasgow.

His foreign distinctions have included membership
of the Royal Swedish Order of the Polar Star and the
Royal Prussian Order " Pour le Mdrite." By his own
Government he was made a C.B. in 1869, the year
following his presidentship of the British Association

;

he was made a K.C.S.L in 1877, towards the close

of his presidentship of the Royal Society. He was
in 1897 promoted to the grade of G.C.S.I., when, in

his eightieth year, the " Flora of British In^ia " was
completed ; and in 1907, on his ninetieth birthday, he
received the Order of Merit.
Hale and robust in his venerable old age, the veteran

Hooker not only attended the Darwin-Wallace cele-

bration organised by the Linnean Society in 1908,
addressing the delegates and fellows present in a
speech which recounted the part played by himself
half a century earlier; he also attended the celebration

at Cambridge in 1909 which commemorated the
centenary of the birth of his friend Darwin. At work
until within a few weeks of his death, and keenly
interested in current topics to the last, Hooker passed
peacefully away in his sleep, at his residence,
The Camp, near Sunningdale, at midnight on
Sunday, December 10. As was befitting, an
invitation was offered to receive his remains in West-
minster Abbey. Hooker had, however, expressed his
wish that they should rest in the tomb in which his
illustrious father's body was laid. This wish was
fulfilled, and on Friday, December 15, he was buried
in the family grave in the old churchyard of Kew.
The cortege followed the coffin to the church, as was
meet, from the house so long occupied by, and so full

of memories connected with, his father and himself.
At Kew, where so much of what he accomplished was
done, he sleeps with his people, and Kew with its

old churchyard is now more sacred even than it was
to botanical pilgrims.
.\mong the mourners were the following members

of the family, representatives of scientific societies and
other institutions, and fellows of the Royal and the
Linnean Societies :

—

Lady Hooker (widow), Miss Grace Hooker (daughter),
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Mr. William Hooker, Dr. and Mr<. Charles H
R. H. Hooker. Mr. R. S. Hooker, Sir W. T.
Dyer, Miss Thiselton-Dyer, Mr. G. H. This
Miss Symonds, Mr. R. Symonds, Mrs. Calverl'

Mr. R. Woodward, Mr. K. Woodward, jun., i\,< v. ii.

Barker, Mr. (i. nnrkcr, Mrs. Crowdcr, Captain A. L.
Henslow, Mr. Mall'-son, Mr. Murray, Miss Palgrave, Mr«.
Paul Waterhouse, .Miss M. Smith, Sir .Arthur and Lady
Riicker, the Hon. Mrs. H. Darwin, Mrs. Prain, Miss
V'ounghusband, Mr. A. H. Lyell, Captain F. H.
Lycll, Dr. Trail, Rev. A. G. Musgrave ; tlie servants
from 'Ihf; Camp. Sunningdal'-. Royal Society : Sir
A. Gcikic (prf'si(l*nt), .Sir J. Larmor and Sir J. R.
Bradford (secretaries), Lieut. -Colonel A. W. Aicock
(council), and Prof. Bavley Balfour, Regius Keeper of the
Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. Society of Antiquaries : Dr.
C. H. Read (president). Linnean Society : Dr. D. H. Scott
(president), Dr. B. D. Jackson and Dr. O. Stapf (secre-
taries). Geological Society : Prof. W. W. Watts (presi-
dent). Prof. J. W. Judd (past-president). Royal Geo-
graphical Society : Mr. W. E. Darwin, Lieut.-Colonel
H. H. Godwin-Austen. British Science Guild : Sir Normal*
.and Lady Lockyer. Entomological Society : Prof. Meldola.
British .Medical .Association : Mr. G. A. Peake. Royal
Horticultural Society : Sir D. Morris, Mr. J, H. Vcitch.
Pharmaceutical Society . Mr. E. M. Holmes. University
of Glasgow : Prof. F. O. Bower. Natural History
Museum : Mr. E. G. Baker. West Indies : Mr. VV.
Fawcett. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew : The Director,
with the whole of the permanent staff, and with detach-
ments representing the constabulary and the labour depart-
ments. Sir G. Darwin, Dr. F". Darwin, Sir A. Church,
Prof. S. H. X'incs, Mr. G. C. Druce, Prof. D. Oliver.
Prof. F. W. Oliver, Mr. A. Henrv, Dr. A. Giinther, Prof.
G. S. Boulger, Mr. J. S. Gamble, Mr. W. B. Hemsley,
Mr. J. Britten, Mr. J. R. Drummond. and Dr. F. N.
Williams.

NOTES.
Wf. are pleaded to be able to report that Dr. R. T^

Glazebrook, the director of the National Physical Labors
tory, who has for some time been seriously ill with ente

fever, has recently been making good progress towj

recovery. A marked improvement has been shown durir

the last few days, and it is hoped that he may shortly

regarded as convalescent.

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Cromer, G.C.B'., and the Hon
Lionel Walter Rothschild, have been elected fellows of th

Royal Society under the statute which empowers
council once in every two years to recommend to the socie

for election not more than two persons who in their opinic

have rendered conspicuous service to the cause of scienc

The following have been elected foreign members of

Royal Society :—Dr. Johann Oscar Backlund, of Pulkov

Imperial Astronomer of Russia ; Dr. Heinrich Ritter vc

Groth, professor of mineralogy in the University-

Munich ; Heinrich Kayt-er, professor of physics in

University of Bonn ; M. Joseph Achille Le Bel, of ParU
the distinguished chemist ; and Klement A. Timiriazel

professor of botany in the University of Moscow.

At a meeting of the executive committee of the Bri

Science Guild, held on December 13, it was decided

the lecture scheme recenth* proposed should be commenc
at the end of January. Sir Edward Brabrook agreed to

read the first paper, on the scientific aspects of charitable

effort. Prof. Perry will give a paper on problems in

technical education in connection with national industries,

and Mr. Frederick Verney on agricultural problems. After

the reading of papers the meetings will be open for dis-

cussion. The meetings will be held in the rooms of the

Chemical Society at dates to be announced later.

The conditions just issued by the War Office for the

Military Aeroplane Competition have met with general
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approval, and as they are frankly based on the recent

French competition rules, and call in some instances for

more difficult tests, it is felt that the winning machines

will represent the best productions at present obtainable.

The prizes are divided into two classes : (a) For aeroplanes

made in any country (open to the world), first prize, 4000/. ;

second prize, 2000L (6) For aeroplanes manufactured

wholly in Great Britain, except the engines (open to British

subjects), first prize, 1500Z. ; two second prizes, lOooL each
;

three third prizes, 500Z. each. There are, in addition, con-

-olation awards of looZ. each for ten machines wnich
undergo all tests and do not receive a prize, and the War
Office is to have the option of buying any of the prize

machines at loooZ. apiece. The chief conditions to be
fulfilled are as follows :—The machine, which must be a
two-seater fitted with dual controls, must rise without

damage from long grass, clover, or harrowed land in 100

yards in a calm, carrying a live load of 350 lb. in addition

to instruments and oil and fuel for 4I hours' running. In

rising, the height of 1000 feet must be reached in five

minutes, and it must fly for three hours continuously, of

which time one hour must be passed at an altitude of

4500 feet. Before landing, a glide of not more than 1000

feet will be required, and the angle must be not less than
I in 6. The landing must be made without damage on
any cultivated ground, including rough plough. Among the

desirable attributes of the aeroplane are mentioned a
silencer to the engine, flexibility of speed, and an engine
capable of being started from on board.

It is with much regret that we see the announcement of

the sudden death of Prof. Andrew G. Ashcroft, of the City

and Guilds (Engineering) College, South Kensington, S.W.,
at fifty-two years of age. Prof. Ashcroft was a student at

University College, London, and at the conclusion of his

student career he was attached to the staff of the Engineer-

ing School. For some time he was engaged in construc-

tional engineering work at the Alexandra Palace, and in

other practical work of a similar nature. He returned to

the Engineering School of University College, London, to

act as assistant to Prof. T. H. Beare and Prof, (now Sir)

Alexander Kennedy. Whilst acting in this capacity he
lectured on engineering subjects at the East London
College, then the People's Palace. At this period of his

career, coincident with the recognition of the importance

of technical education, he was appointed head of the

Woolwich Polytechnic, and his work in this position

showed that he was a shrewd and capable organiser. He
left Woolwich to take up the work of assistant professor

of civil and mechanical engineering at the Central Tech-
nical College, London. Prof. Ashcroft was keenly

interested in the subject of the strength of materials, and
was an expert in the measurement of small strains.

Amongst other instruments, he designed an extensometer

for measuring elastic strains ; a delicate cross-strain

" asurer for the determination of Poisson's ratio; and a

iid-testing machine for small tension pieces with a

'ially delicatf autograpiiic recorder. His written con-

ibutions to various societies include papers on properties

malleable iron, instruments of precision, and the

asurement of air supply to internal-combustion engines.

)f. Ashcroft was a member of many societies, and took

active interest in the welfare of each one of the

merous social clubs which exist at the college where he

nked. He was universally popular with the students,

• uid the engineering profession is the poorer for the loss

of so attractive a personality.

A SERIOUS explosion, resulting in injury to eighteen

officers and men, occurred on December 12 during certain
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trials which were being carried out on board H.M.S. Orion
at Portsmouth. From the newspaper accounts it appears
that official tests of one of the dynamos were in progress

when the explosion took place. The explanations put for-

ward attribute the accident to the ignition of inflammable
vapour given off from the oil used as a lubricant of the

dynamo. One suggestion is that the production of vapour
was due to overheating of the bearings : this would imply
either that the lubricant was unsuitable or that it was not
properly applied. Whether in this particular case the ex-

planation is the true one or not, it seems at least probable.

Lubricating oils are generally composed of high-density

petroleum products, used either alone or mixed with a
proportion of vegetable or animal oil. Numerous varieties

are made to suit different types of machinery. For each
type, of course, it is important to choose the appropriate

lubricant. As regards inflammability, it is well known
that petrol and ordinary petroleum oil for burning give

off vapour at relatively low temperatures, but it is prob-

ably not so well recognised that at higher temperatures

some lubricating oils may do the same. In fact, a deter-

mination of the flashing point, or at least a proof that the

oil does not " flash " below a given temperature, is usually

required in deciding upon the suitability of certain kinds

of mineral oil for use as lubricants.

The annual Christmas course of juvenile lectures at the

Royal Institution will begin on Thursday next, December
28, at three o'clock, when Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell will

deliver the first of six lectures on " The Childhood of

Animals."

At the recent annual meeting of the Yorkshire Numis-

matic Fellowship, held at Leeds, Mr. T. Sheppard, of the

Municipal Museum, Hull, was elected the president for the

year 1912, and editor of the society's Proceedings.

A JOINT meeting of the Institution of Mining and Metal-

lurgy and the Canadian Mining Institute will be held at

Toronto on March 6, 1912, and the following days. The

meetings for the reading and discussion of papers will

occupy three days, March 6, 7, and 8. The annual dinner

of the Canadian Institute will be held on March 8, and

on March 9 an excursion to the mining districts of Cobalt

and Porcupine will be arranged, provided a sufficient

number of the members of the English institution wish to

visit those localities. Further details of the arrangements

may be obtained from the secretary of the institution, Mr.

C. McDermid, at Salisbury House, London, E.C.

In proposing the toast of " The Institution of Mining

and Metallurgy " at the annual dinner of the institution,

held on December 15 at the Savoy Hotel, Sir Alfred Keogh

announced that the Bessemer Memorial Committee will, in

January, hand over to the Royal School of Mines the

laboratory which it has presented to the Imperial College

of Science and Technology. Mr. Sulman, in responding to

the toast, said that the world's production of gold in the

form of standard metal since 1880 has exceeded

i,ooo,ooo,oooZ. sterling, more than one-half of which has

been won from mines within the British Dominions. The

British capital involved in metalliferous mining, apart from

coal and iron, during the past twenty-five years exceeds

900,000,000?. sterling. During the past four years there

has been subscribed as working capital for metalliferous

' mining, outside coal and iron, above 4,500,000?. sterling.

!

It is well known that the late Mr. J. R. Mortimer, the

I Driffield antiquary, was an authority on the prehistoric

i

and other earthworks of East Yorkshire, and during the

I
past half-century be made a careful survey of all that
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remains rclatinj* to the military and domestic life of the

early people who huilt thorn, a subject ujwn which he wrote

many papers. Several of the structures which were known

to Mr. Mortimer forty or fifty years ago, or less, have since

entirely disappeared, as a result of agricultural and other

operations. Fortunately, Mr. Mortimer carefully recorded

his observations upon a large series of Ordnance maps of

the district, and also particulars of the barrows, the Roman

remains, the pits from which he obtained his geological

specimens (most of which are now closed), &c. 'Ihis valu-

able collection of maps has been presented by Major

Mortimer to the Municipal Museum at Hull, where it can

be referred to by students and others interested. In addi-

large numbers of sketches, plans, photographs,

&x., bearing upon East Yorkshire antiquities.

The second annual general meeting of the Society of

Engineers (Incorporated) was held on December ii, Mr.

John Kennedy, vice-president, being in the chair. The

following were elected as the council and officers for

1912:

—

President, J. Kennedy; vice-presidents, A. Valon.

H. C. H. Shenton. N. Scorgie ; members of council,

H. .\dams, C. 1. W .ilrond, P. Griffith. T. E. Bower.

H. C. Adams, J. R. Boll, S. Cowper-Coles, H. P. May-

bury, B. H. M. Hewett, F. H. Hummel; associate member

of council, E. Scott-Snell ; hon. secretary and treasurer,

D. B. Butler. It was announced that premiums for papers

read at meetings and published in the Journal during 191

1

had been awarded as follows :—the president's gold medal

to Mr. W. R. Baldwin-Wiseman, for his paper on the

administrative aspect of water conservancy ; the Bessemer

premium of books or instruments, to the value of 5/. 55.,

to Mr. R. W. A. Brewer, for his paper on two-stroke

cycle engines; the Clarke premium, value 5/. 5s., to Mr.

T. J. Gueritte, for his paper on the mechanical installa-

tion and upkeep of permanent way on railways; a society's

premium, value 5I. 3s., to Mr. E. Kilburn Scott, for his

paper on nitrogen products made with the aid of electric

power; a society's premium, value 3/. 3s., to Mr. Frank

r.. Woollard, for his paper entitled " Some Notes on

Drawing-office Organisation."

The annual general meeting of the Scottish Meteor-

ological Society was held on December 12. From the re-

port of the council, which was adopted at the meeting, we

leani that during the past twelve months several additions

have been made to the society's system of stations. A
fully equipped station has been established by Mr. G.

Craig Sellar at Ardtornish, on the Sound of Mull, and

represents effectively an interesting region from which

observations were greatly needed. New stations have also

been established at Aviemore by the Aviemorc Station Hotel

Company, and at Carrbridge by the Rev. Andrew Doak,

and these will add to the scanty knowledge of the meteor-

ology of the Central Highlands. The council points out

once more that there is urgent need for additional informa-

tion regarding the rainfall of the Highland area and the

north of Scotland. Apart from the purely scientific value

of rainfall records, the rainfall of a district touches prac-

tical and sporting interests at many points, and it seems

to the council that it may reasonably look to large land-

owners and shoot-ng tenants for help. It may be pointed

out that the final report of the recent committee of inquiry

on grouse disease has something to say on the importance

of meteorological conditions in relation to the distribution

and the health of grouse. It appears that where rainfall

is very heavy there is little disease, but grouse are few,

the scarcity of the birds being due probably to the

deleterious effect on heather of a high rainfall. The
council elected for the ensuing twelve months is as
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follows :

—

President, Prof. .\. Crum Brown, l.R.is.

presidents, Ralph Richardiion, W.S., Dr. C. G. K
council. Sir David Paulin, Gilbert Thomson, H. M. Cad>.;

Sir A. Buchan-Hepburn, Bart., G. G. Chi<>holm. M
M'Callum Fairgrieve, J. Mackay Bernard, Dr. J. K

Milne, T. S. Muir ; hon. secretaries, R. T. Omond, E. M
Wedderbum, W.S. ; hon. treasurer, W. B. Wilson, W.^

In a report presented to the French Institute of .^nthi

pology, published in Comptes rendus for March-June, M
Boule discusses the morphology of the mammoth as dis-

played in recent discoveries of Palseolithic art. He points

out that certain physical peculiarities of the animal, which

were only recently established by the discovery of a speil-

mcn by M. WoUosowitch at Sanga-Iurach in 1908, already

appear in stone carvings dating from the Palaiolithic age.

In vol. xxii., Nos. 4-5, of L'Anthropologie, Dr. Lalanne

and L'Abb<^ H. Breuil describe a series of remarkable

Palaeolithic sculptures on a cliff at Cap-Blanc, Laussel,

Dordogne. .Among the animals represented are a bison

and a pair of horses, depicted in the usual vigorous style

of the art of that period. This discovery supplies a

welcome addition to the cave sculptures of a similar class

already familiar to archaeologists. It is now proved that

these early artists, in addition to work carried out by

torchlight in dark, damp caves, executed similar sculptures

in the open air.

The work of the modern school of French anthropolog}'

is largely devoted to the preparation of elaborate memoirs
in which the results of the investigation of specially interest- <

ing races are summed up and criticised, with a complete!

apparatus of facts and statistics. Such is the admirable

account contributed to vol. xxii., Nos. 4-5, of L'Anthn
pologie by Dr. Poutrin, entitled " Les N^grilles du Cent
Africain (type sous-dolichoc^phale)," in which he

collected all the information at present available on tl

Pygmy races. The introduction, illustrated by a mj
shows the distribution of these people, and is followed

a historical account of exploration and an elaborate surv*

of the physical characteristics. Probably no account of tl

remarkable race, already available to students, contains
^

more complete survey of the ethnological problems cc

nected with the Pygmies of Africa.

.According to the fourth annual report (1910-11) of tl

National Museum of Wales, the designs for the new buil

ing have been considerably modified, with, it is believ<

a great improvement in the general appearance of

structure. Illustrations are given of the exterior and
the entrance hall, together with plans of the ground-fl<

and the two floors above. A contract has been signed

the construction of the basement and sub-basement
that portion of the building proposed to be erected in

first instance, which includes the south block and
lecture theatre and gallery above, and work on this

commenced in September last. Considerable progress

been made in collecting specimens for exhibition and stud]

We have received a copy of a petition from the nat

of India presented to H.M. the King at the Delhi Dur^
(together with a covering appeal signed by K. S. J«
walla, of 45 Courthope Road, Hampstead). praying th.?

the supply of beef required for the British .Army in Ind

may in future be obtained from .Australia in place of Ind

itself. The petition is accompanied by a large illustratii

showing the various uses to which Indian cattle are p^.

So great is the demand in the country for cattle for pu:

poses of draught and agriculture that, according to t'

petition, cows are chiefly slaughtered for beef. This pra^

tice is one of the causes which have led to a great dimir.u
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tion in the number of cattle in the country, with a corre-

sponding rise in the price of milk and ghi (native butter).

It is further urged that the quality of Indian beef is far

inferior to that of Australian beef, and likewise that the

use of the latter in the Army commissariat would not

entail any very great additional cost.

Mr. a. H. Thayer's suggestive observations upon pro-

tective coloration in nature have been described in these

columns on more than one occasion, and his son's beauti-

fully illustrated work upon it was reviewed in detail a

little more than a year ago (October 27, 1910). A number

of illustrations from that work are reproduced in colour in

the December number of Vearson's Magazine, and the

principle they exemplify is described in an instructive article

by Mr. Marcus Woodward. Mr. Thayer's view is that it

is the rule for animals to be coloured like the background

which most concerns their feeding and escape from attack.

There are limitations to the application of this interpreta-

tion of obliterative colouring throughout the animal

kingdom ; but there is no question as to the great import-

ance of the principle of countershading in nature, and the

article and pictures in Pearson's Magazine should be the

means of interesting many people in it.

The latest issue of The Kew Bulletin (No. 9) is mainly

occupied by systematic articles. The most interesting is a

description of six new species of Impatiens from Travan-

core and Cochin, contributed by the late Sir Joseph Hooker.

The list of additions to the wild fauna and flora of the

gardens is due in great measure to the collection of speci-

mens by members of the garden staff. Noteworthy is

the announcement of a heath from Cornwall which appears

to be a natural hybrid between Erica tetralix and

E. vagans.

The annual Kew list of seeds of hardy herbaceous plants

and of trees and shrubs available for exchange with

botanic gardens and regular correspondents has been pub-

lished as Appendix I. to The Kew Bulletin (1912). The list

reflects in some measure the outcome of the remarkably

fine summer, notably in the ripening of the seeds of trees

and shrubs ; thus there are offered for exchange the seeds

of Clerodendron dichotomum, which has fruited at Kew
for the first time on record, Koelreuteria paniculata,

liuddlcia globosa, and two species of Halesia.

Botanical exploration in India is summarised by Major

Gage, as director of the botanical survey, in his report

for the year 1910-11. An expedition to the south-east

corner of Sikkim was undertaken by Mr. W. W. Smith.

Captain R. W. Macgregor presented an interesting collec-

tion of specimens from the Southern Shan States, and a

smaller collection was forwarded by Mr. Burns from

Bombay. In the south, the most important contribution

was made by Mr. A. Meebold, as the result of an extensive

lour through the States of Cochin and Travancore. A
-.I'cond fasciculus of the catalogue of non-herbaceous

l)hanerogams cultivated in the Calcutta Botanical Gardens

lias been published as vol. v., No. 2, of the Records of the

i?otanical Survey of India.

On Monday, December 18, Dr. D. T. Macdougal,

director of the department of botanical research of the

Carnegie Institution of Washington, lectured before the

Royal Geographical Society on the North American deserts.

After describing the general characters of desert areas, and

explaining the in portance of the various factors involved,

he passed on to give a short account of the study of such

regions which i^ lp' int; ( arrifd on by the Carnegie Institu-

tion. A large series ot lantern-slides, many of them in
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colour, showed very instructively the character of the

desert regions of Arizona and California, and of the types

of vegetation which are able to flourish there both under
normal conditions and also by the aid of artificial con-

structions, such as the concrete walls which are sunk in

the detritus-filling valley floors in order to hold up to a
higher level the water, which otherwise flows at a depth
which is out of the reach of surface vegetation. The
formation of the Salton Lake was also described, and its

effect on the vegetation of the basin was illustrated. Dr.
Macdougal is leaving shortly to visit the deserts of Egypt
and the northern Sudan.

In the Monthly Meteorological Chart of the Indian

Ocean for December, issued by authority of the Meteor-
ological Committee, a considerable space (as in previous
months) is devoted to a useful discussion of ice reports,

relating to the southern hemisphere, which subject has for

many years occupied the serious attention of the oflfice.

In the Southern Ocean icebergs are most frequently met
with to the north-east of Cape Horn, south-east of the

Cape of Good Hope, midway between Kerguelen and the

meridian of Cape Leeuwin, and midway between New
Zealand and Cape Horn. Tables of the monthly and
annual frequency of the bergs from 1885 to 1910 show that

the periods of maxima and minima vary irregularly ; the

years of greatest frequency were 1893 and 1906. In the

chart for the North Atlantic the ice conditions are also

discussed. A sub-chart of the exceptional drifts and heights

of bergs shows that the latter were most frequent in the

ten-degree square of lat. 4o°-5o° N. and long. 40°-5o° W.,
but some few were observed nearly so far south as lat.

30° N. The first ice seen in 191 1 was on January 28, near

lat. 47° N. and long. 52° W.

In an interesting paper recently published in the

Bollettino of the Italian Seismological Society (vol. xv.,

191 1, pp. 144-53), Prof. G. Grablovitz has traced the varia-

tions in the mean level of the sea at Ischia during more
than twenty years. From 1890 to 1894 the mean level

furnished by the mareograph records remained not far from

constant, but from 1895 onwards there has been a marked
change, after the effects of barometric variation have been

allowed for. The change is not always in one direction :

but during the sixteen years from 1895 to 19 10 there has

been, on the whole, a rise in the sea-level, the average

annual amount being 3 or 4 millimetres a year. The
mareograph records at Genoa also indicate a gradual,

though much less pronounced, rise in the apparent lev. I o(

the sea.

In his well-known investigations on the after-shocks of

earthquakes Prof. Omori finds that the law of decline in

frequency is of the form y=:k/(x+h), where y is the daily

number of after-shocks at time x after the parent earth-

quake, and h and k are constants which vary with every

earthquake. Mr. A. Cavasino has recently examined the

validity of this formula in regard to the after-shocks of

the Riviera earthquake of 1887, one of the first earthquakes

in which the after-shocks were studied in detail (Boll.

j

della Soc. Sismol. Ital., vol. xv., 1911, pp. 129-43). Detcr-

I mining the values of the constants from the recorded

j

numbers of sensible shocks during the first five days, he

I

shows that the agreement between the numbers furnished

i
by the formula and of those actually observed is at first

i fairly close, but that, after the lapse of 1 f' w years, the

]

formula fails to give correct results. Tlic discrepancy may

j
be due partly, as he suggests, to the difliculty of determin-

:
ing the average seismicity of the district. It may also be

j
due to the small number of records used in d. i. 1mining the

I

constants of the equation.
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The report of the Clifton College Scientific Society for

the year 1910-11 has been received. This year, for the

first time, the report is illustrated. The numerous sections

of the society were very active during the period under

review, but the attendance at general meetings does not

appear to have been so good as in previous sessions. The

report shows that many of the masters join with the boys

in their practical study, in leisure hours, of various

branches of science. Great prominence is given to outdoor

work of a kind likely to engender a love for scientific

observation and research among the boys.

The issue of " Hazell's Annual" for 1912 maintains the

high character for usefulness which previous editions of

this work of reference have gained. The contents have

been revised to November 25 last, and the editor, Mr.

Hammond Hall, claims that the compilation gives " the

most recent and authoritative information on the topics of

the day." One section of the volume, running to forty-

two pages, is entitled " The March of Science," and deals,

among other subjects, with scientific progress in 191 1,

imperial research, and aerial navigation. This is the

twenty-seventh year of issue of the annual. The price of

the volume is 35. 6d. net.

Copies of the 19 12 issues of the well-known works of

reference published annually by Messrs. A. and C. Black

have been received. " Who's Who " is larger than ever
;

the 191 1 edition ran to 2246 pages, but the new volume

contains 2364 pages. There is a remarkable variation in

the lengths of the autobiographies contained in this in-

dispensable volume ; some consist of two or three lines

only, while others take up nearly a page. It is satisfac-

tory to find, in view of the important part which science

takes in modern States, that due prominence is given to

men of science in this record of living notabilities. " Who's
W Inci ^ I ;u'-book " coiuains, as usual, the well-arranged

tables which were formerly a popular feature in " Who's
Who " itself. " The lMit;lish\voman's Year-book and

Directory " should be in the hands of every woman who is

engaged in public work ; it is crammed with useful in-

formation of a trustworthy kind. " The Writers' and
Artists' Year-book " is, its editor says, chiefly for the use

of those persons who wish to make money by their pen or

brush.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Mars.—In a telegram, dated November 29, from S6tii,

to the Astronomische Nachrichten, M. Jarry-Desloges states

that Mare Sirenum is persistently seen cut into three parts,

and that Elison is easily perceptible. Later, on December
4, he reports that Juventa) Pons is now an easy object,

L. I'hoenicis is triple, Bathys is apparently effaced, the

Aonius Sinus encroaches on Thaumasia, and the south
polar spot, in 95°, is 0-7" in diameter.
The December number of L'Astronomic contains several

drawings of the planet by M. Qu(5nisset and others, with
descriptions of the different features observed during
October and November. The outstanding feature on
October 17 was Tartarus, which, leaving the M. Sirenum
at its eastern point, traversed nearly the complete disc and
ji>ine(iup with Trivium Charontis.
On photographs taken on one plate by Prof. Lowell on

October u, M. Flammarion has recognised fifteen (liflereiit

Martian features in the L. Soils region, including several

) - < 'MMi;r, 1911^.— I)i'. Ri^i'iinail communicates
f comet K)! ic, a-, . 1 on

• ' . iM.ri ,,. to No. 4.vi 1 of li itch-

riclitcn, and adds that thf: comet v, .1, i.,ii;: i, "a 1- tiiati

1' in diameter, had a nucieu- ami a lail, iln' laii.r !• -

than 30' long, and that its inat^nitudc was yo ; the correc-

tions to the ephemeris at loh. 57-6m. (.Santiago M.T.) on
November 26 were -1-0-3' and -|-o-2'.

Spiral Structure in Nebulae.—In an interesting article

published in No. 3, vol. xxxiv., of the Astrophysical

Journal, Mr. William Sutherland discusses the relation

between the distribution of the planets and the probability

of their origin in a spiral nebula. He shows that the

equation expressing Bode's law may be developed to show
that the planetary distances are derived from two equi-

angular spirals, thus leading to the idea that the solar

system in its evolution passed through the spiral form so

common among nebute, the spiral being of a simple

logarithmic form. He pictures the elementary nebula as

made up of meteorites rotating about a centre, the

meteorites being uniformly distributed. Collisions occur,

reducing the rotational velocity of the colliding bodies, and

the latter fall towards the centre ; but they will fall

spirally, owing to the common rotation of the mass, and

thus spirals of condensation would be formed. Mr.

Sutherland shows how these might finally agglomerate into

two-armed spirals, in which local condensations might

account for the considerable variation of mass among the

planets ; according to this scheme, the moon and other

satellites were formed from subsidiary branches to the

spiral arms. Comparisons between the calculated spirality

of several nebula; and that calculated for the solar nebula

from the law of distribution of the planets shows the values

to be of the same order, and thus lends support to Mr.

Sutherland's theory.

Permanent Designations for Recently Discovered

Variable Stars.—In No. 4540 of the Astronomische Nach-

richten the commission for the A.G. catalogue for variable

stars publishes the permanent names allotted to variable

stars discovered recently. From the notes it is seen that

most of the discoveries were photographic, and that many
of them were made at Harvard. A glance at the tabulated

maxima and minima suggests that the field of discovery

for variable-star observers is not yet closed, for we find

ranges of three or four magnitudes, e.g. 9-5 to 12-8, among

the fainter objects.

Luminosities and Radii of Various Stars.—Answering

a question as to the relative sizes of the stars, Mr. J. H.

Cannon, of the Dominion Observatory, gives some nUerest-

ing figures in No. 5, vol. v., of the Journal of the Royal

Astronomical Society of Canada ; he also outlines the

method whereby the figures were derived.

As the surface intensities of the various spectral types,

taking that of the sun as unity, he adopts 12 for types A

and B, 3 for type F, i for type G, and 0-5 for types K
and M, and derives the luminosities and radii of eightorn

well-known stars. Rigel, with a radius 41-5, has a

luminosity 20,614 times that of the sun. Only two stars,

a Aquila; and $ Leonis, are calculated to be the same size

as the sun, and are just over twelve times as luminous.

The radius of the Pole Star is 5-9, and its luminositv 102.

while Regulus, with six times the radius of the sun, is 423

times as luminous.

THE PHYSICAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

THE seventh annual exhibition of plivsical appar.nlus

-» under the auspi, -. ,.i the Physical Snc;,;v ol I on.lnn

was hold on Tuesdnv afternoon and evemn- December m,

at the Imperial College of Science and '! echnoloev. he

vorv Inr^o attondanros at both sessions was evuienre that

the exhibition continues to rv useful pmi»>se m
brinein^- a knowle.le,. .,f n^ ^ms to teachers and

othei - in;-:' -led in scientific wcul;.

A ,1:,, ,.,, . was given by fhe lion, R. J. Stvuit, I'.K.S..

at ea.h s,..,sion on electric '' ' ' ''" '"""e,>s,iv

that survives it, in which

intere.liiu;- and verv riretlv '
-."''^•

which -ucc'' 'I- 't
• . •

, J
., , \ ,,,, mamtauied

nilroj^eii. .\ I u

through the discha.e,. u.l.e i MM.. ..
laree -lobe,

I

in which it still >naintaine,I -w. 1
he mteract..Mi

! nf nitrogen in this s,ate w;.m mna oxule and stanmc

, lil.irirl- va])onrs was sli,,x\ii I,v the chanee m the ,,.!,.ur ol

j the i;]ow to iiVicn and blue respectively \vl"''i ''"' vapours
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were mingled with the nitrogen in the globe. Further

experiments on the effect of pressure were made, and the

causes of the phenomena briefly discussed.

Thirty-thrcf! firms exhibited their latest forms of physical

apparatus. Only a few of the various new formt of instru-

ments can be mentioned. A new galvanometer of the

moving-magnet tvpc was shown by the Cambridge Scientific

Instrument Co., "who claim for it a sensitiveness forty

times that of their Broca type. The magnet system con-

sists of two groups of very small magnets arranged on a

fine glass stem, which is suspended from a quartz fibre.

The coils are arranged in pairs similar to a Thomson
galvanometer, and are designed to secure the maximum
effect for a given resistance of copper by winding with

different sizes of wire, beginning with the smallest size, and

winding each layer so that it lies within the surface of

which the polar equation is r' = d'sin«, where r is the

length of radius, making an angle B with the axis of the

coil. The company displayed several other exhibits of their

instruments for advanced work, including a Duddell oscillo-

graph outfit for a 50,000-volt circuit. A new design of

extensometer was shown by W. G. Pye and Co., for use

in conjunction with a testing machine on bars and thick

specimens. It was composed of the Ewing extensometer

with the microscope replaced by an optical lever, and was
designed to measure extensions of 1/100,000 of an inch.

Several new designs of students' apparatus and a Kohl-

rausch bridge of new form were included among their other

exhibits. A new vibragraph was shown by Siemens

Brothers and Co., Ltd., consisting of a mercury reservoir

with a floating mirror, by means of which a beam of light

from a small glow-lamp is reflected on to a ground glass

screen or photographic plate. The mercury ripples set up
by the vibration of the body on which the reservoir is

placed give an angular movement to the mirror, which thus

produces on the plate or screen a clearly defined diagram
of the vibration. The same company also showed a

demonstration wireless-telegraphy set on the singing-spark

system, and a number of frequency indicators.

New projection apparatus and a new level for very

accurate surveying was shown by Carl Zeiss, Ltd. Photo-

micrographic apparatus, and an ultra-condenser for render-

ing an ordinary microscope suitable for ultra-microscopic

observations were among the exhibits of Messrs. E. Leitz.

Their latest pattern of high-vacuum oil pump was shown by
A. C. Cossor, Ltd. The piston of the high-vacuum cylinder

is actuated from outside by an electro-magnet, which is

caused to move up and down, thus avoiding the use of a

piston rod and possible leak at the stuffing boxes. The
Foster Instrument Co. exhibited a simple strain-meter for

observation of strains in any part of a structure, such as a
girder of a bridge or frame of a ship.

Various types of switchboard instruments were shown by
Nalder Bros., R. W. Paul, and the Weston Instrument
Co. .Among the exhibits of the last-named was a new line

of alternating-current dynamometers, including wattmeters,
frequency meters, and synchroscopes. R. W. Paul also

exhibited a new and inexpensive form of potentiometer,
various inductionless resistances, and a number of thermo-
couple pyrometers and temperature indicators. Messrs.
Gambrell lBros. exhibited a new potentiometer for thermo-
electric work, and instruments of various kinds for students'
use. The Silica Syndicate displayed some wonderful
examples of their wares. Electric furnaces were shown by
J. J. GriflRn and Sons, Ltd., together with quartz glass
mercury thermometers for temperatures up to 750° C.
Demonstrations of Dr. Leonard Hill's colour vision

apparatus were made at the stand of Messrs. Newton and
Co. The degree of sensitivity of the eye for colours is

ascertained by means of two identical spectra projected by
an optical lantern from one and the same prism, and
provided with separate adjustable screens for matching.
Electrical apparatus for medical purposes was shown by the
Sanitas Electrical Co., and X-ray apparatus by H. W. Cox
and Co. E. Ravmond-Barker's two-tone transmitter,
exhibited by the Tndia-Rubber. Gutta-Percha and Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd., and F. Harrison Glew's radio-active
preparations, are two of many other interesting exhibits, of
which our space does not permit us to give more detailed
account.
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THE ASTRONOMICAL AND ASTROPHYSICAI
SOCIETY OF AMERICA.'

FOR the first time in its history the Astronomical and

Astrophysical Society of .\merica this year held it>.

annual meeting outside the Unitc-d States, and it speaks

well for the progress of the comparatively young Dominion

Observatory that the locale was Ottawa. This feeling was

made the subject of a special resolution, in which a very

favourabU: opinion as to the character of the work done in

every department was united with a recommendation that a

more |>owerful telescope may soon be provided (or use in

the important radial-velocity work now being executed at

this observatory.

Prof. E. C. Pickering was elected president, Profs. Frost

and Campbell vice-presidents, and Mr. Plaskett, of the

Dominion Observatory, was elected a councillor. A great

numb<>r of papers were read during the five sessions held

on August 23, 24, and 25, and the general feeling wa»

that in every respect this twelfth annual meeting was

eminently successful. We briefly note a few of the paper*

here.
. . . . ^.

Prof. Pickering read a paper m connection with the

symposium on photographic astrometry, showing how th-

first point of Aries might be determined photographically.

Miss Cannon announced that the spectra of 762 double

stars of magnitude 75 and brighter had been especially

examined on the Harvard photographs, and also explamed

that an examination of some 131 stellar spectrograms taken

with slit spectrographs was being made, in order to see

whether the same system of classification can be applied

to such spectra as was applied to the store of objective-

prism spectra at Harvard. It is difficult to see why the

classification should differ, although more details may be

seen and so give finer divisions ; but we hope that this work

will not lead to further complications in the already com-

plicated nomenclature of the Harvard system.

Mr. Parkhurst examined a number of stars given in a

list by Prof Pickering purporting to comprise " Fourth

Tvpe Stars not Red " (class R), and extended to include

some ordinary red stars (class N). By his photo-visual

magnitude method he finds that with one exception the stars

are all redder than Aldebaran, and therefore no sharp line

should be drawn between classes R and N.

Mr. Harper, of the Dominion Observatory, read a paper

on the orbits of the spectroscopic components of d Bootis,

and Mr. Joel Stebbins explained how the selenium photo-

meter had revealed a range of 02 mag. in the brightness

of Betelgeuse during 1910-11, and had shown 5 Orionis

(range 010 mag.) and jB Aurigae (range <o-io mag.) to be

eclipsing variables. Polaris too, as shown by Mr. E. S.

King's examination of Harvard plates, has a variability of

0108 mag.
Some results of a studv of visual binary stars by Dr

H. N. Russell suggest that the whiter stars are very much

brighter, for equal masses, than the redder stars, and that

the stars of a given type are of equal mass and of equal

luminositv. Examining some 349 stars of various spectra!

types, he' finds that about half of them are very much
brighter in proportion to their mass than the others. This

half includes all the stars of the B type, among those

examined, and some of every other type, and these stars

may probably be classed as the " giant " stars of Hertz-

spriing's division, a class in which the systems are more

or less uniformly of about ten times the sun's mass; no

such uniformity is found in the average masses of thi

" dwarf " stars', which appear, in the average, to beconv;

less massive as they become redder. A pair of " giant
'

stars would emit some 150 to 250 times the light emitted

by the sun—the higher value being for class B stars

—

whereas a pair of " dwarfs " if of the A class might give

30 times, and if of the Kj, or M, class, one-hundredth, the

light emitted bv the sun.

The 6-inch transit circle of the U.S. Naval Obser\'atorv

has attacked its programme of fundamental stars, both th'

old ones and those for the International Chart, and it-

behaviour was described by Prof. Littell.

Dr. Humphrey's p.ipers showed (i) that the various zones

of the earth are not equally efficient radiators ; both the

1 Condensed from the secretao's report in Scietice, N S., vol. xxxiv..

No. 877, pp. 520-536.
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equatorial and the polar zones are inefficient as compared
with the middle latitude : this result is produced by the

unequal distribution of cirrus clouds, which are the effective

factors in determining the outgoing radiation
; (2) where

d is the depth of the water layer in millimetres, and e the

partial pressure of the water vapour in millimetres of

mercury, the thickness that WQuld accrue if all the water
vapour above any given level in the atmosphere, on cloud-
less days, were condensed, is expressed approximately by
i= ie; this is some 13 per cent, less than the value,

Hann's, heretofore commonly employed in bolometric work.
The reality of astronomical teaching in America was well

illustrated by a thoughtful paper by Prof. Sarah F. Whiting,
in which she urged the importance of daytime laboratory
work in astronomy.

Prof. Very explained an attempt to form a standardised
scale of intensities for the lines in the solar spectrum, and
Miss Leavitt contributed a paper on the variable stars in

the Small Magellanic Cloud ; the stars are too faint for our
present spectroscopic equipments, but the spectroscopic in-

vestigation of brighter stars having similar light-curves

—

e.g. UY Cygni—might prove very profitable. Prof. S. A.
Mitchell described the radial velocities of 96 Herculis, which
has four components, all measurable on some plates ; the
velocities range from —98 to -h74 km. per sec. and the
period is 502 days.

Prof. Tucker's description of the San Luis Observatory
of the Carnegie Institution produces a feeling somewhat
akin to envy for the facilities afforded by such an institu-

tion. The expedition left New York in August, 1908, and
six months later the observatory and a dwelling for the
ten observers were completed. Observations with the Pistor
and Martins meridian circle of the Dudley Observatory were
commenced in April, 1909, and 87,000 observations were
completed when the work was brought to a close in January
this year ; the reductions will be completed at the Dudley
Observatory.
The preliminary work done at the Dominion Observatory,

sharing in the international cooperative scheme, on the
rotation of the sun was explained by Mr. Plaskett. The
mean of twenty-three plates taken during June and July
this year gives an equatorial velocity of 2-034 ±0-004 km.,
the probable error of a single plate being ±0-017 km. ; all

the elements represented between \ 5500 and \ 5700 appear
to share in a common velocity.

Halley's comet was the subject of papers by Prof.
Barnard and Prof. Frost, respectively, the former giving the
preliminary results determined from Mr. Ellerman's photo-
graphs taken at Hawaii, the second finding -I-55 km. per
sec. as the radial velocity of the comet on May 24, 1910,
this value was obtained from measurements of the displace-
ments of the Fraunhofcr lines, and agrees, within i km.,
with the value given by the ephemeris.

Dr. Slocum described the spectroscopic effects produced
by the large solar prominence of October 10, 19 10. The
prominence rose to a height of 105,000 km., and the local
relative displacement of the absorption and emission lines
represented a radial velocity of 15 km. per sec. Dr. O. J.
Lee finds that, for reversal, the lines \ 4427 and H (\ 3968)
require vapour densities one-seventh and 1-5 times as great,
respectively, as that necessary for the reversal of K, when
the vapour is observed at 2500° C. and at atmospheric
pressure.

Prof. S. I. Bailoy discussed the magnitudes of the stars
in the cluster Messier 3. the discussion being based on a
photograph, taken by Ritchey with the 60-inch reflector,
showing some 30,000 stars down to magnitude 21-5: the
total light of 2542 stars the magnitudes of which were
deterrnined is approximately equal to that of a star of
magnitude 10-4. Dr. Albrecht reported on his work in
determining the effective wave-lengths of lines in various
types of stellar spectra, and also reported the results secured
in a determination of the definite wave-lengths of the
silicon lines at \\ 4552-7, 4567-0, and 4C74-9 in stellar and
in laboratory spectra. His stellar values are 4552-762,
4567-067, and 4574-918 respectively, and these are compared
with similar values obtained by Gill and McClean, and
laboratory values secured by Exner and Haschek, Frost and
Brown, Lockyer, and Lunt. Ho emphasises the necessity
for more laboratory work in order to investigate the causes
producing the present lack of close agreement. In a third
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paper the same worker directs attention to the grave
importance of investigating the change of wave-length of

fundamental lines in passing from one spectral type to

another. Such differences might, inter alia, account for

certain systematic errors in the wave-length of the B type

stars, and the elimination of these errors might directly

affect the position of stars of this type in any discussion of

the structure of the universe.
The list of papers concluded with one by Dr. Russell

dealing with the photographic determination of the moon's
position, a note on the five EUicott astronomical instru-

ments which were constructed about 1780-90 and are now
on view in the U.S. National Museum, and a report from
the committee on photographic astrometry. The resolutions

of the latter strongly express the opinion that photographic
methods can be applied successfully to absolute, as well as

to differential, determinations of star positions, thereby
gaining the advantage of independent observations with
instruments of entirely different characters.

BIOMETRICIANS AS ANTHROPOLOGISTS.
T T is only necessary to turn to the current issue of
-* Biometrika ^ to see the extent to which modern bio-

metricians are devoting themselves to anthropology. About
two years ago Dr. Crewdson Bennington died, leaving

behind him a mass of observations and notes he had made
in connection with the biometrical laboratory of University

College. Prof. Pearson has systematised Dr. Bennington's
observations and notes, and with the help of other workers
in his laboratory brought Dr. Bennington's work to com-
pletion.

Dr. Bennington's aim was to obtain type-contours of the

skull and of the living head of various races of mankind

—

contours which might serve as racial types. For instance,

exact tracings were made in three planes of 100 crania of

ancient Egyptian men. These contours were plotted out

and combined by a method suggested by Prof. Pearson, and

in this manner type contours were obtained for the ancient

Egyptians of the twenty-sixth and thirtieth dynasties.

The results which interest us most are those contours

prepared from the Whitechapel plague-pit skulls (seven-

teenth century) and those made from the heads of 118 men
of the Royal Engineers of the present day. When these

ancient and modern forms are compared, Prof. Pearson

finds that there is no reason to believe that there is " any

substantial difference between the English head of to-day

and our plague-pit crania, which we have been told are

not typical English." The editor of Biometrika has issued

with this paper copies of Dr. Bennington's type-contours

on transparent paper, so that they can be utilised by other

workers for purposes of comparison.

Besides the important paper just noted, in parts i.-ii.

of Biometrika there are others which will prove of value

to the student of mankind. Dr. David Macdonald's inquiry

seems to show that the acute infections of childhood favour

the children with dark skin and eyes; they survive the

effects of infection better than children with fair skin and

blue eyes ; the dark-skinned children are therefore being

preserved or selected. Dr. Schuster's observations on the

undergraduates of Oxford show that the students there have

longer and narrower heads than those at Cambridge or at

Aberdeen. The Oxford men are also considerably taller.

Another important anthropological paper in the same

number is Mr. J. I. Craig's " Anthropometry of Modern

Egyptians."

ROCK CRYSTAL: ITS STRUCTURE AND
USES.^

ROCK crystal, quartz, the common crystallised form of

dioxide of silicon SiO,, is, from many points of

view, the most interesting of all minerals and the most

instructive example of crystalline structure known to us.

"What is a crystal?" The evidence is now overwhelm-

ingly complete that a crystal is a homogeneous structure

built up on the plan of a space-lattice, each of the unit

1 Biometrika, parts i. and ii., July, 1911. Edited by Prof. Karl Pearnon.

Price aar. net. ... l n i c •

'•2 From four Cantor I ectures delivered in May, 1911, to the Royal Society

of Arts by Dr. Alfred E. H. Tutton, F.R.S.
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cells of which is the habitat of a chemical molecule of the

substance of which the crystal is composed, and of which
it is the most highly organised solid form. It was shown
by Frankenheim and Bravais that there arc fourteen such
space-lattices possible, all of which exhibit the full sym-
metry of one or other of the seven crystal systems, the
cubic, trigonal, tetragonal, hexagonal, rhombic, monoclinic.
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Fig. I.—Triclinic St ace-latlice.

or triclinic. As a typical example of a space-lattice, and
the one of most general form, the triclinic space-lattice is

shown in Fig. i.

But the chemical molecules, the arrangement of which
thus determines the crystal system, are not the ultimate

units, being composed of elementary atoms, and it is the

arrangement of these latter, the ultimate structural units,

which determines the class of the system.
Quartz crystallises in the trigonal system of symmetry.

It does not develop, however, the full holohedral trigonal

symmetry, but that of the trapezohedral class of the

system, no plane of symmetry being present, and the three
digonal axes of symmetry occupying positions in the hori-

zontal plane midway between those of the holohedral class.

Now in the most general case six faces are required to

be present by the symmetry elements in operation, when
one face is given as present, and they make up a double

Fig. a.—Right Trigonal
Trapezohedron.

Ftg. 3.— Left TriRonal
Trapezohedron.

trigonal pyramid, of which the lower half is rotated some-
what with respect to the upper, screw-wise, the solid thus
produced being known as a trigonal trapezohedron.

In actual fact two such trigonal trapezohedra, which are
the mirror-images of each other, are possible, and the two
solids are quite distinct, for no amount of rotation will
brmg either to resemble the other. That corresponding to
Fig. 2 is called the right trigonal trapezohedron, and that
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represented by Fig. 3 the left variety. Thii fundan

fact respecting the general form of this class of tri^

symmetry affords the explanation of the two varicn'-^

right- and left-handed, of quartz, which mineral sliuw

characteristic development, in the well-known little x faces*

of the two trapezohedra.
Two characteristic crystals of quartz, a ri. "

' A
a left-handed one, are shown in Figs. 4 ;i; fi

the small faces x are those of the rif!'^' !

trapezohedra respectively. Also, the 1

5 are those of another pair of mirror-i::

forms of the trapezohedral class of trigonal svnjineiry, the

right and left trigonal bipyramids. The other farf-s shown
on Figs. 4 and 5 are those of the hexagon
form common to both the hexagonal and ti

and also common to both varieties of ii.-i.ii> >-i

trigonal trapezohedral class ; also those of the two comple-

mentary rhombohedra r and r', which togeth<r make u
what appears to be the hexagonal pyramid terminating eai

end of a full} -developed quartz crystal. Alternate f.ires

the pyramid belong, however, to different rh'"

three to r and three to r' ; and they are often ch;i:

ally different, either in amount of development or in pi.ii>r.

the faces of the rhombohedron r being much more brilliant

than those of r'. Moreover, the quartz crystals from a

particular locality in Ireland show one rhombohedron only,

without a trace of the other.

It will be observed, further, that the little s and x faces

occur replacing right solid angles on a right-handed crystal,

and left solid angles on a left-handed crystal. Also, if «
faces be absent, a good little s face is often present, and

i

Fig. 4.—Right-handed Quart*. Fic. 5.—Left-handed Quartz.

it is usually marked by striae parallel to the edge sr, whi<
enable the location of the face, and its nature, to
recognised.

We are next attracted by the further problem of

internal structure, which is the prime cause of this oui
ward development. The evidence afforded by cleavage
very emphatic, in spite of the fact that quartz cleaves on^
with the greatest difficulty. Indeed, this difficulty of pro
voking cleavage in quartz enhances wonderfully the impor
ance and use of the mineral, both for scientific and indv
trial purposes, for it enables lenses, prisms, and plates
this clear, transparent mineral to be cut, ground, a
polished with the greatest ease, without risk of flaw. B«i

when a quartz crystal is heated, and then suddenly coole
by plunging it into cold water, it breaks up into rhoml
hedra closely resembling cubes, the angle of which
85° 46', that of the primary rhombohedron r of Figs,
and 5. Now it is interesting, also, that simple appare
cubes, really these rhombohedra, of quartz are occasions
discovered, quite a number having been found in the neij

bourhood of Bristol.

These facts not only confirm the trigonal, as distinguish^
from possible hexagonal, symmetry of quartz, but
indicate that the space-lattice structure present is that
the rhombohedron, the elementary cell of which is re

sented in Fig. 6.

Thus we conclude that if each molecule SiOj were re

sented by a point, the points would be arranged in th*

form of a rhombohedral space-lattice having the angle of

the rhombohedron of quartz, 85° 46'.

If we take, next, a hexagonal section of a prism of
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quartz and heat it gently and evenly over a small Bunsen
flame or other source of heat, and then allow it to cool,

electrical excitation is developed, positive and negative
electricity being produced, respectively, at alternate corners
of the hexagon. Now the three digonal axes of symmetry
emerge at the six corners, and the little trigonal pyramid
and trapezohedron faces s and x are present at alternate
corners corresponding to one end only of each axis ; and
it is interesting that these corners where the little distinc-

tive faces are present are those which become negatively
electrified, while those corners where no s and x faces are
developed become positively electrified. This disposition of

the pyroelectric poles is precisely in accordance with the

symmetry of the trapezohedral class of trigonal symmetry.
If we treat a pair of quartz crystals, right- and left-

handed respectively, with a small quantity of aqueous
hydrofluoric acid, a chemical solvent for silica, character-
istic little markings, or " etch-figures," are produced on
the faces. They are little depressions, of the shape of a
candle flame blown to one side by a draught of air, to the
right on a right-handed crystal and to the left on a left-

handed crystal, and are pointing upwards and downwards,
respectively, on alternate faces. Thus we have trigonal

rather than hexagonal symmetry again demonstrated, and
a screw structure, clockwise in one variety and anti-clock-

wise in the other, such as corresponds to the trapezohedral
class of the trigonal system, also most clearly indicated.

Now it has been definitely proved that specific atoms
of the chemical molecule are definitely orientated in

the crystal, and that if such atoms, say those of potassium
or of sulphur in potassium sulphate, be replaced by others

of the same family group of chemical elements, for instance,

the potassium by rubidium or caesium, and the sulphur by
selenium, specific directional

j^ changes in the crystal
,-•'' '^.. angles are observed to

occur. In the cases just re-

ferred to, the replacement
,v.^^ of the metal brings about

'"•.':•, an alteration in the length
_*• of the vertical axis of the

,.-'' rhombic crystal of the
' sulphate or selenate, while

replacement of the sulphur
by selenium causes an equa-
torial change. If, there-

fore, we accept the view of

Barlow, and represent the
atoms by their spheres of influence, wv are only logically
following up this important experimental fact.

Barlow has recently propounded the view, in collabora-
tion with Pope, that the relative size of the sphere of
influence of an atom in any one compound, compared with
that of any other atom in the same compound, is intimately
connected with the chemical valency of the element, being
proportional to the fundamental valency. This is rarely
the maximum valency, although in the case of carbon it

would appear to be so, atomic spheres of influence of carbon
having apparently four times the volume of those of
hydrogen or chlorine present in the same compound. The
relative size of the atomic sphere of influence of oxygen
appears to conform to its usual dyad character. Silicon
might, perhaps, from its occurrence in the same family
group of elements as carbon, be expected to behave also
as a tetrad, but there is much more evidence that its funda-
mental valency is only dyadic. Now Barlow has shown
that if we accept the view that the fundamental valencies
of both viliion and oxygen are dyadic, and therefore that
the sphori s cjf influence of the two elements in quartz are
of the same size, the whole of the j)rn|)i riie^ df (ni.ut/ < :in

be explained on the assumption fli.ii ili.- two ^irm mm' -.

right-handed and leff-li.-mdrd, nrr ( umpusid d '

assemblagf"^ .is .-ii'' -Ikiwm in V\'^-i. 7 .-md S, in w i

.a;-..

Fig. 6. -Unit Cell of Rhombohedral
Space-lattice.

white spill rr^ ri
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Fig. 7. -Barlow's Conception for Right-
handed Quartz.

such Structural arrangements of the chemical atoms as
these are really present in the two varieties of quartz is,
indeed, highly probable
The most important and convincing evidence of the right-

and left-handed screw structure of quartz is afforded, how-
ever, by the optical properties of the mineral.
We may study, first, the effect of passing the light from

the lantern, an image of a slit in front of which is focussed
on the screen by a lens, through either of two 60° prisms,
one cut so that the
light passes through
the crystal at minimum
deviation parallel tu

the axis, as shown in

Fig. 9, and another
with the refracting
edge parallel to the
axis, as shown in

Fig. 10. In the latter

case we see two spectra
on the screen, which
are separately ex-
tinguished by a large
Nicol prism placed in

the path of the rays,

when rotated to two
positions 90° apart

;

while in the former
case only a single spec-

trum is produced on
the screen, and remains
permanent when the
Nicol is placed in posi-

tion and rotated, just,

in fact, as if the quartz
prism were made of

glass. This is the
mode of cutting quartz
prisms employed for

use in experiments with ultra-violet light, such as the in-

vestigation of the ultra-violet spectrum, quartz being
remarkably transparent to these ultra-violet rays of short
wave-length, which are entirely cut off by glass.

We may next investigate plates of quartz in polarised
light. Placing a plate of quartz i millimetre thick in the
polariscope ananged for convergent light, we perceive a
more or less normal uniaxial figure, although the rings are
large and diffuse and the dark cross present is also very
diffuse. If we now take a thicker plate, conveniently one
3-75 millimetres thick, the coloured rings are more

Fig. 8.- -Barlow's Conceptiorj for Left-
handed Quariz.

Fig. 9.-60° Prism Cut for

Light to Traverse Axis.

Fig. 10.-60" Prism uiih Kefrac'ing
lvls;r I'ar;,n<-1 Axis.

light-hand glove is to a leti-ii.iiid
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numerous, the innermost being sm;illi

eross are also sharper near the margin

h.ivc entirely disappeared from the cent

the whole of the interior of

instead with yellow light,

analysing Nicol clockwise, tli

has been cut from a right-h

-..ei.-i.tv if the crystal be a ^

ill' ring also alterini; until

we superpose two such j)

iiuek, one of : ;ht-li;in(|eil ini.ut/ .111
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arms of the
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handed, we obtain a remarkable change in thi- iigurc,

namely, the production of the celebrated spirals of Airy.
Now thf'se phenomena suggest a spiral, and a comple-

mentnrily heliial, arrangement of the atoms composing
the chemical molecules of silica in the two forms of quartz
crystals. That the supposition is correct may be proved, as
first shown by Reusch, by reproducing the effects by means
of a spirally arranged pile of biaxial mica films. Twenty-
four equally thin films of ordinary muscovitc mica are laid

over each other so that the direction of the line joining
the two optic axes of the mica regularly rotates by the
same angle, conveniently 60°. The biaxial figure normally
given by muscovite mica will be found, on placing the pile

in th> '"'--'-Tope, to have been converted into a uniaxial
on< . \<>r, the figure resembles that afforded by
qu.ni r.markable degree of precision, for if the pile

be a right-iiandcd one the figure is similar to that afforded
by right-handed quartz, and gives the same effects on rotat-
ing the analyser ; whereas, if the pile had been arranged
in a left-handed manner, the effects would resemble those
afforded by a plate of left-handed quartz. Further, if we
superpose the two piles of mica plates, the left-handod and
the riijht-Iirindod, and place them together in the polari-
scop' . Ail \ V >^pirals are at once produced on the screen.

Lf'i us now study quartz plates in a parallel beam of
polarised light. If we take two plates, one of right-handed
quartz and the other of left-handed, each of 7-5 millimetres
thickness, we nnd that they each give with crossed Nicols
the well-known rose-violet tint of passage between the first

and second orders of Newton's spectra. But on rotating
the analysing Nicol clockwise, the right-handed plate
changes colour first to red, then to orange, vpIIow, green,
and blue, while the left-handed plate becornes first blue,
then passes through green and yellow to orange and red.

Fic. II.—Rotations by 3'7s mm.
of Quartz.

'"~~iW

Fig. 12.—Rotations by 7*5 mm.
of Quartz.

On the other hand, the two plates of 375 millimetres thick-
ness appear yellow under crossed Nicols, just as were the
centres of the interference figures in convergent polarised
light, and they change colour in opposite directions of the
spectrum on rotating the analyser, until they become violet
with the tint of passage when the Nicols are parallel.
Now all these beautiful phenomena are due to the fact

that when a beam of light is sent along the axis of a
quartz crystal, the right- or left-handed arrangement of
the rnolecules of silica causes the plane of vibration of the
polarised light received from the polarising Nicol to be
rotated in the same direction, the amount being directly
proportional to the thickness of the plate. It also varies
considerably with the wave-length of the light. For plates

0/ 375 and 7-5 millimetres thickness, respectively, the rota-
tions by plates i millimetre thick are indicated in Figs. 11
and i2f Fig. 11 shows that the plane of vibration of yellow
light of wave-length 0000550 is rotated just 90° by a plate

0/ 375 millimetres thickness, and this explains the produc-
tion of the violet tint of passage when we have rotated the
analysing Nicol 90°, that is, until it is parallel to the
polarising Nicol. For the extinction of this yellow light
leaves the complementary colour, the violet transition tint,
predominant. .And when we double the thickness of the
plate to 75 millimetres, the yellow rav, of 0000550 milli-
metre wave-length, is rotated just '180°, as shown in
Fig. 12, which, when followed (by rotation of the analvser),
brings the Nicols into the crossed position again, and thus
the violet transition tint is at once given bv such a plate
under crossed Nicols.
The colour produced by thick plates of quartz in polarised

light is thus due to optical rotation, and it is quite as
brilliant as that due to double refraction shown bv thin
plates of quartz, such as those of rock-sections, which vary

from a twenty -fifth to a fiftieth of a millimetre in thickiie>

The phenomenon of optical activity is confined to crysta'.

belonging to those eleven classes of symmetry which cxhib
right- and left-handed forms, that is, in which there is \.

plane of symmetry developed.

Now besides the right- and left-handed forms, showirK

dextro and lasvo rotation, chemists havf H' • "-^

cases in which the optical activity is citli

destroyed by intimate lamellar twjnning of
,

mentary varieties, or by chemical combinatiun of th«- iv

sets of molecules in which the atoms are oppositely spiral!

arranged. In the former case of regularly r<

:

twinning the symmetry is apparently enhanced by t

troduction of a plane of symmetry, the c<
*-

showing the characteristic faces of both

handed forms. In the latter case chemic.

results in the production of a new substance, and ti

crystalline form is altogether different, and may »n-'

belong to another system. This is the case with f.

acid, for the combination of the two sets of molecul'

duces racemic acid, which crystallises in the trimr

system with a molecule of water of crystallisation, totall

unlike the crystals of either ordinary dextro (rit'li'-'i <'"!.

tartaric acid or the complementary laevo '

tartaric acid, both of which belong to the sph<

of the monoclinic system, and are anhydrous.

Now the racemic form of optical inactivit
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Fio. 13. Fig. 14.

The Two Types of Quartz Twins.

simulated to a moit remarkable extent by the repeat-
twinning already referred to; but such a " p-
racemic '' form can generally be readily distinguish^;
a truly racemic form by the fact that it still exhibii- .

symmetry of the same system, although that of a class i

higher symmetry in the system, owing to the introductit
of a plane of symmetry, about which the twinn-
individuals are disposed in mirror-image fashion. Th
case of the mechanical enhancement of the symmetry t

re(>etition twinning is beautifully illustrated
' by quart,

es|>ecially in the exquisite form of the mineral known
twins, one, illustrated in Fig. 13, in which the two ir

dividuals are of the same right- or left-handed variety, ar
another, represented in Fig. 14 by an example in which al-
complete interpenetration has occurred, in which a rigb-
handed crystal is twinned with a left-handed one.
This latter kind of quartz twin is frequently found occur

ring among specimens from Brazil. The twin plane is

face of the hexagonal prism of the second order, perpet
dicular to a pair of the faces of the hexagonal pri«:

present, which is of the first order. The little ^ and ^

faces are shown on every corner, as in the case of Fig. 13
but symmetrically.
Now if a plate of such a crystal be cut perpendicular!

\

to the axis, the polarisation phenomena, due to the opposii'

optical activity of the two different varieties present, will

vary according to their mode of internal disposition. Wh^n
the whole of one half of the crj-stal is of right-handed and
the other of left-handed quartz, and the surface of junction
is a plane parallel to the rxis, we have a natural biquart'
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produced on cutting such a section-plate which shows
absolutely no trace of a junction-plane in ordinary light or

when the Nicols are crossed or parallel, but exhibits

different colours in the two halves the moment either

Nicol is rotated to even the slightest extent.

If the plane of junction be oblique, however, the biquartz

shows a black band between the two halves when the

Nicols are crossed, and a white one when they are parallel,

as in the case of a natural biquartz projected on the screen,

the obliquity of the junction plane in which is not great.

When the junction-plane is of greater obliquity, not only

the central black band, but a white one and a spectrum
on each side of it, are exhibited, as illustrated on the

screen by an example.
A very instructive case is that of a natural quartz twin-

combination, which by its picture on the screen in polarised

light, illustrated in Fig. 15, is seen to be composed of one
half of left-handed quartz, which polarises in a rich crimson
lake with crossed Nicols, and a second half which is made
up of alternating right- and left-handed quartz, the strips

'i' ing joined obliquely to the plate, so that a black band
produced in each case as the central line of a ribbon,

iijing flanked by a white band and a spectrum band on
' ach side.

Such a banded structure of alternately right- and left-

inded quartz affords an instance on a larger scale of the

nely laminated twinning of the two varieties present in

Fig. 15.— Banded Quartz Twinning.

inethyst. The case of a section-plate of amethyst is an
Kceedingiy beautiful one. The marginal parts show

[Mjlarisation colours in three sectors, indicating the presence
nf right- or left-handed quartz. The alternate sectors, how-
ver, show a natural violet colour, which is the distinctive

ature of most amethysts: hence the name; and in the
ntral part of the plate these sectors exhibit the beau-
ful laminated twinning effect, under crossed Nicols a
'licate slate-coloured line marking the junction of each

l)air of right and left laminae, each lamina itself appearing
a^ a thin white band bordered by traces of spectra. On

';.iiiiii; ill' .inalysing Nicol the laminae exhibit the most
iiiiiiiil h m1 - of greys and browns, with delicate linings

iii rose and other tints. This central i)art of tho plate,

moreover, is unique among quartz cry--tals in ixhihiiint^ a
normal uniaxial interference figure in convergent polarised
lii;lii, iliai is, with the black cross complete to the centre.

I luis \\v inlitnate lamellar twinning of the two varieties
of quarl/ in anif^thyst results in the production of a crystal
whii li sinuilai'S holohedral trigonal symmetry, and is

app.'ui ntl\- o])ii(ally inactive, the optical activity of the
Ifi-.'.

. r-( la-
. pail- of variftifs hcint^ mutrallsod by their

intinial'' M.iidini^. .Aini't li vsl , tll<'i'cf()r'', i- n'lt n rnso of
Irn- iiplit.-il iii:irli\-il\-, liut of nn'i-lianii-.ii^ ' ilni-allv

proiln.- (1 p,i ml,, mi.m livilN". Il Is thus ai :;! illus-

iiioii on :' i- of ill- still inori' inliniaN' 1. landing
ni'Mo-, .:;

1 ,iil,niii roscopil' lamina' of llif two
'^aii'iji-, in 111- il.si.nii.,, I<iio\\n |.i ili. mi^t-, .as

pseudo-racemic compounds, a large number of which have
been studied by Kipping and Pope. In many of these cases
the blending of the two varieties by regular intercalation
and alternation of the two varieties, one within the other,
is -so intimate that the laminae approach the molecular
dimensions in thinness. It is easy to see that if the
approach be continued until this fascinating region of
molecular forces be penetrated—for we know that within
four or five molecular diameters these intermolecular forces
come info play—chemical allinity will be developed with
the production of a molecular compound—a racemic com-
pound—of the two varieties, the individuality of each
variety being no longer preserved, but a new compound,
due to the double molecule, being produced and crystallo-
graphically developed according to its own crystalline form.
The investigation of the twinning of quartz, as seen in

its most beautiful development in amethyst, has thus
enabled us to elucidate some of the most interesting and
complicated phenomena of optical rotation and of chemical
crystallography.

'

THE VALUE OF BIRDS TO MAN.''

WEGETATION is the prime requisite for the perpetuity
of all other forms of life upon the earth. The

greatest known enemy to vegetation is insect life, while
bird life, by virtue of its predominating insect diet, wields
a most important balance of power against the ravages
of this the chief pest of vegetation.

The number of insect species is greater by far than that

of the species of all other living creatures combined. The
voracity of insect life is as astonishing as its power of

reproduction. Many caterpillars consume twice their

weight in leaves per day, which corresponds to a horse
eating daily a ton of hay.

The development of young birds is so rapid, and the

demand upon the vitality of older ones so great, that an
enormous amount of food is necessary to sustain the vital

processes. Digestion is exceedingly rapid in birds ; and
they feed for the most part throughout the day, especially

when rearing young. The number of insects daily passed

into the insatiable maws of the nestlings during this period

almost exceeds belief. But the most valuable services of

the adult bird are rendered when it is feeding in winter

or early spring, for then 't destroys countless numbers of

insects in the embryo state, and thus prevents myriads of

depredators from coming forth. Grave and far-reaching

results invariably follow the suppression of this perennial

regulative influence which is exerted by birds individually

everywhere as a check on insect life.

Forest trees have their natural insect foes, to whirli lh.\

give food and shelter ; and these insects in turn havi- tlnii

natural enemies among the birds, to which the tree also

gives food and shelter. Birds are not only essential to the

well-being of the tree, but the tree is necessary to tlie lifi^

of the bird. It is because of this most delicate adjustment

between the tree, the insect, and the bird that Mr. I'lank

M. Chapman's statement " that it can be clearlv d' mon-
strated that if we should lose our birds we should also losr

our forests," must be regarded as profoundly true, (^dl

the bird in the orchard an evil if you will. But it is a

necessary evil, and the fruit-grower must m.dce up his

mind to pay the bird its wages, even thom^li .it lim. s they

may seem exorbitant.

Each season, until hay-making commences, the er.iss

offers cover and shelter for the nests of such birds .is tr d

on the ground. The fields also provide food for hinK, and

for the insects on which birds feed. Wii. re the liinls of

the field are undisturbed they tend to hold the ijr.iss

insects in check. On the other hand, when llie numliers

of birds in th.' field are, for any reason, insulTM i. nt, tli.'

insects increas,

Witlioiii l.'ds gra.ss could not be thrown. Tl'- .l,.\^ ol

a sin ~ of beetle, if unchi dl

the ^i of our meadows, or ' d

1 The conrhi-Iiiii: !'•. tiirc. wliirti on
Of (|ii;iri/, docs not lotul itself to .ibbr.-.

Foiirn.ll of the Royal Society of .'\r|s (,l 1 '. i..ii.-, .; vv.ji. i.a., > . -i-

be con.sulled.
. .

3 From a paper read before the Hiilish Ilmpirc Natur.ilil^ .Avociation

on Decemlii^r i ty James Ruckl.-ind.

S8
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species of cut-wcuns might be suflficicnt to destroy all the

verdure above ground.

The destructive hubils of the small rodent:., which are

the natural prey of hawks and owls, are much the same
all the world round. Here in England—though on account
of their small size and secretive nabits they are often un-
discerned by man's dull eyes—they swarm in such numbers
in the fu;l(ls and hedgerows that the damage they do
must prove a steady drain on the resources of the farmer.

The number of small rodents eaten by the rapacious birds

is almost as remarkable in proportion to their size as is

the number of insects eaten by small insectivorous birds.

The young of hawks and owls remain a long time in

the nest, and require a great quantity of food. During
this period the resources of the parents must be taxed
excessively in the effort to satisfy the hunger cravings of

their offspring, and it is not to be wondered at if some
individuals are forced occasionally to snap up a chicken.

But what is the worth of the chicken, or of the young
pheasant, occasionally taken compared with the hundreds
of thousands of pounds' worth of damage that is wrought
in the orchards and fields by rodents that hawks and owls,

had they been spared, would have fed upon for the main-
tenance of their species?

The destruLtion of the white heron for its scapular
plumes has robbed half the world of a bird which is most
useful to man. Its loss to India and to China is most
serious. It never touches grain, but feeds solely near
water and over damp ground, the breeding-places of

innumerable batrachians, small crustaceans, and pestiferous

insects, all of which directly or indirectly injuriously affect

crops in the neighbourhood. The presence of the white
heron in the rice-fields, for instance, is distinctly beneficial

to the farmer, and rice is one of the most extensively
grown crops of India and of China.
Turning to Australia, it may be mentioned that the

slaughter of this and other wading birds for their plumage
is causing in that country a decline in its fish resources.

As these birds grow fewer in numbers, so do the

crustaceans that destroy the fish spawn increase in hosts.

The gull is a surface feeder. It may occasionally levy

toll on useful fish when they are indiscreet enough to come
to the surface of the water, but to say that they do
any appreciable injury to the fishery business is absurd.
On the other hand, the presence of the gull is essential

to man's health. While the bird fulfils many useful minor
offices, such as destroying larva? in land along the sea-

board, and in eating enemies of fish that are exposed
during low tide, its chief function in the economy of

nature is that of scavenger of the harbours and of the
littoral, just as vultures are the scavengers of the main-
land.

Birds, unquestionably, are one of man's greatest
possessions ; yet it is just the possession on which he often
sets the least vahie.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

London.—At the meeting of the Senate on December 13
an anonymous gift of 30,000/. was announced, to be
devoted to the erection at University College of the build-

ings for the new School of Architecture, resulting from the
amalgamation of the architectural department of University-

College and King's College. Any balance is to be used
for providing studios for the teaching of sculpture and the
rearrangement of the School of Fine Art and for the
Department of Applied Statistics, including the Laboratory
of Eugenics. The gift was accepted by the Senate with
cordial thanks. The frontage of the new building will be
towards Gower Street ; and it is expected that the new
building, together with the new chemical laboratories,
which will be to the north of the college, will much
improve the architectural effect of the college buildings.

Oxford.—The following lectures and practical courses,
in addition to those already noticed in Nature, have been
announced for next term, beginning on January 22, 1912.
In human anatomy, Prof. A. Thomson will lecture on
joints and the muscles which move them, and will give
special demonstrations. Demonstrations will also be given
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by Messrs. VVhitnall and Foster. Mr. Dodds«Parker wi

lecture on the thorax, and Mr. Uoyne on the human •-

In the d<?partmeni of comparative anatomy, Prof. 1

F.R.S., will lecture on the Echinodermata and <•-

ciples of zoology; Mr. E. S. Goodrich, F.R
general morphology of Vertebrata, Amphibia, K
Aves ; Mr. G. W. Smith, on elementary zoolu^y. n.
tical instruction will be given by the professor, aMtsted i

Messrs. Smith, Huxley, and Coventry. Dr. Jenkinson u
lecture on the embryology of Chordata and on regencrati*-

Prof. Gotch, F.R.S., will continue his general course

physiology, and will give advanced lectures on the e^

phenomena of nerve. Dr. Haldane, F.R.S., ai

Ramsden will lecture on subjects of the Final I

examination in physiology; and practical inst:

elementary and advanced, will be given by Dr. Scou, .

Vernon, Dr. Ramsden, and Dr. Douglas, together w:

the professor; the subjects sp<>cially d<»alt with !>*;:

histology, musrle and nerve, and physiological chemistrx

.

Prof. Sollas, P'.R.S., will give a general rour«^ <

geology, and will lecture specially on the

Europe. Mr. Vaughan will lecture on pala^i

evolution. Prof. Vines, F.R.S., will give <..,ui^-.^

botany for students of forestry and agriculture respective

!

and a preliminary course for elementarj' students. F'r.

tical instruction at the Botanic Garden will be given ;

Dr. Church and Mr. Hiley. Prof. Somerville, F.R.^
will lecture on the principles of agriculture and on for-

botany, Mr. Curtler on the history and economics of ag:

culture, and Mr. Morison on agricultural chemistry. Prt

Odling, F.R.S., will lecture on organic chemistry : u:

acid and products; Dr. Watts on organic chemistr

terpenes and camphors. Mr. Marsh will continue !

course on the history of chemical theory-, and Mr. Fish

will lecture on the subjects of the Preliminary' examinat:

in chemistry. Dr. Baker, F.R.S., will lecture at Chr:

Church on the chemistry of the metals. Prof. Bowma:)
and Mr. Barker will lecture and give practical instruction

on elementary crystallography and mineralogy.

Lectures will be given and practical work conducted
geography by Prof. Herbertson, Mr. Beckit, M:
MacMunn, and Mr. Crawford. Dr. Grundy will lecture o :

the historical geography of Greece, and Mr. Munro on thr -

of Canada. Mr. Mackenzie will give advanced instruct:

in surveying. Mr. Knowles will superintend instruction

physical anthropology, Dr. Schuster will lecture o..

statistical methods in anthropometry-, Mr. H. Balfour on

comparative technology, and Mr. Marett on social anthro-

pology. Sir W. Schlich, F.R.S., will lecture on for>

valuation and forest management, Mr. Caccia on syl.

culture and forest protection, and Mr. Grosvenor on for

zoology.

Dr. A. D. Imms, professor of biolog}-. University of

Allahabad, has been appointed forest zoologist to t'

Government of India, Forest Research Institute. De!
Dun, United Provinces.

Prof. Henri Bergson, professor of philosophy of i'

Collie de France, has accepted the invitation of th"

Senatus Academicus of the L'niversit>' of Edinburgh to be

Gifford lecturer from October, 1913, to October, 1915.

It is announced in Science that formal distribution 1

been made of the California property of the late Mr. D. U.

Mills. Among other bequests we notice the following :

—

the American Museum of Natural History, 20,000/. ; the

New York Botanical Garden, lo.oool. ; and the American
Geographical Society, 5000Z.

A NOTE in Science states that the registration of students

in several of the larger universities is reported to be 3«

follows:—Columbia, 7429; Chicago, 6466; Mii-

5965; Wisconsin, 5538; Pennsylvania. 5389: M
5381; Cornell, 5104; Illinois, 5118; Harvard, su*'^ •

Nebraska, 4624; California, 3450; and Missouri, 3141.

Ths council of Bedford College for Women (University

of London) has received donations and promises to

the building fund amounting to 8285/. This leaves

only 1715I. to be collected to enable the college to

claim the additional grant of io,ooof. promised by the

London County Council when the fund reaches 6o,oool.
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I he council urgentlv appeals for this balance of 1715'- on

he further ground that if it is obtained before January i,

I0I2, Sir Francis Trippel has undertaken to raise the

remaining 30,000!., which will complete the building and

endowment scheme.

We learn from the annual report and statement of

accounts for the year 1910-11 of the Livingstone College

that it has been decided to inaugurate a Livingstone

Centenary Fund in connection with the centenary of the

birth of Dr. Livingstone, to take place in 1913. It is pro-

posed to devote the fund to the paying off of the mortgage

on the property, the carrying out of certain important

improvements in the college premises, and the raising of

an endowment. Livingstone College, it will be remem-
bered, was instituted with the object of preparing

missionaries and providing them with an elementary medical

training.

The fourth annual dinner of old students was held on

December 13 in the new Imperial College Union in Prince

Consort Road, this being the first occasion on which the

new club has been used for such a purpose. Sir Alexander

Pedler, president of the Old Students Association, pre-

sided, and Mr. J. A. Pease, the President of the Board of

Hducation, was the guest of the evening. In proposing

the toast of " The College," Mr. Pease referred to the

large number of students who have passed through the

college, many of whom are occupying positions as chemists,

geologists, engineers, and Government officials, and are

doing excellent work. Prof. \V. W. Watts, in responding,

referred to the relationship between the Royal College of

Science, the Royal School of Mines, and the City and
Guilds College under the new organisation, and expressed

the hope that each will retain its individuality. Prof.

Dalby, Dean of the City and Guilds College, proposed the

toast of " The Old Students Association," to which the

chairman replied. The guests included the Rt. Hon.
A. H. D. Acland, Sir Alfred Keogh, Sir Arthur Church,

and Prof. Cox.

In his annual report for the year ending on June 30
last. President Butler, of Columbia University, in New
York, summarises the benefactions received during the

year by the University over which he presides. The gifts,

legacies, and other receipts for designated purposes re-

ceived during the year amounted to 507,000/. Of this

great sum, 195,000/. was in partial payment of the legacy

of the late Mr. J. S. Kennedy, and 138,700/. in partial

payment of the legacy of the late Mr. G. Crocker. Toward
the erection of the philosophy building 33,000/. was re-

ceived from an anonymous donor. Other anonymous gifts

of 20,000/. and 11,000/. were received. Including the gifts

to Barnard College and to Teachers College, both of

which are associated with the University, the sum total

of benefactions for the year very nearly reached 600,000/.

'Ihe grand total of gifts in money alone made to the

several corporations included in the University during the

last ten years reaches 3,310,000/. As indicative of the

growth of the University during these ten years, it is

interesting to note that while in 1901 the number of pro-

fessors was 81, in 191 1 it has reached 177. In 1901 there

were 396 feathers of all grades, but during the present

year the number has been 721.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Geological Societv, December 6.— Prof. W. W. Watts,

I.R.S., presid''nt, in the chair.—Dr. T. F. Sibly : The
lulled inlier of Carboniferous Limestone at Upper Vobster
Somerset). The Upper Vobster inlier lies rather less than
mile to the ncrth of the main outcrop of the Carbon-

f'^rous Limestone of the Mendips. This inlier has been dis-

cted by quarrying operations. The northern and eastern
irtions are concealed by a covering of Lias, but its width
cm north to south is little, if at all, greater than 400

vnrds, while the east-and-west extent of the Carboniferous
Limestone is about iioo yards. The author has arrived at

Ihe following conclusions :—The inlier is a lenticular mass
f Carboniferous Limestone, grits, and shales, superimposed
pon the overfolded strata of the Coal Measures by thrust-
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movements. It comprises a northern limestone mass and
a southern limestone mass, separated by a grit-and-shale

mass. The beds of the grit-and-shale mass are in faulted

relation to the Carboniferous Limestone. On the northern
side, the adjacent beds of limestone represent part of the

Seminula zone ; on the southern side, the adjacent beds
belong to the lower Dibunophyllum zone. In the northern
limestone mass, Vobster Quarry exposes more than 500
feet of Seminula beds, overfolded towards the north-west.

In the southern limestone mass the strata are locally over-

folded northwards. The beds of the grit-and-shale mass
comprise quartzites assigned to the Millstone Grit. They
also include shales, with intercalated fine-grained sand-

stones. Possibly this mass includes the lowest beds of the

Coal Measures, in addition to a portion of the Millstone

Grit. In sections of Carboniferous Limestone, signs of the

stresses to which the strata have been subjected are evident.

The beds are often distorted, while slickensides and calcite-

veins are developed. The occurrence of a lamellibranch

fauna at the top of the Seminula zone is recorded.

—

J. Romanes : Geology of a part of Costa Rica. The part

of Costa Rica to the west of San Jos6 as far as the Pacific

coast is dealt with. San Jos6 is situated in a valley

sloping westwards, and drained by the Rio Grande and its

tributaries. The northern boundary of this valley is the

chain of recent volcanoes which rise from its floor, while

on the south the ground rises abruptly to form the Cerro
Candelaria. In this range of mountains are exposures of

limestone, marl, &c., together with igneous rocks. An
examination of exposures has failed to produce any Creta-

ceous fossils, while the occurrence of numbers of Balani

points to a Tertiary age for the beds. As this limestone

stretches across the Atlantic-Pacific watershed, it yields

evidence of an interoceanic connection in this area in

Tertiary times. Of the igneous rocks, the most interesting

feature is the presence of many boulders of monzonite,

indicating a plutonic mass in these mountains. The
surface of the valley is composed of a thick series of ande-

sitic lavas. On the Pacific coast at Barranca and Man-
zanilla fossiliferous Tertiary beds are described. These are

all marine ashes, and in the Manzanilla district appear to

rest unconformably on an older limestone formation. The
boulder-clays of Costa Rica are normal river deposits,

though, locally, landslides and spheroidal weathering have

played an important part.

Linnean Society, December 7.—Dr. D. H. Scott,

F.R.S., president, in the chair.—H. N. Dixon : Some
mosses of New Zealand. Several collectors had con-

tributed to this account, and specially referred to the mosses

sent by Mr. W. Gray from Mauriceville, Wairapa, North

Island, which were of the highest interest. A new genus

was named Tetraphidopsis, Broth, and Dixon.

Roval AsiioiiO''ic-l *«ociet»', December 8. — Dr.

F. W. Dyson, F.R.S., president, in ihf c h.iir. Miss

Winifred Gibson : The errors of ni< asunm.m- mi |)hoto-

graphic plates. Measures were madr with various cii. ma-

tions of the plate, and the results lump.u. >l. It \\a> in-

cluded that unless a preliminary series of measurements

were made, measures with four different orientations would

be required, as maintained by M. Loewy, in order to obtain

trustworthy results.—F. Hope Jones : The synchronome

astronomical regulator. The arrangement was exhibited

and described. it consists of a free pendulum with

detached gravity escapement, the impulse being given by a

lever falling upon a wheel pivoted at the bottom of the

pendulum, and reset by the " synchronome " remontoire

action. The ^rc is maintained constant by an inertia

device of Mr. Shortt.—H. H. Turner: The determination

of differential .'^tar places by photographic methods. The

selection was suggested of many consecutive regions of the

same declination and hour-angle on the same plate, with

considerable overlap. The present paper was restricted to

the consideration of systematic errors, the mam discussion

of final places being reserved for a future communication.

—Prof. Fowler showed photographs of the spectrum of

comet Brooks, taken by Mr. Slipher at the Lowell

Observatory, and of the spectrum of Mon hou^. \ comet.

—

A fine series of photographs were also shewn of comets

Brooks and Beljawsky. taken at the Khxlivial Observa-

tory, Egypt, bv Mr. Knox Shaw.—G. D. C Stokes: A
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rritical comparison of the overlapping section of the Oxford
and Potsdam Astrographic Catalogue. A number of plate*,

covering the richest region of the zone were wlertrd for

examination, and forty stars distributed all over thf over-

lapping area, but not too near the edges, were chosen.

'I'hese stars were between 8-5 mag. and 10 mag., so as to

be neither too bright nor too faint to give good images.
Two systems for obtaining the required solutions were
adopted and investigated, and the results compared, proper
motions b<'ing tftken into account. The author concluded
that the astrographic errors must be ascribed as much to

erroneous photographic places as to errors of meridian
catalogues. The errors in right ascension were smaller
than those in declination.

Koyal Anthropological Institute, December 13.—Jotin

Qray : A new porigraph. In recent years anthropologists

have come to ihe conclusion that one of the best methods !

of determining the racial afTinities and differences of two
|

skeletons is to compare the outlines of their skulls and
\

other bones. It is necessary that these outlines should be 1

exact orthographic projections, and for this reason photo-
{

graphs, taken by the ordinary camera, are unsuitable.
1

Various special instruments, known as " perigraphs," have I

been devised, chiefly by Continental anthropologists, for
j

drawing these outlines, among the best known of which
1

are those of Martin, of Zurich, and Klaatsch, of Breslau. i

Most of these instruments suffer from certain defects. A i

new design has been introduced in the two forms of the 1

p-rigraph, exhibited and described by Mr. Gray, in which !

advantage is taken of the well-known principle in
|

mechanism that every point in a plate moving parallel to i

itself describes exactly similar curves. The application of
j

is principle enables the outline to be drawn at one side
|

instead of under or over the skull, and the delicate adjust-
j

ments of tracer and pencil in the older instruments are
1

r -ndered unnecessary. By an ingenious application of the 1

stereoscopic principle, Mr. Gray is able in one form of his
|

instrument to draw contour lines, at any height, without i

touching the skull.

. Mathematical Society. December 14.— Dr. H. F. Baker,
president, in the chair.—J. \V. Nicholson :' The pressure
of radiation on a cylindrical obstacle.—H. Hilton :

H-^rniitian invariants of a canonical substitution.—E. \V.

Kobson : The fundamental lemma of the calculus of varia-
tii)ns and some related theorems.—\V. Burnside : The
outer isomorphisms of a group.—E. B. Stouffer : In-
variants of linear differential equations.—J. C. Fields : .\

mfthod of proving certain theorems relating to adjointness.

Cambridge.

Philosophical Society, November 27.—F, A. Potts: A
luw type of parasitism in the Polycha'ta. A new genus
of the polychaet worms, here named Parasitosyllis, was
found by Mr. Cyril Crossland at Zanzibar in 1902 as an
ectoparasite on other polycha^ts and nemertines. .Attach-
ment is effected by the permanently protracted pharynx,
lined by very thick chitinous layers which penetrate widely
into the host, becoming quite inseparable from its tissues.

The lumen of the pharynx is very restricted, probably only
.illow-ing the passage of fluids, absorbed by the pumping
action of the proventriculus.—C. Shearer, H. M. Fuchs,
I.. Doncaster, and J. Oray : The experimental hybridisa-
tion of echinoids. (i) General account of the experiments
(C. Shearer). (2) The chemical control of inheritance in

echinoid hybrids (H. M. Fuchs). The authors described
the results of experiments on the hybridisation of echinoids
conducted at Plymouth. From a study of the characters
of the late larva, which are much more definite than the
early characters used by previous investigators, they
showed that the inheritance of the parental characters in
the hybrids was strictly maternal. (3) Cytological observa-
tions of hybrid echinoid eggs (L. Doncaster and J.
Gray). Cross-fertilised eggs, Echinus acutiisxE. escu-
lentus, E. esculentusxE. acutus, and E. acutusxE.
miliaris, were examined in the early segmentation stages
to discover whether omission of chromosomes such as has
b"en described by Baltzer occurs in these crosses. In
E. esculentusxE. acutus the mitotic figures were quite
normal. In th'^ converse cross a varying number of
chromosomes swell up and develop vesicles in the late pro-
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phase stages. These vesicle* may be thrown ofT or p.ik <iii

attached to the chromouome ; when thrown off th<;.

frequently left on the outside of the spi-""- ""'

included in 'he daughter nuclei. Some
chromosomes which have produced vesi-

sequentiv divide and behave normally. In E. acului

fertilised by E. miliaris a similar but less regular nr<'

spicuous formation of vesicles takes ]>'.
'

Hemar : Note on the condensation of tr

certain aldehydes. Crystalline derivatives <i

have been prepared by the interaction of its aq;

tion with (a) formaldehyde, (6) glyoxylic acid.

glyoxal. Another derivative has been isolated as thf

of (d) the local heating of a layer of ether resting <

surface of an aqueous solution of tryptophane. Tli

an interesting relationship between the substances f

in the reactions (a), (6), and (d). Hydrolysis of the

aldehyde derivative and the action of heat on the gl;-

derivative result, in each case, in the format!"" •

compound isolated in the reaction (d). The ii

of the properties of these substances has shown '

.-Xdamkiewicz, or glyoxylic, reaction the substance esbenli.i

to the production of the violet colour is formaldehyde.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, I)ecemb<»r 4.—M. Armand r- •• -

in the chair.—H. Poincar^ : The theory of the

A study of the hypothesis deduced by Planck from hi-

of the law of radiation of black bodies. According :

theory, the elements to which the radiation of incami

solid bodies would be due could only acquire or lose th> ir

energy by abrupt steps. This theory could not be •ex-

pressed by differential equations ; and the autho: '

attempted to obtain the Planck law by other hyp'

with this limitation removed, but with negative re^.... ^
L. Lecornu : The balancing of motors. The problem of

balancing motors arranged as in aeroplanes is more difficult

than balancing a motor with parallel cylinders. It is

shown that the desired result can be theoretically obtained

by the addition of two or three auxiliary masses, fixed to

suitable points.

—

A. Laveran : Concerning Trypanosoma
rhodcsiense. A study of the trypanosome discovered in

Rhodesia by Stephens and Fantham. From the facts

described, particularly the observations which demonstrate
that an animal having acquired immunity for T.

gambiense is infected like a new animal by T. rhodesiense,

that the last trypanosome cannot be identified with

T. gambiense. Experiments are in progress having for

their object a similar comparison of T. rhodesiense with

T. brucei.—A. Miintx and E. Lain* : The proportion of

carbon dioxide in the air of the Antarctic regions. Samples
collected between latitudes 64° and 70° show a mean con-

tent of 2-05 parts of carbon dioxide per 10,000, the lowest

proportions occurring in the highest latitudes. These re-

searches, and those obtained some time ago in latitude

55°, in the neighbourhood of Cape Horn, afford a striking

confirmation of the views of Th. Schlcesing on the ex-

changes of carbon dioxide between sea water and air.—

j

M. Lannelongrue : Excavations at the hamlet of S^viac*^

near Montr(?al (Gers). Discovery of a big toe in broni

The excavations have disclosed some mosaics in a
state of preservation. Details are given of a bronze
which was found on the soil, and is remarkable for

vigour and anatomical exactness. It is surmised that

may be an ex-voto annexed to a statue in stone or marl
or it may be a fragment of an important bronze statue,;

M. Moureu was elected a member of the section of che

istry in the place of the late M. Troost.—MM. 8cl
masse and Javelle : A new comet discovered by
Schaumasse at the Obser\'atory of Nice, and observed
^•M Scbaum.Tso' and lavelle. This comet was found
November 30 with the bent 40-cm. equatorial, and' appes

as a circular nebulosity 3' to 3-5' diameter, with a bmi

defined nucleus of about the twelfth magnitude. T'

apparent positions are given for November 30 ami

December i.—E. M. AntoniadI : Observations of the

planet Jupiter in 191 1 with the 83-cm. equatorial of the

Observatory of Meudon. A detailed description of the

planet is accompanied with five illustrations of points of

interest.—H. Deslandres : Remarks on the preceding

communication and on the utilitv nf tHp nh*. rvation of the
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jjlanets. The similarity between the disturbances in the

atmosphere of Jupiter and the sun is pointed out, and also

I he importance of extending these observations to other

lanets.-—M. Tzitzeica : The R networks.—Maurice
Potron : Some properties of the linear substitutions with

Loetlicient? ^o and their application to the problems of

production and wages.—Louis Roy : Viscosit)' in the move-
ment of flexible membranes.—M. Girousse : The protec-

tion of installations with weak currents against disturb-

ances due to alternating currents. Supplementary to an
earlier note on the same subject. The limits between
which the electromotive force and frequency of the disturb-

ing current may be varied have been worked out.—A.

Guillet : The measurements of small displacements by
electrical means. The electrical method proposed is based
on the mutual induction of two circuits, and is of the same
order of delicacy as the micrometer screw or the optical

interference method.—H. Pecheux : The resistance and
thermoelectricity of tantalum. From the examination of

three wires of different purity, the conclusion is drawn
that the specific resistance and thermoelectric power of the

tantalum increased with the purity.—P. Vaillant : The
variations in the conductivity of a phosphorescent body
under the action of light.—J. Carvallo : The conductivity

of pure ether. By careful purification of the ether and the

glass apparatus, the electrical conductivity was reduced to

less than one-tenth that found by Schroder. Even this

figure is regarded by the author as too high, and he
'n->Hlci-s that it is itniinssihlc to stud\- coni()1i'ifl\ the con-

(lurtivity of Dure ether in glass vessels.—(irorgrs Meslin :

The use of doubly refracting prisms for obtaining inter-

ference fringes.—A. Lafay : The phenomenon of Magnus.
A study of the effect pi^oduced by a currenl of air (lii'i'cted

normally against a cylinder rotating with a V(r\ liigh

velocity.—.\ndr^ Brochet : Plotting the lines of ecjual

potential in an electrolyser.—Eugene Fouard : The
m-chanism of osmosis. The experiments described are not
in accord with the usual interpretation of the isotonic

coefficients of de \'rles, nor with the views of fiirard and
Henri.—G. Urbain and V . Bourion : Europous chloride.

Europic chloride, EuCl,, was first prepared in a pure state ;

this, reduced in a current of hydrogen at a temperature
between 400° C. and 450° C, givo^ the lower chloride
I-'uCl^, the prop-Arties of which are di'scribed.— P.

Gaubert : The indices of refraction of mixed liquid

crystals.—J. Tournois : The formation of embryos in the
hop bv the a tioTT of the pollen of hemp. Tt has been
fdund that tie tiosphere nf the hop roniniences to segment
iinil>r the action of Ivinp pollen. This development only
ai);!'-'!--, utifler favmiralile conditions of nutrition, and even
uii'ler I he Ite^i condilion^ the development is always limited,

'h. Qravier : Sexual dimorphism in the Capitellians.—
.'\. Vaissi&re ; The Opisthobranchs and the inarseniads
of ih'- Gulf of Tadjoiitnh. Fd. Chevreux : The aniphi-
piid- of tlv French Antanlic expi'dii ions.-— .\Tiecz\slaw

Oxner : Tin- b'ological anal\'-i< of a serir^s of experiments
concrniiie \\\( altaininenl of ~.xual maturity, i-egcii. ra-
tion, and inanition in I.iiirus ruhrr anrl I.. Inclcus. K.
Goupil : fxesearclies on .1 »; v/e)iM'i e\ I\()uxii.—Mile.
Robert : The influence of c.alciuni on ih' development and
min'tal con. position of A s[irrililliis iii^rr. Within the

mg. calcium) calciumlimits of .accuracy I'uiploved (,

doet not appear to have anv innuencc
"f ihi-- ruonlii.- M. Javillier and 1!.

iivl--I}'ii-^ah!e lo tlie form.alion of
I /',<,'///»> iiii^rr?—Raphael Dubois
Porvinquidre : The geology of tli
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THE SYNTHETIC COLOURING MATTERS.

The Chemistry of the Coal-tar Dyes. By Prof. I. W.
Fav. Pp. vi + 467. (London : Constable and Co.,

Ltd., 191 1.) Price 165. net.

THE rate of progress in the dyestuff industry is

admittedly far more rapid than in any other

branch of applied chemistry, and the advances made

durincT the past ten or fifteen years have effected an

. normous change in the whole aspect of the subject.

Vorv many dyestuffs of former importance have been

ihaiidoiifd or partially replaced, and hundreds of new

Ivcsiuffs have been introduced into commerce. New
nanu'acturing- processes have superseded older ones,

md considerable improvements have been made in the

methods of dyeing and printing. The majority of

these advances have been directed towards securing

a greater degree of fastness to washing, light, and

other agencies. Thus in cotton dyeing the want of

fastness of the earlier " substantive " or " salt " dye-

stuffs soon led to attempts to fix these colours after

dyeing, by various methods, such as by diazotisation

and combination with phenols, by coupling with diazo-

compounds, by treatment with formaldehyde, or by

fixation with salts of copper or chromium. The intro-

duction in 1894 of Vidal black, and the enormous exten-

sion of the group of " sulphide " dyestuffs which shortly

followed, provided the cotton dyer with a class of

cheap colouring matters of much greater fastness than

ihose of the "salt" class, which they therefore

largely replaced. Again, more recently the newly in-

troduced "vat" dyes of the anthracene and indigoid

classes, though at present expensive and difficult to

apply, bid fair eventually to supplant the "sulphide"

dyestuffs for those purposes, in which the highest

degree of fastness is of paramount importance, since

many members of this class cxliiliit a resistance to

light and washing surpassing that of any of the older

organic dyestuffs. On the theoretical side also con-

siderable progress must be recorded. The constitution

of many dyestuffs and dyestuff groups has been
ehiridalcd, the mechanism o' reactions has been

niidi r( d clearer, and our views as to the connection

of chemical structure with colour and dyeing proper-

ties have been extended.

In the presence of such rapid advances, existing

text-books soon become out of date, and in presenting

a n< \v work it should be the first aim of the author
to render an account of the subject from the most
modern point of view. This unfortunately Iia^ •,( .nci 1\

hcf-n acromplished in the work under review. The
author has apparently drawn his material chiefly from
the standard W'xi-hooks, to which indiid he gives full

acknow Irdgmcnt. Orii^inal sourc-^, -.111 li as the scien-

tific and technical journals or the patent lil( raturc, do
not seem to have been consult(>d to any consid<rable

extent. In consequence many important dvi vtniK and
even entire groups of dyestuffs escape mention, wliilst

undue space is devoted to the description of others that
are now obsolete, and for which a short historical re-

ference would have sufiir.d. 1 Inis, among the azo-
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dyestuffs we find no account of those derived from
pyrazolone, comprising the light-resisting dyes—tartra-
zine, fast light yellow, &c. ; nor of the more recent

chrome-azo colours obtained from orthoamidophenols
and orthoamidonaphthols ; nor of the valuable class

of substantive dyestuffs derived from the 2:5: 7-amido-

naphtholsulphonic acid. The very important group of

anthracene vat dyestuffs, of which indanthrene blue is

the typical representative, is also not mentioned

;

whilst thioindigo red and thioindigo scarlet are the

only vat dyestuffs of the indigoid class which are

described.

Even amongst the older dyes .we note some curious

omissions. Thus no reference is made to the thiazol

class, which includes primuline, chloramine yellow,

and thioflavine, though this group still retains its

importance. Again, the stilbene condensation, by

which curcumine yellow and the mikado oranges are

produced, is only referred to in connection with the

preparation of diamidostilbene disulphonic acid,

whilst the reactions for the formation of this sub-

stance are represented in a manner now proved

by recent investigations to be erroneous. In describ-

ing the synthetical methods for the manufacture of

indigo, no reference is made to the technically im-

portant modification of Heumann's process employed

by the Farbwerke Hoechst, which consists in adding

sodium amide to the phenylglycine melt. Moreover,

the starting point in the Sandmeyer synthesis is not

chloral and hydroxylamine but diphenylurea.

In regard to the more theoretical aspects of the sub-

ject, we miss any full discussion of the relationship

of constitution to colour, beyond the older views of

Witt. Paraquinonoid and orthoquinonoid formulae

are frequently used indiscriminately and without ex-

planation. Thus, whilst the paraquinonoid formula

is given to Lauth's violet, its tetramethyl derivative,

methylene blue, is represented on the same page by

an orthoquinonoid structure. Similarly, in the general

classification of the dyestuffs only paraquinonoid types

are given, whilst in the general text the dyes of the

azine, oxazine, and thiazine classes are mostly repre-

sented by orthoquinonoid formulae. The structure

assigned to quinoline yellow is the old quinophthalone

constitution now abandoned for the indanedione

formula. Chrysophenine is a diethylether of brilliant

yellow, and does not contain a free hydroxyl group

as formerly supposed and here represented. The fast-

ness to alkalis of the dyestuffs of the patent-blue class

cannot be due to the suggested intramolecular linkage

of the ortho-sulphonic group, since a similar effect is

produced by halogen atoms, or even by methyl groups

when present in the same position.

Apart from the above defects, which perhaps arc

more serious from the point of view of the teihnologist

than for the general chemical student, the subject is

presented in an interesting and readable form, which

should render the volume of utilitv. The printing of

the text and formulae is unusually ilear, and for a

work of this kind fairly free from errors.

The dedication of a whole chapter to the "seven

food colours" permitted by the I nii. d States Govern-

ment, appears somewhat a waste ut space even for

American readers. Arthuh G. Grekn.

K
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CONSTRUCTIVE BIOLOGY.

Some Neglected Factors in Evolution: an Essay in

Constructive Biology. By H. M. Bernard. Edited

by Matilda Bernard. Pp. xxi + 489. (New York

and I.ondon : G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1911.) Price

I2S. 6d. net.

MANY who know the late Mr. Bernard's work

in other fields—notably on Madreporarian

v,)i;ils, the .Vpodidae, the Galeodidae, and the retina-

will be interested in this essay in constructive biology.

Mr. Bernard was marked by a resolute independence

of thouf^ht, and this quality, strengthened by his

mathematical and philosophical training, is conspicu-

ous in the book before us, a posthumous work, very

carefully edited.

The first part of the volume is an exposition of the

])rotomitomic theory, according to which what arc

called "cells" are merely form-features of some

deeper underlying texture, namely, a fundamental

linin-chromatin network. In the retina of vertebrates

the author found a continuous network with the

nuclei at the nodes. He called this fundamental

reticulum in living substance, "the protomitomic

network." "The connecting filaments were seen

to be continuations of the filaments within the

nuclei, so that the latter appeared to be merely special

tangles of the filamentous network." In some tissues

a large amount of cytoplasmic matter is required for

their activities, and this tends to obscure the essential

reticular structure; in other tissues the filaments are

the most obvious structural elements. According to

Mr. Bernard's view, which is expounded in a tem-

perate, scholarly, and ingenious argument, the bio-

logical unit—both morphological and physiological

—

is not the cell, but a node in the reticular linin-

chromatin system, a stellate linin-chromatin mass from
which filaments radiate. By concentration of

chromidia {i.e. minute chromatin particles which occur

in the nodes of the linin network), rearrangement of

filaments, and progressive centripetal differentiation,

and the like, the first cells may have arisen. They are

like enlarged editions of the chromidial units, capable

of a larger "life."

This is not the sort of theory that can be called

right or wrong ; the question is whether it is useful

in the interpretation of cellular structure and function.

In a series of chapters the main conception—of a con-

tinuous filamentous system with nuclei distributed

as centres of functional activity—is cleverly used as a
key, not only in regard to structural details of

epidermis, nervous system, sense organs, and the like,

but also in regard to growth, cell-division, and even

heredity. We come at length to the idea that organ-

isms differ from one another in the pattern of their

protomitomic networks, which is like the morpho-
logical side of Haeckel's idea that organisms differ

from one another in the rhythm of their minutest

protoplasmic particles or plastidules. It is indeed a

fundamental biological conception that an organism is

an individualised persistence of a specific activity in-

separably associated with a specific structure.

In many of the cells that we are in the habit of

looking at we are bound to confess that we cannot see
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anything of the protomitomic system, and the descrip-

tions given by some of the most expert cytologists are

not in favour of the author's view, which is essential

to his whole theory, that the filaments of the nuclear

network are cotitittuous with the network of the cell-

bodv. The suggestion is made that the use of osmic

acid is to blame for the modern denial of the unity

of the reticulum. Apart from the idea of continuity,

it is possible to find in many recent researches some^

corroboration of the author's emphasis on the extra-
^

nuclear chromatin. We think, for instance, of the|

modern insistence, due ver>' largely to Richard Hert-^

wig, on the importance of the chromidial (i.e. extra-:

nuclear chromatin) apparatus in the cytoplasm. Or

we recall the " plastosomes " of Meves, elementary

structures in the cytoplasm, which are regarded as

the foundations or primordia of ontogenetic differen-

tiations.

The second part of the book contains the author's

theory of evolution. It is very interesting, character-

istically fresh and independent, but within the space

at our disposal we cannot do more than allude to three

of its outstanding features. The first is the idea of a

cosmic rhythm, which is akin to a suggestion that

Herbert Spencer made, but left undeveloped, that

"life on the earth has not progressed uniformly, but

in immense undulations." As Mr. Bernard expressed

it : " Organic life is seen advancing out of the dim

past upon a series of waves"; period succeeds

period, each with a higher unit
—"each evolutionary-

period can be described by the same formula, the

processes in all cases being essentially the same.

although the factors involved become increasingly

complex." The first period is that of the chromidial

unit, the second that of the cell unit, the third that

of the gastraeal unit, the fourth that of the annelidan

unit, the fifth that of man. One must remember, of

course, that even so far back as the Cambrian life

had got a long way past the simpler ex— ^^ ='^"':

of the annelidan unit.

The second outstanding feature is the author s con-

viction that the Darwinian theory accounts for detailed

adaptation rather than for great advances in type.

and that the production of new types is describable as

a kind of colony-formation. This was the lesson that

the author learned from his thirteen years of work on

corals. "The physical force of life" has had periodic

outbursts of growth leading to the production of

homogeneous aggregates, to repeated colony-forma-

tion, to "raisings of the level of life," to "altogether

new organisation." Many naturalists have pondered

over colony-formation, and we are not prepared to

accept the statement on p. 299, that "colonies are

regarded by them merely as accidental knots in the

evolutionary chain, of no value to the chain." We
feel sure, for instance, that the veteran zoologist of

Jena will heartily agree with the thesis which his

esteemed student has developed in chapter xvii., that

colony-formation is an essential factor in evolution.

What we miss, however, is a recognition of alternat-

ing periods of aggregation and integration.

The third distinctive feature in the etiology of this

book is the recognition of "a psychic element in life."

While " the assumption of a special ' vital force ' is a
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knot gratuitously tied in the tangled skein of physical

and psychical phenomena," and while the author

"would deprecate the assumption that the psyche has

mixed, in any way, as an integral factor in the

machinery of the building processes of the forms of

life, or in their daily workings as intricate mechan-

isms," yet he believes that the psyche has been able

to exert an influence on the working by either delaying

or hastening it. In this the psyche is like Driesch's
" Entelechy," which punctuates the transformations of

energy within the body.

THE SENSIBILITY OF THE ALIMENTARY
CANAL.

The Goulstonian Lectures on the Sensibility of the

Alimentary Canal. Delivered at the Royal College

of Physicians on March 14, 16, and 21, igii. By
Dr. Arthur F. Hertz. Pp. v + 8o. (London : Henry

Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 19 ii.) Price

55. net.

THE lectureship which was founded by the late

Dr. Goulston is annually awarded to one of the

newly elected fellows of the Royal College of

Physicians, and so forms a channel by means of

which a junior member of the medical profession may
make what has often proved to be the first of a valu-

able series of additions to physiological and patho-

logical progress. Dr. Hertz, however, to whom the

honour was awarded this year, is already well known
to his medical brethren, and has published many
papers on various subjects, as well as a book on

constipation. It is to him and his colleagues at

Guy's Hospital that we owe the work by means of

which the X-ray method has been rendered an aid in

medical, as it had been previously shown to be in

surgical, cases, and during recent months allusions

have been made in these columns to the value of

such research in elucidating the disorders of the

alimentary canal.

In the present volume, in which Dr. Hertz re-

publishes his lectures, he has, however, struck a new
note, and deals with the sensations arising from this

part of the body.

The martyr to dyspepsia needs no reminding how
insistent such sensations may be. The man in per-

fect health, however, is scarcely cognisant of the

existence of his internal organs. In pre-anacsthetic

days, surgeons discovered that the majority of the

internal structures of the body are insensitive to

touch ; they can be handled, and even cut or burnt

without causing any sensations. Dr. Hertz not only

confirms this by his careful experimental and clinical

observations, but has further shown that the alimen-

tary canal is, with the exception of the oesophagus
and the anal canal, also insensitive to sensations of

heat and cold. Contact with alcohol, however, applied

to any part gives rise to a subjective sensation of

warmth.
But, as already suggested in the mention of the

dyspeptic, pain is experienced; this sensation, which
is probably the most primitive of the senses, as it is

so important for protective purposes in the struggle

for existence can be elicited, but its only cause is
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tension or stretching, which in a milder degree is

also the cause of the sensation of fulness. If disease

spreads to, or the tension is exerted on, peritoneal

structures, the pain may become excruciating. This
sensibility varies in different people, and is most
marked in those with an irritable nervous system, as

in neurasthenia, hj^pochondriasis, and anaemia. But
when visceral pain or discomfort is present, all

people are alike in their inability to localise it accu-

rately. It is then that the so-called "referred pains"
come to the assistance of the physician. By this one

means that areas of skin and subjacent muscle related

to the same spinal segments that govern the viscera,

are the seat of discomfort, pain, and even of tender-

ness. This aspect of the subject has been taken up
especially by Dr. Henry Head, and it is quite pos-

sible to localise an internal disorder by a study of

the referred pain. The painful, tender patch may not

always be in the immediate vicinity of the affected

organ, for in growth the skin area, and the in-

ternal viscus which send their messages to the same
segment of the spinal cord may become widely

separated ; for instance, the association of liver trouble

and shoulder pain is familiar even to the non-medical

reader.

The alimentary canal, though destitute of any true

tactile sense, is endowed with certain sensations pecu-

liar to itself, namely, hunger and thirst. These two
sensations do not run quite on all fours with each

other, and of them Dr. Hertz refers to hunger only.

This consists not only in a general sensation of malaise,

but a local sense of abdominal emptiness. Dr. Hertz

believes that the latter is produced by the motor

activity of the stomach and intestines during fasting

;

and this affects consciousness partly because the action

is excessive, and partly because the central nervous

system is over-excitable in this condition.

The brochure of which we have attempted this brief

and imperfect summary will amply repay careful

perusal, and hearty congratulations are due to its

author, not only for his accurate and well-devised

experimental work and observations, but also for the

lucid and interesting way in which he has presented

them. W. D. H.

A NEW PRIMER OF PSYCHOLOGY.
The Essentials of Psychology. By Prof. W. B. Pills-

burv. Pp. xi + 362. (New York: The Macmillan

Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 191 1.)

Price 55. 6d. net.

THE task of writing a good elementary text-book

on any science is notoriously arduous, and this

is especially the case with so difficult a subject as

that of psychology. The ideal writer of such a book

would be one whose power of taking a broad and

unbiassed view of his subject was guaranteed by a

thoroughly sound previous training in mathematics,

physiology, and philosophy (metaphysics, logic, ethics,

&c.), every one of which sciences is absolutely essential

to a competent knowledge of psychology in its full

extent at the present day. A writer falling short of this

ideal is likely to betray the fact by an im. \. mu'ss, more

or less pronounced, in his treatment ul dilti-ront parts
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of the subject. In the case of the present book the

unevenness. though not entirely absent, is scarcely

apparent. It fakes the form of slight inad«!quacy on

the mat! ' side, appearing in the brief nnd not

entirely <iinR account of the measurement of

seoiiation intonsiiies, and more prominently in the

long and otherwise excellent chapter on "The Inter-

relations of Mental Function,'* where the important

method of correlation now in general use for the

measurement of these interrelations is not mentioned,

and is only referred to indirectly by the quotation, in

one sentence, of a research somewhat out of date

and certainly not representative.

In other respects, Prof. Pillsbury has written an

exceptionally useful and effective book, for which one

can safely predict a high degree of popularity among
students. The earlier chapters are devoted to a very

interesting analysis of the general characteristics of

consciousness, such as attention, retention, and asso-

ciation, and the descriptions of perception, memory,
reasoning, &c., are all based upon this earlier account,

and form the later chapters of the book. The dis-

cussions of attention, memory, and imagination,

reasoning and work, fatigue and sleep, are exception-

ally good, and sum up concisely a great many of the

results of modem experimental work on these topics.

Perception is not so well done. It is surely incorrect

to say that "perceptions always involve centrally

aroused sensations or memories, as well as sensa-

tions " (p. 157). Evidence from pathology and animal
psychology makes dead against this view. Inherited

structure of the nervous system, as Prof. Stout sug-

gests, " explains " the function better in such cases,

and even in normal human psychology these addi-

tional mental images and ideas are largely mythical

and unidentifiable by introspection.

Another small point : in the chapter on cutaneous
sensations no mention is made of the distinctness of

sensatk>ns of warmth, coolness, and light touch from
those of heat, cold, and heavy touch respectively,

although this result, based upon the work of Drs.
Head, Rivers, and Sherren, is now three years old and
well authenticated. A reference to it would not have
conflicted with the elementary character of the book.
This is one instance among several of the tendency to

ignore important work done by English psychologists,

which is more pronounced than it might be in some
American and Continental writers.

At the end of each chapter of the book there is a
series of "exercises" in experimental introspection,

for which one is grateful. They add considerably to

its value for class-work. W. B.

NUMBER AND QUANTITY.
Grandeurs et Nomhres—Arithmdtique Ginirale. By

Prof. E. Dumont. Definitions et Propriet<5'S fonda-
mentales des Grandeurs g^om^triques et de leurs

Mesures; Nombres Naturels, Qualifies, Complexes,
Ternions et Quaternions. Pp. xvii + 275.
(Paris: A. Hermann et Fils, 191 1.) Price 10 francs.

T N mathematics, as in other affairs, a great move-
»- ment happens now and then which is a kind of
revolution; and whenever this occurs there is sure to
be a body of stalwart veterans, who refuse to budge
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from their old position, however untenable or worth-

less it may be.

M. Dumont 's book is an illustration of this familiar

fact. So far is he from accepting the modern view

of mathematical science that it stirs him to a pas

sionate revolt; he invokes the shades of the old

masters, from Archimedes down to Hamilton, an'i

denounces the logicians as conspiring to m.i'

matics a barren pastime, instead of the i:

of the natural philosopher.

In order to justify his protest, he has atu...,,.^^ .

give a theory based on the definition of a number n-

the ratio of two quantities. As might be expected

he constantly begs the question, and makes a variet-.

of tacit assumptions, far more complicated than t'

really necessary in applying mathematics to ph;.

phenomena. For instance, he says (p. 7), "To mu
tiply a quantity G by the number A, /A is to appi

to G the same treatment which, applied to A, product

A,." What is "the Same treatment"? G may L-

a length, and A, A, volumes or masses; how can "th-

same treatment " be defined without begging the whol'

question at issue? A little further on we read tha'

"it is not always possible to multiply a quantit;.

{grandeur) by a number, as we shall see in the theory

of quaternions." Here our Don Quixote betrays som--

sense of discomfort in his antiquated armour ; the reason

appears subsequently. Length is defined (p. ii.^

as " une grandeur lin^aire relative et orient^e . . . qu

se d^veloppe dans deux sens opposes, k partir d'un^

origine arbitraire, et dans une direction variable.

On p. 195 we read, "the ratio of two vectors or c
two angles, thus conceived, is called a quaternion c:

quaternary number"; after this it is not surprising

to find a treatment of quaternions quite needless!}

complex, with definitions stated as theorems, and
formulse of the most repellent kind ; moreover, we
have a separate chapter on "ternions," which are only

special cases of quaternions. To make confusion

worse confounded, the author writes (a, b denoting
vectors) ajh as the equivalent of b-'a, and calls it

" the ratio of a and b," w^hile a : b is the equivalent

of ab-', and is called " th^ quotient of a by h."

Almost immediately before this we read : " Quant k
ajh, on ^crira aussi volontiers a/b = b-'a que
ajb = ab-'"l
M. Dumont expressly denounces the views of hi?

distinguished countrj-men Jules Tannery and M.
Hadamard; they need no better justification than is

unconsciously given by this attempt to prove them
wrong. At the same time, some of us will partly

sympathise with M. Dumont, although entirely dis-

agreeing with his doctrine. It would indeed be

lamentable if mathematics w-ere to be entirely divorced

from its physical applications, and simply cultivated

as an intellectual game. Fortunately, there is no
reason to fear that this will ever be the case; elec-

trical theory atone will continue to attract many o:

the ablest mathematicians of the time. And however
fully we may admit that arithmetical analysis is in-

dependent of measurement, we cannot ignore the fact

that measurements must precede any physical theorj-

of a mathematical kind. Moreover, the data properly
belonging to any physical science are not themselves
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mathematical; the business of the mathematician (as

Kirchhoff and Pearson have so well pointed out) is to

provide, if possible, a descriptive scheme, such, for

instance, as the so-called " law " of gravitation and its

mathematical consequences, which reduces a complex
group of phenomena to an intelligible system. Any-
thing beyond this is metaphji-sics, and outside the

domain of ph}'sical science and mathematics as well.

G. B. M.

APPLICATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN
SCIENCE AND TECHNICS.

Angewandte Photographie in Wissenschaft und Tech-
nik. Edited by K. W. Wolf-Czapek. In vier Teilen.

Pp. xvi+ 100 + 37 plates; pp. 119 + 41 plates; pp.

95 + 42 plates; pp. 98 + 37 plates. (Berlin: Union
Deutsche Verlagsgesellschaft Zweigniederlassung
Berlin, 191 1.) Price 20 marks.

THERE is scarcely a science to-day wherein photo-

graphy is not employed in one form or another,

and even our industries make use of it in a host of

different ways. So universal has become the adoption

of this form of obtaining permanent records of things

living and inanimate that specialists have sprung up
in all directions who are able to bring to bear a great

amount of experience, not only in how to apply photo-

graphy to the particular case in question, but the most
appropriate apparatus and methods to be adopted to

secure the best results.

If, for instance, one wishes to launch out in the

domain of photomicrography the first step is to find

out what has been written on the subject, and then

secure a book which is recommended as containing

the best methods to be followed. Or, again, the

special field of photographing fast-moving objects, like

rifle bullets, is one that requires a good deal of atten-

tion before satisfactory results can be obtained. It

often happens that one wishes to tackle one branch
of photographic work which is outside the domain
of that to which one is accustomed, and hence there

follows an inquiry into the methods, special apparatus,

and material required.

Now the work under review is a veritable vade
incctim in this respect, for it deals, and deals exceed-

ingly well, with the application of photography in

practically every important aspect, both in science and
the technics. It is only natural that for such a volume
to be of value it must necessarily be the work of

numerous men, for no one man can have had experi-

ence in all the multitude of applications. Herr K. W.
Wolf-Czapek has done well therefore in gathering
round him a number of workers who are authorities

on the branches about which they write, and the result

is one that is eminently satisfactory. The book itself

contains 407 pages and 159 plates, with 470 illustra-

tions on them, so that the reader will at once
gather the fact that both methods and examples
are amply illustrated and described. The contents are

divided into four parts under general subheads,

namely (i) inorganic physical sciences, such as

physics, chemistry, astronomy, &c.
; (2) organic

physical sciences, such as botany, zoology, &c.
; (3)

technical science, such as photography applied to war,
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engineering press, &'C. ; and lastly (4) social problems,

as anthropology, criminal statistics, &c. The list of

coworkers is too numerous to be given here, but when
it is seen the reader can rest content that the text

was in good hands. It-is interesting to note that the

volume was inspired by the International Photographic

Exhibition held in Dresden in 1909, and that Herr
Wolf-Czapek took the opportunity to utilise the ex-

hibits as the groundwork for the volume.

In addition to a very carefully prepared table of

contents, a subject-index and a name-register, the

value of the work is considerably enhanced by the

large number of references to the literature of the

various subjects treated.

AGRICULTURE AND SOILS OF KENT,
SURREY, AND SUSSEX.

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries: a Report on the

Agriculture and Soils of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex.

By A. D. Hall, F.R.S., and Dr. E. J. Russell.

Pp. viii + 206+ 56 figures. (London : H.M.
Stationery Office, 191 1.) Price 2s. 6d.

A BRIEF introductory account is given of the

geological features of the area under considera-

tion. This is followed by a concise account of the

agriculture of the three counties as practised at the

present day, chief reference being made to the cultiva-

tion of hops and fruit, for which this part of England

is famous. Attention is also directed to the most

important breeds of live stock found in the districts,

the Southdown and Romney Marsh sheep receiving

special notice.

The latter portion of the report is devoted to the

authors' work upon the soils of the three counties.

This section contains a valuable record of analyses—

both mechanical and chemical—of the soils of the

different localities. Messrs. Hall and Russell have

taken the geological formations as a basis of work,

and find that the analyses of the soils upon each

formation exhibit certain common features which

mark them off from those of other formations.

By a careful study of the results, it is seen that the

mechanical analysis is, in a general way, indicative of

the power of the soil to grow particular crops success-

fully, and a knowledge of the character and proportion

of the component particles is frequently sufficient to

enable the expert to predict with certainty the suitability

of the soil to the cultivation of hops, fruit, roots, wheat,

and other cereals. The chemical analyses in many

instances also clearly indicate the need for particular

fertilisers, and practical recommendations are made

for the manuring of the various farm crops when

grown on land situated on the different geological

formations.

The authors modestly suggest that the report is

incomplete and fragmentary. It is, however, one of

the most valuable contributions made to the study

of soils in this country, and it is to be hoped that some

effort will be made to secure a continuance of similar

work in other areas and on an extended scale. We
should like to see the analysis of soils undertaken in

conjunction with carefully planned experiments upon

Ii, ,. ,1 fields from which the samples are drawn,
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the experiment* lo be continued on the Mine plot*

lor a period of not less than ten years. If this were

done at. say, 500 to 1000 centres, we venture to think

that a vast step forward would be made; the inter-

p, uion of ihr figures of soil'analysis would become

prtciso than it is at present, and the relationship

botw.tn soil texture and com|>osition and its produc-

tive power or capacity to grow crops would be more

clearly understood. J* P-

OUR BOOK SHELF.
An Accow ' ' Crustacea oj Horway. By Prof.

G. O. Is. i.-v. Vol. v., Copt'poda Har-

pacticoiiii. i
I'. 449 + 2S4 plates. (Bergen: Pub-

lished by the Ikrjjen Museum, 1890-191 1.)

By the publication of the concluding parts of vol. v.,

Prof. Sars has now provided us with the first adequate

account of the harpacticoid Copepoda. It was per-

haps natural that pelagic Copepoda should first attract

the attention of investigators, but many zoologists

still appear to think that such forms constitute the

principal representatives of the group. This is by no
means the case, but perhaps on account of this

erroneous impression, the llarpacticoida and other

bottom forms have been very much neglected.

An examination of the present volume at once sug-
gests that we still have much to learn of this interest-

mg assenitil.iL^i'. ihe author gives descriptions of no
fewer than .-'ii -p.rK s belonging to 99 genera, but at

the same time h. !• 11^ us in his preface that his latest

excursion in the summer of 1910 produced about forty

additional species, many of them new to science, and
most of them obtained in a single locality. This is

sufficient evidence that a great deal yet remains to

be done, and indeed it is only on the British coast, in

addition to that of Scandinavia, that the true bottom
forms have been seriously studied, in spite of their
considerable economic importance.

It is a matter of some satisfaction that countrymen
of our own are among the foremost authorities quoted
by Prof. Sars, but this is primarily an indication that
these particular forms have been little investigated
elsewhere. The abundant large-scale drawings which
illustrate each species afTord in themselves a most
trustworthy means of identification, and it is to be
hoped that with such a convenient book of reference
now available, a much more extended survey of the
types tivintr on the sea bottom will be attempted. \\V
conjLriatuI.itr the veteran author on the successful com-
pletion of anofhor volume, and the scientific public on
the steady ^mwth of this very valuable work.

W. A. CUNNINCTON.

TraiH de Chimic Ccndrale. By Prof. W. Nemst.
Ouvrage traduit sur la 6« Edition allemande par
Prof. A. Corvisy. Deuxi^me Partie, "Transforma-
tions de la Mati^re et de I'Energie." Pp. 422.
(Paris : A. Herman et Fils, 1912.) Price 10 francs.

The issue of the translation in two parts is to be
commended, for the original has grown to such an
extent in passing through its six editions that a
single volume would be of inconvenient dimensions.
It is only quite recently that an English version,
revised in accordance with the sixth German edition,
made its appearance, and was reviewed in these
columns. In these circumstances, it need onlv be
said in reference to the general character of the "book
that the translator's work in the second volume is of
the same high standard as that attained in vol. i.

With regard to the treatment of the subject-matter,
attention may be directed to the question of catalvsis.
In explanation of the general catalytic activitv of
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acids it is assumed, as usual, that the active agents

are the free hydrogen ions. It is true that many of

the older observations relating to the catalytic activity

of acids can be accounted for on this theory if certain

subsidiary hypotheses are accepted, but this apparent

harmony between theory and experiment vanishes as

soon as we leave the domain of aqueous solutions.

Recent work has indeed shown that the catalytic

activity of acids in non-ionising solvents is much
greater than in aqueous or other ionising media, and

this important fact cannot be reconciled with the

usual ionic explanatk>n of acid catalysis. In view of

the importance of the question, the lack of any r< t i
-

ence to such observations must be regarded a-» ..

serious omission in a treatise which, in so many other

respects, may be considered as efficiently revised in

accordance with the progress of physico-chemical

science.

In regard to the much-discussed question of the

nature of crystalline liquids, the author gives an excel-

lent short summary, but considers that none of the

theories advanced can be harmonised with experi-

mental observations.

Three short notes are added by the translator

dealing respectively with (i) the direct measurement of

osmotic pressure by Fouard's method; (2) the radio-

active elements ; and (3) the methods of measurinti

the number of molecules in the molecular volume.

Text-hook oj Mechanics. By Prof. L. A. Martin, jun.

Vol. iii., "Mechanics of .Materials." Pp. xiii + 229.

(New York : John VV^iley and Sons ; London : Chap-
man and Hall, Ltd., 191 1.) Price 1.50 dollars net.

The present volume forms the third of a series, the

first dealing with statics and the second with kine-

matics and kinetics, having been reviewed in Nature
of May 16, 1907, and February 6, 1908, respectively.

The author has not attempted to treat the mechanics
of materials exhaustively ; the matter includes simple

stresses and strains ; the strength and elasticity of

beams ; statically indeterminate beams ; struts and
columns ; torsion

;
general theorems of stress and

strain ; compound stresses ; the principle of work as

used in computing deflections.

The calculus has been used freely, and the impres-

sion is given to the reader that there has been a
straining after mathematical effect, instead of the

mathematics employed being made subordinate to the

clear expounding of the mechanical principles in-

volved. Illustrations have been taken, not because of

their practical importance, or of their service in

elucidating the subject, but because " they furnish

interesting applications of the calculus." We note

the very scanty use made of the ellipse of stress,

although by means of this method much shorter and
more readily comprehended solutions may be obtained

in many cases. The same straining after mathe-
matical effe_ct may be observed in the treatment of

thin cylindrical and spherical shells under internal

pressure. Methods of testing and experimental
results are almost absent, an omission which helps

to contribute to the air of unreality in the treatment.
Some minor blemishes occur ; in finding and using

a formula for the horse-power traflktnrtted by shafting,

the reader is not warned that the torque must be
uniform—a state of affairs which scarcely ever occurs.

The "dangerous section " of a beam is defined as that

at which maximum bending moment occurs ; this will

be the case in some instances, but a better and more
general definition would be that section which has
maximum stress. The book has clear diagrams, and
numerous, well-considered exercises for working out
are included, a point which will recommend the

volume to uiany students.
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The Photographic Annual, igii-12, Incorporating the

Figures, Facts, and Formulae of Photography: a
Guide to their Practical Use. Edited by A. D.
Godbold. Seventh edition. Fourtli year of pub-
lication. Pp. 293. (London : G. Routledge and
Sons, Ltd., and Dawbarn and Ward, Ltd. ; New-
York : Tennant and Ward ; Melbourne : Kodak
Australasia, Ltd., 191 1.) Price is. net.

L\ the compilation of this volume a new departure
has been made embodying considerable alterations

from previous issues. Thus, for example, the interest-

ing glossary has this year been omitted, and the editor

quite rightly thinks that by this means he avoids the

undue repetition of matter, and that reference can
easily be made to previous volumes by those who wish
to look up such matters. The book opens with the

usual series of articles on special topics, and in this

issue they relate to the subjects of aerial, flower, and
night photographs, together with picture-making by
the bromoil and oil processes, and hints for home
portraiture. All these contain very concise informa-
tion for those who wish to take up the subject, and
(.ich is well illustrated by series of excellent plates.

Mr. Griffith Brewer's fine photograph of St. Paul's
Cathedral, taken from the balloon "Vivien," on May
22, 1909, is reproduced.

Following tlusc articles is a series of coordinated
data which is always valuable and ready to hand.
Thus a list is given of classes for instruction in photo-
graphy, bibliography, railway companies' lantern

slides, federation lecturers, and lectures, &c., and the

formulae as recommended by the leading plate and
paper manufacturers. Pp. 163 to 291 are devoted to

the " Figures, Facts, and Formulae," which always
form the distinguishing feature of this annual ; this

section contains a mine of useful and up-to-date in-

form.ition, and should be available in every photo-
graphic studio. Those photographers who are not
acquainted with this annual, and their number cannot
now be man\', should undoubtedly examine the book
for themselves in order to form a better idea of the
ivcrvday information embodied in it.

Das Phytoplankton des Siisswassers mit besonderer
Bcriicksichtigung des Vierrvaldstdttersees. By
Prof. II. liiitlimann. Pp. 213 + xv plates. (Jena:
Gustav Fischer, 191 1.) Price 5 marks.

Tins volume is intended as a general summary of our
|)r<'sent knowledge of fresh-water phytoplankton, with
a passing reference to that which is found in the lake
of Lucerne. The first portion of the book, which
deals with the methods of collection, the apparatus
used for this purpose, and the quantitative estimation
of results, is exceedingly good. The remaining live-

sixths of the work (about 170 pages) is devoted to a
biological and systematic account of the constituents
of the pliytoplankton, and the treatment of the Flagel-
lata, Pcridinira-, and Myxophyceae, which is largely
basfd upon the recent work of Lemmermann, is also
very good. The account of Ceratiutn hirundinella
deserves special comment, as it is perhaps the most
complete that ha^ so far been written.

The diatoms are dealt with in a comprehensive way,
more I specially the plankton-species of the genus
Cycloi. 11,1, hut there is a strange omission of the genus
Surirfli.t, spirios of which aro constant plankton-units
in the lakc^ of \]v Hritish .anM .and in the large lakes
of Central Africa.

TlnTc is a l)rief nir-iuion of the Dosmidiaceae as
plaukton-constilin-iits, hul the author's i;vnopsis of

the i.M'nei-,-1 i, imt c|uitr arcuiat.' in (l.i;iil, A fuller

treaiiuent ol ihi- ^I'onp sliouM he iM\-eii In :in\' i^eiieral

work (le.alin^ with fresh-water plankton, a- there ,-if 1

[)ro)),ihlv more species ,au(l v,tri<"lies of destnids rx- ]
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clusively confined to the plankton than can be found
in any other group of green algae. Moreover, with
the exception of a few species of Surirella (omitted
in this work), the plankton-desmids are almost the
only known constituents which give the fresh-water
plankton a definite geographical character, and thus
save it from a monotonous cosmopolitanism.

In contrast to the brief treatment of the Desmidia-
ceas, there is a somewhat extended treatment of many
of the Protococcales, a considerable proportion of

which are only casual plankton-constituents.
The text-figures are quite good, but the plates are

not of a very high standard. The diatom plates are
the best, but the desmids, so poorly figured on plate v.,

are, with three exceptions, not those usually observed
even in the plankton-community of the lakes of

western Europe. G. S. West.

Peeps at the Heavens. By the Rev. J. Baikie. Pp.
96. (London : A. and C. Black, 191 1.) Price

is. 6d. net.

Mr. Baikie's "' Peeps " will, we have no doubt, lead

many young people to long for, and to ensure getting,

more than peeps into the wonderful phenomena he
describes so interestingly.

The order in which the sun, the moon, the planets,

and the extra-solar bodies are described is the usual
one, but Mr. Baikie has introduced an originality and
an attractiveness into the descriptions which are bound
to appeal to all those who are children in these

matters. In one or two places this has perhaps led

to slightly inaccurate word-pictures. For example,
on p. 58, he says, "I do not think that there is a

more lovely picture to be seen in all the heavens than

Saturn, with his three rings and his ten moons";
any beginner who looks at Saturn expecting to see

ten moons will probably be considerably disappointed.

The fourteen plates in the book add greatly to its

value, as do the constellation figures printed on the

inside covers, while the picture of the great comet
of 19 10 on the front cover adds to the book's attrac-

tiveness. Many of the plates are from original draw-

ings by Miss Constance Baikie, who must he con-

gratulated upon the manner in which she has used

colour and form to make pictures certain to attract

young readers. W. E. R.

Vergleichende Physiologie. By Prof. A. Putter. Pp.

viii + 721. (Jena: Gustav Fischer, 1911.) Price

17 marks.
Prof. Putter's book on "Comparative Physiology"

is not of the same ambitious character as the one

edited by Prof. Winterstein, which has recently been

noticed in these columns. It is nevertheless an ex-

tremelv useful book, and is packed full of informa-

tion. It is to be thorouglilv recomnieiuled as .a trust-

worthy and up-to-date* guide to iliosi* wlio .ue working

at this branch of scienc. In tarlchug a subject of

this nature, there are ol>\ iously two methods of dealing

with it. One nK^thod is to take the various groups

of the animal kingdom, .and describe the (unctions of

e,a(-h ; the otiier is to take physioloeir.il funclioiis ,as

tile main Iieadin^s .and deal with the variations hi

e.ach iiiel with in the different /ooloeical plnla. 'i'o

the |)h\sioloi;ist it is ohvaous that the latui" method

is thi' hesi, and it is ihe one Pr,.!, Putter has .idopted.

'I'iii' chapters are ihiielore iieaded protoplasm, iiiet.a-

boiisni, nutrition, n.'r\-ou< .aclivitv, and so forth.

W(> caiHiol help i-eniai-kine; how o\er\\heltriiiie ly

impoitant the applications of cluaiii-li-v to^ hioloeical

hleius is hecomine-. Oi-anic chemisti-\- ,atid

a liiiiie ph\ sidkieists 1(1 eluri-
proDlelUs

ph\-sical cheuii-l 1
\

(l.lle the phenol- life ill an e\-er-UHa-ea-ui

manner. 'I'he ^.e ; 1 of the present volume

ocinipied in d. iliuL; with tliese que-^tion

W. D. H.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,
[Tht Editor dots not hold himself responsiblt for opinions

txprtssed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond with the writers of. rejected

manustri'pts intended for this or any other part of NatUM.

No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

The Thames ValUy.

In th<? " Physical Geology and Geography of Great

Rritn'm." Sir A. Rnmwv rxpr#«*«#d •ome interesting

about til hetween

t of the '11 ling to

his \i.v., tltc Severn '...i.-' > • • •••h "one of

the oldest in the lowlands of "He considered

that the s«Tondary strata to ti nst of that river

originally drained into it, and that subsequent subsidence

altered their inclination to an eastward slope, causing the

waters to cut a new channel through the Oolites and Chalk

towards the cast, the direction in which the Thames flows

at present. This view, I believe, has never been favour-

ably entertained by other gi-ologists, owing to the absence

of corrolwrativc evidence of such a change in the dip of

thf" bods as Ramsay postulated.

Nevertheless, I venture to ask consideration for a feature

in the fauna of the Thames Valley which is difficult to

reconcile with the belief that the Thames always flowed

eastward. 1 have called it a feature ; I should have said,

luoro correctly, the absence of a faunal feature character-

istic of other eastward-flowing rivers in England.

In all the rivers between the Yorkshire Ouse and the

Norfolk Ouse is found that remarkable fish the burbot, or

eel-pout (Lota vulgaris), a creature remarkable not only

as being the only member of the Gadidae, or cod family,

known to inhabit fresh water (the North American
L. maculosa can be regarded only as a geographical

variant of the species), but also on account of its severely

restricted distribution in Great Britain. It seems fairly

safe to attribute the presence of this fish in the district

indicated to the former connection of these rivers—the

Trent, the Nen, the two rivers Ouse, &c.—with the great

Rhine system at a time when the North Sea was a vast

plain, through which these streams found their way to

join the mighty river on its course to the Arctic Ocean.
Ihe burbot, I believe, abounds in the Rhine at this day

;

if, as is commonly assumed, the Thames was ever a
tributary of the Rhine, why does it contain no burbot?
On the strength of a passage in Leonard Mascall's

" Booke of Fishing with Hooke and Line " (1590), I, in

common with many others, was led to believe that the
burbot did once inhabit the Thames ; but I think I can
now prove that we have been misled by a printer's or
writer's error.
" There is a kind of fish in Holand [not the kingdom

of Holland, but the south-eastern district of Lincolnshire]
in the fenne-- beside Peterborrow, which they call a
poult ; they b<> !ike in making and greatness to a whiting,
but of the cullour of the loch [loach] ; they come forth of
the fenne brookes into the rivers there about, as in

Wandsworth river there are many of them. . . . They are
taken in welles [eel-baskets] and at waters [weirs] like-

wise. They are a pleasant meate, and some do thinke they
would be as well in other rivers and running waters, as
Huntingdon, Ware and such like, if those waters were
replenished as they may be with small charge. They have
such a plentie in the fenne brookes, they feed their hogges
with them. If other rivers were stored with them, it would
be good for the commonwealth, as the Carpe which came
of late yeares into England. Thus much for the fenne poult.

"

Now it was easy to suppose that when Mascall wrote of
the " Wandsworth river " he meant the Wandle, which
joins the Thames at Wandsworth. But if the passage
above quoted be read carefully it appears clear that he
was treating only of rivers in the fen district, and that he
referred, not to "Wandsworth on the Thames, but Wans-
ford on the Nen, a few miles west of Peterborough. This
explains the difficulty of understanding how a vigorous and
prolific fish, once inhabiting the waters of the Thames
Valley, and not depending, like the salmon, upon free
access to the sea, could have totally disappeared within
300 years. The burbot never inhabited the Thames system,
a fact which seems to support Sir A. Ramsay's doctrine
that the Thames formed originally part of the Severn
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I system, with a grneral flow from ea«t to west, while th«
' basins of t and Yorkshire Ouse were connected

, with the I, m. Herbert Maxwru..
' .Monrciiti, \\ li^uwnshire, December 20.

The Inheritance of Mental Characters.

Sir H. Brvan Doskin (December 14, p. 310) thinks that

I am quibbling, and Dr. Rcid (ibid.) thinks that I am not

clear as to the nituation. I cannot .t • points.

Suffice it to say ihat my clearly defir.' was and
is to show, not that Prof. Pearson's st.-u'iii'.-ni quoted by

Dr. Reid was right, but that Dr. Rcid's condemnation of

it was wrong and misleading.

A real ditficulty appears to me to lie in the fact that

different p«?ople use different names for the same thing,

and the same name for different things. No so-called

character is more than a potentiality in the fertilised ovum.
The result of the action of the environment is to

'

successive stages in the development of these pot<

The potentialities, which are subject to variation-

be inherited, are, to me, the only true inborn ci

I gather from Dr. Reid's writings that this is sut.

his view.
All the characters quoted from Prof. Pearson

tures of acquired and inborn elements. If the torc-arin

were never used from birth, it would develop no more
than it does in a case of infantile paralysis. If any two
children were given precisely the same amount of exercise

and of other factors in the environment which influence

the development of the potentiality, the development in

each would be different. The histories of those remark-
able families, the Jukes and Zeros, which produced an
enormous number of criminals in a few generations, are

well known. Some of the criminal members did not have
the same educational environment as their parents. The
character dealt with in the fore-arm measurements does
not include the presence or absence of the limb. It is

development dependent upon a potentiality and a similar,

but not identical, environment. Conscientiousness, as
dealt with by Prof. Pearson, is development dependent
upon the same factors. If it is contended that variations

in the environment influence the character, I agree, but
in the sense implied here both characters are certainly

inherited in the same way.
Dr. Reid again quotes Prof. Pearson, this time as say-

ing that the characters with which he dealt were ** bred»
not created." I accept Dr. Reid's statement that the
meaning implied by " bred " is equivalent to inborn, and
by " created " acquired. Having made this quotation. Dr.
Reid asks: "Is potentiality meant here?" When I read
Prof. Pearsoii's Huxley lecture I certainly thought that it

was. " Geniality and probity and ability may be fostered,

indeed . . . but . , . their origin is deep>er down than
these things. They are bred, not created." Not only this

passage, but others, led me to believe that Prof. Pearson,
in saying that these characters are inherited, implied that
their origins, as distinct from acquirements, are inherited.

Leaving speculations as to Prof. Pearson's private

thoughts, and as to how he intended his public statements
to be interpreted, may I pursue a more profitable course
in asking Dr. Reid for enlightenment as to what he
means? Dr. Reid's last letter gives me the impression

—

I am very likely mistaken—that he considers educability,

as regards mental characters in man at any rate, as a
single potentiality for development, and that the kind of

stimulus or stimuli determines which, and to what extent,

characters will develop. Now, though I agree with Dr.
Reid that individual characters are less certainly inherited

than racial, I hold, and I think that he does so too, that

the former are the material from which natural selection

produces the latter. Unless each of the mental characters
is dependent upon a separate potentiality, we must con-
clude that a change took place whereby all the mental
potentialities were massed together ; for it is inconceivable
that the various adaptive instincts in the lower animals
could have evolved otherwise tlian separately. We are by
no means confined to pure instincts or to the lower animals.
It would doubtless be possible to teach a bulldog to point,

but it is certainly more difficult to teach bulldogs generally
to point than it is to teach pointers to point. It is also

usually more easy to bring a pointer of good ancestr>" to

a high state of efficiency with regard to his various and
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particular mental characters than one of bad ancestry,

and a very high state of efficiency is common only in dogs
well bred from the Field Trials point of view. These par-

ticular mental potentialities are just as much inborn

characters as the shape of the dog's head ; they are modified

by selection in precisely the same way, and are trans-

mitted, with variations, from parents to offspring.

If the existence of heritable variations in each particular

mental potentiality be accepted, the conclusion is practically

unavoidable that, as Prof. Pearson has suggested, the

majority of the lowest class of the population is inferior

in capacity for intellectual development to the majority of

the middle and upper classes. Favourable variations which
are inherited must generally result in a rise, unfavourable
in a fall in social position, and a fall to the lowest class

means a high mortality among the offspring. Moreover,
the upper and middle classes are subjected to continual

selection. A known period of selection has changed the

Jews from an extraordinarily militant, quarrelsome, and
bloodthirsty race to an undoubtedly peaceful, and probably
the most generally intellectual race in the world. Any
individual amongst them who continued to react to violence

by developing a violent temperament must certainly have
been eliminated, while survival depended upon a high
capacity for making other mental acquirements. The com-
parative brevity of the period during which selection lasted

suggests that mental potentialities respond, if anything,

more quickly to selection than do physical potentialities.

Glasgow, December i6. Ciurles Walker.

Theory of Complex Cartesian Coordinates.
.A RECENT number of the Proceedings of the London

Mathematical Society (vol. x., part iii.) contains a note of

mine on a theory of complex Cartesian coordinates, in

which the complex point (a+ di, b-j-ei, c+fi) is represented

by the segment AB joining the real point (a, b, c) to the

real point {a+ d, b+ e, c+f). Since its publication I have
learnt that the same theory has been discussed by Mr.
Eller\- W. Davis in the Nebraska Universitv Studies
(Linr, >-, I., 10).

I :! ••.riling now for two purposes. In the first place,

I wi-ii to express my regret that, not knowing of Mr.
D;ni-. < worlc, I mad(} no reference to it in my paper.
Secondis , the fact that two investigators have quite in-

dependently, and both after a study of v. Staudt, invented
the same representation of complex points, affords a pre-

sumption that it is a natural one. Personally, I believe

that many interesting facts will follow from further in-

vestigations in this field : it will never replace Staudt 's

projective theory, which is absolutely perfect so far as- it

gor-. liut it may help to make, the comprehension of

Staud!- work a little easier, and thus popularise one of
tl' ~i splendid works of mathematical genius.

.'i\<\ lii.i' piii-^ of Mr. Davis's paper were read
M :' \in< lii.iii .Mathematical Society (.April and
Noveinboi-, i^oj

; Nin . iiili'r, 1909) and the British Associa-
tion (August, ii)<i<ii. I i^^avi' a brief account of the theory
m\-^flf to the Mathematical Association at a previous date;
Iiut 1

'
,illy there is no question of priority in dispute. Probably

Mr. I ). a is, like myself, has been in possession of the elements
of ih' ih-oi-y for a long time. G. B. M.\riii:ws.

im M. iiai \'ic\v, Bangor, December 19.

Science and Literary Form.
1 lii ;^;i[) h'tvv.in the tprminology of commercial science

and the mdinarN ani'-iiiii'- nf l:inguage seems to be hope-
li'ssl-, w idcniii--. 'I h,' lojliiw int^ specimens arc culled at

ii»in till' rucount of \h.f o\iiil)iti(in (if the Physical
Miiiainid in '/'//c 'I'Idics TaiLiini i-riiig Supplement

or U(( 'iiilj'i- jm: " s\ n( hi I j-riip.', " " decremeter,"
" lumeter." '1 hi' v.umI " ^pi

1 iIi.hh t- r " is now consecrated
bv f,'vt-h,,nk> and 1 \iii b\ li-^i.-^lalion. All this givos oni-

ihink, -Ahi-n it is remembered how i.U' ful lli''

nliiii pidMii'rs in electrical develo]inii-iii - (Isi'l\iii,

Ma'-.'.'^ili, >\c.i wii" lo -I li-rt siiii.-iMi' (i-rni^. 'I'll" i|Uisii,,n

C\^i'P, pi |-^i~,U in iililriidinL; it-.i'll', in wlial f I:itiiin all tin-.

Stand i'l ihi \ ii '. that education can be based on a purely
SCieii!':|. ll\'nii!IU_;. J. L.

Canibridyi', I)iiiinl.)er 20.

The Weather of 1911.

The intf'resi" >-<- '( '^-- I'.duard l''ry in Nature
of Noveml)! r •. !• precisely by the other
question: W h , 1 cipitation occur in the
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European summer, 1911? I replied to this question,
asked by the editor of Ciel et Terre, by pointing to the
excessive rains of middle and northern China, Japan, and
the Philippine Islands in the same summer, 191 1. Indeed,
the rams of Baguio (Luzon), July 14-17, established a
record only comparable with the rains of Cherrapunji,
June 12-16, 1874. Baguio received in four days 2239 mm.

;

Cherrapunji in five days 2598 mm. More' comparisons
may be found in the Frankfurter Zeitung, December 8,
11., and, I hope, at an early date in Ciel et Terre. .Here
I emphasise the connection of these rains, especially in
Hondo and Luzon, with typhoons, proved clearly for the
latter island in the preliminary communication of P. ]osi
Coronas, assistant director of the Manila Observatory

:

"Three typhoons, which caused heavy floods in Luzon."

^^
In Nature of April 11, 1907, p. 560, I published a paper,

" Atmospheric Seesaw-phenomena and the Occurrence of
Typhoon Storms." I applied afterwards the law there
stated to the weather of the summer of 1907, being on the
Atlantic side of the earth extremely cool, in a paper,
" Klimaschwankungen und der thermisch-barometrische
Ausgleich," in the Meteorologische Zeitschrift, 1909, vii.,

PP- 331-2- Indeed, the formation of tropical cyclones
(typhoons) in that summer largely preponderated in the
great Pacifical focus of such storms. The same explanation
as for the cool summer of 1907 can, strange to say, be
employed for the dry and hot summer of 191 1. A difference
is only caused by the larger development of the Azores-
maximum of aerial pressure in 191 1. This development
made the Pacifical depressions arriving on the western side
of Canada travel more northerly than usual, and therefore
arrive in Europe on the more easterly coasts of Russia
instead of, as in 1907, on the coasts of western and central
Europe. To this also may be ascribed the occasional
excesses to nighu frost in central Europe during June and
August, 1911, July descending also to +2° C.
The development of the maximum was caused by a some-

what independent and contrary northerly precession of

subtropical conditions over Europe and of tropical con-
ditions over subtropical latitudes. These caused another
strange phenomenon of aerial pressure in Europe and also

in North America, namely, a retrograde motion of

depressions similar to the first part of tracks of tropical

cyclones, the phenomenon of " Zugstrasse VL," as I

designated it. I found this extremely rare phenomenon
over Europe in May, Juno, and September, 1910, October
and November, 1911, and over North America three times in

August, 1911. Its occurrence in Europe coincided with well-

developed " Hochwasses Tiefs." Conducting them quickly

westwards, and preventing them from pouring out plainly

their precipitations, it contributed to the relative dryness of

October and November, 1911. Wiliielm Krebs.
Grossflottbek (Holstcin), December 9.

Nature of Light emitted by Fireflies.

In Nature of Novi'in1)i'r 23 (vol. Iwwiii., p. in) there

is a letter from Messrs. Singh and Maidik on the nature

of the light of the firefly (Luciola), in which th.\v p port

the penetration of opaque substances by the i,i\- !rom

these insects to such an extent as to affect a pi

plate. Their results are essentially similar to

ported bv Muraoka (WiedcDiniiii's Aim. J. < '.'; a.

I'hysik, 1896, vol. ccxi v., pj). 7:,v-''^i :
Jouiii. ("..ll. Sri.,

Tokyo, 1S07, vol. i\., pp. i2()-39), an explanation ol which

has been givi 11 h\ Moli-. h (" Leuchtende Pflanzrn," ji na,

1904; Ri^poi-i, Sniilhsonian Institution, Washing^";. IV(\,

1905, pp. ;-', I I' 'I. 'I hi' vp.', (ral structure of tl
'

Lanipviid.i- li.i- I'li'M -iiidii'd -p' rtrophotogrnp'

Iv.-'S and Cohl'iii,' (Hullrlin of
']".'

W.ashin-'lon, D.C. loio, vol. x ')

\- Ivr- (/'//v.s/r,(/ h'r -1. - I'p-

I I ohliiK/ {I'hvsik,: ;//, loi 1, vol.

20 • aUo in Ciiri.I. ; .,1 i
.

x-!. \!!1;.,

srp.ir;ii

\\\., PP
pp. 355 I oi.

i;,.|oi'i' ali.'inpl :ii;; I'.a'l!.

Singh anil M.iidil,- uould il

and to r. Iir lo M.in-.dd'

von l.iidit
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whale's budx l)ii;in> hi

!.;tn(ratt' gases at an
astnundiiif* rate as soon as
the animal is dead, and
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tii.it till- tiiii- iirii|iiiiiii)ns

air .ilmiisi Ills!. IC\in

naturali-iv did imi al\\.i\s

takr ihi- I.u 1 iniii ciui-

sidi'iatinn and ihcii' di >-rii|i-

I i' :!- .ind I'l^uri-^ a r r

I 'ait tly fur tlu'ir in-

nl\ within a Vi i \

- lh.it tlu' ra|)idii\

\>> i I h w hirh cri.iri- in.-

cliaiiL;!' colour whrn killrd
h.i-. Imi II i;inir.ill\ rico^-
ni-cd, .md ii i> a nio-<i

u-u.d ihin;^- to find whales ' "" ''

di'MTihid in sciciuitir pajHTs
a^ "hlatk"' which arc luvcr black in life. By far the
j.;riattr nuiiih.r ol whaks ;ind dolphins have various
shades ol >lale ur grey on the u|ii)ir-])arts, and if

exposed to the sun for a few hours these portions
III! 11 1. t-hlack. Again, there is. in all cetaceans,

i.ition in colour .iiul form among individuals
~ line sjiecies. and whales from the same school

or "pod," may diller widely in proportions and general
colour. Some m.iy he loiii; and slendex, others short
ancl thick; one may have a lii^ht j.^rey hack and pure
white under-parls, while a second, tak.n from the
same herd, is dark slate above .md stronj^lv shaded
helow. Ouite naturally wIkmi these extreiiies came
under the notice of a man of science, who h.id, per-
K-ips, Seen but three or four whales in his entire
life, they were at once judg-ed to be representatives
of different species and j^iven new names. This
course^ can scarcely be condemned, for, under existing
conditions, it was almost the onlv one to be followed

;

but, although it did put on record many valuable
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in^ the Lir^:.

\ i/.. the spi
:

wh.ile, .md ii- -m.ili

rii'hi V, li.ili
,
or N'l .1

'

;.d v.ilu.

In ill. .Swend l""oyn, a Nor-

wi;^;an. mn-gun, which was
mounted on ilie bow uf a .Mnall steamer and fired an
iron h.ir|iotin liivin^ .in explosive head, or point, calb-d

the •• liomb."'

With the further di Aelopnient of the harjXM

-1 M.iu ;: i; . lit a ri:;;ie; ii iKi.e. japan.

new and great industry !j;rew u; .

'

the capture of w h.des knov
I "finners" in sufficient number to w.iir.iii -p.e ereciioni

j

of stations at certain points on the -bore, near th<

feeding-grounds of these anim.i.'- • ' ' -tkl

brought in, and the huge carca com-<
' mercial products. Instead of >.iv...^ ...... ^^ - :1 an(
b.ileen (the " w h.debone " of commerce") as was th<

I

case with the sperm and bowhead whales, which were

j

usually killed f.ir out at sea, it .Has possible also t<

' utilise the t1esh, bones, blood, &c. Previously thesi
whales had been little troubled by the men who huntet
in a small boat, and with a hand-harpoon and lance|
for the great speed of the animals in the water an<

;
their tendency to sink when killed caused them tc

I

be let alone by the early whalers ; moreover, theil

j

blubber was >o thin and the baleen so short an(
coarse, that, if these parts alone were utilised. th«

', animals were not worth the trouble of killing.

In a very few years after the harpoon-gun was
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perfected, stations had sprung
Norway in every available place,
lishcd on the American shores o
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up on the coasts of
and later were estab-
f the Atlantic. New-

1 k;. 2.— Drawing a Blue Whale upon the slip. Japan

foundlantl was the first cxtcnsix
Vincrican whalers,' .•ind duK- ;i |

-^ eighteen stations wire' in
i-l;i'!(l rind iti thr immediate
\icinil\-.

Ill' L^rcai success of the
Ni'i \. -i.-in methods at-
ii'.iciid X) much attention
ili.-ii -i;!ii()ns wrrf erected
ill cx'i r\ j)arl of the world
u li"!'.- <-<)iiditi(ins w e r e
f.i\()Ui;d)le in H r i t i s h
' (ilumln.i. soulh - eastern
\la-I<a, niTinuda, South
'^'11' riia, and the i-i;nids
<'l ill'' Aularclic ; on the
tea-,!-. (,!' japan, Korea,
•'^'I'i'a. and l\u^->ia. .\us-
li'.dia i-> soon to 1).- in\aded,
"id onl\- a f.-w months ui^'-o

'pany annonneed its

lor earr\ in^ on
'','" lii'ins on a lari^e sc;de
in 111.' Al.iilian Kland^, In
^' • /lal ind, liiimphaclc
wii.il- an^ h.'iny taken in
^^ "''- ii'-i->, anil s<', in nearl\
'•V(r\- part of ih,. ^.l,,l„- il,',.

"'ii'--iiii ,L;"oes on.
I'll'- lllimher of uli;des

''" dnrinp, a season
\-'n'_- LM-.ali\- xxiil, tile '

'' lii'^-
.

lait ,ai ,,n.' .d' ihr :

'^''' Island stations,
' '^'•i> lllere in l<,,iS,

killed in seven
I " a Mn;;K \s , ,

' \'' ! ei.
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e hunting-ijround for
w years ago as many
operation upon rh;it

one blu?whX^T"' ^'"2"^^* '" f^""- humpbacks,

Zf n n.r r V ^"u °."^ ^""^'- Thus it is obviousthat a naturalist who is fortunate enough to remain
for some time at one of
these shore-stations has be-
fore him wonderful oppor-
tunities.

Whales are such enormous
creatures that the ordinary
methods used in the studv
of other animals cannot be
applied to them. Instead of
liaving actual specimens
before him for comparison,
a naturalist must depend
almost entirely upon photo-
graphs, notes, measure-
ments, and descriptions.
I'ntil shore-whaling began
^uch data were rare and
most unsatisfactory. When
a whale is "cut in" as it

lies alongside a ship it is

never possible to se,- the
entire animal at once; it is

almost impossible to secure
photographs of real value
for compaiative work; even
measurements can be taken
only with difficulty, ,and
not without a lar,t;e' per-
centage of error. Ana-
tomical investigations ,ue
out of the question,
because, as soon as the

i)lubber has been stripped off, the carcase is turned
adrift.

By the establishment of shore-stations these diffi-

^lil Whale.

'"^-"'^ \vl> i!.s
I
cullies h.'i\-e liieii ejiminatrd. 'idle wh.ales ,arr usually

-
,

diawn entiie|\ out of the w.iler upon a Imiil; iiielined
.. ... u.,,.^ L..,J,

j

plaltorm eallid llie 'slip" wiien-. lie|i,ii' tlie blulibei-

I

is slripprd (ill. !li.\ can !'. nieasnied. pliolugtaplu'd,
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and described. A« they are bemg "cut in"

it is possible to make a fairly detailed study

0/ the fr«$h skeleton and other parts of the

anatomy- if the investigator is not afraid of blood and
jjrcnsc.

Moreover, the ffrcat number of whales of a single

species %vhich are taken facilitates in an unequalled

way the study of individual variation in colour. and
proportions, which evidently is greater among some
of the large cetaceans than in any other group of

mammals.
The opportunities for the observation and collection

of specimens given at the shore-stations, which are

located in widely separated parts of the world, has
made it possible to investigate the theory, advanced
some years ago, that most of the species of large

whales are cosmopolitan in distribution ; that is, that

the humpbacks found in the Atlantic dilTer in no
essential respects from those of the Pacific, and that

all belong to a single widespread species.

is a good tailor. From the deck the movements of the

whalcs can be easily seen and studied, and many
opportunities arc given to secure photographs of

living animals. Often such picfiirr5 show many
things that would otherwise have ^ i.

The directors of the shore-whali. nrsd

the managers of the stations have always ;

willing to assist in the study of the animals v.

:

>

the basis of their industry, and have gene:
allowed the use of their ships and statwns.

only this, but they have in many instances gone to

considerable trouble to secure specimens that could
be prepared and presented to museums for the pur-
pose of exhibition and osteological study. Thus thf

old saying that " It is an ill wind that blows good to

no one " applies very decidedly to the whaling in-

dustPi'. It is, however, deeply to be regrf'' ''"'t

the wholesale slaughter of whales will inevit.

in their early commercial extinction; but i;. Ne-

science is profiting by the opportunities given for the

study of these strange and interest-

ing animals.
Roy C. Andrews.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF
INDIAN WHEAT.'

Dr. F. W. True, assistant secretary of the Smith-
sonian Institution, published in 1904 a great work
entitled "The Whalebone Whales of the Western
North .'Atlantic," in which he discussed the relationship
of the Atlantic whales; this book was made possible
in its present complete form only by study at the
Newfoundland shore-stations. Other shorter papers,
too numerous to mention, which have greatly increased
our knowledge of these interesting anirnals, have
appeared within the last ten or fifteen years, many
of them illustrated with photographs of the whale's
described.

The Norwegian method of capture has also made
possible, and, in fact, comparatively easy, a study of
the habits of the large whales.
The ships which hunt from these shore-stations are

trim little vessels, about 90 or 100 feet in length, and
although they can scarcely be called comfortable, they
furnish a not uninviting home for a short stay, if one

NO. 2200, VOL. 88]

T^HE idea prevails that Indian
* wheats are weak and do not

behave well in milling; their chief

points of excellence are their gr«rat

dryness and, owing to the thinness
of the bran, the large proportion of

flour obtained from them when
milled. Mainly as the result of
trials, carried out by Messrs. Mac-
Dougal in 1882, the cultivation of

weak, soft white wheats for the pur-

pose of export has been consistently

advocated in India. Inquiry
amongst the natives has shown,
however, that a stronger t\-pe ol

wheat is preferred for their own
use.

During the past few years ih-

scientific selection and cultivation 01

these native strong wheats has been
carried out at the Agricultural Re-
search Institute, Pusa, on lines

similar to the experiments of Prof.

Biffen at Cambridge. The results

have established beyond doubt that

strong, free-milling wheats, but
little inferior, to Manitoba wheats,

can be grown at Pusa. The selected varieties have
been submitted to Mr. A. E. Humphries during each
of the last three years, and his report, which is

included in the bulletin, indicates that they possess
great potentialities as regards baking value. They
are particularly adapted for special treatment with
malt extract and yeast foods, behaving in this respect
as Manitoban good-grade whej^HJteroduced in a dry
season. ^^P
From the cultivator's point of view the yield of

a variety of wheat is of more importance than the
quality of its grain. Much attention has been paid
to this point at Pusa, and it has been established that

the limiting factors affecting yield in India are the
length of the growth period, the water supply, and,
particularly in dr\' districts, the strength of the straw.

J "The Milling and Baking Qaalities of Indian \Vheat." By Albert
Howarti and Gabri^lle L. C Howard. Bulletin No. 22. .^gricultun*
Research Institute, Pusa. Pritx 8d.
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It was at one time considered impossible to combine
high quaHty and high yield, but it has been shown
now, both at Cambridge and at Pusa, that this is not
the case. Half a dozen wheats have been bred at

Pusa which give high yields of both grain and straw.

The problem of producing strong wheats in India

suitable both for consumption in the country and for

export to England, and at the same time profitable

to the growers, is considered solved. Two short-

comings of the Indian wheats still await improvement.
These are want of standing power of the straw and
want of rust-resisting power.
At the same time, the producing power of the soil

at Pusa has been doubled by hot-weather cultivation

(see Nature, February 17, iqio), by moisture con-
servation, and by embanking with occasional green
manuring. In this way a yield of 40 bushels to the
acre has been produced without irrigation or manure.

It remains to be proved that the selected wheats
will do equally well in the farmers' hands in other
parts of India, and that the methods adopted at Pusa
eon be applied elsewhere. E. F. A.

MY TROPIC ISLE.^

'X*HIS book, which is beautifully illustrated by
^ appropriate photographs, as well as admirably

written, is quite above the normal type of its class.

within the area of tropical Australia. It was "an un-
polluted isle, without history, without any sort of
fame ... the most fascinating, the most desirable
on the coast of North Queensland," when permanent
settlement began on September 28, 1897.
The author landed on this tropic isle weighing a little

more than eight stone, and in a frail physical state,
yet "trees had to be felled and sawn into proper
lengths for piles. . . . With blistered and bleeding
hands, aching muscles, and stiff joints he persevered."
Whilst the house was being built they lived in tents

—

the "they" standing apparently vaguely, first for the
author and a few friends, then, it may be conjectured,
for a wife and children. Meanwhile, the Australian
blacks they had brought with them obtained fish from
the sea coast and killed scrub fowl and pigeons. Gaps
in the provender were filled up with tinned meat and
bread and jam. Later a small area of forest land and
a patch of jungle were cleared for the cultivation of
maize, sweet potatoes, and vegetables. Fruit-trees
were planted, and have since " been in the ascendant
to the detriment of other branches of cultural enter-
prise."

The gradual emergence of a fairly civilised and com-
fortable house, of a regularly supplied larder from the

wild gifts of nature, from farm and plantation, is

quite as fascinating as the opening chapters of

"Robinson Crusoe." Then we are made acquainted
with the other inhabitants of the isle, insects, such as
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departing nt tn- ...,,0. i.......K i.-i^idly jjarnered their

pri'V from ih«' rafters."

rhr chapter on "A Plain Man's Philosophy ''almost

recalls lo one tlu- musings of Prospcro on a somewhat
similar isle; that on •'Silenros" is worthy of R. L.

Stevenson; "His Majesty the Sun" brings home to

one the peculiar quality of the climate of northern

Australia, which makes that re^fion a country suited

to the rearinjsr of a white race, and therefore wholly

of fllverj- lavender iw rather »IIvm- shot with lav<>"i-^^ . -<

outlined with purple—and the great anemone i

If the finger is presented to any part of th-

becomes adherent ; or if the anemone is not in lh«

for food, it curls and shrinks away with a r>-|

demeanour. But the beautiful fish on the l-

retires within the many folds of its host, t-i

appearing, presently to peep out again sh>;. ..^ i.

intruder. It is almost as elusive as a sunbeam, and mo-
diflicult to catch, for if the anemone is disturbed it cor.

tracts its folds and shrinks away, off* i

ing inviolable sanctuary. If the fish t>

dissociated from its host, it soon dir-~

It cannot live apart, though tlv

anemone, as far as can be judged froi

outward appearances, endures tli'

separation without a pang.
" However, it is safe to assert th.

the association between the stoli '

anemone and the painted fish—only ;<

inch and a half long—is for the;-

mutual welfare, the fish attr.nrtir;,

microscopic fcKxl to its host. Sx\A v.
'

should one anemone greedily seize ;i 1,-;:

and another find pleasure in the com
panionship of one of the most beai)-

tiful and delicate of the tribe?
"

The account of the development
of the B.iiler shell (Melo or Cym-
bium) from "a few drops of trans-

lucent jelly—as free from earthly

•leaven as a dewdrop " to a very

large and capacious bowl-shaped
shell, emitting egg-clusters sixteen

inches long and twelve inches in

circumference is most interestingly

told. Other chapters of biological

value and great literary charm are

entitled "Some Curious Bivalves,"
" Barrier Reef Crabs," " Insect

Ways," "Swifts and Eaple«,"

"Socialistic Birds"; besides li ~

which describe Hamed, the p<

fishing .\rab of Jeddah, and the

black Australians with their super-^

stitions, their quaint ways anl^
dialect, their fine physical develof

ment and naive charm of manner.]

F !<;. 2—'E^ Cap.sulci of lUiier iUtU. iroiu My Tropii. Isle,

different from the economic conditions of tropical Asia
and Africa.

We are told much about sea-worms and sea-cucum-
bers, marvellous fish, so marvellous, in fact, that if

there were not photographic reproductions done from
the life to support the descriptions we might think
the latter overdrawn. Delightfully described are the
interdependent relations between the giant anemone
and the painted fish (Amphiprion).

'' The good fellowship between the daintv fish—re-
splendent in carmine, with a broad collar, and' waistband

NO. 2 200, VOL. 88]

yiXLARlA IN INDIA.

IT is usual to preach nowaday-
that plain speaking does mof'

harm than good ; but I have reason

to believe that some ver\- plain

statements which have appeared in

Nature and elsewhere on the sub-

ject of Indian medical research and
sanitation have had a converse

effect. It is now a great pleaure

to learn from the third number of

the quarterly publication of the

Government of India, called
Pahidism, that that Government has

set aside the sum of 500,000 rupees

(about 33,000/.) for an Iiidian

Fund to study medical and sanitary

No other Government possesses such

a magnificent opportunity to add to the common
stock of knowledge on such subjects. It rules

an immense population ; it draws a great revenue ; and
it is served by hundreds of well-trained medical

officers. We are not yet informed as to the details

of the allotment, but funds are the sinews of science

as of war, and the Indian Government will certainly

never regret the step it has taken.
For a number of years past increasingly good scien-

Research
problems
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tific medical work has been done in India, and the

number of Paludism referred to adds to it. Major
\V. H. Kenrick, special malaria officer, Central

Provinces, studies the effect of malaria on birth-rates

and death-rates—a difficult subject, which has been
considerably neglected,' though it lies at the basis of

prevention. He compares thirty-four healthy villages

possessing a spleen-rate of only 4 per cent, and a total

population of 19,064, with thirty-three " hyperendemic "

villages with a spleen-rate of 80 per cent, and a total

population of 10,825. The birth-rate in Britain is, I

understand, not much affected by season ; but in

healthy Indian villages it seems, curiously enough, to

be highest in October and November, which the author
attributes to increased frequency of conception after

the gathering of harvest in the first months of the

year. In malarious areas, however, these are also

the most feverish months, owing to the accumulated
effect of the untreated autumn infections, and the

result is that the most favourable conception period is

delayed until June-July and the corresponding maxi-
mum birth-rate until March-May. Yet the total birth-

rate is not much influenced, even by severe endemic
malaria, though it is much reduced by epidemic,

that is, exceptional malaria.

The reason for this probably lies in a consideration

discussed in section 31 of my book on the prevention

of malaria. In regions of high static (i.e. constant)

malaria-frequency, nearly all the children are rendered
comparatively immune at puberty, so that there should
be comparatively little sickness among the adults—
enough only, perhaps, to delay conception among the

women without stopping it entirely. But in epidemic
times the frequency of reinfections is sure to be so

enormous (see below) that the comparative immunity
will be overcome, and the sickness will suffice to reduce
as well as to retard the birth-rate.

It would be interesting to ascertain by such good
studies as those of Major Kenrick how far malaria
checks delivery as well as conception. Regarding the

death-rate, he finds that during the three years 1908,

1909, 1910, they were respectively 24, 22, 23, in the

thirty-four healthy villages, and 38, 32, 44 in the thirty-

three hyperendemic ones (plague and cholera being
absent in all), and concludes that malaria-frequency of

over 80 per cent, spleen-rate measure causes an in-

crease of from 10 to 15 per mille of total death-rate.

Nothing shows better the enormous anti-human effect

(as it may be called) of malaria in the tropics ; the

single disease, benign as it is, may cause a death-rate

nearly equal to the whole death-rate of London due
to all causes together.

Colonel J. R. Adie, special malaria officer, Punjab,
found Plasmodia in 38 out of 150 British soldiers at

Delhi Fort in November, 1910, and in 29 out of 71
children there. Yet all these were undergoing "pro-
phylactic quinine treatment " at the time. This con-
firms what Malcolm Watson and others have observed
elsewhere. In fact, I am beginning to believe that

quinine is of little use in regions of very high malaria-
frequency, for reasons to be given presently. It is

surprising that the military authorities have not tried

a more radical preventive measure at Delhi Fort long
before this, in preference to allowing such an expen-
sive article as a British soldier to be rotted by malaria
in this manner. Colonel Adie also gives a good
example of the errors of inadequate sampling. The
i.;o soldiers were examined in five successive batches
of thirtv each, and the percentages found infected were
respectively 10, 36, 36, 20. 23, the mean being 25 per

cent. Yet important conclusions, quite disregarding
such error, have been previously based in India on
even smaller samples.
The simplest, though not quite exact, method of
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measurmg malaria-frequency is by observing the fre-
quency of enlarged spleen (spleen-rate). But as it is
easy to estimate roughly at the same time the degree of
the enlargement, I have advocated for several years
the additional computation of the average size of
spleen and average degree of enlargement found.
Thus in Mauritius in 1907-8, in 30,137 children
examined by a number of workers at my suggestion^
we estimated that the average size of the spleen was
2-54 times the normal, the whole number of children
aftected being 34 per cent, of the total number
exammed. The table of details showed a strongly
marked positive correlation between the average spleen
and the spleen-rate, as exhibited in contiguous
columns; but I thought that owing to several sources
of error it would not be worth while to work out the
relation further. This, however, has now been ably
done by Major S. R. Christophers, with the aid of
my figures and some of his own. He finds that the
very interesting and simple linear relation A=i4-o"o5S
holds where A is the average spleen estimated by my
rules and S is the ordinary spleen-rate. This is cer-
tainly a much simpler function than was to be ex-
pected ; but I will not discuss it at present, as a more
detailed paper is promised.

I have no space to mention several other good papers
and notes, largely entomological, in the number of
Paludism. It is doubtful whether the entomologists
will entirely accept the classifications of some of the
Culicidae suggested by James and Liston in the second
edition of their book. The printing and appearance
of the number leave much to be desired.
Years ago, in 1898, while infecting birds with

Proteosoma by the bites of Culex fatigans, I made
some observations which showed that such experi-
ments might easily be utilised for studying questions
of immunity and pathology in malaria. My work was
interrupted and never resumed ; but one of the most
important sidelights was the following. Out of five

sparrows which originally contained a very few
Proteosoma, four showed a much more copious infec-

tion a week after being subjected to the bites of

heavily infected mosquitoes. At the same time the
infection of these birds was not so copious as in the
case of most of the originally uninfected birds which
I had previously dealt with (see my paper in the
Indian Medical Gazette, vol. xxxiv., January, 1899).

This obviously suggested (a) that fresh bites of in-

fected mosquitoes will cause a severe recurrence even
in subjects already infected ; but that (b) this recurrent
infection, though severe, will not be so severe as an
original infection, probably owing to the previous
establishment of partial immunity. I have often,

fruitlessly, urged the continuation of this line of work.
Major Christophers now reports (" Scientific Memoirs,
Government of India," No. 46) two more similar ex-

periments which, though they are not very convincing,

tend to confirm the possibility of such reinfection.

But he also gives eighteen experiments which strongly

suggest that the severity of the infection in the birds

depends largely on the number of, and degree of in-

fection in, the mosquitoes—as already probable for

theoretical reasons.

The importance of these points is rendered very

manifest by my quantitative studies in epidemiology
(see article in >Jatl're. vol. Ixxxvii., p. 467, last para-

graph but two), by which it is shown, for instance,

that if 50 per cent, of the people are constantly affected

under constant conditions, then about 63 per cent, of

them will probably be infected or reinfected every four

months. In such circumstances it will be extremely

difficult to keep down the fever by quinine alone, a

fact which explains the failures complained of in

Paludism, pp. 7 and 34, and elsewhere. It must
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therefore be f ' '
•*•*'• r^'>sqirito reduction when

the malaria-

Dr. C. A. I ...lied a very good report

on malaria in !' '1 its prevention. He con-

cludes that, as u : 'St from the first, the prin-

cipal measure must be the reduction of the carrier,

H. stephensi. The cost should be about 100,000 rupees
a year. Our studies of malaria are, then, advancing
into fine detail; but I agree with Colonel Kin^^, C.I.E.,
that practical preventive measures should not be post-

poned until we actually become quite omniscient. That
will imply a considerable loss of life in the meantime.
We have already waited twelve years in India.

R. Ross.

THE LONGEVITY OF ANIMALS.'

ONE of the most satisfactory results of the re-

organisation of the Zoological Society of London
is the series of papers dealing with important aspects
of animal life which are now issuing from the pens
of the society's officials. Instead of being content to

amass, as formerly, a mere collection of as many
strange beasts as possible for the inspection of the idle

and curious, the otlicials are now directing their atten-
tion to many important points concerning the life of
animals which could not have been examined, except
where such unrivalled opportunities exist for their
prosecution. Thus the Gardens bid fair to become a
centre for important studies, while the health of the
animals improves as the results are brought to bear
on their treatment and housing.

In a recent paper Dr. Chalmers Mitchell has col-
lected the available information supplied by records
in the Gardens concerning the length of life and
viability of mammals and birds.

On first glancing at this paper we are struck by
the immense amount of information collected, and,
on the other hand, by the small amount of knowledge
which we really possess on so important a subject.
This deficiency is not likely to be easily eliminated,

since our powers of ascertaining the actual length of
life of any wild animal are, and must always remain,
strictly limited. Sometimes an individual animal be-
comes abnormally marked, so that we observe and
watch it for a period, or the unnatural life of a captive
affords us material for estimating the longevity of the
wild race; but such isolated observations can at
the best only be regarded as approximate, and our
knowledge of the longevity of the bulk of wild animals
must always remain meagre.
Even our knowledge of the longevity of common

domestic animals is far below the standard which
might be expected. Domestic fowls are said by Dr.
Mitchell to be capable of living for thirty years, yet,
owing to commercial reasons, few members of the
farmyard flock reach five years. It is the same with
cattle. Although their potential longevity is, accord-
ing to Dr. Mitchell, about thirty years, we habitually
kill all our beef cattle and bulls under five, and a vast
majority of our cows under twelve years. The same
principle holds with all domestic breeds, the tendency
being to speed up the processes of life to such an
extent that the career of the organism is concluded
at an artificially early date.
On the other hand, there are methods which may

eventually yield a considerable increase of Icnowledge,
and one of these is used by Dr. Mitchell, who has
tabulated the numerous records kept in the prosec-
toriuro of the Zoological Society, and has calculated

wLl'2.''.^*'^''"'"?,
Relative Viabilitv in Mammals .ind Birds: with »

l«^,!?J.«A. 7^".°' f^^^'^'.y"' By Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell. F.R.S.,

^i^!:z^t. ''^xt^^t^z:"' '""'*'"• ^""^ '*"• ^*=- ^'^
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the average and maximum longevity of a lar^'- " ' -

of mammals and birds which have lived ui.

the Gardens. From these it appears that tlu
„t,

duration of life of any species in the Gardens is a^
a rule remarkably below the maximum dumtinn s<

that, to the majority of animals, captivity, i

the care of experts and in spite of the resi:

tection from enemies, is anything but coi.

great length of life. Even, however, after ^
for the undoubted shortening of life resulting from
ciptivity, the potential longevity of mammals in
general appears to be surprisingly low, and it ma:
be some satisfaction to know that the possible dura-
tion of life in man is probably greater than that 01
any other mammal, excepting, possibly, the large
whales.

In this respect birds seem to be fully equal, if not
superior, to mammals, amongst which those who liv<

longest are certain of the larger carnivora and un-
gulates. For instance, the potential longevity 01
lions is between thirty and forty years; a polar
bear lived to thirty-three years in the Gardens, and
the largest ungulates may reach fifty years.
Both whales and elephants are popularly supposed

to be creatures of high potential longevity, but as
regards the former, the officials of the Zoological Gar-
dens are naturally not in a position to offer any
information. As regards the latter, it appears that
their reputation has been wrongly acquired, since for
them Dr. Mitchell estimates one hundred years as
being the probable limit, and twenty to thirty years a
fair average duration. On the other hand, there are
amongst birds several groups which equal or exceed
such figures. A raven has been known to reach
sixty-nine years, an eagle sixty-eight, while more than
one parrot has been recorded to have survived to
close upon or more than a centurj-. It appears that
some birds of prey may also reach 100, and that
herons, swans, and geese have a high potential
longevity. The ostrich, to judge by its size, ought
to live as long as any other bird, but thirty-five years
is considered to be an extreme age for it.

The most difficult mammals to keep in captivity are
probably the insectivorous bats. For these the maxi-
mum duration of life in the Gardens has so far been
only five months, but the failure to keep them alive
is undoubtedly due, not to their being naturally short-
lived animals, but to their great delicacy under arti-
ficial conditions.

These bats commence to breed at relatively so late
a period of their life and produce so few young at a
time or in any single season that the majority of them
must in nature reach an age of at least five years,
that is, if they are to keep up their numbers and
w-ithout making any allowance for the undoubtedlv
high death-rate which is alwavs prevalent amongst
wild animals. Dr. Mitchell has calculated the death-
rate for the London sparrows at at least 50 per cent,m a stationary population ; in the mixed assemblance
of vertebrates in the Zoological Gardens it has been
observed to be 28 per cent., both of which figures are
very much above that of human beings.
Weissman has sought to establish a correlation

between longevity and reproduction, but Dr. Mitchell
refuses to accept his interpretation. He believes, not
that longevity has become adapted to reproduction,
but that the rate of reproduction has been adapted
to average specific longevity. In anv case, the death-
rate amongst prolific wild animals maintaining a
stationary population must be stupendous ; for instance,
if a mouse produces only two litters a vear of six
young in each, then if all survive to ma'turitv there
will be fourteen mice where before there were only
two, and if the population is to remain stationary
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twelve must die, and these figures may be regarded

IS probably below the mark where food is abundant.
The relative prolificacy of the rodents as compared

with many of the carnivora which feed upon them
does not come within the scope of Dr. Mitchell's paper,

but it is a remarkable instance of the interrelation of

the system of life upon our planet that those which
are preyed upon should be on the whole more prolific

than those which prey.

Possibly the shortest-lived mammals are to be found
amongst the shrews, of which a solitary individual is

tabled in Dr. Mitchell's records as having survived

captivity for one month. Shrews are extremely diffi-

cut to keep alive under artificial conditions, and
evidence has lately been produced to suggest that, in

the case of the two commoner British species, the

average duration of life is only about a year, but,

since shrews are amongst the most prolific of mam-
mals, this short period is more than sufficient for the

maintenance of their numbers.
It appears that there is no rule which can be laid

down in advance to govern the probable length of

life of any given species. Size has very little to do
with it, although in the same group the larger usually

live longer than the smaller. The climate from which
a bird or mammal comes has the smallest possible

relation to its viability in captivity ; in fact, not nearly

so much influence as the nature of the cages, or en-
closures, which the captive animal is to occupy, since

Dr. Mitchell shows that a system of combining free

access to open air with suitable dry shelters of small
size offers the most ideal conditions for the health
of captive animals. Strange to say, it is not animals
from the tropics that suffer most from the London
climate, but those from the Arctic, which seem to
find a difficulty in altering the rhythm of their moults.
Those from south temperate regions are even in a
worse plight, since they haye to face the fact that
the conditions of winter and summer are reversed in

the northern hemisphere.
A remarkable suggestion of Dr. Mitchell's is that

animals from thickly populated countries are on the
whole more difficult to keep alive in captivity than
those from regions where men are less known. This
applies especially to British birds, and Dr. Mitchell
suggests that their lower viability in captivity in

England, as compared with that of their immediate
allies from any other part of the world, is probably
due to their intolerance of man, without which un-
fortunately they would not have been able to main-
tain their existence as wild creatures.

NOTES.
Thk iiiff tintj of the All-India Malaria Committee of the

novernment of India af Bombay in November last marks
1 revolution in Indian sanitation. For years past the

<i revolution in Indian sanitation. For years past the
nothing but quinine prophylaxis against malaria, and have
not encouraged, or have even discouraged, mosquito-
reduction—alarmed, apparently, at what appeared at first

•ight to be the cost of the latter measure. Owing, how-
ver, to constant discussions (in which Nature has taken
r -"• --'.thrr spirit has now shown itself. The confer-

a series of resolutions in which mosquito-
"''^1' '- at last recommended for India—years after

regularly employed elsewhere. This ultimately

formation of a genuine sanitary service for the
whole of India on the lines recently suggested by Sir R.
Ross, Colonel King, and Dr. SIi "

, The Times, and
with the enthusiastic medical '^

i< h ih, Govern-
ment has at its command we may expect great results in

time. The Indian Press deals at length with the matter, |
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It iKIS

means

and the Madras Mail remarks: " It is just fourteen years
since Sir Ronald Ross, working in India—at Secundera-
bad—discovered the method of transmission of the malaria
parasite from man to man by the anopheline mosquito.
Malaria causes more sickness and mortality than any other
disease^ in India

; yet, knowing all about its method of
transmission for the last fourteen years, what has been
done in the interval in the way of practical application of
the knowledge furnished by Sir Ronald Ross? Nothing!
Verily, a prophet is without honour in his own country.
There is hardly another country but has something to show
—often most brilliant results. Now that the admission has
been made that India has hitherto been on the wrong
track, we again express the hope that something of a
practical nature will shortly be done to mitigate the
ravages of malaria in this country."

Mr. George R. M. Murray, F.R.S., who died at Stone-
haven on December i6, at fifty-three years of age, joined
the Department of Botany of the British Museum in 1876,
after having spent some time in de Bary's laboratory at
Strassburg. He thus started his work at the museum
well equipped for the study of the fungi. Murray
approached with characteristic enthusiasm the task assigned
to him by his chief, Mr. Carruthers, of building up the
cryptogamic herbarium. There in the great collections,

especially of fungi and algae, lies the chief record of his

work for nearly thirty years. His earlier work was on the

fungi, but later he turned to the alga2, and in association
with younger workers whom he had attracted to the
museum, published a series of papers on the structure and
affinities of certain genera. A number of these papers were
brought together in the " Phycological Memoirs," which
he edited (1892-5). In 1895 was published his " Introduc-

tion to the Study of Seaweeds," and in the same year he
succeeded Mr. Carruthers as keeper of the Department of

Botany. He next turned his attention to marine plankton,

and accumulated a large amount of material, much of

which he collected himself on various excursions on or

across the Atlantic. He embarked on this new work with

his usual energy and enthusiasm, but his scientific career

was abruptly ended by a breakdown in health that necessi-

tated his retirement. Murray's work was not limited to

official duties. As a young man he was known as an
able teacher and lecturer. He was for some time lecturer

in botany at St. George's Hospital, and later at the Royal

Veterinary College ; and in conjunction with A. W.
Bennett he brought out a text-book on cryptogamic botany.

He was secretary to a committee which organised useful

work of botanical exploration in the West Indies, and for

some sessions he worked hard for his section at the British

Association meetings. Until his health failed he was a

keen supporter of the Linnean Society, serving on the

council almost continuously from 1883 to 1900. He was

elected into the Royal Society in 1897.

The Board of Trade has been informed that the twelfth

International Navigation Congress will be opened nt Phila-

delphia on May 23, 1912, under the patronap

Taft. Further particulars, including the con

which persons or corporations may partiiip.ii m ih con-

gress, can be obtained from Lieut. -t'ulonrl Saiidford,

gineral secretary of the congress, The Bourse, Room 344,

Philadelphia, P. A. (U.S.A.).

The death is announced, in his fifty-.- "f Mr.

J.im.'^ Aitchison, who founded th- ' "i srs.

Aiit iiiMiii and Co., opticians, about uiry

ago, and as one of the fm ' f the Uptu did

much to promote study rch amon;; ^ of
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the opiicnl trade. An obituary notice In The Times points

out that it wan largely through hi* exertions that trchniral

rlaK»fs for optician* were (ormr^ at tl»c Northampton Instt-

tuf, Clrrk»'nw«»ll. Mr. Aitchi*on was one of the prime

movers in calling the Optical Convention in 1905, and he

was treasurer of the guarantee fund for the Optical Con-

v.ntion to be hold next year.

Thk death of Sir J. C. Inglis, the general manager of

th«» Great Western Railway, occurred on December 19.

From an obituary notice in The Times we learn that, as

•ngimfer to the Cattcwater Harbour Commissioners, he

constructed the Mount Batten breakwater at Plymouth,

and subsequently was responsible for the Princetown Rail-

way, Newlyn Harbour, and the Bodmin Railway. He
became a member of the council of the Institution of Civil

Kngineers in 1807, and was elected president of the institu-

tion in 1908, and again for a second term in the following

year, one of his last official acts in that capacity being the

laying of the foundation-stone of the new building in

October of last year. He was a member of the Royal

Commission on Canals and Inland Navigations.

The Paris correspondent of The Times announces the

death of three distinguished scientific men, namely. Prof.

I>annelongue, M. Radau, and Prof. P. Topinard. Prof.

Lannelonguc, who died on December 21, in his seventy-

second year, was appointed in 1884 to the chair of path-

ology in the University of Paris, and later he exchanged

this appointment for the professorship of clinical surgery.

At the time of his death he was president of the Academy
of Medicine, and was elected to the .\cademy of Sciences in

1895.—^- Radau, who was seventy-seven years of age,

was a member of the Bureau des Longitudes and of the

.\cademy of Sciences. For many years he contributed

articles on astronomy to the Revue dcs Deux Mondes, and

he was the author of " M^moires d '.Astronomic," among
other works.—Prof. Paul Topinard, the distinguished

French anthropologist, was born in 1830. From 1872 to

1880 he was in charge of the collections of the .Anthropo-

logical Society, and in 1876 was appointed professor at the

School of Anthropology.

The following lectures will be delivered at the Royal

Sanitary Institute during January, 1912 :
—" FVesh Air,"

Prof. H. R. Kenwood ;
" Problem of After-care of Sana-

toria Patients," Dr. T. D. Lister; "Employment of

Patients in Sanatoria," Mr. M. S. Paterson ;
" .Anti-

tuberculosis Dispensaries," Dr. D. J. Williamson; "Open-
air Schools," Prof. R. P. Williams. These lectures are

arranged in connection with an exhibition illustrating the

materials and methods of construction of economical forms
of sanatoria schools, hospitals, and other temporary build-

ings, to be held in the museum during January.

The jubilee annual meeting of the Yorkshire Naturalists'

I'nion was held at Heckmondwike, on December 16, at

the place where fifty years ago the union had its birth.

I here were more than three hundred members present,

including delegates from thirty-eight affiliated societies of

the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union. The presidential

address of Mr. Alfred Harker, F.R.S., on " Petrology in

Yorkshire," was delivered. Mr. T. Sheppard resigned his

position as honorary secretary, and in view of his nine
years' work in that position was elected an honorary life

member of the union. Mr. W. Cash was similarly
honoured. Mr. J. W. Taylor, of Leeds, was elected presi-

dent for iqi2. The new secretaries are Dr. T. W. Wood-
head, and Mr. W. E. L. Wattam, Technical College.
Huddersfield. The annual meeting for 1912 will be held
at Hull on December 14.
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A VALUABLE contribution to our knowledge of the n-

of iron in early Eg>'ptian times has been made by a di

covery during the excavation of the pre-dyna«tlc cr—'-

of El Gerzeh, about forty miles south of Cairo, f

in the December issue of Man. Here, in an undibi...

tomb, a set of iron beads, associated with others of go:

carneiian, and agate, was found on a corpse. Prof. \V

Gowland reports that they consist of hydrated ferric oxiti

none of the original iron having escaped oxidation.

The part played by the Jews in the preservation ai

revival of learning during the Middle Ages is the subj<

of a scholarly pamphlet by Dr. M. 1. Schleiden. Agr

culture, the greater industries, such as silk-growing, d>'

ing, and weaving, were all encouraged by them. '11

writer claims that they left no branch of science ai

learning untouched, and at the close of the Middle Ag'

handed on the results of their labours to the races whi<

were now rising to a sense of their responsibilities. Th'

value of the pamphlet is enhanced by full references to the

literature of the question.

In the seventh Bulletin of the Archaeological Sur.

Nubia, the exploration gradually extends southward

While the early pre-dynastic and middle periods are ui

represented, the numh)er of early dynastic graves shows
little signs of diminution, and their contents are actually

richer, indicating the centre of an early dynastic culture

of a Nubian type, characterised by remarkable local types

of pottery, copper implements, gold work, and stone work
typical of Egypt in the latest pre-dynastic period or in

the first dynasty. The crania collected have been sent to

this country for examination by Prof. Elliot Smith, but, so

far as the material has been examined, it indicates earl

negro immigration with a possible admixture of oth- :

racial elements.

In the first part of vol. v. of the Journal of the Gypsy
Lore Society several correspondents contribute accounts of

the funeral rites of a well-known member of the tril>

Isaac Heron, who died last year at Sutton-on-Trei.f

Gypsy rites of interment have perhaps never been moi

carefully examined than in this valuable contribution. Tli'

corpse was buried in an oak coffin large enough to admit

the body, which was dressed in stockings, pants, and a

white linen shirt, and covered with a white shroud.

Under the corpse his overcoat, lounge coat, waistcoat, and

trousers, all of which were turned inside out, were laid.

Some money and jewellery, the amount of which was not

disclosed, were placed in the pockets of the dead man.

•After the funeral, which was performed in a Christian

cemetery, his van was dismantled. The wheels, shaft-

harness, and horse nosebag were pfaced inside, the content-

were soaked in paraffin, and the conveyance was burnt.

.Among other peculiar features of the rite, the hands of

the dead man were laid close to his sides, and a cand!

was kept burning from the time of death until rh,^ ho.!,

was removed.

Three papers in the second part of Sitber. .\aturnis:.

Verein d. preus. Rheinlande u. Wesifalens are devoted t.

the fauna of Lake Laacher (Laacher See), near Ander-

nach, Messrs. R. Schauss, C. Rottgen, and O. le Roi

dealing respectively with the crustaceans, the beetles, and
the molluscs.

In the report for 191 1, the committee of the Bristol

Museum and Art Gallery records the debt of gratitude owed
by the city to the late Lord Winterstokc, by whom the

.Art Gallery and a considerable proportion of its contents

were presented. When this gallery was opened in 1905 it

contained very few pictures, whereas the value of those
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row exhibited is estimated at 42,000/. In recording the

loan of a collection of big-game heads from British East

Africa, the compiler of the report includes in the list the

w hitf-railr-d i^nu and the blesbok, both of which are

• xclusively southern species. Possibly the first name may
be a mistake for the white-bearded gnu, but it is difficult

ti) i^iKss what species has been mistaken for the blesbok.

In the Proceedings of the Zoological Society for 1902

Mr. R. Shelford recorded the mimicry of wasps belonging

two distinct genera by Bornean longicorn beetles of the

.^••nus Nothopeus, the imitation extending not only to form
iiid colouring, but likewise to habits, and being so close

that native collectors could with difficulty be induced to

latch the beetles. A third instance of such mimicry has

1 in described in West Africa in the case of a beetle allied

lo Nothopeus, the mimicked wasp being a fossorial species.

1(1 thf so instances Mr. C. Ritsema (Notes Leyden Mus.,

vol. xxxiv., part i.) adds a fourth, in which the widely

sprcid -V. hemiptenis imitates in Nias Island the fossorial

wasp Macromeris splendida, both insects being black with

a pronounced metallic-blue sheen, especially on the wings.

The author suggests that each of the eight species of

Nothopeus mimics a wasp.

In 1882 Sir R. Owen described the remains of a turtle

from the Cretaceous of Queensland as the type of a new
genus and species under the name of Notochelys costata,

the generic name being subsequently changed, on account

of preoccupation, to Notochelone. Until quite recently

nothing more has been known of this reptile ; but in No. 10

of the Annals of the Queensland Museum Mr. C. W.
de Vis provisionally refers to it two imperfect skulls from,

presumably, the same horizon in another part of the

country. The larger and less imperfect of these indicates

a turtle apparfiiily niTirly allied to existing forms, the

symphysis of the lower jaw being short, and thereby

indicating that the suggested affinity with the Eocene
Lytoloma (Cat. Foss. Rept. Brit. Mus., part iii.) is

invalid. In describing the second specimen, which he re-

gards as an immature skull, Mr. de Vis states that " the

sclerotic plates are in place," thereby unconsciously show-
ing, if the identification be correct, that it is not chelonian

at all. Mureovi 1 , ih" tooth-like projections on the

margins of the jaw described as " pseudodonts " appear
from the figure to be true teeth, recalling those of mosa-
saurians. \\'hati\ir may be the nature of this problem-
atical s|)i ciiiii n, it (crtainly does not justify the assertion

that \(.io< It lorn is a gcnoralised type which cannot be

incliidid ill :my .-xisting faniilv.

Dk. C. (ioRiNi, writing in tiie Atti dci Lincei, xxi. (2), 6,

de>(ril)'-^ --OUT- int' resting observations on thf" microbiology

of ( li'-csc. It -ipp'-.-irs that certain .-h idopre^.-nni^i nous and
;(( idi.pnili'olv li, !,;:( |..ri:i n;-- .

:''()( .-xl-iinc^ at -ucli low
tempfratun , ;i. k. id -- '1 thus the ripening of

cheese can take place duritig wmfr stora-e. Mdi.civei-,

the enzymes of these bacteria continue to ;irt ;.i exen \nwv
temperatures.

A SHORT flora of Cambridge foriris the suhjeri of part iii.,

vol. xvi., of the Camhri<lge IMiih.-c.phii al Sim iei\ \ i'mceed-

ing';, the author being Mr. '^ '' Ivans, of Clare College.

It i- prefaced by a shor! 1 account of the chief

Cambridgeshire botanists, i. miKe Babington, the author

classifies the districts of the county according to their geo-
In-'r' f "!^^a^ion. In addition to phanerogams, ferns, and
' 'lie 111. 1.1 idniain- li>ts of mosses and lichens by

til- ixi •.
, I'. ( ,. M. Rlimi '

,
,

• ' '•
; diatoms, by

Dr. (.. -^ W.-.i : ;,i:.l fill,: .mK-^.

We have received the current number of the National
Poultry Organisation Society, which deals with several

minor but important problems in connection with the
poultry industry, especially with the cooperative aspects,

which it aims at fostering. The value of our imports of

eggs and poultry continues to increase, and during the first

eight months of this year amounted to nearly 4! million

pounds sterling, nearly half of which came from Denmark.

Only a short time ago we had to chronicle the founda-
tion by the Americans in the Philippines of an agricultural

college and a journal. The Philippine AgricuUuralist and
Forester. The first numbers contained articles of local

interest only, but No. 5, now to hand, already contains

a very presentable investigation into the effects of gome
stimulants upon rice. The additions to soil cultures of

small quantities of borax, manganese sulphate, mercury
chloride, ferrous sulphate, nickel sulphate, zinc sulphate,

and aluminium sulphate produced favourable effects, whilst

copper sulphate was harmful.

Three years ago the Behar Planters' Association ap-

pointed an expert to conduct experiments for the purpose

of ascertaining whether flax could be profitably grown and
manufactured on Indian estates, the buildings and vats of

which could be utilised for retting and scutching. A report

has now been issued showing the financial returns during

the past season, and thus putting the planters in a position

to judge whether the new crop is as profitable as indigo.

The quality of the flax is satisfactory, good prices being

also obtained for the seed. The report forms Bulletin 25

of the Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa.

The current number of The Agricultural Journal of the

Union of South Africa contains the unpleasant news that

the much-dreaded San Jos^ scale, Aspidiotus perniciosus,

Comstock, has found its way into the Transvaal. The
discovery was made by Mr. J. W. Moore, of Potchef-

stroom, in working up a collection, and steps were at once

taken to exterminate the pest. In the same journal an

account is given of a new and very promising breed of

maize picked out from a crop of Hickory King that had

grown alongside Virginia horsetooth. Hitherto the yield

has proved exceedingly good.

.\mong the sclerophyllous woodlands recognised by Dr.

Schimper as a feature of those regions situated in the

warm temperate zone where the rainfall coincides with

winter is the chaparral, or dwarf forest of southern Cali-

fornia. An account of this formation by Mr. F. G.

Plummer, published by the United States Deparmi nt of

Agriculture as Bulletin 85 of the Forest Scr\ i( e, imliratos

tiiai it i^ a truly natural type, occurring between tiie alti-

tudes of sea-lcvi.-l and 8000 feet, and confined to tlie littoral

district from Monierev id S.-in Die^d. Ini.' chaparral

consists primarily of dwarf trees— not shrubs—stunieil l>y

reason of an insufficient rainfall. It is economii allv

important as a ground cover for the water-h'd whem e ihc

water supply is obtained for in i;;.ii ieii ,ir,il municipal jiui-

poses. About forty different ;
trees are combined

in the formation ; the most d re those which pro-

duce good shade, an- not infl.nnn - ' dious

growth, such as A'/n/v loiirinn, / /'TO-

meles arh- ' ' rable,

but domiii.. 'iiins.

The fifteenth volume of Trans:

Uitrrnrv and PhiIo< -'"''' '^oet,.!, ,., ;,.;,. .; | ,

Mr. II. (Juiller -i; on of the pr^ --. lu e

of Sambucus Ebulu., :,. ^ ..v...;, or Danewoit, in

Leicestershire, and perhaps in Great Britain generally. It
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i» ii»uatly rcuard.-d a« .. ed plant, and popularly

mpf*md to have been I the Danes. The fevcn

localitir* \vli.r<- !t l» i' .jntaln Roman remain*.

Anglo-S. (inal book«, deriving from Roman
»„ut\'S. \'-. <-' shrub tmdpf th-^ nnnr"! I.ow-wrrt nnd

t, the latter term implyii

ic Danewort doe« not occm

Bratley has iome interesting notes on micrococci from

(li»ea«*»d larvae. Aimmc other evidences of ili<- work being

done by the <- popularisai •nee is a

good lecture u;. Irx. C. D. N i his con-

tains a useful sketch of afforestation problems, and an

interesting reference to the work of the Midland R*"-

aflorestation Association. Successful exp'

been mad** '^" nuinn pimfntJons of trees on t;

surfaces i the Black Country. .Some

trees are ^.^.....k ... .; ;.. pure coal-dust. The poplar,

wilk>w, ash, sycamore, and Wych elm do best. Oaks and

conifers take less kindly to the peculiar atmosphere and

soil. This is nn interesting undertaking.

AnofT thrf' tlio attention of th<' T '

''

Society was ; i the occurrence o:

deposits of modern marine shells west of Mallaranny, in

Co. Mayo, at heights of from loo to 800 feet above sea-

level. Mr. J. de W. Hinch {Jrxsh Naturalist, 191 1, p. 189)

has now cleared up any doubts regarding their origin, by

showing that the common limpet is by far the most

prevalent form in these deposits ; that the other species

lie all edible; and th.it trares of fire occur on the

.re they occur. Mr. Hiniii concludes:—" Th'-

ii'|M.s:t is certainly not a raised beach, nor a '

il> |)osit. In my opinion it is a rock shelter of j)!

times." The modern talus has in places grown over and

entombed a large number of the shells.

Mr. J. M. Clarke has published in a separate form hi>-

" Observations on the Magdalen Islands " (New York

State Museum Bulletin 149, 191 1). Thfse islands lie in

the Gulf of St. Lawrence, north-east of Prince Edward

Island, and are quaintly described as " sea-wracked

[racked?] remnants of continental land." They are

occupied by about 7000 persons, chiefly of French origin.

A new term is introduced (p. 12), the " demoiselle hills ;

rounded, symmetrical, beehive-shaped elevations with

grassy surfaces and separated by shallow or deep cauldron-

like depressions." It appears that this term refers to what

may be styled, on the same grounds, mammillations ; the

form, as we know in Jura, has always appealed thus to

navigators. Mr. J. W. Beede describes and illustrates the

Lower Carboniferous fossils from the islands, including

s'v.ral new species of Productus.

The Bulletin of St. Louis Univ^'-^Uv v,,i v'' \n c

treats of seismology. At this univ

horizontal seismograph has been e3i...^.i..-..^vj. i... .vw^.v.,^

are made on a surface of smoked paper. From January

to June, 1908, 19 disturbances were noted. During the

same period, but with apparatus which records photo-

graphically, we see that 52 earthquakes were noted at

Victoria, B.C., 47 at Toronto, 160 at Hamburgh, and

108 at Stonyhurst. All these observations have l>een

corroborated by records obtained at other stations, and are

therefore known to represent earthquakes which have dis-

turbed very large areas. Fifteen colleges in the United

States and one in Canada have been equipped with instru-

avents similar to the type adopted at St. Louis.

To The Monthly Weather Review for May, published by
the U.S. Weather Bureau, Dr. O. L. Fassig contributes

an interesting article 00 *' The Trade Winds in Porto
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Rko," based on hourly observations for ten to twehw year*

at San I ' h". island lies wholly within the tone of

the no- ades. and the tables show a prevailing

wii u from north-east to south-east during 77 per

cri. entire year, or an aggregate of 381 days, and

from *oulh during 14 per cent., or 51 days. In the

diurnal period, from about 9h. a.m. to loh. p.m., the pre*

vailing direction is from the east for the entire year, and

from loh. p.m. to gh. a.m. from the south-east. TIm
night winds, being lighter, vary somewhat more than those

of the day. The average hourly wind-velocity for the year

is about 1 1 miles ; the minimum, 6 miles, occurs at sun*

rise, and the maximum, 16 miles, at about ah. p.m. i

Judging from the movements of the clouds, the average

depth of the trade-wind current probably does not exceed

10,000 f wer clouds are wholly within the trade-

wind dii... ^ . changes in temperature due to change in

the direction of the wind are, as a rule, very small.

In a paper on the analN-tical basis of non-Euclidean
^

geometry (American Journal of Mathematics, xxxiiL. 3) '

Dr. W. H. Young, F.R.S., makes the following suggestive

remarks :
—" There is, it seems to me, a tendency at the

present time to throw dust in the eyes of the mathematic.
'

public, or rather of the schoolboy public, in respect of tl.

step taken which corresponds to Euclid's eleventh axiom.

To efforts, now recognised by all mathematicians to b--

abortive, towards proving the eleventh axiom hav

succeeded treatments of the subject-matter of Euclid f^ :

future engineers and others which seem to gloze over tl:

difficulty this axiom involves. I have recently propos«*d
'

(Quarterly Journal, 1910, pp. 353-63) " to emphasise the

empirical character of the axiom by giving it a form which

challenges attention, a form, moreover, having the doub!

advantage that it relates to bounded space, and can !

experimentally verified by the dullest schoolboy, even h-

one to whom the ideas of an angle represents an incom-

pletely solved diflliculty. If, on the other hand, we leave

the region of school books, we find for the most part an

air of unreality and half-heartedness in the treatment of

the subject." In his present paper Dr. Young shows how

the refinements of modern analysis give a consistent account

of the three geometries which arise out of the alterr '

for the eleventh axiom.

Messrs. Burro u.comk and Co. have sent u

a copy of the " \\\ ........
" Photo:r.K-.h]c Exoo>ure Rico:

and Diary for the year 1912.

photographic readers are aware, -^

nicely and strongly got-up pocket-book, and contains tl;

essence of photographic information in tabloid form. I;

it are given the directions and observations on such matter

as exposure, development, intensification, and the othe

procedures which go to the making of pictures. The it-

formation is very general, and the user of any plate i :

camera will find it equally serviceable. Instructions av

explanations are given with regard to such topics a>

factorial and time development, machine, tank or stand

development, the oil-pigment process, contact printing by

artificial light, colour photography, &c. All the figures and

factors, based upon actual experiment, have been worked

out for all the principal films and plates, and arr collected

in a neat, convenient form. By the ingenious exposur.

calculator attached to the cover, correct exp-jsures undt

:

all circumstances can be easily secured. In addition to a.

this photographic information, there are pages for diar

and exposure notes, so that the book serves as a pocket-

book as well as a work of reference. It should be noted

that three separate editions of the pocket-book are pub-
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lished, specially adapted for the northern hemisphere and

tropics, the southern hemisphere and tropics, and the

United States. Those who have not yet taken advantage

of the valuable aid this pocket-book is when travelling

about the world, or even staying at home, should make

the experiment now and use one. The writer has for

-everal vears always possessed himself of a copy, and while

he has had the occasion to employ all the three editions,

he has found them most valuable in making the exposures,

in recording the data, and in many other useful ways.

Some novel conclusions in reference to the osmotic

pressure of colloids are given by Messrs. Moore, Roaf, and

Webster in the October issue of The Biochemical Journal,

in a paper on the osmotic pressure of casein in alkaline

solutions. It has sometimes been suggested that the

osmotic pressure of such substances is due to the presence

in them of small quantities of ash. But it is found experi-

mentally that alkali moves against the osmotic pressure to

the same side of the membrane as the colloid, with which

it enters into combination. The authors conclude that the

supposed impermeability of the membrane to ions is

fictitious, and that its function is merely to hold together

the colloidal aggregates by which the crystalloid is

attracted and made to traverse the membrane. The thirst

of the casein for alkali illustrates the manner in which

the colloids of living cells can extract and concentrate

crystalloids for their purposes from infinitesimally low

amounts in the Huids bathing them, such, for example,

as bone formation from the excessively low concentration

of calcium ion in the blood, the formation of calcareous

and siliceous shells in fresh-water and marine organisms,

and manv similar cases. Such concentrations arise from

aflfinities of a molecular type between colloids and crystal-

loids, which vary from time to time, so causing periods of

uptake and deposition in a rhythmic manner.

The Patent Office Library is well known to all scientific

workers in London. The liberal yet careful manner in

which additions are made to the library, the wide range

of scientific periodicals and journals, and the fact that

it is available from lo a.m. to lo p.m., places the library

in a unique position in London. The bookshelves are open

to the visitors, a much appreciated privilege, but one re-

quiring an intimate knowledge of the system of classifica-

tion adopted if the time of the visitor and officials is not

to be wasted. The new series of subject lists now being

issued, while preserving the same form and general

arrangement as the former one, is arranged so that the

headings contain certain marks indicating the location of

classes of books in the library. The most recent subject

list in the new series deals with works on peat, destructive

distillation, artificial lighting, mineral oils and waxes, gas

lighting, and acetylene. It forms a pamphlet of 104 pages,

and is obtainable at the Patent Office for 6d.

The causes of variations in the mineral oils of the

United States and other countries have given rise to many

investigations and discussions. Not only do these differ-

ences exist in oils found in separate regions, but there are

extrfme variations in many oils occurring in adjacent

localities. It is a plausible hypothesis that the transport of

the oil from the lower strata may have been effected, or at

least assisted, by capillary action, and during the passage

upwards a fractionation of the oil will take place. Day
showed that the unsaturated hydrocarbons are less diffusible

than the p- Irocarbons, and Gilpin and Cram con-

firmed ani 1 this view by showing that when

i to diffuse through tubes packed with

msaturated hydrocarbons collect in the
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earth of lower sections of the tubes, while the paraffins

tend to accumulate in the lightest fraction at the top of the

tube. Similar experiments have been made by other

observers. Additional evidence is given in Bulletin 475 of

the United States Geological Survey, on " The Diffusion

of Crude Petroleum through Fuller's Earth, with Notes on

its Geologic Significance," by J. Elliot Gilpin and Oscar
E. Bransky. They show that when mixtures of benzene
and a paraffin oil are allowed to diffuse upward through

a tube packed with Fuller's earth, the benzene tends to

collect in the lower sections, and the paraffin oil in the

upper, sections of the tube. Crude petroleum under similar

conditions also undergoes a fractionation, and repeated

fractionation showed that there is a tendency to the pro-

duction of mixtures which will finally pass through the

earth unaltered. Fuller's earth tends to retain the un-

saturated hydrocarbons and sulphur compounds in

petroleum, thus exercising a selective action upon the oil.

We have received a reprint from the Rivista di Fisica

Matematica e Scienze Naturali, Pavia, of a suggestive

memoir by Prof. P. Palladino entitled " Les Composes
Chimiques dans I'Espace," in which some novel ideas as

to the constitution of matter are put forward. The basis

of the hypothesis is stated to be essentially " the unity of

matter and its possible groupings," and the author believes

he has arrived at the form and relative dimensions of the

atomic groupings of the unit of matter, or " quantities of

combination," of the chemical elements. The memoir is

illustrated by seventy-two geometrical figures representing

the structure of the atoms and molecules of the principal

elements and their compounds, and the text is interspersed

wi^h numerous graphic symbols, which act as a convenient

notation to represent these various geometrical shapes of

the elementary atoms and the molecules of their com-

pounds. Definite shape is attributed to the unit of matter,

namely, that of a tetrahedron ; thus, for instance, the

atoms of oxygen and of phosphorus are supposed to be

built up of five tetrahedra, while those of hydrogen are

composed of five polytetrahedra, each in turn composed of

five smaller tetrahedra. The unit tetrahedron is supposed

to be, in turn, composed of a number of electrons. The

tetrahedra may be arranged in either a closed or an open

manner in many cases, such as in those of oxygen and

phosphorus, the difference of structure accounting for the

existence of two forms of the same element, the less stable

form (such as yellow phosphorus) corresponding to the open

arrangement, and the more stable (red phosphorus, for

example) to the closed assemblage. Prof. Palladino traces

numerous chemical reactions and physical relationships to

the forms which he thus attributes to the elementary atoms

and the molecules of their compounds, and the whole

memoir is both ingenious and highly suggestive.

A SECOND edition of Dr. Arnold Berliner's "I

der Experimentalphysik in elementarer Darstellui

been published by Mr. Gustav Fischer, of Jena. The first

edition of the work was reviewed in the issue of Natvre

for August 4, 1904 (vol. Ixxiv., p. 317).

Under the title " Abhandlungcn iiber Dialyse (Kolloide),"

three of Thomar Graham's papers have been issued as

No. 179 of Ostwald's Klassiker der Exacten

schaften. The translation has been made by 1

who has also added a biography and bibliography, together

with a scries of critical notes.

Erratum.—In i\v- suniin.-iry <>f Pr. Iiitton's Cantor

lectures on " Rock Crystal," giv^n in Nature of

December 21, a line of type was unfortunatelf omitted.
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Alter lit)'- 20 triMii III' iHiiioiii oi (dlumn 3 on p. 964, ending

with thr worfN " known nu," nnd bfforf the next printed

lin« brjjinninn " twin*," there ithouid have oppfiirrd n line

rending* " nin<'thv»t. There are two well-marki^l kind* of

quartz *'. Also the ndjnrent FijJ. 14 »hould be verticnily

invcrlrd.

OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Stii.nfMASSES CoMKT, 1911/1.—MM. Fayet and Schnu-

in.'i'iHo publish n set of element* nnd an ephenieris for

cornet H)iWi in No. 454a of the Aslronomischc Sachrichten.

The ephemeris gives the po!»itions of the toinet to the end

of .March, io«a. and shows that the object should attain its

greatest apparent brightness about the beginning of

February, when it should be of about the tenth magnitude ;

the following is an extract :

—

Ephemeris lafc. M.T. Paris.

1919 a i I05 r log S i/r^S^

h. m. . ,

fan. I ... 15 175 .
-

« 49 ••• 011 16 ... 02008 ... 0*24

,. 9 ... IS 52-4 ..
-

3 43 ••• 00953 • 01899 ... 030
,, 17 ... 16 277 ..

-
5 28 .. 00822 ... 01835 •• 030

.. 25 .. 17 30 ... ~ 7 2 ... 00732 ... 01813 ... 0-31

Feb. a ... 17 37'5 ... - 8 21 ... 00689 ... 0-1830 ... 031
„ 9 ... 18 109 ... - 9 25 ... 00696 ... 0-1877 ... 0-30

This path lies through the southern parts of Serpens and
Hercules, then through Ophiuchus and .\quila ; the comet
will pass about 3° north of .Altair on March 9, 1912, and
will remain a morning object throughout.

Brooks's Comet, 19110.—Prof. .Millosevich publishes an
ephemeris, e.xtending to March 3, for comet iqiic in No.
454a of the Astronotnische Sachrichtcn. The comet is now
too far .south for observation in our latitude, but was
observed by Dr. Ristenpart at Santiago on December q

;

its magnitude then was 7-5, and the observed position gave
corrections of -h7-6s. and +30' to the ephemeris position.

In the same journal Dr. H. K. I.au records the magni-
tude observations made. at the Treptow Observatory during
the period .August 26 to October 10. Comparing the

observed with the calculated magnitudes, he finds that the

former fit i/r'a* better than i/r'A'; there is also a sugges-
tion of a periodic oscillation in the observed magnitudes.
Other magnitude observations are given, and Father
Iniguez also gives the wave-lengths of the lines observed
photographically and visually in the spectrum of the comet.

Observations of Mars.—A telegram from M. .Antoniadi
to the .istronontische Nachrichten (No. 4542) states that
the large telescope at Meudon revealed, on December d,

a singular brown spot to the areographic west of Argyre.
On November 14 the same observer and M. Bosler were
struck by the decided citron hue of the planet's surface,
even the polar snows appearing yellowish. On December
4 and 6 the Solis Lacus region was seen, under good con-
ditions, to be as it was in 1909, but the " lake " itself

was more intense. It was on the second date that the
large brown spot was seen situated in the western part
of the M. Erythrxum. Such a spot, although much
weaker and uncertain, has been seen during previous
oppositions, but never so plainly as now ; it is about ftoo

kilometres long, and its coloration is entirely difTen in from
that of any other feature on the planet.

The Total Soi-ar Fxlipse of .April 17, 1912.—In a
paper read before the British .Astronomical .Association, and
published in the current Journal (vol. xxii.. No. 2), Mr.
G. V. Chambers gives a number of interesting particulars
he has collected concerning possible facilities for seeing the
total solar eclipse of April 17, 1912. According to the
different almanacs, maximum duration, which occurs in
Portugal, will be from o-6s. to 8-os., the former being given
by The Sautkal .ilnianac, the latter by the Berliner Jahr-
huch

; the Connaissance des Temps gives 6-3 seconds. Mr.
Chambers gives the times of sailing of ships to various
ports in the peninsula, particulars as to methods of reach-
ing, and accommodation in, the towns near to the eclipse
Sath, and some idea of the cost. From figures supplied bv
ather Iniguez. the meteorological conditions at the
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Spfi"'-'- -'•••"»n« woukl probably be unfavourable • -•»"'' "o

th- nar in Portugal, about eighteen n

of < ' • tns to promise the best chance nf

Iranoiiuf) plwnomena. A part^ U being or. . .Mr.

Chamb«V)i, and intending participants Khou! nicate

with him.

Pi..\NKTARV .Atmospmeres.—An Interesting «tudy of the

production, the effects, and the di

HphiTfs of planets is published I

rublicatioti% de la Socifti de Ch...... j ..

.

with each planet as a separated |X>rtion of li

the author traces out the general methon
metals, thr hydrixarbons, &c., would become !>ulidili«-d parts
of the planet's crust, and th^n shows how this would
operate in the case of the earth. Carbonic acid would be
the most resistant impurity of the atmosphere, and under
the action of plant life and light would '

'

posed. With less CO, the radiation won! 1

the temperature of the earth's crust v.

Volcanic action would then interfere by producing more
CO,, and so an oscillation of temperature and riimate
would ensue. Prof. .Arrhenius is unable to accept the long-
period rotation of \'enus, and describes a development on
that planet which will be richer and more brief than it has
been on the earth. Turning to Mars, he likens the condi-
tions there to those obtaining in certain desert districts.

e.g. parts of Persia, only the temperature is some 30°
below zero according to him. The Martian " lakes " are
analogous to the semi-solid khivirs found in Persia, and
Prof. .Arrhenius shows how the colours and the changes on
Mars can be fitted with terrestrial equiv ' • ' ' N
type.

INTERNATIONAL SOLAR RESEARCH.'
T^HE interesting volume referred to below gives evidence

of so much progress since the last meeting of the
Solar Union at Meudon in 1907 that it is not possible in

a limited notice to do more than mention some of the chief
contents.

After giving a list of members of the scientific bodies
constituting the union, and the names of those who attended
the fourth conference at Mount Wilson, the minutes of
each of the four meetings held on .August 31, September i

and 2, 1910, are given verbatim. At the first meeting, with
Prof. E. C. Pickering in the chair, Dr. G. E. Hale gave a
lengthy address on the recent developments of solar inv"

•"

gation. The preparation of the new sunspot map ha-
delayed by the necessity of arranging for spectra of gi

dispersion to allow of the proper analysis of the Zeem:r
effect in spot spectra. It was decided that the scale shoulvi

be not less than 5 mm. to lA the separate sections not
exceeding 60 cm. in length. In the progress of work on
comparisons between centre and limb, solar chromospherr
and other allied problems, the question of the Tertiarv
standards is important, and it is proposed to undertake
their determination in the near future. Dr. Hale also gav.
a very lucid description of the details of the new larfi*
tower telescope and spectrograph. Certain changes de-
tected in the spectra of sunspots were outlined, the differ-
ences found beinp^ due to the varying strengths of magnet >

field in the spot vortices, giving different separation of th-
components. An important statement is that the record o-
eruptive phenomena can be carried on with Ha better tha-
with the calcium lines, and these eruptive phenomena
are likely to be associated with magnetic storms on the
earth.

A number of important resolutions by the Wave-length
Committee were adopted, from which it is apparent that
there is a good prospect of spectroscopists being providod
m the near future with a trustworthv table of wave-l< n^th
standards showing: all the lines of most of the known
elements on a uniform system. These will be referred to .-;

number of " secondary standard " iron lines which hav^
been determined by Fabrv, Eversheim, and Pfund.
At the second sitting. Prof. W. W. Campbell in the chair,

reports were presented dealing with solar radiation, spectra
of sunspots, splipse observations, &c. From an exhaustive

1 "Transactions of the International Union for Cooperation in Solar
Kes-arch. \ ol. iiu (Fourth Conference). Pp. \-iii+23i. (Manchester:
Univeisity Press, igti.) Price 7*. M. net.
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series of pyrheliometric determinations at Washington (sca-

ievel), Mt. Wilson (1800 metres), and Mt. Whitney (4420
metres), Mr. Abbot concludes that the most trustworthy
value of the " solar constant " is 1-95 calories per sq. cm.
per minute.

An important resolution was adopted providing that in

future position angles round the sun's limb should be

measured from the north to the east. This is opposite to

the procedure followed during the last forty years in Italy,

but Prof. Ricco thought that the Soc. degli Spettroscopisti

Italiani would now be willing to agree to the change, in

order that all observers should have the advantage of a
uniform system.

In the reports on sunspot spectra the concurrent result is

that the various metallic lines are, on the whole, affected

in a systematic manner, such that the arc-f^ame lines are
strengthened, normal arc lines unaffected, and enhanced
(spark) lines weakened in spots. Certain elements

—

vanadium, titanium, scandium, &c.—show greater tendency
to strengthening than others. With regard to the question
(jf variation, it is evident that at least during the period
of five years about the last maximum, no decided changes
have been evident in the general spot spectrum. With
instruments of very large dispersion certain changes have
been noticed which, as before mentioned, are attributed to
variations of intensity in the magnetic field of the spot
vortex. Six observers have agreed to subdivide the region
B—F for the continuance of visual observations of special
phenomena.
The third session, presided over by Prof. E. B. Frost,

was occupied with reports on the observations of solar
rotation, work with the spectroheliograph, and an address
hy M. H. Dcslandres on the " Motions and Forms of Solar
\'apours."
The concluding sitting was mainly occupied with ques-

tions of administration, the chief point of interest being the
enthusiastic adoption of a motion to extend the scope of the
union to include astrophysics. A committee was appointed

examine and report on the question of classification of
liar spectra.

It was announced that in all probability a solar observa-
tory would be established in Japan in the near future.
the next meeting of the Solar Union will be held in Bonn

'" 1013- Charles P. Butler.

A
IBk ORIGIN OF MAMMALS.

N outstanding feature of the zoological section at the
Portsmouth meeting of the British Association was

an excellent discussion on the above subject, in opening
which Prof. G. t^lliot Smith laid special stress on the
influence exerted by the evolution of the brain in making
mammals what they are and in supplying evidence show-
ing whence they came. He pointed out that while all

living marsupials are specialised in greater or less degree,
so that no one of them can be looked upon as ancestral to
the Eutheria, it must be admitted that the more highly
specialised Eutheria must have passed, in the course of
their phylogeny, through a stage not very different from
that represented by Perameles, and that therefore there
was a metatherian stage in the ancestry of the Eutheria.
The mode of development of the blastocyst and the presence
^f a shell membrane, the arrangement of the hippocampal
formation and cerebral commissure, and many other struc-
iural features, indicate that in most respects the marsupials
lave retained, in far greater measure than the Eutheria,
lie features distinctive of their common ancestor. Turn-
ng to the monotremes, not only is the skin and its hairy
md glandular epithelium typically mammalian, but also
he alimentary canal and liver, the diaphragm, the audi-
lory ossicles and their mode of development, and the organ
>f Jacobson ; in the brain the complex specialisation of
lie hippocampal formation and its curious fascia dentata
—so peculiarly distinctive of Mammalia—is carried to a
legree of differentiation at least as great as in other
nammals

; the characteristically mammalian neopallium
« present, and emits a system' of projection fibres form-
ng pyramidal and cerebro-pontine connections, as in other
mammals.
Thesp and other facts demonstrate the kinship of mono-

remes to other mammals, and establish the monophyletic
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derivation of the Mammalia. But living monotremes are
separated by a wide interval from Meta- and Eutheria. .At

a very early stage in the history of Mammalia, soon after
the acquisition of skin, hair, milk glands, and the appear-
ance of the typical hippocampus and neopallium, the
Prototheria divided into two phyla, one of which retained
the generalised features and the other specialised. From
the former the common metatherian ancestors of all the
Metatheria and Eutheria sprang by gradual transforma-
tion ; from the latter were derived the living monotremes,
which display a high degree of specialisation in associa-
tion with the fixation of certain very primitive phases of
mammalian structure, showing what the primitive
mammal, just emerged from the reptilian stage, was like.
All mammals have sprung from an oviparous prototherian
stock, which, though vastly different from living mono-
tremes, still deserved the name Prototheria ; and there is

an overwhelming mass of evidence—anatomical, embryo-
logical, and palteontological—to prove that the mammalian
phylum sprang from the Reptilia, although certain features
—the occipital condyles, the mesenteric vessels, the epi-

glottis, the mode of development of the heart, the nature
of the skin and its sense organs, the auditory ossicles, and
the early phases of the eutherian blastocyst—have been
cited as arguments for an amphibian, in opposition to a
reptilian, ancestry for mammals. But Hill has demon-
strated the thoroughly sauropsidan derivation of the mam-
malian mode of blastocyst formation, while Osborn,
Broom, and others have shown that the bicondylar
arrangement of the amphibian occipital bone has persisted

in many extinct reptiles, and especially in the Theriodonts,
which present such a remarkable series of mammalian
resemblances in their skeletons.

The process of differentiation of the mammalian hippo-
campal formation becomes intelligible only when the pre-

paratory phases, represented in the reptilian brain, are

known. In the amphibian brain, on the contrary, the

cortical formation has become so specialised, or perhaps
so degenerate, in comparison with that of its forerunner

—

the Dipnoi—or its successor—the Reptilia—that it must
be regarded as being off the path which led to the

Mammalia. In spite of the certainty that the mammalian
brain passed through a reptilian stage in its phylogeny,
the brain of no living reptile fulfils the conditions required

in the actual ancestor of the Pro-mammalia. The brain

of Sphenodon represents a blending of primitive features

with lacertilian and chelonian characters, but it inclines

too decidedly to the Lacertilia to afford a type of the

ancestral reptilian brain. The extinct Therapsida (in-

cluding Cynodontia) present a blend of primitive reptilian

and primitive mammalian features, many of the characters

of the skull of Rhynchocephalia, of the polyprotodont

marsupials, and of the Insectivora being reproduced with

surprising exactitude, as Watson has recently shown, and
in the limbs prototherian peculiarities are often closely

foreshadowed. If the actual ancestor be not discovered,

the group of Cynodontia provides so many forms present-

ing mammalian characters of skull and teeth, limbs and
trunk, that it is no longer possible to refuse to recognise

these extinct forms as the representatives of the order to

which the ancestor of the Prototheria belonged. Prof.

Elliot Smith held that the ancestor of the Mammalia was
scaly and laid eggs provided with a large amount of

yolk, to mention only two obvious points among the

definitely reptilian characteristics of the Pro-mammalia,

and repeated that there is an extinct group of reptiles

—

the Cvnodontia—which includes representatives conforming

in almost every detail of structure to what would be e.K-

pected in the near relatives of the earliest mammals,
whereas there is no group of .Amphibia which fulfils these

conditions.

It seems im()ossibIe to derive either reptiles or mammals
from the true .Amphibia. In the course of evolution from

the dipnoan stage the amphibian brain has in great

measure lost precisely those features which were essential

if it had to develop into the reptilian or mammalian con-

dition. The features of the brain in Dipnoi so definitely

foreshadow the conditions seen in the Reptilia that it is

difficult to belie^'e the Dipnoi can be far removed from the

direct path leading to the Amniota ; but the dipnoan brain,

in its general plan, though not in the histological detail of
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its cortex, b eMmtially amphibian. This fact, talcen in

conjunction with the palaeontoloffical evidence, suggetU
that the stcguccphalian brain may o»,s^ bridged ttte interval

between thuee o( Dipnoi and Reptilia. Pcrhape both

Amphibia and Reptilia have been derived from Stego-

cephalia. Recent reaearch, especiatly on foistls from tiie

P«-mian of Texas, has brought to light stegocephalians

•u cioeely resembling reptiles, and reptilian remains so

stcgocepbalian, that there can no longer be any questioo

as to tne genetic relationship of the two groups.

Prof. EUiot Smith remarked that it is unfortunate that

nothing is known of the brain in the Cynodontia, for he
thought that the transformation of its cortex v'-' • -ve

Slay«l a leading part in the evolution of tiie '.

room states that the South African Therln^ w
which mammals were derived became distingui&ltcU Irum
their American allies by the development of powerful limbs,

ai\d that " it was the lengthened limb that gave the start

to the mammals." •*' When the Therapsidan took to walk-
ing with its feet underneath and its body off the ground
it first became possible for it to become a warm-blooded
animal. Alt the characters that distinguish a mammal
from a reptile are the result of increased activity—the soft

flexible skin with hair, the more freely movable jaws, the

g;rfect four-chambered heart, and the warm blood." But
room confesses his inability to e.xplain how this fateful

lengthening of the limbs was caused. Prof. Elliot Smith
suggested that a realisation of the changes which took
place in the brain in the transition from reptiles to

mammals would seem to indicate an explanation of this

end the acquisition of many other mammalian features.

The development of a definite neopallium (the cerebral

cortex sensu stricto), the lengthening of the limbs, the

increased activity, the freeing of the skin of its mail-like

coat of scales and conversion of it into a highly developed
tactile organ—all these events occurred at about the same
time, and had a reciprocal influence one upon the other.

By the time the Reptilia were evolved the cerebral
hemisphere had reached a stage of development which
opened up vast possibilities of new developments. Though
the cerebral cortex was still mainly olfactory in function,
tactile, gustatory, visual, and perhaps auditory impulses
^•ere able to make their entry into it ; but it exercised
little direct control over the movements of the body, which
were still regulated by the midbrain. The possession of
this potential receptive organ in the cortex for receiving
tactile impressions and bringing them into relation with
impressions from the other sense organs gave an added
importance to tne tactile sensibility of the ridges of skin
that intervened between the scales of the Hypotherian.
Moreover, more precise movements of the limbs became
possible, because more exact information was being pro-
vided of the positions of the limbs by these tactile
impressions.
The enhanced importance of the skin as a tactile organ

led to the atrophy of the scales, perhaps by a process of
natural selection ; and the greater perfection of the
tactile sensibility of the skin, and of its receiving
and recording apparatus in the cortex, reacted mutu-
ally one upon the other and gave birth to the neo-
pallium. It is not without significance that from its

earliest appearance the neopallium performed the function
of regulating " skilled " movements of the whole body,
i.e. such actions as are possible only when there is a
highly developed tactile information bureau to render nicely
adjusted movements possible. Moreover, quickness and
increased activity are made possible by the neopallium,
because it was put into direct connection ab inilio with all
the motor nuclei in the whole central nervous svstem bv
the pyramidal tract (which developed pari passu with the
evolution of the neopallium), and also with the cerebellum
(by the simultaneous development of the pons), which
enabled the creature to coordinate the muscular activities
of its whole body to perform quick, accurately adjusted,
and skilled movements. It is such developments as these
that made the mammals what we know them to be. that
give them their dominant position and their plasticity, or
power of rapid adjustment to varying environment.

It is only when such skilled movements are possible that
long limbs, capable of supporting the body, can become
useful appendages. The fact that such limbs were making
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dieir appearance in the TherapskU in Triaaslc timei>

tangible evidence of the birth of the neopallium in ti.

pro-mammals.
Prof. Arthur Keith, in maintaining that mamm.-i!- -

not from reptiles, but from Amphibia, remarked '

divergence between his views and those of Pre!

Smith was not really so great, as the qucktion

not the Amphibia and reptiles of the present, but

forms in regard to some of which it was difficult

to which of these phyla they should be referred

common stock from which reptiles, birds, and maun:
had been derived possessed three characters:—(i) an •

f;iving rise during development to an amnion and alLmt<

2) the beginning of a cerebral cortex; and (3) lungs fii

and emptied by movements of the body wall. ProT. K-
regarded this common ancestor as more amphibian ti

otherwise. He devoted special attention to tlie tl.

character above named, and pointed out there was not

any living reptile a trace of a diaphragm, and that '

lungs of reptiles were essentially different in «•-••'•

from those of niammals, and, further, the movei:

the body wall were different in the two phyla. He :

that the evolution of a new type of respiration, in wh.
the whole body wall became a means of expanding ;

body and filling the lungs, was a great
and he considered that this occurred in a:

not far removed from the Dipnoi, and coiumwu ui.u i,

was a common type (amphibian) from which the th:

types of respiration—reptilian, avian, mammalian—

1

been evolved. He also referred to the presence of H'
bundle, which is found only in the heart of mammals, :

suggested that this arose in the EHpnoi, and was tra

mittcd through an ancient amphibian. Prof. Keith thou,
that an early amphibian, arising near the beginning of ir

Permian, was the stock from which came the higher vert -

brates.

Dr. C. W. Andrews remarked that the agreement
the skeleton of Cynodonts with that of mammals is

remarkable that it is impossible to believe it arcidcn'
Possibly in Middle Permian times lived some small anii;

of this group from which the mammals arose. '1

shoulder girdle, atlas, and lower jaw of some Theriodc:
represented transitions from reptilian to mammalian cor
tions. The dentary became greatly enlarged, owing to

differentiation of the teeth, especially grinding teeth,

tended backwards, and acquired articulation with
squamosal, leaving the quadrate and articulare on
inner side. Some of the South African Therapsida y

sent so close an approach to mammalian characters tha;

seems impossible to believe that the Mammalia can ha
arisen from any other group.

Dr. Marett Tims pointed out that if the dentiti.

of the monotremes and of the Metatheria and Euth- :

be considered, the monophyletic derivation of
mammals does not appear to be full)' esta
In the marsupials and Eutheria generally
the Rodentia out of account for the moment!
dentition is of the type which may be referred to

trituberculate, though not of the ti-ituberculate pattr:

while the dentition of the monotremes is of an enti:

different nature, being referable to that of the fossil Mu
tuberculata. Dr. Tims said that his investigations on :

tooth germs of the Caviidae lend support to the view th

as already urged by Dr. Forsyth Major, the dentition
these rodents has a multituberculate character. On th
and other grounds Dr. Tims was disposed to suggest lii-

possibility of the diphyletic origin of mammals, and to
believe that monotremes, and possibly rodents (though with
much greater doubt), may have sprung from a different
stock than that from which the marsupials and remaining
Eutheria have arisen. J. H. A.

VERTICAL CURRENTS IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
TN a paper entitled " Die Messung vertikalen Luftstrdm-

unffen," Dr. Paul Ludewig-, of the University of

Konigsberg, describes some experiments made in three
balloon ascents, for the purpose of determining the vertical
currents in the atmosphere. The lack of information on
this important point is made painfully evident at intervals
in the inquiries into aeronautical disasters. The problem is
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being attacked in this country partly by observations of

pilot balloons and partly by observations near the earth's

surface of the angle of elevation of a balloon, which in a
horizontal wind floats very nearly at the same level as the

point to which it is attached. Special difficulties arise

owing to the rapid increase of the errors of observation in

the first method as the balloon travels away from the

observers, and to the influence of the instability of the

wake in the second method. Dr. Lude wig's contribution

will therefore be of special interest. He uses the principle

that the barometer in the balloon shows the height above
sea-level, and therefore the rate at which the balloon is

rising relative to the earth, while a vertical anemometer
carried by the balloon shows the rate at which the balloon

rises relative to the air. The difference between the two
rates gives the rate at which the air is rising relative to the

earth or the strength of the vertical current.

The construction of a suitable anemometer is the prin-
cipal difficulty. Dr. Ludewig uses a fan in a small
cylinder, which hangs from the balloon in a vertical posi-

tion ; the revolutions of the fan are recorded photographic-
ally by an ingenious device, so that the inertia and friction

are reduced to a minimum. When the anemometer was
suspended in a horizontal current of air, the fan did not
rotate, so that effects arising from variations in the hori-

zontal velocity were practically eliminated. In addition to

a barograph, a Bestelmeyer variometer was used. The
instrument is a form of eye-readrng microbarograph, which
permitted of great accuracy in determining the small varia-
tions in altitude as the balloon travelled across the country.
In the first ascent, made on January 22, 191 1, the results

obtained from the variometer and the anemometer agreed
so closely that it was evident that no vertical currents were
present. In the third ascent, on February i8th, when there
was a steep gradient for westerly winds over central
Europe, strong vertical currents were experienced, and the
instrumental measurements showed that the motion was
mainly upwards, and reached at times a speed of 3 metres
per second at altitudes slightly less than one kilometre.
h. curve, showing in profile the country passed over by the
balloon during the period for which the diagram of vertical
motion is drawn, would add interest to the latter and
possibly suggest the causes of the rapid variations in the
upward current. E. Gold.

BEACH-LA-MAR, THE JARGON OF THE
WESTERN PACIFIC.

B'
EACH-LA-MAR is that peculiar variety of English
speech which has arisen from the contact of uncultured

civilisation with the savage or semi-civilised peoples of the
western Pacific. It is a language born of the necessity of
comprehension between primitive traders, and is thus, in

its nature and purpose, akin to the Lingua Franca of the
Levant, the Pidgin of the China Seas, the Chinook of the
American fur trade, the Negro-English of the Guiana
plantations, and the Krooboy talk of the African coast. Its

lame suggests but one of its origins, for Beach-la-mar is

~he sailor's mispronunciation of B6che-de-mer, a name of
r^he Trcpang or Holothuria, which was prepared on the

island shores for the markets of the East Indies. But the
language began with the American whalers and the sandal-
wood gatherers of the early nineteenth century, who
preceded the hichc-de-mer fishers of the 'forties and 'fifties,

the decay of the trepang industry the talk passed to
copra-collectors and the beach-combers, and was finally

settled as the jargon of the Pacific by the " blackbirding ''

(more delicately described as the " recruiting of Polynesian
labour ") in the 'sixties, when it became the common
speech of the natives on the Queensland plantations.
Few have recorded the speech, and in an entertaining

little volume Mr. Churchill has noted all that is to be found
relating to it, with some chapters by way of introduction.'

^Ir. Churchill discusses the art of breaking English into
on. It is delightfully simple, for " the proper way to

ice a foreigner understand what you would say is to use
ken English." Politeness may give way to emphasis.
" Beach-la-mar, ihe Jargon or Trade ."Speech of the Western Pacific."
VUIiam Churchill. Pp. 54. (Published by the Carnegie Institution of
.ington, 1911.)
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Grammar and the elegances of speech do not matter. The
want of these will not shock the native, for in no native
language is it possible to be ungrammatical. In them
intelligible speech consists in the placing of the vocables in
the right order. Inaccurate arrangement is unintelligible
nonsense. The native subjects the broken English to the
rules of his own speech. As to this, Mr. Churchill, pre-
mising that a single parent for the many and diverse
languages of Melanesia is as yet unproved, recognises that
all the languages of that region are practically on the same
plane of development, and so uses the designation
" Melanesian speech " to indicate a composite of the know-
ledge of the languages there spoken. He regards them as
isolating languages, and rejects the Malayo-Polynesian
theory of Bopp, as well as the application to them' of the
term " agglutinative." He believes the words may be
separated into monosyllabic elements, and these even may
be susceptible of ultimate reduction to vowels, to which
may be prefixed or suffixed a consonant with a definite
power of qualifying or fixing a special meaning to the stem.
The rules of isolating speech applied to the Broken

English formed the Beach-la-mar.
The vocabulary is nearly all English, and the marine

element is strong. Mr. Churchill says, " There can be no
hesitation in ascribing to forecastle English such exotics as
pickaninny, calaboose, and savvy—longshore sweepings from
the Spanish Main. The squareface, sole landward hope of
the sailor, is scarcely known ashore. The sailor dialect has
kept alive, and has given to these remote savages the
special sense of sing out and look out, of capsize along with
copper, of slew, of look alive, of adrift and fashion. Of
certain elements of low, cant, vulgar English the sailors may
have been the carriers." The Kanakas in the Queensland
plantations enriched the vocabulary with Austral English,
and to this " we must ascribe in the greater measure the
inclusion of such terms as tumble down and blackfellow, of

flash and trash, of hook it and clear out, of hump and
wire in, of gammon and bloody." Such words as kaikai,
food, likelik, little, tambo or tabu come from the island
tongues, and one word, rauss (? clear out) is German.
Mr. Churchill has given a bibliography of the subject in

fifteen entries. He has produced a most instructive and
interesting book. It illustrates a simple language in the
making, and records a form of speech which will disappear
with colonisation and mission schools. It is to the presence
of these in the Torres Straits that a decadence in jargon
noted by Mr. Churchill is due. Sidney H. Ray.

T//E FRACTURE OF FLINT BY NATURE
AND B V MAN.

A T a meeting of the Prehistoric Society of East Anglia,
held at Norwich on November 4, the natural fracture

of flint and its bearing on rudimentary flint implements
was discussed by Mr. J. Reid-Moir.
Subjoined is a summary of the main points described :

—

(i) Experiments were shown in natural percussion pro-

duced by placing a number of flint nodules in a sack and
shaking them violently together. The following results

were obtained :

—

First, some of the flints were flaked on the edg<» by
blows which had impinged at all angles, as would b<»

expected from fortuitous blows.

Secondly, nearly all the blows had impingfd obliquply,

thereby blunting the edge and showing prominent ripple-

marks.
On the other hand, human blows are always delivered

at a constant angle to the edge of the flint, and are

delivered vertically to the edge, as it is much easier to

remove flakes thus than by oblique blows, which is

nature's method.
Nature must of necessity detach flakes obliquely, because

out of the 180 angles at which it is possible to edge-flake a

flint, there is only one which gives a true vertical flake.

The.se vertical flakes do not show ripple marks, as tho

force of the blow does not pass through the body of the

flint.

It was also seen that fortuitous blows produced a large

number of truncated flakes on the edge of the flints, which
are not seen to anything like such a large extent on human
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Imp''

fa.

"<1 in th^ir manu-
'f blows i* prac-
ir<! of nfcr>«i»iiy

of the iprrim^n* shown exhibited marked tinuoiit

<di,'<s. hut the bl" ' '
\\ caused them were alt oblique

nnd impiniJed at \ .;les.

(a) Experiments -><.. i»i formed in natural pressure bv
means oi an ordinary and a difTurfntiai srrrw press (witd

a rubber rnm), f^ivin^; a pressure ranging from 40 to 300
tons to the square inch.

It was found that through a thin layer of sand the
pressure was incapable of fracturing the thinnest flint

flake*.

On a hard surface, th»« pressure and resistance being
equal, f1al<es were detached from flint nodules showing
two bulbs, one at each end of the flake and opposite to

each other.

In the case of a flake detached by percussion, only one
bulb occurs. Thcrrforp this fact provides an excellent

test for differentiating between man's work and flaking

by natural pressure.

If the under surface on which the flint rests is not
sufTiriontly resistant, a flake detached shows only one bulb,
which is entirely different from that produced by per-
cussion.

When a suitable flint is carefully placed upon another
equally suitable, and pressure applied, a *' hollow-scraper "

can be produced showing much finer flaking than that
resulting from percussion.

It is known that the finer flaking on Neolithic imple-
ments, such as arrow-heads and " pigmies," is always
produced by pressure applied by man.

.\ large number of specimens was shown to illustrate

e.ich experiment described.

71

THE MEDICAL WORK OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT BOARD.

"HE report of the medical officer of the Local Govern-
ment Board for the year 1910-11 ' has been issued

with commendable promptitude. Dr. Newsholme's report,
which occupies the first seventy pages of the volume, gives
a comprehensive review of the public health in 1910 and
of the work of the medical department of the Board, and
epitomises some special subjects considered during the year,
public vaccination, and the auxiliary scientific investiga-
tions carried out for the Board.
The review of the public health gives some of the more

important facts as to the incidence of particular diseases,
and a comparison is given graphically for the ten vears
1901-10. It is gratifying to find that there has been a
decline in the death-rate for all the following :—general
death-rate, infant mortality, enteric fever, scarlet fever,
diphtheria, puerperal diseases and accidents, and phthisis
and tuberculous diseases. Measles alone has not markedly
diminished. One of the most striking declines in the
death-rate is that of enteric fever, which has diminished
from about 16 per 100,000 in 1901 to about 45 in 1910, a
percentage decline of 70, representing a saving of nearlv
10,000 lives in 1910 compared with 1901, and a financial
saving estimated at 1,492,800!. Pulmonarv tuberculosis
(phthisis, consumption) was responsible for '38,639 deaths
in 1909, still a heavy mortality ; but had the same death-
rate existed in this year as in 1871-So the deaths would
have been 78,308 : this saving of life represents a financial
saving of nearly six millions sterling. Preventive medicine
may well be proud of such results as these !

The circumstances of the outbreak of plague in Suffolk
are discussed, but these have already been dealt with in
our pages.
Of the auxiliary scientific investigations, Dr. Gordon has

once more studied the types of streptococci present in the
fauces in scarlet fever. He has found that the scarlatinal
streptococci are indistinguishable from streptococci present
in other disease processes ; this leaves the problem of the
etiology of scarlet fever still unsolved. Infantile diarrhoea
has been investigated by Dr. C. J. Lewis at Birmingham,

J Fortieth Annual Report of the Local Government Board, tgto-ii
Supplement oontam.ng the Report of the Medical Officer for 1910-11.
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Dr. S. M. Ro»f at Manchester, Dr. R. A. O'Br •

London, and Dr. T. Orr at Shrewsbury. Of d.

cat«a, 49-2 per cent, yield non-lactose fermenting orj;

from the ficces ; of non-diarrhoea cases, only 19-1 yi'

•tmilar organisms, showing a much greater fr<*qu''nr^-

non-Iactose fermenters in diarrhoea than in t

one type of organism, however, has been
suflficient frequenc)' to justify the assumptiun m.u -

disease is necessarily or usually attributable to one .'

the same organism.
Dr. Andrewes contributes a study of the bacteria pre*-

in the air of sewers and drains, a subject previous
investigated by him for the Board in 1906-8. In the c.->

of sewers, the dissociation of micro-organisms from ti

sewage is very small. In the case of drains, where th-

may be much more splashing than in sewers, organ is r

dissociated from the sewage may be far more numer<<
and may be carried by air currents in large numbers f

considerable distances.

Dr. Inman has studied the secondary infections
pulmonary tuberculosis. He considers that in nearly ev-

;

case of "open tuberculosis" of the lungs the tubertl
bacillus is the predominant infecting agent.

R. T. !^- '—

THE HEDLEY GOLD FIELD, BRITISH
COLUMBIA.'

'T'HK; mining town of Hedley on the Similkameen Riv'
in British Columbia, a little west of the 120:

meridian and about twenty miles north of the I'nited Stat' -

boundary, is the most important mining camp in thr
district, and is of interest owing to the unusual charact.
of its ores. The town is situated near the mouth of t

Twenty Mile Creek, a canyon from 2500 to 4000 feet d-

and with walls sloping at angles of 40°. The first mini:
claims were discovered there in 1894, and though m.i:

small mineral deposits have been found in the district, th-

are only two producing mines, the Nickel Plate and t.

Sunnyside Mines, of which the former is the most produc-,,
tive gold mine in Canada.
The country consists of Upper Palaeozoic rocks, doul

fully identified as Carboniferous ; they include a lower ser
of limestones, quartzites, and argillites, a middle series
limestones and quartzites—the Nickle Plate Format
and an upper series of tuffs and volcanic breccias—the
Mountain Formation. The sedimentary series was invad
in early Mesozoic times by intrusions of gabbro and diori^
The ore deposits are unique in America, for they are conta
metamorphic deposits containing arsenopyrite as the pr
cipal gold-bearing mineral. The ores are developed ale

the contacts between the gabbro and diorite with the se
mentary deposits. The igneous rocks have metamorphc

,

the limestones, but have had a comparatively small efffl

on the quartzites, argillites, and tuffs. The mineralisat^
is greatest where the contact alteration is greatest,
though gold is found in all the sulphides the highest vali
occur in the arsenopyrite. The granodiorite has had coa
paratively little effect either as a source of metamorphii^
or of ores, and the gabbro has been far more actjve thi
the diorite. The gabbro forms the foot-wall or is closf'

associated with the ore bodies in the two producing min
and in some of the smaller ore deposits.

After the intrusion of the igneous rocks the field was
faulted and fissured ; but neither faults nor fissures are ot

much economic importance. The faults were later in dat.-

than the ore bodies, and the fissures are filled with barren
veins of quartz and calcite, and contain no ore deposits of

commercial value. The ores, in fact, do not occur in well-
defined lodes, but they grade off imperceptibly into barren
country rock. As the ore deposits occur parallel to th
bedding planes, it has been suggested that the gold was
originally scattered through the sedimentary rock, and has
been concentrated by the igneous activity ; this suggestion
was all the more natural, as the gold has been found widely
distributed through the sedimentary rocks. It is found in

them, however, only within the sphere of influence of the

1 "The Geology and Ore Deposits of Hedley Mining District, BritiA
Columbia." By C. Camsell. Canada Department of Mines Geological
>iir\ey Branch, Memoir No. a. Pp. 2i8-|-xx plates+S figs+4 map*.
(Ottawa, 1910 )
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igneous rocks. Mr. Camsell rejects the hypolnesis of the

sedimentary origin of the gold, since no ore bodies have
been found in any rocks except those that have been

nietamorphosed by the diorite-gabbro intrusions.

Mr. Camsell 's description makes it quite clear that the

•ores are of metamorphic origin, and were due to the action

of mineralising solutions given off from the intrusions.

The gold has certainly not in this case come up from deep-

seated fissures independent of the igneous rocks. The
disturbance of the original arrangement of the ores by
secondary enrichment is of comparatively secondary import-
ance ; the enrichments, as is so often the case, are best

developed where some impermeable layer has prevented the

further movement of descending solutions.

The memoir is illustrated by a series of excellent maps,
;

sections, and photographs. A few lines on p. 178 are unin-
telligible, apparentlv through, an accident in setting the

type.
'

J. W. G.

BEIT MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIPS FOR
MEDICAL RESEARCH.

'T'HE trustees of the Beit Memorial Fellowships for
Medical Research elected the following persons to

f. llovvships on December 16. In each case we give the
1; -neral character of the proposed research, and the institu-

tion in which it is proposed to carry out the research.
Dr. P. G. E. Bayon.— Investigation on the streptothrix

stages of various acid-fast germs. Differentiation and
classification of the acid-fast group of germs, with special
reference to leprosy and tuberculosis. Treatment and
diagnosis of leprosy on specific lines. At the Lister Insti-
tute, and, if possible, at a leper camp in India or Robben
Island.

Evelyn Ashley Cooper.—An investigation of the pro-
tective and curative properties of selected foodstuffs and
other substances and of their ingredients against beri-beri
{polyneuritis) ; of the nature of their active constituents

;

and of the value of the foregoing in the treatment of forms
of neuritis induced by conditions other than those predis-
posing to beri-beri. At the Lister Institute of Preventive
Medicine, Chelsea.

Elizabeth Thomson Frazer.—An inquiry into the value of
the complement fixation test in tuberculosis as a guide to
<Ii.-ignosis and treatment. At the Bacteriological Labora-
t(M-v, Pathological Institute, Royal Infirmary, Glasgow.

(ieorge Graham.—Investigations on metabolism in health
.'uul disease, especially in relation to the retention of
nitrogen in kidney disease. At the Pathological Labora-
tory, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; the laboratories of the
II. Medizinische Klinik Krankenhaus, Munchen, Bavaria,
G>rmany.

Or. James Andrew Gtinn.—Research in pharmacology
and experimental therapeutics :—(i) the toxicity and
trypanocidal action of arsen-lecethid

; (2) further investiga-
tion of the action of harmaline on the uterus, with the view
of determining its possible value as a substitute for, or
adjuvant to, ergot

; (3) natural immunity to certain gluco-
sides

; (4) an investigation of certain pharmacological and
toxicological group-actions. At the Pharmacologv Labora-
tory, University College, London.

Dr. Willoughby Henwood Hartley.—Pathological condi-
tions of the kidney brought about bv certain products of
putrefaction which are produced '

in the alimentary
canal (" Autointoxication and Experimental Nephritis in
Rabbits," Journ. of Path, and Hacleriol., 191 1, vol. xvi.).
The precise nature and conditions under which certain
D.iihological changes are produced in the kidneys by large

s of urea, and the effect of certain purine derivatives,
icularly caffeine. At the Pharmacological Laboratory,

< iinbridge.

judah Leon Jona.
n.incy and childbirth.
M'dicine.

h'owland Victor .\'orris.—.\n investigation into the
fillmation and metabolism of glycogen in the organism, and
ii- bearing on diabetes and other pathological conditions.

lie Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine.
harles Henry O'Donoghue.—The relation of the cvstrus

to the functional activity of the mammary glands, and
rally to investigate the development, morphology, and
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-The toxaemias attendant on preg-
.At the Lister Institute of Preventive

physiology of the mammary apparatus in the mammalian
series. At (i) the Zoological Laboratory, University
College, London

; (2) the Institute of Physiology, University
College, London.

Charles Claud Twort.—The immunity reactions in
Johne's disease of cattle (pseudo-tuberculous enteritis), and
their relation to leprosy and to human, bovine, and avian
tuberculosis. At the Brown Institution.

Jl
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE TROBLEMSA

HIS institute now coordinates all the teaching that used
to take place in many small science classes in the

city. Vou have a costly and magnificent building with
many thousands of evening students and a few day
students, and it is important to know whether you are
doing with it all that may be done. All technical colleges
in the country have much the same history and are trying
to solve the same problems. I do not know what the
salaries are here, but the curse of all other science colleges
known to me is that the salaries are only half what they
ought to be, and there ought to be more professors and
teachers. A city puts up a magnificent building with well-
arranged laboratories full of expensive apparatus, and it

economises in the most important item—the teacher. As
the Americans say, an expensive gun is all right, but what
of the man behind the gun?

I shall speak particularly of the needs of the engineering
trades, but what I say applies to nearly all the manu-
facturing trades of the town.
A boy at fifteen fit to be an apprentice ought to be fond

of reading English books, to be able to write an account
of things he has seen and done, to be able to do simple
computation such as easy mensuration, to do a little

mechanical drawing, and he ought to know something of
natural science. Such an apprentice begins to learn and
begins to be useful in his trade from the first day ; he is

sure to attend evening classes in this institute, and he will
at the age of twenty-one have had a very fine training.
But 98 per cent, of apprentices knew little when they left

school at thirteen ; they have had time to forget that little,

and they know almost nothing when they enter the
factory. Therefore for nearly two years in the factory they
are mere message boys ; they have no inclination to go to
evening classes, and if they had, or if their masters were
to insist on such attendance, they would benefit very little.

It is very easy to blame the masters, but I tell you that
the average apprentice has been ruined already ; it is

scarcely worth while trying to teach him anything.
In spite of their ignorance, these apprentices in the past

acquired a manual skill which is the wonder of foreigners.
But much of that skill is now comparatively useless. The
machine tool-shop has become far more important than it

used to be, and labour-saving tools have greatly displaced
handicraft ; head work has become far more important,
and if a man is not to be a mere tool-minder he must
know something of the sciences which underlie his trade.

It is also important that he should be happy through
interest in his work, else he will develop into a mere
labour-saving tool himself, without imagination and with-
out initiative—a poor sort of citizen. .Again, reforms in

workshop methods and invention depend greatly upon the

ideas of the workmen, which gradually reach their

superiors.

There is, however, no need to impress upon you the

necessity for evening science classes. You have them here.

But see what a great waste there is ! This costly build-

ing, its well-equipped laboratories and well-trained staff of

teachers, are devoted during the first two years of a boy's

life here to teaching him the things that he ought to have
learnt at his primary school or in some continuation school.

I may tell you that in Scotland and the north of England
a great effort has been made in the last ten years to capture

the boy of thirteen. In Scotland it is compulsory that he

should attend continuation-school classes in the evening,

and it is going to be made compulsory also in Engl.nnd.

In Scotland, however, it is being reco:" • Mi

' From an .iild'ess delivered at the opening of the new ^ „; ; „ Lil'ii

lories of the Municipal Technical Institute, Belfast, on November 34,

by Prof. John Perry, F.R.S.
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ordinary priniary-»cljooI maiter can only teach the«e boyf

at he hat taught them already, and special kindt of

inttruction arc being given In many placet which really

fit the boy of fifteen for science class work.

I knew, a!i others did, about this great college of yourt,

an«l I wdfKlrri-*! whrrc yt>u would find apprrntir«'<i hTc:

who were fit to take these evening classes. But 1 have

made a discovery. You here are actually taking boys of

thirteen in the day time and giving them just that kind

of Instruction which will fit them perfectly for their work

;

and these boys when apprentices will, I hope, come to

your evening classes. This is a temporary expedient, forced

upon you, for it is n pity to devote your space to such
elementary work ; but it is very important that this

example should be set. Four years ago I found that the

Hull Institute had this system. A boy who is from i

twclvp to thirteen years of age, and has perhaps passed
j

thr sixth standard, may attend the institute in the day
linip until ho is fifteen years of a^^e. He does sonu- i

freehand drawing, practical plane and solid geometry, and
!

mechanical drawing ; there is what is called a mathc- I

matical laboratory ; I pay the mechanical laboratory work I

a high compliment when I say that it is there as well
]

done as it is here ; there is laboratory work in heat, elec-
}

tricity, and chemistry. The results are very wonderful.

I had to use a high standard when I asked the boys ques-

tions. They could write an account of the work they were
doing in decent English ; their reasoning powers were
evidently well developed ; they had power to use elementary
algebra and trigonometry in new problems. I could not
imagine a better training for boys who intended to enter

the shipbuilding and mechanical and electrical and other

engineering works of Hull. 1 am glad to think that you
are doing this also in Belfast.

Just as in Scotland, this problem of * the ignorant
apprentice has been attacked in the north of England
during the last six years by means of contirmation schools,

;ind many important institutes are now able to fill their

spaces in the evening with boys of fifteen who have already
passed the kind of standard presented by what is called the
Lancashire and Cheshire Union. It results that later, in

the six years from fifteen to twenty-one, there are numerous
students who are acquiring a scientific and practical know-
ledge of engineering which is much superior to what is

obtainable in the best American and German science

colleges of university rank. I say superior, because these

British boys are not only being given a practical know-
ledge of higher mathematics and of science, and not only
is there more common sense in our use of laboratories, but
these boys become skilled in their trades because they learn
their trades in real workshops working side by side with
real workmen, doing work which has to be paid for.

If you want to know how much can be done in evening
classes, I advise you to visit the great Glasgow Science
College or th« Heriot-Watt College at Edinburgh, which
have also large day classes. Graduates of the universities

in engineering come to the evening classes of these colleges
to get post-graduate instruction, and yet these colleges

cannot themselves confer degrees. The great success of
these evening classes is due to the dogged persistence of
the Scotch people in introducing common sense into their
primary-school teaching and in coordinating it with the
science-class teaching.
You have seen these laboratories, but it is possible that

many of you do not quite understand what- an important
work they are doing. In secondary schools and colleges
we used to teach only 5 per cent, of our students, those
who were capable of abstract reasoning, and we called
them the clever students. We called the others stupid
until they thought themselves stupid, and we did not
recognise the fact that these others were in many cases
very much the cleverer. They refused to reason about
things they did not understand—that they were not familiar
with. And so their honest minds refused to follow their
teachers in geometry and other parts of mathematics ; they
refused the study of what is often called natural science
in schools. Yes, and in spite of the mental training which
is always bragged about by Latin masters and other
teachers of philology and grammar, the average bov was
stupefied by all the scholastic work he did. and if it had
not been for their sports, their teaching of themselves by
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obiervation and experinMiit out of tcbool, we ^kmiI .

stupefied them for their live*.

1 have always felt that my best work wat in teachin.

that average student whom moat teachert call ttupH ^

whom I regard as the oioat earnest and hard*u

and honest, and altogether beat of all students. An
in every university, in every polytechnic of Gcrm.r
science college of America, there are great labor.!

and in most of them the average sti^ent still has \

chance. Teachers will not exercise their common tenv
Why, a man can train a monkey or a dog or a be.t:

because he studies the animal ; he never studies the averse
boy, whose mental powers are infinitely greater : he catb
him stupid.

In mechanics we deal with mere matter and its motion.

The fundamental ideas of time, length, area, volur

weight, force, velocity, &c., are quite familiar to all

and yet the average boy cannot be taught the simpb
combinations of these ideas, such as momentum. And
stupefied boy, who is to become a mechanical engineer,

now placed in an engineering laboratory, where the experi-^

ments are simple enough, but they give him no new ideas ;

and because the big testing machines, which are perfect!

easy to understand, cannot be seen anywhere else, he .

said to have had a complete laboratory training.

If things are bad in mechanics, think of the training

an electrical engineer ! Of course, an e!'*^''-''--'
"""•-

must first and foremost be a good mechan;
he must also know about the laws of c>

he is placed rmong the most delicate apparatus used
testing, consisting of reflecting galvanometers and resist-

ance coils and Wheatstone bridges, and he does a lot r

'

exercises and passes an examination, and after two yea-

work he knows absolutely nothing of the simple principle-

of electricity ; his mind if in a state of confusion on th''

whole subject.

Now before teaching geometry you ought to make a b

familiar with geometrical notions by his own drawing a'

measurement and computation, and so you ought
familiarise a boy with notions of current and electromoti\

force and resistance by letting him play and m
the simplest kinds of electrical apparatus. For
are really abstract notions, and they cannot L. ^,...,,.

hended at all easily by the average boy.

If you ask a boy " What is force? " and he gives y<^

the answer, " Force is the rate of change of that vec;

which we call momentum,'' you must give him full mark
If you ask * What is Ohm's law?" and he ."•

" Current is electromotive force divided by resi-

again you must give him full marks. And yet it ii

before the engineer knows thoroughly well what these wor
mean, and many a student who takes prizes never gets

know what these words mean.
Now all through the laboratory work here you will ^

that there is an effort to make a student really und
the few fundamental principles which underlie all er

ing work. These principles are few and simple-I'

but if a man knows them thoroughly well, as v.

example, as he knows his way about his own li

the dark, then there is scarcely any new problem, howev
complex, in his engineering work that he cannot «of^•

and it is only the student who has fiddled with simp'
trical apparatus, making simple measurements and
ments, who can understand how to use your delic)

ing apparatus or electric generators and motors,
fundamental principles are part of his mental mr.

he will have no difficulty in comprehending th-

difficult things.

Although we speak of our ways of teaching as " p-

geometry," •' practical mechanics," "practical elec-

&c., you must not get the idea that these are degra-
iects. Academic people had the names *' gee:
" mechanics," &c.. for subjects taught in the old w... .

subjects are the old subjects taught in a new way, and
has been abundantly proved already that the new way
the only way by which the average student can learn at

all : and not only this, but it is the very best way for all

students. Almost no student, however great he may be

as a mathematician, taught in the old way, has a real

knowledge of mechanics : force and momentum are alwavs

abstractions to him; mental phenomena are his only stuc
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mere logical deductions from a few simple premises which,

for all he knows, may be quite wrong.
Academic .nethods of teaching mathematics have quite

iailed with the average student, whereas the system which

is called practical mathematics has proved most successful,

not only with him, but for men who are capable of be-

coming great mathematicians. The average student now
gets a thoroughly good working power over what are

usually called higher mathematical methods ; he can use

his knowledge readily in all kinds of practical problems.

It used to be that when an evening mathematics class was
started in September only about one-third of the students

were in attendance in December, and when May came
round there might be only one or two students in the

class. Now the attendance keeps up to the end of the

session, and there is scarcely any subject in which the

students show so much interest. Their eyes and faces are

bright, they work hard, and they evidently enjoy the work.
We have merely introduced some common sense into the

teaching ; we have approached the student's mind from
another point of view than the old academic one, from the

only side on which he has ever been taught anything

—

the side of observation and trial. We educate his reason-

ing powers through concrete examples until he gets a firm

grasp of abstract truths. There is nothing really new in

what we are doing ; it was insisted on by Milton, by
Herbert Spencer, and by many another philosopher. The
authorities of this institute were among the first to adopt
this method of teaching.

I praise all these things which your institute is doing,
and I think that my praise is of value, because I am
specially competent to speak of these things. Many of you
understand better than I do the value of the textile and
other trade classes, but we all feel that the work that is

being done in them is valuable work.
I wish I had time to speak about it, but I am neglecting

a great deal in this address. For example, I am saying
nothing about some exceedingly important research in

•engineering science that is going on in this institute which
is adding to our knowledge of the strength and trust-

worthiness of materials and other things.

I said in opening the advanced laboratories to-night that
there was a scientific educational thread of thought running
through the whole scheme of Prof. Smith. Before he
•enters that laboratory a student must be prepared for this

higher work by work in the other labor3tories. Every
unit to be experimented upon is small ; that is, it is not a
huge thing that scares the student; a group of three or
four students can take charge of the work ; and it is not
-so small but what the results of experiments shall be of
practical value. The actions of steam engines, steam
turbines, gas engines, oil engines, petrol engines, electrical
generators, various pumps and water turbines, re-
1 liberators, and many other things, can be fully investi-
gated through actual measurement of their performance
in all sorts of circumstances. It is almost the best labora-
tory of its kind that I have ever seen.
As I am speaking of the evening work in particular,

what I say is that few boys at the age of fifteen are fit

to be apprentices in any kind of engineering in Belfast

;

"but if a boy is fit he will certainly attend these classes
in the evening, and in the day time if he is allowed. If
he attends two or three nights, and perhaps half a dav
twice in the week, until he is twenty, then I say that he
has h.^d a finer engineering training than he could have had

;
as a rich man's son in Germany or .'\merica or anywhere

' else.

I know the breed well ; I get fifteen or twenty of them
•every year who have scholarships to maintain them in
London. They know all that is in the text-books before
"^"v come. Four or five of them come from the Govern-

nt dockyards, where they have attended excellent science
-es ;ind have be-en live or six years in the workshops,

i the rest are all good workmen too.
i;ut Belfast men of this type ought not to have to go to
idon or Dublin to complete their scientific education.
V ought to be able to do this in Belfast in attending the
classes of this very college. Why, even two years of
highest kind of instruction here would fit rnen like
ional Scholars for the best posts. I need not tell vou,
ever, that even then they shall only have entered on
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the race for the highest posts; much experience of men
and things, and a foundation of character, a developed
imagination and general culture, and much else go to the
making of the great engineer.
This evening work is now the most important work of

your institute, and if you can only improve the character
of your students at fifteen or sixteen the work will become
infinitely more important ; but surely this costly institution
is not going to neglect the work that is more important
still—its work during the day.
Do you know why those clever experienced National

Scholars and others of which I spoke just now—do you
know why they come to us in London? It is because the
Royal College of Science is the only college of high rank
in Great Britain where these men can pursue their studies.
If they can write a decent letter ; if they can write in fair
English an account of anything they have done or seen,
that is enough to secure admission. We give them chances
of learning French or German free of cost, but they can
get the highest honours which the college has to give
without a knowledge of these languages.
There is not one college of university rank in Great

Britain which these students can enter unless for a time
they cease the studies they love, to work up Latin and
French or German merely for the purpose of passing a
matriculation examination. Now just as there are great
classical scholars who cannot comprehend Euclid, so many
of the men who most incline to the study of natural science
hate Latin and Greek, and, indeed, all other languages
than their own, and the study of these languages ought not
to be forced upon them.
Your college here ought to give the highest kind of

instruction in the day time to all kinds of engineers

;

Belfast needs such a science college, and you ought to aim
at getting three or four hundred of fit students every year.
This college ought to be, and will, I hope, become" the
great engineering school of the Queen's University of
Belfast, and every day or evening student who is made fit

to be an engineer ought to receive a university degree.
In a university there are always many schools, and every

student ought to pass an entrance examination. Now I

wish to direct attention to the fact that the authorities of
modern universities have forgotten the object of an
entrance examination. It is simply to test whether a man
is likely to benefit by any of the courses of study. Four
hundred years ago all lectures were in Latin, all books
were in Latin ; unless a man knew Latin he could not
benefit by any of the courses of study, and it was right to

reject him ; there was a commendable custom at some
Oxford colleges that if a student spoke one word of any
other language he was fined. Then at the Renaissance
Greek was made obligatory, and geometry for students
who had to follow certain courses of study.

And now, when all lectures are in English, when our
English literature is greater (if we include translations)

than any other literature that has ever been, we still make
a knowledge of Latin and Greek compulsory.
The Queen's University of Belfast is intended for the

education of men who intend to enter professions connected
with politics, divinity, law, education, medicine and
surgery, economics, literature, and engineering. In almost
all cases a knowledge of Latin, and in many cases a know-
ledge of Greek or of one or more modern languages, and
above all a university degree, are essential for professional

qualification.

No one, therefore, can object to obligatory Latin and
other philological subjects being required from the greater

number of the existing students of Queen's University,

which has been so eminently successful in preparing men
for some of the above professions. It has been so

successful that people forget that the general higher educa-

tion of the community is being altogether neglected, the

general culture of professional men is being neglected ; and
in the case of professions involving applications of physical

science, the numerous branches of engineering, useless

obligatory subjects are insisted upon, so that for these pro-

fessions the university is a harmful institution.

Medical students have so much hard work in various

kinds of grammar subjects required for matriculation that

they must be forgiven f"' iii.'lr utter ignorance of all things

in natural science. F -ide Philistine may also be
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forgiven wtvn h<" luRg"'** thnt th*« whol** country might

benefit ii inlcnti* put tht-m

more iii It i« a well-

known I.Ki ui.ii I..'.' .w. I.......... (.... • ••v(r practice,

toid to have the hijjhcst university 4|i.
, who tell

you frankly that they do not b«>lieve in 'ny,-.

The greutent of your profcttsional men ptts»cd through
school and entered college with the smallest possible

scquaintanie with natural science ; their university course

involved very little study of natural science ; that course
was so narrow that, although we hear such men talk of

their love for literature they take no pleasure in reading

Shakespeare or Jane Austen or Goldsmith or Dickens, and
they take no interest in those applications of science %-hirb

are transforming the world. Now I consider with Sir

Norman Lockyer that the study of natural science is as

important a line of defence of the British Empire as our
Army and Navy.
And yet all the most expensively educated clever men are

ignorant of natural science. In several papers and
spiM-ohes.* I have pointed out the great loss which the

country feels on account of this and the absence of breadth
of culture and mental power which are due to it. How-
ever harmful the present university standard may be to

clover men, it is even worse for the average man, because
all our secondary schools train boys as if they were going
to a classical university. The average boy represents more
than 90 per cent, of all the boys in the higher schools. I

say that he is capable of the highest kind of training; you
may make him fond ot lx>oks, and he will then educate
himself until he dies. You can put him in the way of

being fond of English literature, of writing good English ;

of easy computation ; of recognising the significance of

scientific discovery ; of being proud of himself ; of having
confidence in his reasoning powers. He will not then
readily let his emotions be played upon by an eloquent
foolish speaker, and he will not easily be deceived by a
quack of any kind. You can make him a well-educated
man, fit to be a citizen of Belfast, to take scientific charge
of a business that he likes ; but, once for all, understand
that it is not through Latin or Greek or academic mathe-
matics that you will develop his mental powers.
At present Latm is the curse of his young life. He

spends two or three years on Euclid or on a wretched
thing that has taken the place of Euclid

; you do not try
to make him familiar with geometrical ideas, and yet you
think he will learn to reason about them. You try to
teach him everything through books, through words,
although you know that since he was an infant he learnt
everything that he did learn through experiment and
observation. Whatever is likely to be unessential to him
in life you teach him laboriously ; he gradually takes in

as much as enables him to pass e.xaminations. and then he
quickly forgets it all. No part of his school work has been
a pleasure to him. You know all this, but you say that
his mind is trained, although he may forget his school
work. Well, it is not of much use, but I will say to you
that you have not trained his mind. Whatever you have
done has been to enslave and degrade the boy's mind.
You have made him believe himself to be stupid. He did
get training from his friends, from play ; and he and his
companions will go on educating oach other through their
sports, as puppies do. But how different his life would be
if vou let him teach himself through his own scientific ex-
periments. \\. the age of twenty-one he dislikes books

;

he reads no newspapers ; even the sporting news he would
prefer to hear by word of mouth. He cannot write his
own language—the language of his mother, his wife that
is to be, his enemies and friends. The first chance of real
literary education he has is when he falls in love, and he
has to be careful of his spelling and grammar when he
writes love-letters. Then it is that he finds himself with too
small a vocabulary. Read the evidence of Lord Roberts
before the War Commission ; without that it is scarcely
possible that you can believe that nineteen-twentieths
of our public-school boys should be so illiterate as thev
are. They are ignorant of everything that is essential to
^eir life except what they learned outside the class-room.
But they speak the truth ; they have a sense of personal

2 See, for example, "Eneland's Neglect of Science " (Nature, Julys.
1900) and an address delivered at Oxford (Nature, December 31, 1903).
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honour : they Mrorn meanncM. They often become what
called good' men of buvinea* if they tat: wel! - '

thev manage bu»inet« and estatet on old-estai

weft enough; but alas for them if the buttnet»c

manage are changing their character ! All bi.

(letting to be conducted now more and more '

ines ; scientific management means success, lud ..:.

management means failure in nearly all I ; ::• -

days, and most public-school boys are so ^;r.,ii«<l \\..i\ i

cannot be trained. I can speak partic uliil. of ni.j

facturcs which arc applications of phybital «.!< 1,1 •

such a boy is pitchforked into works he learns i

If he enters a technical college like this he has no

ledge, no habit of thought on which it is possible to buil<

I have been during my life several times all ov<t '

globe, and wherever 1 have gone I have found

average English public-school boys who were 1

•

training for no job but that of a hewer of v,.,.„^

drawer of water ; children of Gibeon they are, and so tl.

must remain. The last time 1 was in Winnijx'g I 1

strong evidence of the poor reputation of the m
gentlemanly young Englishmen who were trying to :

living in Canada and the United States; wherias
sons of poor parents coming from schools where they w<

taught only English subjects and how to compute w< :

thought to be starting on brilliant careers.

There is an enormous number of young engineers wh'
fathers paid great premiums for them on their enter

i

works, and they cannot get work to do or they are g;

to get the wages of a common fitter. Perhaps they h.i

picked up sufficient knowledge to be able to look aft

engines and electrical machines, but their knowledge
very superficial; their labour is really unskilled, and sn.

changes in the character of the work they are asked to •:

find them incapable. They are always talking of them-
selves as victims of competition, of an overstocked pr<

fession. And yet they cannot help seeing numerous m
who were once poor, men who were compelled to en

wages since they were fourteen years of age, occupy:
high positions ; men whose school training did not ui

them for entering a college such as this, and for obta
ing the most advanced knowledge of the theory and pracii

of their profession.

If school education were taken out of the hands of t

pedants, the average boy might have a delightful schi

life.

The Belfast well-to-do business man know^ instinctive!,

that his secondary schools are all wrong, and, as a ru'

he takes his boy away from school at fifteen and he p
him in business. In this way he avoids a great many
the evils of the public-school life—the stupefying sch'

work, and the self-protective rush of the boys to sports,

loafing, and the minor vices.

Training in natural science, laboratory work in draw-
ing and in computation, is the very best method of deve!.

ment of the reasoning faculties. It is good for the 1

who is called clever; it is the only possible method for \

average boy. The civil engineer has but little theory

;

needs but little knowledge of mathematics ; but of all n
ho ought to be most intimately acquainted with the iwx\y

mental principles of science. He has few formulae or fix

rules ; judgment and experience enable him to see his w
to the solution of problems of great complexity, so that
needs to have his reasoning powers developed more e\

than the electrical or mechanical engineer, who has vf

definite rules to guide him in his professional work.
A great day science college in Belfast would give jv

the training that Belfast business men desire. By me.",

of it their businesses would be conducted more and mc;
on scientific lines.

Well, you can have such a college. In London, in t'

colleges of the City Guilds, at the Royal College of Scien
in several of the polytechnics, there is no difTicult%' in fill;

the class-rooms in the daytime. In Glasgow and ot;

cities there are great science colleges where again there
less and less difficulty found in filling the class-rooms i

th*^ daytime with students who are fit for the work.
There is no city of the size of Belfast in Germany or

America where there is not a great science college which
is filled with students doing the highest kind of engineer-
ing work and other science work in the dav time ; and here
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you have the college, but where are the day students ?

You are blinding your eyes to facts : you have no boys in

Belfast who are prepared for modern business life in your

schools
;
you have no boys fit to begin study at this college.

The sooner you set about such a kind of school work as

is necessar}' the better.

I do not know what the Model School is like now, but

fifty years ago it produced better boys of the kind that

you now want than any school in the world.

If you would sink your pride, and as a temporary
measure take here in the day time boys of fourteen and
teach them until they were seventeen, showing Ulster how
good modern-school teaching might be given, I feel sure

that you would make a rapid success. But such school

work ought to last only until your example would be
followed by outside schools. It strikes me, in fact, that

you ought to show both the primary and the continuation
and the secondary schools what they ought to do.

There are now quite a number of secondary schools in

England and Scotland which provide science colleges with
just such intelligent students as they want. Our un-
scientific rulers have given an Intermediate Board to

Ireland which takes care that there shall be no such schools
Iv I'-. N't';iil\- all the cjiini I'.hglish public schools have made
a virfQrous attempt to give the kind of education which is

needed, but unfortunately the movement languished because
it is opposed to all the traditions of such schools, and there
are things lik? Latin which no schoolmaster will part with.
This is the reason why the modern sides of the English
public schools are such failures.

"i'our difficulty here is felt in many other places, but in

some other places it has been grappled with and conquered.
I repeat, it is in your power to make this the great science

school of the University, not merely developing applied
science, but developing scientific discovery in both physical
and biological science ; but your schools do not yet prepare
boys for such studies.

At present the Queen's University of Belfast refuses to
recognise your students unless they pass entrance examina-
tions in Latin and French or Latin and German. The time
is coming when you yourselves will be able to confer a
science degree on your cleverest students, the students who
have had sufficient self-respect to neglect subjects which
for them were not educational.

MOMENTUM IN EVOLUTION.
T T is a fact well known to

widely separated groups of
cli!.-i 1- t)-,^ course of their

!!'• "nd (if that K.nirse
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'II of the British Association, lu
ii.irwin supposed that these tusk
11 ion a< to render them u>elcs-. .

ive and used to pirry blows, b'li

)f their enormous (lev.-lopmi.-ii;
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palaeontologists that many
the animal kingdom have,
evolution, and especially

, shown a strongly marked
in size.- \Vc see tljis in

imoiiL^-st th'' artliropoda, in

iiian-, in many reptiles of

whicli attained a length of
• t mammals in the extinct

:^ ili])li,ants and whales.
amiliar with similar pheno-
iri;ans. suih as the- extra-
aiid -pines on many of the
I i;i^antic and grotesque
inliill, and (In- tusks of

f -vdini' ni-ans cf this kind
lie ariiiin ol si-xual selec-

|i ri'-iiii' (il dui' (iwn species
il; thai lliric is nn limit to
nia\ i-nsu'- Irdin lie- un-

t.H nil i'-s by citlii-r sex ;

- alt. nipt to i-xplain all

in this mamii-i'.

iithi'is whiiii (dulil

'
1' -fiMii- I'larticular

sociation at

! igicai

. su<;h

organ appears to have acquired some sort of momentum
by virtue of which it continues to grow far bevond the
limits of utility, although perhaps in some cases a new
use may be found which will assist the species in main-
tainmg itself in the struggle for existence. An enormous
mcrease of mere bodily size, however, seems in the long
run to be always fatal to the race, the place of which will
be taken by smaller and presumably more active forms.
The gigantic amphibians are all extinct, so are all the
really gigantic reptiles ; and of the gigantic mammals only
a couple of species of elephants and a few whales survive,
all of which are being rapidly exterminated in competi-
tion with man.

Is there any justification in recent developments of
biological science for the belief that a race of animals may
acquire a momentum of the kind referred to which may
ultimately lead it to destruction? Is there some brake
normally applied to the growth of organisms and organs,
and, if so, are there occasions on which the brake may be
removed, leaving the organism to rush to destruction like
a car running away downhill? I hope to be able to show
some ground for believing that both these questions may
be answered in the affirmative.

It is, I think, now generally accepted by physiologists
that the growth of the different parts of the animal body
is controlled by internal secretions or hormones, the pro-
ducts of various glands. Thus we know that disease of
the pituitary body in man leads to acromegaly, one of the
symptoms of which is great enlargement of certain parts.
The most dreadful of all diseases to which human beings
are liable, cancer, is essentially due to an unrestrained
multiplication of cells, and consequent abnormal growth
of tissue, which may very possibly be correlated with the
extent to which some specific controlling secretion is pro-
duced in the body. In short, we are justified in believing
that, in the individual, growth is normally inhibited or
checked by specific secretions, and that in the absence of

these it will continue far beyond the ordinary limits.

The question next arises, Can we apply this principle to

the race as well as to the individual? I see no reason
why we should not do so, and, paradoxical as it may
seem, I think we may be able to explain the growth of the

organism as a whole, and of its various organs, beyond
the limits of utility, as an indirect result of natural selec-

tion.

When a useful organ, such as the tusk of a wild boar,

is first beginning to develop, or to take on some new
function for the execution of which an increase in size

will be advantageous, natural selection will favour those

individuals in which it grows most rapidly and attains the

largest size in the individual lifetime. If growth is

normally checked and controlled by some specific secre-

tion, natural selection will favour those individuals in

which the glands which produce this secretion are least

developed, or at any rate least active. This process being

repeated from generation to generation, these glands (what-

ever may be their nature, and wi- may use the term gland

for anv cell or group of cells which produces a specific

secretion, whether recognisable as a distinct organ or not)

mav ultimately be eliminated, or ;it any
_
rate cease

altogether to produce the particular hormone in question.

Moreover, this elimination mav lak.- place long before the

organ the growth of which is being favoured by natural

selection has reached the optimum size. When it has

reached this optimum it is certainly desirable that it should

grow no larger; but there is no longer any means In which

the growth can be checked: the inhibiting hormdiii is no

longer produced, the brake has been removed, an.l furllier

growth will take place, irrespective of utility, until, when

the size of the organ gets too great to ' ' ' ••'•'h

the well-being of the individual, na? i

steps in and eliminates the race. TIt .,
'*

course, applies to the size of the body as a whole, as well

as to that of its constituent organs. Is it not possible that,

the normal checks to growth, being thus removed along

certain lines by the action of natural .selection, a definite

direction may be given to the course of evnlution which

the orcanism will continue to follow, irresp.^ctiv.- oforganism
n-ltMr-il cnh.rlinn

be told I'

l.-ir organ \<
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finiural •election will prevent It from going furth«»r by

iliniinnlin(i tlu- unfavournble variationw, i.t. tho»c which

exhibit further incren«c. It may be admillecl that the

ur(!nn in quf«i!on will probably exhibit variation in »izc

nfi. optimum due to difTeroncr* in nutrition

jifH iti.-s of thr individual environmint ; but

I (.,,. ... ;.,..., in th«' absence of the jjland which pro-

duc*-* the specific controlling secretion, and which we have
;i'.>iiiii'<l to have bt-en aSieady eliminated, there are likely

v.irintionii of a minus character suitable for

lion to work upon. In other words, it appears

to III' i>ri>i..ii)l«' that natural selection, having once let go
her control of growth, would be unable to regain it. In

order that sh«.- might do so, it would be necessary <iili'>

that the gla dular organ which originally product'

inhibiting hormone should b«.' again di'Vrlop«-d or that

other organ should take its place. It is, however, gener-

ally admitted that an organ, once lost, is never redeveloped,

and it dcH's not seem likely that any other glandular

organ, which we may suppose to be already wcupied in

producing a specific secretion for some other purpose,

would be able to take on new duties and provide the

necessary control before it was too late to save the organism
from destruction.

If there is a possibility ol an\ i umulativf effr-tt from
generation to generation th^re sfrins no reason why, in

these circumstances, increase of size should not continue

indefinitely until it becomes incompatible with existence.

Have we any right to assume any such cumulative effect?

I think we have, for we know very well that the whole
ontogen) nf ;uiy oti' of the higher animals is nothing but

the accumulaiiiin of a number of successive stages which
Iiav I"' 11 added ono after the other in the individual life-

tiii)' s C.I pa-t generations. This, at any rate, is the teach-

inj4 ol tilt ncapitulation hypothesis, in the truth of which
I, for one, am a convinced believer. We also know from
the facts of embryology that as each successive stage is

added there is a tendency both towards an increase in the

length of time occupied in development and also towards
compression and abbreviation of the earlier stages, so as
to make room for new chapters of the record.

It seems, therefore, not unreasonable to assume that any
increment in size which is gained by an individual animal
or one of its organs before the period of reproduction, or
before the germ cells which will give rise to the next
generation are matured, and which is the result of the

removal of some controlling factor, will tend to be in-

herited in the offspring in a cumulative fashion. If not,

why have other features in the ancestral history been
accumulated by heredity? It may be said that after the
maximum rate of growth has once been attained there will

hf no furllitr increase in the size of the organ ; but I think
tliff will, if only because there will be a slightly increased
liiii. a\ail.il«lf. owing to the lengthening of tht- ptrlotl of
(1 'v. loi>int nt ill which growth may take place. 1 In n. mh
if liit'if is no further acceleration of the actual rate of
growth after the controlling influence has once been com-
pletely removed, the lengthening life-history will still afford
opportunitii ; for increase of size. It seems not impossible,
however, that acceleration might also continue in connec-
tion with the shortening up of the stages of development
in the ontogeny.

I should like to meet in advance another objection which
m.iy be raised to the views herein advocated. It mav be
urged that many of the bizarre and almost monstrous
characters under discussion, such, for example, as some
of the excrescences of the dermal armature in extinct
rt-ptiles. can never have had any value as adaptations, and
that therefore natural selection could never have encouraged
tht»m to increase so much in size as to get beyond her
control. Here, however, the principle of correlation comes
in. Just as many different parts of the body are .nffected
bv disease of the pituitary gland, so the removal of the
glaid which controlled the development of v,,ni. un-
doubtedly useful organ, such as a frontal horn, mii^'ht at
the same time permit the growth of all sorts of •m res-
cenc^s which have no adaptive significance.

I need hardly say that I have no wish to speak dogmatic-
allv with regard to the cause of that remarkable momentum
which organisms certainly seem in many cases to acquire
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during the course of their evolution. Our knowledge of

internal iwcretion* and their specific action upon the

difT«*rent part* of the body ist still in its infancy : indeed, it

has hardly commenced ; but I venture to point out to

hi ' - - possible cluf to what ha* been for a long time
a I enigma. I hope that my fuggettioo will be

fi:. : . : ,iscd, and that it may give riie Co a difcussion

from which come grain of truth will ultimatelj emerge.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Lord Haldank has beer elected Chancellor of xhf Tni-
• rsity of Briistol, in succession to the late ry

' »vert'on Wills.

The Clothworkers' Company has supplemented its

previous grant of 500/. to the Bedford College for Wom'^n
Building Fund by a further grant of 500/.

Rkuter reports that the council of tb>^- 1

Paris has sanctioned a scheme for an exrl

between the Universities of Paris and Loti'.

The Paris correspondent of The Times announces tl

the Marquise .Xrconati-Vsconti has endowed the Urc"'-
of Paris with the sum of 20,000/., which is to be r--

for the benefit of the faculties of medicine and of !•

The annual meeting of the Mathematical .^ssociati

will Ix; held on Wednesday, January 10, 1912, at :

London Day Training College, Southampton Row, Lond<

W.C. There will 1^ an address by the president, Pr

E. W. Hobson, F.R.S., and the following papers will

read :—on the work of the International Commission
Mathematical Teaching, C. Godfrey; on some ur
possibilities in mathematical education, G. St. L. '

a plea for the earlier introduction of the calculus. ' ^

Durell.

In August last Mr. Snowden, M.P., sent the Pr;

Minister a memorial, sjgn.i by more than 400 meml-
of the House of Commons, urging that the time had co

for a new inquiry into the system of appointment and
method of promotion in the Civil Service. The Pr:

Minister has now replied that the Government has c<

to the conclusion that such an inquiry, by a Royal Ci

mission, would be useful and opportune. The composit

of the commission and the terms of reference will

announced in due course.

We learn from The Pioneer Mail th.m

of India has decided to place Lieut.-Colonel t. H.
Atkinson, R.E., principal of the Thomason Coll-

Rorkee, and Mr. T. Dawson, principal of the Vict-

Technical Institute, Bombay, on special duty early in

new year. The object of the special duty is to bring

technical institutions of India into closer practical r

tions with the employers of labour in the countr}-, whet
they be Government workshops or factories or pri\: •

concerns. Colonel Atkinson and Mr. Dawson will sti:
'

the existing requirements of employers of labour, and 1

far they can be met at existing institutions. They
also make proposals for establishing closer connec

between the existing business concerns and the exis

technical institutions. On entering any province they

report themselves to the local government, and condi

their inquiries on lines approved by the local governnv •

and in the company of any person whom the local gov
ment may appoint for the purpose. It is hoped •

employers of labour will cooperate with the Governmen-
this important practical work.

The necessity for the establishment in this country >

lectureship in tropical agriculture forms the subject t

leaflet which has been circulated by Mr. S. Simpson.

49 Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C., and a copy
which has been received. The departmental commi;.
appointed in 1908 by the Board of .Agriculture and
Fisheries to inquire into and report upon the subject of

agricultural education in England and Wales, put on
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I record, the leaflet points out, the opinion that universities,
!' in making provision for the training of agricuhural

experts, are doing not only a national but an imperial
work, and onf» of the recommendations was to the effect

that it would assist in the provision of suitable agricultural
experts for the development of British tropical and sub-
tropical colonies it a readership or lectureship on tropical
igriculture were established at one or more British uni-
versities. Nothing has yet been done to carry out this

proposal. Mr. Simpson urges the pressing necessity for
the step, and suggests that the Imperial College of Science

I and Technology should by all means be the first place at

I which such an urgently needed lectureship is instituted.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.

London.

Royal Meteorological Society, December 20.—Dr
II. N. Dickson, president, in the chair.—W. garden :

Solar halos and brocken spectres. The author described
some phenomena round the sun which he had observed at
St. .Moritz in the Engadine. These included (i) brilliant
lolours not arranged in rings

; (2) a series of rings
; (3) the

large halo of 22° radius ; and (4) parhelia, &c. He gave
a description of a complicated system of halos and parhelia
which he had observed on one occasion at Silvaplana in the
Hngadine.—W. H. Dines : The statical changes of
l):-essure and temperature in a column of air that accom-
pany changes of pressure at the bottom. It appears on
investigation that the changes will depend on the mannrr
in which the change at the earth's surface is produced,
and also upon the initial vertical distribution of tempera-
ture. Furthermore, it is necessary to assume that the air
column is bounded laterally by some rigid boundary, other-
wise the pressure produced at any given height could not
be maintained. The place of such a boundary is probabiv
taken in nature by the lateral acceleration of strong winds,
although we do not know how such winds are originated.
W'e do know, however, that in the lower strata the differ-

nces of pressure that occur are, on the average, just
iialanced by this acceleration, and we may reasonably infer
that it is also the same ar higher levels. Mr. Dines stated
that the term " ascending current of a cyclone " has been
used, but it appears to be incorrect. The actual pheno-
mena seem rather to be a bulging upward of the strata
between i or 2 km., and the isothermal a bulging down-
ward of the strata above the isothermal, accompanied with
a lateral expansion of the strata below the isothermal.

Manchester.

Literary ond Philosophical Society, December 12.—
Prof. F. E. Weiss, president, in the chair.—L. E. Adams :

The duration of life of the common and lesser shrew, with
some notes on their habits. The author shows that his
recent observations on the moults and habits of shrews
confirm his theory that all adult shrews die in their second
autumn. His conclusion is based on the following
' vidences :—(i) all individuals examined during and shortly
after December were sexually immature

; (2) the genitalia
are not atrophied as winter approaches; (3) adult shrews
do not moult into winter pelage

; (4) the measurements of
a large number of shrews show that a maximum size is

reached in summer. In his notes on habits, from observa-
tion of a captive shrew, he refers to the extraordinarv
appetite, the nature of the food accepted or rejected, the
mode of burrowing, and the limited power of sight.—T. A.
Coward : A note on the little owl. Carina noctua
'Sropoli), and its food. Mr. Coward contends that the

irlier records of the occurrence of this bird in Britain are
i'lmdod on doubtful evidence, and do not justifv its

inclusion in the British list as an occasional wanderer from
the Continent. The bird is charged with being destructive
to game. The examination of regurgitated pellets throws
no light on this assertion, but provides interesting informa-
tion about its food. The author referred also to the food
of the southern little owl, C. glaux, mentioning especially

the discovery of portions of a galeodes in its pellets. He
suggests that the inorganic matter in the pellets may be
due to the bird's habit of eating earthworms.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, November 20.—Prof. Hudson Beare.
vice-president, in the chair.—Dr. John Brownlee : Point
binomials and multinomials in relation to Mendelian dis-
tributions. The author showed how the moments about
the centre of gravity for any distributed expression such as
might arise in Mendelism could be calculated. The general
theorem is that if the distributed expression consists of a
series of factors, and if the moments of the complete ex-
pression be denoted by fi^, /x^, /j.^, and those of the factors
of which it Is made up by

then

Cif Cs' C i- C'-2< Ci- C'i, &c.,
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By this means the moments of any complex expression
such s i3-f i)"(i t ^)"'(i -hi)'-, u. Ill, > \>. n^ inuger.>, could
easily be calculated, and any continuous curve which arose
in the crossing of two characters which were capable of
quantitative measurement could be analysed, (i) For pure
Ijiending or ns .-u.ri as ^I -t- 1 )'li +0+ . . . -f i)*" arise;

(2) for blending with partial dominance, iforms like
(i+ o-I-2 + o-ho+ 1)"; (3) for dominance, forms like either
i,j-fi";, having the dominant elements all coming from
• • e >' e, or (3+ i)''(i + 3 •' if so many come from both
blendings ; for both these forms the second moment is

identical if p + q = n, and thus the standard deviation would
afford a true measure of comparison even between
symmetrical and asymmetrical distributions

; {4) if coupling
occurred either internal or external there arise forms like

(I 4- 2(>i - 1) + I )^ (;/ - I + 2 + M - I)*", wheie « - 2^ — \\.

Gordon and G. H. Gulliver : The influence of the ratio

of width to thickness upon the apparent strength and
ductility of flat test bars of soft steel. The bars were
rectangular in section, with a uniform thickness of a
quarter of an inch, and widths varying from half an inch

to four inches. Neither elasticity nor ultimate strength

was appreciably influenced by change of section, but the

ductility as measured by the percentage of extension was
found to vary considerably. For a fixed gauge-length of

8 inches the extension increased as the ratio of width to

thickness varied from 2 to 7, remained sensibly constant

as the ratio varied from 7 to 12, and then rose as it varied

from 12 to 16. The extreme difference of extension was
10 per cent., or nearly one-half the extension of the

narrowest bar. For a variable gauge-length equal to

ii-3v^area, similar results were obtained, but the extreme

difference of extension was only 2 per cent., or about one-

fourteenth of the extension of the narrowest bar. These

peculiarities wore found to be connected with the changes

of section in the neighbourhood of the constriction.—Prof.

Sutherland Simpson: Observations on the body tempera-

tures of some diving and swimming birds. The large

number of birds examined included the storm petrel,

cormorant, razorbill, guillemot, grebe, gannet, gull, kitti-

wake, &c. There were eighteen different species found in

the Orkneys, the Firth of Forth, and in and around

Cayuga Lake, New York, U.S.A. In all cases in which

the sex was determined the rectal temperature was slightly

lower in the male than m the female. Of the orders

examined, the highest temperatures were found in the

Longipennes, the lovkfest in the Tubinarcs. The series

arranged accoi'ding to body temperature did not run

parallel with the zoological series.— Dr. Thonin>i Muir :

The theory of . irculants from 1861 to 1880.

December 4.—Prof. F. O. Bower, F.R.S., vic.-prosident,

in the chair.— Dr. J. Stephenson : lirrtiicluura sowcrbyi,

Beddard, and on a new species of Limnixlrilus with dis-

tinctive characters. From specimens found in India the

author was able to add to our knowledge of the former

species, of w)iich only a limited number of specimens had
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brcn K) far dc«crlbed.~E. M. Hersbursh : 1 h" rnilwin

trantition curve. The mathpmntii.'il and dynamicnl condi-

tiont to be •atiified by the transition curve by which transi-

tion U to be made from one strniijht track to anothT
were discussed in a new way, and a comparatively simple

method dfdurrd for practical si'iting off of the curve.

—

A. C. OiimmlnK and Alex. 0«mm«ll : The prcpnration

and properties of basic cop{)er nitratp, and the hydrates of

cupper nitrate. Only one basic nitrate was found, namely,
C'u(NO,),,3Cu(OH),. Copper oxide with 100 per cent,

nitric acid yields copper nitrate trihydrate, nitrogen

peroxide, and oxygen. Copper oxide docs not interact with
nitric anhydride. The conditions for the formation of

copper nitrate trinydratc and hexahydrate, and their range
of stability, were studied.— .A. C. Cummin^ and E. W.
Hamilton Amith : The reduction of ferric salts (1) by
sulphurous arid and (a) by zinc dust. Ferric salts are
most quickly reduced by sulphurous acid if the acidity is

kept as low as possible, but if the reaction of the mixture
I* alkaline no reduction takes place. Various zinc alloys

were compared with zinc for the reduction of iron, but
offered no advantages. A rapid method for reduction with
zinc dust was described.—A. C. Cummingr : Note on a
perforated silica plate for excludinf^ flame gases from a
crucible during ignition. The hole was made of the appro-
priate size to hold the crucible. With this device calcium
carbonate was quickly reduced to oxide with a good
Bunsen burner.

Melbour.ne.

Royal Society of Victoria, November 9 — Tfof. E. \V.

Skeats in the chair.—Frederick Steward : The effect of
certain chemical substances on the vitality of the buds of
potato tubers, and their disinfective action on the potato
blight (Phylophthora infestans). Steeping for three to six
hours in 5 per cent, or 10 per cent, sulphuric acid retards
growth. Treatment for twenty hours in 10 per cent, solu-
tion kills the buds. -Steeping for ten days in various dis-
infectants in very dilute solutions, or even in pure water,
prevented germination of the fungus.—F. Chapman :

New or little known Victorian fossils in the National
Museum. Part xlv.—On some Silurian trilobites. Ampyx
parvulus, Forbes, var. jikaensis, var. nov., ,1. yarraensis,
lllaenus jutsont, Encrinurus (Cromus) spryi, and lioma-
lonotus vomer, are described as new.
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THE CLIMATE OF AFRICA.

The Climate of the Continent of Africa. By Alex-

ander Knox. Pp. xiv + 552 + 13 maps. (Cambridge

University Press, 1911.) Price 21s. net.

SUCH a work as this has not only become highly

necessary, but should be in great demand
amongst Governments, mining and commercial com-

panies trading in Africa, missionary societies, and all

individuals who intend to visit Africa for any length

of time, or to settle in any part of that continent for

purposes of health, science, education, or commercial

gain. It is to be regretted therefore that the book

on its first appearance should contain some needless

errors and be chargeable with not a few omissions.

And in the hope that some indication of these may
be of use in the preparation of a second edition, it may
not be thought ungracious on the part of the reviewer

to point them out.

First, in regard to the spelling of African names.

Nothing is more irritating to those who believe in the

desirability of simplifying and standardising the ortho-

graphy of place and tribal names in all those regions

of the world (in other words, all aboriginal America
and Oceania, and nearly the whole of Africa and
Asia) than attempts on the part of authors to avoid

conforming with the standard spelling of the Royal
Geographical Society, the Indian Government, the

Royal Asiatic Society, the African Society, and most
Government departments and learned institutions which
are qualified to pronounce an opinion on this subject,

rind to promulgate a fixed spelling for all parts of

the world where no standard has hitherto existed.

In some cases this official spelling, though logical as
to the use of consonants and vowels, may not have
been quite consistent with the original and most wide-
spread native pronunciation of the name. For
example, there is no doubt but that the late explorer.

Sir Henry Stanley, had a defective hearing (the

reviewer speaks from much personal know-
ledge), and not infrequently wrote down an
incorrect version of the native name. No
traveller subsequent to Stanley has been able to

hear any native of eastern equatorial Africa say
"Ruwenzori." Perhaps the nearest form to Stanley's
rendering is Runsoro or Runsori (a considerable list

fif native names of this mountain mass is given in the
reviewer's book on the Uganda Protectorate and in

the monumental works published in connection with
the Duke of the Abruzzi's expedition). But, how-
ever that may be, Ruwenzori has long been the form
adopted by all Governments and all geographers of
any note. Why, therefore, in the work under review
should the author introduce a meaningless name of
his own—Ru Nzori? There is no linguistic justifica-
tion for this variant, and in looking through the index
it is a matter of inconvenience to find the familiar
name Ruwenzori absent.

In regard to the place-name Quelimane. Both the
author and several geographical societies and map-
makers are at fault. The author spells it phonetic-
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ally as Kilimane, as though it was a native name.
Other authorities give it as Quilimane. Neither is

correct. As a matter of fact, the oflficial Portuguese

name is Quelimane, which is an ancient corruption

of a Swahili-Arab word, Kalimani, meaning "inter-

preter." This was the nickname of some person who
met the ships of Vasco da Gama or other Portuguese

pioneers, and served as intermediary between them
and the natives. If we are to continue to use the

place-names " Mozambique " and " Inhambane," we
have no recourse but to go on citing the name of this

river mouth on the north of the Zambezi delta as

Quelimane. If Mr. Knox desires that his work shall

be perfect from the point of view of conformity with

the best opinion in the rendering of African names
in any further edition of the work, the spelling requires

careful revision. The author points out his own spell-

ing of Morocco as Marocco, as though it were prefer-

able to the commonly accepted term. As the phonetic

foundation for this name is really Marakesh, we do

not seem to gain much by departing from the widely

accepted English form, Morocco, unless we go the

whole hog and call the land of the Moors either

Marakesh or Maghrib-al-Aksa.

In the same way, appendix i, a glossary of the

principal vegetable productions of Africa, except

timber trees, by Miss Mary S. Knox, also requires

revision and a slight extension to be perfectly useful

and unimpeachable. Under the heading of " Acacias
"

the information is too vague; no species of capsicum

(chillies) is native to Egypt, the whole of this genus

being of American origin. Under the head of

"Coffee" nothing is said about the very important

species, Coffea liberiensis ; and the assumption that

there is but one species indigenous to or cultivated

throughout tropical Africa, Coffea arahica, is quite

incorrect and out of date. A reference to the works

of Auguste Chevalier (amongst others) would enable

Miss Knox to give much fuller and more useful in-

formation regarding the various species of coffee indi-

genous to tropical Africa and cultivated therein. It

would be invidious to go on pointing out the errors in

this appendix, but there are others. Yet it would be

comparatively easy to make the whole appendix abso-

lutely accurate and of great interest and importance

in correlation with the main part of the book dealing

with the African climate.

It is incorrect to say that the indigenous rubber of

the Uganda Protectorate is "of poor quality." On
the contrary, this protectorate is noteworthy for con-

taining a large number of Funtumia elastica trees,

which actually produce rubber attaining the highest

value, when properly prepared, of any samples, even

exceeding occasionally in price the best Para.

Although a reference is made to the climate of Liberia

(a region which, though small in extent, is very pecu-

liar in flora and fauna—singularly so in fauna—and

represents the culmination in rainfall of any part of

real West Africa—as distinguished from Central

Africa), the information is incomplete and old in date.

Had the author glanced at the work on Liberia by the

present reviewer, published in 1906, he would have

found later and more complete statistics; and there

is still further information in the reports and papers
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published by M. Auk"-- ^ ........0. In the parts

dcalin)^'^ with Sinrra Leone and Southern Nigeria, no

reference seems to be made to the valuable rain and

temp<'rature records kept and published by (or under

the direction of) Mr. Frederick Shelford, the chief

enjjineer or constructor of the railways in those coun-

tries. Mr. Shelford has made his records sufficiently

public in the papers of scientific soriflii-s for thi-ni

to be easily accessible.

The maps contributtd t»< iliis Ixn.k b\ Mr. J. Cj.

Barthotomew under the direction of the author are

admirable, and great praise must be awarded to the

author for his general research, the clearness with

which he sets forth his details and his conclusions, and
the way in which he has invested what might seem to

be a somewhat uninteresting subject with an interest

and an importance sufficient to attract the general

reader as well as the specialist. The book, indeed,

is so good that it ought to be made as perfect as
possible in all its details, which is why the reviewer
has expatiated more on these slight defects than on
the general excellence of what should prove a standard
work.

One last criticism, for the publishers. It might on
the whole be better in future editions to paste the
twelve maps on monthly rainfall into the body of the
work. Although in some ways it is convenient to

have them in a pocket and to handle them separately,

they are very liable in library use to be lost.

H. H. Johnston.

IHE NEW ANIMAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Animal Intelligence: Experimental Studies. By E. L.
Thorndike. Pp. viii + 297. (New York: The Mac-
millan Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

191 1.) Price 7s. net.

/^NE of the most remarkable examples of sudden
^^ and rapid development of a new scientific

method and a new and extensive body of scientific

fact is to be seen in the growth of the study of animal
psychology during the last ten or a dozen years. As
in the case of the general science of psychology, the
change came with the introduction of experiment as
the fundamental method of investigation, but the
transition was accentuated by a craving for objectivity

of results, which focussed the attention upon the
objective performance or behaviour of the animal
under examination, not only to the detriment, but
even, in the case of many observers, to the complete
neglect of speculation as to its psychical life. If the
new psychology claimed to be a psychology without a
soul, the new animal psychology threatened, and still

threatens, to become an animal psychology without
consciousness. Many investigators have indeed
openly declared for this ideal—not denying the pre-

sence of consciousness, but regarding it as of no
importance or value in an explanatory scientific

system. Nevertheless signs are not wanting in the

most recent work of a healthy reaction from this

extreme view, based as much upon observed fact as
upon a priori speculation.

After the most detailed investigations have been
made into the manifold relations of stimulus and
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retponte presented h\ ^ . still toon

to be found for psychical factors of a greater or le^

degree of complexity, if the explanations are to b-

complete, although it is a sound principle o

methodology that appeal should not be made to then;

until the possibilities of an exclusively mechanical ot

chemico-physical explanation have been exhausted

Indeed, it is the new experimental method that ha

succeeded in demonstrating, in certain cases, the •

ence of sensations not to be suspected from ord;

observation of the animal. Thus, fish do n<

ordinarily react to certain musical tones. If, how-

ever, such a musical tone is sounded repeatedly whei

food is supplied to the animal, the latter will ulti-

mately respond to the sound by coming to be fe<i

In this case, as in many other similar cases, the -
'

ence of the sensation or its neural equivalent is di

strated by the method of association.

.\Ithough the general tendency of the science :-

become more and more closely assimilated to biology

in its methods and explanatory hypotheses, its most
marked characteristic at present is a certain distrust

of the adequacy of the principle of natural selection

to explain the facts, and a greater faith in

physical, chemical, and physiological explanations.

U shows an equal distrust for finalistic, and,

in particular, anthropomorphic views, and is

more ready to form its own scientific conceptions and
seek the explanation of the more fundamental facts

of human behaviour in them than conversely. Its

scientific independence is well symbolised by the

appearance in America, at the beginning of last

year, of a new journal. The Journal of Animal

Behavior, which is issued bi-monthly, and contains

e,\cellent and extremely interesting articles upon the

modes of behaviour and (perhaps) consciousness of

various kinds of animals. .\ very complex and

efficient technique has been developed, which contrasts

with the anecdotal method of the English school of

the last generation almost as pronouncedly as do

modern chemical methods with those of the mediaeval

alchemists. One must hasten to add, however, that

the well-known works of Prof. Lloyd Morgan form

an honourable exception to this method, and are. of

course, exempt from the criticism.

In the case of the psychology of vertebral. ~ >

Prof. E. L. Thorndike, of Columbia L'niversiiy, that

the great credit is due of inaugurating the new
methods of research and indicating those modes of

experimentation which have met with such signal

success at the hands of himself and his successors.

The book on ".\nimal Intelligence" which he has

just published is a reprint of four experimental studies

already well known to the specialist, viz. '* .\nimal

Intelligence; an Experimental Study of the .Associa-

tive Process in .Animals " (first published in 1898),

"The Instinctive Reactions of Young Chicks" (1899),

".A Note on the Psychology of Fishes" (1899), and

"The Mental Life of Monkeys" (1901), together with

an interesting introductory- chapter on "The Study

of Consciousness and the Study of Behaviour," and
two concluding chapters, also of a general character,

headed " Laws and Hypotheses of Behaviour " and

"The Evolution of the Human Intellect" respectively.
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It will at once be seen how important the volume is.

We have here a compact and well-arranged statement

of the views of a classical investigator, alive with

the enthusiasm of their first production, and amplified

by the maturer judgment of their author. No better

book could be put into the hands of the intendint^

research student, or even of the general student of

[
psychology interested in the bearings of the results

of experimental animal psychology upon psychology

at large.

Thorndike's first research is the well-known one

upon the learning-powers of cats, dogs, and chicken,

as the result of which he was led to the conclusion

that animals at this stage of evolution make little

or no use of free ideas in solving the problem of a

\v situation, if indeed they possess such ideas at all.

ilungry cats and dogs shut up in cages, the doors

of which can be opened by the manipulation of more
( r less complex mechanisms of levers, bolts, and
1 Littons which enable them to get at food placed

-t outside, learn to escape by the method of "trial

d error," and by that alone, as is shown by the

i^radual descent of the curves representing the times

taken to escape in successive experiments. The
r>^ultant pleasure of eating the food upon escape

t< nds to "stamp in" the immediately preceding asso-

ciation of the appearance of the interior of the cage

with the impulse and experienced muscular move-
ments involved in working the releasing mechanism.
On the other hand, the pain of failure tends to "stamp
rut " the corresponding misleading impulses, and to

vent their association with the appearance of the

x's interior. This is Thorndike's "sense-impulse"

tiieory of learning, which he finds also to apply in

the case of fishes and even of monkeys. With the

latter the learning is more rapid, but of the same type.

Thorndike discovered no unambiguous evidence

in his animals of the power of learning by imitation

or by being put through the required movements,
whence he concludes that ideas, even if present, are

not used in solving such practical problems as he had
'!• vised. Some of his critics have stated or tacitlv

-umed that he denied the presence of ideas in his

imals. This is an error. Others have suggested
It he did not always succeed in gaining the atten-

Mwii of the animals to the matter in hand, again a

1 criticism which is not justified, since much space is

voted in the memoirs to the discussion of this very

int, and success in this is explicitly claimed. Even
later experiments have definitely proved that the

ver of learning by imitation is present, not only

monkeys, but also in some of the lower animals,
(1 that in so lowly an animal as the frog (see Sep-
uber-October number of The Journal of Animal

, .., Iiavior), "intelligence of a relatively high order"
I is indicated by the great rapidity with which certain

' i!.its may be formed, Thorndike's "trial and error"
thod remains, if not the exclusive, yet the pre-

niinant method of learning in all animals, including
II himself.

1 he book is full of interesting discussions of minor
nts of psychology—there is, e.g., a most convincing
icism in the "Laws and Hypotheses" chapter of

ordinarily accepted view of so-called " ideo-motor "
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action—but space does not permit of a consideration
of these. Whole books have been written on Thorn-
dike's work, and in a limited review like the present
one cannot attempt to do more than summarily state

a personal opinion. The book is a very valuable addi-
tion to "The Animal Behavior Series," of which it

forms the third volume. William Brown.

THE ASTROLABE A PRISME.

Description et Usage de VAstrolabe a Prisme. By
A. Claude and L. Driencourt. Pp. xxx + 392.

(Paris : Gauthier-Villars, 1910.) Price 15 francs.

DURING the experimental period of the astrolabe

a prisme the authors have from time to time

communicated various articles to several papers, in

which they have described their apparatus generally

and shown its practicability. But the experimental

period is now assuredly passed, and this ingenious

apparatus may be looked upon as part of a field equip-

ment capable of giving results of the highest precision.

Hence its description calls for fuller treatment, and

certainly no other instrument was ever awarded a

more satisfactory description and discussion than this

one is in the volume before us. The work is a

manual containing practically all there is to know
about the astrolabe a prisme, its form, its advantages

and defects, its adjustments, and the full treatment of

the errors and observed values in securing the most

dependable results from its use. It is characteristic

of the book that its publication has been several

times delaved because new modifications were intro-

duced or new results secured.

MM. Claude and Driencourt were not the original

proposers of such a device, for, as they point out in

the introduction, the method involved was treated

theoretically by Dr. Beck in No. 3102 of the Astro-

nomische Nachrichten; but they were unaware of this

when they commenced the work in 1903.

The principle involved is the determination of posi-

tion by the method of equal altitudes, a method in-

herently good in theory, but somewhat out of repute

among practical men by reason of the difiiculties of

manipulation attending the sextant. In the astrolabe

a prisme of the present day—a far different instrument

from that proposed by Dr. Beck, or those first designed

by the present authors—these difficulties are eliminated,

and portability, rigidity, and ease of manipulation

are now actually features of the instrument.

After relating the history of the development of the

apparatus in the introduction, the authors proceed to

give a detailed description of the principle in chapter i.

;

this is no mere description, but is a very lucid and

masterly discussion in which it would be difficult to

find an omission. A discussion of the adjustments

then follows, and we arrive at chapter ii. only to find

that discussion and description are again necessary

because M. Jobin. the constructor, has so greatly

improved the instrument as a field apparatus that a

chapter dealing specially with his forms became neces-

sary.

Having learned the principle and construction of the

astrolabe a prisme, we are next introduced (chapter iii.)
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to the method of equal altitudes for the delermination

of latitude and time, and the application of this method

to the particular forms of observation for which th<-

instrument is luited. The problem of determining

jfeojfraphical lonfjitude is treated in the fourth chapter,

and forms m verv prrfty rxnmpir of nstronomical

geometry.

The authors are not content with thu*; havinjj given

at length, yet tersely, the fullest instructions as to the

principle, the construction, and the use of their ad-

mirable device ; they now give complete directions as

to the preparation of the observations, the preparation

and use of tables in the reduction, jjraphical solntioiis,

and special cases.

The second part of the book is eminently j.i ..i ... .tl,

in which actual operations are described, actual tables

given, and values from actual observations are repro-

duced.

It will be seen that the manual is intended to leave

no question in reference to the astrolabe d prisma
unanswered, and the intention has been rigidiv fol-

lowed. For example, in any astronomical operation
the question as to the ease with which accidental

and instrumental errors may be isolated and eliminated
is a crucial one, and to this question MM. Claude and
Driencourt pay special attention. Possible, but not
obvious, imperfections in the glass of the prism are,

perhaps, the chief source of error ; therefore they make
the determination of the possible amount and action
of this error a special feature.

•As to the practicability of the method and apparatus,
the book contains actual evidence in the observations
of the difference of longitude Paris-Brest, and in those
made by Lieutenant Mailles in delimitation of the
Congo and the Cameroons. In both cases was the
astrolabe A prisme employed, and in both cases were
results of the highest precision secured.

The different types of instrument are well illustrated
1>v diagrams and reproductions at the end of the book.

THE TEETH OF VERTEBRATES.
Vergleichende Analomie des menschlichcn Gebisses

find der Ziihne dcr Vertebraten. By Dr. P. de
Terra. Pp. xiv + 45 1 + 200 figures. (Jena: Gustav
Fischer, 191 1.) Price 12 marks.

TO write a comprehensive treatise on the teeth of
vertebrates demands a familiarity with a very

wide range of anatomical, zoological, and especially

palaeontological literature (the book under review con-
tains a bibliography of about 3000 titles!), infinite

patience to master and assimilate it, and industrv to

arrange and set forth so vast a material in orderly
fashion. That this colossal task should have been
accomplished with some measure of success by a
dental surgeon reflects great credit upon the author
of this book, Dr. Paul de Terra, of Zurich.

He describes his aim as an attempt to fill what has
hitherto been a serious lacuna in German literature,

namely, the lack of any book of the nature of the
English classic, Tomes's " Manual of Dental
Anatomy, Human and Comparative."
He has also endeavoured to supply the generally

felt want of a detailed and systematic summary- of
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th»' scattered literature embodying the results of recent

ff«warch in odontology-—a statement of the fact*, nn4

the theories put forward to explain them, in

manner as to suggest the phylogenetk: devcl

of teeth.

Dr. dc Terra is of opinion that the time has 1..-.

arrived for compiling an adequate treatise upon t

comparative anatomy of teeth, because many of '

most fundamental problems relating to the interj

tation of the arrangement, structure, and evoliiti<.ii

teeth are still in dispute. He has aimed, thri-;.!..

at presenting^ an impartial - -of all the facts

and the views of different ; • >. without com-

mitting himself to any one explanation. A good

example of his mode of dealing with such disputed

problems is seen in his non-committal statement

(pp. 60-69) concerning the hypotheses of tritti*-'— •'•

and concrescence.

This attitude may perhaps commend itself to

expert reader and be useful to the teacher, who wrr

a detailed statement of the evidence for and

a particular view; but we think the student has .

to expect from the author of a treatise, who presi-

ably has a much more intimate acquaintance with •

evidence than even his writings reveal, some guida;

in picking his steps amidst the tangle of ^-"»--<

views.

This book is really an encyclopaedia ot ci< i

anatomy: it deals in great detail with the comparat

anatomy of teeth, jaws, and skull, their min
structure, their developmental histor>'. and the disi

sions that have sprung from attempts to interpret

significance of their form and arrangement. It c

sists of an introduction, in which such general qi;

tions as nomenclature, general embryology, and /

logical classification are discussed, and three sectif

dealing respectively with (i) the comparative anatt>:

of the skull and buccal cavity in the \'ertebrata

;

the nature, composition, structure, and significance

teeth ; and (3) a detailed systematic account of i

teeth in all the vertebrate groups.

The colossal bibliography is well classified; but it

includes a number of references to small handbo<

on general anatomy, zoology, and embn.-ology whi

might have been omitted with advantage. Moreo\'

one may search in vain in this list of literature

many of the most important memoirs on strictly dei

anatomy that the last decade has produced. Osbor
important treatise on mammalian teeth is a case

point. .Andrews's monograph on the evolution of

teeth in the Proboscidea, which is not mentioned,

perhaps of more importance than the whole of the

fifty-six works quoted in reference to this subject.

There are also some curious groupings of mammals :

the Sirenia and Cetacea are included in one ordi^r

(Cetomorpha) and the Hyracoidea are included in tl

order Proboscidea

!

No doubt it would be easy for the specialist to find

fault with much of the detail in a compilation such
as this. But the book will serve a very useful purpose
as a work of reference ; and the majority- of those who
will have occasion to consult it are not likely to be

led astrav by '*% inaccuracies or omissions.

G. E. S.
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BASIC OPEN-HEARTH STEEL-MAKING.

The Basic Open-hearth Steel Process. By Carl Dich-

mann. Translated and edited by AUeyne Reynolds.

Pp. xii + 334. (London : Constable and Co., Ltd.,

191 1.) Price los. 6d. net.

XT EARLY half this work is an elaborate chemical
^ ^ treatise on gas-producer practice, and the next

ninety pages deal with the chemistry of slag-making
and the heat equivalents of the oxidisable constituents

charged into the furnace. The remaining portion

treats of the various basic methods adopted, from the

scrap and carbon to the ore and molten pig-iron

processes.

Judging from the tables on German practice the

author has been very fortunate in having to deal with
pig-irons only slightly inferior in quality to our
ordinary hematite varieties, instead of the varied
classes of basic pig-iron available in this country ; hence
the large outputs obtained. Tables on pp. 190, 191,

216, 271, 277, 281, 284, 287, 292, show the character of

ihe practice quoted, which is mainly washing metal and
running down to the mildest steel; hence the method
of sampling the bath mentioned on p. 230, and the
lapping of the bath by the judgment of a sample
breaker, even if successful under the very favourable
conditions assumed, is entirely unsatisfactory where
I he sulphur and phosphorus contents are so different,

these factors necessitating rapid chemical analysis
c(»mbined with the malleability test made by subject-
ing a sample to forging. When the metal in the bath
iias passed the required malleability test, an addition
"i ferro-manganese is made to the bath, and, after
illowing it time to settle down again, the heat is

ipped.

This German and American type of practice with
Mnparatively low phosphorus irons is entirely un-
itisfactory with English pig-irons, a return of phos-

l^horus to the metal being the general result, when
the phosphoric acid in the slag exceeds 5 per cent, and
the silica is fairly high. Additions of hematite pig-
ii<)n, containing over i^ per cent, of silicon or of
silico-spiegel, give similar uncertain results. As a
consequence the addition of ferro-manganese and other
illoys for special steels is made in the ladle, great
Me being taken that the last of the additions is added

11 before the slag comes. The percentage loss of
manganese in the furnace or in the ladle is given at
4'), as per H. H. Campbell's acid practice. This is a
mistaken idea as regards ladle practice, as advantage
1- taken of this even in the acid process to save

ro-manganese, whilst in basic work, with slags low
i.i iron oxide, the loss of manganese is very small
with 005 per cent, of phosphorus in the metal; about

percent, when the phosphorus is between 0025 and
45 per cent.

; and may reach 35 per cent, when the
i i' tal has been taken down to o'oi per cent, phos-
1
liorus with o'o7 to o'i2 per cent, of carbon.

I he paragraph on recarburisation on p. 239 is very
resting. With skill and experience it is possible

It regularity to "catch the carbon " that is to work
process, so that the bath is in a suitable condition
tapping when the desired carbon percentage is
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reached, instead of running down to a dead mild or
almost carbonless bath and then recarburising. The
difficulty spoken of in the molten pig and ore process,
the impossibility of regulating the slags so as to stop
at the desired carbon content, is due to the ore charged
having a curious action of its own, a sudden drop of
o'30 to o'40 per cent, of carbon in the sample in a
few minutes even if the slag is practically ore-free.

This action is very noticeable when a tapping tem-
perature is attained. If the slag is not in a fit

condition for tapping when the required carbon has
been reached, it is not good practice to add large
quantities of low-silicon hematite or spiegel to increase
the carbon. It is much better and more economical
to go down for a lower carbon.

The removal of sulphur, that bugbear of the basic

steel melter, is discussed on pp. 167-171, and dismissed
with the conclusion that it is more profitable to take
care that sulphurous materials are not charged into

the furnace. This is what everyone would do if he
could always get nearly sulphur-free materials to use,

but much of the English basic material some of us
have to use contains 008 and occasionally even up to

o"3 per cent, of sulphur; hence one may easily with
such material have o"2 per cent, of sulphur in the

charge when melted. This can be quickly reduced by
the combination of heat and lime whilst the carbon is

above 0*3 per cent., the trouble with regard to de-

sulphurisation coming when a charge melts out with
a low carbon content (p. 194). The sulphur problem
is intensified by the fact that materials averaging
o"o3 per cent, of sulphur may be charged into a basic

furnace and melt out at o"i per cent, sulphur even
when melting rapidly, owing to sulphur being taken
up from the gas when one had to use a coal contain-

ing more than 2*5 per cent, sulphur. It is very good
work to finish with 005 per cent, sulphur in the ingot

in such circumstances. Although there is not very much
clear guidance on practical working, the book as a

whole gives a large number of interesting calculations

on matters connected with the reactions directly or

indirectly bearing on the general working of the basic

open-hearth steel process.

THE GEOLOGY OF NEW ZEALAND.
The Geology of New Zealand: an Introduction to the

Historical, Structural, and Economic Geology. By
Prof. J. Park. Pp. xx + 488 + xvi plates, 140

figures, 6 maps. (London : \\'hitconiho and Tombs,
Ltd., 1910.) Price 10s. 6d. mi.

THE geology of New Zealand is of exceptional

variety and interest. The literature is very

scattered, and the valuable reports published by the

Geological Survey and Mines Department of New
Zealand are often troublesome to those who are not

well acquainted with New Zealand topography. Prof.

James Park has therefore undertaken a most useful

work in compiling a guide to the geology of the

dominion ; and ills book will be an indispensable work
of reference owing to its clear account of the strati-

graphical and economic geology, the det.'iiled biblio-

graphy of fifty-eight pages, and the many beautiful

plates of New Zealand fossils. The book is well
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printUcd. nnd iho nt-w iilutitrations are all excellent;

but a few of the old figures taken from the Survey

rr|)ort»i. such as Fifj. 72, iniKht have been omitted

:iN unworthy of place beside the new figure!;. Prof.

Park's work not only shows what has been done, but

dirtcts attintion to the problems which are still

matters of vigorous controversy in New Zealand, and

to various concl"-"">">; f'"' which the evidence is still

unconvincing.

The author is i" »»< llMl^l.ltulated on many features

of the stratigraphical classification adopted. Thus
the Maitai serifs is now referred to the Carboniferous,

a conclusion for which the evidence appears ^adequate,

for the supposed Inoceramus, which led to the refer-

ence of the series to the Meso/oic, turns out to be

an inorganic structure. The famous Cretaceo-Tertiary

system of Hector has finally disappeared. It was
based upon the comminfjlinj^ of fossils from two dis-

tinct horizons ; and Prof. Park describes one of the

beds to which some of these fossils were attributed as

quite unfossiliferous. The volume includes a valuable

note by Mr. F. Chapman on the correlation of the

Oamaru series, which, with their .Australian equiva-

lents, he assijjns to the Miocene. One may be excused

for suspectinji^ whether a stratigraphical difficulty in

repard to the Kaihiku series is not duo to another

mixture of fossils.

Prof. Park's identification of the Maniototo series,

the lowest part of the Manipouri system, as Cambrian
appears to be the most doubtful point in his classifica-

tion. The lithological characters of the Maniototo
rocks are characteristically .Archean, and though they

are overlain by the graptolitic Kakanui series,

which is Ordovician, far more convincing evidence
than any yet forthcoming will be needed before

the underlying gneisses can be safely accepted
as Cambrian. The author is disposed to take a per-

haps somewhat extreme view as to the range of the
Pleistocene glaciation in New Zealand. His discus-

sion and photographs of the well-known Taieri
moraine give more satisfactor>- evidence of its glacial

origin than any previously published. Prof. Park
r.dmits that the explanation of the Taieri moraine is

still incomplete; that moraine is very far south
and the evidence that glaciers reached sea-level further
to the north is less satisfactory. He gives an in-

teresting account of the glaciers and glacial deposits
around the peaks of the North Island, and his account
of the Tarawera eruption, with the exception of his
recent paper in The Geographical Journal, is the
best account of it yet written.

Prof. Park gives a ven,- interesting account of the
.'ault system of New Zealand, and admits the great
influence faults have played on the existing geography
of the country. He thus justifies the concluskins of
Mackay, which were once so discredited in New-
Zealand. The account of the economic geolog>- of
New Zealand is of especial importance ; but the author
appears to be unnecessarily alarmist as to the ap-
proaching exhaustk)n of the world's stores of iron.
" In two centuries or less," he says. " the battleships
will be beaten into ploughshares and the ploughshare
will be treasured by each family as a priceless heir-
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loom." He makes the very sound proposal (p. 2\f~,

that some of the coalfields should be reserved for

naval purposes; for since much of the power requir'"*

on land can be derived from water, he holds that i

tories and domestic consumers should not be allow-

to exjiaust the fuel, which he thinks will always 1.

indispensable for use at sea. Prof. Park makes no

reftrtnce to the oilfields of New Zealand, to which

prominent attention has recently been directed e!

where. J- W. G

OUR BOOK SHELF.
The British Journal Photographic Almanac and
grapher's Daily Companion, 1912. Edited by »

i

Brown. Pp. 143b. (London: Henry Green and C
n.d.) Price is. dd. net.

Olr readers are so familiar with this bulky i

dispensable accessory to the photographic studio thai

the mere announcement of the new issue is enough
to make them obtain their copy. With 1436 pages
the b(X)k is a veritable mine of information, and not

only is it now almost a standard book of reference,

but it is instructive in a host of ways. This year the

editor contributes a ven.' valuable article on lantern-

slide making, and as this subject is a very popular

one to-day, it should find a great numl>er of readers.

No less instructive is the admirable way Mr. C. H.
Hewitt tells us how both in- and out-door portraiture

may be successfully accomplished without any special

appliances, and with the ordinary camera and lens

:

the article is also well illustrated with eleven examji'

of sf>ecimen work.
The " Epitome of Progress," by the editor, is full

of interesting material, hints, and dodges, and the

method of obtaining the effect of a portrait having
been taken in a high wind is a good illustration of

the last mentioned. In the section devoted to
''

recent novelties in apparatus, the editor occuji

about eighty pages, so numerous are the articles to

which reference is made. " How to do it " is the

title of the section which gives 120 hints in picture

form. Each picture is a hint showing how to select

a hand or stand camera, use a tripod, carrA- r'-

camera on tour, copy drawings or pictures, &c. Th
is little doubt but that this section will be consideral-.^

enlarged in the next issue. Mention need only be
made of the lists of formulae, tables, miscellaneoii'S

information, &c., and other distinguishing featu

which go to make us this useful volume.
While the book contains numerous diagrams and

other illustrations, we may perhaps direct special

attention to the very excellent three-colour print by
Willfried Deyhle, of Berlin, from a photograph bv
F. Leiber. entitled " Kongsbay on Spitsbergen," tal:

with a Zeiss-Tessar f/4'^, eauivalent focus 5 J incV

The book concludes with full indices of the t»
-^

advertisers, and the goods advertised.

Alpine Plants of Europe, together with Cultural
Hints. By H. S. Thompson. Pp. xvi + 287.

(London : G. Routledge and Sons. Ltd. ; New A'ork :

E. P. Dutton and Co., n.d.) Price 75. 6d. net.

.A VALID claim for originality is preferred by the author
on the ground that this volume contains descriptions
of plants from all ranges of the .Alps, and it may be
.added, that a few species of extra-alpine habitat are
included, as Ibcris gibraltaica. The altitudinal signi-

fication of the work "Alpine" is also implied, so that
for the most part the species noted find a congenial
home at a higher elevation than 5000 feet. Inclusion
of all the alpine species growing within the area has
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not been attempted ; in fact, only nine species of
Carex are included, and the list of grasses is limited
to one species from each of eight characteristic genera.
But for the more interesting alpine g-enera the list is

nearly complete ; thus, under Saxifraga about fifty

species are described, and a few others are mentioned

;

this is very inclusive, although the species Rudolphiana
and Cliisii do not appear.
Most botanists are aware that Mr. Thompson has

an intimate knowledge of the Alps and is familiar
with many of the floral rarities; they will therefore
be prepared to find the concise descriptions and useful
critical notes that form a prominent feature in the
book. Another subject on which Mr. Thompson is

equally qualified to advise is the cultivation of alpine
plants, and this aspect of the book, dealing with a popu-
lar hobby, is likely to attract so much attention that,
contrary to the opinion expressed in the preface, one
is inclined to say that it will be more sought after and
used by the enthusiastic cultivator of alpines than bv
the ardent botanist who wishes to find and identifv
alpine species. The latter would in the first instance
])refer a local flora that includes all the plants of the
country; but subsequently he would find the present
work most desirable for corroboration, critical deter-
mination, and comparison with allied species from
other countries. There is a measure of inconsistencv in
the omission of generic descriptions for manv genera,
but this does not detract from a book which is primarily
valuable for its expert and critical information. The
three hundred coloured illustrations are on the whole
accurate in the matter of form and colour. Certain
general facts and the broad outlines of cultivation are
discussed in three interesting introductory chapters.

\'ocabulaire Forestier : Franfais—Allemand—Anglais.
Par J. Gerschel, revu par \\'. R. Fisher.
Cinquieme Edition, considerablement augmentee.
Pp. vi+192. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1911.)
Price 5s. net.

This is the fifth edition of a dictionary in F"rench,
(ierman, and English of the technical terms which
are usually met with in books on forestry in those
languages. Compiled by Dr. Gerschel, late professor
at the Xancy Forest School, the present edition was
revised by the late Prof. W. R. Fisher, of Oxford,
shortly before his death, and is now issued by the
Clarendon Press. The book contains 192 closely
l^rinted pages, and is very useful, as it not onlv in-
cludes the technical terms peculiar to the art of
forestry, but also most of the common terms of the
-ciences of botany, zoology, and geologv, and, in
addition, words pertaining to hunting and shooting.

I he German and French parts appear to be well done;
l>ut the English part requires to be thoroughly revised]
as it contains many curious errors and omissions.
A good many words are doubtful or obsolete English,

- "imp" used instead of "graft," "wood-apple tree"
istead of "crab tree." " \'irginian climber," p. 149,

- commonjy called " \'irginia creeper," and "forest
ionce," p. X49, should be "science of forestry."
Printer's errors are not uncommon, as, p. 20, "" Picea

cxcclsa, Hjnk," should read "Link"; p. 142, 'Vh-
celsa"' should read '^ excelsa"

; p. 152, "Liquid-
amber" should read " Liquidamhar " ; and p. 175,
"Scot's fir" should read "Scots fir." The statements
made on p. 164 that the "durmast" is the "Turkey
oak" and that "Q. coccifera" is the "scarlet oak'"'
are erroneous. "Oseraie," p. 190, is not "willow

iture," but "osier-bed."
An objectionable feature in the English part is the
nstant use of hyphens, where they are not usually

inployed, as "expectation-value.'' "coppice-with-
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standards," which are usually printed "expectation
value," "coppice with standards."

It is to be hoped that in the next edition these
obvious faults, which impair the value of this useful
book, will be removed.

Reports from the Laboratory of the Royal College
of Physicians, Edinburgh. Edited by Sir John B.
Tuke and Dr. James Ritchie. Vols. x. and xi.

(Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 191 1.)

These two handsome volumes are evidence, if that
were needed, of the activity of research in the labora-
tories of the Royal College of Physicians of Edin-
burgh. They are also a testimony to the valuable
work which may be done by means of the funds of a
private corporation, aided in this case by a grant from
the Carnegie Trust. The papers (which have all

appeared elsewhere) are divided into four groups, those
appertaining to anatomy, pathology, pharmacology,
and physiology. All appeal to the specialist, and it

is not possible to select any for special comment.
Of some general interest is the dietary study of the

five halls of residence for students in Edinburgh, by
Miss J. D. Cameron. The average cost per man per
day (exclusive of condiments and beverages) is 15'

i

pence, of which 66 per cent, is expended on animal
food. The waste varies considerably, from 24 to 70
per cent, of the total money spent on food, but is

about one-half of that in the American studies of

college residences.

Dr. Berry Hart discusses the nature and origin of

the " free-martin "—an apparently sterile cow, co-twin

with a potent bull—of which John Hunter described

three specimens, the organs of which are preserved

in the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons,
London. It seems to be established that the free-

martin, when the co-twin is a potent male, is a sterile

male, and not a sterile female. R. T. H.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions

expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond with the writers of. rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.

No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

January Meteor-showers, 1912.

The following are the computed particulars of the

meteor-showers which become due during nearly the first

fortnight in January :

—

Epoch 1912, January 4. iih. 30m. (G.M.T.), twenty-first

order of magnitude. Principal maximum, January 3,

2h. 55m. ; secondary maxima, January 3, qh. 50m.,

i3h. 40m., and January 4, loh. 25m.

Kpoch January 5, loh.. approximately ninth order of

magnitude. Principal maximum. January 6, 4h. lom. ;

secondary maximum, January 6, i.^h. 35m.

Kpoch' January 7, oh. 30m., thirteenth order of magni-

tude. Principal maximum. January 5, i8h. 20m. ;

secondary maxima, January 6, gh. 40m., and iqh. 30m.

F-poch' January 7, 6h. 30m.. fifth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, January tS, 22h. ; secondary maxima,

January s. 2ih., and January 6. i5h. 45m.

Epoch January 8, ah., approximately eighteenth order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, January 8, 3h. 35m. ;

secondary maxima, January 9. 2h. 30m. and 2oh. 4001.

The first few days of January are comparatively quiet,

the greatest meteoric activity occurring during the period

January 5-9. The Quadrantid epoch of January 4, which

is not so strong as the corresponding epoch of 191 1, has

its principal maximum early on the afternoon of January 3,

but the other maxima will probably furnish some bright

meteors, notwithstanding the presence of a full moon.

Dublin. December 23, 1911- John R. Henry.
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Microkiocmatography.

Is th«; nrtirlo on " '

!iv " in NvTrKf.

of December 14, 191 1. point* which

arc ixiircswd in ft nuiiiii- i ui.n ii..i. •. .lU to t»- •• t»-

tion. I)rnlinjj with thrw; as they occur, in It

describe the prcxr-ss as having b«'en devi-loped ii

la«t few monthK? The inethtKl adopted by M. ( uiiiund«jn

wft» described in La Sature so long nyo as Nuveinb^-r,

I90«», and ffproductionj* «»f kincn)ato){raph films wc-re

u«ed to illustrate the paper. In this country, too, Dr.

Spitta has done and has exhibited numerous examples^, and
I believe I am ri(<ht in statinj^ that his work extends back
to an even earlier date
The meth«Kl of illumination, which in any case is quite

well known and in use in every well-appointed bacterio-

logical laboratory to-day, is described as an application of

the " ultramicroscope." This is incorrect. Illumination

has clearly been effected by means of a paraboloidal or

spherical surface dnrk-(;round illuminator, and with this

appliance any object, such as u bacterium or trypanosome,
which is within the limits of the resolving power of the

objective used, may be rendered visible.

In the ultramicroscope, much smaller objects than these

are dealt with, but owing to the method of illumination

the images obtained are not of necessity an indication of

the size or form oi the obje«ts under observation. They
appear as diffraction discs, which are visible or invisible,

and vary in apparent size, according to the intensity of

the source of light used.

In the case of certain colloids, for instance, it is possible
to observe particles that approach molecular dimensions,
and no ordinary method of dark-ground illumination could
accomplish this.

Confusion of thought often arises from failure to

appreciate that there is an important difference between
the limits of visibility and of resolution in the microscope.
The objects shown in the paper in question are well within
the limits of revolving power of even a high-power dry
objective, so that they arc in no sense " ultramicroscopic."
The term should only be applied in cases where the objects
are in all dimensions beyond the limits of resolution of the
best objectives, where special arrangements are necessary
in setting up the object to ensure that only the particular
layer under observation is illuminated, and where the source
of light is of sufficient power to render visible isolated
particles which are much smaller than the resolution limit.
The subject is one on which much might be said, but it is

clearly impossible to do more than indicate the line of
argument.

Spirochacta pallida is especially referred to, but even
this is easily and perfectly shown under ordinary laboratory
conditions by a dark-ground illuminator.

Is the statement literally true that " some thousands of
successive photographs" are taken per minute? If so,
then it appears to be necessary to give a much shorter
exposure in the kinematograph than when taking
instantaneous photographs of any of the subjects illustrated.
Without wishing in any way to minimise the achievements
describe^!, it should be borne in mind that the main diffi-
rulty is the almost prohibitive cost. There are manv photo-
micrographers who are competent to carry out such work
and to overcome such technical difficulties as exist, but
there are scarcely any who are able to face the great cost
of the films. In the present case, the immense resources
of .Messrs. Path^ Fr^res have been placed at the disposal
of the worker, so that this difficulty has not been experi-

«"f«l-
'

J. E. Barnard.
King s College (University of London),

Strand, XV.C, Deceniber 18, 191 1.

It may be admitted that the word ultramicroscope is
misplaced, and its use may inadvertently cause some con-
fusion, though the remarks which immediately follow
should prevent any possible misconception as to the method
employed. The large cost involved is. of course, a con-
sideration of great importance to those actually concerned
in the produaion of the films, but scarcely one to be insisted
on in an article such as that under discussion.

The Writer of the Article.
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I SIVEKSIJY EDUCATION IS /<

WE pubtiithcd on June 15, 191 1, an article .

Mime- infurinatiun as lu the proceed! dlts

led up to the appointment of the Koyal (

on University Kducation in London, and d'

the second volume of evidence i<»sued by tl;

sion. The third volume of evidence [Cd. ^

34. Sd.], recently issued, contains the evident^; pi

scnted between November 10, 1910, and July 2H, 10

1

Much of this evidence is not of dire<

the point of view of the promotion of

as it does with such matters as lejjal <(juciti>.n, ti

position of individual colie|:;es, and the relation of t)

University to secondary education, though the <''

sion of these questions is of importance as ind

the general form of organisation for the ' '

which the Commission will propose, and v

in the future exercise a potent influence ovi ; ,.

education in Ixindon and elsewhere. There are, ho'>'

ever, two subjects of more immediate ini'n ,: ,

which a good deal of new evidence is now
first, the work and government of the Imp<-!

of Science and Technology at South Kensi;
its future relations to the University; ami.
the organisation of medical education in L-

Each of these questions is extraordinarily co;

and might well engage the sole attention of a
Commission ; and it will only be possible in .1

article to indicate in a rough way the char.K
evidence presented.

The witnesses for the Imperial College, who wt r

heard on February 23, iqii, were Lord Crewe, th-

chairman of the governing body. Sir William Whitr
Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, Mr. R. Kaye Gray, and Si

.Alfred Keogh. and their evidence was based on th

following resolution adopted by the governing body :

The Imperial College of Science and Technolog}- havin^
been established " to give the highest specialised instru'

tion, and to provide the fullest equipment for the mo-
advanced training and research in various branches <

science, especially in its application to industry." th

governing body is of opinion that, in order to attaio tlv

purposes contemplated

—

(i) The autonomy of the Imperial College should 1>

maintained, and incorporation with the University (m

London should not take place ; and
(ii) Some means shall be found, either by the establish-J

ment of an independent department or faculty of te

nology or otherwise, by which students of the Imperil
College of Science and Technology who satisfactorilv '^"«-

plete the associateship courses of the college, and st

duly qualified by research, advanced study, or in

approved ways, may obtain degrees without furlh-

i

examination.

Throughout their evidence the witnesses laid gre.i

stress on the importance of the higher, or post-

graduate, work of the college, especially in its indu<-

trial aspects, and the action already taken by th.-

governing body in developing this side of the work
of the college was fully reported. With reference,

however, to the basing of the claim for autonomy on
this special characteristic of the work of the college,

the witnesses were subjected to somewhat severe

examiriation by Sir Robert Morant in regard to the
obligation imposed on the governing body in the

charter to carry on the work of the Royal College of

Science and the Royal School of Mines, which, has
been in the past. and. as statistics published in the

volume show, is at the present time mainly under-
graduate—that is, of the standard required for the
first degree of a university. In reply, it was con-

tended that the governing body had power to modify
the courses in these colleges; but Sir Robert Romer
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ithought that the extent to which this power could be
exercised under the present charter was one for a
court of law.

I doubt," he said, ' if you could change it. You
could not change its nature substantially. It is a ques-
tion of substance. Minor modifications undoubtedly, but
anything which woula really change the nature of the
school you have no power to do, and it would be chang-
ing the nature of it, if chiefly occupied with pre-graduate
instruction—it would be a substantial alteration in my
view— if you changed it into a post-graduate system of

education '" (Question 7840). To this Sir William White
replied : "If it were considered desirable, on national
grounds, to make the change, that would mean an altera-

tion of the Charter."

This important question is discussed elsewhere in

ithe evidence. Sir Arthur Rticker expressed himself

as strongly opposed to the policy.

"If this policy were adopted at present," he said, " the

institutions forming the Imperial College would be ruined
financially. Then, again, it is more than doubtful if the

ideal of having none but post-graduate students can be
attained. The well-known case of Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity is in point. It started as a post-graduate institu-

tion, with the best professors that could be got, and it

was a most successful institution, but some five or six

\ears ago they had to give up their scheme, and the latest

statistics I have looked at showed that about one-fourth
of the college consisted of undergraduates, instead of being
wholly post-graduate. I do not think that what, under
'he most favourable conditions, failed there is likely to

iicceed in Londop, and, if it does succeed, success cannot
attained for a very long time. We have already had

(imething like 700 students; we are now spending just

111 a quarter of a million pounds on new buildings, and,

putting it at a very low figure indeed, could very easily

liave 1000 students. If there were none but post-graduate
students there, they would take up more room than the

ordinary undergraduates, but if we say only 700, I think

the ideal of having 700 post-graduate students in techno-
logical subjects concentrated in one institution in London
i> at present absolutely chimerical " (Question 9094).

While, however, the witnesses for the Imperial

College maintained generally their claim to autonomy,
iliey discussed in a not entirely unfriendly way the

lK)ssibility of devising some faculty organisation in the

University which would meet their special require-

ments. Such an organisation they regarded as a
stcond-best alternative to the establishment of a dis-

tinct technological university, as to which, however,
not iTiuch encouragement was forthcoming from the

Commission. The chairman stated, early in the
' vidence, that "The Commission feel, that if it can
! avoided, it is not desirable that there should be
Ao bodies of university rank in the London area "

(Ouestion 7727), and this question was not further
discussed.

In the evidence of Prof. M. J, M. Hill, then vice--

chancellor, some interesting information is published,
we l)elieve for the first time, on the proposals put for-

ward by the .Senate of the University before the issue
of the charter for the Imperial College, from which
il appears that the Senate was prepared to consent
to some alteration of its own constitution in the
direction of increasing the representation of technical

interests, and it advocated the government of the
Science College and the Technical College by distinct

committees.
With reference to the organisation of medical educa-

tion in London, some very interesting evidence is pub-
lished by Mr. Abraham Fle.xner, of the Carnegie
loundation of New York, Prof. Friedrlch Miiller. of
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Munich, Sir William Osier, and others. There
appears to be general agreement as to the urgent need
for the reorganisation of the London medical schools
in order to promote in a more thorough way the

scientific study of medicine. It was admitted
by several witnesses tliat London students have
exceptional advantages in the amount and variety

of clinical material available in the hospitals,

but the system under which the clinical teach-

ing is almost entirely undertaken by physicians and
surgeons whose time is very fully taken up in the

practice of their profession was considered to be defec-

tive, though there was no strong feeling that even
the principal teachers should be rigidly barred from
professional work. The Continental and American
systems of hospital clinics are described in detail, and
the desirability of organising one or more of the

London hospitals and medical schools on similar lines

is considered, with reference both to the financial

aspects of the question and the difficulties arising

from vested interests. As, however, the medical
evidence is not at present complete, it may be well to

defer further consideration for the present.

The fourth report of the Commission [Cd. 6015] was
published on December 23. This is substantially the

first report, for it is the first document which has been
issued in which the Commission gives expression to

its corporate opinions. On the whole the report must
be pronounced as reassuring, for it shows that the

Commissioners have risen above petty and sectional

jealousies, and have formed a high ideal of the

University which London should possess. The Com-
missioners evidently wish the University to put its

house in order in a physical sense as a preliminary

to a scheme of reorganisation in an academic sense,

for the report deals exclusively with the need for a

permanent building for the University, "appropriate

in design to its dignity and importance, adequate in

extent, and specially constructed for its purposes,

situated conveniently for the work it has to do, bearing

its name, and under its own control."

The present building of the University at South
Kensington is condemned for various reasons, in

particular its situation, Government ownership, and

inadequacy. In adumbrating the form of new build-

ing required and the purposes to which it is to be put,

the Commission is forced to deal to some extent with

vexed questions of policy, but it lays special stress on

the need for a great hall and for suitable accommoda-
tion to promote the social interest of teachers, gradu-

ates, and students. Lecture halls and some library

accommodation would be required, but the Comrnis-

sion defer any definite judgment on the policy which

has been urged upon them from some quarters of

providing a series of research laboratories in direct

connection with the University.

The Commission, in the last paragraph of its report,

appeals in eloquent terms to the generosity of bene-

factors in order that an endowment may be provided

for a reconstituted l^niversitv, and a new building

may be available which would be a visible sign of^ its

recognition and acceptance as a great public institu-

tion. "A great university is not self-supporting, and

ran never be so. .\s an institution for learning, in

which liberal education, instruction in the methods o'

advancing knowledge in a wide range of subjects, and

the highest professional training, are combined with

large scope for the free exorcise of thought and with

full opportunitv and encouragement for the systematic

prosecution of' research, it can never exist finanriallv

on the fees of its students." The report is dated

December 15. lOH. -^nd is signed by ail the Com-
missioners.
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D'
l.lQl'jn CRYSTALS.^ \

The tendency during iho past i,,ri> or fifty

kURING the seven years that have t-Iapsed since
|
was for active workers in science to become six*

the publication, in uk>4. o^ his previous book,
j

i.e. to confine th«'ir attention wholly to one? or t

entitlrti
'• Kliissit^'e Kristallr." Prof. I^hmann has in

i
small compartments, and to pay little or no heed

what is btrinjf done by others in c<

ti^uous compartments'; the most stri

inj{ feature, on the other hand,
recent development of science is li

revelation it has afforded of the ir

interdependence subsisting !»•

the so-called branches of it. i

eminently true of crystallocraj/
lonj; regarded only in if«

aspect as an adjunct of
i

in its specific aspect of i.

it is already recognised as of coriMtl

able importance to the chemist ;i

prtrologist, and now Prof. L«l

tells us that crystals are potent
in the processes of life, and th«Ti:'

that they fc)rm a subject with whi-
biologists should be cognisant.
The field of research into whii

Prof. Lehmann struck out nearly fc>i

years ago was then so utterly i.

known and yielded such ama/ing i

suits that it is no matter for surpri

if his early reports were received wi:

the scepticism usually accorded to

travellers' tales. His observations
were set down as optical illusioi^

and his conclusions vigorously coi

bated, but the passage of time \.

gradually brought about a chan^^

and at the present day most of th(

who have given any serious study
the subject are in general agreemem
with him ; for instance. Prof. Wal-
lerant, the eminent French crystallo-

grapher, has remarked, " I^ d^ou-
verte de M. Lehmann est certaine-

nient une des plus importantes du
si^cle dernier; ses consequencf< vont

Fig. i.-CrysulliMtuon-microscope with camera attachment. nombreuses et de premier

no way abated his energy, and has poured out a con- i

stant stream of papers giving the results of, and the

deductions from, further observations, so that another

or at least a supplementary work is already called for.

Prof. Lehmann decided to write an entirely new book,

which, being complete in itself, would readily enable

any reader interested in the subject to learn what
has been done in it and what is the present situation.

The subject is not easily understood, and most of tlv

experiments upon which it is founded cannot be per-

formed without special apparatus. It has so far

received scanty attention in this country, and its ex-

treme importance is perhaps not fully realised. Out-
side Germany Prof. Lehmann has given demonstra-
tions before the Mineralogisch-Petrographische Gesell-

schaft in Vienna, and the Socii^te Fran<;aise lit

Phvsique in Paris; may we not hope that some societ\

in this country will be sufficiently enterprising to

induce Prof. Lehmann to give a similar demonstration
in London? No one who has witnessed these beau-
tiful phenomena can fail to agree in the main with
Prof. Lehmann's conclusions; to see is to believe,

and. as Pro^. Lehmann says (p. 5). "jeder, welchtr
Gelegenheit hatte die Versuche zu sehen, sich davon
iiberzeugte, die Erscheinungen konnten unmoglich
anders gedeutet werden."

' "Die neue Welt der flussigen Kristalle und deren Bedeutung fiir

Physik, Chemie, Technik und Biologic." By Dr. O. Lehmann. Pp. vii+
?f8. (Leipzig; Akademische VerUgsgesellschaft m.b.H., 191 1.) Price 12
m.vks.
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et elles permettent en particulier de preciser nos con-

naisances sur la structure des corps cristallises." The
change is not without its drawbacks ; Prof. Lehmann
finds complacent acceptance more irritating than
ig-norant scepticism, and complains (p. 5),

" In

neuestcr Zeit machen sich sogar Stimnien geltend, die

glauben machen wollen, es handle sich um eine liingst

bekannte Sache, die ganz selbstverstandlich sei."

We discussed the scope of Prof. Lehmann 's re-

searches two years ago (1909, vol. Ixxix., p. 286), and
need not traverse the same ground again. The pre-

sent volume is naturally more coherent and easier tc

read and digest than a series of isolated papers pub-
lished in various journals, and it may be commended
to all who would fain learn of a remarkable subject.

In chapter x. the author gives, with illustrations.

I'lG. 3.— Silicate-vegetation.

d( >,criptions uf iht- various forms of the cryslallisalion-

microscope, the invention of which rendered his re-

s(-arches possible. Tho princijjal conclusions arrived
at may be summinl u|) briefly. The old idea of a
crystal as necessarily a rigid body bounded bv plane
faces must be definitely abandoned, as tht> author
says (p. 149), " Demnacii gehort auch die Bildung in

ebcnflachiger Form nicht unbedingt zu dem Kristall-
begriff." Crystals may, indeed, be solid and rigid,

and liquid and mobile, and there is no break in the
transition from one sort to the other. The ultimate
particles are invariably anisotropic. Isotropic crystals
result from the neutralisation of the action of the

• particles by their mutual arrangement, which is regu-
>lar ; amorphous substances, on the other hand, are
isotropic because their arrangement is irregular. Prof.
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Lehmann pomts out (p. 194), "Dass regular Kristalle
durch Zug und Druck doppelbrechende werden, ist
veilleicht teilweise darauf zuriickzufuhren, dass sie
amsotropen .Molekulen bestehen, welche verdreht
gegeneinander angeordnet sind, so dass keine Richt-
ung bevorzugt wird." We are left therefore with, as
the fundamental character of a crvstal, its power
under suitable conditions to grow ; it is therebv sharply
differentiated from an amorphous mass, which cannot
in any circumstances grow. It is this important
character which has led Prof. Lehmann to believe that
crystals are the agents in the growth of living organ-
isms. The curious and beautiful silicate-vegetation
affords an instance of growth of purelv unorganised
matter. The close similaritv in behaviour and appear-
ance between certain kinds of crvstals and " bacteria

has often been remarked, and cannot be dis-
missed as accidental.

Prof. Lehmann gives us a lucid exposition of
the subject which has constituted his life's work
and has been developed almost solelv bv himself,
and the reasoning is rendered easier" to 'follow by
the aid of numerous excellent illustrations, three
of which we are permitted to reproduce here. .An
index, which might perhaps have been fuller,
i^ provided. The printing and the paper used
are both good.

THE TIDAL SURVEY OF JAPAN.
T N the Journal of the College of Science of

Tokyo for April, 1911 (vol. xxviii., article 7),
Prof. Hirayama publishes results derived from
tidal observations made during the last sixteen
years at fourteen places distributed round the
coasts of Japan and Formosa. The tide-stations
were administered by the Land Survey, but the
reductions are in the department of the geodetic
committee, of which Prof. Terao is president.
The sites of the observatories have been care-

fully chosen so as to give g(x:)d representations
of the tides in the neighbouring seas, and twelve
of the stations are permanent establishments,
while two are temporary. Samples are given of
the tide-curves recorded at nearly all the stations,

and it is clear that perturbation due to seiches
has been slight. Many of the observatories are
at somewhat inaccessible places, and therefore the
clocks of the gauges were regulated by the aid
of a simple form of sundial. The gauges them-
selves were for the most part of Lord Kelvin's
pattern, and have been found very satisfactory.

The paper shows that the work has been carried

on with Japanese thoroughness.
In the office of the United .States Coast Sur-

vey a number of stencil plates pierced by holes

are laid successively on the tabulated hourly

values of the heights of the water, and
the numbers which are visible through

the holes are those which are to be added
together to form the sums required to furnish

the data for harmonic analysis. The late Dr. Borgen
attained the same end by means of sheets of tracing

paper laid on the tabulated values which indicate by

zigzag lines the columns for addition. Prof. Hira-

yama tried both those jilans, but he finally concluded

that the use of my tidal abacus ' was the most con-

venient method, and it alone was used. The work
involved in treating the observations at the fourteen

stations must have been enormously laborious, as no
fewer thati si\i\-si\ xcnrs of observation have been

reduced.
I have not tried to make a minute examination of

1 Proc. Roy. Soc.. vol. lii. (189a), p. 345, or " Scientific Paper*," vo!. i.'

p. 216.
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the harmonic constants tabulati-d, but the followmK

arc some conclusions which may bo drawn.

On the Pacific coast the diurnal and semi-diurnal

tid«s arc both nearly "inverted," and the tide-wave

reaches the north-easterly parts of the islands some-

what earlier than the south-westerly coasts. The
diurnal ineciuality is large. The Japanese Sea is

almost a lake, and it is natural that the range of

tide on the western coast should be much less than

on the east; it is, in fact, only about one-seventh as

)^'reat. But the phases of the tides are pu/zling, for

it is diurnal high-water almost simul-

taneously throughout the Japanese Sea at

the same time that it is diurnal low-water

on the Pacific coast, and the diurnal ampli-

tudes are not verv different throughout.

On the other hand, the semi-diurn.-il

phases on the west are so diverse that it

IS not easy to interpret their meanings.

:md there is some diminution of nmplituci.

to the north. If the Straits of Korea ar(

wide enough to admit the diurnal wnv

SO freely, why is the semi-diurnal tide ^

much broken up? These questions deserv

more attention than 1 am able to give i

them.
It seems a pity that in the tables ot

harmonic constants the heights should b<

given to one-tenth of a millimetre, and tin

phases to the hundredth of a degree, fi ;

this degree of accuracy is quite fictitious

as may be seen by a" comparison of thr

values at anv port for successive years.

It may be well also to direct attention to

the values of the phases assigned to the

tides Mj and O for the port of Tonoura

for the year 1895. There must be a mis-

take, because for that year they are

entered as being almost 180° different

from the values for all the successive

years. There is no misprint, because the

suspicious numbers have been used in

forming the mean values of M, and O.

It is clear from the values assigned to

these tides at other ports th.nt i8q5 was
not an abnormal year—and "indi-* d such

an amount of abnormality would have

been nearly incredible. No doubt the

source of error will easily be discovered.

The tidal constants round the Japanese
coasts have now been accurately deter-

mined, and Prof. Hirayama deserves

warm acknowledgment for the care which
he has bestowed on his laborious and use-

ful task. G. H. Darwin.

¥lSn PHOTOGRAPHY.'
T^R. WARD'S book consists really of
*-^ a fine series of photographs illus- Fk- »•

trated by a rather inadequate text.

Considerable trouble has been taken by the
author to represent British marine and fresh-water
fishes as they would be seen by a human observer
placed in much the same conditions as the fishes

themselves. Many, for instance, were taken from an
observation chamber built below the surface of water
in a shallow pond, and others have been made from
fishes living in tanks, lighted in various ways. The
author gives a good account of these methods, which
may be of assistance to those engaged in original
work. The book also includes a number of micro-

1 " Marvels of Fish Life as Revealed by the Camera." By Dr. F. Ward.
Pp. xiv+t96+plates. (Ixindon: Ca«seM and Co., Ltd., ijit.) Price 6f.

ph(»tographs of eggs and larvae of both fresh-water

and marme fishes, and some of the«.- .irr novel.

The author tells us, in his intr that h'

has endeavoured to show how fi- !•-< their

mental sUtes in their attitudes and c-

The psychology of the pike and perch- <

mental agitation, the rigidity of excitcnieiu, i:

disappointment, disgust, alarm, &c.—are reveal* <

Dr. Ward, at all events) by these attitudes,

interpretations may well be doubted, but the ]>'

graphs themselves are interesting and b ' '

Klo. I.— l>;moii Sule seen atjainsl a white background, from

-The same fish in natural surroundings. From ' M.ir\ c'< of Ki^h Life.

I

author is more successful in his illustration of conceal-

ment-devices. Thayer's principle of counter or

I

obliterative shading is extended to fishes. Th-
darkening of the dorsal, and the lightening of th-

j

ventral surface produce, in a fish lit from above, :

I

flat, ghost-like effect, well shown in the photograpi
i of the dace on p. 26. The fusion of colour patterns

{

with that of the background is illustrated by fine

I photographs of lemon sole and thornback ray lying

I

on the sea bottom. A further device, imperfectly

I
elaborated by the author, is the concealing effect of

j

the reflection of light from silver)- fishes, and the
I similar effect of the confusion of the iridescence of

NO. 2201, VOL. 88]
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<;uch fishes as the mackerel and herring^ with the

himmering produced by light transmitted through a

water surface broken by waves.

Many of the photographs of the eggs and young
stages of fishes are very well done; we may direct

particular attention to the series representing the

hatching of the salmon egg, on p. 50; those illustrat-

ing the early stages of the roach on pp. 104-5, ^"^ the

series taken at Port Erin Hatchery, which represents

the larval metamorphosis of the plaice. All these are

probably better than any hitherto published.

The defects of the book are in the text, v^hich is

sketchy and slight, and is not free from errors. The
author evidently confuses the eel and lamprey on

p. 126, for he speaks of the former fish as possessing

several gill openings behind the pectoral fins. Had-
docks (p. 129) are said generally to feed on herring

eggs—certainlv an exceptional habit. Skates, rays,

Fig. 3.—Hatching of the Salmon. From " Marvels of Fish Life

,ind dogfishes are said to eat oysters (p. 150)—one
would like to know where these observations were
made. The starfish is also described as protruding
its stomach and engulfing an oyster (p. 150)—surely

this is impossible \ Floating fish eggs are said to

occur throughout the year (p. 109). The photograph
opposite p. 190 is described as that of a shrimp.
Evidcnth it represents a shank (Pandalus).

J. J.

FRANCE AND THE ENDOWMENT OF
RESEARCH.

''I^HE French intellect is proverbially clear. The
A quality implies foresight, no less than insight,

and it is revealed in practical politics, no less than
in scientific theory. It is also the characteristic of
French statesmanship as well as of French thought.
Nowhere is this clairvoyantc volants of a nation more
practically demonstrated than in the attitude of the
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State to science, and in the relations between the
spheres of government and of knowledge.

France recognises clearly the fact that a nation
depends on its science; that its commerce, its indus-
tries, its education, all its sources of wealth and of
character, are to be found alone in a living and grow-
ing material of experimental knowledge. And the
nation translates this recognition into will.

In the Revue Scieutifique of September 23 there is

an article by M. A. de Foville, permanent secretary
of the French Academy of Moral and Political Sciences,
which may well stir envy in an English mind, and
prove once more that they manage these things so
much better in France. M, de Foville gives a sketch
of the Government department known as the " Caisse
des recherches scientifiques," which was instituted in

1901, and now celebrates its decennial anniversary
merely by modestly directing the attention of capitalists

to its existence. The
Caisse owes its insti-

tution to M. Audiffred,
now a member of the
Senate ; its object, to

quote his words, is
' to endow all the
sciences with adequate
means ; to ensure that
no serious investigator
shall be hindered in

his work by lack of

the funds necessary
for research." It is

attached to the Minis-
try of Public Instruc-
tion^ but is actually

autonomous. It is not,

as M. de Foville

observes, a charitable

institution, but a State
Treasury for scientific

research. It has a
very strong technical

committee, which de-

cides upon the applica-

tions sent in, and
sends its recommenda-
tions to the adminis-
trative committee. The
latest volume of speci-

fications and results of

researches financed by
the Caisse contains
800 pages. The re-

searches financed or
assisted hitherto are

distinguished by their eminently social and racial

importance, being chiefly concerned with the purifica-

tion of water supplies, and the methods of combating
tuberculosis, syphilis, and other scourges.

The following grants were made in 1910 :—1200I.

to Dr. Calmette ; 600L to M. Riolle, for researches

into the purification of water supplies; 420/. to the

late Prof. Arloing:, for researches mto the prophylaxis

of tuberculosis; 400L to Dr. Calmette, for >" same
purpose; 120L to Prof. Courmont, for studying the

prevention of cancer; 120Z. to M. Gaston, the prophy-

laxis of syphilis; 120/. to Prof. Glcy, immunity against

toxic serums. Besides these sums, nearly 5000/. was
allotted to various researches, the total being nearly

8000/., distributed thus :—Biological research, 4692/.;

water supplies, 2460Z. ; other research, 480I.

This Government bureau is not managed by "per-

manent officials"; its council, consisting of well-

known men of science, heads of industrial and com-
mercial firms, and some politicians, is honorary. The
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expen«ct of the department in 1910 were exactly i9C}I.

!

This hist detail ix one of the most instructive tacts

in the \vh<»lc business.

Thf receipts of the Caisse in 1910 amounted to

iK.iKK)/. Its income is derived thus: the greater por-

tion is allotted annualiv bv the State from the State

revrnue as part of the S'ational Budjjet ; this averages
about Kooo/. Investments of capital bring in an m-
creasinj; sum. Lastly, there are bequests, subscri])-

lions. and gifts, from corporate bodies, societies, and
individuals. This last source naturally fluctuates. In

its ten years' history the Caisse has distributed

56,000/., of which 36,oo<}/. was allotted to biological

researches, and 16,000/. to investigations and exi)eri-

ments connected with the purification of water sup-
plies.

M. de Foville |)oints out that the financial needs of

science increase with the scale of scientific operations
and with progress generally, and recommends the
Caisse as a channel for private donations which has
the advantage of imposing no restrictions or death-
duties on bequests made to its funds.

France is also to be congratulated on possessing;! «i

society, de Secours des Amis dcs Sciences, the object

of which is to aid men of science and inventors who are
in material difliculties, and to relieve their widows
and children from destitution. Founded by Baron
L. J. Thenard in 1857, the society has distributed up
to the present time more than c)5,(xx)/. (not a million
pounds, as the Athenaeum of October 14 states).

Prof. O. Darboux makes an eloquent appeal on its

behalf to those who, like j^reat industrial and com-
mercial capitalists, owe so much to science, pure and
applied. He points out that as the number of
engineers, chemists, naturalists, biologists, and in-

ventors increases, the risks increase proportionally, and
the numbers, both of martyrs of science and of

victims of la misire, with them. Charity of this kind,
to those who have assisted to prevent human sufTering,
is, as the founder of the society remarked, " a work
of reparation and of social justice."

England has only the precarious and arbitrary
awards of the Civil List. The French charitable
society is a complementary institution to its State aid
of research. In it there is a channel for the charit-
able impulse, more humane and more patriotic than
many of the usual forms of relief of destitution. As
for the Caisse des recherches scientifiques. France has
practically instituted (and the institution will grow)
the Establishment of Science. In this is the Erastian-
ism. and a sound Erastianism, of the future.

A. E. Crawley.

FACTS OF MIGRATION.'
pOR learned and unlearned alike there is a peculiar
* fascination in the migrational movements of
birds, and the more we know about them the more
the wonder grows. The problems now clearly dis-
cerned will probably afford material for several cent-
uries of inquiry, and there are others which we have
not yet learned to state. In all such cases it seems to
be in accordance with sound scientific method that we
should tackle the more tangible problems first, that
we should accumulate facts on all sides, and that we
should pursue different paths of inquiry in the hope
that their convergence may lead us to discovery. That

1 Bulletin of the British Ornithologiol Club, edited by W. R. Ogilvie-
Granu Vol. xitviii. Report on the immiieration of summer residents in
the spring of 1910 : and also notes on the migratory movements and records
received from lighthouses and lisht vessels durinz the autumn of 1000.
liy the Committee appointed by the British Ornithologists' Club. August
1911. Pp. ^13. Many maps. (L.onr*on : Witherby .and Co.) Price &i.
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we lihould occa»ionally relieve tension by flying a
speculative kite will do no harm to anyone.
Of the various paths of inquiry three st.nnd •a

prominently, and as each is not only th'

reasonable, but has already led to somethioK
it is gratuitous to pit one iigainst another wluu nior<

than all are needed. First, there is the m»'thod i>i

registering the arrivals and departures, th<

and mov^^ments. in a small area, like Hel,.

Fair Island, which can be thoroughly < xpi.

Second, there is the method of markin^^ larj;e num
of mijjrants with inde.xed aluminium rings, in

hope of hearing again of the whereabouts of a -:

percentajje. How this method has already led t<.

marking out of a more than provisional migrati
route for the white stork is well known. Third, li..,'

is the method of collecting data, year after year, from
observers scattered over a wide area, both inland and
on lighthouses and lightships, who record times of

arrival and departure, great wave-like incursions,
marked increase and decrease in numbers, and th<-

like.

It is this third method which has been followed
with praiseworthy persistence during the past six

years by the British Ornithologists' Club, the fact^

reached beinjj recorded in a series of reports, of which
the sixth is now before us. What we have we are
grateful for, and we would claim recognition for the
industr>' and patience which the preparation of t!

reports has demanded from the members of the Mi.
tion ^"ommittee of the club, from the editor, Mr.
W. R. Ojrilvie-Grant, and from the large body of
observers throughout the country. It is no disparage-
ment, however, to point out that the report ha*^

scarcely as yet got beyond the raw materials of science.

-As the introduction states emphatically enough :—
" When these investig'ations were first undertaken it

was decided that they should be carried on over a
period of ten years before any attempt was made to

generalise, or draw deductions from the facts >

'-

lected."

In the introduction a reference is made to a notice

of last year's report (Natcre, March 9, 1910), in which
a reviewer suj:jgested (amonpf other things) that .1

systematic " ringing " of the birds at the light stations

would probably produce good results. To us also this

seems a good suggestion, and the members of the

committee are theoretically of the same mind. We
ref^iret to see, however, that they ref^ard it as '* quite

impracticable." "We owe much to the courtesy of the
Elder Brethren for allowing their keepers to fill in our
schedules, but the latter could not be expected to
* ring ' birds, nor is it to be expected that the authori-
ties would allow unofficial obser\'ers to remain at the
lights durinjj the mijjration-season." We wonder,
however, whether the difficulties are insurmountable.
If so, it is a great pity. The lights are strategic

points, the number of birds that might be " ringed **

is often large, and a little " ringing " mij^^ht save some
of the keepers from life-harminj:j heaviness.
The arrival of our summer migrants began in iqio

on March 5 (with the chiffchaff), but it proceeded
slowly throutrh that somewhat exceptionally fine

month. E.xcept in the case of a few species, the

immigration did not beg'in until April 2, and continued
until May 23. After that there was little movement
observed, but a few species were unusually late (most
of May was cold, inclement, and wet). The main
body of spotted flycatchers did not arrive until June,
and in some places sedge-warblers had not reached
their breeding haunts by May 13. It will be very-

interesting to compare the data for igio with those

for the extracrdinarilv fine -iummer of loii. and it
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may be that the final comparison of year with year
will furnish a basis for conclusions which will justify

the details and labour of these reports.

'The larger waves of migration were not very

clearly marked, but there were smaller ones on April

12 and 13, and on May 15. The largest movement
occurred on May 2, when no less than twenty-five

species arrived simultaneously on our coasts." If

these facts are really significant, we naturally wish to

-ee whether they are correlated with weather condi-

tions, and the report, like its predecessors, gives us
facilities for speculation on this subject by giving a

meteorological summary for each day. Special atten-

tion has been paid to the conditions observed over

the north coast of Spain, the Bay of Biscay, the coast

of France, bounding the Bay, the English Channel,
and our southern shores. But the report remains firm

in affording us neither countenance nor aid in this

speculation. We must wait until the ten years are

accomplished before there is any relaxation in the

conspiracy of silence, which is a thoroughly scientific

procedure.

In saying a moment ago, "if these facts are signifi-

cant," we were not indulging in a superiority of tone

begotten, of our own enlightenment on the subject;

we simplv mean that in the long run the question

must be faced whether the net of observation is spread
sufficientlv widely, and has mesh sufficiently narrow
to warrant one in speaking very definitely of waves
of different magnitudes, or, in some cases, of waves
it all. It is difificult to get rid of the uncomfortable
>uspicion that what is recorded may be in many
cases the exceptional, the normal passing unobserved
because there is no one there to see. We wish, there-

fore, that a large addition to the body of observers

throughout England could be secured, so that it might
be seen whether a marked narrowing of the mesh is

followed by any marked alteration in the general

•^onor of the records. It may also be that the detailed

comparison of one year with another may afford an
answer to our diflficulty.

There are some interesting remarks in the intro-

duction on the variable length of the immigration
period. "The immigration of the wheatear (including

both races) extended over a longer period than that

taken bv any other species, the first arrivals being
fihserved on March 6, the last on May iq. Other
species occupying a prolonged period were the willow-

warbler (March iq to May iq) and the whinchat
(March .26 to May 23), while the shortest time seems
'o have been taken by the wood-warbler (April 11 to

May 6). The average length of the arrival period for

jqio was about five or six weeks."
We may refer also to the provisional classification

of the birds observed into four sets according to their

general routes, (a) There are those that arrive solely

on the western half of the south coast—ring-ouzel,

if'd-flycatcher, and landrail; (b) there are those that

irive along the whole of the south coast, but first

.iiid chiefly on its western half—wheatear, redstart,

common vvhitethroat, garden-warbler, chifTchaff,

wilk)\v-warbler, spotted flycatcher, swallow, house-
martin, sand-martin, and swift; (c) there are those

that arrive along the 7t'hole of the south coast, but
first and chiefly on its eastern half—whinchat, black-

cap, grasshopper-warbler, reed-warbler, nightjar,

cuckoo; (d) there are those that arrive along the

south-east coast, from Essex to Hampshire—night-

ingale, white wagtail, yellow wagtail, tree-pipit, red-

backed shrike, wryneck, turtle-dove. This grouping
is still, as we have said, provisional; but there is in it.

so to speak, the bud of a generalisation. In some of
'le items of fact which form the body of the book,
lore doubtless lurks the beginning of a discovery.
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THE POSITION OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
IN ENGLAND.

p\URIXG the last six months or so there have been.
^-^ issued several reports which deal in broad out-
line with the position of technical instruction in Eng-
land. The last annual report of the British Science
Guild deals with the financial position of higher tech-
nical education and with the need lor coordination and
centralisation of our resources. Attention is directed
to the close connection between scientific research and
prosperity of national industries, which more and more
closely follows the encouragement of scientific inves-
tigations. The report of the Imperial Education Con-
ference contained a strong indictment by Mr. J. H.
Reynolds, director of higher education for Manchester,
of the lack of appreciation of science shown by many
political and industrial leaders. The discussion at
the Portsmouth meeting of the British Association
Section L report on overlapping of educational work
brought clearly into view the lamentable truncation of
our secondary education, which fails to provide, except
in the case of a small minority of pupils, any adequate
foundation for higher study of a proper university
grade. The Board of Education has quite recently
published statistics which emphasise the poor attend-
ance of students at places of higher technical instruc-
tion. Readers of Nature are already aware of the
main facts ; unfortunately they are not sufficiently

realised by the general public.

Present Shortcomings.

The essential features of the present position appear
to be :

—

(i) The low leaving age of secondary schools, and
therefore the low standard of entrance into technical
schools. The average school life in our secondary
schools does not exceed three and a half years, whereas
German technical universities require the completion
of the full nine years' secondary-school course before
admission of fully qualified students.

(2) The preponderance of evening work in English
technical institutions. A few evening students are
doing amazingly good work under very difficult condi«

tions ; but however creditable this may be, and indeed
is, to these overworked men and their teachers, it

does not seriously affect the following statement in

the latest Board of Education report:—"The total

amount of advanced instruction of the kind provided

in technical institutions is still disappointingly small.

In some of the more important industries, as, for

example, engineering, the instruction is largely used

by students ; but in a great many others the supply

of students is very small. It is to be deplored that

there are several schools in which the well-equipped

staffs and the excellent equipment practically stand

idle in the daytime through lack of students." There
are no evening students at German universities.

(3) The majority of evening students are doing work
of a continuation-school character; moreover, for

manv of them regular attendance is impossible.

(4) Speaking generally, technical teachers are under-

paid to a degree which in the long run will surely

result in impaired efficiency. Incidentally it may be

remarked that the value of the annual production of

the German chemical industries alone is about

50,000,000^.. so that the expenditure by Germany of

half a million per annum in excess of England's

provision for higher technical instruction yields a good

business profit.

(0 Taking the relative populations into account,

England stands below the I'nited States, Germany,
and Switzerland as regards the training and output

of industrial experts having the highest scientific and
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technical knowUdgc. Writing as a cJiemical manu-

factiircr. Dr. Lrvinstein warn* us against " thinking

that we can replace efficient captains l)V a Vww
niinil)or of fairly pood corporals."

Interaction between Instruction and Industry.

It will have been observed that engineering hoids

the best position in the Hoard oi Kducation review,

from which wc have quoted, dealing with the techni-

cal instruction of the Inited Kingdom. It is

not by accident that British engineers are found

all over the world. Any advance in an industry leads

to wider and more intense study, to greater dem.ind

for instruction, and a consequent improvement in its

quality. The loss of the chemical dye industry is

frequently attributed to lack of knowledge on the pjirt

of English manufacturers. It appears more probable

to the writer that the high duty on spirit stifled the

industry in its cradle; the loss of the manufacture
removed the incentives (moral as well as pecuniary)

to study and research from this country, and trans-

ferred them to Germany. How the rise of this new
German industry promoted study and research into

coal-tar derivatives, how this research developed the

industry yet farther, and how this reciprocity of indus-

trial and instructional progress has helped the indus-

trial advance of Germany is a story that needs no
repetition. But it is still necessary to drive home the

importance of close connection between our technical

instruction and our industries, and to remove the lost

traces of antagonism between the "practical man"
and the "theoretical person."
When college training was a new thing, it was

to be expected that some of the young men should
imagine that their up-to-date theoretical knowledge
made them better engineers than their experienced
seniors; but such youthful conceit soon finds its

Nemesis. By this time many of the managers in

engineering works have themselves been through a
college course, and the recruit with the ink scarcely

dry on his diploma finds his proper level at once.

With the realisation of what a college course can, and
what it cannot, do towards making a real expert, we
may expect an absence of friction and misunderstand-
ing, and the establishment of a right appreciation
of college training. There can be no doubt that the
United States has profited greatly by not undervaluing
courses of study pursued in university institutions.

It should not be overlooked that an increase in the
number of such trained men raises the status of the
nation as a whole. In 1897 there were found to be
7000 chemists trained in Germany holding responsible
positions, of whom one thousand were employed in

other countries. Deducting another thousand em-
ployed in the manufacture of organic compounds

—

i.e.

assuming that we do not wish to challenge Germany's
supremacy in this department—is it likely that we
have 5000 chemists of first-grade qualifications who
have been trained in England? It appears probable
that we are more nearlv forty than fourteen years
behind in this respect. TTie potentialities of our tech-
nical institutions are not properly appreciated bv
chemical manufacturers, and the interaction between
industry and instruction is not so free and constant
as is requisite for full industrial health.

Some Suggestions towards a Constructive Policy.

A preliminary step would be the limitation of the
application of the epithet "technical." The Board of
Education should confine the designation " technical
institution " to establishments of really advanced staff-
ing and equipment. Elementary classes doing^ the
work of repairing defects in school education should
be classed as continuation classes; "technical class"
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should imply a seriou- -"-Tipt to imp ;
• !: ' '

and skill 01 a technol< racter. >

should be made to inij>. .>.• u.<j quality oi v,,-

both in subject-matter and method, in •

schools. No boy or girl should leave the c^ ...

school (unless to enter a secondary or trade s<

before the age of fourteen. Continuation «i

should be available in every locality, as soon as

able teachers can be obtained, and the recomnv
tions of the Consultative Committee of the Board of

Education should be put into practice. In particul.ir

employers should liberate young people for a c
number of hours per week in order that they
attend day classes. The leaving age from seoondar>
schools should be raised, and the universities and
university colleges should not admit students belovv

eighteen years of age.
Based upon a proper school education in the elemen-

tary and continuation schools, trade schools, or
secondary schools, evening instruction of great, valu.

could be given to the better workmen, foremen, an^;

skilled craftsmen. Such instruction is already givrn
in the polytechnics, in evening classes of univtrsitv

colleges, and in the smaller towns in the technic.t!

classes which are frequently styled "institutes." Th-
higher grade of technical instruction should be c!^rr\,<

out in the day classes of well-equipped institi

ranking as university colleges. The diploma of i:

institutes and colleges should deserve recognition a-

the hall-mark of a trained scientific man. Two year>
after obtaining his diploma, the holder should be
permitted to present a research or thesis to the univer-
sity, which should grant a degree for work of genuiiv
merit. The approach to such a university degre.
should not be stopped by protective or revenue-raising
barriers of the matriculation type. This demand i-

made with the idea of preserving the connection which
at present exists between departments for hi^h<r
applied science and the older and modern universities.

The alternative w-ould be the adoption of the German
system of technical universities. It is by no means
certain that these rapidly growing and in som-
respects very successful universities are models to h-

followed. There is at least a danger of over-specialisa-
tion in the German system—a tendency to product-

machine-made men possessing a narrowly speci.ili^-^i

knowledpfe and capacity, but without sufficient width
and individuality. Our captains of industry have to

control men, as well as to perfect processes.
In the plan roughly outlined above an attempt ha^

been made to provide (a) technical education needed b\

the foreman, skilled artisan, &c., (b) technical educa-
tion needed by the scientific leaders of industry. Thr
former requires a large number of classes of a Ioc.t!

character; the country should be peppered with such,
and the financing and control should be to a con-
siderable extent the duty of the local education author-
ity. The latter should be large institutions, staffed
by specialists, assisted largely by national funds, with
centralisation as the dominant idea in their organisa-
tion. For both we need advisory boards, including
employers and employees, also representatives of the
teachers in the schools from which pupils are derived.
Provision should be made for the passage of students
of exceptional merit from the lower to the higher
grade.

Further, it is highly important that greatly increased
provision should be made for post-graduate research.
Space and opportunity for this work and for carr>-ing
on monotechnical courses of an advanced type will be
found by freeing the university colleges from the
obligation to hold matriculation classes and by reliev-
ing our higher technfcal institutions from the necessity
of teaching decimals.
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Mr. Reynolds has reminded us that it was in 1869

that Scott Russell wrote "Systematic Technical Educa-
tion for the English People" in order to "move the

minds of English statesmen." Since that date we
have nationalised elementary education, and the pro-

cess of nationalising secondary education proceeds

apace. Signs of further reaUsation of that national

organisation of which Sir Norman Lockyer has long

been an advocate are to be seen in the Minority

Report of the Poor Law Commission and in the recent

transfer to the Board of Education of the control of

ENchequer grants to universities. The Continued
Education Bill introduced by Mr. Runciman fails as

a practical measure by reason of the absence of finan-

cial provision and of the too-early age for leaving

school ; but its introduction is welcome as evidence

that educated public opinion calls for Governmental
action. The London University Commission can
scarcely fail to throw light on many of the difficulties

which beset the subject. The proposed Teachers'
Council will bring together in one national organisa-

tion teachers in universities, technical institutions,

secondary and elementary schools. All these

phenomena afford evidence of an awakening national

spirit in matters educational, and the main purpose
of this article is to urge all interested to bend their

backs to the work of nationalising technical education.

By so doing we may advance an important step

towards the realisation of Scott Russell's ideal, viz.

" to show how to form a nation of well-educated
Englishmen, where each workman shall thoroughly
know his work ; where each foreman shall thoroughly
understand the right principles and best methods of

executing that work ; and where each master of a
manufactory, and each member of a profession, shall

have received the highest education in the philosophical

principles and modern methods of his art, science, or

profession.'.' G. F. Daniell.

ATOMIC WEIGHTS.

THE issue of the Proceedings of the Chemical
Society for October 30, vol. xxvii., No. 390, con-

tains the report of the International Committee on
Atomic Weights for 1912. At the request of the society

the committee wisely acceded to the suggestion that

the annual report should be published prior to the
beginning of the academic year in order that teachers

and students during any given session may not be
exposed to the possible inconvenience of having to

deal with two sets of numerical values during their

lecture or laboratory courses.

There is no doubt that the annual review of the

state of contemporary knowledge respecting the values
of the fundamental constants known as the atomic
weights of the elements acts as a constant stimulus
in securing the attention of workers to the importance
of the subject ; and the critical examination to which
the various contributions to the more accurate ascer-
tainment of these values is yearly subjected bv the
members of the committee tends to raise the standard
of what should now be demanded as regards precision

and validity of method. The consequence is that all

the atomic weights of the commoner elements are now
known to a degree of accuracy which stamps these
values as among the best determined of all physical
constants. They have been ascertained by a great
variety of methods and by the use of a great varietv
of combinations in order to eliminate so far as pos-
sible the influence of constant errors. This is especiallv

so in the case of elements such as oxygen, hvdrogon,
the halogens, nitrogen, carbon, sodium, potassium,
silver, &c., which are themselves the bases upon
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which the determinations of the atomic weights or
the other elements ultimately depend.
There is, however, still much to be done before the

whole of the atomic weights of the eightv or so
elementary bodies are known to this degree of accu-
racy. In a large number of cases, methods of obtain-
ing suitable combinations of the elements have still
to be worked out. It is not always easv to be sure
of the purity, individuality, or constancy of composi-
tion of such combinations. Methods, too, of quantita-
tive determination may be faultv, or mav rest
upon a doubtful basis. The efforts of chemists are
therefore at the present time mainly directed to
attempts to remove these conditions of uncertainty,
since they constitute by far the chief sources of error
—far greater, indeed, than any uncertaintv due to the
operation of weighing, for, thanks to the combined
efforts of mechanicians and instrument makers, the
modern chemical balance, intelligently and skilfullv
used, if not unsurpassed as an instrument of pre-
cision, is fully equal to the demands which modern
atomic weights work, at least in its present stage
of development, demands of it.

M. J. B. EDOUARD BORNET.
DOTANISTS will learn with regret that the death
-*-' of the eminent phycologist, M. Edouard Bornet,
occurred at Paris on December 18, 191 1. Born at
Gu6rigny in 1828, Bornet began by studying medicine,
but early in his career turned his attention to crypto-
gamic botany, and under the direction of Tulasne and
Leveill^ devoted his energies to the study of algae and
lichens. On this subject, which he continued to

pursue throughout his life, he published important
papers and memoirs, whilst the garden at Antibes
became during his supervision celebrated as a centre
of phycological research.

Bornet 's work was specially characterised by the
care with which he unravelled the life-history of cellu-

lar plants, and in his numerous systematic papers the
value of this fact is always apparent. His investiga-

tions in conjunction with Thuret on the fertilisation

of algae (especially of the Florideae) were most valu-

able, and the two large volumes, " Notes Algolo-
giques " and " £tudes Phycologiques " have been the

admiration of all subsequent workers. Bornet also

tackled the lichen problem, and the strong support
which he gave to Schwendener's views as to the dual
nature of these plants led to the early recognition of

the accuracy of Schwendener's position. He isolated

and specifically determined the algae which enter into

the composition of a large number of lichens, and
described the method by which the hyphae envelop the

algae, as well as the mutual benefit derived from the

intimate association of the algae and fungi. He came
to the conclusion that every gonidium of a lichen can

be referred to a species of alga, and that the connec-

tion of the hypha with the gonidia is of such a nature

that it excludes the possibility of one organism being

produced by the other. Amongst his systematic works
the account of Schousboe's Mediterranean algap and

the joint revision with Flahault of the Nostocacoae are

the most important.

Bornet was " Oftlcier " of the I.«gion of Honour, and

was awarded the gold medal of the Linnean Society

in 1891. In 1910 he was elected a foreign member of

the Royal Society. British algologists often appealed

to Bornet for aid in taxonomic questions, and always

found correspondence with htm a pleasure, not only

on account of his characteristic thoroughness, but bv

reason of his appreciative interest and unfailing

courtesy. •^- ^- C.
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\OlKS.
Till ir HonouDi includi w

ixcro. <.tv>ii privN I tuinrillor*. t«»n bnrontrts, .-ii»<l lorty

knij^lifN. Among the honour* conferred we notice the

follow-ini* :

—

Baronet : Mr. R. C. Forstcr, who is known
in the wicntific world by his generous gifts to the new
.Iviiii. ,il Inborntorie* nt University College, London.

AMn,/-r. I'rof. \V. F. Barrett, F.R.S. ; Dr. John H. Ben-

;
; I ! ( of the Royal College of Physicinns, Ireland;

111 K..i.. II J. Collie, medical examiner to the London
» iiunty Council and chief medical officer to the .Metro-

|i(ilitan Water Board ; Mr. J. Mackenzie Davidson, dis-

tinguished for his researches in X-ray work; Prof. Henry

Jonrs, professor of moral philosophy in the University of

iilasgow; Dr. A. B. Kempe, F.R.S., treasurer of the

Royal Society; Dr. H. A. Miers, F.R.S. , principal of the

Iniversity of London since 1908; Dr. G. H. Savage, a

well-known authority on mental diseases ; Prof. E. B.

Tvlor, K.R.S., emeritus professor of anthropology in the

Cnivrrsity of Oxford; Dr. Bertram C. ,\. Windle, F.R.S.,

[nisident of University College, Cork, which, until the

Irish Universities .Act of 1908, was designated Queen's

College. Companion of the Order of the Bath : Dr. .\.

Newsholme, medical officer of the Local Government

Koard. Companion of the Order of St. Michael and St.

(iforf^e : Lieut. -Colonel David Prain, F.R>i.. <|ir'< f"r of

ill. Ko\;il Hotanic Gardens, Kew.

1 iiK rnent decision of Sir "^anuirl Lv;ins (tlie President

(if tho Adniirnify Court) and I 1 inity Masters in the case

i>f th.
' ml Olympic, thai tin- accident was due to

ill' in I the latter on thr former owing to the

Olympic taking a too large turn coming into Spithead, is

vry interesting. The e.xperiments carried out at the

William Froude Tank at Teddington played an imjjortant

part in the case, and have thrown considerable light on

a subject which must necessarily come into prominence as

the size and speed of vessels increase. These experiments

took the form of the running of scale models of the Hawke
and Olympic in the main experiment tank. Part of this

had been fitted with a false bottom to give in the experi-

ments the shallow-water effect that would be produced on
the ships by the depth of water in which they were steam-

ing. The models were run at the same speed, correspond-

ing to eighteen knots for the Olympic, and at a fi.xed

distance apart laterally, corresponding to 100 yards for the

>hips. In these circumstances, with the Hawke model
quite free to move sideways or angularly, the experiments
clearly demonstrated 'that in the shallow water* the larger

nuiclrl did exert considerable influence upon the smallfr,

.mil tliai with the Hawke model in those positions \\li<if

this influence became one of attraction at the bow and
repulsion at the stern, these forces could not be overcome
by the rudder even with considerably greater helm than
the 15° which the Hawke had at the time of the accident.
The canting tendency which occurs when one ship has
partially passed another is far more diflicult to overcome
than the sheering (or bodily movement) tendency which
occurs when the vessels are broadside to each other, and
unless the overtaking vessel is going relatively fast enough
to run ahead there is every chance of a collision.

On the night of December 31, 191 1, a large mass of
the chalk cliff fell into the sea at .\bbottscliff. west of
Shakespeare Cliff, between Dover and Folkestone. The
fallen rock now extends as a platform stretching 400 yards
seaward, with a breadth of about 200 yards and a height
in places of 30 feet. The aspects of the cliff and shore
have been entirely altered. The noise of the fall appeared
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to the coastguard like the firing of heavy gun*, and the

inru»h of this va<>t bulk of rock into the sea produced lo

much effect upon the height of the water that it cauM*d con-

aidcrable di»turbance to the shipping in Folkestone Harbour.

Falls in the winter time are by no mean* uncommon on thi»

part of th'- conxi. The outline of Shakespeare Cliff wan
much m<Mlified by an immenne fall in 1894 ; others took

place in the month of January 1905, 1907, and 1909. It is

possible that the long drought of the past !»ummer, followMl

by the heavy rainti of the latter part of the year, may li''

hastened the recent landslip. The gradual de«tccation oi

the ground has be^-n very marked in many places, and it

has had a serious effect on the stability of numerous build-

ings owing to the shrinking of the foundation soil through

loss of moisture. The chalk cliffs have no doubt been

affected in the same way ; joints have been opened to an
extent that would not occur in a normal year, thus pro-

viding more channels for the recent rains. Though the

chalk cliffs present '•n uniform an appearance when
observed from a di^iani < , th<y are formed, in reality, of

layers of variable phy>ical i haracter, a circumstance which

greatly facilitates their downfall.

One of the great founders of the science of physical

anthropology has passed away in the person of Dr. Paul

Topinard. He was a pupil, colleague, and friend of the

illustrious Broca, " a man who," Dr. Beddoe said, " posi-

tively radiated science and the love of science ; no one

could associate with him without catching a portion of the

sacred flame. Topinard has been the Elisha of this

Elijah." Topinard made valuable investigations on the

living population of France, and many researches in various

other branches of physical anthropology. In 1876 he pub-

lished a relatively small book, " L'.\nthropologie," for

which he obtained a gold medal from the Facultd de

M<klecine de Paris, and a second prize from IJInstitut ; it

w-as translated into English, and published in the Library

of Contemporary Science in 1878. This book is packed
with information, as it contains numerous measurements
and an exposition of methods of investigation ; it has long

been a guide for -md. nts and a manual of reference for

travellers and . 1885 he published his " Elements

d 'Anthropologic j,. .,.';," a monumental work of 1157
pages, being the substance of his courses of lectures and
laboratory instruction for eight years in the Ecole d'Anthro-

pologie. It is not the compilation of a mere library student,

but is permeated by the author's personality and contains

the results of his very numerous and varied researches

;

in it he broke free from the traditions of the monogenists
and polygenists, and incorporated the new ideas spread by
Darwin and Haeckel. This great work exhibits his vast

erudition and untiring energy, and it is indispensable for

all physical anthropologists. It is needless to add that Dr.

Topinard has gained honours in his own country and the

homage of his colleagues all over the world.

We regret to see the announcement, made in a Reut r

report from Paris, that Mme. Curie is seriously ill with

appendicitis, and has been taken to a hospital to undergo
an operation.

Prof. Ar.\iin Baltzer, Berne, and Dr. Emmanuel <i-

Margerie, Paris, have been elected foreign members of the

Geological Society of London. Prof. Charles Dep^ret,

Lyons, and Prof. Arvid Gustaf Hogbom, Upsala, hnve

been elected foreign correspondents of the society.

The extension, of the Horniman Museum, Forest Hill,

consisting of a lecture hall and a new library, the gift of

Mr. E. J. Horniman, son of the donor of the museum,
will be opened on Saturday, January 27, by Sir Archibald

Geikie, K.C.B., president of the Royal Society.
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Mr. a. F. Hallimond has been appointed to the

assistant curatorship of the Museum of Practical Geology,

in succession to Mr. W. F. P. McLintock, who has been

transferred to the geological department of the Royal

Scottish Museum, Edinburgh.

Dr. Gilbert T. Morgan, assistant professor of chem-
istry at the Imperial College of Science and Technology,

South Kensington, and junior hon. secretary of the

Chemical Society, has been appointed to the chair of chem-
istry at the Royal College of Science, Dublin, rendered

vacant bv the retirement of Sir Walter Noel Hartlev,

F.R.S.

At the ordinary scientific meeting of the Chemical
Society on Thursday, December 21, 191 1, it was
announced by the president. Prof. Percy F. Frankland,
F.R.S., that the council had awarded the Longstaff medal
for 1912 to Dr. H. Brereton Baker, F.R.S., and that the

presentation of the medal would be made at the annual
general meeting to be held on March 28.

The Selborne Society has arranged a Christmas holiday

Iwture for children, to be given in the Theatre at

Burlington Gardens on Monday, January 8, by Mr. Wilfred
Mark Webb. Lord Montagu of Beaulieu will preside, and
the subject will be " Punch and Judy." Tickets may be

obtained through members or from the offices of the

society at 42 Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.

.\ SCARE has been caused in Berlin by the occurrence of

a mysterious "epidemic." Within a couple of days or so

more than a hundred individuals were attacked with
serious illness presenting the same symptoms, and some
sixty or thereabouts have died. The victims seem to be of

the poorest class, and the outbreak is not confined to one
locality. The information to hand is scanty, but suggests
that the condition is one of ptomaine poisoning, or of

epidemic food poisoning, due to the ingestion of unsound
food. The latest report states that certain spirits sold for

consumption have been found to contain a large proportion
of methylated spirit, and attributes the illness to this, but
is hardly credible, unless German methylated spirit is very
different from ours.

A SUMMARY, issued by the Meteorological Office, of the

weather for 191 1 for the several districts of the United
Kingdom, obtained from the Weather Reports for the
fifty-two weeks ended December 30, shows that the mean
temperature was ahovf the average over the whole of the
United Kingdom, .md In most of the English districts the
excess amounted lo about 2°. The range of temperature
was everywhere large, being 84° in the Midland counties,
Si° in the east of England, and 80° in the south-east of
England. The maximum shade temperature exceeded 90°
in all the English districts, and was 98° in the Midland
tounties, whilst the minimum temperatures were below
20° over the entire kingdom, except in the Channel
Islands. The rainfall for the year was generally deficient,

but the heavy rains which fell in October, November, and
December have everywhere lessened the deficiency, whilst
in the south-east of England and in the Channel Islands
the aggregate rainfall was in excess of the average. The
largest measurement of rain for any district for the year
was 51-04 inches, for the north of Scotland, and the largest
in any English district was 30-82 inches, for the south-
west of England. The least measurement was 2204
inches, for the M •

' ounties, which is 4-20 inch, s !•

than the aver.-i;; past twenty-five years. In 1

north of Ireland di. <|. Im imcy is 4.75 inches. In the soin
east of England, which district embraces London, the r.i;
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fall for the year was 28-05 inches, which is 1-14 inches
more" than the normal. The rainy days were fewer than
the average everywhere, except in the south of Ireland.
The greatest frequency of rain was 227 days, in the north
of Scotland

; the least 159, in the south-east of England.
The duration of bright sunshine was largely in excess of
the average over the entire country ; the greatest excess in

any district is 336 hours, in the south-east of England.
The absolutely greatest duration of sunshine was 2028
hours, in the Channel Islands, and the least 1257 hours, in

the north of Scotland. In the south-east of England the
sun shone for 1933 hours.

The congress of the Royal Sanitary Institute will this
year be held at York on July 29-August 3. The Arch-
bishop of York will be the president of the congress. The
business will be divided among ten sections, presided over
as follows :—A, sanitary science and preventive medicine,
Sir Shirley F. Murphy; B, engineering and architecture,
Mr. J. Walker Smith; C, domestic hygiene, Mrs.
Edwin Gray; D, hygiene of infancy and childhood,
Mrs. M. Scharli-b ; E, industrial hygiene. Sir Thomas
Oliver

; municipal representatives, the Lord Mayor of
York, Mr. Aid. N. Green ; medical officers of health, Prof.
A. Bostock Hill ; engineers and surveyors to county and
other sanitary authorities, Mr. A. F. Greatorex ; veterinary
inspectors. Prof. J. R. U. Dewar ; sanitarv inspectors, Mr.
T. G. Dee.

In another part of the present issue an adount is given
of grants which the Development Commissionurs have made
for forestry instruction and investigation in connection
with the University of Edinburgh and the Edinburgh and
East of Scotland Agricultural College. The Commissioners
have granted the University a sum of 4500/. toward the

erection of a new forestry building, 2000/. toward the

equipment of the museums and laboratories, and 500/. a

year for five years for an additional lecturer and assistant.

In addition, the University and the .Agricultural College
have been promised conjointly an annual sum, for a period

of years, for the rent and upkeep of a forest garden and
an area of experimental plantations. We are glad that the

claims of forestry and agriculture are receiving such

generous treatment from the Commissioners. When the

British Science Guild urged these claims upon the Board
of Agriculture not very long ago, little consideration was
given to the strong case then presented. The practical

assistance now being afforded by the Development Com-
missioners to various departments of ai^ricultural educa-

tion and research suggests that thr duildV efforts to pro-

mote the advancement of scirntitic a-iirulture have not

been in vain.

The second Mendel6efT Congress nt \\\y and Applied

Chemistry and Physics will be held in St. i'ciersburg on

December 21-28 (January 3-10). These congresses

were originated by the Russian Physico-Chemicai Society

as a suitable means of perpetuating the memory of

Mendel^eff and other notable Russian chetnists, and are

organised by the society ; the first congress was held in

1907. Anybody interested in chemistry and physics may
become a member by paying a fee of five roubles. The
e.xecutive committee of the present congress consists of

about fifty members ; its president is Prof. Borgman, and

vi(('-president. Prof. Favorski (the honorary president,

Prof, Bfkftoff, died on December t). Loral committees
ii'd ill iwrlvi' t(iun~ l.'wing are the

il)si-(ii(jn> of till' I' II !>iir(! chem-
nical analysis; (3) nutiil I metallo-

I

plied electrochemistry
; (5

1

nd glass;
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<f.) phartnac*utlcftl, forpn«te chemUtry. and bromatology

;

(-, I. ... logical and njiricultural chcmlitry; (8) hyijiene

;

(.',» pur. phv»ic«; (lo) f{«>phy»ic«; (ii) tewmology

;

(u) r.Htrophy«ic« ; (13) appl*"-*! phytic*: (14) wirckw tele-

>:r;iphv; (15) aerodynamics; (16) methods of twching

plnsir* and chemistry. The meetings will be (a) sectional;

(fc) srveral sections combined; (c) general, where reports

on the recent progress of chemistry and physics will be

read. Up to the present time eight general reports and

ilmut seventy pap«rs for the sectional and united meetings

hav€> been announced. Many excursions to the institutes

and colleges of St. Petersburg, and to chemical and

. ngineering works, have been arranged ; there will be also

;in exhibition of new chemical and physical apparatus.

soni.- hundred* of members from all parts of Russia have

.ilr..ul> announced their intention to attend themselves,

and their numbers, owing to the attractions of the capital,

will probably be as large as at the first congress.

The council of the London School of Tropical Medicine

has decided to establish a journal in connection with the

school. Three parts are to appear each year, and part i.

lias just boon issued. Sir Patrick Manson writes a fore-

word ; original papers are contributed by Drs. Bayon,

Daniels, Hutton, Leiper, Minctt, and Wise; and surveys

of recent literature on tropical medicine and reviews of

books complete the matter.

A SERIES of studies of the motions of flagella of micro-

scopic organisms observed by means of the ultra-micro-

scope is contributed by V. Ulehla to the Biologischcs

Centralblatt (xxxi., Nos. 20-23). Interesting observations

have been made on monads, bacteria, algJE, Euglenia, &x.

In soni- (;i>.^ wh.n two flagella are present one revolves

round tli-- oth.r. A classification of types of flagella and

of flagellar movement is given.

The report on the health of the .^rmy for the year

iqio, recently issued, contains matter of much interest.

The health of the troops at home and abroad was

better last year than ever before, and this applies to the

admissions to hospital, deaths, invalids sent home, and the

constantly sick ; only in invalids finally discharged is there

a fractional rise. Loss or decay of many teeth has caused

the largest number of rejections of intending recruits, and

venereal disease accounts for the largest number of the

total inefficiency from sickness. In the Mediterranean

stations there were only two admissions for Mediterranean

fever in Gibraltar and one in Malta (out of an average

strength of 6769), the latter a young officer just arrived

•who drank unboiled milk, probably goat's milk. There

Av.'i-s .nn increase in malaria in Jamaica and West Africa,

and a diminution in India, over the average for the

previous five years. Venereal and tuberculous diseases

have almost everywhere decreased as compared w-ith the

average of the previous five years, and there has been a

welcome and remarkable diminution in enteric fever among
the European troops in India.

The second part of vol. ii. of the Museum Journal of

the University of Philadelphia is devoted to a survey of

New Zealand culture, based on the great collection made
by E. W. Clark, the most important addition contributed

in recent years to the museum. It includes splendid speci-

mens of wood-carving, tail pieces of canoes, house posts,

paddles, wooden staves, dancing clubs, and wooden boxes.

In addition, we have clubs of polished whalebone, a chief's

club in green jade, and a good example of the Heitiki,

recognised by Captain Cook and other early travellers as

the characteristic personal ornament of the Maoris. It is

much to be regretted that this remarkable collection has
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not found a home In one of our imperial or colonial

muieums.

Mr, C. ii. MooRK, in a paper entitled " Some A.^^ik- •"

Site« on Mississippi River," contributed to vol. xiv..

part iii., of the Journal of the Academy of Natural

Sciences, Philadelphia, de»cribe» a number of Indian burial

mounds along the course of the river. It is well that this

survey has been undertaken, because many of these monu-

ments arc being destroyed by changes in the course of

the stream or by agricultural operations. The disooverie*

throw little light on the age of the makers or on their

death cult. The pottery is interesting, particularly some

representations of animals like the tortoise and raccoon,

and some human figures are represented sitting cross-

legged, a very unusual position in the statuettes discovered

in this region.

In The National Geographic Magazine tor November.

Mr. J. E. Pogue, of the United States National Museum,

describes the remarkable " Rainbow " bridge of natural

formation in the Navaho reservation near the south-east

corner of Utah. This towering arch, of rainbow shape,

spans the canyon, the geological formation of which is a

buff-coloured, fine-grained sandstone, brick-red on its

surface and stained with vertical streaks of a darker shade.

It hangs 309 feet above stream-bottom, and the abutments

stand 278 feet apart. The causeway, upon which an

observer can be lowered from an adjacent cliff, the sides

of which are too steep to admit easy passage, is 33 feet

wide by 42 feet thick at the keystonp point. These figures,

however, give only a faint i<! majestic symmetry

of this remarkable structure. i sited by white men

for the first time in 1909. It is satisfactory* to learn that

the United States Government has constituted it a national

monument, and has taken adequate measures for its

preservation.

The Schweich lectures on Biblical archa?olog\-, heW

under the auspices of the British .Academy, were delivered

last month by Prof. R. A. Stewart MacAlister, late director

of excavations of the Palestine Exploration Fund, who

discoursed on the " Philistines, their History and Civilisa-

tion." Prof. MacAlister dwelt on the earliest known

history of the Philistines, on their supposed origin in Crete,

and on their raid into Egv'pt. The earliest references to

them in the Old Testament, and details of the capture of

the Ark and of its wanderings among the people, were

given. The lecturer traced the growth in power of the

Philistines during the reign of Saul, referring to the out-

lawry of David and to his relations with the King of

Gath. and also to the battles between David and the

Philistines. By these battles their power was broken, and

they almost disappear from the Biblical records. Facts

relating to them contained in the Assyrian records from

the eighth and seventh centuries B.C., and instances of

their traditions among the modern peasants of Palestine

were given. Referring to the political and military

organisation of this people. Prof. MacMister stated that

they had the oldest form of oligarchic government on

record. At present we are very ignorant of their language,

only a few proper names and some doubtful words being

known. But little has been ascertained of their religion,

the two chief deities being the fish-shaped goddess

.\targatis and the god Dagon ; the cult of this latter deity

long survived in Gaza, where he was worshipped under

the name Marna. As to the arts, they had reached a com-

paratively high level ; witness the various jewels, pottery,

and bronze mirror which were found in the five tombs

recently discovered at Gezer. It is probable, indeed, that
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the alphabet was developed out of the Cretan linear script

by this people.

A LARGE portion of vol. cxx., part vi., of the Siiz-

ungsberichie der k. Akad. der Wissenschaften is occupied

by a continuation of the accounts of the results of a recent

survey of the plankton of the Adriatic. In the first paper

Dr. A. Steuer discusses the amphipod crustaceans,

describing a new species of Glossocephalus. The same

naturalist also undertakes the stomatopod crustaceans and

pteropod molluscs, while the tornarian and actinotrochan

larvaj fall to the share of Dr. G. Stiasny.

According to the report of the trustees for the year

iQio-ii, the details of the reorganisation of the Indian

Museum have been worked out during the period under

review, and the various sections of the collection handed

over to the officers who will in future be respectively

responsible for their preservation. Owing to the appoint-

ment of two additional officers, special progress has been

made in the zoological section, both in regard to the

arrangement and display of the exhibition series and in

original research.

In The Zoologist for December, 191 1, Colonel C. E.

Shepherd continues his account of the pharyngeal teeth of

fishes, dealing in this instalment with those of the sea-

breams (Sparid.'c) and wrasses (Labridae). Many members
of each group feed on hard-shelled molluscs, and therefore

require special crushing apparatus. Sea-breams effect this

by the development of powerful molar-like teeth in the

front of the jaws, and consequently require nothing special

in the way of pharyngeals. The wrasses, on the other

hand, rely solely on their pharyngeal dentition, of which

the lower series forms a large plate resembling a cobbled

road in miniature, while the upper is divided into two
somewhat similar lateral patches.

The distribution chart of a plant species serves not only

to point out the areas occupied, but often throws light on

its origin. These matters are discussed by Dr. C. H.

Ostenfeld in a short pamphlet, with reference to seven

species of Anemone, Hepatica, and Pulsatilla. It is un-

expected to find that Anemone ncmorosa does not extend to

the western shores of Jutland, but, as would be expected, it

grows further westward than A. raminculoides and

Hepatica triloba, which do not extend to the Atlantic coast

nor 3'et to Great Britain. A curious feature is tlie mutu-

ally exclusive distribution of Pulsatilla vulgaris and P.

pratensis. All tlv seven species arc considered to be post-

Glacial immigrants from the south.

The biometrical investigations on the egg of the domestic

fowl, carried out during the past four years at the Maine

.Agricultural Experiment Station, have necessitated the

designing of methods for the accurate measurement of the

whole or parts of eggs. These are collected in a recent

report by M. K. Curtis, and will be found useful by others

working at the same subject. It is considered that the

methods possess a considerable degree of accuracy, while

nt the same time they have the .advantage of simplicity of

manipulation.

The third report on the experimental work of the Sugar
Experiment Station, Jamaica, shows continued progress in

several directions. The station was not popular at first,

but has gradually gained the confidence of the planters

because of the vnlualilf results it has been able to .Trliicvc.

Manurial trials li.iv. (|i monstrated that on many nf tin

island soils phusplialts are not required, but nitrog<.nuus

and potassic manures are effective and profitable in seasons

of normal rainfall, though not in dry years. New varieties
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of cane have been brought out considerably better than
those formerly grown. The fermentation problems con-
nected with the production of rum are being successfulU

investigated by Mr. Ashby, who has selected certain yeasts

of high efficiency and sent them out in pure cultures to the-

estates, in most cases with very satisfactory results.

The November (191 1) number of Petermann's Mitteil-

ungen contains the numbers of families in different

provinces of China according to the official report of the
recent census of the Empire. For Peking and some dis-

tricts the number of individuals is also given.

La Geographic for December, 191 1, annouiufs (hat, in

consequence of the misunderstandings caused l)v the old
datum of Bourdaloue being still used in some river systems^

when giving flood warning instead of the mean sea-level

at Marseilles, the Ministry of Public Works has ordered
that, within five years, all bench-marks must be referred to

the normal datum of mean sea-level at Marseilles.

A SHORT account of the work of the Norwegian expedi-

tion which visited Spitsbergen last summer to continue the

topographical and geological surveys which had been
carried on in previous years is given by M. A. Hoel in

the October (191 1) number of La Gdographie. Photogram-
metric methods were largely employed, on account of the

short time which was available. In spite of much un-
favourable weather, the work accomplished enabled a very

complete topographical map to be drawn of the region

between Ice Fiord and Bell Sound, as well as a general

geological map of the quadrilateral formed by the north

and south sides of the Spitsberg, Wijdc Bay, and Ice

Fiord.

In the December (1911) number of The Geographical

Journal Captain Rawling gives some information bearing

on the geological structure of that part of Dutch New
Guinea which he traversed, supplementing that brought

back by Dr. Lorentz, who penetrated to the ridge of the

main chain further to the eastward. A summary is given

of the explorations of Mr. E. C. Abendanon in the Central

Celebes. During 1909 and 1910 he travelled extensively in

this island, and succeeded in throwing considerable light

on its geology. While the southern peninsula was found to

be a folded region with regular folds running in a general

north-west direction, there is no pronounced folding in the

south-eastern peninsula. A large number of altitudes were

determined, and the results obtained are considir.ibly lower

than earlier observations had indicated.

Symons's Meteorological Magaciiir for ni(rnil)-r, 191 1,

contains the fourth and concluding pan (wim. i ) ol Mr. W.
Sedgwick's interesting notes on the weather of the seven-

teenth century, from information given in the diaries of

Evelyn and Pepys (see Nature, November 11, 191 1). For

this period (December-February) the observations are more

complete than for the other seasons. The recorded

instances of snow are surprisingly few, being only men-

tioned in thirteen winters in the period covered by the

diaries (1648- 1703), and only three of the.se falls appear

to have been exceptional. Prolonged or severe frosts

occurred in about ten of the winters; that of 1683-4

(" Frost Fair ") far surpassed any within living memory

;

coaches plied to and fro on the Thames as in the streets,

and the severe weather extended even so far south as

Spain. At least eleven very mild or wet winters occurred

in Evelyn's lifetime. In short, the auth^i .inrhulr-s, when

,.,11 tiv iiif.iri>i:iilr)ii is considered, it dn. - n. s ipnrar that

,,.ll . more frequent, 01 mild -s so,

than tii._, 1 -jcen in the last lifty ycai it the

average severity of the winters was greater than at the

pres'Mit time.
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VVb hav* rpr-ivfd nn inttreslinfj little booklet from th«

Silent Klrrtric Clmk Company, of 193 Go«wp1I Road, with

which it pmbw'i'd th»- firmV latent catalogup and pricf-

ti«it. Thi« iKMikIrt i« worthy of notice, for it differs widely

from tlie ordinary run of price-lists, inasmuch as it con-

tains a complete description of this firm's system, a

systein which is based iiix>n more than sixteen years* ex-

jwrirnre of a class of apparatus which the Silent

il.urii Clock Company has apparently brought to a

WDiiilcrful degree of perffi li.xi. iudfiiing from the list of

more than eighty recent 'Hs which have been

supplied, no doubt much u-. : ;ii.>faction of the users,

amongst which wc notice several British, colonial, and

foreign Government departments, home municipalities,

schools, and ra'lwny companies. It is interesting to

observe that every department of time-keeping is provided

for : large and small clocks ; turret clocks ; clocks for use

on shipboard, with automatic adjustments for diurnal

longitudinal correction ; clocks arranged to strike and chime

• l<>ctrically, both for tioii^rlmlc! as well as for public

iistallations ; and also tor rini^iii;^ Ixlls according to vari-

able programmes ; hinh-gmdo astronomical clocks, and

master clocks arranged for automatic synchronisation by

means of the daily signal distributed by the Post Office

Telegraph Department from Greenwich Observatory. Any
of our readers interested in electric clock systems should

certainly send an inquiry to this firm.

DuRiNO the spring and summ. 1 of iqio the United States

Nnval Wireless Laboratory t.ini.d out an extensive series

>! I \|i lini' ni- on the ranj4' of <uminunication by wireless

! li^iapiiy bitween two iiiiiN.ix and the Brant Rock
station, near Boston. An aiccumi of the work done and
the results obtained is given by Mr. L. W. .Austin in the

October (191 1) number of the Bulletin of the Bureau of

•Standards. The antenna of the Brant Rock station was
:-'o feet high, and of the umbrella type; those of the

> ruisers were 116 feet, and of the flat top type. In each
case the coupling between closed circuit and antennie was
loose rnouf^h to cause only one wav.' to be emitted. Over
salt wairi th, received ciiti. nis ai> proportional to the

sending lurrt-nts and to the product of the heights of

sending and receiving antenna; divided by their distance
apart and by the wave-length used. In addition, they are
subject to absorption, which in the daytime is expressed
by multiplying the above by e-*^, where d is the distance
and a a constant the value of which varies inverselv as
the square root of the wave-length. During the night the

absorption is too irregular to be • represented by any
formula. The above statenn ni> have been tested over the
following ranges :—sending ( urr- iits, 7 to 30 amperes

;

aiitemi.f lieights, 37 to 130 l. t : wave-lengths, 300 to 3750
ni'tr--

: distances up to 1000 mil-.

Engineering for December 29, 191 1, contains an illus-

trated description of a floating crane of exceptional size

which is now in use at the .Austrian Naval Dockyard, Pola,
on the Adriatic. The crane is designed to deal with the
heaviest weights in ship construction, and also, on an
emergency, to raise sunken submarines. According to the
specification, the crane had t<> Iv provided with two crabs,
each having a lifting capacity of uo tons, the crabs being
so designed that both could bt> u-d simultaneously, especi-

ally for the lifting of submerged loads, in which case the
rear crab has to work at a maximum distance of 5 feet

from a line corresponding with the front edge of the
pontoon, the front crab being close against it. Arrange-
ments are made whereby the submarine can be raised
sutTiciently out of the water for rescuing the crew through
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the conning tower, when the necessary steps could be

taken with more lci<iure for salving the submarine itself.

The crane can be propelled afloat at a speed of about

3-4 knots. Under test, each crab was made to carry a load

of 150 tons, the rear crab being at a distance of 5 feet, and

the front crab at a distance of 47 feet 7 inches, from « lin*

corresponding with the front edge of the pontoon.

In chapter xv-- '' 'ms *' Study of Bird Flight "-~^.

is now appearii in the pages of Flight— Dr. E. H.

Hankin discuss--, om > .ium- of soaring flight. Two ancient

theories are examined and rejected, i.e. that the soaring

bird takes advantage of (i) ascending currents reflected

upward from the walls of high buildings, &c. ; (a) ascend-

ing currents or eddies caused by heat ; for the reason, in

the first instance, of personal observation to the contrary

in the case ot heavy birds, and, in the second, that soaring

can in some conditions be impossible in the presence of

heat eddies as w-H as in their absence, and vice versa.

" There is no <\ id. nc •• whatever," says Dr. Hankin, " in

favour ol the view that the energy of soaring flight is

derived from the kinetic energy of air in movement in-

dependently of the bird's wing." The conclusion drawn

is that the energy used in soaring is stored up in the air

in potential form, for which he coins the word "ergaer."

On the question of the composition and decomposition of

"ergaer," our author admits he knows nothing, but

defends his theory as entirely scientific, merely advancing

the opinion that " ergaer " is stored sun energy, and that

" the air under the wing of a soaring bird is undergoing a

change of the nature of a sort of continuous explosion."

Later in the development of the idea we are asked to

suppose a bird gliding into a patch of soarable air with its

wings at full camber. In these conditions, the " pull
"

would no longer act at the centre of gravity and would no

longer be the momentum, but would change to the tractive

effect of soarable air on the cambered wing, and so would

act on a level with the wings.

A COPY of the January issue of his catalogue of second-

hand instruments (No. 49) has been received from Mr. C.

Baker, 244 High Holborn, London. The list contains par-

ticulars of nearly 2000 items, the majority of which will

interest the astronomer and the microscopist. The instru-

ments are guaranteed to be in adjustment, and are for sale

or hire.

The twenty-eighth annual issue of " The Year-book of

the Scientific and Learned Societies of Great Britain and
Ireland " has now been issued by Messrs. Charles Griffin

and Co., Ltd. This useful work of reference is a record,

compiled from official sources, of the work done in science,

literature, and art during the session 1910-11 by numerous
societies and Government institutions. It is to be regretted

that the summary of the proceedings of the British

•Association, given on pp. 10 to 23, refers to the Sheffield

meeting held in September, 19 10, and not to the Ports-

mouth meeting of last year. Since the whole of the titles of

papers, reports, &-c., presented at the Portsmouth meeting
were available before the middle of September last, we
suggest they might with advantage have been included, in

addition to those relating to the 19 10 meeting.

Errata.—The paper on " Momentum in Evolution "

published in last week's Nature was by Prof. Dendy, and
not Denny, as printed on p. 301.—We are asked to state

that on p. 296, col. one, line ten, " a rubber ram " should
be "an iron ram." The former words were given in the

manuscript supplied to us, and were passed in proof
by our contributor.

I
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Astronomical Occurrences for January :—

Jan. 4. I5h. 2oni. Nepiune in conjunction with the Moon
(Neptune 5° 39 S.).

,, i6h. om. Mercury stationary.

Q. 9h. om. Venus in conjunction with Jupiter (Venus

i°38' N.).

13. loh. om. Neptune at opposition to the Sun.

14. I7h. 57m. Jupiter in conjunction with the Moon
(Jupiter 4° 6' N.).

15. 5h. 26ni. Venus in conjunction with the Moon
(Ver.us 5" 51' N.).

ich. om. Mercury at greatest elongation W. of the

Sun.

16. 4h. om. Saturn stationary.

,, i8h. 23m. Mercury in conjunction with the Moon
(Mercury 5° 48' N.).

]8. 23h. 51m. Uranus in conjunction with the Moon
(Uianu3 4°33'N.).

., , o
20. 7h. om. Uranus in conjunction with the bun.

27. I2h. lom. Saturn in conjunction with the Moon
(Siturn 4° 9' S.).

28. I3h. 58m. Mars in conjunction with the Moon
(Mars 0° 37' S.).

Mars.—A telegram from Prof. Lowell, published in

\o. 4543 of the Astronomische Nachrichten, states that,

on December 17, 1911, the old south snowcap on Mars

had practically disappeared, and new spots were forming

outside.

M. Jarry Desloges, telegraphing from the Sdtif Observa-

tory on December 16, 191 1, states that on December 15

the south polar cap was veiled, and that Libya, which

was grey at the beginning of the Martian afternoon, was

white towards sunset ; Deucalionis Regio, clear during the

morning, became grey in the afternoon.

Four splendid photographs of Mars taken by Prof.

Barnard with the Vcrkes 40-inch refractor in September,

1909, are published on the frontispiece of the September-

October (191 1) Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society

of Canada.

ErUEMERIDES FOR COMETS 1911a, I9I1/, AND l<)llg- As

the position of Wolf's comet (1911a) during the summer
will be unfavourable for observation, it is important that

observations should be made during the next few months,

and for this reason M. Kamensky publishes an ephcmeris,

extending to .April 7, in No. 4543 of the Astronomische

Sachrichien ; observations already made show that his

fourth (KJ system of elements needs but small corrections.

It is hoped that observations will be secured, as they may
clear up the question of the possible enfeeblement of the

comet. The present position (January 4) is 2ih. 41- im.,

— 1° 55-5', and the path lies nearly directly eastwards

through Aquarius and Pisces ; the magnitude is about 140.

Qu^nisset's comet (1911/) is still moving nearly directly

southwards through Scorpio, and will soon enter Lupus :

R.A.= i5h. 49-6m., dec. = -31° 547'. In the ephemeris

published by Dr. Ebell the magnitude is 8-3.

Beljawsky's comet (1911^) is also too far south for

observation in these latitudes. Dr. Ebell's ephemeris

shows it to be in Corolla, and its magnitude is estimated

as 8.6.

A Peculiar Variahle Star.—The measures and light-

curve of the variable star 232848 Z .\ndroinedne, published

in Circular 168 of the Harvard College Observatory, show
the light-changes to be unique among stars yet observed.

F"or the last six years the magnitude has been nearly

constant at ii-o, but in 1901 there was a great outburst,

the magnitude becoming 92. Prior to that, since 1889

thf-re had been consid' r.il>l. n<i illntions of magnitude
between 11-5 and 97.
This star is -(-4S°4oo3, mag. <)-5, and its variability was

discovered by Mrs. Fleming in looi, who, examining its

spectrum of October 17, 1900, recorded it as " Bright lines.

Nova or Var? " .\n examination of the spectrum plates

by Miss Cannon shows that the spectrum is unlike that of

variable stars, and r'-sembles that of several new stars.

On the best photographs it is seen to be like those of
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Nova Persei, No. 2, on April 12, 1901 ; Nova Geminorum
on March 29, 1903 ; and Nova Sagittarii, No. i, on April

21, 1898; it also resembles that of RS Ophiuchi on July

15, 189S, at or near the time of the remarkable outburst

of light in that object.

In addition to the bright lines H/3, H7, H8, and He,

there is one at about \ 4688 which. Prof. Pickering

suggests, probably corresponds with the bright band in the

spectra of fifth-type stars.

The Parallax of the Double Star Krueger 60.

—

During the period August 20, 1907 to .April 10, 1910, Dr.

L;>u employed the 10-inch refractor of the Urania Observa-

tory, on fourteen nights, to measure the interesting double

star Krueger 60. From these measures he derived a value

for the parallax, which he now publishes in No. 4542 of

the Astrouomische Nachrichten. His result is 4- 0-22''

±

0038", with a probable error from one equation of

±0129" ; earlier measures by Barnard, Schlesinger, and

Russell gave, in the mean, the value 4-0-25''.

The Height of Perseid Meteors.—Employing the

parallax method. Dr. Philipp Broch has calculated the

heights of the beginnings and ends of 102 meteor paths

observed during the period 1S23-58, and now publishes the

results in No. 4541 ot the Astronomische Nachrichten.

For all the meteors he finds the values 130-0 km. and

90-0 km. for the mean heights at the beginning and the

end of the flights respectively, the mean length of the

paths being 725 km. Of this number fifty-eight were

certainlv Perseids, and for these he finds the mean values

133- 1 km. and 955 km., respectively, for the heights, the

mean length of path being 72-0 km.

The Lille Observatory.—In No. 4543 of the Astro-

nomische Nachrichten M. Jonckheere gives notice that his.

observatory, L'Observatoire d'Hem, taking the name 01

the prefecture under whose patronage it is. !« to be known

ofliciallv as the Lille Observatory.

PRIZE AWARDS OF THE PARIS ACADEMY OF
SCIENCES.

AT the annual meeting of the Academy of Sciences, held

on December 18, 1911, the prize awards for the year

were announced as follows :

—

Geometry.—The Francoeur prize to Emile Lemoine, for

the whole of his work in mathematics ; the Bordin prize

to A. Demoulin, for his researches on triple orthogonal

systems. ,, x . / u-
Mechanics.—Thv Monlyon prize to M. Jouguet, for his

contributions to thermodvnamics and chemical mechanics,

Captain Duchene receiving a recompense (500 francs) for

his mathematical study of the aeroplane; the I pncelet

prize to .M. Rateaii, for his work as a whole; the VaiUanl

prize (in equal parts) between Charles Doy^re and Henry

Willotte, for memoirs on the application of the principles

of the dynamics of fluids to the theory of h^lires
;

the

Vaillant prize to M. Lii^nard, for his memoir on ih. move-

ment of an ellipsoid in a viscous liquid.

Naviiiation.—A'hc extraordinary Navy pn/. I>riu,rt, M.

Dov6re (1500 francs), for his study of tli. Ixiulm:; ot ..

thin sheet or thin ring submitted to any forces whatcvr.

n Roussilhe (1000 francs), for his hydrographic work on

the coast of Madagascar. M. Leparmcntier (ickh) jnincs).

for his book on the calculations relating to inclined hulls.

G. Simonol (1000 francs), for his memoir on the resist-

ance of a cylindrical tube of infinite length submerged in

water, Pierre Lemaire (750 francs), for Im memoir on

the theory of the gyroscopic compass, and h. I err. t
(,J,o

francs), for his work relating to nautical nstronomy ;
the

Plumey prize to Roh( rt l-.long (looo franco), for h,s work

on marine motors. » i> f,>,- hi*
Astronomy.-nv Lalande prize to Le^w.^ ho^^, for h.»

star catalogue; the Valz prize to C. R';- '

''''\'
''T '^

whole of his astronomical researches; '^'•,
'

' . ' ,

' "^r
roulant prize (increased to i7ch> fmncs) to L. ^.hul.f, for

h s esearches on the theory of comets and on lunar tabl.-s ;

the Damoiseau prize (in equal parts) between M. MiUo-

sevich, M. Witt, and M. Lagnrde.
. \t A^

Gc,.crafr/.v.-Tlu- Tchihatchef prize »>elwej^n M. de

Schok5lsky(one half) and M. Deprat and M. Mausery (one
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half); the Gwy pri« to Paul Lenioine. for his geological

work in th«? Fnnrli rolonic*.

Phyniis.— lhc Hubert \>r\r" i M. ll.-nwalech, for his

work' on npnrk spectra; d piize to Ch. F*ry, for

his r. s<archf.s in physics. those dealing with the

law-'* i)f rndiation and tli-- m. .i-ui. mont of high tempcra-

turrs ; the Ga*iton Plants pri/.»' to Paul Janet, for his

r«'<fnnhes in rlrctricity and magnetism.
Chemistry.—The Jecker prize between M. Darzcns (500

francs), M. Fosse (350 francs), and M. Tiffeneau (350
fiMiu <.), for work in organic chemistry ; the Cahours prize

(ill • i|ual parts) between Louis llackspill and M. Richard;
''•'' to Andr^ Wahl ; the Montyon prize

I M. Tissot, for his apparatus |)er-

]>oisonous atmosphere, an invention of

• •>p»iiul iniptirtunre in mines.
Mitieralofiy and Geology.—The Delesse prize to Albert

Michel-L6vy, for his petrographical and stratigraphical

work ; the Joseph LabW prize to Rcn«^* Nickl^s, for his

•: • Inj^ical and practical work in connection with the dis-

; \ of the coal basin at Meurthe-et-Moselle ; the
I .mnes prize to .M. Cossmann, for his palieontological
^uuli's ; the Victor Raulin prize to Emmanuel de
Mnrgerie, for the whole of his geological work.

liolany.—The Desmazi^res prize to Camille Sauvageau,
lor his recent researches on the brown alga; ; the Slon-
'n,'ri- prize is not awarded, but Jean I3eauverie and
\ ine Lauby each receive an eiuouragemcnt of 500

I' 1!,^; the de Coincy prize to F. Achille Finet, for his
publications relating to orchids.
Anatomy and Zoology.—The Grand prize of the physical

sciences to M. .Anthony, for his memoir on the characters
of adaptation to tree life in vertebrates ; the Savigny prize
to Ferdinand C'rinii, for his work on the Bryozoa ; the
Cuvi.-r |)ii/. 10 1.. ('iniiot, for the whole of his scientific
work.

.Medicine and Surgery.—Montyon prizes to L. Testut and
<). Jacob (2500 francs), for their treatise on topographical
inatomy; to .Alexandre Besredka (2500 francs), for his
work on the mechanism of anaphylaxia ; and to F. Cassaet
li.Soo francs), for his memoir on the diagnosis of posterior
pericarditis.

.Mentions of 1500 francs are accorded to Pierre Nolf,
llmile Feuill^, and E. Sacqu^p^, and citations to
I.topold-I.^-vi and H. de Rothschild, S. Mercad^, G. Farov,
I.. Panisset; the Barbier prize to H. Guilleminot, for his
memoir on fluoroscopic radiometry ; the Bryant prize is not
awarded, but prizes from the foundation funds are given
to M. .\uclair and Louis Paris (2000 francs), to M. Dopter
(aooo francs), and M. Duvoir (1000 francs); the Godard
prize to Jean Louis Chiri^ ; the du Baron Larrev prize to
II. Coullaud and F. tiinestous, for their work on the
physiology and vision of shooting, Maurice Boigey receiv-
ing a very honourable mention ; the Bellion prize is divided
t^etween M. and Mme. Victor Henri, for their studies on
the action of ultra-violet light on toxins and micro-
organisms, and M. Courmont and .M. Nogier for their re-""''

-I. lilisation of water by the ultra-violet
'''>^' ' 1"''^'' is not awarded, but a prize of -loo
francs is awarded to P. Nob^court and Prosper Mercklen •

the C haussier prize to M. Imfert.
Physiology.—The .Montyon prize (experimental phvsio-

ogy) divided equally between Dr. Marage and Raoul
t ombes

;
the f^hilipeaux prize between Mme. Z. Gruzewska,

or the whole of her work in phvsiologv, and Maurice

/^"'•"'ox'"
^"^ ^searches on bile; the Lailemand prize toHenri Pi^ron, for his work on the memorv, MauriceHnssot receiving a very honourable mention, and J. L^vy-

award'i""
honourable mention; the Pourat prize is not

5/afi5/ics.—Montyon prize (1000 francs) to Ren6 Risserand a mention (500 francs) to Charles Hevraud
'

"'^tory of the Sciences.—The Binoux prize dividedbetween Antonio Favaro and Edmond Bonnet
CrCHeraZ Pr,s«.-Berthelot medals to MM. Duvens

'

the r'^n'
^'^°^',Andr^ Wahl. Louis Hackspill. Richard

riie t.egner prize (increased to 4000 francs) to J. H. Fabre !
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agricultural cheini»try and bacteriology: the Saintour prize

to Julc« Drach ; the Fanny Fmdcn prize i« not
but encouragement!* nr»- attribut'-d to M. Ochornv
francs) and M. H
prize to (the late) ) i

the Petit d'Ormoy ,,. ,.

and (natural science; ti-

L. Vialleton, for his r^

Earativc anatomy ; the jean Keynaud prize lu EiniUr

icard ; the Baron dc Jocst prize divided betwe*^ H.
Mouton and Charles Tellier ; the Lecontc prize is i

to this year; the prize founded by Mme. la M.i

Laplace to Georges Marie .Xntoino Perrin ; tii. j.i •*•

founded by I-V-lix Rivot between (jeorges Perrin, Francois
WaUkenaer. Henri Terrisse, and Jacques Denis.

The Bonaparte Foundation.

Thirty-four applications for grants from this fund were
received, and the eleven mentioned below received favour-
able consideration :—M. Hartmann (4000 francs), for

a.ssistance in his experimental researches on the elasticity

of solid bodies; M. .Alluaud (3000 francs), for carrying on
studies of the .Alpine fauna and flora of the tropical moun-
tains Kilimanjaro, Ruwenzori, and Kenia ; H. Barbieri

(3000 francs), for pursuing his chemical studies on n'rv.

substance; M. .Andr^- Broca (3000 francs), for construct ^

an apparatus for the measurement of geodesic angles b)

the Borda method; -M. Krempf (3000 francs), for com-
pleting his work on the biology of the coasts of Indo-
China ; .M. Sollaud (3000 francs), for pursuing his re-
searches on the Palemonidae ; M. Topsent (3000 francs), for
the zoological study of the fresh water of Saint-Jean-de-
Losne (C6te d'Or) ; .MM. Buisson and Fabry (2000 francs),

for the purchase of apparatus to enable them to pursue
their researches on the distribution of the energy in the
solar spectrum ; M. Gaubert (2000 francs), to acquire the
ap[)aratus necessary to pursue his work on liquid crystals

;

.M. Houard (2000 francs), to |>ermit him to pursue in

America his researches on the Zoocecidae ; and M. Moureu
(2000 francs), to permit him to pursue his studies on the
rare gases and their distribution in nature.
The total grants from the fund amount to 30,000 francs

for- the year.

FORESTRY EDUCATION AT THE IMVEK-
SITY OF EDINBURGH.

TN October, 1910, Mr. E. P. Stebbing, who had been
appointed university lecturer in forestry the previous

May, delivered an inaugural lecture in the University,

taking as his subject " Forestry Education : its Import-
ance and Requirements." Extracts from this lecture were
printed in Nature of November 10, 1910 (vol. Ixxxv.,

p. 61). Mr. Stebbing directed attention to the three chief

requirements of the department of forestry of the Uni-
versity. These he considered to be : (i) a forest garden ;

(2) more accommodation for museums and laboratories

;

(3) an increase in the forestry staff.

The University has been giving undivided attention to

these three wants of the department, and the following
statement, which has been issued by the University to the

Press, places the present position of Edinburgh as a forestry

educational centre clearly before the public.

During the past year afforestation questions and forestry

education have been receiving considerable attention in this

country. In a resolution on the subject, the Development
Commissioners decided that their first grants with the

object of furthering the progress of afforestation would be

made with the object of improving the means of affording

sound forestry education in the country.

In Scotland a lecturer in forestry was appointed so long
ago as 1888 at Edinburgh University, and an annual
course of lectures has been delivered since that date during
the winter session.

A few years ago the Edinburgh and East of Scotland
Agricultural College inaugurated a short course of evening
lectures in simple forestry for working foresters and others.

This course has during the past year been extended, and a
month's course of simple forestry, forest botany, and forest

entomology is now delivered in August at the Agricultural
College.
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When, a few years ago, it became evident that the ques-
tion of afforesting a portion of the British Isles had
developed into a matter of considerable public importance,
Kdinburgh again led the way, and instituted a degree of

13. Sc. in forestry and appointed lecturers to deliver the

Special courses which the forestry student is required to

take, such as forest botany, forest chemistry, forest

engineering, and forest entomology.
The University did not, however, rest content with this.

The demands made upon the resources of the department
led to the recognition of the fact that provision was re-

quired for three additional objects :

—

(i) A forest garden, including an area for the experi-
mental formation of woods.

(2) Extensions of the present museum and the provision
of laboratories.

C3) Additional lecturers on the University forestry staff.

During the past year undivided attention has been
devoted, in collaboration with the Edinburgh and East of
Scotland Agricultural College, towards the attainrrient of
these objects.

The Development Commissioners were approached bv the
University Court and the governors of the .Agricultural
College, and their applications were received with sympa-
thetic consideration by the Commissioners, and have been
accorded generous treatment.
A sum of money has been promised annually for a

period of years for the rent and upkeep of a forest garden
and area of experimental plantations. This sum has been
promised conjointly to the University and College, and the
authorities of these two institutions have appointed a joint
committee to supervise the management of the area.
The Development Commissioners, recognising the urgent

need of additional room for the extension of the forestry
department within the University, its museums, and labora-
tories, have granted the University a sum of 4500Z. towards
the erection of a new forestry building, stipulating that
the University should provide "a similar sum. The Uni-
versity Court has undertaken to provide this amount, or a
larger one should it be required. The Development Com-
missioners have also made a grant of 2000Z. towards the
equipment of the museums and laboratories, the money to
be spent during the next five years. The Commissioners
have promised to consider a further provision for this
object should such be required at the end of this period.
It is expected that the erection of the buildings will be
commenced in the coming year.
The instruction in forestry proper for the degree will

remain in the University, and with the object of supple-
menting the staff of the department the Development Com-
missioners have granted a sum of 2500Z. (500/. a vear for
five years) as a provision for the salaries of an additional
lecturer and for an assistant in the forestry department.
One of these gentlemen has been already appointed, and
the second will be shortly added to the staff.

The above detailed explanation of the present position of
Edinburgh with regard to education in forestry will show
that both the University and Agricultural College have
Ljone thoroughly into the matter, and have determined that
very effort shall be made to give the best forestry education

possible alike to the student wishing to graduate in forestrv
and to the working forester and woodman who wishes
to improve his education by following the simpler forestry
courses delivered at the Agricultural College.

T^.ST5 OV PROPELLERS FOR FLYING-
MACHINES.

A SERIES of important and valuable experiments arc
being carried out at Chalais-Meudon by MM.

Legrand and Gaudard with the object of testing propellers,
while actually in u.se, on a flying machine, and of studying
the action of the air on planes in flight. The machine used
is a biplane specially built for the purpose at the labora-
tory ; the propeller in front is run off a 60 horse-power
Renault motor

; the planes are staggered ; and the total
weight, including the pilot, is 780 kilograms.

In order to study the action of the air on the propeller
and planes of a machine in horizontal flight, the following
details must be known :—(i) the thrust of the propeller ;

(2) the speed of rotation of the propeller-blade or of the
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motor
; (3) the actual speed of the aeroplane as it would be

in calm air
; and (4) the angle of incidence of the machine.

The way employed in these experiments is to take simul-
taneous and instantaneous readings of all these details by
the aid of special apparatus connected electrically, so that
the pilot can choose his own moment and take the readings
by pressing a button. The method of obtaining the angle
of incidence and the speed of the machine is particularly
ingenious. It consists of photographing the angle indicator
—a pendulum moving in oil—and the manometer recording
the pressure of the air-flow. In this way observers are not
required, and the factor of personal error is eliminated.

Experiments have already been made with two pro-
pellers, A and B, A having a diameter of 265 metres and
a pitch of 2-10 metres, and B a diameter of 285 metres
and a pitch of 170 metres. The motor gave out 62 horse-
power at 1800 revolutions, which was its normal speed,
but in the case of A the revolutions in flight went up to

1870, and in B to 1980. It was found that a considerable
deformation of both propellers took place during flight by
which the pitch was reduced equally on both blades of A
by 350 mm., but unequally on B to the extent of 350 mm.
on one and 270 mm. on the other, so that when B was
used considerable vibrations were observed.
At a speed of 17 metres per second propeller A gave out

168 kilograms thrust when the angle of incidence was
9° 45', and at a speed of 16 metres, when the angle of

incidence was 10° 15', the thrust was 160 kilograms. B,

on the other hand, at a speed of 15 metres, when the angle
was 11°, only gave a thrust of 153 kilograms.

In static tests, A gave 225 kilograms and B 245 kilo-

grams. The experimenters, as an outcome of these pre-

liminary tests, state that many of the modern propellers

in use have too small a relation between their pitch and
diameter to be really efficient.

Lieut. Saunier piloted the machine on its trials, making
only short, straight flights when there was practically no
wind.

NEW MICROSCOPIC OBJECTIVES AND
ACCESSORIES.

\A7 E have received from Messrs. Angus, agents for R.
** Winkel, of Gottingen, some of his later productions

which include special features.

With regard to the objectives, they have been examined
and reported on by Mr. E. M. Nelson,' whose authority

on such matters is second to none, so we may content our-

selves by referring to his statements relating to the special

colour correction of the achromats which Winkel employs,

especially as he introduces a history of the changes made
in these corrections which is of great interest.

" Before the introduction of Jena glass, the outstanding

secondary spectrum of the old English archromat consisted

of claret, or port-red, and apple-green colours. This • was

always looked for by experts, and its presence was thought

to denote perfect correction. .About 1870 (or a year or so>

later) Tolles, in America, altered the correction, and pro-

duced some very fine object-glasses with a flaring bright

red, or crimson, spectrum. I well remember seeing a

Podura scale shown with one of these glasses, a very

brilliant lens, and a strong diatom resolvcr ; the exclama-

tion marks shone out like rubies, whereas if they had been

viewed through an English objective of that date (Lister

formula) the exclamation marks would have been seen with

a more purple tint, something like an amethyst.
" About 1886, when Jena glass was introduced, an

entirely new set of phenomena appeared ;
pale glasses, and

those which gave decidedly bluish tints—which any expert

of those days would have unhesitatingly condemned—were

found to be not only strong diatom resolvcrs, but also to

give sharp and bright pictures. For a time, experts, until

they had learnt the effect of the reduction of the secondare

spectrum by these new corrections, were all at sea, and

did nol know where they were.
" To-dav, there is in my cabinet one of these Jena glass

semi-apochromats which has such a violent purple

s(><()ii(l;it V sDcctrum that it can be seen even when a pe.i-

i^s is used, a more monochromatic fluid

Joum. R. Micr. Soc., 191 1, pp. 45>-5»-
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creen bring n-quirfd to khut the blue port of the purple

out !
' NVi this l.ns >jiv«'<» |inrti(-utnrly sharp hnn^i-o, and

\i a very stronj;; fl- -<.Iv(<r. Now, however, Hcrr
Winkel has revivrd : m red rorrertion* with Jena
(jlassen. The result m, for briiihter, *har|)er, or,

for their apertures, nirungi-r resolvinj* object-glass«'H will

not be found. This red correction is peculiarly suitable,

l)»cause a peacock-green glass screen turns red into black,
;ind so makes a strongly contrasted image. When the
Podtira was first examinfd with the i '7 of 085 N.A., for

the moment it was difficult to exclude the idea that one
of the American red objectives was not on the nose-piece."
The outstanding colour in the fluorite objectives is of

the same red tint. In these, of course, the outstanding
< otour is less, and their definition leaves nothing to be
desired.

" Complanat " is a new word coined by Winkel for a
II -w set of Huyghenian eye-pioces which are strictly

achromatic and have a perfectly flat field.

Messrs. Angus have also sent us Winkel's new form of
screw micrometer. This is based on a suggestion of
Koch's. A combination of scale and screw replaces the
combination of screw and thread, giving a ready means of
obtaining the exact measurement of objects subtending a
number of divi>ions of the scalp, the fractional part only
of an interval having to be determined by means of the
screw. In the instrument real or lateral displacement .is

measured to 1/500 mm., one turn of the screw travelling
over two divisions of the scale, an arrangement which we
think will be found inconvenient.
The microscope stand is a beautifully finished specimen

of the Continental model ; an extension of the horseshoe
backwards would make it more stable. The gr.aduation of
the scales in the attachable mechanical stage, and its

general finish, leave nothing to be desired : the old reputa-
tion of the firm for fine metalwork is still kept up.
We have also received from Messrs. Angus a microscope

and objectives representing the latest productions of tho
eminent firm of Reichert, of \'ienna. together with a
catalogue. As was to be expected, both the optical and
mechanical parts are of the highest excellence. In the
catalogue the number of fluorite lenses employed in each
apochromatic objective is stated. The apochromatic of
N.A. 1-30 sent us is a magnificent lens with little trace of
colour, and its definition does not break down under a
power of 3000.

THE FLORA OF FORMOSA.
PREVIOUS to the acquisition of Formosa by Japan, in

1895, little was known of the vegetation of the
mountains of the interior. Many European collectors had
visited the island, but none had been able to penetrate the
central range, en account of the hostility of the natives.
The Japanese soon organised a Botanical Survey, and
several botanists have been engaged in the investigation of
the flora, the results of their labours having been pub-
lished from time to time, mostly in English, with Latin
descriptions of the novelties, and figures of some of the
most remarkable plants. The forerunner was the
Enumeratio Plantarum Formosanarum," bv J. Matsu-

mura and B. Hayata, which appeared in iqo6. This was
followed in IQ08 by Hayata 's " Flora Montana For-
mos;B "; and the same author has now issued a bulky and
important supplement.^ As is stated on the title-page.
Dr. Hayata worked out his collections at Kew, where he
had the opportunity of studying numerous types of genera
and species of Eastern plants first described bv the Kew
botanists.

This work and its predecessors are mainly statistical,
descriptive, and pictorial, though publications on the
economic botany of the island are not wanting. However,
it is possible to extract much that is interesting in the
composition of the flora. Taking Dr. Hayata's own

J A delicate test for colour is the raphae of a CheiT>-fieId Rhomboides,
when mounted in balsam, quinidine. or styrax.

- Matrrials for a Flora of Formosa. Supplementary Notes to the
tnumeratio Plantarum Formosanarum and Flora Monta'a Formosa, based
on a btudy of the Collections of the Botanical Surveys of the Government
ot tormosa, pnncipally made at the Herbarium of the Roval Gardens. Kew.
journal of the College of Science, Imperial University of Tok\-o, vol. xxx..
1911, pp. 47t. ' '

'
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figure*, the " Enumeratio" compriact 1909 fip«ci<-

ing to 701 gcnfra and 153 families; and the pr-

plement brings ih»? numbers up to 3660, 83^> ^"

spectlvely. It should U- i-xplainr-d that tht-s'

to the flowering plant»> and ferns and th<>ir .1 I

nearly all its features and generic elements die tlora at

Formosa is essentially Chinese, with a very large number
of pfHuliar specii^i. In all probability the numl>er of

species existing is far from exhaustwl ; but the v»-ry ••mall

generic •nd<'mi' ' " is not likely to be much • •• '

by future < \: Excluding ferns, Fo
Hemsley's " I '•<>n of Chinese Plants"
representatives uf 159 families, so that there are n--.': .•

as many in the smaller area as in the large. The sitm-

fact comes out in comparing a county flora with that of

the whole of England, for example. .Although the moun-
tains rise to upwards of 13,000 feet, there is no real alpin>-

flora in Formosa, though many genera are represented

that are common to temperate and alpine zones.

Of the Cupuliferae, the genera Fagus, AInus, Carpinus.
Castanea, Castanopsis, and Quercus are represented, the

last-named by thirty-two species. Salix is represented by
several species ; Populus absent. About five and twenty
Conifer* are recorded, including Chamaecyparis formos-
ensis, Cunninghamia Konishii, Jtiniperus morrisonicola,

J. formosana, Picea morrisonicola, Pinus formosana, P.

taiwanensis, Tsuga formosana, and Taiwania crypio-

merioides, all of which are supposed to be peculiar to the

island. The last is a monotypic genus endemic in

Formosa. Nepenthes is not known to occur, nor Pedicu-
laris, whereas in China there are about 150 species of ih

latter.

\"ascular cryptogams are evidentiv strongly reprpsent«-<l. ;in

already there are on record upwards of 300 species of ferns,

about twelve species each of Lycopodium and Selaginella,

and two species of Equisetum. Orchids number about
sixty species, mostly small-flowered and inconspicuous.
The foregoing totals are partly compiled from Takiya
Kawakami's " A List of Plants of Formosa," published in

19 10. W. BorriNG Hemsley.

THE INDIAN SALTPETRE INDUSTRY.*
'T'HE production of potassium nitrate in India is probably

a very ancient industry, and at the present time, in

spite of German competition, the export still amounts to

about 20,000 tons per annum. As is well known, the
potassium nitrate is extracted by natives from soil collected

in the villages, where in all probability it has been formed
by bacterial decomposition of the organic matter, with
production first of ammonia and subsequently of nitrates.

The chemical and bacteriological changes have not yet been
studied, but the actual methods of extraction have recently
been described by Dr. Leather and Mr. Mukerji in a well-
illustrated bulletin issued by the Pusa Research .Station.

The soil from which the crude saltpetre is extracted
usually contains about 3 to 5 per cent, of pure potassium
nitrate, although there may be as little as i per cent, or as
much as 29 per cent. ; chlorides and sulphates are invariably
present as well. The soil is scraped together in small
quantities and collected by a very low caste called
" Nuniah " or " Lunia," who also carry out the extraction
process. .\n earthen chamber, called the " Kuria " or
" Kothi," is first made of wet mud and then allowed to
dry ; the floor of this slopes somewhat from back to
front, where a hole is made at the lowest point for the
escape of the nitrate liquor. Raised a few inches above the
floor, and supported by a few loose bricks, is a false bottom
made of bamboos and matting, on which the saltpetre earth
is laid with the greatest care and so trodden in that no
crevices shall exist. As a rule wood ashes are mixed with
the earth beforehand. The filling-in process is stopped
when the layer of soil is about 6 to 8 inches in thickness;
a small piece of matting is then laid on the top, and water
is poured in until about one inch lies on the surface of the
soil. Several hours elapse before the water has percolated
and begun to flow out from the hole. It usually emerges as
a fairly concentrated clear solution, coloured brown by

m'
"The Indian Saltpetre Industry." By I. W. Leather and Jatindra

Nath Mulcerji. Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa. Bulletin No. i«,
1911.
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organic matter. The first runnings are put into a pan and
further concentrated by exposure to the sun, or by boil'ng

over a fire until a mixture of sodium chloride and potassium
nitrate, with varying quantities of sodium sulphate and
magnesium nitrates, separates out. This is sold to the

refiner as crude saltpetre. The mother liquor is thrown on
to the heap of saltpetre earth, the so-called factory, to

which are also added the wet soil from the " Kuria " and
the weaker solution of nitrates coming out in the later

stages of the percolation, and requiring too much fuel to

make further concentration worth while. After a time the

heap can again be extracted, and so the process goes on
perpetually. Fresh village earth is constantly being added,
but no special additions of organic matter seem to be
made.
At the refinery the crude saltpetre, the impurities of

which are soil, sodium sulphate, sodium chloride, and
magnesiuoi nitrate, is added to a boiling mother liquor
from a previous operation. This liquor, being already
saturated with sodium chloride and sodium sulphate, only
dissolves the nitrate. When the insoluble matter has sub-
sided, the clear liquor is run into wooden vats, and on
cooling deposits a good deal of potassium nitrate, that
only requires to be drained and slightly washed to be
ready for market. The insoluble material still contains
some potassium nitrate, and is thrown out on to the
factory heap of nitre earth, from which more nitrate is

subsequently again extracted as before. The mother liquor
cannot be used indefinitely for the purification of the crude
saltpetre, but it is not wasted. When it becomes too
impure for further use, it is concentrated to deposit some of
the sodium chloride, and the final liquor is simply thrown
on to the factory heap again. Whilst the extraction process
is remarkably efficient, considering that it has been evolved
by the natives themselves without outside help, the refinerv
process is admittedly wasteful, and various improvements
are suggested by Messrs. Leather and Mukerji.

GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH.'
T^O write the history of the earth is a very different

undertaking from writing the history of a people. In
the latter case, a diligent seeker can usually find some
ancient monastery where far-sighted historians of an earlier
generation have collected Ihe more important records which
he requires, and placed them within reach of his hand.
With the earth's history, which is the province of geology,
it is another matter. The great globe has been millions
of years in the making, and, except for a mere fragment
of its most recent history, it has had neither a historian
nor an observer. Its formation has not only extended over
an almost incomprehensible interval of time, but we have
no parallel in our limited experience to help us to under-
stand its complicated development, and no svstem of classifi-
cation adequate to the task, even of grouping in an orderly
way all the observed rock and mineral formations with
reference to the forces which moulded them. And even if

we could correctly interpret all the visible rock records, we
are still quite helpless to comprehend all those earlier
activities of the formation period, the record of which is

now obliterated.

To the student of the earth's history, therefore, the
problem of gathering and ordering such a widely scattered
and heterogeneous collection of effects and causes is one of
somewhat overwhelming scope and complication. In the
industrial world, a situation of this kind soon results in
replacing individual effort with collective effort, in the
organisation of a system of a scope more appropriate to
the magnitude of the task. We are familiar with indus-
trial organisation and the wonderful progress in the
development of American industries which has everywhere
followed it. We are also familiar with organised geo-
logical surveys and the success which has attended them
in geological and topographical classification. But the idea
of organising research to meet a scientific situation of
extraordinary scope and complexity is still comparatively

1 Presidential address delivered at the 700th meetingr of the Philosophical
Society of Washington, November 25, 191 1. by Dr. Arthur L Day
Reprinted from the Journal of the Waihington Academy of Sciences,
Derember 4, 1311.
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new. The very words science and research are still re-
garded as referring to something out of the ordinary,
something to be withheld from the common gaze, to be
kept hidden in a special niche, behind a mysterious curtain
and served by priests of peculiar temperament and un-
practical ideals. This is both disparaging to our good
sense and prejudicial to the progress of knowledge. Scien-
tific research is not a luxury ; it is a fundamental necessity.

i

It is not a European fad, but is the very essence of the

I

tremendous technologic and industrial success of the last

i

twenty years, in which we have shared.
Prof. Nichols, of Cornell, as retiring president of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, put
the case in this way :

" The main product of science (re-

search) ... is knowledge. Among its by-products are the
technologic arts, including invention, engineering in all its

branches, and modern industry." The idea of scientific

research is therefore not less tangible than industrial
development, or less practical ; it is merely one step more
fundamental ; it is concerned with the discovery of prin-
ciples and underlying relations rather than their applica-
tion. This being true, research should profit as much
from efficient organisation as industrial development has
done, or even more.
Although this conclusion is making its way but slowly

in American science, in geological research, where material
must be gathered from the utmost ends of the earth and
even from within it, and where nearly every known branch
of scientific activity finds some application, there is a
peculiarly favourable opportunity for organised effort which
is already coming to be recognised. " So long as geology
remained a descriptive science," says President Van Hise,

of Wisconsin, " it had little need of chemistry and physics;

but the time has now come when geologists are not satis-

fied with mere description. They desire to interpret the

phenomena they see in reference to their causes—in other

words, under the principles of physics and chemistry. . . .

This involves cooperation between physicists, chemists, and
geologists."

In a general way, physics, chemistry, and biology have
already supplied working hypotheses which have been used

by students of geology to help in the examination, classifi-

cation, and mapping of the most conspicuous features of

the exposed portion of the earth. The geologist has gone
abroad and has studied the distribution of land and water,

the mountain ranges, the erosive action of ice and of

surface water and the resulting sedimentary deposits, the

distribution of volcanic activity and of its products, the

igneous rocks ; or more in detail he has studied the appear-

ance of fossils in certain strata, and has inferred the

sequence of geologic time. The distribution of particular

minerals and of ore deposits has been carefully mapped.

Regions which offer evidence of extraordinary upheaval

through the e.xercise of physical forces have been pains-

takingly examined, and so on through the great range of

geologic activity. In a word, the field has been given a

thorough general examination ; but the manifold problems

which this examination has developed, although early

recognised, and often the subject of philosophical specula-

tion and discussion, still await an opportunity for quanti-

tative study. They are often problems for the laboratory

and not for the field, problems for exact measurement

rather than for inference, problems for the physicist and

chemist rather than for the geologist. This is not a result

of oversight ; it is a stage in the development of the science

—first the location and classification of the material, then

the laboratory study of why and how much.

Certain indications have led us to believe, for example,

that the earth was once completely gaseous and in appear-

ance much like our sun. Indeed, it possibly formed a part

of the sun, but through some instability in the system

became split off—a great gaseous ball which has cooled to

its present condition. The cooling probably went on

rapidly at first until a protecting crust formed about the

ball, "then more and more slowly, until now. when our

loss of heat by radiation into space is more than com-

pensated by heat received from the sun. Obviously, the

earliest portions of this history are. and must remain,

dependent upon inference, but the formation of a solid

crust cannot advance far before portions of it become fixed

in a form such that further disturbance do^s not destroy
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I the formation of an earth), to mix its

its pretty thoroughly. It has accordingly
• just how it came to separate into in-

if such widely different appearance and
( haiict'jr. * )t course, the number of its ingredients wa*i

large. We have already discovered eighty or more
different elementary substances in the earth, and there is

an almost endless nimiber of more or less stable compounds
of these. The fnM'zing of an earth is therefore different

from the freezing of pure water, but the freezing of salt

water offers a clue to the explanation of the way in which
the earth solidified as we find it. When salt water freezes

the salt is practically all left behind. The ice contains
much less salt, and the remaining water relatively more
salt than before freezing began. .Applying this familiar
observation to the supposed molten surface of the earth
as it begins to solidify, we have a suggestion of order and
re.ison in its separation into so many kinds of rocks.
Now it happens that in the recent development of chem-

istry much attention has been given to the study of solu-
tions of various kinds, and a great body of information
has been gathered and classified, of which our observation
upon thp 1roo7\r\fi of salt water is a simple type. Still

niMi,. ti(. ntl\ ujiiite lately, in fact) it has occurred to many
siud-iits of th' (nrth that here lies not onlv the clue, but
ptrhaps the k. \ , to their great problem. If the individual
components whldi .-ire intimately mixed in solution separate
wholly or partially in some regular w.ny upon freezing—and
n-ririv iill the solutions which have been studied appear
to show such segregation—we have a quantitative system
which will probably prove adequate to solve the problem of
rcK-k formation, provided only that the experimental difficul-
ties attending the study of molten rock and the complica-
tions imposed by the presence of so many component
minerals do not prove prohibitive. This is a verv simple
statement of the point of view which has led to the experi-
mental study of rock formation in the laboratory as a
natural sequence to statistical study in the field.

(ieophysics, therefore, does not come as a new science,
nor as a restricted subdivision of geology, like phvsiographv
or stratigraphy, but rather to introduce into the studv of
the earth an element of exactness, of quantitative relation.
It may include physics or chemistry, biologv or crvstallo-
graphv or physical chemistry, or all of these at need.
The distinctive feature of geoph\'T!ic.s is not its scope, which
niav well be left to the future, but its quantitative
rharacti-r. TIi.- geophysical laboratory of the Carnegie
Institution at Washington has entered uoon some of the
investigations suggested by this long prelimin.nrv studv of
the earth—the physical properties and conditions of forma-
tion of the rocks and minerals. The department of terres-
trial magnetism of the same institution has undertaken
another—the earth's magnetism ; the German Geophysical
Laboratory at Gcitlingen a third—the earthquakes ; and
these will no doubt be followed by others

The first effect of calling exact science into consulta-
i'<"n upon geolocjic problems is to introduce a somewhat
i) = fferent viewpoint. It has been our habit to studv the
minerals and the rocks as we find them to-dav, after
lyany of the c.iuses which have had a share in their evolu-
fon have ceased to be active—after the fire has gone out.
If we attempt to reconstruct in our minds the operations
which enter into the formation of an igneous rock or of
a body of ore. we must infer them from present appear-
.Tnces and environment. The experimental geophysicist,
on t\v oiher hand, confronting the same problem, savs to
himself

: Can we not construct a miniature volcano in the
'iboratory? Can we not build a furnace in which an
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A very practical question now arises : Can he do all this

successfully at the temperatures where the minerals forni?
We must press this question and insist upon a satisfactory

answer, for it is by no means obviotjs th.<»t th** relations

which the physicist and chemist 1: i at the
temperatures of everyday life—en density,

solubility, viscosity, dissociation-—um <i..iinm. to hold
when substances are ciu-ried up to a white heat. Th«?
substances, too, are different from those with which the
chemist and physicist have been generally familiar.

Instead of simple metals, aqueous .solutions, and readily

soluble active salts, we encounter silicates and refractory
oxides, inert in behaviour and capable of existing together
in mi.xtures of great complexity. We must therefore ex-
tend the range of our physics and our chemistry to a
scope in some degree commensurate with the wide range
of conditions whicJi the earth in its development has passed
through. Let us follow for a little the actual progress of

such an attempt.
The first step is to provide the necessary temperatuc

Obviously, the common fire-clay crucible and the smelter s

furnace, with its brick lining, will not serve us here, for

all these are themselves mineral aggregates. The charge,
furnace lining, and crucible would go down together in a
fall as disastrous as Humpty Dumpty's. But experiment
has taught us that platinum crucibles, magnesia furnace
tubes enclosing an electrically heated helix of platinum
wire, and electric temperature-measuring devices, provide
a furnace in which nearly all the important minerals
can be successfully studied, which is not enough to melt
zinc, silver, gold, copper, nickel, or iron readily, and
where any temperature up to ifSoo** C. can be maintained"
perfectly constant, if need be, for several weeks. All

these temperatures can be measured with no uncertainty
greater than 5°. This equipment preserves the chemicaf
purity of the mineral studied, and enables the temperature
to be controlled and measured at every step of the experi-

mental work. Or an iridium furnace tube and an iridium
crucible can be substituted for platinum, the magnesia
supports can still be used, and we have it in our power to

go on to 2000° C, which is quite sufficient for all the
more important minerals which we know.
The physicist has therefore found a suitable meltin;,

pot, and means of ascertaining what goes on within th»-

pot ; but he at once encounters another difficulty. Natxire
has provided us with relatively few minerals of high
chemical purity. If a natural mineral is chosen for experi-
ment, however typical it may be, several per cent, of other
minerals may be expected to be present with it, the effect

of which is at present quite unknown. Now the first

axiom of the investigator in a new field who desires to

undertake measurements which shall have a real value is

that the number of unknown quantities in his equations-
must not be greater than he can eliminate by his experi-
mental processes ; in other words, he must begin with con-
ditions so simple that the relation between a particular
effect and its cause can be absolutely establish*Kl without
leaving undetermined f.-ictors. Having solved the simple
case, it is a straightforward matter to utilise this informa-
tion to help solve a more complicated one. If we would
therefore reduce the mineral relations to an exact science,
which is our obvious purpose, it is necessary" from the
outset to prepare minerals of the highest puritv" and m
establish their properties. Having obtained such a pur"
mineral type, it may be, and often is, in the powf^r of the
mineralogist and his microscope to determine, by direct
compari-ion with its natural prototype, the kind antf
amount of effect actually produced in thf> natural minpral

I
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by the one or more other minerals which it contains. We
have therefore scarcely started upon our investigation before

the need of an organised system is demonstrated : first

comes the chemist, who prepares and analyses the pure

mineral for investigation ; then the physicist, vvho provides

and measures the conditions to which it is subjected ;
then

the mineralogist, who establishes its optical properties in

relation to the corresponding natural minerals.

Having prepared such a mineral, of high purity and of

known crystalline character, we can ascertain its behaviour

at the temperatures which must have obtained during the

various stages of earth formation. We can study the

various crystal forms through which it passes on heating

and the temperature ranges within which these forms are

stable ; we can also melt it and measure the melting or

solidifying temperature. Another mineral, prepared with

the same care and studied in the same way, may after-

ward be added to the first, and the relation of these two
determined. If they combine, heat is absorbed or released

;

and this quantity of heat can be measured, together with

the e.xact temperature at which the absorption or release

takes place. If the mixture results in the formation of

one or more mineral compounds, we shall learn the con-

ditions of formation, the temperature region within which
the new forms are stable, and the changes which each
undergoes with changes of pressure and temperature, as

before. If the new forms show signs of instability, we
can drop them into cold water or mercury so quickly that

there will be no opportunity to return to initial stable

forms, and thus obtain, for study with the microscope at

our leisure, every individual phase of the process through
which the group of minerals has passed.
Without complicating the illustration further, it is

obvious that we have it in our power to reproduce in detail

the actual process of rock formation within the earth, and
to substitute measurement where the geologist has been
obliged to use inference ; to tabulate the whole history

of the formation of a mineral or group of minerals under
every variety of condition which we may suppose it to

have passed through in the earth, provided only we can
reproduce that condition in the laboratory.

During the past quarter of a century there has arisen

in the middle ground between physics and chemistry a new
science of physical chemistry, in the development of which
generalisations of great value in the study of minerals
have been established. So long ago as 1861 the dis-

tinguished German chemist, Bunsen, pointed out that the
rocks must be considered to be solutions, and must be
studied as such ; but inasmuch as comparatively little was
known about solutions in those days, and the recks at

best appeared to be verj' complicated, no active steps in

that direction were taken during Bunsen 's life. But in

recent years solutions have been widely studied, under
rather limited conditions of temperature and pressure, to

be sure, but it has resulted in establishing relations—like

the phase rule—of such effective and far-reaching character
that now, after half a century afterward, we are entering
with great vigour upon the prosecution of Bunsen 's sugges-
tion. It is now possible to establish definite limits of
solubility of one mineral in another, and definite conditions
of equilibrium, even in rather complicated groups of
minerals, which enables us not only to interpret the rela-
(ions developed by such a thermal study as that outlined
.'tlxjve, but also to assure ourselves that only a definitely
limited number of compounds of two minerals can exist,
that they must bear a constant and characteristic relation
to each other under given conditions of temperature and
pressure, and that changes of temperature and pressure
will affect this relation in a definite and determinable way.
Physical chemistry not only takes into account the chemical
composition of mineral compounds, but their physical
properties as well, throughout the entire temperature region
in which they have a stable existence, and therefore
furnishes us at once with the possibility of a new and
adequately comprehensive classification of all the minerals
;ii\d rocks in the earth. The value of an adequate system
of classification appeals chiefly to those whose duties bring
them into intimate relations with the subject-matter of a
science ; but so much may appropriately be said, that a
consistent application of physical chemistry to the minerals
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may operate in the not far distant future to develop an
entirely new conception of the science of mineralogy.
As the number and scope of such exact measurements

increase, we gradually build up what mav be called a
geologic thermometer. Just as the location of fossils offer>
a basis for estimating geologic time, it often happens that
a mineral takes on a variety of different crystal habits,
according as it happened to form at one tenriperature or
another. Quartz, for example, which is one of the
commonest of natural minerals and one of the most
familiar, undergoes two changes in its crystal form which
leave an ineffaceable record. One occurs at 575° and the
other at 800°. An optical examination of even a minute
quartz fragment from the mountain side wiU reveal to the
skilful petrologist whether the crystal formed at a tempera-
ture below 575°, between 575° and Soo°, or above 800°.

And if we could have at our disposal a great body of such
exact measurements of the temperate region within which
particular crystals originate and remain stable, we could
apply that directly to terrestrial formations in which this

mineral occurs, and read therein the temperature which
must have obtained during their formation. All this will

not be done in the first year, and perhaps not in the first

decade ; but the ultimate effectiveness of this method of

procedure in establishing the relations between the minerals
and the valuable ores is now as certain of success as the
operations of any of the sciences which have now come to

be characterised as exact, as opposed to descriptive.

There is one important difference between the great
laboratory of nature and its feeble human counterpart.

Nature operated with large masses, mixed with a generous
hand, and there was always plenty of time for the growth
of great individual crystals, at which we marvel whenever
we encounter them, and which we have sometimes come
to regard highly as precious stones. To carry these pro-

cesses into the laboratory is necessarily fraught with certain

limitations. The quantities must remain small, and the

time and available financial resources will always be

limited. So long as we are able to ascertain the optical

character of a crystal with equal exactness, whether the

crystal is of the size of the proverbial mustard-seed or a

walnut, the scientific laboratory cannot properly afford the

time necessary to produce the large crystals which nature

offers so abundantly, furthermore, the crystals of nature

often owe their brilliant colouring to slight admixtures of

impurity, which to the scientific laboratory spell failure,

and are avoided with the utmost care. Most of the mineral

crystals, when reproduced in the laboratory, are quit

colourless. And so, although the question is often raisi

whether we are not really engaged in the artificial pro-

duction of gems, and although the seductive character of

such an investigation would no doubt appeal to many, it

must be admitted that the geological laboratory is not, and

probably will never become, the serious competitor of

nature in those directions in which nature has produced

her most brilliant effects.

In what has preceded I have laid emphasis upon the

value of experimental measurements in the systematic

development of a more exact science of the earth. It is n

fair question, and one which is very often raised, wheth.

all this investigation has a utilitarian side—whether th'

knowledge obtained in this way, and with such difficulty,

will help to solve any of the problems arising in the

exploitation of our niiiKi.il r.-sourccs or assist in our

industrial development. Ii i- neither wise nor expcdien

in entering upon a new field of research to expatiate Ion;,

upon its practical utility. Its principles must first be

established, after which there is no lack of ingenuity m
finding profitable application of them.

The development of thermoelectric apparatus for ili

accurate measurement of high temperatures was begun

and has been perfected in the interest of geophysical r—

search, and it has already found such extended application

among the technical industries as to demand the manu-

facture and calibration of thousands of such high-tempera-

ture thermometers •• The tempering and

impregnation of steel .nger dependent upon the

more or less trained • workman, but are done at

measured temperatun- r known conditions which

guaranl.r llu; unifnnnHN .., ,li.' proHu.t nnd admit of
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iidnptallon to pnrtirutnr purpose*, like high-«pf4Ki tooU or

;iMiionr-plalr. This ha-* the incidrntnl but fnr-rfarhing

intlu'.trial ( on-;, li'i' m »• that workmen of great individual

<ikill in tlh i's are mut h less necfHsary now than
(i>rni»Tl\. ^ !<« ncroinplished by bringing lempera-
'. Murhanicnl control, and making them

i>lr without the exfrrisp of critical

. ... i^.ij I of anyone.
\ uiMi. intimate knowledge of the behaviour of the

iiwn. i..ls ihemselveii finds almost immediate industrial

.i|>t>li< aiiun. An industry which has grown to enormoun
piii|nirtions in recent years is the manufacture of Portland
. • int-nt, about which iittU- more has been known than that

I certain natural minerals were taken in thf proper pro-

l)»)rtion'« and heated in a peculiar furnace develop«'d by
' .\p«'rience, the resulting product could be mixed with
water to form an artiticiai stone which has found extensive
ipplication in the building trades. Chemical analysis
Madily established the fact that the chief ingredients in a
-lUTfssful Portland cement were lime, alumina, and silica.

\\ ith a small admixture, p<'rhaps, of iron and magnesia

;

l>ul the relation in which these ingredients stood one to

iinother—that is, which of them were necessary and which
nwrely incidental—and in what compounds and what pro-
portions the necessary ingredients required to be present,
li;i» 111 ver been satisfactorily established. When we know
the stable compounds which lime, alumina, and silica can
combine to form, together with the conditions of equi-
librium between these for different temperatures and per-
centages of each component, a formula can be written
offhand for a successful Portland cement from given in-

gredients somewhat as an experienced cook might write
out the reci|ie for a successful dish. Such definite and
valuable knowledge is not beyond our reach. To obtain it

requires, in fact, precisely the same system of procedure
.IS that described above, which has already been success-
fully applied to many of the natural minerals repro-
duced and studied in the (ieophysical Laboratory during
the past five years. It happens that we have examined
a considerable number of these very mixtures in our
recent work upon the rocks. All the compounds of
lime, silica, and alumina have been established, and
a portion of the silica-magnesia series and their rela-
tions have been definitely determined throughout the entire
range of accessible temperatures. There is no reason to
apprehend serious difliculty in applying the same proce-
dure to the commercial ingredients of Portland cement,
and replacing the present rule-of-thumb methods and un-
certain products with dependable cements. The problem
of determining the relation of the ingredients in commercial
t ement and the conditions necessary for its successful
formation is exuiK the same in character as that of
determining th' i^ of formation of tli^ rn. l<s of
the earth.

\ physico-chemical investigation of the sulphide ores
over a wide raiige of temperatures and pressures has also
b«'en undertaken, which has developed a large body of
e.xact information of value in the mining industry. .\nd
such illustrations could be continued alnio-t ind- rtnitely if

it would serve any useful purpose to do ~

The industrial world is not, as a rule, ii in scien-
tific principles ; the principle must first be narrowed down
to the scope of the industrial requirement before its useful-
ness is apparent. The immediate effect of an industrial
point of view is therefore to restrict investigation at the risk
of losing sight of underlying principles entirely. .An illus-

tration of this has come down to us through the pages of
history of a character to command and receive the utmost
respect, for such another can hardly be expected to occur.
We have honoured the early philosophers for their splendid
search after broad knowledge ; but in what is now the
field of chemistry, they allowed themselves to be turned
aside to the pursuit of a single, strictly utilitarian problem—the transmutation of base metals into gold. The history
of chemistry is a history of this one problem from the
fourth to the sixteenth century—twelve centuries before a
nian arose whose broader point of view enabled him to
divert the fruitless search into other channels, from which
a science has slowly arisen which is now so broad as to
overlap most of the other sciences, and withal so practical
that scarcely an industry is entirely independent of it.

Ihe so-called practical questions may therefore as well
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b« left to laki* care of th«ms«lv#». There has be«n no
lack of ingenuity in making profitable application of
jiyHtematic knowledge wh»'never the need for it l>ecame
in<ti«tent, for the rewards of such effort are considerable.
.And it i« no longer an argument again»t proc<-<-ding to
e»tabli<th relatitmship!. in a new field that the scope of their
application i aiumt l>" < ompletely foreseen.

Now, what more promising questions occur to one than
these : If the earth w.is originally fluid, as it appear* to
have been, and has gradually cooled down to its present
state, its component minerals must at some time have be«'n

much more thoroughly mixed than now ; how Hid th^v
come to M-parate m the process of ccKiling int

individualised niasvs and groups as wf now f.

and what were the steps in their deposition / If t;. „,

earth was hot, whence came the marble of which we h.ive

so much and which can withstand no heat? What h.is

given us the valuable deposits of iron, of gold, of precious
stones? What determines the various crystal forms found
in the different minerals, and what is their relation? Some
must have formed under pressure, some without pressure,
some with the help of water, and some without. Where
is the centre, and what the source of energy in our
volcanoes? .All these questions, and many more, the geo-
physicist may attempt to answer.

THE AGE OF THE EARTH.'
'IllH doctrine of uniformity in geology stated by Hutton

in the words '* we find no vestige of a beginning and
no prospect of an end " was accepted by many until Lord
Kelvin surprised this school of geologists in 1868 by draw-
ing a very decided limit to the possible age of the earth.
Lord Kelvin assumed that in the remote past the earth

was molten, and that it cooled down as a whole uniformly
until the crust just solidified. Then the earth's interior is

at a definite temperature (which we can now roughly esti-

mate from the melting point of the rocks of the crust),
while the surface has much the same temperature as now.
The rate of cooling is determined by the thermal con-
ductivity of the crust, i.e. by the rate at which the interior
heat can escape.

It becomes possible to calculate what the temperature
gradient near the surface will be at any subsequent time,
or conversely, if we know the temperature gradient, to
calculate what time has elapsed since the crust solidified.

^
By the age or antiquity of the earth I understand Lord

Kelvin means the time that has elapsed since the crust
solidified. The '' geological age " would be less than this.

The antiquity of a rock (or mineral) would only in the
case of the oldest rocks be the same as the geological
age. Thus the age of a mineral is a minimum • -timate
of the earth's age.
The temperature gradient at a depth x and

where 9^ is the initial surface temperature, K the con-
ductivity of tli'^ material of the earth.

In applying this to the earth, we notice that .r is small
and / large, so that

.All these quantities are known except t. Lord Kelvin's
estimates of the antiquity of the earth, using this method,
varied a good deal, but forty million years was the maxi-
mum he would admit latterly.

-Sources of heat, the radio-active elements, are now
known which Lord Kelvin did not, of course, take into

account. The earth can no longer be regarded as a body
possessing only its sensible heat to supply the stream con-
tinually flowing from the interior to the surface—heat
which is, presumably, radiated into space.
Lord Kelvin's treatment of the problem might be modified

by taking into account the additional supply of " radio-

active " heat. But the discoveries of radio-activity afford,

it appears to the writer, an alternative treatment of the

history of the earth which is more convincing. This treat-

^ Portion of the presidential address delivered to Section .\, Australasian

Association for the .\dvancement of Science, 191 1, by Prof. T. H. Laby.
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ment consists in accepting the antiquity of the earth, as

found by Prof. Strutt using a radio-active method, and then

examining the heat of the earth in the light of that result.

Every estimate as to the age of the earth assumes to some
degree a uniformity of present phenomena throughout the

whole life of tie earth ; this uniformity is assumed by Sir

Archibald Geikie in the rate of deposition of sediments,"

by Prof. Joly for the addition of sodium to the sea,' by
Lord Kelvin for the conduction of heat by rocks, and,

finally, by Prof. Strutt for the rate of accumulation of

helium in minerals or rocks.* Now of all these processes

the last is the only one which is not altered by tempera-
ture, pressure, or other physical conditions.

Prof. Strutt has concluded from a very refined deter-

mination of (i) the present rate of production of helium,
.-•nd (2) the total accumulated helium in thorianite that it

has taken 280 million years for the helium to accumulate.
As the earth is presumably older than the mineral, this is

a minimum age for the earth.

The Heat of the Earth.

The question at once arises how is it that the tempera-
ture gradient of the crust is not less than it actually is,

for, according to Lord Kelvin, after only forty million

years the gradient would have fallen to the present value.

During the remaining 240 million years it would have gone
on decreasing at a rate proportional to the square root of

the time. It becomes evident, then, that there is actually

a need for the heat supplied by the radio-activity of the

crust if all these deductions are to be reconciled.

The Heat Stream from the Interior.

The heat stream from the interior is that flowing through
the earth's surface layers. This is

H = 4-rrr^ K (fd/dr

= 5-1 X 10^" X 0*004 X 1/^200
= 6'4 X lo''^ calories ptr sec,

where r is the earth's radius, dd/dr the temperature
gradient of the crust at the earth's surface, and K its

thermal conductivity. We must attempt to substitute such
numerical values for the temperature gradient and the con-
ductivity as will give a correct result for the earth's whole
surface. The nature of the data is indicated by the follow-
ing ' estimates :

—

Land Surface ; Average Temperature Gradient

Prestwich
Kelsiii ...

Schnidt

1' C. per J430 cm.
2750 i>

,, 3200 .,

Geikie
Brit. Assn.
C. King

1° C. ptr 3100 cm.

>> 3240 ,,

» 3?9=> ->

The value used above is i° per 3200 cm.

Land Surface
Conductivity at ordinary temperature in calorie

degree"! cm.-l sec."i

i Sedimentary rocks
' Igneous rock«

0*0055 to o'co2i ; mean o"oo4i
o'oo53 to o"ooi7 ; mean o'oo42

Mere if more uncertainty in the value of K than in that
dOldr. .\ more accurate estimate of the heat loss of
earth is desirable. Convection currents make the con-

rtion method ordinarily inapplicable to the sea or lakes ;

1 under special conditions, such as fresh water between
and 4° C., might not the method be applicable to a

lake?

//(V(/ fro)ti h'adiiiiii and Thi)riiim in Hocks.

Lord Kelvin supposed that this heat stream, which we see
amounts to 6X10'" calories per sec, came from the sensible
li' at of the earth's interior as it cooled by loss to the
surface. That the heat of disintegration of radium might
"' ly an important part in cosmical physics was pointed out

Rutherford and Soddy.' The accurate determination of

Geikie, Brit. Ass. Rep., 1899. > Joly, IJrit. A».s. Rep.
'

I'l'-'^".'.'''''^-
^°y- ^°'^- • J°'y> " Radioactivity and GeoloRy."

4 Phil. Mag., May, 1903 ; Proc. Roy. Soc
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radium and thorium in rocks has shown that there is an
embarrassingly large supply of heat being continuously
emitted by these substances. Determinations of radium in

rocks have been made by Strutt and Joly and others, but
there is need for a systematic survey.

Radium in Igneous Rocks.

Number of
rocks
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hotter ihnn now the only contradiction to a ** heating'Up
"

earth.

Assumint^, ii<i before, the nniiquity of the earth to be
at lrn«t 301) inillinn y»>ar« (0. thf-n in ihnt pcrio*! n wupply of

heat of 3X 10- " cal. per gm. per »ec. (/i) would have raised

the interior of the earth to a temperature givrn by

tf«3Xio-'*X3X io'X3>3 X ioVo-02 = 14,000'' C,

when- S is the specific heat of the interna! material.
Though loss by conduction to the surface and latent heat
efTects are here nef^lected, the calculation is sufficient to

show that p uniform distribution of the radio-active
elements would give rise to internal temperatures too high
to be reconciled with the observed temperature gradients."
Wo may safelv conclude that there is very much less
uranium, radium, and thorium in the inner portion of the
earth than there is in the crust, and a maximum limit may
be assigned to the content of radio-active elements. It

would appear a minimum limit may also be set.

Accorditif,' to Lord Kflvin, as we have seen above, a
period of cooling of more than forty million years could
not have elapsed betwoon tho solidification of the torrfstrial
crust and the establishment of the present temperature
gradient. If, however, the antiquity of the earth is more
than 300 million years, then the temperature gradient has
been maintained by some other source of heat, and the
radio-activity of the rocks is amply suflRcient for the pur-
pose if it extends to quite moderate depths. The present
temperature gradient would be maintained for an indefinite
time if the stream of heat from the interior came from the
radio-activity of the rocks.
There would need to be 6x io'*/o-o6= 10'* gm. of terres-

trial radium to supply the heat lost by conduction, for a
layer of the earth's crust 14 km. deep, if of density 3, has
a mass of 2-1x10**, and it would give out 2ixio"x3X
io-" = 6xio'* cal. /sec, assuming the content in this
surface layer of radium and thorium, and therefore the
heat emission was that of tho surface rocks. There is verv
probablv at least this amount of the radio-active elements ;

otherwise it is not apparent why the temperature gradient
of the crust has its present value, though the antiquity of
the earth probably exceeds 300 million years. If the age
greatly exceeds that period, then the present temperature
gradient can depend but little on the secular cooling of the
earth from a molten state.

Prof. Strutt '* has determined the minimum age of
thorianite by evaluating the ratio

The quantirv of helium in the mineral at nre«ent

The rate at which the helium i» prodii-wl

The refinement of the experiment will be appreciated when
it is recalled that the rate of production .of the helium is

only 4X I0-* c.c. per gm. of thorianite per year. He found,
as already mentioned. 280 million years for the age of one
specimen and 250 millions for another.
To deduce a minimum age for a mineral in this manner

it must be assumed that

—

(i) There was no original store of heliutn in the mineral
when it was formed.

(2) The mineral has not gained helium at anv time except
as it does now.

(3) That the present rate of accumulation of helium is
th»- sam» as in the remote past, when possiblv high pressures
and temperatures obtained.
The observational basis for these assumptions are :

—

For (1) and (2). If the helium was originally present in
tho mineral when it was formed, or added later, then we
would expect to find helium in other minerals in which
helium is not now accumulating, but no such minerals
are known. Helium is only found in appreciable quanti-
ties when associated with thorium and uranium. The
mechanism " of how it is continuously and unchanginglv
produced from these elements is known in great detail.
For (3)- That radio-active changes are independent of

temperature and pressure has been repeatediv tested and
confirmed.

" This will be seen at once to follow from a calculation given by Strutt,
Proc Roy. Soc., p. 482, 1906.

IS Proc. Roy. Soc., Ixxxiv., ;79, 1910.
" See for example Rutherford, Nobel lecture, iy>8.
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UNIVERSnV AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

The Marquise Arconati Vicconti has made • donation
?ioo,ooo francs to the University of Paris, to be empk>>
or the benefit of the faculties of science and arts.

In connection with the Institute of Chemistry, Mr. C. i

Cross will deliver the first of two lectures on " Cellulo*'

at University College, London, on Friday, Janu.i:

Sir William Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S., will preside-

The post-graduate scholarship, of the value of 200/. per
annum, in naval architecture has been awarded by the
Royal Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 to M"
.Arthur Cannon, of Glasgow University, and formerly
the Royal Naval College, Greenwich.

We learn from the issue of Science for December :

1911, that nearly a hundred students from the college -.

engineering of the University of W'isconsin were then on
their yearly tour of inspection of great engineering plants

of the eastern States. Engineering plants in Chicat
.Milwaukee, Niagara Falls, Pittsburg, Schenectady. N.^
and New York City were visited. These tours are re-

quired of students of engineering during their junior and
senior years, and are arranged to cover industries that

illustrate the work of the course pursued by the student.

Four professors accompanied the students on their tour of

inspection.

The annual meeting of the Geographical Association •

be held on January 13 at University College, Gower ^

London, W.C. In the morning, at 11 a.m., a di-

on the organisation of home-work in school geograpnv uui
be opened by Prof. L. W. Lyde, and a paper on the popula>
tion of the world will be read by Prof. A. J. Her^' rt^nn

In the afternoon, at 3 p.m., Dr. G. R. Parkin wil!

his presidential address, and afterwards Prof. H<:
will exhibit lantern views of typical land-forms
by a committee of the International Geographical C
and Miss S. Nicholls maps and views of typical land; >

in the Near East.

It is announced in Science that by the will of Mrs. Jan
K. Sacher the University of California is to receive

100,000/. The will stipulates that 40,000/. is to be spent

on a granite campanile tower, 300 feet in height, to be
erected in the centre of the University grounds. An
endowment of 100,000/. has been secured, we learn from
the same source, by Huron College, in Huron, S.D. St.

Lawrence University, too, has obtained a 40,000/. end«

ment fund, of which the General Education Board '

contributed 10,000/. Our contemporary also states that

the will of Miss J. M. Smith the sum of 1000/. is giv

to the .\merican Association for the .Advancement
Science. Similar bequests are made to the National G
graphic Society of Washington and to the Ameri'
Forestry Association of Washington. Other items
interest to men of science are 2000/. to the University
Pittsburg, 2000/. to the .Allegheny Observatory, and 10
to the School of Liberal .Arts and Sciences.

The Senate of the University of St. Andrews has decii

to confer the honorary LL.D. degree, in absentia, u;

the following distinguished men, who were chosen for
•

degree on the occasion of the celebration of the 5c

anniversary of the foundation of the University i.

September, but were unable to be present on th. i

occasion :—Prof. Pietro Blaserna, professor of experiment. 1

phvsics in the University of Rome, president R. Accaden
del Lincei; Prof. M. j". M. Hill, F.R.S., Astor profe-
of pure mathematics. University College, London,
lately Vice-Chancellor of the University of London ; Pr

Hugo Kronecker, professor of physiology, University
Berne; Prof. G. M. Mittag-Leffler, professor of pure mai
matics in the University of Stockholm and Rector of t

University, founder and editor of Acta Mathematica ;

Paul Meyer, directeur de I'Ecole Nationale des Char:
Paris, professeur honoraire au College de France ; P:

Karl Pearson, F.R.S., Galton professor of eugenics .

director of the Laboratory of National Eugenics, Univer~
of London ; Mr. Charles D. Walcott, secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, U.S.A. ; and Prof.

P. Zorn, professor of international law in the Univers'
of Bonn.
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The annual meeting of the Association of Public School
Science Masters will be held on Wednesday and Thursday,
January lo and ii, at the London Day Training College,

Southampton Row. The president this year is Sir J. J.

Thomson, and the meeting promises to be of unusual
interest. The e.xhibition of scientific apparatus, books,
and new experiments will probably be the largest the

association has yet brought together, and several subjects

:n the programme should promote lively discussion.

During Wednesday afternoon Messrs. M. D. Hill and
E. J. Lewis will read short papers on " Chemistry and
Physics as a necessary Introduction to Biology " and
" Plant Biology " respectively. Dr. Ludlam will also dis-

cuss the educational value of " Qualitative analysis."

Sir J. J. Thomson will deliver his address on Thursday
at eleven, and will be followed by Mr. C. E. Ashford, on
" The Place of Electrostatics in a Science Course." On
Thursday afternoon there will be a discussion, commenced
by Mr. G. F. Daniell, on " Practical Examinations in

Science." Mr. A. Vassall will also read a short paper on
" Educational Psychology." On Wednesday evening there

will be a dinner at the Trocadero in conjunction with the

Mathematical Association. The secretary asks us to state

that the discussions and exhibition are open to anyone
interested in science teaching.

The following courses of advanced lectures, which are

free to students, in scientific subjects have been announced
for delivery in connection with the University of London
during the first term of 1912. Eight lectures on " The
Self-government of the Pueblo Indians under Spanish and
American Administration " will be given by Miss Barbara
Freire-Marreco at the London School of Economics and
Political Science on Thursdays at 3 p.m., beginning on
January 25. Five lectures and one demonstration on
" Genetics " will be given by Prof. F. Keeble at the

Imperial College (Royal College of Science) on Thursdays
at 5 p.m., beginning on January 18. Dr. W. N. Shaw,
F.R.S., will lecture on " The Meteorology of the Globe

"

at the Meteorological Office, South Kensington, on
Fridays at 5 p.m., beginning on January 19. Four lectures

on " Recent Work in Physiology relating to the Circula-
tion and to the Nervous System, with Special Reference
to the Human Subject," will be given by Dr. A. D.
Waller, F.R.S., in the Physiological Laboratory, South
Kensington, beginning on Tuesday, January 23, at 5 p.m.
Fourteen lectures on " The Haemoflagellates " will be
given at the Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine,
Chelsea, by Prof. E. A. Minchin, F.R.S., on Tuesdays
and Fridays at 5 p.m., commencing on Tuesday,
January 16. Four Chadwick lectures on " Water and
Water Supply " will be given by Sir Alexander R. Binnie
at the Institution of Civil Engineers on Thursdays,
beginning on February i, at 5.30 p.m. Five lectures

entitled " A Study of Johne's Bacillus of Cattle and the

Lepra Bacilli of Man and Rats " will be given, under the

will of the late Mr. Thomas Brown, by Mr. F. W. Twort,
superintendent of the Brown Animal Sanatory Institution,

in the Theatre of the Royal College of Surgeons, Lincoln's
Inn Fields, W.C., on Monday, January 8, and the four
following days, at 4 p.m.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Dublin.

Royal Dublin Society, December 19, 191 1.—Mr. R. Lloyd
Praeger in the chair.— Prof. James Wilson : The inherit-

;mce of the dun coat-colour in horses. In a previous paper
-the inheritance of coat-colour in horses—published in

iijio (Sc. Proc. Roy. Dublin Soc), it was shown that

he ordinary colours fit into each other like a nest of

'"hinese boxes, chestnut being innermost, and then, coming
n succession, black, bay, brown, dun, and grey and roan.
The data concerning dun were few, and its position was
merely suggested in a footnote. More data—500 to 600
cases—have since been collated, and these confirm the
former placing. From this it follows that dun cannot be
a " reversion, since it can result only from dun matings
and occasionally from grey and roan. The author dis-

ussed the history of the idea that dun is a reversion. It

probably originated in Lord Morton's quagga-crossing
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" experiments," and in Dr. Macdonald's criticism of these
(both published by the Royal Society). Hamilton Smith's
theory that horses are descended from five original stripes
did not require a reversion theory; but Darwin's theory,
expressed tentatively, that horses are descended from a
single dun-coloured and striped species, required one, and
to him mainly are we indebted for the opinion that dun is

a reversion. Darwin relied upon Lord Morton's descrip-
tion of the foals his chestnut mare bore after her quagga
hybrid, and on three other cases. Lord Morton said that
one of the chestnut mare's foals had a faint dun tint in

two places, and Darwin called two of them " partially
dun "—later writers have called them dun altogether.
These foals, however, were ordinary bays, and the other
three cases were undoubted misdescriptions. Data are
collected in the present paper from various stud-books,
and these are confirmed by the progeny of two homo-
zygous dun sires which were stationed recently on Clare
Island, on the coast of Mayo.— E. A. Newell Arbor : Con-
tributions to our knowledge of the floras of the Irish

Carboniferous rocks. Part i.—The Lower Carboniferous
(Carboniferous Limestone) flora of the Ballycastle Coal-
field, Antrim. Of the seven species recorded from this

coalfield, Adiantites antiquus (Ett.), Sphenopteris flabellata,

Baily, Lepidodendron Veltheiini, Sternb., and L. Volk-
mannianum, Sternb., are the more important. The
evidence of the flora points to the conclusion that the coal-

field is of Lower Carboniferous age, and that the rocks
belong to the higher, or Carboniferous Limestone, horizon

of the Lower Carboniferous.

Calcutta.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, December 6, 191 1 G. R.

Kayo: A brief bibliography of Hindu mathematics. This
is a list of works dealing with the history of Hindu mathe-
matics. It is professedly incomplete, and it is difficult to

decide what ought and what ought not to be included.

This list requires amplification, particularly in the matter

of Sanskrit texts and manuscripts. The original Hindu
works do not go beyond the time of Bhaskard (twelfth

century a.d.), as, after this period, Hindu mathematical
works cease to have any historical interest.—Rev. H.
Hoston : Father A. Monserrate's " Mongolicae Legationis

Commentarius." This precious manuscript, after passing

successively through Fort William College, the Calcutta

Public Library, and the Imperial Library, was transferred

in 1903 to St. Paul's Cathedral Library, where the Rev.

W. K. Firminger discovered it. It must have belonged

formerly to one of the Jesuit houses of Goa. How it came
to Calcutta it is impossible to say. The earliest account

of northern India by a European since the days of Vasco

de Gama, the manuscript contains a detailed history of

the first Jesuit mission to Akbar, and more than 100 pages

are consecrated to Akbar's campaign against Kabul in

1 58 1-2. There is in it an excellent map, drawn to scale,

showing all the places passed through by Monserrate

between Goa, Surat, Agra, Labor, and Kabul (1580-2).

It appears from the preface that Monserrate was the

author of four distinct works :—(i) " Mongolica; Lega-

tionis Commentarius"; (2) a work on the geography and

natural history of India; (3) a history of his journey to

Ethiopia
; (4) a work on the geography and natural history

of Arabia.—Prafulla Chandra Ray and Rasik Lai Datta :

Contributions from the Chemical Laboratory, Presidency

College. AUylammonium nitrite. A short paper dealing

with the preparation and properties of aliylammonium

nitrite. The substance was made by double decomposition

of allylamine hydrochloride and silver nitrite. Allylamine

nitrite is a thick brownish liquid with the characteristic

smell of all alkylamine nitrites.—J itendra Nath Rakahit :

Contributions from the Chemical Laboratory, Presidency

College. Preliminary note on sodiumdiacetamide. This

note deals very shortly with the method of preparing

CHj.Co'^

Acetamide (purified by recrystallisation from benzene),

anhydrous thiophene, free benzene, and freshly cut metallic

sodium were boiled together under a reflex condenser for

twenty or thirty minutes, when a copious crop of white

crystals separated.—B. L. Chaudhurl : Fresh-water
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fting-rny* of «h« Gnngef. Two specie* of I

ami bn-od in the River Gange* above i

nniU'ly, llypologhus sephrn (Forwiil) and i. r*.-.. r....i.i-

tiU-i (Ham. Buch). Thfir Indinn name !b diM-usK«^, and
p.irti. iilars as rcjjards their capture are given.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Die Biologie des Donaudt-ltas und dex lnundation»-

gebietcs dor untcren Donau. By Dr. Or. Antipa. Pp. iv +
48. (Jena : G. Fischer.) 1.50 marl^s.

Handbuch der Fhototelejiraphie und TetautOftraphie.

By Profs. A. Korn and B. Glatzel. Pp. xvi + 488.

(Ix>ipzig : O. Ncmnich.) 28 marl<s.

Neue Grundiajjen der Meteorolofjie. By P. Iloitsy.

Pp. 107. (Budapest : Franl<lin-V'ercin.) 2 marlcs.

I'nsere Kenntnisse von den Serienfiesetzen der I^inien-

spelctra. By Dr. B. Dunz. Pp. iii + 186. (Leipzig* : S.

Hirzei.) 2 marlcs.

Zur Phyiogenie der Primuiaceenbiiite.

Thenen. Pp. iv4-i3i. (Jena: G. Fischer.)

Physiologie des Menschen. By Prof.

Translated by Profs. S. Baglioni and H
Fiinfzchnte (Schluss) Lieferung.

(Jena : G. Fischer.) 4 marks.

Monumcntales und Dokoratives
Ostwaid. Pp. vi + 105. (Leipzig :

gesellschaft M.B.H.) 2.40 marks.

Dcnkschrift iiber die Griindung eines Internationalen

Instituts fiir Chemie. By Prof. W. Ostwaid. Pp. 30.

(Leipzig : .Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft M.B.H.) 1.50

marks.

Das Pflanzenreich. Edited by Prof. A. Engler.

51 Heft : Sphagnales—Sphagnaceae (Sphagnologia uni-

versalis). By C. Warnstorf. Pp. iv4-546. (I^ipzig : W.
Engelmann.) 37.50 marks

Pp.

By Dr. S.

8 marks.

L. Luciani.
Winterstein.

641-782 4. viii.

Pastell. By Prof. \V.

.'^kademische Verlags-

DIARY OP SOCIETIES.
FRIDAY, January 5.

Geologists' Association, at 8.—On the Hieh Terrace Gravel and on a
Palzoliihic Implement Factory, Dartford Heath : R. H. Chandler and
A. L. Leach.—On the London Clay and Bagsbot Beds (Passage Beds),

and on the Gravel of Shooter's Hill, Kent : A. L. Leacb.

MONDAY, January 8.

Society op Chbmical Industry, at 8.—The Production of Formic and
Acetic Acids by the Atmospheric Oxidation of Turpentine : C. T.
Kingzett and R. C. Woodcock.—A Rapid Volumetric Method for the
Determination of Free Sulphur : C. Davis and J. L. Foucar.— The Rela-
tive Absorption of I>yes by Sand and Natural Fibres : W. P. Dreaper and
W, A. Davis.— Ingrain Dyeing — Influence of Certain Groups on the
Re-solution Factor: >Y. P. Dreaper.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY ii, 19 12.

I SCIENTIFIC WORTHIES.

XXXVII.—Sir William Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S.

IF we endeavour to build up to its highest pinnacle

Auguste Comte's pyramid of sciences, in which

natural science follows upon mathematics, and is suc-

ceeded by physiology, and finally by sociology, we

reach as the highest of imaginable sciences the science

of Geniology, the science of genius, of the excelling

man. That such a science is possible has been known

for half a century. The investigations of Sir Francis

Gallon in England, of de Candolle in Geneva, and

of some recent workers in Germany, have proved to

demonstration that even this rare and shining pheno-

menon is subject to definite natural laws, discoverable

by a careful scrutiny of available facts, laws the

significance of which is very great, since the position

of anv nation among the nations of the world is

determined by the qualities and the efficiency of its

men of genius.

On surveying the life of Sir William Ramsay in

the light of this the youngest of the sciences, one is

struck by the extraordinary consistency to be found

in it, a consistency by virtue of which the rapid suc-

cession of astonishing discoveries filling the latter

portion of his life appears as the necessary conse-

quence of a natural and regular process, and almost

resembles the working of a machine. Here we find

nothing of the irregular curves with distinct maxima
occurring in other types of genius, and usually in the

most marked degree in youth, as in the case of Sir

Humphry Davy, Sir William Ramsay's fellow-

countryman, who resembles him in many respects.

Ramsay recalls Davy by the brilliancy and the strik-

ing originality of his discoveries, which had no rela-

tion with any school or predecessor. In Davy's case

these discoveries appear more as disconnected peaks

suddenly arising from an average level. In Ramsay's

case, on the other hand, we can observe how one

discovery foUo'tvs another, how comparatively modest

and unobtrusive investigations, which have been

accepted in their due place in the great register of

the sciences, appear as the necessary foundations for

(ruths of such novelty that their possibility was not

even conceived before they were scientifically com-

unicated.

This natural-law consistency is seen in the first

instance in William Ramsay's descent. He has him-

If explained that his male ancestors for seven genera-

ions were dyers, thus handing down to him as a long

heritance a familiarity with chemical processes and
a facility in chemical ways of thinking. On the

mother's side, again, a series of physicians have pro-

vided the inherited capacity of the great scientific dis-

coverer. But of all these men, none even remotely

resembles Sir William in his eminence among his

ontemporaries, and, in this case, as in all similar

ases, the question arises, how it is possible
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that such a genius arises from people of good average

capacity.

It has, indeed, been established by Galton that an

efficiency exceeding the average, but not amounting
to genius, is in some families inherited through a

whole series of generations. But here we have to deal

with one of those extraordinary cases where an

average efficiency was well evidenced through a

number of generations, but suddenly made way for

an incomparably higher personality, in which indeed

the characteristic qualities of previous generations can

be recognised, but which far surpasses its progenitors

in efficiency.

If we bear in mind the well-known laws of heredity

discovered by Mendel and de Vries, we know that

every descendant is a mosaic of those qualities which

have been transmitted to him partly by the father

and partly by the mother. In the face of this fact

the problem arises how such an unusual personality

can be descended from parents of average ability, since

it is just from these laws of heredity that we should

conclude that another average equipment would result.

The answer which I tentatively should venture as

regards this problem is this : The portions of the

inheritance constituting a new being probably only on

rare occasions fit together or harmonise with each

other. The adolescent man then applies the greatest

portion of his energy in the task of organising these

accidental inheritances for the purpose of common

work and harmonious cooperation, and this task uses

up the greater part of the available energy, and with-

draws it from productive work. It is only in rare

cases that the inheritances are so constituted that they

fit each other from the beginning, so that the young

man has not to expend any energy on the mutual

harmonising of his elements, but can immediately set

about his creative work. Such a case seems to be

that of Sir William Ramsay. On one occasion he

described himself as a precocious, dreamy youth, of

somewhat unconventional education. The precocious-

ness is a practically universal phenomenon of in-

cipient genius, and the dreamy quality indicates that

original production of thought which lies at the basis

of all creative activity.

His father, being a man of practical pursuits, who,

however, in his free time zealously cultivated scien-

tific works, such as quat»>rnions and geology, intro-

duced young William to the great passion of his life,

chemistry, and, as is often the case, an accident was

the immediate cause of the new departure. Young

William had broken a leg at football, and to ease the

tedium of convalescence, his father had given him

Graham's 'Chemistry" to study, and also brought

him small quantities of many chemicals with which

he could carry out the experiments described in the

text-book. Sir William himself says that it was chiefly

the question how fireworks could be prepared which

induced him to study Graham's "Chemistr>-." But

very soon the general scientific interest gained the

upper hand, and this can very characteristically be

gathered from the fact that he persuaded his people to

M
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take a practical part in the pursuits which intt-rtsted

him. In his fourteenth year William matriculated at

Glasf^ow I'niversity, and there commenced his studies.

The jjrealest influence was exerted upon him by

William Thomson, whose curious and impressive

method of teachinK^ has boon j^niphically and amus-

ingly described by his great pupil. He gave him as a

first problem a large heap of old copper wire in the

laboratory, and instructed him to take out the kinks

from it, and from the way in which the young student

accomplished the task Thomson seems to have de-

rived a favourable judgment as to his capacity for

solving larger problems. For he soon made him
acquainted with the quadrant electrometer, an instru-

ment which at that time only existed in Glasgow, and
instructed him to determine the potential difference

between all kinds of objects found in the laboratory,

or imported into it, such as a children's toy balloon.

We can imagine that if such an originally constituted

spirit could be at all affected by teaching, he must
have been profoundly affected by this teacher. For
William Thomson belonged to the same type of
"romantic " or rapidly producing investigators as did

Ramsay himself, and hence he made a particularly

strong and permanent impression on that plastic

developing genius.

The regular study of chemistry which followed upon
this irregular course was made under Tatlock in Glas-
gow, and in this case also Ramsay appears to have
distinguished himself so decidedly that his teacher
after a short time made him an occasional deputy in

the class.

At eighteen years of age the young student in

Glasgow had learned whatever was to be learned
there, and he had now to pursue his further study of
chemistry. For this only Germany was at that time
to be considered. But the Franco-German War had
just broken out, and it therefore appeared somewhat
risky to follow the original idea of continuing his
studies in Heidelberg under Bunsen. However,
the scene of war moved away so rapidly
from the Franco-German frontier, that the
German project could be undertaken. Ramsay
passed one term with Bunsen, without, how-
ever, seeming to carrj' away a very strong impression,
for in the following term he moved on to Tubingen,
where he met a number of equally disposed fellow-
workers in Fittig's laboratory, and under the guidance
of this extremely conscientious teacher and able experi-
menter he was introduced to the usual problems and
methods of organic chemistry. There Ramsay made
one of the usual dissertations (on toluyl acids), which
does not enable us to recognise the kind of man we
have to deal with. After his return Ramsay was for
some years assistant in the Glasgow course of study, and
there he acquired a very extensive and profound know-
ledge of the whole field, especially of inorganic chem-
istry, at the same time laying the foundations of that
mastery which he subsequently displayed as teacher
in a great laboratory. Nor shall we err in supposing
that the method of working a laboratory, as developed
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under the inspiring guidance of Liebig in Gen
and spread over the lal>oratories of the whole woi

common prop<'rl> of chemical science, has exerted

very profound influence on Ramsay's talents and ide<'i:

as a teacher. In any case, we can state that he h<

approached the great example of Liebig as closely .•.

any distinguished teacher of chemistn- since that great

time. Particularly in England his extraordinar

facility of organising work in a great laboratory, wit

a diversity of the most varied talents, must be regarded

as very rare, considering that they spread over many
different regions of science, and thus make results

possible which turn out afterwards to be of funda-

mental importance.

It is very interesting to observe from Ramsay

own communications how he gradually found his w;i

out of organic chemistry, at that time the object '

chief interest, into that other region which has sini

found an independent place as physical, or rath-

general chemistry. It was first certain practir

problems, such as the determinatk>n of vapour den^

ties, which introduced him to the more physic

problems of chemistry. Here we find the first marl

of the growing genius, in the extraordinary* indepem

ence in the choice of means of solving the problen

Thus he used the pitches of pipes of fixed dimensioj

for the determination of vapour densities, s

utilised his own musical talents.

This process was successful (although it has nev'

been published), but he was less fortunate in Iv

attempts to measure the electric conductivity of sol

tions by means of the telephone. Here we are in-

voluntarily brought to a pause and have to ask our-

selves how the geographical distribution of discover!'

in electrochemistrr, such as have reformed chemist:

in the last twenty years, would have arranged its*

if the young investigator had at that time been mo;

fortunate in the execution of his experimental ideas.

We also know of physiological investigations co:

cerning anaesthetics, dating from this period, execut.

in company with some medical colleagues. In the-

he himself was the experimental subject, as he suffer* u

less under them than his companions. But here aUo

no considerable results were obtained.

The first independent position was obtained by

William Ramsay in the year 1880, when the professor-

ship at the University College, Bristol, was entrusted

to him. The choice fell upon him in preference to a

competitor because, as he himself narrates, he under-

stood Dutch. For he had to make visits to the

various members of the council of the College, and
was fortunate enough to be of assistance to one of

them, an old minister, in the translation of a Dutch
text, so that this member gave him his vote, and the

choice was made with a majority of one. But soon

it turned out to be an exceptionally happy one. A
year after that Ramsay was chosen as the principal of

the College. In this short time he had not only

proved himself to be an excellent teacher, but also an
excellent organiser.

The problem of vapour densities, which had first
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introduced him to physical chemistry, gave rise to

further investigation, in the course of which the habit

of expressing experimental results by mathematical

formulae, learned from Sir William Thomson, turned

out to be extraordinarily valuable. In this connection

originated the fundamental works on evaporation and

dissociation, carried out in great part with his assist-

ant, Sydney Young, which first drew the attention of

the larger circles of the scientific world upon him.

Here also it is suggestive to note how one followed on

the other. His intervention in a controversy which

was at that time raging in the columns of Nature
concerning "hot ice" suggested to him the possibility

of determining the relation between vapour pressure

and temperature by introducing into a space under

the pressure in question a thermometer the bulb of

which was covered with the body under investigation,

in this case ice. The resulting temperature corre-

sponding to the pressure turned out to be so precise

that the process was soon developed as a general

method of determining vapour pressure.

These investigations, which have been published in

a number of large essays in the Philosophical Trans-

actions, gave the impetus w^hich led to the appoint-

ment of the still youthful professor to the highly

esteemed chair at the University College, London,
which Sir William Ramsay still adorns. It is true

that at that time the great value of these works was
imperfectly recognised, and I remember having an

opportunity of pointing out to the authorities of the

University College with great emphasis that we had
here to do with investigations carrying us consider-

ably further than the determinations of the great

physicist Regnault, who was then regarded as the

first authority on the whole subject.

At this point began the rapid succession of works
which brought Ramsay to the scientific eminence
which he still occupies. The measurements of surface

tensions up to the critical temperature led to the well-

known law which allows us to determine molecular

weights in liquids. An occasional lecture experiment,

during which magnesium nitride was produced, sug-

i;ested to him to cooperate with Lord Rayleigh in the

solution of the problem proposed by the latter con-

cerning the difference in density between nitrogen

derived from the air and artificial nitrogen.

By heating nitrogen from the air repeatedly with

metallic magnesium, he succeeded in producing a gas
that became ever denser, and turned out to be decidedly

different from nitrogen itself. At the same time, Lord
Rayleigh solved the problem of separating nitrogen

from a possible other gas by the repetition of an experi-

ment devised by Cavendish a hundred years earlier.

Both these excellent investigators combined for joint

continuation of this work, which led to the discovery

of argon, ilic first type of a ik w < ims of elements.

But when an element of a new type had been found,

the periodic law immediately suggested the existence

i>f a number of other elements of the same type. Thus
Ramsay succeeded in a short time in discovering the

> lement helium, belonging to the same group, in
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certain rare minerals. An incidental occupation with

a litre of liquid air, then first made in London by

Hampson, led shortly afterwards to the discovery of

three further elements of the same type—neon, krj-p-

ton, and xenon—which were separated from each other

and described, using in many cases quite novel

methods of determining their properties. Thus while

other discoverers were satisfied with single new
elements, Ramsay discovered a whole class of elemen-

tary substances.

Then when in 1896 Becquerel demonstrated during

his stay in Paris his newly discovered dark rays of

uranium from which later the discover^' of radium

resulted, Ramsay showed the keenest interest, and

undertook in his own laboratory an investigation of

these phenomena.

This work led up to the greatest discovery made by

our great investigator, the discovery of tht 1. ,il trans-

mutation of one element into another. The gaseous

emanation of radium, which at first had behaved as

an entirely new body, showed after some time the lines

of helium, and, finally, it was definitely proved that

radium in its spontaneous decomposition produced

helium in a perfectly regular way. If Ramsay had

not come to know helium beforehand as his own

child, so to speak, and if he had not, in the course

of his work on rare gases, acquired the skill of work-

ing with almost immeasurably small quantities of

such substances, he would probably not have succeeded

in this capital discovery, which placed him among the

very first chemical discoverers.

Following upon this work. Sir William Ramsay

originated a series of other investigations, some of

which are not yet finished, and cannot there-

fore be dealt with in this place, more especially as he

is still at an age at which we may expect great and

manifold achievements from him which preclude a

final judgrnent upon his work.

But it may be possible to describe the general type

to which SirWilliam Ramsay belongs as a discoverer.

It has already been said that he undoubtedly belongs

to the "romantic" type, working with an unusual

speed of reaction, and marked by rapid and various

productions. The marked peculiarity of this type of

investigators, which in.ibles them to train a g^eat

number of budding lal. nis and to spur them to extra-

ordinary efforts, has been brilliantly brought out. We
may regard the physico-chemical school of Sir William

Ramsay as the most important chemical school of his

country for a large number of years. He has not

been spared the fate of the " romantic " school, inas-

much as he has on occasion made an error in his dis-

coveries. When the unheard-of number of new

elements derived from the air rattled down upon the

astonished world of chemists, one of these elements,

which had been given the name metargon, on account

of its similarity with argon, turned out to be carbon

monoxide, which had entered the gases by an impurity

in the phosphorus. This error did not do much

damage, especially since, as Sir William Ramsay re-

marks himself, there is always in such a case a large
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number of good friends who hasten to point out and
correct such inaccuracy.

Here we have a life in which merit and good fortune

have combined as they rarely do. No external difficul-

ties have stood in the way of the straight-line develop-

ment of the growing spirit, and the acknowledgments
of his contemporaries have crowned his f^reat merits

soon enough to give his life the benefit of such

stimulus. Thus he has come to be one of the great

intcrnatiottal investigators, known wherever science is

cultivated. If we add that Sir William personally be-

longs to those unassuming and agreeable figures such
as can only be found in the small circle of the front-

rank men of science, and that his domestic fate,

though not free from occasional cares, has given him
a more than average degree of contentment, we have
stated the conditions which lead us to expect that his

sixtieth year of life, which he will shortly complete,
will not by any means mark the close of an unusually
rich and fruitful life's work.

WiLHELM OSTW^ALD.

ARCHEOLOGY IN THE ' ENCYCLOP.^DI I

BRITANNICA."
Collection of Articles {loose sheets) dealing with
Ancient History and Archaeology, from the New
(nth) Edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
(Cambridge University Press, n.d.)

T N no department of knowledge has greater pro-
-»• gress been made during the last twenty years
than in the realms of archaeology and ancient history.

A glance at almost any volume of the new edition
of the " Encyclopaedia Britannica " will bring this
fact forcibly home to anyone. By means of (he
supplementary volumes, which were issued as an
appendix to the tenth edition, it was attempted to
summarise the course of such progress, and the
result was certainly a series of interesting mono-
graphs by specialists, whose efforts were, however,
largely controlled and cramped by the existence of
articles on the same subjects in the earlier volumes,
which were admittedly out of date. No such dis-
advantage characterises the eleventh edition. In fact,
this new edition establishes a record of its own by
the simultaneous issue of the whole of its twenty-
eight volumes. Thus the purchaser has not to wait
for years for the work to be completed. On the con-
trary, he obtains at once a marvellous summary of
knowledge, every part of which has been subjected
to a final revision by its author at the time of going
to press. The amount of labour and organisation
which must have been required to bring such a plan
to a successful issue is little short of mar\ellous, and
the editor has certainly reason to congratulate him-
self on the achievement.
His task must have been particularly arduous in

keeping the archaological articles abreast of the most
recent research. Yet in this section of the wqrk,
wherever we have tested it, he has not failed. Take!
for instance, such an article as that on .^gean civilisa-
tion in the first volume. Here we have an admirable
summary by Mr. D. G. Hogarth of the gradual dis- '
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covery of the remains and their distribution, and a

discussion of the general features of rEgcan civili-.i-

tion based upon them
;
yet even in such a moot section

as that on the chronology, we find he has been

enabled to make use of data quite recently acquirr '

The same remark applies to the series of caref

monographs on ancient Egypt which have been c<

tributed by several SF>ecialists, and to that on Bal<

Ionia and Assyria, the greater part of which is ium
the pen of Prof. .Sayce. We have mentioned th<-<'

three articles in particular as dealing with depar

ments of arch:eology in which additions to our ni.-i-

rial and information are being constantly made,

though they all occur within the earlier volumes, d

represent the present state of our knowledge equal:

with those in the final volumes of the work.

With such a wealth of material to choose from, it

is difficult to do more than indicate some of the mf>r'

important and striking features of the present editior

In the arrangement of the material we have noted

what appears to us an admirable innovation, the

greater weight and prominence given to the general

article. On one hand this enables a writer to lenti

additional interest to his subject by treating it from
a more personal and less encyclopaedic point of vie v.

Such an article is Mr. C. H. Read's, on archjeolog;.

in which he has space, not only to summarise the

headings of his subject, but also to discuss its value

as a branch of science and the progress that has been

made in its organised study. Thus, when dealinir

with the primitive epochs in the histor\- of man. >*

note Mr. Read's timely warning to students of pri -

historic archaeology to use caution in their treatment

of that much-debated problem as to whether traces of

man have actually been found in deposits of the

Tertiary period. As Mr. Read points out, there is no
valid reason against the existence of Tertian.- man,
but the evidence in favour of the belief is not verv

convincing. For, on one hand, there is consider-

able doubt as to whether the deposits containing tl^

remains are without doubt of Tertiary times; and, or,

the other, it is not certain whether the objects found
show undoubted signs of human workmanship. On
the latter point, a recurrent difficulty, and one which
can never be entirely removed, is our ignorance of
the precise methods of nature's working. It is certain

that natural forces, such as glacial action, earth-

quake, landslips, and the like, must crush and chip
flints and break up animal remains, grinding them
and scratching them in masses of gravel or sand.
It is almost impossible to separate the markings or
crushing of flint and bone due to such natural agen-
cies from others which may have been purposely made
by man to ser\'e some useful end. Even the one
feature which is commonly held to determine human
agency, the " bulb of percussion " (the lump or bulb
on the face of a flint weapon at the end where the
blow was delivered to detach it from the mass), is

not conclusive evidence; for recent investigations
have shown that natural forces frequently produce a
similar result. Mr. Read's advice in deciding knott}"
points of this character may be summarised : use
caution, and, where possible, obtain collateral evidence
of some kind.
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Another much-debated question, which is also dis-

cussed in the general article on archaeology, concerns

the apparent break of continuity in man's history

which occurs in Europe at the end of the old Stone

age, or Palaeolithic period. Aitimpts have indeed been

made to bridge this gap by means of a " Mesolithic
"

period ; but the missing links do not occur, at any

rate so far north as Britain. Here the last glimpse

we get of Palaeolithic man shows him living in a cold

climate, hunting his prey and scratching his rude

drawings on bone and rock, but with only a dawning
knowledge of pottery ; he sometimes shelters in caves,

but generally camps in the open. His successor of

the later Stone age is a very different person, living in

a Britain which is practically the same as we see it

day. The severe arctic conditions, with their appro-

1
i.ite fauna, consisting of mammoth, reindeer, &c.,

h;ive entirely disappeared, and man himself has been
tnged by the introduction of new arts. Now
ilithic man probably immigrated into northern and
iral Europe long after Palaeolithic man and his

racteristic fauna had disappeared. Where then did

earlier race go, and has it any modern representa-

>? It would be tempting to accept Mr. Bovd Daw-
kin s's theory that Palaeolithic man followed the rein-

•' 't- in its journey northward after the retreating
I iers, and that his modern representative is the

Kskimo. But, as Mr. Read points out. the similari-

ties in their culture may well be due to similar con-
jditions of life, and are not convincing evidence of

» direct descent. Moreover, the skulls of the Eskimo
do not resemble any of those of Palaeolithic man
hitherto found in the caves. In fact, we cannot yet

answer this question, though if, as appears possible

frnni recent discoveries in the south of France and in

till Pyrenees, the reindeer was there in existence,
' -i^ with man, at a later j)eriod than that of the

^, it is possible tliai Palaeolithic man retreated
iiwanls, ;md may have left no modern representa-
"f a raeial rharaiter sufficiently marked for recog-

iHition.

' These two problems we have referred to, which are
ng those discussed under the heading of
coloov, will serve to illustrate the use made of
;en(i;il article in this new edition of the " En-
[ju'dia," in order to collect and discuss under one
ling the more important aspects of a subject.
rate ;irti( les ;ire, of course, still devoted to special

- nf inhK-i, such as that on Hallstatt, to men- I

""1\- line in this connection. In it Prf)f. Ridi^e-
'

L;ives ;i v.ihiahle account of the celebrated ("eiiic

'1 I^Kiiind near [iailstait, in r|)))ei- Ausiiia, w li.-rr i

> bi .11 assiinicd that the use cil iron was litsi

ioped, and afterwards spread thence soinbwaids
llal\, i\\-,-i-vi-, ibe ,l';i_;ea?i, Egvpl , and Asia, and
iwards and we^twai'ds in luirope. I| i^ imr tlial.

eUi\vh<'re in i'airope and the .|-,L;ean ihe cliange
l»ron/e weapons to iron is a[.pai(nll\ sudden,

' dlstall iron is seen L;r.idnall\- snper-cdinLi bron/e,
'or ornaini-nl. then replaein- lull\ ibe old bron/e

,\pes o| uiapon. and I'lnalh lakin- ncu forms of its

)Wn. W I iiia\ bere noh- tbai, wiib regard to the
iarlier transitic^i from -lone p, (dpp< r ; a similarly
,'ra<lual development has I,.. ,, noird by Prul. Reis„,'r
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in Egypt at Naga-ed-Dfir and other prehistoric

Egyptian cemeteries. On the strength of these results

Prof. Elliot Smith a few months ago advanced the
theory that Egypt was the original home of metal, and
that its use spread thence eastwards into Asia and
northwards into Europe and the .'Egean area. But
there is no need to regard the "Encyclopaedia," which
naturally can take no account of theories produced
after its publication, as already out of date upon this

point. For, while Prof. Reisner appears to have made
out his case for the independent development of copper
in Egypt, it appears to the present writer that there is

no need to assume that no other race hit upon the

same idea. In fact, it may be that M, de Morgan
and his colleagues will some day find in Persia a
proto-Elamite equivalent of Naga-ed-Der; and should
this prove to be within easy reach of the tin supplies

of Central Asia, it might also throw light upon dis-

puted questions with regard to the transition from
copper to bronze.

We have laid some stress upon the two last-named
articles, as they are among the very few that have
been sent us which have any bearing, dire<pt or in-

direct, upon British archaeology. We should have
liked to refer to articles on Dolmens, Stone-circles, and
their possible connection with astronomical cere-

monies, and other subjects particularly connected with

early British archaeology, but the selection of articles

sent us deals mostly with classical and Oriental sub-

jects ; and these will serve very well to illustrate other

aspects of the work. We have already noted some
characteristics of the general article in the new
edition ; another advantage, to which we may
also direct attention, is that, where a wide

survey is to be taken of material extending

over various periods, it makes a far more
detailed treatment possible. This is especially the

case in the general articles of composite authorship.

The treatment of ceramics is an instance in point.

Here we are first presented with a general study of

the art of pottery, which, both in its treatment and

illustration, is such as we should look for in an

encyclopaedia. It is lucid and informing, .uul .seiwes

as an admirable introduction to anyone desirous of

beginning a study of the subject. Such is all that

could reasonablv be expected of any encyclopaedia.

But the ' I^ntx clopaedia Britannica " now gives us

more. The reader, when he comes to the biblii>

graphv at the end of this introductory section, is now
no longei- obliged to go to some iibrarx for further

infonn.iiion. The " Encyclopjedia " itself sup|)lies it;

foi- the iniro(lLictor\- section is amplilii'd l>\ .1 srries

of .arlic les i)\ spr(i,dists on the pottery of .incienl l-'.i;\pt

and W'esicrn Asia, (ire,I<, i'Jrusc.an, ,aiul Roman w.o' s,

,ind lurtbei' si'ciions 011 Persi.ni, S\rian, b',L;\ pi ian,

and d iirkish i)ottery. This .niicle on ceramics is

ccrtainix one of the fullest .ircba'oloL;ical articles in

the worl<, hut it is quite l\|)ic.il of the rest. \\r

(•ie;iid\- b.i\e licre ;i deliberate policy on tbe ii.arl of

till- (ditoi- .ind bis assist. ints to lurnisb tbe reader

not onh' with tbi' dry bones of a skeleton, but with

p|enl\- of material to fill tbeni out at will.

.\notbei tiMiure ibat lias sttan'k vis tbii ini^ a caretul

studv ol ibe arliclcs dealing with ancient history
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and archteoiofry ii) the system of cross-refer-

ences which has been adopted throughout. One
obvious Rain has naturally been to avoid repe-

tition and inconsistency; but a further ad-

vantag*^ consists in the fact that the reader is enabled
to follow up various subsidiary lines of study in cog-
nate articles treating the subject in greater detail or
from a different aspect. We have already referred to

the article on y^gean civilisation ; the reader, if he
so desires, may find further information in other im-
portant articles on Crete, Mycena;, and the Troad

;

while the products of /ligean art are treated under
the more technical articles. By such a system of

cross-reference the value of the " Encyclopaedia," not
only as a work of reference, but also as a subject
for detailed study. Is vastly increased.

There is one point on which we have not touched,
but which jxrhaps distinguishes more than any other
this edition of the ' Encyclopaedia " from its prede-
cessors—the number and beauty of the illustrations.

Many of the old line blocks and wood engravings have
naturally still great value, and where they have not
been rendered obsolete or out of date, they have been
retained; but they are supplemented by a wonderful
series of half-tone plates, arranged clearly on both
sides of the paper in order to save space, and con-
taining, in some cases, as many as twelve or sixteen
separate blocks to the page. For beauty of half-tone
illustration it would be hard to beat the series of
plates to the article on Greek art, while those to the
article on gems, with their admirably clear classifica-
tion, show what modern scientific illustration can
achieve.

In the short account we have given of a single
aspect of this great work, we have not attempted to
critic.se any article in detail, though in the course of
our reading we have noted one or two slips. To
select them for special mention from a work of such
magnitude would be unfair, as it would tend to create
a wrong impression. That so high a standard of
accuracy should have been achieved is an eloquent
testimony to the devotion of the editor, and of the
distinguished band of specialists whom he numbers
among his contributors.

'

L. W K

THE DATA OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
Physico-chemical Tables, for the Use of Atialysts

Phystctsts, Chemical Manufacturers, and Scientin'c
Chemists. By John Castell-Evans. Vol ii

Physical and Analytical Chemistry. Pp xiv +
549-1235. (London: C. Griffin and Co. Ltd
191 1 •) Price 36s. net.

'X'HE second and concluding volume of Mr. Castell-
J- Evans's work on physico-chemical constants is a

veritable monument to the industry- and perseverance
of the author, who unhappily has not lived to reap
the reward of his labours. The user of the tables
may well be appalled at the magnitude of the task
undertaken by a single compiler to bring out two
volumes covering in detail the whole domain of
physical chemistry and running in all to more than
twelve hundred pages.
To review such a work adequately is almost impos-
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sibte without keeping the book in hand for a 1<

time than is desirable. The reviewer's criticisms

therefore be taken as indicative of the directioi

which a future L*dition might be improved, r

than as the results of a detailed examination ; it si

also be noted that in the circumstances the revi

has refrained from raising debatable questions.

The distinguishing feature of the book is utr

doubtedly the very large amount of labour put int(

the calculation of the numerous tables, a great nur-' -

of which are quite new and contain data only ol

able elsewhere from many scattered sources. I'M

example, the collection of data on viscosities and oi

densities of liquids and their variation with temper^j

ture are most useful and complete. To the analytici(

chemist and assayer the two hundred pages of tabid

for shortening analytical computations, for the corn.

parison of volume and weight f>ercentages, an^

the conversion of the various systems of units emj

in such estimations, will be very valuable.

In the compilation of this second volume ui t

even to a greater extent than in the first, the a

seems to have allow-ed his extraordinary desir^

high numerical accuracy to lead him to giv-

values of constant in many cases to far more fii

than can possibly have any significance.'

As a sample physical measurement of the hu
class under the test possible conditions may be

sidered the comparison of two similar plati;

iridium kilograms with all the refinements of a t:

position balance, a "complete" set of weighings

the utmost precautions. Under these condition-

thousandths of a milligram may be said to

some significance. Similarly in length measurer

the difference in length between two similar star

metres of the highest class may be determined

few hundredths of a micron, and the height

metre column of mercury to a few thousandths

millimetre. The last significant figure in the !:..

cases is i/io*, i/io*, and i/io* of the whole respec

lively. These are the most favourable cases, but

seems unlikely that even with the best of methods ai

interval of temperature can be measured with greate

precision than about one part in a hundred thous.'ind

Besides, if instead of the mass or length chosen

the examples an odd multiple of a fundaments

standard be taken, the precision attainable may be onl

one-tenth of that given or even less.

But Mr. Castell-Evans gives many instances c

eleven and some even of fourteen significant figure

among his constants and conversion factors, wherea

for the purpose of avoiding mere errors of oomputs

tion the retention of one, or at most two, additions

places beyond the usual limits would have been ampi
sufficient.

While dealing with this question, it may be r«

marked that a physicist familiar with the modern pr<

cision measurements of physics, but whose menti

estimate of the kind of accuracy now attainable

chemical work was obtained only from Mr. Castel

1 The writer is informed ihat this retention of an unusually large nuinb>
of figures was not due, as might have been supposed, to th« use of a calc
lating machine whereby the extra digits were obtained »-ithout any v€
serious increase of labour, but that the numerical work was performed oyt
author without the aid of any machine.
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Evans's volume, would be very much astonished to be

told that probably no single atomic weight is known

to o"oi per cent., and that comparatively few are

certain to one part in a thousand. Indeed, it may

almost be asserted that there is just as much a pre-

vailing "fashion" in atomic weights as in that of

wearing apparel. In view of the fact that laboratory

chemistry may be said to have had a start of nearly

a century upon laboratory physics, this great dis-

crepancy in the precision attainable in the two sciences

is not easy to explain, the difference being the more

remarkable when the relative numbers of workers in

the two fields are taken into account.

Possibly after all the theorising to the contrary the

true cause may be found to be that all the atoms of

a so-called elementary substance have not exactly the

same weight. J. A. Marker.

PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY.
Text-book on Practical Astronomy. By Prof. G. L.

Hosmer. Pp. ix + 205. (New York: John Wiley

and Sons ; London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd.
;

iqio.) Price 85. 6d. net.

THOSE who have used Prof. Hosmer's previous

work, "Azimuth," will remember that one of

its most pleasing features is the unconscious display

of the author's intimate acquaintance with the prac-

l side of surveying and of teaching. The same

I

: -iing feature is just as much a characteristic of

ilv present work. One feels that there is but little

lie subject that the author has not practised until

operations are almost part of a second nature,

in this work he does not lose sight of the fact

the student is a beginner and needs telling that

sun-glass is not usually placed over the object-

The order of treatment is the conventional one;
till' method of treating the subject is Prof. Hosmer's.

he early chapters he explains, with numerous
>Ie diagrams, the real and apparent motions of

celestial sphere, gives a number of definitions,

III then describes the common systems of coordinates,

th' ir interrelations, and the methods of converting

qii.intities from one to the other.

I lie anomalies of our unscientific mixture of

lies " are elucidated in the next chapter, and the

iint is shown by example how to obtain any one,

knowing either of the others. In chapter vi. the

American ephemeris is explained, but much of the

matter would apply equally to the contents of our
Nautical Almanac ; the method of interpolation to get
intermediate ephemeris values is simple, but Prof.

Hosmer recognises that it is not so simple—to the

student—as to need no explanation. After consider-

ing the figure of the earth and the corrections it

renders necessary, the author proceeds to a chapter
on instruments, where, after dealing with the
engineer's transit, the sextant and the chrono-

r, he gives a brief and simple account of the
li telescope and concludes with a characteristic
L^^raph (58) of hints and suggestions on observ-
the hint as to the mnUing of a permanent mark

' ing the focus nn ,1 frequently used surveyor's
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transit telescope illustrates how simple the author has

made it for a beginner to " go right."

In the subsequent main chapters on the determina-

tion of latitude, time, longitude, and azimuth, we do

not detect any novel methods, but we do recognise

the simple conciseness of the instructions. By the

use of smaller print the matter for a longer (advanced)

course is differentiated from the simpler matter which

would form a good first, or short, course—a hint that

is valuable from such an experienced instructor. The

formulae employed are all numbered, so that in the

case of transformations, or derivations, the student

can readily refer back to his primary form.

The concluding chapter, on nautical astronomy, is

chiefly notable for its excellently clear statement of

Sumner's method illustrated by one or two useful

diagrams. In an appendix the general question of

tides is discussed briefly from the point of view of

"level," and a number of useful tables of various

astronomical quantities are given. The diagrams

throughout are numerous, clear, and readily com-

prehensible.

THE MENACE OF THE HOUSE-FLY.

The House-fly—Disease Carrier: an Acr.nint of Us

Dangerous Activities and of the Means of Destroy-

ing it. By Dr. L. O. Howard. Pp. xix+312.

(New York : Frederick A. Stokes Co., 191 1.) Price

1.60 dollars net.

ALTHOUGH house-flies are universally admitted

to be a nuisance of a peculiarly exasperating

kind, it was not until almost within the last decade

that even physicians, with a few isolated exceptions,

began to realise the possible dangers lurking in the

presence of the most familiar and probably rnost

widely distributed of all insects. The Spanish-

American war of thirteen odd years ago did something

to direct attention to the importance of the house-fly

as a carrier of enteric fever in military standing

camps, and the lesson then borne in upon the medical

oflicers of the United States Army was enforced only too

well a few vears later by our own experiences in South

Africa. It is now agreed by those best qualified to

judge that the house-fly can convey the causative

agents of cholera and enteric fever, and in outbreaks

of these diseases often plays no inconsiderable part as

a disseminator. Whether or not it acts as a carrier

of infantile diarrhoea, which during the summer

months frequently causes great mortality among

young children, is not yet conclusively established; but

that it is capable of carrying tubercle bacilli is certain,

and tuberculosis and the other diseases mentioned do

not exhaust the list of what are at least potential

dangers connected with the house-fly.

In the so-called "residential" quarters of cities, in

countries such as our own, the house-fly has now-

adays not much opportunity of becoming contaminated

with disease-causing organisms, but. as has been

shown by Prof. Newstead in Liverpool, and in Wash-

ington hv the author of the volume before us, it is

unfurinn.i i. K- otherwise in the dwellings of llir poor.

Ill \ill.Li;i-.s iind old-fashioned farmhouses, where sani-

t,,i\ iirangements are too often painfully primitive,

I
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jflviMi a sini^^lc case of enteric fever, the habit.s of the

house-fly may easily cause an outbreak of the diseast-,

which may have far-reaching consequences. As a

[M)ti'ntial disease-disseminator, at any rate, no other

Itritish ins«-ct is of anything likr the samr inijxirtamv

as the common house-fly; yet by thr British public its

potentialities are but dimly realistjd, if at all.

In the volume under review, which "is not in-

tended to be a scientific monograph," Dr. L. O.

Howard, a well-known authority, provides a con-

venient and altogether admirable summary of existinj^

knowledge concerning the subjects mentioned in the

title. The book is well arranged, simply yet forcibly

written, excellently illustrated, and provided with a

very complete "bibliographical list," while the results

obtained by other workers down to the date of publica-

tion are duly noted in the text. With regard to the range

of flight of house-flies—a subject of great practical

importance— it may be mentioned that the observations

of Copeman, Howlett, and Merriman, showing that

the insects are capable of flying to a distance of more
than 1400 yards, were published too late for inclu-

sion. Only two comments seem necessary by way of

criticism; in a subsequent edition, which we hope will

be called for. Dr. Howard should correct the unfor-

tunate slip on p. 18, where it is stated that the house-

fly's eggs vary in length " from one-sixth of an inch

to a little lont,"^'-'- " "'^p real length beiner one milli-

metre or a littl lid should on no accouni dmit

to provide an iiuux. If a hackneyed phrase may be

pardoned, "The House-fly—Disease Carrier" "sup-
plies a want," and a copy of it should not only find

a place on the shelves of every medical officer of

health and borough surveyor in the British Islands,

but should also be included in everv public librarv.

E. E. A.

MAN AND BEA>T l\ EASTERN AFRICA.
Man attd Beast i)i Eastern Ethiopia: from Oh.^irva-

tious made in BritisJi East Africa, Uganda, mul the

Sudan. By J. Bland-Sutton. Pp. xii + 419, with

204 engravings on wood. (London : Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 125. net.

THIS work has been prepared with considerable
care, and the reviewer has no desire to be

captious; but he feels bound to say that there is little

in it which strikes him as being: due to

really orijjinal observations on the part of the
author; nor are the illustrations (all of them wood-
cuts) particularly novel, or, in the case of beasts and
birds, invariably accurate. They do not possess the
truth of photographs taken direct from nature. More-
over, in regard to these illustrations, many are from
photographs or drawings in other books ; and even
when the source of the original is mentioned (this is

not always done), one asks oneself why they should
be reproduced, since the original work is easily

accessible in libraries.

In like manner, the text of the book is almost
entirely made up by extracts or paraphrases from the
published books or reports of H. M. Stanley. Joseph
Thomson, F. Elton, Speke, F. C. Selous, H. H. John-
ston, Newton Parker, J. F. Cunningham, various
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members of the Church Missionary Society, C.

Hobley, R. J. .Stordy, Mr. and Mrs. Hinde, W.
Routledge, L. von Hohnel, A. H. Neumann, F. J.

Jackson, Drake-Brockman, J. E. S. Moor*'. Donald-

son .Smith, and others, whom it would I - to

enumerate. As an example of inapjx the

author has put in a drawing of Cohus cllipstprymi

the South .African waterbuck ; but he is obliged

explain that it is absent from the districts h*

describing, where the form of waterbuck is CoOui

defassa. The .African lung-flsh (Protopterus) is do
scribed as the Lepidosiren (the I^pidosiren being the
representative of this order which is found in the

waters of the .Amazon and its tributaries in S<

.America; the figures in the text, of course, are tl

of Protopterus). .a \

'

These criticisms do not irnply that the book is

an exceedingly interesting one for persons who
unacquainted with the natives, beasts, birds,

reptiles of eastern equatorial .Africa. To those

desire a superficial acquaintance with this remark
fauna it will certainly be of use. but to be perf-

fair, it must be taken as the summary of other peoi

work and other people's observations, and cannf

described, as it is on the title-page, as being '

observations made by the author, though una

the author's own journeys have taught him to a]

ciate the interest and the accuracy of the works ;

lished by hi< many predecessors.

H. H. JOHNSTO

OVR BOOK SHELF.
(i) A Compendium of Aviation and .Itr. ._

Balloons, Dirigibles, and Flying-machines.
Lieut.-Colonel H. Hoernes. With a prefact

J. H. Ledeboer. Pp. xi+179. (London: Charles
Griffin and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 25. 6d. net.

(2) The Helicopter Flying-machine : an Account of

Previous Experiments, including an .Analysis of '.he

Author's Turbine Machine. By J. Rober
Porter. Pp. viii + 8o. (London : .ierona

Oflice, 1911.) Price 35. 6d. net.

(i) LiEUT.-CoLONEL H. HoER.VEs has, under
given above, produced a very readable popular hand-

book, and its low price and handy size should find it

a ready market. Its chief value is as an histo;

record, the section dealing with dirigibles being
ticularly useful and giving a mass of important in-

formation in a small space. .As may be expected from
one whose name is well know-n as an authority on

lifting-screws, the author declares emphatically foi

the helicopter as the machine of the future, and
says : " In my opinion at least, the lifting-screw

machine, or helicopter, forms an advance on every

other type of flying-machine." The reasons for this

statement are given as its capabilities for vertical

rise, its lightness, strength, and ease in landing, its

safety, trustworthiness, and ease in control.

(2) On the other hand, in "The Helicopter Flying-

machine," Mr. J. R. Porter, who has devoted many
years to the study of the subject, rejects the helicopter

proper for what he terms a " turbine machine." Thi

propellers in this apparatus are designed to produce
a horizontal and radial current of air, which is

diverted downwards bv means of curved annular sur-

faces, with the result that an upward reaction i«

produced. It is his opinion that a helicopter proper

"has less stability than the aeroplane, that the matter
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of control brings a greater responsiblity on the pilot,

and in case of the engine stopping the machine has
no means of gliding safely to earth." Mr. Porter

deserves great credit for the clear and concise way
he has analysed the most important experiments with
lifting-screws, and his book, which at present stands

as the only English work on the subject, should find

a place in every student's library.

Secrets of the Hills, and Ho-w Ronald Read Them.
By Sterling Craig. Pp. 320. (London : George
G. Harrap and Co., n.d.) Price 35. bd. net.

Very early in the nineteenth century, the Rev. Isaac

Taylor showed how a certain James and his father,

Mr. Thompson, visited a series of British mines and
compared them sagaciously with those of other lands.

The little book, called "The Mine," in which the

didactic Thompson and the preternaturally patient

James were made to record their impressions, ran
^through three editions by 183 1. At that date the

^Wicklow nugget of 22 ounces was the largest mass
lof native gold on record, while the mineral zircon

[was regarded as beyond the reach of an ambitious
Icollector. Mr. Craig now comes forward with a
[similar book, published bravely in the twentieth-
century manner in a very excellent type, and beauti-
fully illustrated by photographs in place of the roman-
tic old copper plates. Of course, when we were boys
\Vf loved Taylor's "Train of Mules bearing Copper
Oil" in Cornwall, and the tufted Indians "Diamond
j.washing at Golconda " ; and our successors may
I'equally dehght in the realistic pictures of " Holing
til'- Coal " (p. 202) and of the fossil bones at Pikermi
[) 306), which are so well provided by Mr. Craig.

Craig's boy, Ronald, goes to stay with a well-

ined doctor in the Leadhills, and receives even
Tiore instruction, in return for his judicious questions,
^han did the late lamented James.

Dr. Thomson—the name is, of course, a pure
coincidence—keeps himself well abreast of geological
iterature, though we may not agree with him about
he entirely mythical crystallised sea-sand so neatly
ured on p. 30. His lucid but lengthy manner of

lourse has proved contagious in the district, and is

essfully imitated by Jim, a working miner, and
Mr. Holloway, of Dollar. But boy readers, to

,om all this is new, will probably not regard such
inds as tiresome. It is quite incorrect to think that
ng minds have no thirst for information, and even
adventurous will enjoy the graphic account of

maid's work in a lead-mine underground. Mountain-
niilding and river-erosion are described with the aid
,if sections, and the line-drawings in the book are for

he most part as effective as the photographs. There
re a few misprints, as " Unita " for " Uinta," and
'"Cornish" for "Coruisk," and some rather definite

tatements on matters that are a good deal in dispute.
Jut the 320 pages contain a large range of informa-
ion, and it is interesting to find that the Thomp-
onian (or Thomsonian) manner is still so much in

avour. G. A. J. C.

Laboratory Text-hook of Embryology. By Prof.
C. S. Minot. Second edition, revised. Pp. xii +
402. (London: J. and A. Churchill, 1911.) Price
16s. net.

I.ABORATORV toxt-books are apt to be limited in their
(Se, due, no doubt, to the fact that the teaching in
vo different laboratories is never identical. Their
;8e will be the more extensive as the illustrations and
jixt are made general in application.

!
The illustrations in this work are well executed,
nd in the new edition their number has been in-
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creased from 218 to 262. They are mainly taken from
special sections and figures, but the sections and
figures have been well selected as typical. Their value
is much enhanced by the fact that they are faithfully
drawn, and give, as much as is possible in black and
white, the appearance of sections as seen under the
microscope; too diagrammatic a section is apt to mis-
lead a student. The reconstructions illustrated are
valuable aids in giving a student a general idea of the
anatomy of the embryo; they also help by showing
where the sections illustrated are cut.

Besides additions to the illustrations. Prof. Minot
has in this second edition entirely recast several
chapters so as to make the study of development
chronological throughout. The text is chiefly descrip-
tive of the sections and figures, but short comparisons
are drawn between the various stages. The intro-
ductory chapter deals with too much in too short a
space to be of any real use. Heredity, for instance,
when treated in a page leads one to believe that
Darwin's theory of "Pangenesis" is the only theory
worthy of consideration. Again, Prof. Minot's classi-

fication of glands, when proposed so shortly, is liable

to confuse.

As in the old edition, the pig is the basis of study,
since in America pig embryos above the length of
6 mm. can readily be obtained from abattoirs. For
the early stages the rabbit is used. Human embry-
ology is treated at some length, well-known figures
being used for the purposes of illustration. The
chicken is only allowed forty-four pages out of a total

of 402, so that the work treats almost entirely of
mammalian anatomy.
The practical directions at the end of the book

supply the details of formulae and give methods for

staining and reconstruction.

Photograms of the Year 1911-1912. Edited by H.
Snowden Ward. Pp. 154. (London : George
Routledge and Sons, Ltd. ; Dawbarn and Ward,
Ltd. ; New York : Tennant and Ward ; Mel-
bourne : Kodak (Australasia), Ltd. ; Toronto : The
Musson Book Co., Ltd., n.d.) Price 2s. 6d. net.

This annual deals chiefly with descriptions and criti-

cisms of the "pictorial" photographs exhibited in the
various exhibitions, and brief summaries of the state

of pictorial photography in other countries. Mr.
Robert Demachy speaks for France, and concludes
that there is sounder work going on there. South
African progress is recorded by Mr. George E. Whit-
ing, and he deplores the ending of the Journal of Photo-
graphy published there, but rejoices at the formation
of two new societies. The work in Germany is taken
in hand by Mr. F. Matthies-Masuren, while Mr.
Walter Burke's remarks are devoted to Australia.

The main portion of the book is, however, from the

pen of the editor, who, as was announced in Nature
of December 14, died early in that month in New
York. Mr. Snowden Ward's contribution consists in

the main in describing the special features of the very
large collection of the works exhibited at various

places during the past year, and this will be found
very useful to those who take up this, the pictorial,

side of photography.
The book, as usual, is profusely illustrated, and the

fact that many of the pictures have not been seen in

this country before adds a special feature to them.
There is no doubt that pains have not been spared
to reproduce well the pictures contained in the volume,
but there are <9ome, notably that entitled "When all

the snowy hill and the bare trees are still," which
seemed scarcely worth the trouble taken. Many
readers will find in the book much that is both amus-
*ng and useful.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[The Editor does twt hold himself responsible for opinions

expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part o/ Nature.

.Vo notice is lakcu of anonyttwus communications.]

The Weather of xgtz.

I iiAVK received the subjoined letters from Dr, Srhmauss

at Munich, which may be of interest to your readers. In

Kngland in I)eceml>er, 191 1, the temperatures up to 8 km.
\v«>re decidedly below the mean. This is nearly always the

case in stormy weather.

In the following table the correlation between the general

drift of the atmosphere and the temp«.'rature is shown.

N denotes the north compt)nent of the drift of the

balloon, the positive direction bfiti^ th>- north.

E, the drift to the east.

T„ the surface temperature.

T«, the temperature at a height of 4 km.
T„ the temperature at a height of 8 km.
Hj the height of the coirmenccment of the isothermal

column.
The observations in England were taken during the

four years 1908 to 191 1 on some eighty different days.

Owing to the practice of the International Commission of

nearly always fixing the week for daily ascents in the

summer, the preponderance of the observations lies in the

summer. Since observations made at neighlwuring

stations on the same day cannot be considered independent,

and since large groups of observations are concentrated

into particular weeks, during some of which unusual con-

ditions prevailed, the probable errors are really far larger

than the number of observations would indicate.

Correlation Coefficients.
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the microscope image. But, fruitful as that theory imme-
•diately was in so many respects, it led Abbe in the first

instance, as we now know, to undervalue the importance
of the substage illumination in certain aspects, for which
statement the fact that only a chromatic form of condenser
was originally supplied is sufficient evidence. Further, as

is well known from the controversies at the time, it led

Abbe at first to favour a narrow cone of light from the

substage condenser. Thus the latter became merely a tool

by which the object might be studied by means of a beam
or pencil of light impinging on it at various degrees of

obliquity and in different azimuths.
The Continental substage was designed for this purpose

;

indeed, it has been explicitly stated by Prof. II. .\mbronn '

(Zeitschrift fiir Wissenscltaftlichc Mil;rosl;opu\ January,

1905) that the construction of the illuminaling apparatus
named after Abbe, and of which the arrangements con-
nected with the diaphragm carrier constitute the chief

novelty, was really only designed by its originator for the

testing of objectives and for experiments on the effects of

diffraction.

Strange to say, although it is a long time since the

utility of achromatic condensers and wide illuminating cones
for general microscopic observations has been recognised
on the Continent, most Continental inalccrs still cling to the

old form of substage construction, preferring to modify
other arrangements to adapt them to this construction
rather than change their model.

In England, substage illuminators were in general use
long before this was the case on the Continent ; originally

they were looked upon—as the name " condenser " implies
— simply as a means of concentrating light on the object ;

at the time when Abbe brought out his theory of

ioscopic images, the value of precise centring arrange-
iii'iits for the condenser and thi> usi' of wide-angled cones
<if light had been so well recoi^'ni^'d hv Xil>i)n and others
tliai the new theory did not iiidiui- I'.ns^lish inicroscopists
.i> recede fioni their previous experience in these respects.
f)n the contrary, it led in this country to a campaign on
behalf of the \\i(]e-ant;lid cone of light from thi^ condenser,
and the niechanii all\ irioveable iris diaphraeni was not
adopted l)y f;ii<4lisli makers. The simj)ler metllod of the
shallow carrier above die iris diai)hraeni, into wliit-li stops
for dark-grouPid illumination, for oblique illumination, or
various stops for experimental purposes could be dropped,
was found to render all the s(>rvice necessary. Hence the
general lines on \\hi(h ihe consiru<iinn of the present-day
Knglish sul)stai4e arrane,in'-nts have developed.
Those who have workerl wiih hotli forms will be in

little doubt as to which i- the hkji.- (onvnienl.

Jt I.HS RniCINHKRG.
London, De(cmber <o, u)ii.

The Photography of Ho during Solar Eclipses.

^\'lil! r. ,;.ird (o Mr. Fiilller's letter on this subject
(\\iii;p. \ol. l.wwiii., No. ..'iM'), J). 244), I may say that
I w.i> unaware that IIo iiad been photographed in the

flash " spectrum in former total solar eclipses. .As T

have also been, so far, unsuccessful in my search in Ihe
preliminary reports of th.- eclipse observers ot iS()^ and
i8r)X, in the Proceedings .and in the Philosopliical iVaus-
action^ ot ihe |^(i\al So(iei\, in tindine ,an\- spciit'i<- men-
tion ol I la, would Mr. lUiller kindh suppK liii- needed
references? I m;i\ add ih.ii in llie |)hot()gra|)h taicen by
Father Pi.l^ol under in\ dire, lion in the last .(lij)se, Ha
does not app. ai- ;i^ .an isol.aled ,ir( , ^uch .a-, miejii |„.

recorded nw .m isochiaim.n ic plate, hut a- the -.iidni^e^i

impression (-ro-,>ini4 .a com mn, .n, l,;md which e\|,.nd- troni
Ho well into ihe uli! \ niodilical ion ot m\
original sl.aletnenl in ih: mi-hl ineei M,. Hul|e|\
criticism. A. L. CiK-m.

K lo |-';ith.|- Colli
- he leijuire,, ,al,^i

m\ pieviou-- lelter :

llle delailed

p.i|)ers nien-

'l'"!nl /•;, ///mc e/ ihr s„H, A[)ril !(., i>.|,;-

Phil. Ir.ins.. .\, iS-, pp. 551^1, iS, i.S(,o,

v/e .-ilso Journal of tlir (,)iiekctt M icr(isMv|ii. :il ( liili. I'jej, pp. 157-8.
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J'- 574-—On negative 17 the image of Ha was obtained
even at mid-eclipse, although the plates were not specially
sensitive to red.

P. 617.—The line Ha is indexed in the table of chromo-
spheric lines as having been recorded on three photographs,
Nos. 17, 18, 19. On No. 19 it is given as intensity (3)
on a scale of 10, which is quite remarkable considering
that the plate employed was not specially red-sensitive.

(2) Total Eclipse of the Stm, January 22, 1898.
Phil. Trans., A, 197, pp. 151-227, 1901.

P. 199.—The line was so prominent that it was utilised
for wave-length determinations.
''For the purposes of reduction the spectrum has been

divided into two parts, one extending from Ha in the red
to \ 3900 in the violet. ..."

P. 226.—In the table of chromospheric lines determined
from photographs, the line Ha is given as intensitv (5) on
a scale of 10. The plates on this occasion were isochro-
matic, but still not specially red-sensitive, and the greater
relative intensity of the image of Ha compared with that
on the 1893 plate is probably due to this.

Plate 6, spectrum strips a and b.—Inspection of these
two strips will at once show the presence of Ho as a
strong line ; in fact, the best description of it is exactly
similar to that given by Father Cortie for the impression
on Father Pigot's plate. It is the strongest impression (in
that region) crossing a continuous band which extends from
(beyond) Ho well into the ultra-violet.

One of the other results to which I referred is that given
in the report by J. FIvershed, " Wave-length Determina-
tions, &c., at the Solar Eclipse, January 22, 1898."

Phil. Trans., A, 197, pp. 381-413, 1901.
P. 410.—Ho strong on No. 7 plate.

P. 413.—Spectrum No. 7 (Ha).
Plate II, Fig. 5, Spectrum No. 7.—Ho shown .and

lettered as a strong line. Cii.'\RLES P. Hrii.i.K.

Meteor-showers.

The following meteor-showers become due during the
remaining part of January :

—

Epoch January 11, 2oh. 30m., twentiith order of magni-
tude. Principal maximum, January 13, 2ih. 20m.

;

secondary maximum, January 12, ili. 45ni.

Epoch January 15, gb. 30m., second order of magnitude.
Principal maximum, January 14, 2ih. 50m. ; secondary
maximum, January 14, 3h. 30m.
Epoch January 15, 4h. 30m., approximately fourth order

of magnitude. Principal maximum, January 15, i2h. ;

secondary maxima, January 16, i6h. lom., and January 17,
7h. 25m.

Epoch January 21, i8h., approximately eleventh order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, January 20, igh. 30m. ;

secondary maxima, January 19, oh. 5m., and January 21,

3h. 35m-
Epoch January 22, 8h., thirteenth order of magnitude.

Principal ma.vimum, Janu.irs 2;, 1411. ; secondary maxima,
January 23, 2h. 50m., and j.muai\ 24, 3h. 50m.

F^poch Januar>' 26, iih., approxiniatelj' eleventh order of

magnitude. Princ ipal maximum, January 27, 1311. 15m. ;

secondary maxima, January 24, I4h. 20m., and January 27,

loh. 30m.
Epoch January 26, I9h. 30m., thirteenth order of magni-

tude. Principal maximum, Janu.arx ..'.S. ih. ^m.
;

second.arx maximum, January 28, Sh. 10m.

I'"poch January 30. oh., appi o\im,iiel\ i weni \ -iie|i(h

order of magnitude. Piin; ip.il m.i\inuim, j.arui.arx 30,

.Sh. 40m.; secondar\ maximum, j.mu.ary 31, iih. jom.
I'here is .1 . on^idir.ihle d.-.r.e i,t meteoric .tcli\il\ in ihe

l.allii- hair (jI |.inu,ar\'. Ihe mo^t impoit.ani d,i\- during

the period January 9-31 are j.anu.ary f4-i5. ' ^<>-i7,

January 20-22, J.anuars > 4 .'S, .md j.mu The
most nntewoi-tln- epoch ot ihis period is ih.ii <, j.inLi.uy 26;

Hill. ;om., as ii resembles in tvpe lli.ii of November 17,

Kjii, ^h. ;um., lo w hi( h .illention h.is |)re\iollsIy been

directed. 1"he ep,„ h [;mn.u\ i^, nb. 30m., comes n,M in

importance as .a s|i-hi \.!ri.nn of the s.mie l\pe, ihoui;h its

intensit\' is .i|)pareni 1\ .iler.

Dublin, (ami.arv S. Joiiv R. IllvKV.
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Explosive Hail.

On the afternoon of Novfnibor ii, 1911, there was a

brief Hturm of explosive hail at this placn.

The morning had been unst^asonably warm; -'»-..• "-wm

there were the usual signs of a coining thm
heavy cumulo-nimbus clouds with a gusty \«. > ' ii

bc*gan about 3.jo p.m. with a slight inhower of heavy rain-

drops ; shortly afterwards there were two or three flashes

of lightning and thunder, followed by a fall of large hail*

stones, which on coming in contact with the windows or

walls or pavement in many instances explodixl with a
sharp re|Kjrt, so loud as to be mistaken for breaking
window panes or a pistol shot. As the hail fell, the frag-

ments sprang up from the ground and flew in all directions,

looking like a mass of *' popping corn " on a large scale.

The fall lasted two or three minutes, about half the

hailstones being shattered, the ground in some places being
nearly covered white with the stones and fragments.
Of the unbroken stones, seventy were gathered. They

weighed, roughly, 225 grams. A few were ellipsoidal, the

longest axis about 25 mm. in length ; most of them, how-
ever, were nearly spherical, and somewhat smaller, from
15 to 20 mm. in diameter.

Practically all of them contained a nucleus. In a few
of the stones the nucleus was porcelain-like, raspberry-

shaped, surrounded by almost colourless spherical layers

of ice, for about five-sevenths of the diameter, and then a

shell of porcelain-like, snowy ice.

A fair proportion of the stones showed, in addition to

the spherical, a radiate structure, which was very apparent

as the stones melted in a flat dish, showing the cross-

section with great distinctness.

The writer noticed a similar fall of explosive hail about
eighteen years ago at Lexington, Virginia. The stones in

this fall were much smaller, and attention was directed to

the stones by the peculiar way in which they seemed to

rebound on striking the ground, which was also due on
that occasion to their breaking into fragments, without,
however, any noticeable explosion.

\V. G. Brown.
University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.,

December 27, 1911.

THE BEGINNING OF ARCTIC EXPLORATION.'
THESE two great volumes take up the knowledge

of the northern regions from the dawn of history,

and starting from Homer they have only reached the
voyage to Newfoundland of Caspar Corte-Real in

1503. The reason for this is thus explained, not in

the preface, but in the " Conclusion " :

—

" If we would discover how a watercourse is formed,
from the very first bog-streams up in the mountain, we
must follow a multitude of tiny rills, receiving one fresh
stream after another from every side, running together
into burns, which grow and grow and form little rivers till

we come to the end of the wooded hillside and are
suddenly face to face with the great river in the valley
below.

'* A similar task confronts him who endeavours to ex-
plore the first trickling rivulets of human knowledge : he
must trace all the minute, uncertain, often elusive
beginnings, follow the diversity of tributaries from all parts
of the earth, and show how the mass of knowledge
Increases constantly from age to age, sometimes reposing
in long stretches of dead water, half-choked with peat and
rushes, at other times plunging onward in foaming rapids.
And then he too is rewarded ; the stream grows broader
and broader, until he stands beside the navigable river."

Dr. Nansen takes us with him as he traces the
head streams of the earliest knowledge of the north
in the misty uplands of the past, and leaves us just
where the historian can advance with some assurance.
He points out how the early peoples had vague ideas
of shadowy regions on the edge of the habitable world-

* " In Northern Mist* : Arctic Exploration in Early Times." By Prof.
F. Nansen, G.C.V.O. Translated by A. G. Chater. Vol. i., pp. xii-f-384

;

Vol. ii., pp. iv+416. (London: Wm. Heinemann, 191 1.) Two volumes,
30*. net.
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(iiiic, and how, though now and again a vuya;^

placed solid facts on record, such r' • '

current regarding the northern lands v

part a mixtun- of legend and myth. 1... .>.... i^ ,

have dealt with the history- of .Arctic explorati
hitherto have usually commenci-d with the search '

the north-west and the north-<-ast passages which s

plied a powerful and intelligible motive for centm
of struggle. This record concludes before that

came into play; but a book on the history of «'\_

tion without some clue of continuous human inter-

would be a weary chaos of random incidents, whi'
no reader would willingly face, and Dr. Nansen fin

a unifying clue in the persistent, romantic, and ev.

hopeful search for the Fortunate Isles, which lay
drifted throughout the mistiest periods of history ji

on the verge of the known i^orld. Tlie guidini/ pri:

riple for the elucidation of the beginnings of e\; !• :.

tion seems to be implied in this piece of psycholo^
" For one thing, man's power of grasping reality var

greatly; in primitive mun it is clouded to a degree wh:
we modern human beings can hardly understand. He

'I he coiicepiion of the northern and western lands and islands in

literature. From " In Northern Mists.'
N\-

as yet incapable of distinguishing between idea and reality,

between belief and knowledge, between what he has seen
and experienced and the explanation he has provided for
his experience."

Dr. Nansen proceeds to retell the old stories with
this distinction always in his mind, and in the en-
deavour to separate fact from expectation he finds a
way of escape from the clamour of the partisans who
have so frequently made out the dim heroes of early
voyages and their first chroniclers to be either para-
gons of veracity and precision or shameless and aim-
less liars. There is an appeal to the most authentic
versions of the early narratives, many of which are
given in these pages more completely than ever before
in translation, and there is a minimum—we had almost
said an absence—of controversial statements directed
against the holders of contrary views.

It should be explained that the quotations from early
authorities are all in translation, and the very in-

teresting maps or portions of maps which are repro-
duced are translations also in so far as they are not
facsimiles, but representations of the meaning of the
maps, in many cases without the conventional repre-
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sentations or the networks of compass lines which
make the originals often both indistinct and confus-
ing. Thus Dr. Nansen does not invite criticism of his

interpretation of documents except from the very tew
w ho have made a special study of one or other of the
many lines of literary or cartographic investigation

with which he deals. Our knowledge of Dr. Nansen 's

character and of the fact that he went into the
enormous labour of this work without prejudice or
prepossession gives us confidence in the soundness of

his conclusions.

The early history of the north, apart from vague
poetical allusions, rests upon only a few definite

authorities. The first is Pytheas, the Phocean colonist

in Massalia, who first ventured northwards in the
Atlantic, about 330 B.C., circumnavigated the British

Isles, and reached Thule ; he was also the first navi-
gator to fix positions by astronomical determinations
of latitude by means of a gnomon or by ascertaining
the length of the longest day. Dr. Nansen goes fully

into the question of the position of Thule, and satisfies

himself that it was not Shetland or Faroe or Iceland
but Norway. The next definite information was the
description given to King Alfred about 890 a.d. (by
the Norwegian walrus-hunter Ottar) of the rounding
of the North Cape, the entry into the White Sea, and
the phenomenon of the midnight sun. This was
obviously a truthful narrative of personal experience.
Then came Adam of Bremen about 1070, who col-

lected a great deal of authentic information regarding
Scandinavia, and mentions Iceland, Greenland, and
Wineland, the two last-named for the first time in

literature ; but there is also much of the fabulous in

his writings derived from classical legends. Con-
temporaneously with the chroniclers, and in the
centuries between them, there were two vague cur-
rents of northern exploration regarding which such
knowledge as has emerged is of the mistiest. Thev
were those of the Irish monks, who founded a chain
of settlements from the Hebrides to Iceland and
carried with them legends of Hy Breasail—the Isle of

the Blessed or the Fortunate Isles of the Greeks—of
which many adventurous souls went in search ; the
finding of which was often rumoured but never con-
firmed. The second current was that of the Norse-
men, who sailed westward to Iceland, where they
found Irish monks residing, and whence, pushing
westward still, they reached and colonised southern
Greenland.

The old Icelandic sagas speak, as is well known,
of a voyage of Leif Ericsson, when he missed Green-
land and sailed westward until he met a coast, parts
of which were named Hellul.nid, Markland. and \"\'iiii'-

land the Good, where self-sown wlnat ;ind wild vims
were found, and various remarkable encdiinlcrN took
place. Hitherto the sagas have been acce])ii i| ,1^ faith-

ful tradition enshrining farts of ohsorvalion, hut tlir

oulconii- ol a prolonged fxaiuin.alioii ot all pos^ihlc
data is To com-iiici- Dr. Nansen that tln' wheat, llie

vines, .and n:an\ other features wei'e mere [)i'o<lucis (if

expectation on the part of the s;ii4;i-t<'llers. M,. allows
that Norsemen did reai h \\v American eoasi (thoni^l;

we must sa\ llial his iconoclastic loi^ic, it carried
fnrllui, secnix Id n- capahle of throwinL; doulil on thi'

aul hiMiticil \ ol ilii-. pari of the n.arrati\e tod), hul he
believes (hat t)ie\ thoiii;ht thev h.ul ri-ached the |''or-

tunate Isles spolcen of h\- the Irisji moid<s ,anil the
Roman legends, and so atlrihuted all thai the Ion

-

tunatf Isles were supposed to he to the lands of ihcir
disrover\'.

Th'' idea thai Wineland, tlioliL^li reached fivmi

d'eenland, I,i\ ~o far alotiL; ihe lim of the world-disc
that it W.I. cln-. (o Africa hrinij^ it in line witii tin;

Mediterranean lee(>nd, and presenled no diftirultv to
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the mediEeval geographers before the revival of the
spherical form of the earth and the invention of port-
able instruments for the astronomical determination of
latitude. The growth of knowledge of cosmography
and of precision in cartography is traced down to the
time of the Cabots and the' Corte-Reals, and the
period of commercial whaling on the small scale which
led the northern seafarers to the edge of the arctic ice
is touched upon ; and then, when the globe had been
swept clear of myth and the Fortunate Isles had gone
to Davy Jones with the Sunken Land of Busse, Dr.
Nansen leaves us with the stage free for modern
exploration. What he said of the explorers of that
sixteenth-century stage we jnay say of those of our
twentieth-century stage, when the passages have been
found and the pole itself reached

—

"To riches men have seldom attained, to the For-
tunate Isles never; but through all we have won
knowledge." H. R. M,

MICROSCOPE STANDS.'

II.

The Changes now going on.

T N discussing the relative merits of Continental
*• versus English pattern microscopes, the ground is

at once cleared if we discard the labels Continental
and English, and seek a more accurate definition for
each type than merely the place of origin.
As a matter of fact, the old labels will soon cease

to have any real meaning, for the Continental makers
are adding to their patterns new instruments, rivalling
in complexity of adjustments the so-called English
type, and English makers are in many instances pro-
ducing almost exact replicas of the Continental type.
That the foot still remains of a more or less horse-
shoe form, with inclination axis below the stage, in
the one, and is generally of the tripod form with in-
clination axis above the stage in the other, is a
detail which does not affect the real difference between
the two types, viz. relative complexity, although it

renders the former more suitable for use in the ver-
tical, and the latter more comfortable for use in an
inclined position.

The English type of microscope, owing to the foster-
ing care of a small body of dilettanti, came into general
notice, when the need of a microscope was felt by the
professions, already a complex instrument ; from this
simpler t\-pes have been slowly evolved, too slowly
unfortunately for the demand, which has in conse-
quence swung over to the Continental type, which,
having no past to speak of, was able to adapt itself

the more readily to the wants of those who did not
care so much how they saw, so long as they could
see.

The two types, starting from opposite poles, have
lately reached common L;rouiul as regards the
niajt)rity of the in«trumenis |)idduced, and there is

little to choose between tin in for mere demonstration
of known structure; hut lo e,.| iju' linesi results nut
of .iii\ optical system central ion aloni; iIk- .axis, and in

till' case of a microscopical s\slem inhi-chani^cihilitv

of p.Mis not onh' alwue hut helow the siai^c is rssrn-
lial, and few Continental micaoscopes pdsscss the
means df doine this, while <'veiy i-]nL;hsh siand of the
liisi clas-, is sd pro\ided.

Theii-loi-e the coiHdusion of ,in\- unliias-,rd observer
must hi- that the F.nLjIish t\|)(^ is the heitcr in the hands
of the ex|)ert, who wishes not meiejv to demonstrate
the know II, I)ut to reach out mn\l>e into the unknown;
hill wh.il is hesi |(i|- the mastei- of his instrument and
siilij.i I is iidt always i^dod fdf the avei.ie,. man, and

' I'i'O Inst artii Ic appcarccl in NaTrKK of Decrml'cr 21, igti.
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there are minor details, luoh a« the method of fixing

the mirror, &c., in the Continental pattern which malte

ihem rasier of use bv those who merely look on the

microscope as a tool; and tiiis, combined with the

greater handincss in the vertical position when wet

preparations are under examination, mal<es the Con-
tinental type more acceptable to the laboratory worker.

Such, in the writer's opinion, are the differences

lift ween the two types considered from a ),'eneral point

of view. We can now draw nearer, as it were, and

e.\amine each typ«" in detail ; and, curiously enough,

although the conclusion drawn above was that, for

the laboratory worker at any rate, the Continental

is the bt>tter'type, on account of greater simplicity,

iS,c., vet the Continentals, in their more costly instru-

ments, are greater offenders as regards redundances

than the English, the differences in the two types

being not so much that one is practically perfect,

while the other is not, but that the errors and super-

fluities in the Continental type are passive- that is

to say, they are there, but need not be used, and if

used unknowingly make very little difference ; while the

defects in the English typei if fewer, are more vital,

in that the efficient working of the instrument is

interfered with if they are not mastered.

Taking first the Continental type, most of

the better instruments are fitted with a cir-

cular rotating and centring stage, the use

of whirh for .inything but petrology it is

(litVuuli !ci L^iK^^; ihr iris diaphragm, below
ihi- Abbi' foiidiiiSLT, is also fitted with an
excentric rotating movement, which will, of

course, give oblique light in any azimuth,

but as oblique light is altogether discredited,

except for certain experimental and lens-

testing purposes, it can scarcely be con-

sidered a useful adjunct to the average
microscope. So much for redundances. The
instruments with this type of substage

usually possess .1 mirror which is fixed as to

its centte, but which can be inclined in any
position about that centre. This is as it

should be, as when mounted in this way it

is easier for the average worker to illu-

minate properly ; but such mirrors are usually

fixed, not on the tailpiece, but on" the part

that slides in the tailpiece groove, thus
altering the position of the mirror when
focussing the condenser, which, when
using a small source of illumination,

such as .1 lamp, is a disadvantage, but a
very minor one, compared with the swing tailpiece

on which the mirror is mounted in most of the cheaper
forms of the Continental type, and practically all

patterns of the English type. The one advantage of

the swing tailpiece is, of course, that oblique light

can be obtained by its aid, a very doubtful advantage,
as indicated above, and far too dearly bought bv
adding an adjustment that invariably puzzles the
average man, and leads to more bad microscopv than
all the other faults of either type put together.

In the writer's opinion, it is the combination of
the altogether undesirable swing tailpiece with the
desirable (if understood) centring substage, that has
caused the prejudice (for such it amounts to) in cer-

tain quarters against the English type.

The first should be done away with entirely ; thi'

second, except for instruments used for amateurs, with
almost as many condensers as objectives, should ;iNm

be conspicuous by its absence, the centring noscpi. c* ,

or objective changer, such as made by Zeiss or I.rit/,

being a much more practical method of centrins:: ff>r

the laboratory worker, who almost invariably uses
only one condenser.
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A BIRD-BOOK FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.*

WITH the assistance of Mr. A. R. Horwood, of

the l.eicester Museum, who has written the first

seventy-eight pages dealing with bird photography,

collecting eggs and skins, mounting the latter, and
nature-study jjenerally, Mr. Westell has succeeded in

producing a very readable little volume. It is also

rendered more attractive by the photographic illus-

trations, many of which appear to be from nature,

although others are obviously "faked." The author

treats his subject from the point of view of environ-

ment, discussing in turn the birds of the garden, the

lane, the field and meadow, the air, the woodland, the

heath, moor and mountain, the riverside, and the

coast. That such an arrangement has a cer-

tain advantage from the ^^D|^of view of the

collector is sufficiently ^^VMP ^"<* '" **
opinion of the author it doe*^ not apparently out-

weigh difficulties that arise from the systematic point

of view.
As regards systematics, the author, with the aid

of Mr. .\. R. Thompson, gives, in the form of nn

appendix, a list of British birds brought, so far .<>

VVheatear and Nesting-hole under Rock. From " The Voung OmitbdogUt."

possible, up to date, with their scientific names. This
is based on one recently compiled by Mr. Ogilvie
Grant, but with some modifications in the sequence
of the orders, which, in our opinion, are no improve-
ment, since, whatever may be popular views on the
subject, British orders of birds ought undoubtedly to

commence with the passerines and end with the game-
birds. In the matter of generic and specific n.'imes

it is satisfactory to find that the author takes a con-
servative course.

It has, however, to be mentioned that the systematic
list does not in all cases tally with the text. For
instance, we find on p. 165 of the latter reference to

one species of coal-tit, whereas two, the British and
the Continental, are mentioned in the former, and it

is accordingly a difficult matter for the young collector
to identify which is described. That they are not
really two species is immaterial. It may also be
mentioned that no mention is made in either place
<^; rhe Irish coal-tit, recently described by Mr. Grant.
A word must also be said in regard to the index.

' ''The Young Omitholosist : a Guide to the Haunts, Homes, and
Habits of British Bird-.." By W. P. WesteU. Pp. xv+311. (London :

Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1911.) Price 5*.
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We happened to want to see what the author had to

say about the partridge, and naturally turned to the

letter P, where no such name occurs. At last we find

the bird, together with several other species, under
the entry "Common," which, to say the least, is

absurd. In fact, the prefix of "common" to the

partridge is not required at all. R. L.

ADMIRALTY REORGANISATION.

THE official memoranda published by the First

Lord of the Admiralty on January 8 are of great
interest, but that relating to the Naval War Staff is

of much greater importance than the other two.
Mr. Churchill discusses at considerable, if not un-
necessary, length the distinctions which he believes
to exist between "naval and military problems,"
apparently considering it necessary to justify differ-

ences of organisation which will be found at the
Admiralty and at the War Office when the new
scheme has been developed. The First Lord is an
ihle and forcible writer, who might be expected to
slate his case well, but it may be questioned if it

would not have served his purpose better and have
given a clearer understanding of the subject to the
public if his memorandum on the Naval War Staff
had been less diffuse. The fact is admitted by him
that "during the course of years all or nearly all

the elements of a War Staff at the Admiralty have
Itcen successively evolved in the working of everyday
nffairs." The edifice is now to be completed and
frowned by combining " these elements into an har-
monious and effective organisation." It is proposed

• to invest the new body with a significance and
influence which it has not hitherto possessed, and to
place it in its proper relation to existing powers."
This is obviously both wise and necessary action

;

but it is scarcely to be described as such a radical
change as some persons have asserted.

In the current Navy Estimates provision is made
for a Naval Intelligence Department and a Naval
Mobilisation Department, each under a naval director
(rear-admiral or captain), the former department
Including twenty-one naval officers and thirteen
rivilians, the latter six naval officers and four civilians.
The total cost of these departments is about 22,oooL
per annum. Both departments are placed under the
l-irst Sea Lord, and their duties are sufficiently indi-

( ated by their names. In the new scheme they will
"Dntinue in existence, and a third section is to be
added, to be known as the " 0{)erations Division,"
and to be placed under a director. .All three sections
iro to be combined together under a chief of the
staff, who is to be "a flag officer, primarily respon-
-.ible to the First Sea Lord, and working under him
as his principal assistant and agent." "Constant,
tree, and informal intercourse between [the three
><ctions| is indispensable"; and it is laid down that
<ach of the directors is "to be kept fully acquainted
with the work of their two colleagues."

All this is admirable, but the principles involved
"• in no sense novelties at the Admiralty; nor is it

• inceivable that the consideration of "war plans"
which is stated to be the special business of the new
section—has not been practised at the Admiralty
hitherto. Long-continued peace has tended to drive
somewhat into the background the primary import-
ance of a scientific study of operations and prepara-
tion of "plans of campaign," but it is well known
that the great shipbuilding programmes which have
liien carried out during the last twenty-five years
have been based—as they ought to have been on
strategical plans prepared hv the Admiraltv for the
naval defence of the British Empire, its commerce and
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communications. While this is true, it is equally
true that the enormous increase of the Royal Navy,
the growth of rival war fleets, and the present com-
plex conditions of naval warfare, have all emphasised
the need for greater attention and closer study of the
subject by competent persons. Consequently there can
only be universal and hearty welcome of the endeavour
now made to meet the pressing necessity by the
development of an advisory War Staff at the
Admiralty.

NOTES.
M. LippMANN has been elected president of the Paris

Academy of Sciences for the present year, and Prof. Guyon
vice-president.

The .Academ\- of Sciences of the Royal Institute of

Bologna has awarded the Elie de Cyon prize of 3000 lire for

191 1 to Prof. E. A. Schiifer, F.R.S., of Edinburgh, for

his work on the ductless glands, and especially for his

recent work on the pituitary body.

It is proposed to establish in Dartmouth a permanent
memorial to Thomas Newcomen, known for his work in

connection with the steam engine, who was born in that
town in 1663. A meeting of persons interested in the

matter was held yesterday in the Dartmouth Guildhall.

The Mayor of Dartmouth, Mr. Charles Peek, and Mr.
T. F. Caston, the honorary secretary to the Newcomen
Memorial Committee, will welcome suggestions as to the

best manner of perpetuating the memory of the inventor
and his invention, and be glad to receive contributions.

The council of the Royal Sanitary Institute offers the

Henry Saxon Sncll pr\/.f f(ir competition this year. The
prize was founded to encouraj;e improvemeiits in the con-
struction or adaptation of sanitary appliances, and is to be
awarded by the council at intervals of three years, the

funds being provided by the legacy left by the late Henry
Saxon Snell. The prize will consist of fifty guineas and
the silver medal of the institute, and is offered for an essay

on " Suggestions for Improvements in the \'entilating.

Lighting, Heating, and Water Supply .Appliances and
Fittings for an Operating Room and its .Aiccessory Rooms
for a General Hospital of 400 Beds (no Students)."

.\s influential body of gentlemen interested in the pre-

servation of our local antiquities has presented a memorial
to the committee now engaged in considering schemes for

the future utilisation of the Crystal Palace and its grounds,
suggesting the establishment of a National Folk Museum.
The nearest parallel to the proposed institution is the

Northern Museum at Stockholm, with its offshoot the

Open Air .Museum at Skansen. Ihe scheme suggests the

erection in the Palace grounds of a scries of typical ancient

houses, each provided with appropriate gardens and furni-

ture, and an open-air amphitheatre for pageants, folk-

songs, and dances. Part of the main building of the

Palace might, the memorialists suggest, be devoted to

exhibits of domestic art products, toys and games, a folk-

lore room, a museum relating to the Royal House, and
other exhibits illustrating the origin and evolution of the

various departments of national culture. Something of the

kind has been attempted in the Pitt Rivers .Museum at

Oxford, and the educational value of the culture series

arranged by .Mr. H. Balfour supplies good evidence in sup-
port of the present proposals. The domestic appliances
of past times are now disappearing so rapidly that unless
active steps are taken at once it will soon be impossible
to supply the exhibits needed h)r a folk museum such as
that now suggested.
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Uv the death of M. Radau on December aa, 1911. a*

alrrndy announcrd in those columns. Franco has lu«t a

mnthfmatical a*tronom»'r of rral distinction. Born on

January 22. 1835. at Angrrburg, In Prussia, he was a

student at Kimifisberg between 1R54 and 1857. The follow-

ing year he went to Paris, where he became naturalised,

and passed the remainder of his life. For many years he

acted as secretary to M. Brunetiire on the staff of the

Revue des Deux Momles. M no time does he seem to

have held an official post as a practical astronomer or as

a teacher of astronomy. Yet he contributed a very large

number of valuable memoirs, for the most part having a

direct bearing on theoretical astronomy. Perhaps, as a

result of his unofficial position, the greater number of

these contributions are not of great length, but in spite of

his early training all of them show a freshness of thought

and an elegance characteristically French. Among them

may be specially mentioned an essay on astronomical re-

fraction, in which the effect of the humidity of the atmo-

sphere is for the first time considered ; a very important

memoir on the planetary inequalities of the moon, the

results of which have been confirmed by Dr. Cowell's

analysis of the Greenwich observations (Annals of the Paris

Observatory, 1889 and 1893) ; and memoirs on theoretical

dynamics and on interpolation in the .Annals of the Ecole

Normale and in Liouville's Journal. M. Radau was an

editor of the Bulletin Astronomique from its inception in

1884, and contributed many elegant notes to its pages. He
was also a prolific writer of popular articles, for which he

had a marked gift. M. Radau succeeded Tisserand as a

member of the Institute in 1897 ; he was a member of

the Bureau des Longitudes, and he was elected an associate

of the Royal Astronomical Society so lately as 1905.

Dr. Sophia Jex-Blake, one of the pioneers of the

medical education of women, has just died, in her seventy-

second year, at her home in Sussex. Dr. Jex-Blake was
the youngest daughter of Thomas Jex-Blake, Proctor of

Doctors Commons, and was born at Hastings in 1840,

where her childhood was passed. As a girl she desired to

spend her life in educational work, and at the age of

eighteen filled the post of mathematical tutor at Queen's

College, London, a post she held for three years. At

this time she decided to travel in order to study different

methods of education. Whilst in America for this purpose

she met Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, and being impressed

with the interest of medicine as a career for women, and
the need for medical women to attend those women who
desired treatment by one of their own sex, she began to

study medicine in Boston, U.S. .A. Miss Jex-Blake returned

to England in 1868. and finding it impossible to get teach-

ing in London, she and four other women who had joined

her went to Edinburgh, where, after some difficulty, certain

classes were opened to them for study, but they were
debarred from presenting themselves for any qualifying

examinations. .After much time had been spent and money
lost in litigation, though many warm friends had been

made. Dr. Je.\-Blake came to London, where she soon

gathered together a band of sympathisers, among whom
were Mr. Garrett .Anderson, the late Sir William Broad-
bent, Prof. Burdon Sanderson, and others, and the

London School of Medicine for Women was formed. The
school was opened in 1874 with fourteen students, but it

was not until 1877 that a qualification could be obtained,

when, thanks to the Kings and Queens College of

Physicians, now the Royal College of Physicians, Ireland,

their examinations were thrown open to women, and
qualification and registration were at last able to be
obtained. Dr. Jex-Blake subsequently returned to Edin-
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bur({h. where she practined for twenty-one years. During

that time she opened a divpentary for women and children

and a cottage hospital, and in 1886 founded a School of

.Medicine for Women, which in 1894 wa« recogniaed bjr

the University of Edinburgh for the purposes of gradua>

tion. For the past twelve years Dr. Jex-Blake lived at

her country home in Sussex, where she took great intercit

in her fruit and flowers. She will always be remembered

by those who knew her personally for her charm of voice

and her powers of organisation.

Dr. W. B. Kf.msiieau, who died at the Charterhous*:- on

January 3, at eighty years of age, was for a number of

years science master at Dulwich College. He devoted

much of his time to scientific research, and for some years

endeavoured to produce a metal which would resist

corrosion, for use in the manufacture of miners' lamps.

On Tuesday next, January 16, Prof \\ . Hateson will

begin a course of six lectures at the Royal Institution on

"The Study of Genetics"; on Thursday, January 18,

Prof. .A. W. Bickerton will begin a course of two lectures

on " The New .Astronomy "; and on Saturday, January 20,

the Rev. John Roscoe will commence a course of two
lectures on " The Banyoro : a Pastoral People of Uganda "

—(i) "The Milk Customs"; (2) "Birth and Death
J

Customs." The Friday evening discourse on January i<>

will be delivered by Sir James Dewar on " He.Tt

Problems," and on January 26 by Prof. Bertram Hopkir

son on " The Pressure of a Blow."

The following awards of medals and premiums,

December, iqii, have been made by the Institution of

Mining and Metallurgy, and will be presented at the annual

meeting in March :—Gold medal of the institution (two

awards) : (a) to Mr. E. P. Mathewson, .Arizona, U.S.A..

in recognition of his eminent .services in the advancement
of metallurgy generally, and especially in regard to copper :

(b) to Mr. Walter McDermott, in recognition of his sp*>i-ial

services in the equipment of the Bessemer Laborator>' of

the Royal School of Mines, and as the representative of th*-

institution on the board of governors of the Imperi.il

College of Science and Technology during the period of its

establishment and organisation, and to signalise his

services in the advancement of metallurgical practice.

" The Consolidated Gold Fields of South .Africa, Ltd.,"

gold medal to Mr. Walford R. Dowling, for his paper on

the amalgamation of gold in banket ore. " The Consoli-

dated Gold Fields of South .Africa, Ltd.," premium of

forty guineas to Mr. A. M. Finlayson, for his paper on

secondary enrichment in the copper deposits of Huelva,

Spain. " William Frecheville " students' prize of ten

guineas to Mr. F. Percy Rolfe, for his paper on shrinkage

stoping in Western .Australia. " Arthur Claudet " students'

prize of ten guineas to Mr. Arthur C. Hoare, for his nnn* r

on the roasting of complex ores in gold assayinj:

The seventeenth International Medical Congress is to be-

held in London from August 6 to .August 12, 1913.

inclusive. We learn from The Lancet that the King has

given his patronage, and it is expected that a detailed

programme will be issued not later than September 30
next. The officers of the congress are as follows :

—

President, Sir Thomas Barlow, F.R.S. ; vice-presidents.

Sir W. S. Church, Bt., K.C.B., Sir Jonathan Hutchinson,

F.R.S. , Lord Lister, O.M., F.R.S., Prof. James Little,

Sir R. Douglas Powell, Bt., K.C.V.O., Sir Frederick

Treves, Bt., G.C.V.O., Sir William Turner, K.C.B.,

F.R.S., and Sir Hermann Weber; treasurers. Sir Dyce
Duckworth, Bt., and Mr. G. H. Makins, C.B. ; chairman
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0/ executive committee. Sir Alfred Pearce Gould,

K.C.V.O. ; honorary general secretary. Dr. \V. P. Herring-

ham. Tlie presidents of sections are as follows :

—

(i) Anatomy and embryology, Prof. Arthur Thomson,
(ii) Physiology, Prof. E. A. Schafer, F.R.S. (iii) General

pathology and pathological anatomy, Mr. S. G. Shattock
;

.Subsection, chemical pathology. Dr. F. Govvland Hopkins,

F.R.S. (iv) Bacteriology and immunity. Prof. G. Sims

VVoodhead. (v) Therapeutics (pharmacology, physio-

therapy, balneology), Sir Lauder Brunton, Bt., F.R.S.

(vi) Medicine, Sir William Osier, Bt., F.R.S. (vii)

Surgery, Sir William Watson Cheyne, Bt., C.B., F.R.S.
;

Subsection A, orthopaedics, Mr. Robert Jones ; Subsection

B, anaesthesia, general and local. Dr. Dudley W. Buxton,

(viii) Obstetrics and gynaecology, Sir Francis H. Champ-
neys, Bt. (ix) Ophthalmology, Sir Henry Swanzy. (x)

Diseases of children, Dr. Eustace Smith. (xi) Neuro-
pathology, Sir David Ferrier, F.R.S. (xii) Psychiatry,

Sir James Crichton-Browne, F.R.S. (xiii) Dermatology
and syphilography. Sir Malcolm Morris, K.C.V.O. (xiv)

Urology, Prof. E. Hurry Fenwick. (xv) Rhinology and
laryngology. Prof. St. Clair Thomson, (xvi) Otology, Mr.
Arthur Cheatle. (xvii) Stomatology, Mr. Morton A.
Smale. (xviii) Hygiene and preventive medicine. Dr.
Arthur Newsholme. (xix) Forensic medicine. Prof. Harvey
Littlejohn. (xx) Na%-al and military medicine, Sir James
Porter, Bt., K.C.B. (.xxi) Tropical medicine. Sir

David Bruce, C.B., F.R.S. (xxii) Radiology, Sir J.
Mackenzie Davidson.

To the current issue of The Popular Science Monthly
Prof. W. E. Ritter, scientific director of the San Diego
Marine Biological Station, contributes an article deahng
with the duties to the public of research institutes in pure
science. He urges that an institution of pure science
should be one the primary aim of which is to extend the

bounds of man's knowledge of nature in a specified field,

and to show something of the significance of the new
knowledge for the higher life of mankind. Not only, he
insists, must research institutes add to knowledge, but
they must show " in language comprehensible to the gener-
ally but non-technically educated members of the com-
munity something of the meaning of this knowledge for
human beings in both the physical and the spiritual

aspects of their natures." Prof. Ritter's view is that re-

search institutions, as institutions, ought to hold them-
selves obliged, from time to time, to give out in a form
readily accessible to and comprehensible by the rank and
file the results of their most significant achievements. So
far as work accomplished in biology is concerned, this

popular instruction, it is urged, should be given by pro-
fessed biologists constantly occupied with the first-hand
gathering of data, with the making and testing of hypo-
theses, and with the submitting of results to fellow-workers
for criticism and verification.

Is "A l-'irst Study of Inheritance in Epilepsy"
(Eugenics Record Office, Bulletin No. 4, Cold Spring
Harbor, N.Y., November, 191 1) Prof. Davenport and Dr.
David Weeks discuss an important collection of material
bearing on this point. The data consist of the pedigrees
of inmates of the New Jersey State Village for Epileptics
at Skillman, N.J., obtained at the cost of much care and
labour by visiting the homes of the patients and interview-
ing their parents or other relatives and physicians. The
authors conclude that epilepsy and feeble-mindedness
behave as Mendelian recessive characters, and state :

"
it

appears, consequently, that when both parents are epileptic,
both feeble-minded, or one epileptic and the other feeble-
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minded, all the offspring will be either epileptic or feeble-

minded." We note, however, that in a table facing the
page on which this statement is made a mating is recorded
in which the two children of a feeble-minded father and an
epileptic mother are both normal. Another conclusion is

worthy of special reference, namely, that " provided
marriage matings continue as at present and no additional
restraint is imposed, the proportion of epileptics in New
Jersey would double every thirty years."

To the Journal of the Ipswich Field Club for October.
191 1, Mr. Alfred Bell contributes an article on the zones
of the East Anglian Crags, in the course of which a
number of the molluscs are described as new. The Coral-
line Crag is divided into a Gedgravian and a Boytonian
zone, of which the latter forms a transition into the over-
lying Waltonian of the Red Crag. Lists of the faunas of
the Boytonian zone and of the so-called box-stones ar.'

given. The author disputes the opinion that the majoritv
of the mammalian remains are older than the Crag itself,

but considers that the cetacean remains, more especialh
those of beaked whales, form an exception in this respect.

It is difficult to see the force of this, as all the Crag
cetaceans are essentially of a modern type.

When the modern type of shorthorn cattle was produced
by careful crossing and selection, no attention was paid to

the superficial character of colour, so that in this respect

the breed is mongrel, and in consequence it is a general
belief that the colour of the progeny of any particular pair

cannot be predicted with anything approaching certainty.

Consequently, the inheritance of coat-colour among short-

horns forms a problem of great difficulty. It has, how-
ever, been taken up by Mr. H. H. Laughlin, of the

Carnegie Experimental Evolution Station at Cold Spring
Harbour, and the results of his investigations are pub-
lished in The American Naturalist for December, 191

1

(vol. xlv., p. 405). These are so complex that it is

impossible to give a summary within the limits of our
space, although it may be noted that when white short-

horns are crossed with white park-cattle the calves are in-

variably white. This indicates that the white of park-

cattle—although by no means all white—is dominant, park-

cattle having, it is believed, formed part of the stock from
which the modern shorthorn was evolved.

The extermination of the big-game fauna of German
East Africa forms the leading theme in Naturwissenschaft-

liche Wochenschrift for December 17, 191 1, Prof. Fritz

Behn, who has recently returned from a journey in that

province, devoting the whole of a long article to this sub-

ject, and Prof. C. G. Schillings supporting his arguments
from his own experience. The subject is also touched

upon in a third article, by Dr. F. Doflein, on sport and
science in the German colonies, where emphasis is laid

on the remarkable fact that the prolonged British occupa-

tion of India has not resulted in the extermination of .-x

single indigenous species of animal. The rapidity with

which the big-game fauna of German East .Africa is beinj^

wiped out presents a marked contrast to the condition^

obtaining in the adjacent British Protectorate, where the

establishment of game-reserves, the restrictions in regard

to the number of animals shot by sportsmen, and the pro-

hibition of the export of undersized ivory, horns, and skins

work wonders. In the German Protectorate the work of

destruction is mainly carried on by Boers and professional

hunters, and not by the casual sportsman. Unless steps

are taken promptly to check the slaughter, there will ere .

long be no game to protect.
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l-ROM the report of the Department of Agriculture for the

Nyasaland Protectorate, It appear* that the export of

cotton, which in 1003 was valued at only 3I.. rose in

iqo(^-io to a6.joo'., nnd durinfj the pa»t season to 58,687!.

The area under crop during the present season is 33.314

acres. This excellent result reflects great credit alike on

the planters and on the Agricultural Department ; but it is

considered not to exhaust the possibilities, but only as an

indication of what Nyasaland can do. Selection experi-

ments with Nyasaland upland cotton have been carried out

with good results, and some crossing has been done,

although this method is now given up. The exp<jrt of.

rubber also doubled and is likely to increase considerably

in the near future, as the estate rubber is now approaching

the age for tapping. Tobacco is proving a useful crop,

while maize, coffee, and tea are grown to advantage.

The velvet bean {hlecuna I.yonii) has been introfJur'-H hv '»"•

department for green manuring purposes.

\i.Tiioucil the botany of the Sikkim Himalayas is geiier-

;ill\ well known, since many botanists have added to the

historic explorations of Sir Joseph Hooker, the remote

Zemu and Llonakh valleys, in the north-west, are very

inaccessible except by an expedition specially arranged at

a favourable season, as described by Messrs. \V. W. Smith

and (1. H. Cave, two officials of the Calcutta Botanic

Gardens. Their account, published in the Records of the

Botanical Survey of India (vol. iv., No. 5), furnishes some
indication of the difficulties encountered, including the

penetration of the Rhododendron jungle, composed of R.

Whitii, R. campanulatum, and R. Hodgsoni, at an eleva-

tion of 10,000 feet. The Zemu valley presents a transition

from the moist, prolific area in the south to the dry area

of Tibetan Sikkim. It resembles the drier aspect of the

Llonakh valley, which shows affinities in vegetation with

Tibet, in the lack of epiphytic ferns and cryptogams. .\

survey of the alpine region points to the dominance of the

genera Arenaria, Potentilla, Saxifraga, Saussurea, Rhodo-
dendron, Primula, and Pedicularis. Under Snxifraga

thirty-four species are recognised, including ,i n. w i rust-

acious form resemb'ing a Sedum.

A RKCENT number of the Bollettino of the Italian Seismo-
logical Society contains an account of an interesting meet-

ing of the society held at Rocca di Papa on .August 30,

1910, to honour the memory of the late Prof. M. S.

de Rossi, the pioneer of seismological studies in Italy.

The memorial consists of a stone placed in the front of

the Observatory of Rocca di Papa stating that in this his

house Michele Stefano de Rossi first in Italy made
systematic observations on terrestrial dynamism and pub-
lished very valuable statistical data. The observations were
carried on from 1874 until de Rossi's death in 1898, and
are recorded in his well-known works the " Meteorologia

Endogena " and the seventeen volumes of the Bollettino

drl Vulcanismo Itaiiano.

I'liE history of the numerous attempts that have been
made to predict the occurrence of earthquakes is sum-
marised in an interesting paper by Mr. G. Martinelli

{Boll. Sismol. Soc. Ital., vol. xv., 191 1, pp. 154-90). An
account is given of many phenomena which were generally

supposed to precede earthquakes, such as various states of

the weather, the physiological condition of observers, the

position of the greater planets, and the occurrence of

microseismic storms. Although we are still very far from
the solution of the problem, Mr. Martinelli indicates two
lines of research which may ultimately lead us in the right

direction—the study of electromagnetic phenomena and of

the gradual deformation of the earth's crust. Of the two
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inethudit, he cuni>iderH, and no doubt rightly, that the latter

is the more promising, for it is connected with the move-

ments which are now known to be the chief cause of

carthquakef.

We have received copi'-s of the tide tables for the eastern

coasts and for the i^acific Coast of Canada for the yr.-ir

1912, which are published by the Tidal and Current Sur\ey

of the Dominion of Canada. lx)nger series of observation*

are available for the eastern coast, but it is estimated that

for at least three ports on the Pacific Coast—Sand Heads,

N'ancouver, and Port .Simpson—the tables are now superiot

to those for any other port on the Pacific coasts.

.\ SCIENTIFIC expedition left Trieste at the end of

October, 191 1, under Dr. L. Briihl, of the Institut fur

Meereskunde of Berlin, for the Dead Sea and the Jord.in

Valley, in order to study the chemical, physical, and bio-

logical problems which this region presents, so as to extend

and complete the earlier work in these directions which

was done by the expeditions of Lynch in 1848 and of th"

Due de Luynes in 1864. According to Petcrmann's Mitteil-

utigen, the expedition will probably return about the end

of January.

In the October (1911) number of La Geographie Dr. 11.

Hubert discusses the thunderstorms which occur so fre-

quently in the southern portions of the western Sudan, and

furnish the larger part of its annual rainfall. He
recognises two principal directions of air currents : one

from the north-east, which blows persistently during the

dry season, and even during the summer rainy season still

prevails at an altitude of about 2000 metres ; and another,

the south-westerly monsoon current, which blows as a

light, moist surface wind, ranging up to about 1000 metres

in the summer months. A few observations are quoted

to indicate the directions of the upper and lower air

currents during the passage of a thunderstorm, and the

general direction of their movement is given as being from

east-south-«.'ast to west-north-west, with a velocity of trans-

lation of about 60 kilometres per hour. Rain due to such

thunderstorms will be recorded by travellers as coming

from the east, though the ordinary rains of the wet season

accompany the southerly and south-westerly current of the

monsoon.

We have recently received from the Australian Central

Weather Bureau a report by Mr. F. A. Hunt of his visit

to Europe, Asia, and North America, undertaken by direc-

tion of the Commonwealth Government for the purpose of

" discussing with other meteorologists the most modern

methods of organisation and equipment." Mr. Hunt left

Australia in July, 1908, and returned in March, 1909; and

although three years have elapsed since some of the places

were visited, and changes (especially in this country) have

taken place, the reports of the various services contain

much useful information and are convenient for reference.

Those relating to Canada and India are very full. We are

glad to see that the various proposals made by Mr. Hunt

and by the Melbourne conference (held in May, 1907) have

been generally approved by the Commonwealth Department

for Home Affairs.

The meteorological charts issued for the various oceans

by the W'eather Services of the United States, Germany,
and this country for December, 191 1, include interesting

and useful data. The U.S. Bureau has issued separately a

useful " Marine Calendar " summarising the monthly

weather conditions in the North and South .Atlantic

Oceans. The interesting synoptic charts showing the

weather in the North .Atlantic for December 7-13, 191 1,

d
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prepared by the Meteorological Office, explain the very un-

settled weather over this country and western Europe.

While on the American side of the Atlantic the distribu-

tion of pressure was anticyclonic, and the weather for the

most part fair and quiet, iln weather over the eastern half

of the ocean remained 'in an exceedingly disturbed state.

A summary given of the Arctic weather in the summer of

191 1 from the log of the whaler Diana is of interest. The

ship passed Cape Wrath outwards on April 24, and again

homewards on November i ; she reached lat. 75° 28',

long. 75° 19' W., on July 18. Fog was included in 25 per

cent., and snow in about 20 per cent., of the weather

observations. The lowest temperature recorded was 23°,

on May 22. Gales were experienced in each month, especi-

ally in May and October. The north-west storm of

October 30, in about 59° N., 10° W., was little short of a

West India hurricane.

According to the December (191 1) number of The

Illt4Tninating Engineer of New York, the American

illuminating engineer, after devoting his attention in the

past mainly to mechanical efficiency, is now in a position

to consider looks, and the question of attractive design will

play a prominent part in his business in the near future.

He appears to feel acutely the monopoly in electric lamps

held by the National Electric Lamp Co. The relations

between the gas and electric companies seem to be as

strained in America as they are in this country. At the

recent annual Convention of the National Commercial Gas

Association there were papers read which, on the one

hand, treated gas lighting as a decaying industry, and on

the other claimed for it a position of recognised superiority.

With such extreme statements possible, it does not appear

that the question is any nearer settlement in America than

it is here. The present tendency to use as the source of

light a tungsten filament or an incandescent mantle, neither

of which can with comfort be viewed directly, and to place

them in situations in which they are not themselves visible,

may lead to more trustworthy statements as to their

relative merits.

In the Proceedings of the Royal Academy of Sciences of

Amsterdam (November 22, 191 1, p. 370) Dr. Th. Weevers

describes the isolation from the spadix of Sauromatum
venosuni, Schott., by pressing out and precipitating the

press-juice with alcohol or acetone, an enzyme which

decomposes dextrose with formation of carbonic and

organic acids, but without any production of alcohol. The

decomposition occurs equally well in an atmosphere of

either air or hydrogen. The action of the enzyme is in

some respects, especially as regards the formation of acids,

reminiscent of that of certain fungi and of the nocturnal

production of acids by Crassulaceae. The acid formed is

non-volatile with steam, and is therefore not formic, acetic,

propionic, or a higher fatty acid
;
judging by microchemical

tests, citric acid is formed, and in one instance malic acid

was detected. Other acids may perhaps be present, but

lactic and tartaric acids are apparently not formed. The

same enzyme, but weaker in action, was isolated from the

leaves of the same plant. It is noteworthy that, contrary

to what appears to be the case with other respiratory

enzymes, alcohol and acetone do not destroy its action, so

that there is little, if any, loss of activity on precipitation

of the aqueous extracts with these solvents.

The Scientific American for December 9, 191 1, is a

special naval number containing many articles by chief

officials connected with the United States Navy. Dealing

with the question of ammunition, we note that Rear-

Admiral N. C. Twining, Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance,

states that nitro-cellulose smokeless powder continues to

be the standard propellant. He claims for this powder that
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it is extremely satisfactory in stabilitj', ballistic character-

istics, and keeping qualities, and that there is no better

smokeless powder in the world. The powder consists

essentially of cotton dissolved in nitric acid, then dried,

colioided, and pressed into the desired form of grain.

When not unfavourably affected by climatic and other

adverse conditions, the powders retain their qualities for

from twelve to fifteen years. In case deterioration occurs,

due to such conditions, ample warning is given by the

physical appearance of the powder, so that no spontaneous

explosion or combustion is ever to be apprehended ; it is,

in fact, extremely doubtful whether spontaneous combus-

tion is possible, unless the powder should be subjected to

abnormalLy high temperatures. Powder which has changed

in character to such an extent as to reduce its ballistic

value is now reworked and made over into new powder.

Dealing with failure of buildings caused by the drought

of last summer, an article in The Builder for January. 5

says that it is impossible to estimate the enormous damage
to buildings throughout the country produced by such

weather conditions as have been experienced. Suburban

London has suffered to a remarkable degree. In many
districts where the foundations rest upon clay buildings by

the hundred have needed underpinning. Clay retains a

considerable amount of water in its structure, and even

at the height of an ordinary summer is found to be quite

moist at a depth of from 2-5 to 3 feet from the surface.

Last year, however, the moisture evaporated to a much
greater depth, and the clay was often found to be perfectly

dry at depths of 5 and 6 feet. The consequent shrinkage

in bulk led to settlements in the buildings above. Again,

clay when dry tends to fall to powder, and the early

autumn rain, instead of percolating gradually through the

soil, finds its way into the fissures and washes the

powdered clay out of its place. Sliding or lateral move-

ment is likely to occur where a part only of the soil is

wet, the remaining parts being still quite dry. The

stability of a structure depends not so much upon whether

the clay is moist or dry as upon the condition, whichever

it be, remaining unaltered. The consideration of the action

of the. weather upon the clay emphasises the importance of

obtaining a depth of foundation sufficient to reach below

the point affected by sun and rain, and, further, of carry-

ing all foundations to a uniform depth. The writer of the

article, in dealing with more than seventy cases of failure

last autumn, found only two or three cases of fractures

occurring where the foundations were at a uniform depth.

The explanation is that uniform depth of foundation is

more likely to secure even settlement of the structure.

The presidential address to the Dumfriesshire and Gallo-

way Natural History and Antiquarian Society, delivered

by Mr. Hugh S. Gladstone on October 20 last, consisted

of addenda and corrigenda to his volume " The Birds of

Dumfriesshire," which was reviewed in these columns on

January 19 of last year (vol. Ixxxv., p. 378). The council

of the Dumfries society has published the address in

pamphlet form, and this will prove a valuable adjunct to

Mr. Gladstone's book.

Messrs. J. and .\. Churchiu. announce the following

works for early publication :

—
" Diseases of the Stomach,"

by Prof. C. D. Aaron; "Who's Who in Science, 1912,"

edited by H. H. Stephenson ;
" Annual Tables of Constants

and Numerical Data," issued under the authority of the

International Congress of Applied Chemistry. The tables

are intended to contain all the numerical data likely to be

of interest in connection with chemistry, physics, and

allied sciences, pure and applied, to be found in the litera-

ture published during the previous year.
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OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Obskrvatioss ok Comets 1911c, iqiie, iqii/, am> 1911^'.

In No. ^544 of thi- Astronomische Sachrichten Dr.
Henip<ira<! tli!.(uss«'s at Iriifjeh the photometric ohsfrvations
of HriM»ks's romct (iqiir), inndf at the Catania Obs«r\a-
ttiry <lurin>i the p«Tiod August 14 to Novonib«T 28, 191 1.

I hr greatest apparent brightness was recorded on
October 33, when the comet was about as bright as a
;-5 magnitude star. On a chart accompanying the paper
III- plots the curves i = fc/r'A' and i = fe'r*A* with the curve
<it observed magnitudes, and this shows that the comet
lnoam»> brighter even than the value given by the latter

lormula. .\ fourth curve, on which the intensities reduced
111 A=i are shown, indicates that the rise of intensity near
P'-rihelion was very steep, the magnitude rising from 9-5

1) October 13 to 48 at perihelion.

As an abstract from Hemel en Dampkring (October,
iciii), Prof. Nijiand sends us an account of the Utrecht
observations of comets it)uc, 1911/, and igiifi- A draw-
ing of Beljawsky's comet (1911^), made on Octob<'r i,

M)ii, shows the head quite near to 1 Leonis, with the tail

• \tending nearly to ij Leonis, while an enlarged drawing
of the head shows two dense streamers flowing as a para-
bolic envelope from the head.
The .Algiers observations, made by MM. Rambaud and

\illatte, of Borrelly's comet (1911c) are reported in No.
4544 of the Astronomische Nachrichten. On October 27,
i<»ii, the comet was observed as a round nebulosity 45' in
diameter, with a brilliant nucleus of magnitude 10-5.

A HRiLLiANr .Meteor.—.\ meteor of extraordinary
hriiliancy was observed at South Kensington by Mr. W.
Mosv ,ii 5I,, loin, on December -•, ini. .Starting from a
|iuiiu lu.u t rcisei, the object nin\<(l \. ry quickly, passing
above .Mars and .Saturn to a point = 35°, 6= + 12°. The
latter part of the path was distinctly wavv, and the meteor
was at least as bright as Mars, and left a slight trail.

Nickel-on-Glass Reflectors.—As is well known to any-
one who has done any photographic work in the ultra-
violet, silver reflects scarcely any light in the neighbour-
liood of A 3i(K), therefore, for this special region, a silver-
n-glass mirror is practically useless as a reflector. To
'vercome this difliculty, primarily in his experiments on
the uitr.i-viMl, t photography of "the moon. Prof. R. W.
Wood <aiii.il Dut some trials, during his last summer
vacation, in which he endeavoured to replace the silver film
on a figured glass disc by some other metal capable of
reflecting light throughout the whole range of the spec-
trum; the production of large mirrors of speculum is too
diflTicult for ordinary work.

Consulting Rubens 's tables, he found that nickel was
probably the most .suitable metal, and after numerous
•experiments he succeeded in depositing, electrolyticallv, a
film of nickel on a previously silvered, figured disc. The
method of doing this and the results obtained are described
in an interesting paper which Prof. Wood publishes in
No. 5, vol. xxxiv., of The Astrophysical Journal. To
illustrate the various reflecting powers of glass, silver,
nickel, and speculum, he photographed, through a quartz
lens, a mirror partly covered by Ag, partly by Ni, and partly
left bare, alongside a piece of polished speculum. With
blue and violet rays passing through the lens the order
<mcreasing) of reflecting power was glass, Ni, .\g,
speculum, but when the quartz lens was heavilv coated
with silver, thus allowing only the ultra-violet ravs to pass
through it, the silver was found to reflect as little as the
bare glass, and came out nearly black, while the nickel
surface was almost as bright as the speculum surface on
the resulting photograph. Incidentallv. Prof. Wood points
out that such ultra-violet photographv as that which ho
has applied to the moon may prove exceedingly useful in
other branches of science. For example, some white sub-
stances come out quite black (e.g. zinc oxide), and white
flowers show very different reflecting powers ; common
phlox comes out quite black, while white geraniums are
much lighter.

Almanacs for 19 12.—From the Observatory of Madrid
we have received a copy of the oflicial Anuario (525 pages)
for 1012, which, in addition to the usual astronomical and
meteorological tables, contains special articles dealing with
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the obtervations of comets, the solar eclipse of April 17,
the spectroheliofiraph of the Madrid Obiiervatory« and the
solar and meteorological observations made in 1910. From
the discussion of the various data, the writer of the article
on the .April eclipw suggests that possibly a totality of
three or four seconds will <x:cur in Spain and Portugal,
and mentions three favourable stations, viz. Cacabelos,
liarco de Valdeorras, and Verin.
The Annuaire Astronomiquc for 1913, published by M.

Flammarion, is of the usual form, and, being published
later than usual (December, 191 1), contains in the annual
revue of astronomy some very interesting notes and com-
ments on recent solar, planetary, and cometary obsen'a-
tions.

The " (,'ompanion to the Observatory " is too well known
to need any description here, and should, of course, be in
the observatory of every British astronomer. This year's
issue resembles that of other years, and may be obtained
from Messrs. Taylor and Francis at the price of is. 6d.

The Pahsa-Wolf Star Charts.—The fifth series of the
star charts prepared by Drs. Palisa and Wolf is now ready,
and until .April 1 a set may be obtained for 30 marks

;

after that date the price will be 40 marks.

WEATHER IN 191 1.

pRO.M a meteorological point of view, the year which
has just closed was of considerable interest. The

feature which stands out beyond all others is the abnormal
summer, during which both the temperature and sunshine
have established a record, whilst the rainfall was also
exceptional. Afrer the heat and brilliancy of the summer,
the exceptionally heavy rains of the late autumn and earlv
winter are probably of next importance, although in many
parts of England rain was sorely needed.
Taking the country as a whole, the mean temperature

for the year was everywhere in excess of the average, and
in England, where the excess was greatest, the difference
amounted to fully 2°. The rainfall was deficient over the
entire kingdom, except in the south-east of England and
the Channel Islands, the deficiency in the English Mid-
lands, where the summer drought was keenly felt, amount-
ing to 4-20 inches, the aggregate rainfall being onlv 84 per
cent, of the average. The duration of bright sunshine was
everywhere largely in excess of the average, the excess
amounting to 336 hours in the south-east of England, and
the duration was 121 per cent, of the normal.
The Greenwich observations, which may fairly be taken

to represent England, show that the mean temperature for
the year was 52°, which is 2° above the average. The
warmest month was August, with the mean temperature
69 , which is 6° above the average, and was the warmest
August since 1841. The temperature was in excess of the
average every day throughout the month, and on August 9
the sheltered thermometer registered 100°, which is the
highest reading as yet recorded in anv part of the British
Isles.

^
The mean temperature in July was 68°, which

IS 45° above the average, and there have only been two
Julys warmer in the last seventy years. The first twelve
days of September were also the' warmest on record. The
mean temperature was in excess of the average in every
month, with the exception of January and April. The
thermometer was continuously above the average for sixty
days from July 11 to September 13, and there were in ail
224 warm days during the year. The lowest temperature
was 22°, in February, and frost occurred on thirfrv-three
days. Two of the coldest days on record for .April occurred
on April ? and 6, and on May 22 the radiation temperature
fell to 25°.

The aggregate rainfall for the year was 2367 inches,
which is 0-46 inch less than the average. The rainfall was
above the normal in six months and below in six months.
The wettest month was December, with 399 inches, which
is 2- 16 inches more than the average, and in both October
and November the rainfall exceeded 3 inches. The total
for the three closing months of the year was 10-71 inches,
which IS 45 per cent, of the fall for" the vear. The driest
month was July, when the total measurement was 0-26
inch, and rain only fell on three davs during the month.
The aggregate summer rainfall, for June, Julv, and
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August, was 3-72 inches, which iias only been smaller in

three previous summers since 184 1. There were during
the summer two periods of absolute drought—twenty-three
da}s from July i to 23, and seventeen days from August
2 to 18. Rain fell on 156 days during the year ; December
had twenty-three wet days and November twenty.

In the Ebbw Vale Sir Alexander Binnie measured
29-23 inches of rain from October 18 to December 31, and
during the whole of this period there were only nine days
without rain.

The duration of bright sunshine at Greenwich was 1780
houis, which is 425 hours in excess of the average of the
past thirty years, and is the brightest year on record since

188 r ; the next brightest year was 1906, with 1735 hours.
July had 335 hours' sunshine, which is the sunniest month
since the establishment of sunshine records in 1881. The
duration of sunshine was in excess of the average in each
month, with the exception of January and March.

Charles Harding.

OBSERVATION OF SOLAR HALOS IN
AFRICA.

A N optical phenomenon is reported by a correspondent
"^ from Elobey Island, lat. 1° N., long. 9° 30' E., in

the Gulf of Guinea. On October 11, 191 1, between i and
2 p.m., he observed " a large light, of different colours as
the rainbow, encircling the sun, and at times only visible

on the east side and
£ sometimes only on

the west of the sun,
and at 2 p.m., our
time, disappeared
altogether." During
this time the sky
was covered with
swiftl_v passing small
clouds, and shortly

after thr- disappear-

ance of till' pheno-
menon hca\\ rains

began to fall. With-
out information as to

the angular diameter
of the ring or the

order of the colours
it is not possible to

say with certainty

whether it was a
halo or a corona, but
i(^ .ippi'iiranci' willi

low (loads niaki's it

the phenomenon was a corona. The
corona sometimes appears round the sun when it

shines through thin cloud or mist. It is coloured, red
b'-inii outiriiiost, and several successive sets of (dlour'd
rin.i4> ai > Li-,iially formed. They are due to the dilhac lion

which the light undergoes in parsing among drojjs of wliirli

the cloud is composed. 'I h'' radius of the liisi rini; of ihi-

corona varies from 1° to 3
', acct)rding to tlie si/i- of the

drops, and radii of the others are successive multiples of

that of the first. .As the drops of water in the mist or
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in the same way as the 22° halo is formed about the sun
itself. Such secondary haloes are very rare. The position
of the mock sun which could produce one in the present
case would be at the point where the vertical through the
sun met the halo of 22° either at the zenith or half way
between the horizon and the zenith. In the former case
the secondary halo and the mock sun ring would coincide.

PRIZES PROPOSED BY THE PARIS ACADEMY
OF SCIENCES FOR 1913.

/'~^ EOMETRY.—The Francoeur prize (1000 francs), for
v^ discoveries or works useful to the progress of pure or
applied mathematics ; the Bordin prize (3000 francs'), for
improving in some important point the arithmetical theory
of non-quadratic forms.

Mechanics.—A Montyon prize (700 francs), for inventing
or improving instruments useful in agriculture or the
mechanical arts or sciences ; the Poncelet prize (2000
francs), for a work on applied mathematics.

Navigation.—The extraordinary prize of 6000 francs, for
a work increasing the efficiency of the French Navy ; the
Plumey prize (4000 francs), for improvements in steam
engines or any other invention contributing to the progress
of steam navigation.
Astronomy.—The Pierre Guzman prize (100,000 francs),

for the discovery of a means of communicating with a
star other than the planet Mars ; the Lalande prize (540
francs), for the most interesting observation, memoir, or
work contributing to the progress of astronomy ; the \'alz

prize (460 francs), for the most interesting astronomical
observation made during the year ; the G. de Pontecoulant
prize (700 francs).

Geography.—The Tchihatchef prize (3000 francs), for the
encouragement of explorers of the lesser known paits of

Asia ; the Gay prize (1500 francs), for a siu(l\ of ihe

reptiles of warm countries, especially the reptiles of .Mi-\i(0.

Physics.—The Hubert prize (1000 francs), for ilu- hest

treatise or most useful discovery for the practical ai)plira-

tion of electricity ; the Hughes prize (2500 francs), for

discoveries or works contributing to the progress of physics ;

the Gaston Plants prize (3000 francs), for an important
discovery or invention in the field of electricity ; the

Kastner-Boursault prize (2000 francs), to the author of

the best work on the various applications of elicuirity in

the arts, industry, and commerce.
Chemistry.—The Jecker prize (10,000 francs), for works

contributing to the progress of org.inic ihiniistry ; the

Cahours i)ri/i- (3000 francs), for interestini; n s. ai-ches in

chemistry ; a Montyon prize (unhealthy trad. - : ,1 prize of

2500 francs and a mention of 1500 francsi, for the dis-

covery of a nieans of ameliorating an unln alih\ Ir.ide or

occupation ; tb'^ Vaillant prize (4000 fr.uu s), for thr dis-

covery of a plioioi^raphic layer wiihoui visihl.- i^rain and
as sensitive ;is tin- ;4. latino-bromidi- now {[-^i-il.

Un)crii/()i^\' in/(/ (.'.-n/.ii,' v. Th.- \ irlor R.iuiin pri/.- (1500

franrs), for .-issislin^ lln puhliralion of \\ori<-, n-laling to

14. i>log\- and paia>oniology ; the l)el<'ss(> pri/

to the author, French or foreign, of a wor
or niineralogical science ; the Josi'ph I,;il

franc--
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1
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di- (

pri/i- (iiioo Irani-
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(1500 francd), for a work on zoological paUeontology, com-
parative anatomy, or zoology.

Medicine and SMrji<.ry. -Montyon prizes (prize of 3500

francs, mentions of iS(X) francs), for work contributing to

ihf progri-RS of m«Hlicm«-' ; the Barbicr prize (2000 francn),

liir a valiinbic discovery in surgical, medical, pharma-
( <uti«'nl «ici«'nci', or in botany in its relation to niedicinr-

;

'Iw Hreant prize {100,000 francs), for a discovery eradicating

\-iatic cholera; the (icxlard prize (1000 francs), for the

• <.t memoir on the anatomy, physiology, and pathology of

ihf urino-g»'nitary organs; the Haron Larrey prize (750
francs), to a physician or surgeon belonging to the Army

I Navy for a work treating a subject of military medicine,
iirgery, or hygiene ; th*- Million prize (1400 francs), for

iluable discoveries in medicine or hygiene; the ^I^ge prize

in.cHH) francs), to an author who will continue and com-
I'te the founder's essay on the causes which have retarded

favoured the progress of medicine ; the- Argut prize

I -'<H> francs), for a discovery of a cure for a disease at

•sfHt incapable of treatment by surgery.

I'hysiolofiy.—-^ Montyon prize (750 francs), for work in

\|»erimental physiology ; the Philipeaux prize (900 francs),
as a recompense for researches in experimental physiology

;

the Lallemand prize (1800 francs), for works relating to the
iii-rvous system ; the Pourat prize (1000 francs), for re-

^larches on the actions exerted by the X-rays and radium
rays ufwn the development and nutrition of living cells.

Statistics.— .\ Montyon prize (one prize of 1000 francs
and two mentions of 500 francs).

History of Science.—The Binoux prize (2000 francs).
General Prizes.—The Arago, Lavoisier, and Berthelot

ini.'dals ; the Henri Becquerel prize (3000 francs) ; the
< iegner prize (3800 francs), for researches or work con-
tributing to the progress of science ; the I.annelongue prize
(2000 francs), for the assistance of scientific workers or
their relations in distress; the Gustave Roux prize (tooo
francs); the Tr^mont prize (iioo francs); the Wilde prize
(one of 4000 francs and two of 2000 francs), for discoveries
in astronomy, physics, chemistry, mineralogy, geology, or
experimental mechanics ; the Lonchampt prize (4000 francs),
for a memoir on the diseases of man, animals, or plants
from the special point of view of the introduction of mineral
substances in e.xcess as the cause of these diseases ; the
Saintour prize (3000 francs), for work in mathematics; the
Fanny Kmden prize (3000 francs), for a work treating of
hypriotism, suggestion, or phy.sriological actions exerted at
.1 distance on the animal organism ; the Petit d'Ormoy
prize (two prizes of 10,000 francs), for work in pure or
applied mathematics or natural science ; the Pierson-Perrin
prize i^ooo francs), for an important discovery in mechanics
or physics; the I'arkin prize (3400 francs), for work on the
therapeutic effects of carbon dioxide or on the effects of
volcanic action in the production of epidemic diseases ; the
Estrade-Delcros prize (8000 francs) ; the Danton prize
(1500 francs), for researches relating to radiant pheno-
mena ; the prize founded by Mme. la Marquise de Laplace

;

thi" F«^li\ Rivot prize (2500 francs).

T
FORESTRY IN NORWAY.

HK progress of scientific forestry in Norway forms the
subject of an interesting article, bv Mr. S. Burtt

Meyer, in No. 5 of the Journal of the Board of Agriculture.
No less than 21-4 per cent, of the total area of Norwav
is under forest, as against 30 per cent, in the United
Kingdom. The most abundant forest tree is the Scots pine
[Ptntts Sylvesiris), followed by the birch and the spruce
(P. exceha). The alder, aspen, and rowan are distributed
pretty generally, while the oak, ash, elm. and beech are
also found in fa\oured areas. The commercial timbers,
however, are the Scots pine and the spruce, the latter being
of great importance since the introduction of the wood-pulp
trade. Spruce forms much the best material for wood pulp.
A certain amount of pine can be added, but more than
about 15 per cent, tends to spoil the colour. Spruce grows
at a lower altitude than pine, and, generally speaking, in
a more southern latitude. South of Trondhjem the pine
usually ceases at about 2600 feet above sea-level, where it
IS replaced by the birch ; above 3500 feet onlv dwarf birch
and willow occur, while at some 4000 feet 'the snow-line
stops all vegetation. The best forest land is that Iving in
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the neighbourhood of Chrictiania extendint; nr.ni, nnd
north-ea*t over the fJlommen watershed. Th- ,> nt
of the fore*t i« on the whole good, and well ; the
l<Kal conditions. The work of felling and rtnioving the
timlx-r commmcet in autumn and rontinuet throughout the
wintt-r. Ix'ing greatly facilitated by the snow which covert
the ground from .\ovember until March or April.

One common system consists in clearing a circl'» until its

diameter equals the height of the surrounding tree«.

Labour is obtained largely from the small p«;asant pro-
prietors, who prcrponderate so largely in the country. Much
attention is devoted to afforestation, two societies, the
Royal Society for the Welfare of Norway, and the
Norwegian Forestry Society, interesting themselves con-
siderably in this question, .\fforestation has naturally re-

ceived most attention in the coast provinces, but prepara-
tory schemes for land drainage and improvement have also

been made for districts in the interior, while planting has
been widely carried on over the high-lying Crown lands of

eastern Norway. On account of the snowfall, planting is

only possible in early summer or early autumn.
Shifting sands on the coast are planted up in the same

manner as on the northern shores of Jylland, in Denmark.
Irregularities in the surface are filled in, the ground is

then covered with moss, heather, or any kind of loose

material, pegged down when necessary, seed of Elymus or
Arundo arenaria is sown, and lastly broad strips are planted
with Pintis maritima.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CRYSTAL FACES.
T N a memoir by M. P. Gaubert entitled " Recherches
* r^centes sur le Facies des Cristaux," published by the

Soci^td de Chimie physique, some remarkable new facts

are described regarding the influence of foreign substances
on the development of crystal faces. The most interesting

relate to the influence of colouring matters, such as
methylene blue, eosine, fuchsine, and picric acid, which are
shown to be capab'.e of passing into the crystal substance
in two different ways. According to one, the colouring
matter is deposited on the crystal in the course of growth ;

this occurs when the solution is saturated with the colour-

xnsi matter, which thus deposit crystals. An excellent

example is atTorded by lead nitrate, which when pure
usually deposits colourless octahedral crystals. When the
mother liquor is saturated with methylene blue, the crystals

first deposited exhibit cube faces modifying those of the
octahedra, and these cube faces alone are coloured blue

;

they also exhibit striations like pyrites, corresponding to

the faces of the pentagonal dodecahedron. The colour thus
not only attaches itself to the faces of a particular form,
but indicates the true class of symmetry of the system, in

this case a class lower than the holohedral. Similar pheno-
mena are described with gypsum, copper sulphate, thallium
sulphate, and morphine, all of which develop specific un-
usual forms and faces, coloured by the dye. when the latter

is methylene blue. Strong polychroism is also introduced
in the case of copper sulphate.

The second nio<ie of coloration occurs when a dye stains the

crystals grown whatever be the state ofdilution of 1 he dye. Nitrate

of urea is a oood example. The ordinary crystals are mono-
clinic tables parallel to the basal plane looil, bounded by
the prism [no! ^nd pinakoids Iiool and loioj. But when
methylene blue is present the two latter forms are sup-
pressed, and the plates are coloured blue and elongated
along the axis of the prism jlio'. If, however, picric

acid be used as the colouring matter, the facial disposi-

tion is entirely altered, the pinakoids being developed, but
not the prism. More remarkable still, when both
methylene blue and picric acid are present, the crystals of
urea nitrate show all four forms, and the plate shows eight
sectors, four coloured blue, corresponding to the prism
faces, and four yellow opposite the pinakoid faces.

Phthalic acid exhibits analogous phenomena with methylene
blue, malachite green, and scarlet of Biebrich, specific

forms staining with each dye, and the crystal showing
differently coloured sectors when the dyes are simul-
taneously present. The reasons for these remarkable
phenomena are not convincingly brought out in the
memoir, and it is obvious that an interesting new field of
work is opened up, in which much will have to be done
before the solution of the problem is satisfactorily achieved.

i
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UkYER'S PAPERS ON THE CONSERVATION
OF ENERGY.

T^HE recent issue as one of the volumes of Ostwald's
" Klassiker der exakten Wissenschaften " of Robert

Mayer's two papers of 1842 and 1845, on the subject now
known as the conservation of energy, will prove a great

boon to those interested in the early history of that great
generalisation. Traces of the idea may be found amongst
the ancients, and Descartes held that it was a self-evident

truth. But in the middle of the seventeenth century the
term energy had but a vague significance, even in the
simple case of a moving body, and the doctrine of con-
servation, when held, meant little or nothing for physical
science. Towards the middle of the nineteenth century
interest in the question appears to have been widespread.
S^guin in France in 1839 calculated the mechanical
equivalent of heat from the fall of temperature of
steam when expanding against external pressure

;
Joule

in England in 1840 showed that when a battery of
cells drives a motor the consumption of zinc in the cells

is proportional to the work done by the motor ; and Mayer
in Germany, after explaining how the term energy was to
be understood, stated the generality of the law in his
first paper in 1842, and with greater clearness in his
pamphlet of 1845.
The titles of Mayer's publications were not such as

to suggest the subjects treated in them, and they were
so little known, even in Germany, that Helmholtz in

1847 published his paper on the subject without any refer-
ence to Mayer. In the meantime, Colding in Den-
mark had read a paper to the Royal Society of Copen-
hagen in 1843 in which he stated clearly the law of con-
servation of energy, and Joule read before the British
Association in the same year the first of his papers on the
measurement of the mechanical equivalent of heat. Before
the middle of the century Joule's experimental work had
placed thermodynamics on a firm basis. When the contri-
butions of S^guin and of Colding, and possibly of others
whose work has been overlooked, are republished in a
form as accessible as are those of Mayer, Joule, and Helm-
holtz, it may be possible to apportion' the credit for one of
the greatest generalisations of the nineteenth century in a
way to satisfy even the most captious critic.

NATURAL SELECTION IN MAN.
TV/TR. E. C. SNOW, in his paper entitled "The Intensity

of Natural Selection in Man " (Drapers' Company
Research Memoirs, Studies in National Deterioration,
No. vii. London : Dulau and Co., 191 1), has set himself
to answer the following question : Has heavy infantile
mortality any selective value or tendency to eliminate the
more sickly and to spare the hardier children? Of the
data available for the investigation of this problem, the
most satisfactory are derived from the annual volumes of
Prussian statistics, and the most definite of the results
were obtained from them. In order to indicate the method
employed, one example will be described. Thirty rural
districts in Prussia were taken, and all the children in
them born in the year'1881 were considered. It was ascer-
tained for each district how many of these children died in
the first two years of life and how many in the next eight.
Now it is obvious that if the infantile mortality tends
to weed out the weaker children, then in those districts
in which the mortality among the children born in 1881
was highest in the years 1881 and 1882 it should tend to
be lowest in the years 1883-90, since stronger children less
hkely to succumb to the ailments of childhood would have
survived their first two years. In other words, there will
be a negative correlation between the number of deaths in
the first two years of life and the number in the next
eight, provided that allowance is made for the total number
of births in each district for the year i88i and for the
eflects of environment. After making these necessary
allowances by means of the formula for partial correlation,
a coefficient of -093 was obtained in the case of males
and of -085 in the case of females.
These results, considered by themselves, would seem to

show that the selective action of infantile mortality was
very strongly marked; but it is perhaps unnecessary 'to say
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that the author, whose work bears every sign of the most
painstaking care and thoroughness, has brought forward a
considerable body of additional evidence derived from data
of a similar nature collected both in England and Germany.
The greater part of it corroborates the conclusion stated
above, though the correlation coefficients were in no other
cases found to be so high, and in some cases the sign was
actually positive. Yet we are of opinion that, on the
whole, the author is justified in saying :

" Natural selec-

tion in the form of a selective death-rate is strongly
operative in man in the earlier years of life." A word of
praise must be added on the composition of the memoir :

it is fair, clear, and interesting.

E. H. J. S.

THE KING ON EDUCATION IN INDIA.

TOURING his visit to Calcutta the King-Emperor and
Queen-Empress received in the Throne Room an

address from the University of Calcutta. The address was
read by the Vice-Chancellor of the University, Sir Asutosh
Mukharji, and Lord Hardinge, the Governor-General, was
present in his capacity of Chancellor of the University. In
his reply to the address the King-Emperor said :

—

" I recall with pleasure the occasion on which, six years
ago, I received from the University of Calcutta the
honorary degree of a Doctor of Law, and I am glad to

have an opportunity to-day of showing my deep and earnest
interest in the higher education of India. It is to the

universities of India that I look to assist in that gradual
union and fusion of the culture and aspiration of Europeans
and Indians on which the future well-being of India so

greatl)' depends. I have watched with sympathy the

measures that from time to time have been taken by the

universities of India to extend the scope and raise the

standards of instruction. Much remains to be done. No
university is nowadays complete unless it is equipped with
teaching faculties in all the more important branches of

the sciences and the arts, and unless it provides ample
opportunities for research. You have to conserve the

ancient learning and simultaneously to push forward
Western science. You have also to build up character,

without which learning is of little value. You say that

30U recognise your great responsibilities. I bid you God-
speed in the work that is before you. Let your ideals be

high and your efforts to pursue them unceasing, and, under
Providence, you will succeed.
" Six years ago I sent from England to India a message

of sympathy. To-day in India I give to India the watch-

word of hope. On every side I trace the signs and
stirrings of new life Education has given you hope ; and

through better and higher education you will build up
higher and better hopes. The announcement was made ai

Delhi by my command that my Governor-General in

Council will allot large sums for the expansion and

improvement of education in India. It is my wish that

there may be spread over the land a network of schools

and colleges, from which will go forth loyal and mani\

and useful citizens, able to hold their own in industries

and agriculture and all the vocations in life. And it is

my wish, too, that the homes of my Indian subjects may
be brightened and their labour sweetened by the spread of

knowledge with all that follows in its train, a higher level

of thought, of comfort, and of health. It is through educa-

tion that my wish will be fulfilled, and th(> cause of

education in India will evei" be very close to my heart.

"It is gratifying to me to be assured of your devotion

to myself and to my house, of your desire to strengthen

the bonds of union between Great Britain and Indi.i, and

of your appreciation of the advantages which you enjoy

under British rule. I thank you for your loyal and dutiful

address."

Since the now University Act was passed in 1904, con-

siderable and satisfactory progress has been made in India

in all branches of education, and the university standards,

in particular, have been raised and made more real and

effective. There are many signs of educational activity in

India, and if the true purpose of education be kept well

in mind the country will enter upon an era of iiureascd

prosperity based upon increase of knowledge.
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in'CVSr PROGRESS IN SPFCTROSCOPIC I

METHODS.'

A . , M.N.I w, vvIk) for lhi» first tiiii= ilu lijjht of

ihp »«un through a prism cannot fail to fxprfss his

\vond«T and delight nl the gorgrous display of colours into

-. hich the white light is separated ; and if the observation

- made under the same conditions as in the celebrated

\periment of Newton, iWWi, there is, in truth, nothing

Isc which he could observe. You will rememb<'r that he

allowed a beam of sunlight to stream through a round

opening in » shutter of his window, falling on a glass

prism, which b»nt the sun-rays by diflen-nt amounts
depending on their colour, thus spreading out the white

round sunlit spot on the opposite wall into a coloured band

—the spectrum—which he rather arbitrarily divided into

seven colours—red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, Jind

violet. (If the division were made to-day I doubt if indigo

would be included.) There is, in fact, no definite demarca-
tion between these, and they .shade insensibly into each

other, and if the solar spectrum were always produced

under these conditions we should say it was continuous

;

indef-d, if it were not the sun, but an argand burner or

an incandescent lamp, which served as source, it would
really be so.

But even if the source consisted of isolated (but suffici-

ently numerous) separate colours, the fact would be dis-

guised by the overlapping of the successive images. In

other words, the spectrum is not pure. In order to prevent

this overlapping, two important modifications must be made
in Newton's arrangement. First, the light must be

allowed to pass through a very narrow aperture, and,

secondly, a sharp image of this aperture must be formed
by a lens or mirror.

The first improvement was introduced by Wollaston in

1802, who writes :
—" If a beam of daylight be admitted

into a dark rt)om by a crevice one-twentieth of an inch

broad, and received by the eye at a distance of lo or 12 feet

through a prism of flint glass held near the eye, the beam
is seen to be separated into the four colours only—red,

yellowish-green, blue, and violet. . . . The line that bounds
the red side of the spectrum is somewhat confused. . . .

The line between the red and green ... is perfectly dis-

tinct ; so also are the two limits of the violet. There are

other distinct lines (in the green and blue . . . )."

The second improvement was effected by Fraunhofer,
1814, and by observing the light which fell from such a
narrow aperture upon a prism by means of a telescope he
discovered upwards of 750 dark lines in the solar spectrum,
and mapped their position and general character.

In recognition of the enormous importance of this dis-

covery, these lines are always known as the Fraunhofer
lines.

A minor inconvenience in Fraunhofer's arrangement lay

in the fact that the slit source had to be at a considerable
distance from the telescope ; and this was obviated in the

apparatus of Bunsen and KirchhofT, i860, which is essenti-

ally the same as the modern spectroscope of to-day, con-
sisting of a slit and collimator, prism, and observing (or

photographic) telescope.

On this beautifully simple device rests practically the
whole science of spectroscopy, with all its wonderful appli-

cations and all the astonishing revelations of the structure
and motions of the sidereal universe and of the constitution
of the atoms of matter of which it consists—nay, even of

the electrons of which these atoms are built

!

Without the telescope it is evident that the science of

spectroscopy would be as limited in its field as was the
science of astronomy without the telescope. It is interest-

ing, indeed, to compare the progress of the two sciences
as dependent on the successive improvements in the two
instruments.

Without the telescope nothing could be discovered con-
cerning the heavenly bodies (with the exception of a few
of the more evident features of the sun, the moon, and the
comets) except the brightness and places of the stars and
the motion of the planets, and even these could, at best,

be very roughly determined (say, to within one part in five

thousand, or something over a half-minute of arc). With-

• Address of Dr. A. A. Michelson, retiring president of the American
Afisociation for the Advancement of Pcience, delivered at the Washington
meeting of the .\ssociation on December 37, 191 1.

out the telescope *p*>rfrovr»py would al«o have b^en limited

to ob«ervationii >

'
'

~
of radia-

tions and abfor 1 of the

position of the -j -. ...." .. ,,....,...... .;iur of this

sam** order of magnitud*-.

In fact, the resolving power of the eye is Rieasured by
the number of light waves in its diameter, about 5000, and
if a double star (or a double spectral line) presents a
smaller angle than 1/5000 it is not ** resolved." The
resolving power of a telescope with a i-inch objective

would be alxjut 100,000, so that details of the solar and
lunar surfaces, and of planets, nebula:, and of double stars

and star groups can be distinguished the angular distance

of which is of the order of 1/100,000. The discs of the

planets, the rings of Saturn, the moons of Jupit*^, and
some star groups and clusters, begin to be di ible.

Our largest telescopes have a resolving pow- as

2,000,000, corresponding to a limit of scparauoti <>i one-
tenth of a second.

But in order to realise the full benefit of the telescope

when used with a prism, the latter must be so large that

the light which falls upon it entirely fills the object glass.

The efficiency of the prism then depends on its size and on
its dispersive power.

In order to form an idea of the separating or resolving

power in spectroscopic observations it will be convenient

to consider the Fraunhofer line D of the solar spectrum
or the brilliant yellow line corresponding to the radiation

given out by a salted alcohol flame. This Fraunhofer
recognised as a double line, and the length of the light-

waves of the components are approximately 0-0005890 mm.
and 0-0005896 mm. respectively. The difference is, then,

6/5893 of the whole, or about i/iooo, requiring a prism of

resolving power of 1000 to separate them. If the prism
were made of flint glass with a base of 25 mm. it would
just suffice to show that the line was double.

Now we know of groups of spectral lines the com-
ponents of which are much closer than those of sodium.
For instance, the green radiation emitted by incandescent

mercury vapour consists of at least six components, some
of which are only a hundredth of this distance apart, and
requiring, therefore, a resolving power of 100,000 to

separate them. This means a glass prism of 100 inches,

the construction of which would present formidable difficul-

ties. These may be partially obviated by using twenty
prisms of 5 inches each ; but owing to optical imperfections

of surfaces and of the glass, as well as the necessary loss

of light by the twenty transmissions and forty reflections,

such a high resolving |>ower has not yet been realised.

The parallelism of the problems which are attacked in

astronomy and in spectroscopy is illustrated in the. follow-

ing table. It is interesting to observe how intimately

these are connected and how their solution depends on
almost exactly the same kind of improvement in the observ-

ing instruments, particularly on their resolving power ; so

that not only are the older problems facilitated and their

solution correspondingly accurate, but new problems, before

thought to be utterly beyond reach, are now the subject of

daily investigation.

Astronomical. Spectroscopic,

(i) Discovery of new stars. Discovery of

nebulae, and comets.

(2) Star positions.

new
elements.
Wave-length of spec-

tral lines.

(3) Double stars and star Double lines, groups,

clusters. and bands.

(4) Shape and size of Distribution of light in

planets and nebulje. spectral " lines."

(?) Star discs.

(5) Star motions (normal Star motions (parallel

to line of sight). with line of sight).

Resolution of doubles. Resolution of doubles.

Solar vortices. Solar vortices.

Protuberances, &-c. Protuberances, &c.

(6) Changes of character

and position of lines with

temperature, pressure, and
magnetic field.

(7) Spectroheliograph.

(Combination of telescope and spectroscope.)
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We must especially note that the newer problems require

an enormous resolving power. In the telescope this has

been accomplished partly by the construction of giant re-

fractors and partly by enormous reflectors : and, curiously

enough, the same double path is open to spectroscopy ; for

we may employ the analogous dispersive power of refract-

ing media or the diffractive power of reflecting media.

The increasing cost and difficulty of producing large trans-

parent and homogeneous blocks of glass have tended to

limit the size and efficiency of lenses and of prisms, and
these have been more or less successfully replaced, the

former by mirrors and the latter by diffraction gratings.

These are made by ruling very fine lines very close

together on a glass or a metal surface. The effect on the

incident light is to alter its direction by an amount which
varies with the wave-length—that is, with the colour

;

and a spectrum is produced which may be observed to best

advantage by precisely the same form of spectrometer, with

a substitution of a grating for the prism.

The dispersion of a diffraction grating depends upon the

closeness of the rulings ; but the resolving power is

measured by the total number of lines. It is important,

therefore, to make this number as large as possible.

The first gratings made by Fraunhofer, 182 1, contained

but a few thousand lines, and had a correspondingly low
resolving power—quite sufficient, however, to separate the

sodium doublet. A considerable improvement was effected

by Nobert, whose gratings were used as test objects for

microscopes ; but these were still very imperfect as spectro-

scopic instruments, and it was not until Rutherford, of

New York, 1879, constructed a ruling engine with a fairly

accurate screw that gratings were furnished which com-
pared favourably with the best prisms in existence.

With 30,000 lines (covering more than 40 mm.) the

theoretical resolving power would be 30,000 ; practically

about J5,ooo—sufficient to separate doublets the com-
ponents of which were only one-fifteenth as far apart as

those of the sodium doublet.

An immense improvement was effected by Rowland,
i88i, whose gratings have been practically the only ones

in service for the last thirty years. Some of them have a
ruled surface of 150 mm.x6o mm., with about 100,000

lines, and can separate doublets the distance of which is

only i/ioo of that of the sodium doublet in the spectrum
<if the first order. In the fourth order it should resolve

lines the distance of which is only one-fourth as great.

Practically, however, it is doubtful if the actual resolving

power is more than 100,000, the difference between the

theoretical and the actual performance being due to the

defect in uniformity m the spacing of the grating furrows.'

The splendid results obtained by Rowland enabled him
to produce the magnificent atlas and tables of wave-lengths

of the solar spectrum which are incomparably superior in

accuracy and wealth of detail to any previous work ; so

that until the last decade this work has been the uni-

vfrsally accepted standard. With these powfjrful aids it

was possible not only to map the positions of the spectral

lines with marvellous accuracy, but many lines before sup-

posed simple were shown to be doublets or groups ; and a

systematic record is given of the characteristics of the

individual lines, for example, whether they are intense or

faint, nebulous or sharp, narrow or broad, symmetrical or

unsymmetrical, reversed. Sec.—characteristics which we
recognise to-day as of the highest importance, as giving

indications of the structure and motions of the atoms the

vibrations of which produce these radiations.

One of the most difficult and delicate problems of modern
stronomy is the measurement of the displacement of

~^p<'ctral lines in consequence of the apparent change of

wave-length due to " radial velocity " or motion in line

of sight. This is known as the Doppler effect, and had
hr-on well established for sound waves (a locomotive whistle

appears of higher pitch when approaching and lower when
1. ceding) ; but it was only confirmed for light by Huggins
nd by Vogel in 1871, by the observation of displacements
'f the solar and stellar spectral lines.

It may be worth while to indicate the accuracy necessary

ti such measur'-ments. The velocity of rotation of the

'This applies to all the "Rowland entities which have come under my
no icp, with the exception of one which I had the opportunity of testing at

ihc Physii:al Ijiboratory, University, Gottingen. The resolving power of

this grating was about ;oo,ooo.
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sun's equator is approximately 2 kilometres per second,
while the velocity of light is 300,000 kilometres per second.
According to Doppler 's principle, the corresponding change
in wave-length should be i : 150,000—a quantity too small
to be " resolved " by any prism or grating then in exist-

ence. But by a sufficient number of careful micrometer
measurements of the position of the middle of a given
spectral line, the mean values of two such sets of measure-
ments would show the required shift. It is clear, however,
that if such radial velocities are to be determined with
any considerable degree of accuracy, nothing short of the
highest resolving power of the most powerful gratings
should be employed.
Another extremely iinportant application of spectroscopy

to solar physics is that which, in the hands of Hale and
Deslandres, has given us such an enormous extension of

our knowledge of the tremendous activities of our central

luminary.
The spectroheliograph, devised by Hale in 1S89, consists

of a grating spectroscope provided with two movable slits,

the first in its usual position in the focus of the collimator,

and the second just inside the focus of the photographic
lens. A uniform motion is given to the two slits so that

the former passes across the image of the solar disc, while
the other exposes continually fresh portions of the photo-
graphic plate.

If the spectroscope is so adjusted that light of the wave-
length of a particular bright line in a solar prominence
(say, one of the hydrogen or the calcium lines) passes

through the instrument, then a photograph of the promin-
ences, or sun-spots, or faculae, &c.. appears on the plate.

But the character of this photograph depends on the por-

tion of the bright spectral " line " which is effective, and
as the entire range of light in such a line may be only a
thirtieth part of the distance between the sodium lines, it

would require a resolving power of at least 100,000 to sift

out the efficient radiations so that they do not overlap.

As another illustration of importance of high resolving

power in attacking new problems, let us consider the beau-

tiful results of the investigations of Zeemann on radiation

in a magnetic field. The effect we know is a separation

of an originally simple radiation into three or more, with

components polarised at right angles to each other. This

is one of the very few cases where it is possible actually to

alter the vibrations of an atom (electron), and the fact

that the effect is directly calculable, as was first shown by

Lorentz, has given us a very important clue to the structure

and motions of the atoms themselves.

The experiment is made by placing the source of radia-

tion (any incandescent gas or vapour) between the poles

of a powerful electromagnet and examining the light

spectroscopically. Now this experiment h.ad been tried

long before by Faraday, but the spectroscopic appliances at

his disposal were entirely inadequate for the purpose.

Even in the original discovery of Zeemann only a broaden-

ing of the spectral line was observed, but no actual separa-

tion. In fact, the distance between components which had

to be observed was of the order of a hundredth of the

distance between the sodium lines, and in order to effect a

clear separation, and still more to make precise measure-

ments of its amount, requires a higher resolving power

than was furnished by the most powerful gratings then in

existence.

.\s a final illustration, let us consider the structure of

the spectral " lines " themselves. Rowland's exquisite

maps had shown many of these, which were then thought

simple, to be double.' triple, or multiple, and there are

clear indications that even the simpler lines showed differ-

ences in width, in sharpness, and in symmetry. But the

general problem of the distribution of light within spectral

lines had scat eel v been touched. Here, also, the total

" width " of the line is of the order of i/ioo of the distance

between the sodium lines, and it is evident that without

more powerful appliances further progress in this direc-

tion was hopeless.

Enough has been said to show clearly that these modern

problems were such as to tax to the utmost the poweTS

of the best spectroscopes and the experimrntnl «;kin of the

most experienced investigators.

Some twenty vears ago a method u 1 \yhich,

though somewhat laborious and indirect. i;..v. j.iomise of
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eight to ten days, the ruling diamond (which must be
selected and mounted with great care) has to trace a
furrow several miles long on a surface as hard as steel,

ind often breaks down when the grating is half finished.
I he work cannot be continued with a new diamond, and
must be rejected and a new grating begun.

Thirdly, the slightest yielding or lost motion in any of
rlie parts—screw, nut, carriage, or grating—or of the
mechanism for moving the ruling diamond, is at once
- \ idi-nct d b\ a kut- -ponding defect in the grating. When,
;ift' r w ' kv, i.r mhit times months, of preparation all seems
in rtadiius> lo bt^iii ruling, the diamond point gives way,
ind as much time may have to be spent in trjing out a
I'W diamond.
When the accumulation of difficulties seems to be in-

surmountable, a perfect grating is produced, the problem
- considered solved, and the event celebrated with much

!• joicing, only to find the next trial a failure. In fact,

nore time has been lost through such premature exhibi-
rions of docility than in all the frank declarations of
-rubborn opposition !

One comes to regard the machine as having a person-
ility— I had almost said a feminine personality—requiring
amouring, coaxing, cajoling, even threatening! But
iially one realises that the personality is that of an alert

nd skilful player in an intricate but ^ c-:-. -^ game
ho will take immediate advantage of th - of his
pponent, w-ho " springs " the most d g sur-
rises, who never leaves any result to chance, but who
• vertheless plays fair, in strict accordance with the rules
f the game. These rules he knows, and makes no allow-
.r\<x if you do not. When you learn them, and play
accordingly, the game progresses as it should.
As an illust-ation of \h<- nuasure of success attained in

lis work, I would direct attention to a recent comparison
V Messrs. Gale and I^emon of tf»e performance of a
rating of 6J-inch ruled sufface w^ith that of the echek>n,
he Perot and Fabry interferometer, ir. The test object
- the green radiation from incandescent mercury vapour.
he spectrum of •-

' tion had been supposed a simple
ne until the i '-x showed it to be made up of
ve or more c<.

,
The whole group occupies a

:>ace about one-fifteenth of that which separates the
>dium lines.

- six components, while the
its give from six to nine,

><' <'i '' - it a distance apart of only
'5<* of : n the sodium lines, and

iiese are so . , a the grating that it would
• possible to distinguish doublets of one-half to one-third
his value, so that tf»e actual resolving power is inxn
0,000 to 400,000—of the same order, thtrefore, as that

: the echelon.

It may well be asked, why is it necessary- to go any
.rther? The s,ime question mas put some twentv vean»
go when Rowland first astonished the scientific world
ith resolving powers of 100,000, and it was his belief
at the width of the spectral lines themselves w-as so
'^t that no furtt>er "resolution" was possible. But it

)S been abundantly shown that this estimate proved in
rror. and we now know that there are problem* the sohi-

• ion of whi<ii depends on the use of resolving powers of at
:• ast a million, and others are in sight which will re<|uire

II million for their accurate solution, and it is safe to
v Th.1t the supply will meet the demand.

to our comparison of die telescope and die
: while the progress of «nvie<itigatioa of the
rse will be ever furthered

"

.>«d site and
wer of the telescope, : y seriouslT
the turbulenoe of die ;....... .....eji of atmo-

gh which the obserratioRs vmaast be made. Bat
corrcsiomUng limit to the effectrre power of

and die solution of the corresponding
the subatomic structures and motions of this

. roscopic univenM maf be confidenthe awaited in the
iture.

me«Mges we r-^^v- (,-r^ the depth of die stellar
•irmament or from t' arcs of our laboratories, -

«s>me they in a milli. <«cond or in lnindr«ds of
light-yeans, are faithful r«^Ard-i of evenfci of prtilound
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<• to the race. They come to us in OT**^—'" *
ve are only beginning to understand.

I ;ur present duty is to make it possible to receive and
to record mch messages. When the time ooaet for a
Kepler and a Xcwtoa to translate tfaem w« may eaipect

aiarvels which will require die utrooat powers «€ <Mir

intellect to grasp

B^

THE CARBOMSATION OF COAL.
I.

EFORE it is possible to explain the highly twmpIeK
actions taking place in the destrucdve dt<ti1la«iwi

of coal, it is important to have «ome definite idea of
the nature of the raw material with which we have to

deal ; and although many attempts have been made to

gain an insight into the composition of ooaL, the wide
variations in its characteristics, At dMhwities altnirfng

any attempt to separate its constituents, and the case
with which the products of its decomposition undergo
secondary changes at the temperatures employed in break*

ing it up, have prevented any very satisfactory solation

of the problem being arrived at.

The one thing generally admitted is that coal is the

fossil remains of a ve^getation that flourished in the car*

boniferous period of the worM^s history, and that it ha*
passed through successive stages of checked decay: the

action of time, temperature, and pressure, generally out
of contact with air, resulting in the oooversion of these

into the tertiary coals (sudi as brown coals or lignites),

and probably by a continuance of the action yielding

eventually the true coaL
All the plants of which we have fossilised reooid in

our coal measures ooosisted of sei^^ and reeds, tree

ferns, club mosses or lyoopodia, and trees akin to the

pine ; but in those prehistoric days the conditions of flrowdi

—warmth, moisture, and carbon dioxide—were sudk that

these plants grew with a succulent fre«doai and rap«<fity

unknown in latter days, and which rradered their tassoes

an easy •. '^ ''fcay and fermentation—actions which
left only resistant unchai^HL The wwlc of

Morris, C . Flemii^ and Huxley has shown us
that tl^ bituminous matter in coal is lar^y derived from
the spores of fossi! mosses akin to the hxopodia. If wt
take the club mosses of to-day, we find their spores ^ve
us the body known as lyoopodium—a substance so resino—
in its nature that it resists the action of wMer, and is

u.«ed to coat pills, while the same ressMms cfcaracteristMS

render it so inflammable that a Gttle Mown thna^rii •
flame provides the theatrical world widi its aartWdal

lightning. Spores of this character, from the giant grMith*
of the carboniferous period, tc^^lier with the more resinoMS
portion of plants akin to die pine, am the «ib«NMnei

' \e best resisted the actions taking pboe iatimg
hat have elapsed in die faimrtion of cemL

>,,„ ^ with the 0ire of the otiginal plants, we find

two well-defined bodies—cellulose, as repreuented b» cotton

fibre, and lignose, as represented by fute fibre. In the

former, the percentage of carbon is 44, in the latter 47
—each givii^ distinctive reactions with dilute acids at

70* C, with aniNn sulphate, widi SchnfcM sohrtion, and
with mixtures of sulphiRic and nitric acids., la ifce celMar
tissue, we find starch; and besides Aew bodies, tkcre

are present the extractive wnd mamni msnert of the ssp.

Among the extractive matltr we find ^tm»—mtA as

those exuding from the aeita* and cherry, but also prwwt
in the juice of many plants^ mwcilaipe, vqpetsblê jeliy
(which gives many juices dMsr gwm of ^gt*MinMgg^
resins, essential oils, and other niH difincd boSes. With
some forms of ve^getation, the eaaeMial oils anlui^a

tion and form resins; and tbfe8(>, htimg mayt ws**
change, accumulate in masses of decaying vt^table

^

so that largt* quantities of them are found m Qgnite beds

in a fossilised, but little chai^jed. state.

The cha»g«e« in the carbohvdrates and exunttiv* oMMtrt
depend Urgdv upon the condMoaa «f decay. Givta HMis>

ture aiid air, thev beonme converted into carbon dBooiidi

and water ; dieck the decay by cnttinc off ft«e aocoas of

1 FraM a <vMn» M C»mar L«or««k «*«• m riM K>i>dl ^^tm* ^ K^t* i«

»<mwtb«raw< lViu.n»i)i . tftv >y PkJ: V»n"

to

iVVMI B^ SjCMV^
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ail, tilt ......... ,, sluvv<d Uowii, and the gasct evolved are
carbon dioxide und methane.

It in rl'-ur that in a ma«>s of rottin{< vegetation under-

({oin(f chocked decay, ft-rmcntation must play an im-
portant part ; and Renault found, in an extensive series

of rcxearches upon {K>at, that the most important factor

in the conversion of vptjctablc do|>osits intt» pf^al was
funf^i and bacterial ferments, which give rise to the pro-
duction of ulmic compounds of the composition : Carbon
65-3 'i hydrojien 3-85, oxygen 30-84. Mulder also, at an
earlier period, found that bodies could be extracted from
peat, to which he gave the name of humic and ulmic
acids ; and Kinof, Proust, and Hraconnot found that such
bodies formr^l the chief portion of peat.

Thfsp humus bodies have also been frequ<'ntly identified

in the lignites and also in the true coals.

None of these bo<lies are probably definite compounds,
and resemble the residues obtained by the action of dilute
acids on sugar and starch- The evidence, however, seems
to point to the presence in all bituminous forms of coal
of degradation products of the original vegetation of a
humus or ulmic character, and which is probably the
portion carrying the nitrogen ; and in round numbers
the proportions of the carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen will
be not far removed from : Carbon 62 per cent., hydrogen
5 per cent., oxygen 33 per cent. •

It is also well known that tertiary coals, like the brown
coal and lignite depo>iits, are rich in fossil gums and
resins, derived from the extractive matter of the vegeta-
tion ; and a number of these have been isolated and
analysed ; whilst it is evident that in coal there are resin
bodies of this character approximating to the general
composition : Carbon, 79 per cent. ; hydrogen, 1 1 per cent.

;

oxygen, 10 per cent.

The amount of resin constituents in the original vegeta-
tion, and which concentrates itself in the coal, must plav
an important part in chemical changes taking place
during the formation and ultimate composition of the
coal ; and it is clear that although the vegetation
that flourished in the coal age was of a verv different
character from that of later periods, yet in all proba-
bility the variations in the extractive matters of the
plants varied to much the same extent as in the flora of
to-day. Thus some deposits would be formed from vege-
tation containing but little of the resin-forming constituents,
while others would be rich in them. We know the wide
differences there are in the physical characteristics of the
lignites—sometimes more like wood than coal, at others
black, shining, and with a conchoidal fracture ; these
variations in appearance being due to the conditions under
which they have been formed and the amount of resin
constituents present.

If we start with the humus and resin constituents as
they exist in the peat deposits of to-day, the latter ,nre

present only to the extent (t 5 m 10 per cent. ; hut in

the decaying vegetation of \\v . .u imniferous :i^. , tluv
were probably present in much larger quantities. The
humus, unprotected by it, rapidly undergoes decomposition,
with conceiitration of carbon and evolution of methane,
carbon dioxide, and water. As the layers of deposit .above
the carbonising mass {jrow thicker, so probably the tem-
perature rises. The ratio of resin constituents increasing
in proportion binds together the mass, and so helps to
protect the remaining humu-^ : .Tnd with the lapse of
centuries lignite is formed. If the amount of resin con-
stituents has been small, or, owingf to local circumstances,
has not been distributed evenly throughout the mass, the
lignite is loose in structure, and during the ensuing ages
continues decomposing until, if the pressure has been
great and the temperature high, nothing but the residual
basis and trace of resin constituent are left in the form
of steam coal or anthracite. Under other conditions they
may remain mixed with th.^ Mtumiiious coal in a seain
and form the "mother of (oal."'

If the percentage of nsiii bodies has been verv high—as in a drifted deposit of spores from lycopodia—and the
temperature has been high, the resin bodies may become
semi-liquid, and. minglinfj with surrounding earthv de-
posits, will give such compounds as boghead cannel. the
organic matter in which has the same composition as
resin, while it yields 33 per cent, of ash. Some of the
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canneis, however, are simply very ridi bituminou« '•":•'

When the temp«'rature has been high enough, -

the resin constituent* practically distil into the un'l

clay, yielding some forms of shale.

Heat also may cause isomeric and other changes
resin bodies, thus altering thdr behaviour towards solv<-nts

;

while the effect of heat under pressure upon the resins

is in some cases to decompose them, with f..r..i-.»w>r. of

hydrocarbons, a long series of which wer< \<<j

Kenard—among them being both saturated and . d

f
roups, together with hydrocarbons containing <

iydrocarbons,' like retene (C,,H,,), have frequenil

isolated; and this body is found in many lignites,

the last few months, Pictet and Ramseyer have
hexahydrofluorene (C,,H,,) and others of the i..u:

aromatic hydrocarbons from coal—bodies which arc :

solved into aromatic hydrocarbons and hydrogen
destructive distillation. Renard long ago isolated not o;;

saturated hydrocarbons like pentane and hexane, but n!

hexahydrides or naphthenes isomeric with the *''

series, from the resin oil obtained by distilling wo<'
at a low temperature (350° C.) ; among these hexahyund
being C,U,,, C,H,,, and C,„H,,. The presence of bodi

of this character in low temperature coal tar is a furtlv

proof of the presence of the resin bodies in coal.

All these degradation products of the original vegetati-

are to be found in the bituminous coals, the residual bo'

and humus forming the basis, which is luted together '

the hydrocarbons and resins ; and the character'
various kinds of coal are dependent upon th<

in which the four groups of the conglomerate
These constituents of the coal have their own (

'

products of decomposition when the coal is -

carbonisation. The humus bodies during carbonisati.
yield a large proportion of the gaseous products, and und
the influence of heat show no sign of melting, but
to break up at about 300° C. *The decomposition t.

more rapid as the temperature rises. Water disti!

in the early stages ; the tar is thin and poor in qi;

and the gases up to 600° C. consist of hydrogen, m- :

and carbon dioxide, with smaller quantities of carh.

monoxide and traces of other saturated hydrocarbor
The decomposition can be completed below 800° C. ; b
if the temperature is run up to 1000" C, the carb.
dioxide is reduced in quantity by the action on it of v.

red-hot carbon. Carbon monoxide increases correspor.
ingly, while hydrogen and methane are still evolved.
The decomposition of the humus is also largely affect

by the rate of heating. If slowly heated, a large prop<.

tion of the oxygen is given off in combination with
hydrogen as water vapour, while if quickly raised in

temperature more combines with carbon to form carb.

dioxide and monoxide. The residue shows no sign
caking, while, like the naturally formed residue—mother
coal—it requires a large proportion of cementing mater
to make the particles cohere. The resin bodies and hydi
carbons which form the cementing portion in the ci.

melt between 300° C. and 320° C. ; and if a coars-
powdered sample of the coal becomes pasty or semi-fluid
at this temperature, it is a strong inference that the coal
will coke on carbonisation—a fact noted by Anderson, ap'^

which is very useful in practice as a rough test. Ab<'

these temperatures, also, the resin bodies and hydrocarlxv
begin to decompose.
The resin bodies at low temperature yield saturat-

hydrocarbons, unsaturated, chiefly hexahydrides or naph-
thenes, together with some oxygenated compounds : while
the hydrocarbons yield paraffins and liquid products—n"

these primary constituents undergoing further decomp*^-
tions at slightly higher temperatures. The liquids so pi

duced begin to distil out as tar vapours and hydrocarb.
gases, and leave behind with the residuum pitch, whi.
at 500° C. forms a mass already well coked together it

the residuum from the humus is not too large in quantitx

.

The coke formed at this temperature is. however, soft

but if the heat be raised to 1000° C. the pitch resid

undergoes further decomposition, yielding gas and leavi

carbon, which binds the mass into a hard coke.
It has been shown by Muck and other observers that

is not always the coal containing the largest amount
volatile matter that evolves gas most rapidly or is rich'
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in hydrocarbons, and this naturally follows from the fact

that the coals which have the highest oxygen percentage
are mostly those giving high volatile matter. As these
are rich in the humus bodies which yield most of the
diluting gas and but little tar or rich hydrocarbon gases,
they cannot give the high result of a coal in which the
oxygen content is about lo per cent, or rather lower, and
which contains a large percentage of resin bodies.

Experience shows that the weathering of coal is a
phenomenon which is dependent upon the absorption of

oxygen from the air ; and this weathering is fatal to the
coking of some coals, the slacks of which are so susceptible
to oxidation that a few days' or weeks' exposure destroys
their coking power. Now the avidity of oxygen for some
Vegetable resins is well known ; the rapidity with which
iiipal will absorb oxygen from the air may be taken as

example. Common resin has itself been formed by the
idation of turpentine, and countless ages under condi-
ins tending to reduction may well have whetted anew
' resinic appetite for oxygen. In any case, the resin
>dies are the compound-; present in the coal most likely
possess this property ; and it is the chemical actions so
used which lead to slow combustion, and, when
t;elerated by any rise in the surrounding temperature, is

pable of generating suf!icient heat to lead to the spon-
neous ignition of masses of broken coal large enough to
vent the escape of the heat as it is developed,
('oal exhibits, to a lesser extent, the same property of
'-.orbing gases that charcoal does. The least absorbent will
k-e up one and a quarter times its own volume of oxvgen,
iiile many bituminous coals will absorb more than three
nes their volume of the gas. This action, at first largely
vsical, presents the oxygen in a probably active condi-
gn to the resin bodies in the coal, and leads to the rapid

"weathering" and destruction of the coking properties
found with some kinds of coal.

Boudouard has shown that when coal is weathered
humus bodies are produced, and the coking power is

lessened or destroyed. In seven samples of various coals
the humus constituents were increased by the oxidation,
uhich seems to show that the action of the absorbed
oxygen is to attack the resin compounds ; and as we know
that carbon dioxide and moisture are the chief products of
the earlier stages of heating of masses of coal, it seems
probable that the result is a conversion of resinic into
humus bodies with evolution of these gases. It is this
( hange that leads to the serious deterioration in the gas
and tar made from coal which has been too long in store

;

while the fact that a cannel coal like boghead or a shale
does not weather is partly due to its dense structure, and
also, in the same way, is an indication that the resin
bodies of which it is chiefly composed are of a different
Ivpe—a fact borne out by their resistance to certain coal

K-ents which freely attack the ordinary resin matter.
It has been shown that the coals richest in resin bodies

the cannels, whilst those that contain most of the
-idues of the humus bodies and least of the resin con-

stituents are the steam coal and anthracite, and between
th'se extremes come the large class of bituminous coals.
Many classifications of coal have been suggested, some
-'^d on their chemical, some on their physical, and others
their coking properties. Of the latter, the most gener-

ally adopted is that suggested by Gruner, in which he
tabulates bituminous coals into five classes. .\lthough
Schondorff, Muck, and others have shown that it is not
applicable to all kinds of coal, still this criticism applies
to all classifications that have been proposed.

Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen
n,., (-«»! /Lone flame and"! . « . . . o.Dry Coal ...

-j „„„.,„;,i,g .J-
75-8o 4-3-5-S la'o-iSs

Fat gas coal
...{C'jl;!^^^^""^ ='"''} 80-85 S^o-S'S io-o-i3-2

/Good coke, but\ «. q.., ,.- ..

\ porous... .../ ^-^^ 50-55 5-5-'o-o
Semi-fat or ftir

nace coa
Coking coal ... Best coke ... 89-91
Lean coals and 1 xr , •

anthracite ... |
Non-coking ... 90-93

4'S-5"S

3'o-4'3

4'5- S'S

3'o- 4'5

I his arrangement shows not only the coking properties,
also the changes in composition which the coal imder-

^, the concentration of carbon, and reduction in highly
Used bodies. In the first class we have the dry coals,
Iding large volumes of gas and liquid products on dis-

tillation
; and these—as might be expected—most resemble
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the lignites, and share with them the property of non-
cokmg or binding together of the residue on carbonisation.
This IS due to the fact that the humus-like bodies are still
present in much larger quantities than the resinic com-
pounds and hydrocarbons, and as on distillation they leave
no bmding material in the residue, the resinic bodies can-
not supply enough to give more than a friable mass.

In the second class A coals, altered conditions of
temperature, pressure, and time have led to further de-
compositions of the humus bodies, and the resinic con-
stituents and hydrocarbons having increased in ratio by
concentration, a point is reached at which coking take's
place, although not of a really satisfactory character.

In the third class, the action has still continued with
further concentration of the resin bodies, hydrocarbons, and
residuum, with the result that the former bodies are so
increased in comparison to the humus and residuum that
a good coke results, although, for reasons that will be
discussed when speaking of coking processes, it is rather
too porous and bulky.

In the fourth class, the proportion of resin and hydro-
carbon bodies has reached the right ratio as compared
with the humus and residuum, and the best coking coal
is obtained. Bituminous coals of the kind classified bv
Gruner may therefore be looked upon as an agglomerate
of humus and the degradation products of these bodies
down to carbon, luted and protected by resin bodies and
their derivatives ; steam coal and anthracite as the degra-
dation products of humus which has nearly completed its

decomposition owing to the small quantity of resin bodies
in the original vegetation ; cannel coal as consisting
mainly of resin bodies, which, having been in a semi-fluid
condition, have mingled with the earthy matter in contact
with it, so obtaining the high ash found in many kinds.

In putting forward this theory as to the composition of

coal, I wish it distinctly understood that by the terms
humus " or " resin " bodies I do not imply any one

definite compound, but merely bodies of this character

—

the humus bodies all containing a percentage of hydrogen
from 5 per cent, downwards, while the resin bodies all

contain a percentage of hydrogen above 5 per cent. If it

is once admitted that coal is a conglomerate of the kind
I have indicated, it explains all those obscure points which
no other theory touches—such as why with two coals of

almost identical composition and of high oxygen content
one should be a coking and the other a non-coking coal,

the reason being that in the one the high oxygen content is

due to humus bodies, which will not coke owing to the

low pitch-forming nature of the hydrocarbons, while with
the other the oxygen is due to resin bodies, which are

essential to good coking.

In 1898 Anderson and Roberts, as the result of a long

research upon the chemical properties of Scotch coals,

came to the conclusion that a considerable part of the

organic matter in coal consists of a complex compound
comparatively rich in nitrogen, and also containing sulphur,

and that there Is also present resinous material, while the

remaining constituents are composed of degradation pro-

ducts of the original carbohydrates of the coal plants, a

theory which in its essentials agrees very well with my
views on the subject.

During the present year (191 1) Burgess and Wheeler
have published the results of a series of experiments upon

the distillation of coals at various temperatures which lead

them to conclude that coal contains two types of com-
pounds of different degrees of ease of decomposition. The
more unstable decomposes below 750° C, and yields on

distillation the paraffin hydrocarbons and no hydrogerv ; the

other decomposes only at or above 750° C, and yields

hydrogen only, or possibly hydrogen and oxides of carbon.

The latter they suppose to be a degradation product of

cellulose ; the former to be derived from the resins and

gums from the coal plants. The authors consider that the

difference between one coal and another is determined by

the proportion in which these two types exist in the coal.

.AH the evidence that can be adduced shows that when a

coal undergoes destructive distillation all the hydrocarbons,

together with the resin and humus constituents, undergo

decomposition at a temperature certainly well below

700' C, and that as the liquid and gaseous products distil

out they leave behind their less volatile residues as a pitch,

which lutes together the carbon particles and forms soft
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coke; while a« ihs temperature rise* above 750" C, the

pitch residue d«'conipo»eg, yielding hydrogen, carbon

inonoxidf, imd methane as gases, while the cnrbon r»-sidue

from th'- pilch binds the residual mns$ into coke. It is

this residual pitch that Burgess and Wheeler have mis-

taken for a primary constituent of coal.

It is clear, however, that (putting detail on one side

until our knowledge has been broadened by experience) the

answer to the question as to what is the composition of

coal—whether the answer is derived from a consideration

of the actions taking place during its formation and of

the substances from which it was derived, or is obtained

fro.n analytical data, as was done by Anderson and
Roberts, or from the products of distillation, as has been
done by Burgess and Wheeler—must bt.' that coal is a
lunglomerate of humus and its degradation products with
the resinic bodies and their derivatives.

(in the second lecture of the series, Prof. Lewes traced
the alterations in the methods of carbonisation from
.Murdoch's pot stills to the latest forms of gas-making
retorts, showing the reasons that led to the horizontal

iron retort, its gradual replacement by fire-clay retorts,

the introduction of the inclined retort, and the improve-
ments in gas settings.)

Since itJqj, when the advent of the incandescent mantle
as a practical method of developing light began to do
away with the necessity for gas of high illuminating
value, so general became the adoption of the mantle that

in i<)oo applications b«'gan to be made in Parliament in

various Gas Bills to reduce the standard of light for

those companies whose previous average had been about
i() candles, it being felt that a 14-candle gas was
bptter fitted for yielding light with the incandescent
mantle, power in the gas engine, and for heating in

gas Steves than higher qualities ; and it also gave the
possibility of economies in manufacture, which it was
hoped might lead to lowering of the price of gas to a
pomt at which it would better compete with fuel gas
for power purposes.

Durinfj the last ten years there has been an amount
of activity in attempts to alter the process of gas manu-
facture which has exceeded any that has taken place since
the first few years of its inception, and this new era may
be considered to have start'^d with the inauguration of
the vertical retort, in which, by utilising a large oval
lire-clay retort set on end with a slight taper from bottom
to top, much larger charges could be used than had been
possible with the horizontal or inclined retorts, and in

which also gravity was utili.sed to the full for charging
and discharging.

The vertical retort dates back to 1828, when it was
first introduced by John Brunton, who, finding that the
gas could not escape freely from the lower portions of
the charge, and so created considerable pressure, put a
perforated pipe in the centre of the charge to afford
an easy wav of escape. Nothing more was heard of the
process, so It probably failed ; but at later dates attempts
of the same kind were made by Lowe and Kirkham and
also by Scott.

.\fter these early experiments nothing seems to have been
done for sixty years until the sunmier of 1903, when
Settle and Padfield put up a vertical retort at Exeter,
and Dr. Bueb started experimenting on the subject in
Germany.

\'ertical retorts during the last few years have met
with great success on the Continent, and their use has
spread with the greatest rapidity.

In England it has been felt that, good as are the results
obtained with the vertical retort working intermittently,
i.e., by putting in a full charge of coal, carbonising and
drawing, and then recharging in the same way as with
the old form of retorts, great improvements could be
effected by making the process continuous, as was first

attempted by Settle, so approaching more nearly to uniform
conditions of carbonisation. Vertical retorts on this
principle have been devised by Messrs. Duckham and
Woodall, and by Messrs. Glover and West, and they
certainly show results which will lead to continuous car-
bonisation being one of the most important factors in
the future of gas manufacture.
The economies to be derived from carbonisation in bulk
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have on the Continent led to ttill further advance* in

«tizc of the charge, and little more than three yr-—
chamber i .irUmiHaiicm was introduced at .Mir

which charges of 3 to 8 tons of coal can t

with at a time, and thi» method also has met with a
large amount of succe«s, a number of in)>tallations having
b«pn erected on the principle* laid down by Rif-s, Kopp<
and others.

.Many ob<er\ers felt that the old horizontal retort covjai

be made to yield better results than had hitherto b«en
obtain<-d, and Mr. C. Carpenter, at the South Metr<-

f)olitan Gas Company's works, found thai great advant.
may be obtained by packing the old horizontal retorts •

of coal, as had been suggested by Kunath in 1885, instead

of only partly fillinti thm, this doing away with the
large space that had always been left above the chnrr
of carbonising loal, and so eliminating to a great e.v

the baking of the gases and contact with the he.ii .

crown of the retort, this giving a distinct advance in

make and quality not only in the gas, but in the tar.

Whilst these changes in form have been taking pi.

improvements in the settings, gas fuel, and regener.i

firing have made such strides that the temperatur's
employed are limited only by the nature of the refractory

materials used, and the result of these higher temperatures
with light charges is to largely increase the volume of the
gas obtainable per ton of coal, but at the same time its

illuminating value is reduced, and the tar is deteriorated,

and it also gives rise to stoppage of ascension pipes and
an increase in naphthalene troubles in the service.

When iron retorts were used, the temperatures that c
be employed were limited by the softening point of the ii

and rarely rose above 800° C, and although only '.

cubic feet of gas were made per ton of coal, the gas v

rich in heating and lighting value, and the tar excellent

in quality. The advent of the fire-clay retort, as has
been seen, enabled temperatures to be increased, and
10,000 cubic feet of gas was the general yield. With the
introduction of regenerative firing, the volume of c""^

obtained rose to 11.000 cubic feet, whilst the more mo<l

dn-lopments approach a yield of 13,000.

In all these changes the gas manager has been actu.

by the desire to get the greatest volume of gas pos~

p»r ton of coal, and at the same time to do it v

the greatest economy, and but little attention has \

paid to the quality of the tar and coke, which have 1

looked ujxin as by-products. In point of fact, the
when temperatures were pressed to their highest in ligi

charged horizontal retorts, became so poor and chok <i

with naphthalene and free carbon as to be almost valuele^-

The intrcduction of large masses of coal in carbon'

-

tion, for reasons which will b" discussed fully later,

led to distinct improvements in this respect, and altho

there is no modern tar which approaches in value

product of the old iron retort, the improvement in m
places of late has been very marked.
(The gradual growth oif the coke-making industry

then dealt with from the Meiler heap to the mofi

coke recovery ovens.)

{Jlo be continued.)

US'IVERSITY .AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

London.—The following are among the courses that will

be held in the Faculty of Science at University College
during the present term :

—" General and Geological
-Aspects of Palaeobotany," by Dr. Marie Stopes, on Tues-
days at 4 p.m., beginning on January 16: "Instruments
and Maps," by Mr. M. T. Ormsby, on Tuesdays at 4 p
beginning on January 23; "Vertebrate Palaeontology."
Prof. J. P. Hill, on Tuesdays at 5 p.m.. beginning on
January 23. In connection with the Francis Gallon
Laboratory for National Eugenics, Prof. Karl Pearson will

deliver two lectures on " Sir Francis Galton," on Tues-
days, January 30 and Februar>- 6, at 8.30 p.m., to b"

followed on subsequent Tuesdays by a course of

lectures on " Some Problems of Eugenics."

We learn from the Revue Scientifique that M. Georges
Leygues has just given 25,000 francs to the University of
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Paris in aid of the new Institute of Chemistry, and that

M. David Weill has made a third donation of 30,000 francs

to the Universit).

Buildings costing nearly 200,000/. are, says Science,

either being constructed or will be started at the University

of Wisconsin before the next academic year opens. Nine
new structures will be completed within the next twelve
months on various parts of the University grounds. The
new buildings and their cost will be as follows :—Biology
hall, 40,000/. ; wing to library, 33,000/. ; home economics
building, 23,000/. ; model high school, 30,000/. ; women's
dormitory, 30,000/. ; agricultural chemistry, 18,000/.

;

chemistry building wing, 15,300/. ; horticultural building,

11,400/.; gymnasium annexe, 3000/.

A COL'RSE of ten lectures on illuminating engineering
will be given on Tuesday evenings at the Northampton
I'olytechnic Institute, St. John Street, London, E.G.,
commencing January 16. The lectures are intended for a

technical audience, and each lecture will be given by a
-pecialist in the particular subject. The subjects of the

lectures are:
—"The Nature of Light and of Radiation ";

Photometrt and the Measurement of Light "; " The Pro-
duction of Electric Light and its Distribution "

;
" The

Chemistry of Gas Manufacture and Lighting "
;
" The Use

of Shades and Reflectors "
;

" Physiological Factors in

Illumination"; "The IVactical Use of .^rc Lamps";
The Practical Use of Metallic Filament Glow Lamps";

" The Practical Use of Gas Lamps."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Microscopical Society, Deceiiil)er 20, 191 1.— Mr.
M. G. Plimmer, P\R.S., president, in the chair.

—

F. Shillington Scales : The photomicrography of the
< I'-ctrical reactions of the heart. The lecturer described the
[irinciple and construction of the Einthoven string galvano-
meter, with especial reference to the optical arrangements
and the methods of photographing the movements of the
wire, resulting from the differences in potential set up
by the heart-beat. Photomicrographs of the movements
of the hearts of various animals under the influence of
drugs were shown.—Rev. Hilderic Friend : British
Tubificidic. The author first gave a brief historical sketch,
alluding to the work of Lankester, Beddard, and Benham,
and the various Continental and other authorities who
have in past years written on the family. After showing
the difficulties attending definition, and the value of the
sft<-je for the purposes of classification, the author pro-
ceeded to arrange the British species in two classes :

—

(i) those genera which are destitute of capilliform setae;
and (2) those which possess them. These two groups are
again subdivided, and no fewer than thirty species, besides
some subspecies and varieties, are placed on record, of
which ten are described for the first time, and sixteen have
b"en added by the author during the year. Specially
interesting is the discovery of a new genus, named Rhyaco-
drilus, containing two species, of which one (R. hichtielus,
Friend) is new to science. These two species are as yet
lown only in Derbyshire. Hyodrilus is now definitely
corded as British, with no fewer than five species.

Linnean Society, D.'cember 21, 1911.—Dr. D. 1 1. Scott,
1-. R.S., president, in the chair.—Rev. Hilderic Friend:
Some annelids of the Thames Valley.

Dublin.

Royal Irish Academy, December 11, 191 1.— Rev. Dr.
Mahaffy, president, in the chair.—W. F. de V. Kane :

lare Island Survey Reports.—Butterflies and moths.
' he lepidopterous fauna of Clare Island is relatively poor,
nd shows a marked preponderance of northern species.

I he island affords a second Irish habitat for Dasydia
"hfuscaria, a remarkably melanic variety. The coast sand-
hills of Achill and of isolated points on the adjoining main-
land are noteworthy for the occurrence of Nyssia zonaria,
and the discontinuous range of this species, with its wing-
1' ss female and sluggish herb-eating larva, presents an
interesting and difficult problem to the student.—F. Balfour
Browne : Water-beetles. Ninety species of water-beetles
ai< now known to occur in the Clare Island district.
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-Amongst these are some uncommon species, notably
Deronectes griseo-striatus and Agabus congener ; the latter
insect had not been previously found in Ireland. The local
Octhebius legolissii occurred on Clare .sland. In addition
to the full lists of species, a careful analysis is given of the
West Mayo water-beetle fauna. The author recognises the
occurrence of a distinct west-ranging Irish group of species—of both northern and southern European origin—a fact
which has also been noticed in other sections of the fauna
of the west of Ireland.—Miss Jane Stephens : Fresh-
water sponges. Five species of fresh-water sponges were
found, namely, .'^/xjn^i/Za fragilis, S. lacustris, Ephydatia
millleri, E. fluviatilis, and Meteromeyenia ryderi. The
first-named is new to "Ireland. Of the remaining species,
H. ryderi, a sponge common to North .\merica and the
west of Ireland, is very widely distributed throughout the
district examined. Different forms of this species are
described for the first time from Ireland. The differences
between the sponges growing in lakes lying on limestone
and those in lakes on non-calcareous rocks are noted.

Rural Schools.

Year's Course.
(London : Mam

By G.
Pp. 48.

lillrui and

Book vi.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Die Chemie der Cellulose unter besonderer Beriick-

sichtigung der Textil- und Zcllstoffindustrien. By Prof.
C. G. Schwalbi . Zwtitc Ilalftr (Schluss des Werkes).
Pp. i73-;)(i() + \ii. (Hiilin: Gibruder Borntraeger.) 14.80
marks.
Handbuch der bautechnischen Gesteinspriifung. By

Prof. J. Hirschwald. Erster Band. Pp. xi + 387. (Berlin :

Gebriider Borntraeger.)
Annuaire .Astronomique et M6t6orologique pour 1912.

By C. Flammarion. Pp. 360. (Paris : E. Flammarion.)
1.50 francs.

Mineralogy. By Dr. F. H. Hatch. Fourth edition.

Pp. ix + 253. (London: Whittaker and Co.) 45. net.

Increasing Human Efficiency in Business. By Prof.

W. D. Scott. Pp. v-t-339. (London: Macmillan and Co.,

Ltd.) 55. 6d. net.

The Rational .Arithmetic for

Ricks. Scholar's Book. Third
Fourth Year's Course. Pp. 48.

Co., Ltd.) 3d. each.

Black's Literary Readers. By J. Finnemore.
Pp. 268. (London : A. and C. Black.) is. qd.

Twenty-seventh .Annual Report of the Bureau of

.American Ethnology to the Secretary of the Smithsonian

Institution, 1905-6. Pp. 672. (Washington : Government
Printing Office.)

Supplement to the Fourth Report of the Wellcome
Tropical Research Laboratories at the Gordon Memorial
College, Kharloum. By Dr. A. Balfour, Captain R. G.

.Archibald, and others.' Pp. 448. (London : Bailli^re,

Tindall and Cox.) 15s. net

Handbuch der vergleichenden Physiologic. Edited by

H. Winterslein. iS Lieferung, Band ii., Erste Halfte.

Pp. 1145-15634X. u) Lieferung, Band iii., Erste Halfte.

Pp. 160. (Jena : G. Fischer.) 5 marks each.

Complete Yield Tables for British Woodland- and the

Finance of British Forestry. By P. T. Maw. Pp. \\\ +
108. (London : Crosby Lockwoo'd and Son.) 75. (id. net.

Shackleton in the .Antarctic : being the Story of the

British .Antarctic Expedition, 1907-9. By Sir E. Shackle-

ton, C.V.O. Pp. 255. (London : W. Heinemann.) 15. 6d.

Flashes from the Orient, or a Thousand and One Morn-

ings with Poesv. By J. Hazelhurst. Book four—Winter.
Pp. xi + 284. (London: Hazell, Watson and Viney, Ltd.)

IS. 6d. net.

An Intermediate Course of Practical Physics. By Raja-

nikanta De. Pp. .xii + 284. (Calcutta: International

Publishing Company.)
Willing's Pi's^ "Ciiid", 101?. Pp- Niv + .iS<). (London:

J. Willing, jun.. Ltd.) i>.
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THE MNEMIC THEORY OF HEREDITY.
Die Mneme als erhaltendes Prinzip in Wechsel des

Organischen Geschehens. By R. Semon. Dritte

Auflage. Pp. xviii + 420. (Leipzig: W. Engel-

mann, 191 1.) Price 10 marks.

'"PHE theory of heredity which is associated more
J- especially with the names of Ewald Hering,

Samuel Butler, and Richard Semon, and endeavours

to explain the phenomena of inheritance as due to

a kind of unconscious memory, on the part of the

developing organism, of the experiences of past gene-

rations, has not, at any rate in this country, met

with a very large measure of acceptance. It is a

noteworthy fact, however, that in 1908 Mr. Francis

Darwin made it the subject of his presidential address

to the British Association at Dublin, and expressed

views which correspond very closely with those of

ihe authors mentioned.

The mnemic theory, which is based upon a belief

in the inheritance of acquired characters, naturally

does not appeal to those who deny the possibility of

such inheritance. The position taken up with regard

to this question by Prof. Weismann and his fol-

lowers, however, can scarcely be maintained much
longer in face of the rapidly accumulating evidence

which, it must be confessed, their unbelief has been

perhaps the chief agent in eliciting.

Prof. Semon quotes several instances of this evidence

in the work before us, the most convincing of which

appears to be that obtained by M. E. Bordage in the

case of peach trees. It has long been known that

European trees, when grown in tropical or semi-

tropical countries, tend to lose their deciduous char-

acter and become evergreen. This is the case in the

Island of Reunion, where M. Bordage conducted his

experiments. He found that in the course of twenty

years peach trees imported from Europe become almost

completely evergreen. This, of course, is an indi-

vidual somatogenic, or so-called "acquired" character;

but when seeds of these modified trees are sown in

certain mountain districts where they are exposed to

a considerable amount of frost, they produce young
[leach trees which are also evergreen, although seeds

imported from Europe and sown in similar situations

j)roduce normal deciduous trees.

It is true that an attempt has been made with

regard to such cases to uphold the Weismannian
position by suggesting that the stimulus of changed
f'nvironment affects both the somatic cells and the

i^orm cells of the parent simultaneously, by what is

called "parallel induction," so that the germ cells

are modified in a corresponding fashion to the somatic
cells, and will therefore give rise to similarly modified
offspring; but this certainly looks very like a last

attempt to maintain an untenable position, and, in

my case, as Sumner and Semon have pointed out, it

makes no difference as regards the importance of the
action of the environment as a factor in organic evolu-
tion whether we suppose the effect upon the germ cells

to be produced by " parallel " or by " somatic induction."
The mnemic theory assumes that the germ cells are
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not, as Weismann would have us believe, shut off

from the influence of the body or soma, but that they

are, like other cells, and more especially the nerve

cells, capable of responding to stimuli by some definite

alteration in their condition. The stimuli to which
they respond are changes in what Semon calls the
" energetic situation " of the whole organism. The
effects of such changes are supposed to be impressed
upon the germ cells as "engrams," and are of a

lasting character.

We may here translate Semon 's two mnemic
" laws " (" Hauptsatze ") :

—

First Mnemic Law {Law of Engraphy).—All simul-

taneously acting stimuli within an organism form a

coherent simultaneous stimulation-complex, which acts

engraphically as such, i.e. which leaves behind a

coherent and to that extent a unified engram-complex.

Second Mnemic Law {La7v of Ekphory).—The
partial recurrence of the energetic situation, which has

previously acted engraphically, acts ekphorically upon

a simultaneous engram-complex. To speak more

precisely : the partial recurrence of the stimulation-

complex which left behind it the engram-complex

acts ekphorically upon a simultaneous engram-com-

plex, whether it be a recurrence in the form of the

original stimuli or of mnemic stimuli.

It is perhaps scarcely necessary to point out that

by " Ekphorie " Semon means the calling forth again

of the latent engrams by some appropriate stimulus,

whereby they become manifested in the organism.

The condition of the germ cells is thus supposed

to be more, or less permanently modified by changes

in the "energetic situation" of the parent 1mh1\
, and

such modifications affect the djtfvelopment of the germ

cells because the engrams are called forth in due

sequence by appropriate stimuli and express them-

selves in corresponding modifications of the body of

the offspring.

The germ cells are thus stored with the latent

"memories" of past generations, and they may con-

tain many engrams that may never get the chance

to express themselves in any particular individual

ontogeny. Thus a number of alternative routes are

open to each individual at the commencement of its

life-history, and the particular route followed will

depend upon the nature of the stimuli which the

developing organism happens to encounter.

Semon finds confirmation of these views in the

experiments of Kammerer upon the toad, .llytcs

obstctricans. It is well known that most frogs and

toads deposit their eggs in water, where the male

embraces the female and squeezes the eggs from her

by the pressure of his arms. As the eggs pass out

they are fertilised, their gelatinous envelopes swell

up, and they adhere together to form the spawn.

In adaptation to this habit the forefinger of the male

exhibits a characteristic pad or swelling, and the

musculature of the forearm is hypertrophied.

In the obstetric toad, on the other hand, sexual

union, followed by the fertilisation and deposition of

the eggs, takes place on land. The eggs are larger

and contain more yolk, and arc produced in much
smaller numbers. The male assists in the removal

of the eggs from the female by means of his hind

N
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legs, and as there b no water to cause the gelatinous

envelopes to swell up, they remain sticky and adhere

to his Icffs. No pads are dcvelojK'd on the forefingers,

at any rate in the rare with which the experimi-nts

were made. Thus these toads have departed widely

from the ancestral habits of the Anura, but Kammen-r
discovered that they could be made to return to those

habits in a very simple manner by environmental

stimuli.

If the animals are kept at a relatively high tem-

perature (25—30° C.) they are induced to seek the

water in order to cool themselves, and there the

processes of ejfg-laying and fertilisation take place.

The {gelatinous envelopes of the eggs now swell up
and refuse to adhere to the legs of the male, and the

spawn is accordingly left to take care of itself in the

water. The animals become gradually accustomed,

during several breeding periods, to this altered mode
of procedure, and will at length behave in the same
way even at the normal temperature. At the same
time, the number of eggs which they lay increases

and the eggs become smaller and poorer in yolk, and
therefore more like those of ordinary frogs and toads.

More important, however, is the fact that the off-

spring of these toads are found to be modified in their

habits exactly as the parents were. When sexually

mature they seek the water, even when kept at the
normal temperature, and there unite and deposit their

eggs. Still more remarkable is the fact that in the

fourth generation of the offspring of these modified

toads, kept under the same conditions as the parents,

the secondary sexual characters found in frogs and
toads which normally lay their eggs in water, and
which doubtless occurred also in the ancestors of the

obstetric toad, are seen to have reappeared
; pads are

present on the forefingers of the male, and the muscu-
lature of the forearm is hypertrophied. Here, then,

we have a case of atavism or reversion brought about
by changed environment, and in which crossing or

hybridisation has played no part. The ancestral

engrams must be latent in the germ cells, and capable
of being called forth by the recurrence of the appro-
priate stimuli ; unless, indeed, we suppose that the

characters in question have been produced altogether

de novo by the changed environmental conditions,

which seems highly improbable in so short a time.

As regards what we may perhaps call the physico-
chemical nature of the engrams, Semon adopts a very
cautious attitude. Apparently he objects to the idea
of material primordia in the germ cells, and purposely
avoids molecular interpretations ; but he leaves this

question entirely open, except in so far as he regards
the engrams as being localised, chiefly, if not exclu-

sively, in the nuclei of the germ cells. He also does :

not attempt to solve the question as to how the I

necessary stimuli reach the germ cells. That they do
i

reach them, however, appears to be certain from
I

experimental evidence, and that fact is sufficient as '

a basis for the mnemic theory of heredity.

The fact that this extremely interesting book has
now reached its third edition, having been first pub-
lished in 1904, affords a sufficient indication of the
interest which is taken in Germany in the views so
ably expressed by its author. Artmlr Dendy.
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BOV LABOUR AND AFPKENTICESHW.
Boy Labour and Apprenticeship. By Reginald A.

Bray. Pp. xi + 248. (London: Constable and Co.,

Ltd., 191 1.) Price 5*. net.

Ql'ESTlONS relating to industrial administration

and regulation are of spi*cial interest in a time

of widespread unrest in the working community. A
marked improvement in trade has followed a long

period of depression. A book on boy labour therefore

arrives opportunely. The present production is in-

teresting rather as a representation of the points of

view of a London County Councillor than as an aid

to the solution of the problems connected with the

entrv of the adolescent into the working community.

To deal in a book with these problems it is n«-ces-

sary to begin with a clear definition of the problems

and to discuss them with direct reference to an actual

issue. Mr. Bray recognises this necessity, but he

has not escaped from the confusion of ideas which

is too common where social problems are the subject,

and his proposals for reform are definite only in the

form of words in which they are embodied, but are

hopelessly too vague to form a basis for any procedure.

The confusion begins in the first chapter, on "The
Essentials of Apprenticeship." It is stated that an

apprenticeship system must satisfy three conditions.

First, it must provide for the adequate supervision

of the boys until they reach the age of eighteen

;

secondly, it must offer full opportunities of training,

both general and special—the training of the citizen

and the training of the worker; lastly, it must lead

forward to some opening in the ranks of adult labour,

for which definite preparation has been made, and
in which good character may find reasonable prospects

of permanent employment.

These requirements are followed by a general

demand that they are to be applied to all boys ; appren-

ticeship must be universal. How these essentials are

to be assured is admitted to controversy, but that they

ought to be assured is taken as axiomatic. Now if

these essentials and their universal application to

all boys are to be admitted, clearly they must not be

specifically associated with preparation for industrial

efficiency of workers, but applied to all classes of the

community, and in this sense in a general way the

propositions will not be disputed as a pious expression

of desirable possibilities.

If suitable supervision can be provided, most people

would be the better for it even after the age of

eighteen. .'Ml training is good. A job of some kind

for everybody is devoutly to be wished. But in pro-

ceeding to examine what the author calls the old

apprenticeship system, he gets off at a tangent from
his definition, forgets that he is dealing only with

a very small number of the boys who lived in the time

of trade guilds, and that the arrangements which he
praises lacked the quality of universality, which lack

vitiates the comparison which he proposes between
the good old times and the present.

The summary- of methods of apprenticeship, not in

the sense defined in the first chapter, but in the sense

of specific contract between employer and employed
with mutual obligations, is interesting, but is marred
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by interpolated references to individualism, collectiv-

ism, competition, &c.

The historical summary of the early part of the

nineteenth century in respect to adolescent labour

and the Acts relating thereto is germane to the sub-

ject, but all through there is a lack of clearness as to

the aim of the arguments and voluminous quotations.

The author bewails the bad state of what he calls the

industrial system, or industrial organisation, when
what he really means is that there was no system
and no attention by the community as a whole to the

organisation of industry. The decay of apprentice-

ships which he bewails did not arise from the cupidity

or caprice of the employers so much as from the

actual disappearance of the handicrafts for which the

apprentices were being trained.

Another confusion of ideas occurs in connection with
the use of the word " State." The author forgets that

the "State" is ourselves. He speaks of the "State"
as of some superior aloof deity, who is to carry out
the requirements which he has laid down as universal
for adolescents. The "industrial system," "the em-
ployer," "the capitalist," "the manufacturer," are

used- as terms antithetical to the "State." Again, the

chapter on the guardianship of the State is a short
summary of the laws relating to child labour. Here
again, however, the author is dealing with a particular

part of his general proposition, and when he comes
'n deal with the question of education he necessarilv

•turns to very vague generalities.

The book closes with a series of "definite" pro-

asals. None of these proposals takes any account
the boy's own attitude to the question.

1. That the school age should be raised to fifteen.

2. That the boy should be under the supervision of

Government officials until he is eighteen. That the
Labour Exchanges and the Advisory Committees
attached to them are to keep in touch with every bov
by official and voluntary visitors during these three
vrars.

3. That the employment of boys between fifteen and
ighteen should be restricted to half-time.

4. That they should be regularly medically inspected
<Iuring those years.

5. That the Advisory Committees in connection with
lie Labour Exchanges should find jobs for all bovs.
The author omits to make any suggestions for the

pecific organisation of the vast additional public ser-

vice outlined, except that he places it in the hands of
the Board of Trade. Still less does he show how the
immunity—that is to say, ourselves—is to be induced
') go on working for our offspring until all of them
lie eighteen years of age, or to beg from our neigh-
iiurs who have none the means wherewith to feed
rid clothe them. It is quite simple to put these
unctions on the "State" as a duty, but it does not
ok quite so simple when we call the "State" by its

iher name.
He does not realise that the London County Council

nay go much farther in making social experiments
iian the State can, and that London is becoming a
id place for the study of social economics other than
hose associated with its own special conditions. The
txable capacity of London is considerable, and it is
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therefore a good place for sanguine people imbued
with "the sentiment of humanitv " and "imaginative
reason " to make social experiments from which other

parts of the countr}^ may learn useful lessons both

of a negative and positive character.

The happy picture of elementary and secondary

education under the County Council will amuse some
of its ill-natured critics, and the suggestion that

all the youths of the country should be subjected to

the supervision of the " State " or the L.C.C. until they

are eighteen years old, because parents and employers
are no longer to be trusted to discipline and train

except as voluntary assistants to Advisory Committees
at the Labour Exchanges, will seem humorous to

anyone who can appreciate a solemn jest.

BRITISH AND IRISH FRESH-WATER FISHES.

The Fresh-water Fishes of the British Isles. By L .

Tate Regan. Pp. xxv-l-287. (London : Methuen
and Co., Ltd., 191 1) Price 6a-.

MR. REGAN is to be congratulated upon the pub-

lication of this little manual, which should find

a place in the library of every person who takes an

interest in the natural history of our islands. The

lack of a convenient manual of moderate size and

modest price must often have been felt by many besides

ourselves, and this want has been well supplied by

the book now before us. Concise but adequate descrip-

tions are given of all fishes native to the fresh waters

of these islands, including such marine and estuarine

species as are known to ascend into fresh water, and

in our opinion Mr. Regan's work marks a distinct

step in advance of any of its predecessors. The

figures have been drawn by the author himself, and

are well adapted for showing the salient features of

the fishes illustrated ; in one or two instances they

have been drawn from examples which have barely

attained the characters of adult fish, but this is not

really a matter of very great moment, for the changes

due to age, sex, and maturity in each species are

generally pointed out in the text and the size of the

examples figured is given. The importance of the

latter information is, unfortunately, not always as

fully appreciated by those who describe fishes as by

those who have to identify particular individuals with

the aid of the descriptions and figures given.

The vast bulk of our fresh-water fishes are either

salmonids or cyprinoids, and the treatment of these

families bv Mr. Regan is in some respects fuller than

that accorded by any earlier author. Probably few

families provide greater puzzles for the framer of

specific definitions than the Salmonidct, and it is not

to be expected that the course adopted by Mr.

Regan in recognisiog no fewer than fifteen species

of char and eight of whitefish will commend itself to

all his readers. What constitutes a species is, how-

ever, a question upon which any person in possession

of the requisite information may form his own views

;

the point of practical importance is that Mr. Regan

has given us by far the fullest extant descriptions of

the numerous forms (whether regarded as species, sub-

species, races, or varieties) of char and whitefish found

in the lakes of Great Britain and Ireland. In this he
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hai been aided by the excellent seriet of specimens

now in tho collection of the Natural Histon- Must-urn,

the formation of which was, we believe, larjjcly due

to his own exertions, and it is much to be hopod that

it will not be long before this series is completid by

the addition of examples from any lakes the char or

whitofish of which are still unrepres<.'nted in the

national collection.

Although the whitefish (»f L<H;lii» I.«»mond and Eck,

of the Enjjlish lakes, and of Bala Lake were treated

by Mr. Regan as subspecies of a single species in

1908; he now treats them on pages 12 1-5 as represent-

ing three substantive species, but states on p. 263

that they " are only local forms of one species, which
is closely related to Corcgontis wartmatmi of the Alps,

to forms inhabiting' Scandinavia, and to anadromous
Arctic species." Both this and his statement that the
" species " of char are " of quite another nature from
widely distributed forms, such as the pike or roach,"

give some indication of the difficulty which he has
himself felt in adopting his present position.

The cyprinoids present a difficulty of a quite

different nature ; they are normally gregarious fishes,

many well-defined species of which are found in the

same waters, and the rudd is proverbial in northern
Europe for its disregard of specific distinctions when
on the spawning-beds. In these circumstances natural

hybrids are by no means infrequent, and in carefullv

describing and often figuring these Mr. Regan has
rendered readily available information which was pre-

viously only accessible to those who were conversant
with purely scientific literature.

The results of recent researches into the life-histories

of the salmon and the eel are carefully and clearly

summarised, and some information as to the life-

histories of other species is given ; but the statement
that the eggs of the roach are shed on the bottom is,

if not inaccurate, at least not universally true. We
cannot blame Mr. Regan for the very inadequate
accounts given of the breeding", eggs, and larvae of
many species, for these are matters which have been
much neglected by naturalists and particularly by
British and Irish naturalists, and the available in-

formation is, at the best, somewhat meagre. We
think, however, that descriptions (and dimensions)
ought to have been given of the eggs and larvae of
such fishes as the shads, the pike, and at least one
typical cyprinoid; such information is to be found in

the works of Continental writers, and is of consider-
able practical value both to the naturalist and the
fisherman.

Care has been taken throughout to verify the size
and weight attained by each species, and, in the case
of the pike, the history of the great fish of Loch Ken
is given in some detail, and an .account of the large
pike taken when Whittlesea Mere was drained is

given in an appendix.

The final chapter, which deals with the origin and
geographical distribution of our fresh-water fishes, is,

perhaps, one of the most interesting in a book which
throughout reflects great credit upon both author and
publishers, and deserves to become a standard wock.

L. W. B.
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STUDIES OF BIRD-LIU
Studies of Bird-life in Uganda. By Dr. 1

Somcren and V. G. L. van Someren. v*''^'"''

John Bale, Sons, and Daniellson, Ltd., 191 1.) V
1/. iij. 6d. net.

THESE studies comprise more or less beautiful

photographic pictures of the red-headed wood-

f>ecker, Egyptian goose, sacred ibis, stone curlew

(thicknee), little green-backed heron, sandpiper, ru"

necked nightjar, bateleur eagle, darter, cormora;..,

black and white African chats, paradise fly-catcher,

hagadash ibis, whydah finch, black-headed shrike,

crowned crane, and pied kingfisher. The last-named

is an excellent picture. That of the crowned cranes

is also of interest as showing the appearance of the

immature bird at a stage not usually illustrated

museums. The red-headed woodpeckers are also 1

pictures. There are some charming studies of i

and of the little green heron on its nest with eggs

;

the darters on their nests amongst the trees, and
excellent figure of their white, downy young; anci

characteristic representation of the black chat wit!:

white splash across the wing, which is such a c

stant and charming feature in Uganda landsca(>e>

But in a general way it cannot be said that i'

collection of pictures is remarkably illustrative

bird-life in Uganda. The picture of the Eg^pi:

goose might have been done even better in St. Jam>
Park. The sandpiper also might have come fr^

many other parts of the world, and there are stu<i

of the mature crowned crane issued from the Lonci

Zoological Gardens which are better pictures than ;

one here given. In fact, when we consider the exti

ordinary wealth of bird-life in Uganda (a wealth

scarcely equalled elsewhere in the whole continent,

since we have in Uganda a mingling of western,

eastern, northern, and southern forms), the review >-

is a little surprised that the authors should not h.

devoted their photographic skill to a wider and mi

typical selection. For example, they could have di

a great deal to clear up for science disputed poi:

about the marabou stork. Marabous abound in :

Uganda Protectorate, and snapshots of the fly:

marabou would have shown us conclusively wheti

(as I maintain) it flies with neck outstretched,

whether, as other observers declare, with neck wi

drawn, as in the case of herons.

It should not either have been beyond the opp
tunities of the van Somerens to have given us pictu;

in a wild state of the Balaeniceps rex; or of tiu-

splendid blue plantain-eater of the Uganda forests, or

the smaller and equally handsome violaceous plantain-

eater, especially when the tameness of these birds is

taken into consideration. Then there is the handsome
saddle-billed stork. There are many types of heron
and egret, of duck and goose, never seen in English

parks, of barbets and hornbills, which might have
been as easily illustrated as the world-wide stone

curlew or cormorant.

The notes which accompany these well-executed

photographs are of considerable interest. The native

name of the bird is always given, together with char-
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acteristic stories and proverbs concerning the birds

(in one or two instances these are rendered in broken

English, which is scarcely necessary, since they are

not likely to have been given to the authors in

that form). The nesting habits of the birds, the

appearance of the nestlings and of the eggs, the times

of the breeding season, are supplied, and here one

gets a good deal of new information based on careful

observation. Even on the subject of the Egyptian

geese the remarks contain novel information, as, for

example, those describing their habits as tree-perchers.

I'nlike the real geese (which, of course, they are not),

they would seem to pass the night, not on the water,

but perched on trees. Yet the nests are not con-

structed in trees, as is the case with some allied

forms, but in shallow depressions of the ground, and

after incubation the j'oung at once resort to the

water and apparently do not take to the trees until

they are able to fly.

The African chat (Myrmecocichla nigra) is well de-

scribed as a merry-looking bird, and his courting atti-

tude is set forth in words exactly corresponding to the

picture drawn by me in my own work on the Uganda
Protectorate The authors rightly compare the song
of the male chat to that of the blackbird. "After

feeding the young he would often perch on an ant-

hill near by and burst into song as if in pure joy and

pride in a lusty family." These chats are certainly

the most lovable birds the traveller can meet with

throughout East Africa and Uganda. They are very

tame, and have a fancy for frequenting native villages

or European encampments. Another creature that is

well illustrated by photograph and description is the

beautiful paradise fly-catcher (Tchitrea viridis).

H. H, JOHNSTOK.

CACAO-PLANTING.
Cacao : a Manual on the Cultivation and Curing of

Cacao. By J. H. Hart. Pp. x + 307. (London:
Duckworth and Co., igii.) Price 7^. 6d. net.

T T is a curious fact that in spite of the enormous
*- political and financial interests possessed by the

United Kingdom in tropical countries, and therefore

in tropical crops and products, the technical literature

on these subjects should be almost entirely exotic.

There is, for example, nothing in English to compare
I . with such works as those of Semler and Wiesner in

wL German, or with the several series of handbooks on" tropical crops published in France.

This state of things is no doubt due to the fact
I hat serious, organised instruction in tropical agricul-

ture scarcely exists within the British Empire, though
it has been found expedient to undertake such work
in Holland, Germany, and France, countries the

: tropical possessions of which are far less important

I

than ours. There are signs, however, of an increased

I
interest being taken in tropical agriculture in this

1; country, and one of them is the occasional publication
if a book of the kind now under review.

.A sad interest attaches to this book, since though
he author was able to see it through the press, Y"-

lied before it was published. .Mr. Hart was well
lualified to write on cacao. During his long career
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in the tropics, he spent no fewer than eighteen years

in Trinidad as superintendent of the Botanical De-
partment, and in that capacity was continuously

engaged in dealing with the problems that confront

cacao planters. He writes therefore with a full know-
ledge of the needs of planters, and consequently his

book is thoroughly practical from a planter's point

of view. At the same time^ he recognises the pro-

visional character of many of the deductions drawn
from past experience, and lays due stress on the

necessity for further investigation, and makes many
valuable suggestions as to the direction this should

take.

Naturally the book is concerned very largely with

cacao cultivation and curing as practised in Trinidad,

but since that colony produced in 1910 nearly one-

seventh of the world's supply of cacao, and this

mostly of high grade, this is not a great disadvan-

tage, since Trinidad practice may well be followed

by planters elsewhere.

So far, practically no attempt has been made in

cacao-growing countries to keep different varieties

of the cacao-tree separate, and as a result most

plantations contain many varieties, and yield a mixed

product. In forming new plantations, it is desirable

that this state of things should be avoided, and for

this purpose Mr. Hart recommends, in preference to

the sowing of selected seed, the grafting of good but

delicate kinds of cacao on hardy "stocks." The work

already done in the West Indies seems to indicate

that this is practicable on the large scale.

Another equally important problem is that of the

curing of cacao by fermentation. Trinidad is for-

tunate in this respect, since although the plantations

contain a mixed population, the mixed produce ob-

tained is easily cured, and routine practices in curing

are followed, which give on the whole good results.

Mr. Hart is therefore perhaps inclined to attach too

little importance to this question. In British West

Africa it is not so simple. There the variety of cacao

grown is initially poor, and is difficult to cure

properly. Further, the native farmers are disinclined

to take trouble in the matter, with the result that

British West African cacao is of low grade and likely

to remain so for some time to come, in spite of the

strenuous efforts of the Gold Coast Department of

Agriculture to induce natives to improve their

methods. Much of the difficulty that surrounds the

production of better, native-grown cacao in West

African colonies may disappear if the investigations

recently carried out by Fickendey result in the appli-

cation on a large scale of simpler curing methods not

involving fermentation.

The two series of problems to which allusion has

been made are of peculiar importance to the cacao-

grower, but in common with other tropical planters

he has to deal with fungoid diseases, insect pests, and

depredations by animals, and on these and other

equally imfxirtant matters Mr. Hart gives useful and

much-needed guidance. He rightly points out that

cleanliness in agricultural operations is one of the

best nir.in- of avoiding ili^ .1^. in ,1 plantation.

Ilio book contains a number ol good illustrations

of pods of the chief varieties of cacao, of tools used
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in harvesting the pods, .nu! of tvuii.il >cimi.s t>n

plantations.

It <ihnuid be a source «>i ^.lil>i.u ii..ii ... Mi. li..i;'s

fri«-nds that he was able to embody in this satisfactory

form \\U unique experience in the cultivation of cacao.

T. A. H.

A YEAR-BOOK OF SCIENCE.

Jahrhuch der Natttrwissenschaflcn, igio-iqii. Scchs-

und/\van/ij<ster Jahrgan^j. Untcr Mitwirkunp von

Fachniannern herausgcj^^eben von Dr. J. Plass-

mann. Pp. xv + 458. (Freiburg im Breisgau :

Merdcrsche Verlagshandlung ; London: H. H<rdnr,

191 1.) Price 75. 6d.

AGE)NER.\L survey of scientific progress becomes

increasingly difficult, and more valuable when
accomplished, as the number of original contributions

becomes more unmanageable. The excellent publication

of which we have here the twenty-sixth annual volume
represents a serious attempt to cope with an equally

serious situation. To compress the 6000 or so papers

by which physical science is annually enriched into

some forty pages seems a hopeless task, and the

manner of its accomplishment necessarily depends upon
the individual outlook of the enterprising reviewer,

fie will almost inevitably emphasise some things

which are of little value and neglect some which
future developments may show to be of fundamental
importance. - If, however, he limits himself to such
matters as have reached a certain degree of conclu-

siveness, if not a conclusion, he will do good work,
and can safely leave the unfinished and inconclusive

things to his successor.

Dr. Konen's summary of physics deals with some
seventy papers under sixteen different headings, and
includes such diverse matters as Lebedef's measure-
ment of the pressure of light on gases, the con-
troversy concerning the possibility of electric charges
smaller than that of an electron, and the quantitative
study of Brownian motions by Perrin, Chaudesaigues,
.Seddig, and Siedentopf.

The chemistry section, edited by Dr. Dammann, is

mainly practical, and describes such things as Har-
ries's synthesis of rubber from isoprane heated in

glacial acetic acid; the chemistry of " Ehrlich-Hata
606," the new specific against syphilis; and the syn-
thesis of racemic adrenaline. The astronomical sec-
tion, compiled by Dr. Plassmann himself, deals with
spectroscopic binaries, variable stars. Mars, comets, and
the determination of time and geographical situation,

picking out a few papers only, and omitting a large
number of contributions of at least equal interest.

Dr. Kleinschmidt, of Friedrichshafen, deals verv
appropriately with aeronautics and meteorologv.
Other sections are presented on anthropology and
ethnology (Birkner), mineralogy and geology (Weg-
ner), zoology (Recker), botany (Weiss, a very full

section), forestry and agriculture (Schuster), geography
(Schotte), medicine (Moeser), and technology (Ruegg).
An astronomical calendar for 191 1 and an obituarv- for
1910 complete the volume, which, in spite of the
German type used, is bound to be of great utility as
a first line of reference for the year's scientific progress.
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OUR BOOK SHELF.

Engines and Boilers Practically Considered: a llau.
book for Young Engineers on the Construction and
Working of Steam, Gas, Oil, and Petrol Engines
and Steam Boilers. By \V. Mcij^uadc. Pp. xv + s

(London : G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 191 1.) Pn
p. 6d. net.

The author of this little book states ih.i

has been to treat in a simple, straighlforvvard, and
practical manner the various types of engines and
boilers met with in general engineering with the vi<

of providing a practical handbook for young engin«'

in general. Matters connected with the theorj' 01

the subject are not touched upon, or to the slightest

extent only. The book contains sixty-two illustrations

dealing with steam engines, steam boilers, and in-

ternal-combustion engines. The text compri*--- '*

scriptions of these illustrations.

Remembering the class of student for whu;..

book is intended, one expects that the text and illus-

trations should be easily followed. In many cases

index letters are not used in the drawings, an omissi

which is not calculated to help the young beginn

The drawings are clear as regards draughtsmansh
but in some cases are out of proportion, and a \-

contain minor errors. For example, a marine con-

necting-rod given on p. 9 has the set screws used for

locking the nuts shown with the heads home agai?

the face of the rod, thus rendering the screws usel'

for the purpose of locking. In some cases additioi

views of the part under consideration would h >

been useful.

Some important details are briefly described in '

text without any descriptive sketches being givm.

.\n idea of the unevenness of treatment may be

gathered from the fact that the action of the slide

valve occupies eight pages, while a description of a
set of triple-expansion surface-condensing engines

shown in the frontispiece occupies one page. There
is doubtless a place for a well-got-up book on the lines

suggested by the author, and the present book, with

considerable revision and additions, mitjht be rendered

capable of taking this place.

A Text-hook of Physiological Chemistry. By ProL
O. Hammarsten. Authorised translation from the

author's enlarged and revised seventh German
edition, by Prof. J. .*\. Mandel. Sixth edition. Pp.

viii + 964. (New York: J. Wiley and Sons; L
don: Chapman and Hall. Ltd.. 1911.) Price 17

net.

Prof. Olaf Ham.marstf.n has resigned the chair he
held for so many years at Upsala, but one is rejoiced

to learn he has not relinquished work in the field

.

where he has done such important service. Original

papers from his pen still appear in the journals, and
his well-known text-book continues to flourish, and
has now reached a seventh German edition. The
translation of this has, as in the past, been carried

out by Prof. J. A. Mandel. of New York, who has
performed what in his preface he terms a labour

love with his usual efficiency.

The book has considerably grown in size since

last edition ; ever\- chapter has been rewritten

bring it up to date, but the principal new featun .-

a chapter on physical chemistry in biology, which has
been contributed by Prof. Hedin, Hammarsten 's

successor at L'psala. This adds considerably to the

usefulness of the text-book. .A book which has seen

seven editions carries its own recommendation ; one
can merely congratulate its author, and express the

hope that he may live to see many more editions

through the press. W. D. H.
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The American Annual of Photography, 1912. Vol.
xxvi. Edited by Percy Y. Howe. Pp. 328. (New-
York : The American Annual of Photography

;

London : G. Routledge and Sons, Ltd., 1911.) Price

35. 6d.

In these pages the photographic reader will find much
that will interest him, for a host of photographic
subjects are delightfully treated, and the illustrations

are both numerous and good. Turning over the pages
one finds some simple hints regarding telephoto
lenses, then a brief discourse on the fascinating pro-
cedure of taking photographs against the light pro-
ductive of many pretty pictures. Simple apparatus
for photomicrography and sensitising platinum paper
are later dealt with, followed by an interesting article

on "Daguerreotype Copying." 'Much useful informa-
tion is imparted to the reader in the articles on stereo-
scopic night scenes, botanical photography, colouring
photographs, the English cathedrals, &c. Nearly all

the various subjects dealt with are well illustrated,

and these add greatly to the value of the annual. At
the end there is brought together a typical collection
of formulae and tables which will no doubt be found
useful to the working photographer. Good indices to

the articles, subjects, illustrators, and advertisers
facilitate easy references to the various portions of
the book.

Einfiihrung in die Mykologie der Nahrungsmittel-
gewerbe. By Prof. A. Kossowicz. Pp. viii +
138. (Berlin: Gebriider Borntraeger, 191 1.) Price

4 marks.
This book deals with bacteria, yeasts, and moulds in

their special relation to foodstuffs, and forms a wel-
come addition to technical bacteriology. Portions of
it particularly concern the domestic arts, and would
be of service in connection with courses of "domestic
or home science," a branch of training which is now
coming to the fore. Commencing with a brief intro-
duction on the morphology and methods of study of
the organisms dealt with, the subjects of milk, butter,
rid cheese are first considered. Then follows the
ore special section of the book, which is devoted to

(he consideration of the decomposition and preserva-
tion of meat and fish, eggs, vegetables, and fruit. In
this the various organisms producing the "spoiling"
of these foodstuffs are briefly considered, together with
the chief methods of conserving food. It is interesting
to learn that the air of the Cuxhaven fish market is

ozonised, with the result that the fishy odour is

destroyed. I'inally, the mycology of the bakerv, of
sugar, and of fodder is briefiv described. The book
i^ a

. verv readable one, and is well and sufficiently
illustrated. R. T. H.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
I
Ihr Editor docs tiot hold himself responsible for opinions
ixpressed by his correspondents, \either can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected
manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.
Vo notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

Spectroscopic Methods.
In his interestififj address on spectroscopic methods,
if. Michelson tails into a not uncommon error when he
>; that, in order to obtain a pure spectrum, "two
|)ortant modifications must be made in Newton's arranj^e-
rit. P'irst, the lij.;ht must be allowed to pass throuj:;li
v»!ry narrow aperture, and. secondly, a sharp image of
- aperture must be formed by a lens or mirror."
l?oth these irodifications were made by Newton himself,

i with a clear understandinj* of their advantajjes. In
')pticks,' I^xper. 11, we read:

—

"In the sun's iif<ht
into my darkened chamber through a small round hole

. my window—shut, at about 10 or 12 feet from the
window. I placed a lens, by whKh the image of the hole
might bo distinctly cast upon a sheet of white paper, \->Uh<->\
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at the distance of six, eight, ten, or twelve feet from the
lens. . . . For in this case the circular images of the hole
which comprise that image . . . were terminated most
distmctly without any penumbra, and therefore extended
mto one another the least that thev could, and by con-
sequence the mixture of the heterog'eneous ravs wa's now
the least of all.

"

And further on :

—

" Yet instead of the circular hole F, 'tis better to sub-
stitute an oblong hole shaped like a long parallelogram
with its length parallel to the prism ABC. For if this
hole be an inch or two long, and but a tenth or twentieth
part of an inch broad or narrower, the light of the image
pt will be as simple as before or simpler [i.e. as compared
with a correspondingly narrow circular hole], and the
image will become much broader, and therefore more fit

to have experiments tried in its light than before."
Again, it was not Bunsen and Kirchhoff w-ho first intro-

duced the collimator into the spectroscope. Swan
employed it in 1847, and fully described its use in Edin.
Trans., vol. xvi., p. 375, 1849. See also Edin. Trans.,
vol. xxi., p. 411, 1857; Pogg. Ann., C, p. 306, 1857.
These are very minor matters as compared with what

Prof. Michelson has to tell of his own achievements and
experiences, but it seems desirable that thev should be
set right.

'

R.

Are Eyes ever Autophanous ?

The following communication was written about 1880,
soon after my change of residence from Collingwood (in

Kent) to Slough (in Buckinghamshire), that is, about
twenty-three years ago, and having been laid aside, through
the intervention of other interests, has now come to light

again in weeding the accumulation of half a rather long
lifetime. It seemed unadvisable to recast, from memory,
what was set down from present observation. At the same
time, the form in which those observations are presented
required explanation, such as is now offered.

I propose in the present letter to describe some observa-
tions of a rather unique character, and have thought that

the occasion warrants my coining a word in connection
with—though not descriptiv'e of—their general nature. I

had never given much credence to the sayings and state-

ments, not infrequently met with, expressive of a rather

widely entertained belief that the eyes of some animals,

especially those of the feline genera, have the property of
" shining in the dark," of emitting light, or (as I now
venture to describe it) of being autophanous. But I saw
no prospect of disproving its existence until accident

pointed out a ready way of producing the effect, and thus

raising a pretty strong presumption as to the true source

of the belief. I propose in a few words to put your readers

in a position to verify and extend my subsequent experi-

ence, and to enable all who try it to judge for themselves

whether the suggested explanation is not sufficient, with-

out attributing to the eye a specific inherent luminosity.

.\bout five years ago I was presented with a puppy, of

a good breed of collie, the history of which I must briefly

summarise by saying that, until I lost him last November,

he was my constant companion day and night. His sleep-

ing quarters d.uring the spring and summer months of

'84 were in a kennel placed on the landing of a flight

of stone steps leading up to a garden door facing my
habitual seat in an inner room, so that we could always

see each other when the intervening doors were open.

When there was a lamp on the table it was not long before

I learnt to look for, and generally to see, Bruno's great

eyes watching me out of the darkness. It is immaterial

now to recall exactly by what successive steps I learnt the

essential conditions of the phenomenon : they now seem so

obvious. Eventually I was led to use a bull's-eye lantern.

thf> adoption of which opened the wide field of experience

of which I will now endeavour to give some particulars.

Let it not be supposed that it is enough to direct the light

of a lantern upon a dog's eyes. If such were the case, the

observation would long since have been made ; for it is

bv no means essential that the dog's sight shall be turned

directly upon the source of light, as will presently appear.

What is essential, and what makes all the difference

between what the holder of the lantern sees and what a
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bystflnclcr w-fs, h that th«? eye of the obiMTVpr shall be a*
nearly as prnrtirabU' in a Hne with the light and the n-
flrrtin^ eyeball. A pollccmnn, ior instanctr, may ((o hin

rounds nij^ht nfti^r night for years carrying his bull'jj-fye

:it thi' usual waiMbolt Ifvcl, and never have a notion of
thf numlM'rl»'«is pairs of rats' eyes which he would infallibly

st'v along thr area rails should he raise it to the Icvol of
his fncr. so as to look clostjly past his hand. There ! I

have let out my secret, and it only remains to tell what
I have seen in this way

First, then, as to Bruno. It was my habit to stroll in

the garden with him of an evening, and I carried a bull's-
eye, by means of which 1 could always see where he was,
provided he was not moving away from me, or otiierwise
having both oycs hidden. .As to' the distance, the next
observation will give a fair idea. It was the way I

generally chose to show the sight to other people. Bruno's
greatest pleasure in life—ne.xt to accompanying me with a
gun—was to run after a ball, and after bringing it back
to gnaw it if not prevented. He would always prefer his
ball to his food if the former was thrown. His power of
scent was something remarkable. Hundreds of times have
I thrown his ball—wooden ones, which 1 turned for him
in the lathe as required, owing to his aforesaid destructive
practice, like full-sized croquet balls—when it was too dark
to see where he was, and he has never failed to find and
bring it, being guided as to general direction partly by my
.-iction and partly by the sound of the ball falling. Taking
advantage of this, I could always send him forth into the
darkness with the certainty that he would shortly be seen '

by anyone holding a buU's-eye properly, returning in the
form of a pair of gig lamps bounding towards one in an
undulatory fashion most ludicrous to see. Under such
f.'uourable conditions fifty yards would be quite an easy
distance.

1 wiU now pass on to cats. My experience of cats' eyes
is not so varied, but my belief is that, in relation to their
size, they reflect more light. I am sure they could be
seen, under similar conditions, at eighty yards, for I have
seen them brilliantly at half that distance. .At greater
distances there is not the same inducement for a cat to
turn her face in the right direction unless she has taken
refuge from a dog, say, in a tree. In such cases I have
had good opportunities. The greenish light from a cat's
••yes—decided greenness at five yards at least—is easily
distinguishable from the redness which is so noticeable in
that from a dog's.
The next experience I shall mention relates to sheep. I

was completely deceived the first time I saw the light in
sheep's eyes. .A flock had been let into the field adjoining
my evening walk without my knowledge, and there had
not been any there for, maybe, a fortnight. Moreover, it

was in the early days of my discovery of this amusement,
and I had not anticipated its range. However that may
be, the appearance of a numbt-r of lights, moving and
stationary, some down in a hollow, all more or less faint
and shimmering, gave me quite a turn ; for I have never
myself seen natural lights of this sort such as we hear of.
I believe I solved the riddle by getting over the fence

—

after ascertaining that the phenomenon was connected, in
the aforesaid essential way, with the position of my lantern
—and studying it atnbulando, thereby learning, inter alia,
that sheep's eyes can be seen singly if the beast is walk-
ing past, and, of course, equally well, or even better, as
a pair if it is facing you. They are certainly visible at
fifty or sixty yards' distance with the light of an ordinary
bull's-eye as source.

I have also seen rabbits' eyes, in the same way,
sufficiently well to speak positively, but not often enough
or under favourable enough conditions to describe
precisely. The light was certainly feebly seen ,at about
twenty yards.

I have not seen the like satisfactorily in horses myself,
but others have seen it.

Lastly, I have failed to »< any iran^ of it in human
eyes, nor have I heard of anyone else doing so.

J. Herscuei..
1 1 am lold that readers not in the habit of using such lanterns, naUiral'y

suppose that the iffg^'s ivkoie form would be seen by its light. 1 he fact i<,
however, that even a strong light of this kind shows obiecis very feebly at
more than i«n yards, unless of a light colour. Practically the dQ£ is not
seen at all till quite cKise.

The Weather of 1911.

my letter on the above «ubj'

January w) had Ix-en posted, it occurred to i;

gate to what extent temperature deviations

op|K>!,ite to those in England, and for tli!

compared the annual mean temperatures at .Al'
-

>

Cairo) with those for Kngland S.W. and Sou 11

(Weekly Weather Report, 1908, p. 42*)). This district v

iw-lected because Dr. W. N. Shaw, F.R.S. (Natubk, n

Ixxiii., 1905, p. 175), had already compared rainfall in i

region with wind velocity at St. Helena, and I had t-

pared the same rainfall with the volume of the Nile fio

(^uart. Journ. Roy. Met. Soc., xxxvi., 1910. p. 341).

In the present case, a coefficient of correlat:

— 0-427 ±0097 was found for the annual mean temp<

tinres from 1877 to 1910. This looked promising, and

analysis by quarters was then undertaken with

result :

—

Temperatnre« *F.
S.W. England AUh-mua
Mean S.D. Mean S.I>

1st quarter r= -0.724 + 0056 416 1-945 577 ^'^ '

2nd „ -0-277 2:0108 51-6 1-252 7S 4 '^^
3rd ,, -0-165 + 0114 58-5 1-397 8o-8 1-31'

4th ,, -o-544±oo83 462 1-557 652 1-47

Year -0-427+0097 495 0944 698 0-92.

The column headed S.D. gives the standard devintw.n f:

which, in conjunction with the means and

correlation, the equations of regression can b-

The connection between temperature in S.\V.

and Lower Egypt, as represented by .Abbassia, is

real in the first and last quarters, but only plm

the second. What the physical connection inay

more difiicult problem to solve. In the winter h...

Lower Egypt lies close to the axis of the ridge of 1

pressure which stretches across the .Atlantic, nortt

Africa, and Siberia, and the variations of weather 1

are dependent very largely on the position of this mi

It seems probable that the explanation will be found li

but the physical connection would still require invest

tion. In summer, on the other hand, Egypt lies on

slojje between the .Atlantic anticyclone and the In(i

monsoon depression, and probably receives its weot

from different regions from those which control went

in England.
It is hoped to analyse the interrelations more fully

to investigate the position of the boundary between

regions of positive and negative correlation with S

England. J- L Crak
Survey Department, Giza, Eg\-pt, January »i.
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Microscope Stands.

I HAVE read with interest the article on the above ^

ject in Nature of December 21 last. It would be intei

ing to hear if our expert workers agree with

conclusions arrived at.

With regard to the centring of the condenser, in 1

many of the cheaper Continental stands does one find .

accurate means of centring whatever? Also, what grou:

are there for the assertion that the mechanical stages on
the Continental stands " as instruments of precision are

of a higher order than is obtained in the English models "?

Ihen, with reference to the mechanical draw-tube. Which
is cheaper, a mechanical draw-tube built with the sta-^'^

to work with any objective, or a correction collar on >

objective? Is the latter arrangement really more accui

than the draw-tube properly used?
I should also like to point out that the worker

easily keep sprung fittings in adjustment for an indefinite

IJeriod, but ground fittings would require the attention of

the repairer. Lastly, is there any evidence obtainable from
our most eminent workers with the microscope that the

English instrument has lost its former position as the
finest scientific instrument of its kind, and that that posi-
tion is now occupied by the product of a German house?

John A. L. Sutcliffe.
Boston Spa, January 5.*
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UNDER THE GREENWOOD TREE.'

'^T^ O say that this is a delightful book is not nearly
-*- enough, for quite apart from its marked Hterary

excellence it embodies—we were almost writing en-

shrines—the select experience and seasoned reflection

of a man of taste and understanding, who has lived

and moved for sixteen years among the things that

he writes about. It is one of the best books on Indian
sport that it has been our good fortune to read, and
from the lyrical dedication "To my '450" to the final

•chapter on weapons and explosives, there is scarcely

a paragraph that has not salt and savour.
The author's method is as good as his matter and

manner. He gives us, first of all, a pleasing map of

his district, with all the physical and administrative
features plainly marked. Then in forty-four telling pages
lie completes the introduction to his country, giving in a
few terse and relevant sentences a good general idea of

Having given us our bearings in time and space, the
author holds up the mirror, and we follow him and
his trusty trackers—Paniyas, Karumbas, and other
relic jungle-men—after elephants, tigers, leopards,
"bison," bear, "ibex," sambur, and other smaller
game. Many new and interesting things he tells us
about all these animals, and what is not new he
recounts with proper emphasis, and with critical ap-
praisement of the observations and opinions of others.
For the elephant, tame or wild, he has an intense
admiration : he has watched the whole tragedy of an
elephant fight under nature's own conditions, and
although he knows the sensation of being charged by
an enraged tusker, and of bearing off the spoils of
victory, he says :

" I never see an elephant without
a feeling of regret that the death of even the one I

shot can be laid at my door, and nothing would
now induce me to shoot another unless he were a
confirmed ' rogue,' or in" self-defence." He maintains,

Fu;. I.— Needlerock. From "Sport on the Nilgiris

ats hills, streams, and forests ; of its climate and rain-

fall ; of its political oscillations until it became settled

by Europeans and fixed in the fabric of the Madras
Presidency ; and of its economic ups and downs In

the way of coffee-planting and gold-mining. How the

latter " industry " has changed the face of certain

parts of the district (in south-east Wynaad) is so

well pictured that we must quote, or cull, the author's
words. After acquiring dozens of planting properties,
*' the various gold companies . . . took no heed of

their fine coffee. . . . Weeds soon overtopped the
•coffee. . . . Fire got in when the hills were burnt
according to the annual custom." And now "for mile
after mile nothing but an interminable sea of dhub-
bay grass marks the site of what were smiling estates.

. . A wilderness made bv the abortive search after

gold."

1 "Sport on the Nilgiris and in Wvnaad." By F. W. F. Fletcher.
Pi), xix + 456. (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1911.) Price 13s. net.

against Sanderson and Blanford, that the elephant is

intelligent above all the beasts of the forest; and he

considers—with much justice^ we think—that the ease

with which this animal when captured can be tamed

and taught is a proof, not of dulness, but of that

highest form of intelligence which quickly adapts

itself to a new environment.

The author has often been at close quarters—both

accidentallv and by design—with tigers, and he knows

these beasts well,' in all their ways and moods; and

the outcome of all his experience is that, unless it is

wounded, the tiger in Wynaad (where the man-eater

is unknown) is a "cowardly beast" in the presence

of man. He describes, among other things, the way

the jungle-men have of netting and spearing tigers.

He once saw a tiger that had been killed, at very

close quarters, bv a single charge of buckshot; and the

sight so impressed him (six pellets were found to have

entered the brain), that he is inclined to recommend
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the buckshot methot! in denling with a wounded tiger

that has to br foll«»\ved on foot.

Thoufih in many passages—particularly in a short

dif^rcssion on his tame sambur and his other |x.*ts

—

the author rrveals a kindly humour, he is far removed
from the drossy st-ntiment of some of the camera
sportsmen who rejjard ail killing as murder. He
admits that the sporting instinct (" the killinj^ in-

stinct, if you will ") may be a brutal instinct, but it>.

brutality does not much trouble him if men "refrain

from the killing of any inoffensive animal save a male
with a trophy worth the taking."
We like the way in which the author speaks of his

native attendants. He always has a good word for

them, and if occasionally—for such things are—he is

provoked to address a casual hand in terms that are

not exactly complimentary, he is always ready to

listen to an explanation and to admit <\tiniiating

circumstances.

dog appears in quite an innocent and di^'nire <1

guise.

There is no index; but as the tabl-

verv full, and as each chapter deals with one »

>

subject, no one who is not hound to formul

miss it.

THE BRITISH SCHOOL \l Mill-.'

IN its sixteenth volume, the "Annual " ot the Hntisn

School at .Xthens has returned to a manageable
si/e for its format, and in this respect i>

great improvement on its immediate predecessors.

The remarkable excav.'ition at Sparta has come iw

a close, and the description of it ends in this volume.

The final work of the season of 1909-10, which is

described, consisted chiefly in picking up the pieces

that remained. The most important of these ^v iv th.>

e-xcavation of the remains of the Mvcenaean tov

' Sport on the Nilgiris."

There is so little for even a carping critic to gleek

at in this excellent book that we almost hesitate to

express our surprise that anyone nowadays should

talk of malaria as if it were in any direct way due
to disturbance of the soil. It is also unexpected to

find an author who has so much philosophy in him,
and so much sympathy with nature, referring to the

mental processes of animals as if they were all a kind
of instinct, and appearing to ignore the fact that many
illustrious authorities, from Hume onwards, have sup-

ported and justified the opinion that the inferences of

the higher animals differ from the inferences of the

paragon man not in nature, but only in degree.

The illustrations are wonderfully well reproduced,
and most of them are extremely good in themselves

;

but the elephant is far from representing the magni-
ficent creature of the author's election, and the wild
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the Menelalon. These are of interest as showing that

the valley of the Eurotas was only occupied in late

Mycenaean times; no trace of any period before " Late
Minoan HL" was found. Of this period houses with

typical pottery of that age were discovered. These
are described by the director of the School, Mr. R. NL
Dawkins, who also sums up the results of the dis-

cover}' and excavation of the Temple of Artemis
Orthia, which has shed such well-deserved lustre on

British archaeology. This history of the famous
sanctuary is traced, from the establishment of the

earliest altar on the site by the Dorians, down to

Roman times. The importance of this '" record

"

piece of archaeological work is evident, and its two

» "The Annual of the British School of .\thens.' No. xvL S.essio

.1909-10. Pp. ix-t-343+.\vii plates. (London; AlacmillanandCo., Ltd.,n.d.)

Price 25*. net.
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subsidiary results are equally important : first, the

discovery of the Laconian style of vase-painting, and
its identification by Mr. Droop with the style previously

known as " Cyrenaic " ; secondly, the recovery of the

Fig. 1.—Remaias of the Roman Theatre in the precinct of Artemis Orthia, looking towards Mount Taygetos,

great harvest of inscriptions, many of them in Doric

dialect, relatinj^ to the worship of Artemis Orthia and
the contests of the boys at her shrine, which have
been published by Mr. Woodward. The director shows
how important to the history of Greek pottery

i^ the accurate chronology of the Laconian
are which this excavation has rendered pos-

sible. Of inscriptions only a few new ones

have been found, which Mr. Woodward pub-

lishes. A minor excavation at a shrine of

the Eleusinian Demeter at Kalyvia tis Soch;is,

not far off, has yielded some of these. Some
carlv pottery from a site at Geraki is described

bv Air. Wace, and Mr. H. A. Ormerod writes

on thr topo^Taphy of Bardounia and north-

eastern Maina.
.An interesting paper by Mr. C. H. Hawes,

on "Some Dorian Descendants?" may fitly be
mentioned in connection with the Laconian
•work. Mr. Mawes has made interesting re-

searches into the skull-form of the modern in-

habitants of Maina, the peculiar dialect of which
part of Laconia is certainly of Doric origin,

and of Sphakia in Crete, where the dialect

shows possible Doric peculiarities, and where
the native stock has been kept purest from
foreign admixture, since the Turks never tried

to hold .Sphakia, and only once penetrated to

its fastnesses. Mr. Hawes shows that the

typical skulls of both Mainotes and .Sphakiotes
show a peculiar brachycephalic form very like

that of the Albanians, and since the Dorians
Certainly came from Illyria, he tentatively re-

irds this as the typical Illyrian-Doric skull-
rm, and the Mainotes and Sphakiotes as
pical Dorians. This may be, but the Alba-
ians are not, and never were, Greeks, any
ore than the Italians are or were; whereas
>orians were the most Greek of the Greeks. Doric
reek was probably the freest of forei).jn admixture;
It the .Albanian language is totally different from
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Greek, and forms a distinct Indo-European linguistic
sphere, equally apart from Greek, Slav, or Italian.
Also this hyperbrachycephalic form of skull is found in
Asia Minor, especially among Kurds and Kizilbashes.

We doubt the identity of
Albanians and Dorians. But
the paper is an extremely
suggestive one.
The rest of the "Annual "

is taken up by a number of

interesting minor articles,

the most important of which
is that by Messrs. Wood-
ward and Ormerod, describ-
ing a journey in south-
western Asia Elinor, where
Mr. Woodward has found
inscriptions, and Mr.
•Ormerod important pre-

historic sites, with pottery of

considerable interest, which
he describes. It belongs to

a class distinct from that of
the ^-Egean, and the painted
sherds perhaps show
analogies to the geometric
ware found by the Pumpelly
expedition at Anau in

Turkestan, and by de Mor-
gan at Tep^ Musy^n (Mous-
sian) and Susa, in Persia.

Mr. Hasluck continues his

. descriptions of the extant
relics of Latin domination in the /Egean, which have
been a feature of recent volumes of the "Annual."
This year he describes the traces of the Genoese rule

and of the Giustiniani in Chios, besides a quaint French

Fig. 2. -Contrasted Head-forms from Sphakia: Mediterrano

and Dori.in? (cephalic index 88'7).

73M)

the -nscription recording the conquest of Adalia by

Pierre I., King of Jerusalem, in 1361. He also con-

tributes an article on the once-famed medicinal earth,

terra sigillata or terra I.ewnia, which wasi an im-
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portant article of Levantine commerce in the Middle

Ages. The contemporary specimen of this earth in

the Pharmaceutical Society's collection, he says, "can

hardly be genuine " ; by this we suppose he means
that it is probably a British "fake" of the seven-

teenth century. I'he modern specimen he gives

of the Turkish stamp which used to be the
" sif«illum " of the earth (now put on clay bowls),

reads iXn makhtAtn, "sealed earth," in Arabic (not

"<in» maktoum." as Mr. Ilasluck prints it: kh must
not be confounded with k\). Old specimens of this

Arabic seal arc figured from Htlon by Mr. Ilasluck;

but why has he printed them all on one side ? Or is

this the fault of Belon?
Mr. H. R. Hall contributes "An Addition to the

Senmut-Fresco " at Egyptian Thebes, which shows
Minoan Cretan (Keftian) ambassadors bearing gifts

to the court of Queen Ilntshepsu. The addition he

has found in a drawing by Robert Hay, now in the

MSS. Department of the British Museum, made about

the year 1837, which shows the fresco as it was then,

with additional figures, vases, and a great sword.

Mr. Walters notes that the peculiar method of sealing

vases in vogue at Mycenjean Sparta is paralleled by

Egyptian seals of Roman times; we might carry the

cornparison further back, for the Egyptians always

sealed vases in this way, at a period contemporary
with the Spartan specimens. Here is another minor

tale of a freakish tyrant may be a true one, and not
connected with any hybrislika ; the pranks of Greek
despots were often peculiar, and sometimes took forn-

of this sumptuary kind.

The frontispiece to the volume is a ••' '"•'''"rtion »ji

a colour-photojjraph, by Mr. R<.1 id, of
the Semnut fresco as it is to-day, v. .-^ »hc
most accurate possible representation of it^ i;.

Mr. Mond has done a good deal for .in by
his excavations of tombs at Egyptian iijs

application of the latest resource of to
the representation of this important 1 .-o,

and gift of the picture to the Scho<ii "or

this volume, merit special acknowledgmci

Fig. 3.

—

A Genoese Inscription at Chios'

point of similarity between Minoan and Egyptian
ways.

Prof. R. C. Bosanquet publishes the last of the old

finds of the School at Praesos in Crete, in the shape
of the Greek inscriptions, and Mr. Woodward contri-

butes new material to the study of Athenian building
records of the fifth century B.C. Finally, anthropolojjy
is well catered for in Mr. Wace's very interesting

description of the modern survivals in North Greece
of Dionysiac festivals (which have now degenerated
into mere Guy Fawkes bacchaiialia, accompanied by
chicken-stealing and frowned upon by the police),

and Mr. W. R. Halliday's critical examination of the
Argive festival of the Hybristika, in connection with
Herodotus's description of the marriage of the Argive
women with their slaves on account of the oXiyavfipia

caused by the defeat of Argos by the Spartan King
Kleomenes I. (Hdt. vi. 83). He finds the origin of

this story in the festival of the Hybristika, when the

slaves had full licence, and the women donned men's
clothing, the men that of women. This custom of

"changing 'ats " is found all over the world, as he
shows, and is probably the origin of several Greek
stories; for instance, he thinks, that of the Cumaean
tyrant Aristodemos, who, says Plutarch, " is said to

have brought up the boys of free birth to wear their

hair in long tresses and to adorn themselves with
gold, while he compelled the girls to have their hair
cut at the level of their shoulders, and to wear cloaks
like youths and little short frocks." However, this
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riJE WASHINGTON MEETING OF THE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.

THE sixty-third meeting of the .American .Assoc

i

tion for the .Advancement of Scirr lield in

Washington, district of Columbia, on 1 27-3o».
191 1, under the presidency of Dr. Chaii.> 1.. 1' -

professor of botany in the University of Nebra-
The meetings began in the morning of Decenii.vi ^)

with a meeting of the council, after \>hich sections
and affiliated societies proceeded with busi'T^- m.-.t-

ings and programmes of papers.
The formal opening exercises were h.,.

.Assembly Room of the New L.
National Museum at q p.m. of r
same day, the exercises being jk

ceded by a reception from 8 to

o'clock. The President of the
United States, Mr, Taft, was pre-
sent at the opening exercises, and
delivered an address of welcome,
directing attention especially to the
close similarity between the attitude

of mind of the scientific investigator

and that of the judge. Truth, in

both cases, is the aim, and tb-

judicial temperament is necess.v

to the successful scientific m;i

The secretary of the Smithsoni
Institution, Dr. Charles D. Walcott, was to ha\

given a second address of welcome, but was absent

through illness.

The president-elect. Dr. Bessey, responded to the

address of welcome, and, in view of the fact that the

address had been delivered by the President of the

United States, took occasion to point out the import-

ance of scientific work to Government affairs, and to

urge President Taft to give all his support to scientific

bureaus of the Government.
The address of the retiring president, Dr.

Michelson, of the University' of Chicago, was uun
delivered. His subject was, " Recent Progress in

Spectroscopic Methods." This address was published

in full in NATfRE of January nth.
The meeting, as a whole, is the largest in the

histor\' of the association. The actual registration of

the association proper was 1402, while members of

affiliated societies and others in attendance at the

meetings, including ven.' many members of the asso-

ciation who were unable to register, undoubtedly
would have swelled the number to more than 2800.

The addresses of the retiring vice-presidents were
as follows :—Vice-President Eliakim H. Moore, before

th.e Section of Mathematics and .Astronomy, on "The
Foundations of the Theor>- of Linear Integral

Equations " ; Vice-President E. B. Rosa, before the

Section of Physics, on "The Work of the Electrical

Division of the Bureau of Standards " ; Vice-President

George B. Frankforter, before the Section of Chem-
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istry, on •'Ihe Resins and their Chemical Relations

to the Terpenes " ; \'ice-President A. L. Rotch, before

the Section of Mechanical Science and Engineering,

on "Aerial Engineering"; Vice-President Jacoo

Reighard, before the Section of Zoology, on "Adapta-
tion " ; Vice-President R. A. Harper, before the Sec-

tion of Botany, on "Some Current Conceptions of

the Germ Plasm " ; Vice-President R. B. Dixon, be-

fore the Section of Anthropology and Psychology, on
"The Independence of the Culture of the American
Indian"; Vice-President Theodore Burton, before the

Section of Social and Economic Science, on "The
Cause of High Prices"; Vice-President F. G. Novy,
before the Section of Physiology and Experimental
Medicine, on "Carriers of Disease"; Vice-President

A. Ross Hill, before the Section of Education, on

"The Teaching of General Courses in Science."

(Owing to the death of Vice-President Christopher W.
Hall, of the Section of Geology and Geography, no

address was delivered before that section.)

The meeting showed, as in other recent years, an
increased number of affiliated scientific societies of

national scope, and was marked by the presence of

the strong group of societies of economic character,

including the American Economic Association, the

American Statistical Association, the American Asso-

ciation for Labour Legislation, the American Socio-

logical Society, and the American Home Economics
Association.

As has been the growing tendency in the associa-

tion, several important symposia were held, and a

number of meetings of interest to several sections

and societies. Among these may be mentioned a sym-
posium relating to safety in mines ; one on aero-

d\namics, and another on good roads; one on ten

\iars' progress in vertebrate palaeontology; one on
mineral wastes and conservation, and a joint session

of the zoologists and psychologists on questions relat-

i.
ing to animal behaviour. A most important confer-

ence on psychology and medical education was held

i\K the Government Hospital, in which eminent
jj^vchologists and alienists discussed pertinent ques-
1 nns. The Botanical Section held a symposium on

ils, and another on modern aspects of palseobotany.

ill another symposium was conducted on acapnia
;md shock.

The council passed resolutions favouring the estab-

lishment of a national quarantine and inspection ser-

vice directed against the introduction of injurious

insects and plant diseases, and others favouring the

establishment of a national department of health.

Reports of delegates to several international con-

gresses were read.

The general committee selected Cleveland, Ohio,

for the place of the next meeting, to open December
, 1912, and recommended to the following general

umittee that Atlanta, Georgia, be selected for the

cting in the winter of 1913-14. It also expressed

desire that arrangements for a summer meeting
1! ing 1915 be made.
The following officers for the ensuing year were
(ted:

—

President: Dr. E. C. Pickering, director of

Harvard Astronomical Observatory, Cambridge,
iss. Vice-Presidents {or Presidents of Sections) :

I tion A, E. B. Van Vleck, University ot Wisconsin,
idison, Wis.; Section B, A. G. Webster, Clark
liversity, Worcester, Mass.; Section C, W. Lash
iller, Toronto, Canada; Section D, J. A. Holmes,
iieau of Mines, Washington, D.C. ; Section E, J. E.
(id, l^niversity of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas; Sec-

II F, W. A. Locy, North-Western University, Evan-
in, Illinois; Section G, D. S. Johnson, Johns Hop-

kins I'niversity, Baltimore, Maryland; Section H,
]. Walter Fewkes, Smithsonian Institution, Washing-
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ton, D.C. ; Section I, J. Hays Hammond, New York,
N.Y.

; Section K, J. J. R. Macleod, Western Reserve
Medical College, Cleveland, Ohio; Section L, J.
McKeen Cattell, Columbia University, New York,
N.Y. Secretaries of Sections: Section B, W. J. Hum-
phreys, U.S. Weather Bureau, Washington, D.C.

;

Section E, George F. Kay, Universitv of Iowa, lowu
City, Iowa; Section K, W'aldemar Koch, Universitv of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. General Secretary:
Henry E. Summers, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
Secretary of the Council: H. W. Springsteen, Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.
The first meteorological gathering in connection with

a meeting of the association was held in the Forecast
Room of the Weather Bureau on December 28, the
second day of the Washington meeting. As the in-
terval of time between the morning and afternoon
sessions of the various sections and societies was too
short—and the meeting places were too widely
separated—to admit of a "meteorological luncheon,"
in emulation of the British Association, a "meteoro-
logical tea " was decided on as the most practicable
and agreeable form of gathering for the interchange
of ideas among persons interested in the science of
weather. After an hour spent in informal intercourse
and an inspection of the buildings and installations
of the bureau, five-minute talks were given on the
subject, "The Relation of Meteorology to Other
Sciences" by Prof. A. Lawrence Rotch ("Aero-
nautics"), Prof. E. B. Frost (" Astronomv "), Prof.
Henry Crew ("Physics"), Prof. W. M. Davis
(" Physical Geography "), Prof. W. I. Milham
(" Education "). The chief of the W'eather Bureau,
Prof. Willis Moore, gave the address of welcome, and
the speakers were introduced by Prof. W. J.
Humphreys.
As a whole, both from the point of view of the

attendance and the character of papers read and the
general interest shown in the symposia, conferences,
and important papers, the meeting undoubtedlv will

rank as the most important ever held.

The social features of the meeting were of great
interest, receptions, dinners, smokers, and visits to

the many places of interest in and about Washington
more than occupying all the time which could be
spared from the sectional meetings. The most notable

social function was a reception to the lady visitors at

the White House in the afternoon of December 28.

NOTES.
On January 21 mathematicians of many countries will

meet at the Sorbonne to do honour to M. Gaston Darboux

on the jubilee anniversary of his entry at the Polytechnic

School. As the successor, first of Liouville, and then of

Chasles, M. Darboux has added lustre to two famous

chairs, and by his published works has earned a reputa-

tion of the very first order. To Englishmen he is perhaps

best known by his connection with the Bulletin, his re-

searches on cydides (in conjunction with Casey), and his

admirable treatise on the tii<>ory of surfaces. The last-

named work, both in style and method, may be compared

with Salmon's classical treatises. Like Salmon, M.

Darboux has an equal mastery of geometrical and

analytical theories, and combines them with the happiest

effect ; like him, too, he has the 43o\ver of drawing material

from the most diverse sources, and fusing it into a homo-

geneous whole. In offering him our congratulations, we

feel that we are expressing a sentiment shared by all who

are acquainted with M. Darboux's scientific work; and we

are sure that they will join with us in hoping that his

cnrri^'y .uui vigour may be long maintained.
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The possibility of the discovery of a remedy (or cancer

has been ndvanri-d a »taf{e by the preparation by Prof.

Wassermann, of B«Tlin, of a •«ubt>tanre which po««e(n»e»t

a curative action experimentally on cancer of mice. Prof,

Wassermann reasomd that since the cancer-celln are fjrow-

in^J rapidly, their oxygen requirements would be different

from, and }»reater than, those of the cflU of the body

j^enerally. He souf^ht for some substance which mif^ht

interfere with the oxygen supply to the cancer-cells, and

finally adopted selenium as a means to do this. The next

pr«)blem was to convey selenium to the cancer-cells by

mt-ans of the blood stream, and after testing some hundreds

of preparations a compound of selt-nium with an anilin

dy<' eosin was found to fulfil this condition. If the eosin-

sfleiiium compound is injected into a healthy mouse it

bi'comes pink all over, but if into a mouse with a cancerous

tumour the tumour only becomes coloured, demonstrating

the selective absorption of the substance. .After two or

three injections of the substance into a mouse the subject

of cancerous tumours, the tumours are found to have

softened, and after six to eight doses they become cystic,

diminish in size, and finally disappear, and no recurrence

tal<es place. The eosin-selenium compound is, however,

poisonous, and a certain number of mice succumb under

the treatment. Moreovi-r, only small tumours (up to the

size of a cherry) are definitely cured ; with larger tumours

so much disturbance ensues that the animals die.

TiiK death is announced, at seventy-one years of age, of

Dr. Otto Liebmann, formerly professor of philosophy in the

riii\i-rsity of Jena.

1 1 is announced in the Revue Scieiitifique that M. Louis

(lentil has been elected president of the French Geological

Society for 1912, and M. Stanislas .Meunier, G^n^ral

Jourdy, .Xbb^ Boufgeat, and M. Henri Hoursault, vice-

presidents.

At the business meeting of the .Association of Public

School Science Masters on January 1 1 the following

officers were elected for 1912 :—President, Sir .Archibald

Geikie, P.R.S. ; chairman, Mr. D. Rintoul, Clifton

College ; and Mr. D. Berridge, Malvern College, and Mr.

V. .M. Oldham, Duhvich College, honorary secretaries.

TiiK Rhodcsi.-i Scientific -Association's gold medal,

recently offered for an original paper advancing the know-
ledge of the transmission of any insect or arachnid-borne

disease affecting Rhodesia, has been awarded to Dr.

Edward Hindle, Beit memorial research fellow, for his

paper on '* The Transmission of Spirochaeta dtittoui."

TiiK Geological Society of London will this year award

its medals and funds as follows :—Wollaston medal, to .Mr.

Lazarus Fletcher, F.R.S. ; Murchison medal, to Prof. Louis

Dollo ; Lyell medal, to Mr. Philip Lake ; Wollaston fund,

to .Mr. C. L Gardiner; Murchison fund, to Dr. .Arthur

Morley Davies ; Lyell fund, to Dr. .A. R. Dwerryhouse and

Mr. R. H. Rr.staii.

.Mr. W. ^L CoATES, fellow, assistant tutor, bursar

and lecturer of Queens' College, Cambridge, and one of

the most successful mathematical coaches at the University,

died on Tuesday. January 16, in his fifty-fifth year. Mr.
Coates entered Queens' College in January, 1884, read

mathematics with the late Dr. Routh, and was third

wrangler in the Mathematical Tripos, part i., in 1886, and
in the following year he was placed in Class L of

Division 2 of part ii. of the Tripos. He examined in the

Mathematical Tnpos in 1891 and 1892.
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Mr. F. l\. SoMERH-liARnNRR (ends uk a cutting from '

Gibraltar Chronicle of January 4 which readc :
—** On

leg of a M-agull which wa<i trapped by »ome fi«her-U>>..

yesterday at the ea>itern beach was found an aluminium

ring bearing the inscription ' Muceum Leiden 704.'

J.ti.D." In reply to an inquir)'. Dr. E. D. van Oort

the 'S Rijks .Musfum van Natuurlijke Historic, I-eid«n,

infurmx us that the seagull referred to is a black-headed

gull (Larus sidihundus, L.) which was marked June 25,

11)11. at Kllemeet, on the island of Schouwcn, province

Zeeland, Netherlands.

Dr. .a. R. Willis, who for the past forty years :

been assistant professor of mechanics and mathematics at

the Royal College of Science, South Kensington, retired

from his jjost at Christ.mas. It is believed that many who
have studied under Dr. Willis would welcome an oppor-

tunity to express their regard for him, and a committee

of past and present students has been formed, therefore,

to arrange for the presentation of a testimonial to him on

his retirement. Subscriptions should be sent to the

treasurer. Prof. A. Fowler, F. R.S., Royal College of

.Science, South Kensington, S.W., on or before th' * '
this month.

The British Medical Journal announces that the ninth

annual congress of the Association Internationale <!'•

Perfectionnement Scientifique, which is under the patroi

of the French Government, will be held on .August j .,

.

in the Balkans, in Turkey, and in Greece. The congress

will be opened in Evian-les-Bains or Thonon-les-Bains, and

will be continued at various other places. Persons wish-

ing to present communications on subjects belonging to

medicine, surgery, and the cognate sciences are requested

to intimate their intention to the president, 12 Rue
Francjois-Millet, Paris XVL The general secretary of the

congress is Dr. Ghislain Housel.

We learn from The Times that Captain Otto Fultor»

recently gave a private demonstration of his apparatus for

the projection of pictures in natural colours by the metb-'

of opaque projection. In order to overcome the great

of light inherent in this method, two powerful elevim-

lamps illuminate the prints. These are ordinary black and

white photographs taken, as usual in three-colour wr-'-

through blue, green, and red screens, respectively, and

images are superposed on the screen. The remarkable pan

of the method is that the colour screens used in the pro-
|

jection are stated to be white, pale green, and pale orar,

but we are assured that the rendering of the colours of

original was remarkably accurate. The method is stated

to be applicable to kinematography.

The expedition of the Egypt E.xploration Fund which,

under the leadership of Prof. Naville, is now e.xcavating

for the third season in succession at .Abydos, in Lpper

Egypt, reports (in The Times of Monday, January 15) that

interesting discoveries have been made in the great necro-

polis, including tombs dating from the pre-dynastic age to

the Roman period. " Of the latter a magnificent example

was found. It consisted of a vaulted chamber, some

20 feet in length, built of mud bricks, and originally

almost hidden in the sand. The building of another simil.ir

tomb over it at a slightly later date had saved it from

the plunderer. On its floor lay twelve heavy coffins of

limestone, each with its carefully sealed cover. Within

each lay the mummy, carefully and laboriously wrapped in

its linen bandages, the blue and gold of its painted cover-

ings as fresh as when laid in the tomb two thousand years

ago." Other burials are also reported, especially one of
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a woman of the t\\pnt\ -second dynasty, who was found

with all her ornann n.t>, bead-necklaces, &c., including a

riny of five scarabs, one of them bearing the name of

Shishak, i]>- conqueror of Jerusalem, and on her nose
" >till lay ih.- small noso-ring of silver." Lastly, a burial

(if thi- tw'lftli (l\iiast\ !ii.'i\ be mentioned; its period is

!-;n(i\\n from an ameihysl ^carab, a stone rarely met with

- u>i(l foi" scarabs after tin time of ihi' Middle Kingdom.
riii-si- ixravatiuns have bciii carried on by Prof. Naville's

a-sistants, Messrs. T. I-]. r<(i, Wb.ittemore, J. P. Droop,

mtl the Hon. Robert Trefusis. On the arrival of Prof.

\aville this month, the work of completing the excavation

if the Osireion, the subterranean temple of King Meneptah
(the supposed Pharaoh of the Exodus) will be taken in

hand.

.Mr. .\. Rose, CLE., British Consul at Tengyueh,

^'unnan, read a paper on the Chinese frontier of India

before the Royal Geographical Society on Monday,
Januar\ 15. The paper dealt mainly with the very

inti^resting problems of political geography which have

nccntly come into prominence in Asia, where China has

<jf late years been active in increasing her influence on

h.-r southern and western frontiers. The lecturer dealt

~|)' rially with that portion of the Chinese frontier which
Miaiclies with that of Burmah, tlie region witli which he

\\,i- iniiniately acquainted, and described a hurried march
to Ilpiniaw, close to the frontier. The frontier tribes

w( ie (le>,(ril)e(l and their characteristics discussed, while

nuich interesting information was given concerning the

-y^ienialic spri'ad of Chinese influence over this border

1 oinilr\ in which suzerainty is claimed by China. \r\

jiieie^ting collection of dresses and of metal and other

olijei i> tnade by these wild border tribes was also e.xhibited.

A sixo.NU contribution by Dr. C. K. Edmunds, president

')( (anion Christian College, on science among the Chinese,

ap]5ears in the January issue of The Popular Science

\lniithly. Some intimate students of Chinese literature

and life 1 laim that in many cases Chinese philosophy has
antii ipated the doctrines of modern science. During the

^ung <iynasi\, in the centur\' 1020-1120 a.d., lived several

fainouv ( hinese philosophers, of whom (hu was the most
i!Ni ini^ui-lied, and it is in his writings tiiat the-,,, r'fer-

'iii. s ;ii. found which it is cJaime'd foresaw modern views.

Dr. I.ilinunds thinks it may be admitted that Chinese
j)lii'ioso|)hei -, entertained some general ideas concerning an
all-per\ ailing niedimii, iliai they had clear ideas on
nieriianical aciion and reaction, and very crude views con-

cerning ihe iran-lorniaiion of energy, which vaguely

suggi/st tlioM- held tcedax. He spps no just grounds for

Relieving that they held .uiv idea^ loniparaMe with the

modern vortex motion in ih'' .ither, of the (on^erxation of

'I' j''^\
. or ol bi<ilogii ,il or I o^inologii a! e\(ilulion. As he

|)oinl~ nul, \\\'' ni'lhod ul nuKleni s(i..nee js its (li-.t in^u isln-

i:\'^ I hai ai lei i-i i, , :iii,l ihi. vx;,. alniosl eoinplei,I\ larking

inion- ih,. Chin.-e,

I \ the -mnniers ol

had ilie -ood forun

ji III ine ~|)i I irneiis i ,|

whii h |)roved lo i» Ion- 1

-( iene... This is de.,1 iil„

o and loin Mr. Charles Koihs.hild
j

II ili-( o\ i-r on I |-e.-s near 1 he Sii'-

niinnn' ll\ ol ili.- ||.,\ , hodid e,,,u|i '

!" ' • - |ii''\ lousK unkno\', n lo
j

Ml' 1\' \ . A. !;. lialiui in ihe
!

.|:nai;ir\ nuinher of llir /.'/(/. -/ije/ei^w.s/ '.s M,>iill!l\' './a;,, o,,

as / , /aa//es, e/)((.s ml li ^, In 1,1,

.

K ihe aihninislr.al ion r.|ini!- lor n, , i)r. |, I'rar-

-" '-
•
'' ' '!• '

' 1- Mus.nin, p.l\S well-lies, IVelj

i lo ihal insiiiuiion li\ his

I
i ): . \, , ,, ;i \, ,,,.

' now Siralheona prolessor
'•' a .\Ie<iill rni\< isii--, I, poinlin^ out that during
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his eight years' term of oftu e ih,;. building was enlarged,
the collection greatly inci, as,,|, and SpoUa Zeylanica, the
museum journal, founded. During his own term of ofVice
Dr. Pearson is enabled to record continued progress in the
museum, but he pleads for further ext, nsion of the build-
ing, and likewise for additional libra r\ fumls.

.\ccoRDiNG to the January number of The Muscmus
Journal, the experiment of giving illustrated explanations
of the exhibits in certain sections of the Royal Scottish
Museum on two evenings in each week to visitors has
proved a decided success. The demonstrations are now
held in the examination room of the University, which is-

sufficiently large to permit of the display of lantern illus-

trations of the objects in the collection, as well as of
others which serve to throw further light on the subject
of each demonstration. In the same issue an extract is

reprinted, without comment, from a daily paper in which
the writer alludes to musk-oxen, to say nothing of tigers,
as Russian animals !

For some years past the Trivandrum .Museum, Tra\an-
core, has issued only a brief summarv of each \ ear's work.
It has, however, been decided that fuller report- are
desirable, and the director. Colonel F. W. Dawson, hais

accordingly issued a combined report for the years 1004-0.
During this period the museum appe.ars to have made
good progress, a special feature being tji,- prep.u .tiion of
plaster casts of specimens that are diflicult to i)re|)are in

other ways. So excellent are ih, s,. c-ists (of which
examples may be seen in the Natural lli.siorx .Mus.uin,

South Kensington) that Dr. Willey, while diredor <it ilie

Colombo Museum, paid a visit to Trivandrum in oiaier to

learn the technique of these castings. .Anoilie,- f, ature of

the work of the museum is the number of (. taie.ms of

various species which have been acquired and d, s( ribed

during the period under review.

To No. 18 of the Bulletin de VAcadcnnr Impcriale des
Sciences de St. Petersbourg, for i<)ii. Dr. X. \'. Nasonov,
director of the zoological museum of ilie ,1, .i(l,iii\ , com-
municates a well-illustrated paper— luiloi uinaie]\ in

Russian—on the mouflon and kindred sp, , ;, s oi wild

sheep, the greater and more important p.m of the memoir
being devoted to the forms commonly iiu hided under the

title of Gmelin's sheep (Ovis orieutalis). That species

—

then regarded as a race of the mouflon—was described in

1824 by Brandt ;ui(l R.aizehurg, ami si.it, d to iiili.ihit the

" Ceraunian Mountains" of r,isi,i, ih,. (iink Islands,

and Cyprus. .\s Persia is first 111, niion,(l, th.it country has

generally been n/garded as the tyjie locality
; but Dr.

Nasonov accords this position to Cyprus, .ind therefore

reg.irds the Cyprian so-called O. opliion as ih. t\pi of the

species. The validity of this \iew will letn.ir, i .neful

consideration. In addition to the (\|)ii,ui sh,-, p, ,'nriii,tlis

is 1,1k, n lo iiulude the .\rineni,in c^iiii-liiii .and til,' .\n,ilolian

<t\i,ilolu,i .IS local r.ices. On ihe other hand, ih- -]i.,n

I iini district , 01 i;;in,ill\ il,si

phinti in }>ii,iiiii . is 1 oiisah

• s, with .1 lo. .il r.ii I
1
,1 \ /.'iini 1 1 1 oni

.111,1 .a siiop.il I isplhihinut II i from the

i<l-me lioni ihe limi
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•omi" dpiurre of jjrndntJon In the»e respect*; but thf fomm

includ«<l in or%vnU\\\i probably have n smaller dev«-h»pmfnt

of \\\f throat-rufl. Whether these features are of specific

value iH doubtful. In his latest rommunication on the

subject Mr. Lydekker regarded erskinei as equivalent to

the typical race of orienlalis.

Mr. C. H. O'Donoghuk contributes to the current

number of the Quarterly journal of Microscopical Science

(vol. Ivii., part ii.) an interesting memoir on the mammary
glands of the Australian marsupial cat (Dasyurus). The

gland arises as outgrowths from the follicles of certain

hairs which appear on the rudiment of the teat, and these

hairs, which subsequently disappear, are equal in numlx-r

to the main milk ducts in the adult teat. The author also

discusses the causes which contribute towards the hyper-

trophy of the mammary gland during pregnancy and at

other times, and concludes that the stimulus to growth is

not a nervojs one, but is due to an internal secretion or

hormone circulating in the blood. It has long been known
that there is an intimate correlation between the presence

of the corpora lutea in the ovary and the fixation of the

fcBtus to the uterine wall, and it is supposed that the

corpora lutea are glandular bodies the secretion of which,

conveyed by the blood, stimulates the wall of the uterus

to undergo the necessary changes in preparation for the

reception of the foetus. Mr. O'Donoghue gives good

reasons for believing that the secretion of the corpora lutea

also stimulates the mammary glands, and thus causes their

enlargement, although other factors are probably re-

sponsible for causing the actual secretion of milk. We
note that Mr. O'Donoghue makes use of the German
term " .Anlage," where, as it appears to us, " rudiment "

would be greatly preferable.

The third volume of the Indian Forest Records begins

with an important part prepared by Mr. R. S. Troup, in

which the author examines statistical and other informa-

tion regarding the teak forests of Burma. It is noted that

the limits of natural teak forests, except to the east, lie

within the province. The total area of teak forests cannot

be computed, but with regard to the reserved forests,

exceeding 25,000 square miles, rather less than one quarter

is returned as teak-bearing (which implies about 6 per

cent, of the growing stock). The greater part of the teak

forests may be designated either as " upper mixed,"

occupying hilly country and characterised by the prevalence

of bamboos, or as " lower mixed," on flat ground. In

the former class distinction is drawn between dry forest,

where Dendrocalamtis strictus is a comqion bamboo, and

moist forest, which often contains Dambusa polymorpha

or Cephalostachyum pergracile. According to available

figures, teak trees require no to 190 years to reach a girth

of 7 feet, upon which basis the exploitable age has been

fixed at 150 to 180 years.

Peterniant's Mittcilungcti for December, 1911, contains

a map of the world to show the state of our knowledge
regarding the relief of the earth's surface. Five grades
are employed, both on land and sea areas, to classify the

data according to their completeness. Over the oceans the

number of soundings in a 1° square (2° beyond the 6oth

parallel) is used as the basis of classification, but on land
the scale on which maps have been published is adopted on
the assumption that the density of points of which the

altitudes have been determined, and the accuracy of the
results, are comparable with the scale on which maps are
published. A close investigation of every land area to

determine the density of determined altitudes and the
accuracy of the determinations would be a long piece of
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work, but it u the oaly saticfactory way of arrivir»(<

rhe pretent flate of our knowledge of the earth's rrii'

Mr. E. K. SuvoRor explored the Commander Islands in

the summer of 1910, and his observations are described in

the Izvestiya of the Russian Geographical Society (No. 6.

iqii). The group consists of four islands, the well-known

Bering and Copper Islands, and two small ones

having no fresh water, are inhabited only by innui:

birds. Bering Island consist* of two parts, a norihtr:

low, and covered with tundra, and studded by a few h:

not reaching 600 feet, and a southern, which is a 1

mass of elevations in chains and groups attaining- a :

of 2200 feet, and is almost inaccessible except along the

coast. Volcanic tuff is the prevailing formation. The

northern tundra has been formed by the silting-up of lak'

which were originally inlets from the sea, and have be*

cut off from it by upheaval of the land. In some places

may be noticed two, or even three, clearly marked terraces.

One of the lakes still in existence, the Sarannoie, is sup-

posed by the natives to be of unfathomable depth, hut

Mr. Suvorof found its deepest hollow sounded only 57^ fe'

Nor are the reports of its extraordinarily low temperatu-

correct, for on July 4 the temperature fell from 54-3* F

at the surface to 50°. Copper Island has a more compi

cated geological structure. Tuff and tuff conglomer;'.

certainly predominate, but dacite, basalt, augite, anu

andesite occur on the north-east coast. The line of coast

is determined by a fault. The inhabitants of the island

Aleuts, with an admixture of several other elements, kt-

a few cattle and pigs and catch salmon, cod, blue fox-

and sea-otters, the last almost exclusively at Copp
Island.

Among the very useful summaries of the geology of

British districts, prepared by specialists and published in

the Proceedings of the Geologists' Association, should be

mentioned those on " The Districts around Settle and

Harrogate," by Prof. Percy F. Ken-lall (vol. xxii., 1911,

p. 27); on "The District around St. David's, Pembroke-

shire," by Mr. J. F. N. Green (ihui
, p. 121); on "The

Neighbourhood of Fort William," iv Mr. E. B. Bailey; on

"The Neighbourhood of Broadford, Skye," by A. Harker ;

and on " The Geology of the Cuillin Range," by Mr.

W. F. Gwinnell. The last three follow one another ir

part 4 of vol. xxii., pp. 179-214. The photographic illi^

trations and the sections in these papers make theni

additionally serviceable to teachers. In plate xi. the famous

unconformity at the Arco Wood Quarry, Ribblesdale, is

reproduced, and the view of Ingleborough (plate xii.) is one

of the finest that we know. Prof. Kendall publishes (p. 37)

his conclusion that the Yoredale and Pendleside series are

really contemporaneous, a matter on which much more is

certain to be written. Mr. Bailey's paper includes a de-

scription of the " cauldron-subsidence " of Glencoe and of

the igneous history of Ben Nevis, where sinking is also

recognised, and where it accounts for the preservation of

the summit andesites in an encircling ring^ of granite.

At the meeting of the Vienna Academy of Sciences on
November 30, 191 1, Prof. J. Hann submitted a work
entitled " Results of Dr. E. Glaser's Meteorological

Observations at Sana (Yemen)." The observations were

made between January and October, 1883, only, but as

no complete data for the interior of Arabia were previpusly

available, the present carefully made series is of consider-

able interest. By comparison with observations for corre-

sponding months at stations on the adjacent coast, and
the use of interpolation formulae, Dr. Hann was able to

deduce very approximate monthly and yearly values of
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13-5° and 25-8° respectively. Once in F"ebi'uary

was recorded (which is not unusual on the

pressure and temperature. The regularity of other pheno-

mena also made it possible to obtain mean values for them
also, rainfall being the most uncertain. The mean pressure

(altitude 2370 metres) is :—winter, 577-5 mm. ; summer,

573"3 ' )''"'> 5755 ; temperature for same periods, 14-2°,

20-6°, 17-5^ C. Mean annual humidity, 50 per cent. ; rain-

fall. 452 mm. The daily range of temperature is very

large, c-prciall}' in winter. The mean minimum in winter

is about 4-8°, mean temperature at 2h. p.m., 24° ; in

summer,
-0-4

plateaux I; the absolute maxima at 2h. p.m. often exceed

30°, and a reaumg of 33^ has been recorded by the maxi-

mum thermometer. In 1883 the rainy period lasted from
^March to August, with a complete break in June (which

|Was abnormal). During thunderstorms rain and hail

showers are often heavy (on July 23, 52 mm.). From May
to October north and north-east winds, January to April

south winds, were most prevalent ; the latter are mostly

Hght morning breezes; all the stronger winds are northerly,

and sometimes reach storm force.

The Scientific American for December 23, 1911, contains

an illustrated one-page article on Sir Joseph Thomson, by
Dr. P. Phillips. It gives a short sketch of his education,

and describes how Sir Joseph, after his appointment as

professor of experimental physics at Cambridge when a
" mere boy," gradually built up the present school of re-

searcii and made the Cavendish Laboratory famous
throughout the world. A clear picture is drawn of the

great master amongst his students ; and at this stage the

author cannot keep up the formal references to " Sir J. J.

Thomson," but lapses into the old affectionate "J. J."
The portrait which illustrates the article shows Sir Joseph
in a \' i\ characteristic attitude.

'//((' Central for December, 191 1, has an interesting

article oil a new aluminium industry, by Mr. A. V. Hussey.
It describes the methods used in the manufacture of large

vats and tanks from sheet aluminium. The joints, which
are generally butt joints, are welded by means of an oxy-
hydrogen blow-pipe, which melts the metal at the joint,

while a special flux dissolves the oxide formed and allows

the two edges of metal to run together. When the joint

has 1).
.
n trimmed and hammered it is as smooth as the

rest <>l I lie sheet, and under test proves as strong as the

uinvork'd p.irts. The development of the industry has
a[)iiaiinil\ h.cn in the hands of old students of the City
and (uiilil- Collei^,. throughout. The editors appeal to old

student'- Inr ihiir views as to the values of individual por-

iums 1)1 ill." tiirei' \i :ii>' course at the college. These mav
l)e of ^j|, ( ial valie , a^ it is not often that those taught
get .-111 .i]i])niuiiiii\ ol expi

. ^-,in- themselves. W'e ini-t the
aiixief. . M,r-,-,,(| by tile edilui- .•!•.; to the future- ul the

'>l'l
^

\ -<M intion, ovviiie uj the numerous changes
iiii^'' -, |,.,iie at South Kcii.siiigtun, will prove to be
Uill.MM:.!. .1.

*>i'Mi '.! \'. -]-.-, li.i'.i |j/-.ii ill u'.i- |(ir a lono ij,,,,-, but
111' gradual' (I tint was .-liwax-- iiarmw in inoport imi in its

leit.^th. ii is only about ei-hi,-, a iminllls a-.i llial |)|-.

<e,'.i:M;:j M-ested the lis.. ,,| •• \\,-ilo..^s( r.'.ii-," ami
"lid \y prndui < i\ \tv east in- pi-n e 1 1

1 ed

,, iA luai >!e i IS ,,l -las. ihal luucll at

<>'i'- ' :i-liilN- s,.p .Ii,. ,,p|„,,ite edge.

'A- made ,. , > i 111. ley Ijy Messrs.
.1 recMit m.-iiiu; of th- Royal Photo-
Reiiwii k described sm-i nf di,.;.- i.^os,

'• tif tile wedge-sci' is

llf..i

SJl .11
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wide, that is, square or approximately square, and this
allows of another plate upon which, for example, a
graduated tint has been produced for testing purposes, being
rotated upon the wedge-screen. If the gradation of the
plate is exactly the same as that of the screen, and they
are brought face to face in reversed positions, the two
together give a uniform tint. Then, knowing the values of
the screen, the gradation of the plate is known also.
But if the two gradations are not equal, by isolating
a strip and rotating the one upon the other it is possible
to get the visible strip of equal density throughout its

length
;
and Mr. Renvvick showed the exact relationship

between the angle of rotation and the comparative steep-
ness of gradation of the screen and the plate, whether the
plate is steeper or less steep than the screen. The one
screen plate, therefore, permits of the measurement of the
steepness of gradation of any plate, the sere-en with its

known values being the standard, without the us, uf anv
photometric instrument, except perhaps in a secondary
sense and of the simplest description, to determine the
equality of the density of the observed strip.

In connection with the application of photography to the

detection of adulteration, the current (Januarv) number of

The World's Work contains some interesting reproductions

of photomicrographs, by Mr. Ernest Marriage. Of these,

the following may be specially mentioned :—pure apple jam
;

"improved" strawberry and gooseberry; "improved"
raspberry and currant

;
pure blackcurrant jam ; b!a( k-

currant " improved " with fruit jelly. In all these s,ini])l. s

of so-called " improved " jams the characteristic apple-

cells are clearly discernible. The photographs are pub-
lished in illustration of an article by " Home Counties "

entitled " Unsophisticated Jam."

The Bulletin of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences,

part XV. of 191 1, contains an important paper, bv Prof.

Walden, of Riga, on formamide as an ionising solvent.

This solvent has the property of imitating in a remarkable

degree the physical characteristics and constants of water.

In the present paper its behaviour as a solvent in cr\(iscopic

measurements and the electrical conductivity of its s,,lii-

tions are described. It is shown that when binarv salts

are used as solutes, solutions are obtained for whieli the

coetlicient of ionisation may be even greater than in wali 1 .

Moreover, the cryoscopie .md th-- elecirieal nieasiuements

agree in giving concordant rigurcs for iIt eoi iVk ieiu of

ionisation over a range of dilutions fiom 5 ki mo lin. s

per gram-molec iile. Sirone organie ai

tribromoacetic Ai'\t\. dn nei, lu,\\e\,i, i., ,

any marked extent wleii dis

found that siareh dissciU-d

cular weigiit .M--645, corn

(^-'t.H,„0,),, and tliat its ^

4- iSi) '. ( 'asiin Lj.ivi- .1 nu

spccilie nil ati )i \ pow er 1
eo

Till- U, :!!, riirniir ,/, ^ s, :,),, < ^ i.|

contains an ;irliile \<\ \] . i.aiiH.iie ,.11

the Cryogenic l..ilior.itoiy of I.eyd.n.

givnn of th'> niilhiids iis.d ill lieu, t

.-\|.-nsi\-.' seal.', and 1 \s . 1 di,.::iaii!

lie- ,-irr.-illi;'iiii'iil nl lii- appaia;;. -

.allied out uith lie- li' Ip <d liqiiid I

helium includes: (1) .1 (l.:..ei;.iii

pressure of neon (20 .mnosp

the triple point (3-; .
> ..

the constants of at

mof;i!s- .'It low temp- ........ -. .-v

that lie 1 . si-iaiie.- ul eolii .-ind of 11

. il 111 lorinai

torniaiiiid.- ;

indiiie wiih

ilie rol;aoi\

iilar \\.-i-lil

.sN

sueii

innisri

.
. il

111 \\(ll

an.

I

loll.

k of

Hint Is tli.-i.-

I'lini on an
' le sluiW

1 . I ellth

I .1 .lK|ui.l
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to zero at 3° A. ; at thin temperature the renUtanre of

mercury \% Icsii than one ten-millionth of it<i value

nt 0°, whilst nt i-.^" A. it is still smaller : (4) inve«tigationH

of magnetic susceptibility and thermoelectric force. Atten-

tion may also be directed to two articles on the fixation of

atmospheric nitrogen in the same journal of November 30

and December 15, 191 1; these are accompani' ' '
. rifs

of interesting and unfamiliar illustrations.

Tub first number of The Chemical World is a very

readable production. The new journal is a monthly

pericxiical published by Messrs. J. and .\. Churchill; its

aim is " to presmt to those interested in th*- many branches

of chemistry an account of progress in both theory and
practice." Written from this viewpoint, a number of

short articles deal with various topics of chemical interest,

and form the chief feature of the magazine. Among these

are "The Detection of Mydriatic Alkaloids," by Mr. F. H.
Carr, discussing a problem which arose recently in a

notable murder trial ;
" The Chemical Characterisation cf

Soils," a useful contribution by Dr. E. J. Russell; "The
Recent Progress of Organic Chemistry," in which Dr.

A. Clayton describes Knorr's isolation of the ketone and
enol forms from ethyl aceto-acetate ; and a summary of
" Metallurgical Progress in 1911," by Mr. G. T. Hollo-

way, .^n illustrated article on the chemical department
of the Royal College of Science, with a portrait of Sir

Kdward Thorpe, is the first of a series of similar accounts

which will deal with the chemical establishments of

modern universities and technical colleges. Other serial

contributions commenced are one by Mr. E. Hatschek on
" The Physics and Chemistry of Colloids," and one on
" Chemical Research " by the editor. Sections are also

devoted to physical chemistry, chemical engineering, and
chemical industries, whilst patents and commercial matters

are not forgotten. Thus the new venture appeals to many
interests, and, judging by the first issue, it deserves a

cordial welcome.

In a paper on the direct experimental determination of

the stresses in the steel and in the concrete of reinforced-

concrete columns, read before the Institution of Civil

Engineers on January 9 by Mr. W. C. Popplewell, is

described a method of measuring the simultaneous shorten-

ing of the steel bars and of the concrete. Martens extenso-

meters were used ; for the steel these were applied to the

ends of pairs of pins projecting from the reinforcing bars

through holes in the concrete ; for the concrete the cxtenso-

meters were applied to the surface as near as possible to

the steel. The elastic moduli for the steel and the concrete

were thus found to be 30,200,000 and 1,535,000 lb. per

square inch respectively. A further set of experiments
carried out to determine the intensity of the frictional grip
of the concrete on the steel . resulted in values ranging
from 300 to 600 lb. per square inch of bar surface, to

cause slipping. When all the effects of eccentric loading
have been eliminated from the results of the tests on
columns, there is no evidence to indicate that slipping took
place. In columns of this kind, made up with plain

smooth bars, the two materials behave like one, so far as
their strain effects are concerned.

.An article on propeller erosion in Engineering for

January 12 gives an account of a research conducted bv
Dr. O. Silberrad, of Buckhurst Hill, Essex, in conjunction
with the Manganese Bronze and Brass Company, Ltd.
Propellers driven by comparatively slow-running recipro-
cating engines are free from erosion when constructed of
manganese bronze. When, however, the same alloy was
used for turbine-driven propellers erosion reappeared, and
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often of a very M-riou<» character. 1.

Mauretania and Lutilania, had no remedy been found th-

propellers would have required replacing every few rn'-"*'

at a cost of »om<* thousands of pounds. Each pr<

weighed about 30 tons, and the coKt rai^e* from i^ui. <<

180/. per ton. The erosion wems to have been due to th-

futectic being washed away, the mixed crystals const

i

tuting the main mass of the alloy being practically ur
affected. The research has been successful in the dis'

of an alloy which is now in actual service on the .^/

tania, and has proved itself practically inerodible. 1

1

new alloy is patented conjointly by Mr. P. R. Parson-,

of the .Manganese Bronze and Brass Company, and Dr
Silberrad, and is called Parsons' New Turbadium. It hji-

a tensile strength of 38 to 40 tons per square inch, an
elastic limit of 18 to 19 tons per square inch, and an
elongation of 15 per cent, on 2 inches. In the erosion

tests it showed an endurance about five times that of
ordinary high-tension bronze, and this result has been

confirmed in actual service. We understand that xh-

British .Admiralty has approved its use for the proj.'

of war vessels fitted with turbine engines.

The thirty-ninth issue of " Willing's Press Guide." that

for 1912, has, as usual, been carefully revised, and well

maintains its character as a handy and easily consulted

index to the Press of the United Kingdom and to th<

principal colonial and foreign periodicals. .A variety of

general information adds to the value of the volume.

.A COPY of a convenient monthly weather chart for

daily observation has been received from Messrs. Georg'-

Philip and Son, Ltd. Provision is made for a record of

readings of the wet and d.-y-bulb thermometers, maximum
and minimum thermometers, rain-gauge, and barometer.
Space is also allotted to wind and weather observations.

The price of each sheet is one penny.

\ NEW and enlarged edition of " Soap-bubbles : tiv '.v

Colours and the Forces which Mould them," by Prof. C. V.

Boys, F.R.S., has been published by the Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge. The several new and
original sections which the present issue contains provid*",

like the lectures Prof. Boys has been giving lately to the

Royal Society of Arts juvenile audiences, still further

evidence of the author's genius for experimenting and his

talent for clear and interesting exposition. The pric- .f

the new edition is 35.

Sir Edw.\rd Thorpe's well-known " Dictionary of

.Applied Chemistry " is being revised and enlarged, and
-Messrs. Longmans and Co. announce that the new edition

will be issued in five volumes. The first volume will be

ready in a few days, and vol. ii. early in the summer. It

is hoped that the work will be completed within two years.

Messrs. Longmans announce also that the work on
" Surgery," by Sir W. Watson Cheyne and Mr. F. F.

Burghard, has been entirel}' revised and rewritten with

the assistance of Mr. T. P. Legg and Mr. Arthur

Edmunds. The first volume will be issued before the end
of the present month, and vol. ii. in April next.

OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLl'MX.
Possible Changes in S.\tl'rn's Rings.—.At the meeting

of the Royal Astronomical Society, held on Friday last, it

was announced that a telegram had been received, by Sir
David Gill, from Prof. T<xld. in which he said :

—" Near
the extremities of the major axes of the bright outer ring
of Saturn, with the aid of a powerful telescope, I have
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obscrsed a certain sparkling flocculence which I interpreted
ID be a dissipation of the ring."
Commenting on this message, the Rev. T. E. R. Phillips

stated that he had observed Saturn the previous night, but
had failed to note any extraordinary feature such as was
described in Pf-of. Todd's message ; it was, however,
possible that the affected section of the ring was not then
in view. He also added that, according to the accepted
viiw of the constitution of the rings, disturbances of some
kind were likely to occur from time to time, and that these
might be revealed by irregularities in the shape of the
shadow of the ball on the rings. At the previous appari-
tion he had seen such irregularities, but recently he had
thought the shadow perfectly uniform. Other observers,
who had been able to see the Encke's division easily, had
also noted nothing irregular or unusual.

.\ Daily Mail inquiry at Greenwich elicited the sugges-
tion that the phenomenon may have been produced by the
collision of two of the particles forming the ring, the heat
Itinerated by the impact possibly raising the particles to

incandescence. Owing to the comparatively large separa-
tion of the particles and their uniform motion, such
collisions would not be of frequent occurrence.

-Mars.—Numerous observations made at the S^tif
Observatory are recorded in No. 4545 of the Astronomische
Nachrichten. Among other things, the disappearance of
ihc south polar spot since December 13, 191 1, is noted, and
it is remarked that its position was occupied by a large,
well-marked area having the same hue as the southern
inlands." Special attention has been paid recently to the

study of Libya, which M. Jarry-Desloges considers
important in the study of abnormal clear places on Mars.
He gives details of observations showing changes in the
brightness and tint of Libya during the period December
14-23, 1911. A telegram received on December 28, 1911,
states that the Thyle region had been abnormal since
December 18, being whitish with brilliant spots. The
Styx was observed double, and M. Tyrrhenum and Syrtis
.Minor were always vague. Telegraphing on December 30,
til-- same observer stated that considerable changes had
lakm place in the north polar cap during the preceding
i\\«ni\-four hours. An important white band was seen
iiiw.-n Propontis and Palus Maiotis, and M. Tvrrhenum
w.i^ extended over Eridania. On January 4 M. Jarry-
1

>i sloges announced the reappearance of the south polar
(ap.

A \iw \'.\Ki.\Bi.E OR Nova, S7, 1911, Persei.—Mr.
( i\. 1 )'I',>i.rrr, in a note appearing in No. 4545 of the
.l^lnninnu.ulii' .\dchrichten, describes his observations of
an (ilij-M I in I'rrseus which would appear to be a new
\arial)li' star or a nova. On a pliniograph taken on
Xovr-nihir 13. 191 1, when the objei t was at its maximum
iirigliin.ss, about mag. 11-12, l\v iin.ig,- ,,f the newly dis-
iiivi-i-il \aiial)I(' (iverlapprd []\c images of two neighbour-
ing star-,, whereas il is noi shown ai .all on photographs
shdwing objects mucli fainl- 1- than ih-- . l.-vinih magnitude
t.iken with the sani'- instiiniiinl s (hniiiL; August, 191 i.

I h'- position of till' ohji'ct in t|ui-i!(in is 2I1. om. i3-is.,
-r S>'''

.i')>i' fur 1X550, and jh. ^in. i(i.,s., + 5(1° 42-8' for

I in: l.ir.iii n\ (Umlis mii/i and iqiir.—In a note
^q'p' .irin- in No. .)5.)5 of tln' .\ slroiiiniiisrhc Xiuil lifh hii
^I. ()ilow (h'siaiss.-, ihi- v.ar\ing hrightiirss of Kies^^
Hoii/i) ami Hnioks's (,ic,ii,) c (inirts. Adiniliing thai ih.

liii^L^hln.ss i, proportional to A-\ In- sreks lor ihr diff.r.ni
I "nuts tin- i'\piiniail of lli.' t|uanlit\ r. I'or Hrook's's
'iinicl, Iroui I Willi \ -Ihiir ohscrv.ations niadi' during
Au-usi ..•;- t,, 0, loh.r 15, hi- IiikIs that 1 S'l'- glvi-s iji',-

n'^ne-l .ap|)ro\inialion to thi' ohs.a-\i-il (ii|-\-.', II,, lin'

III. an hri<;hl n.s>, h.'ing 5^ 1 .

i'ldiii twi-K- ohs.av.alioiis piihh.h.'d h\' l)i-. llol,|., h. k
li" iinds thai il„ 7... anil r ' an- 1 In "v.alin s whi,h h. -I

M ih- hri-hlni-~ of Kir^.,", (oni'l. h'or 1 wo other conn-ls,
I'lMw ;in<! nM.Sr, h.- d-riv. s th,. xalu' - | 1 ,_ =5.4, r-*-\ and
II,

i .,,
(•' ', ri-|)ii lively.

1 in, >(,\..\R ('o\si\\i. -In No. 5, vol. xwiv., ol 77;,

Astropliystcal jxtirunl PlJ. Very has ;ni .irliili- on tin-

need of adjustment of the data of terrestrial meteorologv
and of solar radiation, and on the best value of the solar
constant. In it he criticises the recent work of Abbot and
Fowle in the determination of the solar constant, and
argues that while their methods purport to follow
Langley's methods, they have abandoned the essential
prn-K.-iple of the latter, and more nearlv approximate to
Pouillet's. Prof. Very argues that too 'low a value has
been assigned to the efTective depletion of the incident solar
rays, and consequently too low a value has been obtained
for the solar constant. Whereas the value of approxi-

I
mately 2 calories is given in the second volume of the
Annals of the Astrophvsical Observatorv of the Smith-
sonian Institution, Prof. \'ery finds evidence on ever\

i

hand that the value should be greater than 3 but less
!
than 4 calories.

THE SURVEY OF INDIA.'

'P'HE report of the operations of the Survey of India
during the year 1909-10 ' has just been' issued bv

Colonel S. G. Burrard, R.E., F.R.S., the Officiating
Surveyor-General. During the year the new scheme of re-
organisation which had been approved was brought into
operation, and in it provision is made for three topo-
graphical circles, the northern, southern, and eastern, each
under a superintendent. Four topographical survey parties
are allotted to each, and there ari six trigonometrical
parties under the direction of the Superintendent of
Trigonometrical Surveys. Details are given of thr topo-
graphical work executed in each of the three cin l. s, .md
maps show, the distribution of the areas surveyed and the
portions which have been surveyed since October, 1905.
The forest surveys were carried out in almost every case
by the particular topographical parties in whose spheres
of work the forests lay, and were niainl\ on tlie scale of
2 inches to i mile.

The principal triangulation was coniiiuied in the North
Baluchistan series, the Kashmir series, and in the Upper
Irrawaddy series, a total of thirty-five sta'tions being
observed from, and thirty-nine triangles being completed,
the average angular errors being 0-303", 0-591'', and 0-381"
respectively in the three areas of work. .A series of com-
parisons was carried out to test the accuracy of mercurial
barometers, aneroid barometers, and hypsometers as height-
measuring instruments. The result's showed that

"

the
aneroid barometers differed greatly from on-- anotli.r .uid
from the mercurial barometers. Tin- l.atn r u-iv- heigjus
in defect, and the hypsometers gax, hi ii^lns eonsi,!, r.ihh

in excess of those obtained by tri.Mignlaiion ; ih- . m . s., ai

16,000 feet being as much as (;oo 1..1. Asironomit al

latitudes were observed in Oudh, and ]» luhilum opi rations
were extended to the east and niiriii-i .isi ol thr .area in-

vestig.ated in the s.ason kioS o in Cmtral Inili.i, twelve
stations iiavini.; heen \isitr(l this \r.ar in th,- tr.iit situated
between lals. ^i' .ami .'1. \,, .iml lon-s. -,,' am! .S v' l'"--

The m;ii;nilie sui\i\ .iml iIm lid.il ojMt.iiions \\,\i> con-
tinuid.

.\l Dihra Dun ihr l.,is.-lini' ohs,r\,aloi\ w.is c oinnn need
in looo, anil its i amsi im t ion is now in h.iml. .\ i onipji'te

apparatus ot wii's has h. ,11 juircliasr ij 10 [.plari' llii- old
compi'iis.at ion h.ais, .mil .ap|)ro\im.ili' sii. ., |or h.ise linis in

lun'ni.i and K.ahu iiisi.an h.i\i' h. in s, lieti d. Ih.- sinnil-

lani'oiis ii-duelion ol llf lf\.|lin;; was r, anplit . d during the
sununir ot ; o 10 ; .ill 1

'.
-

.Hniin.ii.d, .mil ih.- l.\. I 1
.

nin.- dillii .lit poinis ; oil hi ..

and .adjii~l.(l values of .all '>

.mil loiiii wi-re ohlaiilid. I

\i\. ol ill.' \i 1 inml I.!

I riL;onomi'lrii .1' Sui \
. \ ol

1 ills \ olmn.- ui.ti ks 1 h.- 1 Ills.

1. A'.lliii'^ \\ iM k in I ndi.i. thus

roiisi^l.ail ii.isis for till li \ . lliiu

1 11
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////• >A\n.DUNES OF NEW ZEALAND.'
^.\\l)-l)UNES originatinij from the shore occupy an

ari'H uf 300,000 ncrcs in the North NIand and 34,000

iifos in the South Islnnd of New Zealand. Protection

rhoto.

more compact turf-formem. Thus the whole dune-tract

id gradually converted to pat»ture. Oreat rare i* nece«-

sary to plant uniformly, avoiding the formation u\ trough-

like wind-channel* ; and " wounds " in

or turf must be attended to at once.

The proper uae of dun. -

tracts iH, however, in l>r.

irockaync's opinion, for the

jirowth of valuabU; trees.

I'inut int'tgnis is stated to be
I he mo<,t suitable. These
-hould be planted from i\
'<j 34 feet apart. In
• iermany, generally speak-
ing, marram grass is ooly
used for the foredune ; while
immediately in its lee the

planting of trees takes place

without any preliminary fix-

ing by sand-binding plants,

the sand being, however,
partially fixed by a net-

work of sand-fences consist-

ing of upright sticks. In

France the area behind the

foredune has been converted

to forest, not by planting, but
by sowing.

Measurements of the rate

<>f march of a dune are

ilways useful. The following

case is given in the report.

The position of a wandering
dune in the Kaipara district,

Fici. 1.— Interior of I'lanuiicn on Dutic!^ New Efigbtou, chiefly y'<Vi«u <iMi]f/tu. Auckland was determined in

.f.igainst inroads of the ^iri is not

|)ri>>ini4 niallcr in N< \\ /,i-.il;ui(i. hut

protection of fertile lands from burial

l)y marching dunes is, and it is for

(lie latter purpose that the dunes have

10 be fixed. With this object in view,

ilie Sand-drift Act of 1908 was passed.

l\v it the Minister of Lands is

•mpowered to cause operations to be

unil< rtaUi'ii for controlling sand-drift

within a proclaimed area, the cost

l)'ing apportioned among the owners
ol land within that area. The order is

subject to appeal to the local magis-
trate, the final decision resting with a

'>oard consisting of the magistrate and
!\vo assessors, one appointed by the

\ iovernment, the other by the local

luthority.

The rainfall of New Zealand being

• miple, it is only necessary for the

tirst stage of reclamation to select a

]ii.'»nt which can withstand the impact
of driving sand and adjust itself to a
rising surface. The best of all is the

n.arrani grass {Amniophila arenaria).

Piactiial directions for planting are
jjiven in the report. This plant has
little value for grazing, and farmers
are warned that it is impossible
to fix the dunes by means of any
plant valuable for pasture. When
tiie dune-tract is so fixed by marram
grass that the sand no longer drifts, the grass dies off

in patches. Here pasture grasses may be sown, e.g.
"\ orkshire fog and clovers, to be replaced later by

1 Report on the Iluiic-areas of New Zealand : their Geologi', Botany, and
Reclamation. By Dr. L. Cockayue. (Wellington, 191 1.)

Fig. 2.—Successful planting of Marram Grass in a Wind Channel.
Cliff-dunes south of Manukau Harbour.

[L. Cockayne.

Plants rather too far apirt.

1866. By the end of 1910 it had advanced 133 yards,
i.e. 9 feet per annum.

Dr. Cockayne's valuable report contains a list of seventy-

four papers bearing upon the subject of the sand-dunes of

New Zealand. Vaugiun Cornish.
NO. 2203, VOL. 88]
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BREWING AND MODERN SCIENCE.'

'T'HE industry of brewing has earned unenviable
-' notoriety as affording a subject for every possible

kind of controversy : it has been also the most favoured

field for the application of modern science. The brewer,

faced by competition and by repeated increa:;es of taxation,

has sought the help of science in order to make the best

possible use of his materials ; the result has been in every

way a complete justification of his action.

The industry has been more than fortunate in the men
it attracted in its early days—Griess, O'SuUivan, Horace

and Adrian Brown in this country, to name but a few,

have been all men of science of the very first rank. More-

over, the problems of brewing have been so fascinating in

themselves, and so intimately bound up with the study of

vital change, that they have attracted the interest of a

host of other workers not connected with the industry.

In consequence, however much brewing may owe to

science, it may be claimed that the advance of modern
science has received material assistance from investiga-

tions connected with brewing. There is probably no other

industry which, in this respect, can exhibit as good a

record.

The brewer's task—to make a fermented liquor from

malt, hops and yeast—does not appear at first sight to

present such complications, but on closer examination it

will be found that problems, often of the most vexed

nature, are experienced both in the choice of the barley, in

the manner of malting it, and in the methods of mashing
and fermenting the liquor to the best advantage.

Any comprehensive review of the achievements of science

in brewing during the last forty years is impossible within

reasonable limits : it must suffice to indicate a few
instances in which the progress has been most striking.

The examples selected by Prof. Brown serve particularly

to show how diversified in character are the problems with

which the industry, in its successive operivtions, is faced.

Barley.

It is characteristic of many of our industries, and brew-
ing offers no exception, that there is often a lack of that

full sympathy which might be expected to exist between
the producer of the raw material and its user. This is so

often the case when agricultural interests are concerned,
the farmer preferring, for example, to grow weak wheats
rather than the stronger wheats in favour with the miller.

In the case of brewing, the estrangement is due to a variety

of causes, all tending, unfortunately, to diminish the con-
sumption and lower the value of home-grown barley ; most
of these are beyond the brewers' control.

It is tempting to digress from the subject covered by the

title of this article and reflect on the advantages of beer

made entirely from malt and hops. There is a widespread
opinion that the quality of English beer is not what it

was, though it is equally tru^ that the present article is in

every way wholesome and suited to the public taste

;

Indeed, if this were not the case, its production would soon
cease to be possible commercially.

Before the abolition of the malt tax in 1880 the number
of varieties of barley which the brewer could use with
advantage was comparatively small. Since this date any
suitable barley can be malted, and much has been done to

put the knowledge of the subject on a scientific basis by
the work of Beavan, first published so recently as 1900.

-All barleys may be classified into two broad groups from
the position and character of the flowers : these are six-

rowed barleys and two-rowed. In addition, each group
may have short and broad or narrow and long heads,
making in all four distinct classes. These are well shown
in Figs. I and 2.

In this country two-rowed barleys are the special con-
sideration of the farmer. " Chevalier " barley represents
the long, narrow-eared type, and " Goldthorpe " the short,

wide-eared kind. The widest difference of opinion exists

about their respective merits for malting and brewing. .At

present the evidence is in favour of Chevalier for the
production of the higher qualities of ale, in spite of which,
in many parts of the country, the culture of Goldthorpe
barli-y is displacing that of Chevalier.
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Fig. I.—Six-rowed Barley. A, Wide-eared,
with short joints (//. /texasiic/itittt).

/>, Narrow-eared, with long joints

(//. vu/gme).

.An altogether mode! series of investigations to determine
the yield and money value of different varieties of barlev
has been carried on for six years by the Irish Department
of Agriculture, assisted by Messrs. Guinness. The vield of
the crop per acre for each of the varieties tested was
determined under strictly practical conditions, and its com-
mercial value ascer-
tained on the market.
From these data ili«-

value per acre was
determined for each
variety. .Archer, ;i

type of Chevalier,
proved to be the b( st

barley, being superior
and more profitable

to grow in every
case. Goldthorpe
was the best of the
wide-eared barlevs,

but from the farmer's
point of view it

always gave poorer
results than .Archer.

This conclusion
applies primarily to

Ireland, but probably
it is equally true of

F2nglish conditions.

Another point
brought out hy the

experiments was the

importance of using
pure seed ; indeed, it

is claimed that an increase of yield of six huslK Is ]> i- acre*,

and an increase in value of aoo.oooL, would be etiected in

Ireland if pure selected Archer were substituted for the

present varieties of barley sown.
The market values barley by empirical methods, based

on such characteristics as the character of the skin of the

grain, its size and shape, colour and relative hardness,

together with other factors

comprehended under the

term " maturation." It is

of interest that the scientific

investigations of Beavan
entirely uphold these

methods of valuatinh, aii(i

enable them to be coiiirolled

more exactly in the lahor.i-

tory.

I'he six-rowed barleys are

obtained from countries

possessing a warmer and

more sunny climate than

our own. Many of them
are very heavy croppers,

and possess valuable charac-

teristics ; there is obviously

a considerable field open for

the scientific plant-breeder

to adapt them to English

conditions.

Mailing.

The process of malting

involves the germination of

the barley grain up Xo the

stage when the starch

begins to be attacked

;

further action is then

stopped by drying the mali.

.Although probably the

germination changes of the

barley corn have been

studied more thoroughly than those of any other seed, our
understanding of them is but of the slightest, and much
requires to be done before malting is placed on a scientific

basis.

The food reserve of most seeds is directly associated with

the germ, but in cereal seeds this is not the case, the food

Ji. A.

Fk;. 2.—Two-rowed Barley. A,
Wide-eared, with sihort joints

(//. uo<fitoH, (joldthorpe). B^
Narrow-earei), with long joints

(//. diitichnm. Chevalier).
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power of yeast, as Pasteur supposed, actually tended to

stimulate it.

Undoubtedly the most striking advance in connection
with fermentation is Buchner's famous discovery that the
direct cause of the fermentative power of yeast is an
enzyme present in the cell. This at once destroyed all

theories connecting fermentative power with the vital

activity of the cell. The enzyme has been termed zymase,
and its behaviour, which in many respects differs from that

of other enzymes, has been studied very fully both by
Buchner himself and also by Harden, whose results are
of a very remarkable character.

When yeast juice, which contains active zymase, is

filtered through a Chamberland gelatine filter, it is

separated into two portions, one of which remains on the
filter, whilst the other passes through. Apart, neither por-
tion has any fermentative power ; when united they ferment
sugar. The filtrate still retains the power of activating
the residue after it has been boiled ; it has been named
the co-enzyme. The part retained on the filter is destroyed
by boiling ; it is considered to be the enzyme.

Further experiments showed that dilute solutions of
sodium or potassium phosphate have a marked stimulating
effect on the activity of zymase, and proof has been
afforded that a compound of sugar and phosphoric acid is

formed when such addition is made. At the same time,
a part of the sugar is decomposed to alcohol and carbon
dioxide. An enzyme, appropriately named hexosephos-
phatase, is present in yeast juice, and serves to break down
the compound of sugar and phosphate into its components.
Such facts as these have introduced altogether new con-

ceptions into the knowledge of enzymes.
Without going into greater detail in so complex a sub-

ject. Dr. Harden 's explanation of the fermentation process
may be summed up somewhat as follows.

Enzyme and co-enzyme act in unison on a mixture of
hexose sugar and phosphate ; one half of the sugar is

decomposed into alcohol and carbon dioxide, and the other
half combines with the phosphate, forming hexosephos-
phate. The phosphate is thus for the time being put out
of action, but the hexosephosphatase enzyme comes into
work and resolves it into free phosphate and free sugar,
when the cycle of changes begins anew. The speed of
fermentation is regulated by the activity of the hexose-
phosphatase. Dr. Harden has calculated that with
ordinary brewer's yeast at 25° C. the whole of the phos-
phorus of its cell goes through this cycle twice in every
five minutes !

It is well known that, besides ordinary ethyl alcohol,
small quantities of other higher alcohols are formed during
fermentation, particularly under the working conditions of
a distillery. The explanation of the formation of these
" fusel oil " constituents has been long outstanding, but
quite recently Ehrlich has proved beyond doubt that they
arise from the action of yeast on the amino-acids ordinarily
present in fermentable liquors. These alcohols are physio-
logically of great importance as stimulants and excitants
of protoplasmic activity. Their presence, even in the
minutest quantity, has considerable bearing on questions
of flavour, so that technically the proper understanding of
their mode of formation is a matter of great importance.
Khrlich's researches have gone far in this direction, and
their application in practice is bound to lead to valuable
results. It is not improbable that many of the subtle
flavouring materials met with in plants may originate
from amino-acids in the same manner.
Much has been done in studying the influence of traces

of other substances on yeast, since the final character
of the beer depends to a large extent on the fermentation
being normal. As showing how sensitive the living cell is

to stimulus, the effect of zinc cm iln' i^rowth of the mould
fungus, AsprrfiiUus niger, ni.i\ In rited. Almost incon-
ceivably small amounts of this 1 liiiitnl—a dilution of i part
in 50 millions—are capable of exercising a noticeable effect

in favouring growth. Copper in like dilution is known
to have a poisonous effect on bacteria, and it is evident
that the brewer must use the greatest care in the selection
of his vessels.

In addition to the thirteen elements which are generally
stated to be essential to plant life, many others are found
in plants in very small quantities. The tendency has been,
for the most part, to regard these as accidintally acquired,
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and not essential. Latterly the point of view is changing,,
and there is evidence that some at least of the elements
present in minimal quantities play a very important part.

Sufficient has been said to indicate how closely science
and brewing arc connected, and how many problems still
await solution.

EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES
CONSIDERED IN RELATION TO SCIENCE IN

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
1.

'JpHE end of the second week in January marks the close
of a series of conferences which are annually attended

by teachers. The majority of these conferences are con-
cerned, in the main, with topics which have only a remote
connection with the subjects usually connoted by
" science." An exception to this statement must, of
course, be made in the case of the proceedings of the
Association of Science Masters in Public Schools, which
have a strong and beneficial influence on the early training
of men who may be expected to take leading positions,
not only in the university, but in the country generally.
It is owing in part to the realisation of this influence, in
part to the sensitiveness and ready response to stimuli of
the audience, in part to good management of the society,
that the association has been able to secure, year by year,
an address from a man of real eminence, and this time
special importance was given to the meeting by the fact
that Sir Joseph Thomson had accepted the office of presi-

dent. His address is reproduced elsewhere in this journal :

we may here testify to the obvious enjoyment which il>

delivery gave to the audience, and ask the serious atten-
tion of headmasters to the weighty remarks concerning
neglect of the German language.
The first paper was contributed by Mr. M. D. Hill

(Eton), who has been led by his own experience to doubt
the necessity, or even the wisdom, of previous training in

chemistry and physics for young biologists. In the dis-

cussion the weight of opinion was clearly in favour of

insistence on such training. Mr. E. I. Lewis (Oundle), in

the next paper, argued that plant biology should be taught
in every secondary school. It was a subject the interest

and value of which increased throughout life. For junior
pupils the subject of plant life affords a preparatory study
full of suggestion lor tlu after-study of chemistry, and it

does not demand a special technical knowledge on the

part of the teacher. The work can consist almost entirely

of observation and experiment in the class-room and out
of doors ; it abounds in examples of comparative method.
Another paper dealing with the sequence of subjects was
read by Mr. C. E. Ashford (Royal Naval College, Dart-
mouth), who discussed the place of electrostatics in a school

course of electricity. Mr. .Ashford began by excluding from
the discussion the case of those students of eighteen years

and above who are studying as " science specialists " with

good mathematical equipment, and invited consideration

of the average boys about fifteen years old. He supported

the theory which (! pi > < it.s teaching subjects for their

artificial " disciplii • ,

' md attaches importance to the

value of the " content " or subject-matter. On these

grounds, and by reason of the great interest evoked in

the inquiring mind of boyhood by the everyday phenomena
of current electricity witnessed in modern life, it seemed
good to begin with the effects of the current, and to post-

pone electrostatics until some idea of Ohm's law had been

obtained. One unfortunate result of insistence on pre-

liminary electrostatics had been unduly to postpone the

study of electricity in those practical applications which
appeal to the ordinary boy.

Mr. Ashford had been convinced by his experience at

Harrow of the soundness of these propositions, and he pro-

ceeded to sketch a plan of teaching in accordance there-

with. He showed by demonstrations with the current from

the lighting supply, and with commercial instruments, how
readily electrostatics could be made to follow the current

work, and directed attention to the fact that success did

not depend on the weather. Prof. Worthington criticised

the details of Mr. .Ashford's scheme, and advocated the

older plan of taking electrostatics first. Mr. Sanderson,

on the contrary, regarded the teaching of electrostatics t»
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vuunjj Ixiys as part o( the tyitem of too rapid driving of

iininatun- mind>. Mr. H. M. Neville had tried the plan

of takinti voltaic electricity early, and leadin(( the class to

1; •f clectrulysiK. The behaviour of electro-

i the existence of discrete quantities or

|.
"''•\\\, whence the boys obtained the con-

I |M it .1 : static charjje. Upon this concept the

,iM!<iui. .! liitirs could be built. Several »p«-akers

idMk |i:iii in tliu di!>cussion, of which the outcome apix'ared

111 Us lo l>e as follews :—Current electricity is attractive to

ho\-.. ,iik1 it takes an unusually poor teacher to deprive
it il it', interest; electrostatics tan be made very interest-

inv; \)\ a V(;ry j{ood teacher. ,\s a rule, the current work
is far more successful than the other. \ weak spot in

p;i>t teaching* has been the link between current and static

etTects ; it was felt that Mr. Ashford's demonstration would
help members to strengthen that link. Supposinjj the first

-difVuulty of the transition to be mastered, several of the

subsequent tlifllrulties would be in the samtr position which-
•"ver approach had been adopted, e.xcept for the important
' iinsjdiration that the boys, by previous current work, had
^aint'd some familiarity with, and confidence in discussing,
th<- problims of potential difference, &c. If boys had to

l<av.' school before finishing the electrical course, it was
nior'> profitable to them to have had the current electricity

than the electrostatics, supposing time did not allow both
lo be taken.

The important question of the possibility of " formal
training "— in the psychological sense of the term—was
introduced by .Mr. \. Vassall (Harrow) in a paper of re-

markable lucidity. lie advised science masters to study
the recent work of psychologists, and took as a particular
rxample the problem of formal training. He was led from
hi< own experience to doubt the " faculty psychology " by
\\liiili imirli of our present practice is usually justified,

.111(1 fdiiiid that general powers of observation are not
ntc.s>arily increased by special training. .\ boy highly
trained as an observer of chemical phenomena only develops
his observational powers for chemical phenomena ; there
is no " overflow " which will increase his general powers
of observation except where there is sonic identity. We
must cultivate wide knowledge and interests, and pay
more attention to the subject-matter of the curriculum and
less to mental gymnastics. It seemed little less than a
crime to use the lower or middle-school divisions simply
1- a training-ground for the later study of formal science

li' 11 the majority of boys in the divisions are not proceed-
in-^ to such later study. There is a marked tendency so
to use them at present

—

e.g. there is too much weighing
and mensuration, glass-working, and other chemical
manipulation. These boys should work on broad lines

—

in physics at such things as the electric installation of a
house ; in chemistry at real experiments in breathing,
liurning, and decay, and other topics of wide application.
Ihc ideal curriculum would give the boy (i) as much
l<no\vledge of certain subjects as is required for culture
and aesthetics

; (2) of other subjects only so much as will
not sap his intellectual self-reliance by their being
attempted beyond his capacity ; (3) a special knowledge,
when possible, of a subject or subjects which will be useful
til him in his after-life.

Prof. Armstrong stated that he accepted neither the
f'xperiments of the psychologists nor their inferences. He
was convinced that types of mind differed more than was
commonly recognised. An engineering, constructive mind
could only be interested, for instance, in chemistry by
appealing to it through topics closely in agreement with its'

own bias, e.g. through problems concerning the corrosion
of metals. We must keep in mind man's experience
through the ages. Man had been accustomed only to fight,
to work, and to use his commercial instinct ; and almost
all modern education was alien to the experience of the
race. We must make our instruction practical enough and
simple enough for the majority of minds, and avoid the
common tendency to postpone introducing a subject to too
late in age. Dr. T. P. Nunn said that psychologists were
quite alive to the present imperfections of their science,
and all leaders in the subject advised caution in the appli-
cation of recent inferences. The idea that the mind was
like a photographic plate, the sensitiveness of which to all
subjects could be increased by attention to one. was quite
wro ig. None the less, there was a development bevond a
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mer« record of the actual thing observed. A ctudent by
ubacrving gained self-reliance; he learned that he *<•;'«•

capable uf drawing a rational inference without depend ;:.;

on external authority ; he learned that he must not be m
a hurry if he wished to observe aright. Thene acquire-

ments did increase a boy's power to behave duly and per-

form correctly in various situations.' While listening to

the discukkion, which was well maintained, we could not

help feeling that science teachers of all grades woukl g^iii>

much by a study of the papers on formal training whi< li

Were read by Dr. Myers, Dr. .Sleight, and .Mr. C L. liurt

at the London County Council Conference of Tearli' :-.

during the preceding week. They would gain a clear-!

idea of the present position of psychology, especially <>f

the importance of the elements common to various merii.u

performances.
We have brought together the above four subjects som. -

what out of their order in the programme of th'

masters' meeting, because they appear to m
common tendency. They all deal with the problei:; ... .

ing the subject-matter and the order of its presentation to

the growing intelligence and developing interests of the

boy. A few years ago the sequence of studies in the

science side of the curriculum was determined by considera-

tions of their logical order, and no one doubted that the

logical order was the right one to follow. The new move-
ment tends to make the logical order less dominant, and
to determine the sequence rather by the psychological or<li i

of the boy's mental growth. We venture to put forw.inJ

our personal impression of the direction in which, judi;- il

from the general attitude of the conferences, the sci(m •

-curriculum is evolving. Before doing so, we note with
pleasure the action of the Headmasters' Conference with
regard to Greek at entrance examinations, which was taken
at the December (191 1) meeting.
The headmasters of the largest public schools have

definitely committed themselves to action which shall

relieve the preparatory schools from teaching Greek to

little boys. This makes it possible for a boy during his

school life to follow such a course as the following :

—

(i) In the preparatory school a course of practical and
seasonal nature-study with gradually increasing thorough-
ness and method ; (2) in the lower school of the public
.school courses of, say, astronomy and plant physiology
(as suggested in the paper by E. 1. I-ewis) ; (3) in the

middle school a course of physics and chemistry, in which
the utilitarian interest of the boys is utilised and made
more and more scientific (c/. C. E. .Ashford and .\.

Vassall), the quantitative side being well-developed, but

not exclusively so. It is supposed that many boys will

carry school science no further than this. For those who
intend to pursue scientific study after school life there will

be (4) a course of systematic study in physics, chemistry,
and often biology. The work in this stage may best be
treated by the method of the seminar, and considerable
encouragement may well be given to the historical and
philosophical aspects. It may even be wise to encourage
theoretical speculation in order to inculcate habits of in-

dependent, self-reliant observation and reflection. Books of

reference should bo used, including French and German
texts, and such woi Ivs as Jevons's " Principles of Science

"

and Pearson's " tirammar of Science " should find readers.

The suggestions for this stage appear to be in harmony
with Sir Joseph Thomson's address.
The annual meeting of the Mathematical Association and

the remainder of the science masters' programme will

receive consideration in a subsequent article ; but it may
be stated at once that both meetings were well attended,
and showed a growth in the area of effectiveness of the

societies. G. F. Danieu..

T//E PROTFXTION OF ANCIENT
MONUMENTS.

'T'HE question of the protection of ancient monuments in

this country has reached a new phase by a paper
recently read by Sir Schomberg McDonell, secretary to

the Office of Works, before the Society of Antiquaries.
He referred to numerous cases, such as those of Stone-
henge. the camp at Penmaenmawr. Meavy Bridge.
Chichester Cross, the wall paintings of Tewkesbury Abbey,
the proposed restoration of Carnarvon Castle, as instances
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in which much damage had been, or was likely to be,

caused to national monuments by reckless interference.

To meet this evil, he suggested the establi^hment of an
advisory committee, composed of men eminent in archaeo-
logy and public life, with representatives of the leading
archaeological societies, the British Museum, nominees of

the Archbishops of Canterbury and York, and of the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners.

It should be the duty of the committee, when satisfied

that any monument of national importance was in danger,
to recommend to the First Commissioner of Works that

the custody of it should be assumed by the nation. On
receipt of this report, the First Commissioner, if he
thought fit, should move his Majesty to declare by an
Order of Council that the monument was one of national
importance, and was accordingly transferred to the custody
of the First Commissioner. The scheme should not, he
suggested, .'ip]')I\- lo dwelling houses in actual occupation,
but in thi' lasi- of important ecclesiastical buildings now in

use he projiosed that no scheme of restoration should be
carried out until the plans had been passed by the advisory
committee. Intil the question has been more fully dis-

cussed, it would be premature to pass an opinion upon it.

But, on the whole, it seems to offer a suitable remedy for

a very important and growing evil.

XOTES ON MUSFAJMS AND MENAGERIES.
TN The Field of December q, 191 1, there is an illustrated

account of the new buildings recently added by the

Hon. Walter Rothschild to his zoological museum at Tring,
these additions considerably more than doubling the size

of the original structure. As extended, the building forms
three sides of a square, of which, when viewed from the
front, the central transverse portion and the right wing are
new. The exhibition galleries are throughout lighted by
windows placed high up in the walls, so that comparatively
little direct sunlight falls on the cases, this being screened,
when necessary, by scarlet blinds, which are claimed by
the owner to prevent all the ill-effects of actinism. The
new exhibition galleries are fitted along each outer wall
with a continuous series of glass and steel cases, 10 feet in

height, and constructed on a modification of the principle
adopted in the zoological museum at Dresden, these being
striled to 111' absolutely dust-proof. .A similar but wider
s' lies of ( .IMS, divided by a longitudinal partition of wood,
occupies the middle line of each of the new galleries. Tlie
IX \\ buildings include also a library, containing 30,000
volumes, forming about 6000 separate works, workrooms,
studies, &c.

With characteristic promptitude and energy, Mr.
Rothschild has already arranged his specimens (which were
])reviously ( rowdfd together) in the new cases, so that
naturalists and I he general public are able to appreciate
\hf vast I Ml lit and excellent mounting of this really
niai'vell()u> I nil. 1 lion. The mounting of the larger
mammals, a-^ \\i 11 as of many of the birds, has been in

recent year-, mainly executed by Rowland Ward, Ltd.
For a notice cf some of the specimens in the exhibition
galleries our readers may be referred to the article already
cited.

I 111' t,a Plata Museum forms the subject of an article
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organisation embraces geographv, geologv, mineralogv
palaeontology, botany, zoology and anatomv, anthropolo-*v
(including ethnography and linguistics), anci chemistrv anil
pharipacy, while a special annexe is devoted to a school
of design.

The statute of September 25, 1905, which organised the
National University of La Plata—of which, according to
the author, the already existing municipal scientific institu-
tions ought to form the foundation—will, it is hoped, open
to the museum a wider horizon, and remove it from the
verge of penury which, under anv other direction, would
eventually bring about its ruin. The article contains
several illustrations, one of which shows part of the
wonderful series of the giant armadillos, or glvptodonts,
of the Pampean epoch.

In the November number of The Zoologist Captain
Stanley Flower concludes his notes on zoological institu-
tions in various parts of Europe recentlv visited bv him-
self. Dealing in this contribution with Suiugait and
Vienna, he remarks that, among the forty-eight institu-
tions inspected, " the Tiergarten at Doggenburg, near
Stuttgart, would be the most profitable to visit. The site
is small, the collection is small, and the animals are of
no great value, but the arrangement is such that evervthing
is exhibited to its best advantage. Th.. Iu\',.r of .u'linial-

who visits Doggenburg will larrv a\\a\ with hnu ili.'

impression that he has seen but
'

f.-w xp,.,i.--, im; ili.-,,.

all carefully provided for and happv ; ilu' M-hoohhild will
have seen the principal types of the v.rlelirate fauna of
Europe, and enough exotic ones to 1 xrite his further
interest ; the casual visitor will not know exactly what
he has or has not seen, but will feel satisfied that' he ha-
had his money's worth.' "

CARBOIIYDRATE FORMATION T\ PI.WT
FOLIAGE.

A \'.\Lr.\Hl.l'; and inieiTsiing coniiiliution 10 the siud\
of the formation of iarlH)liydrati's in the foliagi.' Ii-.if

is contained in .-i papir, by Mr. John Parkin, publislied in

Tlic Bioclieuui til Journal (vol. vi., part i.). In order i

simplify the case as much as possible and to reduc' tlw

conflicting factors to a minimum, ilir siu,wili-o|) i(!,iLi)ill:u>

nivalis, 1,.) w;is chosen as the plant to \>r iii\ . sii|_;,ii. .1, .i-

in a previous research the .author li.id vliowii (hat in no
case is starch or inulin to hi drt. 1 t. d in llv' nirsopln 11 ol

the leaf, it was therefore probable that ni.dtosr would hi-

absent in the leaf also, and the research would he iluis

narrowed down to studying the relationship hi'iw..ii i an.

sugar, dextrose, and laevulose under differ, nt condiiioiis.

The object aimed at in the beginning was to i. si Pi own .and

Morris's \ iew, enunciated in 1893, that c.me sugar i- tlv

first produi t of carbon-assimilation in jjlanis.

It was found, actually, that m.iltose is alwa\s ah-, ni

from the snowdroj) leaf, so thai it appears prohahlc th.ii

maltose, when ])resi'nt in foliai^c 1. ;ives, is a hydrolvsjs

product of starch. The t]uanlit\ of tot.il sug.ars in ih

snowdrop leaf is considii .ihlr, h.ing from ?o-io p.: .'!>;

of the dry weight in lia\.'s acli\.I\ .issiniila!

amount of sug.u- incr.as, -, tiom ,il)o\.- down.',

single leaf, and, al th.- sanic lini.', ill.- v.r.'

sugar lo til.' h.\os,.^ (d.Mnisr nid la\'ul

Thi- propmlii'il of i.iii. siu^a. i" 'l'.- i-'Xi>
, ..

III.- siasoii aih.inc.s, tli.il ' i'. pari ol

th.' s,:i^( in t hi re is inor.' • port ion lo

reducing sii^;.ir than latci. lii. loi, icl; mad.'

between l.a\i's -aliii'i.d .ihoul llic s.i; | th, i|.i\.

Dllrin^; .an\ sin^l,. il;i\- tie p,) , r)it,n;r .'i ii^Xi^s,. sUL;afs jn

th.' l.af ii'inaiiis t.iiih' ionsi,ini. iin in.itlir at wli.it hour

(Ull ol till' IW.'llU four ill" li,t\is :.i ,v !- .x.ilili.,,1 Mill

of the (an.' sui.,u .
howcv. r', flu.

during tl

l.'.av.'s .!

su-.ar I'

r.-ina Mi -

nil p.ii,.

In dis,

\i.'\i.- till

Morris, i

d d' . r.

I., Ill ll. . 111. dl-,

i|ii.inlil\ of h

111 s| sui,.ii loi nil d in ihi li .d.

not I'liiii. Iv incompalihli- with the id.-.i lli.al d.-\i:
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firitt r«cof!ni!>ablf.- su^^ar, which recently obtained strong
support from the diwovi-ry in 1907, by Strak(>s<-h. that

dfxtro*!!' is the only sugar prestMU in the actual inenophyil

of the leaf of the sugar beet, and that cane sugar, which
i«i almost the only sugar in the root, first makes its appi-ar-

ance, together with l.i'vulose, in the lateral veins of the
lamina, and increases in amount in the midrib and petiole.

From an interesting discussion of the function of cane
sugar in plants, with which the paper doses, the following
may be quoted :

—
" Its sp<»cial physical and chemical

l>rnfMTties are of interest. It is very soluble and readily
< rystallises—more so than the other sugars occurring in
plants. It is very easily hydrolysed by acids and by
invertase. It siiares with trehalose, alone among the
disaccharides, in having no reducing properties. Maltose,
lactose, &c., do reduce, and so may be said to have the
aldehyde group in their molecule functional.

" Sucrose may thus have been selected in the higher
plants as the chief circulating sugar, partly on account of
its non-reducing properties and soluble (mobile) nature,
and partly on account of the ease with which it can be
hydrolysed into its two components, glucose (dextrose) and
tVuctose (Ijcvulose). These hexoses may, as a rule, play
listinct parts in metabolism—the glucose more readily
li-nding itself to the respiratory needs and the fructose to
(.instructive work, such as the building up of the plant's
framework. It is also within the bounds of probability
that cane sugar itself may take a direct part in the forma-
tion of cell-walls. Just as it appears able to be condensed
to starch without previous inversion, so it may be trans-
formed directly to cellulose in the construction of cell-
walls. Kenton's work is interesting in this connection,
lie has shown that various kinds of cellulose respond
markedly to a special ketose test, and thus concludes that
this substance may contain cue or more groups identical
with that present in fructose."

THE DEMOCKATISATION OF MATHEMATICAL
EDUCATION.'

'T'HE work of the Mathematical Association, in connec-
tion with its activity in promoting the reform of

mathematical teaching in our schools, necessarily involves
the expenditure of much time and thought upon the detailed
discussion of specific schemes for the improvement of the
teaching in special departments of mathematical education.
It is, however, well that we should sometimes reflect upon
the more general aspects of our work ; and perhaps a presi-
dential address afTords the most suitable occasion for
reducing some such reflections to an explicit form, even
though nothing essentially new can be said upon the
matter.

In making a few brief remarks upon the general
character of the reform movement, I propose to emphasise
one or two governing principles which I regard as of
fundamental importance in relation to mathematical teach-
ing. If I venture, in the course of my remarks, to make
some suggestions on less general matters, the adoption of
such suggestions as parts of the policy of the Association
would only be possible after much detailed discussion of
the manifold points which would have to (each some degree
of settlement before the suggestions could be translated
into the domain of practice.
The modern tendency which has exhibited itself in our

time in greater or less degree in all countries in educa-
tional policy in general may be described as the tendency
towards the democratisation of education. This term, or
some synonymous one, has frequently been used to denote
the extension of education to wider classes of the popula-
tion

; but it is not in this quite general sense that I intend
here to employ the expression. I mean J>v it rather the
progressive adaptation of educational methods to the
ititcllectual democracy; the transformation of the methods
of teaching and of the matter of instruction so as to meet
the needs of those who are lacking in exceptional capacitv.
at least in relation to the particular branch of studv in
question

; in other words, the concentration of the attention
of the educator, in a much greater degree than formerly,

i Presidential address delivered to the Mathematical Association on
January 10 by Prof. E. W. Hobson, F.R.S.
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on the work of developing the mind* of the average many
and not solely of tho»r of the exceptionally gifted few.

The progress of democratization of education, in this sense,

haH b«fen perhaps more marked in the case of mathematical
instruction than in other departments. In our own country

thf Mathematical .\sso<-iation has been conspicuous as an

agent in furthering the demixratisation of mathematii .li

education. It is v<-ry certain that no such democratisation

could be effected without more or les» radical changes being

made both in the methods of teaching and in the selection

of the matter taught. It would b«> of but little avail that

the attention of the teacher should be concentrated in a

greater degree than formerly on the average many if the

methods of teaching and the material taught remained
unreformed.
With a view to the formation of some estimate of the

profit and loss due to the changes which have taken place

of late years in the teaching of mathematics in our schools,

let me briefly glance at some of the differences, both in

theory and in practice, which distinguish the older and the

newer methods from one another. Any exaggeration of

which 1 may be thought guilty must find its excuse in the

fact that 1 am attempting to indicate only the more salient

features in a continuously progressive movement.
In accordance with the older and traditional treatment

of mathematical instruction in our schools, geometry was
treated in a purely abstract manner, the idea being that

Euclid, as a supposed model of purely deductive logic,

should be studied entirely with a view to the development
of the logical faculty. Any knowledge of space relations

which might have been imparted by this study w-as reduced
to a minimum by the excessive insistence on all the details

of the syllogistic form, the whole attention of the pupils

being engrossed by the effort to commit to memory a long

chain of propositions in which the actual geometrical con-

tent was exceedingly small. On the other hand, algebra,

and to a great extent arithmetic, were taught without any
regard to their logical aspects, but mainly as affording

discipline in the purely formal manipulation of symbols in

accordance with prescribed rules, little or nothing being
said as to the origin of such rules. The teaching of

mechanics was assimilated, so far as possible, to that of

geometry, the true position of the subject as a fundamental
part of physical science being almost wholly obscured.
That the average boy or girl is not by nature appreciative

of formal logic or of the interest and meaning of abstract

symbols was thought to be a reason why the subjects

so treated should be especially insisted on.

In fact, the notion of mathematical teaching was that

it should be in the main medicinal and corrective. Its

advantages consisted largely in calling forth the use

of faculties which are the rarest in the average boy or girl,

and were therefore thought to be in special need of develop-
ment. It was thought to be by no means wholly a dis-

advantage that these subjects, so treated, were found hard
and repulsive by the majority. It was thought that the

hard discipline involved in the attempt to assimilate them
developed a kind of mental grit, and involved a certain

species of moral training, even when the intellectual results

were small. A certain strengthening of faith, to be
acquired in the process of hard work spent on subjects of

which neither the aim nor the utility was obvious to th<

pupil, was thought to be highly beneficial.

It is unnecessary for me to enlarge upon the defects of

this system, and on the inadequacy of the ideals underlying
it. The existence of the Mathematical .Association is a
warrant of the widespread dissatisfaction with these

methods, both in their results and their aims. The system
as it existed in our schools was condemned by its failure.

It failed to attain even its own narrow ideals, except in

the case of a very select few among the pupils. The
many rejected the material which was for them wholly
indigestible mental food. The system was, in the sense in

which I have used the ^erm, undemocratic. The results

obtained in the case of the vast majority were deplorable

:

and it needs indeed a strong faith in the anti-democratic
principle to imagine that this failure was compensated by
the effect of a hard and bracing training on the few who.
by mental constitution, were enabled in some degree to

profit by it. Even the chosen few suffered severely from
the effects of the narrow conception of education which
lay at the base of the methods of instruction ; for the
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purely abstract treatment failed to disclose the close rela-

tions of mathematical ideas with the physical experience in

which the abstractions took their origin. That Euclid has
any relation to the problems of actual space was seen by
the majority of those who suffered under this s\stem only

at a later time, if at all. The relations of symbols with
the concrete, and the economy of thought involved in their

use, remained for the most part unappreciated ; such
appreciation came, if at all, as die product of later reflec-

tion on the part of a very few of those who had attained

to some facility in the manipulation of the symbols.
Mais nous avons change tout cela. The modern

methods of teaching appeal in the first stages to those

interests which are strongest in the majority, instead of

running atilt against the most undeveloped sides of the

minds of the pupils. Geometry, the science of spatial rela-

tions, is introduced by the observational and experimental
>tudy of the simplest spatial relations, verification by actual

measurement playing an important part ; the abstract treat-

ment in accordance with the deductive method being
relegated to a later stage. The interests of the average
boy are rather practical than theoretical, therefore, it is

thought, he must be interested with space relations on their

practical side. He is not interested in formal logic, there-

fore he must not be bored with learning a chain of

theorems of which the object is not apparent to him. He
is not usually ingenious, therefore, it is thought, no
demands must be made upon him which require ingenuity.

He does not readily move in the region of abstract
symbolism, therefore he must be introduced to the use of

symbols only in an arithmetic manner, in which the con-
crete implications are prominent. Laborious exercises in

algebra, in which expertness in the manipulation of symbols
is the object to be attained, should, it is thought, be for

the most part omitted.
Owing in large measure to the activities of the Mathe-

matical Association, a considerable transformation in the
methods and in the spirit of mathematical teaching has
already taken place in many of our schools, and the
changes in the direction indicated by the newer ideals are
no doubt destined to have even more far-reaching effects

than at present. However, the old mechanical methods of

tf^aching still linger on in many of our schools, in which
conservative traditions are notoriously difficult to eradicate.
The detailed discussions, both in print and viva voce, which
arise in connection with the work of our association may
hr' of inestimable value in directing aright the detailed
'l.-velopment of the reformed methods of teaching. 1 hope,
also, they may prove useful in the direction of checking
those one-sided exaggerations which are always apt to
arise in connection with activities in which the objects to
be attained are various, as they must be in the case of so
many-sided a branch of education as the one with which
v\c are concerned. Some degree of compromise, without
undue sacrifice of principle, may often reasonably be made
in adapting the teaching so as to take account of the
widely diverging future careers in prospect for different
classes of pupils.

It may, I think, be safely maintained that, the better
the theory underlying the method of instruction may be,
the more exacting will be the demands made upon the
skill, the knowledge, and the energy of the teacher. My
own early recollections of learning mathematics call up
memories of the classical master, without any real know-
I'dge of, or real interest in, the subjects, hearing repetition
of propositions of Euclid, or setting a long row of sums
ill algebra, monotonous in their sameness. Somehow a few
of us managed to learn .something, but I trenibU' to think
what would have been the results, had the said classical
master attempted to teach in accordance with the newer
m"thods. For the success of the teaching in accordance
with th'- reformed methods, a high degree of efTiciency on
tile part of the teacher is essential if the results hoped for

.u-e to be attained, and even if those results are not in

some respects to fall short of what was reached under the
older system. The teacher must possess a high degree of
>kill in presenting his material; he must have a broad
knowlcdgf of the subject, reaching much beyond the range
which he has directly to teach ; he must have skill and
alertness in handling a class, that skill having been
developed by definite training, but, of course, presupposing
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a natural capacity for the kind of work. Some of the
failures of which one hears, of the newer methods to pro-
duce satisfactory results, may probably be traced to a
tailing short on the part of the teaching in one or more
of the points I have indicated.
At the present time it is not possible to form any precise

estimate of the actual effects of the recent reforms in

mathematical teaching. It will only become possible to do
so when the confusion incident to a state of transition has
passed away. That in many quarters the gain has already
been considerable I have no doubt. I have no doubt that
the principles underlying the newer methods are sounder
than those which formerly held sway. I have no doubt
that it is right to proceed from the practical and concrete
side of the subject, rising only gradually to the more
abstract and theoretical side. But the adoption of more
correct principles is only one step ; their actual transla-
tion into practice gives r'se to many difficulties and to

many dangers, some of which have most certainly not
been altogether avoided. The process of change has as
3'et not been one involving pure gain.
A perusal of some of the current treatises on " practical

mathematics " has led me to think that in some quarters
the purely practical side of mathematics is unduly
emphasised. The teaching should, without doubt, com-
mence with this side, and should never lose touch with it ;

but the study of mathematics must be pronounced to be a
relative failure as an educational instrument if it fails to

rise beyond the purely practical aspect of the subject to

the domain of principle. Purely numerical work, calcula-

tion with graphs, problems in which the data are taken
from practical life—all these are excellent up to a certain

point, and they form the right avenue of introduction to

scientific conceptions. But if this kind of work is unduly
prolonged, and too exclusively practised, it tends to develop

a one-sided mechanical view of the capabilities of mathe-
matical methods, and the study ceases to be in any real

sense educational. Such practical work is only educational

when it precedes, and leads up to, a grasp of general prin-

ciples, and when it is employed to illustrate such principles.

I do not wish in the least to depreciate the importance of

mathematics as providing the tools for a vast variety of

applications useful in various professions. This side should

never be lost sight of in school work. But the most
important educational aspect of the subject is as an instru-

ment for training boys and girls to think accurately and
independently ; and with this in view the more general and
theoretical parts of the sulijin t should not be entirely

sacrificed either to the exiij;. lu v of providing useful tools

for application in after-life or to the supposed need of

sustaining interest in the subject by a too anxious

adherence to its concrete and practical side.

I gather that, in some of the current teaching of practical

mathematics, a kind of perverse ingenuity is exhibited in

evading all discussion of fundamental ideas, and in the

elimination of reference to general principles. Instead of a

skilful use being made of practical methods to lead up to

general methods and illuminating ideas, practical rules

seem sometimes to be m.ul.' the end of all things. I have

been told, for example, tli.ii the use of logarithms is some-

times taught to students wlu) at no time attain to a com-
prehension of what a logarithm really is, or of the grounds

upon which the rules for the use of logarithmic tables rest.

Students who are in the habit of employing, for purposes

of calculation, formula? the origin of which they do not

understand have entered upon a path which will inevitably

lead to disaster, not only as regards their mental culture.

but also in the practical domain. If mathematics is de-

graded to the level of a set of practical rules, of which the

grounds are not understood, for dealing with practical

problems of special types, the unscientific character of such

a study will .ivenge itself even on the practical side of life.

.\ student who proceeds on these lines will fail to arrive

at those points of vi( w ih.it are not only the most stimu-

lating mentally, but of wliich the attainment is really

essential for success in applying mathematics to practical

matters. The practical applicalions of mathematics are

much too varied to be capable of being confined within

the range of anv number of prescribed rules and formulte.

Practical problems will be found constantly to arise in

connection with professional work which are not quiK» on
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thft lines of the rulen that hnve b«en tauffht. and the««
problems tan b« efTectunlly dealt with only by p«Ti»onii who
possoKs «tomr real fjrasp of muthpmatical principles, a«
distinct from a mere knowledg** of certain practical rules

and methods. Whilst mnintiiinin(< that o student should
thoroughly understand thi- grounds upon which the formula-
and ruK's which he employs are based. I do not believe

that he ought to be expected to commit to memory, and
to be able to reproduce at any time, formal proofs of all

such formuhc and rules. Much precious time and '•htcv
has been unprofitably employed in the past in .n

to satisfy the unreasonable demands made by
in some branches of mathematics that formal prtw.is vninnii

be forthcoming of everything that the candidates are sup-
posed to have learned. The burden thus thrown on the
memories of the candidates is far too heavy, and much
time and energy which should have been employed in an
endeavour to grasp and realise principles has thus been
diverted to a far less profitable use.

It appears to me to be eminently desirable that the Hme
saved by the diminution, in school work, of the amount
of time spent on unessential details and on unnecessarily
prolonged drill in the manipulation of symbols should be
employed in introducing the pupils to a considerably greater
range of mathematical thinking than has hitherto been
usual, and in particular in endeavouring to make them
acquainted with more of the fundamental and fruitful ideas
which make mathematical science what it is. In the
higher classes some time might profitably be spent on the
principles, as distinct from the practice, of arithmetic. It

would be of great educational advantage if the principles
which underlie the practice with which all the pupils have
become familiar were brought explicitly to their conscious-
ness. For example, they should understand the principle
of our arithmetic notation, so that they may have an
adequate appreciation of its beautiful simplicity, and of the
fact that it embodies a great time-saving invention. In
order to attain this object it is necessary to deal with the
theory of scales of notation and radix-fractions, so that the
arbitrary element involved in the adoption of the scale
of ten may be clearly appreciated. I do not, of course,
contemplate the introduction into such a course of artificial

problems on scales of notation ; only the fundamental prin-
ciples should be explained, with such quite simple illustra-
tions as may be found necessary for their complete
elucidation.

I do not know to what extent some rudimentary and
informal treatment of the properties of simple figures in

three-dimensional space has at the present time become part
of the normal instruction in geometry in our .schools. I

am quite sure of the urgent necessity for finding time for
a small modicum of study of this part of geometry. I

remember, a few years ago, in a paper on mathematics
for candidates for a college scholarship in physics, the
candidates were asked to construct the shortest distance
between two given non-intersecting straight lines. One of
the candidates, who showed a considerable knowledge of
plane geometry, informed me that two non-intersecting
straight lines are necessarily parallels. It is unnecessary
to insist upon the importance of an endeavour to uproot
ignorance of this kind, due as it is to lack of stimulation
of the power of observing simple spatial properties.

In considering the yariou" directions in which mathe-
matical teaching may be made to extend beyond the domain
that consists of drill in the employment of processes which
up to a certain point is undoubtedly necessary, one ques-
tion of great importance arises—that is the very
important question as to the possibility of making a rudi-
mentary treatment of the ideas and processes of the
calculus part of the normal course of mathematics in the
higher classes of schools. In the hands of a really skilful
teacher, the purely formal element in the treatment of the
calculus could be reduced to very small dimensions—all

the leading notions and processes could be sufficiently illus-

trated by means of functions of the very simplest types.
I believe that some of the time saved by lightening the
matter in such subjects as algebra might be more profit-
ably employed in this manner than in any other. The
calculus, as embodying and utilising the fundamental
notion of a " limit," is the gate to a mathematical world
of incomparably gri>ater dimensions than the on.- in which
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the student ha« moved during the earlier part of hi« courae.

Any method of presentment which evade« the notion of a
*' limit," a» it appear* in the differential coefficient or lit

kinematics as a velocity," is much to be •'
'

The poaseasion of this notion i« the nujst vali

Qf .1... ....^.- 1.^..!, f..r^ '-'iMrational and for ••

p<. ly chosen exani;

ar:t 11' domains, a y\ .

up to this (undamviital notion, so that it nuty in tiu- ed'

become really his own. To this end it i^t wholly m
necessary that any treatment of tlv

'

'

employed which would satisfy the i

fessional mathematician. The import....; ^....,1

tion with this idea, as with many others, i

student should really have the notion as part •

manent mental furniture, and not that he shoui.i l»- abi

to give a complete description of it, or of its philo*4.|>hv, i

conceptual language. I do not propose to in<i

even in outline, a schedule of those parts of 1

which would be suitable as part of a grr- - '

This is a matter which might with mu<
fully discussed by the association, when tlv

tical teachers as to the possibilities in this direction woui'

receive the fullest attention.

There is a danger which arises in connection with th

democratisation of education that less than justice mav t

done to the minority who, by natural aptitude, are rnpa^N

of making much more rapid progress than the rar'. .; <i

file. The danger is probably not so great in oui

country as in some others ; with us, the old leaven

impels teachers to make the most of their more
pupils still works strongly enough, and the questiun.jb.

stimulus provided by scholarship examinations and oth'

competitions exercises an influence in the same di:

which is very powerful, and perhaps, indeed, too p<.

In some countries the rigid system by which every p„,...

a school is taken in a general class in a certain numb,
of years through prescribed portions of a subject act-

detrimentally upon those pupils who are capable of learn-

ing much more rapidly than the average. In America I

was told that it would be regarded as undemocratic t

make any special provision in a school for the more rap

advance of gifted pupils. This view seems about ;.

reasonable as it would be to prescribe, as a thoroughl

democratic arrangement, that all the pupils should t

supplied with boots of the same size. The general gcx

demands that, so far as possible, equality of opportunii

should be afforded to all for their mental development i

accordance with their enormously varying abilities;

does not demand a mechanical equality of treatment, r^

presented by forcing all students to move at the pace >

the less gifted or of the average. .Although, however, th

danger may be a real one in some quarters in this countr\

the opposite fault, of sacrificing to some extent the nee<l

of the average to those of the abler students, is probab!

still the more prevalent one.

The movement which I have spoken of as tli

democratisation of mathematical education is a progVessiv

development. Something not inconsiderable has be.

accomplished in our time; very much more remains to t-

done. The difficulties which arise in this connection ar

largely those of finding the true coordination between tli

practical and the theoretical sides of the subject. An undu
emphasis placed on either side is apt to have di>.' "

results. The perfect mean is in all such cases pr

an unattainable ideal: a certain degree of compi ...

depending upon a variet>' of circumstances, is usually ti

practicable course; but the most earnest endeavours shoul

be made to prevent such compromise going too far. ^^'hil-

recognising to the full the importance of the practical si<l

of mathematics, both as affording the right approach t

the subject, in view of sound psychological principles, an

also on account of its importance as an equipment fc

various departments of practical life, let us never lo-

sight of the paramount importance of mathematics as pari

of a real education of the intellect. Such education is in-

complete unless a few, at least, of the many illuminating

notions which our race has achieved in its long struggle

to attain clearness in the domain of mathematical think-

ing aiP made the common property of our iiilcUtu-tuat

(l.'Diocracv.
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THE FUNCTIONS OF LECTURES AND TEXT-
BOOKS IN SCIENCE TEACHING}

I
WISH to-day to speak of a tendency in education which

I think is increasing, and in my opinion is mis-

chievous ; it is one, however, which is much more

rampant with us at the universities than it is at schools

—

I mean the practice of attempting to teach everything by

lectures ; of making to a continually increasing extent the

lecture supply the place of the text-book ; of learning every-

thing by being told it instead of reading it for oneself.

Now I should be the last to maintain that the reading

of text-books is in many branches of study sufficient by

itself to give a man a real grasp of his subject. The
lecture, or something equivalent to the lecture, is in many
subjects, notably in science, an essential part of the

educational apparatus, perhaps more essential in science

than in anything else. By means of the experiments in

the lectures' (though these by themselves are by no means

all that is required) the students see the phenomena they

are studying ; the experiments make them realise that they

are dealing with definite phenomena, and help towards one

of. the most important results which the teacher has to

aim at to make their acquaintance with these facts as

intimate and vivid as possible.

The position I am taking this morning is not new.

Let me quote here from Boswell's " Johnson " :

—

" People have nowadays," said he, " got a strange

opinion that everything should be taught by lectures. Now
I cannot see that lectures can do so much good as reading

the books from which the lectures are taken. I know
nothing that can best be taught by lectures, except where

experiments are to be shown."
As those of you who are acquainted with that in-

exhaustible book are, I am sure, longing to hurl another

quotation from it at me, I will disarm them by quoting it

myself. It relates to an occasion when an Oxford don,

Dr. Scott, was present. Johnson lectures were once

useful, but now, when all can read and books are so

numerous, lectures are unnecessary. If your attention fails

and you miss a part of the lecture, it is lost. " You cannot

go back as you do upon a book. Dr. Scott agreed with

him. ' But yet,' said I, ' Dr. Scott, you yourself gave

lectures at. Oxford.' He smiled."

I object to the lecture usurping so largely the function

of the text-book, because I think when this is done the

study of a subject has not the same educational value—is

not such good intellectual gymnastics, to use the cant

phrase, as when a student reads it for himself. This is

especially true when a student is new to the subject ; with

a book he can confine himself to the consideration of the

new ideas, and can take his own time, while in a lecture

he has to take in these ideas at the pace presented by the

lecturer, and, in addition, has to put them in writing as

fast as his pen can travel ; as a matter of fact, in many
cases he takes little trouble to understand, but confines

himself to taking down as many of the words of the

lecturer as is possible in the time, and trusts to finding

out later on what they mean. This practically amounts to

substituting a manuscript, and I think it would not be an
unfair description of many such notes to say a very corrupt
manuscript, for a text-book. Now it is oossible that in

some cases there is an advantage in doing this ; the

lecture may be so good that even the imperfect notes of

those that heard it may be better than the best text-book
available. I am assuming, of course, that there is a text-

book on the subject. This, no doubt, is sometimes the case
;

but I think those who have road lecture notes as they are
taken down will agree with me that a text-book must be
quite exceptionally bad if it is not more intelligible than
the majority of the notes taken even in good lectures.

Another consideration which I think is of greater weight
is that if the student rewrites his rough notes, the task
of reducing them to sense and logical order is an excellent
mental training. I quite agree that it is, and if the
student attended only one such set of lectures a term I

think he might greatly benefit by doing this; but when, as
he often does under present conditions, he attends three or

1 Presidential address delivered to the Association of Public School Science
Masters on January ii by Sir J. J. 'l"honison, F.R..S.
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four such courses, it is impossible for him to treat them
all in this way. Consider, for example, a case that came
under my observation last term. •\ student came to rne

with his time-table ; he had lectures or practical work in

the laboratory every morning from nine to one, and on

three afternoons in the week from two to five. His object

in coming to me was to find if I could not help him to

find lectures to fill up the three afternoons which he had
vacant.

Even though the student attends lectures, it is, I think,

important that he should have training in learning for

himself, and not be encouraged to think that all he need

know about a subject will be told to him in lecture. In

after life he will have to acquire most of his learning from
books. He will not always find lectures available ; it is

possible, indeed, that he will have no passion for lectures,

and if he has not acquired the art—for there is an art of

learning from books—he will be at a serious disadvantage.

Is not an e.xcessive reliance on lectures likely to leave us

open to the reproach that we teach our students everything

except how to learn? I sometimes wonder when I see the

extent to which some students rely on their notes, and the

appallingly long list of lectures which appears at the

beginning of each term, whether the importance of the

invention of printing has not been overrated.

Now I must express an opinion with which I think it

quite possible that many here will not agree. The view

is often expressed nowadays that students should be

examined by their teachers, and not by outside examiners.

I cannot agree with this ; so far as my experience goes,

the practice leads to one of the worst kinds of cramming
—the cramming of note-books—and not always the

student's own note-book. I think the teacher ought to

have the fullest power over the syllabus, and not to have

his method of teaching hampered by external authority

;

but when he is given this freedom I think he may be

expected to produce results which need not fear the tests

imposed by any sensible examiner.

But although I am urging a freer use of text-books and

more independent reading bv the students, the last thing

I would do would be to abolish lectures, though I should

like to see them reduced in number, and in some cases

their objective changed. To my mind, the proper function

of a lecture is not to give the student all the information

he is supposed to require on the subject of the lecture,

but to arouse his enthusiasm so that he will be eager to

get that information for himself. A lecture ought to be

interesting and to arouse interest; dullness should be the

unpardonable sin. The lecturer should avail himself of

the " purple patches " of the subject to supply the

momentum which will carry his students over the less

exciting parts. Again, in a lecture it is possible to

emphasise the fundamental parts of the subject, to discuss

at length the ideas and assumptions involved, and to illus-

trate thetfi by a multitude of illustrations and examples

which would be impossible in a text-book of moderate

If lectures were limited to these objects there need not

be so many of them, and there would be more time avail-

able for what I regard as the most important part of

teaching—the part when the teacher comes in contact with

his pupils, not as a class, but as individuals. If the

teacher could talk with his pupils, even for half an hour

a week, cross-exam iiK; them to see that they really under-

stand their work, make suggestions as to what they should

read, suggest points of view, sometimes even point out

that things are not quite so clear as they seem to appear

to the student, then I think he would have far greater

influence over his pupils—would educate them better than

would be done bv anv amount of lecturing alone. 1 am
aware that what I am' advocating is done by many teachers

already but I think there is still room for expansion of

a method which the collegiate system and the large educa-

tional staff at manv of our colleges m.'tke especially

feasible at Oxford and Cambridge. I would like to utter

a word of warning against allowing this kind of tuition

to degenerate into an explanation of ditVuullies brought to

the teacher bv the student ;
puzzling over a difficulty is

often a very good way of getting clearer ide.is on a sub-

ject, and a good te.ncher will not solve these difficulties

until ho r .N Mif th.it tho -student will not, perhaps with
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th« help of fl hint or two to put him on the right track,
Holve thi'iri for himself.

I nm told that nt u tichool which of Intp Vf^nrs has b«cn
onr of the most sucrcssful in turnin(( out fjood mathe-
matirinns, the older boys an- undfr the impression that
thrv get very little tenrhinfj in the hijjher parts of mathe-
matics ; they work in a class-room tojijether nt the text-

book, abuse its obscurity, argue out with each other what
it really means, while the master appears to take very
little part in the proceeding's ; as a matter of fact, if hi*

se»-s that a wrong conclusion is likely to b- come to by
the little parliament, by an apparently casual remark he
gives the argument a push in the right direction. This
s«'ems to me the very best kind of education wh<n the
boys are of fairly equal ability.

Work of this kind, when the student tries to puzzle out
his own diflicultics, takes time, and the student cannot
cover the ground so quickly as when his difficulties are
solved for him by his teacher as fast as they arise. If

the examination for which he is preparing covers a wide
range of subjects, he is almost compelled, or at any rate
he is very strongly tempted, to adopt the quicker and
easier methwls. The temptation is especially strong in
the case of students of science. For the Natural Sciences
Tripos at Cambridge, for example, the majority of the
students take four subjects in part i. ; there is really no
need for them to do so, and the better students are in
many cases strongly advised by their tutors to take only
three ; if they did so I feel sure they would not prejudice
their chance of getting a first class. They think, however,
that it is safer to take four, and as playing for safetv is

a very characteristic feature of the modern undergraduate,
the majority of them take this course. .As thev have now
to do a very large amount of practical work in each sub-
ject, the study of four subjects means if they take the
first part of the tripos in the second year that the whole
of their mornings and many of their afternoons are spent
in lecture-rooms and laboratories, and that they have very
little time to spend in thinking quietly over their subject.
It may be said that they have the vacations in which to
do this. But. as a matter of experience, it is found, I

think, that this habit is either continuous or else non-
existent ; it is not one that can be flung aside in term
time and then resumed as soon as term is over. \\'e can-
not all emulate the heroes in the Bab Ballads :

—

These men were men who could
Hold liberal opinions,

On Sundays they were good,
On week days they were minions.

It is, I think, most important that they should form
this habit of independent thought at school, for if they
have not done so the conditions are not verv favourable
for them to do so at the university.
The popularity of science, the great increase in the

numbers attending lessons, lectures, and laboratories
makes it more and more difficult to arrange that our
students shall have the opportunity of thinking out their
own difficulties and developing their independence and
power of relying on their own resources. Let me contrast
the conditions under which I began in the 'seventies the
study of practical physics at the Owens College, Man-
chester, with those which prevail at the Cavendish Labora-
tory at the present time. When I was a student there
were perhaps a dozen working at practical physics in the
laboratory

; there was no need for any elaborate organisa-
tion ; we used to work at an experiment until we were
satisfied we had done as much as we could, by what
we thought, generally erroneously, were improvements on
the methods shown to us, and acquired in this way a
lively interest in our subject and some facilitv in devising
experiments to test various points which arose in the
course of our work. This, I think, is the best kind of
laboratory training it is possible to have, but it is only
available when the number of students is small. If we
adopted it at the Cavendish Laboratory, where last term
there were above three hundred students doing practical
physics, the result would be chaos : while the students
would not learn physics, independence, or anvthing except
proficiencv in free fightinj^. With such numbers elaborate
organisation and preparation are unavoidable, and we have
necessarily to limit ourselves to trying to make the
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elementary demonttrationf teach the students how to mak*-
accurate mea«ur»>m<-nti«, to "'"• i»^..." •• ^-vuvlmlge of
method*, and to mak»' the wrative as
posnibli- of the fundam«>ntal

j
: j

I think, however, that in home of our w hooU th-

number of boy« taking practical work is ttmall «iiough t<.

mak»' the other method possible, and when this is th--

case 1 would urge as strongly as I can the danger of
excessive organisation and the importance of •'

'
-

much as possible the indep<>ndence and
their pupils, and I think they might do w.
a small number of subjects.

I cannot refrain from alluding to the remarkable .ii.<l

very gratifying increase which has taken place in the last
few years in mathematical knowledge possessed by the
students of science sent up from the schools, and is '^<--

ing rapidly from year to year. When I first vn \

the Cavendish Laboratory the knowledge of matheni..:.
possessed by many of the students was so meagre that f

had to start classes to teach them the elements of the
differential calculus ; that class has gone on until th*-

present year ; but the number who required such teach-
ing has diminished so rapidly during the last few years
that I have decided it will not be necessary to continue
these classes any longer.

In conclusion, I would like to ofTer a suggestion, which
I make with great diffidence, but it is one which, if it were
possible to carry out, would increase the efficiency of the
student, especially in after life, to a very confeiderahle
extent. I mean, would it be possible to te.T "

'

students enough German to enable them to tr

ordinary text-book or pa|>er? I do not ask ; .....

should all know German—that I realise is. at present,
impracticable. I do not ask that they should be able ti;

write German, or even pronounce it, but merely that they
should be able to make sense of a straightforward
sentence.

l^NIVERSITY AM) EDVCATIOSAL
INTELLIGENCE.

It is announced in The Jewish Chronicle thai a wealthv
Jew, a native of India, has bequeathed a sum of So.ooo/.
for the endowment of a Jewish college in Jerusalem.
This sum is likely to form the nucleus of an endowment
for a university in Palestine.

Prof. J. G. Hibben has been elected president of
Princeton University in succession to Dr. Woodrow
Wilson. Prof. Hibben has been professor of logic at
Princeton University since 1893, and is known as the
author of works on logic and philosophy.

^
It is announced that Sir Charles Chadwyck-Heaky,

K.C., who is a member of the governing body of Cran-
leigh School, has expressed his desire to present a labora-
tory to the school, and the offer has been accepted by the
governors. The work has been put in hand, and it is

expected that the cost will be about 4000/.

\ Reuter telegram from Cape Town on January t^
states that, s|>eaking at Moorresburg. Mr. F. S. Malan'T
Minister of Education, said he hoped to introduce and pass
in the forthcoming session of Parliament a Bill dealing
with higher education and the foundation of a univer>iiv.
Mr. Malan expects shortly to receive from Messrs.
Wernher, Beit and Co., who have given half a million
sterling towards the university scheme, a notification of
their acceptance of the Bill, which will then be published.

.At a meeting of the executive committee of the govern-
ing body of the Imperial College of Science and Tech-
nology, held on Friday last. Prof. W. A. Bone. F.R.S.,
professor of applied chemistry (fuel and metallurgy). Ini-
versity of Leeds, was appointed professor of fuel and re-

fractory materials in a new department of chemical tech-
nology now being established in the Imperial College at
South Kensington. He will take up his new duties at the
Imperial College about September of this year.

In connection with the Francis Galton Laboratory for

National Eugenics, a course of eight lectures will be given

î
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at University College, London, on Tuesday evenings at

8.30 p.m., beginning on January 30. The first two
lectures will be delivered by Prof. Karl Pearson, and will

deal with " Sir Francis Galton : his Life and Parentage,
Work and Teaching." 1 ue^e will be followed by two
lectures on " Infantile Mortality," by Miss Ethel Elderton
and Dr. M. Greenwood, jun. The fifth lecture will be on
"Alcoholism," by Dr. David Heron; the sixth on
" Physical Degeneracy," by Mr. Bishop Harman ; and the
seventh and eighth on " Heredity and Environment " and
on " Social Problems," by Prof. Karl Pearson. Further
particulars may be obtained on application to the secretary
of the college.

At the annual general meeting of the Royal College of

Science Old Students' Association, held on January 13 at

the college, Sir William Crookes, O.M., F.R.S., was
elected as president of the association on the motion of

Captain John Spiller, who shares with Sir William the
honour of being the oldest students connected with the
college. Prof. R. A. Gregory was elected as one of the
vice-presidents in succession to Sir William Crookes, the

:
remaining five vice-presidents being re-elected. Mr. T. LI.

Humberstone and Mr. A. T. Simmons were re-elected
secretary and treasurer. The evidence relating to the
college presented to the Royal Commission on University
Education in London was to have been considered at this

meeting, but owing to the. lateness of the hour it was
decided to adjourn the meeting, and another general meet-
ing will be called shortly, on a date to be fixed by the
(ummittee, at which the principal business will be the dis-
I ussion of this evidence. The report of the committee
showed that the membership of the association had in-

creased to 665, of whom 595 are associates of the college.

The report of the principal of the Huddersfield Technical
College, read at the prize distribution on December 21
last, has been published in pamphlet form. We find that
the age of admission to evening classes was raised by one

! year, and the total of student hours was well maintained,

I

in spite of the fall in the number of students which followed

I

the raising of the age of entry. Although a number of
individual students engaged in local industries attend day
classes for one or more mornings or afternoons in the
week, the conditions of employment seem to be unfavour-
able to the release of young persons during working hours
for the purpose of attending classes. As yet, little success
has attended efforts to make systematically organised
arrangements for such students. In making recommenda-
tions with regard to the award of college diplomas, the
staff has not hitherto had the advantage of any outside
help or advice, such as is rendered in many university
examinations by an external examiner acting conjointly
with members of the university staff. To remedy this
defect, the governors have sanctioned a scheme for the
appointment of honorary assessors, whose cooperation and
assistance will, it is expected, prove to be of value in deter-
mining these awards. There is an increasingly satisfac-
tory relationship of the college with employers of all kinds.
Cases are frequent in which students are allowed to leave
work early on class nights, or are given help towards the

Sayment of class fees or the cost of books or instruments,
luch interest is displayed from time to time by employers
and others in proposals for new classes, as well as in

attempts to improve the existing instruction.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, January 11. — Sir Archihaldj Geikie,
K.C.H., president, in the chair.—Lord RayieiKh : The
propagation of waves through a stratified medium, with
special reference to the question of reflection.—Prof. F. T.
Trouton : The mechanism of the scmi-permoable mem-
brane and a new method of determining osmotic pressure.
The amount of water taken up by a liquid, such as ether,
from an aqueous solution, the solute of which is insoluble
in the liquid, diminishes as the strength of the solution
increases, the maximum amount taken up being from pure
water. Reasons are given in the paper for expecting that

I
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the amount of water taken up from a given solution would
increase under pressure, and further, that at the osmotic
pressure of the solution the amount taken up would be
the same as that from pure water at the atmospheric
pressure. An account is also given of an experimental
investigation which has verified these conclusions in the
case of a 60 per cent, solution of cane sugar when osmotic
pressure is about 80 atmospheres.—Dr. Alois F. Kovarik :

Mobility of the positive and negative ions in gases at high
pressures. Rutherford and Child have shown that the
current t per sq. cm., between two parallel plates when an
intense ionisation is confined to the surface of one plate,

is given by i = 9V-K/327rd^, where V is potential difference,
d distance between plates, and K mobility of ion. When
theoretical conditions are fulfilled, the current through the
gas in the two directions affords a direct measure of

mobility of positive and negative ions. The surface ionisa-

tion was obtained by covering one of the plates with an
active preparation of ionium, separated by Prof. Boltwood
from the uranium residues lent by the Royal Society to

Prof. Rutherford. Using high pressures, ionisation is

mainly confined within a very short distance of the plate.

The theory was tested experimentally, and it was found
that over a considerable range « varied as \'^ and inversely
as d^. The results for the mobilities of the ions in these
gases are as follows :—in dry air and dry hydrogen
mobility varies inversely as pressure up to 75 atmospheres,
the highest used ; in moist carbon dioxide the product of

mobility and pressure is constant up to 40 atmospheres,
but for higher pressures the product decreases as the gas
approaches the liquid state. The mean values for the pro-

ducts of mobility and pressure in atmospheres, for the
range of pressures for which the product was constant,

are for negative and positive ions, respectively, in dry air

i-8g and 1-346, in dry hydrogen 819 and 6-20, and in

moist carbon dioxide 067 and 0-705 cm. per sec, for a

potential gradient of one volt per cm.—G. A. Shake-
spear : A new method of determining the radiation con-

stant. The rate of loss of heat of a silvered surface at a
temperature of 100° C. in surroundings at 15° C. is

observed (a) when the surface is polished, (6) when it is

lamp-blacked. The difference is due to difference in radia-

tion losses. The ratio of the rates of radiation is obtained

by exposing the two hot surfaces in turn to a radiomicro-

meter. The rate of radiation from the lamp-black is

assumed to be proportional to the difference between the

fourth powers of the absolute temperatures 373 and 288.

The lamp-black at 100° C. is compared with a full radiator

at the same temperature by means of the radiomicrometer.

Certain corrections are necessary, and these are dealt with

in the paper. As a check on the comparison given by the

radiomicrometer, an instrument which constitutes a closer

approximation to a full receiver was devised and used.

It was found, incidentally, that the apparent radiation

from lamp-black depends upon the surface upon which the

lamp-black is deposited. The value obtained for <r is

5-67 X10-* ergs per sq. cm. per sec. per deg*.—Dr. R. A.

Houston : The mechanics of the water molecule. Sup-

pose that a hydrogen atom loses one electron to a second

hydrogen atom, and that the second hydrogen atom loses

two electrons to an oxygen atom. Then the oxygen atom

has two negative charges, each hydrogen atom one positive

charge, there will be one line of force between the first

and second hydrogen atoms and two lines of force between

the second hydrogen atom and oxygen atom. Let the three

lines of force act as equally strong spiral springs, and let

a wave of light pass through a medium composed of such

molecules. It is shown in the paper, by moans of the

ordinary theory of dispersion, that the absorption spectrum

of such a medium consists of two bands, the ratio of the

wave-lengths of which is 232. Al.so from the intensity

and width of each band it is possible to calculate dm,
the ratio of unit charge to the mass of the hydrogen atom.

Water is transparent in the ultra-violet and visible spec-

trum, and has two great bands in the infra-red at 307 /t

and (V15 M. which are not present in oxygen or hydrogen.

It is shown in the paper that the values of e/m calculated

from these bands are respectively 71 10 and 1550 electro-

magnetic units. Hence the structure assumed for the

molecule cannot be far off the truth.
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Geological Society, December ao, 191 1.—Prof. W. W,
Watts, F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Rev. E. Hill

:

The tjlacial gection« nt Sudbury (Suffolk). The sccttonii

round Sudbury were described in two Geological Survey
.Vfcmuirs : since the date of pul>lication of thcM much
more has been disclosed. A list is given of the principal

sections now existing, with references to the descriptions

in the Survey .Memoirs and notes of those that arc there

undescribed. The paper gives an account of a scries of

sands and silts which lie at about 300 O.D. on each side

of the present Stour Valley. They seem to indicate

shallow-water conditions at a level more than 100 feet

above the present valley-floor. On the silts lies Chalky
Boulder Clay. The transition from silt to clay is con-
tinuous, and seems to show that here the transition from
formation of silt to formation of Boulder Clay was a
continuous transition. The undisturbed condition of the

beds indicates that during this transition there was no
action of thrust or drag. \\. lower levels, from 180 O.D.
down to 100 O.D., on the flanks of the valley lie coarse
gravels and sands, with current-bedding, which point to

torrential water-action. Among these occur displaced
masses of previously formed Boulder Clay, some conhjrted
—as if by slip down slopes. At Little Cornard brick-
works there is associated with current-bedded gravels a
clay in which are embedded very large masses of remade
Chalk. The deduction from these facts is that at Sud-
bury Boulder Clay began to be formed where there was
quiet water, which stood on both sides of the valley at a
level of more than 120 feet above the present floor, and
that, after such clay had been formed, there came to be
strong currents into or along the valley at various lower
levels. These deductions agree with the probable course
of events if a submergence preceded the Chalky Boulder
Clay and an emergence followed it.—C. I. Qardiner and
Prof. S. H. Reynolds : The Ordovician and Silurian

rocks of the Kilbride peninsula (County Mayo). The Kil-

bride peninsula includes three principal groups of rocks.

The northern and western part is, in the main, composed
of igneous rocks, contemporaneous and intrusive, of Arenig
age ; the southern and eastern part principally consists of

Silurian rocks, but these are in the south-eastern corner
of the peninsula faulted against an area of gneiss. The
Arenig rocks resemble the Mount Partry beds of the
Tourmakeady and Glensaul districts in the fact that they
include cherts and shaly beds with Didymograptus
extcnsus, and in the presence of gritty tuffs and coarse
breccias, the latter rocks showing a magnificent develop-
ment. No coarse conglomerates, however, occur, and no
limestone-breccias or other representatives of the Shangort
beds of Tourmakeady and Glensaul, while Arenig sedi-

ments of all kinds are very scarce. The most interesting

feature of the Arenig rocks is the great development of

spilitic lavas, which are commonly associated with cherts

and often show good pillow-structure. Their resemblance
to the similar rock of the Girvan district is very close.

An enormous mass of felsite with large quartz-phenocrysts,
and often albite, as also pseudomorphs after rhombic
pyroxene, occupies much of the northern part of the
peninsula. There is no doubt that it, like the similar
masses of Tourmakeady and Glensaul, is of Arenig date.

The Silurian rocks consist principally of grits, sandstones,
and calcareous flags, and dip with great regularity in

directions varying from south to east. The calcareous
flags (Finny School beds) are highly fossiliferous, and
have yielded more than fifty species, principally of corals
and brachiopods, which prove the beds to be of Llandovery
age. Ill-preserved sf>ecimens of Mouograptus vomerinus,
found in the highest Silurian strata exposed, show that
these are of Wenlock age. Dr. Henry Woodward, F.R.S.,
supplies an appendix giving a description of a new species
of Caryocaris.

Mathematical Society, January 11.— Dr. H. F. Bak-r,
president, in the chair.—G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littie-
wrood : A new condition for the truth of the converse of
Abel's theorem.—A. Cunningham : Mersenne's numbers.
—W. H. YounK : Successions of integrals and Fourier
series.—W. H. Youngr : Multiple Fourier series.

Royal Astronomical Society, January 12.— Dr. Dyson,
president, in the chair.—H. C. Plummer : Hypothetical
parallaxes of the brighter stars of type A. The paper was
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an investigation of th^* radial velocities of brif^t^r st.:

in a list furnished by Dr. Campbell. T"

class A stars near the Milky Way are ^

of stars in high latitudes. Thin fact ^.

of type A have a tendency to move pai

of the .Milky Way.— F. G. Brown : I

light in space. For a determination of thit> ;>

author made use of nebuLc, for, since th.

Ill diameter, their distances can
<l Nebubc having a small .

iiiu'-i 1", on an average, more distant ....... .,.- ....

objects, however their real diameters may differ.—H.
Turnar and F. G. Brown : An example of the use

spherical harmonic analysis. The authors showed
advantages of this analysis in various astronomical inve

gations, and gave an example, which also brought < •

the main features of the distribution of brightness <.f

nebula; in different parts of the sphere.—W. '

Thackeray: Personality and bisection error of s<'

Greenwich transit-circle observers. The author's otj

was to obtain a determination of the magnitude cquai

in R..A. of the present regular observers with the tras

circle. It seems clear that the bisection errors vary w

the zenith distance, and these personalities may be '

partly to the eye and partly to the different positions tal.

up by the observer, according to the zenith distance of

star observed.—C. P. Butler : An account of a new f"

of telescope recently constructed in .America. The inst

ment was a modification of the principle of the equato:

coudi, the polat axis being also hollow, but so large t

the observer was actually within it.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, December 26, 191 1.—M Armand
Gauticr in the chair.—M. Gouy : A particular case of

interkathodic action.—M. de Forcrand : The ethylate-

calcium. The product of the action of ethyl alcohol

metallic calcium, its hydride, carbide, or nitrid* .
N

alcoholate of calcium ethylate having the formula

(C,H,0),Ca + 2C,H,0H.

When this substance is kept over sulphuric acid it l«

ethyl ether and ethylene, until after several years its C'

position approximates to (CjHjO)jCa + 5Ca(OHK. I

is due to a catalytic action of lime, invariably pi

the original compound, on the ethyl alcohol and
ethylate.—D. Eg^initis : Observations on Brooks,- ^
(1911c) made at the Observatory of .'\thens. Observai;

on the position, magnitude, and appearance of the co:

on various dates between .August 23 and September
—G. Pick : Parallels, and differential geometry in r.

Euclidean space.—Ren6 Qarnier : The simplifications of a

class of differential systems of which the general integral

has fixed critical points.—G. Kowralewieki : A class of

infinitesimal transformations of functional space.—P.

Montei : The indeterminate character of a uniform funcr
tion in the neighbourhood of its essential points.—.\«'

Blondei : Singular values of unsymmetrical nuclei.—
Maurice Potron : Some properties of linear substitutions

with coefficients >o and their application to the problems
of production and wages.—M. Rosenblatt : Algebraic
surfaces admitting a discontinuous series of bir.it ional

transformations.—E. ^tirr^ : Minimum surfaces generated
by circular helices.—Emile Giurgrea : Researches on the

Kerr effect " in gases and vapours. .According to Lipp-
mann, gases and vapours should, in an electric field, show
an effect similar to the " Kerr effect " in solid and liquid

dielectrics, resulting in a contraction given by the formula
At' K - I K- , _ , . ...— = „ -.r, the effect bemg proportional to the square

of the field, and becoming greater as the dielectric constant

K of the gas is greater. -An interferential method was
used, and the effect expected was produced to a very small

extent by vapours having large values of K, for example,

C,HjBr,CSj,CCl^, but it could not be elicited in air and

CO,, even under 25 atmospheres pressure.—E. Cstenave

:

Synthesis of complementary colours by means of gratings.

One side of a glass plate is ruled with parallel lines

alternately green and red, and the other with black lines

parallel to the coloured ones. When this plate is viewed
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at a distance of about 30 cm. it appears red to one eye

and green to the otlier, but when both eyes are used it

appears greyish-white. The synthesis of red and green to

form white is thus performed by the observer.—Edmond
Bauer : The theory of radiation.—L. D^combe : The
heat of Siemens, and the conception of capacity.—A.

Lafay : The phenomenon of Magnus.—J. Deivalez :

Representation of equipotential Hnes in electrolysis. Claim

to priority against A. Brochet.—O. Boudouard : Elec-

trical resistance of special steels. Measurements were made
of the resistances of nickel, manganese, chromium, and
tungsten steels, containing the metals mentioned and
carbon, in very varying proportions.—P. M6likoft :

Method for separating phospho-molybdates from silico-

molybdates. The molybdate test for phosphoric acid

possesses the defect that silicic acid is also precipitated,

and it is often desirable to have a means of distinguishing

between the compounds. This is found in ammonium per-

molybdate solution (equal volumes of 30 per cent. H2O2
and of an 8 per cent, solution of ammonium molybdate in

nitric acid), which will dissolve the phospho-molybdate, but

not the silico-molybdate.—Oechsner do Coninck : Mole-
cular weight of lime ; atomic weight of calcium. Deter-

minations of these constants by the ignition of calcium

formate to the oxide, and by precipitation of the oxalate

and its subsequent ignition also to the oxide. The mean
value found was Ca = 40-02.—A. Raynaud : Solubility of

the oxide UO^ in various acids. The anhydrous oxide dis-

solves very sparingly in hydrochloric, hydrobromic,

sulphuric, and acetic acids, but is easily soluble in nitric

acid and in nitro-hydrochloric acids, with production of

uranyl salt.—E. Boismenu : Hypochlorous amides. An
attempt was made to combine hypochlorous acid with

amides to form hypochlorites of the amides, but instead

of these mono- and di-chloro-derivatives were formed. Of
these, mono- and di-chloroacetamide, dichloropropionamide,

and dichloroformamide are described.—A. Gascard : Three
normal saturated hydrocarbons : triacontane, tetratria-

contane, and hexatriacontane. Triacontane, C30HJ2, was
obtained as follows :—the palmitate of pentadecyl alcohol

was obtained by the action of iodine on silver palmitate
;

this was then hydrolysed, and the alcohol converted into

pentadecyl iodide, and this by the action of sodium into

triacontane. The other hydrocarbons were made similarly.

—Marcel Guerbet : Action of caustic potash on primary
alcohols

;
preparation of the corresponding acids. The

' oxidation of primary alcohols by caustic potash always

yields the corresponding acid, even in the case of complex
alcohols, and the yield is generally good.—Henri Coupin :

Localisation of the pigments in the integument of haricot

beans.—M. Guilliermond : The origin of the Icucoplasts,

and on the cytologicai processes in the elaboration of

^starch in the potato.—M. Delassus : Influence of the

partial suppression of the reserves of the seed on the

development of the plant.—G. Andrd : Removal by water

of the soluble substances contained in the potato.—Em.
Bourquelot and A. Fichtenhoix : Application of the bio-

chemical method to Kalmia latifolia, and isolation of a

glucoside.—L. Ravaz and G. Verse : Mode of infection

of the leaves of the vine by Plasmopara viticola.—Maurice

Arthus : The specific nature of antitoxic sera. Sera for

use against various snake-poisons. Poisons of Lachesis

lanceolatiis, Crotalus terrificus, and C. adatnanteus. The
action of these antitoxic sera is, with rare exceptions,

quite specific.—Raphael Dubois : The vacuolides of the

colour-producing organ (of Murex).—H. Dominicii G.

Petit, and A. Jaboin : Persistent radio-activity of the

organism under the influence of radium in an insoluble

form. In the case of a horse injected with i milligram

of radium sulphate, the blood was still radio-active a year

later.—M. Cluxet : Instantaneous radiography of the

diaphragm in tabetics.—M. Claude and A. Baudouin :

The effects of certain extracts of hypophysis.—Gabriel

Bertrand and M. and Mme. Rosenblatt : Activation of

sucrase by various acids.—Jacques Parisot : Transforma-
tion of blood pigment into bile pigment under the influence

of adrenaline.—L. Launoy and C. Levaditi : Researches

on the therapeutic action of mercury in experimental

syphilis of the rabbit. Some of the complex thio-

derivatives of mercury are very active against the spiro-

chaete pallida, but not against the spirillum nf 1. l:i|)sing
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fever.—Ch. Nicolie and E. Conseil : Experimental pro-
duction of measles in monkeys.—Henri Violle : The gall
bladder as a point of inoculation.—MM. Radais and
Sartory : The toxicity of Amanita phalloides. The
toxicity of this fungus does not disappear after exposure
to a temperature above 100°, and the dried fungus is still

active after several years' keeping.—A. Rochaix and G.
Colin : Staining of the tubercle bacillus. Non-specific
nature of the granulations of Much.—J. Repelin : Observa-
tions on the geology of the Sainte-Baume.—\'. Comment :

Geological age of Quaternary remains.—Julien Loisel :

Distribution of solar heat over France.—Henri Fournler
presented a memoir on flight, which was referred to the

Committee on Aeronautics.

January 2.—M. Armand Gautier, the retiring president,

made his report to the academy, and was succeeded in the
chair by M. G. Lippmann.—A. Laveran and Nattan
Larrier : Trypanosoma rhodesiense (Stephens and
Fantham). Human sera, which are inactive against T.

gafnbiense, are active towards T. rhodesiense ; this latter

trypanosome is distinct from T. gambiense and from T.

brucei.—MM. Lambert, Ancel, and Bouin : A novel

means of defence of the organism. Skeptophylaxis. Ex-
tracts of certain organs, for instance, of corpus luteum,

thyroid, or brain, ground up with sand, mixed with ten

times their weights of normal saline, and centrifugalised,

are highly toxic when injected without filtration. If, how-
ever, 'a toxic dose is divided unequally, and the smaller

part injected first, followed by the larger within a few

minutes, these toxic effects are not produced. To this

very rapid protective action the name skeptophylaxis is

given.—Emile Borel : The shuffling of cards. Calculus of

probabilities ; an extension to the case in which the proba-

bilities of operations vary with the time.—H. Parenty :

A form of meter. Description, with diagram, of the

author's piezometric meter.—Andr^ L«aut« : The develop-

ment of a function in exponential series ; application to

the ioo,ooo-volt installation at the Turin Exhibition.—R.

Fric : The action of heat on nitrocellulose and nitrocellulose

powders. The alteration by heat of these substances is

indicated by the relative times of flow, through a narrow

tube, of equal quantities of their solutions in acetone.

The time of flow is decreased by subjecting the materials

to heat.—Louis Marmler : Action of ultra-violet rays on

sodium hyposulphite. A solution of sodium hyposulphite

containing 6 grams per litre, after five minutes' exposure,

produces sodium hydrosulphite with deposition of sulphur.

Longer exposure d'estroys the hydrosulphite, with forma-

tion of sulphite. With higher concentrations the hydro-

sulphite is not formed.—Z. Tchougraeff and Mile. D.

Fraenkel : Some complex compounds of platinous brornide

with organic sulphides. Bromo-platinous acid, HjPtBr,,

like chloroplatinous acid, unites with organic sulphides to

form crystalline derivatives, generally insoluble. These are

bromoplatinites of complex bases, and are easily trans-

formed by heat into isomers.—C L. Oatin : The structure

of the germ in Zingiberace.-c and Marantaceae.—Lucien

Daniel : Some abnormal methods of separation of grafts.

—F HouBsay and A. Magrnan : The wing-surface and

tail in birds.—A. Conte : .\ hvmenopterous parasite of the

hive moth.—Henri de* Gayete and Clement Vaney :

Some observations on cattle-fly from the point of view ot

stock-raising.-G. Raymond: Results of photoelectric

measurements made at .\ntibes durmg 191 1.
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ANCIENT HUNTERS.
Ancient Hunters and their Modern Representatives.

By Prof. VV. J. Sollas, F.R.S. Pp. xvi + 416.

(London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1911.) Price

I2S. net.

TO write a history of the early races of mankind
is, at the present time, a most bold undertaking.

A writer needs to bring to the task not only an expert

knowledge of geology, an intimate acquaintance with
the structure of man and beast, but also the long
xperience of those who have studied the culture

—

ibove all, the implements of primitive races. The
difficulties of the task are increased by the extensive

md technical literature which grows in volume year
iy year. Prof. Sollas has iaced these diflFiculties with
--access, and under the rather inadequate title of

Ancient Hunters" produced a book which in reality

aims at giving the early history of mankind.

"I believe," he says in the preface, "this is the
first time that a general survey has been attempted
—at least in the English tongue—of the vast store of
facts which have rewarded the labours of investigators
into the early history of man during the past half-
century."

Those who are making a special study of ancient
man are indebted to Prof. Sollas for the survey; it

will prove no less acceptable to those who wish to

make an acquaintance with this subject, for it is

written in a simple and interesting style. The text

is furnished with a plentiful supply of good and
nccurate illustrations.

We naturally turn first to see what Prof. Sollas has
to say concerning the Pleistocene epoch, when his
"ancient hunters" were living in Europe. The length

[
of that period does not e.xceed, he believes, 300,000 to

400,000 years, and accepts Prof. Penck's four terraces
on the valleys of alpine rivers as evidence that the
Pleistocene epoch was divided by four periods ot

.Ulaciation, each followed by a temperate interval, the
lourth giving us our present moderate climate. In-
deed, according to Prof. Sollas, we do not seem to
have left the last glacial period far behind us. He
takes the reader back 7000 years, and writes :

—

" From this point—the beginning of the seventh
millennium—we look backwards over the last glacial
I pisode. The curve of temperature descends in a
\ alley-like depression, the bottom of which corre-
>ponds with the period of intense glaciation."

The period which has elapsed since the last glacial
period is estimated from the unsatisfactory data of
Heim and of Haron de Geer to have been about
i7,(x)() years.

The writer gives one the feeling of living on an
I arth with a very unstable climate, and yet in the
last 7000 years there seems to have been no
change. Prof. Sollas does not think that there is any
satisfactory evidence of the existence of man before
the beginning of the Pleistocene period. The eoliths
attributed to man—Harrison's flints of the Kent
Plateau, the sub-crag Hints—are rejected as convinc-
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ing evidence of man's existence. The earliest stone

implements which carry a conviction to him of human
workmanship are those found by M. Rutot in the

Misvinian gravels of the valley of the Lys. The
earliest remains of man himself—the Heidelberg jaw
and the fossil remains from Java—he attributes to the

first interglacial period, with the proviso that further

evidence may place them at a later date. The Nean-
derthal race appeared before the last glacial episode,

while the Cro-magnon race succeeded it. In these

matters Prof. Sollas is in agreement with most of

his Continental colleagues.

The civilisation of aticient and extinct races of

mankind piust be interpreted from our knowledge of

j

the culture of surviving primitive races. Prof. Sollas

has laid hold of that fact, and in many cases used it

to excellent purpose. Yet in some cases his infer-

ences are not well founded. He sees many points in

common between the art of the modern Bushman of

South Africa and the race who decorated the caves of

Spain and France towards the close of the Pleistocene

period. He also regards the Grimaldi human bones

found in a cave near Mentone to be remains of that

ancient artist race, and holds that the evidence " that

Mentone was inhabited in Aurignacian times' by a

race allied to the Bushman amounts almost to positive

proof." It is true that these Grimaldi people show
negroid traits, and so do the Bushmen, but it would

be difficult to find two negroid types which are more
sharply differentiated in the characters of their skull

and face than these ancient and modern negroid

races. It is strange that Prof. Sollas does not allude

to the best known of the .\urignacian men, the one

discovered by Herr Hauser at Combe-Capelle in 1909,

nor do the remains found at Furfooz, at Crenelle, and

at Engis, come up for consideration
;
yet we may sup-

pose them to belong to ancient hunters, and

to be of importance because of the types

which they represent. On the other hand, we
find he accepts the peculiar and isolated skeleton

discovered at Chancelade, in the south-west of France,

as evidence that a race, very similar to modern

Eskimos, lived in Europe about the same time as the

Aurignacian and Cro-magnon men. Those who have

studied the Chancelade skeleton in the Museum at

Perigueux will hesitate to accept its identification by

Prof. Sollas as Eskimo in character, and will find it

difficult to follow him when he traces the dispersion

of European Eskimo and other races in the continent

of .\merica.

This book has great merits; it will succeed, and

it deserves success. Yet we do wish England had

received some attention, were it only a fraction of

what has been bestowed on France and neighbouring

countries. Cresswell Crags, Kent's Hole, the Oban

caves receive a passing notice, but the Thames Valley

and its terraces—the very subjects on which Prof.

Sollas can give an expert opinion—receive very scanty

treatment. The human remains from the loo-foot

terrace at Galley Hill and from the submerged strata

at Tilbury are passecl over in silence. Perhaps in

another edition Prof. Sollas will make these omissions

good.
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\<\ in.illuin.ilii i.in-. lull .il^u In .ill inii i .-^icd in tin-

|it .id ifi' 'it .i\i.i!iiiii .111(1 in till' (li-^i^^n (if llvinj^

iiKii-hii!' 111(1 inlru(hi(liiin the .-tuthor

iiuli(Mii>- 111- n.i-'Mi-. i..i uiuliii.ikiiiL; ilii- iiuf<tii.jn-

lion, .uui his ilcsirr to ni.ikc the luxik piaiiicilly iisi--

ful. 1 1 will !>'• univiT>,illy .i^rfcd, .nui the conclusion

i> ((Uitinnid hv cxpciicncc, that the ^nat.si difficultios

which niusi he suiindunlcil in connection with .liTi.il

navigation aris,- troin l.icic of exact know Irdi^r ol the

|)riiici|)lis of (Knamical stahilitv a-, .iiiiiliccl to the

nioliuiis of aeroplanes. I'p to date it is jnohahlv cor-

rect to say that individual skill oft. n appan mly
almost insfinrfive on the part of airmen, and tlieir

immediate readiness to .uM when sudden iiiier^>iuirs

arise, pl.l\ the i^re.ltest |iart in the s.'ite ("oiuluci ot

.leri.il in.'ichines. In f.ict, h.ivin^ rcj^ard to cndK-ss

possible variation.^ in the conditi<ins whi(li .ire, and

will be, encountered in .lerial n.ivii.^,ilion, these per-

SOn.iI cjiialilies will ,iK\a\s remain essential to

success. Oir the other h,ind. there cm he no dispute

but that subst.uiti.al advant.ii;es m,i\ t'e i.^.iined from

the results of work done h\ m.itliem.iticians liki> Lord

Rayleifijh, Sir (leorfje Greenhill, and Prof. Hrwin.

It is true th.it ;ill niatheinatic.il investi^ali<Mis must
bo h.ised on certain .'issuiiifMions ; and, hecausi- of our

imperfect knowledge of atmospheric phenomena, errors

have been, and will be, made in these assumptions,

and important considerations may be omitti-d in fram-

ing equations. In consequence of these limitatittns

mathematici.ins tun .1 risk of claiming more for their

conclusions tluiii they are really worth. Prof. Hrv.in

himself has not escaped entirely free from this dan^i r

in previous utterances on the subject of aviation ; but

in the book under review he puts the case for mathe-
matical inquiry in ;i form to which no one \\\\\ take

exception. Tlu> jiass.ii^e is of sufBcient interest to

justify quotation, and the mcrre so because it strikes

the keynote of the book itself :

—

" In this book attention is concentrated on the
mathematical aspect of the prqblem for sev( ral reasons.
In the first place, there is no obvious alt(rnativo

between developing the mathematical theory fairly

thoroughly and leaving it altogether alone ; any
attempt at a via media would probably lead to

erroneous conclusions. In the second place, the
formula- arrived at, even in the simplest cases, are
such that It is difficult to see how they could be estab-

lished without a mathematical theory. In the third

place, th(Me is prohahlv no lack of competent workers
interested in the practical and experimental side of
aviation, and, under these conditions, it is evident
that the balance between theory and practice can be
improved by throwincf as much weight as possible on
the math<inatical side of the scale. I>astly. it is hoped
to advocate the claims of aeroplane equilibrium and
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.f-iKIliiv .-It an «»ducational subject sui'^'bl'' for study
'.ersitifs a!on),(side with .su' 'as of

ith'in.itii s .iiid math' in.iii' • - .is

I huoM; between purely nialhe-

id experimental research in

ronnecfidii with th- d< \ rjopmcnt of aviation, the latter

method w<pu! i ! . It IK he preferred. No .such choice

has to be I ice progress can only be

achieved if 1.. ,„;,.;,.„ r.( ,„-.ii,..^,...;,-.,|

an.ihsis with •

Re.idc rs of i' a !)•• impressed

with the sii^'^^ sages in which

results ot mathi ni.i'.ii .1] soluti(jns of difficult problems

.ire dis( ussed. ICven if ;ill the mathematical processes

in the book cannot be follow.d hy practical men, their

attention may well he tuni.-d to its pages, and they

c.-iruiot f.iil to d.-rive instruction .and obtain guidance

ther.from in d.'l.-rminint; dir.-ctions in which further

experimental r.-se.irch m.i\ mo-i adv.nit.ageously be

imdertaken.

Prof. JMx.an .inticip.ites "that tti>- siicc-stul .i.-ro-

pl.an.- of the future will possess inherent, not auto-

matic, st.ihility, mov.ible parts being used only for

the purposes of steering." He considers the use of

gvrostats, pendulums, or other movable parts which

ar. intended to provide automatic stability to be un-

ci, sir.ihle, because such parts are liable to get out of

ord.r, while "they increase the degree of treedoi

of the machines and add to the number of conditio:

which have to be. satisfied for stability." There

sound common sense in this observation, and its fori

has been emphasised by e.xperience in submarine-

After many attempts to devise and apply means for

automatic control of longitudinal stability, it has been

universally aj^reed that manual control by competei

steersmen is on the whole to be preferred. The cas

of the submarine is, of course, vastly simpler, and

the conditions of service loss compler •>" ' ^ >-. .ki..

th.in are those to which .liri.il m.tchir,

but the principle holds good in both ii--taius. in,

" human element " is all-important.

It is both unnecess.iry and undesirable to attempt

anv detailed description or criticism of the mathe-

matic.il chapters of this book. They are marked both

t)V an ability and a compactness which are not sur-

prisini^ to those who know the character of Prot.

Mr\. Ill's m.ithematical papers. He has had the ad-

vant.ii^e of help from Mr. E. H. Harper and other

gentlemen, to whom due .acknowledgment is made
and by whom the whole of the formulae have bee

checked. Prof. Bryan hopes that the formluae are

correct, but modestly adds :—" It is impossible to be

too careful in a matter where a mere slip of a sign

might change stability into instability." Readers are,

therefore, invited to chock the formul.-v for them-

selves—an invitation which may have an attraction

for mathematicians, but not for all who will study

the results recorded in these pages.

The volume is admirably produced, and it consti-

tutes a valuable addition to the series of "Science

Monographs," to which it belongs.

Special interest now attaches to the subjects treated

;
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and, in addition, it may be hoped that the wish
expressed by the author will be fulfilled, and that the

book will be used as a text-book for students of

mathematics and physical science in the universities.

W. H. W.

The Real Cause of Stammering and its Permanent
Cure: a Treatise on Psycho-Analytical Lines. Bv
A. Appelt. Pp. ix + 234. (London: Methuen and
Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 35. 6d. net.

MANY theories have been advanced to explain the

distressing complaint known as stammering,

and the modes of treatment have been equally

numerous. The treatment has often fallen into the

hands of quacks, who have pursued empirical methods
without any insight into the real nature of the afflic-

tion. The author of this book suffered during his

early youth and manhood; he put himself under the

care of specialists, and he was an inmate of three

institutions ; but the result was only failure and re-

lapse. He now considers himself to be completely

cured by a method entirely different from that usuallv

followed, and he gives the result of his investigations

and experience in this interesting volume.
The subject is introduced by a concise historical

account of the notions that prevailed for centuries as
to the cause of stammering. The Jews, the Greeks,
and the Romans paid much attention to impediments
in speech, but it was not until the sixteenth century
that a real beginning was made by special observa-
tions by some of the early physicians. From that
time much has been written and many theories
have been advanced. The articulating mechanism
nas held to be at fault ; weakness of the soft palate

;

ioctive movements of the tongue; abnormal move-
nts of the larynx; spasm of the glottis, all received

I'lame. The discovery of reflex action, about 1841,
' d to the view that stammering was due to a reflex

;sm caused by excito-motor spinal action pre-

dominating over cerebral activity. Cerebral conges-
tion, spasms of the vessels in the brain, intense

lotional excitement, insuf!iciency and irregularity of
-piration, and abnormal nervous irritation were
(iuced as explanations. It is dreadful to realise
it some of these erroneous theories led to severe
rgical operations, such as cutting through the base
the tongue, and it was not until 185 1 that surgical
atment was abandoned as worse than useless. The
w that the impediment existed in the outer organs
speech was at last definitely abandoned, but it was

nly since the beginning of the present century that
investigators have come to the conclusion that stam-

ring is a psychical ailment, and that the special
use is a feeling of dread, "the dread of speaking,"

and that to effect a cure the psychic influences or
'il)ulses must be met by counteracting suggestions.
The author gives a very interesting account of the
chanism of speech, not in the ordinary sense, but
the origin of the art of speaking in the child,

where have I read a better account of how babv
influenced in the production of vocal sounds bv
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:

feelings of comfort or the reverse, of how he hears

I

his own voice, and associates the sounds with those

i

feelings; and so on, step by step, until the sounds
[

express ideas which are associated with baby himself,

j

or with his parents, or those about him. There is

then a full account of the pathology of stammering.

j

and it is shown how all the irregular movements are

I

preceded by a feeling of dread. The stammerer dreads

j

the effort, and the greater the dread the worse the
stammering, until, in extreme cases, there is positive
mental torture, which reacts on the psychological con-

I

dition of the sufferer, and may even alter his char-
i acter. It is remarkable that there is no spasm of the

I

glottis: "the closure of the glottis ceases instan-
taneously when the stammerer gives up his intention
to speak." In this otherwise excellent description the
author uses the word "anelectrotonus," but as this
word has a very definite meaning in electro-physiology,

it would be better to avoid its use as applied to the
phenomena described by the author. The author also
often describes affections of " nerves " when he
evidently means " nerve centres." Nerves are con-
ductors; the intimate phenomena of nervous action

take place in the collocations of nervous matter we call

"centres," although it must be confessed we know
very little about the phenomena occurring therein.

The author then comes to the essence of his thoor\

,

namely, that stammering is essentially a psychic dis-

turbance. At the root of speech lie the emotions ; iht

results of emotional states may remain long in a

hidden condition, or are awakened only now and then.

Such emotional conditions may be repressed, and
from the days of infancy they are habitually repressed.

Thus we may consider them to be in a state of tension,

and this tension may disturb the centres for speech,

if it is associated with feelings of dread. These feel-

ings of dread may have first originated in childhood,

and for years they may exist in the mind uncon-

sciously. The author holds strongly the modern view

of unconscious mental .operations that develop into

a second, and usually hidden, self. This implies that

there may be mental operations without consciousness.

With this modern view I cannot agree. It is not

necessary for me, however, to state my objections

here, but rather to give a fair account of the author's

vi< \v, which he regards as the kernel of hi-

theory. This unconscious mind is a psychic complex

endowed with extremely intense emotions and inhibi-

tions. The individual is under its influence, and "the

physical and psychic symptoms of defective speech are

merely projections of the conflicts piled up in the

emotional complex." The unconscious psychic com-

plex is often in conflict with the conscious ego, and

a feeling of dread, of dread of the unknown and

mysterious, more than simply a feeling of fear, ori^-

cedes the articulatory disorder.

This psychological view leads to a rational

therapeutics. Abandon exercises in elocution

;

"•ive up the dreaded pronunciation of certain

words; try the effect of auto-suggestions, such

as "I shall get over this and soon be quite

well"; submit to hetero-suggestions of the same kind

originating in the teacher or trainer, in whom the
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patient should strive to have confidence; cultivate

mental oasr; (Jet into a stoical frame of mind, and

speak slowlv, even with a drawl, as if it did not

matter in the least how or what was said. Finally,

the teacher employs the methods of psycho-analysis by

which the modern psychologist obtains an insight, as

it were, into the work of the patient's faculties. Thus

by the method of Jung of '* stimulus words " awaken-

ing ideas, mental "blocks" may be discovered; there

is loss of time in certain mental efforts, and the hidden

cause of "dread" may be discovered, although the

cause may have been repressed since childhood. When
the dread is removed, and a feeling of calmness pre-

dominates, then stammering disappears, never to

return. Such is Mr. Appelt's interesting tale. Some

of it is hard to understand, more especially his view

that ill-defined but repressed erotic elements originat-

ing in childhood enter into the condition, but one

feels that inquiry is on the right road, and that

psychologists, as well as those who endeavour to help

the stammerer, are indebted to Mr. Appelt for a very

valuable and suggestive book, bearing not only on

stammering but on obsessions and neuroses of many

kinds. John G. McKendrick.

BLACK AND WHITE IN SOUTH-EAST AFRICA.

Black and White in South-East Africa: a Study in

Sociology. By Maurice S. Evans, C.M.G., with

a preface by Lieut.-Colonel Sir Matthew Nathan,

G.C.M.G, Pp. xviii + 341. (London: Longmans,

Green and Co., 191 1.) Price 6s. net.

THE title of this book is a little misleading, as it

may induce the reader on the look-out for in-

formation to conclude that it describes the negroes

and the white men of the province of Mozambique,

or rather of all that portion of Portuguese

Africa which lies to the south of the Zambezi and to

the east of the British territories. As a matter of

fact, it is concerned mainly with the people of Natal,

and less closely with the natives of Basutoland, Cape

Colony, and the Transvaal : with South Africa proper.

Reference has been made in other reviews by the

present writer published in Nature to the unauthor-

ised variants of accepted names introduced by writers

not at present entitled to an overriding authority.

This trait reappears in Mr. Evans's book in one or

two insj:ances, but most notably in the tiresome form

of .Abantu, with which he replaces the widely used term

Bantu, that for something like half a century has

been employed to indicate the racial or linguistic type

of all the negroes of South Africa except the Hottentot

and Bushman. Apart from the fact that Bantu has

been accepted in this corollary by all the civilised

people of the world, and almost the entirety of writers

on Africa in general, and South Africa in particular,

the substitution of Abantu is foolish and unmeaning.

It simply means, in native parlance, " the Bantu,"

the a before the ba prefix being merely the fragment

of a definite article which is absent from many Bantu
languages, and when present is employed or not,

according to the needs of the syntax. Pedantic as

it may seem, it is necessary to pounce on this misuse
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of Abantu. because not a few reviewer* who h

dealt with Mr. Evans*s interesting book have i

garded his version as being something new .1

singularly correct.

It is curious how nearly all writers on South .Afri«

subjects have little or no acquaintance with the r

of .\frica, and often entirely misunderstand the proj

application of this term Bantu. It was devised

the late Dr. VV. I. Bleek as a convenient word

indicate those tribes and nations of negroes who spo!:

prefix-governed languages, of which the verv "•

Ba-ntu ("men") was an effective illustration

sequently a Bantu physical type was alluded to

many writers on Africa, but it has since been she

that in strict accuracy it is quite impossible to a-

ciate exclusively any one differentiated tj'pe of n*-.

or negroid with the speaking of Bantu Ian:

These languages, undoubtedly due in their incr;

some invasion or impulse of the white man in Nor

Central Africa some thousands of years ago, may ;

and are, spoken at the present day by negroid gia

and ultra-negro pygmies and forest tribes, by peopl<

semi-Bushman race, and by others with a strong

fusion of the Nilote, the Hamite, or the Semite. In

sense whatever—language, physique, folkktre, tr.:

tions, customs—are the negroes of South .Afric

Kafirs, Zulus, Basuto, Mashona, &c., set apart or c:

tinct from the negro tribes and peoples over the wl.

rest of Africa, and the sooner South African stai

men realise this—namely, the absolute oneness of
•

negroes south of the Zambezi with the negroes nf

of the Zambezi, the better for their shaping of

intelligent, a humane, and a practical native policy.

If South Africa is Bantu, so are Uganda, the Congo

Basin, .\ngoIa, Zanzibar.

All who are sincerely well disposed towards the

South African negroes and yet at the same time

mere sentimentalists, but practical persons, neit;

undervaluing the white man nor his great importaiu

in the future development and civilisation of Afric

will welcome this book by Mr. Evans. It seems to

reviewer an accurate and perfectly fair-minded st;

ment of the black and white problem in British Sc

Africa. The book teems with shrewd observations

snapshots in words (for example, chapter vi., on

wasted labour of the black man). The remarks

the supposed danger to white women, the causes

such danger as really exists, and the remedies, are

well worthy of study by politicians and philanthropists;

so are the remarks on the unrestricted supply of dis»

tilled alcohol, and on the diseases introduced by the

white man. In general, it may be said that the reader

rises from the perusal of this book with a feeling that

of all the divisions of South Africa the one which has

behaved best and most successfully in regard to the

treatment of its large negro population is Cape Colony.

.\ mistake which is frequently made by syperficial

writers on South African problems is to assume that

Cape Colony is a white country as compared to the

adjoining States of Natal, Basutoland, the Transvaal,

and Bechuanaland. Such is not the case emphatically.

The eastern half of Cape Colony has a ver\' large

Kafir population. At the present day there are some-

thing like 2,000,000 of negroes and 300,000 half-castes
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in comparison to 700,000 pure-blood whites. So that

if the Government of Cape Colony can conduct its native

affairs with little or no difficulty, scandal, or injustice,

the same thing- ought to be possible for the Transvaal

and Natal. H. H. Johnston.

ENCYCLOPEDIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
Cassell's Cyclopaedia of Photography. Edited by
Bernard E. Jones. Pp. viii+572. (London : Cassell

and Co., Ltd., 1911.) Price los. 6d. net.

THE encyclopcedic arrangement has both advan-

tages and disadvantages. One important advan-

tage is the possibility of including out-of-the-way

matters that could scarcely be referred to in a sys-

natic treatise without devoting an unjustifiable

laount of space to their consideration. The editor

has made the very most of this possibility, for we find

such headings as "Bicycle" and "Contact Breaks,"
the connection of which with photography is rather

remote, and others, such as "Tea-tray Landscapes"
and "Thought Photography," which must occur very

rarely indeed in photographic or any other literature.

Of the few headings that we have sought for to test

the inclusive character of the volume, the only ones
that we fail to find are " Metallog-raphy," a common
enough word that stands for a very important branch
of photography at the present time, and " Rainbow,"
to which the reader is specifically referred at the end
of an article on " Cosmical Photography."
An advantage often claimed for the alphabetical

arrangement is facility of reference, though this can
scarcely be greater than in the case of a treatise with
a good index. The editor appears to have been un-
duly anxious with regard to this matter, for in some
cases he has, in our opinion, failed by reason of the

excessive subdivision of the subjects. For example,
some shutters are described under the heading
"Shutters," where we expected to find the whole sub-

ject treated of. But other shutters are given under
" Flap Shutter " and " Focal Plane Shutter," and
before we get all that is given on this subject, we
must read also the various sections, " Instantaneous
Shutters," "Shutters, efficiency of," "Shutters, test-

ing," and possibly others that we have not come
across. And this is not exceptional, for spectroscopy

appears to be distributed among nearly a dozen head-
ings, and astronomical photography and the use of

polarised light, among other subjects, are similarly

subdivided.

The editor has been perhaps rather too ambitious,
least in his preface, for he refers to the volume as

surveying the whole field of photographic know-
ledge," and being "at once authoritative and com-
okte." The work " is intended not only for the

utical photographer, but also for the scientific

dent" who will find articles "valuable, because
horitative." "The manufacturer, too. . .

." The
authoritative character of an article depends upon the
author and upon him alone, and the real student
always desires to know upon whose authority the
statements that he reads depends. A very few articles

signed, but there are many and among them
IV excellent articles that are not only not signed,
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but to the authorship of which there is no clue, even
in the list of chief contributors and the nature of

the subjects with which they deal. The authorship in

some cases is obvious enough to those acquainted with
photographic literature, and some of the articles would
have gained rather than lost by having their source

clearly indicated.

When a volume is written by nineteen "chief con-

tributors," and presumably other contributors in addi-

tion, it is impossible that its sections shall be equally

"authoritative," and, as a matter of fact, they are

of very various degrees of merit. Many are all that

could be desired within their limits, giving a concise,

clear, and inclusive summary of the subjects with

which they deal. But in some the subject is evaded,

as in " Shutters, testing," where, after a quarter of

a page of information, we read that "there are

numerous other methods, most of which, however,

call for special apparatus," and the reader is left in

the dark with regard to these "numerous other

methods." Some are obscure, and we doubt whether

Mr. Dallmeyer himself would have recognised the

"Adon" lens that he invented from the description

given of it. "Polarisation" is defined as "The split-

ting up or division of a ray of light into two distinct

refracted parts," and here the student is left to

ponder the matter with no diagram to help him,

though there are "hundreds of line drawings in the

text " (as stated on the title-page), and some, such as

those of a "porcelain evaporating dish " and a "clamp

for general use," might well have given place to

others more helpful. As might be expected, the

volume is not free from errors. Cedar-wood oil is

not volatile; the Abbe two-lens condenser is not of

low numerical aperture; aiid it is not correct to say

that "the focal lengths of the microscope objectives

in general use range from 3 in. to i^ in.," even if we

add that "lenses of both lower and higher power are

manufactured." We do not understand how a photo-

graph taken on an isochromatic plate with a " six-

times " yellow screen can be "over-corrected," nor

how "beads of dried paste, jnade with magnesium

powder and distilled water," could be used instead of

limes for the limelight. But looking at the book as a

whole we can safely say that the discriminating:

student will find in it a great fund of inforniafion.

and that a reference to it will somotini< s sav(> him

prolonged if not fruitless search among rare, litlK--

known, and old records. C. J.

MATHEMATICS FOR TEACHERS.
Lectures on Fundamental Concepts of Algebra and

Geometry. By Prof. J. W. Young. Prepared for

publication with the cooperation of W. W. Denton.

With a note on the Growth of Algebraic Symbolism

by Prof. U. G. Mitchell. Pp. vii+247. (New

York : The Macmillan Co. ; London : Macmillan

and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 75. net.

THIS book contains a series of lectures on some

of the fundamental principles of mathematics,

treated from the most recent and scientific point of

view; that is, mainly with reference to their con-

sistency and the nature of the assumptions involved.
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The reader is not supposed to have any advanced

technical knowledge, and everything seems done to

help him to appreciate the important notions which

the last few years have developed.

Among the subjects treated .n leaning of

definitions, axioms, and postulates; tiic elementary

properties of classes, and of transfinite ordinal and

cardinal numbers; negative and complex numbers; the

three possible geometries in three-dimensional space;

spaces of more than three dimensions; variable,

function iikI limit.

As ii Mil (,f ilio upper limit that is reached,

it may i'< ni-i'*.! iliai we have Cantor's proofs that

the numerical continuum is not denumerable, and that

the class of algebraic numbers is; correspondence

between points of a line segment and those of a

square ; and a brief account of quaternions.

In the more strictly geometrical part, Hilbert's

axioms are discussed in considerable detail, an illus-

tration is given (after Klein) of a system for which

Archimedes' axiom is not satisfied, and an account

is given of Fieri 's kinematical theory. This last is

comparatively novel, and will perhaps appeal to some
more vividly than Hilbert's.

There are a few controversial points to which atten-

tion may be directed. On p. 43 we are told that
" the only test for the consistency of a body of proposi-

tions is that which connects with the abstract theory

a concrete representation of it." Even allowing the

widest sense to the term "concrete," this does not seem
justifiable. VVeierstrass proved that ordinary complex
algebra could not be consistently extended to a linear

algebra of three or more dimensions, and his proof

was as abstract as possible. The fact seems to be,

as Prof. Young practically admits elsewhere, that

there is no absolute test of consistency for any set of

assumptions ; all we can say is that, after applying

them in myriads of ways, we have not found any
inconsistency.

Then there is the question of the term, " the class

of ordinary classes" (p. 219). Prof. Young takes the

view, which seems the right one, that this term is

intrinsically nonsensical, and involves a vicious circle.

On p. 81 the symbol w is unfortunately used for

the cardinal number of all denumerable sets. It is

much better to keep it as the ordinal number of the

natural scale, and use o for the corresponding cardinal.

Finally, with regard to the author's pedagogic atti-

tude. He emphasises rightly, more than once, that

with young pupils no attempt should be made to treat

the subject with logical rigour. On the contrary, a
large number of assumptions will be made, and everj'-

day experience constantly appealed to. This is a
sufficient answer to those who think that the
"logicians," as a body, wish to reduce mathematics
to dry bones. At the same time, a teacher ought to

know something about these logical methods, just in

order to avoid making dogmatic assertions which have
been shown to be false, and also that he may answer
inquiries without implanting erroneous ideas. For
this purpose Prof. Young's book may be heartily re-

commended; it is one more of the many good educa-
tional works on mathematics produced in the United
^fates. G. B. M.
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OUR BOOK SHELF.

Contemporary Chemistry: a Survey of the Present

State, Methods, and Tendencies of Chemical Science.

By E. E. Fournier d'Albe. Pp. xvi+180. (Lon-
don : Constable and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 4*. net.

If the author of this book had been content to give

it a more modest title, the task of the reviewer

would have been a pleasanter one. Mr. Fournier

d'Albe undoubtedly possesses a gift of expression, and
his breezy style is attractive and interesting. More-
over, due praise must be given to him for his effort to

popularise the fascinating phases of modern chemist'

Yet it is just here where the difficulty comes in.

the present book is intended for the general read

the author's semi-journalistic "lightning sketch'

assume too much, and are too lacking in coherence, 10

convey any definite impression. On the other hand,

the serious student of chemistry will find the auth< :

"

fare, if appetising, rather scrappy and unsatisfying.

The book indeed fails to give any rational and con-

nected account of the main lines of contemporary
chemical science. . Let us take, for example, the

chapter on "Affinity," where the author gives us little

more than a couple of hazardous calculations on t^-^f

attraction of electrical charges. Not a word is ^

about the real work of to-day, namely, the numero _

experimental methods of measuring chemical affinity,

and the collation and comparison of the vast amount
of data already obtained. We cannot have our N
ton before our Tycho Brahe and Kepler.

A closer examination of the book reveals in many
cases the author's want of familiarity with chemistry,

whereof a few instances may be noted. On pp. 21-22

we hear about de Broglie, but no hint is given of the

work of Perrin, Svedberg, or Henri. On p. 36, it is

stated that "a single phase has therefore two inde-

pendent variabilities." On p. 38 there is a complete

confusion between passivity to change and Le Chate-

liers's theorem. The calculation on p. 55 appears to the

reviewer to be quite absurd. On p. 56 there occurs a
misleading confusion between ordinary and electrolytic

dissociation, whilst on p. 57 the use of the expression

"specific conductivity' " instead of molar conductivity

leads to dire results. P. 59 opens with the

sentence, " It might seem at first difficult to prove that

metallic sodium and uncombined chlorine exist in a

dilute solution of hydrochloric acid." Apart from the

obvious misprint, this is truly a case of " save us f

;

our friends." The cup is full when, 00 read

p. 92, the author says, "Yet to-day we believe

onlv that metallic sodium exists in sea water,"

One wonders what the author's theory of the metallic

state would be like. Other slips of a similar nature

might be quoted, but it would be ungracious to

multiply instances.

As a survey of the present state, methods, and
tendencies of contemporary chemistry, the

_
book is

indeed very inadequate. But as a crisply written

re.idable sketch of many interesting things it t

stimulate interest where many a more ponderous

more accurate volume would fail. F. G. I

'

Outlines of Biology. By Dr. P. Chalmers Mitch 1,

F.R.S. Revised and supplemented bv George P.

Mudge. Third edition, revised. Pp. xv + 348.

(London: Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1911.) Price 65.

net.

This is a book which, as its author and reviser say

in their opening remarks, is intended to "cover the

ground of the student working for the First Examina-
tion of the Conjoint Board of Surgeons and Physicians,

London," and also as an elementan.- text-book for
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" those who propose to devote themselves afterwards
to more detailed study of zoology."
There has been for a considerable period a great

need of a suitable text-book of biology for the First
Conjoint Examination, as the authors of elementary
text-books seem invariably to base the contents of
their volumes on the syllabus of the examinations of
the University of London. It is thus with consider-
able pleasure that we welcome a text-book that we
can put into the hands of students, feeling confident
that it will neither burden their minds with unneces-
sary matter, nor fail to deal with subjects coming:
within the range of their examination.
Almost the whole of the book deals with the types

required by the Conjoint Board ; the remaining
chapters contain either accounts of a few other organ-
isms, which the authors consider necessary for the
proper comparison of the types, or else they set forth
in an elementary manner some of the general prin-
ciples of biology. In one or two matters the reviewer
does not see eye to eye with the authors. In some minor
theoretical points they adopt views divergent from his.

For instance, they unequivocably describe bacteria as
unicellular plants, while the extremely primitive
organisation and their peculiar and equally primitive
methods of nutrition justify. In our opinion, their
classification as a group entirely apart from animals
or plants, and certainly lower than the typical uni-
cellular organism. Another point is the complete
separation of blood from the other connective tissues
in a group of its own. But, after all, these are matters
of opinion and not of fact.

A more serious matter is the fact that all the
figures, with the exception of the plates, have been
ruthlessly diagrammatised. We feel that whatever
these figures gain in clearness from this simplification
they will lose far more in usefulness when the student
attempts to apply them to the actual specimens. We
hope, however, to see this remedied in future editions,
and with this exception, and in spite of it, the book
is one that should prove of value to the students to

whom it is addressed. . R. W. H. R.

Ihe Boy Fancier : being a Complete Manual of all

Matters Appertaining to Domestic Pets Suitable for
the Youthful Fancier. By F. T. Barton. Pp. xx +
4:^5. (London : George Routledge and Sons, Ltd.

;

New York: E. P. Dutton and Co., n.d.) Price 55.

From his professional training as a member of the
Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, the author of
this well-illustrated volume is thoroughly qualified to
give sound and trustworthy information with regard
to the general care, feeding, and treatment in illness
of animals kept as pets, or, like poultry and goats,
reared for profit. And although the work before us
is primarily intended for the benefit of young persons,
it will be found equally valuable for those of more
mature age, who, for purposes of pleasure or profit
—or both combined—devote their attention to the
keeping and rearing of dogs, cats, goats, guinea-pigs,
rabbits, squirrels, poultry, pigeons, cage-birds, &c.

Tn the case of dogs Mr. Barton refers particularly
^uch as are best suited for boys, especially those
pted for ratting and rabbiting, and gives valuable

i.i\ice to his young readers in the matter of proper
fr lining. Guinea-pigs he regards as specially suit-

for children, since they require much less care
i attention than rabbits. The sections on poultry
! pigeons, as well as that on goats, will be found
lable to older readers, as most of the more im-
ant breeds are more or less fully mentioned. The

!v may be confidently recommended as one of the
' of its kind, the only error that has come under
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our notice being that the habitat of the capuchin
monkey is given as Guinea, instead of Guiana, which
is obviously a mere misprint. R. L.

Methodical Nature Study. By W. J. Claxton. Pp.
195. (London: Blackie and Son, Ltd., 1911.)
Price 6s.

This book is framed with the object of indicating a
series of lessons on plants and animals, appropriate
to each month in turn, so that the qualification
" seasonable " would be more applicable than
"methodical." The author has found it difficult to

maintain the study of animals throughout the winter
months, and in some instances reverts to lessons
based on pictures or to instruction without observa-
tion. The botanical syllabus follows very ordinary
lines, but there is a notable omission of physiological
experiments. The author is not sufficiently careful

in his use of technical terms, as will be evident from
a reading of p. 16 ; nor can his reasonings be freely

accepted. There are many excellent illustrations from
photographs by Charles Reid, Henry Irving, and
Douglas English, which, however, are shorn of their

value in a book concerned with the study of nature
by direct observation.

Geological and Topographical Maps : their Interpreta-

tion and Use. A Handbook for the Geologist and
Civil Engineer. By Dr. A. R. Dwerryhouse. Pp.

viii+133. (London: Edward Arnold, 191 1.) Price

45. 6d. net.

The practical problems involved in the interpretation

of geological and topographical maps are here dealt

with in a manner likely to appeal to students of

geology and civil engineering. Having worked his

way through the book, a student should be able to

draw sections of the country shown upon a map, to

estimate the thickness of the strata of which the area

is built, and to understand the relations of the strata

to the surface of the ground and to each other.

The volume is illustrated by ninety clearly drawn
figures, and tables are provided showing variation of

dip and the natural sines, tangents, and cotangents.

Some typical exercises to enable the student to test

his knowledge would be a useful addition to the next

edition.

Flora of the Upper Gangctic Plain, and of the

Adjacent Siwalik and Sub-Himalayan Tracts. By

J. F. Duthie. Vol. ii., Plumbaginaceae to Planta-

ginaceae. Pp. ii + 266. (Calcutta: Superintendent,

Government Printing, India, 191 1.) Price 2 rupees

(3^-).

This volume treats the second and third series of

Hooker's Gamopetalae. The order Ericales is

wanting from the flora ; otherwise twenty-six

out of thirty families are represented. There

are three large families, the Acanthaceae, LabialBe.

and Scrophulariaceas ;
paucity of species is very

noticeable, and many genera are unispecific;

Ipomoca is the chief exception, as it supplies twelve

indigenous and seven important cultivated species.

Several changes are made in generic nomenclature

from that followed in "The Flora of British India."

such as the segregation of Iponioea into four species;

these changes are noted without the comment that

one would have expected. Very few indigenou^

species in these series are of much economic import-

ance. Diospyros tomentosa supplies the ebony of

northern India ; Tectona grandis is described as

native; Sesamum indicum is cultivated, but not to any
great extent.
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Memories of a School Inspector. Thirty'five Years in

Lancashire and Suffolk. By A. J. Swinburnr,

Pp. 274. (Snape Priory, Saxmundham : PublishocI

by the Author; London: M'Dougall, n.d.) Pricf

2s. 6d. net.

This story of thirty-five years' work as a Government
inspector of elementary schools is concerned chiefly

with anecdotes of encounters with a f^reat variety of

characters. Educational questions of importance arc

touched upon lightly here and there, but the object

of the book appears to provide entertaining,' reading
for leisure hours.

when compared with the Engliih tripod. Itbtrur th.ntt?

an- thn-e pt)ints of Mippon, but tlwy are fi'

far apnrt, nnd urf not in rh<» position in n
crnfrr <>f .

"
' ' iin. s,

(Kisitinii. 'signed
.1 ;.( ,, ,1 il...

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor docs not hold himself responsible for opinions

expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the -writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.
So notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

Microscope Stands.

MlCROSCOPiSTS will have experienced a feeling of satis-

faction that, what they might anticipate would be a care-
fully reasoned consideration of the respective merits of
Continental and Elnglish microscopes, had been provided
for them in the issue of Nature of December 21 last, but
their satisfaction must have been considerably modified
when they had finished reading the article in question. The
subject is admittedly one of considerable difficulty, but no
good purpose is to be served by giving the opinions of

those, if one may judge from the opinions expressed, who
are only able to see from the point of view of the producer,
the user not being considered. Apparently the intention is

to state the matter from each side : the first and second
sections, therefore, treat of the characteristics and
advantages of the English and Continental types re-
spectively, while the third and concluding section would
presumably be a careful comparison of these two types.
In point of fact, the latter is nothing but a eulofiy of the
productions of Continental houses, and, if the concluding
sentence is to be accepted, there is nothing left for English
producers but to retire from the field and leave them in

undisputed possession.

The opening statement of the claims for superiority in

the English stand is fairly set out ; in fact, as no particular
opinion is expressed on the merits or demerits of this type
of instrument other than to indicate its good points, little

can be urged against it. The controversial part is mainly
confined to that in which the provision of sprung bearings
and controlling screws is set forth as an advantage, but I

shall have occasion to refer to this further when considering
the claims of the Continental type.
The second part of the article is headed " A Defence of

the Continental Form." The first point raised, that the
short Continental microscopes are more convenient in use,
applies only when the instrument is used in a vertical
position : but it should have been pointed out that this
shortness is dependent on the optical tube length, which
is shorter than in the English type.
The mechanical stages on the best Continental stands

are all that could be wished, and the claims made under
that head are quite justifiable.

The substage arrangements might easily be the subject
of criticism, as in most Continental types they are far too
cramped, and there is not sufficient latitude to allow of the
easy manipulation of the various substage fittings. At
the same time it must be admitted that in all but a very
few cases a fine adjustment motion to the substage fittings

is not necessary. But this is not because the Continental
types^ are of necessity better made, as the paragraph in

cjuestion somewhat implies, but because, in general, an
•ichromatic condenser, even of the finest optical construc-
tion, does not focus within such narrow limits that a fine
adjustment motion is necessary. A well-made rackwork
will, in fact, give a sufficient degree of accuracy.

.\s to the horseshoe foot, this has little to recommend it
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wlii-n lu»ii/i)i)iai, iiiuch i'->9 retain any d<.-fjrt-e o( »titbility

that po'iition. The method of damping down 5« u<uaQ
such that the instrument is under

'

finslon, and rert.iinly should any p
will fffl thf cflTects of this to the i,;, ,„,,.. :i«

that rlamping down is npcessary with the la: 's

English make is not in accordanc*! with the ' lis

recently had a microscope made by a leading Enjiiisli ma
which is even more stable in the horirontnl than the ver

at any
iOUS.

...•• rM^nds is a poll

which some En^U

position, and I should certainly ci

when using this instrument would 1

The large body tube of the Contiir

distinctly in their favour, and one
makers have wisely thought fit to imitate

As to the sensitiveness of the fine adjustment, thi«

perhaps a controversial point, the degree of sensitive!

required depending to a large extent on the user. .As

becomes more expert, it is realised that such extreme si

ness of movement is not required, but that it ii

for the movement to be absolutfly precise. Slownes*
the fine adjustment motion which is claimed as a ch.Tr.icte^

istic of the Continental type has at least been equ
manv years bv an English maker. One w.

English fine adjustment moves the body tube 1 25.?

of an inch per division of the milled head, and th

practically the same as that provided in one of the n*

of Continental instruments.
.As to the relative merits of ground-in as comj'

with sprung motions, there is no doubt, from the poii

view of the ordinarv microscope user, that the grour
fittings are preferable, but this does not of necessity :;

to those W'ho use their instruments with great care

who are quite capable of making the necessary ad;

which the sprung fittings provide. When once .

in fitting has become loose from wear there is n<.

do but to return it to the maker for replacement, wh'
with the sprung fittings, by careful use, they car

adjusted from time to time and the instrument kef
perfect working order. However, this point has been
or less settled in favour of the ground-in method, as

ing English makers are now providing (and some of

have done so for several years) instruments in whir]

their fittings are ground. So far, the respective cl.iims of

the English and Continental stands are fairly well s. t out,

although much of the information given is to be found in

makers' catalogues ; but it is when we come to that part

of the article headed " English and Continental Micro-

scopes," and in which, therefore, we look for a careful

comparison of the merits and demerits of the two t>-pes,

that astonishing claims are made. While it is scarcely

possible to consider fully the question of the ei"olution of

the microscope, it must at once be said that the statements
made are not strictly in accordance with the real facts

The modern Continental microscope, what< v- r its

advantages or disadvantages, has been evolved Inr^^ Iv as

the result of a consideration of the English model. Here
we are told that the present-day English microscope is a

degenerate form of what was originally a complicated and

massive piece of mechanism, the multiplicity of r.icks and

screws of which were a source of delight to dilettanti, while

the modern Continental instrument is an evolution from

an exceedingly simple, and by inference highly satisfactory

design. To put it plainly, this is not the fact ; the refine-

ments on a modern Continental stand have almost entirelj

been borrowed or copied from more perfect English models

We are told that the serious worker in science has not th<

time to play wjth the large variet\- of fittings in the English

stand, while the dilettante is content to manipulate these

with the result that he is both " physically and mentalh

exhausted." In any case, if the user of a microscop*

requires an instrument that will deal with a large numbo
of objects in a given time, it would be quite easy to devis*

some mechanical arrangement. Fortunately, there are sdl
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workers who would be content to observe one preparation

per day if such observation resulted in their seeing some-
thing that otherwise would pass unnoticed. The multi-

plicity of screws and racks which are scoffed at may each
perform its function, and one has yet to learn that even

the most complicated English microscope that has yet been
produced cannot be manipulated, and all its adjustments
made use of, in as many minutes as the writer would seem
to imply hours are needed for the task.

The lilnglish tripod is, however, treated with a little

more fairness, and it is even admitted that this has so
modified the intentions of Continental makers that they
have altered their microscope base in recent years, so that
it has at least some of the advantages of the English tripod
form. But the statement is here again made that in photo-
micrography the Continental horseshoe is the equal in

stability of the English type if the former is clamped down.
As a photomicrographer, one can only say that it is

entirely in opposition to experience, and that the horseshoe
foot, in which the centre of gravity of the instrument is

not in its proper position for stability, is never the equal
of the English tripod, neither can it with fairness be urged
that the English tripod results in less freedom of access to

the substage arrangements than does the Continental type.
We come next to the paragraph in which the superiority

of a centring arrangement to the objective over the
method of centration of the substage is claimed, and
we are told that in photomicrography the absence of
centring screws in the substage means " a considerable
saving of time," &-c. One always understood as a ques-
tion of practical optics that considerable trouble is

taken by opticians to ensure that the objective and
ocular are in optical alignment. We know that there
IS always some difference of centration between objectives
even by the same maker, which is no doubt unavoidable
in the course of manufacture, but these differences are but
slight. In good microscopes very great care is taken to
ensure that the nose-piece of the instrument is made to
take an objective which, when screwed home, is as nearly
as practicable in perfect optical alignment with the eye-
piece. But the same cannot be said for the substage con-
denser. This is an independent optical system carried on
2l. separate part of the instrument, and it is extremely
difficult to ensure accurate alignment, and still more
difficialt to maintain this, even if it were so at the start.
English microscopes are therefore provided with centring
screws to the substage, and it would be interesting to hear
on what optical grounds it can be proved that a method of
centring the objective, in relation to an eyepiece and sub-
stage which are themselves not in alignment, can be
justified. We are also told that objective changers
which have centring screws provided on them are
to be used and manipulated in the course of work for
centration purposes. The avowed object of centring screws
on these carriers has always been to provide against the
slight want of centration between different objectives
already referred to ; but that these small fittings should be
used for purposes of centration in the ordinary course of
manipulation of the instrument is a purpose which has
never before been assigned to them. One wonders what
would be the condition of these little screws with their
short bearings after a few months* regular laboratory
work !

We are entitled to infer, therefore, that these Continental
microscopes are so extraordinarily well and accurately made
that perfect collimation of the .substage condenser with the
magnifying system is perpetual, which can only be
described as unlikely.
As to the mechanical draw-tube {i.e. one with rackvvork

focussing), this is a feature, as stated, that is only provided
in a few Continental models, whereas the English instru-
ment of any elaboration is provided with such. But we are
told that, instead of this mechanical draw-tube, the Con-

^tinentai makers provide the objective with correction collars,
Ifrom which it may be inferred that correction collars are
[unknown in English objectives. Perhaps the writer is not
iaware that Messrs. Powell and Lealand fitted correction
^rollars to their objectives some seventy years ago, and have

tinned to do so, and that every English house is at the
' nt time making objectives which are provided with
i'Ction collars. .As the writer evidently regards
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mechanical draw-tubes (and, presumably, any draw-tube at
all) as an unnecessary elabcM-ation, it would be interesting
to know how he would provide against variations in thick-
ness of cover-glass when using an objective such as a
12 mm. Zeiss apochromatic, an objective which is, rightly,
not provided with collar adjustment, although its magnifi-
cent corrections are substantially affected by differences in

cover-glass thickness.

As to the want of uniformity in the Royal Microscopical
Society standards, the writer here has a fair cause for

complaint. The society has been for some time consider-
ing the question of these standards, a subcommittee is at

present dealing with the matter, and it is to be hoped that

something like finality will be reached as the result of

their deliberations. At the same time, it must be pointed

out that the chief cause of variability is not that the

society's standards are wrong, but that makers, whether-
English or Continental, have failed to conform to them.
There is not the least doubt that the society would welcome
the cooperation or the assistance of the National Physical

Laboratory in this matter, as it is one not without

ditBculty, and the greater the weight of opinion that can

be brought to bear on the subject the beticr.

There are still many points outstanding that one feels

require further elucidation, but it is feared that the

ordinary limits of a letter have been much exceeded. It

is to be hoped that other microscope users will give their

opinions and help to arrive at some sort of conclusion as

to the respective merits of the English and Continental

microscope. J- E. Barnard.

King's College (University of London), Strand, W.C.

The Teaching of Electricity in Schools.

It will be seen from Mr. Daniell's report of the meet-

ing, held on January 12, of the Association of Science

Masters in Public Schools (N.ature, January 18) that the

headmaster of the Royal Naval College at Dartmouth has

made himself responsible for the advocacy of a complete

reversal of the historical order in teaching electricity to

boys. He would begin with electricity in motion, and

only incidentally throw in a little parenthetic information

as to the phenomena of the electrostatic field.

I gathered from Mr. Ashford's address that it is for

the sake of helping young boys to a pleasing and perhaps

useful familiarity with the working of such things as

electric bells, lamps, telephones, dynamos, and motors

that he is willing to begin the subject at the wrong end.

to omit the consideration of some of the most fundamental

facts of the science, to introduce terms and units of •

measure which must appear extraordinarily arbitrary, and

the exact significance of which cannot possibly be under-

stood, and in general to make the best he can of what

is logically a verv bad job. He thinks that the gain

overbalances the loss. I am very strongly of the opposite

opinion.
.

•
1 ..

• • ^
Leaving out of consideration the very special training

that may be required for a naval officer, I would refer to

the boys who come for a good general education to a

public school, where the science teaching will be only a

part of a general scheme of education. It is important

that the development of a boy's intellectual powers shall

proceed happily and harmoniously, that every part of the

teaching shall, if possible, assist every other part. If the

science teaching is less methodical, less logical, less

sincere than that of other subjects, the boys will soon find

it out, and the other teachers of classics and mathematics

will soon find it out, with the result that the science teach-

ing will fall into just disrepute.

I think I should prefer for a boy of my own no teach-

ing of electricity at all rather than such illogical teaching

as that advocated by Mr. Ashford.

A science master who is not developing a subject step

bv step in a thoroughly orderly and logical manner, pro-

ceeding from the simple to the complex, insisting on the

accurate definition of every term used and on its use m
that sense only, is not in mv opinion taking his share in

the educational s. teaching should form

It is, however, my ixptMnnr- in.it, provided a boy has
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already a fair knowledge of magnetism, of heat, and of

chemistry, he can very profitably begin the study of statical

electricity, which can be made quickly to lead on by well-

understood steps to 111' ^iiidv of electric currents.
Clifton, January 2. A, M. Worthington.

Olazed ProBt.

A REMARKABLY good instance of glazed frost occurred
in the London suburbs on Thursday morning, January 18,

nnd evidently the same phenomenon was observed over a
wide area in the south of England. A touch of real
winter had spread rapidly over the country, and a strong
and cold easterly wind was blowing, associated with the
European anticyclone where the barometer was 31 inches,
and with an area of low barometer readings over the
Atlantic in fair proximity to our coasts. These conditions
occasioned a heavy fall of snow over the northern and
.Midland portions of England, but there was copious rain
in the south of England, with the air temperature at or
slightly below the freezing point.

The trees and shrubs, as well as all ornamental work,
in the garden were coated with clear ice varying in
thickness from a tenth to two-tenths of an inch.

I plucked a twig with its ice coating on Streatham
Hill and carried it with me to Fleet Street, where on
arrival an hour later the twig remained encrusted with
ice.

The shrubs and wire arches, &c., were exceedingly
beautiful, but there was no ice coating within 2 feet of the
ground—my lowest screen temperature was 31°.

The following description of the phenomenon is taken
from "The Observer's Handbook," published by the
Meteornldt^ir.'il Office, London, 1910 :

—

" Gi.A/i n I KosT. (German Glatteis, French 1

''A iiaiisiiaicnt smooth coating of ice covering
buildings, &c. The phenomenon is usually caused by rain
which freezes as it reaches the ground, and thus covers
all objects with a coating of smooth transparent ice. It

is very rare in our climate, but on the Continent or in
America it is more common. The weight of the ice which
collects is frequently sufficient to cause damage to tele-
graph wires, trees, &c. It is probable that the rain in
these cases consists of supercooled drops of water."

Scott's " Elementary Meteorology," p. 116, has an
excellent reference to a remarkable instance of glazed frost
which occurred in France on January 22-24, '870, taken
from the Comptcs rcndtis of the Paris .Academv of
Sciences. Chas. Harding.

The Isothermal Layer of the Atmosphere.
May I be permitted through the medium of your columns

to suggest briefly what appears to me a possible explana-
tion of the isothermal layer of the atmosphere, or strato-
s})here ?

It is, I believe, generally admitted by astronomers that
the swarm of small cosmical bodies reflecting light from
the sun, known as the Zodiacal Light, extends bevond the
earth's orbit, but lies outside the earth's atmosphere. My
proposition is that heat received by these bodies from the
sun is reflected, some of the heat reaching our atmosphere
and penetrating its layers as far as the outer limits of the
cloud layer. The heat thus supplied from above would
be supplemented by heat received through the agency of
terrestrial radiation, a larger supply being accumulated
above the land than above the ocean. The greater height
of the isothermal above the latter might be accounted for
in this manner.

This suggestion is thrown out for the purpose of elicit-
ing criticism, and in the hope of gaining information.

Campbell Hepworth.
2 .\mherst Road, Ealing, W., January 15.

Concentric Joints in Ice.

In walking over a piece of water-logged ground, I noticed
several small shallow pools which had frozen over. .A

number of rings, more or less parallel to the edges, were
visible as in the plan. The water was found to be a
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couple of inches below the top of the ice, and the

were vert' ' ' s, along which the ice could be r

broken, i ich of these concentric *' joints

bulb form heated in the section (roughly to

was found in various stages of development, the bill

nearest the centre being, as a rule, the most perfe

developed. The full bulb projected about three-quarters

SccTiora

Platte 0/ wtakrteai

Surface of Y^a Ctr ,

an inch below the ice-sheet, which did not vary much froa

five-eighths of an inch or so in thickness.

I should be interested to hear if any of your reader= --

explain the somewhat peculiar formation described ab
Harold J. F. Golri

St. Stephen's House, Victoria Embankment,
Westminster, S.W., January 15.

The Late M. Radau.

In the obituary notice of M. Radau printed in
" Notes " columns of N.\tlre (Januar>- 11, p. 3*

notice the statement : " .•Vt no time does he seem to

held an official post as a practical astronomer."
words fail to do complete justice to this distinguished

of science. On M. Loewy's death M. Radau was appointei

to succeed him as " le Membre du Bureau des Longitude
charge de la redaction de la Connaissance des Temps,
in this capacity he signed the " avertissements " t.

volumes of the Connaissance des Temps for the years ^^H
1912, and 1913 as the official responsible for their con^^H
January 20. A. M. \\'. IV

The Luminosity of Cats* Eyes.

I have repeatedly observed the brilliancy of cats' eye

in the dark in particularly favourable circumstances,

have a brilliant incandescent light in my hall, and severa

cats on the premises. The entrance drive is in a line witl

the door and the hall lamp. When I call a cat in th

chances are that if there she simply sits and looks at me
presenting the spectacle of two small incandescent light

glowing out of the darkness. I 'c!'^'
-i^- --ver, and cat ar

all three in line, as observed rschel.

.\. R. Hunt.
Southwood, Torquay, January 23
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GROWTH AND SHRINKAGE OF GLACIERS.''
^pHE volume referred to below deals with certain
J^ glaciers in Savoy ; four of them in the massif

of Mont Blanc, the same number in the Maurienne,
and one in the Tarentaise. It is well known that,

Fig. I.—Glacier d\i Tour, October, 1891.

luring the last few centuries, the Alpine glaciers have
3een increasing and decreasing in volume, though the

jxtent and duration of these oscillations have been
.ess certain, and observers in different parts of the

;hain are now watching and recording the amount
3f changes. The glaciers near
Dhamonix are particularly well

idapted for study, because that place

las been frequented by travellers

'or a longer time than other Alpine
rentres. Hence more information
;an be obtained, and this in some
ases is supplemented by drawings,

Ivhich, however open to criticism as

vorks of art, are valuable records of

acts.

These Savoy glaciers attained one
naximum, according to a curious

ontemporary record, in 1643 ; they

lad greatly dwindled in 1770, but

luring the next ten years they again
ncreased. Early in the next

entury came another advance,
/hich culminated in 1819, and was
ollowed by another retreat. They
^ain advanced in 1826, and oscil-

ited considerably during the next
Un years. In tKe latter part of this

I

"entury the Chamonix glaciers

pparently did not diminish so much
s those in most other parts of the
Jps ; for fhey are said to have
eased shrinking in 1875, and to

i^ave reached another maximum
though smaller than on some previous occasions) in
I892.

I The French surveyors have worked on a definite

,* " Ktudes GlacioloRiquM en Savoie." Tome ii. (Minislere de rAjfricul-
ire. Direction <Je I'Hydrauliqtie et des Ameliorations Agricoles. j.Service
» Grandes Forces hydrauliqties, Rdgion des Alpes.) Pp. vii + 140+ 19
-f-^. (191C.)

and comprehensive plan, making maps, fixing points
for measurement and observation, and taking photo-
graphs, so that a precise register, from year to year,
can be kept of the changes in these ice-streams. Some
old illustrations have been reproduced, which, though

artists might justly criticise, give us
a good notion of the state of certain
glaciers about the maximum of
1832, and photographs show some of
the changes during the last twenty
years. Those, for instance, of the
Glacier du Tour in 189 1 and
1898 (Figs. I and 2) indicate
a considerable alteration in the
volume of the ice; for an ice
fall has shrunk enough to disclose
a large part of the cliff by which it

has been produced, while a third
view, taken in 1907, exhibits a still

larger amount of bare rock. It is

also worth observing, though we
must not enlarge upon so contro-
v-ersial a subject, that these illustra-

tions have a bearing on the question
of the erosive power of ice. They
indicate (and this is corroborated in

other parts of the Alps) that a
glacier in passing over a well-

marked step of rock often neither
smooths it away nor digs for itself

anything like a deep channel.
The position of the glaciers

treated in this work has been, so
far as possible, ascertained and recorded, the method
of studying them being described and worked out in

a typical case, so that students of glaciology

receive a valuable addition to the facts at

their command, and their successors, in another
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Fici. J.— ijlacier du Tour, October, 1893.

half-century, will be in a far better position to ascer-

tain the precise causes of these ebbs and flows in

the ice-streams of the Alps. A sentence on the title-

page of this book is significant, " Service des grandes

Forces hydrauliqucs," for it shows that the French

Government (the work is undertaken by the Minis-

terial Department of Agriculture) recognises the value
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of Alpine rivers as inexhaustible stores of cnei^iy.

Had we the same in Britain wc could contemplate

with equanimity the exhaustion of our coalfields.

CELESTIAL Sl'ECTROSCOl'Y.'

THE publication referred to below contains .m
account of six separate and distinct investiga-

tions, which have been grouped together under the

above heading. In part i. are given the results of a
comparative study of the sun (Fraunlioferic), chromo-
sphere, and lower type star spectra in relation to the
sun-spot spectrum. Part ii. contains an account of

an investigation into the spectrum of « Ursse Majoris
as compared with the normal Sirian spectrum. Under
part iii. is found a discussion of the occurrence of

nitrogen lines in the stellar spectra, and under part iv.

lists of the enhanced lines of certain metals, which
have not previously been published. The wave-lengths
of certain well-defined lines of simple and definite

origin, which are peculiarly suitable for radial velocity

measurements, are given in part v., while under
part vi. are grouped the wave-lengtiis of those well-

marked lines occurring in celestial spectra for which
no terrestrial equivalents have yet been found.

It may be said at once that the two last sections of

this book should prove of great value. It is mani-
festly impossible to obtain accurate results in any
radial velocity measurements unless the selected

spectrum lines are at once simple in structure and of

known origin. The publication of a list of such lines

occurring in the spectra of nine different types (Ken-
sington) must certainly aid those engaged in this par-
ticular branch of stellar spectroscopy.
The first part of the book is devoted to a comparison

between the sun spectra and those of Capella and
.Vrcturus, considered especially in reference to the
spectrum of sun-spots. Certain of the Fraunhofer
lines are found to be considerably modified in intensity

in the .Arcturus spectrum, and it has been definitely

established by Hale and Adams that the same lines

are affected in sun-spots. A close comparison of the
Kensington measurements with those taken at Mount
Wilson is given as far as they overlap, and though
there are present in each certain lines not common
to both, the two sets of observations are strikingly
concordant. It has always been held by Sir Norman
Lockyer and his co-workers that the comparison be-
tween the spectra indicate that the temperature of

•Arcturus and that of the sun-spots are comparable
and lower than that of the rest of the solar reversing
layer. Although other theories have been advanced,
the latest observations go to show that the Kensington
theory is the right one.
The second chapter deals entirely with the spectrum

of « Ursae Majoris, the lines of which have been
measured and as far as possible traced to their origin.
The differences between this spectrum and those of
Sirius and a Cygni arc given, and the general con-
clusion is drawn that « Ursae Majoris must be placed
between the Sirian and the Procyonian group on the
Kensington temperature scale.

It is impossible in a short notice to enter into the
details of this work, so many branches of which have
been grouped together. Suffice it to say that the
whole investigation stands on the same high plane as
all those carried out in the Solar Physics Observator}',
and the author is to be congratulated on bringing a
laboriou? recearch to a successful conclusion.

1 " Re^earche* nn the Chemical Origin of Various Lines in Solar and
•Stellar Spectra ; beinr the Results of Investigations made at the Sol.ir
Ph>-sirs Obser\-ator>', South Kensineton. after discussion." By F. E.
Baxnndan. Pd. vii4-77. (I.ondon : H.M. S>ationer>- Office, 1910.)
Price 4S. Sti. (Solsr P><>-sics Committee, under the Direction of Sir Norman
l.ockyer. K.CB., F.R.S.)
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* YELLOW JACK."
AMF-ILANCHOLY interest attaches to this volume

inaiimuch as it was the last wr^k d. mi, ,1 l,\ its

gifted author Ijcfore his premature <:

to emph.'isise the loss to tropical i

thereby.

The book is a complete treatise on yelln

the yellow jack" of the earlier na\

dread disease which so often broke out

suddenness and severity on ship^-

west coast of Africa, the West li

.'Xmerica, and parts adjacent thereto. !
is somewhat peculiar in that it is pracii

to that part of the globe between th-

latitude 40° north and south, and of 1

f

Fig. j.—Stege"
mosquito which carries y
Fever and its Prevention.

east and 100° west. It is true that outbreaks of th

disease have occurred somewhat outside these limit^

e.g. in North Italy, French seap>orts, Swansea, an

Southampton in this country (a few cases only». an

at times .severely in New York and Philadelp"'; 1. bi

in these districts it has never obtained a iVv .thol<

The reason for this geographical distribution is ass<

ciated partly with the endemic areas which natural)

exist in West Africa and Central America, and parti

by reason of the fact that the disease is transmitte
by a species of mosquito, the Stegomyia fasciai

(calopus), the distribution of which is practical!

world-wide between the parallels of latitude 40° nort

and south. Thus in Europe, the Stegomyia is four

in southern Spain, Italy, Malta, and Greece, and
1 "Yellow Fever and its Prevention : a Manual f>r Mediral Stjie-iisa:

Practitioners." By Sir Robert W. Boyce, F.R.S. Pp. xv-f-3>o. ([sAx
John Murray, 1911.) Price 10*. 6rf. net.--
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occurs outside the epidemic and endemic areas of

yellow fever in East Africa, Arabia, India, Indo-

China, China, Japan, the East Indies, Australia, and
some of the Pacific Islands. It may be asked, how
is it that yellow fever is not a disease of the last-

named countries ? The reply is because the disease has

never been introduced into them, and epidemiologists

are keenly alive to the fact that the conditions exist-

ing therein are probably just as favourable for its

spread there as in the localities in which it exists.

Should the disease ever be introduced into the East,

and increasing facilities and rapidity of travel are

favourable for such an event, the consequences prob-

ably would be disastrous. The impending opening of

the Panama Canal, for instance, is recognised as a

menace to China so far as the introduction of yellow-

fever is concerned, and efficient precautions will doubt-

less be taken to prevent such an occurrence.

The various subdivisions of the book deal respec-

tivelv with the history and geographical distribution

Fig. 2.

—

\ row of upturnecl bottles used ;to make an edge to a flower-bed in

recej-taces fi r Slegomyia larvx. t rem " Yellow fever and

of yellow fever, its symptomatology and treatment,

pathology, epidemiology, entomology, and prophyl-

axis. While forming a treatise for the use of the

medical and sanitary oflfice, its style is such that it

can be understood by any educated individual, and
should thus be of service to Colonial governors and
members of legislative assemblies and municipalities

of localities where the disease may occur. The
author considers that yellow fever is an endemic and
indigenous disease of Central, and the northern part

of South, America, of the West Indies, and of West
Africa, and a record is given of the principal out-

breaks occurring there and in other parts during the

past two centuries.

The portion of the book which will probably appeal

most to the general reader is that dealing with pro-

phylaxis, the prevention of the disease. The
epidemiology of yellow fever was a mystery to the

older observers, and they were divided into two camps,
the "contagionists " and the " non-contagionists,"

who considered it a "place disease," and in different

outbreaks the facts seemed equally favourable to

either ; this, of course, was due to the transmission of
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the disease by the mosquito. The first to direct atten-
tion to^ this fact was Beauperthuy (1850-60), who
taught in no uncertain manner that the agent which
propagated yellow fever was the "house-haunting
mosquito." Finlay, of Havanna, came to the same
conclusion in 188 1, and undertook direct experiments
to substantiate his views, with a certain amount of
success, but it was only after years of bitter con-
troversy and Ross's discovery of the part played by
mosquitoes in the transmission of malaria that the
American Commission in 1899 definitely established
the role of Stegomyia in the transmission of the
disease. The prevention of yellow fever therefore
resolves itself into (a) the destruction of Stegomyia
by removal of breeding places, " screening " of water
receptacles, fumigation of dwellings, oiling of ponds,
&'c.

;
{h) prevention of mosquito bites by wire-gauze

screening of windows and doors so far as possible,
and the use of the mosquito net ; and (c) segregation
and careful screening' of the sick, so as to prevent

access and infection of the
mosquitoes. Fortunately,
in one sense, the Stegomyia
mosquito is largely a
domestic species, and its

breeding places are almost
exclusively artificial collec-

tions of stagnant water,
including all receptacles in

which, by accident or
design, water is caught,
stored, and not repeatedly
renewed, such as old pots

and tins, flower-pots,

tanks, tubs, broken
crockery, bottles, &c.

Hoyce says he has never
found it breeding more
than 50 to 100 yards from
the abode of man. This
fact renders the extermina-
tion of this species of mos-
quito a far easier matter
than in the case of the

anophelines which convey
malaria. The practical

outcome of such anti-

mosquito measures may
be realised when it is

stated that by their adop-
tion yellow fever has been
completely stamped out in

Havanna, which up to 1909 always suffered severely

from the disease. The book is admirably illustrated,

and concludes with a summary on quarantine ad-

ministration. R. T. H.

Freetown, Sierra Leone, favourite
iis Prevention."

THE JOURNALS OF THE FIRST SURVEYOR-
GENERAL OF INDIA.'

TN 1906 Sir Rennell Rodd, G.C.V.O., now British

* .Ambassador at Rome, presented to the Victoria

Memorial Collection at Calcutta a small quarto

volume containing the journal of his great-grandfather.

Major James Rennell. F.R.S., which covered a portion

of the period which he spent in India. The present

editor, Mr. T. H. D. La Touche, was desired by the

Director of the Geological Survey of India to see

whether it contained anything of geological interest,

but though such information is wanting except in so

far as striking and important changes have taken

place in the courses of rivers in Bengal since Rennell's

> "The Journals of Major James Rennell, First .Surveyor-Cieneraj of

India." Edited by T. H. D. U Touche. Memoir* o» the Anialic Society

of Bengal, vol. iii., pp. 95-»48-
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-i"(-il hi- ciriii -

:

his survey to tin- juiu-rHin nf the Mi-ijm.i ,ind tin-

Ganges, which his observations show tn h.ivc then

been about a degree farther north than ii now i-.

This expedition ended in May, 1765, and h< sidt ^ inly-
ing; cut his own surveys, we see from the "Journal"
ih.ti In was also occupied in collecting from others

all such iii.itci-i;il ;is wmild hi- of scrviii- in compiling
a i^cn, -f.d in.-q) ol HciiKal- .\fltr two nKmths engaged
in sui\i \iiiL^ on the Meghna and Brahmaputr.i Rivi rs

the jiiuin.d" passes to the fourth expedition undii-

i,dvi 11 at Lord Clive's orders in order to form a

L^ciK 111 iii.i|) of Bengal, for which distances were to

be taken in a cursory manner, only latitud(-s being

used to correct them. In Febru.iry he w,is s. rinusly

wounded in a fight with a body ol Sanaslii takiis, :ind

incapacitated from work until June, hut so iiti ctiNi 1\

had he pushed on his survey that on Lord Clivu's

sudden departure at the end of January, 1767,

Rennell was able to supply him with a map of

Bengal and a part of Hahu, .md another of the
Ganges from Patna to Kananj, on the scale of 10

miles to one incTi. On January i, t7''7, hi Hdtes

that h(^ w.is ap])ointed Surveyor-General, .iml men-
tions the four oflicers who were appointed as his

assistants, among whom he apportioned the country
to be surveyed.
A large collection of itineraries, latitudes, observa-

tions for magnetic variation, and v.irious memoranda
complete the volume, wliieh t:i\i s .a vivid picture of

the conditions under which tin firsi survms in India
were carried out. At this time f( w instruments of

precision were available, and his survi vs were made
with a compass and the chain, while he i ninloyed ,1

Hadley's quadrant for the determin.ation of latitiules.

Even with such simple equipment he worktnl with
remarkable accuracy, and many places fixed by him
are found by subsequent measurement to ai;ie, clos.ly

with their true positions, though his insiiuments hfr
much to be desired, as errors of <> uul S5 iiuh. s in

his chain length, which are recorded among the

memoranda of his "Journal," show. It was no doubt
his own skill in carrying out route surveys and con-
trolling them by astronomical ohservarions th.it pre-

judiced Rennell at first against Major L.mibton's
procedure of triangulation.

The "Journal" is a record of the highest interest,

and geographers are much indebted to the editor for

his labours, and to the Asiatic Society of Bengal for

publishing it. together with a map of Bengal and
Bahar from Rennell's " Bengal Atlas " to illustrate it.

H. G. L.
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Museum, Wellingluli. a . / .u.uiii, ,u\ i.-.\in.aiiei_\ \.Mii.

collection of about 701. Mauri . thnological specimens wi

had 1

"
1 ted by his illustrious father, Sir Wc:

Hull. il-kno\vn authority on the birds of N

Z. al.iiKt. ill.- benefaction includes a large and represcr.-, -

ii\. collection ot valuable historical greenstones, includi: l.

both personal ornaments and weapons ; a number of he

carvings ; a large pataka ; a large carved war canoe ^

all its urnainental fittings, and a small, beautii.

mod. 11. -d liiilit canvir- ; a collocti<^n of stone tools, ad.

iVc, incki'l - 'lie adze at pre-

knciuii ; a I Maori garmi

two being dug-skin cloaks in a pcrlcct state of prest:

tion, which were acquired in iSj;.S; a number of o:

objects i)f Maori workman-! which ar-

historic inti-rest. In addition ; ns, the co

tion will !>' compl.-ted by sending out to New Zealand

objects now in the Imperial Institute collected by

Walter Buller. It is dilficult to overestimate the value ot

this donation, and when the Ljift w,i- .announced hi I'-.e

Ni w Zealand Parliament bv

Il I ci\'-d by in- mi" r- with .,

.'ippn (iation. now anr :h confid-

that the Doniir.;,,, ^... .rancnt will .,> .... ,..;;lda iiv.is. .

to house its natural history and ethnological specini -. -

,. .1,,.. ..f
.,,,iiiiii cannot be r.-i'-'^- ' '" .^- •"•< r

nd in an inflammal

-aiciory to know thai u.- i.- i\ -p- (.liii-ns ^n...

care of Mr. Hamilton, the director of

1 'I'liuiuoii Museum, who has himself made valuable

tributions to our knowledge of the arts and crafts of

Maoris.

News has just reached us of the death, on January .^,

of M. T. Durand, member of the Royal Academy of

Belgium, director of the State Botanic Garden, and general

secretary of the Royal Botanic Society of Belgium.
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The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia has

awarded the Ha3'den medal in gold for distinguished work

in geology to Prof. J. C. Branner, of Leland Stanford

Jr. University, U.S. .A.

The Royal Geographical Society has arranged for a

course of three lectures on " The Desert of North Africa,"

to be given by Captain H. G. Lyons, F.R.S., in the

Theatre, Burlington Gardens, on February 9, 13, and 15.

An official intimation from the Mus^e National

d'Histoire Naturelle de Buenos Aires informs us that Dr.

Angel Gallardo has been appointed director of that institu-

tion in succession to Dr. Florentine Ameghino, who died

on August 6, 191 1, at fifty-six years of age.

At the ordinary scientific meeting of the Chemical

riety held on Thursday, January 18, the president. Prof.

r<rcy F. Frankland, F.R.S., announced that the Moissan

memorial lecture will be delivered in the rooms of the

Miciety by Sir William Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S., on

Thursday, February 29, at 8.30 p.m.

So much interest has been aroused by the exhibition of

: d tables and nesting-boxes in the offices of the Selborne

uiety at 42 Bloomsbury Square, W.C., that it has been

decided to allow the collection to remain on view until

January 31. The hours are from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on

weekdays, except Saturday, when the exhibition closes

at 3 p.m.

It will be remembered that M. Maurice Maeterlinck

last year received the Nobel prize for literature. The prize

amounted to 7772Z. We learn from the Revue Scientifiqiie

that M. Maeterlinck proposes to raise the sum to Soool.,

and to employ it to establish a biennial prize of 640Z. to

be awarded to the author of the most remarkable work

—

whether on literature, art, or science—published in the

French language.

In December last one of the massive sarsen stones still

remaining of what is known as Longstone Cove, or Long-

stones, standing in the ploughed field to the right of the

road from Avebury to Beckhampton, which, according to

Stukely, formed an adjunct to the Beckhampton Avenue

I'-ading to Avebury, fell down. Its weight is estimated to

be more than 30 tons. The Wiltshire Archaeological

Society, through its secretary, the Rev. E. H. Goddard,

Clyffe Vicarage, Swindon, now appeals for assistance in

raising the sum of about 50Z. required to re-erect the stone

and support it by a concrete foundation, the funds of the

society being inadequate to undertake such a work.

We regret to see the announcement of the death, on

January 21, in his eighty-second year, of Dr. David

Christison, one of the foremost antiquaries in Scotland.

From an obituary notice in The Times we learn that he

was secretary of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland for

sixteen years, from 1888 to 1904. He travelled over a

grrat part of Scotland planning the prehistoric forts and

minutely examining them, and the results of his investiga-

tions he contributed in many interesting papers to the

Society of Antiquaries. About twenty years ago he was
Rhind lecturer, and chose as the subject of his course
" The Prehistoric P'orts of Scotland." These lectures were

published in book form. " Early Fortifications in Scot-

I
land " was another of his works. In 1867, for the benefit

of his health, Dr. Cristison visited .Argentina, on which he
wrote a number of papers. A keen student of botany, he

IS a member of the Botanical Society, to which he made
Mveral communications, particularly on the growth of

trees.
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O.N Thursday, February i, Prof. A. M. Worthington
will begin a course of two experimentally illustrated

lectures at the Royal Institution on " The Phenomena of

Splashes," and on Saturday, February 3, Sir Alexander C.
Mackenzie will deliver the first of a course of lectures, with
musical illustrations, on (i) " Russian Music of To-day,"
and (2 and 3)

" Franz Liszt (Centenary)." The Friday
evening discourse on February 2 will be delivered by Sir
James Mackenzie Davidson on " Vital Effects of Radiuni
and other Rays," and on February 9 by Dr. J. A. Harker
on " Very High Temperatures."

The Liverpool excavations at Meroe, under the direc-
tion of Prof. Garstang, assisted by Mr. Schliephack, are
making great progress. The palace of the Ethiopian kings,
near the temple of .\mon, proves to contain more than forty
chambers and a large court. On the foundation-walls are
reliefs of the usual Ethiopian pattern. Three hundred
Sudani natives are now employed, with a staff of trained
Egyptian diggers, chiefly fellafein from Kuft. A light
man-tramway, of the kind commonly utilised in excavations
elsewhere (e.g. at .\busir and Deir el-Bahari) to facilitate
the removal of the excavated material, has been installed,
and to this Mr. Garstang has added a small aerial cabl^-
way. A telegram from Khartum describing the progress
of the work appeared in The Times of January 17; from
this the above account is partly taken.

At the annual general meeting of the Royal Meteor-
ological Society on January 17 the president, Dr. H. N.
Dickson, presented to Prof. Cleveland Abbe, of the U.S.
Weather Bureau, Washington, the Symons gold medal for

1912, which had been awarded to him in consideration of
his distinguished work in connection with instrumental,
statistical, and dynamical meteorology and forecasting.
The following officers and members of council for the
ensuing year were elected at the meeting :

—

President, Dr.
H. N. Dickson

; vice-presidents, R. H. Hooker, R. G. K.
Lempfert, H. Mellish, Colonel H. E. Rawson, C.B. ;

treasurer. Dr. C. T. Williams ; secretaries, F. C. Bayard,
Commander W. F. Caborne, C.B.

; foreign secretary. Dr.
R. H. Scott, F.R.S. ; councillors, W, W. Bryant, C. J. P.

Cave, Dr. C. Chree, F.R.S. , F. Druce, F. W. Dyson,
F.R.S. , E. Gold, Commander M. W. C. Hepworth, C.B.,
R. Inwards, Captain H. G. Lyons, F.R.S., M. de C. S.

Salter, Captain A. Simpson, and Sir J. W. Towse.

A MEMORANDUM of revised arrangements between tlv

Board of .Agriculture and Fisheries and the Board of

Education in regard to agricultural education in England
and Wales has been issued. It is pointed out that in view

of the large additional sums which have become available

since 1909 for the purposes of agricultural education and
research under the Development and Road Improvement
Funds Act, 1909, the arrangements made in 1909 now
require some modification. It no longer appears possible

to delimit the spheres of work of the two Boards by

assigning to the Board of Agriculture the responsibility for

the universities and colleges in which .advanced work is

being done, and to the Board of Education the responsi-

bility for farm schools and such other provision for agri-

cultural education as is on a lower plane than that of

agricultural colleges. It has therefore been decided that,

in future, the responsibility for farm institutes, as well as

for the agricultural work of universities and colleges, shall

be transferred to the Board of Agriculture, and that this

Board shall be regarded as the Government department

concerned with this branch of educational work for the

purposes of the Development Fund. The application for

an advance from the Development F"und in aid of farm
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inatitutM. which h«» been made by the Bowd of Educa-

tion, will therefore be withdrawn by them. A fre«h

application for an advance in aid of farm institutes will

in due cour»e be put forward by the Board of Agriculture.

A MRRTiNG of the London Section of the Association of

Chemical Technologists will be held at St. Bride's Insti-

tute, Bride Lane, Fleet Street, E.C., on Friday,

January a6, when a paper will be read by Mr. J. W.
Hinchley on the technologist and the factorj'. The associa-

tion was inaugurated about a year ago, and its con-

stitution was decided at a general meeting held on

December ii last. Among the objects of the associa-

tion are the following :—(i) to extend the study

and practice of applied chemistry so as to enable this

country to compete industrially on equal terms with the

most commercially progressive countries abroad
;

(a) to

promote a wider appreciation of the value to the country

of applied chemistry, and to obtain for it the active sup-

port and encouragement which, from its great economic

importance, it deserves; (3) to promote the growth of a

distinct profession of applied chemistry, and thus to place

this profession upon such a basis that the applied chemist

may be at no disadvantage in comparison with his fellows

in allied professions ; (4) to effect the cooperation of applied

chemists for all matters which may promote their interests ;

(5) to raise a fund to furnish grants for assisting persons

approved by the council to obtain training in applied

chemistry at approved institutions or chemical works,

either in this country or abroad, and to furnish grants for

the prosecution of technical research
; (6) to assist members

of the association to obtain advice in patent matters,

.^ny further information may be obtained from the secre-

tary*, 30 Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S.W.

The Decimal Association has recently made special

efforts to bring the advantages of the metric system more

fully before the public. The association is now prepared

to find a lecturer and to pay his expenses wherever a good

audience can be assured, and it suggests that chambers

of commerce, education committees, and trade protection

societies will do well to take advantage of this offer. A
meeting is to be held on January 26, when Mr. Alexander

Siemens will address the London Teachers' Association.

A pamphlet circulated by the association shows that in

Malta the compulsory adoption of the metric system began

on January i last. The Central .American Republics of

Nicaragua, Honduras, Costa Rica, San Salvador, and

Guatemala have passed the necessary measures to enforce

the metric system as from January i, 1912. China has

decided to adopt the metric system. An Act rendering

the metric system compulsory in Bosnia-Herzegovina has

been passed by the Government of that country, and will

come into force on September i, 1912. The Danish

Weights and Measures Act was passed in 1907, and will

come into force in April, 1912. The pamphlet points out

that the metre and the kilogram are gaining ground in

every direction, and that the number of non-metric

countries is being reduced steadily ; it continues, " the

metric system is gradually closing in upon these islands,

and it only requires the adoption of the system by one of

our great colonies to cause very much more serious atten-

tion being given to the subject by the Government of this

country."

The Smithsonian Biological Survey of the Panama
Canal zone, begun in December, 19 10, and continued

through the major part of 191 1, is being pushed to com-
pletion before the opening of the canal in 1913. The
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Kccond expedition sailed on January 9 to take up Ui

for another season, the botanist, Prof. Pittier, b«:ing m- j

only naturalist who remained in the field since the

beginning of the survey. Although much interesting in-

formation has b<'en collected, and a great many specimen*

secured, nothing like a complete report is ready. The

party includes Dr. Seth E. Meek, formerly of the Bureau

of Fisheries, but now representing the Field Museum of

Natural History; Mr. S. F. Hildebrand, of the Burenu of 1

Fisheries, who will collect fishes, reptiles, and ampi

Mr. E. A. Goldman, of the Biological Survey, Dej).>

of Agriculture, who will collect birds and mammals ; ^<

Prof. Charles D. Marsh, of the Bureau of Plant Industi

Department of .Agriculture, who will collect and study tlr

microscopic plant and animal life of the fresh waters '
'

the zone. As can readily be imagined, the life-areas

the zone will become confused as soon as the canal

opened and the waters of the Pacific and Atlantic wat

sheds are intermingled. It is particularly important

that account that the present geographical distribution

animals and plants be recorded prior to that time, and t!

is especially true as regards the life of the fresh wat'

and the sea-coasts. The work of the survey is b*i

carried on through the united efforts of the Smithsoni

Institution, several of the U.S. Government departmer.

and the Field Museum of Natural History of Chicago, a:

the hearty cooperation of the Panama Canal Commis^:
has been an important factor in the success of the und

laKing.

The U.S. Bureaj ot American Ethnology is preparing 1

new work which will fo-m a handbook of aboriginal rema
in the United States, and will have to do with the anci'

abodes, camps, mounds, workshops, quarries, burial plai

and so on of the Indian tribes. Letters of inquiry .;

being sent to all persons, institutions, and societies thoui,

to have any knowledge of .American archaeology a

ethnology. • In 1891 a catalogue of prehistoric works ea-:

of the Rocky Mountains was published, but that work '-

both out of date and out of print. The parts of the Unit

States most densely populated by the aborigines must ha',

been the basins of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers and th'

southern shores of the Great Lakes, although there at-

indications of many settlements on the .Atlantic coast,

especially in Florida. The history of the American Indians

forms an attractive subject of inquiry, but the data avail-

able are rapidly decreasing. The fact that the custom^,

folk-lore, and traditions of these people are being lo>t

through advancing civilisation, and that the older Indian

authorities and characters are rapidly passing away, makes

it more and more difficult to preserve the history of the

Indians for future generations. Through the thorough

methods of the Bureau of .American Ethnology, devoted to

the recording of the habits, customs, and history of the

American Indians, many valuable data are, however, con-

stantly being compiled.

•Anti-typhoid vaccination by means of a vaccine pre-

pared with killed cultures of the typhoid bacillus, as a

preventive of typhoid fever, has of late been extensively

practised. Last year a French commission reviewed the

results obtained, and recommended its adoption in certain

circumstances. In the " Report on the Health of the

Army for 1910," recently issued, it is stated that on

December 31, 1910, out of 71,623 European troops in India,

no fewer than 58,481, or 817 per cent., had been

vaccinated, some once, some twice, some more than twice.

Of 335 cases of typhoid occurring in the Indian Army in

1910, 187 were inoculated men and 148 were not inoculated
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rmen. Twenty-two deaths occurred among those inoculated

and twenty-four deaths among those not inoculated. The
ratio per looo of strength of admissions for enteric fever

among the inoculated was 3- 19, and the corresponding

ratio of deaths was 0-37. Among the not inoculated the

admission ratio per 1000 of strength was 12-72, and that

for deaths was 2-06. As regards case mortality, the per-

centage figures are 11-23 ^Of ^^^ inoculated and 16-89 ^or

the not inoculated. There thus seems to be a very strong

•case in favour of anti-typhoid vaccination.

In The Field of December 30, 191 1, Mr. Lydekker

suggests that the so-called unicorn rams of Nepal, of which

living examples were exhibited a few years ago in the

Zoological Gardens, are an artificial product. Mr.

Lydekker 's views are, however, disputed by Mr. Pocock in

the same journal of January 13. In The Scottish

Naturalist for January Mr. H. J. Elwes gives the first

instalment of notes on the primitive sheep of the Scottish

islands, dealing in this instance mainly with those of the

Shetland*. The paper includes illustrations of a ram and

a ewe of the short-tailed Soay, or Soa, breed, which is

perhaps the most primitive of all.

Pal^obotanists are well served by the publication " Die

Palaeobotanische I^iteratur, " of which the second volume,

compiled, as was the first, by Dr. W. J. Jongmans, has

been published by Gustav Fischer, Jena (price 18

marks). This volume catalogues contributions issued in

1909, and contains also a few papers of the previous year.

The first section provides a bibliography ; the second

section, forming the main portion of the work, presents an

alphabetical list of references for families, genera, and

species.

Two important contributions to the flora of Siam were

published last year. A systematic catalogue, appearing in

the Bcihefte zuni Botanischen Centralblatt (vol. xxviii.,

part ii.), deals with the plants collected by Dr. C. C.

Hosseus in 1906. It amplifies the list communicated by

the author to the preceding volume by the incorporation

of new identifications ; among the latter, the family

Orchidaceae attracts attention on account of numerous new
species and the large number of species of Dendrobium.

A more comprehensive list is that provided by Mr. W. G.

Craib, who has worked out the collections of Dr. Kerr

and officers of the Siam Forest Service, and has embodied

his determinations of the dicotyledonous plants in the first

and last numbers of The Kew Bulletin (1911). This

enumeration indicates a preponderance of species in the

families Leguminosae, Euphorbiacea;, Rubiaceae, and

Acanthacea; ; the Cupuliferae consists of twelve species of

Quercus and four of Castanopsis ; new species are

abundant.

The experimental trials of different varieties of sugar

cane that have been maintained in the Leeward Islands

for eleven successive seasons furnish each year new facts

or premises. The latest report, for 1909-10, bears testi-

mony to the value in Antigua of the established variety,

Sealy Seedling, and a seedling introduced recently from
Barbados ; similarly, an older and a new variety, different

from the two former, have yielded the best returns in St.

Kitts. It has been recognised that the results of the

experimental trials must not be too hastily followed up on
the sugar estates ; there has certainly been no precipitate

change in Antigua, where White Transparent still occupies

two-thirds of the total acreage ; in St. Kitts, however, a

seedling introduced in the earlier trials has displaced th.nt

standard variety from the premier position. An incroasu
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in the amount of root disease caused by the fungus
Marasmius sacchari is noted, for which rotation with cotton
is suggested as a remedy. The manurial experiments re-

corded in a separate part are now confined to ratoon canes ;

the new fertilisers, nitrolim and nitrate of lime, were intro-

duced for the first time.

A COPY of the report for the year 1911 of the Philo-
sophical Institute of Canterbury, N.Z., has been received.

During the year the membership reached its highest for

many years, and the financial position of the institute is

very satisfactory. The report points out that the council
of the institute has considered it a duty constantly to urge
the importance of preserving the native fauna and flora

of New Zealand, and when it was suggested recently that

Kapiti Island, one of the Dominion's sanctuaries, could
with advantage be used as a holiday resort for Wellington,
representations were made to the Government as to the

retrograde nature of the proposed step, and the council

has had the satisfaction of eliciting from the acting

Minister of Lands a statement that it is not intended to

interfere with the position of the island as a sanctuary.

The council has also urged on the Government the

desirability of using the s.y. Terra Nova in investigating

the biological and hydrographical problems of the New
Zealand continental shelf. Its representations have not

been accepted, but it is to be hoped that the work which
has been done by the Terra Nova in the waters immedi-
ately to the north of New Zealand may result in sub-

stantial additions to scientific knowledge of the marini'

fauna of that area, as well as conduce to the safety of

shipping between Australia and this country. The presi-

dent of the institute for the present year is Dr. L.

Cockayne, and the honorary secretary Dr. C. Coleridge

Farr.

The summary of the weather for the week endinj^

January 20, issued by the Meteorological Office, shows that

the conditions were generally unsettled throughout the

period. Heavy falls of rain, sleet, or snow occurred in

every part of Great Britain. The aggregate rainfall was
in excess of the average over the entire kingdom, except

in the north of Scotland and the north of Ireland, the

excess being large in most parts of England and in the

west of Scotland. In the northern and Midland counties

the precipitation was chiefly snow. At Southport the

depth of snow on the morning of January ij was 7 inches,

whilst a similar quantity was reported next morning at

Cirencester, and a depth of 8 inches at Bath. In the

south and south-east of England the fall of snow was
very slight. There was a decided rise of temperature

towards the close of the week, and the snow rapidly dis-

appeared. The melted snow, combined with the copious

rains, occasioned floods in many parts of the country. At

the end of the week the large European anticyclonic

system, which had extended from Siberia to Norway, and

at the centre of which the barometer was above 31 inches,

had decreased considerably in intensity. For the time the

threatened cold spell had disappeared, and d.nmp and mild

weather had again set in.

In a memorandum dated Simla, December 11, iqir,

referring to the probable character of the rains from

December, 191 1, to February, 1912, in niniiu'rn lndi;i,

the officiating director-general of observ.Udi !•> explains that

the f.ill-i (luring the winter season o.c m during the

p;iss,t^i . f (iisturbances which have b< n shown to reside

in the upper and middle strata of the atmosphere. When
these depressions show themselves, their line of travel

v.iri' s considerably from year to year, and it is chiefly
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owing to this fact that the rains at that season are so

variable and erratic. The present knowledge of th« upper

air currents is scanty, and it follows that forecasts of the

\vint«'r rains are considerably more tentative than those

(i.r the monsoons. On the basis of the history of past

years which have shown a general similarity with igii

in respect of meteorological statistics during October and

November, it is estimated that the geographical . average

i{ the rains in question is not likely to be in defect in

northern India; an excess is probable in the Punjab and

the west of the United Provinces, but there may be a

(Iffect in Gujarat and Sind. The amount of snowfall in

thf west Himalayas may be expected to be above the

normal.

PouRiNO oil on troubled waters as a proverb is well

known. The actual use of oil at sea for preventing waves

from breaking is known, but not so universally. Messrs.

I.overidge, Ltd., of The Docks, Cardiff, are supplying a

"iivenient device for utilising oil economically. This is

ouves's automatic " wave subduer." k cylindrical vessel

. ontaining a heavy piston is fixed in the ship near the

Low, and a little above the water-line. Two narrow pipes

p.'iss from the bottom of this through the plating, one on

• ithcr side of the stem, and these pipes are normally closed

by taps. The vessel is filled with oil, and the piston is

raised by a central screw. It is then ready at any moment

to drive the oil through one pipe or both when the proper

taps are opened. The amount of oil used per hour appears

from a letter by a user to have been in his case about half

a gallon only. Being only applied at the bow, the oil

does not have time to do much to the waves that break

over the bows, but, even so, it appears to have a marked

effect further aft, that is, when meeting a heavy sea. With

a following wind, however, the trail of oil would seem

to be much more efficacious, and the great risk of being

pooped at such times is no doubt greatly diminished.

The application of " flashlight " photography to living

microscopical organisms is discussed by Mr. Walter Bag-

shaw in the Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society

for December, 1911, who points out the advantage, especi-

ally in photographing pond life, of using living instead of

mounted specimens. Mr. Bagshaw has experimented on

I.ophohus crystaUinus, caddis flies, water shrimps, &c.,

though he has not yet succeeded in photographing darting

or rapidly moving objects. The " flashlight " powders give

a total exposure of one-thirtieth of a second, irrespective

of the quantity used. The best instant for exposure was

determined by illuminating the object with a faint side-

light and observing it through a hand magnifying glass.

Should the method be brought into general use, there

appears no reason why an apparatus should not be con-

structed which would enable the object to be viewed

through the microscope and focussed up to the instant of

exposure, as in the reflex camera. The same number of

the Journal contains two interesting papers dealing with

the optical resolution of minute structures, one by Mr.

T. W. Butcher on the structural details of Coscinodiscus

asteromphalus, the other by Mr. James Strachan on the

scales of Thermobia domestica, an ally of the well-known

I.episma saccharina.

The first number has been received of the Journal of the

.Association of Teachers of Mathematics for the South-

eastern Part of England, which is to be published three

times a year. It contains the presidential address delivered

at the inaugural meeting at Tonbridge on November 24,

1911, by Dr. A. N. Whitehead. F.R.S., on "The Place of
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Mathematics in a Liberal Kducation." The new aMOcia-

tion consists of nearly fifty members, more than half f

whom are women engaged in school tearhin^

district in question, the secretary being Mr. (•

Carson. It is intended to promote common action atid

unity of purpose among school teachers of all grade>-,

including those only engaged in teaching arithmetic. The
question may lie asked, why is it not affiliated to the

Mathematical .Association? Mr. Carson, however, points

out that England is almost alone in preserving an un-

natural separation between the professed mathematician

and the teacher of elementary mathematics, and he hopes

the association may help towards bridging this chasm.

In Dr. Whitehead's address we note several interesting

suggestions, in particular he emphasises the view that

modern education should be based more on a study of

modern civilisation and less on that of the civilisation of

the Greeks and Romans. In order to effect this object

Dr. Whitehead would include in elementary mathematics

exercises based on the statistics of modern commerce and

politics. If this proposal should do anything to convince

a future generation that modern politics ought to be

treated as a science and made the subject of qualifying

tests similar to thpse required for admission to learn-'l

professions, a useful purpose would be served.

According to a reprint from the November (1911)

number of the Proceedings of the .American Academy of

.Arts and Sciences, Mr. E. L. Chaffee, of the Jefferson

Physical Lal>oratory of Harvard, has devised a system

which produces undamped electrical oscillations of

extremely high frequency with greater regularity than any

of the systems at present in use in wireless telegraphy or

telephony. In principle, the method stands intermediate

between the methods of Poulsen and of Wien. .A direct-

current generator of 530 volts is connected through variable

resistances and inductances, and through the primary coil

of a closely coupled oscillation transformer, to the oscilla-

tion gap. This consists of two parallel plates of one or

two square centimetres area 007 millimetre apart, the

anode being of copper or silver and the kathode of

aluminium. Both anode and kathode are water or air-

cooled, and are surrounded by moist hydrogen at atmo-

spheric pressure. The primary of the transformer and the

spark-gap are shunted by an air condenser, and another

is placed in series with the secondary of the transformer.

Both admit of variation to secure syntony. A thorough

examination of the secondary oscillations has been made

by means of the Braun tube oscillograph.

So much of the recent work on the properties of

electrons depends on Stokes's law of resistance to the

motion of a sphere in a viscous fluid, that careful tests of

the validity of the law have become essential. .According

to a reprint from vol. xxxvi. of the Annalcn der Physik,

Prof. Knudsen and Dr. Weber, of the University of Copen-

hagen, find the law requires modification for small spheres

moving through a gas. especially if the pressure of the gas

is low. Their method depends on the observation of the

logarithmic decrement of the torsional oscillations of a

light rod 16 centimetres long with or without light glass

spheres of a few millimetres diameter at its ends. The

oscillating system was placed in an enclosure which could

be evacuated, and observations were taken in air at

pressures from 014 to i million dynes per square centi-

metre. The resistance to a sphere of radius r moving with

velocity v through a gas of viscosity ij is equal to

6ir7j;-' ( I + 0-68/+ 0-35/^-1"^^%
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where I is the mean free path of the molecules of the gas

divided by the radius of the sphere. It will be seen that

the result involves an exponential term not given by the

theoretical investigation of Cunningham or the experi-

mental work of McKeehan, although the authors show that

there is some indication of its effect even in the observa-

tions made by the latter.

A LECTURE, under the auspices of the Graham Lecture

Fund was delivered on Tuesday, January i6, in the hall

of the Technical College, Glasgow, by Prof. H. E. Arm-
strong, F.R.S. The lecture was arranged by the Royal
Philosophical Society, and the subject selected was " Some
Consequences of Graham's Work." The lecturer was
dealing with a subject on which he was specially qualified

to speak when he described the way in which Graham's
work on diffusion had been developed in recent years. The
effects produced by non-electrolytes, which are able to

penetrate the membranes of living cells, and so to set

going important physiological processes, are now recog-

nised as factors of vital importance in the life and develop-

ment of plants and animals ; it was therefore a happy
inspiration on the part of the trustees of the Graham Fund
to secure from Prof. Armstrong himself a description of

the experiments which have done so much to bring home
to the physiologist, as well as to the chemist, the important

results which have followed upon the pioneer work of

Graham.

An interesting study of the localisation and function of

potassium in plants, by Dr. Th. Weevers, is contained in

the Recueil des Iravaux botaniques Neerlandais (vol. viii.,

p. 289), use being made of Macallum's very delicate micro-

chemical test, based on the precipitation of potassium

cobalt nitrite and subsequent conversion of this into black

cobalt sulphide by treatment with ammonium sulphide. In

a very large number of plant tissues tested, potassium was
found always to be present, save in the Cyanophyceae. In

all cases the cell nucleus, however, contained no trace of

this element, even in cases when the cytoplasm contained

this element in abundance. Special experiments showed
that this result was due neither to potash salts diffusing

out of the nucleus under the treatment, nor to inability of

the reagent to penetrate therein. -The larger portion of

the potassium is contained in the vacuoles of the cells, the

chromatophores being free from it ; chlorophyll also con-

tains no potassium. In all cases tested the potassium was
present in a form soluble in water, and can be extracted

practically completely from the cell by water or 50 per

cent, alcohol, but it seems to be insoluble in ether. In

phanerogamous plants the potassium is most abundant in

the parenchyma, especially in the growing points and re-

serve organs. In the secondary tissues potassium pre-

dominates in the living elements of the wood and bark,

especially in the cambium and medullary rays ; the latter

sf>cm to act as potash reserves for the growth of new
shoots. In discussing the physiological significance of

potassium in the plant, it is considered that this element

plays little or no part in carbon assimilation, but probably

is concerned more in building up protoplasm at growing
points. In the leaf it probably functions in synthesis and
degradation of the protein.

Messrs. Witherby and Co. are about to publish " The
Game-birds of South Africa." The book is by Major
Boyd Horsbrugh, and will be illustrated by nearly seventy

coloured plates reproduced in facsimile from the drawings
of Sergeant C. G. Davies. The work will be in small

quarto, and will be issued in four quarterly parts.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Sciiaumasse's Comet, 191 i/i.—In the Comptes rendus

for January 8 (No. 2) M. G. Fayet announces his tentative
conclusion that the comet discovered by M. Schaumasse
at Nice on November 30, 191 1, is a periodic comet with
a period of about seven years. A parabolic orbit first
calculated showed such digressions from the observed
places that an elliptic orbit was tried which gave satis-
factory O-C differences for intermediate positions. The
preliminary elements, determined from positions observed
at Nice on December i, 11, 16, and 21, 1911, are as
follows :

—

T =1911 November 12-2440 M.T. Paris.

^ =136° 33' 37"]
a = 93° 14' 32" j- 1911-0
t = 17^ 40' 46"]

log (/ =0-084487
e =0-675480

M =489 "938"

The data are, of course, too meagre for any certainty
to be claimed for these elements, but it is worthy of notice
that on December 28 the departure of the observed place
from M. Fayet 's ellipse was only 15".

The Distribution of Brightness in the Tail of
Halley's Comet.—Some important results concerning the
nature of the particles in the tail of Halley's comet, and
of their illumination, are obtained by Drs. Schwarzschild
and Kron in a paper of which a translation is printed in
No. 5, vol. xxxiv., of The Astrophysical Journal. The
material for the discussion was provided by plates secured
by the Potsdam Observatory expedition to Teneriffe to
observe the comet.
The photographs were secured in pairs, and photometric

standards for comparing the density of the image were
produced simultaneously ; the photographs show that the
apparent intensity of the tail diminishes continuously from
the head outward. This diminution might be produced by
two causes, first the decrease in density of the tail matter,
secondly by a decrease in the actual luminosity of the
individual particles ; decrease in density would be pro-
duced by increase in cross-section of the tail as units
further from the head were considered, and by the greater
velocity of the particles through each section produced by
the solar acceleration.

The density effect was very carefully calculated by the
authors, and, to their surprise, was found to account, in

the most part, for the decrease of brightness. It should
be remembered, however, that several unknown quantities
enter into the conditions discussed. This result, if legiti-

mate, can be explained by assuming that the light of a
comet's tail is a kind of fluorescent or resonant radia-
tion excited by the solar radiation. On this basis they
calculate the amount of matter passing through a unit
section, and also the density, and find that, exposed for a
whole day to the conditions obtaining at the time of its

passage through the tail, the earth would not collect more
than 250,000 kilograms of cometary matter, a relatively

insignificant amount.

Observations of Planets.—In No. 4548 of the Aitro-
nomische Nachricbtcn i^ piililishinl a telegram, received
from Prof. Lowell on Jimi.uv 12, announcing that since

the last presentation the canal Titan on Mars has doubled.
M. Jarry-Desloges reports that the south polar cap re-

appeared, as two distinct masses, on January 3, and that
the abnormal white streak at the north j>oIe going south
between Propontis and Palus Mxotis, had completely dis-

appeared on that date.

The latter also states that on December 29, 191 1, at
23h. 3oni., the south polar regions of Saturn were covered
by a well-defined dark area having an equally well-defined
greyish area at its centre ; taking the equatorial diameter
of the planet as unity, the respective diameters of these
patches were 031 and o'> \i ?3h. 15m. the same even-
ing the eastern anterior f the rings appeared very
notably darkened, but nomenon did not endure
more than twenty-four hours, fhe farther pastern section

of the exterior ring, as compared with the Cassini division,

was also darkened. At this time tho inmr trnnspaifnt
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easily
i \n^ \vH«i rathrr diftiriilt, but on Deccmli- :

s'-fn and its granular structure detected.

The " ANNfAiRE " of thk Bureau uks Lonoitudp.s,

1013.—Thin year's i««uc of the " Annuaire " contains the

usual astronomical information, ephcmcrides, and tables,

md deals with chemistry and physics similarly. It also

lont.iins thf complete list of minor planets, for 714 of

V liirh it gives the orbital elements. .Among the " notes
"

ih' I'- appear an interesting risum6 of solar physics by M,
l)i«i|.-mdres. .» long discussion on the various calendars, an

iirirl' hv M Biijoiirdan on seismology, a brief description

titution of the moon by M. Puiseux.

he mean temperature in various parts

,.i li.iriK' Dv .M. Bigourdan. All the times in this

" .\nnuaire " are given in accordance with the new law

of March I'^f 111" priro cif ih.> " Annu.nire " is 1.50

francs net.

A'

TffR nA DIAL VELOCITIES AND SPECTRAL
TYPES OF STARS.

l.lHOUCili the determination of radial v.ii.<..ii.^ is,

as a practical proposition, a development of com-
paratively recent years, the data already secured by the

•. ivt-ral observatories doing line-of-sight work promises

lo be of inestimable value in the study of cosmological

problems. ii is no longer merely a question of
•' approach " or " recede "—a far greater vista has been

i[)ened up as the worli has proceeded. Combined with the

•searches of Kapteyn, Hddington, Dyson, and others on

\\\f >tr<amin.'j Uiidencies disclosed by the discussion of

• ))n>|irr iimiinii^, '
it promises a rich mine of as yet un-

iliM lu-.ti I:m t> < niKirning the evolution of enormous
idereal syst^ ni>.

.A glance tlirun^h I'rot. Campbell's second catalogue of

spectroscopic binaries ' tells of much work already accorn-

plished, and the discussion discloses how much there is

still to be done.

One outstanding result of this discussion of more than

;oo binary systems, so far as it applied to the comparative

\v for which the periods of revolution and other orbital

• lements have been determined, was the fact that the

motions of the stars are intimately related to the spectral

types which may be taken as indices of stellar ages.

Briefly, it appears that the older a binary system becomes

the greater bJecomes the eccentricity of the orbit and the

longer grows the period of revolution.

The existence of the relation between radial velocities

and stellar types was also brought out in a later paper"

•dealing; with '-(une peculiarities in the motions of the stars,

where ih. tollowing table was given, the spectral types

being given under the Harvard designations :

—

Spectral types

O and B
A
F
G and K
M

No. of stars

... 141 ..

... 133 ••

... 159 ..

... 529 .,

... 72 ..

Average radial velocities

... 8-99 km.
- 994 „
... 1390 M
... 1515 M
... 16-55 ..

In the general discussion it was found that the B-type
(" helium ") stars called for special treatment, and Prof.

Campbell discussed the motions of the brighter stars of

this type in a further paper.'

The main conclusion to which we wish to direct atten-

tion here is that " .An error, of obscure source, causes the

radial velocities of Cla.ss B stars to be observed too great

by a quantity, K, amounting to several kilometres. For
stars of Class B-Bj the value of this error is approxi-

mately K=+4.7 km. per second. The value obtained for

Class B-B, stars is +41 km. It is therefore probable

that K is less than +4 km. for stars of Class B,-B,."
The result was based on the consideration of 225 Class

B stars, K being an assumed, unavoidable, but systematic

error inherent to the observed velocities, and disclosed in

calculating from these the velocity of the solar system in

space. This systematic difference, peculiar to the B-type
stars, has led to some very interesting and important

1 Lick Observatory Bulletins, No. 181. 2 Ibid., No. 196, ' Ibid., No. 195.
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Miggestion* as lo the characteristics of the stm
sewcs ; Prof, Camplxdl make* several tentative si

as to its source. Of thes*,', we would direct atitniion i.i

that in which it is suggested that in these stars the

absorption takes place in the k>wer layers of the atmo-
spheres, and thenforc under greater pressure, thus modify-
ing the efli-ttive wave-l<-ngth and producing the error when
the measures of wave-length are compared with terrcstri.il

standards. Another suggestion points out that the helinri:

lines frequently used in the measures are double, witii

the red component, in the laboratory, much the faini'i.

If the conditions in the star increase the relative intenMitN

of these red components, the wave-length of the centre of

gravity of the whole line would be shifted, and the observed
difference be thus produced.

.A most interesting contribution to the discussion of ih'

motions of this type of star is published by Dr. Luden-
dorfT * in the form of some remarks on \\\f classification

of helium stars. He takes from Campbell's list of 224
stars all those which have an absolute radial velocity, V,,
> 8-0 km., and shows that there is a distinct differentia-

tion of their velocities if they are arranged according to

Lockyer's classification * of the helium stars.

•As is generally known, this classification is unique in

that it aims at arranging the classes of stars in an evolu-

tional order, difference in the chemical characteristics,

accompanying differences in age and temperature, being

the criterion. It also essentially takes into account the

idea that stars probably increase before decreasing in

temperature, and on these lines arranges the helium stars

at the top of the temperature curve thus :

—

AIniiamian
Argonian

Crucian

InTaunan

(Rieeliao) j S 5

\%. \ .Achcmian

^^^ \
1^/^ \ Algolun

In the Lockyer classification the Rigelian class is not

given as essentially a helium class, although helium is

mentioned as one of the prominent elements ; for this latter

reason Dr. Ludendorff includes it in his discussion.

Of the sixty-three stars selected from Campbell's list,

he finds eighteen classified in the South Kensington cata-

logue, and tabulates them as follows, the velocities being

given in round numbers :

—

Afcendtng branch of Curve
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a. Ascending arm of Lockyer^s curve.

1. Rigelian stars ¥2"= +2*3 km. 3 stars

2. Taurian ,, =+8'8 ,, 4 ,,

3. Crucian ,, =+37 m 3^ ,,

/3. Maximum of Lockyer's curve.

1. Ainitaniian stars V2''=-0'4km. 5 stars

2. Argonian ,, — o „

y. Descending arm of Lockyer's curve.

1. Acherriian stars Vo''^ -5'4km. il stars

2. Algolian „ = -37 ,, 10 „

Grouping them further, and taking general means for

ach of the groups a, 0, and 7, we get :

—

a.
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Ing the instrumenlal aspect. Thf Italians did not •cem

to be satisfied with their own results. The discussion on

the calculus showed methods which had been successful

in introducing this subject into schools (cf. Sir Joseph

Thomson's laudatory remarks). The requirements of the

physicist and ••nf'ineer had been in view from beginninf*

to end. but attention had been paid to the concepts of

limits, differential coefTiclent, differential equation. In

fact, mathematical masters in the larger schools were pre-

pared to follow Prof. Perry in many of his reforms and

extensions of their curricula, but part company with him
when he asks them to eliminate philosophical considera-

tions, as unsuited to boys. .Mr. Carson went a stage

further. Me advocated a more philosophical treatment

from the beginning of arithmetic, geometry, and algebra,

in the order named, and would introduce pure mathe-
matics—in the sense in which Bcrtrand Russell uses the

term—to the older pupils. This he did because he believed

that the modern theories of pure mathematics were destined

to illumine our understanding of psychology, history,

sociology, and economics, just as the older mathematics
had thrown light on electricity, heat, light, and other

physical sciences. He would teach mathematical philo-

sophy as instrumental to human thought and social

development, in that it shows the true relation between
thought and experience.

Progress of the Societies.

.At the business meeting it was reported that nearly all

public schools are represented in the Science Masters'

Association. The committee had been invited to assist the

Army Council in connection with science examinations, and
their advice had been utilised. The Oxford and Cambridge
Joint Board had agreed to the request of the committee
for extended time for practical chemistry. The General
Medical Council had altered their regulations so as to

admit a public school, under certain conditions, to
'* recognition as an institution where medical study may
be begun."
The Mathematical Association has grown during the

year, and now has 675 members and 200 associates, the

increase of branch activity being worthy of remark. The
Mathematical Gazette has been enlarged and made more
useful to teachers, and the library is being made more
accessible to members.

Exhibition of Apparatus.

There was a large and instructive display of apparatus
in the common rooms of the London Day Training College,

of which we are only able to give a few instances. Mr.
D. Bcrridge provided a cheap, serviceable optical bench
with vertical adjustments to the stands, while another felt

want is supplied by the very handy electrolytic cell of the
Rev. W. Burton. Mr. G. H. Martin's model volcanoes
will be widely copied, and his dissociation model would
be a useful adjunct to the college lecture-room. A carbon
rheostat made by the Loretto boys appeared to be a service-

able instrument. We should like to see more evidence of
boys' ingenuity and handicraft ; its rarity suggests a weak
point in the teaching, which it is quite possible is more
apparent than real. A simple method of finding the
surface-tension of a soap-film, shown by the Rev. S. A.
McDowall, gave promise of considerable accuracy. Among
the exhibits of business firms we noted more improvements
and additions to apparatus of established repute than
absolute novelties. Useful instruments for electrical and
magnetic instruments, strong but cheap, were shown by
Griffin and Sons, Philip Harris and Co., Becker and Co.,
Gambrell Bros., and others. We noticed a very good
" wireless " set by Becker at ten guineas. Nalder Bros,
have improved that originally excellent instrument the
Ayrton-Mather universal shunt. Watson and Sons had a
good display of microscopes, and their " H " stand offers
more conveniences, combined with precision, than we have
found in an extensive experience of Continental instru-
ments. The laboratory fittings by Baird and Tatlock, the
stills and ovens by Brown and Son, the lanterns by
Reynolds and Branson, are well known, and are being
constantly improved. Some gas-generators shown by
Townson and Mercer are well suited to school use, and the
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foot-bellows, without rubber, supplied by Gallcnkamp and
Co. will appeal to many. The requirements for labora-

tory mathematics are admirably met by G. Cussons, Ltd.,

and we believe that the school apparatus of the future will

follow the lead given by this firm in making use of sets

of apparatus with interchangeable parts attached to truly-

made substantial standards. They show a hand-microtome
which is really efficient and easy to use. As many science

masters work in remote districts, they took the opportunity

to inspect the well-chosen books exhibited by Messrs.

Arnold, B<;ll, Cambridge University Press, Macmillan,
Methuen, Oxford Iniv^-^-iiv iv-.^w ->n,i tiniversity Tutorial

Press. <'. F. Daniell.

BIRD-NOTES.
T N the second part of vol. ix. of the Transactions of the

Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society, Mr. J. H.
Gurney records what is known with regard to the history

of the stuffed specimen and egg of the great auk in the

Norwich Museum. The egg, which is noteworthy on
account of the well-preserved colouring of the markings,
was presented to the museum in 19 10 by Mr. James Reeve
on his retirement from the curatorship. It was bought by
.Mr. Reeve from Mr. J. H. Walter, by whose father it was
purchased about 1850 from Dr. Pitman. Beyond this its

history cannot be definitely traced, although the suggestion
has been made that it originally came from the Hamburg
dealer J. G. Brandt. The stuffed bird was presented to the
museum in 1873 by Mrs. E. P. Clarke, daughter of Mr.
Edward Lombe, of Melton, near Norwich, to whom it

previously belonged. Mr. Lombe bought it from Benjamin
Leadbeater, the taxidermist, of Brewer Street, Golden
Square, W.C., some time previous to 1822 ; but here its

history ends. In spite of having probably been stuffed

about seventy years ago, the plumage is still in fine

condition.

In The Emu for October, 191 1, the well-known ornith-
ologist Mr. Sergius A. Buturlin gives a list of species of
Australian birds which visit Siberia. The list includes no
fewer than forty-eight species, of which, however, three
are only occasional stragglers to the Far North. Of these
some ten or eleven breed not only in Siberia, but likewise,
although perhaps in slightly different forms, in Australia.
The Transactions of the Edinburgh Field Naturalists'

and Microscopical Society for 1910-11 (vol. vi., part iv.i

contains a paper on bird-migration in the Solway district,

communicated by the late Mr. Robert Service six months
before his death. In one passage the author emphasised
the fact that every British bird, except the grouse and
perhaps one other species, is, to some extent at any rate,
migratory. " All the individuals of such a species as, for
example, the robin, shift their quarters a few degrees north
or south at the migration seasons. It will thus happen
that at the northernmost limit of the distribution of such .1

species no birds of that species will be found in winter,
while similarly, at the southern limits of its range, no
birds of the species will be found in winter."

Later, the opinion is expressed, on several grounds,
that the returns from lighthouses relating to bird-migra-
tions are based on misleading data, as birds are never low
enough to strike the stations except when the weather is

very dark or thick, or when they are driven down by
strong gales.

The feature of the December (191 1) number of Witherby's
British Birds is formed by three superb photographs of the
black-throated diver, taken by Mr. O. G. Pike in the Outer
Hebrides. The photographs were taken from a stone hut,
built, with special precautions, near the nest. " The bird
before me," writes the artist, " was absolutely unconscious
of any danger, and it was really beautiful to watch her
as she settled down upon her two eggs. At first she could
not get comfortable, and I exposed a good many plates,
but when she eventually settled it seemed impossible to
move her."
The damage inflicted on trees and timber by woodpeckers

forms the subject of Bulletin No. 39 of the Biological
Division of the U.S. Department of .Agriculture. From an
economic point of view the author, Mr. W. L. McAtee,
divides the group into true woodpeckers, which are mainly
beneficial, and sap-suckers, which are very injurious.
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Although some of the former do considerable damage to

trees, and even to telegraph poles, they more than com-
pensate these injuries by the destruction of insects, some
of which belong to species eaten by no other birds. For
the typical sap-suckers little or no defence is possible, as
they feed largely on the juices and tissues of trees, and do
not prey upon any specially harmful insects. In extracting
the growing, or cambium, layer beneath the bark they
frequently so damage the trees that they are weakened and
crippled, or even killed, while the timber is in many cases
rendered more or less useless. Two species of sap-sucker
(Sphyrapicus varius and 5. ruber) are so mischievous that
their destruction is considered justifiable. It is added, how-
ever, that " as there are twenty species of woodpeckers in

the United States, and only two of them are under indict-

ment, great care should be exercised to distinguish the
real offenders. When it is necessary to destroy sap-
suckers, poison should be used, because of the small risk
to other birds."
The " casual list " of British birds has been further

augmented by the capture on October 30, 191 1, at Fair
Isle, of a male of the pine-bunting (Emberiza leucocephala).
Mr. Eagle Clarke, who records the occurrence in the
January number of The Scottish Naturalist, states that at
the time of capture the characteristic chestnut of the head,
neck, and throat was obscured by white tips to the
features, which are worn off during winter. The colouring
of the remainder of the upper parts is very similar to that
of the yellow-hammer. The species is a native of Siberia,
from the Ural to Amurland, but it winters in northern
China, Mongolia, Turkestan, and the Himalaya, straggling
to Turkey, Austria, Italy, and the south of France.

In the same communication Mr. Clarke records a
sprosser, or thrush-nightingale (Luscinia, or Daulias
luscinia) at Fair Isle in the spring of 191 1. The species
ranges from Denmark to S.W. Siberia, visiting E. Africa
in winter. The upper parts are darker and more olive
than in the nightingale, the tail is dark brown with only
a tinge of rufous, and the feathers of the breast are darker,
with a spotted appearance. The only other British occur-
rence was at Smeath, Kent, in October, 1904, but this has
been regarded as doubtful.
Mr. Clarke likewise records Baird's sandpiper {Tringa

hairdi), of which two previous British occurrences are
known, at St. Kilda on September 28, igii ; while in a
separate note in the same issue the woodchat-shrike is also
added for the first time to the Scottish list.

Nor does this exhaust the tale of rare stragglers to

Great Britain, for in the January number of Witherby's
British Birds are recorded, for the first time, two examples
of the American peregrine {Falco peregrinus anatutn), the
one taken in Leicestershire on June 14, 1891, and the
other in Lincolnshire on September 28, 1910. They are the
first British records for this race, which is characterised by
its large size and dark plumage.
To the Journal of the South African Ornithologists'

Union for December, 1911, Mr. Alwin Haagner contributes
a second note on the presence of a deciduous hook at the
extremity of each half of the beak in nestling honey-
guides. The occurrence of these curious hooks in a second
specimen, and that belonging to a different species, renders
it certain that the first example was not a " sport."
To the January number of The Zoologist Messrs. F. J.

Stubbs and A. J. Rowe contribute an article entitled " The
Prehistoric Origin of the Common Fowl "—certainly a
somewhat curious designation for a communication of
which the pith is based on historical data. In place of
the domesticated fowl having been evolved from the wild
Gallus bankiva in or near India, and reaching Europe by
way of Persia, whence it was carried first to Athens and
then to Rome, the authors cite pictorial and other evidence
to show that the bird was known to the Mesopotamians
and Egyptians so early as about 4600 B.C., and from this

and other evidence they arrive at the conclusion that its

original home was probably in Central Asia. Finally, they
state that " the evidence appears to indicate that tho bird
\i.e. the wild Gallus bankiva] was introduced to India by
invaders—a race known as Dravidians—from the north-
west at an unknown date, and that the species is now
feral there." Such a suggestion is altogether unreasonable.
It may be added that when alluding to the sheep of ancient
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Egypt, the authors make no reference to the work of
Messrs. Lortet and Guillard on the mummified fauna of
that country published in the Archives of the Lyons
Museum.

Dr. Van Oort has favoured us with a reprint of an
article from vol. xxxiv. of Notes from the Leyden
Museum on bird-marking in the Netherlands, which was
commenced in the spring of 191 1. It is believed that
1 165 birds, representing thirty-one species, were ringed
during the year, out of which twenty-two had been re-
covered at the beginning of November last.

In The Victorian Naturalist of December, 191 1, Mr.
E. B. Nicholls records the marvellous mimicking power of
the lyre-bird, as heard in the Bass Valley. The sounds
imitated comprised the cry of the koala, or native bear,
the notes or calls of seventeen different species of birds
(including the alarm notes and whirring of the wings of
a flock of startled parraquets), the creaking of the boughs
of trees in the wind, and the " puffing " of locomotive
engines.

R. L.

THE INSTITUTE OF METALS.
T^HE annual meeting was held in London on January 16

and 17. Owing to sudden illness, the president-

designate, Prof. W. Gowland, F.R.S., could not attend,

and his address on " Copper and its Alloys in Early
Times " (of which we hope to give an account later)

was read by the secretary, Mr. G. Shaw Scott. Sir Henry
J. Oram, K.C.B., Engineer-in-Chief to the Royal Navy,
occupied the chair.

Among the papers read the following may be men-
tioned :

—

Mr. G. D. Bengough, in a paper on a study of the
properties of alloys at high temperatures, described a series

of tensile tests on selected metals and alloys. The tests

were carried out at temperatures varying from the ordinary

temperature to the neighbourhood of the melting points

of the materials used. Unexpected results have been

obtained. The curves showing the variation of mechanical
properties with temperature show certain " mechanical
critical points " in the neighbourhood of which the djrec-

tion of the curves alters rapidly, and this phenomenon
occurs even in the case of commercially pure metals, such

as copper and aluminium.
In a paper by Mr. R. H. Greaves on the influence of

oxygen on copper containing arsenic or antimony, experi-

ments were described which were made to determine the

influence of oxygen on certain mechanical and physical

properties of copper containing either arsenic or antimony

in quantities up to 05 per cent. With increasing arsenic

the metal may take up more and more oxygen without

suffering deterioration in its capacity for rolling. The
action of oxygen on copper containing antimony is similar.

The ductility was similarly affected by oxygen. Increase

in oxygen from 01 5 to 04 per cent, causes a rapid

diminution in elongation. Oxygen has little effect on the

hardness until a limit is passed ; above this the hardness

increases rapidly. Measurements of electrical resistance

show that oxygen diminishes the conductivity of copper

containing arsenic, but increases that of copper containing

antimony.
Mr. Philip's paper, on contributions to the history of

corrosion : the corrosion of condenser tubes by contact

with electronegative substances, was devoted to an

examination of the relatively small number of cases ex-

perienced by the Royal Navy in which localised corrosion

occurs in condenser tubes made of Admiralty composition.

The causes of 90 per cent, of the cases of corrosion

observed in the establishments of the Royal Navy have

long been known. The main problems which remain to

be solved are the explanation of the causes of rather less

than 10 per cent, of the cases which are now observed,

and, secondly, the devising of means of preventing these

and all other cases of corrosion superior to the method of

protector bars, as at present employed.

In a note on the nomenclature of alloys, Dr. W. Rosen-

hain raised the question of the nomenclature of non-ferrous

alloys, and put forward some tentative suggestions to

serve as a basis for discussion. Confusion in nomenclature
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«xi«U at the prcitcnt time, particularly ai r«;gards such
f-rtns as "brass" and "bronze." A kystein of nomcn-

II •• was put ftirward in which uUoys arc classifu-d

:<lin>j to ihp system of binary nlloyti to which ihcy
t|': <>\iniatt> inoKt cioMcly. and clasii names for such binary
.. ins wi-rr udvo(-at«>d.

I'rof. T, Turner dealt with the behaviour of certain
alloys when heated i»» va<uo. It was observed, a year
\'<r. that on meltinf> brass xn vacuo the whole of the zinc

ilises, leavinf> the copp<'r. This separation is quanti-
I .' if the heating is not too prolonged and th<' t<;mpera-

lure nut above 1200" C. The behaviour of other copper-
/.inr alloys was therefore investigated. A sample of
" |)oisoned " brass

—

i.e. brass containing iron, lead, tin.

arsenic, and other impurities—was heated in vacuo at
i2«K»° C, and the residue examined. All the zinc, lead,
aiul arsenic, and a little of the tin, volatilised, leaving a
les'due of ctjpper, iron, and most of the tin. It is sug-
gested that heating in vacuo might be advantageously
applied for the refining of crude copper, brass scrap, &c.
Hard" zinc may be refined by heating in vacuo to

vxi" C. i.e. to a scarcely visible red heat. Zinc distils
nadily in glass vessels in vacuo, the vapour being colour-
less and transparent. The zinc condenses in globules,
having the appearance of mercury.

Prof. H. C. H. Carpenter described further experiments
on the critical point at 470° C. in copper-zinc alloys. The
so-«Talled /3 constituent in copper-zinc alloys is to be re-
garded below 470° C. as a minute and uniform complex
of a and 7 particles. Even after six weekf, annealing at
445^ C". no coalescence of the particles has been observed
in an alloy of exactly the cutectoid composition. When,
lu.w. \ri, a few crystallites either of a or 7 are initiallv
pii-ciit in an otherwise pure eutectoid allov, then, on
..imealing at 445° C, this stability is easil'v destroved.
1 he structural stability of the pure eutectoid alloy can be
explained by supposing that, at the inversion temperature
on rooling. the jesolution of $ into a plus 7 takes place
throughout the entire alloy almost, if not quite,
simultaneously.

.Mr. F. Johnson, in his paper on the efTect of tin and
lead on the micro-structure of brass, records the results of
experiments made with the object of ascertaining the
structural relations which exist between lead and tin when
present in brass where the ratio of copper to zinc is 2:1.
Me strongly advocates a very thorough annealing of all
cast material of the 70/20/1 and 62/37/1 compositions
(Admiralty and Naval brass respectively) before subject-
ing it to rolling or drawing.

OXFORD METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS.^
"^^ E are glad to see the appearance of the volume referred

to below, containing as it does the meteorological
observations made at the RadclifTe Observatory, O.xford,
for the years igoo to 1905 inclusive, because there has been
difficulty in obtaining the necessary funds for printing.
Fortunately the Radcliffe Trustees, by means of a grant
«f a special character, have been able to overcome this
difficulty; and not only will the arrears of printing be made
;4ood. but, as the director remarks, " we hope before manv
months are past to be able to clear those off and in future
to publish the results of our meteorological observations
promptly in a regular annual form." This is really good
news, because meteorologists—and there are now manv of
them—who discuss meteorological observations desire to
include the most recent data, and in a great number of
cases these are impossible owing to the values not being
published. The meteorological observations made at the
RadclifTe Observatory, some of which date from the year
1850, form a most valuable, continuous, and homogeneous
series, so that it is most important that this series should
be published as soon as possible. Even now the present
volume goes only so far as the year 1905, so that the
observations for the years 1906 to 1911 are still missing in
a published form.

In recent years attention has been directed to the peculiar

1 " Results of Meieorolojtical Observations made at the RadclifTe Obser-
vatory. Oxford, in the Six Years 1000-5." Under the direction of Dr. A. A.
Kambaut, F.R.S. Vol. xlix. Pp. xx+3o<. (O.xford : Henr>' Frowde

;

London: Oxford University Press, tpii.)
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position the RadclifTe observations hold with regard to the
large qut!«tion of f!'- '! •> "•" s flow. It was foun*! '• '^='

.Norni.tn and Dr. I. i the rainfall ut Oxf
sented variations t: to year which con
closely with the variuiiuus determined from a large nuiiiUrr

of combined stations, ;ind thes»> corresponded in nearly every
feature with the v. '

' level of the Thames as
recorded at the nu i>n the river. This fact

showed that by sin.j... ,...^,.,^ ,..,> Oxford rainfall record-*

alone a good .'ipproxiinatiun to the subsr-quent flow of tli-

Thames could be gathered, because the natural flow of th"

Thames has a lag of four to five months on the rainfall.

It is noticed in this report that weekly values of rainfall

are communicated directly to the Thames Conservancy
Board, no doubt in consequence of this relationship.

The volume is arranged on the same lines as that
previously issued for the period 1892 to 1899, with the
following important differences :—First, that the readings
of the fine underground platinum thermometers, which
were commenced in the year 189S (October), and continued
daily throughout the six years dealt with in this volume,
have been omitted, as it is intended to publish them later

in a separate form, with a full discussion of the results

;

secondly, that the tabulated daily results and monthly
means derived from the photographic and self-recording

in.struments have been included ; thirdly and lastly, that

the results of the hourly readings of the barograph, thermo-
graph, and hygrograph have also been incorporated in the
volume, with a discussion of the mean diurnal inequalities

in the readings of the three instruments for the period
under consideration, and a comparison of these inequalities

with similar qii.r.ntii;,.^ H,.,|. >,.,! f,,,- ti,,. ,^,.r;,»^ ,ss.. t,> iR.S;.'

AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS.
TV/TR. ALFRED P. MAUDSLAY delivered his presi-

dential address at the annual general meeting of the

Royal .Anthropological Institute on Tuesday, January 23.

Mr. Maudslay said that even at the present day the idea

that the origin of man does not form a fit subject for

scientific inquiry has not yet entirely died out, and this

feeling has militated against anthropology becoming a
popular study. Meanwhile, the immediate and energetic

prosecution of anthropological studies is of vital necessity,

since the material with which this science deals is be-

coming rarer every year, as primitive customs yield to

civilisation. The fact that man's physique is less subject

to alteration gives a permanent value to the study of

physical anthropology. An example of the far-reaching
effects of a change in culture is, let us say, the introduc-

tion of writing, which has a democratic tendency, since it

places the tribal law, formerly preserved in the memories
of the elders, at the disposal of the younger members of

the tribe. Upon the present occasion attention may be con-

fined to certain points of the archaeolog}- of .'\merica, where
there are traces of many extinct civilisations. The word
civilisation is used for want of a better ; such a people as

the Aztecs, though civilised in some respects, were bar-

barous, or even savage, in others. In fact, our termin-
ology requires revision, for the existence of a savage
custom, such as cannibalism, does not necessarily imply
a low stage of culture. Want of recognition of this fact

has caused many misunderstandings between Europeans
and the " barbarous " races. Such misunderstandings
might be avoided by a knowledge of elementary anthro-
polog}", and this institute has not ceased to press upon the

Government the advisability of establishing in this country
an Anthropological Bureau, which would be of material
assistance to colonial administration.
There is no better test of the antiquity of American

culture than the fact that maize and other vegetable foods
had been gradually evolved by patient cultivation from
obscure wild plants. The indigenous nature of that culture
is shown by the fact that they were unknown in other
continents before the discovery, though their value to man
led to their introduction all over the world immediately
afterwards. The languages of America, moreover, bear a
closer resemblance to one another than to those of the rest

of the world.
In solving the many problems presented by .\merica.
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where race has overrun race and culture succeeded culture,
archaeology is not self-sufficient, but it may often point
the way to further research. For instance, at Ixkum, in

northern Guatemala, a stone relief shows two typical

Maya standing on two individuals of a totally different

type. The latter probably represent a conquered race.
Near the city of Guatemala stone figures have been dis-

covered closely resembling this non-Maya people. Ruins
in the neighbourhood bear an interesting resemblance in

plan to those at the famous site of Teotihuacan in Mexico,
but the site still awaits proper investigation.

Another point from which the antiquity of American
culture may be argued is the distinctive nature of American
art ; but while general similarities exist all over Central
and South America, local developments occur, e.g. at
Mitla, which are not only 5Mt generis, but are, apparently,
accompanied by no remains which indicate how they were
evolved. Certain motives appear to be almost universal,
such as the serpent, and the quetzal-h'wA, which occur in

various combinations, and also the water-plant, which is

interesting as being the only vegetable form in American
art. A few instances such as these show what a vast field

for investigation is offered by America, the study of which
has been rather neglected in this country. This year, in

.May, we shall be welcoming the International Congress
of .Americanists to London, and though we possess in

England more pre-Columbian objects of interest than any
other European country, it is the first time that we have
acted as hosts to the leaders of American research.

THE USE OF PHOSPHATIC FERTILISERS IN
FRANCE.

CO.ME years ago M. Risler took an inventory of the soils
"^ of France, classing them as complete if they contained
suflRcient food material to yield fair crops, and incomplete
if they were markedly deficient in any particular food con-
stituent. Out of a total agricultural area of 49,000,000
hectares, no fewer than 36,000,000 were deficient in phos-
phates, and could not be made to yield profitable crops
without liberal dressings of phosphatic fertilisers—a state

of affairs that was not the result of previous bad cropping,
but of lack of phosphorus in the original rock material.

In order to make good this deficiency, French agri-
culturists use both basic slag and superphosphates, but very
little of the rock phosphates so popular in America. More
than a quarter of a million tons of basic slag are used
annually on the grass land, especially where the soil is

derived from granite and schists, while about one and a
half million tons of superphosphate are used annually on
the arable land, and a good deal of phosphate is also con-
tained in the guano applied as fertiliser.

But, vast as these quantities are, they are insufficient,

and consequently there has been a marked increase in the
price of phosphatic fertilisers during recent years. The
various factors coming into play have been recently analysed
in an article by M. Hitier in the Bulletin de la Soci4U
d'Encouragement pour I'lndiistrie Nationale (No. 6,

vol. cxv.).

Superphosphate, as is well known, is made by treating
rock phosphate—an impure tri-calcic phosphate—with
sulphuric acid, and in order to overcome transport and
other difficulties, the sulphuric acid is usually made on the
spot at the factory itself. Both the raw phosphate and
the pyrites from which the sulphuric acid is made have
increased in price; the world's consumption of phosphates,
which was four and a half million tons in 189.S, had in

iqo8 increased to ten million tons. The price of super-
phosphates in France has usually been lower than in

P-ngland, but now that the French deposits of rock phos-
phate are giving out, it has been necessary to look else-

where. At present nearly half of the world's supply comes
from North .America, North .Africa, however, also furnish-
ing a great deal. Other supplies come from the Pacific
Islands and the north of France and Belgium.

Investigations have shown that dressings of phosphates
not only raise the quantity of the crop, but also improve
the quality. Miintz showed that dairy produce, particu-
larly butter, of the finest quality was obtained only from
pastures exceptionally rich in phosphates. More recently
M. Paturel has traced a clear connection between the
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quality of wine and the supply of phosphates. Analyses
of numerous samples during the last ten years show that
the best wines are richest in phosphoric acid, of which
they contain about 03 gram per litre, whilst the second.
third, and fourth classes are successively poorer. Further
if the vintages for different seasons are arranged in ord' i

of their phosphoric acid content, the list thus obtained is

almost identical with the order of merit assigned by the
wine merchants.

THE CARBONISATION OF COAL.'
II.

T-TAVING gained an idea of the results desired in the
manufacture of illuminating gas and furnace coke,

we can pass on to the thermal conditions existing during,
carbonisation, and at the outset we are met by the
difficulty that little is known as to the heat of formation
of coal, and that a variety of opinions exists on this point.

It is evident that, as the composition of coal in a mine
will vary not only in different seams, but even in the
same seam, there is no definite composition, and that

nothing can be known as to the heat of formation except
by direct determination, which necessitates experimental
estimations of so complicated a character' that the intro-

duction of errors is extremely likely to vitiate the results.

Probably the most valuable work done in this direction

is to be found in a report presented by M. Euchene on
the thermic reactions which occur during the distillation

of coal, which is in the Transactions of the International

Gas Congress in Paris, 1900, in which he determines the

thermo-chemical data coming into play during the dis-

tillation of coal in the manufacture of gas, with careful

estimations of the heat of formation of the products of

the distillation as compared with the heat developed by
the fuel needed for the distillation ; that is to say, a

balance is struck, showing on the one side the heat

generated, and on the other the heat expended, the differ-

ence found representing the heat of the decomposition
of coal.

Mahler also determined the calorific value of a coal

and of the products obtained on carbonising it, and both
these observers found that the calorific value of the coal

exceeded that of the products—that is, that coal is endo-

thermic, and that its decomposition evolves heat—but it

is quite clear that in the determination of a factor of this

kind, which is dependent upon the difference between two
figures obtained from a highly complicated set of deter-

minations, each with its own source of error, and all

tending in the same direction, these will be borne by

the resultant, and it is not surprising, therefore, to find

that with a coal of the same type Mahler found the heat

of decomposition to be -|- 25483 calories, whilst Euchdno
found it to be 4-63-51 calories.

In Mahler's work the result was arrived at by deducting

the heat of combustion of the products from the heat of

combustion of the coal, whilst Euch6ne's determinations

were obtained by taking the difference between the heat

supplied and the heat consumed during distillation, so

that the difference between the two would be likely to

be increased by errors leading in opposite directions.

M. Euch6ne has determined in this way the heat liber-

ated during the distillation of three types of coal, these

results showing in a striking way that the heat liberated

increases in nearly regular ratio with the amount of

volatile matter in the coal, and that the more oxygen
the coal contains, the more endothermic its reaction, a

fact which points clearly to its being the oxygen-bearing;

compounds in the coal which give it its endothermic

character.

It seems likely that when the oxygen in the coal falls

below 3 per ceiit., all endothermicity will disappear, or

at any rate become negligible, whilst with gas coaJs of

the type most used in England, containing about 3a per

cent, of volatile matter and 7 to 8 per cent, of oxygen,

it will approximate to 250 calorics or 450 B.Th.U. per

pound of coal, but all Ihe evidence ns to this property in

coal is of an unsatisfactory character.

When a coal is carbonised, it decomposes into gases

1 From a course of Cantor leciiire<i given *t the Royal Society of Art< in

November and December, 1911, by Prof. Vivi.in B. Lewes. Continued from

p. 368-
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«57
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so that 393 per cent, of the heat is used in the retort, and
607 in the setting, the item which overshadows all others
being the 47-2 per cent, which escapes up the chimney
in the hot flue gases.

It is evident that the first step towards economy is to
be found in a better utilisation of the heat in the setting,
so as to abstract so far as possible the heat from the
products of combustion, and this is done by regeneration,
which reduces the flue gases by more than 300° C. in
temperature, and brings down the loss due to this item from
47-2 to 25-2 per cent., whilst feeding the producers with
red-hot coke from the retort effects a further economy, with
the result that the fuel used falls from 21-9 to 14-8 per
cent, and even lower.

I'ndi r these conditions the percentage of heat used in
doing the work of carbonisation would be largely increased,
and the chart would be as follows :

—

Used in retort

I:
I.

Used in setting-! 2.

Decomposition and distillation

Escaping in gas and vapours...
In hot coke
Flue gases

Radiation anpl convection
Ash

21-41
I3S[
i8-9l

54-1

25-2]

199 -45-9

oS|

so that more than one-half the heat is utilised in work.
In the most modern practice results as low as 10-24

per cent, of the weight of the coal carbonised have been
quoted, whilst in vertical retorts and chamber carbonisation
12 to 15 per cent, is the usual figure, these advances being
made by utilising hot coke in the producers, more perfect
regeneration, and reduction of the radiation.
The factor which endows all carbonisation problems with

especial difficulty is that we are dealing with a bodv of
such varying composition that no two samples are alike,
whilst the conditions under which we are decomposing
them vary from minute to minute.
The conduction of heat through a substance like the
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rcclay retort is a determ
s, as the r'">'ii'!""'= "v;..t .. . ,.„, .....;.

;ire total!;. >vc that can L

making minations in

In any caiortin«lric deieimination the on'

'ce is continuously cooled by the calorii:

v.iuM tin heat poured into the other side is very differei

in effect to the mass of heated material existing in th'

flue.s surrounding the working retort.

The rate at which heat is transmitted under working,

conditions depends upon the degree of heat in the flu

and outer walls of the retort, the higher the temper
the more rapid being the transmission, whilst the <;

cnce between the temperature of the outer and inner ski:

of the retort is a factor of the greatest importance ; tl.

greater the diflfcrence, i.e., the cooler the inner skin --

the mass in contact with it, and the hotter the out' r

in the flue the more rapidlv will the heat pass. -\„ -

if transmissioi ith the character o
with its porosi ^ ith the temperatur

and ltni,;li of time for which it has been baked, so tha

it is impossihle to give any definite figure as to the rat

of conductivity or transmission which shall hold good i

all cases. Determinations based upon the rate of tran-

mission at comparatively low temperatures m.-iv Kf di^

carded at once as valueless, but Mr. G. B- -infi

the conducting power of firebrick, and can con-

clusion that one square foot of firebrick, one inch thick

passed 659 centigrade pound units, or ii-86 B.Th.U. p*

hour for each degree centigrade of difference between th

sides of the brick, when these differences were of th'

magnitude of 200-300° C.
My own opinion is that at the ordinary working ten-

perature of a retort under gasworks conditions the amoun'
of heat transmitted approximates to 25 B.Th.U. per square
foot of surface for each 1° C. difference in the temperature
of the outer and inner surface of the retort, and that this

is not seriously affected by the thickness of the fireclay,

as conduction is so slow with a retort 3 inches thick that

it is probably only the internal portion that is cooled to

any great degree when a fresh charge is fed into a properly
heated retort, and the mass of fireclay acts as a store of

heat, so that the heat has only a short travel.

In a horizontal retort ready for charging, the temperature
of the inner walls will approximate to 1000° C. (1832° F.V
and the flue temperature to 1100° C. (2012° F.), and th'

fireclay walls of the retort will conduct the heat at .'

rate which approaches to 25 B.Th.U. per square foot pe:

hour for each degree centigrade difference in the two
surfaces, so that during the first two hours, when the
averarjp temperature of the inner side of the retort walls,

cooled by the charge and by the retort having been opened,
will not be more than 800° C. (1472° F.), the amount of

heat pa.ssing through the walls into the charge will b

25 X (1100 — 800) = 7500 B.Th.U. per square foot of surface,

whilst by the fifth hour, when the inner side of the wall

of the retort has risen to 950° C. (1742' F.^, the amount
passing will be

—

25X(iioo-95o) = 3750 B.Th.U.,

or only half the amount passed in the '-arli-^r period, tlv

average being approximately 5625 B.Th.U. per hour, which.
taking the heat units needed for the actions taking plac-

in the retort as 1228 B.Th.U. per lb., gives a carl^nisini;
value for a six-hour charge of 12 tons per 1000 square fee:

of retort surface.

The diminution in the quantity of heat passing through
the walls of the retort during the last stages of carbonisa-
tion docs not affect the rate at which the still uncarbonised
core of coal is being heated, as the envelope of coke sur-
rounding it has reached nearly the same temperature
as the walls of the retort, and forms a store of heat,
whilst in the carbonising mass during the first part of
the distillation the volume of gas evolved is so large that
it carries off from the contents of the retort a large propor-
tion of the heat, and so keeps down the temperature of the
mass until the later stages of the carbonisation.

It has become the custom to speak of the temperature
of carbonisation being high merely because the tempera-
tures in the flues and in contact with the walls of the
retort are high, and to speak of the products of hi^h
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temperature distillation as if the coal had been carbonised
at the temperature existing on the retort surface.

It is quite clear, however, that, coal being a bad con-
ductor of heat, and coke a worse one, it is only the layer
of probably less than an inch thick that is carbonised
at anything like the retort temperature, and that the
remainder of the charge is distilled at a slowly rising
temperature, which attains its maximum only after the
volatile products have been practically all driven off.

The real distinction between high heats and lower flue
temperatures is that the higher the temperatures employed,
the thicker and hotter will be the layers of coke which
the gases and vapours have to traverse in their escape
from the inner portions of the charge, and the greater
will be their exposure to radiant heat and contact with
the highly heated surfaces of the retort in their outward
passage from the carbonising mass ; the products of the
primary action are, in fact, being subjected to secondary
decomposition under conditions we neither know nor can
control, and this is one of the weakest points in our
methods of carbonising for the production of illuminating
gas.^

We make elaborate tables of the composition of gases
and tars produced at various distillation temperatures,
but the 'only information that they give us is what is left

undecomposed under unknown and varying conditions, the
only certain factor being that the heat "was nowhere above
that which we are pleased to call the temperature of
distillation.

It is evident that if these variations exist in the tem-
perature at which the coal is distilling in the comparatively
small charge in the gas retort, they must be accentuated
when one comes to deal with carbonisation in bulk as
practised in oven and chamber settings, as not only is

the travel of the gases and vapours through the red-hot
coke much longer, but the rate at which the heat is

conducted through the carbonising mass becomes slower
as the bulk of the charge increases, whilst the tempera-
ture in the crown of the oven during the first half of
the time is higher than is found in the gas retort, and
this also applies to the temperature in the top layer of
the coke.

If the coal is carbonised in a 6-inch diameter tube
filled so that the heat shall be penetrating from every
side, there is an almost immediate rise in temperature
throughout the mass, owing to the hot gases and vapours
passing through the interstices between the pieces of coal,
and the coke attains its maximum temperature at the rate
of about one inch per hour, so that in three hours, with
a wall temperature of 1000° C, the centre of the mass
would be at about 950° C, and the carbonisation would
be finished ; if, however, the tube be increased to 12 inches
in diameter, the rate of conduction is reduced to 05 inch
per hour, and the same thing takes place with a flat

chamber retort heated from the sides, so that it would
take about twelve hours to complete the carbonisation

;

whilst with further increase in the width of the chamber the
rate of travel of the heat grows still less, the passage of
the heat being still slower as the distance between the
walls of the chamber gets greater.

The result of this is that in by-product recovery coke
ovens and large chamber retorts the period of carbonisation
becomes very long, and the gas has to pass through so
much hot coke that the illuminating power is reduced to
nine or ten candles.

These rates of passage of heat apply only to vertical
r'torts or chambers, the sides of which are heated, as
bottom heat penetrates the mass rather more quickly owing
to convection coming to the aid of conduction, and the
upward flow of heated gases raising the temperature in

iilvance of the conducted heat.

Moreover, the rate at which the heat travels in the
carbonising- mass depends to a groat extent on the initial

temperature employed, the figures given being attained
only when the flues and outer walls of the retort or
chamber are heated to about 1100° C. (2012° F.), but if

the flue temperature is lowered, the transmission of the
heat becomes lower, and a longer period, therefore, is

rrquirrd for the complete carbonisation, the time taken
hi int; luariy inversely proportional to the temperatun' ;

sn that if in a 6-inch tube with a wall temperature of
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1000° C. (1832° F.) it takes three hours to complete car-
bonisation, it would take six hours to do the same work
with a wall temperature of 500° C. (932° F.). Conse-
quently, in making low-temperature coke, such as coalite,

in tubular retorts 5^ to 6^ inches diameter, it takes four
hours to drive off two-thirds of the volatile matter that
is in the coal.

The temperature of the coke or coal through which the

gas and tar vapours have to pass, and the length of travel

they have in reaching the exit from the retort or chamber
in which carbonisation is proceeding, are two of the most
important factors in determining their decomposition, as
it is these which give rise to the secondary reactions that

largely determine the final composition of the gas and tar.

Valuable pyrometric observations on the temperatures
existing in charges of varying size have been made by
Mr. Bond, of Southport, and other observers, from whose
work we can deduce the following results as typical :

—

If an ordinary D-shaped horizontal retort, 18 to 20
inches wide and 15 inches high, has a 6-lnch charge
fed into it, the space from the apex of the crown to the

top of the charge will be 9 inches deep. If now thermo-
couples properly protected are placed (i) at the bottom
of the charge, (2) in the centre, and (3) at the top of

the charge, we can gain a good idea of the way in which
the heat is acting on the coal.

With full heats the coal at the bottom of the retort

rapidly heats up, and in fifteen minutes has reached 700° C.

(1292° F.), after which its rise in temperature slows down,
and it takes two hours to reach 800° C. (1472° F.) ; after

this it heats more rapidly, and attains 1000° C. (1832° F.)

at the end of four hours, and then there is practically no
rise in the last two hours of carbonisation. The tempera-
ture at the top of the charge rises more slowly, and by the

end of the second hour is only 740° C. (1364° F.), or 60°

cooler than the bottom, and remains at a lower tempera-
ture throughout the whole carbonisation. This is not to

be wondered at, as although the top flue of the setting is

1150° C. (2102° F.), and the bottom flue barely 1100° C.
(2012° F.), the coal at the top of the charge is being

heated largely by radiant heat acting across a considerable

gas space, whilst the bottom of the charge is in direct

contact with the heated bottom, and is taking in heat by
conduction.
The thermo-couple in the centre of the charge throws

most light upon the course the distillation is taking, and
we discover that so great is the heating effect of the gases

and vapours passing up from the hot zone at the bottom

of the retort that at the end of the first hour the tempera-

ture is only 30° below that of the bottom, 730° C.

(1346° F.), whilst in t%vo hours it is at the same tempera-

ture, and then falls slightly below it for the rest of the

time, the rush of hot gases from the bottom having ceased,

and the temperature of the top of the charge equals the

centre only after the fourth hour.

Now the fact that differences in temperature are so small

throughout the mass, and that during the whole of the

period when the bulk of the gas is being evolved the centre

of the charge is hotter than the top, points to the gas

forcing its way through the pasty mass of distilling coke

upwards into the space below the crown of the retort,

where it is baked by radiant heat from the mass of fire-

clay at 1050° C. (1922° F.), and the retort walls at 1050" C.

and the coke at from 700° to 1000° C. (1292° to 1832" F.)

are also in surface contact with it.

The passage of the gas through the pasty coke causes

considerable swelling during the first hours of distillation,

and when the shrinkage in the charge of coke takes place

during the last two hours, the top portion, presumably

carbonised by radiant heat from the top of the retort,

shrinks over a smaller depth than the bottom and large

portion, so that when the charge comes to be drawp there

is found to be a fissure running horizontally between the

upper and lower portions, but nearer to the top, from

which vertical cracks branch to the top and bottom of the

charge.
We are at present dealing only with the thermal con-

ditions existing during carbonisation ; but when we come to

siudv the more chemical side of the actions taking place

\\. shall see that such methods are the most brutal form

of distillation—high heats and small charges certainly mean
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high makes of flas, but got at the expense of all the other
by-products, and bringing in their train all the troubles of
•topped ascension pi|K-.<:, carbonised retorts, ruined tar, and
poor coke. If instfud of using a 6-inch charge in such
a retort it bo filled with coal as nearly as a horizontal
retort can be filled, that is, to within 3 or 3 inches of
the apex of the crown of the retort, and the same tempera-
tures as before are used in the setting, you approach to
the same conditions that obtain in vertical retorts, which
are entirely filled, and quite different results are obtained.
The improved results are by most observers ascribed to

the doing away with the baking chamber above the charge,
radiant heat being credited with the formation of free
carbon and naphthalene, which have been the chief curses
that have accompanied the raising of temperatures with
small charges to increase the gas volume obtained.
The determination of temperatures as before in the

charge shows that filling the retort does a deal more than
this, however ; in the first place, in order properly to
carbonise the charge, the heating has to continue "from
eight to twelve hours instead of six, and the heat is poured
into the charge in a much more even manner, the rise in
temperature at both top and bottom being equal through-
out the distillation, and with the top temperature always
al^ut 100° C. more than the bottom, trulv reflecting the
difference in temperature between the top and bottom flues
of the setting. Owing to the thickness of the charge
havmg been doubled, the heat advances more slowly into
the mass, rendering the coal semi-fluid and pasty in front
of It, and so forming the whole centre of the charge into
a tube, through which a large proportion of the gas finds
Its way down to the mouth of the retort without having
been overheated in the crown.
That this is the true explanation is shown by the thermo-

couple \n the centre of the charge, which during the first

SJ hours of the distillation rises slowlv in temperature at
about the same rate as the outer portions, but on a plane
500 C. (932° F.) below them, whilst after this period the
central heat rises rapidly, and the same temperature as
exists at the bottom of the charge is attained in the eichth
hour. ''

The gas is improved because onlv a small portion has
to run the gauntlet of overheating; the tar is improved
because a considerable proportion is made at a lower
temperature; the coke is improved because in the earlier
half of the distillation a good deal of tar has condensed
in the cool zone, and as the temperature rises the more
volatile portions redistil, but the least volatile remain and
get decomposed only in the last hour of carbonisation,
increasing the gas yield, the factor for which the gas
manager at the present time seems prepared to make any
sacrifice.

It must be clearly borne in mind that the possibility of
filling a horizontal retort to within 3 inches of the crown,
although suggested by Kunath in 1885, is a comparatively
new condition, which could be achieved only bv the intro-
duction of discharging machinery that would push the
charge of coke out of the retort, and that, so long as we
were dependent upon hand labour to draw the charge, it
was impossible ; now, however, the introduction of vertical
settings allows a more complete filling of the retort by
gravity and easy discharge, so that the question of the
route taken by the gas in its escape from the carbonising
mass is receiving its full share of attention ; and opinions
on the subject are by no means unanimous.

Dr. Bueb, to whom we owe the inception of the Dessau
vertical retorts, is strongly of opinion that the largest bulk
of the escaping gas finds its way through a cool core in
the same way as it undoubtedly does in a well-filled
horizontal retort; others favour the theory that the major
portion passes up the sides, whilst Dr. Harold Colman and
many others agree that, as the pasty area of the decom-
posing coal works its way inwards from the walls of the
retort to the centre, gas escapes on both sides of it, so that
a portion goes up the centre and the remainder through the
hot coke or up the walls of the retort. What proportions
exist between the gas that takes the cool route and that
which is forced to pass through the hot coke cannot be
exactly determined, and would vary with every kind of
coal

; but what we do know, beyond' doubt, is that a large
volume of the richest gas comes off from all coals when
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first heated, so that a large evolution of primary ^

be on the inside of the tube of semi-fused coal,

another factor which would tend to make the gas take ti

inner route is that any passing back into the hot zot

would be cxpandfxl by the temperature, whilst the St!

pasty coke would offer more resistance to the passa^ .

the gas than the coal, so that pressure would be h'r'H-

on the hot side and lower on the cool, the prob.-i!

therefore being that, so long as the central passage

impeded, the major portion of the gas passes up the cenii

The analyses of the gases, however, all show that far t<

much cracking of the rich hydrocarbons has taken place.

If w^e distil coal at a fixed temperature, as has be.

pointed out, we know that in the distillates we ha.

the volatile products yielded at all temperatures below tl

one employed, and such secondary products as have be<

formed by further decompositions or by internctio-

between the primary products at or below that !•

so that if we distil coal in bulk at the lowest

at which volatile matter can be driven out from mv ro.'

the analyses of the products will give us the maximum <

primary products with the minimum of secondary, and v

shall obtain the best possible data for forming an opinif

as to the composition of coal, on the one hand, and tl

course taken by the interactions and decompositions in ti:

secondary actions.

In the experiments that led to the introduction of coali'

it was found that 420° C. (800° F.) was the lowest temper,

ture that could be employed successfully, and mai
thousand tons of coal have been distilled at about th:

point, say, from 400° to 500" C.
Under these conditions a fair gas coal containing 30 '

33 per cent, of volatile matter will yield 68 to 70 per cer

of low-temperature coke containing 10 to 14 per cent. >

volatile matter, and a volume of gas varying from 30"

to 5000 cubic feet, according to the coal ••'"' 1... :..rt
,

composition approximating to

—

Hydrogen ... ... ... ... ... - -,

Saturated hydrocarbons—methane ... 48
higher members lO'i— 58 I

Unsaturated hydrocarlions... .. ... 30
Carbon monoxide ... ... 7 ;

Carbon dioxide ... ... ... ... - 5

Nitrogen ... ... ... ... ... 10

The gas before iron purification contains about 1-8 per cent,

of sulphuretted hydrogen.
The low-temperature gas, of course, varies with the co

used, and the hydrogen is often below 18 per cent.. an<i

the saturated hydrocarbons up to 68 per cent. ; but the

marked feature of the gas is that it contains hardly anv
benzene vapour, and owes its illuminating power to a sm;
percentage of ethylene, and chiefly to the gaseous memly
of the paraffin series (mostly ethane), and also that ti

percentage of hydrogen is low, very rarely reaching t!

amount present in the above sample, whilst bisulphide .

carbon likewise is very low.

This I pointed out in the last course of Cantor lectur

which I gave in March, 190S, and it has since been civ

firmed by the work of Porter and Ovitz, White Park ai

Dunkley, and Burgess and Wheeler,
The tar also varies with the coal used, and is sometim

as high as 23 gallons per ton, and in most cases averag'

'

20 gallons.

The low-temperature tar is as distinctive in its character-

istics as the gas. It has a specific gravity of about 1-07;

is very liquid, and contains an abundance of light solv( i

oils, very low aromatic hydrocarbons, very little phem
but large quantities of cresol, no naphthalene and vr:

little anthracene, whilst the free carbon is, as a rule, belou

2 per cent.

The ver}' low percentage of benzene in the light oils i-

made up for by the presence of paraffins, such as hexari<

heptane, and octane, whilst there are also present co'

siderable quantities of that curious group of hydrocarbo;
known as naphthenes or hexahydrobenzenes, which play -

important a part in Russian petroleum.
.As before mentioned, carbolic acid occurs in ver}' smr.

quantities, but its higher homologues, such as cr^^svi;

i
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acid, &c., occur in much larger quantities than in coal tar,

and there are also present quantities of polyhydric phenols

or other esters of the type met with in coal tar, which
form resinous masses difficult to investigate. The pitch

left as a residue amounts to about 40 per cent, of the tar,

and is of very fine quality, owing to the practical absence
of free carbon.
When low-temperature coke that has been formed with

the evolution of 5000 cubic feet of 22 candle-power gas, as

measured by the No. 2 Argand, is further heated to a

high temperature, it evolves nearly as much gas as it did

before, and the composition of this gas is approximately

—

Hydrogen ... ... ... ... ... 71-13
Saturated hydrocarbons ... ... ... 18-26

Unsaturated hydrocarbons ... 0-52

Carbon monoxide ... ... ... ... 6.30
Carbon dioxide ... ... ... ... ... 2-09

Nitrogen ... ... ... 1-70

The gas is practically non-luminous when burnt alone,
but has a heating value of 447 B.Th.U. gross.

It seems clear from these experiments that in the dis-

tillation of coal for gas there are three distinct sources
which give the final product :

—

(i) The primary gases evolved from the coal, and dis-

tilled out as the advancing temperature travels through the
mass.

(2) The gas evolved by the decomposition of the heavy
tar or pitch left in the coking mass,

(3) The gas produced by secondary actions, and contact
of the primary gases and vapours with the hot coke and
walls of the retort.

It now becomes possible to trace, roughly, the actions
taking place in the destructive distillation of a gas coal.

Up to about 450° C. the products are chiefly primary :

—

"Carbon

—

H amus bodies

Water ...

Carbon monoxide
Carbon dioxide... }-Gases

Hydrogen
Methane

Resin bodies and hydrocarbons

r Methane
I Ethane
1 Propane
I Butane

'oke and pitch

—

Watery tar

About 400° to 450° C.
saturated hydrocarbons

f Pentane
Hexane
Heptane
Octane

Liquids^ Nonane
Hexahyd rides

Oxygenated hydrocarbons
like cresylic acid and
more complex bodies

the secondary actions start, the
split up into unsaturated and

simpler members of the saturated series, the hexahydrides
shed hydrogen and give aromatic hydrocarbons, the tar
thickens and alters in character, and synthetic actions
start, cresol and hydrogen form more toluene, carbolic acid
aid carbon yield carbon monoxide and benzene. About
)O0° C. the degradation of all the hydrocarbons and other
oxygenated bodies is proceeding, and finally the mixture of
the results of endless actions and reactions yields us the
high-temperature gas and tar, the mixture being diluted
with the carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and methane yielded
by the decomposition of the pitch residues in the soft coke,
which leaves the hard coke behind.

VV'ith a good Durham coal, capable of yielding 11,000
cubic feet of gas and 10 gallons of tar per ton when dis-
tilled under ordinary conditions at a temperature of about
1000° C, it is found that on carbonising at 600° C. it

vields only 5000 cubic feet of gas, but 22 gallons of tar
pi^r ton, and the residue, on continuing the distillation at
1000° C, yields a further volume of 4500 cubic feet of
>is, but no tar, so that removing the gas first formed and
the tar vapour from the secondary reactions induced by
high temperature has reduced the gas yield by some 1500
ubic feet per ton, and increased the tar yield by 12 gallons;
nd an examination of the tar shows that the 12 gallons

,:4asified by direct distillation at high temperature consist
of the lighter portions of the whole of the tar, which at
this temperature is capable of producing 1200 cubic feet
of gas, leaving 300 cubic feet to represent the volume
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gained by degradation of gaseous hydrocarbons and de-
position of free carbon, of which the high-temperature tar
contains 25 to 35 per cent.

It may be taken, in round numbers, that when 11,000
cubic feet of gas are obtained per ton of such a coal,

45 per cent, of the volume is from the low-temperature
distillation, 42 per cent, from the residues left in the low-
temperature coke distilled at a high temperature, and
13 per cent, from the various secondary actions and tar.

When tested by the No. 2 Argand, the low-temperature
gas has a candle-power of 22 ; the gas from the pitch in

the coke is neai-ly non-luminous, giving not more than 2^^

to 3 candles, but when mixed with the rich gas in the pro-
portions of 45 of the latter to 41 of the former gives a
16 to 17-candle gas ; whilst the gas from the tar and the

secondary actions is lo-candle gas when tested alone, and
when mixed with the others brings down the total candle-
power to 14 to 15.

In the new methods of carbonisation, where the makes
approximate to 13,000 cubic feet, the improvement found
is entirely due to the free escape without over-heating of

the products from the first two-thirds of the coal

carbonised, whilst the extra volume is obtained from the

complete degradation of the products from the remaining
third, and that this is so is shown by the methane in the

gas. In all fair coal gas in which there has been no
over-degradation, even if you have been getting 11,500

cubic feet per ton from light charges, the methane will be

about 34 to 35 per cent, of the gas ; but notice the pi^>-

ducts of the new carbonisation, and you will find plenty

of samples with only 28 per cent., and some even lower.

In considering the ultimate effect of pushing tempera-

tures to the highest possible extent, it is as well to con-

sider the amount and value of the gas and coke that could

possibly be obtained from an ordinary coal.

If we took a coal of the composition

—

Carbon ... ... ... ... ... ... 80

Hydrogen 5
Oxygen 10

Nitrogen and ash
, 5

and were to carbonise it in an inverted vertical retort with

the coal fed in by a ram at the bottoni, so that the gas

and vapours had to traverse a column of 10 feet of coke

at 1000° C, contact would decompose all the gaseous and'

volatile compounds to hydrogen and carbon monoxide, and

we should obtain

—

Coke
Hydrogen
Carbon monoxide

i5"27 cwt.

22,400 cubic feet = 77*87 per cent.

6,366 cubic feet = 22 13 per cent.

28,766 cubic feet

that is, you would rather more than double the volume of

gas ; but it is a non-luminous gas of the same thermal

value (gross) as water gas, and not worth more than the

3id. to 4(i. a thousand that you could make water gas at

by one of the newer processes.

Now this is exactly what is done in all the new pro-

cesses directly the cool passage for escape of the primary

gas gets tar-logged, and the gas from the remaining coal

is driven through the red-hot coke and along the sides of

the retort. Under these conditions some 3500 cubic feet

of 22-candle gas are obtained, whilst there is a free, cool

passage for its escape ; and after that is closed the remain-

ing coal yields by complete degradation of the tar and

hydrocarbons 9500 cubic feet of hydrogen and carbon

monoxide.
, j

The limit of volume in gas-makmg, if not already

reached, is fast being approached; economics are day by

dav getting more difficult to make; coni is not likely to

cheapen ; and all this means that the chance of consider-

able reduction in the price of gas is getting less and less.

If the price of gas could be reduced in our large cities to

the price charged at Widnes, the consumption of gas could

be economically incren.sed, and for power and heat gas

would hold an unassailable position ; but this can never

be done in existing circumstances, because even if the gas

could be made at the necessary price, the increased output

of coke would outrun the demand. If, however, the com-

panies would only livo up to their titles of " Gas Light

and Coke Compani' u-stow as much care on the
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coke as on the gas, and cater for the supply of a good
domestic fuel at the price of coal, instead of treating coke
purely as a by-product, the demand for it would soon reach
a point that would enable the desired reductions in the

price of ijas to be made. There is no need to fear as to !

the other by-products ; the output of sulphate of ammonia
could be doubled without affecting the market, and a fjood

tar will look after itself ; it was hi(<h heats that ruined
the tar market, and with the demand for tar increasing
for road work, no flooding of the market need be feared.
During the last few years the statement has several

times been put forward that " as the gas manager's end
and nim is gas, it is his duty to obtain the greatest volume

'
p.>ssil)I(^- |).r ton of coal"; but with this I venture
I'. 1 lie gas manager's duty is to obtain the

^....i<^t possible value per ton of coal, and until every
industry dealing with coal recognises that in this respect
its aim is the same, little economy will be possible in
our rapidly diminishing store of coal.

The pressing of temperatures in carbonisation to higher
and higher degrees with the old conditions of lightly
charged retorts has given larger yields of gas, but it has
loaded the gas with carbon bisulphide, depreciated the
coke, and ruined the tar ; and one of the chief claims for
the adoption of the full-charge horizontals and intermittent
vertical retorts for carbonisation is that they have improved
the character of both coke and tar.

•As I have shown, this is due to a certain proportion of
the gas and tar vapour coming oflf through the cool core
and so escaping over-cracking, but it can be only a partial
improvement ; whilst, so far as the coke goes, the nearer
it approaches metallurgical coke the less it is fitted for a
domestic fiu I. True it is, that where the coke has been
made hard, i and brighter the gas manager's market has
improved ; but it has been for use in furnaces, manu-
facturing processes, and for producers that the increased
demand has been felt, and not for domestic use.

Even for the heating of furnaces the coke made at
extreme temperatures is not so good as when the heats
were slightly lower ; and in Germany this is beginning to
be recognised, and Korting, in a paper read this summer
(iqii), points out that the inclined settings, which used to
work with 12 per cent, of fuel, now require fully 16 per
cent., an increase due partly to higher temj>eratures, but
largely to more highly carbonised coke.

-Already the strides forward which gas has made as a
domestic fuel are telling the tale in our atmosphere, and
the yellow fogs of the last century are getting rarer ; and
if coke could be made a domestic fuel by leaving in it

6 to 8 per cent, of volatile matter to facilitate ignition and
give a flame, the gasworks of the country could command
the fuel market.
Remember that the sale of gas cannot be pushed bevond

a certain point without overstocking with coke; the sale
of both pro rata must be pushed, and if onlv vou could
be persuaded that this is the right road, vou would be
backed up by the smoke reformers and the public, and
find yourselves able to sell a fuel coke at the price of the
best coals.

I have shown that the factor for which you ruin vour
coke as a domestic fuel is about 3000 cubic feet of gas of
the same value as blue water gas; the 3000 cubic feet of
gas left in the coke would be worth four or five shillings
a ton on the selling price, and the cost of replacing it bv
water gas would be about one shilling, whilst the creation
of a large domestic market would enable a reduction in
the price of gas to be made that would still further increase
Its use as a fuel.

Now I am sure in my own mind that these are the
lines the gas industry should consider seriouslv, and that
the advances in the next ten years must be an endeavour
to get nearer to the ideal of carbonisation and to improve
both gas and coke.

In a course of lectures such as these, four seems an
ample allowance at the commencement—and probablv to
the audience more than ample at the end—but I realise
only now how miserably inadequate the time has been for
the expression of the matter I desired to bring before vou,
and can only hope that some of the points, controversial i

though they may be, will prove helpful in considering the
'

carbonisation of coal.
j
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

The committer formed to promote a scheme for pi

viding a college of university rank at Brighton hat resoU'

that the srheme shall be one for establishing a c<

Ntituent college of London University for the county •

Sussex, the subjects to be arts, sciences, engineering, and
pedagogy in the first instance, but medicine and law to be

undertaken later.

The Old Students' Association of the Central Techni'

College is organising a dinner to celebrate the election m
Prof. W. ('. L'nwin, F.R.S., as president of the Institu-

tion of Civil Engineers. The dinner, which will be held

at the Criterion Restaurant on Saturday, February 10,

intended to be a gathering of old students of the Cent-

Technical College and Prof. Unwin's students at <

Hill. The chair will be taken by Mr. \V. Duddell, 1

president of the Central Old Students' Assonanon.
Tickets may be obtained from Mr. G. W. Tripp, 4 Fair-

field Road, Charlton, Kent.

Several gifts to American universities are announced in

the issue of Science for January 12. Mr. Jacob H. Schiff

has given 20,000/. to Cornell University to promote stud:

in German culture ; the 200,000/. fund for the furtl,

endowment of the medical school of Western Reserve
University has been completed ; and De Pauw University

has just brought to a successful close the campaign to

raise 80,000/. to meet the conditional gift of 20,000/. from
the Rockefeller Educational Board. The subscriptions

amount to a little more than 88,000/. This will make the

productive endowment of the University something above
200,000/.

The late Dr. R. D. Roberts, whose death occurred •

November 14 last, left estate of the gross value of 10,024

of which the net personalty has been sworn at 6021/. 1

bequeathed the ultimate residue of his property " to tli'

I'niversity College of Wales, at .Aberystwyth, to form the

nucleus of a fund to be formed and administered in accord-

ance with a scheme to be prepared by the said Univers:-

College, and approved by my trustees, to enable professo;

after a certain number of years of service—say, not less

than ten—to be released from the professorial duties for

a period of about a year, and, at any rate, not less than
six months on full salary, a substitute being paid out of

the income of the fund, the purpose of this release from
college duties being to enable the professor to refresh his

mind by travel or research or visits to other universities,

and so gain fresh stimulus and equipment for his work."

It has been announced that the ordinance for the institu-

tion of degrees in veterinary science promoted by the

University of Edinburgh has been passed by the Privy
Council, and has received his Majesty's sanction. The
ordinance will come into operation at the beginning of the

next summer session, and by it the University is empowered
to confer the degrees of Bachelor of Science and Doctor of

Science in veterinary science. The Edinburgh veterinary
student will now be in a position to obtain an academic
distinction in addition to the diploma of membership of

the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. The present

time marks a distinct epoch in the history of veterinary

science in Scotland. The Royal (Dick) Veterinary College
—the original Scottish veterinary school—is about to enter

upon a fresh era. inasmuch as it has been decided to erect

new and up-to-date buildings on a scale which will do
credit to the important educational centre in which it is

located. .At the same time, the students of the college are

being afforded the means of entering the ranks of university

graduates. These developments cannot fail to exert an
important effect upon veterinary teaching in Edinburgh
and upon the veterinary profession in Scotland.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, Innuarj- 18. — Sir Archibald Geikie
K.C.B., president, followed by Sir A. B. Kempe, vice-'
president, in the chair.—Dr. j. S. Haldane, C. Gordon
Douglas, Dr. Y. Henderson, and Dr. E. C.
Schneider : The physiological effects of low atmospheric
pressures, as observed on Pike's Peak, Colorado. The
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following is a short preliminary account of a series of

observations made in the summer of 19 ii on the summit
of Pike's Peak, Colorado. Pike's Peak is 14,107 feet

above sea-level, the barometric pressure on the summit
being about 18 inches (457 mm.). There is an excellent

stone house close to the summit, in which the authors

were accommodated during their stay of five weeks. The
main object of the expedition was to discover to what
extent, and by what means, adaptation takes place to low
barometric pressure, and consequent deficiency' in the

partial pressure of oxygen in the air. The authors' chief

conclusions are as follows :—(i) After two or three days
on the summit of Pike's Peak very distinct signs of

acclimatisation began to appear. (2) Before acclimatisa-

tion occurred, blueness of the lips and face, nausea, in-

testinal disturbance, headache, fainting in some persons,
and periodic breathing were observed, besides great
hyperpnoea on exertion or holding the breath for a few
seconds. (3) All these symptoms are referable, directly or
indirectly, to want of oxygen produced by the diminished
partial pressure of oxygen in the air. The authors did not
observe, either in themselves or in the large number of
persons who ascended the peak, any symptoms (apart from
the effects of the bright light) not referable to the same
cause. (4) After acclimatisation had occurred these
symptoms disappeared, with the exception that hyperpnoea
on exertion or on holding the breath for a few seconds was
still much greater than usual. Periodic breathing was still

observed occasionally, and blueness of the lips and face
was present after continuous and powerful exertion, such
as walking up hill. (5) The respiratory exchange during
rest remained about normal in the one subject on whom
exact experiments were made, and the respiratory exchange
during work did not appear to be markedly increased.

(6) After acclimatisation the alveolar carbon dioxide
pressure was diminished from about 40 mm. to about
27 mm. during rest or moderate exertion, which corre-
sponded to an increase of about 50 per cent, in the ventila-
tion of the lung alveoli. During severe exertion the
alveolar carbon dioxide pressure was about half what it

normally is during similar exertion, which corresponded to
an increase of about 100 per cent, in the hyperpnoea ; and
owing to a temporary alteration in the respiratory quotient
the breathing was still further increased, so that it was
for a time increased to thrice what it would have been at
sea-level with the same oxygen consumption. (7) The
change in the level of alveolar carbon dioxide pressure
occurred gradually after going up, and disappeared gradu-
ally on coming down, the change taking a number of days

I to reach completion. (8) The percentage of hajmoglobin
j

in the blood increased for several weeks on the summit of
Pike's Peak, and varied in different acclimatised persons
from 115 to 154 per cent, on the scale of the Gowers-
Haldane ha^moglobinometer, corresponding to an oxygen
capacity of from 21 to 28-5 c.c. of oxygen per 100 c.c. of
blood. The number of red corpuscles per cubic mm. of
blood increased parallel with the haemoglobin, and the
percentage volume of red corpuscles, as determined by the
haematocrit, also increased in proportion to the percentage
of haemoglobin. (9) A large increase in the total amount
of haemoglobin (determined by the carbon monoxide
method) in the body occurred during the first three weeks,
and along with this increase there was found, except in
the first week, a slight increase in blood volume, as well
as the increase, already referred to, in the percentage of
haemoglobin, (10) On coming down from Pike's Peak the
hemoglobin percentage diminished much more rapidly

' than the total hiemoglobin, so that the blood volume was
still further increased at first. It required about four
weeks for the excess of haemoglobin and blood volume to
disappear, though the haemoglobin percentage fell to normal
much earlier. (11) So far as the authors could ascertain,
there was very little change in the rate of circulation on
Pike's Peak after acclimatisation. Pulse and blood
r -^sure were but little affected. In most cases, however,
" was a slight increase in the pulse-rate. (12) After
limatisation the oxygen pressure in the arterial blood
asured by the carbon monoxide method) rose during rest
ibout 35 mm. of mercury, or 66 per cent, above the
olar oxygen pressure, and remained at a level of only
ut 12 mm. below the normal oxygen pressure at sea-

i' vel. Immediately after ascending the peak, and before
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acclimatisation had occurred, the arterial oxygen pressure
was found to be about 45 mm. below i^ormal, and only
slightly above the alveolar oxygen pressure. This change
appears to be due to a progressive increase in the activity

of the alveolar epithelium in secreting oxygen inwards.
On raising the alveolar oxygen pressure to normal, the
difference between alveolar and arterial oxygen pressure
diminished rapidly. (13) Acclimatisation to high altitudes

is due mainly to the increased secretory activity of the
alveolar epithelium, but partly also to the increased lung
ventilation, and to a lesser extent to the increased haemo-
globin percentage in the blood. The acclimatisation takes
some days to develop. During rapid ascents in balloons
or aeroplanes it would not have time to develop, and this

explains the contrast between the experience of balloonists,

&c., and that of mountaineers who ascend gradually.

—

J. Barcroft : The effect of altitude upon the dissociation

curve of the blood. The affinity of haemoglobin for oxygen
depends, among other things, upon the hydrogen ion con-
centration of the blood. After removing the COj from
blood, a scale was made out for the blood of each person
plotting the percentage of oxyhaemoglobin at a standard
oxygen pressure vertically, and the amount of acid added
to the blood horizontally. Thus, by estimating the per-

centage of oxygen in the haemoglobin of blood at high
altitudes, an estimate can be made of the acid which has
been contributed to it by the organism. It thus appeared
that at each altitude the alkalinity of the blood decreased
(apart from COj). This was so in the resting individual,

but much more markedly so during exercise. The dis-

sociation curve of blood exposed to the COj pressure of the

alveolar air confirmed the result that during rest the

dissociation curve remains constant. During activity the

affinity of the blood for oxygen decreases, and the haemo-
globin is able to unite with less oxygen in the lung, and
to do so at a lower rate. On the other hand, the rate of

dissociation in the tissues increases. The acid which
accumulates in the blood is not lactic acid entirely, and
during rest only to a slight extent. The persons whose
blood was most alkaline (apart from COj) were most prone

to sickness.—R. Kirkpatrick : Note on Astrosclera

willcyana. Lister. Astrosclera willeyana, Lister, is a

small columnar, or mushroom-shaped, organism, somewhat
resembling a coral in appearance. It has been described

by various zoologists respeetively as a calcareous sponge,

a siliceous sponge, and a coral. Mr. Kirkpatrick, who
dredged numerous specimens from a depth of 50 to 100

fathoms off Christmas Island, Indian Ocean, has found

that the organism is a siliceous sponge with a supple-

mentary skeleton of aragonite, and that it owes its unique

character (viz. that of forming a supplementary skeleton

of aragonite) to its association with a degenerate Floridean

alga (red seaweed). Certain of the sponge cells envelop

the spores of the alga, and secrete around them concentric

layers of aragonite. The little spherules so formed are

in several respects comparable with the cyst pearls of

pearl oysters and mussels. The spherules are at first loose

and separate, but later become welded together so as to

form a firm coral-like skeleton. The encysted algal spores

may be killed and wholly calcified, or they may retain their

vitality and germinate, so as to form branching thread-

like filaments, which bore their way through the solid

calcareous walls. The algal plants in the soft tissues of

the sponge are of microscopic dimensions.—Dr. H. B.

Fantham : Hcrpetomonas pedicuU, nov. spec, parasitic

in the alimentary tract of Pediculus vestimenti, the human
body-louse. Herpetomonas pediculi is a parasitic flagel-

late protozoon. It has been investigated especially in

body-lice reared and fed on the author's own blood. It

also occurs in " wild " lice, but only some 8 per cent, are

infected, and then slightly. The life-cycle of the parasite

comprises pre-flagellate, flagellate, and post-flagellate

stages, which gradually merge into each other. These

forms of the parasite occur broadly in the fore-, mid-,

and hind-gut respectively of adult lice, while pre-flagellate

stages also occur in the digestive tract of larval pediculi.

The pre-flagellate stage resembles the Leishman-Donovan

body. The length of the flagellate body varies from 11 n
to 26 n, while the single free flagellum is usually about

as long as the body. Oval, encysted post-flagellate stages

may be recovered from the ifaeces of infected lice. Striated

thick-walled cysts occur very rarely. The mode of infec-
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tion iji cufual. cysts b«>inn swnllowf-d aftidi-nlally by li<T.

There !•» no hm-ditary infect ion. //. peduuM Ih important

in at iVast two respects:—(i) it txcurs in human bodv-

licc, which th«>ms«"lvi's may act as carriers of dis«'ase in

lertain circumstances in some parts of the world ; also

(i) it has b*'en asserted that parasites belonging to the

j^enera llerpetomonas and Crithidia, (x-currinj* in blcKxI-

suckinf{ insects, are stajjes in the life-cycles of trypano-

somes of vertebrates. Although many lice, infectetl with

//. pvdiculi, had b«'en bred on the author's body, fi-d only

on his bloml throughout their lives, and kept confined, yet

no trypanosome has been found in his bloixl, whether

e.xamined by smear, thick film, culture, or by sub-inocula-

tion into white rats, the experiments having extended over

a period of nearly three years. Also, rats inoculated with

//. pediculi have not developed trypanosomes. //. pediculi

is a harmless parasite of the digestive tract of Pi'dicuttis

vestimenti, and has no connection with any vertebrate

trypanosome. The possible occurrence of such a natural

llerpetomonas in lice must be remembered when e.xperi-

menting with pediculi as possible transmitters of Leish-

mania.—Captain A. D. Fraser and Dr. H. L. Duka :

.\n antelope trypanosome. I'vn days after blood of a bush-
buck, which was shot on the shores of the Victoria

Nyanza, had been injected into a healthy goat, trypano-
somes appeared in the goat's blood. 'I'he same species of

trypanosome was present in blood smears made from
another bushbuck and a sikitunga, which were shot in the

same neighbourhood. The small characteristic trypano-
some corresponds morphologically to the one which was
discovered in cattle in Uganda, and was named Trypano-
soma itniforme by the Royal .Society Sleeping Sick-

ness Commission, i()o8-io. This is shown by curves re-

presenting the distribution, by percentages, in respect to

length of the antelope trypanosome and T. uniforme.
Cattle, goats, sheep, and bushbuck were infected.

Monkeys, pigs, dogs, cats, guinea-pigs, and white rats

proved to be refractory. It is concluded that the trypano-
some found in the antelope was T. uniforme. Experi-
mentally it was shown that laboratory-bred Glossina
palpalis were capable of transmitting this species of

trypanosome from infected to healthy animals. Of six

experiments, four were successful. The flies became in-

fective in from twenty-seven to thirty-seven days, and the

infection in the fly was always limited to the proboscis.

In order to ascertain if G. palpalis caught on the Lake-
shore, near where the infected antelope had been shot,

were naturally infected, flies were collected there and
brought to Mpumu, where they were fed on a healthy goat.

After 1020 flies had been put on the goat it became infected

with Trypanosoma uniforme. .Some days afterwards
T. vivax, with which wild flies had previously been shown
to be naturally infected, also appeared in the goat's blood.

The conclusions are :—(i) this trypanosome, which is of

fairly frequent occurrence among Lake-shore antelope, is

7'. uniforme ; (2) the available evidence points to Glossina
palpalis as being the carrier of this species of trypano-
some

; (3) G. palpalis caught on the Lake-shore are natur-
ally infected with Trypanosoma uniforme.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, January 8th.—M. Liprmann in the
chair.—Paul Sabatier and .A. Maiihe : The catalytic
decomposition of formic esters. The authors have
previously shown that formic acid suffers catalytic decom-
position in two different ways, some catalytic agents, such
as titanium dioxide, producing carbon monoxide and water,
others, such as finely divided metals and zinc oxide, giving
rise to carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Catalysis by the
oxides of thorium, manganese, &c., takes place in both
ways. The study has been extended to the action of these
various catalytic agents on the formic esters, and the pre-
dominant reaction is a decomposition of the ester into
alcohol and carbon monoxide.—G. Fayet : A new comet
of short period. Observations on a very faint comet, of
about seven years' period, discovered by M. Schaumasse.
—M. Txitxtfica : Isothermal surfaces.—Paul Ltfvy : The
integro-diffcrential equations of M. Hadamard.—P.
Helbronner : Survey of the higher regions of the French
Alps.—Marcel Oswald : .\ simple relation between the
coefficient of expansion of liquids and the temperature.
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If a bt' thf coi'fncieni of fXftamton at T* abtolui'-. T "-

critical temperature absolute, then the expression o

holds go(xl. Ising the general formula ««r-p

values of A obtained with various liquids appruxin

closely to 2.—C. Matisnon and M. UMsiaur : Art

of nitrogen and oxygen on magnesium. Oxygen I.

act on magne.sium at boo" C. and nitrogen

bjo" C, the former acting much the more rapi-:

addition of mercury to form an amalgam does not

these reactions.— L. C Mailiard : .\ction of ani:

on the sugars. .\min(vacids act rapidly at 100" C., slowly

at 37° C!., with various sugars, producing brown sub-

stances, with elimination of carbon dioxide and water.

The carbon dioxide is split off from the amino-acid. The
action is general, having bet-n obtained with glyco<

'

sarcosine, alanine, tyrosine, glutamic acid, &c. ; of tli

alanine acts the most readily.—.Marin Molliard : C •-....

parison of the phenomena of oxidation in galls and in the

homologous normal organs. The respiratory quotients for

normal leaves of the elm, and for the galls produced by

Tetraneura Ulmi, are practically the same in darkness ;

but in light, in an atmosphere containing 8 per cent, of

carbon dioxide, for the same volume of this gas absorbed,

much less oxygen is evolved by the galls than by the sound

leaves.—J. Winter: Remarks on the gastric acidity.

There is no uniform type of gastric juice, its composition

depending on the food taken, the psychic state, &c. There

is no direct connection between the production of gastric

juice and that of its acid constituents.—H. Labb* and

L. Violle : Elimination of aminoid nitrogen in de-

pancreatised dogs. In depancreatised dogs the ratio of the

urinary amino-acid nitrogen to the total nitrogen of the

urine is about four times as great as for normal animals.

— P. Maaritot : The possibility of preserving the human
cornea in a living state after removal from the body. A
human eye, removed in a case of glaucoma, was kept for

eight days in hjemolysed human serum, the cornea,

previoush' opalescent, gradually regaining its transparencv.

Part of this cornea was then grafted into another patient's

cornea which had become entirely opaque owing to an

accident. The transplanted cornea has retained its trans-

parency after seven months, and the vision is one-tenth

normal.—Rol>ert LAvy : Relation of arachnolysin to the

female genital organs of spiders.—Maurice Arthus :

Intoxication by venoms and by proteids. The effect-
'

snake poisons on rabbits closely resemble those of an;

laxis, therefore a rabbit sensitised by injection of pr.

material should be rendered more sensitive to snake

venoms, and vice versA. ITiis is found to be the case.

The venom of the cobra has two distinct actions, one an

effect common to snake poisons, the other a curare-like

action confined to th.- venoms of a restricted r. ' ^

snakes.—L. Ci. Seurat : The life-cycle of the "-

of the dog.—F. Picard : The biology of the po:...

{Phtorimaea opercullela) and its occurrence in France.

This moth, which inflicts great damage on the potato crop

in the United States, Australia, and other parts of the

globe, has lately appeared in various districts in France,

but so far its distribution there is not wide. Di ' '

with carbon bisulphide appears to be the only

.\. Quidor : Torsion of the Lernaeidae, and their ...

to Sphyrion and Hepatophylus.—Louis Oontil : Jieol< .

observations on the route of tieneral Moinier's cc.

between Fez and the .Atlantic Coast.—E. A. Martel : I lie

cafion of the Rhone.—.Alfred Ansot : V.nlue of the

magnetic elements at the Observatory of \al-Joyeux to

January i, 1912.—.Alfred An^ot : Slean value of the

cloudiness at the time of the forthcoming total eclip'"-- "f

the sun. The chances for and against fine weather

the central line in France on .April 17 have been ar

at from consideration of the weather, at Paris and N.

for the period .April 15 to 19 during the twenty

1891-1910. The unfavourable cases e.xceed the favour;. ti'^

by nearly 2 to i.

January 15.—M. Lippmann in the chair.—B.

Baillaud : The catalogue of stars published by M.
Cosserat, director of the Observatory of Toulouse. Re-

marks on vol. viii. of the " .Annales de rObser\'atoiv

Toulouse."—femile Picard: .A general theorem relati: -
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uniform functions of one variable connected by an
algebraical relation.—E. Vallier : The present position of

the ballistic problem. .\ resume of the formulae that have
been proposed to connect the air resistance with the

velocity of a projectile.—Augusta Rigrhi : Sparks in rarefied

air and under the action of a magnetic field. The effect

produced is illustrated by a photographic reproduction ; an
illustration of a special form of vacuum tube is also given,

by means of which the mechanical effects of the spark in

gases under reduced pressure have been studied.—The secre-

tary announced the death of Jacob Amsler, correspondant
for the section of mechanics.—J. Hadamard : A question
nlating to viscous liquids. An acknowledgment of priority

Id a paper by M. Rybczynski.—Louis Roy : The general

equations of flexible membranes.—M. de Brogrlie : The
observation of the Brownian motion in gases at low
pressures. Working with fumes of phosphorus in air at

about I mm. pressure, the independence of the Brownian
motion and the pressure has been appro.ximately verified

for pressures between wide limits, but starting from a

certain pressure (some millimetres of mercury) the agita-

tion tends to increase.—C. Leenhardt and A. Boutaric :

Cryoscopy in sodium thiosulphate crystallised with five

molecules of water. A direct determination of the latent

111 Tit of fusion calorimetrically gave L = 47-9 at the

!• niperature 485°, and using this value in the van 't Hoff
formula, the molecular lowering found is K = 42-8. The
direct determination of K with urea as the solute gave
K = 42-6. It is important that the solvent should contain

water of crystallisation corresponding exactly with the

formula NajSjO^.sH^O, and details of the method of

working are given.—Eugene Wourtzel : A new determina-

tion of the atomic weight of nitrogen. The method is

based on the determination of the weight of oxygen
n quired to convert a known weight of nitric oxide into

th<' pero.xide N^O^. Five experiments gave N = 14,007
(()=i6), the extreme values being 14,005 and 14,008.

—

A. Season : The preparation of magnesium silicide and
ii-> decomposition by acids. A study of the reaction

Ixtvveen magnesium powder and finely divided quartz, and
of the conditions giving a maximum yield of magnesium
silicide. Hydrochloric acid was found to be the best acid

for attacking the silicide, the maximum yield of hydrogen
silicide obtainable being from f) per cent, to 7 per cent.

—

I,. Hugronenq and A. Morel : The combinations of

( liromium hydroxide with the amino-acids derived from
llir albumens.—A. Cuyot and A. Kovache : The action

of formic acid upon the triarylcarbinols. Triphenylcarbinol

(( ,,H,),.C(OH), heating with 20 times its weight of

anhydrous formic acid, is quantitatively reduced to the

hydrocarbon triphenylmethane, and the reaction is general

for triarylcarbinols.—A. Tison : The dichotomic nervation

in the Conifers. Dichotomy is shown to be the normal
nicidc of ramification in certain appendices of Conifers.

—

Arnaud and Ed. FoSx : The form of Oulium of the
i< in I-rance.—.\. Marie and L6on MacAuliffe : The
rphological characters of 61 French murderers

i! suicides.

—

A. Magnan : Food and the length of the

inii'stine in mammals. Results of the dissection of 280

mammals show that the nature of the food is an important
fa( tor in the evolution of the alimentary canal.—M. Bixot :

Till brachio-antibrachial in the Cheiroptera.— -Mile. E.

Peyrega and F. Vl*e : An oxyhaemoglobin band in the

ultraviolet spectrum of blood. This band, in position

near Cd 12, was first noted by .Soret in 1883, but its

existence has since been denied by many investigators.

The authors' investigations confirm those of Soret, and
tiny consider that the negative results obtained subse-

1' ntly were due to too rapid variations of the concen-

ition.— E. Vasticar : The structure of the internal

pillars of Corti's organ.— .\. Trillat : The influence of

the gases evolved by putrefying organic substances on the

owth of bact(>ria.—Paul Vuillemin : A human parasitic

iigus, Glenosporti jt_'r(i/>/iii." P. Chausstf : A now dis-

H tive character of the human and bovine tubercle

< illus. The domestic animals, dog and cat, contract

licrculosis much more easily from the bovine tubercle
i ilkis than from that of human origin.—J. Bridr*

I .\. Boquet : \'accinalion of sheep against scab by
' ans of a specially prepared virus. The process of

paring the modified virus is described in detail, and
un the results of experiments on 300 sheep the method
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would appear to be of general application. It has several
advantages over the method in current use, the main
one being that the closed local lesion is not contagious.—
h . Kerforne : The nature and origin of the iron minerals
of the forest of Lorges (C6tes-du-Nord).—Eniile Haugr
and L^on Bertrand : The geological structure in the
north of the department of Var.—J. Vallot : The measure-
ment of the subterranean excavation produced by the
spring of Fon Treboula.— .M. Thoulet : A bathy-lithol'ogical

map of the sea floor on the coasts of the Gulf of Lyons.

New South Wales.
Linnean Society, November 2^, 191 1.—Mr. W. W.

Froggatt, president, in the chair.—P. Cameron : A
collection of parasitic Hymenoptera (chiefly bred) made by
Mr. W. W. Froggatt in New South Wales, with descrip-

tions of new genera and species. Part ii. Five genera
and nineteen species of the family Chalcidida; are described
as new. The type-specimens of three species were bred
from the codlin-moth.—R. E. Turner : A revision of the
Australian species of the genus Cerceris (Hymenoptera).
Eighteen species, including one described as new, are

treated of. The types of all the species, e.xcept the common
C. australis, Sauss., have been consulted. The dry con-
ditions prevalent over a large part of Australia are emin-
ently suitable for the members of the genus. Neverthe-
less, it may prove not to be so well represented as in

North Africa and India, for the section of the genus,

characterised by a raised plate at the base of the second

ventral segment, seems to be entirely absent from Australia.

—Dr. R. Greigr-Smith : Contributions to a knowledge of

soil-fertility. No. iv. The agricere and bacterio-toxins of

soil. Soils which have been heated to 65°-75° in order

to kill off the phagocytic protozoa of Russell and Hutchin-
son give a greatly increased bacterial growth after treat-

ment with the volatile disinfectants or fat-solvents. This

effect is obtained with the soil-bacteria and with added

test-bacteria. The treatment with disinfectants, therefore,

does something more than destroy the protozoa. One is

justified in ascribing the effect to the translation of the

agricere by the behaviour of the various layers of the soil,

following the treatment with ether or chloroform. The
top layers, which contain most translated agricere, give

lessened bacterial growths, and, conversely, the lowest

layers produce greater numbers of bacteria than the inter-

mediate soil. The action of the agricere cannot be so

clearly shown in soils heated at higher temperatures, on

account of the disturbing influences of the natural toxins

and the heat-toxins of Pickering. The volatile disinfectants

have no action upon the toxins of the soil, cither in destroy-

ing or translating them. The enhanced bacterial growth

after chloroform treatment could not be credited to traces

of disinfectant remaining in the soil. It was noted that an

abnormally toxic soil became normal after heavy rains,

and experimental work showed that the toxins were

washed from the upper into the lower layers.—D.

McAlpine : The fibro-vascular system of the pear (pome).

After maceration in water for five days, the elaborate fibro-

vascular system may be satisfactorily displayed. It has

the same general plan as that of the apple, described in

detail in a paper read at the last meeting.—A. H.

Walkom : Note on a new species of Favosites from the

Yass District, N.S.W. The fossil coral described occurs

in the Silurian beds of Derrengullen Creek, near Yass.

together with F. f<othlandica. Lam., and F. hasaltica,

(ioldfuss, var. salehrosa. It is more nearly allied to the

former, but has the corallite tubes generally larger, the

tabula; more closely spaced, the septa more regularly

arranged and shorter, and the mural pores usually in thne

vertical rows.
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DIARY OF SOCIETIES.
THURSDAY, January 25.

RovAL Society, at 4.30.—Determinaiion of the Co-efficient of Inter-
diffusion of Gases and the Velocity of Ions under an Electric Force,
in terms of Mean Free Paths: Prof. J. S. Townsend, F.R.S.—Note
on the Scattering of o- Particles : Dr. h. Geiger.—The Effect of Tem-
perature upon Radioactive Disintegration : A. S. Russell.—On the Rela-
tion between Current, Voltpee, Pressure, and the Length of the Dark
Space in Different Gases: F. W. Aston and H. E. Watson.—On the
Viscosities of Gaseous Chlorine and Bromine : Dr. A. O. Rankine.—The
Testing of Plane Surfaces : Dr. P. E. Shaw.—Antelope Infected with
T>yf>anosoma gambiense : Captain A. D. Fraser, R.A.M.C, and Di.
H. L. Duke.

Royal Institution, at 3.—The New Astronomy : Prof. A. W. Bickerton.
Institution op Ei.fctrical Encinerrs. at 8.—Heat Paths in Electrical
Machinery: Miles Walker and H. D. Symons.

FRIDAY, Janlarv a6.
Royal Institution, at 9.—The Pressure of a Blow : Prof. B. Hopkinson,
F.R.S.

Physical Society, at 5.—Exhibition of a Direct-reading Instrument for
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THE STUDY OF CRYSTALS.

1) Crystallography and Practical Crystal Measure-

ment. By Dr. A. E. H. Tutton, F.R.S. Pp. xiv+

946, with 3 plates and 720 figures in the text.

I (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price

305. net.

t) Crystals. By Dr. A. E. H. Tutton, F.R.S.

Pp. X + 301, with 24 plates and 120 fig'ures in the

text. (London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner and
Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price 55. (The International

Scientific Series.)

'HE rapid advances which have been made in

recent years in our knowledge of crystals, and

le increasing number of points at which crystallo-

raphy comes into contact both with chemistry and
lysics, render it more than ever desirable that

Students of these sciences should acquire a sound
Cnowledg'e of the nature and properties of crystals

Ind an acquaintance with the methods of crystallo-

raphic research. In illustration of this it is only

iiecessary to refer on one hand to the work of Pope
id Barlow on the relation between valency and
i^stalline structure, and on the other to that of

..ehmann, Vorlander, and others on the remarkable
roup of bodies forming the so-called "liquid

.'stals."

Although numerous excellent treatises on crystallo-

graphy have been published in recent years in Ger-

lany and France, in England the number of works
levbted to this subject has been very limited, and,

intil the recent appearance in America of a transla-

^n of the optical section of Prof. Groth's well-known
jok, the only information available on the physical

ide in English has been that contained in the intro-

ictory portions of text-books of mineralogy. There
iras thus ample room for a new book, and Dr.
Tutton 's volume on "Crystallography and Practical

Crystal Measurement " (i) will be welcomed by all

rorkers in the subject. Although in some respects

^complete, its v('r\ full treatment of what are, from
ie practical poini of view, the most important
ranches, viz. crys!;il iik asurement and optics, render

a valuable and impurfant addition to the literature.

The book is essentially a practical one, and is

iehiefly concerned with the methods of determining
fte form of crystals and of measuring their various

lysical constants; but attention is also given to the

iderlying matters of theory. It is divided into two
|>arts of nearly equal length, dealing rcspectivelv

rith the morphology and the physical properties of

crystals.

The practical and theoretical portions of the sub-

ject are treated side by side, in successive chapters.

' 'nis, in part i., after a short introduction on the
'' are of crystals, a description of the method of pre-

I

iiing suitable crystals for measurement is followed by
.1 chapter on the goniometer, and this is at once illus-

II ited by an account of the actual measurement of a
I I \ stal of potassium sulphate. The succeeding
• liapters treat of axes and fhc law of rationality,
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zones and the stereographic projection, and the

formulae required in calculation ; and the measurements
of the crystal previously made are then worked out in

detail. An account is next given of the theories of

crystals as homogeneous structures, and of crystal

symmetry and its thirty-two types. Chapters xi. to

xxiv. are devoted to an account of the crystal systems

and the various forms possible in each of the thirty-

two classes, the discussion of each system being fol-

lowed by a full account of the measurement and

calculation of one or two crystals belonging to it.

Among" subjects dealt with in later chapi. r^ may
be mentioned goniometry at higher temperatures and

the change in the angles of crystals on heating, gonio-

meters with two and three circles and the gnomonic
projection, the density, volume, and structure of

crystals and the calculation of their molecular "dis-

tance ratios." Part i. ends with a useful account of

Fedorov's theory of cubic and hypohexagonal types,

and a short reference to the theory of Pope and

Barlow on valency-volumes.

The description of Fedorov's theory and his method

of arriving at the correct mode of setting up a

crystal in accordance W'ith its structure, is especially

noteworthy as containing the first account which has

appeared in English of his method of " crystallo-

chemical analvsis," by means of which it will be

possible to identify, after measurement of its crystals

and reference to an index, any chemical substance

of which the crystalline data have been iiu-(ir|)orated

in the index. The method is not yet available for

general use, but in the hands of Prof. Fedorov it has

already proved very successful under numerous tests,

and seems likely in the future to prove of great

service to the chemist.

In the chapters on crystal axes, zones, and indices,

as well as in those on crystalline symmetry, the stereo-

graphic projection, &c., proofs have perhaps wisely

been omitted; but some explanation of the meaning

of the numbers forming a zone-symbol might well

have been included.

The second, or physical part of the book (pp. 547-

933) is devoted almost entirely to the discussion ot the

optical properties of crystals and the miMhods ot (l.t<T-

mining them. The methods of measuriiii; tli. . \pan-

sion of crystals by heat and their elastic properties

bv means o! the author's interference-apparafus. are

also described, and the last chapter contains a short

account of the hardness of crystals, and of liquid

crystals, and the use of the "crystallisation micro-

scope." No reference is made, however, to other

physical properties, such as pyro-, piezo- and thermo-

electricity, and thermal and electric conductivity.

The first eight chapters in this part (pp. 545-<>*^')

are occupied with a discussion of the nature of light

and the mode of its transmission through crystalline

media, while the rest of the optical portion (pp. (>Si-

883) is chiefly devoted to a description of the instru-

ments and operations required for th- m. a-m.-nicnt

of tlie various properties exprcssibl" '>> ' Imm and

orienlation of the optical ellipsoid • iMiriinn in-

cludes detailed directions for the cutnng and fjrindinj;

of prisms and plates, the production of monochromatic

light of any desired wave-length, the determination
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of the directions of light-vibration in crystal plates,

nnd of refractive indices by means of prisms and by

total reflection, and the examination and measure-

ment of interference-figures. Plcochroism and the

rotation of the plane of polarisation are also dis-

cussed, nnd there are excellent chapters on the crys-

tallographic microscope and its accessories, with an
account of Fedorov's universal stage and the methods
due to him and to Becke for the location of the optic

axes in a crystal section.

The descriptions are very full, and for the most
part clear, but some few points have been noted which
seem to call for criticism. Thus, for instance, on

p. 585, the mode of construction of the optical ellip-

soids on three rectangular axes the lengths of which
are made (either directly or inversely) proportional

to the values of the refractive indices of the crystal

for the vibrations taking place along them, is not

made clear at the start; and, moreover, the expression,

"the refractive index along" a piven direction, which
frequently occurs, is ambiguous, and does not seem
to be anywhere defined. A slip is noticeable on
p. 572, where the wave-front in a crystal is stated

in the general case to be an ellipsoid.

The methods and apparatus described throughout
the book are principally those of which the author
has had personal experience in his well-known re-

searches, and the examples are mostly taken from
the same source. The treatment is very detailed and
almost unnecessarily circumstantial, and in many
places there is a good deal of repetition. Thus, for
example, in the seven chapters dealing with crystal

calculation, though it is no doubt desirable that the
advantage of systematic methods of computation
should be impressed upon the student, it was perhaps
scarcely necessary to insert the actual working (with
a diagram) of every spherical triangle and anharmonic
ratio computed; whilst in the physical portion of the
book a considerable amount of space might have
been saved by the omission of much of the large mass
of practical detail, particularly that concerning some
of the less readily determinable properties, such as
elasticity (of which the account occupies eight pages)
and thermal expansion (twenty pages), for which the
reader may fairly be expected to consult the original
memoirs. A reduction in the size and cost of the
book would have been advantageous, as rendering it

more accessible and at the same time more useful
to the student, who may be apt to be somewhat
bewildered by the amount of information provided
for him.

The numerous illustrations, which have been mostly
drawn by the author or specially engraved for the
book, are, with a single exception (Fig. 440), all

excellent.

(2) The smaller book is based on a lecture delivered
by the author at the meeting of the British Asso-
ciation in Winnipeg in 1909, and is intended for the
general reader, to whom it aims at presenting an
account of some of the more important properties of
crystals—geometrical, physical, and chemical—
especially in relation to their molecular structure.
The task of conveying to a reader a clear idea of

this somewhat extensive subject within the compass
NO. 2205, VOL. 88J

of tome 300 pages, without assuming some previoui

acquaintance with crystals, is no easy one. and the

difficulty has been increased by the inclusion ol

numerous practical experimental details, which, how-

ever appropriate in a lecture, are of little use in a

book of this kind. In the same way, a very largt

amount of space (twenty pages) has been devoted to the

behaviour of plates of quartz and amethyst in polarised

light, some of which might probably have been better

utilised for an expansion of other parts of the book

which have suffered from undue compression, such

as the discussions of interference and of molecular

"distance-ratios."

Not a few incorrect or misleading statements have

been noticed. Thus, for example, the types of sym-

metry unrepresented among Sohncke's sixty-five point-

systems are not those having no plane of s>'mmetry,

as indicated on p. 117, but chiefly those showing
hemimorphic character. In chapter v., which deals

with crystal-axes and the law of rational indices, the

meaning of the axial lengths and the manner in which
they are determined by means of the intercepts made
by a parametral face are not explained early enough,

or with sufficient prominence, and the figures of

simple pinacoid forms, with inscribed axes, which
illustrate the axes of the various systems, are mis-

leading as to this point. Again, on p. 51, the letters

a, b, c, are used to denote the three crystal axes,

while on p. 57 (without further explanation) they are

used for the unit lengths along these axes. Similarly,

on p. 57, the " three numbers [tn, n, r] expressing

the intercepts " appear to denote the actual lengths

of the intercepts, while at the bottom of the follow-

ing page the intercepts are explained as meaning the

multiples of the unit lengths, a, b, c. The meaning
of the example on p. 58 is far from clear.

There are numerous admirable illustrations of grow-,

ing crystals, and a good coloured plate of crystals

in polarised light, which have been reproduced from
the author's own photographs.

It is to be feared that the book will scarcely he]

intelligible to a general reader without some previous

knowledge of the subject, but the student who is

already familiar with the elements of crystallography

may find much in it that is interesting and sugges-.

tive. H. L. B. ]

THE GEOGRAPHICAL BASIS OF HISTOKl.
A Historical Geography of the British Colontes.

Vol. v., Canada. Part iii.. Geographical. By J. D.
Rogers. Pp. viii + 302. Vol. v., part iv., New-
foundland. By J. D. Rogers. Pp. xii + 274. ^

(Oxford : The Clarendon Press, 1911) Price 45. 6d.

each vol.

TWO more volumes of Sir Charles Lucas's valuable
" Historical Geography of the British Colonies

"

have appeared, in which Canada and Newfoundland
are described. The Canadian volume deals with the

geography, but the historical aspect is still largely

to the fore. No general account of the whole region

occurs, in which the principal characteristics of this

portion of the North American continent is given, but

we are introduced at once to the far north land and
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the story of its discovery and exploration. Tlie ex-

treme eastern portion, Nova Scotia, is next treated,

and its character and development are traced step by

step from its first settlement at the beginning of the

seventeenth century until the present time, when its

greatest activity centres in the city of Halifax.

Joining this eastern region to central portions of

the Dominion is the important province of New Bruns-

wick, which unites the estuary of the St. Lawrence
to the Atlantic coast of the Bay of Fundy, and pro-

vides Quebec with valuable southern lines of com-
munication without passing into the territory of the

United States. To the north of the St. Lawrence
lies a barren region between it and Hudson Bay, of

'.\ hich the development has been restricted to Labrador,
• \\< eastern coast, and even here resident fishermen

and traders, with a thousand or two Eskimos, make
ill! the population. Quebec and Ontario are the two

itres about which the history of the middle eastern

jiiition of Canada centres, and in each the story of

.1 steadily advancing utilisation of the land's resources

i- unfolded. The prairie lands of the middle west
ar(> described in their different categories with their

natural features and resources, and we see the gradual
opening up of the region by the early hunters, who,
from Canada and from Hudson Bay in the first

instance, were followed later by settlers along the

same water routes.

At the present day the grouping of the immigrants
of different nationalities along the various railway
lines furnishes an interesting case of special geograph-
ical distribution of new settlements. The far west,

and the north-west, where settlement is still pressing
into unopened regions, present a different problem
from the last, since the great ranges of the west cover
a vast tract of country.

\ final essay deals with the civilisation of the far

>>vst. Within this moderate compass we have a most
complete account of the entrance into this vast region

immigrant peoples from the east, their gradual
iblishment, and their utilisation of its resources.

Tlieir movements largely controlled by the physical
features of its surface are well described, and
their relation to these features is brought out.
A most valuable aid to the student is the
ample references which are given throughout, and
these show what an immense amount of research
Mr. Rogers has devoted to the subject. The geo-
graphical descriptions of the various regions contain

;
a considerable amount of geological information, but
fliiy might usefully have been carried further in
<li scribing the land features, and the part that the
different erosive agencies have played and are play-
ing in modelling the surface of the land, for much
relating to the human occupation is closely concerned
with these. TTie whole question of relief is but lightly

dealt with, and might have advantageously been
shown cartographically.

The volume which deals with Newfoundland shows
a similar wealth of historical reference and research,
presenting with great clearness the gradual develop-
ment of the colony of fishermen which grew up by
Itself alongside other fishermen who came yearly to
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fish, but returned without establishing themselves
there. The wealth of the fishing industry has hindered
the development of the colony's resources, and kept
human activity close to the sea coast and the innu-
merable creeks which indent it. The long Anglo-
French duel is discussed in detail, with ample refer-

ences to all authorities, and is followed by an in-

structive chapter on the progress which has taken
place by land between 1818 and 1910 in developing
the natural resources of the interior. The historical

aspect is naturally predominant, but a rather fuller

treatment of the land surface and its special character
would have been a useful introduction to the history

of the colony. H. G. L.

ALBINISM.
A Monograph on Albinism in Man. Bv Karl Pearson,

F.R.S., E. Nettleship, and C. H. Usher. Part i.,

text, pp. viii + 266; atlas, plates A—Z and AA—ZZ.
(Department of Applied Mathematics, University

College, University of London : Drapers' Company
Research Memoirs, Biometric Series, vi.) (London :

Dulau and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price, part i., text and

atlas, 355. net.

THIS is the first part of a monograph on albinism

which promises to be the most complete pre-

sentation, as yet produced, of what is known on this

interesting subject. The subject of abnormal pig-

mentation is important, not only in itself, but also

because its elucidation is certain to throw a great deal

of light on the still more important question of normal

pigmentation.

In the present volume, the authors deal with the

history and geographical distribution of albinism,

the albinotic skin, leucoderma, and partial albinism;

in subsequent volumes they propose to deal with the

albinotic eye and the albinotic hair in man and in

the lower animals. The atlases accompanying the

present and subsequent volumes contain numerous

illustrations of albinotic subjects, maps, pedigrees,

&c.

Though an enormous amount of labour has been

expended in collecting the materials for this volume,

we are somewhat surprised, after having read it, to

find how little is definitely known about the subject.

Taking the question of the geographical distribution

of albinism, there appears to be only two countries

in Europe, naroely, Norway and Italy, in which any-

thing approaching an exact census of the number

of albinos in the population has been taken. In the

former country the proportion is given as i in 10,000,

and in the latter i in 20,000. It would be very

dangerous to rely on these figures as showing a real

difference in tlie susceptiblity of the Nordic and

Mediterranean races of Europ-'

The chapter on the albinoli- it lins a very

complete account of the mon nuni investigations

that have been made to ascertain the nature and

origin of the pigment of the skin. We find, however,,

that the leading authorities on this question are still

so much at variance that it is impossible to come to

any decisive opinion. We have, on one hand.
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Ehrmann's theory, that the material which ii con-

verted into melanotic plj^ment springs froni the blood,

being, indeed, haemojjlol)in which is converted into

melanotic pigment by the vital processes of the melanti-

blasts; and that the pigment is transferred by proto-

plasmic flow along protoplasmic threads. On the

other hand, Meirowsky contends that the epidermal

cells themselves can produce pigment, especially under

the influence of light, and that the ha;moglobin and

migrator}' melanoblast theory has been completely

exploded. Neither microscopic nor biochemical in-

vestigation has led to any decisive conclusion on this

c|uestion. Both sides of the controversy are fairly and
fully stated in this part of the monograph.

The remaining chapters deal with leucoderma and
partial albinism. leucoderma is defined as an

acquired disease characterised by the presence of pro-

j*ressive white patches with convex borders surrounded

by increased pigmentation. It is regarded, by the

jiuthors, as the essential pathological pigmentation

change wherein is seen albinism in the making, and
from this point of view its study is of great import-

ance. Interesting suggestions as to the cause of

leucoderma have been made by Beigel, who maintains

that it is largely due to modified nerve action, pro-

duced by shock, illness, severe chill, or other nerve

upset; and by Fore!, who offers some evidence that

it may be sometimes due to race mixture. Many
excellent portraits of leucodermous subjects are con-

tained in the atlas.

In the chapter on partial albinism, the nature and
origin of piebaldism is discussed. It is noted that in

some cases at least piebaldism is hereditary even as

to the position of spots.

Numerous cases are cited and described of leuco-

•derma, piebalds, and spotlings.

This valuable monograph will clear the ground and
suggest new lines of research, and the remaining
parts will be eagerly awaited.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES.
Fonts Suspendus. By G. Leinekugel le Cocq.
Tome i., Fonts Suspendus Flexibles et Semi-Rigides.
Pp. xiv+374. Tome ii., Fonts Suspendus Rigides.

Pp- 330- (Paris: I. Doin et Fils, 1911.) Prke,
2 vols., 10 francs.

THESE two volumes form part of the "Encyclo-
paedia of Science," published under the direction

of Dr. Toulouse, and of the subdivision dealing with
applied science and engineering, the general editor-

ship of which was entrusted to Prof. D'Ocagne, of

] III ill (irv Tonts et Chauss6es. The first volume
ireaia of llexible and semi-rigid, and the second of

rigid suspension bridges.

In the first two chapters of vol. i. the author gives
a brief history of suspension bridges, with short

accounts of some of the more famous of them, and
some notes on the different systems of construction
adopted in practice ; the rest of this volume is devoted
to analytical investigations of the various problems
A\ hich have to be solved by the designer of flexible and
semi-rigid suspension bridges. M. Leinekugel le Cocq
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dealt first with cables employed ii ial trans

port of minerals and other materials* atruss ravine!

in mountainous districts, and for similar work if

connection with the erection of bridges across rivers

where the conditions render the construction of i.' <:'

ing impossible, as was the case with the bridge :>'

the Zambezi, just below the famous falls, and .sii-i^v

how to determine the length and maximum stresse:

in such cables when the necessary data are known.
Cables for suspension bridges are then considered

on pp. SS and 89 the author gives tables showing th«

relation between dip and span for a number of su*

pension bridges in Europe and .-Xmerica, and add;

i some notes as to the methods of constructing sue!

cables, and as to the physical properties of the stee

suitable for their manufacture. The deformations

produced by temperature changes and by unequa

loading are then fully discussed, the formulae obtaine<

being illustrated by the case of the Williamsburg

bridge and others. The effect produced by support

ing the cables from two piers of different height, ant

the design and stresses in the suspension links, ar<

then taken up. The next section of this volume h

occupied with a discussion of the methods adoptee

to increase the rigidity of suspension bridges and thu!

overcome the serious practical inconveniences whict

ensue when a suspension bridge is supported onlj

by the principal cables ; the treatment of this importani

problem is very thorough and complete. The firsi

volume concludes with some notes on the constructior

of the bridge platform, and on the action of the wind

uf>on such bridges.

In an introduction to vol. ii., the author points oul

that the design of flexible and semi-rigid suspensior

bridges requires but little knowledge of higher applied

mathematics, while, on the other hand, the problems

encountered in the design of rigid suspension bridges

can only be solved by those who are well equipped

on the mathematical side; hence, while examples ol

the former class of bridge are numerous, tlie ;

type is only occasionally met with. The first ch

treats of three-hinged, rigid suspension brie:

general principles are first considered, both anaJ\

:

and graphical solutions are discussed, and full explana.

tions are given as to the method of determining th<

lengths, stresses, &c., in the bracing and struU

between the upper and lower members of such brit!.

Illustrative examples selected are the bridge at 1

burg over the Monongahela, and a bridge near \ ilk-

franche on an electric railway line in South France.

In the second chapter hinged bridges, with the plat-

form supported by oblique chains, are dealt with, tlic

illustrations of this class being the transporter bridges

at Nantes and Marseilles. The concluding chapter is

devoted to various important details, such as anchor-

ages and saddles. In the form of an apjjendix, tlie

author has reprinted the official regulations as tc

working loads, stresses, &c., in steel bridges, which

must be adopted when designing such structures in

France and other Continental countries, and also a

bibliography of the subject, which should prove oi

service to engineers engaged in this branch of bridge

design. T. H. B.
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THEORY OF ALGEBRAIC NUMBERS.
Introduction d, la Thdorie des Nombres Algebriques.

By Prof. J. Sommer. Edition Frangaise revue

et augment^e. Traduit de TAllemand par Prof. A.

L^vy. Pp. x + 376. (Paris: A. Hermann et Fils,

191 1.) Price 15 francs.

nPHIS book is a French translation of the work on
-»- algebraic numbers by Dr. J. Sommer, professor

of the Technical High School of Danzig. It is an
elementary exposition designed to be an introduction

to the researches of modern German mathematicians,

particularly of David Hilbert, whose masterly resume
in " Jahrsbericht der deutschen Mathematiker
Vereinigung, 1895," is likely to be regarded as a

classic. Gauss was the first to enlarge the field of the

higher arithmetic by including therein numbers of the

form a + b»/ — i. This led to a beautiful theory in the

(Ii velopment of which he was followed by Dirichlet,

Kummer, Dedekind, and Kronecker, to mention only

a few of the most important and successful investiga-

tors. The results included extensions and generalisa-

tions of many theorems of the higher arithmetic, and
in particular of the theorem of quadratic reciprocity.

The modern theory of algebraic numbers involves a

further extension of the domain of numbers in that

every root of an irreducible algebraic equation with

rational coeflRcients is said to be an algebraic number.
For a given degree n of such an equation the corpus
(if such numbers comprises every rational function of

such roots. When n is 2 we have the quadratic

corpus which involves the irrationality a/w, in being

a given integer, not a perfect square, which defines

the corpus. This book treats the domain of these

numbers with some completeness (pp. 16-183).

The difficult subject of "ideal numbers," an inven-

liiin of Kummer, is introduced lufcidly, and subse-

quently well handled. The reader is then brought to

the chapter entitled, "Applications of the Theory of

the Quadratic Corpus," and will there find the most
interesting part of the book. One of these applica-

tions is to the world-famous "last theorem" of Fer-

mat, which asserts the insolubility in integers of the

equation

when n is an integer superior to 2. The proofs when
n is 3, 5, II, or 14 resulted from the attacks of Euler,

Legendre, and Dirichlet, while Kummer, utilising his

ideal numbers, established the theorem for all prime
' values of n less than 100. The theorem as asserted

l-'ermat still awaits proof. The next application is

i lie theory of quadratic forms in the higher arith-

I ic of integers. The theory of the extended domain
Iiown to involve remarkable extensions of theory in

restricted domains which were initially handled with

much success by Gauss. The remaining chapters

nn the "Cubic Corpus," and the " Relative Corpus,"
latter a notion due to Hilbert somewhat analogous
ilie ideal numbers of Kummer.

I he field of pure mathematics into which Dr.
uner's book gives an insight has been somewhat

;l('-cted in France, and in England it is correct to

that nothing of any moment has been accom-
|ilished. German mathematicians have shown it to
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be a singularly attractive and fruitful if recondite

j
subject of thought. Now that the field is brought

I

closer to the view of English mathematicians it may
be that they will take more interest in it.

The work, though on the whole well produced, is

marred by many misprints in the early pages. On
p. 41 there are six misprints, on p. 42 four, &c. It

is a pity that difficulties already considerable should

be thus increased. P. A. M.

THE RESOURCES OF BRITISH WEST AFRICA.

The Agricultttral and Forest Products of British

West Africa. By G. C. Dudgeon. Pp. x+170,

with five maps. (Imperial Institute Handbooks.)

(London : John Murray, 191 1.) Price 55. net.

THIS book forms the introductory volume of a

series to be known as the " Imperial Institute

Series of Handbooks to the Commercial Resources

of the Tropics, with' Special Reference to British

West Africa." The handbooks will be edited by

Prof. W. R. Dunstan, F.R.S., and will be issued

under the authority of the Secretary of State for the

Colonies.

Mr. Dudgeon was for several years Inspector of

Agriculture in British West Africa, and in that

capacity visited annually the five colonies and pro-

tectorates which together form that territory. He
writes therefore with full knowledge of the conditions

under which agriculture and forestry- are carried on

there.

The five dependencies are dealt with in geographicaF

order, commencing with Gambia to the west, and

finishing with northern Nigeria to the east. By way

of introduction to the section on each country, the

salient facts regarding area, population, habits and

disposition of the natives, and the peculiarities of

the climate and soil are set out, followed by a brief

account of whatever local attempts are being made tO'

improve native methods. The improvement of native

agriculture is largely a question of better tillage and

i the introduction of a proper rotation of crops, and

from this point of view Mr. Dudgeon's brief but

careful descriptions of the implements in use by the

natives are of value. The greater part of each sec-

tion is, however, occupied by descriptions of the

principal crops, more detailed reference to any par-

ticular crop being reserved for the section relating to

the dependency in which that crop is predominant;

thus, under Gambia there is a good account of ground-

nut cultivation, and under the Gold Coast there is.

an excellent summary of the present position of the

flourishing cocoa industry of that colony. These

matters will, however, receive detailed attention ia

subsequent books of the series, and the author rightly

confines himself in this volume to giving the reader

a general idea of the agricultural and forest resources

I of each country and of the means whereby these may

I

be most surely and safely developed.

I

It is clear from this book that the two chief

I obstacles encountered in the agricultural development

i
of British West Africa are the laclc of transport

facilities and the ignorance and conservatism of the

, native population. The first of these obstacles is
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being gradually surmounted by the provision of roads

and railways, and the most recent enterprise of this

kind, when finished, will connect by rail Kano, on

the edge of the Sahara, with Baro, on the Niger, and

I^ngos, on the coast, and thus open out an immense

area of land, much of which, it is believed, will be

suitable for growing cotton of the type required in

Lancashire mills. The second obstacle is more difficult

to deal with, but there are indications in Mr. Dud-

geon's hook that advance is b«in>; made. Progress in

this particular direction can only be accomplished by the

provision of agricultural departments, staffed by men

-who are not only skilled agriculturists by training

and education, but possess, in addition, adminis-

trative and managing abilities of a high order, and

are capable of exercising initiative in face of great

natural difTiculties. It is fortunate for British West

Africa that the days seem to be over when govern-

mental assistance to tropical agriculture consisted

merely in the provision of a botanical garden, and

that the tendency in British West Africa at least, in

recent years, has been to replace such institutions by

properly equipped and staffed departments of agricul-

ture, with their necessary complement of experimental

stations.

Mr. Dudgeon avoids technicalities as far as pos-

sible, and for that reason this book will probably

appeal, not only to the tropical agriculturist, but also

to the Colonial official, whose interest in these matters

it is most important to enlist.

The volume contains five clearly printed and useful

coloured maps of the areas dealt with, and is well

illustrated by reproductions of photographs of tropical

crops and typical native industries.

OVR BOOK SHELF.
Modern Science Reader, with Special Reference to

Chemistry. Edited by Prof. Robert M. Bird. Pp.
viii+323. (New York : The Macmillan Co.

;

London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price

Ss. net.

In this country "Readers" are usually intended for

young children. In the States the use of " Readers "

extends to a later period of study, and in the present
instance the book provides a course for "college men "

and general readers. It is a compilation of reprints
of modern papers and professional addresses, and is

the first volume of a series which, it is hoped, will

broaden the outlook of the undergraduates for whom
it is intended. In every instance, the authors and
publishers of the original papers have consented to

their republication in this handy form. The selection
of suT)jects has been made with a judicious regard
for the taste of the reading public, and as the authors
include Crookes, Lodge, Remsen, and Madame Curie,
the readers arc provided with stimulating fare.

We thtnTc that there is a risk that the title " Reader "

may militate against the circulation of the book in

England. It would be a pity if this should prove to
be the case, as all the subjects are worthy of study,
and they are very skilfully treated by men who add to

eminence as investigators the power of presenting the
results of investigation in an attractive, intelligible
form. Perhaps the most formidable, though not the
least interesting, of the articles is Dr. Howell's
address on activators, kinoseg, and hormones.
The book concludes with suggestions for additional
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reading:, such as are usually given ho-e to university

extension students. Indeed, the book is well suited

to those who reap profit from the more advanced
extension clas.ses, and is likely to interest a rather

wide circle of readers, 1 1 w ould be a good book for a

school science library, as it is trustworthy as well as

stimulating. Most of the articles made their first

appearance within the last three or four years.

(i) Gardens shown to the Children. By Janet II

Kelman and Olive Allen. Described by J. A. Hen-
derson. Pp. xii+ 100 + 32 coloured plates. (Lon-

don and Edinburgh : T. C. and E. C. Jack, n.d.)

Price 2*. 6d. net. (Shown to the Children series.)

(2) Roses. By H. R. Darlington. Pp. xiii-h 193 + 8

coloured plates. (London and Edinburgh : T. C
and E. C. Jack, n.d.) Price, double vol., 2s. 6d.

net. (Present-day Gardening series.)

(i) As we all know, the love of flowers is with nearly

every child almost a passion ; there was no need of a

book to create or develop that. The object of the

authors of this work has been rather to teach children

to take an interest in the methods of cultivation, and,

by pictures, to broaden their knowledge of hardy
plants in general. To write down to the child's mind
on such a subject as gardening is no easy task, but

if we imagine the authors' audience to be limited

to children who have reached their 'teens, we think

they may be congratulated on having accomplished

it very well. They give sound cultural directions

couched in simple, direct language without putting

on the omniscient, patronising air that so many
authors of serious children's books think it essential

to assume. There are thirty-two coloured plates, somi
of which are very good considering the price of the

work; others are decidedly painful—to the adult ey<

at any rate. But, after all, the best critic of th<

book is an intelligent member of the particular audi-

ence to whom it is addressed. We put our copy int<

the hands of such a one during the recent holidays

and his opinion, expressed in vigorous schoolboy idiom

was, when translated, found to be distinctly favour

able.

(2) The work on "Roses," by Mr. H. R. Darling
ton, admirably maintains the high standard set h]

previous authors in this useful series of gardeninj

books. The book is in the nature of a double number
and the price is slightly increased, but no rosariai

will grumble at that. The author gives \er\- excellen

directions for the propagation, management, and can

generally of roses. Especially useful will be foun<

lists of roses for different purposes and situations

There is a pleasant chapter by Mrs. Darlington 01

" Fragrance in Roses." A rose without fragrance I

without half its charm; yet, a short time ago, as onj

ascertained for oneself at the big rose shows, i

seemed as if that half was in fair way of being los

in the rose-raiser's quest for colour and forrn

Happily the claims of fragrance are being agaii

admitted. The coloured illustrations are some of th

best examples of colour-photography hitherto put

lished in this series.

Elementary Integrals: a Short Table. Compiled b
Dr. T. j. Ta.' Bromwich, F.R.S. Pp. 38. (Cam
bridge : Bowes and Bowes ; London : Macmillan an

Co., Ltd.; Glasgow: James Maclehose and Sons

191 1.) Price IS. net.

This is a very compact and serviceable vade mecurr

suitable both for students of physics and for those wh
are in the earlier stages of pure mathematics; and i

is arranged on a system which ought to make it

owner able to find quicklv anything that it contains.
^

The work throughout is ver>' elegant, especially i

I the treatment of integrals involving quadratic irra
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tionalities, and there are various instructive notes.
Stimulation is provided, for example, by the inclusion
of some simple pseudo-elliptic integrals, and those
who are familiar with Abel's theorem will see frequent
traces of its application. Practical ends are served
by the inclusion of Simpson's rule and the theory of
the planimeter, and a sufficient number of examples
for practice is given throughout.
The actual limits of the table are best seen from

the section on definite integrals. Here we have, for

instance,
/
^-"-^ cos ^.rrt^.r, but not \ sixw ax.dxlx. From

his position at Cambridge, Mr. Bromwich has no
doubt been able to fix the line at the most appropriate
place; in a table of this sort it is not very easy to
decide where to stop. G. B. M.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
k[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions
• expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

to return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected
manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

The Value of the "External" Degrees of the
University of London.

It is often the case that a system, whether of Govern-
ment or of social custom, passes muster until its short-
commgs are brought to light by some specific instance of
hardship or mjustice. The reform introduced in the con-
Stitution and government of the University of London,
Sue to the report of the Commissioners of 1898, was devised
to remedy alleged shortcomings in the system of awarding
degrees on examinations alone; and the "internal" side
j>f the University was then constituted, in which the
eachers were given considerable (but in the opinion of the
irriter, insufficient) control over teaching and examinations.
In spite of the fact that purely " external " examinations
^.e. exammations in which the teacher takes no part) were
unknown, save in London, in China (the system has since
Biat time been altered there), and in New Zealand and in
India (the latter two countries having copied the systemH vogue in the University of London), it was resolved that
lis " external " system should be continued ; it has ever

lince formed one of the divisions of the University.
'. It is a matter of common knowledge that this course
has not made either for peace or fdr efficiency ; and at the
present moment Lord Haldane's commission is reconsider-
ing the whole question of university education in London.

IS rumoured that their decision may involve complete
paration of the " internal " and " external " sides of

lie university. I wish here to give reasons why the
external " side of the university should not be per-
etuated, and I base them upon an instance where flagrant
iljustice has been done to a late student of University
college, Mr. F. P. Burt, whose permission I possess to
nake known the facts connected with his candidature for
he D.Sc. degree in chemistry.
^At a meeting which took place some years ago of repre-
pntatives of the Sorbonne (the University of Paris) and
' the University of London, I, among others, was asked
give a short address. I ventured then to point out that

Jt of 100 candidates for an external examination, 25, on
1 average, were undoubtedly "passes"; 25, equally in-
sputably failures; but as regards the remaining 50 it was

i

matter of good luck if they passed, or of bad luck if they
Uled. I suggested that as an excuse for persistence in
system involving such haphazard results the well-known
ambling spirit of the English was satisfied; they like to
^ke a risk of the kind.
My remarks may have been somewhat exaggerated ; I

VI 11 not insist on the proportions; but it is indubitably
the case that no proper judgment can be formed on the
fitness of a candidate to pass which is based solely on the
verdict of external examiners reading written papers. The
number of candidates at such examinations is very large

;

"10 physical strain to the examiner in reading and " mark-
ig hundreds of papers in a comparatively short time is
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immense, and with the best will in the world he cannot
act tairly. I speak from ample experience, both in London
and elsewhere.

For higher degrees, such as the Doctorate, it is within
the discretion of the Senate to appoint examiners ad hoc,
for It IS not to be expected that the official examiners shall
always be able to form an accurate judgment on the
matter of a thesis of a special nature. This, however, the
Senate does not always do on the " external " side ; on
the " internal " side, the services of a special examiner
are rarely, or never, dispensed with.
While in 1858, when the degrees of the University of

London were thrown open to all applicants, solely on an
examinational test, with no restrictions (except in the
faculty of medicine) as to how they had .acquired their
knowledge, some excuse might have been found for this
course; but the spread of education, and the existence all
over the country of teaching institutions where advanced
instruction may be obtained, and in many cases where
degrees are awarded, has rendered it practically un-
necessary to provide for the " private " student. Indeed,
in the faculty of science at least, very few students pre-
sent themselves for examination who have not received
training at some public institution, and many of them
have received degrees elsewhere.
Mr. F. P. Burt, whom I mentioned before, was a student

in University College, Bristol. He subsequently prosecuted
a research, begun there, in the laboratories of University
College, London. Having completed this research, he sent
it to the University as an external student, without having
consulted any members of the London staff. My position
in connection with him is therefore merely that of an out-
side member of the public ; I am in no way responsible
for his thesis.

This thesis was received by the University last spring,
and Mr. Burt was informed by the University authorities
that it had not been accepted as qualifying for the degree.
To those who knew the work, the refusal was so extra-
ordinary that I sent copies of the thesis, which dealt with
the atomic weights of nitrogen and sulphur, to three
gentlemen, one of whom is a member of the International
Commission on Atomic Weights, who publish an annual
table, printed in all the leading chemical journals,
stamped with their authority. It is their function to read
and examine critically all the work on the subject done
during each year, and to assign a value to it in drawing
up their table of these constants. This gentleman, Prof.

Ostwald, late of Leipzig, is, it may be taken, particularly

qualified to judge of such work as that of Mr. Burt.

The second referee was Prof. Th. W. Richards, of Harvard
University, well known for his work on atomic weights

;

and the third. Prof. Guye, of Geneva, who has special

experience of the kind of work done by Mr. Burt, and who
is also a leading authority. I now give a translation of

Prof. Guye's letter ; he is himself a graduate of Paris :

—

"Geneva, June 22, if)ii.

" Sir William Ramsay has railed my attention to the

researches of Mr. Burt. I was already acquainted with
them, through having followed them closely as they
appeared. A fresh study of them has confirmed me in the

opinion that they place Mr. Burt among the small number
of experimenters capable of carrying out satisfactorily

chemical researches of high precision. This opinion is

derived from his researches on helium and neon, and on
those on sulphide of nitrogen ; they present very great

experimental difficulties, which have been admirably sur-

mounted, so much so that they form a very important con-

tribution to the recent determinations of atomic weights.

Work of this kind ought to be greatly encouraged, for it

forms a particularly stable foundation in fixing the values
of atomic weights. I hold the opinion that the memoir on
the ratio of N to S would assuredly be accepted as a thesis

for the doctorate in Swiss and in French universities,
" (Signed) Ph. A. Guye."

Prof. Ostwald also wrote a letter, of which the follow-

-

ing is a tr.Tiislation :

—

" Gross Bothen, Saxony.
" The collected works of Mr. F. P. Burt show him t

be an experimenter who knows what to aim at and how tv.

arrive at results. He appears to be already sufficiently

mature to ix ( upy a position which demands the services
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oi .-III indopendont invcKtigntor. Il.ul lii^ work 'On the

Relative Atomic Weights of Nitrogen and Sulphur ' bf*n

presented in Leipzig, I should gindly have accepted it, not

only as n dcH'tor'ii dissrrtntion, but also as a sufficient

3ualifiration for the position of university lecturer (Privat-

uzcnt).
" (Signed) VV11.11BLM OsTWALU."

Prof. 1 h. \^ . Ki( hards wrote:

—

" Ihe investigations of Mr. F. P. Burt seem to me to

present many points of interest, and to indicate n high
order of experimental ability. In view of the fact that a

large proportion of the work wos done by Mr. Burt him-
self, even when he was assisted by collaborators, the sum
total of his papers apijoars to me to present more than the

equivalent of a thesis for the doctor's degree in the best

universities in America. It must be remembered, however,
that a thesis is only a part of our requirement.

" (S'xfined) Theo. W. Richards."
Copies of these letters were sent to the Senate of the

University of London in July, 191 1, together with a letter,

the last sentence of which is :
—" Since it appears to me

(and my opinion is shared by Profs. Dixon and Collie) that
an error of judgment has been made in Mr. Burt's case,

we would respectfully urge you to reconsider his claims."
On October 18, 1911, the Senate passed the following

resolution :

—

"That, having considered the communication from Sir
William Ramsay of July 10, 191 1, and having heard a
report from the examiners, the Senate arc not prepared to

vary the decision at which they have arrived."
.As it was impossible to believe that the Senate attached

more importance to the decision of their examiners on the

merits of the thesis than to the verdict of special experts,

the inference was obvious that they considered that the
work, or a sufficient proportion of it, had not been done
by the candidate. Perhaps this view was partly justified

by the terms in which Mr. Burt had thanked all those to

whom he supposed himself indebted during the progress of

his research ; his expressions were, to say the least,

generous.

The Regulation for External Students (Blue Book,
Univ. of Lond. Calendar, p. 294) is :

—" If the Disserta-
tion or Thesis be approved by the Examiners, the Candi-
date shall be required to present himself ... to be further
tested either orally or practically, or by printed papers, or
by all these methods. ..." But in certain circumstances
the candidate may be exempted.

It was therefore within the powers of the examiners to

have interviewed the candidate, to have asked him the
nature of the assistance which he acknowledged, and to

have obtained from him the names of the persons assisting
him, and, should his word have been doubted, to have
written to them inquiring as to the extent and nature of

the help given. This was not done. Hence it appeared
necessary to obtain from all those who knew of Mr. Burt's
research testimony as to the share they had had in it.

Prof. Travers, Prof. Usher, Prof. Francis, and Dr. Whyt-
law Gray all testified most emphatically that the share which
they had borne in the work was insignificant, and that
the work was in every sense of the word original. Prof.
Dixon, in whose laboratory Mr. Burt is now assistant,

although not iiaving been in contact with Mr. Burt during
the progress of his thesis research, voluntarily wrote to

me expressing the opinion that work in which Mr. Burt
is at present engaged is being done " in a masterly
manner," and that he has " no doubt as to the capacity,
manipulative skill, foresight, and patience which Burt
possesses to carry out such work."

Copies of these letters were sent to the Senate on
November 27, iqii. and they were again requested to re-

consider their decision not to admit Mr. Burt "to be
further tested." On January 25, 1912, the Senate re-

solved :
—" That the Senate decline to reopen the question

of the rejection of the D.Sc. candidate referred to."
.After this final refusal no course remains but to make

public the facts of the case. And this I do. not so much in

justice to Mr. Burt, but in order to raise the much larger
question as to whether it is proper that a system in which
such injustice can be perpetrated should continue to exist.
I am led to understand that complaints are not infrequent
that candidates of undoubted merit, not only in the faculty
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of Kcienre, but in other faculties, have had their tbes*

rcjectf^J without sufficient reason. There is one instanc

at least, of a thesis which, after summary rejection, x\ •

subsequently published in l>ook form, and which x>

the highest encomiums from the Press and from 1

persons of eminence in the subject treat*^. On 1

;

" internal " side of the University I am unaware of an

complaint having bi-en made, for much more care

bestowed; and besides, the teachers, who arc a!-

examiners, are acquainted with the candidates' abttifi'

from frequent personal communication, and oftet^

daily contact.

There can be no doubt that such misc.'u '
'

are to be attributed, at least in part, to li

University. With few candidates s«>nie >o „.

ance on the part of the examiners witli their nv
possible, but with increase of numbers control Ih

impossible. Moreover, there is a growing reluctanu: •

the part of men of established reputation to accept tl

post of examiners; the work is hurried, it is badly pai'

and it is a thankless task. The fact is that the day
" external " examinations is past ; the system is

anachronism ; and I think that the case which has b* •

presented furnishes an irrefutable argument why tli

system should be abandoned. A degree is in essence

testimonial ; and a testimonial from a corporat<* brw'

depends for its value on the eminence of the p
able of forming a judgment on the merits of :

and on their opportunities for forming a corret i ju..

Where the examiners are not eminent, and wlv

opportunity of forming a judgment has not been g^

has not been taken, the degree is worthless, a:

corporate body awarding it should cease to exist.

\V. RAi! ^.

I'niversity College, Gower Street, I.,ondon, W.C.

Are Eyes ever Autophanous .'

Those who read Colonel Herschel's letter in Natukk of

January 18 may be interested in some observations which
I made during the summer upon the sight and eyes of

cats. Whereas in men and monkeys the retina is back

by black pigment, as a photographer backs a plate wlv

his camera is to be directed towards a window, in alm<

all other mammals it rests on a brightly burnished la\

of cellular or fibrous tissue, the tapetum. It is this min
which throws the light back to an observer who star

between the animal and the source of light. The eye

at the same time a camera focussed to form an im.i^

of the observer on its sensitive screen and a lant-

focussed to project ligTit upon the observer. Such 1

arrangement appears to a photographer fatal to the forii,

tion of an image sharp in line and dot.

Many explanations of the function of the tapetum h.i

been offered, but none, to my thinking, satisfactory. I

me it has long seemed that its only purpose can be

render the eye sensitive to movement, as distinguish

from form. I studied my cats as they hunted field-mii

One of them would crouch for hours in front of a hed:^

Seated at a moderate distance. I was able on sever

occasions to see the catch, a single spring in the dif
tion of the mouse, whether it moved at the spot at wh''

the cat appeared to be staring or considerably to o;

side or the other of the axis of her head. For moveni'
her vision was perfect. If, as she roamed about the law

a daddy-longlegs shook a blade of grass, she spr.n

towards it. But to stationary objects she paid sr.r

attention. In various places I fixed a dead mouse in

natural an attitude as I could make it assume with t

aid of wires and wooden pegs. If the cat passed d-

to it she would stop to smell it. perhaps to pat it. \

she never showed any sign of regarding it as somethi
to be caught. In hunting for birds, on the other hai

her whole method was reversed. Cautiously climbing, ^i

would study a dead leaf with the utmost care, afraid

move lest she should disturb a possible victim.

It seemed to me that the upper and lower halves of th-^

retina functioned in different ways. I therefore examined
the eyes of several cats. When perfectly fresh, the interior

of the eyeball, seen under a dissecting microscope, is one
of the most marvellously beautiful obects that can be
conceived. The opalescent retina rests on a silver mirror
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(mottled with gold. The surface of the mirror is raised in

low ridges, which radiate outwards from the centre in

waving lines, like the sun's rays on the Japanese flag.

After a few minutes' exposure to air or water a film of

metallic green and blue invades the silver. But the

.tapetum does not line the whole of the back of the eye.

It is bounded by a sharp irregular line which crosses the

wall of the globe horizontally, about i mm. below the
level of its equator. The lower portion of the retina, a
little less than a quarter sphere, is backed, as it is every-
where in the human eye, by dense black pigment. Colonel
Herschel observes that a man's eye does not gleam.

In a superbly illustrated monograph published in the
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society Dr.
Lindsay Johnson pictured the eyes of a great number of

the animals in the Zoological Gardens as he saw them
with an ophthalmoscope. With the exception of monkeys,
the elephant, rhinoceros, and hyrax, all terrestrial

mammals are provided with a tapetum. The exceptions
are significant. In monkeys, as in ourselves, the retina
•shows a "yellow spot." They trust to direct vision with
its minute discrimination of detail. They move their eyes
•with great rapidity towards the objects which they wish
to examine. Such rapid movement is incompatible with

i«extreme sensitiveness to the movements of external objects.

*A cat does not move its eyes. It moves its head. Of
lyrax I have nothing to say, but the elephant and the

_
rhinoceros stand alone amongst Herbivora. They alone

'.are indifferent to the movements of lurking enemies

—

great cats and snakes. They do not need to sacrifice visual
i-precision, as it must be sacrificed in animals in which
l^he retina is backed by a mirror, in favour of a capacity
Df detecting movement.

I have examined the eyes of a considerable number of
»nimals, and find that the disposition of the tapetum, con-

sidered in its relation to the habits of the animal, is in

%a\\ cases in harmony with the view as to its purpose which
,1 have here expressed. I am also prepared to give an
|explanation of the optics of its relation to the retina, but
for this or for special illustrations I must not trespass
upon your space. Alex Hill.

Colonel Herscmel's letter in Nature of January i8,

"followed by that of Mr. Hunt, have no doubt interested
others besides myself. I do not think that there is any
reason to suppose that any animal's eyes are " auto-
phanous," however general the belief to the contrary may
be among those not given to accurate observation. I can
add to the list of the apparently autophanous the spring-
"haas in South Africa and the common English mouse. I

generally encourage a few of the latter, and at the present
time three have taken up their abode with me in Victoria
Street. There is a regulator clock standing if inches
away from the wall, and about 6 feet high. I put a little

food on the top of the clock, and sometimes behind the
clock not quite so high, and in other awkward places.
The mice jump on to the skirting board, and there spread
themselves out sideways so as to stretch the if inches, and
then proceed to go up at an angle of about 40°, climbing,
so to speak, a staircase that is not there, and then when
this brings them to the side of the clock they turn over
in a nimble way with a jump, not always successfully, and
negotiate the next flight, and so zigzag to the goal. I

often watch these quite close, holding a metallic filament
•electric light with shade, so that they are fully illuminated
and I am in shade. So long as I am quiet or move slowly,
•doing nothing spasmodically, they take no notice. I have
evfn prodded and moved the food they were eating with
the slide of a long rule, which seemed to perplex rather
than frighten them. They do not seem to hear loud noises
or singing provided they do not contain S, K, or other
sudden sounds, even though I am not a yard away. A
few days ago while writing I heard one at work on some
bread about 4 feet from the ground, when, to see him
"better without getting up, I focusscd the filaments of the
electric lamp upon him with a large reading-glass. The
mouse did not seem in the least frightened, but stared at

the lens a short time, and then I saw his eyes shining with
a pale ruby, or rather spinel, colour, and was reminded of

Colonel Herschel's letter.

The same action which makes animals' ej'es appear
" autophanous " is seen in far greater perfection in that
invaluable little instrument called the reflex light, now used
in large numbers to protect the bicyclist from being run
down by a motor-car at night. The bicyclist's lamp, of

course, is useless, as its light in the road is outshone by
that of the motor-lamps, and the lamp itself is generally
not directly visible from behind. The bicycle and rider, too,

are often by no means conspicuous objects, and the danger
of being run down is a real one. To meet this, the reflex

light l^as been invented. It may be considered to be a
glorified cat's eye. All that is visible from the outside
is a ruby bull's-eye lens, but inside, in the principal focus
of this lens, there is placed a concave silvered reflector of

half the focal length, i.e. the bull's-eye is at its centre of

curvature. Any strong light shining upon the bull's eye is

therefore brought to a focus on the surface of the mirror,
and whether the light is directly in front of the lens, or
on one side even to a surprising degree, the focussed light

falls normally upon a portion of the reflector, which sends
it back to the lens, and so in a parallel beam in the direc-

tion from which it came. The driver of the car and his

lamps subtend so small an angle at a distance of, say,

200 yards, or very much less, that the reflected light is

seen by the driver like a red lamp. The committee of

the Associated Automobile Clubs were so impressed with
the value of this device that the technical committee
of the Royal Automobile Club, of which I am a
member, examined and tested the reflex light, and they
issued a certificate endorsing the claims made for 't.

There is a feeling that every cart in the country should
carry one, which, unlike ordinary lamps, would entail no
trouble or running expense, and would be free from all

risk of fire. This reflex light beats any cat's eye or

other animal's eye, but it is not autophanous.
C. V. Boys.

The experiments described by Colonel Herschel in

Nature of January 18 illustrate the reflecting power of

animals' eyes, and give no support to the general view
that the eyes of cats and dogs " shine in the dark," that

is, in the absence of any external source of luminosity.

The principle of the experiments is illustrated by the Reflex

Lamp commonly fixed at the back of the frame of a bicycle

in rural districts. This is not really a lamp, but a bull's-

eye of ruby glass about 2 inches in diameter, fixed with

the convex surface directed behind the bicycle. When a

carriage or motor is approaching the bicycle from behind,

its lamps illuminate the bull's-eye, and the reflection is

so clear that the driver knows a cyclist is in front of him

long before the rider or the machine can be seen. The
candle-light used in ordinary carriage lamps enables the

Reflex Lamp to be visible at a distance of a hundred yards

or so on a dark night. The conditions are precisely

similar to those described by Colonel Herschel, the only

difference being that a glass convex lens takes the place

of the animals' eyes. R. A. G.

January 27.

Glazed Frost ; a Reminiscence.

Mr. Harding's letter (Nature, Januar>' 25, p. 414)

reminds me of an experience which, in view of the rarity

of the phenomenon, may be of sufficient interest to place

upon record in these columns, although the newspapers of

the period—the sixties of last century—duly noted the occur-

rence. It must, I think, have been in 1866 or 1867 (date and

year uncertain) that I had occasion to go from the West to

the East End of London. Starting upon my journey about

10 p.m., it began to rain soon after I left the house in

Bayswater, and I opened an umbrella, which, to my sur-

prise, became stiffer and heavier every moment, and was

found on examination to be so thickly glazed over with

ice that it was impossible to close it. .At the same time

the pavements and roadway were also becoming uniformly

glazed ;
pedestrian movement was most difficult, and all

horse traffic was suspended. Although an experience of

some forty-five years ago. the impression left upon my
memory is still vivid—the ludicrous sight of people carry-

ing ponderous and rigidly frozen umbrellas which they

could not close, the stream of skaters down Oxford Street

NO. 2205, VOL. 88]
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and Holborn, nnd the silcnre due to the absence of vehlcle»,

alt came to mind on reading Mr. Harding's letter. It took

me on that occasion more than four hours to fierform a

journey of about two miles, and progression was only

made possible by encasing my boots in the folds of a

woollen scarf " which 1 was wearing at the time, which

I took off and cut into two portions for the purpose.

There was no viaduct at that time, and Holborn Hill

interposed serious difficulties.

The explanation of the phenomenon is no doubt that

given in "The Observer's Handbook" quoted Jjy Mr.

Harding, viz. the sudden freezing of supercooled water

drops on shock. In connection with this explanation there

naturally arises the question as to the particular conditions

which admit of supercooling without actual conversion into

hail. Clearly these conditions are but rarely complied

with. The actual date could no doubt be found by hunting

through newspaper files, but there must be many Londoners
now living who can remember the occasion.

January 26. R. Meldola.

The Radiating Power of Air.

It has been assumed in investigations of atmospheric

radiation that the values of the radiating power obtained

in laboratory experiments are comparable with the values

obtained from meteorological observations, and agreement
between values obtained by the two methods has been

quoted as evidence of the accuracy of the determinations.

In an investigation of the problem from the meteorological

side, I discovered that the quantities used to represent the

radiating power were different in the two cases, and the

distinction is important.

In the meteorological method, if 6 is the temperature of

the air at time t during the night, values of o, tf, are found
to satisfy approximately the equation

= - a(fl - ej (I)

and ope is taken to represent the radiating power of the

air, where c is specific heat, 0239, ^^^ P '^ density.

If the radiation from a horizontal layer of air i cm.
thick is f(B) per unit area from each face, the absorption

by it will be 2/ffl') per unit volume if its surroundings are

at temperature 0'. In that case

oc'^=-2[f(e)-/(d')]
at

= -2 (fl-e') •^- higher powers of (fl-e') . . (2)

and by compari<;on with (i) it is seen that

api' -?r, ».=•

Now, in laboratory experiments on the radiation of air,

the quantity measured is the excess of the radiation per

unit area from one face of a column or layer of hot air

over the corresponding radiation from a column or layer of

cold air, and this quantity, reduced to 1° C. difference of

temperature for a layer t cm. thick, is denoted by h, and

is used to represent the radiating power. Clearly '*= ^"1

and consequently apc = 2h, and not h, as hitherto assumed.
If in the laboratory experiments the radiation emitted by
the layer in a direction perpendicular to its face is com-
pared with that emitted normally by a black surface, the

value of h will be onlv i l/ or iapc, since the ratio of the
off

total radiation to the normal radiation is t for the black

surface but 2ir for a ihin layer of air.

The confusion arose from the fact that h and ape were
taken to represent the rate at which air is losing heat by
radiation to surroundings 1° C. colder, but while in the

case of ape the radiation in all directions was taken into

account implicitly, in the case of h the necessary adjust-

ment was not made. E. Gold.
4 Hurst Close, Hampstead Garden Suburb, N.W.
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Microtcope Stands.

A UCNGTHKKBD experience in the use of the microscope

impels me to ask you to allow me to take exception to

one of the statem<-nts m-idc- by the writer of the article

on microscope stands which appears in Nature of

January 11. Referring to the circular rotating and
centring stage of the better class of Continental stands,

the writer says, " the use of which for anything but

petrology it is difTicult to guess."

After working for upwards of thirty years with an

Knglish stand, and, es|M-cially during the latter part of

that time, constantly feeling the desirability of a rotating

stage, I decided three years ago upon the purchase of a

new stand, and the circular rotating stage was the feature

that led me to decide upon one of Continental manuf.i'

ture, after carefully considering the merits of two .

English manufacture. If well made, the rotafii i>

of great utility. If one wishes to examine, .'i: ily

to draw, say, one of a number of -scattered U,,.. ....... or

Echinoid plutei, it is a great convenience to be able to

bring its sagittal plane into a vertical position in the field

of view, and, as I know from much irritating experiem -

this is seldom possible on a fixed rectangular stage pi

vided with mechanical adjustments, or even a sliding bar.

What is really needed to make the rotating stage of th>

Continental microscope much more efficient is a removable
sliding bar, upon which it would be possible to support a
3XI3 inch slip, so that a series of sections mounted upon
it might be examined carefully with the microscope in an
inclined position. The rotating stage of a high-class stand

by one of the foremost English makers, now before me,
provided with such a bar, which slides in a groove cut

the stage ; but its utility for the purpose indicated above-

is nullified by the projecting heads of two screws which
hold together parts of the mechanical adjustments, and th<^

whole instrument is little more than an ornament on 11

work-table.

I have never found any use for the excentric rotating

movement below the Abbe condenser, and especially for

the cylinder diaphragm, which, I suppose, is a sop thrown
by Continental makers to those teachers who, in my
student days, derided the use of any form of substage

illuminator. In my opinion the expense incurred in the

manufacture of these redundances might with great

advantage to workers like myself be devoted to t'

improvement of the stage on the lines I have indicated.

H. C. Chadwick.
The Biological Station, Port Erin, January 26.

Meteor-showers.

The following meteor-showers become due in February.

The epochs are arranged according to the times of the

principal maxima :

—

Epoch February 4, 3h. 30m. (G.M.T.), fifth order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, February 3, 8h. - S5m. ;

secondary maxima, February 3, 3h. 40m. and 2oh. 20m.
Epoch February 3, qh. 30m., nineteenth order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, February 4; 2ih. 1511

secondary maxima, F'ebruary 4, iih. 25m., and February

6h. 50m.
Epoch February 9, 4h., twenty-first order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, February 10, 8h. 40m. ; secondary

maxima, February 10, ih. 30m., and February n.
8h. 25m.

Epoch February 13. iih., fifth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, February 12, i3h. 45m. ; secondary

maxima, February 11, 22h. 30m., and February 13.

loh. 45m.
Epoch February 14, iih. 30m., thirty-third order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, February 15, 22h. 45m.;
secondary maxima, February 14, iih. 35m., February- 15,

i5h. 30m.," and February 16, 7h.

Epoch February 16, 8h., approximately tenth order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, February 17, oh. 30m. ;

secondary maximum, February 17, i5h. 40m.
Epoch February iq, ih., approximately thirteenth order

of magnitude. Principal maximum, February 18,.

5h. 40m. ; secondary maxima, February iSh., 3h. 40m.,

and February 18, i8h. 55m.
Epoch February 20, 7h., fifteenth order of magnitude.
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Principal maximum, February 20, lah. 20m. ; secondary
maxima, February 20, i7h., February 22, 7h. 45m., and
i6h. 30m.
Epoch February 26, 3h. 30m., approximately fourteenth

order of magnitude. Principal maximum, February 24,

7h. 50m. ; secondary maximum, Februarj' 24, 22h. 50m.
Epoch February 26, i4h., fourteenth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, February 25, 23h. 20m. ; secondary
maximum, February 24, gh. 50m,

Epoch February 27, 23h., approximately sixth order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, February 28, 6h.
;

secondary maximum, February 29, gh.

Epoch Febriiarj' 27, i4h. 30m., third order of magni-
tude. Principal maximum, February 29, 6h. 30m.

;

secondary maxima, February 27, 23h., and February 28,

i2h. 40m.
There is a considerable number of meteor-showers in

February, but the meteoric activity of the month is, in

general, not so intense as in January. The most important
epochs in the foregoing list are the second and the last

five. John R. Henry.
January 29.

The Question of Sun-spot Influence.

In a paper to the Meteorologische Zeitschrift (September,

191 1), Dr. Magelssen, dealing with sun-spot influence on
temperature, finds this influence, at Christiania, &x., most
apparent in the winter half of the year. This is borne
out, I think, by the data for Greenwich.
We might approach the matter thus : Taking the six

maxima and six minima since 1841, and confining atten-

/^yjl'^'y'So^Ti 'C 'Q yg-'J''^'?' V'7 '^o '3 '6 -"?
'9^'f

senting so much correspondence with each other and with
the undulations of the sun-spot curve.

(The first point of the curve A I have marked as
doubtful, for reasons I need not here enter into.)

Alex. B. MacDowall.

The Occurrence of Peripatus on the North-East
Frontier of India.

The following extract from a letter just received from
Mr. S. W. Kemp, zoologist with the Abor Expedition, will,

I think, be of interest to the readers of Nature, as it

announces the first discovery of the Prototracheata in what
may properly be called Continental Asia. The latter is

dated Rotung, December 20, 19 11 :

—

" Yesterday I toiled up to Kalek (3800 feet). ... On
my return Hodgart, Mr. Kemp's assistant, rushed up with
Peripatus in a tin, caught about 20 yards from me—one
adult and two young. . . . This morning we toiled for
about four hours and got nine or ten more adults and a
number of young. They occur over an area of about
30 square yards, and apparently nowhere else. The camp
is made on an old Abor clearing. Prior to our occupation
it was scrub jungle about 6 to 8 feet high, with a few large
trees, mostly jack-fruit, interspersed. The scrub has been
cut all round the camp, and on the north side, at the top
of the steep bank dropping down to the Dihong River,
Peripatus is found under large stones in comparatively dry
earth."

Mr. Kemp has as yet no opportunity of examining his

specimens in a systematic manner ; it will be of great
interest from a geographical point of view to discover their

genus in a restricted sense.

N. Annandale.
Indian Museum, Calcutta, January 11,

I h-y

A. Rainfall, Rothesay, February-March ; smoothed, with sums i

B. Mean temp. Greenwich „ „ ,

C. Sun-spot curve. *

tion to the groups " max. 1, 2 " and " min. i, 2," let us

ask how many warm Januarys, Februarys, &c., there were

in those years (eighteen in either case). The most pro-

nounced contrast (between maximum and minimum groups)

thus comes out in the early part of the year, and (localising

further) in the pair February-March.
If, now, we take the annual values of mean temperature

for February-March, and smooth the series by simple

addition of the groups 1841-5, 1842-6, and so on, (this is

sufficient), we get the curve H in the diagram.

Now, if we handle the monthly data of Rothesay rainfall

in the same way, a maximum contrast comes out, similarly,

in the early part of the year. Then, taking the annual

amounts for February-March, and smoothing with sums
of five, we have the curve A.

Below is the sun-spot curve, and it is remarkable, I

think, to find things so far apart as Rothesay rainfall and

Greenwich temperature in the February-March group pre-
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Amphibian Faunas of South Africa
and Madagascar.

4^ In reference to the question raised by
^9 C the reviewer (Nature, December 14,

1911) of my paper on the amphibian
faunas of South Africa and Madagascar
(Annals Transvaal Museum, April, 191 1),

the distribution of the genus Rana sug-

gests that it originated in the Old World
some time subsequent to the isolation of

Madagascar and the disruption of the
7o-2.<j Brazil-West African land bridge, its

passage to the New World being cfTocted

by a more northern bridge, probably the

Bering Straits connection. The other

Ranid genera of central and tropical

America are unknown to me, but, judg-
ing from the descriptions, they form quite

an isolated group, and if genetically

related to the Old World Ranida; had
their origin, not in the specialised genus
Rana, but in a more primitive Ranid
stock which entered the New World by
the Bra2il-West African bridge.

John Hewitt.
Albany Museum, Grahamstown,

South Africa, January 4.

A Bright Pi'eball.

On December 17, iqii. shortly after 5 p.m., while

watching the dying glories of one of the loveliest sunsets

1 have ever seen, 1 saw a meteor fall in the west and burst

into about twenty most brilliant balls, like an cxplo<ling

rocket. I estimate that it appeared when about 20° above

the horizon, and traversed perhaps 5° before bursting. It

left a vertical and broad streak of white light on the sky,

which very slowlv became deflected from the perpendicular

to the N.W., and when at about an angle of 45° it faded

gradually into two patches of white cloud, which ultimately

assumed a horizontal position. These retained their pale

white colour until after the other clouds had become quite

dark, and they did not disappear until they were obscured

by some of these clouds passing over them. It was seen

from Bcni-Hassan on the Nile, 167 miles south of Cairo,

from the deck of one of Cook's steamer**.

Aswan. Upper Egypt, January 19. J. C. C.
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AH ADAPTIVK PEOPLE.'

THE British Protectorate of Uganda has the dis-

tinction of possessing one of the most perfect

types of a barbarous people to be found in the world.

tic;. I.—Drums of office. From "The Baganda."

The Bagarida are a Bantu race, exceptionally well

built and healthy. Courteous and sociable, they are

to a remarkable degree exempt from social vices and

perversions. ITiey have "gone straight," as it were,

while other races of the same level

have gone crooked. Their only weak-

ness seems to have been one frequently

resulting from religious fervour,

namely, a predilection for human sacri-

fice. Their physical evolution similarly

has been free from perversions; they

have not, as so many barbarians have

done, tampered with their bodies, and

they practise no form of cutting, scari-

fication, or mutilation. Intellectually

they are remarkable for an extra-

ordinary faculty of imitation,
"especially in all kinds of mechanism.
Give a man time to examine an object,

and he will apprehend the mode of its

construction, and will go and produce

one so much like it that it is often

well-nigh impossible to tell which is

the original. Chairs, tables, shoes,

&c., have each in their turn been

closely copied. This power of repro-

duction extends to house-building in all

its details; thus there are numbers of

houses made of sun-dried bricks, with
iron roofs, which the natives them-
selves have built and completed with-

out any supervision from Europeans.
This trait of imitation is noticeable
even in small children, who may be
seen making toy guns, after the pat-

tern of those used by their fathers.

These toy guns are often so well made that, when
the triggers are pulled, they make a sharp report.

"TheBaganda: an Account of their Native Customs and Beliefs. By
the Rev. John Rascoe. Pp. xix+5474-2 plans. (London : Macmillan and
Co., Ltd., 1911.) Price 15J. net.

Bicycles have been cleverly imitated by boys, with
wheels and spokes made of reeds."

'I'heir social rites are numerous and remarI^

they give the impression of being rather a 1

organic system than a structure of hide-bound sufKn--

stition. If their social religion can be
SL'paraled from their theological doctrine and
hierological practice, the former apfx'ars to

have played a more imf>ortant part than th-

latter, though this was well developed ii.

the way of temple establishments, divin-

beings, and priesthoods.

Their economic and industrial systfin

d<-serves careful study. Every hous<liol(l

has its garden, and the garden mak<-> ii

absolutely self-supporting. Even the bark-

tloth garments, as picturesque in a^r^ '<'-<

fashions of wearing them as Roman i

are grown in the garden, each posse- ._
several bark-cloth trees. But behind llv

liousehold is the clan. The clan not only

regulates kinship and marriage, but aci

as a friendly society, insurance company

.

and general cooperative body. Thanks i'

the clan system, poverty does not exisi

The clans are totemic, each possessing

primary and a secondary totem. Desceir

and inheritance were in the male line; bir

in the royal family the system w.i-

maternal.
In view of the solidarity ol th' ;.i!iiii\.

the clan, and the people as a whol<

their idea of "impersonation" is si^

nificant. An heir "not only takes the offif

of his predecessor, but so impersonates him tha

it is common to hear a man telling another that h<

is the father or the chief of a person who is knowr,

i
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Fig. 2 —Stocks for arms and legs, with plantain-fihre pads worn to protect the arms ar

the sharp edges of the wood, and coil of rope for binding prisoners. From "' The Bagand^

to have died years before." A similar continuity is

secured by another method in the case of the kingly
office. The spirit of the dead king enters a medium,
who is consulted at the Temple of the Jaw-Bone.
This relic of the dead king, together with his
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(umbilical cord, serves as an attachment for the spirit,

which is en rapport with them.
The polity and government of the Baganda was a

very perfect form of that kind of feudal monarchy
which is frequent in Africa. The description of this

system, and particularly of the functions of the King,
forms the dominant feature of Mr. Roscoe's book.

It is a remarkable chapter in political evolution.

The royal family is distinguished by a straighter

nose and less protruding' lips. Its descent is

traced back, along with the history of the

people, for thirty-two generations, about a
thousand years, to the first monarch, Kintu, who
made the Baganda a nation. Oral history of this

type is a very real thing, transcending time and space
more efficiently than written records, and probably
avoiding many errors inseparable from literature.

The other great landmark of Uganda history is the

reign of King Mutesa in the middle of last century.

Mutesa was a broad-minded and far-seeing ruler. He
initiated liberal reforms, and broke away from the

previous policy of isolation. It was by him that

Speke was welcomed in 1861, and Stanley in 1875.

Through the latter 's representations Christian mis-

sionaries were admitted. But Mutesa also welcomed
the Arabs. After his death there was a struggle

between the Christian and Muhammadan parties for

the succession to the throne, which was ended by
the British Protectorate.

The succession, it may be noted, is hereditary, but

n committee of chiefs selects and appoints one of the

princes. There is much that is equally logical among
the rights and duties as between king and chiefs and
•clans. Take away from the states of mediaeval

Europe their Greco-Roman culture and inheritance,

and you have a civilisation little, if at all, more
advanced, both politically, socially, and industrially,

than that reached independently by the Baganda. The
king is invested at the coronation by "the King's
Father." The "Father" saj's to him: "You are

king. Rule over your people well, and always do
what is right." The king answers :

" I agree to do
so." " Always give just judgment." " I will." Side

by side with this is the curious custom of killing men
so that their lives may invigorate the king. But such
atrocities, though differing in intention, have actually

been more common in Europe.
Mr. Roscoe has lived with the natives for twenty-

five years. He not only knows their character and
customs, but has studied them as an anthropologist.

His book is full of new and important facts which
only scientific insight could have unearthed. Both the

ethnologist and the constructive sociologist will find

it the most significant and valuable study of a native

race that has appeared since "The Northern Tribes

of Central Australia." Nor must the author's human
quality go without mention. There is an indefinable

atmosphere of sympathy permeating his pages, the

result of which is that the people as he describes them
are a living reality. A. E. Crawi.ev.

THE EVOLUTION OF AH AEROPLANE.'
13 E.\DERS of the first two numbers of the twenty-
-^^ seventh volume of "Smithsonian Contributions
to Knowledge," who have not forgotten the pleasure
they derived from the study of Dr. S. P. Langley's
work in aerodynamics, will welcome the publication
of this third number, on mechanical flight. While
experimental aerodynamics and the theoretical study
of flight respectively may form the sole subject of an

' Sinitlisonian Contributions to Knowledge, vol. xxvii., No. 3 :
" Lanjtley

Memoir on Mechanical Flight." I'art i., 1887 to iPq6. By .S'. P. Langley.
Kdited by (?. M. Manly. Partii., tSp; to iqo^. By C.;M. Manly. Pp. xi f

(Washington : Smithsonian Institution, 191 1.)

investigation, the successful flight of models and of
full-scale machines cannot be attained without both
the guide of theory and the possession of accurate
numerical data gathered by means of careful experi-
ments. Appeal to nature is even necessary to obtain,
through the observations of bird flight, some starting
point in a line of research by trial and error that
cannot be struck at random. For this reason the
pursuit of success in actual flight is the most com-
prehensive branch of the science of aviation, and it
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will be enough to say that the work before us deals

with the history of Dr. Langley's cfl"orts to realise

artificial flight to convey the impression that the

account put before us is pregnant with details of the

utmost interest to men of science and to non-technical

readers alike.
^

Those indeed who have appreciated Dr. Langley s

indomitable perseverance in overcoming the ever-

recurring obstacles that stand in the way of any experi-

No. 2205, VOL. 88]
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ment<il achievement, and have an idea of the

endless chain of Jinked difficulties that runs through

the whole problem of mechanical flight, cannot fail to

recognise that no better man could have harnessed

himself to its solution, and will open the book with

a feeling of expectation which, it is needless to say,

does not end in disappointment. The gradual evolu-

tion of a full-size gasoline-propelled flying machine
from a shellaced paper model propelled by twisted

india-rubber is presented with a faithfulness and a

precision of details that render the story most fascinat-

ing.

Two things, in our opinion, concur in makmg the

tale unfolded before us specially captivating. The
first is the impartiality with which both successes and
failures are recorded, the latter being rightly judged

as important and as worthy of being fully reported

as the former; to quote Mr. Manly: "To such men

The aim of the research is staled simply to 1

"putting a trial aerodrome—to us«! the name adopt,

by the investigator—successfully in flight, and the

giving an early demonstration . . . that mechanic
llighl is possible, by actual flying." We shall leav

the reader to judge if such a modest statemei

adequately describes the strenuous endeavour to ov<

;

come the manilold difllculties, by fathering highl

specialised knowledge in widely different fields <

technical attainment until a new science was foun

to have sprung from the harvest of accumulated dai

and the acquired experience.

The work is divided in two parts. Part i,, written

by Dr. Langley himself, deals in chronological

order with the flight of models, in ten chapters r.

tracing the successive attempts, beginning with indi.

rubber models similar to those previously construct. <.

by Penaud. This portion of the book (chapter ii.) i--

I Fig. 2.—Front end of track iust preparatory to launching aerodrome.

as Mr. Langley, an unsuccessful experiment is not a
failure, but a means of instruction, a necessary and
often invaluable stepping-stone to the desired end."
The second and chief cause of sustained interest is

undoubtedly the special circumstances in which the
work was undertaken, for, although small toys had
been made to fly a few yards, yet, at that time,
"hardly anv scientific men of position had made even
preliminary investigations, and almost every experiment
to be made was made for the first time." The book
is therefore, we believe, perhaps unique in its kind,
being a complete record of the production of a highlv
complex and novel machine from an initial sta^e
where very little help was available, not even an idea
of the proportion of sustaining surface area to weight,
\vhich had to be gathered from measurements on
birds, nature supplying the first—and misleading-
data in an almost virgin field of knowledge.
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by no means the least interesting, owing to the fm
that practically every difficulty experienced later w;i-

met at the outset, the structure being too heavy if

able to bear the strain, or too fragile if sufficientiv
light, while even the difficulty of launching, that w.;
to require so much skill and ingenuity later, was f* ;

at this early stage. A short discussion of the avail-
able propelling agents and the history of the special
type of steam engine finally found to answer the con-
tradictory requirements as to power and weight i>

the subject of the next two chapters, and goes far
to show that the key to success was the determination
with which the word "disheartening" was cancelled
from the dictionary of the experimenter and of his
able assistant.

Sustaining surfaces and "balancing" are then
shortly dealt with. The relative importance of skin
friction is not touched upon. The important subject
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of stability is dismissed in eight pages, but this chapter
is supplemented by experimental information given
at various places elsewhere in the book. The rest oi

part i. is taken up by the description of the several

models constructed and of an overhead launching gear
by which they were released ; Fig. i (a reproduction
of plate 12) gives an idea of the thoroughness with
which the evolution of each part is described.

Elaborate and vivid descriptions of the performance
of these models are given in each case, including as

a rule a map of the path followed during their flights.

Part ii., written by Mr. C. M. Manly, Dr. Langley's
chief assistant—to whom no doubt he would have
ascribed a large part of the success had he edited

himself the present account of his researches—is solely

concerned with the construction and the trials of a man-
carrying machine, the, two first chapters being devoted
to general considerations. The alteration of design
necessitated by the change of scale required further

'experiments with two of the models already described;

an account of these is found in chapter iii. A new
launching gear, shown in Fig. 2 (a reproduction of

hundred plates of a high standard of excellence, includ-
ing many detail drawings, several maps, and reproduc-
tions of photographs ; an exhaustive index of twelve
pages is not the least commendable feature of this
latest and most important addition to the bibliography
of aviation. Maurice E. J, Gheury.

THE BESSEMER MEMORIAL GIFT TO THE
ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES.

/^N June 29, 1903, on the very day that Lord Rose-
^-^ bery promulgated the scheme for the establish-
ment of an Imperial College in Lxjndon, a meeting
was held at the Mansion House, under the chairman-
ship of the then Lord Mayor, Sir Marcus Samuel, for

the purpose of devising a scheme " to perpetuate the
memory of probably one of the greatest men who ever
lived "—Sir Henry Bessemer. It was abundantly
evident from the speeches delivered on that occasion
by the Duke of Norfolk, Lord Haldane, and Sir John
Wolfe Barry, that a very serious attempt was being
made to establish in the metropolis of the Empire an

Fig. 3.— Quarter-size Model Aerodrome in Flight, August 8, 1903.

plate 43), forms the subject of chapter iv., and the

next three chapters deal in an elaborate fashion with
the construction of the frame and of the supporting

surfaces of the large "aerodrome," and the method
of ensuring its equilibrium while in flight.

Two chapters deal with the history of the engines of

this machine, and of a quarter-size model of it, which
it was intended to try first. This is shown in

full flight in Fig. 3 (a reproduction of plate 92). The
two last chapters contain the account of the shop
and field trials and of the failures—solely caused by
some defect in the launching gear—which ended the

trials.

.\n interesting appendix on the flight of the

•American buzzard ends the book, which should b(;

perused if one wishes to form an adequate idea of the

value of the pioneer work done against difficulties of

all kinds, conquered by sheer determination to suc-

ceed, and only baffled—just as success was at hand

—

by th(> lark of financial support due to the antagonism
of a hostile Press.
The work is profusely illustrated by tnore than a
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institution having for its main object the organisation

of scientific education with reference to national and

imperial industries. Lord Haldane frankly admitted

that "it was clear that in our industrial methods we
were, in some respects, behind other nations. We
possessed magnificent energy, we had a splendid re-

cord; but in the application of science to industry we
had not hitherto developed anything comparable to

those great institutions for technical trainmg in the

higher sense, such as exist elsewhere."

It was fitting that the inemorial to Bessemer should

be established in connection with an institution having

aims so definite as the Imperial College, and it was-

a happy thought to associate the memorial with the

Royal School of Mines, then about to undergo re-

organisation. Much has occurred since those days.

The Scientific development of the Royal School of

Mines as a teaching institution is one of the events

of the day. Visitors to South Kensington cannot fail

to have noticed how largely the accommodation in

that school has been increased, and those who have

more intimate acquaintance with the internal affairs
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of the Imperial College are well aware how con-

siderably the equipment and buildings of the con-

stituent institutions have been supplemented.

On Tuesday, January 30, the Bessemer Memorial
Committee formally handed over to the j^'overnors

of the Imperial Collef?e a costly plant for use in the

Royal School of Mines. Visitors to the institution on

that occasion will have fully realised the relation

which this gift must bear to the efficiency of the

School of Mines. The laboratory within which the

Ikssemer gift has been accommodated is one of the

numerous extensions now taking place at South Ken-
sington in connection with both the City and Guilds

(Knginccring) College and the Royal School of Mines.

The ore floor of the laboratory, which runs across

its east end, is 121 feet lonp by 30 broad, and is

continued as a 12-foot jjfallery along the south side,

and as a 6-foot gallery along the west end. Accom-
modation is afforded for nine ore bins of 10 tons

capacity each, with discharge-gates above the ground
floor to fill cars running on a line of track to the

elevator. A large dry crushing-room has been pro-

vided beneath the ore floor with an elevator passing

through it to a sizing-trommel and shaking-screen,

unother elevator passing up to a line of trommels
feeding four jigs on the concentration floor. There
is a Blake crusher at the northern end connected by

rails from the elevator, rails being also laid along
the south gallery to the furnace department at the

extreme west.

We have here the complete equipment of the most
recent mining and metallurgical plant which has ever

been installed in an educational institution. But if

this plant were only designed for academic purposes

it would scarcely constitute a sufficient memorial to

Sir Henry Bessemer. It is gratifying, therefore, to

find that in consequence of representations made to

the governors by many practising mining engineers

and metallurgists, as well as by the Bessemer Memo-
rial Committee itself, the whole instalment of

machinery will be placed at the disposal of profes-

sional men for private research and investigation.

We cannot imagine anything more appropriate as a
memorial to Bessemer than this fact, which was
announced on the occasion of the donation.

On behalf of the Bessemer Memorial Committee,
Colonel Sir Charles Allen formally handed over the

equipment to the governing body. In this connection
he referred specially to the appropriateness of the

memorial, both as regards the particular form it had
taken and its association with the Royal School of

Mines, and expressed his great satisfaction in that he
liad been selected by his colleagues, in the absence in

Egypt of Sir William Preece, the chairman of the

Bessemer Memorial Committee, formally to make the
presentation. Sir Charles further stated that as a
near relative and an intimate friend of the late Sir

Henry Bessemer he felt sure that the memorial could
not have taken a form which would have appealed
to him more, since he was very specially interested
in the educational training of the engineer.
The Right Hon. Gerald W. Balfour, chairman of

the executive committee, accepted the gift of the
equipment on behalf of the governing body, associat-
ing especially those who are members of the com-
mittee, and who, in consequence, have been so inti-

mately concerned with the collection of the memorial,
in particular Sir William Preece, and also those others
who have contributed to the memorial and so enabled
the main ideas to be realised. He heard with the
greatest possible satisfaction that the committee
was not now to be dissolved, but that it hoped to
obtain sufficient funds to enable it to maintain the
first equipment and keep it in closest touch with in-
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dustrial requirements, and also to add to and extend
it from time to time as is found to be necessary. He
understoofJ that as a laboratory and as an equipment
it compared most favourably with anything of the

same kind in this or any other country, and went on
to state that this implied a corresponding obligation

on the governing body of the Imperial College to see

that it was put to the fullest and best possible use.

He hoped that in this respect the Royal School of

Mines would justify its former proud record and its

present objects as a part of the Imperial Coll-
'

would by research and the most advanced
work render imperial service to the industri-

ciated with mining and metallurgy.

NOTES.
We regret to see the annoniy^irent of the death.

January 28, of .Admiral the Right Hon. Sir John Ch.

Dalrymple-Hay, Bart., G.C.B., F.R.S., in his ninet>-

ypar.

Dr. a. p. Laurie, principal of the Heriot-Watt Coli< j^ .

Kdinburgh, has been elected to the professorship of chem-
istry in thp Royal .Academy, vacant by th^ resignation of

SirArthur Church, K.C.V.O., F.R.S.
'

The death is announced, at the age of eighty-nine yt... .

at Schaffhausen, of M. Jacob .Amsler, corresponding

member of the Paris .Academy of Sr!""'-"- '<" ''" ^-.. .ion of

mechanics since 1892.

.According to the daily papers, M. Verities, tlie French
aviator, is, in conjunction with Dr. Charcot, making
arrangements to attempt, probablj' in two years' timr

reach the South Pole by aeroplane.

The annual meetings of the Institution of Naval^

•Architects will be held on March 27-29 in the hall of the

Royal Society of .Arts, John Street, .Adelphi, London,'
W.C. The president, the Marquis of Bristol, R.N., will;

occupy the chair. 1

The Paris correspondent of The Times states that a i

committee has been formed at Ddle, the native town of.

Pasteur on the slopes of the Jura, for the purchase of the

house in the Rue des Tanneurs in which this great man>
of science was born, and that Mr. J. D. Rockefeller has"

subscribed the remaining 2200/. required to purchase the'

house. :

i

The Darboux jubilee celebration passed off successfully!

on January 21. Congratulatory speeches were made by]
MM. Lippmann, Poincar6, Appell, and others, including the!

Minister of Public Instruction, after which a commemora-1
tive gold medal (by Vernon) was handed over to M. GastonI
Darboux. In his reply M. Darboux referred with satisH

faction to the present organisation of higher education im
France, as compared with what he could remember. Many
delegates from foreign societies were present on tbd

occasion.

Dr. Charles Chilton, professor of biology at Canter<

bury College, New Zealand, has been granted leave ci

absence for 1912, and will spend nearly the whole of tiM

year in Europe visiting the chief biological laboratories

and stations. He is at present working at the Marine
Laboratory at Plymouth, and is preparing a report on the

Amphipoda collected by Dr. Bruce during the voyages of

the Scotia in Antarctic seas.

At its annual conversazione this year, the Selb'

Society proposes to arrange a Gilbert White exhibi;

consisting of relics and manuscripts of the author of i-..-^
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famous " Natural History of Selborne," with collections

illustrating his work and times. The exhibition will be

open on February i6 at the conversazione, and to the public

on the following day by kind permission of the First Com-
missioner of his Majesty's \\orks. It is hoped that all

who have objects of interest which should form part of

the exhibition will communicate with the honorary secre-

tary of the Selborne Society, at 42 Bloomsburv Square,

^^'."c.

At the end of the current session Sir Willirfm Ramsay,
K.C.B., F.R.S., will resign the chair of general chemistry

in University College, London, to which he was appointed

in 1887. At a meeting of the Senate of London University

held on January 24, it was resolved :—" That the Senate

accept Sir William Ramsay's resignation with sincere

regret, and d£sire to express to him their high apprecia-

tion of the services which he has rendered to the University

both by his inspiring work as a teacher and by the great

series of researches carried out by him at LTniversity

College during his tenure of the chair of chemistry." It

is unnecessar}' here to refer to Sir William Ramsay's dis-

tinguished career, since so recently as January 11 his work
was described in our " Scientific Worthies " series by Prof.

Wilhelm Ostwald.

On Monday, January 29, Prof. J. Norman Collie, F.R.S.,

gave to the Royal Geographical Society an account of his

recent explorations in the Rocky Mountains to the north

of the Yellow Head Pass. In 1910 he and Mr. A. L.

Munn utilised the new branch of the Canadian Pacific

Railway by Edmonton to explore the valley of the Smoky
River and the mountain region which it traverses. All

existing maps of the region are both incomplete and

inaccurate, and the information gained in 19 10 encouraged

the explorers in 191 1 to utilise the routes which they had

found, and to study more thoroughly the region ti'aversed

in the preceding year. Magnificent glaciers, vast snow-

fields, and range upon range of snow peaks were seen ; the

main watershed was determined over many miles of the

range, and topographical questions of interest were investi-

gated. Series of parallel ranges with transverse valley

complicate the drainage, which at some points is indeter-

minate, flowing at one point to the Atlantic in 1909, and by

a new channel in a shingle fiat to the Pacific in 1910.

Both to the mountaineer and to the student of mountain

structure this region, now being rendered accessible by

railway, offers problems of the greatest interest.

We regret to record that the distinguished surgeon, Sir

Henry Trentham Butlin, Bart., died on January 24, at the

age of sixty-six. He was elected president of the Royal
College of Surgeons of I'nt^l.nul in 1910, and again in

i'liT, but to the rcf^ret I all Immd it necessary to resign

that honour only a few weeks ago on account of his

health. His investigations and clinical observations helped

to improve many branches of practical surgery, but his

chief services to medicine were rendered as an ardent sup-

porter and leader of every movement directed towards the

improvement of medical education and of medical research.

He was himself a keen student of cancer, regarding that

disease as parasitic in nature, and took a most active part

in the management of the Cancer Research Fund. During
the years he was dean of the medical faculty of the Uni-

isity of London he led a strenuous movement which

ught to concentrate the teaching of medical subjects in

1 toaching university worthy of London. He was presi-

1' at of the British Medical Association when that body
held its great meeting in London in 1910. His great

l)ublic services to medicine were recognised last year, when
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he was created a Baronet. Sir Henry Butlin was a pupil
of Sir James Paget, and held the memory of that great
surgeon in the highest esteem.

We announcf'd last week with regret the premature
death of M. lin'ophile Duraiul, director of the Jardin
Botaniquu dc TEiat at Brussels, who, after a prolonged
illness, which assumed a serious aspect about six weeks
ago, passed away on Friday, January 12. He was born
at Saint-Josse-ten-Noode, a suburb of Brussels, on
September 4, 1855. In 1880 he entered the Botanic Garden
at Brussels, then under the directorship of F. Crdpin, and
he remained intimately connected with that establishment
to the last. He was appointed " Conservateur au Jardin
Botanique " in 1880 and director in 1902, succeeding
F. Cr6pin. He was more a bibliographer and compiler
than a man of original research, but within those limits
he was very active and successful. In most of *his publi-
cations he shared the authorship with a collaborator, prob-
ably an unavoidable consequence of his very defective eye-
sight

;
but he is solely responsible for the " Index Generum

Phanerogamarum," which appeared in 188S, and for the
" Introduction " and the third volume (Phaneroganies) of
the " Prodrome de la Flore Beige," by Durand and
De Wildemann. With the latter he also published a
volume of " Illustrations de la flore du Congo," and
another of " Contributions k la flore du Congo "; further,
" Plantae Thonnerianae Congolenses," " Reliquiae
Dewevrianae, " and a " Mat^riaux pour la flore du
Congo"; with Schinz, a "Conspectus Florae Africae,"
of which, however, oni\ vol. i., part i., and vol. v.

appeared, and "Etudes Mir la flore de I'dtat inddpendant
du Congo"; with his daughter H^l^ne, a " Sylloge florae

Congolanae " (Phanerogamae) ; with Pittier, a " Primitiae
Florae Costaricensis," since continued by Pittier; and with
B. D. Jackson the first supplement to the " Index
Kevvensis." T. Durand was a corresponding member of

the Belgian Academy, a Chevalier de I'Ordre de Ltepold,
and Oflicier de I'Ordre de la Couronne. He was for some
time president of the Geographical Society of Belgium, and
general secretary of the Botanical Society of Belgium, and
in 1910 he acted as one of the presidents of the Inter-

national Botanical Conj^nw, lukl at Brussels.

.\.N extension of the llorniman Museum, comprising a

lecture hall and a new library, the gift of Mr. Kmslie J.

Horniman, was opened to the public on January 27 by Sir

Archibald Geikie, K.C.B., president of the Royal Society.

The library is a students' reference library of books on
anthropology, zoology and botany, and other works of

assistance to biological workers. In declaring the building

open, Sir Archibald Geikie said that the old idea that a

museum is a miscellaneous collection of oddities has passiil

away. Museums are now to be found in every town of

consequence, and they .u. .i^ nuich an essential part of

a town's organisation .is .m art gallery or public library.

One great necessity in starting a museum is to begin on
scientific lines. The Horniman Museum has been arrange*!

on such lines, which give the ordinary man in the street

a clear notion of the relations of different animals and the

various functions which they perform. One good feature

is the excellent labels affi.xed to the specimens. A good
label is just about as essential as the object to which it is

aftlxed.

.\ ciKCULAK letter from ih' Ixesearch Defence Society

reminds us that it is ju-^i Imii years since the society was
founded, to make gener.illy known the facts as to experi-

ments on animals in this country, and the regulations under
which they are conducted, the immense importance of such
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«xperim<.-nts to the wclfart- of mankind, and the great

Having of hinnan and animal life and health which is

already du«r to them. During the pant year the society

gained kkk) new memb«'rs and associates, and formed ten

new brnnc'lv's. It now has 5o<io members and associates.

The following pamphlets and leaflets have been published

during the year :—(i) '* A Question of Ethics "; (a) " Ex-

periments during iQio"; (3) "The Facts of the Case";

(4)
" The Saving of Human Lives "

; (5)
" The Rockefeller

Institute"; (<>) "The Case presented by Antivivi-

sectionists "
; (7)

" Recent Surgical Progress "; (8) " Anti-

vivisection Shops"; (9) "Tuberculosis"; (10) "Sleeping

Sickness"; (n) "Annual Report, Balance Sheet, and List

of Members and Associates." A book is in the press giving

a full risumi of the evidence before the Royal Commission ;

it will be published within a few weeks after the publica-

tion of the final report of the Royal Commission. It is

hoped that many readers of Nature will become members

or associates of the society, and will help its useful work.

The honorary secretary, Mr, Stephen Paget, 21 Ladbroke

Square, London, W'., will be glad to answer every inquiry,

to send literature to applicants for it, to receive names for

membership or associateship, and to make necessary

arrangements for .addresses and lantern-lectures in London

or elsewhere.

In the January issue of The Quarterly Keview Sir K.

im Thurn describes the social and economical condition of

the Crown Colony of Fiji, with special reference to the

question of imported labour. He concludes that the British

islands in the western Pacific, with a few negligible excep-

tions already annexed to the Dominions of Australia and

New Zealand, form one growing Crown Colony, widely

isolated from all others, and lying adjacent to these great

Dominions. There are, he believes, good reasons why

these islands should not be immediately annexed to either

of these Dominions. But it is time that efforts should be

made to advance their growth and development, so that

they may be fitted ultimately to join the future United

Dominion of .Australasia, which is destined to represent the

British Kmpire in the western Pacific.

The Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society commences in

part ii., vol. v., the publication of an important socio-

logical report on the Gypsy problem, being a State paper

compiled in 1900 by Mr. \. TreslefT, secretary of the com-

mittee appointed in Finland to consider the laws and rela-

tions of the Government with these people. Mr. TreslefT,

provided with recommendations from the Czar, visited

many parts of Europe and made personal inquiries into

th- condition of these nomads and the legislation affecting

them. The question, one of no ordinary difficulty, is dis-

cussed by a capable and impartial official, and will be of

much value to all who are interested in the problem. The
Journal has done good service by bringing it, in a transla-

tion prepared under the writer's supervision, before the

British public.

In the January issue of Man Mr. C. VV. Hobley

describes a remarkable collection of protective charms
obtained from an old elephant hunter at Ukamba, British

East .\frica. Various kinds of powder eaten before a

hunting expedition make the sportsman's aim straight ;

another is a whip, which on such occasions is cracked

seven times " for good luck " ; and two twigs bound
together, if bitten after mentioning the animal which the

hunter wishes to capture, secure success, and are also

useful in winning a suit in the court of the Elders.

.Another charm is used when a new village is being
founded

; if the owner walks with it round the proposed
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site, no beaiits of prey will pasii the charmed circle, the

trade of manufacturing these charms must be profilalile,

.1* their price ranges from Rs. 35 and five goals for (lie

magic powder d<»wn to smaller numbers of these animaK
for the cheaper varieties.

We have on several previous occasions made allusion lo

the valuable work issued from the medical radiographic

department of Guy's Hospital, in which, by the X-ray

method after a bismuth meal, kinks and similar disorders

in the intestinal tub*,- can be detected. The most r<-cent

of these papers, from the pen of Dr. A. C. Jordan (Pror.

Roy. .Soc. .Med., ion, vol. v., p. 9), deals with the subject

more fully, and is illustrated by a number of excellent

skiagrams. The intestinal stasis produced by kinks leads

to a well-recognised chronic illness, which makes life

unendurable. It can be remedied by a radical cure spoken

of as " short circuiting." This consists in dividing the

lower end of the small intestine and attaching it to the

rectum. The cases recorded show most gratifying results.

To the Transactions of the Buchan Club for 1910-11

Mr. VV. Taylor contributes a list of the cetaceans recorded

during the last forty years on the east coast of Scotland.

TtiE exhibition illustrating the animals, plants, and

minerals mentioned in the Bible, which was opened last

summer at the Natural History Museum, has been so

much appreciated by the public that it is to be maintained

for some time longer. .\ new edition of the guide-book to

this exhibition contains certain emendatif)n'. nn tlio nricina!

text.

SoMK interesting particulars with regard to the distribu-

tion of the minute aquatic crustaceans of the genus Apus

in eastern Asia are recorded by Messrs. H. J. Walton and

S. Kemp in the Records of the Indian Museum of

December, 19n (vol. vi., part 5). Sporadic instances of

the occurrence of representatives of the genus have been

recorded previously in the Himalaya near the sources of

the Sutlej, in Baluchistan, in the salt lakes of the Tibet

plateau, and in China. The new records add the Buland-

shahr district of the United Provinces of India and thf

Banihal district of Jamu, lying to the south of the main

Himalayan axis, to the range of the genus. The speci-

mens from both these areas, all of which were females,

appear referable to the European .4. cancriformis. In the

Jamu district these crustaceans are asserted to be injurious

to newly sprouting rice, but, as Mr. Kemp observes, thi'^

indictment requires investigation.

Considerable economic importance attaches to the

announcement by Dr. J. Stafford, in the January number
of The American Saturalist, that he has discovered the

later stages of the free-swimming larva of the Canadian

oyster, which had long formed a gap in the developmental

history of these molluscs. It is now shown that the larva:

continue to exist as such in the neighbourhood of the

oyster-beds for two or three weeks longer than was
previously known to be the case before they finally settle

down as spat at an age of three or four weeks after

fertilisation. The late larvae were taken in plankton-nets,

and for the future can readily be recognised. This will

render it practicable to determine the exact date at which
" cultch " should be laid down for the reception of the

spat. From his own observations Dr. Stafford is led to

believe that cultivation of the Canadian .Atlantic oyster

{Ostrea virginica) in the Pacific would prove profitable.

The author has discovered that the British Columbia O.

lurida differs from the Canadian and resembles the Euro-

pean species in being hermaphrodite.
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The chief result recorded in a paper—received as a

reprint from The Journal of Agricultural Science (vol. iv.,

art ii.)—on " silver-leaf " disease, by Mr. F. T. Brooks,

the contirmation of the accepted view that this symptom,
especially prevalent in the case of plum trees, is caused

by the fungus Stereum purpureum. Mention is made of

the observation of the same pathological appearance on

sycamore, horse chestnut, Spirzea, and other trees.

In his report for the year 1910-11 as director of the

Roval Botanic Gardens, Ceylon, Dr. C. J. Willis takes

1. avf of the post which he has occupied for fifteen years,

not less to the great benefit of the agricultural interests

in the island than to his personal distinction. Owing to

ii'' activities of the various assistants associated with him,

'II' gardens have become recognised as an important centre

if research, and in recent jears a notable stream of dis-

inguished botanists has taken advantage of the research

iciiities offered. During the year under review there has

t-n a vigorous output of the .\nnals and Circulars, in

hich the papers by Mr. T. Fetch have been prominent.

In Tlie Journal of Genetics (vol. i.. No. 4) there is pub-

li-,hed a paper on the inheritance of doubleness and other

characters in stocks, in which Miss E. R. .Saunders follows

up her previous conclusions. Having obtained the results

ihat certain single races of stocks produce only single

ilowers, while others, eversporting, produce doubles and

-ingles, and that the pollen grains apparently all carry

doubleness, while the ovules carry in some cases double,

in other cases single characters, it is now shown that the

sulphur-white, a double-throwing race, is also eversport-

ing in regard to plastid colour. Further, the two pheno-

mena are curiously bound up, as the singles are all white,

while the doubles are mostly cream, but a few are also

white. These are the premises for which the author

elaborates an explanatory hypothesis capable of being

tested by further experiment. .\n appended note gives

support to the belief that stock seeds destined to give rise

to double flowers are proportionally more vigorous in

growth than the single quality.

Onk of the most useful of the publications of the Hoard

it .Agriculture is its Journal, containing articles of general

agricultural interest, and published monthly at the

extrenielv low price of fourpence. Among recent articles

ma\ he nviiiicined one by Mr. H. C. Long on the identifi-

cation anil eradication of some common weeds, a subject

f)n \\iii(h tile agriculturist still has mtieh to leaiai. Dr.

Raeder describes how small holdings for agii(uhu).il

labourers are created in Denmark, the method beine either

to make State contributions to societies established for

thi-^ [jurpose, (ir lo advance loan'- diiei t to the labourers

iheaiselves. Alilioui^li tile -niall holder enjoys full right

il (i\', nei-^hip, the ((iniinon law has been modified in some

respects. The holding nuisi always be used for agricultural

purposes, and the sio( k niu^i always be kept up and main-

tained in gixid (omliiion. Certain privileges are forfeited

if the holding

small li(,lder-.

lor waijes dur

lah

i^' I
•

suhlel. The 1,

and on an a\

if the \ear.

majority of

e lhe\ work

In I'l'IcrDKniii' s M itlriluin^iii Im j;
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geographiral leoii,!,^ ^1) i!i,-,t ihe intei-n 1 ii hi oI a
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In the Zeitschrift jiir Vermessungswesen for 1911 Prof.
Hammer discusses the relation of pace-length to stature,

and deals exhaustively with the data furnished by 368
students. He obtains 76 cm. as the ordinary pace-length,
corresponding to a height of 160 metres, and 91 cm. for a
height of 1-90 metres, the mean value of the whole series

being 83^ cm. for a height of 173 metres. He refers alsO'

to certain experiments on German soldiers, which seem
to indicate a distinct lengthening of the ordinary pace as
a result of military training.

Mr. J. H. SiwFFORD, of Jerusalem, communicates to The
Geographical Journal for January a short account of a

circumnavigation of the Dead Sea made by motor-boat in

June last. Brief descriptions of the shores and various
places on them are given, but no special observations of

any kind were made. Some excellent photographs of

different parts of the shore are given, and especially

two illustrating the gorge of the Arnon River. Arr

indication of the present tendency towards a more
quantitative and precise treatment of geography is the-

paper in the same number, by Mr. B. C. Wallis, on the

importance of precise description, aided by figures. He
deprecates the use of indefinite expressions, and would usi-

percentages and ratios derived from statistics spread over

five-year or longer periods. The necessity for this j^ true-

not only for economic geography, but for other braiuhes,

and in many cases in advanced work the degree of accui ar\

might often be stated with advantage.

HiniDiel und Erde for January contains an escellenr

paper on seismographs and their rionU. h\ l>r. ( .

Mainka, of Strassburg. A suaunar\ is ei^,.,, (,l the many
different modifications of the horizontal pendulum, with a
detailed account of the author's bifilnr ])enduliim. (M tho

few records which illustrate the pape

ing is that of the Mi ssina earthqual>

bv the Mainka pendnluni.

th

al Sm ve\'

\vi.
,

h:The Austrian Geolo,

lished (Abhandlungcii,

Dr. M,iri;in Salopek on th.

southern D.ilniatia and .Mont:

species and varieties are unfortunatel\ n

by a single specimen, but the desci ipt ion

figures will he useful for 1 onip,u ison wnl

M,

mos
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lll> .Uill.wl -

(.1 ill. I wo
-. ri.^ : ih.

Mr. I. \'

lil •! ii. |li ' p.ll ill- Hi' .I^UI .li.l' .

I :i iiiinilni ul till- ( I im|i( jumcI-^ '•.

rv^lailiii'- pinpiilii^ li;i\.' Iiii-ii • \.iiniiieU by

llark'T. wlui ha-- ( mil rilniiiil Id the paper

<pm|)l' '

'111 drawiiiL;-^ in ill.- (as., nf rii^lit dl llir

Jiunliti. . I !). (Kcun'.in . dl ili.' iwd Nari.-ti."- i--

usuallv (i. t. riiiiii.tl maiiilx i>\ |. nip. ralin ••, and llu- aulhuiv

.ar.- lliii'ldj. iiuliii.il Id ii:;a!il ih.-in a-- iiuTilv pdh-
niorphir. li: llii- ili.'\ ai;]-. .' with lli.' rdiK lu^idii.^ arri\r(l

al l>\ I'iulti and Ahali in i.inrncr Id tin- siih^lilulfd

phthaliniid. .-, whirh f\hil)il a similar dinidrphisni. J.at«T

work. i'< dii th.' i)lilhaliinid.s liavr pn-f.ir.il id r.;;ai-d tli.-

tWd varirti. > as iscjnicfii . Th.. .\ id.iu .- in la\.un dl lliis

vii-w is h. r, \,i\ >irdnj;. h.-caiis.- cm. dl lii. \aii<ii's of

thr imid. ~ :- rdlduil.s^ anil ihr nlh.-r \illdw, and it i-

illiuubt iinpussibli- Id l..li.>. tl'ai ih,- mIIhw idKiur niukl

be produced by m\\ 1 r. niaisliallinj4 ih.- idldur-

'•ss "lolecules. In th. ...-. .-, ih. Indra/id.s, iju- dilf.-r-

: colour is l.ss >tril;in^, hul, as ih.- authdrs ])diiU

v<u;. ilii- |)os<ibiliiy dt' isoiiii-risni is dii.' ihal imisi not be

overlooked.

Il h.is Idiii; hirii known that di-plli dl wat.-r .m in.M-jr. d

.nid. -. -
.

^...,.11^ !-,,|nr in (li'ii-rminiiiL; spi.-tl rcsulis, and
'''' :,;))('./ lor January 26 Ljiv's pidinin-

' li. .• ...i.i iiii. siiL^aiidiis (in this suhj.it. l-'dlluwing

\p. linirnis wliirh ha\.- hi. n mad.- in ihis idimlr\- on the

.Mapliii and dn thr Ski-lnidiii. nn-.i-ui . d inil.-s, th,- t'lrsi-

mentioned havini;- a d^pth of .j5 h-.i -.wvA \\\<- s.-roiul a

depth of 240 f.i I, till- L'niti.d Siat.s Navy aiithoriiies have
run trials with a halil'-hi]) (ihc Mirhis^dn) and with two
torpedo-boat d.r-ird\irs nh. l-in.ssrr and th.- l\rid) over
their three m.-asurnl distai;i.s. 1 ],,. r.-Mdis shdw rlearlv

the increase in pow. r dn.- lo slialldw de])ih. ;ind ii is prob-

able that the two shallowi-r coursr-s will h. iliM.-nd.d in

future for high-speed trials. ,i,-w nuu-s.-s l»ini; 1,-iid down.

The first presidential address in th.- twi-lv..- \ ears' history

of the Society of .Model and l-lxperinn ntal lai-in.-.rs was
<lelivered by Mi-. P.-nival Marshall on Jamiarv jj. the

subject beini; " Mod. 1 l-ai-im. ..rini; : Past, Pris. nt. and
Future." That models have played a very ini[Hirtant part
in the development of real engineering practie. is well

known to those acquainted with the work of Newcomen,
Watt, Murdock, Nasmyth, and other early pioneers.
Probably the most strikinj^ example of service rendered
by a model is to be found in \\att"s invention of the
separate condenser, devised while repairir

~

dni.Mi

model belonging to Glasgow University, ^s times
the art of model-making has been practised continuously,
not only by those professionally engaged, but also by
others whose tastes have led them to seek recreation in

mechanical pursuits. Exhibitions have been very instru-
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A siX'iM) (-diiii.n of

.\rithmf-l ir : "d ' j. oni.-'."

M.lhu.-n

d.-( iinaU I

1. -Millis's " Technii d

11 j)ublished by Mr--:-

dition has been

ore vulj:jnr fra.

sindii-d, and niii.-v on factors, multip'

dllici wdik ha\e l)e'n added.

A si\i;\iii idiiidn, r«-vis..(l bv p,-,,f. j- . \\". .

l-.R.s.. dl • A jun of Practical ZuoJ.

Ill' l.'i' I'rol. .\. M. ,iiall and the late I).

Iliirsi, has been published by Messrs. Smith, Eid«rr

( d. In this edition a new chapter, dealing with the ch
has ii,, n added to meet the needs of those who attei

I 1. 111. iiiai\ .111 bryology in their junior course. The \y.

of th.- Vdluni. is los. 6d.

Mkssrs. Constable .and Co., Ltd., will commence
publication, in April next, of a new quarterly scien;

re\i.-w to he entitled Bedrock, " a quarterly review
scii-niitie thouj^ht." The editorial committee consists

Sir Bryan Donkin, Prof. E. U. Poulton. F.R.S., P
II. II. Turner, F.R.S., and Mr. G. .\rchdall Reid. ;

aetiiii.,^ editor will be Mr. II. B. Grylls. The first nuni
will contain the followinj^ amont;st othr-r contributions

Value of a logic of method, Prof. J. Wclton : i...

researches on alcoholism, G. Arciidall K d P...: ,

Bergson as interpreters of evolution, Pn
social and sexual evolution, the hermit o; . ...^^v.^ .

current research; the interaction of passing ship

A. H. Gibson.
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Mars and Satukn.—M. Jarry-Desloges reports {Astro-

uomische NachriihU'ii, No. 4549) that the southern white

polar cap on .Mnis .ijjjicars to be reforming, particularly

on Thyle I., and that tin' insular area which lie reported

to the west of Novissima Thyle is still apiinii nt, and forms

a background to the dark, sharply defined M. Aiistrale.

On Saturn he has remarked manv chan;4es in the

southern regions. The dark polar cap lias not been seen

again, but the pole is occupied by a brii^ht aiea surrounded

by a very thin dark band ; three othm- bands were also

seen on the disc-

Search-ephemerides for \\'i:stphal's Comet, 1852 IV.

—

The period for Wcstplial's 1852 comet is rather uncertain,

but, according to a new calculation by Dr. .Vdolf llnatek,

which is published in No. 4549 of the Asiroiioiiiischc

\achrichteii, it is not unlikely that perihelion will be

reached in October of this year.

This is on the basis that the period is sixty years, but

Dr. Hnatek gives search-ephemerides, for the first half of

this year, taking 600, 6o-i, 60-2, 60-3, 60-4, 60-5, 6i-o,

61-5, and 620 years as the period ; for the first six values

the computed brightness, on June 19, would lie between
magnitudes 7-5 and 100, but until later in the year the

comet is considerably south of the equator.

Observations of Jupiter's (i\[.ii.i:AN Satellites.—-In

Circular No. 12 of the Transvaal Observatory, Mr. Innes
records a large number of eclipses, transits, &c., of the

four Galilean satellites of Jupiter, and gives some interest-

ing notes c;on( rrning the more uncommon phenomena
observed. On A]>ril 4, 1911, a partial transit of J. III.

was observed, and Mr. Innes remarks that the possibility

of a partial transit does not appear to have been recog-
nised hitherto. A table is given sliowing the differences

between the observed times and those computed by Dr.
de Sitter, those given in the " Nautical Almanac," and
those computed from Prof. Sampson's tables; the differ-

ences range between — 06 and —12-5 minutes. Peculiar
shapes of the satellites and tlieir shadows, e.g. the shape
of a figure 8, were noted during scvr'ral transits, and on
May 24, 19 II, before the commencement of the ingress of

a transit by J. III., a bright spot, wiili a dark band skirt-

ing it on the south side, was seen in tiie N./. quadrant of

the satellite.

Star Cai.iadaks, Cuxkts. ami Gihues.—From the

publishers \\ e h;i\e r. 1 . i\( d i()|)ie^ of the H.P.Il. se'ries

of annuals. 1 he' " St;ir ( .ilendar " lor if)r2 is an improve-
ment on that of former years, and has the aperture, which
enables the star chart on the under card to be seen, oval

instead of circular; the price is i,v. net. The " Star

Almanac," (-id, net, is, as in previous yemx, intended to

display on the observatory or study wall, and it contains
a large amount of useful information. .\ number of notes
discuss the aUher, the roroii.i, (S;(-., and in addition to four

charts then are leproductions of P'alher

corona and Max Wolf's photograph of the

tlei)ula. The a!"i\'' are published hv Messrs.

hall and Co., I.i'i.

ind Consfellalion- : a Little C.uide to the

escribes (he ronslfdlations and
in rh\nie. b'or the instruction

will prohahh- pi(i\e useful, and
])uhli--hei-s, Messi's. Haker :nid

circular --la
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Simpkin, M;
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Sky," Miss .\e[i, s i'i\
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a \'ail. \ l\ iul; h.l w. .ai I h.' < .ai'

I^arly in the morning C)f Janua
inct shocks in the colliery disti

luthshire, strong enough to mak
On January 20, shortly befoi

was felt at Lennoxtown an.

ac.;ain without affertint! ih.

Of th. four di^lurhani .-, ;!,>

first two were apparently of seismic origin. Dunblane lie-
close to the district on the south side of the Ochil Hill>.
where so many earthquakes have resulted during the la-c
twelve years from slips of the great fault which forms th.
southern boundary of the hills. The Glenfruin shock
seems to be a successor of two other earthquakes in th-
same part of Scotland—the Dunoon earthquakes . I

September 18, 1904, and July 3, 1908. The Llanhill.i;,
and Lennoxtown shocks bear a close resemblance to tho.,
which are often felt in colliery districts, and which ai
probably caused by small fault-slips precipitated by the
working in the mines.
A severe earthquake occurnd at u p.m. on Januar\ .^4

in the island of Cephalonia, which, with th.' n.-ii^hliouiin-
islands of Zante and Santa Maura, forms one of'^ih. •

important seismic zones in Europe. Buildings in '

toli, the capital, were injured; considerable damag,
caused in the villages at the southern end of the island, a-
well as in the island of Zante. The villages in the north-
east of Cephalonia seem to have suffered most. Altogether,
five villages are reported as destroyed and eight person^
as killed. Though hundreds of shocks have been felt in
the district during the last tw^enty years, the earthquake of
January 24 is apparently the most severe since the
disastrous Zante earthquakes of Januarv \i and \w\[ -
1893.

'I he director of the Meteorological Office reports that on.
January 25 he received a telegram from the superintendent
of the Eskdale Observatory, in Dinnfriesshir.-
follows :^

—"Fine earthquake 24th at 10^, hours V"
S.E." More exact measurements of the records ha\
the epicentre as 2570 kilometres distant, 56° 34 Ik
that is, at iat. 39° 16' N., long. 21° 53' E. ''J'h. p
of the earthquake is thus placed in S!W. Thev-..d\, n- ,,

the border between Turkey and Greece, so that :!.. V.-~\:

dale record would appear to have been derived from th.

earthquake in Cephalonia referred to above.

A NEW SYSTEM OF GUN SIGHTIXi,
n^HE new Remington negative angle system of sighting.

which formed the subject of a lecture by Sir George
Greenhill, F.R.S., to the Junior Institution of Engineer^
on Friday, January i<,, i- ih. invention of .Mr. 11.

Ommundsen, worked out and appli.d to niilitar\ and <p..;-

ing rifles in collaboration with Mr. E. Ntwiii. I

vention has for its object the elimination ol th. n-

for judging distance in .sport and war b\ niakiUj^ u-- .c

the visual angk' which pro(e,(l> h-oui th.' >hooier's e\. :in(\

embraces the, object aimed at. H\ iiu.iiine tli. !. >, k

sight, making it so that the obj. ci (.ui h. -•

instead of ovei-, as at present, th. okj. n .an
visually between th.' for.'- and ha. k-si^ht. Ik

of the visual an:.;!.' v.ui.'^ iu\ir.-..'K with disiai

further off the object is the small, r will k. '

and consequently the higher tin fore^ielu

iil order to calliper the obj.. 1. ih. i. -lii

automal i. ini i .a--, ol ek \ al ion. '1
I

of el.'\ali..n im.i\ h.' okl.nn.d -.;m|e

of aim at a pi .(l.'i. nnin. .1 .k

This predel.'illlin. d <k pi h m a

N'arii^s in pr.'. i^. k •

'
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GLACIERS IN SOUTffFf'X
NORWAY

I N the 'ifcond pnri m iu r^ms
Musfutfis Aarholi for i<)ii,

J. Krkslnd publishes in (jf-rman a
description of the gimicr region

of southern Norway, accompanied
by thirty-four illustrations. 'Ihi-

paper is intended to serve as ;i

j<uidi> to visitors, and does not

discuss questions of glacial erosion

or the origin of landscajH'-forms.

The Jostedalsbr.-u (Kig. i) north

of the S»)gnefjord has a surface of

855 square kilometres, and fur-

nishes an excellent type of the

plateau-snowfield, from which
glaciers fall, rather than creep,

into the valleys round about. .\s

one views a high field of this kind

from a distance, the contrast witli

the limited snow-basins of the

Alps is immediately apparent.

Round about it, isolated glaciers

lie in cirques, which have been no
doubt carved out since the time
when the main ice spread farther

over hill and dale.

Regenerated glaciers occur at

the feet of steep places on the

plateau ridge, and one of these,

the Suphellebrac, extends down to

a level of 50 metres above the se.i.

The author directs attention to ii^

banded structure, which here must
be attributed to flow under
pressure, since any such structure
due to successive deposition of
snow on the n^v6-field would be
obliterated as the ice falls over the
rock-face (Fig. 2). The terminal
block-moraines of the Bciiuni

Glacier are referred to, and arc
so well marked as to have de-

served a photograph.
.As a glacier retreats, its valley

may become filled up by detritus

washed out by the water from flic

melting ice. An alluvial flat

arises, over which the streams
meander, frequently changing
their courses, and these streams-

have no relation to the magnitude
of the original valley. When the
ice finally passes away, under
warmer climatic conditions, the
streams may almost disappear.
Where ice-erosion has been power-
ful, dry valleys filled by alluvium
may remain, in the formation of
which water has played very little

part. This consideration is sug-
gested by the view of the Tuns-
berg valley (Fig. 3), stretchin.ij

from the foot of the longest glacier
in Norway, one of the tongues
from the east side of the massive
Jostedalsbr<Te. The author records
(p. 26) that the rate of infilling in

these valleys is so rapid that
vegetation does not gather on the
stones, and that dwellings have to
be shifted, owing to the rise of
glacial waters on the growing
alluvial floor. The cattle-paths
must similarly be moved upwards
on the valley-sides. The retreat of
the glaciers during the last 150
years has left smooth steep rocks
exposed in many cases, the scene^-
of former ice-cascades, and the
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Vu. the snow-plate.'i

I'he U'hel ebra;. a regenerated glacier on the margin of the Jostedalsbrx.
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valley-glaciers will probably shrink back to the edge of

the high field whence they came.
In the lower part of the Lodal Glacier (p. 30), the

Fig. 3.- The Tunsberg Valley, from the lermin.ition of the Tunsberg Glacier.

moraine material comes to light in consequence of melting

of the sui face, and the stones, as happens in ordinary

glacier-tables, protect the ice beneath them. The linear

a number of small glaciers, mostly of the Alpine type, and
then deals with the Hardangerjokel, a plateau-glacier of
almost circular form, south of Finse, on the new Christiania

and Bergen line. The term iokel is

applied to firn and glacier-masses,
equally with the more familiar brae.
rile Rcmbesdalsbrae, a tongue from
iliis plaitau, has dammed a stream
so as to form the Da'mmevatn, a

lake which at one time endangered
the .Simadal below. An artificial

tunnel in the rock now carries off its

water when the level rises undulv
high.

I he Folgefonn, or Folgefond—in

" fonn " we have yet another word
for a firn-mass giving rise to glaciers

—lies to the east of the Hardanger-
fjord, and gives rise to the Buarbr*,
often visited by travellers from Odde.
This s^l.uiir has begun to advance
durini4 the last six years (p. 49).

Till i)i(>cipitation that feeds these

platt ,iu-^iu)wfields of Norway is

linattr near the coast than in the

interior. The snow-line in the

southern part of the country lies at

1200 metres above the sea on the

west, a4id rises eastward to 1900
metres.

In connection with J. Rekstad's

descriptive work, a paper by Fritz

MachaCek may well be referred to, entitled " Geo-
morphologische Studien aus dem norwegischen Hoch-
gebirge " (Abhandl. dcr l;.k. i^ri'L^raphischcti GcscUschaft

ir MiMlkcvuUUbrii: <lfs, ciuliiiK from the pbiteau nf the [oMciUlsbri.

"I allies thus lun on waiK of i( ' , wiiicli increase in height

iwards the glacier-foot.

Leaving the Jostedalsbra;, th.' author proceeds to consider
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i„ ]Vi,)i. Bd. vii., 1908, Numnv . 1 Hi. Machafek shows

how the general form of southern Norway is that of a

dissected plateau, on which snowtields rest hero and there.
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J he mountain<cre«ts are not grouped along parallel chains.

The glacier-fields on the plateaus are from 300 to 400
metres thick, a fact that must be taken into account when
liic hfijjht of the plateau itself is eHtiinated (p. 13).

MachaiVk very naturally sets aside Richter's iiU({fjc»tion

that the plateaus have been formed by the working back
<<f cirques and the union of their floors, and he sees in

them the remains of a pre-(ilacial pcneplane, which was
already formed by the clone (»f Mcsozoic times, and which
was invaded in the Christiania district by the Upper
< rctaccous sea. Traces of a s«'con<l {Kineplane are found
on the valley-sides, so that the uplift to the present level

otiurred in at least two stages. The author discusses the
forms produced by glacial erosion, and attributes the steep-
ness of the valley-heads (p. 52) to the concentration of the
i< •• descending from the plateaus, and a consequent almost
vi-rtical erosion at these points.

This paper is illustrated by ten exceptionally fine photo-
gr.iphs, which are, however, not discussed in detail as geo-
.Cr.'iphical examples in the text. G. A. J. C.

iUE STARFISHES OF THE NORTH PACIFIC
'PHE prolific nature of the Pacific fauna is well shown

by this intensive study of the starfish. The region
cov< red by this report includes all the waters north of a
line drawn from the southern end of Sakhalin to the
southern boundary of the United States ; and when this

vast area is examined, the north-east Pacific portion of it

turns out to be not only the most fertile section, but, as
regards starfishes, the most prolific in species and
individuals of any portion of the world. Even though the
deep-water forms are little known, ninety-six species (of

ffenricia leviusculn. Specimen from Puget SounJ.

til. twciiiy-three families under consideration) are de-
scribed and figured, and another bulletin is promised in
\yhich the remaining large super-family Forcipulata
(including the genus Asterias) is to be described. The
descriptions are based upon a large, often a very large,
amount of material, and include minute descriptions of the
•external features, together with other anatomical
characters. The compilation of such a work has involved

' Smithsonian Institution, United States N.-itional Museum, Bulletin 76
Avieroidea of the North Pacific and Adjacent Waters, by Prof. W. K
,.'.": •**" '•> Phanerozonia and Spinulosa, pp. vi+ 4i9+i22 plate-s
-(Washington

: Government Printing Offic-, 191 1.)
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a vast aniount of labour extending over wverat ytan, and'
the result is a monograph of value to every museum.
full estimate of the work can only be made when the «

plementary volume is published.
Perhaps the most interesting points in what a\>

first sight to be a forbidding list of systiin.ilic d-

lie in the distribution and variation of •

the ninety-six species here descril>ed, se\
fined to the North Pacific, twelve cxcur iti t!

.Atlantic also, whilst the remainder form part of
and southern fauna ranging down the west const .,

.America. The dozen species common to th i\. ..

oceans include such well-known forms as Solas'.,' ru.t.

S. papposa, and Henricia sanguinolcnla. Thev< ai , ^p
ing generally, circum|H>lar forms, and they Iik Ki.i< sj,.

which exhibit a baffling, and as yet little analysed, (

of variation. Upon this subject we cannot do better i

quote the judicial remarks of the author :
—" ' ' • '

. oi

this collection of lienricia has strongly the
possibility that all the species of a genus are d by
intergrades, not serially, but by numerous often anasto-
mosing lines " (p. 270). " So great and so numerous are
the variations in most of the species that each is to be
regarded more as a centre of variation, deviations from the
type proceeding in many directions till they meet and often
merge with aberrant members of nearly related forms "

(p. 269). " A system of nomenclature perfected for a rather
limited set of animals (the higher vertebrates) may not so
well meet the requirements of a different class of creature?
. . . . which have been subjected to more modif\
factors "

(p. 270).
The whole work is, from this point of view, s!.! '

unconscious comment upon the need for rigorou
mental analysis of the genetics of this group. \\ ;.

wish that Dr. Fisher, who knows these animals so w
had imparted a more life-like aspect to the delineation
their characters. The very curious parasite figured on
Plate iii. (said to be an Ascothoracid [Cirripede] parasite)
is the only mention of an intrusive body we have dis-
covered. There must be a great mass of interesting bio-
nomical information about Pacific .Asteroidea, and it i< "
l)e hoped that Dr. Fisher will publish it in his next volu
Perhaps the most generally useful part of the present
lies in the " keys " for determining both genera and sp«

and in the valuable plates with which the volume i>

generously provided.

SOME RECENT FISH LITERATURE.
'X'O No. 5 of the Leland Stanford Junior University

Publications Mr. E. A. Starks contributes three
articles on the osteology of certain scomberoid fishes, ''^ ••

first dealing with the genus Leiognathus, the second v

the families Gempylidje, Lepidopidx, and Trichiuridae,
the third with the horse-mackerels (Carangidie). In regard
to Leiognathus, it may be mentioned that the genus was
transferred by Mr. Boulenger from the scomberoid group to
a position in the neighbourhood of the percoids in the
family Gerridae ; but this view is disputed by the author,
who regards the genus as the type of a scomberoid family.

.At the conclusion of an article on the breeding of tli •

eel, published in the September number of Himmel
Erde, Mr. Carl Miiller states that we are still in ignor;.

with regard to the age of the youngest Leptocephalu^
larva at present known, namely, specimens of about 7 cm.
in length, it being uncertain whether these are si.x -

eighteen months old. Of younger larvae and the
nothing is yet known, and we are equally ignorant a-
the interval which elapses between the arrival of eel>

the sea and their spawning. Neither is it known w

;

becomes of eels siibsequent to spawning
; possibly they dii.

soon after this event, although it is equally possible that
they may live for a considerable period. All that is

definitely known on this point is that after having once
entered the sea they never return to fresh water.
To The Field of September 23 (vol. cxviii.) Mr. Bou-

lenger contributed an article on the eels of Africa, in which
it was pointed out that, although our knowledge is still

imperfect, there appear to be four species, of which the
one inhabiting North Africa (and likewise Madeira and the
Canaries) is identical with the European Anf^uina vulgaris.
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In East and South Africa are found ^4. mossambica,
A. bengalensis, and ^4. bicolor, the range of all of which
xtends to the South Pacific. Of these, A. mossambica,
mging from the Cape to Zanzibar and the Seychelles,

mes nearest to the European species, from which it

ifers by the broader bands of teeth. Strange to say, how-
'r, there are no eels in tropical West Africa, this being

counted for by " Dr. J. Schmidt, of the Danish Fishery

commission, who, with the aid of Danish hydrographers,

has ascertained that the water of the great depths of the

inter-tropical Atlantic is for the greater part between 4°

and 5° C, nowhere reaching the temperature ascertained

to be the minimum (7° at a depth of 1000 metres) required

for the breeding of the eel in the North Atlantic. There-

fore the reason why eels are absent from some of the

warmest regions of the world, such as West Africa and
tropical South America, is that the deep sea to which they

would have to resort for breeding is too cold, an extra-

ordinary fact when we bear in mind that, outside the period

of reproduction and of larval life, the European eel can
accommodate itself to such varied climatic conditions as

obtain between the Arctic circle and Nubia. The suitable

uiditions for breeding are only to be found in the North
lantic, the Mediterranean, and the Indian Ocean ; in

consequence eels are only found in those parts of Africa

(North, East, South) which are within the migratory
powers of the fish."

In this connection may be quoted a paragraph recently

published in the daily Press, that, in order, apparently, to

preserve the supply for home waters, " Denmark intends

to stop the migration of eels from the Baltic to the outer

ocean by pla.-ing a barrier of submerged electric lights

between the island of Faroe and the Fyen coast. Eels,

which migrate in the dark, will not, it is believed, cross

tliis barrier."

An article on the migration of fishes, including eels, by

Mr. V. Franz, appears in the aforesaid issue of Himmel
und Erde.

A summary of reports relative to eel-fry, drawn up by
Mr. A. B. E. Hillas, is published in No. ii. of Irish

Fisheries Investigations for 1909 (191 1); while No. vi. of

the same for 1910 is devoted to an account, by Messrs.

Holt and Byrne, of the fishes of the genus Scopelus from
the Irish Atlantic slope.

PAPERS ON PLANT PHYSIOLOGY.
npHE action of radium compounds on plants is discussed
* by Prof. H. Moliscii in a short article published in

the Sitzunf^sberichte dcr ka^serlichcn Akademie der Wisscn-

schafteti, Vienna (vol. c\x., part v.). Experiments showed
that sufficient light is emitted by strong preparations to

produce heliotropic curvature in the case of very susceptible

plants such as the oat and the common vetch. With regard

the action of the a, )3, and y rays, it was found that

igitudinal growth is diminished and that the periods of

spontaneous nutation are shortened, but they induce no
form of tropism.

Prof. J. V. Wiesner contributes to the Sitztnigsberichte

r kaiserlichcn Akademie der Wisscnschaften, Vienna
)1. cxx., part iii.), a paper, supplementary to his book,
cussing further investigations as to the light-regulated

sition of leaves and the amount of light utilised by plants

ichtgonuss). In the same publication experiments arc

cribed by Dr. F. Weber which were intended to throw
-,lit on the dormant condition of trees and shrubs. Foliow-
mg up the warm-bath method of forcing proposed by
Molisch, which showed that individual branches can be

paratcly resuscitated, the effect of injecting water into

mches was tried, and also of the mere insertion of the

ejection syringe. In the case of lilac and the broad-leaved
iitne, wator injection caused the buds to open three weeks

J
tarlicr than normal buds, while mere pricking produied a

similar result, though not quite so pronounced.
With reference to experiments designed to investigate tiie

effect of growing plants in air enriched with carbon dioxide,

Dr. F. F. Blackman communicates a note to The
Gardener's Chrotiiclc (December 2, 191 1) in which he pre-

sents an apt illustration of the operations of " limiting

factors." When plants are placed in air which contains

more than the normal amoiuU of carbon dioxide, if either
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the light or the temperature is low, the plant may not
respond to the increased supply of carbon dio-xide. because
assimilation is as great as the amount of light or degree
of heat will allow ; the light or temperature may act as a
limiting factor. If the light is increased, then plant
assimilation may also increase until another limiting factor
comes into operation. Therefore in experiments dealing
with assimilation, growth-rate, or other physiological pro-
cesses it is necessary to consider whether the results ex-
pected from improvements of any one condition may not
be prevented by the limitation imposed by another factor.

An account of cotton investigations in Egypt, by Mr.
W. L. Balls, published in The Cairo Scientific Journal (vol.

v.. No. 60), deals with several interesting problems in gen^'ral

plant physiology. The conclusions, based on the study of

the root system of the cotton plant, deserve close attention.

While examining the effect of temperature upon growth, it

was observed that growth of the tap root amounted to half

a metre in twenty-four days at a mean temperature of
25° C. Considerable importance is attached to checks-
imposed upon root growth, whether by interference of other
roots or rise of the water-table. It is argued, and experi-
ments are cited in proof, that a premature rise of the

water-table, as in 1909, must cause untimely shedding of

bolls, flowers, and buds. Reference is also made to the
previously noted " sunshine eflect," i.e. the complete arrest

of main-stem growth during the hottest months whenever
the sun shines directly on the plant.

A contribution to the subject of s.altmarsh and cstuarine
vegetation, which deals with the distribution of halophytic
plants as controlled by the salinity of the subsoil water, is

presented by Dr. J. \V. Harshberger in the Proceedings of

the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia (vol. i.v

No. 201). A combined hydrometer and thermometer was
used for determining the water density at various stations,

where the assemblage of plants was also noted. From the

readings taken, maximum and minimum densities were
obtained for each plant. Thus Spartina stricia, var. MKirr-

tima, which showed the widest range of accommodation,
was found growing in water containing as little as 2 and
as much as 4 per cent, of salt. For Spartina patens and
Salicornia herbacea a similar maximum, but a higher

minimum, are recorded. Distichlis spicata, Limonitim
caroUniantim, and Jiincus Gcrardi, which follow next in

order, have a much narrower range. .\ remarkably low

maximum is recorded for Suaeda inarHima.

In connection with the condition of apples appropriately

l<nown as " bitter pit," which has supplied fungologists

and others with a puzzling problem, an explanation ascrib-

ing the cause to poisonous effects produced by arsenical

sprays has been put forward in the Proceedings of the

Royal Society of Victoria (vol. xxiv., part i.) by Dr. Jean
White ; the arguments are rational, and if substantiate<l

will lead to a more careful consideration of spray eflfects.

The author had had the opportunity of making a few

trials with sprayed and unsprayed trees which bear out the

explanation, but the opinion is expressed reservedly and
published in order to induce fruit-growers to put the theory

to test.

A PHOTOGRAPHIC STIDV Oh \i>h'TF\
RINGS IN LIQUIDS.

"piIOUGIl the laws of vortex motion have
^ extensively examined by the ablest mathematicians,

comparatively few experiments appear to have been niado

to study the nature of these motions in air and liquids

beyond some experiments made about 1867 by Prof. P. <i.

Tait, who examined the properties of' .smoke rings in yr.

In an extended experimental investigation of this subject

the present writer found that very beautiful vortex motions

may be easilv produced in such high-density fluids as wator

and oils which have free surfaces and small viscosity.

The study consisted in examining the various properties of

single and double rings, both visually an<l with the aid of

the camera.
.\ tank was constructed which woukl permit the rings

to be observed from the two sides, the top, and one end.

This tank was made with sides of plate glass. It wa«

151 cm. long, 59-5 cm. high, and 12 cm. wide. For the

pi-oduttidii i)f til'- lings a cylindrical metal can was pr«>-
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vided. The diameter of the can was 77 cm., and its axial

len{<th 6-6 rm. One end of this was provid»'d with .1

flexible diaphragm of phosphor bronze, whi( h could Iw

struck suddenly by the plunger of an elerlronjagnet. 'I h<-

Fig. 1.—Apparatus for the production and photography of vortex rings

Other end of the can could be closed with metal discs,

which were provided with one or more holes of various
shapes and dimensions. For the production of a single

To make the rings visible, and at the tame time prr>'.

for keeping the water clear so that the tank would
havi- to b*' rep<-at«Klly refilled, it was necessary to fill

I .HI with hit^lilv . oloured water, the colouring of wt
\sould entirely disappear when the i

l.rokp up and dissipated. Among «.!

! nring materials tried in the exji

. that which was most used
\" )1 phthaline. The wat«r in thr-

was made strongly alkaline, and
water in the tank was made sli|^

;icid. Thus the projected rings wer^
;i de«'p red colour, nnd entirely o

.ipjieared upon i up. An illus-

tration IS hen I (Fig, i) of
th" entire oiiim . ix.vc d«*scrib»^,

tof^ithcr with the plate drop and other
'I'vices employed in the photo-'r-inhing
of the rings.

.

Kxperiments prelimin.^ the
photographic work revealed ihc fullow-
inf^ prop-rties of these rings. The
motion through the water is rapid.
Ixing aix)ut 2 metres per second. The
rings move in a straight path with a
)4ra(lually diminishing speed, and
nlways maintain their plane perpien-

dicular to their line of motion. When
tile water of the tank contains sus-
prnded particles of slightly greater
(Irnsity than water, a ring will pass
through and among them without in-

corporating and carrying any of the
particles along with it. When a piece
nf chiffon cloth is stretched over a frame
and is held in the path of a ring, the
ring will be found to pass easily through
it without being broken up or much
disturbed in its motion. When a piece
of tissue paper similarly stretched on a
frame is held in the path of the ring,

the ring will break through it, though
it is in turn broken up by the impact. If a light watch-
chain hangs in the water and is fairly struck by a ring it

is bent into a decided curve by the force of the blow. The

Fig. 2.—Stereoscopic photographs of a vortex ring just issuing from the gun.

ring one hole in the centre of a disc was used i cm. in

diameter, and for the production of double rings two holes,
one above the other, each 085 cm., were employed. We
shall hereafter call this can the " tjuii.'
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kinetic energy of these rings is thus seen to be consider-
able. When two rings are made to approach from opposite
ends of the tank, they will on impacting be broken up anl
dissipated if they meet fairly, but if their line of approad.
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is such that they might be expected to touch on their edges,
upon a close approach they bend out of a straight course
and pass one another without an encounter.
When a ring is aimed to approach the surface of the

water, it is upon reaching the surface reflected in a very
beautiful manner. As the surface of the water is

^^^- approached the upper edge of the ring gains velocity over
^^^the lower edge, the plane of the ring tilting in such a

I

motion in their own plane. The vibrations are such that
the vortex changes from an ellipse with its major axis
vertical to an ellipse with this axis horizontal. The vibra-
tions are almost too rapid to be followed distinctly with
the eye, but make an interesting sight when the ring is
observed from the end of the tank as it approaches the
eye.

The most scientifically interesting property of water rings

Fio. ^.—Stereoscopic view of a fully-formed vertex ring.

manner as to maintain itself always at right angles to the
line of motion of the ring. If the angle between the
surface of the water and the line of approach of the ring
to the surface be as much as 22°, the ring is still reflected.

If this angle is much exceeded the ring bursts through the
surface with a spurt of water.

Refraction was also observed. The lower half of the
tank was filled with a dense salt solution, and the upper
half with pure water. The ring in passing from the upper

Fig. 4.—Vortex ring about to strike a watch-chain after
progressing about half a metre from the gun.

to the lower layer, with a slight angle from the hori-
zontal, was deviated from its straight path. The laws of
both reflection and refraction were proved to be, approxi-
mately at least, those of light.

Rings ejected from a very exactly circular hole are them-
selves circular, and advance through the water with no
other motion visible than that of progression. If, on the
other hand, the hole is piiiptical, they have a vibratory
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may be observed when the end of the gun is provided with
two holes, one above the other. In the experiments tried,

the two holes, each 085 cm. in diameter, were placed with
their centres separated 2-55 cm. The two rings, which
issue simultaneously from the two holes, begin to attract
each other the moment they leave the gun, and at a
distance from the gun of about 6 to 8 cm. they come
togetiier with great suddenness, uniting to form a single

ring of approximately twice the circumference of one of

them. Tiie rings so formed proceed with the same velocity

as a single ring until broken up by impact with the end
or side of tile tank. 'Ihis ring possesses vibratory motions
that are remarkable. Unlike the single ring, which issues

from an elliptical hole with vibrations in one piano only, a
ring which is formed by the union of two rings has a very

complicated vibratory motion in planes both norma! and
parallel to the direction of forward motion of the rings.

These motions will be better understood by a study of the

photographic views.

If the surface of the water in the tank be covered with

a layer of kerosene oil from 5 to 10 cm. deep, an interest-

ing phenomenon may bt^ observed, which is rendered more
apparent when the oil is coloured a deep red with a dye
known to the trade as .Soudan III. When the gun is filled

with uncolourcd water, and is located a few centimetres

below the surface of the oil, and an invisible ring is pro-

jected at a suitable angl<> with the surface of the oil, it

enters the oil, and is instantly conycrted into an oil ring

which proceeds to the upper surface of the oil ; it is there

reflected and re-enters the water as a visible oil ring,

which proceeds with only slightly diminished velocity for

a metre or more through the water. After the ring breaks

up the oil rises to the surface of the water, and after the

surface has been quitted another ring may be produced,

and the process may be continued indefinitely. As the

water is uncolourcd, the illusion is produced of red oil

rings issuing from the oil without any apparent agency Tor

their production.

Experiments were conducted which demonstrated that in

the case of two liquids of different densities—at least if

these two liquids are not miscibic— it is possible to project

.
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a ring of the less d^nse liquid through the liquid of greater
density, but it Is not possible to project a vorfox ring of
the liquid of (jrf^atfr (lontiity through the liquid of Ifss

density. Thus n ring of lierosenc oil lan b** projprtwl
through wnur, Inil n ring of carb<in totrarhioride cannot.
Hy projecting ring-* of liquid paraffin through hot water,

camera, and the double viewii which were obtaioMl, wh<>i

examined, as they should N*, with n stereoscope,
mechanism of x\\r- rings in a much finer mann<
Ix- obtained from single views. The electrical sp
employed was very similar to the primary spark ir

the <!«»nding station for wireless telegraphy. Th«- -

5 —stereoscopic view of two vortex rings produced Mmultaneously.

and thence into :in underneath stratum of cold water, very
pretty solid rings of paraflin were obtained and preserved.
The problem of photographing these rings was one of

peculiar ditliculty. The rapidity of their motions made it

necessary to nialve exposures which would be of the order
of only one twenly-tlve-thousandth of a second. Of course,

optic device required that two sp...,.-. :., i>arated in >\>ii<

by a distance equivalent to that between the lenses of th-

stereoscopic camera, should be simultaneously produced. A
very special form of double spark-gap was constructed so
that the sparks took place between amalgamated zinc
terminals and the clean, bright surface of mercury.

Fig. 6.—Stereoscopic view of two vortex rings uniiing.

no mechanical shutter could be constructed to -i\

an exposure. An electric spark method, ;iii »p......

arrangement, and a timing device were finally devised
which gave excellent results and fully exposed plates. The
majority of the pictures were obtained with .t st(no-copic
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At iln^ moment when the rinj^ was photographed if

appi aied before the brilliantly illuminated surface of .i

plano-convex lens \i\ cm. in diameter. The ring as seen
in the camera thus appeared as a dark object against r<

brilliantly illuminated background. Ihe alternating
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•current u^ed produced a succession of sparks, each lasting
a less time, perhaps, than the fifty-thousandth of a second,

Fici. 7.—Three photograp'i.«, separated by about one-fifiieth
of a Sfcond, of a vibrating vortex ring formed bj' the
union of two rings.

•one, and only one, spark occurring at each alternation of
"the primary current, or aljout eighty per second.

at the back of the camera, the arrival of the ring in the
field of view, and the occurrence of a spark, or, more pre-
cisely, of a brilliant flash of light. The timing was all

done by a falling weight, which made suitably timed
electrical contacts, one of which operated an electromagnet
to release the plate, and another the electromagnet of the
vortex ring gun.
When a single ring first issues from the gun it is not

I. cognisable as a ring, but is surrounded by an ellipsoid
of coloured water, and is followed by a trail of colour.
l his is shown in the stereoscopic view in Fig. 2. As the
ring progresses, the colouring of this ellipsoid, in which
the ring is embedded, and the colouring of the trail, grows
paler and paler until the ring in the interior of the ellip-
soid alone is visible, and has the appearance shown in the
steroscopic view in Fig. 3. Fig. 4, which is of special
interest on account of the fortunate timing, shows a ring
which has already progressed half a metre or more, and
is just about to strike a silver watch-chain which hangs
suspended in the water. It should be noted that the chain
ha- begun to bend before an actual impact has occurred.
liiis, together with the other views, demonstrates that the
ling is at all times surrounded with an ellipsoid of water
\\ liich moves with the ring, and in its early stages is visible
as shown in Fig. 2. Water being a viscous fluid, the
material of this ellipsoid is gradually being drained off

and left behind as the trail, but also being as continuously
replenished with clear water, until it is invisible except
by its effects, which are made manifest in Fig. 4.

The stereoscopic view in P'ig. 5 shows two rings which
have just issued simultaneously from two holes in the gun.
They are perhaps 5 or b cm. from the gun, and are already
seen to be approaching each other under the influence of
their mutual attraction. In the stereoscopic view in Fig. 6
two single rings have just united. .V careful study of this

|)i( uir • in a stereoscope will show just what has taken
place. Already the conditions are fully established for the
subsequent complicated vibratory motions of this type of

ring. The single view in Fig. 7 shows another ring at a
later stage, also made up of two separate rings, as it

appears in three successive stages separated by intervals of

about one-fiftieth of a second. Here is plainly seen the

four types of motion possessed by liquid vortices formed by
the union of two single rings. First, there is a rotation

about the vortex filament ; secondly, the forward motion of

the vortex as a whole ; thirdly, the motion of oscillation

of the extremities of the vertical diameter of the vortex
in a vertical plane lying parallel to the direction of for-

ward motion ; and, fourthly, a motion of oscillation of the

extremities of the horizontal diameter of the vortex in a

I

Fir,. 8. —Stereoscopic view of a vibratory ring in one phase of it* motion.

lluuo events v\ii.- iiukI--, by the timing device, to occur
•simultaneously ; they were the arrival of the falling plate
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horizontal plane. These four inviiivM.T,, . a. cpt the second,

are too rapid to be observed satisfactorily with the eye.
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A gtightly pnlarged stereoncopic view of one of these

vibratory rings in one phase of its motions is shown in

Kig. 8. In this view, as also in Fifjs. 3 and 4, note the

line of particli's lying in thf filimontary axis of the ring.

These particles probably consist of materials less dense

than water which have been gathered up by the ring in its

progress through the water, not entirely free from
suspended matter, and swept into the axis and carried

along with the ring.

The results of the research above outlined were first

described in th(> September and October numbers (1911) of

the Jourii.il 1 I ilir Franklin Institute. In the original

paper ai< L;iM n ntlier photographs than those reproduced
here, and the apparatus is described in sufficient detail to

enable one to rfprockue it. The electric circuits and oilii r

devices employed in taking the pictures are fully descrilxci,

and physical explanations of the vortex motions observed
are given. It is there shown that most, if not all, of the
observed motions of liquid vortices may be approximately
explained by employing the principle first laid down by
Bernoulli, that since the sum of the potential and kinetic
energies in a liquid is constant, it results that where the
velocity of the fluid is high the hydrostatic pressure is

diminished. The attraction and final union of two rings
is supposed to be explained by this principle.

It is hoped that this experimental study of actual vorte.x

motions in fluids having viscosity will throw light upon
and constitute a proper basis for mathematical investiga-
tions regarding ideal fluids.

EnwiN F. NoRTiiRii'.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge.—The governing body of Gonville imd ( .lius

College has resolved to place in the hands of the tnivfiNiu
.Association for transference to the university the sum of
500/., to be invested for the maintenance of buildings. It

hopes that the sum will be added to the fund now being
collected for the maintenance of the new buildings for
physiology and experimental psychology.

Dr. Macalister, professor of anatomy, and Dr. Haddon
have been nominated to represent the university at the
International Congress of Americanists to be held in London
in May next, and Prof. Burkitt has been chosen to repre-
sent the university at an International Congress on the
History of Religion to be held at Leyden in September
next.

Four Gresham lectures on " Sleeping Sickness " will be
delivered on February 13, 14, 15, and 16 by Dr. F. M.
Sandwith, Gresham professor of phvsic. The lectures,
which will be delivered at the City' of London School,
Victoria Embankment, E.C, are free to the public, and
will begin . a, li . vmiiii; at six o'clock.

It is announced in The Times that Dr. Francis, honorary
secretary of the Education Fund for Europeans and
Eurasians in India, has been promised bv an anonymous
donor a lakh of rupees (about 6600/.) if 'four lakhs more
are raised in India. Between 80,000/. and 90,000/. of the
250,000/. needed has already been raised in this country,
and it is hoped that the recent impetus given to native
education in India will also direct attention to the urgent
need of those whom the fund will benefit.

The Goldsmiths' Company has made the following
grants to the Senate of the University of London :—for
the building fund of King's College for Women, 10,000/.

;

for the endowment fund of Bedford College for Women.
5000/. ; for the building and equipment fund of the chemical
department of University College, Gower Street, 1000/.
The company has also made a grant of 1000/. to the
National Physical Laboratory at Teddington for the- equip-
ment of the metallurgical department at that institution.

The Education Committee of the London County Council
has published some interesting particulars as' to the
number and ages of pupils in London secondary schools
receiving financial aid from the Council. During the year
ended on March 31 last there were in such schools 14,036
pupils—9369 boys and 4667 girls. Of this total there were
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113 boys and 31 girU aKov. . ighteen years of age; 6i8

boys and 403 gfrU J)etw«.ii sixteen and eighteen years; and

3830 boys and 1435 girls between fourteen and

years. That is to say, less than half of thr puj

these secondary schools, which include many of the best

in Ixtndon, are above fourteen years of age, and 941, it

may be added, are below ten years of age.

TiiK Central Bureau for the Employment of Won
5 Prince's Street, Cavendish Square, I^ndon, W., 1

published a pamphlet entitled " Openings for Universit

Women other than Teaching." The bcwklet contains

summary of professions suitable for women of high-

education, suggestions on more recent spheres of f

munerative labour, and a comparative table of universit

<l'grees and diplomas in the British Isles. Miss M. (
Sf)encer, the secretary of the Central liureau, may !>•

gratulated upon the success which has followed her .

in the pamphlet to provide a bird's-eye view of tlh

now open to educated women who desire to take part :

the world's work. The particulars as to courses of trail:

ing, and the in'ormation as to probable salaries in various

appointments, should be of assistance to parents arranging

for the education of their girls.

In the issue of Science for January 5 Prof. Rudolf

Tombo, iun., of Columbia University, gives his annual
analysis of the registration statistics of .American universi-

ties. A decrease in the total enrolment for the current

session was noticeable at Chicago, Missouri, Northwestern,

Texas, and Yale Universities. This year only four

institutions exhibit an increase of above 200 students, -;

against seven in 1910 and eleven in 1009. .According to t'

figures for 1910, twenty-seven universities ranked as f'

as regards number of students :—Columbia, Ci

Michigan, Harvard, Pennsylvania, Cornell, Minm s..,

California, Wisconsin, Illinois, New York Universit

Nebraska, Northwestern, Yale, Syracuse, Ohio Stat

Missouri, Texas, Kansas, Indiana, Tulane, Iowa, Sta

ford, Princeton, Western Reserve, Johns Hopkin-
Virginia. Comparing this with the order for 191 1, we find

that Columbia, with 8642 students, continues to maintain
its long lead, that California has passed from the eighth

to the second place, that Cornell has passed from the

sixth to the third place, that Michigan and Harvard have

each dropped down one place, Pennsylvania two placf

and Chicago four, and that Wisconsin and Illinois ha\

advanced a place.

The Birmingham Education Committee has decided to

recommend the City Council to make a grant annually to

the University equal to the net produce of a penny rate,

x^hich is estimated to realise about 16,000/. It has also

recommended that the University should offer annually

fifteen major scholarships entitling the holders to a r*"-

mission of fees, together with a maintenance grant in ca-

of necessity of not more than 30/. per annum, and shoui •:

appoint certain additional lecturers. It may be noted that

as a consequence of the grant of an > xtra halfpenny rate

(making a penny rate in all) made by the City Council

last year, before the extension of the city boundaries,

twelve city scholarships were offered for competition, the

successful candidates being entitled to maintenance grants

of an annual value not exceeding 30/. each if their circum-
stances were such as to rerder pecuniary aid of this kind
desirable. Nine of these scholarships have been awarded,
and six of the holders are receiving maintenance gran-

(five at 30/. per annum and one at 25/.). The Worker
Educational Association has hitherto received valuable sii:

port from the University, and members of the Univers:

staff have given their services gratuitously. The Birmin^
ham Education Committee now suggests that such servic'

should receive formal recognition, and presumably appr^

priate remuneration, which the increase in value of th<

grant in consequence of the enlargement of the city should

render possible.

It is expected that the Rice Institute at Houston, Texas,
U.S.A., will be opened for the reception of students next

autumn. The institute is described as being " of liberal

and technical learning founded by William Marsh Rice,

and dedicated by h:m to the advancement of Letters,

Science, and .Art." .An artistically illustrated prospectus of

this latest -American institute has reached us, which shows
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that the late Mr. VV. M. Rice, who was for many years
a resident in Houston, left a large sum of money, which
after reduction by litigation still reached 2,ooo,oooZ., to

endow and equip the institute. President Lovett, who is

in charge of the new institution, came from Princeton
University, and spent a year visiting seats of learning
throughout the world, so as to enable him to advise the
trustees as to the character the buildings and work of the

new institute might with advantage take. The result is

that the first of the palatial buildings are now almost com-
plete, and will form the nucleus of what will eventually be

a much more extensive suite of halls and residences. For
the present no upper limit will be assigned to the work
of the institute, and the lower limit will be that of the

more conservative of American universities. The initial

teaching staff is to be organised for university work in

science and letters, and it is intended to build up a school

of pure and applied science of the highest grade. Men
and women will be admitted, and there wmH be no charge
for tuition. Rooms in the residential hall and board will

be provided at actual cost price. It is interesting to record
that the corner-stone of the administration building was
laid last year on the seventy-fifth anniversary of the date
when Texas declared its independence of Mexico. For the

first few years this building will be used to meet some of

the needs of instruction. The first building in the students'
I esidential group for men has been begun, and the
mechanical laboratory, machine shop, and power house are
being erected north of the administration building.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, January 2S.— Sir Archibald Geikie, K.C.B.
president, in the chair.—Prof. J. S. ToMrnsend : Deter-
mination of the coefficient of interdiffusion of gases and the
velocity of ions under an electric force, in terms of the

mean free paths. A method is described by which an ex-

pression for the rate of interdiffusion of gases may be
easily found, either on the ordinary supposition that the
effect of a collision makes all subsequent directions of

motion of the mo'ecules equally probable, or without
specifying in any way the effect of a collision. Similar
expressions are found for the velocity of ions under electric

forces. In all cases the rate of diffusion of the ions is of

the form K = JLV, and the velocity under the electric force

X^ L
M= — . ^j.. L does not, in general, represent the meanm V
free path, but it has the same meaning in both expressions,

so that when an ion is moving under the action of a force

and also by the process of diffusion its velocity is given

bv the equation

-Kdn Xe L
n dx V

\»in\-u mV" dn
, v-•' = - — + Ken,

K z dx
or

K dx
which is the well-known form to which Maxwell's equation
reduces when external electric forces are acting. The
general equations for the motion of ions may thus be easily

found from the rate of diffusion and the velocity under an
electric force when these quantities are correctly deter-

mined.—Dr. H. Qeigrer : Note on the scattering of a

particles. In a previous paper experiments were described
on the scattering of the a particles by foils of various
materials and thicknesses. The present note deals with a
theoretical examination of the question. The scattering is

considered as the result of a multitude of small deflections
of the a. particle by the individual atoms of the matter
traversed. The experimental curve of distribution with
angle for a scattered pencil of a particles is found to be
in good agreement with that derived from simple
probability theory. The deductions also explain the experi-

mental result that for thin foils, which do not appreciably
alter the velocity of the a particles, the most probable
angle of scattering varies as the square root of the thick-
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ness. To find the variation of the most probable scatter-
ing angle for large thicknesses of matter traversed, the

.
change in velocity of the a particles has to be taken into
account. Assuming, as found by experiment, that the most
probable angle of scattering is inversely proportional to the
third power of the speed, the theoretical curve is found to
give a satisfactory explanation of the experimental results
obtained with thick foils.

—

\. S. Russell : The effect of
temperature upon radio-active disintegration. The effect of
temperature upon the rate of decay, and the amount of
^ and 7-ray activity, of radium emanation, of active
deposit, and of radium C has been investigated. The
results are entirely negative. .AH abnormalities of activity
of fi rays obtained by previous authors, and by the author
in this research, may be completely explained on two
simple grounds. The first of these is a change of distribu-
tion of radium C caused by its partial volatilisation inside
the quartz tube at temperatures greater than 320°. The
second is a change in the partition of radium C between
the walls of the quartz envelope and the space enclosed.
At room temperature the greater part of the radium C is

usually on the walls. At room temperature, after the tube
has been cooled suddenly from high temperatures, it is

entirely on the walls. Above 650° the radium C is dis-

tributed homogeneously throughout the volume of the tube.
Each of these partitions gives a different )3-ray ionisation

in an electroscope, because the average path of the rays
through the walls of the quartz envelope depends upon the
partition. Under the conditions of experiment, radium B
and radium C, and very probably radium \, may be com-
pletely volatilised inside sealed quartz tubes at a tempera-
ture of 650°. Radium B commences to volatilise at room
temperature.—F. W. Aston and H. E. Watson : The
relation between current, voltage, pressure, and the length

of the dark space in different gases. In a previous paper
one of the authors has shown that in the discharge between
large plane aluminium electrodes in gases at various

pressures the following empirical equations are approxi-

mately true :

—

-^^•--¥
where D is the length of the dark space, V the voltage

between the negative glow and the kathode, c the curren

density, P the pressure, and A, B, E, F constants depend-

ing on the nature of the gas. The first part of the present

communication gives the results of the continuation of this

work, with the values of the constants for hydrogen,

nitrogen, air oxygen, carbon monoxide, helium, and argon.

The second part deals with a systematic investigation into

the behaviour of the inactive gases when in a pure state.

It was found that these gases behaved in an anomalous
manner, and by no means satisfied the above equations in

general, but gave values in better agreement with a third

equation obtained by eliminating P from the two above.

The results are described for helium, neon, argon, krypton,

and .xenon. Peculiar interest attaches to these gases in

that all of them exhibit to a more or less striking degree

the primary dark space recently discovered by one of the

authors in hydrogen and helium. The behaviour of helium

was exceedingly erratic, and seemed to indicate that this

gas could support the discharge in two entirely different

ways.—Dr. A. O. Rank!no : The viscosities of gaseous

chlorine and bromine. By means of a method resembling

in some respects that described by the author in earlier

communications, the viscosities of chlorine and bromine

have been compared with that of air. From these ratios

the absolute values are deduced. The viscosities of

chlorine having been obtained at two temperatures, it has

been possible to calculate Sutherland's constant. The
various values are as follows :

—

Gat. TemperaiH!. \ ,s<:o»ity in C.G.S.

Chlorine 127" ( 1297 xio"*

Chlorine Q9>' <^ I'dSSxio-*

Bromine 987* <-• 1 869 x 10 *

The value of Suihi 1 1.uui's constant for chlorine is

C = 3aS.

The ratio of the critical temperature of chlorine (416° abs.)

to this constant is 1-28, which is somewhat higher than

the constant value (114) of the corresponding ratio for
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most gases ; but this might be accounted for by the un-

certainty of the exact value of C, arising from the small-

nt'ss of the temperature rango. If the values of the

viscosity of chlorine- and bromine at corresponding

temperatures are caiculatt.-d, it is found that the squares

of thf viscosities are proportional to the respective atomic
weights. (Corresponding temperatures signify those which
bear equal ratios to the respective critical temperatures.)

In this respect chlorine and bromine appear to conform
with the same rule as has been shown to hold for the

inert gases.—Dr. P. K. Shaw : The testing of plane

surfaces. Scraped and lapjH-d plane surfaces are found not

only in surface plates supplied by the engineering trade,

but also in several apparatus of precision, e.g. interfero-

meters and measuring machines. It is quite possible that

the errors of these surfaces may be the determining factor

in the accuracy of the measurement made in using these

apparatus, ^'et up to the present there seems to have been
no simple device for measuring these errors. To supply
this want, two forms of surface-tester have been made by
the writer :

—

(a) A stout wooden bar, 16 inches long, has
twin feet half-inch apart at one end, whilst there is a
third foot at the far end. Midway between the twin feet

at one end and the third foot at the other is a micrometer
screw. The instrument acts on the spherometer principle,

but contact is made electrically with a telephone in circuit.

(b) .\ steel bar, 12 inches long, has one foot quarter-inch
diameter at one end and a similar foot at the other end,
whilst midway between the feet is the end of a micro-
meter screw. Contact is generally made mechanically.
This instrument must be made very carefully, the flat

surfaces of the two feet and of the micrometer end being
in one position truly in one plane, (b) is made in dupli-
cate, so that by using first one tester and then the other
on one place of a surface, and then " fitting " them
together, the actual departure of the surface from plane-
ness can be found. These testers read to 1/10,000 inch,

and have an error on one reading of about that amount.
Investigations have been made on a considerable number
of " surface plates " and " straight edges " as supplied by
the engineering trade. A bad plate shows errors of about
1/2000 inch from true plane, an average one only 1/5000
inch, and some special ones of small size, recently made,
had a figure of only 1/10,000 as indicated by tester (b).

Tests were also made by these instruments on many
samples of plate-glass, for which the errors varied from
1/3000 inch to 1/300 inch on a length of 12 inches. Thus
we have a means of revealing a surface out of truth,

whether due to faulty making or to warping with lapse
of time.—Captain A. D. Fraser and Dr. H. L. Duke :

Antelope infected with Trypanosoma gambiense. (i) Ante-
lope may remain in apparently perfect health for a year
after having been infected with a human strain of T.
gambiense. (2) One antelope was still capable of infect-

ing clean laboratory-bred Glossina palpalis 315 days after
it had been infected. (3) A small quantity of blood taken
from one antelope 327 days after its infection was proved
by inoculation into a white rat to be infective. (4) As the
interval after the infection of the antelope increases, their
infectivity, as tested by " cycle " transmission experiments,
dissection of flies which have fed upon them, and by the
injection of the buck's blood into susceptible animals,
appears to diminish. (5) A duiker was infected with a
human strain of Trypanosoma gambiense by feeding
infected Glossina palpalis upon it.

Oeological Society, January 10.— Prof. W. W. Watts,
F.R.S., president, in the chair.—S. H. Warren : A late

glacial stage in the valley of the river Lea, subsequent
to the epoch of River-drift man. With reports
on the flowering plants, by F. J. Lewis; on the
mosses, by H. N. Dixon ; on the Mollusca, by A. S.

Kennard and R. R. Woodward ; on the Coleoptera, by
C. O. Waterhouse ; on the Entomostraca, by D. J.
Scourfleld ; and on the microscopic examination of the
sandy residue, by G. M. Davies. A carbonaceous deposit
embedded in the low-level river-drift gravel of the Lea
Valley, in the neighbourhood of Ponder's End, is

described. It belongs to the close of the Pleistocene
period, and is much later than the Moustierian deposits.
It may be of Magdalenian age. It is more probably post-

Magdalen ian, formed during the time of the supposed
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archicological hiatus between the PaUeolithic and the N<

tithic epochs. The deposit yields a varied fauna m
flora. The conclusions arrived at indicate climatic con

ditions similar to those now found in Lapland. Tlu
evidence of this comparatively late Arctic climate in the

south of England is important. It throws light on many
questions with regard to the relationship of " ' ^•^f

man to the (jlacial period. It may have b<i

conditions represented by the Ponder's End „

might appropriately be named) which caused the migi

tion of Pala-'olithic man to less inclement regions. 'I

!

evidence is interesting as showing another imports

fluctuation of climate during the Pleistocene period.

Royal Meteorological Society, January 17.— Dr. H.

Dickson, president, in the chair.—Dr. H. N. Dickson
Some meteorological observations. .MeteorolAr^- '^

^

the present time reached an important and (

in its history. This is due, in the main, to tl

of three principal factors :—(i) by the effluxion of iini<

mass of observational material has been accumulated wh;

urgently requires examination and discussion with 1

object of ascertaining the precise meaning and value

the records and of improving routine methods for iK-

future
; {2) the rapid increase of knowledge of the condi-

tions obtaining in the upper atmosphere has modified and

is modifying current views as to atmospheric phenom* :

generally, and new interpretations must be placed u\>-

the distributions observed at the surface of the earth

;

(3) the importance of applied meteorology in relation to ?

agriculture and other activities of everyday life is
'^

ing more generally recognised. It follows that •

in many directions urgent need for the extended ji.

tion of research work. Increase of popular interest ;>

public support is necessary, and the active assistance

research workers must be enlisted. It is to be noted tt

the investigations required are of many different quali!:'

tions ; they include the criticism and improvement

methods of routine observation, participation in organ 1-

exploration of the upper air, investigation of statistical .1

analytical methcxls of dealing with data already colleci

investigation of mathematical or physical problems sta'

as the result of observation, and the examination or

statement of geo'graphical or other questions affecting •

relation of meteorology to the problems of botam .. '.

other applied sciences.

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, January k^

Mr. II. Livingstone Sulman. pre>idi>nt, in the ch.i^r

Frank Reed: A submerged flexible-joint main. A bi

description of the construction and laying of a 30-ii

water-main across the valley of the mountain river T.i:

makau, New Zealand. For reasons of economy,

author decided to adopt the use of a submerged flexil

joint main in preference to a pipe bridge, despite the

somewhat hazardous nature of the operation, due to the

rapid flow and treacherous nature of the river to '^

crossed. The pipes used were 30 inches in diameter, w
a length of 12 feet, with flanges at each end reinforced

brackets, and between each set of three of these secti.

a flexible joint was bolted, consisting of a ball and sot-

connection, sealed with a lead filling, which was found

be quite v^atertight. The pipe was laid in the river

from a special pontoon moored between a line of pil<-^.

The main was laid on the river bed and then moored, and 1

it was found that the bed silted over it and prevented it

from shifting with variations in the current.—Cyril

Brackenbury : Unwatering Tresavean Mine. A descrip-

tion of the method adopted during the past five years

unwater the Tresavean Mine in Cornwall, which was r

onlv flooded, but in many parts of the shaft eitli-
1 ,

partially or completelv choked by debris. The depth of

the main shaft was 1422 feet. Electrical high-lift turbine

pumps were used for the unwatering process, but the opera-

tion involved a number of problems due to the existence

of a former timbering and the extensive choking

encountered, together with varying quantities of incoming

water, according to the rainfall at different seasons of

the year. Consequently, the average rate of sinking was

subject to many fluctuations, and was sometimes for a

brief period a minus quantity. Much valuable experience

was gained during the process of unwatering the mme,
which is given in detail bv the author.—Humphrey M.
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Morgfans : Notes on the operation of two winding
engines. Tlie operations of the winding engines while

engaged on various classes of work were recorded by
means of a tachograph, the readings of which in diagram
form were reproduced by the author, and afforded an
interesting evidence of the characteristics of the different

operations and their influence on the winding power.

—

E. P. Corbett Sullivan : Sloping at the Calamon Mine.

A note on the method of stoping and filling adopted recently

at the Calamon Mine. A conspicuous feature of the work
is the preparation of inclined cuts, which are worked from
the level upwards, and filled in practically in an automatic
manner as the work proceeds.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, January 22.— M. 1 ip|)in,<nn in the

chair.—B. Baiilaud : The accuracy of the knowledge of

the time at the Observatory of Paris during the last

months of 191 1 and the commencement of January, 1912.

A description of a new astronomical clock, Riefler D
'

). 228, recently presented to the observatory. The correc-

11 formula deduced from two months' observations is

;. — — I-54S. — 0-20S. t — 0-00155. f", and a comparison of the

deviations of the observed values and those calculated froin

this formula gives a mean deviation of 0-035.—L. E.

Bertin : Presentation of some documents relating to the

protection of warships and to dynamic stability.—Charles
Mout-eu and .'\mand Valeur : The degradation of

sparteine. The formation of a new hydrocarbon,
sparleilene. In a previous paper it has been shown that

by the successive application of Hofmann's method to the

alkaloid sparteine an unsaturated base, methylhemi-
sparteine, was the final product. Further application of

the same method gives a dimethylhemisparteilene and a
hydrocarbon, sparteilene, C,5H2„, the physical and
chemical properties of which are given. Lack of material
has prevented the determination of the constitution of this

hydrocarbon.

—

\. Miintz and H. Gaudechon : The
awakening of the soil. Experiments are given tending to

show that the nitrifying organisms in soil commence to

become active at a definite date, and this activity is not
due to changes of temperature. The samples of soil,

taken at different dates, were preserved at a constant
temperature of 2° C, and all the other conditions of the

experiments, including that of temperature, were kept
rigorously constant. The maximum action was found to

be between March 28 and .'\pril 25.—Ldon Labb6 : .\

potato disease, la teigne. .An account of the measures
taken to combat this disease.—.\. Lacroix : The volcano
of Reunion. A detailed description of the present con-
dition of the volcano.—Paul Sabatier and ;\. Maiihe :

The catalytic formation of the esters of the formenic series,

starting with the formic esters. .\ mixture of isobutyric
arid and methyl formate was passed in the state of vapour
over titanium oxide at a temperature of about 250° C.
Carbon monoxide was evolved, and the condensed liquid

contained, besides methyl alcohol and unchanged iso-

butyric acid, methyl isobutyrate and an appreciable
quantity of isobutyric aldehyde. No isobutyrone was
found. -Similar results were obtained by substituting
isoamyl formate for the methyl formate. The substitution
of thoria for titanium oxide as the catalytic material some-
what modifies the reaction.—M. Bourgreois : The
results of the observations made by wireless telegraphy
of the difference of longitude between Paris and Bizerta
obtained by MM. Noirel and Bellot. Details are given of
the method of observation, the mean error of the mean
of a series being 004 to 005 sec.—Serge Bernstein ; The
asymptotic value of the best approximation of l-vj.—H.
Farenty : The progressive regulation of pressures at the
entrame of a main distributing water, gas, or vapour. A
detailed description of the instrument, with diagrams.

—

F. Olliva : The elastic pressure of saturated vapours. A
new exponential formula is (levelo])ed, and the figures
calculated according to this formula for water vai)()ur are
compared with the experimental results.—L. Decombe :

The theory of dielectrics. .\n investigation into the causes
of the residual effects in dielectrics.—A. Roth« : The
reception of meteorological radio-telegrams with reduced
antenn;e.—G. Austerweil : The passage of hydrogen
through the rubljer tissue of aerostats. Rubber, which is J
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commonly employed as a waterproofing agent in balloon
fabrics, is not a very suitable material for this purpose, as
it absorbs h3'drogen and allows the passage of the gas.
Figures are given of the actual losses of hydrogen over a
period of twenty days.—E. Baud : .A general law of solu-

tion.—Daniel Berthelot and Henry Qaudechon : The
photolytic decomposition of smokeiess powders by the

ultra-violet rays. The effects of the light from a quartz
mercury vapour lamp on pure nitroglycerol and nitro-

cellulose were first studied, and then smokeless powders
containing amyl alcohol and diphenylamine were ex-
amined. Tables are given showing the amount and com-
position of the gases evolved.—Camille Matisnon : The
synthetic formation of nitrous oxide. The application of

the Nernst formula to the known thermochemical data of

nitrous oxide shows that the amount of this gas formed
from a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen at atmospheric
pressure at a temperature of 2700° C. would be of the

order of 2 in 100,000 ; at high pressures the amount might
be higher.—D. Tschernobaeff and L. Wolgrodine : Ihe
heats of formation of some silicates.—Louis Hackapill
and Robert Bossuet : Some new alkaline phosphides. B\
working in a high vacuum with highly purified materials

it has been found that the four alkali metals may be

combined with phosphorus without explosion. The phos-
phides of caesium, rubidium, potassium, and sodium thus

obtained had the composition expressed by the formula
MjP,.—G. D. Hinrichs : The true atomic weight of

silver deduced from the experimental results of more than

a century. The graphical method used in previous com-
munications by the author has been applied to the data

of Berzelius, Mather, Marignac, Stas, NIaumend, Dumas,
Baxter, Penny, Smith, and Richards. Taking the atomic

weight of carbon as u, the author concludes that the

true atomic weight of silver is 108 exactly.—NLM.

Portcvin and Nusbaumer : The influence of tempering
upon bearing bronzes.—\\ Hasenfrats : The bromine
compounds of the alkaloids of Pfiiaiiuin harmala, and
their basic derivatives.—P. Carrd : The constitution

of the glycerophosphoric acid obtained by the esterifi-

cation of glycerol by means of phosphoric acid or

the monosodium phosphate.—Marcel Guerbet : The action

of caustic potash upon the secondary alcohols. The
diagnosis of primary and secondary alcohols of high mole-

cular weight. If an alcohol of high molecular weight is

heated in a sealed tube to 230° C. with its own weight

of potash, a primary alcohol gives a product entirely

soluble in water ; secondary alcohols undergo condensation,

and the product on treating with water separates into two

layers.—Etienne Foftx : The presence of two sorts of

conidiophores in Oidiopsos iatirica.—W. Lubimenko and

A. Froloff-Bagrreief : The influence of light on the

fermentation of grape must.—Raoul Dupuy : Backward-

ness in infants and endocrinian polyopotherapy.—M.

Stapfer : The utero-ovarian rhythm in woman.— R.

PiKacho and I. Worm* : The thymus considered n>i an

internal secretion gland.— H. Colin and .\. 8«n«chal :

Is iron the catalvsing agent in the oxidation of phenols by

Raifort's peroxydiastase?—O. Boudouard : The smells of

Paris. Unpleasant smells were particularly marked during

the summer of ii)ii. A study of the conditions under which

unpleasant smell may arise from manure works in P.iris.

—Georges Bohn : The sensibility of animals to variations

in pressure.- -Louis Calvat : Watersia paesslcri, a parasite

of Polyzoa gordiana.—A. Leffondro : The massif of Ya-

Long, western China, between 28° and 30°.
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FARACELSVS.
The Life of Paracelsus: Theophrastus von Hohen-
heim, 1493-1541. By Anna M. Stoddart. Pp. xv +

309. (London : John Murray, 191 1.) Price ids. 6d.

net.

A PATHETIC interest attaches to this work. It

'^*- is the last literary production of a gifted woman
who had endeared herself to a large circle of friends

by the sterling integrity of her character, By her

remarkable intellectual power, her breadth of culture,

and by her many-sided activities, especially in the

educational world. The work itself represents the

thought and labour of years, but the author died before

it was given to the world, dying indeed a few hours
after passing the last sheets for press. Twenty years

ago Miss Anna Stoddart determined to devote her

literary ability and her considerable linguistic attain-

ments to what she came to regard as a sacred and
imperative duty, namely, to rescue from contemptuous
oblivion the memory of one whom the great majority

of his fellows held to be an extravagant and pre-

tentious charlatan—a bibulous braggart, uneducated,

quarrelsome, self-assertive, and disreputable—and,

while thus restoring his fair fame, place him in his

true relation to the great moral and intellectual move-
ment of the European Renascence.

Miss Stoddart is perfectly frank with her readers.

She makes no secret of the fact that her interest in her

subject had its sole origin in her connection with the

Browning Society. Probably, like hundreds of the

poet's readers, until Browning's poem quickened her

curiosity, she had never heard even of the name of

the alchemist, much less of the story of his life. The
poet has admitted that his " Paracelsus," written

at the age of twenty-one, was regarded by him simply

as " the dramatic revelation of the soul of an imaginary
person." Miss Stoddart tells us that many readers

and admirers of the poem looked upon it in The same
light: thev "classed it with others which owed their

emergence from subjective chaos to the poet's creative

power." Browning, it is true, had equipped himself

for his task by reading some of the writings of

Paracelsus, together with a few biographical notes

—

mostly mendacious calumnies, according to Miss Stod-

dart. But, she adds, the "astonishing fact is that

through this paucity of evidence and this cloud of

hostile obscuration the poet discerned his greatness."

In grappling with such a subject as Paracelsus, the

tentative work of the Browning Society, of the com-
mittee of which Miss Stoddart was a member for some
years, proved unsatisfactory, and accordingly she

sought by her own efforts to substantiate and amplify

by historical research that which the creative power
of the young man of twenty-one had evolved from
" subjective chaos." As the result of her labours, Mis<

Stoddart has succeeded in producing a book of gn.ii

interest, and of much literary charm, but whetln 1

it will bear the cold, impartial scrutiny of historians

or altogether satisfy the sober lovers of truth may be

doubted. To write unstinted eulogy is not necessarily
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to write sound history, and .in her too evident desire

to invest the real Paracelsus with the attributes of

the " sympathetic revelation " of the poet, Miss Stoddart
has permitted her zeal to outstrip her discretion, and
in her passionate eagerness to rehabilitate her hero
has given too little exercise to her critical skill.

The main incidents in the career of Paracelsus are

now tolerably well known, and Miss Stoddart does
not pretend that her researches have added much to

our knowledge of the authentic facts of his extra-

ordinary life. She seems to trust implicitly his own
account of himself, and accepts unreservedly his ex-

planations of much that is admittedly dubious in his

character and conduct. His contemporaries, for the

most part, declined to accept Theophrastus von Hohen-
heim—for such was his real name—at his own valua-

tion ; and the historians of chemistry and of medicine

have, generally speaking, seen little reason to disturb

the general verdict. At the same time, it cannot be

doubted that circumstances, not altogether of his

choosing, made of Hohenheim a representative man
of his age. He was styled, even in his own time,

the " Luther of medicine "—a term against which he

vehemently protested, but which has nevertheless a

certain basis of justification. He was disdainful and
contemptuous of authority; he flung himself impetu-

ously against the settled convictions and prejudices of

the Ztinfigeist of the time, and cventu.ill\ w.i- worsted

in the struggle.

Although unquestionably a forceful character, a man
of strong convictions, an iconoclast, reckless and in-

temperate in speech, he had no real constructive

ability. He railed against the systems of Galen and

Hippocrates, but his own attempts at reconstruction

ended only in obscurity and vague generalities. As

an operative chemist he did little ; no particular dis-

covery can with certainty be attributed to him. His

life, indeed, was too unsettled, his means too pre-

carious, and his wanderings too frequent for him to

settle down to the serious pursuit of practical chem-

istry. Although his published works, or the many
posthumous memoirs—some of thorn issued many
years after his death—make nietiimn of various

chemical preparations, it is donl)ttul wlirilier these

are acluallv to he ascribed to liiin or wlieiher they

were not picked up by him in tlie louive of his

travels.

The service that Hohenheim rendered to his age

was to unsettle and pull down. He left to others the

task of reconstruction. He has been regarded as the

first of the latro chemists—the first to declare loudly

and unhesitatingly that chemistry had other aims than

the transmutation of metals. Her main function, he

taught, was to make medicines and not merely gold

artificially. Others before him had dimly recognised

that alchemy had gradually restricted herself to a

single pursuit. Originally her operations were not

limited to the artificial production of the noble metals.

Ii i. I) Hohenheim's credit that h' i her, in

^ris .ii .ind out of season, to her ti on. He

li!,, 1:1(1.1 ]i,i- from the thraldom to uliiili she had

j^iadually sul)jccled herself, and in so doinL; gave an

extraordinary impetus to the study of t.ition.il tliera-

prutics.

O
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Miss Stoddart tells the story of his turbulent life in

jifreat detail, and she has apparently neglected no

means available to her of tracing the successive steps

of his chequered career. She has been aided in her

search by German scholars like SudhofT, Hartmann.

the Strunzs, and others, and whilst we may deprecate

the glamoyr with which she has sought to surround

li. t subject, we bear willing testimony to the patience

iiul unwearied devotion she has brought to her self-

imposed task.

Worn out by persecution, homeless and a wanderer

to the last, Hohenheim ended his strenuous life at

Salzburg on September 24, 154 1, in the forty-seventh

year of his age. On a tablet to his memory in the

Church of St. Sebastian are the words, "To the

living Peace, to the Sepulchred Eternal Rest." What
irony ! Paracelsus knew no peace in life, and even

death brought little rest to his bones. His remains

have been constantly disturbed, most frequently in

attempts to disprove the allegation that he met his

end by violence.

A CARBONIFEROUS FLORA.
Mededeelifigen van de Rijksopsporing van Dclfstoffen.

No. 3. Anleitung zur Bestimmung der Karbon-
pflanzen West-Europas, mit besonderer Beriick-

sichtigung der in den Niederlanden und den benach-

barten Liindern gefundenen oder noch zu erwarten-

den Arten. By Dr. W. J. Jongmans. Band i.,

Thallophyta, Equisetales, Spenophyllales. Pp.

viii + 482. (Herausgegeben von der Staatlichen

Bohrverwaltung in der Niederlanden.) (Freiburg

in Sachsen : Craz and Gerlach (Joh. Stettner), n.d.)

Price 15 marks.

T N this volume Dr. Jongmans states that his aim
•*- is to bring together information contained in the

very extensive literature relating to West European
Carboniferous plants. He asks readers to bear in

mind the fact that he would have preferred to deal

with the material more critically than has been pos-

sible without an examination of the numerous original

specimens scattered in European museums, adding
that what he has done should be considered as the

arrangement of building material rather than as the

construction of the complete edifice, a task postponed
to a later stage.

The volume is written especially with a view to

facilitate the determination of Carboniferous plants,

and for this purpose it cannot fail to be of great value.

The two bulky volumes on the bibliography of fossil

plants published in 1910 and 191 1 are in themselves a
striking testimony to the devotion of Dr. Jongmans
to palaeobotany and to his willingness to give his

time and energy to tasks which few students would
attempt. In the volume before us we have further
evidence of the author's industry and of his wide
acquaintance with the literature of the subject.

In dealing with fossil plants, an author may confine
himself to concise descriptions and a liberal allowance
of illustrations in order to furnish students with data
for the determination of species, or for the study of

distributional problems; or he may treat the subject
from the point of view of a botanist who wishes to
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present facts relating to the structural and general

morphological features of extinct types. Dr. Jong-

mans 's book is chiefly of the former kind, and con-

tains a wealth of information culled from many

sources, together with first-hand observations.

An inspection of the different sections of the volume

raises some little doubt as to the complete success

of the undertaking; even a few good illustrations of

anatomical features would have considerably increased

the interest of the descriptions, and the impressions

and casts would have acquired a much greater interest

and vitality. A correlation table of Carboniferous

strata in different countries would be a welcome addi-

tion in a work which will be used by students of

stratigraphy ; while, on the other hand, one feels that,

the author's aim being what it is, the treatment would

be more helpful were it more critical.

The perusal of a volume such as this inevitably

suggests the question, is the result achieved com-

mensurate with the enormous labour involved? To
give an answer in the negative might seem ungracious

considering the thoroughness of the work and the

undoubted service rendered by the author ; but it is

difficult to repress a tendency to wish that Dr. Jong-

mans had not carried self-sacrifice quite so far. To
this volume, in which the author has unquestionably

performed a welcome service in arranging and pre-

senting in a convenient form a mass of scattered

information, one may apply Huxley's words, "It is

the organisation of knowledge rather than its increase

that is wanted just now," though from a scientific

point of view one cannot help feeling that the elaborate

treatment of the disjecta membra of Carboniferous

plants as represented by fragmentary casts and im-

pressions may endow them with an importance greater

than they deserve.

The tables scattered through the book, designed to

assist the systematist in distinguishing between allied

species, are a new feature, and should prove useful

in practice, even though many of the characters on

which supposed species are founded are altogether

insufficient if scrutinised in the light of modern

plants.

It is impossible in a short notice to do justice to

the contents of the volume. The book is essentially

a w^ork of reference, and students of Carboniferous

plants, whatever may be their views as to such points

as I have raised, must acknowledge themselves in-

debted to one who has produced a well-ordered store-

house of data, valuable alike to those whose interests

are chiefly stratigraphical and to those who are

primarily concerned with the study of fossil plants

as guides to phytogeny.

The account of the Equisetales occupies 350 pages.

A short description of the group is followed by a con-

cise description, with figures, of the known Palseozoic

species referred to Equisetites and placed in the

family Equisetaceae. Under the second family, Proto-

calamariaceae, three species of Asterocalamites are

described, and full references and synonyms are given,

also the geological horizons. The greater part of the

volume is taken up with the numerous species of the

genus Calamites, their identification being greatly

facilitated bv clear kevs and well-chosen illustrations.
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As the author admits, man}- of the so-called species

and even the subgenera of Calamites are of little or

no scientific value ; but the reader has placed before

him in a convenient and accessible form abundant
information from a scattered literature, from which he

can form his own opinion as to the value of supposed

specific differences, and is enabled to obtain a com-
prehensive view of the genus as a whole and of its

geographical distribution. A. C. Seward.

EARLY EGYPTIANS AND ANCIENT
CIVILISATION.

The Ancient Egyptians and their Influence upon the

Civilisation of Europe. By Prof. G. Elliot Smith,

F.R.S. (Harper's Library of Living Thought.)
Pp.xvi+i88. (London and New York: Harper
Brothers, 191 1.) Price 25. 6d. net.

AWE think that "The Early Egyptians and their

Influence on Ancient Civilisation " would have

been a better title for Dr. Elliot Smith's little book
than that which he has actually chosen, "The Ancient

Egyptians and their Influence upon the Civilisation of

Europe " ; for Dr. Smith deals only with the most
ancient, the earliest Egyptians, and he traces their

influence not only upon the civilisation of Europe,

but also, and in the first place, upon that of northern

Africa and western Asia. We may say at once that

Dr. Smith is less happy in his essay to trace this

influence than when he is simply analysing the ethnic

constituents of the race which exercised it. In deal-

ing with the complicated question of possible early

Egyptian influence upon the surrounding peoples, with

regard to which our information is of the scantiest

and most nebulous character, he is straying rather

off his own ground, whereas in dealing with the early

Egyptians themselves he is not only upon his own
ground, but upon ground which he himself has made.
To read him on this subject is indeed to be en-

lightened, and every historian must read with atten-

tion the remarkable conclusions to which he has been

led by his experience in the dissection of mummies
(gained in the course of his medical work at Cairo)

in connection with the severely scientific archaeological

work of Dr. Reisner and his assistants at Nag' ed-

Deir and in Lower Nubia.

His discovery that a more northern race infiltrated

into Egypt, probably from Syria, from the time of

the earliest dynasties, and gradually modified the

Egyptian "dynastic" type from the beginning, is

very illuminating, as it explains the occurrence in

Egypt, and more especially in northern Egypt, of the

"stumpy," stout, rounder-faced type which we see in

the portrait-statues of the pyramid-builders, so

different from the lank-faced prehistoric Nilote of

prcdynastic times. Dr. Elliot Smith's arguments are

based chiefly upon craniological considerations. Those
who recall Prof. Flinders Petrie's incisive criticism of

the argument from craniology in his essay, " Migra-
tions," some years ago, may perhaps be a little scep-

tical of all Dr. Smith's conclusions, yet it must be
»id that his arguments are reasoned, and his conclu-

Mons consistent with themselves and with arch.'i'o-
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logical results. The ancient portraits of the two races
agree with the skulls. We may, with him, regard
the " predynastic " Egyptian as the true Nilote, akin to
the desert tribes of Beja and Bisharin, to the Galla
and Somali, and perhaps to the .Arabs, while the new
"dynastic" type of the north was probably akin to
the high-nosed, round-headed stock of western Asia,
which von Luschan calls "Armenoid," because the
Armenians are the best representatives of it.

The high-nosed Semites of Asia may be a mixture
of this stock with the true Arabians of the south, but
if the Sumerians of Babjionia are representatives of
the southern race, which spread from the Upper Nile
to the delta of the Euphrates, and even to India, as
Dr. Smith seems to hold, how does he explain their

remarkably high noses? I would suggest that they

may have been "Armenoids," not southerners, who
conquered the original southerners (Semites), to be
themselves in turn conquered by the Semites who had
imbibed Sumerian civilisation. There are facts which
point to the existence of a pre-Sumerian Semitic popu-

lation in Babylonia. On this view the Semitic speech

will belong to the southerners, the true Arabians,

and, if so, the very ancient Semitic elements in the

Egyptian language and culture will belong to the pre-

dynastic people, not to the northerners. But this

conclusion conflicts with the fact that the most Semitic

cults of Egypt, as, for instance, that of Ra, the sun-

god of Heliopolis, belong to the north ; the southern

cults are the least Semitic, and the predynastic culture

of the chalcolithic age is by no means " Semitic " in

appearance.

This is a problem raised by Dr. Elliot Smith's

book, and it is one of great interest and importance.

Less important seems his view that the impulse to

megalithic building in northern Africa and western

Europe was given by the influence of the great stone

buildings of early Egypt. Here it is difficult to follow

him, and he seems to exaggerate the extent of the

early influence of Egypt on fhe development of the

surrounding civilisations. One is by no means in-

clined yet to attribute the whole development of early

European culture to Egypt ; there are many conflicting

facts which have to be taken into consideration. It

is by no means certain that Dr. Reisner's view that

the early Egyptians were the inventors of copper-

working is correct. Dr. Smith thinks the fact proved

;

others may doubt it. We should like to hear the

views of Prof. Petrie, Dr. Crtiwland. and Prof. J. L.

Myres on the point. Dr. Smith is dogmatic, of course

;

how is it possible to be otherwise in a little book of

less than two hundred small pages? Were one to

give all one's arguments pro and con in respect to so

nebulous a subject as this, one would write volumes.

.A,nd in a review it is impossible to argue at all

on the doubtful point-. One can only say th.it th<s<'.

while important, .ii.- \>v no means many, f«'r Di.

Smith has told us nuali ili.it seems incontrovertible,

and his book is one of tlu- most important recent con-

tributions to Egyptian archaeology. Again, one can

only regret its title, which does not explain the book

properlv.
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{:*rnphs from wild life are rather wasted on him unless

thev approafh diaeraniniatic coin]jleteness. '1 he pic-

tures he gets most out of ;iri' those whicli resenil)le

the best kind of toy, iKun> ly, the lay-fii;ure tvpe,

which can be taken to pieces. His imagination does

the rest, lie has also an unvoiced demand for sunie

adniixturi' of the comparative method and ol exola-

tionary theory.

This is no attempt at paradox, but a t(st(d con-

clusion. The teacher is apt to make two mistakes;

he either iii.\s to 'i^et down to the child's irvel,"

or assumes that the child has no interest, and that

this, must be created. As for the first, the child has

no diftlcultv in understanding bioloi^ic.d tact or

biolojT^ical theorv ; his only handicap is unlaniiliarity

with the abstract words .md abstract ide.as used so

largely by his elders. It is this alone which consti-

tutes the difference of level, and it is the teacher's

fault if he cannot make his demonstrations concrete.

As for the second, the child's interest needs to be

attracted; it exists of itself, and develops bv assimila-

tion of material, not of other people's exhoi tat ions.

Mr. Claxton's book has the merit of giving the

child a mixed diet ; facts and pictures, zoological,

botanical, and miscellaneous, are judiciously com-

bined. Some children never get beyond " fur and

feathers," because other roads have not been pointed

out. The country-walk method was also Mr. Bar-

low's, and it is a good one.

But the author wastes much effort and space. The
bulk of the volume consists of poetry an infallible

method of damping the child's interest and of impart-

ing error—of antiquated moralisings, and of attempts

to stimulate interest—attempts which are nothing but

the notes of exclamation which the child himself

may supply. There is far too much admiration o\ the

wonderfid wisdom and provision of "Dame Nature.
""

Of the sparrow-hawk Mr. Claxton says :
—

" 1 do not

think anyone who loves birds can admire this fierce-

looking creature, and when I have seen one in a
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keejwr's bag, I have not had much sympathy 'or her."

\ . I he waxes enthusiastic over wasp-<'xtermination,
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plant pictures sulfer from indistinctness. The method

of Hew ick and Sowerb\- i-

loon AM) niK'i i:'! i<

I-,:,hI tiiiii tlu- l'ri}ifiplr^ e/ /)/.

Hutchison. I'l). \\ -015.

dia^Tams. Third edition, r<vis,d

(London: Edward Arnold, k.ii) Pric

bert

.and

ged.

net.

THACKERAY is said to hav.- remarked that he

got some of his best thoui,dits ' when driving

homi Irom dining out with his skin full of wine.'

We need not doubt it, for the statement embodies a

phvsiological truth. lt'-a</.s his skin which was full

of wine, for .alcohol dilates the surface blood-vessels.

I

. .
.' Impressed in such a manner, this minor measure

i

of phvsiological truth is seen on its w.ay tow.ards pene-

I
tr.it ion of the reader's interest and retention in his

J

memorv. If any advocate of temperance doubts the

sen.se of judgment which a!)i)ears to admit the major

portion of Thackera> 's statement as equally a physio-

lo<,Mcal truth, he will probably change his mind on

readinii^ the excellently balanced articles in this volume

dealing with this and similar controvrsial subjects.

He will in any case admit the value of the admir-

able stvle in which the author's opinions are clearly

conveyed, leaving not one of the many "pros" and

"cons" swathed in any mist of verbal confusion.

Nor is this quotation quite a fair sample of the

many skilful efforts by which Dr. Hutchison has

secured attention. The effort is more frequently less

obvious and the measure of truth even greater. One

might instance cases where his trap is baited with

.appeals to the special ta>te more intimat^iv ,^^,>,aated

with his subject. Thus a t.abulated com: ' the

{

ch.inical constituents of different cheeses ana a lareful

I
consideraiitui of their economical Aalue follows quite

I
naturally the imeresi awakened by this palatable

prophecy :
—

j
"We mav look forward then, perhaps, to tasting

cheeses hitJierto unknown, and to combinations of

tlavour as vet unsuspected. We may combine the

virtues of Stilton with Gorgonzola, or ttiose of Gruyere

j

with Roquefort, for the artist of the p;-ilate will have

in his hands the precise instruments of science."

If this book was deprived of these special qualities,
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in which it is so rich, we should still possess in it

a collection of scientific information well arranged in

rightful sequence, and as a whole of very direct im-

portance to mankind—of so much importance, indeed,

that in some degree it should be at the command of

the caterer and the cook, as well as of the physician.

The present edition has been specially improved in

those parts of more immediate importance to the

medical practitioner, and this is natural because of

the occupation of the author, but is also probably a

consequence of the special market which the book has

found. It will, however, be well when such a book

reaches the wider market for which it is intended,

as will no doubt happen when present efforts to provide

an adequate training in " domestic science " have gained

a deeper and wider success. When that time arrives

"hvgiene" will have permanently lifted its- head above

drain-pipes and fevers, and passed even the limits

of interest in rickets and in defective vision.

Developing schemes of public health lead us to

anticipate a time when the committal to memory of

the symptoms of incipient disease will no longer form

part of the responsibility of the general public. So

much at least we might infer from the manner in

which the medical supervision of schools and work-

shops, and even of homes, is passing into the hands

of inspectors and nurses under the control of medical

officers of health. Responsibility for the possession

of some of the knowledge contained in this book will,

however, never pass away from the individual house-

holder, certainly never until the " State " is actually

the householder and the " State doctor " the mother

of every family in the kingdom.

In certain unimportant particulars patient scrutiny

reveals the fact that faults might occasionally be found

in this book, but cui bono? The book is sound and

comprehensive, the author extremely able and enter-

taining, the present edition an improvement on its

forerunners, and the subject of vital interest to the

community. Space should be found for it in the

library of every educated family as necessarily as in

that of every practitioner of medicine. To the latter

it is now no longer needful to plead for its welcome.

J. S. Macdonald.

THE CONSTANTS OF NATURE.
(i) Tables of Physical and Chemical Constants, and

Some Mathematical Functions. By Dr. G. W. G.

Kaye and Prof. T. H. Laby. Pp. vii+i53.

(London: Longmans, Green and Co., 191 1.) Price

45. 6d. net.

(2) Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. 58,

No. I, Smithsonian Physical Tables. Prepared by

F. E. Fowle. Fifth revised edition. Pp. xxxiv +
318. (Washington: Smithsonian Institution, 1910.)

THESE two volumes of newly compiled tables of

physical and chemical constants cover very much
the same ground, though differing, greatly in many
respects. The larger volume of 318 pages is a revised

edition of the famous Smithsonian tables, bearing on

the title-page the name of Mr. F. E. Fowle, of the

Astrophysical Observatory, as its compiler. It is

issued as an official publication of the Smithsonian
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Institution. The smaller tables of Dr. Kaye and
Prof. Laby are the first issue of an entirely new work
by private individuals.

In the prefaces to the larger book, by Dr. Wol-
oott and Mr. Fowle, it is stated that the earlier tables

of Prof. Thomas Gray have been almost entirely re-

written for this fifth edition. Both books claim to be

practical and thoroughly up to date ; a comparison of

them is therefore legitimate and instructive.

(i) Messrs. Kaye and Laby's book of 153 pages is

pleasingly got up and very well printed, an enormous

amount of material having been carefully dovetailed

into a limited space. Heavy type and separation lines

are freely used to bring the important features into

prominence, thus assisting the eye in finding what is

wanted. The work consists of nine sections, entitled

—general physics, astronomy, heat, sound, light, elec-

tricity, magnetism, radio-activity and gaseous ionisa-

tion, chemistry and mathematical tables, together

with a good index. One of the most important

features, which distinguishes the book from previous

compilations, is the fiiceen-page section on the con-

stants of radio-activity, a field of work which has

grown enormously during the past ten years, and has

hitherto been entirely neglected by compilers of tables.

This section bears the marks of expert treatment.

In the case of most of the important constants the

names of the authorities are given throughout the

book, with dates and references to original papers.

The introductory paragraphs to the tables are many

of them especially good, and great discrimination

seems to have been shown in the selection of the best

determinations for. the tables instead of loading them

up with matter which only deserves a place in a

detailed historical risumd, and has long since for

practical purposes been relegated to the scrap-heap.

The values of the constants given are, so far as we

have seen, thoroughly up to date. Thus in the tables

of melting points of the elements only ten of the

determinations for which the year is given date from

earlier than 1900, while sixty-five fall within the

present century.

We have submitted the book to .1 v.ry close

examination, and found in it extremely 1. u mistakes.

Among these may be mentioned a conspicuous one on

p. 47, where, in the thermoelectric tables relating to

10 per cent, platinum-rhodium and platinum-iridium

couples, the values of the E.M.F. shown should all

be multiplied by 10. On p. 64 the calorific value of

illuminating gas is given 1000 times too small, and

in the section on electrochemical equivalents on p. 123

the figures for copper and hydrogen require correction

to 0-0003205 and 0-00001045 respectively.

The compilation of a bc)ok of this kind must have

involved immense labour, and every credit is due both

to authors and publi-shers for the result accomplished.

We have no hesitation in most cordially commending

the work to physicists, chemists, and engineers, as by

far the best small book of its kind, mid likely to

prove exceedingly useful. In view .1 ii. very

moderate price teachers of experimental m i, n.
,
would,

we think, be well advised in prescribiiu; ihi- volume

of constants as a necessary text-book fci tlx.sr aitin<l-

ing their courses.
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one is acciuaintcd, hut we confess to U-ai-niiii; with

considerable astonishment that specific In at dttcr-

minations were made by Mr. " BariHs-R( i^nault."

On the nilii r hand, Ayrton and Perry, Hi\(<ick and

Neville, i'erdi and Fabry remain "dissociated."

There is a considerable lack of critical faculty in

the choice and mode of presentation of some of the

data. From a comparison of the -ia\ii\ 1 iM. - in

Kaye and T.aby with this volume the meaning of this

criticism will at once be evident.

In the chemical sections of the work the nomen-
clature is often lacking in system. Thus we find on

p. 232 "Nitrogen fc/roxide NO,," and on p. 212

"nitric />6roxide N2O,." The hydrocarbon C^H^ is

spoken of as "benzene," "benzol," and "benzole,"

and is also probably intended in at least one instance

when spelt "benzine." This last name is used, in

this country at all events, for a quite different body,

which is a mixture of saturated paratViiis of low

boiling point, variously called benzoline, petroleum-

ether, and petrol.^

A chemist travellini^ with his impedimenta, say on
the South-Eastern Railway, will be able to ascertain

from the table on p. 85 that if he took with him a

cubic foot of caesium, he would have to pay excess

luggage, that quantity being stated to weigh 117 lb.

The only mention of radium or radio-activitv or of the

rarer gases of the atmosphere e\crp; ar-on i-« in tlie table

of atomic weights, and ionisation is only treated in

the chemist's and not the physicist's sense of the

term.

The table of melting points of inorganic compounds
is misleading in that from it one would imagine that

many of these substances melted over a range denoted
by the limits "max." and "min." rather than at a

^ In table 31 of the old edition, " Conversion of quantities of hea'," mar.v
of the figures given were wrong by 10*; thus, i B.T.U. saszgrm.-cilories-
not o'ooois as staled.

- Strictly speakina;, these terms are not synonymous, but are applied to
different fractions of the same product.

.lU

un-
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Alter nirntionin.u tli'S,- (i should, however,

\^^ -,i,it.(l tii.ii the book h: i*f)od points, the

malln ni.itit li tables cc)mprised in it liein^- in par-

ticul.ir ,1 very useful selection.

A ( diisiderable list of minor nii-[irii in-

accur.n i."^, too long for inspr(i<in lure, lhi> w . u pre-

partfi and i-- beiiij^ forw.arded to the author.

I. A. Til
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(II .\.'/(V ,<n I'raciiiii] I'Uysus. Hv Dr. A. li. I-ivon.

rp, \iji • 144. (London : Ldw.trd .Xrnoid

i'ric- ,v^. <||/.

(.•) C.'llr'i:,- I'hv.'^lcs. r. I" J. <>. R'-'i -nd I'rof.

Karl K. (iuthe. Ljj. xxviiirfu.'. iN.w York:

The Macinillan Co. ; London : Marmillan and Co.,

Ltd., i()ii.) Price 12s. net.

(OnpHIS little book treats of such an el.-mentary

A course of practical ])h\ -ics .is is usually pre-

scribed for medical students in their preliminary scien-

tific irainiiiij:. As its title sut^i4r-.ts, no attempt is

m.ade to i^ivc ,in account of the theory o! ' \iieri-

meiit or even a complete de-scripition of lii duct

it, but there is enough to save a demonstrator much
wearisome repetition, and allow him to devote him-

M-lf more to a discussion of each experiment, and to

removing t;? dithculties of individuals. There is no
" spoon-feeding," but, on the contrary, attention is

directed to tho pi inciples involved and to possible

difficulties .and . rrors in a \\ay calculated to encourage

thought on the part of the student. The book should

prove decidedly useful, and, if properly used by

teacher and class, should increase the educational

value of such a course of practical ])hysics.

For each experiment an im[Hniaiu indication 'is

given of its general character as regards accuracy,

and the author insists on the importance of consider-

ing the degree of accuracy attainable and of seeking

that, and paying attention to no more than that, in

the various observations and measurements to be

n\ade.

Some improvement in details is desjrable. The
treatment of mirrors should be independent, and not

derived from or made analogous to that of lenses.

If necessary, space for this could be obtained with

advantage by omitting such an experiment as the

determination of the earth's horizontal component of

force, which could only be treated very partially.

There is an occasional pandering to students' weak-

nesses, as in permitting the use of a chosen length

for a simple pendulum in order to save arithmetic,

or as in taking loo c.c. of water in a calorimeter and
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removing the thermometer from the calorimeter during

the introduction of a hot body, though the calorimeter

is weighed to o'l gram. The use of a thermometer

as a stirrer is scarcely to be commended, except it

be from the manufacturer's point of view.

(2) This is a well-arranged and concise presentation

of the facts of physical science and of the accepted

principles underlying them. It deals first with
mechanics, hydrostatics, molecular phenomena, and
sound ; then with heat, magnetism, current electricity,

and electrostatics ; it gives an account of radio-activity

and the electron theory; and finally treats of light

and radiation in general. In each of these branches

there are few subjects or experimental methods to

which some reference is not made, and it is surpris-

ing to find so much inforpiation in a book of the size.

I
It would not be fair to (lescribe it as a mere compila-

tion of facts, as it gives accounts of current theories

and usually the " reason why " for any statement.

But these are necessarily so concise and brief that

beginners, and many who could scarcely be termed
beginners, though they might learn the facts, would
scarcely appreciate the reasoning or form an adequate
conception of the theories and the relation of facts

to them. Anyone with considerable previous know-
ledge of the subject who is looking for an account
of the present state of physical science will find it

here given in a sound, clear way ; and the book should
be of value to honour students, if read as an intro-

duction to those in which theories are more fully

dealt with. The authors frequently point out the

necessity for this, but the difificulties connected with
theories or their incompleteness are not sufficientlv

presented. There is so much apparent plain-sailing

that it is to be feared that too many will think that

the book contains enough for them. However, the
authors' warnings may, and lecturers should be able
to, prevent students making this mistake.
The book is intended to be read along with the

" Manual of Physical Measurements," by the same
authors, to which students are referred for details

regarding experiments.

Numerous references to original papers are given.

OVR BOOK SHELF..

Elements of Agriculture : a Text-book prepared under
the Authority of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England, by the late Dr. W. Freani. Eighth edition.
Edited by Prof. J. R. Ainsworth-Davis. Pp. xiv +
692. (London: John Murray, 191 1.) Price $s. net.

While British agriculture is, by common consent,
at least as highly developed as any system that can
be found in any other country, it has by no means
a copious modern literature. Among the compara-
tively small number of text-books on the subject one
by Dr. Fream has for many years stood pre-eminent,
and has, indeed, become a traditional part of our
agricultural education. The book might have defects,
and it was undeniably out of date in many places,
but it had served for generations of students, and
must therefore have merit. And further, as time
went on, no competitors arose, so th.nt it has remained
in possession of the field.

To revise even a small .ii;i it ulinral text-book is

I
not a task to be lightly undertaken. The professor

I

of agriculture is very unreasonably expected to be an
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authority on botany, chemistry, geology, physiology,
and "other sciences underlying the production of crops
and live stock and the cultivation of the soil." But
to so experienced an editor as Principal Ainsworth-
Davis these difficulties are not serious, and the revi-
sion of the separate chapters appears, so far as one
man can judge, to have been satisfactorily accom-
plished. It would have added to the interest of the
book, and enabled the discriminating teacher to
evaluate the different sections, if an indication could
have been given showing who was the reviser in each
case.

It is, however, a very difficult matter to piece new
material into old and make the whole into a coherent
story. Thus in the chapter on " Soil " p. 15 tells the
old tale and p. 17 the new. "Clay," on p. 15, is used
in the rather indefinite sense in which Schiibler used
it in 1838, which meaning it retained until Warington
in 1900 introduced the newer and more definite concep-
tion from America. "Clay" on p. 17 is something
altogether different; the word is here used in the
modern sense of material the particles of which are
below a certain arbitrary size; hence the numbers
on p. 15 are wholly inconsistent with the use of the
word on p. 17. A sandy loam, for instance, does not
contain more than about 10 per cent, of what is

now called clay, although on the old view it might
contain 40 per cent. Probably no soil contains more
than 45 per cent, of clay in the modern sense, and
yet in the old days (and on p. 15) certain soils were
said to contain 95 per cent. Difiiculties of this kind,

however, are almost inevitahlc with words that have
changed their meaning, or, still worse, as in the

present case, taken on an additional meaning.
A remarkable feature of the book is its cheapness.

The book runs to 700 pages, is well illustrated, printed

on good paper, and nicely bound, and yet only costs

5.V. It is therefore within the reach of the agricultural

student (who is not naturally a bv)ok buyer), and
may reasonably look for a long lease of life. Principal

Davis has certainly made it once more the best

British text-book on agriculture. E. J. R.

Annual Report of Recent Advances in Pharmaceutical

Chemistry and Therapeutics. Vol. xxiv., pp. 419.

(Darmstadt and London: E. Merck, 191 1.) Price

IS. 6d.

This work is a very complete summary of researches

carried out during the year 19 10 in therapeutics, and,

to a less degree, in the chemistry of drugs. KuU and
interesting accounts of the cacodylates and of kephir

from their introduction into therapeutics occupy a

considerable part of the volume. From the references

to arsacetin and atoxyl the latter appears to have

certain advantages over the former, especially in cases

of trypanosomiasis. Messerschmidt's benzidine test

for blood is discussed in detail, and seems to have

value as a negative rather than as a positive test.

Light is thrown upon tli> mod- of action of chrys-

arobin in skin diseases lt\ I una and Goldsetz's

observation of its oxidation on the skin to oxychrys-

arobin and chrysaloxin. The introduction into the

German pharniacopcDia of the formaldehyde sulphuric

acid test for chloroform is commendrd, although

admittedlv the nature of the impurities exclud(>d by

it are not known. In view of the fatal effects that

are from time to time reported of the use of chloro-

form as an anaesthetic, it is essential that stringent

tests to ensure its purity should be adopted. The
report should prove especially valuable to medical

practitioners and to pharmacists, as it contains in

readily available form abstracts from journals, many
not easily accessible, relating to the constitution and

action more particularly of modern synthetic remedies.

Hknkv G. Greenish.
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Temxyaon and his Friends. Edited bv Hallam Lord I

Tennyson. Pp. xiii + soj. (London : .Mucmillan

and Co., Ltd., 1911.) Price los. net.

This interesting collection of .articles and remini-

scences, nearly all by the personal friends of the late

Lord Tennyson, and brought together by his son, will

be a valuabli' addition to the Tennyson literature.

The book may be looked upon as a supplementary

volume to the Memoirs, which appeared about four

years after his death, for it gives a still further

insight into the life, friendships, and opinions of the

great poet.

A description is given of the early days in Lin-

colnshire and of the Somersby friends; also of his

two brothers, Frederick and Charles, who were

nearest him in age, and w-ith whom he was most

closely associated in school and college days.

Other articles give his intercourse with Lushington,

Fitzgerald-, Carlyle, Thackeray, Clough, and many
others.

Tennyson's attitude towards science is shown in

articles'by Sir Norman Lockyer and Sir Oliver Lodge.

The fornier points out "his unceasing interest in the

causes of things, and in the working out of nature's

laws," and compares him with Dante in this respect,

more especially in the way he kept abreast of his

time.

To the articles, some of which are reprints, are

added several of the poems written by Tennyson to

his Cambridge friends and to those of later years.

The collecting into one volume of these many writ-

ings of interest cannot fail to give pleasure to all his

admirers.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor docs not hold' himself responsible for opinions

expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers of. rejected

manuscripts intended for tiiis or any other part of Nature.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

Microscope Stands.

The discussion on microscope stands will do little good
if it is directed towards the production of a universal type

of instrument. .As a maker of microscopes, I come into

close contact with many branches of work the requirements
of which are totally different. To make but one form
would be a fatal mistake. The metallurgist cannot use the

instrument which is best suited for the bacteriologist,

neither will the Rosenhain metallurgical microscope suit

the biologist. The Dick petrological microscope is quite

unsuitable for the entomologist, and the binocular instru-

ment, which demands long tubes and a great range of

focus for the use of the lowest powers, will not satisfy

the chemist. For the use of botanists, zoologists, and
bacteriologists there is a certain similarity of requirements,
but even here it would be unwise to endeavour to make all

microscopes on one model. The work of the student in

the botanical laboratory is totally different from that of
the research worker who is making photomicrographs with
the highest power immersion lenses.

The development of the microscope in the future will

probably be in the direction of producing specialised types
for specific work. Thus discussion on microscopes in

general rather than of definite types is difficult, and is

liable to become discursive. It can also only be mislead-
ing to Set up a false comparison between English and Con-
tinental types. No such types exist at the present time.

English microscopes are made which are almost fac-

similes of instruments of Continental manufacture, and
although Continental makers were slow to realise the
advantages of the more perfect adjustments provided from
the earliest days in English microscopes, they have com-
menced to do so. The so-called Continental mechanical
stage was invented by John Mayall, and placed on the
market by at; least three British firms before it was applied
to foreign microscopes, and therefore the terms English
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;,,.,( (°'>'<'inental have no meaning as dewrrihlnf ivn..

!-.. A few queiitiuns which apply

iv be discussed gj^nerally, but the :

puiiitu tiiust b<! considered in connection with ih-

of work for which the instrument is required.

The; comparison of rigid as again<>t sprim
the adjustments applies to all classes of tl.

and a full discussion of this point can, in my ",'.'

lead to one conclusion. The microscope must,
things, have adjustments which arc rigid and it-

spring or tremor. They must be absolutely firm, and
must respond to the slightest movement without *-i

backleash or sag. The adjustments consist of m'-'

worked by a screw, either direct or by means of .1

cam, or by a rack and pinion. For the fine aii

the sliding portion must be kept up to its work by
to prevent backleash. The slides or fittings of

scope must be the very finest that skill can create,

to s»?cure this they must fit throughout their entire l<

or the greater portion, and not at a few small po
being scraped or ground, so that the whole of the surl

bed together ; thus only can a perfectly rigid slide

from swerve, backleash, and tremor be obtained. If

is done, the wear that takes place during many V'

constant use will be quite inappreciable, as there is no
on such fittings. The provision of spring pieces to tak
wear is not only unnecessary, but injurious, because
such spring pieces come into play, the fittings will h-

forth depend on the friction at a few points Instead
largo surface.

Such fittings are not stiff, and become loose be*

they bear at a few points only, and are held up by sr

which are liable to shake loose. It may be argued
if the slides were fitted accurately and the spring [>

were inoperative, only being there for use in case of v

an advantage would be gained. That is not don
practice, for if the screws holding the spring pieces

slide so made are released, it will be found to be .

loose. Moreover, it requires a skilled workman to s>

the slide of a slow motion fitted with such spring
i>

to obtain a perfect motion free from backleash or
and it is much better that he should refit the original
fitted slides. Spring fittings are mechanically w

:

this purpose. Who would think of having an
spring fitting for a theodolite centre? The qualii> >

adjustments, more especially the fine adjustment,
scarcely been alluded to, but this is the most impo
adjustment of the instrument. I am of opinion that

original form of a micrometer screw and a lever has ;

been equalled by the more elalwrate cams recently i

duced. The smaller the number of parts that go to r

the mechanism, the fewer the points of contact or
'

ings to give that slight sag at the reversal of the ni

which makes it so difficult to obtain the best focus
high powers.
As to the form of a microscope, its stability doe-

depend upon whether the base is of the tripod or so-i

horseshoe pattern. It is universally admitted that it s!

stand on three points, and the test of stability that si

be applied is. at what angle will it upset, and what ;

is required to make it do so.

Some tripods are more unsteady than some of the b

shoe-pattern stands, and vice versA. It is merely a l

tion of the position of the three points on which the ir

ment stands compared with its centre of gravity
weight. As probably nine-tenths of the small con
microscopes sold are of horseshoe and pillar patter

may be concluded that an overwhelming opinion exi>

favour of this type for ordinary botanical and m^
work. This is probably because the substage is ren

more accessible, and the stability produced by a 1

base is preferred in a compact instrument to that obt

by a lighter stand with a greater spread to the feet, v

also occupies a larger space. The large tripod ba-
supplied on some of the best research microscopes is

•

.ibly the most perfect stand for stability, but the la

legs are more or less in the way of the manipulati.

substage apparatus. The design of the mechanical -

is an illustration of the necessity of specialised stand

-

different classes of work. If the mechanical stage i-^ i"'

corporated in the instrument its travel is greatly limite^

, as it fouls the condenser or the large ilhimir..itinj
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apparatus required for dark-ground illumination. No one
who works with serial slides or large blood films can put
uj) with the small amount of motion which suffices for

:
examining a minute drop of fluid. The examination of

I
large culture plates is also difficult if the mechanical stage
is not removable. Mr. Barnard has pointed out that the
adjustable object-glass holders cannot, and are not in-

I'lided to, replace the centring adjustment of the sub-
age condenser. Such a suggestion surely originated
')m one who had never tried to centre his light in this

inner. The centring of the substage condenser is con-
lered by many at the present time to be an unnecessary
iinement, and for those who are content to use such
badly corrected appliance as the so-called Abbe condenser
may be so. It is to be hoped that the proper use of
well-corrected achromatic condenser will be more widely

iipreciated in the near future, and we shall hear less

I -criticism of the so-called dilletanti to whose labours the
perfection of the instrument is largely due.
Amongst the minor points that have been raised, I

ted with interest the suggestion that the mirror should
, fixed in the optic axis. No doubt the mirror is seldom,
il ever, usf'd out of the axis, but it should not be over-
lijuked that to be able to swing it entirely to one side for
anging the apparatus in the substage or for taking the
\imination direct from the source of light is a great
iiivenience. It is rather surprising to see such stress

id upon a large body-tube as preventing internal reflec-

li >ns. I know of no optical instrument in which a large
itibe is supplied for this purpose, for the very good reason
that the reflections are much more efficiently stopped by a

ries of diaphragms in the tube. There is no virtue in a
ige body-tube when it has within it a small draw-tube

extending almost its whole length. The object of the large
tube is to enable low-power photographic lenses to be
^placed in it when wide-angled views of large objects are
requin d, thi' draw-tube at one end and the nosepiece at

'the other Ijiing removed for the purpose.
.\s an luiglish manufacturer I am not prepared to

discu-^ the opinion that is said to exist in some quarters
that Continental instruments are more suitable to scien-

tific needs than those made in our own country. I would
mereh' ask that if any hold this opinion they will patriotic-

ally assist the industry by letting the British maker have
an exact specification of their requirements, and I believe
the\- will find us at least as adaptable as any in meeting
their wants. Conrad Beck.

fiS Cornhill, London, E.C.

I HAVE read with much interest the Iclt.r from Mr.
Barnard on the above subject, which appeared in N.\tuke
of January 25. lacing I In wiiti r nf the third section of the
articli' which a[)|)cai-cd in Xamki, of December 21, I

should like to rejjly t(j sivcral poini- rai-id 1>\ Mr. Barnard
contradicting some of my statrmmi-.

In the first place, it must l)i' nti-niioncd lliaf Mr. Harn.ard
tako (ci'iaiii statements as inferring far mniT than the\-

are nii-.ant to, oi' do, imph'. 'liirrc is nothing in mv statc-
meni- to iinpl\ " dial ilii> pn •^.ni-da\- I'.nglisii microscope
IS a drgincrali' foini nl w hat wa- originallv ,a complicated
and m;i-.'-i\-i- pii( . i.l ni'- ' I -lai.d it was a
simplified form of it- |)i.il. \iiiii.' indeed, there-
fore an advantage o\ct llic oin i.ni;n-ii \\\>v.

I ^till maintain that the ( 'ont imnlal ifistrument, having
evf)lved from an e.xcei.-dinglv ^itnpl( design, is n more
highly satisfactory instrument. It i^ ohviou- lliai (on-
tinenial m.aker- have copied mmii\ iil.-a^ fioni the lai^li-li

,

bl" - i- ecjiiallv olivion- that the l-Ji-li-li nial<'r~ lia\.

COlil'l lii.' ('onlin.nlal in inan\ re-p,,!,. If w.- (..ni|iai-

the I iirrent c.alalogues of ilie primipa!
'

Goiintrie> where mirrosrop.- aie ion-Inn 1

exre,-(ln,;.l\ ,lirr,, ,|ll lo (lelnie nationalilv ^,,i,; to

<l*'^').;n. ill. 1, a-l said res])e((ing the country of
origin o , 1\ ,,ne is to (.iTend possiM,. feelings of

P.'llriotiMli. 1 n, ~lll)jr( I lielDn- Us, ho\\e\, c, is tile l|ll-s-

tion .as 1,, V, liiiiier the I'aielish or llie Coiilineela! mi. 10-

SCOji's ,,!. ih.^ -iiperioi-, ai'i
'

'

'

hav.- dealt W illl llle illsll

|)ro<i
.

,.,i o 11,,. p,-,.s,.nl (l.i\.

til.' lias... il i, e.n.ralh adiiiiind ill. it tin

horseshoe form is more convenient for the average worker
than is the tripod, mainl\ on account of his having to
employ the instrument more frequently in the vertical posi-
tion

;
theiefore a well-designed horseshoe, or modified horse-

shoe, as is generally found in the leading Continental
stands, serves the purpose equally as well as the tripod.
Only when the instrument is placed in the horizontal posi-
tion does the tripod prove superior as regards rigidity.
The microscope is very rarely used horizontally, except-

ing in photomicrography, a work which does not concern
the average microscopist ; consequently, the greater rigidity
in the tripod base is of no practical advantage. In other
words, it is similar to making a 40-foot ladder to reach a
height of 20 feet. Even when the microscope is considered
for photomicrography, there is no practical advantage in

the tripod over the horseshoe.' (In the term horseshoe, I

wish it to be understood that the models which Mr. Barnard
mentions as having no rigidity or firmness in any position
are excluded from the argument.) If the tripod base is

not screwed or clamped to the photomicrographic
apparatus, or held in position by other means, it cannot
possibly' remain in proper alignment for any length of

time. Having occasion to us.- holh ih. liois, shoe and the
tripod base in photomicrograpli\ , 1 fail to llnd ,in\ differ-

ence in respect to rigidity w h. 11 ih.' stand is securely fixed

in position. When vibration w.as purposely set up 1 f.iiled

to observe it less in evidence in the microscope with the

tripod base.

In the case of the tripod, I have it soriueh- fixed in

position by three carefully fitted r. r. ss. s in th. liase-plate

of the photomicrographic apparatus, and wli.n the micro-
scope is removed for visual work it can W easil\ and
quickly returned to position for a photographic r' c<ird to

be made. On the other hand, the hois.sho. l>as, is

securely clamped down on the base-plate, ami th. rel.\ the

two pieces of metal form, as it were, a soliil ni.iss. Pro-

vision is also made for quickl\- ,and :ircin;itely rrplacine ili.

horseshoe upon the photomicrogr.iphic .i|)p.u;i(us.

If the instrument built upon .1 hors. shoe li.is, was con-

structed of light or springy materi.al, 1 coul.l und. rst.md

Mr. Barnard's contention that " the instrum. nt is under

considerable strain and tension."

In regard to the substage and the question of centring

condenser versus centring olijet tivs, Mi. Barnard's re-

marks amount to an admission .is to the imperfect con-

strucli<in of the instruments he has emplo\.(l. Such

rem.arks would cause a careless or oth.-rwis.- in,.ip.il)le

mechanician to heave a sigh of reli. f in ih. expectation of

the inferior workmanslii]) th.at wmiM '\iili;ii\ he accepted.

The statement refuted In Mr. Barnard is that greater

.accuracy is obtained, esp,-ci,ill\ in pholomicroeiaphx .
In-

having centring screws controlliiiL; the olijecii\es insii-id i>t

the substage 1 ond. user.

I cannot look upon the .subst,i-e , ,mu1. n-. r .il a micro

scope as being " .an independent opilial s\s|.in carried on

a separate part of ilie insiniment and e\treniel\ difficult

to iMisure accurate alii^nmenl
,

"' ImiI r.ilh.'r lliat it forms

p.arl of the s\sirin. In the 1" st Coiitiii. iital instruments

the dove-tail groove carrying the suhst.ag.' is formed out

of the solid nie-tal whicli constiluli-s the limb: that is to

sav, the limb of th.' niicroM-op.- supporinu; tl>. lM„|\-tut)e.

cotirse -.wmX line ailjuslni.n-

stage, .and .iKo supports •

therefon . i- m.ule out of a -.mxi pie,, ,. .-

Utmost s(r.nL;il! .mil rieiililx. When it IS possd)le lor th.-

merhrmiciaii "1.. n.,.'.;.i. ...m.iie alii.'nnvnl in 111.- 1.."!^-

lulie for the hi:
' '

l.ss dit'licult to '

.„nd.Mis,-r,
•• e\. 11 ol tic l.n. I "'i. ^vhicj, does

,,,>( focus u-itliln siicli narrow- l- -ntiliental nilcro-

'
- ilh suhsl..:;. M, ilism i" •' '"•"<.

lin .alignment equally as

.. i.od\-tube. ronsi<iei;i

densers do

(i\.-. it i

.w the

ittings.

nt? th-'
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and with n considerable saving of time and trouble. Once
the |K)sition of the substage condenser is altered the whole
system of illumination from the substage condenser to the

source of light is displaced, which must again be adjusted,

so that we have to eflecl centring at various points on the

optical bench. This is entirely avoided by having the

substage condenser supported in a fixed sleeve, and the

centring screws attached to the objectives or the nose-

piece.

.As regards the draw-tube, the point is that the use of

the mechanical draw-tube is advocated more in England
than are the correction collars, but vice versd on the
Continent. When one is using an objt-ctive without correc-
tion collar, which is extremely sensitive to differences in

thickness of cover glasses, it is not at all necessary to
resort to a mechanical draw-tube if one's instrument is

fitted with a carefully made simple draw-tube as is gener-
ally provided in the best Continental stands.

it may be mentioned, however, that still better results
would be obtained by resorting to the use of a cover-
glass gauge, an instrument which is very valuable and
ine.vpensive, but rarely used by workers. In dealing with
the standardisation of the microscope, the matter of cover
glasses, which is a serious one, should also be considered
with the view of providing microscopists with covers of
much more uniform thickness.

Mr. Sutcliffe, in his letter which appeared in Nature
of January 18, asks if there is any evidence obtainable
that the English instrument has lost its premier position.
We have not far to seek the necessary information, and
when the facts are known we cannot consider the English
instruments " degenerate," as the present models are much
superior to their predecessors. The best English micro-
scopes are a credit to any well-organised manufactory.
The Germans, however, have advanced further in the direc-
tion of providing more perfect instruments, which are
produced in vyorks better organised and with more highly
scientific arrangements.
The instruments that combine in the highest degree

simplicity, efficiency, and durability are the most valuable
to the serious workers, and these features are strongest
in the best Continental microscopes.

I do not believe any amount of discussion would bring
us to a decision so satisfactorily as a close examination
of instruments which have been in use for a number of
years in the principal laboratories throughout the world.
In fact, we need hardly look outside our own little island
for the result, as there is plenty of material at home to
deal with for a settlement of the dispute in a most practical
"lanner.

J. W. Ogilvy.
18 Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C, January 30.

The Mnemic Theory of Heredity.

In a review of the third edition of Prof. Richard Semon's
well-known book upon this subject, in Nature of
January 18 (p. 371), the reviewer writes as follows :—

Ihe mnemic theory, which is based upon a belief in the
mheritance of acquired characters, naturally does not
appeal^ to those who deny the po.ssibility of such inherit-
ance." From the point of view of modern embrvological
research, both of these statements are open to challenge.
The founder of this mnemic theory, or " memory as a
general function of organised matter," has indeed written
very little upon the subject, which he first broached in a
public lecture in 1870. At the date named, when Prof.
Ewald Hering, now of the University of Leipzig, gave his
classic address, I imagine that the question of the inherit-
ance or non-inheritance of acquired characters had hardly
been raised. By a curious coincidence, it was in the same
year that Prof. W. Waldeyer in his researches set up the
doctrine of the somatic origin of germ-cells from the
" gerniinal epithelium," and obviously this doctrine of the
somatic or bodily origin of germ-cells is demanded bv the
view of an inheritance of acquired characters. The history
of embrvological research upon the germ-cells during the
present century demonstrates clearlv that in his researches
in the lower vertebrates the writer first established—in
1900—an actual tangible continuity of germ-cells from
generation to generation, and the absence of any genetic
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connection between Waldeyer's " germinal epithelium
'

and the germ-cells, that in many other caset these find

have been, and are still being, confirmed by the inv<

tions of other observers, and that Prof. Waldeyer ii

some years ago withdrew his former researches in f.^

of such a continuity of germ-ceils as underlying the life

cycle. Indeed, he wrote :
—" The consequences of thi

doctrine of the continuity of germ-cells are almost in

calculable for every branch of biology " ; so that now fa
animals a fundamental postulate of the doctrine of ai

inheritance of acquired characters has vanished.
But, as a fact, the inheritance of acquired charact*---

more a botanical doctrine than a zoological one. In
1

this apparent inheritance of such characters is confio'

the asexual generations, in which, if the term " individual
'

be used, it must apply to all the products, asexually pro
duccd, of one original plant—that is, in this sense thej

would all form a single individual. As an instance, ir

this way all the countless plants of the white chrysanthe
mum, Niveus, would form ft single individual. Th<
doctrine of an inheritance of ^ai-a^ired characters d(K*s not

and cannot, apply to the sexual generations of animals
Moreover, here it is refuted by the positive finds o
embryology, which demonstrate, under an actual conti

of gt-rm-cells from generation to generation, that m
at all is handed on from parent to offspring. As tl

the case, nothing acquired by the parent can be inh-

That is, there is in the sexual generations of anim.i
such thing as an inheritance of acquired characters.

I do not now remember when I first came to kno.
Prof. Hering 's theory of heredity as based in the un
conscious memories of germ-cells, but it must be a lonf
time ago. .As Samuel Butler remarks of Charles Dr. '

and the doctrine of natural selection, it must have b'

an "unconscious memory" to me, for in my rese.T:. ..

into the history of the germ-cells I evolved it anew. A)
showing this, and as affording a simple statement of thf

main lines of the theory, I may quote the follow

written by me in 1904:—" From its nature it (the tl

of heredity advocated by me) might be termed ' the I

study-Theory of Heredity.' Given in a certain life-h;

the period of formation of the primary germ-cells, i

;

these let there be, for simplicity, but two, .AB and H.A
On one of these falls the lot of developing into an embr\o
to which of the two this happens is not of consequent
the argument. In all its essential characters the rem;;
primary germ-cell (whose immediate destiny it is to b<

the founder of the ' sexual products ' of the said eni
is the exact counterpart of the developing one. So ;

so is this the case that, if both form embryos, the*'

identical twins. In the ancestry neither of the pri:

germ-cells, .AB and B.A, had ever been a higher animal
neither they nor their ancestors had ever formed part o
the body of a higher animal. But their ancestry is con
tinuous with a long line of germ-cells, and at reguiai
intervals these were exactly like certain sister-cells, whici
did develop and form higher animal individuals. .Althougf
the cell .AB does not itself give rise to an embryo, in th«

meantime it retains for itself, and also for all its immediati
progeny, the properties of B.A, those characters or poten
tialities which, were it or any of its progeny to develop
would make it or them identical twins with B.A, the othei
cell which did develop. This is the greatest wonder it

embryology! In the drama of heredity there are alwayj
understudies, which for a certain essential period an
endowed with all the identical properties (potentialities) ot

that germ-cell from which the player arises. These under
studies, the primary germ-cells, are never employed upor
the stage as such—except in the instances of identica
twins, triplets, &c.—but some of them in new guises anc
after new conjugations or unions are the immediatt
ancestors of those which become the acting characters ir

new scenes of the cjxlical drama of Life."
The original German of Prof. Hering 's lecture, like

.Austrian German in general, is difficult, and probably thf

original is little known in this country, although an excel-

lent translation was published in Butler's " Unconscious

J B«ird, J., " A Morpho!osical Contmuity of Germ-CelU as the Bas's o
Heredity and Variation, ' in Revitvi of Nettrology and Psyehiai'\. vol. ii

1904, P- 141-
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Memory " (1880, new edition 1910). To me, as an advo-
cate of this theory of heredity, it comes as something
new—and strange—that underlying it there should be the
assumption of an inheritance of acquired characters. I

would rather conclude that, like Francis Galton, this

illustrious physiologist—with the " prevision " of which
Pasteur so often spoke—foresaw that the individual was
not at all " a chip of the old block," but that at the basis
of all development there was a continuity of germ-cells.
For on p. 17 of Ostwald's reprint of the original lecture
Prof. Hering writes :

—
" From this point of view the whole

individual development of a higher organised animal forms
a continuous chain of memories of the development of that
great series of beings whose final link this animal
represents."

Like the late Samuel Butler, the writer rediscovered
this theory of heredity, and except that author he was the
first to advocate it, upon grounds of observation, in this

country. As undoubtedly it is of all theories of heredity
ihe theory which is capable of accounting for and explain-
ing all the facts, I venture to ask the courtesy of the
insertion of this brief account of it in your pages. In the
light of this overwhelmingly important theory the
" Mendelian discovery," for example, sinks into its proper
place as a small but interesting episode in the history of
h' rcdity. J. Beard.

s Barnton Terrace, Edinburgh, January 22.

between each two successive sexual generations, and the
latter develop each from a single non-sexual cell, the spore,
produced by the sporophyte generation after it has attained
maturity. Here, at any rate, there is no continuous chain
of germ-cells distinguishable from somatic cells.

Dr. Beard's views on the subject of identical twins are
new to me. I was under the impression that such twins
were supposed to result from the complete division of a
single fertilised ovum. This, at any rate, is the view
adopted by Weismann. Arthur Dexdy.

1 AM unable to agree with Dr. Beard that the mnemic
theory of heredity does not involve acceptance of the

1 doctrine of the inheritance of acquired characters,

j,
Certainly the theory as enunciated by Prof. Semon, which

I formed the subject-matter of my review, is based upon
such acceptance, to justify which weighty evidence is

brought forward. Can an organism, or a germ-cell, be
said to remember events of which it has had no past
experience, direct or indirect? If, as Dr. Beard holds,
neither the primary germ-cells nor their ancestors have
ever formed part of the body of a higher animal, can they
be supposed to remember events in the ancestral history
of the race, unless, of course, they have received informa-
tion as to such events (engrams) from the bodies in which
they are, or were, enclosed? The power of transmitting
such engrams to the germ-cells is the fundamental con-
ception of the doctrine of the inheritance of acquired
characters, as it is also of the mnemic theory as ex-
pounded by Prof. Semon. If, however, Dr. Beard holds
that the germ-plasm does not receive engrams from the
body at all, but is merely a continuous stream of living

matter which has the power of producing some particular
type of body at intervals and under appropriate conditions,
I fail to see where the idea of memory comes in, any more
than in the case of the periodic waves produced bv the
tide.

I cannot see that the doctrine of the somatic or bodily
origin of the germ-cells has any necessary connection with
the doctrine of the inheritance of acquired characters.

Even if we adopt the opposite doctrine, that the germ-cells
form a continuous chain from generation to generation and
are separated from the somatic cells at the very commence-
ment of individual development, such a view does not
jseriously affect the question, for there is no valid reason
lor supposing that the germ-cells could be influenced by the

somatic cells only through some protoplasmic connection.
Again, why should any distinction be drawn between

plants and animals with regard to the problem under dis-

cussion? It would indeed be strange if the two great
divisions of the organic world should differ in this respect.

Of course, in the higher plants, the sexual generation
(gametophyte) is very greatly reduced, but none the less

a true sexual process intervenes between each asexual
(sporophyte) generation and the production of the ripe seed.

The case of the peach trees quoted in my review is in no
way comparable to Dr. Beard's chrysanthemums, for the

smbryo plant within the seed is deveJoped from a fertilised

egg as truly as in the case of any animal. It is obvious,

moreover, that in the case of the higher plants Dr. Beard's
view as to the relations of the germ-cells cannot be main-
tained, for the whole sporophyte generation intervenes

The " Isothermal Layer."

I AM inclined to doubt whether Commander Hepworth's
suggestion (Nature, January 25) that the so-called " iso-
thermal layer" is simply due to radiation from the
material, solid or gaseous, which circulates round the sun
with an orbital motion and gives rise to the zodiacal light,
can be reconciled with the configuration of the surfaces of
equal temperature in the upper air which show a pro-
gressive increase of temperature from low to high latitudes.
It seems more probable that this increase, and the fact that
above a certain height in these latitudes the temperature
no longer diminishes with the altitude, are the result of
the prevalent movement, outside the equatorial belt, of
the higher portion of the atmosphere from west to east
with comparatively great velocity, which increases with the
latitude and altitude, and extends to lower levels as the
distance from the equator becomes greater. This move-
ment, which gives the upper atmosphere greater angular
velocity than the lower and the earth beneath, partiallv
counteracts the force of gravity and causes the air to rise
and expand without doing work, and therefore without
suffering a decrease in temperature. At the equator there
appears to be no satisfactory evidence of an " isothermal
layer."

But although the radiation from the orbital inter-
planetary matter of the zodiacal light may not afford an
explanation of the " isothermal layer," it must be taken
into account as a climatic factor. Maurer has shown that
the earth receives at night radiated heat to the extent
of 037 of a calorie per square centimetre per minute.
This is attributed—no doubt in the main correctly—to
radiation from the carbonic acid and water vapour of the
atmosphere, but some portion must have an external
source. It is possible that the radiation from inter-

planetary material may at present be almost as inconsider-

able as that from the planets or the fixed stars ; but if. as
we have every reason to believe, there has been a gradual
approximation of this diffused orbital matter towards, and
absorption in, the sun, there must have been a time when
so much was present beyond the earth's orbit that the

radiation received from it balanced to a considerable extent

the radiation from the earth into space, and rendered not

only the daily and seasonal variations of temperature, but

also the permanent differences of temperature between
high and low latitudes, much less marked than they are

at present.

I have for some time thought that it was in this direc-

tion we ought to look for the explanation of the com-
parative uniformity of temperature that appears to have

prevailed in different latitudes in Pala'ozoic times, a

uniformity that seems to have existed as much in periods

of cold as of high temperature, and the absence of marked
seasons even in the far north, evidenced by the fact that

the remains of stems with exogenous growth show little

or no trace of annual rings. In the long Arctic night, not

only heat, but light, would have been continuously re-

ceived from this source. How considerable, even nt pre-

sent, is the illumination given by the zodiacal light can

only be realised by those who have travelled in mo<jnless

nights in the tropics. Even in forest country with a cloudy

sky the darkness of midnight is changed about 2 a.m. to

a twilight, which is quite sufllcient to render the track

visible until the true dawn appears.

Xordenskiold has given reasons for believing that tinp

cosmic dust revolves round the earth itself as centre. If

this be the case, its climatic influence in the past may
have been similar, but it was probably of much less

importance. Jous VV. Evans.

'January 27.
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Are Eyes ever Autophanoufl ?

I VENTURE to suggest the following simple explanation

of the phenomenon described by Colonel Herschcl in

Nature of January 18. At the distance at wh.ch his

experiments were made the light from the lantern or other

source enters the lens practically as a pencil of parallel

ravs, which is concentrated as a bright spot on the retina.

The divergent light from this bright spot, which passes

backwards through the lens, is again made into an almost

parallel pencil. If the retina is exactly in the focal plan.-

of the source of light, and the image an absolutely sharp

one the whole of the light is again concentrated on to the

buH's^ye of the lantern, and without the use of a trans-

parent, but partially reflecting, surface, it must be

impossible to see it. 'But the least blurring of the imago,

from whatever cause, leads to a slightly divergent pencil,

which, however, is still narrow enough to concentrate the

returning light within a degree or so from the direction

of the original source. To an observer withm this cone

of rays the bright spot on the retina will appear to fill a

part or the whole of the pupil, just as a black dot may

be made to fill the whole aperture of a lens to an observer

at a distance by holding the lens at its focal distance from

the point in question.

•\ cat's eyes when in shadow may often be seen by a

watcher, himself in the light, to be filled with a faint

luminescence, which disappears when the watcher s own

eyes are shaded. The source in this case must be the

bright surface of the face of the observer, possibly com-

bined with the reflected point or points of light on the

exiernal surface of the observer's eyeball. The pheno-

menon is rather a curious one, and may account for a

certain number of the cases in which an animal's eyes are

supposed to be autophanous. E. M. Anuekson.

Edinburgh, January 27.

Chalk and Ice.

Two nights of hard black frost, following upon the

recent wet weather, has resulted in pieces of chalk resting

upon a wet clay soil becoming curiously coated with ice.

This occurs only in the case of chalk, other stones—except

fragments of brick, which have a thin veneer of ice on

them—and lumps of clay being free from it.

A piece of chalk 2 in. X 2 in. X 1 in. embedded in the

soil is covered with ice as in Fig. i. The ice is ftbrous.

Small pieces of chalk give forms as in Fig. 2. The central

figure evidently illustrates two nights' growth, the upper

^'^^^^'^^^

Fig. L

beneath the nurfaco. 1 he rising water in the chalk

to prevent the latter freezing, the cold spending ts.

producing the ice resting upon the chalk.

It is conceivable that a stratum of stone* and

ing upon chalk, might in a severe climate Lm

separated from the chalk by an ice layer. Th« fonr

of ice below the surface in this way m..

.

loi

the " soil creep " which has occurred in th< i tm

(jfTects of which are now so noticeable in ch.....

D. Dkii

Inglewood, Longcroft Avenue, Harpenden.

Glazed Frost.

TiiK deposit of "glazed frost." sometimes w
markable thickness in Newfoundland, and the gr^

of ice formed causes considerable flexure <.f

branches of trees.

I have seen every twig and «very blade .
l.ipH

cated on the windward side in clear ice, the ice " t

often having a diameter two, three, or even more

that of the twig on which it was formed.

Thick slabs of ice appear on the windward sides o

tree trunks, palings, and even of walls. In Ncwfoun<ilnn.

the rain is often followed by bright sunshine, whf

effect is most beautiful, and is aptly described in th'

name "silver thaw." The explanation of the
\

menon, quoted from "The Observers' Handbook" 1

Harding's letter to Nature of January 25, would s^

be justified by the thickness of the deposit formed on

and on blades of grass; it would be diflficult to ac. -.

for a thick deposit of ice if the raindrops were not sup«

cooled before touching the trees or ground.
E. R. Ma!

Hartley University College, Southampton,

January 29.

The Thawing of Frozen Water Pipes,

.\s the present frost is causing serious inconveni'

manv houses, I should like to direct attention to a n

of thawing ice in pipes which I have frequently pi

practice and found effective. It is based on the pr

that strong brine eats its way into the ice like an ac:

that the resulting diluted brine rises and makes rcx

the denser fluid. Close the main tap, and with a m

unscrew the top of the valve of the frozen water-pii>

remove the small valve. Ball taps to cisterns may iia\

to be unscrewed altogether. Insert a few feet of on.

eighth inch rubber or lead tubing into the pipe, anj

concentrated brine into it through a small funnel. K
the valve and cover, but leave the valve open ;

al«.

the main valve, and wait. If the ice plug in the
;

onlv I or 2 feet long it will have been eaten thrc

about an hour's time; if longer, the above operation

be repeated several times. The brine is prepared b

ing an excess of salt in water, say half a pound pt

:

it should, if possible, be used hot, and renewed freu

West Didsbury, February v <-"• F- "^tromi

cone having been thrust off the chalk by the growth of the

one below.
The moisture has evidently frozen on the chalk, fresh

moisture rising from the ground and passing through the

chalk, thus keeping up the supply. The chalk itself is

not frozen, and can be broken easily by hand, but the

pillar of fibrous ice is firmly frozen to it.

We also noticed tooth-like pieces of ice projecting from

the lawn, and in every case these were found to rest on

pieces of chalk beneath the surface. An examination of

the flower beds revealed bosses of ice coming up through

the soil, the ice in all cases resting on lumps of chalk
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The Names of Fossil Plants.

Every botanist must agree with Dr. Marie Stopes th:

there should be some ready way to distinguish betw'- -
''

fossil plants which are referred with reasonable as-

to their genera, and those which are merely pin

genera which they seem to resemble, but to whic

very probably do not belong. We must also agr^

it is unsatisfactory to call every doubtful leaf " Phy

without anv serious attempt to indicate its affinities

use of Gothic type, su^ested by Dr. Stopes f

doubtful genera, has some disadvantages, one v
being the inconvenience to the printer. Would it :

simpler to use quotation marks, in the case cited by D,

Stopes writing " Ophioglossum " granulatum? Tf

generic name only should b« enclosed within comma=
alone is supposed to be in doubt. The method p-

has the advantage of being already more or less cu.-

and readily understood bv anv reader.

T. D. A. COCKEREUUJ

University of Colorado, Boulder.

EREixJ

I
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IHE PEOPLE OF SOUTH CENTRAL
CONGOLAND.'

MR. HILTON-SIMPSON'S interesting book is a

valuable supplement to the monumental work
recentlv published by the Colonial Department of the

Belgian Government on the "Ethnography of the

Bushongo and Allied Peoples," a work written in

French by Mr. Emil Torday, the celebrated Hungarian
explorer, and Mr. T. Athol Joyce, of the British

Museum. The Torday-Joyce contribution to ethnology

adopted necessarily a somewhat impersonal aspect,

and the work of Mr. Hilton-Simpson now gives us a

more popular and personal account of the expedition

so ably organised by Mr. Emil Torday. At the same
•time, though the " Land and Peoples of the Kasai "

•mav be described as " popular " in style, it is fraught

with scientific interest. It

contains many valuable illus-

trations, "prises sur le vif,"

the untouched photographs
of the author, besides the

beautiful and accurate draw-
ings in colour by Mr. Nor-
man Hardy, who accom-
]);mied the expedition during

the first half of its stay in

Congoland. Amongst these

last must be mentioned with

«pecial praise for their artis-

'tic charm as well as their

absolute accuracy, " Wiss-

mann Pool" and "An Inci-

dent at Pana " (a charging
buffalo).

The party of which Mr.
-Hilton-Simpson was a mem-
ber arrived at Boma, the

capital of the Independent
State of the Congo, at the

close of 1907. Here they ,had

to visit the offices of the Etat

Civil, where they filled up
*' matriculation " forms deal-

ing with their ages, their

occupations, and the dates of

their parents' birth, and other
" such matters of great in-

terest to the authorities," who
in the Congo State still too

often belong to that narrow-
minded bureaucratic class

which is rapidly becoming
extinct in Germany, Holland,

and France. Nevertheless,

the Belgians gave the kindest

and most whole-hearted
assistance to Mr. Torday's
expedition. Their mission

was otTiciallv recognised by the Government; they

were spared all hindrances and given all due protec-

tion. And when it is remembered that their avowed

-object was to collect for the British Museum, and

thev came at a time when English public opinion,

with much, justification, was showing great indigna-

tion with the Leoix)ldian rdgime, it must be admitted

;

that the Belgian authorities on the Congo knew how
to rise above considerations of narrow nationalism

and to remember that thev were there to govern a

State which at that period was still international in

Its avowed character.

From the Lower Congo the party was conveyed by

' " I^nd and Peoples of the Kasai." Beinjr .-> narrative of a two ye.W
journey among the caniib,-ls of the equatorial forest and other savage tribes

'>f the south-western Consjo. By M. W. Hilton Simpson. Pp. xx -1-356.

I,ondon : Constable and Co., Ltd., 1911.) 16s. net.
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railway and steamer to the Kasai. This river at once
contrasted with the main Congo by " simply teeming
with hippopotami, crocodiles, and innumerable varie-

ties of aquatic and other birds " ; for owing to some
unexplained reason the destruction of animal life along
its banks had been very little compared with the

devastation which has fallen on the main Congo
through the acquisition of guns by the natives and
the thirst for killing which has so long animated all

white pioneers, settlers, and steamer passengers in

that region. An interesting description is given of

the headquarters of the Kasai Company at Dima,
near the confluence between the Kasai and th£

Kw-ango (the Kwango was the first of the great Congo
tributaries which entered into history, and was reached

by the Portuguese as early as the seventeenth

centurv, though its lower course remained unexplort»d

Fig. I.—Head of Bos caffer simfisoiii. Kroni " Land and Peop'es of the Kasai.'

\ and mysterious down to the close of the mn.-i. ,-11111

century). It is interesting to note that at Dima, as

elsewhere in the Congo, Belgian enterprises are

obliged to have recourse to the employment of educated

British negroes from West Africa— Sierra Leone, the

Gold Coast, and Lagos. Here is a sufficient answer

to the ignorant folk who sneer at the education of the

negro. As a matter of fact, public education in the

British West African colonies is far too much neglected

bv the British Government, especially in the Gold

C:'oast. If it were improved, there is no saying how

far it might not extend British influence and the

spread of the English language throughout West and

Central Africa.

The partv continued its journey up the Kasai,

noting on the way an extraordinary epidemic of
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FiG. 2.—An Akela cutting up his food. From " Land and Peoples of the

Kasai."

scribed. The Batwa dwarfs seem to have varied from

four feet eight to five feet in height (a photograph is

given of them). The journey through the Bankutu
cannibals was not devoid of risk; the traveUers owed
their safety probably to the curiosity excited by their

presence without an escort, yet well sujiplicd witli

means. On p. 147 an accurate and vrry tttcctivt

description is given of the " airlessness," disheartmini;

mist, and excessive damp, of the dense forest. " In

the daytime the atmosphere of the wocidN resembles

that of a hothouse; at night that of ;; a '.'

The zoological discoveries of the expedition due to

the author of this book, consisted mainly 01 .t new
species of very small duyker antelojio (Ccpliah^plttis

simpsoui), and an interesting traiisitidnal ty|H' ot

buffalo, a subspecies also named after Mr. Simpson,
which differs from the dwarf hulTalo of the Congo in

being black-haired (chocolate in the females) and not

reddish-brown, and in having horns set much wider

apart than those of Bos caffer nanus. The bosses of
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pNdii s j(no!oj;r.'i]>ns <.i iiu- ii<
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('tmniAund will be of much int'

•! rthnfilo^'i'^tii. .\lthough n:

M,it nian\ ol ih' ni would

////• /• / y / < / ol- (.!•. \ss ()\ ih'ilT TRI.

AM()\<i ill' iiiuu inttri-ling i<-ults obtairv

i!i. \\ Mliurii luNiJcrinRiital I'Vuit Farm pe;

III. -; p ni.irkable is the discovery that grc'

-n-~ . I d. I. tcrious ffTfct on fruit trees.

w.i^. i.;i -I oli-i-rv.itions, and was <

uiih ,ii III till- third report in I903.

•a luiinlii I- ol i\|i<-riinciit> iKivt' since been made,
ai' di -.(lih'd in tin- ihirteenth report recently issi

I hi- -liii id r< >uli <if 1,'r.i—<iiig the ground after iii«

Mil - h.i\i !). I 11 pl.ini.-d is the arrestation of all hea!'h]f

ilic alisolutr stunting of the tr

;. ,.. - , 11 ii^iht in colour and unhealthy.

siiiiilarh In ronns iii^hi rolourtd, whilr the fruii

its gn-tii nialttr and hromn s waxy yellow dr bri^

red. This ( jfi ri is particularly marked in the c;:

ajijili Ill's. It the i^rassing is done gradually

trees .nidinniod.iie themselves somewhat to the •

ing loaditioiis, .md tln.aliy make ^^rowth and \ id

fruit, though the\ iievir do - •
"

-

'

—

is .d'si-nt.

A numhiT of hy|iOtile>rs li,m i,..i, . .N.i.i.n.-

r.iUUt for this,. i)li,iiomena. The grass roots ,

liu aeration of th- soil, the amount of carbonic

|)resent, the soil temperature, moisture, food su

&c.. and thev ni.i\ , .as thi Inited States Bure.

.Soils idainis, i\ri-. !.• pnisonous substances. Thee.
invesiiL^.itioiis showid that neither the aeratior

temiiiiMture et'fec-is jilayed any ji.art in tin- matt'

f.ar .It le.ist ,is tr- 1 -n^wih is eoneerned ; the pt •

directed to the investig

lal results proved tha

III-, s Were not due t<

li\- the i.ir.as~,. Th,. ati

the si;;ns of sUtTei
"

during wei scasi

deii-rminations of tiie water content ot the gras-

lilled soil at interv.als tliroughout a year reveal< -

diffirences sutTicieiit to acc^iunt tor the efTet

'

more conclusive evidence w.as olitained by

trees in pots, some with, otli.rs without, K'-""
keeping all equally moist ; tlie del. lerious < tti

the grass remained equally m.irked.

It is more ditViculr to test the elTect of gra—
the food suiii)iv of the tree, because our knowk_„i
of what constitutes the food either of fruit trees

of grass is still far from complete. Pot experimen
with the ordinary nutrient suhsi.uices all led to n€

tive results, and the conclusion is drawn that

elTc'ct {)n the ftxxi sujiply is not the determining facte

\or did it appear that the i^-rowth of grass cau9
anv sutVicienf [ihvsical alter.itioii in the soil to accou;

for the risidts. There remains only the hypothes

that plant roots fxcrete sonie suhst.mce toxic to ti

tree roots, and for this the autliors claim to have
fair amount of indirect and sonie direct evideiUl

When perforated trays of s.and containing growil
grass w 1 re jil.iced on the surface of the soil in whl
tile ir.i s \\,re ^LTrowinsj, so that ttie washings frO

the gr.iss re.ached the tree roots with practically i

exposure to the .air. tiny had a deleterious eSt

nearly, if not quite, as threat as wh^" ./'-cc w;

e\|>erimenis ,ir<-

of the other f.ici. -

h.irmful etlects on ilu

•ahstraclion of moisture
trei's exhihitcd noii'- ot

drouuht or of r(co\rr\

1 Thirteenth Report of the Woburn Experimental V

Duke of Bedford, K.G., F.R.S..and Spencer U. Pickeri

Byl
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grown above the roots of the tree in the ordinary
way. The conditions of the experiment seem to have
precluded any sufficient contact of the grass roots

with the tree soil to allow of the abstraction of plant
food, and, if the result is confirmed, it is difficult to

ivoid the conclusion that the grass roots have actually

ixcreted a toxin.

As already stated, the United States Bureau of Soils

has long upheld the view that plants can excrete

toxic substances, but it has been generally supposed,
in this country at any rate, that the experiments of

Daubeny and others put the hypothesis out of court.

But Mr. Pickering has discovered an important pro-

perty which the toxin (if it exists) must possess ; it

is extremely transient, and disappears very^ rapidly

from the soil. No toxic effect can be detected in soil

removed from round grass roots, while even the wash-
ings from the trays above mentioned failed to have
any bad efTect if they/ijHere exposed for a short time
to air. 'tr.

A very interesting problem has been thus opened
up, the development of which will be watched with
interest. E. J. R.

THE BIRDS OF HOMER.
'T^HE advantages of the application of scientific
' knowledge to the literary problems of the

Homeric poems are well illustrated by an article con-
tributed to the second part of the "Journal of Hellenic
Studies" for 1911, by Mr. J. Maclair Boraston on
ihe Birds of Homer." He remarks that "whether

in the form of epithet or by special description.

Homer's portrayal of birds deals chiefly with essen-

tials. In this lie the advantage and disadvantage of

the Homeric method for one whose main purpose is

concerned with what in Homer was merely contribu-

tory to a fuller one. The advantage of such a method
is that it forces essentials to the front, and the dis-

advantage, that the references to these may be limited

by the nature of the matter they serve to illustrate;

or that, being references to the characteristics of a

class of birds, they may not suffice for the illustration

of a particular member of that class."

Dealing first with what Homer calls " carnivorous
birds," we find three mentioned, the first represented

by the bearded vulture (Gypaettis barbatus), the second
and third including the cinereous vulture {Gyps
monachus), the grifTon vulture (G. fulvtts), and the

Egyptian vulture (Neophron percnopteriis). The poet

describes three eagles
—"the high-flyer" and the

"ruddy," both apparently Bonelli's eagle (Hieraetus

fasciatus) in mature and immature plumage, while the
" morphnos " or " perknos " eagle, the "black" or

dark," and the " snatcher " are all names for the

j^olden eagle (Aquila chrysaetus). The general .terms

for the hawk or falcon include several birds—the gos-

hawk (Astiir paliimbarius), the sparrow-hawk {Acci-

piter nisus), the peregrine falcon (Falco peregriuus),

the lanner (F. lanariiis), the saker (F. saccr), the

merlin (F. aesalon), and the hobby (F. sttbbuteo).

Two varieties of owl are identified with the scops

(Scops giu) and the long-eared owl (Asia otus). Under
gulls Tlomer refers to no fewer than eight varieties, all

found at the present day in the Mediterranean. The
" diving seabird " includes various kinds of terns,

chiefly the common tern (Sterna fluviatilis). Under
the head of cranes we find the common crane (Grus
romtnunis), and the demoiselle (G. virf^o). Swans
include the mute swan (Cygnus olor) and the whooper
(('. musicus). Of geese we have the grey lag (Anscr
iiiicrcus), the bean goose (A. scgettim), and others.

\'nong miscellaneous birds we notice the grey heron
i rdca cinerea) ; the jackdaw (Corvus monedula) ; the
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starling {Stur)tiis unicolor and 5. vulgaris); the rock
dove [Columba livia); three thrushes—the fieldfare
(Tiirdus pilaris), the missel thrush (7". viscivorus), and
the redwing (T. iliacus); the common nightingale
(Daulias luscinia)

; the great titmouse (Partis major) ;

and the ring-dove (Columba palumbus).
Mr. Boraston 's article records a number of interest-

ing details illustrative of bird-life in the Mediterranean,^
which will be welcome not only to ornithologists but
to classical students, and a survey of the facts which
he has collected tends only to increase our admiration
for the genius and powers of accurate observation
possessed by the greatest of the epic writers.

SIR JOHN DALRYMPLE-HAY. BART., G.C.B.,
F.R.S.

A DMIRAL THE RIGHT HON. SIR JOHN
^^ DALRYMPLE-HAY, Bart., G.C.B., F.R.S.

.

was born in Edinburgh op Fdjruary 11, 1S21, and
died in London on Januar\ jS. His naval carctr was
commenced in August, iSq, and he was placed on
the retired list in 1870, under Mr. Childers's scheme,
having attained flag rank as Rear-Admiral about four
years earlier, and having occupied various offices on
shore after ceasing to command the line-of-

battle ship /ndux in 1859. His active service
afloat, therefore, ceased in the year when our
first seagoing ironclads were ordered. • "During
the thirty-six years comprised in that' service
he had witnessed the change from sails to steam
propulsion, serving nearly all the time in wood-built
sailing ships, and having commanded, as captain, the
Indus, which was the last sailing line-of-battle sh»p in

seagoing commission. Sir John Hay was present at

the capture of Acre by Sir Rupert Stopford, and later

(1849) greatly distinguished himself by the destruction

of a pirate flotilla in China. The latter service secured
for him promotion to the rank of captain ; and in

1855-6 he commanded the Hannibal, the flagship of

Sir Houston Stewart, second in command of the Black
Sea Fleet during the Crimean War.
When Kinburn was bombarded by the French iron-

clad floating batteries. Sir John Hay was present, and
then obtained personal knowledge of the value of

armour as a protection against the attacks of the

most powerful naval guns and shell-fire available at

that date. It was natural, therefore, that he should

have been appointed chairman of the Iron-plate Com-
mittee which was established in i860 to carry out

experiments on armour, and to investigate the innu-

merable proposals and inventions submitted for adop-

tion in the Royal Navy. In a period of rapid change
and transition in naval materiel it was a wise step to

appoint that committee, and to associate in its mem-
bership both distinguished officers and eminent
engineers and men of science—including Sir William
Fairbairn, Dr. Percy, and Dr. Pole—whose authority

on questions of metallurgy and engineering was gener-

ally recognised, while their advice and assistance in

the conduct of experiments and the analysis of results

were of great value.

In his conduct of the afTairs of this committee. Sir

John Hay displayed great tact and marked ability,

often in circumsianci •. nf considerable difficulty, in-

ventors being both s. nsiiiv, and ready to take offence

when their proposals were criticised or rejected. Re-

cognition of the value of his work came to Sir John

Hay from technical and scientific societies; he was
elected a vice-president of the Institution of Naval

Architects in 1S62, and a Fellow of the Royal Society

in 1864. Throughout his long life Sir John Hav con-

tinued to take an active interest in both these societies,

and in connection with the Naval Architects he played
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a promimTil part until failinR- health com|>flled him
to retiro. In the conduct of the business, as well as

in the discussion of professional subjects, his rijH'

experience, sound jud^iment, and charming,' personal

qualities had much to do with the successful develop-

ment of the institution, the membership of which in-

cludes not merely naval architects and marine
en{iineers, but naval officers, shipowners, yachtsmen,
officers of the mercantile marine, and many other

classes interested in or connected with shipping.

At the Royal United Service Institution also Sir

John Hay did jjood service, and pave proof of his

love for and acquaintance with many branches of

science, as well as his desire to utilise all departments
of knowledge for the improvement of the Royal Navy.
In short, for a man born early in the nineteenth

century, and employed at sea from a tender ajje until

he had reached the prime of life. Sir John Hay was
remarkable ; and he may be fairly described as a
pioneer in the class of scientific naval officers which
has now become both numerous and influential.

Of his political career this is not the place to speak,
but allusion may be made to his services as a Sea
Lord of the Admiralty in 1866-8. Although the

appointment of Sea Lords was then made largely on
political as well as professional grounds, and his

political future might have been seriously prejudiced

by the independent action which he took in November,
1866, he refused to sign the Navy Estimates, and
tendered his resignation because he considered the

new prot^ramme of shipbuilding to be inadequate. This
action showed the temper of the man, who, under a

most pleasant and conciliatory manner, concealed
great strength of character and readiness to act up to

his convictions. His business capacity was consider-

able, he was a capable speaker, and an agreeable
writer, as his books dealing with the naval service

showed. He died full of years and honours, mourned
by many friends; but some years of retirement,

accompanied bv blindness towards the end, had pre-

vented him from being so much before the public as
formerly. His work was done and well done, and
manv of its results will abide.

DR. A. H. KEANE.

WE regret to announce the death of Dr. A. H.
Keane on February 3, after a long illness. He

was born in Cork in 1831^, was educated in Dublin
and elsewhere, and completed his student career in

Rome, finally taking his degree with honours in the

Roman Catholic College in Dublin. Later he studied

in Germany, and thereafter devoted himself to literary

work, his first important book being a " History of

the English Language" (1878). Shortly afterwards
he taught English, German, French, and Hindustani
at the Hartley Institute, Southampton, and subse-

quently a professorship of Hindustani was created for

him at University College, London, which he resigned

in 1885. After a short visit to the United States, he
settled down in Hampstead, where he resided until

his death.
Anthropology loses in Dr. Keane one of its most

prolific and erudite students. His literary training

and great command of languages predisposed him to

collation and synthesis, as is proved by several excel-

lent studies in the Journal of the Anthropological In-

stitute; for example, "On the Relations of the Indo-
-Chinese and Inter-Oceanic Races and Languages

"

(1880), "The Botocudos" (1883), "The Eth-
nology of the Egyptian Sud^n " (18S4), "The
Lapps " (1885), and others. He also contri-

buted very numerous articles on ethnolog}* to

Nafure, The Geographical Journal, The Acadcviy,
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The Encyclopaedia liritattnica (ninth edition), '

bers's Encyclopaedia (1890-1), and Cassell's Star

of General Information (189*^-94). Of more j)en

value are his admirable monographs on Asi.t,

Central America and West Indies, an(i

in "Stanford's Compendium of <-

Travel." Amongst other publications arc " Iht ii'

.States, Land, and People" (1900), "The Gold
Ophir " (i<K^i), and numerous translations, .

example, "The Earth and its Inhabitants"
Reclus), " Peruvian .Antiquities " (W. Reiss aim
Stiibel), "The Science of Language" (Abel Ho-
lacque), " Philosophy, Historical and Critical " (

Lefevre). "Travels in .Africa" (VV. Junker), and "Ti
Second Deluge "

(J. Rodenberg).
But Dr. Keane's reputation will rest mainly r>n 1

"EthnologA- " (1896), "Man Past and Present " (i8<t

and "The World's Peoples" (1908). The first d.-

with the physical and mental evolution of man, t'

antiquity of man, criteria of race, and the prim.;

ethnical g'roups. The second is a masterly summ.r
of the ethnology of all races and peoples, and is

indispensable book to. all interested in such subjec •

The third, as its subtitle explains, is a popular accoi:

of the bodily and mental characters, beliefs, traditioi

and political and social institutions of the worK
peoples; the numerous photographs add greatly

its value.

Dr. Keane was a typical library student, and beii

of retiring disposition, was rarely to be seen at scii

tific meetings. He had strong views and could -

press them with vigour, but he did not seek Cf

troversy. Although lack of opportunity prevented hii

from making any original investigations, the v.i-

extent of his reading enabled him to marshal in

orderly manner the observations of other people, .-u

often to throw a fresh ligr^t upon them.
A. C. HAnnON.

JVOT£S.

\Vi-; rogrot to announce the death, on February 2, in

sixtieth year, of Dr. H. T. Bovey, F.R.S., formerly Reci

of the Imperial College of Science and Technology.

lA. BiGOURDA'N has been elected president of th

Bureau des Longitudes for the present year. M. Bail!.:

becomes vice-president, and M. Andoyer secretary.

The gold medal of the Royal Astronomical Society i

been awarded by the council to Mr. A. R. Hinks, for 1

determination of the solar parallax from observations

Eros.

The Canadian correspondent of The Times announ<

the death, at eighty-seven years of age, of Sir Jan

Le Moine, who for many years was an industrious writ

on historical and ornithological subjects, and in 1894 w,

elected president of the Royal Society of Canada.

Rbutbr's Agency reports that two British offic

belonging to the Survey of India, have been detaciiea

locate the falls of the Brahmaputra, which are reput

to exist in the hitherto unexplored reach of the ri\

which lies between Assam and the great bend of the ri\

to the northward. Attempts have been made by nati

surveyors and others to locate these falls and to travei

this part of the river where its valley cuts across tt

great Himalayan chain, but so far without any success.

Further evidence shows that, of the four reported eart

quakes referred to in our last issue (p. 459), that felt

Glenfruin on January 26 was probably not of seisn^

origin. The shocks at Lennoxtown on January 20 ar
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Llanhilleth on January 26 were extremely local, and there

can be little doubt that they were due in part to artificial

causes. The Dunblane shock of January 28 was one of

the series of earthquakes which have been so prevalent

since 1905 on the south side of the Ochil Hills, possibly

with its focus rather farther to the west than usual.

A CELEBRATION of the centenary of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia is to be held on March
19-21. The publication of three volumes has been decided

upon : a commemorative volume of scientific memoirs ; an

index to the series of Proceedings and Journal up to and

including 19 10, now amounting to nearly one hundred

volumes ; and a detailed history of the academy by Dr.

Nolan. Delegates will be received and historical addresses

will probably be delivered on the first day ; two morning
sessions will be devoted to the reading of scientific papers

;

and there will be a banquet on the evening of March 21,

the official birthday of the academy.

We learn from a communication received from the

Decimal Association that the King of Siam, on November
15 last, ordered the adoption of the metric system through-

out his kingdom at an early date. The authorities in

Siam are in communication with the Bureau International

des Poids et M^sures at Sevres on the subject of the pro-

vision of standards and prototypes for furnishing a Central

Office of Weights and Measures for the country. The
Government stands pledged to the passing of a law intro-

ducing the system in about a year from now, which, law ,

after an optional period of one year only, will be enforced

throughout the kingdom.

Prof. A. S. Hitchcock, systematic agrostologist of the

Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture,

who represented the Smithsonian Institution in the bio-

logical survey of the Canal Zone as a collector of grasses,

has just returned to Washington. He estimates that he

has secured about 150 species of grasses from the Canal

Zone alone, and that, including the collections of Messrs.

Pittier and Maxon, the National Herbarium will have as

niany as 200 species from Panama. This greatly increases

the known species, and Prof. Hitchcock believes that he

has from four to five times as many from this region as

were previously known. Many of the species found in

Panama were known previously only from Brazil and other

regions of .South America.

Dr. L. a. Bauer returned to his office at Washington,

D.C, at the end of December last, after a nine months'

trip of inspection of magnetic work on board the

f (I!,, ;ind visiting magnetic institutions in the Pacific

Uliiiii-. \-w Zealand, Australia, India, Burma, China,

Hid Japan. Three positions as magnetic observer are to

lie filled in the Carnegie Institution of Washington at

salaries ranging from 900 to 1500 dollars per annum and

rK>ld expenses, according to training and experience, wjth

nossibility for further promotions as advancement is made.

The duties imply assignment to magnetic survey work
(determination of the magnetic elements), according to

rircumstances, either on land in foreign countries or at

•a on board the magnetic survey yacht Carnegie. Appli-

t ations, with full statements as to collegiate training and

xperience, and accompanied by references, should be for-

warded immediately, and addressed to : The Director,

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, The Ontario,

Washington, D.C.

. In the notice of Prof. Sollas's " Ancient Hunters " in

Nature of January 25, the reviewer assumed that as no

reference was made to Mr. J. Reid Moir or his sub-Crag
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flmts they were " rejected as convincing evidence of man's
existence." Mr. Moir writes to suggest that the absence
of mention of his implements from below the Crag is

probably due to the chapter dealing with " Eoliths " having
been written before the facts of his discovery were made
public. We understand that the book was in print before
Prof. SoUas had the opportunity of examining Mr. Moir's
specimens, so that it is scarcely correct to assume that he
has rejected them as evidence of man's workmanship.

The discovery of a human skeleton beneath a stratum
of Boulder Clay near Ipswich, and partly embedded in

the underlying mid-Glacial sands, is likely to prove an
event of considerable importance to those interested in the
evolution of the modern type of Man. .According to the
somewhat sanguine report which appeared in The Times
of February i, Mr. J. Reid Moir and those who saw the
rernains in situ are confident that the overlying stratum
of Boulder Clay (4^ feet in depth) was undisturbed, and
that the remains are older than the deposition of the
Chalky Boulder Clay, which marks the most severe of the
various Glacial periods. If this proves to be the case,

and no doubt Mr. Moir and those associated with him
will place all the evidence before experts at an early

date, the skeleton thus found will be the earliest re-

mains of the human body yet found in England. The
skeleton has been examined by Prof. Keith, who reports

that in all its essential features it is of the modern
type, with absolutely no trace of the unmistakable
iliaracters of Neanderthal man. Yet the period assigned

to the Ipswich remains is long anterior to the Mousterian
period to which the remains of Neanderthal man belong.

To those who regard Neanderthal irffcn as an altogether

distinct form of mankind which persisted long after the

modern type of man (Homo sapiens) was evolved, this

discovery at Ipswich will cause no surprise.

The study of plant diseases is so important from the

technical point of view, and presents so many problems

of scientific interest, that any suggestions for advancing it

deserve serious consideration. The Biology Committee of

the Agricultural Education Association is organising a

card index that shall form a systematic record of fungus,

insect, and other diseases of plants, and invites the co-

operation of those able and willing to help in order that

the record shall be as complete as possible. The value

of the work, of course, will depend entirely on the extent

to which this invitation is taken up. The record thus

compiled will be available for consultation by any investi-

gator, either by application to the secretary of the com-

niiii.i . Prof. J. H. ]'rifsil.\, of the University of Leeds,

III \>\ application to iln Uoaril of Agriculture, which will

hold duplicates of all the entries. The committee hopes

to receive the cooperation of all investigators of this sub-

ject in the British Isles, and to form a record that shall

not only be useful to the economic biologist, but also to

the mycologist and to other students of plant diseases.

Full information about the scheme can be obtained from

Prof. Priesllcy.

1 1 is stated by 7//. / imc.s that tlie Daylight Saving

iJill is 10 be brouglu iiuwaid again next Session, and its

supi)orters hope that a member who obtains a good place

in the ballot will introduce it. From the same source we

learn that resolutions in favour of the Bill have now been

passed by 408 city corporations and town and district

councils, including the Cities of London, Westminster,

(jlasgow, Liverpool, Belfast, Dublin, Shettield, and Brad-

ford, and a majority of the I^ondon boroughs—that is to

say, seventeen out of twenty-eight. It is scarcely to be
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expected that the representatives upon these boclics shoii!<l

be familiar with the zone system of standard time reckon-

ing now recognised throughout almost the whole civiliwd

world, for if they were they would understand the prac-

tical and international importance of the invariability of

the Greenwich meridian upon which the system is based.

Surely in a matter of this kind expert knowledge is a

safer guide to follow than argument derived from the

counting of heads. What is wanted is the opinion of

• istronomers, navigators, and others, who know the mean-
i;tndards of time and longitude, rather than of city

Kills .-ind district councils, which would just as

li'iliilU |i.i-- ;i i'--olution in favour of a periodical

ili:m;;> <ii |>,.siii,)ii (if the cquator as they do that for

pla( ini4 ( iin iiwic li in the longitude of Berlin during certain

inoiitlis of the ytar.

Mk. C. G. Abbot, director of the Smithsonian Astro-

physical Observatory, has just returned to Washington

from Bassour, Algeria, where he has been making astro-

physical observations in regard to the solar constant of

radiation. The observing station in Bassour was estab-

lished in July, iqii, when Mr. Abbot and his field

assistant. Prof. F. P. Brackett, of Pomona College,

arrived in Algeria, and observations were continued until

the end of November. From previous work at Washing-
ton, Mount Wilson, and Mount W'hitney, it had been

(i'terminrd that the sun was probably a variable star, and

ili.ii app.iiriuly its radiations frequently fluctuated from

J In 5 per (lilt, (lurint; irregular periods of from five to

I'll (l.i\v' (liiraiiim. AliiiDiif^h strongly indicated 1)\ the

work on Mount Wilson, liie result was so imporiani ihr.t

it seemed necessary to test it further by nv .uis of

simultaneous independent observations held at Mount
Wilson and some other high altitude station remote from

there, where an equally cloudless atmosphere existed. Mr.

Abbot made complete determinations of the solar constant

of radiation for forty-four days in Bassour, while his

assistant, Mr. L. B. Aldrich, made similar measurements

at Mount Wilson, Cal. The two observing stations were

separated by a distance nearly equal to that of one-third

the circumference of the earth, thus making the locations

ideal in that respect. Unfortunately, some cloudy weather

was encountered at each of the stations, but the records

of about thirty days will be available for comparison.

The Evening News of February i made some interest-

ing remarks on Candlemas, February 2, one of the great

festivals of the May or agricultural year which precedes

the present solstitial year. The church candle festival

followed the lif^litin^; of bonfires or blazes in the stone

circles, and was dedicated to St. Blazius. The proverbs

show that the day has always been considered a critical

one from the meteorological point of view—indeed, " The
proverbs which cluster round this day are more numerous

than those about St. S within 's, St. Martin's, and St.

Michael's Days combined. .\nd they all refer to the

weather."

"If Candlemas Day is come and gone,
The snow lies on a hot stone (i.e. soon melts)."

"If Candlemas Day be fine and clear.

There'll be two winters in the year."

" .A windy Christmas, a calm Candlemas,
Are sure signs of a good crop of grass."

" If Candlemas Day bring clouds and rain,

Winter is gone and won't come again."

" If the lark sings before Candlemas (it did in 1912)

She'll soon crv out and mourn alas !

"

'ihev proverbs are followed by a letter fro;u a ton
spondfnt, who writes ati follows :

—" You may sum
this British proverbial wisdom thus : If February

(Candlemas Day) is cold, we shall have a coW, la

spring and a fine summer. If wet and warm, the chan<

are we shall get a dismal summer after a fine, op'

spring. Some of the scores of available proverbs c<r

tradict each other on minor points. They all agree th.

February 2 (Candlemas Day) is a critical point in the

year. It sets the baronntrr .and thermometer for us. For
years I have verified ms advice is, \vat<h the

weather on February .

TiiK December (1911) nm //«> Journal of Hygiene
(vol. xi.. No. 4) contains a paper by Drs. Stokvis and
.Swellengrebel on the purification of water by an infusorian

(Colpoda cucullus). Numbers of Colpods were added to

emulsions of bacteria in water, and as a result th^ water
was clarified, and the bacteria were removed. The purifi-

cation was effected only in the presence of living Colpods.

We have received the first number of The Journal of
Vaccine Therapy, which is edited by Dr. R. \V. .\llen and
published by Mr. H. K. Lewis. It contains papers on the

vaccine treatment of rheumatic fever and chorea by Dr.
Buchanan, of typhoid fever by Dr. Sadler, and of acne by
Dr. Allen. Important as vaccine treatment is, we scarcely

think that the subject requires a special journal.

The Malaya Medical Journal for last October (vol. ix.,

part iv.) is devoted to the subject of beri-beri. Recent
research, in particular by Braddon, I"ra>er, and Stanton,

strongly suggests that the use of "polished" rice, which
seems to be deficient in certain nutritive qualities, is the

cause of this disease. The editor, however, points out that

there are certain outbreaks which do not seem to be ex-

plicable on this hypothesis, and publishes a translation of a

paper by Kohlbrugge in which it is suggested that certain
;

acid-forming bacteria present on rice may be the actual

cause of beri-beri.

At the present time, when public interest is directed to

the political situation of China, we may direct attention

to two valuable papers contributed by Mr. E. W. Capen
'

to the fifth volume of the Publications of the American

Sociological Society. In the first this writer, who
familiar with the conditions of inner China, gives

graphic account of his observations. He describes, in

order, the struggle for existence, the physical constitutior.

of the people, their mental characteristics, the organi>:

tion of family life, the evils resulting from neglect 1

forest conservation, and the lack of patriotism among tl:

rural population. It is, on the whole, a melancho'

picture of social decay as the result of misgovernmer

The most interesting portion is that in which he discuss'

the physical characters of the people and their power

resistance to disease and injuries as compared wit

Europeans. In the second paper he reviews with am}>

knowledge the effects of Western influences upon tl:

people of the Orient.

."Vfter an exhaustive study of the limb-arteries of tl

Primates, the details of which are recorded in the Janua:

number of The Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, Mi

T. Manners-Smith arrives at the conclusion that the-

arteries—as, indeed, had been previously suggested—a;

arranged on a definite system. They are, in fact, form- ..

on a segmental plan, and to some extent appear to have

constituted portions of the tubules of an arterial plexus

with longitudinally arranged meshes. " We must also

regard the normal arrangement, which is proper to a par-
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ticular family or species, as the result of mechanical con-

ditions affecting the particular family or species in such a

way that the departure from the general reticular plan is

fixed and definite for the animal in question."

The American Bison Society, in its fourth annual re-

port, 1910-11, has to deplore the loss of the services of its

president. Dr. W. T. Hornaday, who has been compelled

by pressure of other work to resign that position. He
has been elected the first honorary member of the society,

and is succeeded in the presidential chair by Prof. F. W.
Hooper. Despite a few mishaps, matters appear to be

going well with the survivors of the bison in its native

country, the total number of pure-bred animals being 2760,

against 2108 in 19 10 and 19 17 in 1908. Attempts to capture

the remnant of the Pablo herd in the Flathead country

for the Canadian Government have had to be abandoned

on account of the wild state of the animals, which have

become completely uncontrollable. The society is anxious

to establish a new herd in one of the Dakotas, preferably

South Dakota, which formed part of the headquarters of

the bison, and the proposal has been favourably received

by the secretary to the Federal Government. Efforts are

also being made with a view to the establishment of a

herd either in the Adirondack Range or in the new Hudson

River Park, New York .State.

The horned lizards, or "horned toads," of California

and Nevada form the subject of an illustrated monograph

by Mr. H. C. Bryant in the Zoological Publications of

the University of California (vol. ix., No. i), which also

includes a survey of the whole group. In the second

edition of the British Museum " Catalogue of Lizards,"

twelve species, all included in the genus Phrynosoma, of

these strange reptiles were recognised ; but Mr. Bryant

now admits sixteen, one of which, from the desert tracts

of the Gila and Colorado valleys, is made the type of a

separate genus, under the name Anoia maccalli, its claim

to this distinction being based on the length, smoothness,

and conical forms of the horns, the presence of three (in

place of one or two) rows of peripheral spines, the

flattened tail, and the existence of supratemporal openings

in the skull. Excellent figures show the specific variation

of the skull, which in its horn-sheathed spines exhibits a

remarkable parallelism to some of the dinosaurs. These

horns are considered to be for defensive purposes, serving

to frighten certain enemies, although it is scarcely conceiv-

able that they can be cflicacious in the case of rattle-

snakes, which are some of the worst foes. Some of these

lizards are viviparous, but others are oviparous, the eggs

being in the case of one species buried in the sand, although

in a second they are hatched almost immediately after

extrusion. Particulars are given with regard to the re-

markable habit possessed by these lizards of spurting jets

of blood from the eye, from which it appears that the

phenomenon is preceded by congestion of the upper eyelid,

from the under-surface of which the jet issues.

Little information has hitherto been accumulated about

the composition of cow's milk in India. Messrs. Meggitt

and Mann have recently published in the Memoirs of the

Department of .Agriculture in India a number of analyses

which show that the milk contains a high percentage of

butter-fat, as much as 5 or 6 per cent., against a general

3 per cent, in England, but there is very great variation

even among animals of the same breed. Indeed, the whole

investigation emphasises the extremely unselected character

of the herds, and suggests possibilities of marked improve-

ment if selection is carried on over a suflicient time.
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In the October (191 1) number of The South African
Journal of Science, the organ of the South African Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, Dr. Juritz describes
the results of the chemical investigations he has made in
Cape Colony during the last twenty years or more. They
deal with waters, poisonous plants, soils, fertilisers, cereals
and other agricultural produce, and minerals, and afford
an admirable illustration of the way in which the chemist
can serve a new country. A short biography is given of
the late Dr. Bolus, who played so prominent a part in the
development of botany in Cape Colony.

Of the many problems connected with soil fertility, few
are more important than those centring round soil erosion.
The causes and remedies are dealt with at some length by
Mr. M'Gee in Bulletin 71 of the United States Department
of .Agriculture, Bureau of Soils, where some admirable
photographs also are given showing the various types of
erosion. Whenever land is brought into cultivation and
then neglected, erosion is likely to be serious ; only when
the surface is covered with vegetation can it resist the
disintegrating effect of the rain. Very slight depressions
in the surface suffice to form a channel, which rapidly

widens and deepens, and before long attains considerable
dimensions. The remedies consist, therefore, in planting

the land and in terracing.

A USEFUL article dealing with two prevalent diseases of

the potato plant is contributed by Mr. R. S. Home to

the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society (vol.

x\.\vii., part ii.). The author sifts carefully the conflict-

ing statements ranged round the lowly fungal organism
Chrysophlyctis endobiotica, producing a disease known
under the different names " tumour," " warty disease,"

and " black scab," and contrasts the swellings induced by

it with the more pronounced canker caused by the

myxomycete Spongospora solani ; the latter disease Is

known as " corky scab," or " potato canker." The author

adopts the terms tumour and canker because they indicate

the actual nature of the diseases, which are, of course,

quite distinct from the potato disease due to Phytophlhora

infesians. Attention is also directed to a note by Mr. F. J.

Chittenden in the Journal discussing self-sterility of apple

trees, that is, the dependence of fruit formation upon

pollination of the flowers with pollen from another variety.

In the January number of Peternuiiin's Mittcilungen

Prof. .'\. VVoeikow discusses the salinity of the oceans, and

in particular the greater salinity of the Atlantic Ocean as

compared with either of the others, and this in spite of th.

continental area which drains into the .Atlantic being far

larger than those which feed the Pacific and Indian

Oceans. He attributes the higher salinity of the Atlantic

to the large amount of water-vapour which is carried on

to the continents, which are of comparatively low altitude

where they front this ocean. A map of the salinity of the

oceans, the drainage areas supplying them, and the alti-

tudes of coast margins is included.

In ///, Geographical Journal for January, Sir David

Gill, F.K.S., describes the 4-metre and a4-metre com-

parators which have been constructed for the Governinent

of India by the Cambridge Instrument Company under his

supervision. The former is for comparing all standards

of length u]) to 4 metres, and enables the determination of

their absolute coefficients of expansion by heat ; the latter

is designed for comparing the lengths of 24-metre invar

wires or tapes with a standard 4-metre bar. Unfortunately,

only a summary is given of the description of these

important pieces of apparatus, and no plans are included.
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At the same mceiing Mr. J. A. A. Buu^*!) discu»iipd the

preparation of invar tapes, and quoted the results of ex-

periments mad«> to determine their variation due to ageing,

rolling and unrolling, and tension. The ex|>eriments were

very instructive, though the number quoted was smull. He
referred to the difficulty of determining the true tempera-

ture of a tape suspended in air, and advocated its deter-

mination by means of its electrical resistance. Mr.

H. K. E. Keeling directed attention to this difftculty in

10 lo. and showed that there might be as much as 2° C.

between the tape and the surrounding air.

Referring to the latter on concentric joints in iic by

Mr. H. J. F. Gourley in Nature of January 25, Julia R.

•Grugell, of Burleigh .Stroud, Gloucestershire, sends some
observations on the same phenomenon. The roadside pool

studied was 6 feet long, 4 feet broad, and i foot deep in

the, middle and about 3 inches at the side. The rings seen

only followed the line of the edge on one side, and half-

way round the ends, projecting stones apparently inter-

fering with their formation on the other side. A piece of

ice, 16 inches square, cut out and examined showed the

bulb formation. The ice w-as 2 inches thick at the edge,

and the first bulb was 3^ inches from the edge and pro-

jected 2 inches, being followed by four others of varying

shapes. Along the line of the rings the bulbs appeared

to be continuous, except the second, which was saucer-

-shaped in appearance. Looking at the surface of the pool,

which was of Very smooth ice, the rings were seen

alternately clear and opaque, and inspection of the under-

surface of the piece removed showed the bulbs were clear

through to the surface. The opaque effect seemed to be

due to ice crystals on the under-surface of the ice. The
ice was the result of several nights' frost, with no thaw
by day.

In connection with the exceptionally warm weather of

last summer in Europe and the United States, an article

by Mr. R. C. Mossman in Symons's Meteorological

Magazine for January, on the " Abnormal Weather in

"South America during 191 1," is of considerable interest.

For the region north of lat. 40° S. in Argentina and part

of Brazil the following mean temperatures below the

normal (1898-1907) are given for the four months June-
September :—mean max. 25° F., mean min. 3-0°, mean
temperature 2-7°. From a map showing the departures of

the mean temperature for the three months June-.^ugust

in Argentina it is seen that the greatest depression, viz.

5°, was in a small area in the province of Corrientes.

South of latitude 35°, except for a small patch in Buenos
Aires, the depression did not exceed 2°, and south of 41°

the temperature was above the average, reaching an excess

of 3-5° near the Atlantic entrance to the Straits of Magellan.

The author observes that there is little doubt that during

Ihe year in question a marked displacement of the
" centres of action " of both hemispheres took place. In

South America the meteorology of the whole year pre-

sented a sequence of abnormal features, among the most
prominent being excessive rainfall at Rio de Janeiro in

"March, 1911, and extreme drought in Buenos .Aires in the

same month.

A COURSE of lectures delivered before the students of the

Johns Hopkins University by Dr. Charles Edward Brooks,
on " Tables of Mortality and the Theory of Probability,"

is published in abstract in the Johns Hopkins University
Circular, No. 10. The abstract of the six lectures onlv
occupies forty-two pages, and is accompanied by a reprint

of the " American Experience " table of mortality. It

sliould enable any student possessing an elementary know-
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ledge of algebra and the mere notation uf the calculus i<

solve ordinary problems on life insurance with a ver>

small amount of preliminary study. It shows that th'

study of probabilities and statistics is not nearly s<

difluult as it commonly supposed. It is highly desirable

that schooHxiys should learn the elementary notions of

probability soon after they have learnt to multiply vulgar

fractions, and that the elements of statistical mathematics
should be taught in schools and colleges in place of much
of the present useless algebraical drill.

A REi"ORT on graduate work in mathematics in the United

States universities and colleges is published in the Bulletin

of the American Mathematical Society for December, 191 1.

and forms part of the report of the International Com-
mission on the Teaching of Mathematics. It would
appear that forty years ago practically no facilities existed

for the study of higher mathematics, the school established

at Harvard under Benjamin Peirce being one of a few
noteworthy exceptions. -At present a much more satisfac-

tory state of affairs has been reached, many institutions,

both large and small, possessing well-attended schools of

higher study frequented by both graduate and under-

graduate students. The report deals, further, on the

advantages and disadvantages of study abroad, the former

including the acquisition of foreign languages. In regard

to the training of teachers in higher mathematics, the

report reveals a very different state of affairs from that

now prevailing in England, namely, an excess of demand
over supply. This, in the opinion of the committee, is

likely to have a disastrous effect in encouraging graduates

of mediocre ability to undertake some work that they can

call * research " in order to qualify as college instructors.

With the aid of the Rumford Fund, Mr. P. W. Bridg-

man, of the Jefferson Physical Laboratory^ 'Of Harvard
University, has continued his experiments on the proper-

ties of substances under pressures up to 12,ock> atmo-

spheres. His most recent work relates to mercury, and
the results are published as Memoir 12 of vol. xlvii. of

the Proceedings of the American Academy. He uses a
steel piezometer, through the bottom of which a minute
hole is made. The piezometer is filled with mercury, and
is subjected to pressure in a cylinder of water. As the

pressure is applied, water is forced into the piezometer.

When the pressure is withdrawn mercury flows out, and
the amount which remains In the instrument allows the

compression to be determined if those of the water and
the steel are known. That of steel was determined in-

dependently by the change of length of a rod under
pressure. That of water was measured by inverting the

piezometer, filling it with water, and subjecting it to

pressure in a cylinder of mercury. As the experiments
were carried out at temperatures from —39° C. to 4-22° C,
they allow the isothermals for solid and liquid mercury
between these limits to be drawn on a pressure-volume
diagram.

Vol. vi. of the Journal of the Institute of Metals con-
tains the May lecture of 191 1, delivered by Dr. G. T.
Beilby. The title, " The Hard and Soft States in

Metals," gives a very inadequate idea of the importance
of the conclusions which the author has reached by his

investigations on metals and other substances. The central

fact appears to be that the molecules of any pure sub-
stance may be assembled in two different ways," each of

which imparts to the substance distinct physical properties.

In the first form the substance is crystalline, stable under
heat treatment, but yields readily to mechanical forces. In

the second the substance is amorphous, becomes crystal-
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line under heat treatment, but is much more stable under

mechanical forces than the former. Even gentle polishing

of a surface is sufficient to break down the first or crystal-

line form near the surface, and the material flows, ulti-

mately solidifying in the second or amorphous state. Wire-

drawing or other mechanical treatment produces the same
effect, and the author shows how most of the properties

of materials used in construction are due to the presence

in them of molecules in the two states of aggregation.

.\ PAPER by Dr. E. Weiss, of the University of Prague,

which appears in the July (191 1) number of the Sitziings-

berichte of the Academy of Vienna, offers a satisfactory

explanation of the deviations of the values for the

elementary quantity or " atom " of electricity found

recently by Dr. Ehrenhaft and by Dr. Przibram from the

value found by Prof. Millikan. Like the other observers

who have worked in this field, Dr. Weiss uses the speed

of motion of electrically charged minute particles of matter

either under gravity alone or under gravity and an electric

field combined. His particles were of silver of diameters

about 10- ' cm., obtained by the aid of an electric arc.

His arrangement allowed the same particle to be observed

during twenty or more falls, and the speeds found differed

amongst themselves by 50 per cent, in the case of the

smallest particles. When Stokes's law, either in its

original form or with Cunningham's correction, is applied

to the observations, the values of the electric charges in

many cases come less than the atomic charge. Weiss

shows that this is due to the particles executing Brownian

movements, and when he applies Einstein's theory of these

motions to the observations, he finds they give values of

the atomic charge between 4 and 5x10-'° electrostatic

units, in agreement with the number generally accepted.

The isolation by Willstatter and Esch, recorded in the

current number (vol. Ixxvi., Heft 2 and 3) of the Zeitschrift

fiir physiologische Chemie, of the yellow pigment of yolk

of egg in a crystalline state, and the identification of its

chemical nature as closely related to the xanthophyll of

green leaves, is an important contribution to knowledge.

Willstatter 's earlier work enabled him to classify the

chemically indifferent colouring matters of animal and

plant pigments into two classes, the hydrocarbons, C^,H,j,

of the carrotene group, soluble in light petroleum, and

the related oxygen compounds, Ci^Hj^O^, of the xantho-

phyll series, soluble in alcohol. Nearly two years ago he

was able to show that lycopene, the red pigment of

tomatoes, was a member of the carrotene group. As the

result of the extraction of the yolks of 6000 hens' eggs,

about 4 grams of a crude pigment remained. This has

been purified by crystallisation from a variety of solvents,

from which the pigment, which it is proposed to name
lutcine, separates in characteristic coloured forms.

-Analysis shows it to be an isomeridc of xanthophyll, and

this is confirmed by the study of the absorption spectrum

and other properties.

At a meeting of the Institute of Chemistry, held at

University College, London, on January 26, a lecture was
delivered by Mr. G. F. Cross on "Cellulose." He pointed

out that cellulose, as a basis of manufacture, takes an

important position. Primary manufactured products at

factory cost represent values approaching 200,000,000/. per

annum for the United Kingdom. Cellulose derivatives form

the basis of smokeless powders, an indispensable auxiliary

to photographic art, and the raw material of " celluloid."

Taking cellulose as a typical colloid, and enlarging our

view to include industries based upon colloids, their pre-

ponderance is evident. Industry is chiefly busy in trans-
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forming colloidal substances of entirely natural origin.
Normal cellulose is still lather a laboratory term and pro-
duct. The so-called " pure " cellulose in the form of
chemical filter papers represented about 90 to 95 per cent,
only of " normal " purity. The supposed identity of '' rag
cellulose " with " normal cellulose " is an illusion. Mr.
Cross suggested that the type of combination of lignone
with cellulose to form the complex " lignocellulose " may
in time modify our views of chemical combination.

We learn from The Engineer for February 2 that in

the middle of last month there was put to work a single-

deck petrol tramcar on the short tram-line connecting
Morecambe and Heysham. This car is the first of three

ordered for this service, is capable of carrying thirty-

seven passengers, and is driven by a 55 horse-power four-

cylinder petrol motor. Now that the petrol tramcar is an
accomplished fact, it will be interesting to watch the effect

on the fortunes of electric tramway systems. There
appears to be no reason why petrol tramcars should not

answer their purpose as well as electric cars, and it is

evident that success will render them formidable opponents.

It is too early as yet to attempt any comparative estimate

of costs of running or of upkeep, but it must be remem-
bered that the electric system calls for heavy expenditure

in overhead or underground equipment, and also for a

generating station in those cases where the tramway
authority cannot purchase its electricity.

Bulletin No. 49 of the University of Illinois contains

an account of tests on nickel-steel riveted joints carried

out by Messrs. A. N. Talbot and H. F. Moore at the

. university engineering experiment station. A total of

ninety nickel-steel and fifty-four chrome-nickel-steel joints

were tested in tension, sixteen nickel-steel and sixteen

chrome-nickel-steel joints were tested in tension, com-

pression, and alternate tension and compression. Stretch,

slip, and set of riveted joints were observed, as well as

the bending of the rivets. There was a noticeable slip of

joint generally at loads within ordinary workings shearing

stress of rivet. The movement of the joint increased fairly

regularly to a load averaging about 35,000 lb. per square

inch of rivet shear for the nickel-steel joints, when a

marked increase of movement was found. This increase

was closely coincident with a marked set of the joint and

with a marked bending of the rivet. .Ml the riveted joints

failed by shear of the rivets, at ultimate shearing stresses,

which ran fairly uniform in both the nickel-steel and the

chrome-nickel-steel series for all the types of joint fested.

In the alternated load tests, the most striking fcatun- was

the relatively large slip which took place at comparatively

low loads. The amount of this slip was especially large

when a joint had been subjected to a single load con-

siderably beyond the ordinary load.

Prof. A. M. Worthington, C.B., F.R.S., contributes

to the February number of Pearson's Magatine a well-

illustrated article upon his photographic analysis of the

splash and jet produced by dropping a rough marble into

water from different heights. The same number contains

an account of the life-story, with illustrations, of the

nightjar, by Mr. E. G. Andrews.

The annual volume for iqii of the " Bulletin of Miscel-

laneous Information " of the Royal Botanic Gardens. Kew,

is now available. The volume is published by H.M.

Stationery OfTicc at the price of 4*. 6d., and may be pur-

chased from Messrs. VVyman and Sons, Ltd., of Fetter

Lane, London, E.G. Several of the papers in the ten

separate numbers included in the volume have already been

noticed from time to time in these columns.
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OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Dorni.iNc. of Martian " Canals."—Telcfjraphing to the

Aslronomischr Nachrichten (No. 4551) on January 25, Prof.

Lowell states that the canals (ianjjes 'n.)
I ..nima are

<l()ublin);, both from the western mouth.

Reportrd Fall of an Aerolite.—A .>.!...»., accident
is reported in a Lloyd'.s messajje from the Finisterre
/.Spain) .Sijjnal Station. The message states that at

I a.m. on January 25 the semaphore and telegraphic
.ipparatus was completely destroyed by the fall of a meteor,
thus causint; m im. rruption of both the maritime and land
communic.iii >ii- Ndihing, more than is implied in the

above messa^ie, i> reported as to the finding of any
meteorite or its fragments.

.\ Bright Meteor.—From Tarn6w Prof. Anton Wilk
n ports the apparition, in a clear, cloudless sky, of a

bright meteor on November 15, 191 1. The path lay

between 2oh. 20m., +40°, and 22h. 40m., +30°, and was
traversed very rapidly. At the beginning of the flight the

meteor was about twice as bright as Venus, whilst during
the flight it gave off luminous particles, and was followed

by a long luminous trail. At first the colour was bluish,

then a glowing yellowish-white, and the duration of the

whole phenomenon was about three seconds.

Fpiiemeris for Sciiaumasse's Comet, 191 i/j.—Astro-

nomische Nachrtchten No. 4549 contains an ephemeris for

«omet 191 i/i, computed by M. Schaumasse from the elliptic

elements now published by M. Fayet in the same journal.

The present approximate position is i6h. 19m., —3° 57',

and the comet is only about one-sixth as bright as when
-discovered.

M. Fayet directs attention to the similarity of the orbits

of this comet and that of 1894 I. (Denning).

Observations of Comets.—Bulletin No. 3 of the

Khedivial Observatory, Helwan, contains a further list of

-positions of Halley's comet determined from photographs
taken with the Reynold's reflector by Mr. Knox-Shaw. It

lias been found desirable to apply a temperature term in

the reduction of the measures, the temperature having
varied between 6° and 24° C.

Numerous observations of comets are recorded in Nos.

4550-1 of the Astronomische Nachrichten from several

observatories.

Distances of Spiral Nebulae.—Assuming that the spiral

nebulae are external galactic systems, Prof. Max Wolf
makes some speculations as to their relative distances in

No. 4549 of the Astronomische Nachrichten. His deduc-
tions are based also on the assumption that such systems
are of the same order of actual magnitude, hence the

apparent diameters are inverse measures of their distances.

Measures of eight objects have been made, and the

relative distances derived, both from the measures of the
length and the breadth ; the results for each object agree
fairly well. Taking the parallax of certain objects in the
Milky Way, e.g. Nova Persei, as ooi", gives a means of
calibrating the relative scale, and Prof. Wolf's final

speculative numbers are as follow :

—

Quj^, Distance in Apparent diameter, Diameter in
' light years

,
light years

M3I ... 33,000 ... I20 IIOO
M33 94.000 ... 54 ... 1500
M81 ... 172,000 ... 18 ... 900
.Mioi ... 289,000 18 1500
M5I ... 370,000 ... 10 I ICO
H524 ... 500,000 15 ... 2200
H476 522,000 ... 7 ... IIOO
11,56 ... 578,000 ... 8 ... 1300

Observations at the Moscow Observatory.—The fifth

volume of the Amiales de I'Obscrvatoire astronomique de
Moscou is a handsome volume, in which Prof. Ceraski
publishes numerous results derived from various observa-
tions made since the new observatory was installed in

1900 ; the frontispiece is a reproduction of a photograph
of the new buildings.
Among other results. Prof. Ceraski gives those obtained

for the stellar magnitude of the sun in two separate re-
searches in 1903 and 1905. In the first he compared the
sun with Venus, and then, in the evening, Venus was
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compared with a Leonis. The sun was found to be
242,4o<>,ooo,(x)o times brighter than the star, and, taking
Miiller's magnitude (1-57) for a I^'onis, the sun's magni-
tude is -26Ht). In the later research other stars were
also employed, and — 26-5 was obtained as a more trust-
worthy value of the sun's magnitude.
Other papers deal with the angular velocities of Perseid

meteors, a special eyepiece for solar observations, a
method of utilising the sun's heat, the intensity of the
luminosity of the atmosphere near the sun's limb, &c.
Further, M. Sternberg has a long paper on the application
of photography to the measures of double stars, and M.
Blazko writes concerning Algol variables, and describes a
type of slitless spectroscope. In the appendix a large
number of photographs showing the regions around
variable stars, discovered by Madame Ceraski, are re-
produced.

Internal and Cloi-d Velocities of (iRoups of Stars
IN Relation to Spectral Type.— In No. 5, vol. xxxiv.,
of The Astrophysical journal. Dr. Weersma arrives at
some interesting results arising from a mathematical
inquiry into the ratio between the linear velocities
of the individual members of star groups and the general
velocities of the groups as a whole, as it exists in different
spectral types. Prof. Kapteyn, in a paper published in

1910, found that the individual linear velocities of stars
increase with age, and suggested that this phenomenon
probably entails a dissipation of star groups as they grow
older. Dr. Weersma now shows, from a study of A-type
and K and M-type stars, that this suggestion is probably
correct. He finds that the individual velocities do tend to
increase with age, while there is apparently a tendency
for the group velocities to diminish ; the evidence for the
latter, however, is by no means conclusive.

SILK-CULTURE IN THE PHILIPPINES.'
CILK production is one of the most important industries
•^ in most of the warmer parts of the world ; but the
mulberry silkworm, Bonibyx mori, still supplies by far

the largest proportion of this commodity.
As regards the Philippines, although the Jesuit Father

Antonio Sedwo made large plantations of mulberry in

1593, and introduced silkworms, and in 1780 the
Augustinian missionary Father Manuel Galiana sent both
mulberries and silkworm eggs from China, and the silk

industry was carried on for a while with success, yet it

seems subsequently to have been neglected until about six
years ago, when the Bureau of Science again introduced
mulberry silkworms into the Philippines, under the auspices
of the American Government, which, at the same time,
promulgated an .Act forbidding the introduction of silk-

worms into the Philippines by unauthorised persons.
This was due to the fear of the probable importation of

silkworm diseases ; but it may also be pointed out that the
introduction of that terrible pest the gipsy moth into
America was due to an entomologist carrying on experi-
ments with possible silk-producing moths ; and great care
should always be taken in introducing an animal or plant
into a new country, as it sometimes becomes an unexpected
pest, even though it may be innocuous in its native home.
The Bureau of Science began by importing the eggs of

silkworms from Japan in 1905, but it was found impossible
to preserve the eggs of the next brood. Therefore, in 1907,
cocoons of four different varieties were obtained from
Ceylon, and these proved to be a great success. The
pamphlet before us gives a full history of the development
and management of the insects in all their stages.
Having succeeded so far, the Bureau of Science

attempted in 1909 to introduce the Eri, or castor-oil silk-

worm, Attacus ricini, belonging to another family of silk-

producing moths, also from Ceylon. The treatment of the
silk produced by this insect is different from that used for

the mulberry silkworm, for the moth must not be allowed
to emerge from the cocoon, and the cocoons cannot be
reeled, but must be spun like wool or cotton, though when
thus treated they yield a very fine silk.

» " A Manual of Philippire Silk Culture." By Charles S. Banks. (From
the Entomological Section, Biological Laboratory, Bureau of Science,
Manila). Pp. 534-xx plates. (Manila : Bureau of Printing, 1911.);
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This moth is closely allied to, if not a form oi,' kttacus
cynthia, the Ailanthus silkworm, which Dr. Alexander
Wallace attempted to introduce into England some years
ago. It is a very handsome species in all its stages, as

Fig. I.—Adult male and female of Attacus ricini,

Boisd., the Eri moth.

may be seen by the accompanying figures of the moths and
caterpillars.

The castor-oil plant grows wild in the Philippines, and
this silkworm is more easy to rear, and requires less care

I

Fig. 2.—Eri silkworms ready to spin : halfnatur.il size.

than the mulberry silkworm. Severnl o(her silkworms are

found in the Philippines, some of wiiii li may possibly be

ultimately utilised as silk-producers.

Enemies and diseases of silkwoiins jiie discussed. The

most important of the former are ants, rats, and mice;:

and hitherto it has been possible to keep silkworms in the

Philippines almost entirely free from disease, by constant

care and supervision.

Other matters treated of in this useful pamphlet are the

silk house, the mulberry, shipping eggs, the silk trade of

the Philippines, &c. The plates illustrate the mulberry
and Eri silkworms in all their stages, cocoons of Antheraea
sempcri, one of the wild silkworms, a mulberry nursery

and plantation, plans of a silk house, and various machines
used for silk-weaving, &c.

This pamphlet is a good illustration of what may be
accomplished by a little energy and foresight in the way of

introducing a profitable industry into a comparatively new
locality. W. F. K.

THE RECENT FROST.
'X'HE closing days of January and the early days in.

^ February witnessed a keen frost over the British

Isles, but from the current weather changes it seems

probable that the frost has come to an abrupt termination.

At Greenwich the temperature fell below the freezing point

each night for ten consecutive days, from January 27 to

February s- The lowest shade temperature was 19°, re-

corded on January 29 and February 3. whilst the lowest

maximum day temperature was 27°, on February 4, which

day also had the lowest mean of maximum and minimum
temperatures—24°. The mean maximum or day tempera-

ture at Greenwich for the ten days was 35°, which is 10*

below the average of the last fifty years, and the mean of

the lowest night temperatures 24°, which is 11° below the

average ; the mean of the maxima and minima for the

whole period was 30°. At the meteorological station at

Hampstead the shade temperature on February 3 was 16 ,

and on the surface of the grass the thermometer registered

6°. In the frost of 1894-5 the average temperature at

Greenwich for the whole of February. 1895, was 29 ,
and

in the frost of 1890-1 the mean for December, 1890, was

also 29°. Both these frosts were, however, much more

prolonged than the spell just experienced. Ihe recent frost

was more keen over the country generally than any experi-

enced since the winter of 1894-5, when special trains were

run for London skaters to Loch Lomond, which Ihe

Times of February 6 reports now to be covered for about

a mile with good sheet-ice—the first occasion for the last

seventeen years. A region of high barometer was centred

over the British Isles during the early period of the frost

to the close of January, but during the latter period of the

frost the barometer was low over England, and the atmo-

spheric conditions were complex in character.

A summary of the weather issued by the MeteorologicaF

Office for the week ending February 3, which embraces

the severest weather of the recent cold spell, shows that

the temperature was much below the average over the

entire kingdom, the deficiency amounting to 10 in the

south-west of England and the .Midland counties, and to

about cf in several other parts of Britain. The lowest

temperatures are said to have occurred on February 3

over the kingdom generally. Some of the lowest shade

temperatures reported are 4° at Balmoral on February 2,

4° at Nairn on February 5, 9° at Llangammarch WelU, in

the south-west of England, on February 3. The lowest

readings on the surface of the grass were -0-3 at

Norwich at 11 p.m. on February 2, and o (zero) at

Balmoral and Burnley.

SKULLS AND PHYSIOGNOMY.

AT the present time anatomists arc divided as regards

the possibility of reconstructing from the skull the

appearance of the face and head during life. Those

interested in this problem will find a recent pamph^t by

Prof, von Eggcling.of Jena (" Physiognomic und Schaedcl.

Fischer, Jena, i?ii. price 1.20 marks), of the greatest

assistance, for the author has summarised in a very clear

manner the various results obtained by previous mvesti-

gators, and added his own observations. .Such researches

wore at first employed to ascertain whether the skulls^

which were alleged to be those of famous men. really

corresponded with their death-masks. In 1867 frot.
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Welcker compan'd the measurements of a skull said to be
that of DaiU'.- with the poet's denth-ninbk, and found that

the ajjrewnifnt was exact enough to warrant the
auih< nficity of the skull. In 1893 Virchow, after com-
parinj^ a skull which was found by archieologists in circum-
stances which led them to believe it to be that of Sophocles
with busts of the poet, was unable to give a decided
opinion.

Ih'- first complete investigation of this kind was made
by Welcker in connection with Schiller's skull; the dis-

crepancies between the death-mask, which he accepted as
authentic, and the skull were so great—more than he
found between modnrn skulls and faces—that he came to
the conclusion that the skull could not be that of Schiller.
In i8<)S Kollmann and Hiiehly jittempted to reconstruct the
physioj«nomy of a young woman from a skull found in the
d<f'bris of a lake-dwelling. The bust was criticised by
Merkel, who came to the conclusion that the skull gave no
clue to the essential parts of the face—the eyes, nose, and
mouth. He was led to alter his opinion, however, bv
handing a skull to a sculptor and asking him to reconstruct
the face. The skull was that of an Australian native.
The sculptor returned and told him it was impossible to
mould a Eiuropean face on such a skull ; the one he ulti-
mately modelled had the features of the race to which the
skull belonged.

Prof, von Eggeling has performed a real service to anthro-
pologists and given them the hope of ultimately securing
a scientific basis for obtaining trustworthy reconstructions
of the face from a study of its skeleton.

In a paper which has appeared in the Berichte der
Satiirforscheuden Gesellscbaft zu Freiburg-im-Br. (October,
i(»ii) Dr. J. Kalkhof gives the results of a series of
•measurements of the orbits made on more than 800 human
skulls belonging to various races. He found that although
the right and left orbits are approximately equal in height,
the left, in two-thirds of the .skulls examined, was dis-
tinctly wider than the right. Some ten years ago Miss
Fawcett and Dr. .Mice I.ee, while examining the crania of
prehistoric Egyptians from Naquada (Biometrika, vol. i.,

p. 40S), found that the left orbit was not onlv wider, but
also higher, than the right. It may therefore' be accepted
as proved that in the majority of individuals the left orbit
is more capacious than the right. The e.vplanation of the
predominance of the left orbit is not easily explained, but
it will probably be found that it is due to' the greater use
of the muscles of mastication of the right side. Dr.
Kalkhof has introduced a method of estimating what he
has termed the diagonal axis of the orbit, but its utility
is not very apparent. He notes the remarkable shape of
the orbits of the prehistoric Cro-Magnon race, especially
the horizontal direction of the upper orbital margins. We
observe that Prof. Elliot Smith, in his recently published
book on the ancient Egyptians, uses the shape of the orbits
as a criterion for distinguishing an alien people from the
real Egyptians.

T//E SECOND MRNDELEEFF CQNGHESS OF
PURE AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY AND
PHYSICS.

'P^HE second Mendel^eff congress of Russian chemists
and physicists was held at the University of St.

Petersburg on January 3-10. The number of 'members
-was unexpectedly large, namely. 1700 (that at the first
congress was 1008) ; there were about sixty general, joint,
and sectional meetings, at which more than 220 communica-
tions were made. Short abstracts of these papers, together
With the discussions, were published in the daily " Diary "
of the congress.
On January 3, after a funeral service in the University

church in memory of Mendel6eff and the honorary presi-
•dent, Beketoff, there was inaugurated the " Mendeldeff
Museum "—a suite of three rooms of the University lodg-
ing, which Mendel^eff occupied as professor, containing
his library and furniture, all fitted up exactly as it was
twenty-five years ago. At two o'clock the inaugural nieet-
mg was held in the adjoining Great University Hall,
where, after election of the president, vice-presidents, and
secretaries of the congress, Prof. Osipoff (Kharkoff) spoke
•on the scientific work of Beketoflf, and Umoff (Moscow)
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on the characteristics and actual problems of the natural

sciences).

The evening of that day, and the three following days,

were devoted to sectional meetings. On Christmas Day
(January 7) there was only one meeting (physical section),

and several hundred membii'rs made an excursion i

train to the Falls of Imatra (Finland). On the

January 8, the congress was invited to t>-- '

Institute (village Sosnovka, near St. Pet-

meetings of the sections of aerodynamics, 1 .,,."•

and applied physics, metallurgy and electrochcniisiry look

place, followed by an inspection of all the buildings and
laboratories of this vast institute. In the evening a

general joint meeting with the Russian Physico-t^hemical

Society was held at the University, the comnv •-••>
made being :—Walden (Riga), electrolytical diss,

non-aqueous solutions; and Lazarefl (Moscow), a;,; n

of thermodynamics in chemistry. The day was closed by

a banquet, attended by some 500 members.
January 9 was devoted to sectional work, and January 10

witnessed the closing meeting of the congress. After

addresses by Prof. Walden (Riga) on the development of

chemistry in Russia, and Prof. Goldhammer (Kazan) on

modern conceptions of time, space, and a'ther, the reports

of the secretaries were read, and several resolutions of

sections adopted. Then a vote of thanks to all who con-

tributed to the success of the congress was passed, and the

president declared the congress closed. The third

Mendel^eff Congress will be held in 1914.

Turning now to the work done in the different sections,

we notice that some of the sections proposed did not meet,

as no papers were presented ; others were very crowded,

and held meetings as often as possible. The great number
of communications does not allow more than a mention

of the titles of those presenting a general interest.

(1) Section of Chemistry.—In the eight sectional meet-

ings about eighty communications were made ; of these,

the following may be mentioned :—Borodovski (Vurieff),

determination of atomic weight of elements by means of

absorption of electrons ; Speranski (Kieff), adsoqjtion of

dissolved substances by ice ; Kuznezoff (Kharkoff), catalytic

decomposition of aldehydes ; Grinakovski (Tomsk), linear

velocity of crystallisation in capillary tubes; Bubanovich

(Zagreb), criticism of Traube's theory of superficial

tension ; Fisher (Riga), mechanism of crystallisation ir

aqueous and alcoholic solutions; Dumanski (KiefT), nalur

of colloidal solutions ; Wurzel (St. Petersburg), latest deter-

mination of atomic weight of nitrogen (14,007).

The Chemical Section held three joint meetings with th-'

Section of Physics. Thirteen papers were communicateti

of which the following may be noticed :—Tamma:
(Gcittingen, formerly YuriefT), determination of molecul.i;

weight of crystalline bodies; Zelinski (Moscow), absorptior

of ultra-violet oscillations by radio-active substances

Romanoff (Moscow), absorption of electromagnetic wav<-

by alcohols ; Kolli (Moscow), photochemical action c;

electromagnetic waves on a mixture of benzene and toluene

HoUmann (Yurieff), thermodynamics of solutions ; Lazarer

(Moscow), diffusion and biological processes.

(2) Section of Physics.—Of the twenty-six papers pre-

sented at seven meetings, many dealt with advances of

physics during recent years and new fundamental concep

tions. .Among the papers were :—Weinberg (Tomsk), slov.

deformations of solids ; Goldhammer (Kazan), theory o:

dispersion and absorption of light in isotropic immobil'

bodies ; Arkadieff (Moscow), magnetic properties of iron

and nickel under the influence of swift electrical oscilla-

tions ; Ehrenfest (St. Petersburg), on the existence of

a?ther ; Roshdestvenski (St. Petersburg), anomalous di-

persion in sodium vapours ; Timiriazeff (Moscow). viscosit\

of rarefied gases; Kravetz (Moscow^, constitution of absorp-

tion bands in tiansparent media.

(3) In the Section of Radio-telegraphy six papers, mostl-

of a technical nature, were communicated in three meet

ings. .\ joint meeting with the Section of .Applied Physii -

was held in the Polytechnic Institute, where three conv

munications were made:—Chernysheff (St. Petersburg

absolute measurements of high voltage ; Miiller (St. Peters-

burg), production of electromagnetic waves in a system of

three communicating conductors.

(4) The Section of Geophysics met on seven occasions.
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when sixteen communications were made and discussed.
Many are of general interest :—Voeil^off (St. Petersburg)]
the influence of water on the heat balance of the earth

;

\ernadski (St. Petersburg), gaseous interchange in the
earth's crust; Tochidlovsiii (Odessa), formation of the
elements of fog ; Aganin (Odessa), new hypothesis of forma-
tion of thunderstorms

; Dubecki, actinometric observations
at the glacier of Berei. In the joint meeting of this
section and the Section of Physics four communications
were presented. Prince Golitzin (St. Petersburg) gave an
account of the actual state of seismologv, and Rosenthal
(Warsaw) spoke about the determination of the depth of
the origin of earthquakes.

(5) Considerable interest was taken in the Section of
Astrophysics

; in three meetings eleven papers were read.
Of these we mention :—Amaftunski (Vilna), theory of sun-
spots as resulting from the activity of prominences ; Tikhoff
(Pulkovo), on the scintillation of stars; light-filters applied
to the study of physical properties of Mars and Saturn

;

optical properties of solar prominences ; Donich (St. Peters-
burg), astrophysical investigation of complete solar eclipses

;

Neuimin, advances of seienium-astrophotometry ; Arzik-
hovski (Novocherkassk), spectra of planets obtained by
Slipher, and the spectrum of chlorophyll.
Many papers were also read at meetings of the sections

of metallography and technical electrochemistry; aero-
dynamics

; biochemistry and biophysics ; agricultural chem-
istry

;
hygiene

; and didactics, the last-named being devoted
to methods of teaching physics and chemistry in colleges
(gymnasiums), and kindred matters.
The exhibitions of physical and chemical apparatus were

very successful, and many foreign firms took part in them
(viz. A. Hilger, C. Zeiss, Heraeus, Fiiss, and others). In
spite of the cold (on some days a temperature of —25° was
registered), more than sixty excursions were made to
different works and institutions of St. Petersburg and its
environs. Almost all museums were open to the members
of the congress, and the provincial members made the
most of this occasion to acquaint themselves with the
( apital. After the end of our congress many members took
part in the Congresses of Applied Geology and Mathe-
matics, which were inaugurated in St. Petersburg on
January 9.

RELATION BETWEEN HEIGHT AND LENGTH
OF THE WAVES FINALLY PRODUCED AT
SEA BY WINDS OF ANY GIVEN SPEED.'

Q.BSERVATIONS made by the author, and those cf
Scoresby, Paris, Abercromby, and others, show that

when the waves in a storm are fully developed thev tra\«el

with the same speed as the wind which produces them.
If there be any excess velocity of wind, such as might be
>upposfd necessary to prevent the waves from flattening out
through the effect of friction, it is a quantity so small that
it falls within the errors of observation. Siniilariv for the
breakers which reach our coasts after storms in the
Atlantic, the author has recorded periods which show a
<leep-water velocity equal to the maxirnum recorded velocitv
"f the wind during the same spell of weather, the latter

ing in one case Beaufort's force 11, or 64 statute miles
I'r hour, and in another case Beaufort's 12, or 77 statute
miles per hour. He has never recorded breakers with a
^peed equal, or nearly equal, to the speed which the wind
iiomentarily attains in gusts, the speed of the waves not
Kceeding the average speed of the wind. The observations
ulicate that if there be any waves which travel faster than
!)e wind, they do not attain sufficient amplitude to form
rriakers.

Since the highest waves finally produced travel with the
line speed as the wind, their period and length can be at
luc precisely calculated for any given speed of wind. The
lorcied heights of fully developetl waves for all weathers,

iiom " strong breeze ' to " strong gale," 25 to 44 statute
miles per hour, are proportional to the speed of the wind,
tlie nuiilipjier being 07. Thus the height of the waves
finally produced in a strong breeze, such as that of the
trade winds, i^ 25x07= 17-5 feet, and in the ordinary

1 Summary of a Cantor lecuire delivered before the Roy.il Society of Arts
on January 22 by Dr. Vaughan Cornish.
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strong gale of the N^irth Atlantic 44x07= 30-8 feet,
ine length of the waves being precisely calculable froir
the speed of the wind, their flatness can be calculated bv
dividing by the empiric number for height. The ratio of
length to height is thus proportional to the velocitv of the
wind, the multiplier being 06.
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of linir fioin all cali-.i-, iiichlilini; di'allis l)\- ih.- <ll-..:i~.-

uniliT rniisidrralioii, li\ oi lur di^'-a^i'^, and aUo r'-covn i'-.

W'hrii a slatioiiar\ roiidiiion i-- n-acliid, ir, mii--t 1)'' 'tjiial

(o ilii' rii'i|)ro(al of tli' iiuan duration L ol iln- diM-a--i-.

In llii- ca'-c we ha\i', llnii,

\,M = N, (i>

Furtlierinori', if -y i-; a factor indicating tliat fraction of

the total di aili- wliirh i^ due to the disease considered,

then

NiX, = N,^=7N. (2)

Hence

or, solving for L,

N T

1.=
N, T

N 7^

(3)

(4)

dt

d^
dt

=.kz{J>' -%') + q'z'

(s)

(6)

By the wa}' of a numerical example, I will substitute in

the formula thus obtained some data slathered from the

statistics of New York City. The supposition of a

stationary population and equilibrium condition of the

disease is quite unwarranted here, but in the absence of

more suitable material, and in view of tlv^ i^i' :it un-
certainty of the figures obtainable, we shall hav to rest

content with this very crude illustration.

In 1909 the population of New York numbered about 45
millions. The total number of consumptives at the time

N
has been estimated at about 45,000. Hence —i = 0'oi. The
* N
death-rate per head per annum from all causes was 0016;
that from tuberculosis alone, 0002. Hence

5 = o-oi6

75 = 0-002

7 = 0-125.

The coefficient t represents a measure of the " deadli-

ness " of the disease

—

i.e. it expresses what fraction of the
persons once struck with the disease ultimately die there-
from. It is difficult to obtain any kind of estimate of the
value of T. We will assume that t=o-8.
We then have by (4)

J _0'oi xo'8_
L. 4.

O'0O2

In view of the crudity of the data on which it is based,
this calculation must be regarded purel\ ;is an illustration

of the principles involved, and not in any si-nse as an
attempt to determine L, although the endeavour has been
made to preserve at least the right order of magnitude in

the example given.

II.

In dealing with metaxenous diseases. Sir Ronald Ross
obtains the equations

'^'= k'z'(p-z) + <jz
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He points oiu that

di~ dt

when

'
LL't,' l„

i : i> introduce new variablns

IU|.K|.^

dt

dt

a/.

(8)

(9)

10)

whore the coitTai. iii ~ u, <i ,
'•.

:
• tunctioiis of

k. k'. p, p'. ./, ./ . 11 thi-^i' laii' ^tant, the solu-
'

' III), (I.;) < -•in inun ' ••". down in

im, nami'ly,

and a ><imilai <• rii- for '/.'
. '\'h<

can In- cvahialid l>\ -uli-lilur

original cqualion^ and i-qiialin^ ii;- 1 i» 11,1 !• p.i

-

lof^ou-~ liiin-- of till- rif^hl-hand and l>ft-lian<l u,

particular, we thus obtain

// = - i \{a + />')+ \'{a-d'f + 4a'f

il - \ 'Ja--^ b') - J{a - />')' + 4a V;;
.

'i lii^ I'r^ul; ilirow- an interestinil litjht on tt;-

of ill'- path ti\ wliiih thf fin.!

rcaclii (1 ; ihi- proc >> i> o^iillali)r\

(a - />')- + 4a't'>-:o

The solution {13) is th^n preferably wriin n in iriimno-

metric form,

Z = <'~'^(P|Cos;//-J-Q,sin;//)-f <"-""(PjCos2///- i^._...... .;... . ... .

<"'""'(
1'., c.i- 3/,'.' i^).;sin j/;/ + R3 COSMZ+Sssin «/)•+ ... (16)

with a similar s 1 ir^ for Z'. It will be observed that for

large values of / hoih Z and Z follow the law of damped
harmonic oscillation, with a common period, and a phase
difference depending on the value of the constants

n, a', h, h'.

In conclusion it may be remarked that Sir Ronald Ross"-

equations (5) and (6) can still b>' ^^olved by the metho<i

here set forth if the coefilcients k. />', />. />', q, q' of thos--

equations are not constants, but functions of 5 and z'.

The right-hand members of equations iii) and (12) are then

obtained as Taylor's series for two variables, and thus

extend to an infinite number of tcrnT;. Th:~ dofsnot in

any way alTcir the form of the sohn • -Ahich

n-niain \;ilid al>o in these circumstaiii

NATIONAL SYSTEMS OF K PI CATlo.X

.

'1"*HE Internatioml Couni ii : W r n i.t- ;~-

.

special pamphlet .11;

Education," which oiii^lit i.-

and to the large body of voli;r,i,ii> -v\o:iv-is wlio iiuercit

themselves in educational proi^n >-. Ih-- i)aniphl>t com-
prises short accounts of the 1' adinj; features of educiation

in the various countries or Stales represented within the
International Council of Women

—

L'nitid States, Canada.
Germany, Sweden, Great Britain and Ireland, Denmark.
Netherlands New South Wales, \ictoria and Queensland
in .'\ustralia, Tasmania, .\ew Z'-aland. France, Switzer-
land, Austria, Ilunt^arv, \orwa\', Belgium, Greece, Russia.
Finland, Italy, Servia, and Bulgaria.
These accounts have been contributed by the members of

1 First Report of the Education Committee of the Internat'onal Council
of Women, compiled by Mrs. Oailvie Gordon, Convener. Pp. 94. (.-Vber-

decn, Rosemount Press.) Price 6t/.
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the education committee in response to a series of ques-
tions framed by the convener, Mrs. Ogilvie Gordon.
Among the writers are such well-known experts as Mme.
Pauline Kergomard, Government inspectress in France

;

Miss Florence Keys, of Bryn Mawr College, in the United
States ; Miss Ellen Terserus in Sweden ; Miss L. Sandholt
in Denmark ; Miss Augusta Rosenberg in Hungary ; Dr.
E. Graf in Switzerland; Dr. I. Grassi in Italy; Frau
Marianne Hainisch in Austria.
The lines of the inquiry have been adhered to by all

the contributors, and this has secured a directness and
simplicity in the method of treatment that will specially
commend the pamphlet to the non-professional reader. It

also facilitates a comparison of the different stages of
advancement reached by one country and another, in any
particular department of education.
We find, for example, that primary education is obliga-

tory in all these countries, with the exception of Russia,
Finland, and some parts of Canada. In Russia, elementary
education is not compulsory. The number of schools is at
present restricted, and can by no means accommodate all

the children. In European Russia, 43 per cent, of the
men and 21 per cent, of the women can read and write.
The numbers attending the elementary schools are 3,882,883
boys and 1,517,260 girls. The towns are much better pro-
vided with schools than the rural districts. Primary educa-
tion is free. The schools are chiefly under the control of
the local government bodies, but there are several thousand
church schools. The pupils of the primary schools are
taught reading and writing, arithmetic, and religion.

In Finland, the question of compulsory education is the
question of the moment. However, most people can read,
as there is a law (1686) which enacts that all Lutherans
who desire to marry must be able to read. The Canadian
report says :

—
" There is a movement in Montreal to secure

a compulsory school law there. In Nova Scotia each
municipality decides for itself whether attendance of
children at schools shall be compulsory or not. ... In
poor, thinly settled districts, where the inhabitants make
their living by fishing, lumbering, &c., there is still much
illiteracy, and very little interest is taken in securing educa-
tional advantages for children."

Religious instruction in accordance with the established
church of the country is compulsory in the primary schools
of Germany, Austria, Hungary, Sweden, Denmark,
Russia, P'inland, and Greece. In Belgium and Switzer-
land, if the parents wish, the children are allowed to absent
themselves from religious teaching. In Norway " religious
instruction is compulsory except for dissenters' children."
In the Netherlands the " public elementary schools do not
undertake religious instruction, but, by arrangement,
instruction may be given in the schools by all denomina-
tions." In the United States " no specific religious instruc-
tion of any kind is admitted in the public schools,
'Icmentary or secondary."
When we compare the period during which attendance at

the primary schools is obligatory, we find that it is longest
in Great Britain, where, normally regarded, the school age
is from five to fourteen years. Next come Austria,
Hungary, Switzerland, Germany (except Bavaria and
V\ iirtembcrg, where the age is six to thirteen), with eight
\<ars' attendance, from six to fourteen, certain exemp-
tions being permitted, especially in rural areas. On the
other hand, these are the four countries where all boys
are compelled to attend continuation classes after leaving
ihi> primary school, up to fifteen years of age in Switzer-
land and Hungary, and sixteen years in Munich and a
nniber of industrial centres in Germany and Austria. In
ance, attendance is compulsory from six to thirteen years

t age ; in Norway and Denmark, from seven to fourteen
irs ; in Belgium and the Netherlands, from six to twelve
ars.

In Sweden, the usual period of attendance is from seven
fourteen years of age, but exemptions at twelve years

' freely allowed among the poorer children for wage-
1ning purposes, delicacy of health, or entry on skilled

ades. Ff they remain until fourteen or fifteen years of
age, the boys and girls are given more advanced and
six'cialised work, much in the same way as in the supple-
mentary schools or classes in Scotland.

The public elementary schools of Sweden are described
as co-educational, but it has to be remembered that in the

larger public schools the boys and girls are taught
separately in several of the branches, after ten years of
age. For example, cardboard sloyd and elementary needle-
work are taught as a three years' course to mixed classes
of boys and girls between seven and ten years of age.
Afterwards the boys and girls are taken separately ; both
continue cardboard sloyd until about eleven and a half
years of age, but the girls are also taught from ten years
onvyard more advanced needlework and household subjects,
while the boys in these years pass through stages of wood-
carpentry and metalwork.

1 he system of trade schools and day continuation classes
is only beginning in Sweden. There are " compensation "
evening schools, compulsory for the children of twelve or
thirteen years of age, who are exempted from the primary
schools, and there are voluntary evening schools for older
pupils. Almost every Swedish town supplies a good busi-
ness training in the evening schools.
One striking inequality in Sweden is that the State

provides for boys a complete secondary- or high-school
education at public schools which are practically free,
whereas girls have to depend upon private enterprise, and
pay fees accordingly. Also in Denmark " all the secondary
schools for girls alone are private schools, but recently in
Copenhagen a few secondary classes for girls have been
established in the public schools (municipal or State
grammar schools)."

Frau Steinmann writes of the provision of secondary
schools for girls in Germany :

—" The higher schools for
girls are those towards which the women of our country
are chiefly directing their attention at present. Until lately
they were ' higher ' schools mostly in the sense that they
were attended by the higher classes, the instruction being
no other than in a ' middle school.' Recently they have
been much improved, an advancement due to the influence
of women's associations; but still (with the exception of
.Saxony) they are not preparatory for any public examina-
tion, and cannot be regarded as on the same level as the
higher schools for boys. . . . The majority of these
schools, probably 75 per cent., are private schools; only a
small proportion are public schools.

The note of progress in girls' education is clearly sounded
by Mme. Kergomard for France :

—" Secondary education
for girls is proving a remarkable success in our country.
Scarcely begun, it can already count its institutions in

almost all the chief towns in the ' departments ' (there

called lyceunis), and in almost all the chief places in the
' districts ' (there called colleges and secondary courses).

These courses, which were started with a view to the
general culture and higher education of girls, are being
naturally and irresistibly directed towards the diplomas,
and no longer towards diplomas of a limited kind, known
as 'women's diplomas,' which are looked down upon in

the universities, but towards the full licentiate and fellow-

ship degrees as for men.
" The study of dead languages has gradually been

organised in the secondary schools ; we declare that we no
longer wish for ' equivalents,' any more than we are will-

ing to accept an inferior place in the university. . . . The
universities are open to women, thanks to the system of

recognising some branches of study in lieu of the men's
programme; but we wish to discard all 'equivalents,' as

thev deprive us of the right to teach in these universities."

.Among other European countries, Switzerland has

already gone a long way in adapting the higher education

of girls to the needs of the universities, and assimilating,

with certain reservations, the gymnasial courses for girls

to the courses in boys' gymnasia. Servia has lately been

making very rapid strides in her educational system, and

every advancement is shared alike by boys and girls :

—

" Most girls whose parents can afford it, and especially

in recent years, attend the girls' gymnasia, which are

founded on exactly the same system as those for boys.

The cost of education in the gymnasium for boys is ao

francs in the lower das.ses and 40 francs in the higher

classes ; for girls the cost is 25 francs per annum in the

lower and 45 francs in the higher classes.

" Commercial academies have lately been opened for

boys and girls ; some are co-<'ducationai, others are special

schools for boys or for girls. Pupils arc only admitted to

these academies after having passed through four classes

of a gvmnasium and obtained the corresponding certificate.
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The acnd<»my then provide* a thrw yenr*' courw in com-
rnoroinl siilijccts, jind ^{riintR n diploma which f»nabl(^s the

out^oin^ scholars to ontrr upon banking, accounting, and
oth»T rnorcantilc and commercial careers."

Of secondary education in Russia, her Kxcellency
Mmo. Philosophoff writes :

—
" In the Russian Empire

there are (>8o ordinary secondary schools for boys and (xjj

for Hiris ; the numbers in attendance are 149,438 boys and
11)4,500 fjirls. There are, moreover, special secondary
schools, technical, commercial, artistic, &c., which are
attended by i()3i<)53 boys and 46,911 jjirls. . . . The schools
usually have the rij^ht to give the pupils who pass the
final examination a diploma. In the boys' high schools for

classics this diploma opens the way to the university.
Pupils of ' Roalschulen ' must pass an additional examina-
tion in Latin. Girls who have passed through a girls'

high school may be admitted to the private university
colleges or medical colleges for women, but not to the
universities. Women were admitted to the universities in

1905, 1900, and 1907, but the right was then withdrawn.
The syllabus of work in the high schools for girls is much
the same as in the classical high schools for boys, except
that it does not include Latin."

For complete equality of opportunity in an education that
shall be preparatory either to the university or to various
forms of professional careers not demanding a university
diploma, one turns to the United States :

—" Both the
elementary and the high schools are absolutely free to
residents. To non-residents a small fee is charged,
averaging according to locality. Practically all institutions
above the secondary schools offer scholarships and fellow-
ships, awarded on various grounds, to students in under-
graduate and in graduate work.

" The majority of the high schools are co-educational,
though in large centres segregated high schools are also
maintained by the public-school system. . . .

" A phenomenal expansion has recently been witnossod
in agricultural, technical, and vocational training. Great
progress in agriculture has been attained by the universi-
ties, notably that of Wisconsin, and agricultural high
schools have been opened in many localities. The first

vocational public school was opened in New York City,
September, 1909. Technical and trade schools have been
opened in many cities, and technical instruction is also
offered by cooperation between manufacturers and local

school boards. Business colleges are numerous throughout
the country, and the university curriculum at certain
institutions has been extended to include courses in rail-

road administration, consular service, business methods,
cS:c."

Miss Keys comments upon the promise of usefulness
given by the Carnegie foundation for the advancement of
teaching :

—" During the five years of its existence
(organised 1905), in its function as a pensioning body for

the faculties of colleges and universities, it has investi-

gated the curricula and teaching equipment of such institu-

tions with a view to determining their eligibility to benefit
by the pension fund. The result of such investigations
and the subsequent publication and free circulation of find-

ings have thus far been of indubitable advantage to sound
educational methods. Notably has this been the case in

connection with the report on tRe medical schools of the
United States and Canada r the facts there published have
been instrumental in closing some of the least defensible
of these schools and in profoundly modifying for the better
schools well-meaning but ill-equipped. Thus far, then, the
foundation, by the ideals and methods of those conducting
it, has happily contradicted the apprehensions of those
educators who saw in it a possible agent for formalising
the higher institutions of learning, and thus retarding
progressive development."
The question that deals with universities, university

colleges, and polytechnic institutions has elicited an
interesting series of responses. In the United States these
number 606, and only 89 of them are under the control of
the State or of municipalities, 517 being under private
corporations. The autonomous government of the private
colleges has given rise to the notorious want of uniformity
in the" degree standards throughout the States, and to
certain of the inadequacies which have been exposed by
means of the Carnegie foundation.

In Canada the larger universities, such as the Toronto
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that part of the Dominion. . . . i he fees

('anadian college* are Ubuatly small, and the <

is moderate, except in the larger cities, such as* Montr'
and Toronto."
Germany has now thrown its ur '

'

' "

technic institutions i-ntirely open to v

tion of the Roman Catholic theologiral

may take the same degrees as men in me'l

sophy, and science. In law they may take ti;

a Doctor in Law, but most .States do not allow tli^m
1 pass the examination demanded for a lawyer, and non"
enter the Civil Service. In theology, some Pr^

faculties allow women to take their university degr
Theol.), but none to pass the examination leau..,^,

church service. . . . Literary, professional, and sci'

tific societies generally admit women of university rar

yet not all do so. The cost of university education is V'

different. It may be fixed between 400 marks and if>

marks (ca. 20/. and 50/.) a year, residence and board iv

included."
Sweden also excludes women from the licentiate

theology, but permits them to attend the lectures. All ot!

degrees are the same for men and women. " .Accord;
' to an Act of Parliament passed last year, a\l careers u

! open to •women graduates, except in the faculty

theology and the army and nas'v medical posts in i

faculty of medicine. Women of university rank
eligible for all societies upon the same terms as men
university rank. .All university instruction in Sweden
free. There are a great many bursaries offered to studei

of small means. Students who are under training
teachers are offered no special facilities."

Norway, Denmark, and Servia are other States in wh-
university instruction is given without any payment
class fees. In the Netherlands the cost of univers

teaching is 16J. 35. 4d. per annum during the first if

years ; in Switzerland it is about 3CK>-400 fr. annual! .

in .Austria the minimum is 40 kr. a semester, or half-

session, and the maximum is 100 kr. a semester fir

the ordinary student in the faculty of philosophy; in m*^'

cine, the ordinary fees are 100 kr. a semester in the t"n

and second years, and 200 kr. a semester in the thir

fourth, and fifth years. In Russia the cost is 10/. to i

annually. In New South Wales the cost is as much
25Z. to 30/. annually. Thus there are great differences

the expenses of a university education, but in every count

there are scholarships and bursaries for deserving studen

The educational conditions in Great Britain and IreIn:

have been ably described by the Hon. Mrs. Franklin, who
represents the National Union of Women Workers (or

British National Council) upon the International Council
of Women.
The information gathered together in this very in-

expensive pamphlet is full of suggestion, and if r'

pamphlet succeeds in making for itself a circulation, th-

is little doubt but that the various contributors will

encouraged to amplify their statements at a future dn

and to reissue this trustworthy record of educational con-

ditions and advances from time to time. The International

Council of Women is undoubtedly fulfilling its high ideals

in placing its world-organisation, at present presided o\

by the Countess of .Aberdeen, at the service of the pub
in such ways, and it is sincerely to be hoped that ev-

encouragement will be given to the disinterested work
the council in the cause of education.

UXIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge.—Dr. J. B. Hurry, of Reading, has offer

to present to the University securities adequate for i

endowment of a research studentship in physiology of ;

value of 100/., tenable for one year, and available ev.

two years. He suggests that the holder of the studer

ship should bear the title of " Michael Foster Resear.

Student," in memory of one who did much for the
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stablishment of the biological and medical schools at

Cambridge.
The General Board of Studies has reported in favour of

stablishing a lectureship in experimental morphology, and
-hould the report be adopted it asks for powers to appoint
I '. Shearei, of Clare College, subject to the confirmation
it the Special Board for Biology, as the lecturer for a

P riod of five years.

Applications for the John Lucas Walker studentship, the

holder of which shall devote himself (or herself) to original

research in pathology, are invited, and should be sent,

before February 19, to Prof. G. Sims ^^'oodhead, Patho-
logical Laboratory, New Museums, Cambridge, to whom also

applications for further information regarding the student-

ship may be addressed. The studentship is of the annual
value of 200/. (grants may also be made for assistance

iiid apparatus), and is tenable for three vears from
April 18.

The Special Board for Biology and Geologj- reports that

I he Gordon Wigan income for 1911 has been applied as

follows :—(a) 50Z. to Prof. Hughes, being 40^. for a motor
lor driving a rock-slicing machine and loi. for the forward-
ing of Pleistocene research

;
(b) 50/. to Prof. Punnett in

order that the Botanic Garden Syndicate may continue to

offer special facilities for plant-breeding experiments

;

(c) 50L to Prof. Gardiner for the care and development of

the collections of insects.

Oxford.—^The Weldon memorial prize has been awarded
to Prof. Karl Pearson, F.R.S. This prize was founded in

memory of the late Prof. \\'eldon, and is awarded to the

person who, in the judgment of the electors, has during
the last six years published the most noteworthy contribu-

tion to biometric science.

Dr. Merry, Rector of Lincoln College, has addressed a

letter to the Vice-Chancellor in which he says that the

college is now in a position to respond to the appeal made
some time ago for help to the University in the way of

contribution to the endowment of some of the professor-

ships. A fellowship in the college has been offered to and
accepted bv the professor of pathology (Prof. G. Drever).

Sir E. 'Ray Lankester, K.C.B., F.R.S. , Mr. M. E.

Sadler, Vice-Chancellor of Leeds University, and the Duke
of Northumberland, K.G., F.R.S., have been elected

honorary students of Christ Church.

A Reuter message reports that Sir Charles N. E. Eliot,

K.C.M.G., formerly Commissioner and Commander-in-
Chief for the British East Africa Protectorate, and Vice-

Chancellor of the University of Sheflfield, has been
nominated principal of Hong Kong University.

.A. SERIES of nine free popular lectures is being given in

the new lecture hall of the Horniman Museum, Forest
Hill, .S.E., at 3.30 o'clock on Saturday afternoons. The
lectures commenced on Saturday last, when Dr. H. S.

Harrison, curator of the museum, lectured on " .\ Museum
of P2volution."

We learn from Science that the will of the late Mrs.
E. H. Hitchcock provides that the Hitchcock mansion
and the estate of forty-five acres, valued at 10,000/., shall

go to Dartmouth College. To the Howe Library of

Hanover, occupying the ancestral home of Mrs. Hitchcock,
an endowment of io,oooZ. is left. To the Pine Park
Association, a society formed to preserve the natural

beauties of the town, is bequeathed a large tract of wood-
land adjoining the Vale of Tempe.

The fellowship of the City and Guilds of London Insti-

tute has been conferred upon Mr. Noel Deerr and Mr.
Leonard P. Wilson. This distinction is conferred upon
students who, having obtained the associateship and spent

at least five years in actual practice, produce evidence of

having done valuable research work or of having otlnr-

vvise contributed to the advaiuement of the industry in

which they are engaged. Sim Mr. Noel Deerr gained
his associateship at the City .uul Guilds (Engineering)

College he has been occupied as chemist to cane-sugar

factories, and has rendered signal services to the cane-

sugar industry. Since Mr. Leonard P. Wilson gained his

diploma he has held the Leathersellers' Company's research

fellowship. He is now a chemist nt one of the artificial

silkworks at Coventry. His work in connection with the

artificial silk industry has been of special value.
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A COPY of the report of the Librarian of Congress and
the report of the superintendent of the library building
and grounds for the year ending June 30, 191 1, has been
received from Washington. In the internal affairs of the

library the record of the year shows rather a steady pro-

gress along lines now well established than any novelty

of importance, except the more systematic and extended
distribution of copyright duplicates to other Federal
libraries. The library has recently been the beneficiary of

two bequests from Europe. One, in 19 10, was by the

late Mr. Henry Harris.se, an American long resident in

Paris, the cartographer and historian of the period of

Columbian discovery; the other, in May, 191 1, by the

late Dr. A. B. Meyer, director of the Dresden Museum of

Zoology, of the letters of Prof. F. Blumentritt, of Leit-

meritz, on account of the many items of information

relating to the Philippines. -We notice that the grants to

the library in 191 1 amounted to 133,400/., and that the

expenditure during the same period reached 131,000/.

The future of the London Institution has been under
the consideration of the board of the institution for some
time. The Government has been approached on the ques-

tion of the inauguration of a scheme to utilise the institu-

tion as a school of Oriental languages. At a meeting of

the board, held on February i, it was decided to issue a
circular to the proprietors of the institution reviewing the

situation and enumerating proposals for founding the

I.,ondon Institution for Oriental Languages. The circular

was published in Tlie Times of February 2, and we notice

that it is proposed to provide, say, 20,000/. to 25,000/. by

grants from Government, and an annual income, towards

which the Government has agreed to contribute 4000/. a

year. It is also proposed to transfer to the new govern-

ing body, or to the Government for the use of the new
governing body, the freehold property of the institution

and all other properly of the institution, except its funds

at present invested in Consols. It should be pointed out

that in order to carry the proposals into effect an Act of

Parliament will be required, but as the proposals meet

with the approval of the Government, it is not anticipated

that this would be a matter of difficulty.

A FEW months ago reference was made in these columns

to a movement to ensure that a girl's education should

include some knowledge of the science which affects home
problems and some practice in the domestic arts. To give

practical effect to the views then expressed, it was neces-

sary for a university to open its doors to special courses

for training women in the study of the science of the

household, and thus ensure for schools a continual supply

of teachers trained to impart the knowledge on which the

necessarv reforms must be based. King's College for

Women had made a most successful start in educating

women on these lines, but the movement could not be

carried on successfully without adequate endowment. The

sum of 100,000/. was needed—20,000/. to provide a hostel

for the practical training in domestic arts find as a resi-

dence for women students, ao.ooo/. for building and

equipping laboratories, and 60.000/. for the endowment of

salaries for professors and lecturers. A trust fund com-

mittee was formed to receive moneys given for this pur-

pose, and the announcement is now made that the whole

of the 100,000/. required has been subscribed privately in

the course of a few months. The Marquis of Anglrsey

gave 20,000/. to build and equip the laboratories, and

another 20,000/. was given anonymously to found the

hostel, which her Majesty has allowed to be called Queen

Mary's Hostel. Mrs. Wharrie gave a sum of 20.000/. to

provide for the teaching of chemistry, in memory of her

father, the late Sir Henrv Harben, and when »t was known

th.it yet 30,000/. was required, another donor, who had

ilr.adv bv his influence rendered .splendid service to the

niovement. at once came forward and gave this amount

to complete the endowment. The fund will be .Timinisiered

in .accordance with the terms of the trust <\-<\ l>v an

executive conuuitlee composed of representai.v.s -.I the

subscribers and of King's College for Women, includmg

Ladv .Meyer and Lndv Riicker. who were the pioneers of

tile scheme. Negotiations are now proceeding respecting a

site for the hostel and for the new buildings of King s

College for Women, in which will l?e inrorpornlod the

laboratories of the home science department.
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London.
Royal Socitlv, t-coiu.u) l. — .Sh An nnMMi < .cikU', i\ > . H.,

president, in the chair. -Dr. A. Harden and Dornthy
Norrls : The bacterial production of acttylmcthylcarbinoi
and 2 : 3-butylene glycol from various substances, li. lactis

aeroficnes and li. cloacae, whr-n j^rown in a peptone solu-

tion containing either glucose, Uuvulose, mannose, galac-
tose, arabinose, isodulcite, or adonitol, produce both
acetylinethyicarbinol and 2 : 3-butylene glycol. Glycerol,
ethylene glycol, and acetaidehydf under similar conditions
also give rise to butylene glycol in presence of li. lactis

acrogenes, but no acetylmethylcarbinol is produced. In
these three cases a carbon synthesis is involved analogous
to that which occurs in the butyric fermentation of glycerol
and lactic acid. The fermentation of citric and malic
acids, of dihydroxyacetone, and of peptone w.-iitr ^^ives

rise to neither carbinol nor glycol.—J. Thompson : The
chemical action of Bacillus cloacae (Jordan) on glucose and
mannitol. The B. cloacae, like B. lactis ai-rogencs, pro-
duces a considerable proportion of 2 : 3-butylene glycol
from glucose and mannitol, as well as a small amount of
acetylmethylcarbinol. The other products are alcohol,
acetic, lactic, formic and succinic acids, carbon dioxide,
and hydrogen. As in the cases of B. lactis aerogenes and
B. coli communis, the percentage of alcohol produced from
mannitol is about double that formed from glucose.

—

J. H. Mummery: The distribution of the nerves of the
dental pulp. The object of the paper is to demonstrate,
with the author's preparations, that the nerve fibres of
the dental pulp do not terminate, as considered by most
histologists, at the pulp margin, but that, although they
here form a narrow plexus, fine neurofibrils pass out from
it in great abundance and enter the dentinal tubes,
traversing the dentine in intimate association with the
dentinal fibriU lo ilie inner margin of the enamel and
cementum. 'Wm- bundles of medullated nerve fibres which
enter the tooth at the apical foramen traverse the pulp in
more or less parallel lines, running in most cases in com-
pany with the blood vessels. They send off numerous side
branches, which at the periphery of the pulp lose their
medullary sheath, the axis cylinders spreading out into
a mass of neurofibrils which enter into a more or less
dense plexus beneath the odontoblast layer. These neuro-
fibrils are more abundant towards the crown of the tooth,
and are scattered and nearly absent in the lower part of
the root. Fine fibrils are met with in the substance of
the pulp, but in much greater abundance at the margins,
in the neighbourhood of the odontoblast layer. At the
periphery of the pulp these fibres break up into a plexus,
known as the plexus of Raschkow, immediatelv beneath
the layer of odontoblast cells. From this plexus fine neuro-
fibrils pass between and around the odontoblasts, enclosing
them in a meshwork and entering into a narrow plexus
at the inner margin of the dentine, from which fine fibres
are given off to the dentinal tubules. In the substance
of the dentine in well-impregnated preparations fine dotted
lines can be traced in the tubules. In the major itv of
cases there appear to be two fibres in each tubule. These
dotted lines can be traced in many preparations to the inner
margins of the enamel and cementum.—F. \V. Twort
and G. L. Y. Ingrram : A method for isolating and culti-
vating the Mycobacterium entcritidis chronicae pseudo-
tuberculosae bovis (Johne), and some e.xperiments on the
preparation of a diagnostic vaccine for pseudo-tuberculosis
of bovines. In iqio the authors demonstrated the possi-
bility of obtaining a pure growth of Johne's bacillus on a
medium cont;nnin<4 rho powdered substance of th. ,1, ad
human tuber( K bacillus. This medium was sui;i;.-i. d bv
the possibility that previous failures in attempts to culti-
vate the micro-organism of Johne's disease had r. -ulted
from an inability on the part of the bacillus to build up
some necessary part of its food material, and that this
part might be supplied readv formed in the bodies of the
dead tubercle bacilli. During the past year the authors
have tested the growth of Johne's bacillus on media
modified by substituting i per cent, of other dead acid-fast
bacilh in place of human tubercle bacilli. Thev have
experimented with seventeen varieties, and have obtained
positive results with a large number, but negative results
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with others, including the bovine tubercle bacillus. T)
experiments demonstrate a hitherto unrecognised difTer.

betw»-on the human and bovine types of tubercle ba>

Ihe authors have also succeeded in extracting, by ni'

of hot ethyl alcohol and other Milvenls, the <ss<ntial

stance (existing in the various acid-fast bacilli) whi« 1

needed bv johne's bacillus for its vitality and gro\'

The strams of Johne's bacillus which they have isol.

have been inoculated into a number of animals, v

negative results in the case of rabbits, hens, pig< .

guinea-pigs, rats, and mice, thus furnishing further p:

that Johne's bacillus is not a variety of the human, bo\

or avian tubercle bacillus. The inoculation of calves

a cow with strains of bacilli isolated from cases of ps<-i,

tubf'rculous enteritis has reproduced the disease with

typical characteristics, and the bacilli have been u^

isolated from the artificially infected areas, and show
characters of the bacilli originally inoculated. A\

tuberculin, originally recommended by Hang, of Coji

hagen, for the diagnosis of Johne's disease, has in

authors' hands given negative results. They have prep,

diagnostic and other vaccines from their pure culture'-

Johne's bacillus, but so far have been unable to obtain

a diagnostic vaccine of sufficient strength. As the bacillus

is now growing more vigorously, the authors hope to over-

come this difllc'ilty in the near future.— E. A. N. Arber :

The fossil flora of the Forest of Dean Coalfield (Glouce«^»' '-

shire) and the relationship of the coalfields of the we-

England and South Wales.—Dr. F. \V. Edridse-Orecn
.Simultaneous colour contrast, (i) The colours and char

of colour which are seen on simultaneous contrast api>

to be due to the exaggerated perception of objective rel.i'

difference of the contrasted lights. Whilst all the kni

contrast phenomena are easily explicable on this vie»,

there are many facts which are opposed to the older

theories. For instance, s|>ectral yellow or pigment yellow

contrasted with green do not appear red when s

through a blue-green glass, which is impervious to the i

rays. (2) A certain difference of wave-length is necessary

before simultaneous contrast produces any effect. This

varies with different colours. (3) A change of intensity of

one colour may make evident a difference which is not

perceptible when both colours are of the same luminosity.

(4) Simultaneous contrast may cause the appearance of a
colour which is not perceptible without comparison.

(5) Both colours may be affected by simultaneous con-

trast, each colour appearing as if moved further from the

other in the spectral range. (6) Only one colour may be

affected by simultaneous contrast, as when a colour of

low saturation is compared with white. (7) When a fn'^^"

estimation of the saturation or hue of a colour has !•

made, the contrast colour is considered in relation to 1

false estimation. That is to say, the missing (or ad<!

colour is deducted from (or added to) both. (8) A comr
mentary contrast colour sensation does not appear in

absence of objective light of that colour.—Prof. H.
Armstrong and E. Horton : Studies on enzyme arti, .

XIV.—Urease, a selective enzyme.

Linnean Society, Januarv 18.—Dr. D. H. Scott, F.K.S.,

president, in the chair.—Dr. .A. Anstruther Lawrson :

Some features of the marine flora at St. Andrews.—Miss
E. L. Turner : Discovery of a nestling bittern in Norfolk

on July 8, 191 1. Slides were shown from photographs
taken by the author, and they showed the young bird in

its protective attitude simulating a bundle of reeds, and
the nest itself.

Mineralogical Society, J.Tnuary 23.— Prof W. J.
Lew

F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Miss M. W. Porter and
Dr. -A. E. H. Tutton : The relationship between crystal-

line form and chemical constitution ; the double chromates
of the alkalies and magnesium. The investigation of the

crystals of ammonium-magnesium . chromate containing
6H;0, and of those of the analogous salts containing
rubidium and cajsium (the formation of the corresponding
potassium salt being impossible), shows not only that the

double chromates belong to the same monoclinic series as

the double sulphates and selenates previously investigated

by Dr. Tutton, but that their mutual relationships are
precisely parallel to those afforded by the other groups of

the series. The rubidium and cjesium salts exhibit the
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same progressive changes of morphological and physical

properties in the same direction as the rubidium and
caesium salts of all the other groups investigated, so that

if the potassium salt could be prepared the three salts

would undoubtedly form a eutropic group progressive in

properties in accordance with the atomic weights of the

three alkali metals, and it is even possible to predict the

properties of the missing potassium salt. As in all the

other cases, the ammonium salt is isomorphous, and not

eutropic. Moreover, the double chromates are isomorphous
and not eutropic with the eutropic sulphates and selenates.

—Prof. W. J. LeMris : A lead-grey sulpharsenite from
Binn, probably liveingite. The crystals have two
prominent zones mutually inclined at 90°, the one markedly
oblique and the other prismatic in symmetry. Assuming
oblique symmetry, the face-symbols are very high

numbers ; assuming anorthic symmetry, they are simple,

but the crystals possess several relations characteristic of

oblique symmetry, and twinning, though undoubtedly
occurring, is not a satisfactory explanation.—R. H. Solly
and Dr. G. F. H. Smith : A new anorthic mineral from
the Binnenthal. Since no further crystals have come to

light similar to the five minute ones found in 1902 by Mr.
Solly on a crystal of, probably, rathite, they have recently

been remeasured. They are lead-grey, and their streak is

chocolate in colour, and they are therefore probably a

sulpharsenite of lead. No axes or plane of symmetry were
observed, and the symmetry is therefore anorthic. The
fundamental constants are a:h : £ = 0-9787 : i : 1-1575 !

a=ii6° 53I', 3 = 85° 12', 7=113° 44^'; 010:001=62° 41',

001 : 100 = 83° 4^', 100 : 010= 65° 46'; and about twenty-one
forms were observed, of which the most prominent are

100, 010, 001, "iio, iTi, iiT.—Dr. A. Hutchinson :

Colemanite and neocolemanite. By a slight change in the

orientation adopted for the crystals of the latter mineral,

its crystallographic and optical properties can be brought
into harmony with those of the former. This can be

effected by a rotation of the crystal through 180° about
the normal to the face 001, 100 of neocolemanite then

coinciding with Toi of colemanite.—Dr. A. Hutchinson
and Dr. A. E. H. Tutton : Further observations on the

optical characters of gypsum. With the aid of new
apparatus, by which the section-plate of gypsum perpen-

dicular to the first median line can be surrounded during
observations of the interference-figure by flowing hot

water, of which the temperature is accurately recorded

both immediately before and after passing the crystal, the

authors have been able to prove definitely that the tempera-

ture at which gypsum becomes uniaxial is for sodium light

91°, for red C and greenish-blue F hydrogen light 89°,

and for the violet hydrogen line near G 87°. These
temperatures agree precisely with those observed for the

exact superposition of the pair of images of the spectro-

meter slide, afforded by a 60° prism cut to give the o and
/3 refractive indices. Owing to the large correction neces-

sary for conduction of the crystal holder, when the ordinary

Fuess air-bath heating apparatus was employed, and to the

difficulty in determining it, former determinations of the

temperature at which a section-plate of gypsum becomes
uniaxial were too high, and did not agree with the prism

observations.—Dr. G. F. H. Smith : Note on a large

crystal of anatase from the Binnenthal. The crystal

exhibits a combination of the forms a(ioo), t(3I3), and

2(113), 3"d the others not prominent, and it is remarkable

for the fact that the faces t have been entirely replaced

by numberless tiny crystals with the forms 2(113), fe(ii2),

^(iii). and e(ioi), and the same orientation as the large

crystal.

Geological Society, January 24.— Prof. VV. W. Watts,

F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Dr. C. A. Matiey : The
Upper Keuper (or Arden) Sandstone group and associated

rocks of Warwickshire. The stratigraphy of a sandstone

zone in the Keuper Marls of Warwickshire, well exposed

in the area formerly occupied by the Forest of Arden, is

' described. This zone varies in lithological composition

and thickness. It is never wholly a sandstone, but always

contains beds of light grey and' pale green shale, marl,

and mudstone. The sandstone usually forms thin, flaggy,

white or light grey beds, and exhibits ripple-marks,

current-bedding, and surfaces with footprints and sun-

cracks. The zone contains Estheria minuta ;
plants ;

teeth,
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spines, and scales of fishes ; tracks and remains of laby-
rinthodonts and reptiles ; and occasional casts of moUuscan
shells. The zone was first described by Murchison and
Strickland in 1837, but has not hitherto been completely
mapped. The author traces it from the type-locality at
Shrewley over an area of 108 square miles, and finds that
it forms a continuous deposit at an horizon between 120
and 160 feet below the base of the Rhaetic. He accepts
the view of Murchison and Strickland, and he also corre-
lates with it the similar deposit at Leicester described by
Plant. The formation was probably formed, as an
episode in the history of the Keuper Marls, by an irrup-

tion of the sea into the Keuper Marl area. It represents
a phase corresponding to that of the Rhastic bone-bed and
the tea-green Marls, but of somewhat earlier date. The
author is inclined to the view of the older observers that

the Marls are aqueous deposits, though possibly contain-
ing much wind-borne material, deposited in a shallow lake

undergoing strong evaporation and subjected to occasional

irruptions of the sea. They represent the closing phase
of Triassic " continental " conditions in the English Mid-
lands, when the slow subsidence which was soon to bring

in marine Rhaetic and Liassic deposits was in progress,

and produced that overlapping of the Keuper rocks on to

the higher grounds of the Triassic land-surface which is

observable in the neighbouring districts of the Lickey

Hills, Nuneaton, and Charnwood Forest. The paper also

records three well-borings through the Marls into the

Lower Keuper Sandstone.

Physical Society, January 26 —Prof. H. L. Calnelard,

F.R.S., president, in the chair.—R. Appleyard : A direct

reading instrument for submarine cable and other calcula-

tions. The logarithmic spiral has frequently been used

for determining by a graphic method the logarithm of the

ratio of two quantities. If an attempt is made to apply

the spiral to the solution of engineering problenis, such as

arise in the design of submarine cables, there is difficulty

in obtaining sufficient accuracy, especially for readings

near the pole of the spiral. This defect has been removed

by introducing a secondary spiral, similar in all respects

to the primary spiral, and having the same pole, but dis-

placed round the pole through a certain constant angle.

A pair of radial scales, each having its zero at the pole,

and each divided into the same number of equal divisions,

can be rotated about the pole. At all angular positions a

scale of this kind will be cut by the two spirals if they

are sufficiently extended. For all angular positions of

such a radial scale the distance between the pole and the

point where that radial scale is cut by the secondary spiral

is always the same multiple of the distance between the

pole and the point where the radial scale is cut by the

primary spiral. In effect, the secondary spiral magnifies

the radial scale readings of the primary spiral to any

desired extent, depending only upon the angle through

which the template of the primary spiral is rotated to form

the secondary spiral. The spirals are drawn in a manner

that avoids ambiguous readings, and give maximum
precision within the range of diameters of conductors and

dielectric coverings required for submarine cable work.

The instrument is provided with two similarly divided

radial scales, one corresponding to d, the diameter of the

conductor, and the other corresponding to D, the diameter

of the dielectric. The angle between the two scales, corre-

sponding to any pair of values of d and D, is then a

n'leasure of log'D/d. The scales can be marked to indi-

cate weights of conductor and dielectric, and the circle of

degrees to which the spiral is drawn can be marked to

indicate log D/d. capacity, dielectric resistance, and other

functions of D and d, if required, for any definite dielectric,

the specific constants of which are K"°^"- ^J";jTf^*
-

to the spiral may be wriftrn « = Alogd+B,

; A

por^'hrough anangie 0. This is equivalent to rotating

P°'V rJ .._j:„i o-oirc throiirth A. The intercepts are now

•

I the primary spiral is rotated backwards about its

„„.. through an angle 0. This is equiv.-i

bo h the radial scales through ^. The intercepts

d and D,-i.c. the radial scale readings are now greater

in the ratio n =j-f;.-S. Butt.rworth : The vibration

galvanometer and its .ipplirations to i"^"ctance bridges.

Vibration galvanometers are divided into two types, accord-

ing as their moving parts possess only one or an mfinite
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number of degrees of freedom. A theory of the former
type of galvanometer when used in circuits containing
inductance and capacity is worked out, and the conditions

of maximum sensibility are determined. The same theory

is applicable to the string type of galvanometer provided
that the damping is small. The results are applied in the

case of a general inductance bridge : (a) Anderson's bridge,

(6) a modified Rimington's bridge, (c) Heydweiller's
modification of the Carey-Foster bridge, and (d) a bridge
for measuring frenuency. The best conditions for work-
ing Anderson s bridge with the vibration galvanometer as
detector are obtained. Kxperimental results for methods
(6) and (d) are quoted.—Dr. P. E. Shaw : Sealing-
metals. The established method of fixing quartz fibres

for accurate tors'on experiments is due to Prof. C. V.
Boys. It involves considerable trouble, which can be
avoided by the means given, while the resulting joint is

in some cases stronger. Prof. Threlfall used Margot's
solder to fasten glass, aluminium, or quartz surfaces to
any other. This material acts perfectly, and is simple,
the bit being of aluminium, and there being no flux.

Investigation shows that there is no special merit in

Margot's formula. In place of Margot's solder the follow-
ing act very well :—(a) tin

; (6) zinc
; (c) alloys of tin

and zinc; (d) tinman's solder; (e) aluminium. Lead does
not stick well. Then there is a variety of materials with
melting point ranging from i8o° to 660°. For all materials
which act in the same manner as sealing-wax the term
sealing-metals is suggested. They have the advantages
over any wax in (a) high melting point, (6) non-emission
of vapour when temperature is raised. There are applica-
tions other than for tension fibres where joints to with-
stand temperature are required.—Dr. J. H. Vincent and
A. Bursill : A negative result connected with radio-
activity. Specimens of iron, antimony, and bismuth were
subjected to a high-frequency alternating magnetic field.

The air in the neighbourhood was tested for any ionisation
that might have been tlius produced. The results were
negative.—Prof. \. Anderson : A copper-zinc uranium
oxide cell and the theory of contact electromotive forces.

A uranium oxide cell with copper and zinc plates is

described, and reference is made to the temperature
coefficient of its E.M.F. A difficulty connected with the
energetics of the cell is pointed out, and a possible explana-
*«on put forward tentatively.

Royal Anthropological Institute, February 6.—D.
^acRitchie : The kayak in north-western Europe. The
kayak, or skin canoe of the Eskimos, was in use on the
coast of northern Russi.^ two or three centuries ago.
Evidence of this is obtained from statements made by
Burrough in 1556, and from the chronicles of a Danish
expedition to Vaigatz in 1653. It appears that the natives
of that coast not only used the ordinary kayak, constructed
to hold one person, but also built kayaks capable of hold-
ing two occupants, a variety of this canoe which is nowa-
days specially associated with western Alaska and the
Aleutian Isles. It was further shown that three kayaks
were captured off the northern shores of Scotland about
the end of the seventeenth century. One of these is still

preserved in the museum of Marischal College. Aberdeen.
An important fact is the occasional presence of a kayak-
using race of " Finns " or " Finnmen " in the Orkney
Islands during the last twenty years of the seventeenth
century, as testified to by three writers of that period.

The Orkney people being of Norse stock, the word
" Finn " would bear to them the meaning of the Swedish
" Lapp." It is consequently worthy of note that the
mountain Lapps have a tradition that their ancestors
crossed into Sweden from Denmark in small skin boats,

and that the only Lapp name for a boat denotes a skin
canoe, propelled by paddles, and devoid of rowers' seats
and steering place. The comparatively recent survival of

Lapp communities in southern Norway was also referred

to. After considering the theories of castaways from
Greenland, and of Eskimos brought captive to Europe who
had subsequently regained their freedom, the lecturer ex-
pressed himself in favour of the hypothesis that the Orkney
" Finnmen " of the seventeenth century, like their kayak-
using contemporaries on the north Russian coast, were the
unasslmilated remnants in Europe of people of Eskimo type,

whose range in earlier times had been wholly circumpolar.
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Manchester.

Literary and Philosophical Society, January 23

Prof. F. E. Weiss, president, in the chair.—Thou is

Thorp: A crossed transparent grating. The second --v

spectra produced by the crossing of the gratings are (

pure and free from all "scatter."—J. R. Qwrythar :

modes of rupture of an open hemispherical concrete

under axial pressure. The author gave an account of

carried out with nine specimens he had prepared. ni;i

concrete in the proportion of 1 : ij : 2, the aggre;.

i-inch chippings, and the results obtained by -

these shells in the ordinary wav to compression in a

zontal testing machine. " Longitudinal " cracks

meridional planes first appeared, spreading gradually,

the shells ultimately broke by an irregular crack roi;

along a parallel of " latitude," the mean height 1

approximately 06 the height of the shell. The vert-

the cone of fracture roughly coincided with the centi

the base. In the plain specimens the '* longitudi:

cracks began at the base ; in the specimens reinforr.

the base they commenced at the top; and in the -

reinforced both at the base and the top they f'

around the middle of the shell. Mr. Gwyther
that the " ring tension " was comparatively small,

the fracture depended on the load and not the stress,

that the final rupture was due to an excessive " bending
moment." He gave a table he hnd prepared showing the

vertical breaking loads in tons and breaking ^
pounds per square inch.—R. F. Qwryther read

the mechanical- conditions involved in t'

•

question
Dublin.

Royal Irish Academy, January 23.— Rev. Dr. M,i'

president, in the chair.—H. Ryan and T. Dillon: H
tertiary alcohols derived from palmitic and stearic e-

Some discrepancies between theory and experiment ir

analysis of beeswax suggested an examination of

properties of higher tertiary alcohols, but as substanr

this class have been, with one exception, hitherto unknown,
it was necessary to attempt their synthetical preparat"

Good yields of higher tertiary alcohols were obtained

the action of alphyl and aryl magnesium halides on
||

esters of palmitic and stearic acids. By dropping
centrated sulphuric acid into a hot solution of a h'

fatty acid in alcohol a second liquid phase, consist! r,

the nearly pure esters, forms, and hence, rapidly

quantitatively, the fatty acid is converted into its •

The method is an extremely convenient one for the

paration of such esters. The tertiary alcohols U
esters with acetyl chloride, but with acetic anhydrid-

sodium acetate mixtures of esters and unsaturated h

carbons were obtained. Phenyl isocyanate did not

urethanes with them, and when they were heated

potash-lime to 230° C, unlike the corresponding pri:

alcohols, they underwent no change.—A. McHen^y
Report on the Dingle Bed rocks. It is suggested b\

author that the seeming conformable succession or

south is due to inversion and overthrusting of the f

and that the true position of the " Dingle Beds " ii

geological succession is at the bottom of the I

Silurians, and that they are probably of Llandoverv

while on the north and north-east sides of the fossilif

Silurian inlier, the rocks there, called " Smerwick F
on the Survey map, are the equivalents in age ti

" Dingle Beds." and come in their true and regular

below the Wenlock division of the Silurians. The
similarity of the " Dingle Beds " and " Smerwick F
in all their characters is very apparent in the field,

was even noticed by Du Noyer when surveying the di>..v.

more than fifty years ago. The author has no doubt of|

their being the one set of strata, and probablv of

Llandoverv age.—Rev. Canon Lett: Mosses and he;

(Clare Island Survey). A total of 272 mosses and

hepatics were found in the district, of which 27 mosse-;

22 hepatics occurred on the island only, and 05 mosse* n

"

42 hepatics on the mainland only. Eight hepaiici

were hitherto unknown in Ireland, while Scapania

nimhosa and Riccia serccarpa had previously only one

station in the countrv (South Kerrv).—Miss G. Lieter:

Mycetozoa (Clare Island Survey). In the Clare Island

district 31 species were found during a visit last November.

town,

CtHP
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Advantage is taken of this report to summarise our know-
ledge of this group in Ireland. Some 65 species in all are

on record from the country, but about six of these are

regarded as probably erroneously recorded.—Carleton Rea
and Sir H. C. Hawley : Fungi (Clare Island Survey).

Previous to the present survey only two species of fungi

were on record for the county of Mayo. Some 750 species

are now recorded, of which nearly 300 are new to the

Irish flora. One new genus of Hyphomycetae—Candelo-

spora, Hawley—and one new Agaric

—

Hygrophorus
squatnulosus, Rea—are described. On Clare Island itself

a list of 284 species of fungi was compiled.—A. W.
Stelfox : Land and fresh-water Mollusca (Clare Island

Survey). This group was closely studied not only on Clare

Island, but along the whole coast of Mayo, and on the

adjoining islands of Inishtusk, Caher, and Inishbofin, and

analyses of the faunas of the different parts of the area

are made. In the whole district 90 species of Mollusca

were found. Of these, 58 occur on Clare Island, two of

which are looked on as owing their introduction to man.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, January 8.— Dr. John Home, F. R.S., vice-

president, in the chair.—Dr. Kidston and Prof. Gwynne
Vau^han : The Carboniferous flora of Berwickshire.

Part i. Stenomyelon tuedianum, Kidst. The description

was founded on a specimen found by the late Mr. Mathe-

son, Jedburgh, in 1859, and additional material found in

the original locality in 1901. Briefly put, it is as

follows :—stem monostelic, primary xylem without xylene

parenchyma, divided more or less distinctly into three lobes

by as many radiating and interrupted bands of paren-

chyma
;
primary tracheal porose on all walls, the proto-

xylems of the leaf traces decurrent as exarch strands on

the extremities of the lobes ; secondary thickening occurs,

secondary tracheae with porous pith on radial walls only
;

medullary rays numerous ; stele closely invested by a zone

of sclerotic periderm ; leaf traces depart successively from

the extremities of the lobes and repeatedly divide in the

cortex ; leaf-trace protoxylems become immersed ; the

outer cortex of the " Spargonum " type. The stem

possesses so many features peculiar to itself that in the

present state of our knowledge it is unsafe to speculate

as to its relationship to the other members of the Cycado-

filiccs. It is perhaps best to let it remain among that

nebulous group in which it has already provisionally been

placed by Dr. Scott. At the same time, it should be noted

that the absence of independent meristeles in the cortex

of the stem separates it widely from Sutcliffia insignis,

Scott, with which one might be tempted to compare it.

—

Dr. F. J. Cole : A monograph on the general morphology

of the myxinoid fishes, based on a study of Myxine.

Part iv. On some peculiarities of the afferent and

efl'erent branchial arteries of Myxine. These peculiar

structures are called vascular papillae, and have been found

in some cases to be the means by which blood is passed

direct from the arteries into the surrounding " lymphatic
"

peribranchial sinuses. Such blood re-enters the blood

stream via the superior jugular veins. The so-called

lymphatic spaces of Myxine contain normally red blood,

and therefore must be excluded from the lymphatic system

sensu stricto. They are, however, not situated directly in

the course of the blood stream, but partake of. the nature

of both systems. The Myxinoids are in the act of acquir-

ing a definite lymphatic system.—Prof. Sutherland

Simpson : The effect of changing the daily routine on

the diurnal rhythm in body temperature. Experiments

were made on the daily variation in body temperature

during travel across the American continent and across the

Atlantic Ocean. It was found that the body quickly

adjusted itself to the new conditions, so that the diurnal

rhythm depended entirely on the daily routine.—Prof.

David Hepburn : The Scottish National Antarctic Ex-

pedition. Observations on the Weddell seal. Part ii.

The paper gave an account of the genito-urinary organs

of a young I.cptonychotes uieddcUi, captured and embalmed
by the naturalist of the Scottish Antarctic Expedition. A
detailed account was given of the following special

points :—the adaptation of the pelvic organs to the groat

obliquitv of the osseous pelvis ; the allantoidal shape of

the urinary bladder, which pxtondod n« fnr forwards as

the umbilicus ; the presence of prostatic glandular tissue,

as revealed by the microscope ; the' presence of a cylindrical

piece of developing bone common to both corpora cavernosa
penis ; the absence of a scrotum, and the lodgment of

each testis in a subcutaneous recess showing no surface

bulging ; the absence of vesiculae seminales ; the presence

of a bilateral retractor penis muscle composed of unstriped

muscle fibres, probably representing the tunics dartos of

the absent scrotum.
GOTTINGEN.

Royal Society of Sciences.—The Ncuhrichlen (physico-

mathcmatical section), parts iv. and v. for 191 1, contain

the following memoirs communicated to the society :

—

June 17.—K. Wegener: The r6\c of direct radiation in

the temperature-period of the air at low and middle alti-

tudes of the troposphere.—A. Bestelmeyer : The path of

the kathode rays proceeding from a Wehnelt kathode in a
homogeneous magnetic field.

July I.— E. Landau : The partition of numbers com-
pounded of V prime factors.—K. Far*terlin» : Formuke
for the computation of the optical constants of a metallic
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1912.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE.
(i) Natural Philosophy. By W. Ostwald. Translated

by T. Seltzer. Pp. ix+193. (New York: Henry
Holt and Co. ; London : Williams and Norgate,

1910.) Price I dollar net.

(2) Prolegomena ziir Naturphilosophie. By Hermann
Graf Keyserling. Pp. xii+159. (Miinchen : J. F.

Lehmann's Verlag, igio.) Price 5 marks,

(i) "D EADERS of German will remember that
1- V Prof. Ostwald published as the first volume

of Reclam's series, " Biicher der Naturwissenschaft,"

a book which is practically a popular summary of his

larger "Vorlesungen liber Naturphilosophie." This
little work, after special revision by the author, now
appears in an American edition. Mr. Seltzer's trans-

lation is generally satisfactory, though he has left,

here and there, an obscurity of diction which it is

difficult to charge to the account of so clear a writer

as his original.

A book in which an investigator of Ostwald's

eminence gives in systematic outline his views on the

aims, nature, and general methods of science is bound
to exercise considerable authority over the opinions

of young students and inquiring laymen. It is, there-

fore, a matter of considerable importance to deter-

mine whether his guidance in these subjects may be

recommended with confidence. In spite of great ad-

miration for the genius of the distinguished chemist,

the reviewer is bound to record on this point an un-

favourable opinion. It would be absurd to deny that

the book has value. The practical wisdom and in-

spiration of a successful man of science inform many
of its pages, and may gladly be accepted in lieu of

a good deal of correctitude in logic and philosophy.

Moreover, Prof. Ostwald's characteristic doctrine of

"energetics" leads him in a very direct way to results

—such as the limited vafidity of the concept of

mechanism—which, though unpopular among physic-

ists and chemists, are regarded as of great importance

by all students of the philosophy of science. But out-

side the thirty-six pages given to the general principles

of the physical sciences, the treatment of his topics

seems frequently unsatisfactory. His logical and
psychological analyses lack precision and thorough-

ness, and often suggest that on some questions of

fundamental importance he accepts the views of the

Mill and Spencer epoch as finally authoritative.

The pragmatism which made Prof. Ostwald's work
so interesting to the late William James appears very

early in the book. Strictly speaking, science is, he

holds, concerned only with the prediction of future

events. The " retrospective prophecy " to which Hux-
ley attached equal importance " must take its place

with other aimless activities called play " (p. 13).

Moreover (as the last phrase indicates) even predic-

tions of the future are not properly to be called science

unless they bear directly or remotely upon the practical

management of human life. At first sight this dictum
would seem to confine the legitimate development of

some sciences within severely narrow limits. For
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example, must the palaeontologist prove that his

studies have a bearing (say) upon eugenics before he
can be admitted into the company of men of science?
In anticipation of such questions, the author is

obliged to argue that since we can never know com-
pletely "what kind of knowledge we shall next need
. . . therefore it is one of the most important
functions of science to achieve as perfect an elabora-

tion as possible of all the relations conceivable."

Thus, judged by the pragmatic test of " alikeness

"

upon which Prof. Ostwald lays so much stress (p. 52),

his definition of the aim and scope of scientific inquiry

turns out after all to be identical with the intel-

lectualist view upon which he is so severe (p. 13).

Prof. Ostwald's preoccupation with the practical

value of science^—though a fault which leans to virtue's

side—makes him cling to an empiricism which is, to

say the least, ddmodi. In spite of an (apparently)

wider definition on p. 62, the word "experience" is

constantly used as synonymous with " perceive " or

"perception." Concepts are simply the "coinciding

or repeated parts of similar experiences "—a view

which seems identical with Huxley's " composite

photograph " theory of general ideas, and is open

to the same criticisms. It follows that the degree of

certainty reached in reasoning depends upon the

number of perceptual experiences upon which the con-

cepts are based. Thus the security of the conclusion

2 + 3 = 5 is extremely high because the number-concepts

are so extremely " general."

Starting in this way, it is not surprising that Prof.

Ostwald repeats Mill's misunderstanding of the

syllogism (p. 65), and restricts deduction to the com-

paratively small r6le of applying "principles . . .

acquired through the ordinary incomplete induction

... to special instances which, at the proposition of

the principle, had not been taken into consideration
''

(p. 41). It is difficult to regard this as an adequate

statement of the aim of Newton's "Principia," or of

Maxwell's "Electricity and Magnetism"; yet both

these treatises must be held to give a "deductive"

treatment of their subject-matter. So anxious is the

author to reduce all knowledge to repeated "experi-

ences " that he holds mathematics to have been

proved to be an empirical science by the fact that

certain laws in the theory of numbers have been

found empirically and have not yet been proved deduc-

tively (p. 56). The same ultra-empiricism seems re-

sponsible for the remarkable statement (p. 76) that the

power of "a few highly developed individuals," such

as Julius Caesar, to "keep up several lines of

thought " simultaneously proves that time is not neces-

sarily to be conceived as unidimensional.

It will be seen that, in the reviewer's opinion,

Prof. Ostwald's work suffers from the capital defect

of misrepresenting seriously the relations between

ideas and perceptual experience. It is true that no

one has yet formulated an adequate account of these

relations. Nevertheless no theory of science can be

satisfactory unless it takes account, on one hand, of

the criticisms of the inductive process which wo owe

to such logicians as Bradley and Bosanquet, and, on

the other, of the patient, unbiassed, and pene-

trating researches concerning the objects of cognitive

R
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processes which we associate with the names of

Husserl, Mcinong, Bertrand Russell, and others.

Although he makes good use of modern views about

mathematics which have a certain connection with

the latter researches, yet Prof. Ostwald, from lack of

sympathy or for some other reason, appears to have
assimilated very little from these typically modern
doctrines about the fundamentals of his subject.

(2) In his familiarity with the present situation in

logical criticism and philosophy, Graf Keyserling has
a manifest advantage over his scientific compatriot.

For this reason the six discourses which form his

latest work offer most instructive as well as attractive

reading even to those who cannot accept all his con-

tentions. He sees with perfect clearness that the

central question of natural philosophy is the question

how conceptual thought is related to perceptual ex-

perience—in other words, how it is that we are able

to theorise successfully. To understand the problem
aright we must recognise that theories deal in the
first place with entities

—
" universals," relations, num-

bers, &c.—which are distinct from the entities revealed
to us in physical phenomena, and yet are really quite
as external to our minds, quite as "objective" as the
latter. Conversely, the phenomena commonly called
external are known just as immediately and as
truly as the objects of thought. It follows that the

a priori laws which regulate our "inner" experience
are entitled to be called " laws of nature " equally
with the sequences determined a posteriori among
"outer" experiences. A mind capable of taking in

the universe at a glance would, in fact, see, not two
worlds, but one world of reality, the elements of
which are knit together by a univocal necessity.

This conception of the universe admitted, it is possible
to understand that perpetual miracle—the power of
" prospective and retrospective prophecy " wielded by
the man of science. Consider one of the most notable
instances : the power to predict and reconstruct
phenomena by means of Newton's laws of motion.
Since mathematical thought and the spatio-temporal
series of external events run their courses under a
single system of laws, it is always possible that in a
given instance the mathematical realities and the
empirical will, to use Graf Keyserling 's word (p. 44),
"coincide." Suppose this relation to hold good
between Newton's laws and a group of mechanical
events. Then whatever consequences follow by
"logical" necessity from Newton's laws must be
exhibited empirically; nature is bound, so to speak,
to actualise this particular series of possibilities (p. 44).
This account of the matter explains why induction
does not (as the empiricists contend) involve essentially

the contemplation of numerous instances. The
essence of the process is (as Prof. Bosanquet and other
writers have urged) the analysis of a given pheno-
menon with the view of discovering the "mathematical
realities" which "coincide" with the empirical ob-
servations. If the details of the coincidence can be
brought to light by the examination even of a single
instance predictions based upon such an examination
may have the highest certainty.

It is not possible to follow here the important con-
sequences of Graf Keyserling's views. It must suffice
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to say that he develops them with great ability and
in a very interesting way. He finds occasion to of
illuminating criticism of the pragmatists and ot writ<

whose works are now the centre of much attention

for example, Hans Driesch and Henri Bergson. h
is not extravagant to say that by his understanding uf

the problems and methods, both of philosophy and
of science, his lucidity and his literary charm, he pro-

duces in no mean degree the same impression as the

great Frenchman. The book is one which should find

a welcome in an English translation.

i. P. Ni-.s.

TWO INTRODUCTIONS TO THE STUDY OF
EVOLUTION.

(i) The Doctrine of Evolution: Us Basis and its Sco;

By Prof. H. E. Crampton. Pp. ix+ 3H. (N« ,

York: The Columbia University Press, 1911)
Price 65. 6d. net.

(2) Einfiihrung in die Deszendenztheorie. Fiinfund-

dreissig Vortrage. By Prof. Karl C. Schneid

Zweite Auflage. Pp. xii+386 + 3 Taf. (Jer

Gustav Fischer, 1911.) Price 9.50 marks.

(1) pROF. CRAMPTON has written a careful and
^ interesting introduction to the study of evolu-

tion in the wide sense. It consists of eight lectui

given in New York to "mature persons of cultiva:

minds, but who were on the whole quite unfamiliar wiiii

the technical facts of natural history," and for such an

audience, which is certainly widespread, the book i

be strongly recommended. But even those who kn^

a good deal of natural history may read Prof. Cramjj-

ton's lectures with great profit, for although they ha-

not perhaps the keenness which marked the auth(

important contribution to the theory of natural sel

tion (his study of Philosamia cytithia), they are ch

acterised by scientific restraint, by careful workman-
ship, and by a wide outlook. The outstanding feature

of the book is that half of it is devoted to the hig!

reaches of the evolution-process—to the ascent of m
and the establishment of human societies.

After an introductory discourse on the living organ-

ism, Prof. Crampton sets forth the evidences of

evolution from comparative anatomy, embryology, and
palaeontology. The fourth lecture is on " Evolution

as a Natural Process," and here the author avoi'

controversy, contenting himself with a balanced sta

ment of the various interpretations that have Ix

offered. He then passes to the evolution of the huma
species and the human races, to mental evolution, and

to social evolution. These three chapters are full of

fresh illustrations of great interest. The book ends

up with a courageous chapter on those " evolved pro-

ducts " which we call (i) ethics, (2) religion and

theology, and (3) science and philosophy, the author"

particular point being that here also evolution pro\

to be real. Not only are the higher elements in humaii

life subject to analysis, classification, and formulation,

but there are natural reasons in human evolution why
there should be a developing ethics, religion, theoIog\

science, and philosophy. The author ends up fin^

with a statement of the practical value of evolutioniM

conceptions :

—
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" The doctrine of evolution enjoins us to learn the
rules of the great game of life which we must play,

as science reveals them to us. It is well to
remember that a little knowledge is a dangerous
thing, but because evolution is true always and every-
where, an understanding of its workings in any de-
partment of thought and life clears the vision of other
realms of knowledge and action. . . . Evolution as a
complete doctrine commands everyone to live a life of

service as full as hereditary endowments and surround-
ing circumstances will permit."

After reading this admirable course of lectures, one

general criticism arises in our mind—one, however,
involving for its statement a longer discussion than

is possible here and now. It appears to us that the

author has not sufficient^ analysed his " deeply

grounded conviction that evolution has been continuous

throughout." We wish to know more about this con-

tinuity—what it is that is continuous, and whether
the continuity implies that there is an identity of

causes throughout. The genetic method is certainly

applicable, but do the same categories serve through-

out? Is the truth with Spencer or with Bergson?
It seems to us to be giving a False simplicity to the

facts to conclude that "human social relations are

biological relations," or that " identical biological

laws, uniform in their operation everywhere in the

organic world, have controlled the origin and estab-

lishment of even the most complex societies of men."
It seems to us a matter for regret that a zoologist of

Prof. Crampton's eminence should adopt, especially

in a work of this sort, the mechanistic hypothesis

without giving a statement of the other side. We are

unaware that a mechanical description has been given

of any complete vital operation, and if it were given
we do not think that it would be what the biologist

wants, for he cannot get away from the fact that

the organism is a historical being.

We are only stating our opinion, but we think there

is need for reconsidering, even in the light of other

parts of the book, such a deliverance as this :

—

" Does s.cience teach us, then, that the ultimate
elements of human faculty are carbon-«es5 and
hydrogen-nes5 and oxygen-nf55, which in themselves
are not mind, but which when they are combined,
and when such chemical atoms exist in protoplasm,
constitute mental powers? Plain common-sense
answers in the affirmative."

And this :

—

"What can be the source of mentality, if it is not
something brought in from the outer world along
with the chemical substances which taken singly are
devoid of mind? Scientific monism frankly replies

that it is unable to find another origin."

Such a presentation of the old problem seems to us

disappointing, especially when it comes from the

country of William James and Josiah Royce.

(2) Prof. Schneider has prepared an enlarged

edition of an admirable book which was reviewed

in Nature of January lo, 1907. It then con-

sisted of six lectures introductory to the study of organic

evolution, and was marked by clearness and freshness

of exposition. It had also the crowning merit of

being short, and was a pleasing contrast to a number
of larger books of similar aim, which take a longer
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time to say less. In its new edition, however, it has
surrendered the charm of brevity in the hope of secur-

ing other excellencies. It has become thirty-five lec-

tures instead of six, and each lecture occupies about
ten closely printed pages. What are the features of

this practically new book, which, it may be noted, is

not to be confused with the author's " Versuch einer

Begriindung der Deszendenztheorie " ?

Perhaps the chief characteristic is the elaboration

of the concept of "Anlagen" or primordia. The
common way of looking at these as simply material

structures will not stand criticism. In place of the

view that morphogenetic differentiation may be inter-

preted in terms of the chemico-physical properties of

the primordia, Schneider seeks to substitute a re-

habilitation of the "idea-theory" of Plato and Goethe,

with which he combines the Aristotelian-Scholastic

concept of potency, "elaborated in a modern e.xact

fashion." Another feature of the book is a judicious

eclecticism. For while there is much that is personal

and original throughout, such as the author's theory

of vitalism, his welcome, but all too short, discussion

of the importance of periodicity, his criticism of the

ordinary Darwinian position, and so on, there \s a

praiseworthy attempt to recognise a measure of

validity in the suggestions of the various schools.

He pleads for less purely argumentative criticism, for

a deeper inquiry into fundamental principles, for a

study of biological method, and for more determined

effort to get away from preconceptions which influence

even the experimenters. The Lamarckian, he says,

will not hear of mutations, and the Mutationist will

not hear of modifications. The Darwinist rejects the

psychical theory of adaptations, and the psycho-

Lamarckian rejects determinants. The student of

chromosomes does away with .Anlagen, the " Ortho-

genetiker" with adaptations, the vitalist of Driesch's

persuasion with vital energy, the Weismannist with

the transmission of acquired characters, the Mechanist

with all vitalistic principles, and so on. But all these

views have factual relations, and there is a kernel of

truth in each. They cannot be lumped together, but

no view is as yet complete enough to dispense with

the aid of others. Cooperation as well as criticism

is needed among the evolutionists.

In his sketch of the evolutionism of the future. Prof.

Schneider distinguishes primary or constitutive prin-

ciples and secondary or auxiliary principles. The

primary principles are three :—(i) The idea, which

interpenetrates every organism and binds it into unity

;

(2) entelechy, which is "a kind of cohesion in the

idea," holding the constellation of Anlagen in a specific

order, a correlating, regulative, formative principle;

and (j) vitality, a form of energy, like heat in the

inorganic realm, which brings into material explicit-

ness what is implicit in the idea, and includes two

main factors, of assimilation, growth, and reproduc-

tion on one hand, of variation on the other.

The secondary or auxiliary principles, which repre-

sent a complication of the primary simplicity of idea,

entelechy, and vitality, are of two kinds, ectogenous

and endogenous. The ectogenous principles operate

from without; they do not originate within the

organism. They include the influence of environ-
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mental changes on assimilation and the like, and the

influence of psychical impulses and needs relating to

tho external conditions of life. In both these ways a
" somation " (corresponding to a somatic modification

of most authors) may arise; it is an ectogenous change
in contrast to an autonomous mutation. The endo-

genous secondary principles, which are also called

entropic, include amphimixis and death.

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL PHYSICS.

(i) A Text-book of the Principles of Physics. By Dr.

A. Daniell. New and revised edition. Pp. xxv +
819. (New York : The Macmillan Co. ; London :

Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price lys. net.

(2) A Textbook of Physics. By Prof. L. B. Spinney.

Pp. xii+605. (New York : The Macmillan Co.

;

London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1911.) Price

12s. net.

(3) Principles of Physics : Designed for Use as a Text-

book of General Physics. By Prof. W. F. Magie.
Pp. ix+ 570. (London : G. Bell and Sons, Ltd.,

191 1.) Price 75. 6d. net.

(4) Treatise on Practical Light. By Dr. R. S. Clay.

Pp. XV + 5 19. (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

191 1.) Price 105. 6d. net.

(i) TT is presumably the duty of a reviewer to try

i m reading a text-book to take up the point

of view of the students for whom it is primarily

designed. This attitude it is not at all easy in many
cases to assume. But the third edition of Dr.
Daniell's text-book scarcely admits of doubt in this

respect. Regarded from a purely physical point of

view, the book undoubtedly contains much useful

information, notwithstanding the fact that it is pre-

sented in a peculiarly disjointed fashion. But to

propose it as being suitable for medical students seems
very misleading. Those who are experienced in

teaching medical students, or, at any rate, the majority
of them, know with what simplicity the principles of

physics must be treated. The subject is one which
the students themselves think is foreign to their

medical course, and the complexity of detail with
which this book abounds would surely make them
adhere more strongly than ever to that opinion. But
apart altogether from the question of suitability for

any special class of students the book is in several

other respects open to serious objections. In the first

place, the unfortunate tendency in many recent

physical text-books of quoting unproved numerous
mathematical formulae is especially prominent in this

particular case. This is, in all probability, the main
cause of the disjointed nature of the text already
referred to. It must be admitted, of course, that such
procedure is occasionally inevitable and even desir-

able, but when it becomes the rule and not the excep-
tion, it encourages students to regard physics as a
series of formulae to be committed to memory, and
having no logical sequence.

Further, the mode of statement is often peculiarly

involved, and sometimes inexact. The latter is illus-

trated by the statement that "a body free to fall in

vacuo would be subject to a constant downward
acceleration of about 981 cm. per sec, or 32*2 feet per
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sec"—a statement quite in keeping with the un<

vincing way in which the distinctions between vekx...

and acceleration have been previously treated. The

following also is surely a rather extraordinary vi-
to express :

—" Kinetic friction is accordingly no;

Force; it is a Resistance or Reaction."

The present edition has a supplementary chapter

radio-activity and kindred subjects added. Attention

is directed to the chief points in recent work, but the

numerical data in connection therewith have scarcely

been brought up to date, the old value 34 x 10-" ES.

being given, for instance, as the unit of electric;

The author has also adopted a uniform notation, anu

gives an index of symbols at the beginning of the

book, but although, in this index, io» is defined as

being equal to 1,000,000,000, we frequently find very

large numbers expressed in the uncontracted form.

The arrangement of the mathematical treatment is

also unfortunate from the point of view of facility in

reading, being printed in small type, and from line

to line, just like the ordinary text.

(2) Prof. Spinney's book will without doubt serve

admirably the purpose for which it has been written.

In nearly every respect it fulfils the necessary- condi-

tions. Being written for engineering and technical

students entering upon a course of physics, it deals

in a straightforward and logical way with the various

sections into which the subject is usually divided.

As is to be expected, particular prominence is given

to mechanics, the principles of which are illustrated by

familiar phenomena and practical contrivances.

Although the mathematical treatment is intentionally

limited, what is given is exact, and involves no blind

learning of formulae. Also, notwithstanding the pro-

fessedly elementary character of the work, the author

contrives to convey clearly the underlying principles

of such subjects as surface tension, kinetic theory

of gases, and polarisation of light in a way not often

achieved. To each chapter is appended a series of

numerical examples; the printing and arrangement -'^

paragraphs and chapters are excellent, and the he;

tvpe used for the more important statements is a

distinct gain. The diagrams have evidently been

carefully prepared, and are reproduced in a manner

quite above the average. To all students desiring

a thorough introduction to the science of physics,

whether they be engineering students or not, this

book can be unhesitatingly recommended.

(3) In some respects this book is unique. On
several nrevious occasions have historical treatises on

special parts of physics been published, but no general

elementary text-book of physics based upon a

historical outline has until now, we believe, appeared.

The author's chief reason for adopting this mode of

procedure—and it seems to be a good one—is that it

directs attention to the lines upon which discovery

has proceeded, and trains the mind of the reader

in the processes which may lead to further discoveries.

Whether this be the case or not, it is certain that

the historical treatment makes the subject eminently

readable, particularly to those somewhat acquainted

already with the principles of physics. From the

point of view of the beginner, however, difficulties

might arise owing to the historical sequence necessitat-
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ing the omission of practice in the application of the

physical laws. These difficulties the author has to a

large extent surmounted by adding to each chapter

a series of worked examples, thus avoiding the intro-

duction of them into the text. Interest is undoubtedly

added to the subject by the historical setting, and
it is quite possible that students may be induced to

regard physics with more favour on account of it.

The printing is good, but the diagrams are neither

so numerous nor so well produced as they might be.

As evidence of the lack in this respect, not one of the

four methods of determining the velocity of light is

illustrated diagrammatically.

(4) The most surprising feature of Dr. Clay's book
on practical light is the fact that considerable

space is devoted to pin optics. The size of the book
suggests that its scope will cover experiments of a
much more elaborate character. This is indeed found
to be the case, repetitions by more accurate methods
of the rough pin determinations being described at a

later stage. As a result the book appears unequal,

and the omission of the pin experiments would have
been a gain rather than a loss. The ground covered

is very extensive, particular attention being paid to

the chapters on the compound lens, the microscope
nnd colour, on account of the importance of their

industrial applications. Colour, especially, is treated

much more fully than is usually the case in text-

books of practical physics, and the numerous experi-

ments described in this connection add considerably

to the value of the book. The diagrams with which
the experiments are illustrated are exceedingly good,
so much so that a student, having here before him
the perspective view of the arrangement of apparatus,
could scarcely fail to set it up correctly without other
aid. It may also be pointed out that, with the excep-
tion of one, all the diagrams have been specially pre-

pared for this work. The general arrangement of the
experiments is normal and logical, and the two
appendices, containing useful practical hints, are very
desirable. In short, notwithstanding the rather un-
fortunaTe inclusion of pin optics referred to. Dr. Clay's
book will certainly form a very useful reference work,
not only for students of physics, but also for those

engaged in industrial applications of the principles of

light.

INDIAN FRESH-WATER INVERTEBRATES.
The Fauna of British India, including Ceylon and
Burma. Edited by Dr. A. E. Shipley, F.R.S.

Fresh-water Sponges, Hydroids, and Polyzoa. By
Dr. N. Annandale. Pp. viii+251+v plates. Pub-

lished under the authority of the Secretary of State

for India in Council. (London : Taylor and Fran-

cis ; Calcutta : Thacker, Spink and Co. ; Bombay :

Thacker and Co., Ltd.; Berlin: R. Friedlander &
Sohn, 191 1.) Price 105.

'"PHIS volume differs in some important respects

-L from those that have preceded it in the " Fauna
of British India." It is the first of the series to be

written entirely in India, and since, as the author

very justly remarks, "biological research on Indian

animals can only be undertaken in India," it is only
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fitting that a large part of the volume should be
devoted to observations on the bionomics and life-

history of the organisms dealt with. It is thus far

more than a merely systematic monograph, and con-

tains a great deal that is of interest and importance,

not only to the special student of the Indian fauna,

but also to the general biologist.

The Indian region is especially rich in fresh-water

sponges. Thirty-six species, subspecies, and varieties

are enumerated (including three added in the appen-

dix), although on p. 51 the number is given as only

twenty-nine, possibly because of doubts as to the

systematic or geographical status of some of the

forms. Of these no fewer than twenty-two have been

discovered and named by Dr. Annandale, who, how-
ever, pays a generous and well-merited tribute to the

pioneer work in this field of the late Dr. H. J. Carter,

of Bombay,
Little is yet known as to the seasonal cycles

in the life-histories of fresh-water animals living under

tropical conditions, and on this subject Dr. Annandale

has many interesting observations. He points out

that in temperate regions the approach of winter

affects most of the less highly organised inhabitants

of fresh waters in the same way, leading to the pro-

duction of gemmules, statoblasts, and the like, which

lie dormant during the unfavourable season. In India,

on the other hand, the reaction to seasonal changes

is by no means identical, even in closely allied species.

"Some species flourish chiefly in winter, and enter

the quiescent stage at the beginning of the hot weather

(that is to say, about March), while others reach their

maximum development during the ' rains ' (July to

September), and as a rule die down during winter,

which is the driest as well as the coolest time of the

year."

A striking example of specific idiosyncrasy in this

respect is given in the case of two sponges, Spongilla

bomhayensis and Corvospongilla lapidosa. found in

Bombay. They

"resemble one another considerably as regards their

mode of growth, and are found together on the lower

surface of stones. In the month of November, how-

ever C lapidosa is in full vegetative vigour, while

S hombayensis, in absolutely identical conditions, is

already reduced to a mass of gemmules, having

flourished during the 'rains.'"

The Hydrozoa dealt with consist only of two species

of Hydra Dr. Annandale's important discovery of a

fresh-water medusa (Limnocnida) in streams of the

Western Ghats (Nature. August 3. 19") having come

too late to be included in this volume. One of the

species of Hydra is the familiar and widely distributed

H vulgaris, and Dr. Annandale has much that is new

to tell regarding the bionomics even of this much-

studied animal. Especially interesting is the account

of the way in which the larva of a small midge.

Chironomus fasciatipennis. preys upon Hydra. The

larva which protects itself with a tubular case of silk,

entangles the Hydra with a silken thread, and binds

it firmly to the outside of the tube, to be afterwards

devoured at leisure.
.

Of Polyzoa about sixteen forms are recognised.

One of the most interesting is Hislopia lacustris,
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which was formerly |>l;ni(l .iimui^ the Chi-ili'-tMin.ii;i.

Dr. Annandale confirms JuH'unV sialiimm that it

belongs to the Ctenostonia!;i, aiul Xv slmus i!i.it it is

cl(i'~flv rclalcd to Arachnoidea, wh'uli \\.i> ai our limi-

oiti (I a^ < Aidcnro for the mariiir uiij^in of iln- tauiia

of 1 -al^i- 'l'ant;an\ ika.

.\ miinhcr of misprints liavc escaped (iMiniinn. On

p. ni llir words "co-type" and |)aral\ |if " sci-iii l<i

have clumj^ed places, willi tiie disasiKni-- i' suit that

we are left in doubt as to the sense in which these

terms are used throughout the volume. In the sen-

tence, "Some of these species . . . are identical wiili

others . . . closely related to European forms

"

(p. 12), "and" preceded by a comma should appar-

ently be inserted after " with." On p. 177 it is stated

that Kraepelin's classification of the Polyzoa is "less

liable to criticism than that followed by Braem,"

where the context appears to imply that it is more

so. It is not clear in what way the " force of gravity "

can account for the mutual attraction of gemmules
floating on the surface of water (p. 118).

THE PHYSICS OF ELECTRIC LAMPS.
Dcr clektrische Lichtbogen: Expcr'nui'tilahu^rtrag auj

Wunsch des wissenschaftlicheii Vcreins cu Berlin

i^tlialtcii am 11 Januar, 191 1. By Prof. H. Th.

Simon. Pp. iv + 52. (Leipzig: S. Hirzel, 1911.)

Price 2 marks.

Les Lampes Electriques. By Prof. H. Pecheux.

Pp. 186. (Paris : Gauthier-Villars, n.d.)

PROF SIMON'S monograph is a reprint of a lec-

ture delivered in Berlin, and gives in an in-

teresting and consecutive form a brief summary of the

principal physical aspects of the electric arc. The
numerous physical phenomena presented by the arc

have long afforded a most interesting field for research,

and it is remarkable into how many bypaths these

researches have led. Although the arc in its practical

application is primarily a source of light, the most
eflficient which we possess, and secondarily a source

of heat, neither of these aspects receives more than

a very brief mention in the pamphlet before us.

It is indeed somewhat remarkable that so little

attention has been given by physicists to the problem
of the emission of light by the flame arc, a field of

research which would seem to be of great theoretical

and practical value. But for some reason or other

the electrical characteristics of the arc have alwavs
appealed more to investigators, and these liave been

explored far more thoroughly, with valuable and in-

teresting results. Notably the investigations of Prof.

Simon himself on the telephonic arc and of Duddell
on the musical arc may be referred to ; these have led

to the use of the arc as a source of sustained oscillation

for the transmission of wireless signals, a direction

in which its utility could scarcely have been foreseen.

These phenomena and their theoretical explanation

will be found clearly described in Prof. Simon's little

book, which, if it does not attempt to add much to

our existing knowledge, summarises it well. In

addition to a number of diagrams the book is illus-

trated by a coloured reproduction of an autochrome
photograph of a flame arc, which is fairly successful
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idiisldiiin^ th.- diriiculty of the subject. The genera;

tdicct, howcvfi , i- far too red.

M. Pecheux '^ liii!'- book forms < volume*

of till' " I"-rn\i lope (lii- Scicntifique dcs Aidc-Mtl'moire,'

and is a hrirf and m H-written description of th*

various types of eUctric lainj) in use. A good deal o

s|,a(. is devoted to the sul)j'( t of the electrical char-

aciiiisiii-, a suljji'Ct which always s.cnis attractive

to writers un incandrsccnt lamps, and has re-

ceived somewhat more att< niic^n than its importanc*

warrants. On the other hand, the amount of atten-

tion i;ivon to the light-emitting projjerties and efficiencj

is perhaps somewhat meagre. M. S.

OUR BOQR, SHELF.
Farm and (rorden Rule-book: a Matiual of Rcr"i^

I\'hIcs and Reference. With Recipes, Preci
!• urmula:i, and Tabular Information for the L/ic ,

General Farmers, Gardeners, Fruit-growers, Stock I

men. Dairymen, Poultrymen, Foresters. Rura
Teachers, and others in tJic J'nited St:
Canada. By L. H. Bailey. Pp. xxv + 5.'s7

York : The Macmillan Company ; London : Mao
millan and Co., Ltd., 191 1.) Price Ss. 6d. net.

This book affords a striking commentary on th<

progress of agriculture and horticulture in thest

latter days ; whereas a generation ago the cultivatot

could carry all his rules and recipes in his head, h»

now finds such a bewildering number of possibilitie;

open to him that, without the help of some sue!

volume as this, he will be wholly unable to make an^

use of the stores of knowledge accumulated a
numerous experiment stations throughout the world.
The first section shows how to use the weathe

map and to interpret as far as may be the weathe
indications ; then follow directions for making observa
tions and using them. Next comes an account o
the soil, the elements of which it is composed, wate
statistics, and so on, and finally rules to be followe<

in order that fertility may be maintained. Consider
able space is devoted to chemical fertilisers, as th<

importance of the subject warrants ; in particular th'

farmer is shown how to calculate the fair value of j

manure from its guaranteed composition, and hov
to convert one form of guarantee into another
Typical mixtures of manures for various crops an
suggested, the range in both cases being wide, so a
to ensure that the tables shall have as large a valu'

as possible. Dates for sowing, planting, and pro
pagating various plants in the different regions ar
given, followed by tables showing the number o
plants that should go to one acre and also the distano
apart at which the plants must be set. Several page
are devoted to the yields of field crops in the differen

States, wherein some very interesting and suggestiv-

data occur. The best vield is commonly double am
sometimes three times the average for a particula

State, a fact which shows that there is still room fo

much levelling up in the farming efficiency of th

cultivators, even when allowance has been made fo

the fact that some of the high yields are partly du-

to exceptional climatic conditions.
Then we get into fruit and greenhouse figures, am

find tables containing such uninteresting but valuabi

I

data as the legal size of apple barrels in variou

I

States, standard dimensions of flower pots, recipe

I

for painting hot-water pipes, making liquid puttv fo

glazing, &c. This section ends up with a list, eight

j

pages long, of fungus and insect pests the growe

j
may reasonably expect, together with a few shor

I

hints showing how each pest may be more or les^

j controlled.
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The section on live stock runs on lines similar to

those adopted for crops ; tables are given showing
the composition of feeding stuffs, typical rations, and
methods of computing variants, together with much
information about the animals themselves. Alto-
gether the book will be found very useful for reference
purposes, and, as it is well indexed, it is very easily

consulted.

Mineralogy. By Dr. F. H. Hatch. Fourth edition,

entirely rewritten and enlarged. Pp. ix+253
(London : Whittaker and Co., 1912.) Price 45. net.

In this "fourth edition" a revision has for the first

time been undertaken. The consequent doubling of
its size and price is fully justified by the enhanced
value of the work, which ^for twenty j^ears has been
handicapped by its modest size. The addition of
eighty pages to the section dealing with descriptive
mineralogy has allowed a much fuller treatment of the
ores, this portion being trebled in length, while ore-
dressing processes (electromagnetic, oil-concentration,

&c.), find brief reference under properties of minerals.
The portion on optical properties, formerly relegated
to a couple of pages, is enlarged sevenfold, thus per-
mitting of an explanation of double-refraction
phenomena. Coupled with the fuller description of
rock minerals, this renders the book of some use in

microscope work. The use of the letters a, b, C to

indicate elasticity axes is regrettable, owing to the
likelihood of confusion (both in writing and speak-
ing), with the a, b, and c crystallographic axes; the
substitution of X, Y, Z, as adopted in Iddings's "Rock
Minerals," avoids this difficulty.

The arrangement of . the descriptive portion under
the four heads Rock-forming Minerals, Ores, Other
Salts, and Gems is convenient, if inconsistent, and it

is supplemented by a list of mineral species, chemically
classified. We are surprised to find so small a book
including among " the more important minerals

"

metacinnabarite, hauerite, &c. The treatment of

mineral names is not always satisfactory ; thus
nowhere is mention made of the name kupfernickel, so

commonly used as a synonym of niccolite ; dialogite

appears in the text as such, but in the index as dial-

logite. Wolfram and wolframite (though used as
synonyms) are used apparently indiscriminately in the

text, but are separately indexed.
The typography is good and misprints very rare

(on p. 57 statical changes evidently means charges),

but some illustrations of crystals, like Figs. Cit, and
75, might be improved. R. F. G.

Revolving Vectors, with Special Application to Alter-

nating-current Phenomena. By Prof. Geo. W. Pat-
terson. Pp. vi + 89. (New York: The Macmillan
Company; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

Tqii.) Price 4s. 6d. net.

This brief but excellent little treatise can be recom-
mended as a good introduction to the modern topic of

revolving vectors, and particularly to the use of the
symbolic notation in the development of the subject.

It opens with a brief historical note on the discovery

in 1797, by Wessel, of the use of the imaginary \''-i
as an operator having a geometric function of rotation
through a right angle. From this the author loads
on to the treatment of complex quantities, and their
use in representing harmonic motion. The latter half
of the book deals with the application to alternating
electric currents and other electrical matters. It is

satisfactory that the author conforms to the conven-
tion adopted by the International I-'lrcirotrrhnical

Commission in its recent session in Turin, in u>.int;

}!ir
( nunter-clockwise sense of rotation as positive.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions
expressed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake
to return, or to correspond with the writers of. rejected
manuscripts intended for this or any other part of Nature.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

Contour Diagrams of Human Crania.
In the last number of Biometrika (viii., i, 2, 1911) Prof.

Karl Pearson has edited and published a very valuable
paper by the late Dr. Crewdson Benington on cranial
type-contours. The work is based on long series of skulls
of various races, e.g. English of the seventeenth centurv
(from the Whitechapel Plague Pit), modern English (Royal
Engineers), various Negro races from the Congo, Guanche,
Egyptian, Eskimo, and the prehistoric Cro-magnon skull.
For each series three typical contours are selected, viz. :

—

(i) a " transverse vertical," passing through the auricular
points and the apex of the skull

; (2) a sagittal or median
section

; and (3) a horizontal section through the glabella ;

and in each case all the individual skulls of a series are
combined into a single " type " by a process of arithmetic
averages. Lastly, the diagrams thus obtained are repro-
duced on tissue-paper, so that one may be superposed upon
another, and the characteristic differences easily compared.

I venture to think that we may go a little' further, and
may, by a simple device, get a new series of diagrams
which shall throw into still greater relief the presence and
the amount of essential difference of form : for, after all,

comparison of the two superposed contours is a matter
of individual judgment, and there is a lack of fixity and

RA.
Fig. I.—English crania, t7th century. Tr«nsver»e contour.

precision in our interprel.iticui nf ilio ir^uli. Moi.-i

is obvious that we !i:i\''. in ih. lii^i in>.i;iiico, i

and easy distinction between dilfereDifs of >ize and <iiit' 1

ences of form.

Taking the case of the transverse, or vertical inter-

auricular, section of the skull, I^r. Benington's diagrams
represent it for us as in lit;. 1. where a median verticil

axis is divided into ten equal parts (the uppermost .'f

these also by a point one-quarter of a division from t!

apex), and at each of these points of division tli

zontal distance to the contour-line is measured .1

corded. Thus we are in possession of such tabulm

ments as the following :

—

A B
Vertical Height ... "^^ «^«

II

10

9
8

7
6

5

4

3
2

521
60 '4

65 o
673
68 6
685
66-6

63*4
612

20

37

55
(>7

7i

74

(>Q

"I

Dimensions (in mm.) of the Iransvcr-* cranial if. tion (riijht Milel.

English skull* of 17th century ; M, Cro-magnon skull.
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In order to isolate differences of form from differences

of general magnitude, I have reduced all measurements to

the scale of a standard vertical height, of loo mm., with

the following result :

—

Vertical
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the curves are in each case all but straight, and are nearly
parallel to the vertical. They show (i) that the skull of
the living Englishman, that is to say, of the Royal
Engineers, is a little narrower than that of the seventeenth-
century Londoner, the difference being greatest across the
ears, and that, in like manner, the skull of the Batetelu
Negro is a little broader than that of the Negro from
Fernando Vas. In both cases the general similarity, or
identity of type, between the two skulls under comparison
is clearly brought out.

Lastly, we may use the method to compare the left side
of the skull with the right. And so we find (Fig. 5) that

V
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can do better than others, let it be tragedy writing or

standing on our heads. In children this love of admira-

tion or notoriety, instead of being judiciously cloaked, is

ingenuously explicitly manifested. So, not impossibly, once

discovered, this initial potentiality might have been

developed. .... . • •/

In the elementary school in which the writer himseU

graduated, after every show or circus we always tried, as

boys will, to emulate the somersaulting, walking on the

hands, and the various bodily contortions which won our

.Klmiration in our favourite demi-god. Far and away the

111. 1-1 successful of us—we numbered eighty or ninety

—

u.i, invariably a barber's three sons. This barber,

though he was then for a score of years hard and fast

at his trade, had been in early life for many years a circus

rider. We were all then very young, between seven and

twelve. We and they were then unaware of this circurn-

stance. Even if aware of it they could not have been in

anv way impelled by it except as an instinct.

This case is adduced as supporting the former instance

and its deduction. In picking up facts out of books—the

sole idea of education in our neighbourhood—the barber's

bovs were not quite so good as the average of us, but to

double somersaulting they took like ducks to water.

.As correlative to the saying that it takes three genera-

tions to make a gentleman, you will find among trades-

folk the statement that it requires an equal number of

generations to turn out a first-rate craftsman. I met this

opinion first in a pottery district. I came across it since

among people of the same class in three countries, and in

many distinct districts of one of them. Now if this

opinion be sustainable—and personally 1 think so—then

increasing potentiality from generation to generation, or,

what it amounts to, the inheritance of acquired powers, is

a fairly legitimate inference.

The transmission of like fundamental potentiality,

indeed, should scarcely be questioned. The transmission

of acquired potentialities, or of capacities enlarged and
increased by use, is a further matter ; but countless

instances such as those given above could, I am convinced,

be adduced in support of it. It would be hard to resist

their accumulated force. It is anyway a priori what is

to be expected, and the principle is so important that on
its truth depends the perfectibility, at least, of man. To
explain the transmission of this fresh inheritance remains,

I think, the sole problem for men of science. Its solution,

so far as I have observed, is hardly yet within sight.

The Stauhaun, Drogheda. J. M.

Distaste of Birds for Butterflies

The Mnemic Theory of Heredity.

Fifteen years ago Nature allowed me to direct atten-

tion to certain variations in the arrangement of hair on
the animal body, and this was followed by several other
communications elsewhere on the same subject. The con-
clusion from these observed facts, which were very
numerous, though intrinsically unimportant, was that only
by the doctrine that acquired characters can be transmitted
were they to be explained. No biologist has ever
challenged this conclusion, except by criticising some detail

in the observations, or by saying, in effect, " Let us change
the subject !

" But this large body of small facts remains
on record, and the smaller the individual facts are shown
to be the stronger is the evidence that they are removed
from the province of Selection.

If it were not for the statement, made on the high
authority of Prof. Dendy, as to the " rapidly accumulating
evidence " in favour of the doctrine that acquired
characters can be transmitted, I would not have ventured
to bring up this vexed question. But the evidence of

these facts is entirely in agreement with the mnemic
theory of heredity, as it seems to me ; and in view of the
attitude of Dr. Beard, and many other biologists, towards
the doctrine of the possibility of the transmission of
acquired characters, it seems necessary to bring forward
facts, and more facts, however small they appear to be.
-After all, " things are what they are," and theories very
soon after they become orthodox have a way of breaking
down. Walter Kidd.

February 12.
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In WW of the recent discussions in .Nail.... .^,..iding

the distaste of birds for butterflies (December 21, 191 1), it

will doubtless be of interest to know of the results of an
investigation into the relation of birds to an outbreak of

butterflies {Eugonia californica) in northern California

during the summer of 1911.

The fact that in the examination of some 4o,<x>o

stomachs by the U.S. Biological Survey there have been

but few instances where birds have been found to feed on

butterflies makes the results of the investigation carri'-d

on by the California Fish and Game Commission with

respect to the recent outbreak of still greater interest.

During the early part of the summer the snow brush

(Ceanothus sp.) was entirely defoliated by the work of the

larva; of Eugonia californica in many places in the moun-
tain districts of the northern part of California. During

the latter part of July and the first weeks of August th*-

great army of caterpillars had transformed into bulterf

These insects were so numerous that the ground was oi

blackened by them, and great swarms of them filled the 1

air from morning until evening. I

Field observation showed the Brewer black'
'-''

(Euphagus cyanocephalus) to be the most efficient desti

of the butterflies, certain individuals being observed tc

an average of five butterflies a minute. Two other h.

the western kingbird (Tyrannus verticalis) and the we>i'

meadowlark (Sturnella neglecta), were seen to feed on the
j

insects.
_

!

Stomach examination revealed the fact that two n'

birds, the blue-fronted jay {Cyanocitta stelleri front

and the Say phcebe {Sayomis sayus), fed on the bu

flies to sonie extent. Sixty-one stomachs in all were

amined, representing twenty-one different species. F> :
.

five species of birds were noted in the locality where ilwj

investigation was carried on. '

The most important fact brought out by the work

that birds will turn to food which is abundant and re:

accessible, even though it be a little-relished type of fot^..

H. C. Bryant.

East Hall, University of California, Berkeley,

Cal., January 27.

Thomas Young and Giittingcn.

Thomas Young, more particularly famous as the founder

of the wave theory of light, and whom Helmholtz descr

as one of the most clear-seeing men who had ever h

matriculated at Gottingen University on October 29, i7"5,

and took the doctor degree there in medicine on April 30,
j

1796.
, . j

This fact is little known, even among Young's admirers.

Indeed, it had escaped the knowledge of the Gottingen
j

authorities. With the view of perpetuating Young's i

memory at Gottingen, the present writer brought the

matter before the notice of Dr. E. Riecke (professor of

e.xperimental physics at Gottingen University). Prof.

Riecke placed the matter in the hands of the Pro-Rektor,

,

Geh. Rat. Prof. Dr. W. Voight, who instituted inquiries;

as to the place of Young's abode.

It transpired that Young had lived in the building which

later became the Physikalisches Institut, and is now the

Institut fiir Angewandte Mechanik und Mathematik. I

a pleasing coincidence that in this same building i<

and Weber did their work on the first electromagi- w^

telegraph.

Shortly before Christmas, as a result of Prof. Yoigt's

representations to the Magistrat of the town, a neat little

tablet to the memory of Thomas Young was affixed. This

tablet is in appropriate proximity to that in memory of

Gauss and Weber.
To Prof. Voigt grateful acknowledgment is due for the

enthusiastic and warm-hearted manner in which he has

superintended the erection of this little memorial to one of

the greatest of all physicists. H. S. Rowell.

Glazed Frost.

Referring to the letters of Mr. Charles Harding and
Prof. Meldola on the phenomenon of freezing rain, I re-

member the occasion referred to; it was on January 11,

1868, when trees were covered with ice by rain which
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froze instantly on touching a solid object. In driving
through Richmond Park 1 noticed the branches bending
under a weight of clear ice, and, what was even more
remarkable, the windows of my cab becoming thickened
by a layer of ice while the temperature was just at the
freezing point. Rain had been falling continuously until
the afternoon, when the drops began to solidify on con-
tact. From roofs and gates long icicles were formed,
increasing in size

; the grass was sheeted with ice, although
the ground had not been chilled by frost.

It is not easy to explain the passage of very cold drops
through a warm layer of air without their temperature
being raised nearly to that of the layer, but, since the
objects on which they fell must have been above or about
the freezing point, the drops must have brought with them
a degree of cold sufficient not only to cause instant solidifi-
cation, but to retain the solid state some time after fall-
ing and to refrigerate the„o|^j[ects. The size of the drops
was not unusual.

'

Rollo Russell.

Prof. Meldola in his letter (Nature, February i,

p. 447; nl. rs to a similar occurrence to that described by
me in Nature of January 25, and he says, "

it must, I

think, have been in 1866 or 1867." Prof. Meldola adds
that there must be many Londoners now living who can
remember the occasion.

I well remember the occurrence, and my brother, Mr.
J. S. Harding, skated round Belgrave Square and the
immediate neighbourhood for two or three hours.
May I give the following extract from mv Meteorological

Register, kept in the neighbourhood of Belgravia. which
shows the time and nature of occurrence?
" 1867, January 22.—Slight rain from 7.20 p.m. to

10 p.m., half congealed before it reached the ground, and
forming almost simultaneously with its fall a sheet of ice
upon the earth, evidently the result of rain falling from a
stratum of warm air at no great distance from the earth,
and not having sufficient time to be converted from rain
before reaching us."
This was the close of an exceptionally severe frost ; my

screen temperature on January 5 was '6-5°, the lowest I

have observed, and the Greenwich reading was 6-6°.

I think some meteorologists would call the phenomenon
referred to by Prof. Meldola a silver thaw ; it is perhaps
somewhat different in character from a glazed frost, and
is a sure precursor of a thaw. Chas. Harding.

The following note is to be found amongst the " Meteor-
ological Observations " at the end of " The Natural
History of Selborne " under the title of " Frozen Sleet,"
and appears to be an example, and a remarkable one, of
the phenomenon of " glazed frost "

:

—

"January 20.—Mr. H.'s man says that he caught this
day in a lane near Hackwood Park many rooks, which,
attempting to fly, fell from the trees with their wings
frozen together by the sleet, that froze as it fell. ThcMc
were, he affirms, many dozen so disabled.—White."

Andrew \\'\tt.

Scottish Meteorological Society, Edinburgh,
February 10.

On Monday, February 5, I was in Bruges ; about
8.15 p.m. I heard what I thought was hail beating upon
the window panes. On leaving the house about fifteen

minutes later I found that everything was covered with a
film of ice at least a quarter of an inch thick. The
phenomenon of " glazed frost " was very well marked,

irticularly upon the iron railings which run along tin-

le of the canals, and upon the twigs of the trees. The
me cobbles with which the streets are paved were com-

. "tely covered with smooth ice, and the roads were almost
impassable ; I saw five people fall down in as many
minutes. Franxis G. Belton.

3.1'' Belgrave Road, Birmingham.

Irn: letters of Mr. Harding (Nature, p. 414) and Prof.
M'ldola (Nature, p. 447) recall the following :

—

On February 5, about 7.30 p.m., a heavy shower of
iin, which lasted for fifteen minutes or so, suddenly fell.
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Being caught in this shower, naturally I hurried butqu.ckly found myself slipping rather than walking along

JLrth tLr" "'^
'^f •f'"d'-«P^ ^^^^ '" contact with tl?;earth they apparently froze, the roadway quickly becom-ing covered w th a coating of ice, which had a veVv^lazed

appearance. A stick which I had in my hand also bc^Jamecoated, and was quite glassy " to the touch.
Although the shower was of so short a durai'

younger element of the people about at the tim.
themse ves sliding along the Promenade and down iiu-mam street (which has a fair slope).
The temperature during the day was about 32° F but

at the time of the shower it was about 33° F.

r- . V /- ., , ,.
^- Wyndiiam Jeffreys.

University College of Wales, Aberystwyth,
February 10.

r hx

Ika.

\\a\

Human Eyes Shining.
With reference to the last paragraph in tli. In

Colon-
1 J. Herschel in Nature of January iS.

soniutuius seen human eves reflecting light in ih- wn
described, though, as indicated in the letters to Naturk
it IS difficult to get in the right position for seeing such
an occurrence. I have never tried a dark lantern The
best instance I have seen was in 1876, when I observed
the light from an oil lamp inside a little girl's eyes. It
was best seen when my head was between the lamp and
her, and when the shadow of mv head nearlv came upon
her eye. It appeared to be her retina that 'was illumin-
ated

;
It was a bright orange-red, but varied in the amount

of red. When my eye was nearly in the same direction
as the lamp, the whole pupil was equally illuminated, but
when less nearly in \\m- same direction the side of the
pupil next my shadow was th,- brightest, or the onlv part
illuminated. The illumination was stronger when she
looked to one side of the lamp than when she looked at it.

Her sister exhibited the phenomenon less strongly, though
still brightly, but her father very slightly. In the external
appearance of these eyes there was nothing unusual.

I have tried to see this phenomenon in my own eyes in
a looking-glass, with the sun as illuminator, but "could
only see a very faint illumination, very different from the
above-instanced cases.

I have never used .in ophihalmoscope, but I understand
that whin an rvi i- s,, , l.^n \-. ,! ili,. light is red or orange.

T. W. Backhouse.
W's| Ilondon Ilousr, Suiulrrland, l"ebruarv u>.

Chalk and Ice.

I HAVE read with much interest the letter on " Chalk
and Ice " in Nature of February 8, as I had observed the
same phenomenon on January 7 of last year.

There had been heavy rain all the previous day and a
sharp frost at night, when, in walking over Ballard Down
from Swanage to Studland. in the early morning, I

noticed lumps of chalk with tibrous masses of ico adhering.
till' ice in some cases being larger than the rlialk fr.ig-

imnt.
i 111' soil consisted of sandy clay resting on lin- dip

slope of the chalk, and fragments of the latter wore very

numerous, each with its adherent ice, which, on account
of its prismatic structure, sparkled in the sunlight with
bright flashes of colour, the effect I>eing very beautiful.

The formation of ic( below the surface, as suggested, is

interesting, as it would certainly be nn important factor

in the gravitation of soil on a chalk slope during rold

pen W
2S niointl' w

Candlemas Day.

Is .iddition to th^ provrbs about the weathor on the

.second of February quoted among the Notes in last

week's Naii'Ri;. allow me to give the following, which was
told to me by the late Dr. Corrie, .Master of jpsui roll#»gc,

Cambridge :

—

" Si sol splendetcat MaHa purificant' .

Majus erit frigus post festam quam tun ante"
O. Fisher.
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NATURE STUDIED IN THE FORESTS OF
GUIANA.'

M'R. RODWAY is known as the author of works
on history dealing with that part of the New

World where he has for some years resided. Whilst

he was working up historical facts, he was at the

same time making occasional excursions for the pur-

pose of studying the forest and its inhabitants. The
result is contained in this charming and readable book,

first published in 1894, and now as a new edition with

four new chapters and some new illustrations.

-Kioiu "la ihc u

The first chapter gives a general review of the

forest; then comes a pleasing description of the most

important inhabitant, the gentle Arawak Indian; a

new chapter in this edition devotes special attention

to the Indian as a hunter, and another to him as a

fisherman. Then follows an outline sketch of the

animals, with a new chapter on the insects. The next

chapter, on interdependence of plants and animals,

1 " In the Guiana Forest." Studies of Nature in Relation to iheStruggle

for Life. By J. Rodway. New, revised and enlarged edition. Pp.326.

(London : T. Fisher Unwin, n.d.) Price 7^. W. net.
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serves to introduce plant-life, and the last half of '^<

book is given up mainly to considering the stru;

for life among plants.

While this book is quite different in j>lan ;

Waterton's delightfully sentimental account of
" Wanderings " in the same region, and from
Thurn's "Among the Indians of Guiana," it app'

like the former, rather to the general reader thai

the student.

The account of the Indian from his birth to r
hood is well told. His explanation of "beenas"
charms) seems more satisfactory than that of

Thurn. The latter writer considers only
pain suffered in using the charm, and si

gests that the custom was adopted with
idea of preparing to meet withoi
flinching any pain or danger that may
arise during the chase. That is no
doubt the effect, and it confirms the
Indian in the use of charms, but

is no explanation of the selection

beenas. Rodway points out that :.._

leaves of Caladiums which are in use
as charms are of various shaf>es and
are mottled or spotted with red and
other colours; "to the Indian these shapes
and markings mean something ; they indi-

cate the special use of the plant. It is the

old doctrine of * signatures ' so well known
to the European herbalist, who once con-

sidered lungwort to be a remedy for diseases

of the lungs, because its leaves were spotted

like that organ." There is a special beena
for every game beast, bird, and large fish.

"That for the deer is one of the arrow-
shaped Caladiums with ruddy veins, and a

colour somewhat resembling the animal.

In this case the leaf with its pointed

lobes represents the facial outline an4
ears, while the colour is another part

of the signature." The tubers of these

plants contain an acrid juice which
the Indian rubs into gashes made in his

flesh with razor-grass. The stinging pain

caused by the juice and borne without

flinching signifies that the charm is power-

ful and is working, thereby ensuring success

in the hunt.
It is a pity that the chapter on the

"senses of plants" was not omitted in this

edition. The author appears to think that

plants have three out of five senses, thai

thev suffer pain (p. 292), and that they can

be credited with the foresight to strive for

a particular object (p. 283). The word feel-

ing is used loosely to express touch, and

also a consciousness of touch. When the

roots of a plant absorb different quantities

of various materials, they are said to exer-

cise the senses of taste and smell, and tc

distinguish suitable from unsuitable food!

Schopenhauer somewhere remarks that con-

sciousness sleeps in the stone, dreams ir

the plant, and wakes up in the animal. Mr.

Rodway seems to go very much further, and to pu'

plants in the same class as animals. But m plant;

there are no differentiated organs, nor nervous system

When a root bends, the cells at the tip where th(

stimulus is received do not differ, except m being

younger, from those higher up along which th(

stimulus passes, nor from those where the respons*

is made and the bending takes place. It is scarcelj

scientific to apply to plants terms \yhich are proper!]

restricted to man and the higher animals.
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The last two chapters are on the causes of the
struggle and nature's laws; they are somewhat dis-

cursive, and are not very helpful towards a better
understanding of the subject.

The illustrations are from photographs and are well
done ; one of a fisherman is reproduced here.

ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION OVER THE
TROPICAL ATLANTIC

T^HE general circulation of the atmojphere proviaes
A meteorology with one of its most fascinating

problems, because the details must ultimately be known
by observation, while the theoretical results

hitherto obtained cannot, with reasonable values for

friction, be made to agree quantitatively with the

observed motions. In the region of the trade-winds,
the average conditions persist with sufficient regularity

to make them the necessary basis of any wind-chart
and a fundamental criterion as to the general truth

of the conclusions deduced hydrodynamically on the
assumption of a known distribution of temperature.
It was for a long time confidently believed that above
the trade-winds themselves, at no very great heights,
there prevailed a counter-current, as steady and regu-

lar in its main features as the wind beneath it. Every
schematic representation of the circulation by Maury,
Ferrel, James Thomson, though differing in other
features, agreed in this one, and the conclusions
drawn by Hildebrandsson from the observations of

clouds supported them.
It was therefore a surprise when Prof. Hergesell

reported in 1904 that observations made over the
Atlantic on the Prince of Monaco's yacht. Princess
Alice, had revealed the existence of an apparently per-

sistent and extensive N.W. wind above the N.E. trades.

The conclusion was based on observations made dur-
ing the course of one summer only, but the different

observations were sufificiently concordant to give

Hergesell confidence in the conclusion. Clearly such
a N.W. wind could not prevail around the whole
tropical belt because the flow of air southward in the

trades must be balanced by a corresponding flow north-

wards. It is, moreover, impossible to devise a scheme
of pressure distribution which would satisfy the

elementary principles of atmospheric motion, and per-

mit of N.W. winds at all points on a parallel of lati-

tude. The view was therefore received with some
scepticism, and in order to obtain fyirther, and, if

possible, conclusive evidence on the point, M. L.

Teisserenc de Bort and Prof. Rotch organised a more
systematic investigation of the conditions over the

Atlantic, and the results of the observations made on
voyages in 1905, 1906, 1907, are published in the

present volume. In 1905, 1907 the observations were
made solely in the N.E. trades in the summer months,
July, August, and in 1907 in September also. In

1906 two separate expeditions were made, the first in

February in the N.E. trades, the second from May
to the middle of August, in the region between the

Azores, 38° N., and Ascension, 8° S. The actual

observations were made by Prof. H. H. Clayton and
M. H. Maurice and other assistants.

The first quarter of the book is devoted to descrip-

tion and discussion. In an introductory chapter of

fourteen pages, the authors refer briefly to the reasons

which induced them to undertake the work, sum-
marise the results obtained, and add some notes on
the boat, the Otaria, a " fish carrier," and on the

methods employed. They express their thanks to the

' " Tr.-ivaiix Scientifiqties de rObserv.iioirn dc M^t^orologie Dynaiiiiqiie

(le Trappes, avec la collaboration de I'Observatoire de Blue Hill, ' " 1 ra-

vanx de I'Atmosphcre Marin« par Sondages Arfriens Atlantique Moyen et

Region Intertropicale." By MM. I,. Teisserenc de Bort et A. L. Kotch.
Pp. 243+ xvii plates. (Paris : Claiitliier Vlllars, igog.)
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Admiralty, who, at the request of Dr. Shaw, readily
undertook to supply coal to the Otaria at Ascension,
where there are no private supplies, but it is rather
humiliating to reflect that this represents the total
contribution of England to these recent investigations
over the Atlantic.

M. H. Maurice, assistant at the Trappes Observa-
tory, who accompanied the expedition, contributes a
long article of thirty-six pages, giving the history of
the investigations and details of the methods used.
The article is illustrated by many photographs taken
on the voyages. Some of these are useful in helping
the reader to understand the procedure adopted for

making ascents, and others, such as the photographs
of clouds, form a contribution to meteorological art,

but it is difficult to see the special meteorological
significance of a photograph of a " Group of Women
and Children " at the Cape Verde Islands.

A short notice of seven pages by Prof. H. H. Clay-
ton deals with the meteorological conditions in the

region of the trade-winds up to heights of 2000
metres. It is based upon results obtained during the

voyages of 1905, 1906, and is accompanied by a series

of diagrams showing the distribution of humidity
and temperature at different heights and latitudes.

One of the most interesting features is the relatively

warm and dry body of air at an altitude of about 1000

metres, which was found in every month between
latitudes 15° and 30° N. The paper is an example
of concise discussion, and it is to be regretted that it

does not embrace the whole of the observations for

all heights reached.

The remaining three-fourths of the book contain the

results of the individual ascents, together with plates

illustrating the routes followed in the different expedi-

tions, and showing the character of the observed

motion at different places for heights up to 20 kilo-

metres. These results are proving of the grr.Ttost

value, not only for dealing with the problems which

the authors set out to solve, but in connection with

such questions as the motion In the stratosphere in

the equatorial regions and the gradient of pressure

at high levels.

The general conclusion drawn from the observations

is that the N.E. trade-winds form .1 \:\\<y \\w m. in

height of which is only 1000 metres; .i1h.\. • iius

a region where the wind has still a n< "m-

ponent, and usually blows from N.W. < -.W.

winds are, however, not found further south than lat.

20° in summer, which is about 12° north of the region

between the two systems of trade-winds. Above the

'egion of N.W. winds, anti-trades prevail, beginning

at a height of about 3000 metres near the Canaries,

lat. 30° N., and at 1800 metres, near Cape Verde

Islands, lat. 15° N. Thcv blow from S.E. near the

equator, changing gradunllv thmui^h S. to S.W., mar

the northern limit of \\\f tr.uir-w !•>'- •"' '--Hv

passing over into westerlv winds in

Azores. The N.W. wind- .m-,,\,

appear to be a prolor

wind region of a mnont ft

to that indiralid ' Mimson, and atlrihulrd

by him to '1 ' mentum hroiicrht from

equatorial rv.

tropical clrnii

In agreement wit I

meteorologists b< ;

means of kit<s: .-iik^

It is o\-tronvl\ i^ratifv

enablfd hv fhis prnlo '"h^ to

reach drfinit.' .-oik In ii'>tliing

but plausil^I"^ hvp' '

that tho invi'stiL;.:

united effort will '< >

='

V It a r 'lie inter-

features
iority of
ii-ins bv
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simultaneously along a parallel of latitude, and, if

possible, to combine these with regular scries of

ascents at places distributed as nearly as possible alonjj

a meridian. When this has been done a firm founda-

tion for a survey of the atmosphere will have been

laid.

There is a certain lack of coherence about the pre-

sent work, so that although each individual contribu-

tion is excellent, the collection does not reach the

same standard. Something of this kind is perhaps

inevitable where different authors, separated from each

other by the Atlantic, undertake to write different

sections of a scientific report which are closely related

to each other, and require to be published without

undue delay. E. Gold.

PRECISION OF LEVELLING OPERATIONS.'

THE volume referred to below, containing the

account and discussion of the precise levelling

operations in India from 1858 to 1909, is published at

an opportune time. The revision of the main lines

of levels in this country and the establishment of

really permanent bench marks is, we understand, a
task that our Ordnance Survey intends to take up
at an early date. The experience gained in the

Indian work as recorded in this volume cannot fail

to be of great value.

.As with any other physical measurement, we find

in the case of levelling that increased precision means
that problems unimportant or often unthought of

in earlier days rise to prominence and demand solu-

tion. Thus at the very outset of the subject we are

confronted by a question of definition ; what do we
mean when we say that two points are at the same
level? Do we mean that the distance of each point

from the surface which would correspond with the

mean sea surface, assuming the land to be removed,
measured along the normal is identical, or do we
mean that our two points lie on the same equipotential

surface? The former definition gives us the so-called
" orthometric " height, while the latter gives what has,

perhaps not very happily, been called the " dynamic "

height.

Thus consider the case of a lake. The dynamic
height of every point on the water surface is evidently

the same, but the actual vertical distance above sea-

level varies from point to point, the rate of variation

being a maximum along a north and south line and
zero, if we exclude second-order distortions of the

spheroid, along an east and west line.

Authorities vary as to which system is on the whole
the more convenient for practical use, so that the
Indian Survey has followed the sale plan of printing

both values. We may, however, venture the remark
that a convention which assigns different "levels" to

different points upon the surface of still water is

repugnant to a very large class of practical men,
namely, the engineers. The difference between the
heights of a station, measured on the two systems,
amounts to a maximum of nearly two feet in the case
of Bangalore, 3000 feet above the sea, a figure which
would obviously be largely exceeded if the levelling

were extended to regions of great elevation, and if

the mean latitude were differently selected. It is not
quite clear in choosing a mean latitude of 24° for

the zero of their dynamic heights, and thereby making
the system valid only for India, that the Survey
experts have adopted the best course. It is an argu-
able question, which we merely mention here without,
be it understood, expressing any definite opinion,

1 " Account o( the Op»rations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of
India." Vol. xix., Levelling of Precision in India (1858-1909). By Colonel
S. G. Birr.-ird, R.E., F.R.S. Pp. xiii+ 484+xviii plates. (Dehra-Dun :

Office of the Trigonometrical Survey of India, 1910.) Price 10.8 rupees.
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whether, it dynamic heights are to be used at all, they

should not be based upon a universal datum, anil

therefore referred to a mean latitude of 45°.

The discussion of the level errors is of great interest

and importance. The conclusion arrived at is that for

the Indian work the error of a circuit varies neith<

.

directly as the length nor as the square root of the

length, but in accordance with an intermediate

formula :

—

Error in feet = \/ (ooo4)'M -h(o*ooo34)*M»,

where M is the distance in miles.

This gives one-tenth of a foot for a line of 235 miles,

and one foot for about 2800 miles, a very satisfactory

degree of precision.

The importance of both accurate and permanent
bench marks is rightly it^^i^^ed upon. Many cases

have been found where tHe marks have moved, and
obviously no deductions can be drawn as to elevations

or subsidences in the earth's crust unless the stability

of the bench marks is beyond suspicion.

E. H. H.

W
DR. HENRY TAYLOR BOVEY, F.R.S.

E announced with regret last week the death
of Dr. H. T. Bovey, late rector of the Imperial

College of Science and Technology, and formerly

dean of the faculty of applied science in McGill

University, Montreal, which occurred at his residence

in Eastbourne on February 2. The funeral service

was held at St. John's Church, Eastbourne, on

February 6, and his remains were interred in Ea-
bourne Cemetery.

Dr. Bovey was born at Torquay in 1852, and afi'

being educated in a local school, entered Oueei,

College, Cambridge, in 1870. He graduated in 1873

as twelfth wrangler, and was elected a fellow of his

college in 1876. He entered the profession of

engineering, and joined the staff of the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board. Whilst at Liverpool he took

part in founding the Liverpool Society of Civil

Engineers, and he had every reason to look forward

to a prosperous professional life in England. But an
accident occurred which gave his life a new ben'

and afforded opportunity for a brilliant career el-

where. Like the best type of Cambridge honou
man. Dr. Bovey was a keen supporter of athletii

Whilst taking part in a game of football, he w;

thrown down and had several ribs broken. He made
a good recovery, but one lung had been slightlv

injured, and he was advised to spend the next win!

in a dry climate, lest the wound should become
focus for pulmonary disease. He therefore accepted

from Sir William Dawson, principal of McGiH
University, the offer of a chair in civil engineerii^

and applied mechanics, but declined to bind him^•

to hold this post for longer than a year.

When Dr. Bovey arrived in Montreal in 18S1, 1 >.

found that his post was indeed a sinecure. Not onlv

was there no laboratory of any description, but his

chair was attached to the "Arts" faculty, and his

subject had to compete with literary subjects as an
option for a degree. At that time in McGill the prin-

cipal qualification for the success of an optional sub-

ject was constituted by its claims to be considered

a " soft snap," i.e. by demanding light work and
having easy terminal examinations. The mathe-
matical teaching provided by the University was quite

unsuited to engineering students, and Dr. Bovey's
efforts to have it modified met with no success. Next
year, therefore. Dr. Bovey resigned his chair, and was
about to return to England, but he was pressed by
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the principal to draw up a scheme for the better
instruction of engineering students. This he did, and
the scheme provided for the establishment of a
separate faculty of applied science, with its own chair
of mathematics. The principal then said that if Dr.
Bovey would remain his scheme would be carried into
effect as soon as funds permitted. Dr. Bovey agreed
to remain, and by constant and heroic struggles
during the next twenty-five years, he gradually built
up one of the finest engineering schools in the world.
Money came in at first very slowly, and only Dr.

Bovey 's marvellous tact and the respect and affection
which he everywhere inspired enabled him to make
any headway with his scheme. At last he succeeded
in interesting Mr. (now Sir William) Macdonald, a
rich and respected Montreal merchant, in his plans.
This gentleman travelled with Dr. Bovey over the
United States in order to inspect the fine engineering
schools of that country. Dr. Bovey stimulated his
friend's Canadian patriotism by pointing out how far
behind Canada was in this matter. On their return
to Canada Sir William Macdonald announced his in-
tention of building and endowing the finest engineer-
ing school on the continent. This was Sir William
Macdonald's first important donation to McGill ; it

was followed by so many others that he can justly
be regarded as the second founder of the University.
At Dr. Bovey's suggestion. Sir William built and
equipped the splendid physical laboratory, and founded
the chair in physics, the two first occupants of which
have been Profs. Callendar and Rutherford. Dr.
Bovey adhered with unflinching firmness, in spite of
the grumbling of his more "practical" colleagues, to

the necessity of a thorough mathematical training for

engineering students ; and as the excellence of McGill
engineering graduates became known, they were so
much sought after that Dr. Bovey used to have on
his desk more offers of positions for his graduates
than his entire graduating class could occupy.
As his success became evident, honours flowed in on

him. He was given honorary degrees, was elected
fellow of the Royal Society, honorary fellow of his
college at Cambridge, and he was finally, in 1908,
selected as first rector of the Imperial College of
Science and Technology. At that time the faculty
of applied science in McGill comprised more than 600
students, and was attracting men from all over
America, and even from England. Alas ! unknown
to Dr. Bovey himself, the fatal disease which was to

cut short his career had already fastened on him, and
his short tenure of the rectorship of the Imperial
College was a struggle against increasing ill-health

until his resignation in 1909. Nevertheless he did the

College invaluable service. Though a mathematician
and engineer, his sympathies were not confined to

those subjects ; he took the broadest view of the pos-
sible services of the College to science, and gave
cordial and effective support to the reorganisation
and re-equipment of the biological departments of the
College.

Dr. Bovey married in 1882 Miss Emily Redpath,
a lady equally popular with himself, and a membor
of a leading Montreal family. He is survived by his

widow, two sons, and three daughters. The elder son
is pursuing a brilliant career at the Montreal Bar;
the younger is a King's scholar at Westminster. No
words could do justice to the attractiveness of Dr.
Bovey's character. His sympathy, wise counsel, and
practical helpfulness will long live in the memory of

his friends, amongst whom were all the junior mem-
bers of his staff in McGill, and especially those new
to Canadian life. To those who, like the writer, were
privileged to enjoy his intimate friendship, his death
is an irreparable loss. E. W. M.
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SIR WILLIAM ALLCHIN.
CIR WILLIAM ALLCHIN died in a nursing home
•^ in London on February 8, in his sixty-sixth year,
sorne days after an operation and after several months
of illness. The son of a doctor in Bayswater, he was,
like his father, educated medically at University
College Hospital. After being medical officer to the
s.s. Great Eastern, which was employed in laying the
submarine cable, he became assistant physician, and
subsequently dean of the medical school at the West-
minster hospital, with which he remained connected
in the capacities of physician, consulting physician,
and vice-president until his death. He was also con-
sulting physician to the Victoria Hospital for Children,
the Western Dispensary, and the St. Marylebone
General Dispensary. He played a very active part in
medicine in London, holding numerous offices and
lectureships at the Royal College of Physicians, and
at the Medical Society of London, of which he was
president in 1901-2. He contributed articles mainly
on abdominal diseases to standard works on medicine,
such as AUbutt's "System of Medicine," Quain's
Dictionary and the " Encyclopaedia Medica/' and
edited, for Messrs. Macmillan, "A Manual of Medi-
cine," in five volumes, the last of which appeared in

1903. His distinction as a physician was shown by
his appointment as Physician Extraordinarv to H.M.
the King.

Sir William AUchin devoted much time and trouble
to the University of London, and had an exhaustive
knowledge of the tangled problems which have exer-

cised medical educationists during the last twenty-five

years. He was the representative of the Royal College
of Physicians on the Senate of the University of
London from 1902 to 1910, and probably his last

appearance in public was as a witness before the

Royal Commission on University Education in London
in July, 191 1, when he gave expression to his own
views based on forty-five years' experience, during
which he had been actively concerned in medical
education and examinations.

At various times he examined at the Universities

of London, Durham, and Glasgow, at the Conjoint
Board of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Sur-

geons, for the Naval, the Army, and the Indian

Medical Services, and was also a member of the

Advisory Medical Board of the Admiralty. He had
a considerable knowledge of old medical books, and
did much in arranging the library of the Medical

•Society of London, of which he was honorary' librarian

for eighteen years. He was also a high authority on
precedence. He was not an original thinker or in-

vestigator, but his Judicial mind, high standards, and
conscientious devotion to the somewhat tedious work
of committees have been of great value to the cause

of medical education. H. D. R.

NOTES.
Wb notice with the deepest regret the .announcement of

th>> death of Lord Lister, on Febru.iry 10, in his eighty-

fifth year. .\r\ acrount of his work appeared in our series

of " Scientific Wortliirs " on May 7, 1896, and we hope to

supplement this iu\! \\'l< with a further appreciative

statement of his services to science and humanity. The

King has sent a message of sympathy to Lord Lister's

family. Queen Alexandra and other members of the Royal

Family have sent telegrams also, Queen Alexandra's

message being in the following terms :
—
" Pray accept my

most sincere sympathy in the great loss which the whole

nation shares at the death of Lord Lister, whose name will

ever be honoured and gratefully remembered as that of
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the greatest benefactor to suffering humanity throughout

the world." Sir Ray Lankester has received the follow-

ing telegram from the directors of the Institut Pasteur,

Paris :

—" L'Institut Pasteur vous prie d'exprimer k la

famille de I'illustre Lister et ii la Soci6t^ Royale les regrets

que lui cause la mort du rdnovateur de la chirurgie.

—

Roux, Metchnikoff. " We learn from The Times that the

Dean of Westminster offered that the remains of Lord Lister

should be interred in the Abbey, subject to the condition of

cremation. The Royal Society and the Royal College of

Surgeons also made representations to the Dean in the

hope that this offer would be made. It appears, however,

that Lord Lister expressed the desire that he should be

buried in the Hampstead Churchyard, where his wife lies.

The first part of the funeral service will be held in West-

minster Abbey on Friday, beginning at 1.30 p.m. The

Dean, accompanied by the Abbey clergy, will conduct the

service. This evening ihe coffin will be taken from

Lord Lister's London residence in Park Crescent into

the Abbey, and placed in St. Faith's Chapel. There it

will remain until to-morrow morning, when it will be

removed to a spot facing the altar. Only members of the

family will be present at the interment in Hampstead

Churchyard.

We regret to see the announcement of the death, on

February 12, at ninety-three years of age, of the Rev.

Francis Bashforth, distinguished by his experiments in

ballistics, and for some time professor of applied mathe-

matics to the advanced class of Royal Artillery officers at

Woolwich. The Times of February 14 gives the follow-

ing account of his work :—Between the years 1864 and

1880 Mr. Bashforth carried out a series of experiments

which really formed the foundation of our knowledge of

the resistance of the air, as employed in the construction

of ballistic tables. He published, notably, " A Report on

the Experiments made with the Bashforth Chronograph,

&c., 1865-1870," and another report dated 1878-1880, as

well as " The Bashforth Chronograph " (Cambridge, 1890).

These experiments were calculated to show that the resist-

ance of the air can be represented by no simple algebraical

law over a large range of velocity. Having abandoned,

therefore, all a priori theoretical assumption, Mr. Bash-

forth set to work to measure experimentally the velocity

of shot and the resistance of the air by means of equi-

distant electric screens furnished with vertical threads or

wire, and by a chronograph which measured the instants

of time at which the screens were cut by a shot flying

nearly horizontally. Formulae of the calculus of finite

differences enabled the experimenter from the chronograph

records to infer the velocity and retardation of the shot,

and thence the resistance of the air. In consideration of

the iniportance of these experiments and of his inventions,

Mr. Bashforth received a Government grant of 2000/., and

was also granted a pension.

We regret to learn of the death, on February 4, of Mr.

George Edwards Comerford Casey. Born on March 19,

1846, Mr. Casey graduated at Lincoln College, Oxford,

taking subsequently the degree of M.A. Although a

teacher by profession, Mr. Casey spent the happiest days

of his life on the sun.iy shores of the Mediterranean, and

he will be best known to biologists as the anonymous
author of " Riviera Nature Notes " (London : Bernard

Quaritch), a stimulating and original book which, perhaps

partly because not written on the conventional lines of a

scientific treatise., imparts a living reality to the facts which
it describes such as is very difficult of attainment in our

modern text-books of "nature-study." The English trans-

lation of Prof. Strasburger's " Streifziige an der Riviera
"
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(London : T. Fisher Unwin) wa« prepared by Mr. Casey'*

two daughters.

On Saturday, February 24, Sir J. J. Thomson will

begin a course of six lectures at the Royal Institution on
" Molecular Physics." The Friday evening discourse on

February 23 will be delivered by Mr. G. K. B. Elphin-

stone, on " The Gyrostatic Compass and Practical Applica-

tions on Gyrostats"; on March i by Dr. W. J. S.

Lockyer, on " The Total Solar Eclipse in the South

Pacific, April, 191 1 "; and on March 8 by Dr. A. W. Ward,

on " The Effects of the Thirty Years' War."

The council of the Society of Engineers (Incorporated)

may award in 1912 two premiums of books or instru-

ments, to the value of 8/. 8*. and 4/. 4*., as first and

second prizes, respectively, for approved essays on the sub-

ject of " How to Improve the Status of Engineers and

Engineering, with Special Reference to Consulting

Engineers." The competition is open to all, but applica-

tion for detailed particulars should be made to the secre-

tary before entering. The last date for receiving essays is

Friday, May 31.

At the anniversary meeting of the Royal Astronomical

Society, held on February 9, the following officers and

council were elected :

—

President, Dr. F. W. Dyson,

F.R.S. ; vice-presidents. Mr. E. B. Knobel, Dr. W. H.

Maw, Mr. S. A. Saunder, and Prof. H. H. Turner,

F.R.S. ; treasurer. Major E. H. Hills, C.M.G., F.R.S.
;

secretaries, Mr. A. S. Eddington and Mr. A. R. Hinks

;

foreign secretary. Sir David Gill, K.C.B., F.R.S. ; council.

Sir R. S. Ball, F.R.S., Sir W. H. M. Christie, K.C.B.,

F.R.S., Rev. A. L. Cortie, S.J., Dr. P. H. Cowell, F.R.S.,

Dr. A. C. D. Crommelin, Rear-Admiral H. E. Purey

Cust, C.B., R.N., Prof. Alfred Fowler, F.R.S., Dr.

J. W. L. Glaisher, F.R.S., Mr. J. A. Hardcastle, Prof.

H. F. Newall, F.R.S., Rev. T. E. R. Phillips, and Mr.

F. J. M. Stratton.

As a result of the recommendations recently made by a

joint committee of the South African Association for the

Advancement of Science and the Royal Society of South

Africa, a general committee, we learn from the December

(1911) issue of The South African Journal of Science, has

been constituted for the purpose of considering applica-

tions received for grants. Five grants, amounting in all

to 250Z., were made at the first meeting of the committee

held towards the end of last year. The grants were :

—

(i) 40J. to Prof. W. A. D. Rudge, of Grey University

Colieg". Bloemfontein, to obtain a continuous record of

the variations in the atmospheric gradient at various

places, and to ascertain the relation between potential

gradient and altitude, and between the diurnal variation of

the gradient and the variation in the atmospheric pressure

;

(2) 45Z. 1.0 Prof. A. Young, of the South .African

College, Cape Town, to investigate the occurrence

of sem'-diurnal, diurnal, and spring and neap tides

observed iu connection with an artesian well in the Cradock

district ; (3) 75?. to Miss D. F. Bleek, to proceed to the

Kalahari, so as to obtain phonographic records of the

spoken language of the Bushman tribes north of the

Orange and Vaal Rivers
; (4) 50/. to Mr. R. N. Hall, to

visit localities in Rhodesia, where Bushman paintings

exist
; (5) 40Z. to Mr. W. T. Saxton, of the South African

College, Cape Town, for the purpose of studying the fungus

diseases of trees in the Transkeian forests, investigating

the ecology of Ihe typical formations of the Transkeian

territory, investigating a reported occurrence of the typical

Western Province flora at St. John's, and to collect

material for the study of the two genera of South African

cycads, Stangeria and Encephalartos.
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In Man for February, Dr. C. G. Seligmann describes a

cretinous skull found by Prof. Flinders Petrie while ex-

ploring a temple of Thotmes IV. at Thebes. He dis-

tinguishes this specimen from others of the achondroplastic

type, because the arrest of the development of the nasal

bones is very marked. In achondroplastic skulls, on the

contrary, the nasal bones and the nasal processes of the

maxillae develop normally, though, owing to the shortness

of the base, the angle made with the frontal may be

abnormal. This specimen thus agrees in this particular

with undoubtedly cretinous skulls, and may be regarded

as that of an eighteenth-dynasty cretin.

Mr. Thomas E. Smurthwaite sends us a booklet

entitled. " Practical Anthropology," in which he has ex-

panded his method of racial analysis. Mr. Smurthwaite's
method is founded on a study of the contour of the head
and face. In every nation or people he finds there are six

types of head and face, and believes, therefore, that there

were six original races. By a compounding of these

original races the various nations and tribes have been
evolved. We fear Mr. Smurthwaite's proposal to apply

his methods to a racial analysis of school children is

doomed to failure, because of the uncertainty in the

recognition of the various types he seeks to differentiate.

We note that Dr. Robert B. Bean employs a series of

types in his description of the natives of the Philippine

Islands. In a series of papers which have recently

appeared in the Philippine Journal of Science, American
Naturalist, and American Anthropologists, he classifies all

men and women into three types—Primitive, Iberian,

and Australoid. These three forms he regards as the

fundamental units of mankind. He recognised them
amongst the Negritoes and among the various tribes to

be found in Luzon and Mindoro. Dr. Bean's colleagues,

however, will find his excellent and numerous photographs
more helpful than his text. It is very evident that the

inhabitants of the Philippine Islands represent a most
interesting congeries of peoples. Besides the small

negroids—some of them might pass as natives of Equa-
torial Africa— it is plain that there are, in addition to the

dominant Malay race, peoples who recall the Japanese,

the Chinese, and the Ainus. Perhaps the most interest-

ing discovery made by Dr. Bean is a native type of man
with long bushy beard and European features. It seems

possible that there are elements within the native tribes

of the Philippine Islands which may throw light on the

origin and distribution of the various races which are

found on the shores of the Pacific Ocean.

The last number of The Bulletin of Entomological Re-

search (vol. ii., part iv., p. 357) contains an important

memoir by Mr. R. W. Jack entitled " Observations on the

Breeding Haunts of Glossina morsitans." A number of

places in which the puparia of the fly were found are

described, and illustrated by very good photographs. The
puparia were always found at the bases of trees, in the

soil, either sheltered by a hollow in the tree-trunk or

under the exposed roots. On the other hand, negative

results were obtained from careful search in the soil under

bushes, although shaded, loose, full of humus, and covered

with leaves ; the writer is of opinion that the instinct of

the parent fly is to avoid such places, where the pup.ne

would be in danger from the scratching of game-birds, &c.

Along the Gorai River great numbers of guinea-fowl,
" pheasant " (Pternistes), and francolin occurred, and

there all the ground under the bushes had been scratched

over and over again. The writer considers that " the

tsetse-fly is such a comparatively slow breeder that it can

scarcely afford to expose its pupae to the scratchings of the
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game-birds." The practical bearing of these observations
seems perfectly obvious : it is that fowls or other scratching
birds should be encouraged or introduced in the forests or
amongst the trees where the fly deposits its pupa;, especi-
ally in the vicinity of villages or homesteads, where the
wild game-birds are naturally scared away.

Naturen for January, which appears in a new type of
cover, contains a portrait and biography of Prof. W. C.
Brdgger, the well-known geologist, and Rector of

Christiania University. Its contents also include the first

portion of the natural history results of the Danish
oceanographic cruise of the Thor in the Mediterranean in

the summer of 19 10,

In 1909 Mr. F. F. Outes, of the La Plata Museum,
published the first part of what was intended to be a
monograph of the morphology of the early inhabitants of

Entre Rios, dealing in that instance with certain abnor-

malities in connection with the cranial sutures. The plan,

as we learn from a second communication by the same
author, published in vol. xviii. of the Revisfa del Museo
de la Plata, has now been abandoned. Mr. Outes accord-

ingly contents himself in the paper cited with describing

certain cranial variations and abnormalities observable in

the remains of these people preserved in the La Plata and
Buenos Aires Museums.

No. 61 of Publications de Circonstance, issued at Copen-
hagen by the Conseil Permanent International pour

I'Exploration de la Mer, is devoted to a report on the

investigations on herrings in the North Sea conducted

during 1910, the first part, by Messrs. J. Hjort and E. Lea,

dealing with the whole question, and based on observations

extending from 1907 to 191 1, while the second, by Mr.

Lea, discusses the growth of herrings. An important part

of the investigation has consisted in the " grading " of

herrings, that is to say, the determination of the range of

variation presented by the individuals of the same age, or,

in other words, of particular year-groups. There were

from the first reasons to believe that the members of a

shoal belonging to the same year and spawning together

might represent different growth-types, and the features

presented by those of 1904 proved this to be the case. In

one lot of these herrings the growth-rings on the scales

were of a normal, and in another of an abnormal, type.

The abnormal type occurred in all the samples of what

are known as " fat herrings " from Nordland in that year,

and it served to show that by the autumn of 1909 the

herrings in more southern waters were largely reinforced

by a migration from the north. It has also been demon-

strated that the " fat herrings " are fish of from one to

seven, but chiefly of from two to four, years old, and that

the youngest classes of the " large " and " spring

herrings " are three-year-old fish, while the majority are

from four to eight years old, although the shoals may

include individuals up to sixteen or eighteen years. Ai

regards the economic importance of such determinations,

it is known that a great falling-off took place in the

fisheries between 1904 and 1906, and that in 1907 there

were no fish older than three years, and in 1908 none

exceeding four years, Ihis means that " fat herrings

"

were practically absent in 190a .nnd 1903. Obviously,

then, detcrmii this natm fTord means of

predicting gu. ul catchi- future when

sufficient data are available.

Mr. N. Mollistkr, assistant curator of the Division of

Mammals, U.S. National Museum, announces the discovery

of four new animals from the Canadian Rockies in a paper

just published by the Smithsonian Institution. During last

summer a small party of naturalists from the Smithsoniftn
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Institution accompanied the expedition of the Alpine Club

of Canada to the Mount Robson region, where they made
the first natural history collection ever taken in that

vicinity. The natural history work of the expedition was

under the charge of Mr. Hollister, who paid especial atten-

tion to the mammals, four of which he describes—a chip-

munk, a mantelled ground-squirrel, and two bats. All the

specimens come from the neighbourhood of Mount Robson,

which lies in one of the wild and unexplored parts of

British Columbia, at about 14,500 feet elevation. The
chipmunk is a new species, and all the specimens of it

come from the region along the boundary line between

British Columbia and Alberta, from Yellowhead Pass

northward. The ground-squirrel is a beautifully marked
and highly coloured form of the genus, and was found

living in the alpine meadows and rocks of the snow-
covered region above timber-line. The head and shoulders

are a rich and glossy Mars brown, and the sides are

marked by conspicuous lateral stripes. While the two new
species of bats resemble some well-known forms, externally

they are distinct and readily distinguishable by the shape

of the skull. One of them most resembles a species known
only. from Mexico. This paper forms No. 2062 of the

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections.

The Imperial Geological Survey of Austria has decided

to reserve a whole volume of its Abhandhmgen for a new
and exhaustive description of the Miocene fossils of the

Vienna basin. It is nearly half a century since Hoernes
completed his well-known monograph on the fossil

MoUusca of this region, and so much progress has been
made during recent years in studying the fossils from corre-

sponding deposits in other Mediterranean areas that a
renewed examination of the Viennese collections has become
necessary for comparative work. Dr. Franz X. Schafler

has begun the revision by a study of the bivalved shells

from the Miocene of Eggenburg, and his results occupy
the first part of the projected new volume, which has been
recently issued. The concise descriptions are illustrated

by forty-seven fine plates, towards the cost of which a
large contribution has been made by the Krahuletz Society

of Eggenburg. Dr. G. de Alessandri follows with a brief

account of the clrripedes from the same formation, which,
as might be expected, belong to genera and species of

shallow-water habitat.

The biennial report of the Connecticut Agricultural

Experiment Station forms a ponderous volume of nearly

900 pages, containing reports of the analyst, entomologist,

botanist, and forester. The station is required by statute

to analyse yearly at least one sample of every commercial
fertiliser offered for sale in the State, and to publish the

results, together with the name of the dealer. A paper
is contributed by Mr. East on the transmission of varia-

tions in the potato in asexual reproduction. All the

observed asexual variations were losses of character, no
new characters coming out. Otherwise there is a close

parallel with the variations produced in sexual production.

The report of the director of agriculture of the Federated
Malay Straits shows that there has been a considerable

change in the staff of the department, and in consequence
no new work could be originated. There has been a great

increase in the rubber output, which amounted in 19 10 to

12,563,220 lb., as against 6,083,493 lb. for 1909; greater

increases are anticipated during the next few years.

Labour presents some difficulties, but on the whole the

factors involved in the production of rubber are tolerably

well understood. The working up of the raw rubber is

still in the experimental stage. What is said to be wanted
is a simple and trustworthy test for the strength of rubber
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as it leaves the plantation factory comparable with the

polariscope test for sugar ; at present rubber is judged
only by colour and general appearance. Only two fungoid

diseases were said to be serious, a root disease due to

Fames semitosius, and "die-back," due to Thyridaria

(diplodia) tarda. Tertnes gestroi appears to be the most
serious of the insect pests. Cocoa-nuts are also grown,

and incidentally their husks furnish useful furl for smoking

rubber where this is carried out.

Prof. W. Pfeffer's paper on tli.r n.. ii.,.i.n..i ju.v.ii-

tion of sleep-movements in plants (Abhandl. K. Sachs.

Ges., 1911) is <> continuation of his important work,
" Investigations of the .Appearance of Sleep-movements in

Plants," published in the same journal in 1907—a.pap'-r

in which nyctitropic movements were for the first tinv-

automatically recorded by a thoroughly good method. The
most interesting result of the present paper is the dis-

covery that the internal changes, on which sleep-movf-

ments depend, continue their normal course even whrn
the leaves are fixed so that they cannot execute the norm.il

movements. Thus a plant fixed in the diurnal position

will assume the night position if released at the right

hour, and in the same way a plant fixed in the night posi-

tion wakes if freed in the morning. Similar conclusions

are drawn from the study of leaves not kept absolutely

still, but so as to show very minute sleep-movements.

In the Zeitschrift der Gcsellschaft fiir Erdkunde for

191 1 there has appeared a series of descriptions of sheets

of the I : 100,00c map of the German Empire, in which the

principal geographical characteristics of each sheet are

clearly summarised. Structure, surface, and erosive action

are indicated wherever they are well shown, as well as the

settlements, communications, and the general development
of the region whenever these have been clearly influenced

by the geography. More than one hundred and fifty sheer-

are also classified by the geographical forms which th-

represent, so as to be of use for geographical instruction

We have received a copy of the .'\lmanac for 1912 whi
is compiled in the offices of the Survey Department for i;

in the Government offices of Egypt. Since five calenda:

are ordinarily in use, viz. the Mahommedan, Coptic,

Jewish, Julian, and Gregorian, such a compilation is in-

dispensable. The almanac also contains a large amount
of information relating to the regulations, procedure, &c.,

of different Government departments, which is otherwise

not always easy to obtain. It is of special interest to note

that substantial brass plates have been laid down in a

permanent manner at the headquarters of the administra-

tion in each province for the verification of the chains

which are now generally used for land-measurement.

Lengths of 20 metres and of 5 qasabas (17-75 metres) are

defined by marks engraved on these plates.

In the last number of the Mitteilungen der k.k. Geo-
graphischen Gcsellschaft, Vienna, for 191 1, Prof. A. Bohm
von Bohmersheim discusses the definition of the critical

angle of slope of an ocean basin as given by Prof.

Kriimmel in his recent manual of oceanography. The sub-

ject, as well as that of the critical depth, is discussed at

length, new definitions are proposed, and formulae are

developed for computing these values, both on the sphere

and on the spheroid. Besides the general case, special

cases of the Black Sea, the Celebes deep, the Straits of

Dover, and the Atlantic Ocean are examined, and the

differences between the points of view of the two writers

are indicated.

In The Geographical Journal for February Mr. W. Hard-
ing King describes his journeys into the Libyan Desert to

the south-west of Dakhia Oasis. He traversed a consider-
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able sandstone plateau rising to an altitude of about

1800 ft., and forming part of the general plain of about

1200 ft. above sea-level, which probably extends to the

oases of Kufra, which lie about 400 kilometres to the west-

ward. The vast tract of sand dunes traversed by the

Rohlf's expedition in 1874 ^'^s found to terminate a little

to the north of latitude 25° N., and beyond this there only

occurred small patches of drift sand and three of the

narrow, but long and persistent, lines of dunes which are

so characteristic of the Libyan Desert. The same number
gives a summary of the results obtained by the expedition

sent to South America by Mr. Bullock Workman to deter-

mine the altitude of Mount Huascaran, in Peru, which

had been stated to be more than 24,000 ft. M. E. de

Larminat measured a base of i6o6-6 metres at a height

of 3790 metres on the flanks of the chain, levelled up from
the Pacific Coast to one of the triangulation stations, and
finally obtained triangulated values for the different peaks

of Huascaran ranging from 6763 to 6418 metres above sea-

level.

The Hon. Miles Staniforth Smith, Administrator of the

Territory of Papua, gave an account of his recent expedi-

tion into the western part of the territory before the Royal
Geographical Society on Monday, February 12. The ex-

pedition entered the hilly country from the end of the

navigable portion of the Kikor River, and made its way
with great difficulty across the southern portion of a deeply

dissected limestone plateau, which rose generally to a

height of about 5000 ft. The country was covered with

dense jungle, and in the course of the march Mount
Murray, the highest peak met with, 8000 ft., was ascended

without any view of the summit having been obtained

when its foothills were first encountered. The dominant
trend of the valleys was north-west to south-east, and along

them the expedition marched until it reached a point

believed to be near the Strickland River. Being very short

of food and water, the mountain slopes had to be left for

the valley floor, which proved to be occupied by a rushing

torrent flowing between precipitous rock walls. Compelled
to build rafts, the expedition was wrecked in the rapids,

losing the whole of its instruments, baggage, food sup-

plies, records, and collections, only reaching a base camp
of a relief expedition after the greatest hardships. The
countr}- is described as the forward edge of an elevated

and strongly dissected plateau of coral limestone, in which
intrusive basalt occasionally occurs, and the boulders found
in the stream bed seem to point to a greater development
of this rock to the northward. Part of the plateau is of

the " karst " type, water being scarce, streams sinking

into swallow-holes, and subterranean river courses being

extensively developed. Coal of a hard quality was found

at several points, and is ascribed to Carboniferous or

Permo-Carboniferous age, but the evidence for this was
not stated. The expedition succeeded in maintaining the

best relations with the natives, who aided with food and
with information, often on very critical occasions.

Tin: fourth part of the current volume of the Mitteil-

ungcti (lus den Deutschcn Schutzgebieten is mainly taken

up with the meteorological observations from Togo and

from German East Africa for the year 1909. Improved

determinations of humidity are obtained by the use of

Assmann s aspiration psychrometer at all stations in Togo
for the humidity observations, and at several stations in

German East Africa. The mean maxima observed at
J

Dar-es-Salam with a radiation thermometer are given for

each month for 1899 to 1908. .Another article gives a

summary of geological investigation in the Cameroons, the 1
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principal localities in which mineral deposits have been
located being shown on a small map of the colony.

The synoptic weather charts of the North Atlantic and
adjacent coasts for January 11-17, prepared from reports
by radio-telegraphy and otherwise, and published in the
Meteorological Committee's chart for the current month
(first issue), exhibit a very interesting situation. Large
anticyclones lay over northern Europe and North An rica

;

on January 14 the barometer in Finland rose to ;i-2 in.

Over the Atlantic the weather remained in a very dis-
turbed state, with frequent south-westerly gales east of
longitude 30° W., and strong north-westerly winds on the
further side of the ocean ; a very deep secondary disturb-
ance gradually embraced practically the whole of the
North Atlantic. On the evening of January 14, in latitude
52° N., longitude 30° W., barometer readings were below
282 in., just 3 in. lower than over northern Europe.
From the latest reports received the Meteorological Office
was able to give valuable information as to the probable
weather between Ireland and mid-ocean during the next
few days.

The Australian Central Weather Bureau has issued an
average rainfall map of South Australia and the Northern
Territory, on the same plan as those already published for
other States; only stations with at least fifteen years'
records have been used. The chart shows clearly the rapid
decrease of the rainfall from the agricultural areas north-
wards to the interior, where, in the Lake Eyre basin, the
average annual fall is under 5 in. ; the area in square
miles in which the fall is under 10 in. is given as 317,600
in South Australia and 138,190 in the Northern Territory.
In the latter district the mean annual rainfall is given as
2465 in., ranging from 62-12 (at Port Darwin) to 5-54 in.;

in the Pastoral Interior 7-26 in., ranging from 12-99 'o

379 in.
; in the agricultural settled districts 18-93 '"•» vary-

ing from 46-99 (at Stirling West) to 7-12 in. The line

(14-16 in.) representing the limit of safe agriculture is

plotted on the map.

The recent publications of the U.S. Coa-^; dt-tic

Survey include volumes of magnetic obsei v,<in,u- .a the

observatories of Porto Rico and Baldwin (Kansas). The
Porto Rico volume covers the two years 1907 and 1908.

In April, 1907, the magnetographs were moved from a

room in Fort Isabel Segunda, on Vieques Island, which
they had occupied since their erection in 1903, to a site

about a kilometre distant, on Vieques Sound. They were
re-erected in a new building, the construction of which is

described. It is wholly above ground, but suflues to

secure a satisfactorily uniform temperalurr, iIk- ilimatc

having small temperature variations, whether daily or

annual. .As in previous volumes, particulars arc given of

the hourly readings of the curves, and diurnal inequalities

are derived from ten quiet days a month. Copies are given

of some of the most disturtn-d curves. During 1908 the

horizontal force magnetograph had a large drift of zero,

and numerous discontinuities also appeared in the curves,

so that the records do not seem altogether trustworthy.

The sicond volunir ^iv< s data for Baldwin f ' u.iry,

1907, to October, i')"'». v^llen the observ. dis-

continued and the instruments transferred to » lu w observa-

tory at Tucson, .Arizona. The contents are similar to

those of the Porto Rico volume. The copies of highly

disturbed traces include that of September 25. 1(^09, the

only magnetic storm during the period included which

reached the highest grade of disturbance. Temperature

changes in Baldwin Observatory were so large as to be

decidedly prcjudici.Tl to the working of the magneto-

graphs. The v'M instrument natiir.il!\ ^iifTered
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means of

an electromotor. The principal conclusions

follows :—(a) Piston-valve leakage is not rnspc;

any appreciable amount of the " missing quantii

leakage of a well-fitted piston valve is practic iHv

(6) The leakage does not follow the 1:

(c) The leakage diminishes proportionally to .;,, ,,,._...,,

of temperature until 500° F. is reached, after which the

distortion of the rings causes it to increase. From these

results it appears that the piston valve has advantages

over the flat slide valve other than those due to the

fact that the piston form is balanced. It is probable, and

indeed is almost proved by Callendar and Nicholson's

experiments, that the great difference in leakage of the two

types is owing to the fact that slide valves warp, and thus

lift off the face. Warping is eliminated in piston valves,

except at high temperatures, and hence the leakage is very

small.

Mr. Frank Fielden deals with a few problems in

bituminous suction-gas plants in Engineering for

February 9. An examination of the specifications issued

by suction-gas plant makers shows that in most cases a

good average quality of dry anthracite coal of a certain

size is expected to be used to fulfil the guarantees as to

fuel consumption and quality of gas to be produced.

There are, however, strong incentives to the engineer to

<;onstruct a suitable suction-gas generator for the satis-

factory gasification of native coals, which have hitherto

been unemployable for the purpose. Mr. Fielder sum-
marises the ideal suction plant as follows :—It will con-

sume all the volatile matter contained in the coal in

addition to the solid carbon ; to effect this, some mechanical

feeding of the fuel at a regular rate to suit the load on

the engine would seem desirable. Caking coal will be so

treated as to prevent arching over, and consequent obstruc-

tion to an equable air and vapour supply in the main fuel

column of the generator. Suitable facilities will be pro-

vided for the effectual removal of ash and clinker without

interfering with the quality of gas produced ; this is

essential for all coal used on extended periods of running.

It is, of course, assumed that the ordinary factors will also

be considered, such as amount of space occupied, simplicity

of construction, minimum amount of attention, and reason-

able first cost.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Changes on Saturn's Rings.—From the current

number of The Observatory we learn that Prof. Todd
claims an alternative translation for his telegram (which
was in Latin) concerning the changes on, and probable
" dissipation " of, Saturn's rings. It is suggested that the
term " dissipation " did not refer to the actual rings.

Ephemeris for Borrelly's Comet, 191 le.—In No. 4552
of the Astronomische Nachricltten M. Fayet gives a bi-daily
ephemeris for comet 191 le extending to Mav 13. The
comet is at present in Perseus (R.A.=3h. 54-8m.,
5= -+-45° 57'), and is travelling towards Auriga in a direc-
tion slightly north of east; it is, however, very faint, and
is receding from both the earth and the sun.
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Stki.i.ak Si-ixm Ukgio.s.—Although the
i)hut(jL'rai)liic sp'-i I ivr Ijeen more or less

studi'd in the rej; refrangible than
,dy of the less rtfi region has been

d, except for a few of the brighter stars, by the
sensitiveness of photographic plates in that region.

.\n nicmpt to remedy the omission apprnrs in No. 4552
I if t})<- Astronomische Nachrichten, v.h<r'- Dr. Hnatek
(HlljlisiliJS rrdlictioim <<{ tin >^i)f(lr;i (,f v Andromcdae,
a Cassiopeia us less

rf^fr.nnfjihlo t^ ; 1907,

ndorff

;
pina-

cyaiicii-iiaiiii-a piat'-s, uy w rau.-n and w ainwriglit, were
employed, but the spectra are still under-exposed.

11,,. ,-,,r|ii,-t;,>nt are not v'"> 'hnustive ; for example,
nine lin spectrum of a Cygni

I and A whereas the South
Kensington published reduction gives twenty-eight.
Further, he gives, generally, Rowland's origins and in-

tensities, which in an " enhanced-line " star do not repre-

sent the facts ; only occasionally does he refer to the
enhanced lines published by Lockyer, and thus at times
misinterprets the significance of an origin, or an excep-
tional intensity, of a line. For each star he has deduced
from his measures the radial velocities at certain epochs,
which he tabulates at the end of the paper.

Stellar Parallaxes.—.\ second series of stellar

parallaxes, determined from meridian transits at the

Washburn Observatory, Wisconsin, is published by Mr.
A. S. Flint in No. 631 of The Astronomical Journal. The
observing list consisted primarily of stars between magni-
tudes 1-5 and 2-5, but some fainter stars were added, and
in the final list are given the parallaxes of 124 stars.

Among the brighter stars the following large positive

parallaxes are given :—)3 Persei, -t-oi3o' ; o Persei,

-I-0109''; /3 Canis Maj., -t-0163'' ; a Geminorum (pair),

-I-0-I74''; y Leonis, -ho-ios" ; /3 Ursae Maj., -^0136';
a Serpentis, +o-i5i'' ; and a Ophiuchi, -(-o-i27'; while the
3-7-magnitude star c Eridani has a parallax of -f-o-379' in

Mr. Flint's list. A general average of the probable errors
of the final parallaxes is ±0031", and after discussing the
data in a number of different ways Mr. Flint concludes
that the parallaxes given are sensibly free from systematic
error.

The Spectra of Comets.—The February number of
L'Astronomic contains an interesting paper in which
Comte A. de la Baume Pluvinel discusses the spectra of
comets, more especially as revealed by the researches of
the past few years.

After briefly summarising the earlier observations, he
describes at length the spectrum of the Morehouse comet,
and reproduces an excellent comparison showing the close
identity of the doublets in that spectrum with doublets
occurring in Prof. Fowler's spectrum of carbon monoxide
at low pressure.

In conclusion, he points out that to answer the ques-
tion, " What are comets made of? " would have been com-
paratively simple, say, a dozen years ago, but to-day the
photographic method has revealed so much that was then
unknown that the answer is not so easy. The composition
of comets is complex, and all comets do not display the
same composition. As our knowledge extends still further
it may become necessary to classify comets in spectral
classes ; in fact, this has already been done in a simple
fashion. Some comets are essentially gaseous and blue,
e.g. Morehouse : others, like the great comet 1910a, are
yellow, and contain much solid matter.

The Parallax and PRorFR Motion of Mira.—In No.
44 of the Mittcilungrn drr Xikolai-Hatipistermcarte cm
Pulkowa Herr S. Kostinsky discusses at length the
parallax observations of Mira made by him during the
period 1903-7. The main discussion is printed in Russian,
but there is a risumi in German, in which the principal
stages and results are described.
Among other results, the author finds that the yearly

parallax of Mira is probably zero, and in any case does
not exceed -i-oos". The vearlv proper motion in R.A. is

extremely small, and in declination is about -o-2-,;*.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ETHNOLOGY AND
ARCHEOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA.'

C O little information is available concerning the Indian
•^ tribes of the Lower Mississippi Valley and the
adjacent coast of the Gulf of Mexico that Mr. Svvanton's
memoir is very welcome. In it he has published extracts

from early French authors, and in a compact form we have
all that is known about tribes now extinct or reduced to

a few, much modified, survivors. There are seven
linguistic families around the Lower Mississippi ; of these,

the Caddoan and Siouan are extensions or outliers of a

wider distribution ; the Muskhogean group extends in a

broad band to the Atlantic ; to this is related the small
Natchez group. The Chitimachan people live at the mouth
of the river, while westwards extend the cofjnate Atakapan

I'll.. I.— Blowj/ipe and cai.e arrows. The end of the blowgun lias

been ornamented by burning and the arrows feathered with down
from the fireweed.

group, to which, probably, the small Tunican group are

also allied.

By far the greatest space is given to the Natchez group,

the authorities on which are quoted at length, a plan

which has much to recommend it, though it leads to a

certain amount of repetition, and the conflicting accounts

cannot always be reconciled. Head-flattening occurred,

and both sexes were freely tattooed, but the men only after

having killed some enemy. The principal animals hunted

were the bear, deer, and bison ; agriculture had attained

great importance ; the cultivation of maize was done in

common, pumpkins, water melons, tobacco, and probably

beans were also grown. The work and play of the sexes

1 Smithsonian Institution. Bureau of American Kthnology. Rulletin

No. 43 :
" Indian Tribes of the Lower Mississippi Valley and Adjacent

Coast of the Gulf of Mfxico." By J. R. Swanton. Pp. vii+ 387+ 33 plates.

Bulletin No. 50: " Preliminary Report on a Visit to the Navaho National

Monument, Arizoiu-i." By J. \V. Fewkes. Pp. iv+35+ 22 plates. (Wa»h-
ington : Government Printing OfTlce, 1911.)

IS described. There was great licence before marriage.
Ihere was a peculiar, strongly centralised form of govern-
ment

;
the great chief is called Great Sun ; his heir is the

son of the woman nearest related to him ; his relations
were little suns ; nobility was reckoned through the females,
but by the seventh generation nobles gradually sunk to the
rank of stinkards or commoners. Princesses" of the blood

KiG. 2.—Chitimacha basitctry. ihisOcsisn ot iaige »hiie ~pois with
dark centre is called tcixt-kani, " blackbird's eye."

always espoused men of obscure family, and had but one
husband, who might be dismissed at will. The community
consisted of (i) nobility of three ranks: (i) suns (children
of sun mothers and stinkard fathers)

; (2) nobles (children
of noble mothers and stinkard fathers, or of sun fathers
and stinkard mothers) ; (3) honoured people (children of

honoured women and stinkard fathers, or of noble fathers

and stinkard mothers); and (ii) stinkards (children

stinkard mothers and honoured men, or of stinkard fath- ;
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Fit,. 3.— Ueuukin—western end.

and mothers). The Great Sun was practically treated with

divine honour.

The harvest feast was the most solemn of all ; cssf'nfi-

ally it consisted in eating in common, and in a rr

!

manner, new corn which had been sown for that y.

by warriors, with the great war chief at their head; t!

Great Sun presided at the feast. The war customs a;

d,
• ' "The great war rlv. ' r--- ''• t'- f"";K f,
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those whom he does not bring back, a circumstance which

renders the chiefs more careful in leading* their warriors."

Smoking the calumet is associated with preparation for

war and with peace treaties. The Natchez language

appears to be the result of a mixture between a Musk-
hogean and a non-Muskhogean people.

The Chitimacha were less warlike and more cowardly

than the tribes higher up the Mississippi ;
their culture

differed from the latter principally by the increased import-

ance of food from the waters and the decreased importance

of food from land animals ; but wild vegetable food was

their mainstay, though they cultivated maize and sweet

potatoes. Fish were caught mainly with hook and line,

but nets and traps were used. The blowpipe was

emploved, the darts of which were made of slender pieces

of cane feathered with thistledown (Fig. i). Pottery was

made : but the chief glory of the Chitimacha was, and still

is, their basketry (Fig. 2). Like some other tribes of the

district, there were nobles and commoners, with different

terms of etiquette for each ; but, unlike the Natchez, their

nobles were constrained to take partners from their own
ranks, thus forming a caste. Matrilineal totemic clans

existed. Every village of any size had a bone-house, in which

a fire was kept continually burning. The bones of people

were dug up by " turkey-buzzard men " and kept in the

house for some time, and finally buried in a mound. Every

large village had also a dance-house for religious and social

ceremonies, as, for example, the initiation of boys.

Different from this was the solitary fast and confinement

which each boy (and, it is said, each girl also) underwent

in order to obtain a guardian spirit. The so-called
" temples " of the Natchez and other Lower Mississippi

tribes were only variants of the bone-houses of the Chiti-

macha and Choctaw. Further study may be expected to

throw light upon the evident fusion of at least two stocks

in the tribes recorded by Mr. Swanton. A number of old

illustrations are reproduced, but many of the photographs

are not very satisfactory ; there is a useful map.
The excellent archaeological work of Dr. Fewkes in ex-

ploring and conserving cliff-dwellings has been referred to

already in Nature. In Bulletin 50 he gives an account of

his stewardship of the Navaho national monument in

.Arizona. The excellent illustrations to his report bring

home to the reader the great interest of these remarkable
remains (Fig. 3). He makes some suggestive remarks upon
the significance of the dwellings. " The ancients chose this

region for their homes on account of the constant water
supply in the creek and the patches of land in the valley

that could be cultivated. . . . Defence was not the primary
motive that led the sedentary people of this canyon to

utilise the caverns for shelter . . . the cause of their

desertion was not so much due to predatory enemies as
failure of crops or the disappearance of the water supply."
Dr. Fewkes does not regard these ruins as of great
antiquity ; such evidence as has been gathered supports the
Hopi legends that the inhabitants were ancient Hopi
belonging to the Flute, Horn, and Snake families.

A. C. Haddon.

BACTERIAL DISEASES OF PLANTS.
'T'HE second volume of Dr. E. F. Smith's work upon

bacteria in relation to plant diseases, published by
the Carnegie Institution of Washington, comes very
opportunely to this country at a time when there are signs
of an awakening interest in the subject of bacterial diseases
of plants, and botanists, especially those interested in agri-
culture or horticulture, are beginning to turn their atten-
tion to the many economic problems in connection with this
branch of phytopathology. The first volume, published in

iq05, the author states, " had for its aim only the clearing
of the ground by a discussion of methods of work in the
general subject of bacteriology."

Although this department of botanical study is only some
thirty years old, a considerable literature has arisen, even
when the subject is taken in its narrowest sense, but when
it includes, as in this case, many correlated topics, the
list assumes large dimensions. Everyone interested in plant
pathology will be grateful to Dr. Smith for bringing these
papers together and for giving us a book of reference which
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has been long needed, and which embrace a ronci-

historical account, leading up to the present ;

the subject and emfx)dying the most recent <!

in this branch of research. .\ special feature u:

is the authoi 's plan of including abstracts of many of tl

papers quoted, often of very considerable length, so th

direct appeal can thus be made to original investigation-
and although this method demands much space, tl

advantages are great, especially where controversial matt-
is being considered. Thus, under each sectional head, tl

author introduces extensive extracts from tho«e or- '•-

papers which he regards as critical studies, and cor
with a synopsis of the latest contribution to the pan
phase of the question dealt with, adding always .1

extremely valuable bibliographical record. In the historii

.

review Dr. Smith has missed the fact that the existence >

a toxin and cytolytic enzyme secreted by the attackii

bacterium was proved as early as 1899 as regards tl

" soft-rots," ard in conjunction with carefullv conduct^

Fig. I.—Crown gall on daisy.

Two tumours on the stem of a Paris daisy as the result of an
inoculation of Bact. tumefaciens by needle-pricks, and on
a branch above the upper one a secondary tumour on the
petiole of a leaf. Age of primary tumours about three
months ; that on the leaf is much younger, perhaps four
weeks old.

inoculation experiments ; thus the bacterial nature of this
class of diseases was fully established at that date.
The present treatise covers a wide field, and question-

relative to the action of bacteria upon various tissues, th
reactions of the plant, the interrelations of animal an
plant parasites, individual and varietal resistance, ani
problems relating to prevention, come naturally within th.^

scope of the work. .A discussion of the various theories
regarding the root-nodules of the Leguminosae, and the
question of symbiosis as it touches parasitism, are also use-
fully introduced, and the large chapter devoted to thi-
relationship presents a valuable summary of results. Bu
a resume of conflicting views concerning bacterial symbios-
in insectivorous plants can scarcely be included under tlv

titular definition of the book, nor the bacterial symbiosis ir

Cryptogams, as, for example, in kephir and the ginger-
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beer plant. Though exceedingly

to botanists, these discussions are

main theme, and might with advantage have given place

to a further treatment of definitely established diseases, and
more unity and balance would thus have been secured.

In seeking for some convenient classification of various

diseases, the natural division into three large groups is

adopted :—(i) the vascular diseases
; (2) the parenchyma

diseases without hyperplasia ; and (3) cankers, tubercles,

and tumours, in which there is a more or less distinct

hyperplasia. Under the general considerations involved in

a study of these forms of parasitism, such as the methods
of infection and progress of the disease, the destruction of

tissues and dissolvent action of enzymes, abnormal develop-

ment of host tissues, &c., a great number of bacterial

diseases are dealt with by way of illustration, but only

three specific diseases are fully described as such. These
—the wilt of cucurbits, the black-rot of cruciferous plants,

and the yellow disease of hyacinths—belong to the vascular

group, and are discussed in fullest detail with respect to

the specific characters of the organism, the etiology of the

disease, the morbid anatomy, geographical distribution, and
remedial treatment, including an estimate of financial loss

for which they are responsible. The account of the

cucurbit wilt represents Dr. Smith's own work, and he has

interesting and important
1 jhe PROGRESS IN OUR KNOWLEDGE OF

re rather foreign to the
| jjj£ TRANSMISSION OF SLEEPING

SICKNESS AND OTHER
DISEASES IN AFRICAN

TRYPANOSOME

nPHE latest report of the British Sleeping Sickness Com-
mission is the outcome of the work of Colonel Sir

David Bruce, Captains A. E. Hamerton, H. R. Bateman,
F. P. Mackie, and Lady Bruce, the members of the third

commission to Uganda during the years 1908-10. It is

highly satisfactory to find that, in the volume before us,

a distinct advance is recorded in our knowledge relating

to important etiological questions connected with the spread

of sleeping sickness and of certain animal diseases due to

trypanosomes.
An introduction, illustrated by photographs, describes the

chief features and arrangements of the camp at Mpuniu,

which was made the headquarters of the commission. The
body of the work is divided into ten sections, the more
important sections each comprising several groups of ex-

periments. In a few cases these subdivisions represent the

continuation or elaboration of an experiment previously

recorded (in Report No. x.) ; in such, the result obtained

from the original experiment is first of all briefly re-

capitulated. .\t the end of the volume is a comprehensive

analytical index (to both Reports x. and xi.)

which will be found very useful.

The first section (A), which is in many re-

spects of the greatest interest, deals with the

development of Trypanosoma gambiettse and

other trypanosomes in Glossina palpalis, and

the question of their transmission by this

tsetse-fly. As regards Trypano.:ot}uj gambi'

ense, the following important conclusions are

reached by the commission. Mechanical trans-

mission, that is to say, transmission by means

of interrupted feeding, plays a much smaller

part, if any, in the spread of the parasites

(and consequently of sleeping sickness) than

has hitherto been supposed. .After the first

few hours, the bite of the fly was found to

be non-infectious until at least twenty-eight

days had elapsed since the fly fed on the

original infected animal.* At the end of this

" incubation period " the fly may become in-

fective, and may retain its infectivity for at

least ninety-six days. This means that the

developmental cycle of the parasites in the

insectan host was found to take about twenty-

eight days, and only when this development

was completed could the infection be trans-

mitted back again to the vertebrate host.

Once a fly becomes infective, it appears only

too likely that it mav remain infective for the

rest of its life. On the other hand, agamst

this alarming result may be set the fact that

only a small proportion of flies (laboratory

nih B.tracheifihilushy Diairotica vittatan\^\\\.oi'\\x%\if.\iT,
brej) appear to become infective, the com-

"u°'?\Jlf\"'
*"'* "^'"'"^ '" °'^"^' ^ "^'"'''' infection.

,„i^g<o,/ [saving found that the trypanosomes

^^^^^^^ ^^^^ .^^ ^^^^^ ^ .^^ ^^ ^j ^^^1^ ^.

fed on an infected animal; and the proportion of

to non-infective flies occurring wild \\\ nature

much less, probablv not more than i in 500.

account is given of the various d. v.-l..p-

mental phases of the parasites observed in the difi-.nf

organs of the flv. Stress is laid by the comml^.lon

upon one fact, namely, that in the salivary glands,

and in them alone, were the trypanosomes found to

revert to the blood-type. Further, the occurrence of this

P"iG. 2.—Wilt of cucurbits.

Cucumber-plant infected with a pure culture of B. tracheiphilus plated from the stem of a

squash-plant. Plant inoculated August lo, 1905, by needle-pricks on blade of leaf

marked X. Photograph made on August 22. The vessels of the stem were plugged

with a sticky white bacillus, which was plated out. Surface of stem sound. About one-

sixth natural size.

Cucumber-leaf inoculated w
1905. Blade shrivelled in

Photographed August 26, about half-size,

also carried out much original research upon the other

special diseases enumerated. The three are placed each in

separate chapters, and together occupy more than one-third

of the whole volume. Perhaps we may look forward at

some future date to a third volume dealing more com-

pletely with other important types.

The most notable recent work on bacterial disease is that

by Dr. Smith upon the crown gall, and a very interesting

epitome of his latest paper is included here. This brilliant

piece of investigation has established beyond all question

that the tumerous disease known as the crown gall (Fig. i)

is of bacterial origin, and the phenomena in connection

with this type of bacterial disease appear, in the author's

own words, " to throw a flood of light on the mechanism

of the development of malignant animal tumours."

The book is fully illustrated by expressive drawings and

photographs, made chiefly from material in the author s

own laboratory. Two of the illustrations are here repro-

duced. M. C. P.

on
infective

is very

.An interesting

type" of'^the" parasites' in the salivary glands w^s found to

coincide, broadly speaking, with the onset of V^;^^;^
infectivity of the flv. The commission consider that u. !.-

out this invasion of the glands there can be "« 'n«;^'-t'^^'>;

and that the reversion of the parasites to the blood-type it

1 Report, of the Stuping Sickne.. Commi«ion of the Royal Society.

t^:S:^^^l&<^^^^^ in ,". surrounding conditio^,, (bod. &c
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a ai'hc qua non in the infective process ; in other words,
the stumpy type of form developed in this situation is re-

garded as the essential propagative phase. It should be
mfntioncd, however, that the commission found also that
injrition of the intestines only of infected flies, after
twf-nty-four days or more had elapsed since feeding, pro-
duced an infection in some of the inoculated animals.
Mence either the blood-type must occur in the intestine
also,' or else some other form or phase is also capable of
transmitting the infection. With regard to the latter
possibility, there is one point upon which we should like
to comment. A characteristic type of parasite, long and
very slender and possessing a peculiar elongated nucleus,
was found, but not very commonly, in the fore-gut or
proventriculus at intervals after twenty days. This very
distinct type of form is known to occur also in the life-

cycle of other trypanosomes, from widely different verte-
bratrs. when in the invertebrate host ; it has been described,
for instance, in the case of Trypanosoma brucii in Glossina
fusca, in the case of fish trypanosomes in leeches, and in

the case of an avian trypanosome in a mosquito ; in these
cases it is either known with certainty to be the pro-
pagative phase or else is regarded with some probability
as such. We think, therefore, that the fact of its occur-
rence in Trypanosoma gambiense, as described by the com-
mission, should be noted, and the possibility that it may
be a propagative form also in this case borne in mind.
At any rate, the occurrence of this type in very different

species of trypanosomes suggests that it has an important
significance.

It is interesting to compare with the above account of

Trypanosoma gambiense in Glossina palpalis the relations

of Trypanosoma vivax, a dangerous parasite of cattle, to

the same species of tsetse-fly, on which light has also been
thrown by the commission. Flies were found to be able
to transmit T. vivax after an incubation period of from
seventeen to twenty-eight days, a shorter period, it will be
noticed, than in the case of T. gambiense. The parasites

develop, moreover, in a much larger percentage of flies

—

in about 20 per cent. A striking point of difference is that

the development is restricted to the proboscis and pharynx
of the fly, where the parasites occur in large numbers ;

*

and, further, the predominating type of form met with is

not, as in the other case, trypanosome-like. From this

brief comparison it will be realised how greatly the

developmental cycles of different species may vary even in

the same insectan host.

The second section (B) consists of series of experiments
designed to ascertain if, among various animals, including

cattle, antelope, &c., there are any which can be regarded
as a reservoir or source of T. gambiense ; and the results

obtained by the commission have already attracted con-
siderable attention, and may prove ultimately to be of

great economic importance. The conclusion arrived at is

that it is possible both for cattle and antelope living in a
fly area to act as a reservoir, and so maintain the in-

fectivity of Glossina palpalis in regard to sleeping sick-

ness : but up to the present the commission has not been
able to prove that this actually takes place in nature.
The facts brought forward in this connection, however,
are very suggestive. In antelope the parasites are
extremely scarce and difficult to find by microscopic
examination of the blood, even when the animal was
proved by experiment to be infective for flies. In one
instance a buck was shown to remain infective for nearly
three months. Infected animals remained apparently in

good health, even though kept in captivity (in one case for

at least four months). It is evident that in antelope and
cattle the infection produced by Trypanosoma gambiense is

of the chronic type, and apparentlv similar in character
to the infection of wild game by T. brucii. In addition,

there is the fact, shown by the commission, that the tsetse-

flies from the lake-shore have now remained infective for

three years since the removal of the population, the zone

' Kleine and Taute found blood-forms (apparently not qnite con-espond-
ing, however, to those referrd to above) in the intestine of most of their

infective flies. Further, »hese workers do not attach much importance to

the presence of the parasites in the salivary glands ; in view of the marked
correspondence shown by the British Commission between the period when
the Trypanosomes were found in the glands and the time when the fiies

became infective, this discrepancy is difficult to explain.
• This localised type of 'development has been termed by Roubaud " Evo-

lution par fixation directe."

being given ever to the wild game. Unfortunately, th-

commission was able to shoot only five buck, which w»r'

negative in respect of 7^. gambiense; from such a small

number it was impossible, of course, to draw any con-

clusion. If the further investigation undertaken by Sir

David Bruce proves that the wild game in the district i-

naturally infected with the parasites, a very serious etio

logical factor is introduced, since the removal of inf'

human beings from the zone of the fly will not be sulV.

to cause the disappearance of the trypanosome.

We have dealt somewhat at length with the first hal:

of the report in view of the widespread interest and import-

ance attaching to all research that bears in any way upoi:

the serious question of sleeping sickness. Consequently,

we are unable to refer as fully as might be desired to the

remaining half of the volume, which contains much that

should be noted by workers on trypanosomes and trypano-

somoses in general. It must suffice to indicate briefly the

scope of the other sections, permitting ourselves to remark
upon one or two particular experiments.

The third section (C) describes series of miscellaneous

experiments carried out, for the most part in connection

with Glossina palpalis. One of these series (No. 22) was
to ascertain if laboratory-bred G. palpalis become infected

with flagellates when kept in the same cage with, or in

contact with cages containing wild flies infected with,

Trypanosoma grayi. The commission found that the

laboratory-bred flies did not become infected with T. grayi

(or other flagellates) after being kept for six weeks in

dissociation with the infected flies, and after having had
ample opportunity to foul their proboscides with the excre-

ment of the wild flies. T. grayi is known to form cysts,

which presumably pass out with the dejecta of the fly

;

hence the above evidence, so far as it goes, points to the

flies not becoming infected directly from the cysts, the

function of which remains to be determined. The idea

originally put forward by Minchin was that they might
serve for a contaminative infection of the vertebrate host.

Section D is devoted to a consideration of certain well-

known disease-causing trypanosomes of cattle in Uganda.
Much attention is paid to the morphological characters of

the different forms, and the limits within which they vary

in the case of " strains " from different districts, with
the view of distinguishing clearly between different species.

A trypanosome found in oxen from a particular locality is

regarded as a new parasite, and named T. uniforme.

Section E consists of experiments designed to ascertain
'

certain Tabanidae act as the carriers of Trypanosov:
dimorphon (termed by the commission T. pecorum). Specie;

of Tabanus were apparently unable to transmit this parasite
" mechanically," but these flies did not live long enough
in captivity for it to be determined whether they could act

as true hosts or not. We may point out that the flagellate

parasites which were found in some of the (wild) Tabanids
were most probably phases in the life-cycle of a trypano-

some of some vertebrate, quite possibly a natural (i.e.

harmless) parasite of the cattle themselves :
* such a form

would not be likely to live in rats. Sections F and G
describe trypanosomes (including new species) and other

parasites from various animals. Section H is concerned

with the disease of natives known as " Muhinyo," which
turns out to be Malta fever. Section I is a veni' useful

account of the distribution, so far as it is known up to

the present, of biting flies in Uganda, illustrated by a map
in the case of the more important species.

^
Lastly,

Section J, together with the appendices, furnishes an

epitome of the commoner diseases of cattle occurring in

the different districts of the Uganda Protectorate.

It will be evident from the above digest that a mass of

very useful information is contained in the latest report,

which in our opinion is one of the most valuable of the

series. No elaborate study of the numerous experiments is

required to realise the very considerable amount of time

and labour their prosecution must have entailed. The
members of the commission are to be congratulated on the

addition of an important quota to the ever-growing sum
of our knowledge of the devastating trypanosome diseases

of tropical Africa.

5 Knuth and Rauchbaar have recently shown that a Tr>T>anosome occur*

naturally in cattle in Germany ; this is most likely transmitted by Tabanids

(e.g. Hsematopota spp.), from which. In fact, flagellate phases have long been

known.
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INDIAN FOSSILS^
'X'HE Geological Survey of India has done good service

both to stratigraphical geology and to palaeontology by
entrusting to Messrs. Cossmann and Pissarro its collection
of Mollusca from the Ranikot beds of Sind, These are the
only undoubted Lower Eocene strata hitherto discovered in
India, and an authoritative comparison of their fossils with
those of the corresponding European formations is of great
interest and importance. Most of the specimens described
are from the zone of Nummulites planulatus, and a large
proportion of them were collected by Mr. E. W. Vreden-
burg, who contributes some preliminary stratigraphical
notes to Messrs. Cossmann and Pissarro 's memoir. The
corals of the same formation were determined many years
ago by Prof. Martin Duncan, while the Echinoids were
described by Duncan and S laden.
The general geological results obtained from the new

study of the Mollusca accord closely with those reached
by these earlier authors from their examination of the other
groups. There are numerous specimens of Velates, a genus
which specially characterises the Lower Eocene of Europe.
Some species of Calyptrophorus are closely similar to those
from the Eocene of North America, and there are many
interesting forms of Volutilithes, Ampullina, and Rimella.
There are also several specimens of Styracoteuthis
orientalis, a curious dibranchiate cephalopod previously
known only by a single example from the Eocene of Arabia.
The second part of the late Prof. Victor Uhlig's memoir

on the Ammonites of the Spiti Shales (Upper Jurassic) of
the Himalaya consists mainly of technical descriptions of
species, illustrated by a fine series of lithographed plates.

There are, however, interesting discussions of possible lines

of development among the genera, subgenera, and species
of the Hoplites group and the Macrocephalites group.
Many genera of Ammonites found in the Spiti Shales exhibit
no very close relationship to those of Europe, but among
the species of the genus Hoplites it seems possible to

recognise a series of well-known European types. More-
over, it is remarkable that these species in Europe are
partly Lower Neocomian, and even range upwards to the
lowest zone of the Middle Neocomian. In the Macro-
cephalites group Prof. Uhlig identifies species of Simbirs-
kites, which is also a Lower Cretaceous genus in Russia,
North Germany, and England. The large majority of the

so-called new species are represented only by a single

imperfect specimen, and the differences between many of

them are so difficult to appreciate that the wisdom of

multiplying names in such cases may be doubted. The
study of Ammonites is obviously making great progress,

but much of it is obscured by injudicious nomenclature.

JUVENILE EMPLOYMENT AND CON-
TINUATION EDUCATION.

lURING recent years the efforts of reformers of our
national system of education have been concentrated

to a considerable extent upon two great problems, namely,

the early age at which education ceases for most boys and
girls, and the entry of so many boys into " blind alley

"

industries, resulting a few years later in their being thrown,

unqualified and unskilled, upon the labour market. With
regard to continuing elementary education to a later date,

but little progress has been made of recent years. Un-
fortunately, Mr. Runciman's Bill of 191 1, dealing with

questions such as the raising of the " leaving age," the

abolition of " half-time," and compulsory attendance at

continuation schools, was not pressed through, and no

intimation has yet been given that the Government intends

to bring into operation, if possible, even one of the reforms

covered by the Bill of 191 1.

Considerable progress is being made, however, in the

direction of attempting to lessen the evils of the " blind

alley " industry. It is obvious this can best be done by

1 " PaleontoloRia Indica, being Figures and Descriptions of the Organic

Remains procured during the Progress of the Geological Survey of India."

New series, Vol. iii., Memoir No. i., The Mollusca of the Ranikot Senes,

Part I., Cephalopoda and Gastropoda, by M. Cossmann and G. Pissarro ;

Introductory Note on the .Stratigraphy of the Ranikot Series, by K. W.
Vredenburg. Pp. iv+ xix+ Sj+ viil plates. Price Rs. a or aj. Srf. Scries

XV., Himalayan Fossils, Vol. iv., The Fauna of the Spiti Shales. Fasciculus

2, by Prof. Dr. V. Uhlig. Pp. 133-306+ plaies xix-xlviiia, and Ixxvii-xci.

Price Ks. 12.4 or i6s. ^d. (Calcutta: Geological Survey Office, 1909 and

1910.)

D'

acquainting parents with the future prospects offered by
the various trades or callings into which the bov may
enter on leaving school, by personal advice as to the
necessity of attending continuation classes and the educa-
tional course it is best for the boy or girl to pursue when
attending evening classes. The first public recognition of
this was the Education Act of 1908 for Scotland, authoris-
ing the School Boards of Scotland to maintain voluntary
agencies which should advise boys and girls upon the
suitable employments open to them on leaving school.
Later in the same year clauses were inserted in the Labour
Exchanges Bill authorising the Board of Trade to establish
Juvenile Labour Exchanges. Somewhat later, the Educa-
tion (Choice of Employment) Bill gave powers to the
English and Welsh education authorities " to give boys
and girls information, advice, and assistance with respect
to the choice of employment." This duplication of powers
to the Board of Trade and the education authorities, re-
spectively, gave rise to some friction at first ; but this has
now been smoothed away, the Board of Trade only
exercising its powers independently if the education
authority decides not to put the Act in operation.

Already a number of local education authorities have
prepared schemes for the exercise of their powers under
the -Act. The schemes provide for the cooperation of the
Labour Exchanges of the Board of Trade with local com-
mittees nominated by the education authority. The Board
of Education has formally approved of the schemes pro-
posed by the Liverpool and Birmingham Education
Authorities respectively. It is understood that about
twenty other authorities have submitted schemes for
approval, and that a number of other authorities are pre-
paring schemes at the present time.

The success of the Act will depend mainly, of course,
upon the local committees appointed to carry out the duties

imposed upon them by the Act. Apparently these com-
mittees will contain a fair sprinkling of representative local

employers, social workers, elementary teachers, and the

like. It is important that due representation should be
given, if possible, to those with firsthand knowledge of

continuation and technical school work, in order that the

best possible advice be given respecting attendance and
courses of work at evening continuation and technical

schools.

In further support of the agitation to limit the evils of

the " blind alley " occupation, a long letter appeared in

the daily Press on Thursday, February i, signed, among
others, by the Bishop of Hereford, Mr. Cyril Jackson,

Mr. Ramsay Macdonald, M.P., Mr. J. L. Paton. and Dr.

M. E. Sadler. In this letter attention is directed to such

facts as that van boys work, on an average, from 96 to

100 hours per week, and that only about 36 per cent, of

these boys secure positions later as carmen. .About 5; 7

per cent, of recruits from London for the Army began lif

as van boys and errand boys. It is clear from the Ion.

hours worked by van boys and the like that attendance :

continuation schools is impossible. The signators of tl

letter recommended that boys engaged in such callin-

those just mentioned should, between fourtef'n and f •.

years of age, be permitted to work only for thirty

per week, and be compelled to attend continuation schoi'i

for another twenty hours.

Incidentally, it may perhaps be suggested that som

educational institutions such as university c
medical schools, and technical schools, arc not (i,,,,

guiltlpss on these questions of "blind alley industri***

and the lack of facilities for continued education Riven t

the boys passing direct from the elementary schools to th

position of assistants in the laboratories or workshops >

the colleges or schools. J- WitsoN.

THE PRESSURE OF A BLOW.*

THE scientific analysis of a blow requires. '•-'
>

determination of tho actual pressures or f'

between the colliding bodies, and, secondly, an ir.

of the distribution of these pnssures and of their pliv-si. .il

effects. The pressure produce<l by n blow doos not differ

in kind from that produced by any other agency, such a^

I Di«coiir»e delivered at the Ro);al Institution on Fridajr, J«ntt«r>" »'

l.y Prof. Heriram Hopkinson, K.R.S.
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an hydraulic press, but it differs in degree because of its

great intensity and of its extremely short duration, and
these characteristics, as we shall see, have a marked
influence on the effects which it produces.
The first part of the problem, that is, the calculation of

the pressure in tons or pounds, is based on the familiar
principles of mechanics which were first precisely stated in

Newton's laws of motion. The cause of the pressure is

The rapid change of motion of the colliding bodies which
occurs when they come into contact, and, according to
Newton's second law, the force is simply proportional to
the rate at which this change is effected. The rate of
change may be measured in terms of energy and distance
or in terms of momentum and time. Thus a hammer
head moving at a rate of i6 feet per second, and weigh-
ing I lb., possesses 4 foot-lbs. of energy, because its

velocity could have been acquired by falling freely through
4 feet. If it strikes a nail and drives it one-eighth of an
inch, the energy which was generated by the weight of
I lb. acting through 4 feet is destroyed in 1/400 part of
that distance, and the force necessary to effect this change
of motion is 400 times as great—say, 400 lbs. The same
effect would be produced by a 4-lb. hammer striking with
the velocity which would be acquired by falling through
\ foot, namely, 8 feet per second. Regarding the same
instance from the point of view of momentum, the i-lb.

hammer would take half a second to fall 4 feet, and the
quantity of motion or " momentum," reckoned as the
product of the force acting into the time required to
generate it, would be one-half of a pound-second unit.
While driving the nail in, the hammer covers a distance
of \ inch with a velocity which starts at 16 feet per second
and drops to zero. To cover the distance of \ inch with
the average velocity of 8 feet per second takes i/8oo of a
second, which is 1/400 of the time (i second) which it

takes the weight of the hammer head (a force of i lb.)

to generate its motion. Thus the pressure required for the
rapid stoppage is, as before, 400 lbs.

We may t?ke another instance essentially similar to the
hammer and nail, but differing greatly as regards scale.
A i4-inch armour-piercing shell weighs about 1400 lbs.,

and when moving at 1800 feet per second possesses about
31,000 foot-tons of energy, or about 15,000,000 times as
much as our hammer head. Such a shell would just pierce
a plate of wrought iron i\ feet thick, and the average
force which must be exerted to pull it up in that distance,
which is, of course, the pressure which it exerts on the
plate, is 30.000 divided by 2^, or about 12,000 tons. This
is equivalent to some 80 tons on the square inch.
When a hammer strikes a nail, the force acting during

the blow is practically constant, and the average value
obtained as above by dividing the energy by the distance
moved, or the momentum by the time taken, is equal to
the actual force exerted throughout the impact. In many
cases, however, this force is not constant, and it is then
necessary to divide the course of the impact into short
intervals either of space or of time, calculate the change
of energy or momentum in each, and add the result. A
familiar instance is that of two billiard balls. We may
suppose one ball to strike the other full with a velocity
of 16 feet per second, which corresponds to a fairly hard
stroke. It simplifies the consideration of the problem if

instead of one ball moving and the other at rest we sup-
pose them to be travelling in opposite directions with equal
velocities of 8 feet per second. At the instant when the
balls first touch there is no pressure between them, but as
they continue to approach each flattens the other at the
point of contact. The balls no longer touch at a point,
but over a circular area which rapidly increases in

diameter. Corresponding to any given amount of flatten-
ing or distance of approach, there is, of course, a definite
pressure, which might be measured by actually squeezing
the balls together under known forces and measuring the
corresponding amount of approach. Or the relation
between pressure and distance could be calculated, as was
done by Hertz. The area of the curve connecting pressure
and distance up to any point gives the number of foot-
pounds of energy destroyed. When this is just equal to
the original energy of the balls they will have been re-
duced to rest, and in the case supposed the distance of
approach is then 14/1000 of an inch, and the total pressure
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between them 1300 lbs. This pressure is distributed ov
the circle of contact, which is one-sixth of an inch
diameter, and the average intensity of the pressure is .

tons per square inch. The distribution, however, is n.

uniform, the pressure at the centre being \\ times tl

average. The balls are then like compressed springs, th'

original energy of motion having been completely tran
formed into strain energy in their substance. The reasc
of the high intensity of pressure developed is that tl.

strain energy is concentrated into a very small volume
ivory near to the point of contact. The balls then be^;

to separate, and the whole process of compression is go;
through in reverse order, the strain energy being tran-
formed back into energy of motion by the pressuf'-.

Finally, the balls rebound unstrained, with nearly the
velocity with which they approached.

If for the ivory balls we substituted hollow balls of steel

having the same mass, the pressure produced by the blow
would be greater, because the steel is much more rigid

than ivory, and gives less under a given force. Thus the
distance of approach is less, the circle of contact smaller,
and the maximum intensity of pressure much greater. It

reaches 280 tons per square inch averaged over the surface
of contact. .Such a pressure could only be sustained with-
out permanent effect by a very hard steel. Ordinan,' mild
steel would begin to flow when the pressure passed about
100 tons, a permanent flat would be left by the blow, and
the balls would rebound with less velocity than that of
approach. The theory the results of which I have given
does not, of course, apply to such a case, as it depends
on the assumption of perfect elasticity.

It is rather remarkable that materials can sustain with-
out injury such large pressures as are produced by these
blows. Mild steel balls are not crushed perceptibly until

the pressure reaches 100 tons per square inch, yet a short
column of the same steel would be crushed by a pressure
of 30 tons per square inch. One reason is the extremely
short duration of the pressure—it has no time to produce
much effect. The other is the fact that in the blow it is

accompanied by large lateral pressures exerted by the
metal surrounding the area of contact. Pressure equal in

all directions, such as is exerted by the water at the bottom
of a deep ocean, produces generally no permanent effect

on solids or liquids. To produce breakage or permanent
deformation there must be difference of pressure in different

directions, and the most important, if not the only, factor
determining whether such breakage or deformation shall

occur is the amount of the difference. If, for example,
our column of mild steel, which in the absence of lateral

support begins to crush at 30 tons, were surrounded by a
jacket exerting a radial pressure of 30 tons, it is probable
that the end pressure might be increased to 60 tons without
any movement occurring. In the impact of balls the
metal surrounding the point of contact, by resisting the
lateral expansion of the compressed part, sets up radial

pressure of this kind. It can be shown, in fact, that th

lateral pressure at the centre of the circle of contac:
corresponding to a maximum normal pressure of 100 ton?
per square inch, is 75 tons per square inch, leaving 25 tons

effective for producing deformation or breakage.
These calculations of pressure are based on theory, and

it may be asked what direct experimental evidence we have
that the theory is correct. It is not, of course, possible

actually to measure the pressures over the minute circle

of contact between the balls, nor is it possible accurately
to measure the amount of the flattening. We can, how-
ever, pursue the calculation a little further, and determine
the time during which the balls are in contact from the

moment when they first touch to the moment at w-hich

they separate on the rebound. In the case of billiard balls

moving with a relative velocity' of 16 feet per second, this

time is 1/4000 of a second. A precisely similar calcula-

tion can be made for balls of steel or other metal, and it is

not difficult to measure in the laboratory the time during
which such balls remain in contact. The method is of

considerable use in connection with impact problems, and
it consists in making the two balls, by their contact, close

a galvanometer circuit in which there is also a battery and
resistance. A certain quantity of electricity, which i-

simply proportional to the time of contact, then pass^-

through the galvanometer and produces a proportionat
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<ieflection in it. It has been found that the time of contact

measured in this way for steel balls is exactly that pre-

dicted by theory, and it may be inferred that the theory

is correct in all its details, and that the pressure calcu-

lated by its aid corresponds with the facts. This method
was first used by Pouillet in 1845, and has recently been
brought to great perfection by Mr. J. E. Sears, who
showed, among other things, that the relation between
pressure and deformation of steel is almost exactly the

same when the pressure is applied for an excessively short

time, as in the case of impact, as it is when applied

steadily, as in a testing machine. The assumption that

this is the case lies, of course, at the root of the calcula-

tions, and its verification was therefore a matter of con-

siderable importance.
When one billiard ball strikes another the effect of the

iblow is practically instantaneously transmitted to every

portion of the colliding balls, or, to speak more precisely,

the time taken to transmit the pressure is short compared
with the total time of contact. Except for the minute
relative displacement near the point of contact, the balls

move as a whole, every part having the same velocity at

each instance of time and coming to rest at the same
moment. In many cases of impact, however, and in those

possessing the most interest from a practical point of view,

this is by no means the case. We may consider, for

instance, the impact of an elongated lead rifle bullet against

a hard steel plate. Under the enormous pressures

developed lead flows almost like water, and in the absence

of lateral support it is as little capable of transmitting

those pressures. Thus, when the nose of the bullet strikes,

the metal thus brought into contact with the plate immedi-
ately flows out laterally, its forward motion being

destroyed ; but the hind parts of the bullet know nothing

of what has happened to the nose, because the pressure

cannot be transmitted to them, and they continue to travel

on with the original velocity until they in their turn come
up to the plate and have their momentum destroyed. The
process of stopping the bullet is complete when its tail

reaches the plate, and the time required is simply that

taken by the bullet to travel its own length. Thus a Lee-

Metford bullet is i^ inches in length, or, say, one-tenth of

a foot, and if moving at 1800 feet per second, which

is about the velocity given with a rifle, it would be

stopped in 1/18,000 of a second. The bullet weighs

approximately 003 lb., and possesses with this velocity

about 1-7 lb. second units of momentum. The force re-

quired to destroy this in 1/18,000 of a second is 18,000

multiplied by 17 lb., or, say, 15 tons. This acts over the

sectional area of the bullet, which is one-fourteenth of a

square inch, giving a pressure of about 210 tons per square

inch. This is the average pressure throughout the impact,

but the pressure is probably nearly constant. It is to be

noted that the pressure per square inch depends only upon

the velocity (varying as its square), and not upon the

length or diameter of the bullet. Increase in diameter

only alters the area over which the pressure is applied, and

increase in length the time during which it is applied.

If for the bullet of lead we substitute one of hardened

steel which will not flow, the problem at once becomes

much more complicated. In order to reduce it to its

simplest terms, and to bring the theory into such a form

that it can be tested in the laboratory, we may suppose

that, instead of the bullet, we have a cylindrical steel rod,

say J inch in diameter by 10 inches long, with flat ends,

and that it strikes quite fair against an absolutely un-

yielding surface. The latter condition could not be fulfilled

in practice, because there is no substance more rigid than

steel. So far as the effects on the rod are concerned, how-

ever, it can be fulfilled by making two rods, moving with

equal velocities in opposite directions, collide end on ;
and

this device has been used in the laboratory for imitating

the effect of impact against an unyielding surface. We
have to consider how long it takes to stop the rod under

such conditions. When the end first strikes it is pulled

up dead, just as in the case of the lead bullet, only it does

not now flow out sideways. The pressure, however, set up

at the end of the rod cannot be instantaneously transmitted

through it, and consequently the hind parts do not at once

feel this pressure, but continue to move on as before. The

transmission of the pressure takes place with the velocity
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of sound, which for steel is about 17,000 feet per second,
and it takes, accordingly, 1/20,000 part of a second before
the pressure has been transmitted throughout the 10 inches
length of the rod. .\ wave of pressure is initiated at
the first contact and travels along the rod. At any instant
the part of the rod which has already been traversed
by the wave will be at rest and in compression, while
the remainder which has not yet been reached by the
wave, and accordingly as yet knows nothing of the
impact, will still be moving forward with the old
velocity. Each section continues to move on until the
wave reaches it, when it is stopped with a jerk, the
sections thus pulling up successively until the whole rod is

at rest, which happens when the wave has travelled to the
free end. From the momentum of the rod, and the time
taken to stop it, the pressure can be calculated by the use
of the principles already illustrated. Thus a rod 10 inches
long is stopped, as we have seen, in 1/20,000 second, and
if it be moving with the moderate velocity of 20 feet per
second, the pressure required to pull it up in this time is

15 tons per square inch. This pressure is constant
throughout the impact, and it is obvious that here again
the intensity of pressure is dependent only upon the

velocity, and not on the weight of the rod ; for if with
the same velocity the length is increased, the correspond-
ing increase of momentum to be destroyed is cancelled by
the greater time required for the transmission of the

pressure wave, and if the area is increased the total

pressure is merely increased in proportion, the pressure

per unit area remaining the same. For a hard elastic body
the pressure is proportional to the velocity, a principle

which is probably generally applicable in the initial stage

of all impacts.

At the instant of greatest compression, when the rod is

reduced to rest, it is like a compressed spring, and there

being no pressure acting at its free end to keep it com-
pressed, it proceeds to expand again. Starting at the free

end, a wave of expansion travels down the rod, the several

portions being successively jerked into motion with

approximately the original velocity. The whole process of

restoring motion to the rod is completed when this wave
reaches the impinging end, when the rod rebounds as a

whole with the original velocity. The whole time of con-

tact is, then, that taken by a wave of sound to travel twice

the length of the rod. Here, again, by electrical measure-

ment of the time of contact, it is possible to check the

theory. It is found that the actual time is longer than

that predicted. This is due to the fact that one cannot in

practice make the rods hit absolutely true all over the

ends ; they strike at one point first, and the metal near

that point has to be flattened out before the ends come

into contact all over and initiate the simple plane pressure

wave of the theory. The complete analysis of the dis-

crepancies between theory and experiment so caused was

long a puzzle to physicists interested in these matters. It

was finally effected' by Mr. J. E. Sears, who determined

mathematically the corrections necessary on this account,

and submitted his theory to experimental test with entirely

satisfactory results.
.

Another simple instance of the propagation of waves

along rods illustrates a point of importance in regard t.

the general effect of blows. Instead of maintaining th

pressure during the whole passage of the wave up and

down, as in the end-on impact, a pressure is suddenly

applied to one end, maintained for a short time, and then

removed. A corresponding pressure wave traveU along

the rod. Each portion of the rod is only stressed or in

motion during the passage of the wave over it. and .ifter

the passage of the wave it is left with a certain forward

displacement, but withoufany velocity or stress. F"'-'''^-

more the whole momentum of the blow is concentrated in

the short length of the rod covered bv the wave. On it»

arrival at the other end the wave is reflected, but the

Reflected wave is a wave of tension. As it comes back

the head of the tension wave is at first wholly or
P«J

'a"y

neutralised bv the tall of the pressure wave, but after a

SI clears this, and the rod is then put into tension

of amount equal to the original pressure. I there be a

crack or weSk place in the rod at a sufficient distance

from the free end. the pressure wave will pass over it

prTtirn Iv unrhanged ; but on the arrival of the reflected
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tension wave the rod will part, because the crack cannot
sustain the tension, and the forward part will move on,

having trapped within it the whole momentum of the

blow. The rest of the rod will remain at rest and un-
strained.

(The propagation of waves in rods was illustrated by
means of a model, consisting of horizontal wooden bars
fixed at equal intervals to a vertical wire.)

The fact that a blow involving only pressure may, by
the effects of wave action and reflection, give rise to

tensions equal to or greater than the pressure applied,

often produces curious effects which may be illustrated in

many ways. I shall choose by way of illustration some
observations which I have been making recently, and
which I think are new. I have here a small cylinder of
gun-cotton. By the use of a small quantity of fulminate
in the hole provided for the purpose it is possible to

detonate the gun-cotton, which means that in an excessively
short time it is converted into gas at a very high tempera-
ture. The time required is probably only three or four
millionths of a second, and is so excessively short that the
gas does not during the process expand appreciably into
the surrounding atmosphere.
Thus the gas generated, which, when completely ex-

panded, will fill a space several thousand times as great,
is for a minute fraction of time confined within the volume
of this small fragment of gun-cotton. This confinement
implies great pressure—how much is at present a matter
of doubt. I understand that Sir Andrew Noble estimates
it at 120 tons per square inch. The only thing which
restrains the expansion of the gas is the inertia of the
surrounding air, and the pressure accordingly drops with
very great rapidity. It is probable that the pressure is

practically gone after 1/25,000 of a second. The same
pressure is, of course, exerted by the gas upon any surface
with which gun-cotton is in contact, and it will be seen
that the force so produced has the characteristics of a
blow, namely, great intensity and short duration. If such
a cylinder of gun-cotton weighing one or two ounces be
placed in contact with a mild steel plate, the effect, if the
plate be half an inch thick or less, will be simply to
punch out a hole of approximately the same diameter as
the gun-cotton, just as though it had been struck by a
projectile of that diameter. But if the plate be three-
quarters of an inch thick, the curious result which I

exhibit here is obtained. Instead of a complete hole being
made, a depression is formed on the gun-cotton side of
the plate, while on the other a scab of metal of corre-
sponding diameter is torn off and projected away with a
velocity sufficient to enable it to penetrate a thick wooden
plank, or to kill anyone who stands in its path. The
velocity, in fact, corresponds to a large fraction of the
whole momentum of the blow. The scab behaves much in

the same way as the piece which we saw would be shot
off the end of a rod struck at the other end if the rod
were divided or weakened, so as to be unable to sustain
the reflected tension wave. The separation of the metal
implies, of course, a very large tension, which can only
result from some kind of reflection of the original applied
pressure ; but the high velocity shows that this tension
must have been preceded by pressure over the same
surface, acting for a time sufficient to give its momentum
to the scab.

Wishing to ascertain how and where the separation
originates, I caused a two-ounce cylinder of gun-cotton to
be detonated in contact with a somewhat thicker plate.
In this case no separation of metal was visible, the only
apparent effects being a dint on one side and a correspond-
ing bulge on the other. On sawing the plate in half, how-
ever, I was gratified to find an internal crack, obviously
the beginning of that separation which in the thinner plate
was completed.
The pressure exerted by the gun-cotton in the experi-

ments which I have just described is practically confined
to the circular area of contact between it and the metal,
as is shown by the accurate agreement of the print on the
plate with that circle. The effects of that pressure must,
however, be largely conditioned by the fact that the metal
upon which it acts is attached to the surrounding portions
of the plate, and is by them held back. In order to get
an idea of the effect of this factor, I have tried the experi-
ment of removing this outside metal, leaving the steel
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cylinder opposed to the gun-cotton. If such a short
cylinder of steel be placed in contact with a gun-cottoa
cylinder of equal diameter, the result of detonation was at
first sight merely to flatten it out slightly, and to produce
a depression on one side with something of a bulge on the
other. No external crack was visible. But on sawing the
piece in half a remarkable system of cracks was disclosed ;

the cracks spread in all directions, as though tension ha<t

been acting in every direction ; in fact, it appeared a»
though the steel cylinder had begun to burst. The tension
necessary to produce these cracks, which, as you will see,

must have radial as well as axial components, must
originate in some kind of wave action which follows the
blow. The problem is very complicated, and I have not
yet succeeded in finding a full explanation of the pheno-
menon ; but there cannot be much doubt that the longi-

tudinal tensions are due to a wave generally similar to

that which we have been discussing in connection with the
rod. To account for the radial tensions which the cracks
show also to have been present, it is to be observed that

the shortening of the cylinder in the direction of its axis,

which is the immediate effect of the blow, must be accom-
panied by a corresponding increase in diameter. This
increase takes place very rapidly, and implies that at first

the metal is moving out in a radial direction with a high
velocity. The stoppage of this radial motion requires

radial tension, and this probably is greater at points near
the axis, for much the same reason that when a stone is

dropped into a pond the circular waves which it causes

have their greatest amplitude at points near the centre of

disturbance. In the case of the steel cylinder the radial

tension wave travels inwards from the surface, and its

amplitude increases as it goes in.

I have recently been attempting to measure the duration

of the pressures produced by the detonation of gun-cotton.

The method depends on the reflect-on of a tension-wave

at the free end of the rod. A wave of compression

travels along the rod, the length of the wave corre-

sponding to the time during which the pressure has

acted ; that is, it is equal to the velocity of sound
multiplied by that time. We may assume that the time

was 1/20,000 of a second, which would give a wave
just 10 inches long. This wave travels to the end of the

rod. is there reflected as a wave of tension, and comes
back. If the rod be cut across, the surfaces of the junc-

tion being accurately faced and in firm contact, the pressure

wave will pass the joint without change, but on the arrival

of the head of the tension wave at the joint the parts will

separate and the end piece will fly off. If the tail of the

pressure wave has then cleared the joint, the separated end-

piece will have trapped within it the whole momentum of

the blow, and the part left behind will remain at rest and
unstrained. In the case supposed things will happen in

this way if the end-piece is more than 5 inches long. If

it be less than 5 inches long, say 4 inches, there will, on

the arrival of the reflected wave at the joint, be still

2 inches of pressure wave in the other part of the rod, and
the corresponding quantity of momentum. In this case,

therefore, only a portion of the whole momentum is trapped

in the piece, the balance being left in the other part of the

rod, which moves forward with the corresponding velocity.

In order to discover how long the pressure lasts, it is only

necessary to try a series of experiments with the joint at

different distances from the free end. It will be found

that if that distance exceeds a certain amount, the rod

which was originally struck remains at rest, the whole
momentum being transferred to the free end-piece. If the

distance be less, only a fraction of the momentum is so

transferred, and the balance remains in the struck rod,

which accordingly moves forward. By trying a series of

experiments with end-pieces of different lengths, the rate at

which the pressure disappears can be determined. In this

way I have shown that the pressure developed by the

detonation of o-i ounce of gun-cotton is practically all gone
in 1/30,000 of a second.

I have on the table some specimens to show the effects

of detonating larger quantities of gun-cotton. Here is a

steel plate which has been broken by firing a charge of

about I lb. in contact with it. It is interesting to note

the character the fracture produced. This plate is a good

qualit>' of mild steel, such as is used for msdcing boilers.

' It would be possible by a steadily applied pressure to bend
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it double without fracture, yet as the effect of the blow
delivered by the gun-cotton it is broken with very little

bending, almost as though it were cast iron or very hard
steel. Time will not permit of my going further into the

interesting question—of course a very important one in

connection with our subject—of the effect on the character

of the fracture produced of very big stresses lasting for a

very short time. This case of the fracture of mild steel

by gun-cotton shows, however, that one result may be that

the property of ductility largely disappears under the action

of a sufficiently violent blow. The mild steel, in fact,

behaves very much like sealing-wax or pitch. The stick

of sealing-wax which I hold in my hand has been bent by
the continued action of a small force acting for several

days, and the same force, had it continued to act, would
ultimately have bent it double without breaking it. Yet
under the application of a force many times as great it

snaps like a piece of glass.

The pressures produced by the detonation of gun-cotton
are of the same order of intensity as those developed in

ordinary blows. We saw that in the impact of billiard

lialls the average pressure over the area of contact may
reach a value of 27 tons per square inch, and with steel

balls moving at quite small velocities, such as 2 or 3 feet

per second, it is easy to get pressures of 100 tons per
square inch or more. These pressures, however, are very
local, the area over which they act being a few hundredths
of an inch in diameter only. By means of gun-cotton
similar pressures may be applied over any desired area,

but the intensity is no greater. About 120 tons per square
inch is probably the limit of simple static gaseous pressures
produced by known practical explosives. Probably greater
pressures are produced with fulminate, but that cannot be
used except on a very small scale. For the production of

destructive effects on hard steel greater pressures than this

are required, and in order to develop them on any con-
siderable scale we must again have recourse to the dynamic
action of collision.

We have already seen that a lead bullet moving at

1800 feet per second probably generates a pressure of 200
tons per square inch or more. We went on to consider the
impact of rods of hard metal, and it appeared that two
rods of steel colliding end on with a relative velocity of

40 feet per second would develop a pressure of about
15 tons per square inch over the whole section of either.

The theory on which that conclusion is based has been
subjected to experimental test—indirect, it is true, but
sufficiently searching—and is certainly correct for veloci-

ties and pressures of that order. According to the theory,

the pressure is simply proportional to the relative velocity

of the two rods, so that if they collided at 2000 feet per
second, that is, fifty times as fast, the pressure would be

750 tons per square inch, assuming that the theory con-
tinues to hold under these very different conditions.

One of the fundamental assumptions on which the theory
is based, however, would certainly break down long before

such a velocity was reached. That assumption is that the

pressure leaves no permanent effect on the material. I

do not know what is the strongest steel for this purpose
which has been produced, but I think it may safely be
asserted that no known substance would stand an end
compression, such as results from the blow of the colliding

rods, of more than 300 tons per square inch. If it were
ductile it would flow so rapidly under this pressure that

there would be appreciable deformation even in the very
short time during which the pressure lasts. If it were
very hard it would be instantly shattered. In both ca<?es

the circumstances of pressure transmission would be com-
pletely altered. It is, however, fairly certain that in

neither would the pressure exceed that calculated on the

hypothesis of perfect elasticity, and that in both it would
be greater than that calculated (as for the lead rifle bullet)

on the hypothesis of no elasticity.

I am afraid, therefore, that at present our theories can
throw but little light on the interesting question of the

pressure developed when a hard steel armour-piercing shell

strikes a hard steel plate with a velocity of 2000 feet per

second. But a consideration of the visible effects of such
a blow is suggestive in many ways, and by the kindness
of Sir R. Hadfield I am able to describe and show some
of them to you to-night.

You see before you specimens of modern armour-piercing
shot. The shell is made of a special steel of great strength
and considerable ductility, and after manufacture the point
is hardened by thermal treatment, the base and most of the
body of the shell remaining more or less ductile. In
recent years it has become the practice to fit a cap of soft
steel over the hardened point. I will speak of the func-
tions of this cap later, and for the present we will consider
the shell without it.

I first show the effect of firing an uncapped shell at a
plate of wrought iron or mild steel. In this case the metal
of the plate is so soft that pressures that are quite without
effect on the hardened point of the shell are able to make
it flow very rapidly. The shell simply ploughs its way
through, pushing out the wrought iron before it, and
emerges quite unscathed. It will be noticed that on the
striking side there is a rim or lip of wrought iron which
has been squeezed out in a direction opposite to the move-
ment of the shell. .\ similar lip is formed if a hole is

blown in a lead plate by means of a gun-cotton primer,
and there seems to be a good deal of analogy between the
two cases.

Completely to stop a 14-inch shell, such as that which
you see before you, would require a thickness of at least

2\ feet of wrought iron, and almost as great a thickness

of mild steel. I believe that some ships twenty-five years

ago were fitted with armour of this sort of thickness, but,

of course, the weight is almost prohibitive. Modern
improvements in armour, whereby the same eflfective

resistance is obtained with less than half the thickness, are

based on the use of special steel having sufficient ductility

to enable it to be worked and fixed in place on the ship,

while possessing greater strength than wrought iron or

ordinary structural steel. Even such a special steel, how-
ever, is handicapped as against the shell by the hard point

of the latter, which is able to force the softer material

aside, though itself undamaged. This disability, however,

has been overcome by hardening the face of the plate, so

that it now possesses a composite structure, the back being

tough and ductile, but the face as hard as it is possible

to make it. When such a plate is struck by the shell it

is a case of Greek meeting Greek, and this is the result

(photograph). Both the shell and the hardened face of the

plate are shattered by the pressure, sufficient of which is

transmitted through the substance of the plate to crack it

right through, though, of course, none of the shell has

penetrated it.
. . . ,. j r u

It would seem that when it acquired the hard face the

armour plate more than overtook the shell in the race.

Though the shell might by sheer energy pierce a somewhat

thinner plate, I am told that it was apt to be smashed

to pieces in the process. The balance has of recent years

been more than restored by the addition to the shell of the

soft steel cap. I have already shown you the effect of

firing an uncapped shell ; I will now direct your attention

to that of firing the same shell with cap at the same plate.

The shell goes through minus its cap, but otherwise so

completely uninjured that I am told it might in many

cases be used again. It punches a clean hole m the plate.

The fate of the cap is interesting. The shell punches n

hole in it, as of course it must do before it reaches the

plate, and the cap forms a ring, which is held up by the

plate and through which the shell passes. The fragments

of the cap are found on the front side of the plate, and in

some instances they have been collected and put together,

forming a ring. I have one such ring here. Its largest

diameter is that of the shell, its smallest about an mch

less and it looks as though the ring had Rot intact as far

as "the shoulder of the projectile, but had then burst into

^^The u^'ual explanation of this remarkable eflfect of a soft

steel cap is that it supports the point of the projectile. As

I pointed out in connection with billiard balls, the destruc-

tive effect of pressure depend* on the difference of pressures

in different directions, and not on their absolute amounts,

and it is obvious that by the exercise of a sufflcient

lateral pressure the point might be completely protected.

The difficulty is to sec how the comparativelv weak

material of which the cap is made can exert the very

larc^ prr<;sures which are ner.»s<«ary for effective support.

1- hardly possibk- ' - h pressures could bo
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generated by the mere act of stretching or expanding
the cap over the end of the shell. If this be so, the

inertia of the metal in the cap must play an important
part. At the critical moment when the hard point of

the shell meets the plate, there is a sudden distortion

of the shell and plate near the point of contact. This
distortion is the cause of breakage. One can see that the
mass of mild steel surrounding the point of the shell, and
pressed into firm contact with it, might by its inertia

oppose a powerful resistance to this sudden change of form,
and so support the shell during the minute fraction of time
which determines whether it or the plate shall go.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Birmingham.—At the last meeting of the City Council
the recommendation of the Education Committee to allot

to the University the proceeds of a penny rate was dis-
cussed. The amount which would have been raised by
such a rate is about 16,000/. at present, and would increase
with the growth of the city. Some opposition to the
recommendation was made by the supporters of the
Birmingham and Midland Institute, who wished 1000/.
per annum to be granted to that institution. Further
opposition came from some of the Socialist members of
the Council on the ground that the money would be better
spent in increasing the facilities for secondary education
to the poorer classes. A letter was read from the Board
of Education pointing out that the ear-marking of so large
a sum as that required by the Education Committee for
additional scholarships would materially lessen the value of
the grant to the University for the purpose of diminishing
its present debt, and this would be taken into considera-
tion in allotting the Treasury grant, which was to be
allocated to the various applicants in proportion to the
amount of local support forthcoming. The result of the
discussion was the assigning of a sum of 15,000/. per
annum from April i until further notice.

The annual reports of the University Council and Prin-
cipal have been published, from which it appears that the
total number of registered students during the past session
was 1017, as against 958 for the previous session. The
Principal again emphasised the need for a chair of Greek.
He also hoped that some further development in facilities

for agricultural studies would be made during the present
session.

Prof. John Joly, F.R.S., has been appointed Huxley
lecturer for the current session.

Oxford.—The following letter has been addressed to

the Vice-Chancellor by Prof. Karl Pearson, F.R.S. :

—

" Dear Mr. Vice-Chancellor,
" I feel very deeply indeed the honour which has been

conferred on me by the award of the Weldon Prize. I

realise fully also the difficulties under which the Electors
have been placed owing to the terms of the statutes. But
as one who was partly instrumental in founding the prize,

and who also had many opportunities of knowing the
views held with regard to such prizes by the man whose
work it commemorates, will you allow me to be at once
very grateful for the award and yet to ask the University
to pass me over in its selection?
" I feel strongly that, whatever the formal wording of

the statutes may be, the intention of the donors and the
spirit of the late Prof. Weldon, which influenced their
foundation, was the encouragement of younger men, to
whom timely recognition may mean an all-important
indication that their work is appreciated and their chosen
path a fitting one.

" Karl Pearson."

Dr. A. H. FisoN has been appointed secretary of the
(ulchrist Educational Trust, in succession to the late Dr.
R. D. Roberts.

Mr. Alfred Schwartz has resigned the professorship of
electrical engineering in the Manchester University and the
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School of Technology on his appointment by the Pr<-
dent of the Board of Education to a staff inspectorship
engineering under thf Board. Th<- resignation ' * '

March 31.

The issue for January of The Technical Journal— i.

organ of the .Association of Teachers in Technical Instit
tions—is full of material of interest to the members of tl

association and others engaged in technical educatio
Among the most noteworthy contributions may be m<
tioned the statement of the evidence given by the -Asso(

;

tion of Teachers in Technical Institutions before the Ro\
Commission on University Education in London, and the
presidential address of Mr. Barker North at the annual
meeting of the association last November. A portrait is
included of Mr. J. H. Reynolds, whose retirement from the
principalship of the Manchester Municipal School of
Technology will take place shortly.

It is announced in Science that the directors of Bryn
Mawr College have formally accepted the bequest of
125,000/. made by the will of the late Emma C. Woeris-
hoffer, of New York, who was killed in an automobile
accident last summer. The whole sum has been consti-
tuted as a permanent endowment fund. From the same
source we learn that the sum of 10,000/. has been given
to Beloit College by Mrs. Rufus H. Sage, of Chicago.
The total endowment of this college—in interest-bearing
securities—is now increased to 250,000/., in addition to the
value of the buildings. A third gift, reported in the same
issue of our contemporary, is that of Mr. Robert \V.
Sayles, in charge of the geological section of the Harvard
University Museum, who has given the sum of 1000/. to
the Seismological Society of America, to aid in the publica-
tion of the society's Bulletin.

The Child Study Society of London announces that a
conference of combined societies will be held in the Uni-
versity of London on May 9 to 11 next under the presi-

dency of Sir James Crichton Browne, F.R.S. The sub-
ject for discussion at the conference will be " The Health
of the Child in relation to its Mental and Physical Develop-
ment." Papers will be contributed to introduce dis-

cussions on the " Influence of Defects of Hearing, and of
Vision, in relation to the Mental and Physical Develop-
ment of the Child," by Dr. J. Kerr Love and Mr. N.
Bishop Harman ; "The Tuberculous Child," by Dr. Jane
Walker; "Mental Hygiene in relation to the Development
of the Child," by Dr. Theo Hyslop ; and "Instruction of
the Young in Sexual Hygiene," by Dr. G. Eric Pritchard.
A lecture to the conference on " Eugenics and Child-
study " will be delivered by Dr. C. W. Saleeby.

The council of Bedford College has announced that the
100,000/. required to erect the new buildings at Regent's
Park and to inaugurate an endowment fund has now been
obtained. As has been recorded in these columns, 50,000/.
had been raised by the beginning of November last for the
building fund, 20,000/. of it being promised by the London
County Council, who also promised 10,000/. more if the
college could raise a similar sum immediately. By the
end of last year the college raised the amount named, and
secured the further grant. We learn from The Times
that the council has now been informed by Lord Haldane,
president of the building and endowment fund, that he
has received from a donor who desires at present to with-
hold his name the promise of 30,000/. towards the fund.
Simultaneously with this donation comes the promise from
another anonymous donor of 10,000/. for the erection of
a hall and common rooms, while the Worshipful Company
of Goldsmiths has granted 5000/. towards an endowment
fund.

The International Commission on Mathematical Educa-
tion will meet at Cambridge on August 22-28, on the
occasion of the fifth International Congress of Mathe-
maticians. It will be remembered that the commission
owes its existence to a resolution of the Rome Congress of

1908. The educational subjects proposed for discussion are
the following :—(i) intuition and experiment in mathe-
matical teaching at secondary schools, in particular, the
use of drawing, measurement, and calculation (numerical
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and graphical) in the upper classes of schools that prepare ,

for the universities
; (2) mathematics as needed in the study

;

of physics. In preparation for these discussions, informa-

tion is being collected as to the conditions prevailing in

different countries. The information collected will be pub-

lished in L'Enseignement Mathhnatique (Paris : Gauthier-

\'illars) ; and as regards the position of (i) in this country,

a report in greater detail will be published by the Board of

Kducation. The meetings and other proceedings at Cam-
1 nidge will be open to all who pay the subscription of a

c;uinea.

The annual report of the council of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers includes as an appendix a draft

scheme for associate membership examinations. Just as

the Institution of Civil Engineers and the Surveyors'

Institution have found it expedient to hold similar ex-

aminations, the council of the Institution of Mechanical

F.ngineers is of opinion that the time has come for institu-

ting an entrance examination for the younger applicants

for admission to its institution. The council suggests (i)

that the examination should be taken, especially by

graduates, at as early an age as possible, and in order to

bring such a scheme gradually into operation it might be

desirable that it should apply in the first year only to

candidates of twenty-eight years of age and under, in the

second year to candidates of twenty-nine years of age and

under, and in the third and subsequent years to candidates

of thirty vears of age and under
; (2) that no examina-

tions need' be held abroad at present
; (3) that, so far as

possible, examinations of universities and colleges or other

public examining bodies should be accepted as exempting

from the institution examination, it being understood that

only such examinations as are of at least a standard equal

to the institution examination will be accepted.
_
A list of

examinations which might be accepted as exempting candi-

dates is provided, and it may be noted this list includes the

engineering degrees of British universities, the diplomas of

the City and Guilds College, University College and King's

College, London, and Whitworth scholarships and exhibi-

tions. The suggested subjects of examination are grouped

under general, scientific, and technical knowledge.

The standing committee, of which Sir Matthew Nathan

is chairman, dealing with the employment of boy labour

in the Post Oflice, has issued its second report. In the

first report, published last year, a number of recommenda-

tions were made," which have been acted upon. A scheme

of education for the boys, designed to improve their

qualifications and to fit them for further employment, has

been approved by the Postmaster-General. The number of

bov messengers was reduced from 15,790 in March, 191 1,

to' 14,506 in September, 191 1. Instead of there being only

iqoo vacancies per year in the Post Office service for these

bovs to fill later, a revised estimate gives the number as

2350, of which 1280 are for postmen. The Navy and the

Roval Engineers can also take some of the boys for special

service. The report deals also with the boys' training for

subsequent employments. A useful purpose is served by

the boys' institutes, which are carried on mainly by the

voluntary work of local oflicials, and receive grants

amounting to 200oZ. a year from the Treasury. The even-

ing schools of local education authorities also have been

made use of, half the boys' fees being paid out of mstitute

funds. The number of boys who attended classes during

the session 1910-11 in London and seventy-eight provincial

towns was 6479, or about 70 per cent, of the whole number

employed in those towns. To remedy irregular attend-

ance, 'which has been somewhat pronounced, the committee

recommended compulsory attendance at the classes, and a

minimum of four hours a week, from September to April,

was fixed, this being made a condition of employment

during the boys' first two years of service. Special classes

: for the bovs are recommended, and an essential feature is

I that the boys' attendances are to be arranged so that each

class should always be composed of the same boys. ine

committee approached the Postmaster-General with these

recommendations, and he approved of their being carried

out without delay. The committee has come to the con-

clusion that the basis for permanent employment shall be

a competitive examination in the subjects taught at tnc

compulsory classes,
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, February 8.— Sir Archibald Geikie,

K.C.B., president, followed by Sir Alfred Kempe, vice-

president and treasurer, in the chair.—Sir Norman
Lockyer : The spectrum of comet Brooks (1911c).

In this paper an account is given of the lines shown
in a series of ten photographs of the spectrum of

comet Brooks, taken between September 6 and October 31.

Seven of the photographs were taken while the comet was
an evening object, and three when it was a morning object.

The instrument used was a 2-in. quartz-calcite prisnaatic

camera. In the best spectrum (September 30), in addition

to the well-established carbon or carbon-compound bands

at K\ 3883, 4737, 5165, 5635, other radiations were seen

at \\ 310, 316, 337, 405, 421, and 436. Line A 421 is

probably the cyanogen band, the head of which is \ 4216.

So far as is known, the ultra-violet bands XX 310, 316, 337
have not been recorded in the spectrum of any previous

comet. Attempts have been made to ascertain the chemical

origin of these lines by reference to published records of

laboratory spectra, and to recent photographs of the spec-

trum of CO taken with the quartz-calcite prism, but with

no success. Although no definite changes in the relative

intensity of the cometary lines were noted amongst the

earlier photographs, a comparison of the best of these

(September 30) with that of October 31, when the comet

was a morning object, showed the following changes :—

(i) On September 30 line X 4216 was weakest of the three

subsidiary lines XX 405, 4216, 43O. On October 31 it was

strongest. (2) Lines XX 3883, 4737 were of about equal

intensity on September 30. On October 31 X 3883 was

distinctly the stronger. (3) The ultra-violet lines XX 310,

316, 337, shown in the spectrum of September 30, were

not seen on October 31- A photographic comparison is

given of the Kensington spectrum of comet Brooks (Sep-

tember 30) with that of comet Daniel (ignd). reproduced

by Campbell in Lick Bulletin No. 135- Ahhough the

latter showed far more detail, being photographed with a

slit spectrograph, it is fairly evident that the spectra of the

two comets are very similar.—Hon. R. J. Strutt :

A chemically active modification of nitrogen, produced by

the electric discharge.-IIL (i) Active nitrogen emits its

energy more quickly, and reverts sooner to ordinary

nitrogen, if it is cooled. This is apparently a unique

instance of a chemical change accelerated by cooling.

(2) If the glowing gas is compressed to small volume, it

flashes out with great brilliance, and e.xhausts itself in so

doing. This proves that the glow-transformation is poly-

molecular, i.e that more than one '"O^^^"
^'""VHiinrv

oart in it. (3) Active nitrogen may revert to ordinar>

nitrogen in two distinct ways. One of those is a volume

chanle. accompanied by glow; the other a.^^r.'ace action

of the wall= of the vessel, without glow. I his is

^naloTous to the behaviour of oxyhydrogen gas m its trans-

LrmaUon to water, which may be ^ ^-^^^^^^^^^^
^ffert according to circumstances.—K. Whytiaxw-urmif

and Sir W R«m.«y: The atomic weight of radium

The material for this research consisted of 330 mg. of a

mKture of ad^um and barium bromides, containing ao(.

mi of radium bromide, supplied by the courtesy of the

B?iiish RaZm Corporation. The bromides wore «ub-

m ted to meSi^ical fractional crystallisation, and yielded

o,,f^r the last five determinations giving the figurcH

a„d it i. pomt«l out 'h". •'•"'''' Suv „f ,|,c Utter.

;lSerSrw.'lcH'"'„,rK ^.in.».i«. or .-ectHc
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currents of considerable magnitude by what appears to be
a now method. Two insulated carbon electrodes are
inserted into a carbon tube resistance furnace at high
temperatures, and are connected externally through a suit-
able current-measurer. If one of the electrodes is suddenly
displaced to a colder or hotter part of the furnace, a
reversible transient current is produced in the circuit with-
out the application of any external potential. By such
means, currents up to 2 amperes have been obtained. The
production of an alternating cUrrent is thus rendered
possible by the use of a suitable periodic device. A con-
tinuous current can be generated by suitably modifying
the apparatus so as to maintain a large permanent tempera-
ture-difference between the electrodes. A steady current of
08 ampere has been thus obtained for a few minutes, and
o-i ampere for more than an hour by water-cooling one
electrode. These currents are such as would be produced
by a discharge of negative particles from the hot electrode.
At the lower temperatures positive currents have also been
detected, but of much smaller magnitude. All the observa-
tions were made at atmospheric pressure. The extent of
the ionisation of the furnace atmosphere at high tempera-
tures was such that quite small E.M.F.'s, applied to two
exploring electrodes, gave rise to steady currents of rela-
tively enormous magnitude. For example, with 8 volts,
currents up to 10 amperes have been obtained at a tempera-
ture of about 2500° C. Some of these observations have
been repeated with furnaces of a non-electric character.—
Prof. H. T. Barnes : The so-called thermoid effect and
the question of superheating of a platinum-silver resistance
used in continuous-flow calorimetry.—Prof. E. G. Coker :

•An optical determination of the variation of stress in a
thin rectangular plate subjected to shear. The distribu-
tion of stress in a rectangular plate subjected to shear is
examined by observing the optical effects in polarised light
produced in a stressed plate of xvlonite. Measurements of
the shear stress at a point are obtained bv using a speci-
men of material similar to the plate, and set along the
direction of principal compression stress. A tension load
IS applied to this member of sufficient amount to produce
a dark field at the point under examination. The intensity
of tension stress so produced is twice the density of the
shear stress in the plate. A survev of the central longi-
tudinal section of a long rectangular plate shows that the
shear stress rises very rapidly from a zero value at the
ends, and reaches a maximum at a distance of rather
less than the face width of the plate. As the distance
from the ends increases, the stress decreases slightly in
value until it reaches a minimum at the centre. A similar
distribution also occurs at sections parallel to the central
line. As the length of the plate is diminished the maxi-mum and minimum stresses become more pronounced, and
when the ratio of length to width is in the neighbourhood
of two, the distribution changes in such a manner that
there is a maximum at the centre. It is shown that the
distribution is approximately parabolic when the length
IS equal to the width of the plate, and that when the
length IS greater than this the approximation is less close.
The experiments show that a parabolic distribution of
shear is only true within narrow limits, and that in a
long rectangular section the distribution may be approxi-
mately represented by a uniform shear over the central
section with a rapid fall towards the ends.—Dr. P. V.
Bevan

: Spectroscopic observations : lithium and caesium.
Captain C. F. U. Meek : A metrical analysis of chromo-

some complexes, showing correlation between evolutionary
development and chromatin thread-widths throughout the
animal kingdom. Measurements of chromosomes in
organisms representing the principal phvla and classes of
the animal kingdom have shown that lengths appear to
constitute members of a series in arithmetical progression,
whereas three distinct diameters exist, viz. 0-21 fx. in
Protozoa, and 0-42 /u and 083 (x in low and higher meta-
zoan phyla respectively. Consideration of these results
has suggested the following working hypothesis :—The
chromatin granules of simplest Protozoa are a visible ex-
pression of differentiation and aggregation of specialised
particles concerned with transmission of hereditary
characters, and as such probably do not represent the sole
bearers of heredity in the cell. 'The granules become con-
verted into rods by purely linear growth accompanying
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evolutionary development and greater somatic compi'
and, since the rate of growth is not the same i^

chromosomes, rods of various lengths are evolved
stage in phylogeny is later reached when a maximun
length has been attained, such limit being in^:

spindle mechanism or other physical conditions
;

occurs, chromatin units conjugate in fours, and th<- m
thread-width is thus doubled. The newly formed chf
somes then segment into spheres of the same dian.
and these are prepared to enter a new course of 1

growth accompanying further development. The -

process is repeated when the length-limit has again
reached, and in this manner the greatest thread-width
evolved. The absence of correlation between chrome
dimensions and somatic characters is explicable on
an assumption, which postulates a series of cycles in'

course of phylogeny. The heterotropic chromosome ai
does not belong to the general series, and its great bre
may eventually be shown to be due to conjugation
normal rods ; it is probably undergoing some process
development or disintegration, and may or may not
the determining factor in sex.

Linnean Society, Fehruaiy i.— Prof. E. B. Poultct

F.R.S., vice-president, in the chair.—Fauna of
Seychelles and other islands of the Indian
(i) \. Porel : Fourmis des Seychelles et des .Mdat
revues de M. Hugh Scott. (2) F.' W. Edwards : Tipul
(j) Dr. Giinther Enderlein : Sciaridae. (4) Cla«
Morley : The Ichneumonidae. (5) C. Tate Rearan : N«
fishes.

Matbema'ical Society, February 8.- Dr. II. F. Bak«
F.R.S., president, in the chair.—.'\. C. Dixon : Exceptions
to extensions of a theorem of Jacobi's.—W. Burnside

:

Some properties of groups whose orders are powers of
primes.—G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlewood : Som«
results concerning diophantine approximations.

Malacological Society, Fehruar)' 9. — R. Bullen
Ne\Mton : Presidential address: "On the Lower Tertiary
Mollusca of the Fayum Province of Egypt." The presi-

dent referred to the discussion among writers on vertebrate
palaeontology as to the age of the Palaeomastodon beds
occurring near the base of the Jebel el Qatrani deposit*,

in the north of the Fayum depression of Egypt. Such bedt
were regarded by Mr. Beadnell and Dr. C. \V. .Andrews a».

Bartonian, whereas Prof. Dep^ret and others had assigned
them to the Sannoisian-Stampian division of the Oligocene
period. Instead of regarding them as younger, Mr.
Newton was of opinion that they might even be older, and

.

he was much in favour of recognising the beds as belong*
ing to the Lutetian-Bartonian stage of the Eocene, since
the associated genera Moeritherium, Podocnemis, and
Stereogenys occurred alike in these beds as well as in the
Qasr el Sagha deposits below, which are undoubtedly of

Lutetian or Middle Eocene age. Certain estuar'"**

Mollusca, particularly Potamides scalaroides and P.
iriatus, occurred high up in the Jebel el Qatrani sec:

and some 150 metres above the Palaeomastodon bed; t:

gastropods have been determined by Dr. Blanckenhon
indicative of the Bartonian horizon, and are therefore
clusively against the view that the vertebrates belont;

the younger period of the Oligocene. Mr. Newton -

ported these molluscan determinations, and, moreover,
held Dr. Blanckenhorn's opinion that the species v

characteristic of the " Beauchamp Sands " of the P
Basin, and consequently belonged to the older part of

Bartonian horizon.

Paris.
Academy of Sciences, January 29.— M. I ippmanr

the chair.—The president read a letter from Prince Ro'
Bonaparte giving a donation of 35,000 francs to the Fr^
School of Medicine at Beyrout.—G. Bigrourdan : An
published work of Delambre, " Grandeur et figure d'

Terre."

—

A. Lacroix : Lavas from the active volcano "t

Reunion. Complete chemical analyses are given of

thirteen lavas, and a discussion of the results.— <"'•

Andrd : The total eclipse of the moon of November
iqio. The positions of three uncatalogued stars, ref'^:

to in the author's previous note on the eclipse, are gi

—Hildebrand Hildebrandsson was elected a corresponc:

for the section of geography and navigation in the p'
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of the late M. Davidson.—J. Guillaume : Observations of

the sun made at the Observatory of Lyons during the third

quarter of 191 1. Observations were made on seventy-four
days, the results being summarised in three tables.—Henri
B^nard : 'The formation of lunar craters according to

the experiments of C. Dauzere. A reproduction is given of

a photograph by C. Dauzere showing the appearance of

a surface of beeswax after solidification, and the bearing
of this upon the author's theory of the causes of lunar
relief is discussed.—G. Pick : Parallel lines and transla-

tion, and differential geometry in non-Euclidean space.

The results published by the author in a recent paper in

the Compies rendiis were obtained by M. Fubini in 1900.

—J. E. Littlewood : Some consequences of the hypothesis
that the function C{s) of Riemann has no zero in the demi-
plane R(s)>^.—G. Cotty : A class of quadratic forms with
four variables connected with the transformation of

Abelian functions.—J. Tamarkine : The problem of the
transversal vibrations of a heterogeneous elastic rod.

—

Louis Chaumont : The construction and verification of a
quarter-wave plate of mica.—Emmanuel Legrand : Test-
ing metallic lamp filaments for resistance to shock. A
detailed description of the testing apparatus is given.

—

• ii-orges Meslin : The application of wireless telegraphy
i(j the measurement of coefficients of self-induction. The
nifthod is distinguished from those in ordinary use in that
it reduces to a length measurement a quantity (self-induc-

tion) which has the dimensions of a length.—Albert
Colson : The theory of solutions compared with experi-

ment. The case of nitrogen peroxide. The author regards
the identification of the dissolved particle with the gaseous
nujiecule as not proven, and considers the thermal changes
actually occurring during the process of solution disprove
the van't HofT theory. Experimental determinations by
a new method of the partial pressures on NOj and N^Oj
are given.—M. Barre : Some double carbonates of

calcium. A description of the carbonates

CaC03.Na,C03.2H,0 and CaCOj.K.CO,,

and a study of the conditions under which they are formed.
—E. L6ger : The constitution of chrysophanic acid. This
acid is shown to be dioxy-i : 8-meth3'l-3-anthraquinone.

—

Mouneyrat : The toxicity of the compounds of arsenic
.ployed in therapeutics. For equal weights of the

arsenic compound, the danger is greater the shorter the
time between successive injections. The experiments were
carried out on rabbits, and it was found that the animals
showed varying degrees of tolerance to the drug.^—A.

Quilliermond : The leucoplasts of Phajus grandifolius
and their identification with mitochondria.—F"ran^ois

Kttvessi : The influence of electricity (direct current) on
I he development of plants. The experiments were chiefly

' arried out with wheat, and show that the current is

harmful to the germination of the seed and to the develop-
Mi<nt of the plant.—Marin Molliard : Is humus a direct

^mirce of carbon for the higher green plants? If humus
1 be assimilated directly by green plants, it must be in

ry small proportions.—Louis Ammann : A comparison
the results obtained by maceration and diffusion in beet-
it distilleries in agricultural centres. Both methods

extract the sugar equally well ; the maceration process re-

quires less skilled supervision than the diffusion process,
but the latter has the advantages of rapidity and of re-

c|uiring less liquid.—A. Marie and Ldon MacAuliffe :

1 lie morphology of French assassins, suicides, and
murderers.—Marcel Baudouin : The wear of the teeth of
i\)>: first and second dentition of men of the Neolithic
[)• riod is due to earth-eating.—L. A. Pelous : The reia-

linns between the phenomena of osmosis and the electric

discharge. The osmotic pressure is increased by the silent

1 harge.—A. Magnan : The surface of the intestine in

animals.—A. Comte : Variation in the moths of Bombyx
inori.—M. Trabut : A disease of the date palm, khamedj,
nr rotting of the fruit bunch. The disease is due to a

Iiarasite, identified as Fhoenicococcus marlntli.

Melbourne.
Royal Society of Victoria, December 14, 191 1.

—

Prof. E. W, Skeats in the chair.—Olive B. Davie* : The
anatomy of the slug Cystopelta petterdi, var. purpurea.
The structure was examined by dissections and by serial

sections.—Janet W. Raff : Protozoa parasitic in the large
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intestine of Australian frogs, part ii. Opalina tenius,
O. dorsalis, O. acuta, Entamoeba morula are described as
new.—R. J. A. Berry and A. VV. D. Robertson :

Dioptrographic tracings in three normae of ninety
Australian aboriginal crania.—\V. Lowe : The tropics and
pigment. Pigment prevents the entrance of actinic rays,

transforms them to heat, which indirectly stimulates the
sweat glands and is dissipated.—N. Macdonald : Machine-
drawn versus hand-drawn milk. With proper precautions
as to cleanliness, the machine does no harm either to the
milk or the cow.—A. J. Ewart : Bitter pit and the sensi-

tivity of apples to poison. Ripe pulp cells of apples are
extremely sensitive to poison. One part in ten thousand
million of mercuric chloride is toxic. Poison can enter the

sound fruit only by the breathing pores, and on doing so
will produce bitter pit. Copper and lead are less poisonous
than mercury. The poisonous action of copper sulphate
and other similar metallic salts may be decreased by add-
ing substances which decrease the percentage of free ions.

Fungicides will kill the apple long before they kill the

fungus.—J. A. Giiruth and L. B. Bull : Enteritis

associated with infection of the intestinal wall by cyst-

forming protozoa (Neosporidia) occurring in certain native

animals (wallaby, kangaroo, and wombat). Wallaby,
Sarcocystis macropodi, situated in submucosa ; kangaroo,
lleocystis macropodi, situated in mucosa, apparently an
epithelial infection, and Lymphocystis macropodi, appar-
ently a mononuclear infection ; wombat, lleocystis

wombati, epithelial infection.—K. A. Mickle : Flotation of

minerals, part ii. Oil attachments. Sulphides adsorb oil

more readily than does gangue in acid solutions. Finely

divided sulphides in acidulated water attach the oil to

form only plastic magma. After this additional oil attach-

ments are unstable ; with less oil, less coherent magma is

formed, practically non-coherent with o-i per cent. oil.

Gas attachments. Gas collected from finely divided dry

sulphides in vacuo found to be CO, with smaller amounts
N and O. This is probably present as adsorbed film. Gas
collected from flotation product in vacuo consists of CO,
with varying amounts N and O. Gas disengaged from
flotation scum on bubbles bursting is found to consist of

CO2 and nitrogen, with smaller amounts of oxygen.
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THE STORY OF THE SOIL.

The Story of the Soil : from the Basis of Absolute

Science and Real Life. By C. G. Hopkins. Pp.

350. (London : T. Werner Laurie, n.d.) Price 65.

net.

WHEN Dr. Cyril Hopkins sets out to write a

book we know that we are in for something

unconventional, but this time he has excelled himself

in unconventionality, and has essayed a task that

no author has attempted for the last sixty years : to

tell the story of the soil in the form of a chronicle

that almost amounts to a novel.

When, in 1852, Hoskyns wrote "Talpa, or the

Chronicle of a Clay Farm "—to-day one of the

treasures of the agricultural bibliophile—he secured

the cooperation of George Cruikshank. But Dr.

Hopkins does without any extraneous help, and alone

and unaided boldly enters into competition, as he tells

us, with popular fiction. The result is remarkable;

a clear account is given of the soil in relation to the

crop, and the interest of the subject is broadened by

skilfully weaving in the threads of a mild novel.

It will be interesting to learn whether the farmer

reads this book any more readily than he does the

ordinary science book that is supposed to appeal to

him.

An agricultural student from Illinois, full of facts

and figures, travels about the States in search of

a farm. He wants to put into practice some of the

ideas he has formed during his college course, and

so, instead of seeking for improved land, he looks

for a worked-out derelict farm. He first goes south-

wards and strikes a Vijginian farm where the produce

had fallen during one lifetime from five or six thousand

bushels of wheat to five or six hundred, in a district

where all the land is at least as impoverished, except-

ing only a few dairy farms, on which fertility was

maintained at the general expense of the locality by

the consumption of hay or grain bought in from

neighbouring farms. .\nd this in spite of the fact

that most of the farms wore managed by their old

owners, a superior type of people, whose chief char-

acteristics were "culture, refinement, and poverty."

The system of management which had brought

about this deplorable state of afTairs consisted in

ploughing up the run-out pasture land and planting

maize, wheat, or oats, followed by a mixture of clover

and timothy. The latter is cut for hay for two years,

then left for pasture for six or eight years, by which

time weeds have crowded out the useful plants ; finally

a dressing of farmyard manure is applied, and the

land is once more ploughed up for maize. Wheat and

cattle are the principal i)roducts sold. This system,

we are informed, is in regular use, and leads always

to a similar deterioration. Our agricultural student

decided not to settle there, but gave some advice that

turned out very useful ; he tested the soil with litmus

paper, and found that it was acid ; hydrochloric acid

also showed the absence of carbonates; it was clear

therefore that the soil would produce neither clover
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nor lucerne until lime was added, although it could

still grow wheat, maize, and timothy. The question

whether burnt lime or the less expensive limestone

would be the better had been investigated at the

Pennsylvania Experiment Station for many years in

what is perhaps the most complete set of experiments

in the world on this particular problem, and

the result shows that finely ground limestone

is superior in every way. At most railway stations

in Illinois it can be obtained for 1.50 dollars a

ton, this low rate being quoted because it is realised

that the general prosperity of railway companies and

everyone else in Illinois is bound up with the main-

tenance of the fertility of the soil. In Virginia, how-

ever, no such plan is in operation, so that the cost of

the improvement would be considerably higher. But

the addition of limestone is only the beginning; the

amount of nitrogen in the soil has also to be in-

creased, and this can only be done profitably by

growing leguminous crops. Since clover only grows

with difiiculty, and lucerne not at all, recourse was

had to inoculation, not with a bacterial culture, but

with soil that had grown lucerne well. Finally, the

addition of rock phosphate and an improved rotation

raised the fertility of the soil considerably.

.\ very different problem was presented by the

swamp soils of Illinois, barren in spite of their high

content of humus, nitrogen, and phosphorus com-

pounds. The Illinois Experiment Station, knowing

how to set about the problem, discovered that the

supply of potassium constituted the limiting factor;

as soon as potassic fertilisers were added the barren

soils produced great crops at the cost of about three

dollars per acre. A man who had been farming some

of the same soil came to see the result, and brought

with him his wife and children.

"As he stood looking first on the corn on the

treated and untreated land, and then at his wife and

children, he broke down and cried like a child. Later

he explained to the superintendent who was showing

him the experiments that he had put the best of his

life into that kind of land. ' The land looked rich,*

he said, ' as rich as any land I ever saw. I bought

it and drained it and built my house on a sandy

knoll. The first crops were fairlv good, and we hoped

for better crops, but instead they grew worse and

worse. We raised what we could on a small patch

of sandy land, and kept trying to find out what we

could grow on this black bogus land. Sometimes I

helped the neighbours and got a little money, but my
wife and I and my older children have wasted twenty

vears on this land. Povertv. |X)verty. always! How
was I to know that this single substance which you

call potassium was all we needed to make this land

productive and valuable?'"

Thus experience by itself counts for very little;

indeed, "experience is a mighty dear teacher, and if

we finally learn the lesson it may be too everlasting

late for us to apply it." And so, when finally our

student settles down in Heart-of-Egypt, Southern

Illinois, he has his soil analysed, draws up a rotation

and scheme of fertilisers on the most approved priii.

ciples, sets them into operation, and—very nearly fails

The situation is saved by some advice given by nn

old farmer, who has learnt the secret of proper tillage.

Moisture, in fact, had been lacking, and the fertiliser
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scheme, good as it was, had no chance to show its

merits until moisture-conserving tillage was adopted.

Thus the young man's science and the old man's
experience finally solved the problem, and that par-

ticular tract of land was conquered.

But we have only been able to give a very brief

account of this delightful book. The American agri-

cultural student and farmer are admirably drawn, and
the reader also learns Dr. Hopkins's views on soil

fertility, and where he differs from the Bureau of

Soils. Light reading the Book certainly is, as the

author intended, but it has depth and permanent value.

E. J. Russell.

TWO IMPORTANT WORKS ON
CLIMATOLOGY.

(i) Handbuch der Klimaiologie. By Prof. J. Hann.
iii. Band. Klimatographie. 2 Teil, Klima der
gemaszigten Zonen und der Polarzonen. Dritte
Auflage. Pp. ix + 713. (Stuttgart: J. Engelhorn's
Nachf., 1911.) Price 23 marks.

(2) Das Klima der Schweiz auf Gnwdlage der 37-
jdhrigen Beobachtungsperiode 1864-1900. Bear-
beitet von Jul. Maurer, Rob. Billwiller, jr., und
Clem. Hess. Preisschrift herausgegeben durch die

Stiftung von Schnyder von Wartensee mit Unter-
stiitzung der schweizerischen meteorologischen Zen-
tralanstalt. In zwei Banden. Erster Band, Text,

pp. viii + 302. Price 12 marks. Zweiter Band,
Tabellen, pp. v+217. Price 8 marks. (Frauen-
feld : Huber and Co., 1909-1910.)

AXHTH the third volume of his "Handbuch der
V V Klimatologie " (i) Prof. Hann has completed

the third edition of that famous work. This last

volume deals with the special climatology of the tem-
perate and polar regions. It would be difficult to

find in other 700 pages of printed matter a similar

collection of well-arranged facts. Not that the book
is a mere collection of facts. The author has suc-

ceeded in clothing the dry bones with flesh, and the

discussions of the data and the bringing of them into

relation, on one hand, with the general physics of

the globe, and, on the other, with the various phases
of human activity, make most interesting reading.
The manner in which the works of other authors are
drawn on in this connection is wholly admirable.
The arrangement of the book is similar to that

adopted in the second volume, which dealt with the
tropics. Each section commences with a general de-
scription of the main features of the region under
review. Thus when considering the Mediterranean

—

the world of the ancients—twenty-five pages suffice to

supply a framework into which we can fit the details

of the later 140 pages of special description. They
bring vividly before us the essential differences between
the coastal and the inland regions, the distribution
of rainfall with its typical winter maximum becoming
gradually modified into a summer maximum at the
foot of the Alps, the peculiar temperature conditions
with the remarkable warmth of the autumn months,
and the principal local winds. More detailed informa-
tion for each country or other division follows. This
is accompanied by much tabular matter, the scope of
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which has been considerably extended in this editi<

as compared with its 'predecessor. Data are no^

given, as a rule, for all twelve months, and not merel^

for four characteristic months. For regions whic
possess no organised meteorological services the wc
of bringing together data from scattered sources,

paring them and calculating average values, had
be gone through. Even for regions where ai

organised service exists Prof. Hann has not alwayi
been satisfied with mere selection and extractionj

For instance, in the tables of mean temperature h«

has endeavoured to correct the values so as to give

the best approximation to the true daily mean whereve
it was possible and necessary to do so. Great stre

is laid throughout on this element, and in some
cases a laborious recalculation of means has been gon«
through in order to realise the object.

When dealing with regions of which the majorit

of his readers are likely to have no personal exper

ence, Prof. Hann has added to the discussion of t\

data pregnant descriptions of the effects of the climat

on man, taken from the accounts of travellers

residents. These serve to bring out the salient pbint

in a way that tables of extreme and mean values fa

to do. Thus the contrast between the generally call

condition of eastern Siberia with its intense wintt

cold and the violent blizzards of the steppes of th^

western Siberian region makes little impression on 01

imagination until we consider the effects of thes

climates on man. In the east the intense cold

borne without serious discomfort, but in the stepped

the wind and drifting snow render the condition-

almost unbearable, though the temperature may be con-

siderably higher. Again, the accounts of the effect on
man of the snowstorms of the steppes remind us in

many ways of the sandstorms of the African desert.

Against both, man and beast are powerless.

Since the appearance of the second edition in 1897
our knowledge of the main features of the climate

of Europe and North America has altered little. Pro-

gress has been mainly in the direction of a more
thorough discussion of the data. Most of the old-

established meteorological services have published

summaries of the whole or of a portion of their

accumulated observations. Thus for Russia we have
Rykatscheff's " Climatological Atlas for the Russian
Empire," for Germany Hellmann's work on the rain-

fall of North Germany, for France Angot's tempera-

ture tables, and for Italy Eredia's temperature and
rainfall tables. For Austria the results for each

province are being issued separately ; those for four

regions have already appeared, and have been noticed

from time to time in Nature. For the American
continent we have Henry's "Climatology of the

United States " and Bigelow's " Report on the Tem-
peratures and Vapour Tensions of the United States,"

which have been issued by the Weather Bureau. In

Australia also the establishment of a Commonwealth
Weather Meteorological Bureau has already given us

a new rainfall map of the continent. In other parts

of the world the primary survey has been pushed

forward into what were in 1897 little-known regions.

Especially in South Africa has there been a great

improvement consequent upon the establishment of
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"he Transvaal meteorolog^ical service. In no part of

In world have the last few years seen a greater

ichance than in the Antarctic. In the second edition

\\(i pages sufficed to summarise our knowledge of its

limate. In the present one twenty-two pages are

is-i<Tned to it, in which we find, perhaps for the first

iiiic, a summary of all the data collected between

! Ross expeditions of 1840 and Shackleton's dash

the pole.

)t the least valuable part of the book is provided

he very complete references to the sources from

uiiicli information is taken or to works in which

further details may be found. Many of these are to

i;uch recent publications that they can only have been

hdded as the proof-sheets' were going through the

<. In such a complete work it seems almost un-

> ful to ask for more, but we should have liked

e more maps included in the book. Ten diagrams

1 a sniall allowance for 700 pages of letterpress

subject which depends so largely on geographical

I.- ribution as climatology does. An atlas should

ilw riys be at hand when the book is being consulted.

(j) It is instructive to turn from a book like the

liandbuch," which deals in the comparatively small

space of 700 pages with the climate of the temperate

ind polar regions, to a work like that recently issued

jnder the joint authorship of Maurer, R. Billwiller,

'un., and C. Hess, on the climate of Switzerland,

quarto volumes, together running to more than

pages, devoted to the climate of some 15,000

lie miles of the earth's surface! We find our-

!\is asking what space would be required to deal

qually fully with the whole area discussed by Hann.
The authors have, however, had in view a totally

Jifferent object. They have set themselves the task

bf summarising the observations which are available

for their country in the year-books of the Swiss

Meteorological Institute. They have followed to some
extent the plan adopted in the somewhat similar

publications for the provinces of Austria to which

eference has been made above. Tables comprise a

arge part of the work. One sot gives the average

v'alues for the meteorological elements usually

observed at stations of the second order for ninety-

live stations, based wherever possible on observations

for the period 1864, the year of establishment of the

on federate meteorological service, to 1900. In the

:ase of mean temperature normal values for the period

1864-1900 have been computed by e.xtra-polation when-

the observations extended over a sufficiently long

(1 to justify doing so. Another set of tables gives

Mionthly means for the principal elements for each

of the period for those stations which have been

M operation throughout. There is thus plenty of

in rial for the study of meteorological problems from

historical point of view. Average hourly values

also given for a few places for the most important

It mints. The whole forms a most valuable body

A statistics.

The first volume of 300 pages is devoted to the

;iiscussion of the data. The plan adopted is a com-

ination of that followed in France and Italy, where

:he distribution of one element over the whole count r\

Forms the subject of elaborate works, such as Angof-
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temperature tables, or Eredia's rainfall tables, and the
Austrian method of considering the climate of each
region as a whole. We have first a few chapters
devoted to the consideration of the distribution of each
element, and then a detailed discussion by regions.
In the section on temperature, considerable space is

devoted to the interdiurnal variability of temperature
and to the frequency of changes of given magnitude.
As at other places in Central Europe, the variability

is smallest in September for most stations, but the
mountain stations show a distinct minimum in .\pril.

The greatest variability occurs at moderate aUitude^s

on the southern slopes of the .Alps. In the section on
rainfall we have a new map of the distribution of

annual rainfall, based on observations at 400 stations,

reduced to the forty-year period 1864-1903. The
highest value is 25 14 cm. on the Santis, at an altitude

of 2500 m., the lowest 528 cm. at Griichen, in the

Upper Rhone valley, at an altitude of 1629 m. We
should have expected rather more information re-

garding the average depth of snow, but systematic

observations thereon are of comparatively recent date.

For a number of places it is possible to give the

average earliest and latest dates on which snow
remains lying. At stations at 1000 m. there are on
the average 140 to 150 days in the year with snow
lying, and during the winter months almost all days

come into this category. Figures are also given for

a selection of stations of the percentage of the total

precipitation which falls as snow. The increase with

height is approximately linear, being at ilii uto of

I per cent, per 100 feet. Very interesting results are

giv'en for the records of bright sunshine on the moun-

tain stations, for which the percentage of the possible

shows a distinct maximum in winter. The Santis

records 493 per cent, of the possible during Novem-

ber, and 47'5 per cent, for December, the correspond-

ing figure for June being 3 12 per cent. For Ben

Xevis the percentages for these months are :—Novem-

ber, 11; December, 9; and June, 22. In an appendix

Dr. Hess discusses the statistics of thunder and hail-

storms, which have been collected systematically dur-

ing the past twenty years.

We congratulate the authors and tlir Swiss Criitial

Meteorological Institute on the completion of this most

important contribution to the climatology of their

countrv.

THE LAST VOLUME Ol- LORD KKL\ l\S
PAPEI^S.

Mathematical and Physical Papers. Vol vi..

Voltaic Theory, Radio-activity, Electrons, Naviga-

tion and Tides, Miscellaneous. By the Right Hon.

Sir William Thomson, Baron Kelvin, O.M., P.C.,

(i.C'.V.O. .Arranged and revised, with brief anno-

tations, bv Sir Joseph Larmor. Sec.R.S. Pp. viii +

378. (Cambridge: University Pivss. i,,ii^ Price

I05.

Al'!:\\
months ago we reviewed the fourth and

tlfth volumes of Lord Kelvin's "Mathematical

and Piiv-iial Pa|>ers," and now wr hav- tli. -.iMl.

.nid ...neluding volume. Sir jos.ph l.arm-M i- lo be

(,,n i.iulated on the conclusion of 1
t i-l< wluch,
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however cons^enial to him, must have caused him
a pood deal of labour and anxiety. And the work
has been done in the best possible way. The short

notes appended here and there are very helpful, but

the personality of the editor is never obtruded ; in-

deed, it might sometimes, with advantage perhaps,

have been more in evidence. The error, if it be one,

is on the right side, and it may be that in connection

with the selection of letters which we understand

it is proposed to publish, we may have more of the

editor's views on the various scientific questions, still

unsettled, which are raised in these volumes.

The present volume contains papers on the elec-

trification of air, on contact electricity, on radio-

activity, on navigational and tidal instruments, terres-

trial magnetism and the correction of the compass,
and one or two of Lord Kelvin's last popular ad-
dresses. These papers are for the most part too recent
for discussion here; the continued progress of re-

search on ionisation and radio-activity is a commentary
on many of them, and in any case we have no space
for even a descriptive account of their content.

A word may perhaps be said on the vexed question
of contact electromotive force between metals. Surely
the reality of any contact difference of potentials must
depend on whether or not any perceptible energy
change—evolution or absorption—takes place at the
surface, or rather the locality, of contact. When a
part of a circuit carrying a current is moved in a
magnetic field work is done upon or by that part, and
energy is there absorbed or evolved, while in all parts
of the circuit there is energy converted into heat with
a corresponding- potential gradient. And when there
is change of potential from metal to liquid or from
liquid to metal, or from liquid to liquid, energy
changes which correspond are concerned. The pro-
cess is, if anything, still more evident in thermo-
electric circuits, and leads to an absolute evaluation
of electromotive force. Now there must at bottom
be unity of cause of electromotive force, and the exist-
ence of a finite contact electromotive force between
metal and metal, which seems to have been insisted
on to the last by Lord Kelvin, is, from the point of
view of the energetics of the circuit, a great difficulty
to some at least of those who are earnestly striving
to obtain a clear and consistent view of voltaic
phenomena.
The papers on radio-activity are very interesting as

heroic attempts to explain on dynamical grounds,
without calling into play any process of atomic dis-
integration, the extraordinary energy changes which
radium and its products have disclosed. The com-
parison (p. 209) of the permanent rise of temperature
of a thermometer which has radium near its bulb
with the excess of temperature of a vessel containing
bfack cloth over that of a similar vessel containing
white cloth, when both vessels are immersed in baths
of water exposed to the sun's rays, seems only to
make the difficulty of any such explanation more
evident, at least to the mind of the ordinary student.
What corresponds to the sun's radiation in the radium
experiment? According to this hypothesis, the radium
" somehow " picks up energy of ethereal waves in a
very special and effective manner. Is it not
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simpler and more reasonable to put down in

ordinary way the energy evolved to the chs

effected in the stuff, especially as such changes

chemically manifest? It would seem so; and yetj

suggestion must be received with resf>ect and
as far as possible, even though it appear to ini

the reconsideration of many other cases of phyi

and chemical change.

The navigational and tidal papers ar- I

tional, but are of great interest in connection

terrestrial physics. The tide-predicting machine,
from the results of the analysis of tide curves,

the past disclose the future in a very remj

manner, and if nothing else had directly or inc

come out of the work of tl^e British Association

mittee on Tides, would have justified the whole]

penditure on that subject. But much more has

through Lord Kelvin's and Sir George Darwin's
ance and the work of the committee and its si

calculators the book of the tides of long period

been opened, and its secrets are being read.

As a lesson on the theory and practice of m«
ical integration the tidal analyser ought to be

known than it is. We have not seen, except in

nection with the tidal application, any adequate popi

lar account of it ; and yet the machine, from the poir

of view of integration-theory, and even of differentu

equations, is of great interest and importance. Th
machine with two complete harmonic components i

periods of the ratio 1:2 is, or was, used for variation

of atmospheric pressure ; but the large machine cor

structed for the tidal application and described in th

volume of papers before us stands inactive at Sout

Kensington.

The oration on James Watt and the inaugTJK

address delivered as chancellor of the University c

Glasgow are given as interesting memorials of Lor
Kelvin's lifelong association with Glasgow. The
were reported in Nature at the time, but their reprc

duction here gives a fitting personal note with whic

to close the long and brilliant record of scit

'

work which these volumes contain, a record v

is one of the most glorious scientific facts of the •

scientific age of the world's history. A. 1

SEWAGE PURIFICATION.
Modem Methods of Sewage Purification : a Guidi

the Designing and Maintenance of Sewage Purr
tion Works. By G. Bertram Kershaw. Pp. n

356. (London : Charles Griffin and Company, !

191 1.) Price 215. net.

IN view of the numerous text-books dealing

the purification of sewage which have rec

appeared it would seem difficult to justify the pul

tion of a further work on the subject. Durinj
long period in which the author has been assc

with the Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal'

has had exceptional opportunities of personally iiv

tigating the various methods which have been adof
for the solution of the difficult problem of the econt

disposal of sewage, and consequently he is well quali|

fied to undertake a treatise on the subject.

The book to a very large extent, however, c

its justification to the systematic and exhaus
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manner in which the author quotes the various find-

ings of the Commissioners, with whose work he is

naturally thoroughly intimate. Considerable space is

(Itvoted in the opening- chapters to a historical survey

of the subject, toerether with a rdsume of the various

laws enacted to deal with questions of public health,

river pollution, &c. Later, such questions as drainage

area, water supply, sewerage system, rainfall,

variation in rate of flow of sewage, &c., all of which
influence in some degree the ultimate scheme of puri-

fication, are dealt with in a very complete manner.
Under the head of preliminary processes the author,

of course, deals with the various methods of tank
treatment. It is, however, unfortunate that in a work
of this character passing *fb'ference only is made to the

recent work in regard to the extension of the original

idea of septic tank treatment. It would have been
interesting, e.g. to have had the author's views on
the Emscher tank of Imhofl", which at the present

lime is apparently creating a very favourable impression

amongst Continental and American engineers.

Where difficulty is experienced in disposal of the

tank sludge, it is obviously important to reduce the

quantity produced to a minimum. The above tank
is designed with this object, by allowing the accumu-
lated sludge a maximum period for fermentation out
nf contact with the sewage passing through, and it

i- claimed that not only is there a considerable amount
actual destruction of the organic matter, but that

i. resultant sludge is of high density with conse-

quent further diminution of volume to be dealt with.

On the other hand, where the sludge can be readily

I disposed of without nuisance, it is very doubtful

whether the increased expenditure on tank construction

would be justified.

In connection with the question of tank treatment,

the author's statement that nitrogen and oxygen are

evolved in the septic tank requires correction. The
' conditions prevailing do not allow of the evolution of

nx\gen, and in the absence of nitrates in the sewage
it is more than doubtful whether nitrogen is actually

evolved. Nitrogen is usually found in septic tank

-<s, but in all probability it is derived from solution

the sewage and not as the result of any fermenta-

tive action. The chapter on sludge disposal is well

written and comprehensive; reference, however, could

with advantage have been made to the possibility of

the recovery of grease from sludge, or of use in

specially constructed gas producers.

The author's intimate acquaintance with the repre-

lative English sewage farms has enabled him to

Ideal
with the question of the purification of sewage

on land in an excellent manner. Unfortunately the

number of places where such treatment of sewage is

possible in England is rapidly diminishing. When
! considering the question of treatment of sewage on

contact beds and percolating filters, the author follows

the lines laid down by the Royal Commission, and in

the chapters dealing with this part of the subject

elaborate quotations from the various reports of the

I

Commission are given. It is to be observed that as

I regards the engineering side of the subject, the author

I

doubtless has been to a large extent responsible for

! the conclusions arrived at by the Commissioners.
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The importance of the remarks on p. 229, in regard
to the construction of feed carriers, cannot be too

strongly emphasised. The existence of channels
which can only be emptied by extensive pumping
operations is certainly to be avoided, on account of the

trouble arising from the secondary decomposition of

the sludge which periodically accumulates.
The value of the work is increased by the number

of examples of works in operation, together with plans
and results of treatment, although a more representa-

tive works illustrating contact-bed treatment might
have been selected. The book can be recommended
to sanitarians as affording a good general survey of

the subject from the engineering point of view, and
more particularly as being an admirable handbook
to the voluminous reports of the Royal Commission
on Sewage Disposal. Edward Ardern.

VERTEBRATES OF TWEED.
A Fauna of the Tweed Area. By A. H. Evans. Pp.

xxviii + 262. (Edinburgh: David Douglas, igii-)

Price 30s.

THIS is the eleventh volume of Mr. J. .\. Harvie-

Brown's well-known "Vertebrate Fauna of Scot-

land," and brings the series within sight of com-

pletion, four areas (Forth and Clyde, Sohvay and

Dee) remaining to be dealt with. Mr. A. H. Evans is

to be congratulated on the success with which he has

dealt with the fascinating area of "Tweed " and sus-

tained the high traditions of the series. In his labour

of love he has been loyally helped by Mr. George Bolam,

Mr. William Evans (who is treating of the Forth

area), Mr. George Muirhead, Mr. Abel Chapman, and

other well-known observers, not forgetting the editor

himself. The beautiful illustrations which adorn the

text are mostly due to photographs by Mr. William

Norrie, of Fraserburgh, whose work has enhanced

the value of previous volumes. They bring the habi-

tats depicted very vividly before the eye, most of all

when pleasant memories are already there.

"Tweed" is a scientifically natural area, a vast

amphitheatre, facing the German Ocean, surrounded

on three sides by hills of considerable height, and

watered bv the river Tweed and its tributaries. It

includes considerable variety of habitat—the hills, the

sea-cliffs, the rivers, th. moors, the woods, and the

fertile plains, and the taun.i is correspondingly diverse.

In his " Introduction " Mr. Evans directs attention to

some of the features of peculiar interest. Thus it is

still the haunt of some of our scarcer mammals, such

as the badger and the great grey seal ; and as regards

birds, its peculiar interest is in connection with exten-

sion of range northward or southward. The nighlin-

i;al.' uas once identified within the limits, the nuthatch

has been known to nest, the wryneck and the green

woodpecker have occasionally l>ocn seen- " these birds

being here approximately at the northernmost point

of their range in the United Kingdom." "Of equal

interest are those birds which find in the Tweed area

their extreme limits to the southward, or at least have

not been known to extend far beyond it in recent

times." Thus a golden eagle was shot in 1877 on one

of the Cheviots, where in earlier days it used to have
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its eyrie; the wifjeon has quilf lately been proved to

breed in Roxburghshire and Selkirlcshire, having

certainly arrived of recent years; and the eider-duck's

breeding range has its southerly limit at the Fame
Islands, which are included near the southern

boundary of "Tweed." In sliort, there is a peculiar

interest in the area treated of in this volume, since

it occupies n distinctly intermediate faunal position

between the north and the south of Great Britain.

The scope of the book needs no description. After

tin introduction, including a reference to previous

-workers, and a bibliography, the author gives a short

but picturesque account of the physical features of the

area, treating of the following subdivisions in order :

St. Abb's Head and the Northern Hills, the Western

Hills, the Southern Hills, the coast lands and islands,

the Berwickshire valleys and the How of the Merse,

the shires of Peebles and Selkirk, Teviotdale and
Lower Tweedside, the Cheviot valleys and the English

tributaries of "Tweed." Then follows the systematic

part of the book—the account of the mammals and
birds, reptiles, and amphibians. As the ichthyology

of the district is so closely connected with that of
" Forth," the fishes have been left to the volume on

that area. The body of the book is rich in interesting

notes, and the author has evidently spared no pains to

make his faunistic records complete and accurate.

This has demanded much personal verification, and
a careful search among old records, many of which
require that critical handling which only an experi-

enced naturalist can give.

To give a sample of attractions which the area

affords, we will quote a short paragraph in reference
to north-western Northumberland :—

" In few localities in the kingdom does the naturalist
find so many changing scenes within so short a
distance of one another, or so easv of access. The
highest hills rise to a considerable elevation, and
though he can no longer visit an eagle's evrie on
Cheviot, or even hope to see the king of birds upon
the summit, yet he has at least a chance of observing
the peregrine falcon and the raven ; the resident kites,
buzzards, and hen-harriers have departed, as from
most parts of England, but he may see the merlin on
the moors, while sparrow-hawks, kestrels, and carrion-
crows are still more common ; the brown and long-
eared o\yIs are abundant, and the short-eared owl
appears in the time of vole plagues; herons nest at
Chillingham and other places ; tufted ducks, pochards,
shovellers, and teal breed within easy range ; wheat-
ears, ring-ousels, pied flycatchers, wood-wrens, and
grasshopper-warblers occur here and there, with other
of our less common passerine birds ; black-headed gulls
share the lakes with coots and dabchicks ; and, finallv,
it is but a short and easy journev to the Fame Islands
or the Fenham Flats."

OVR BOOK SHELF.
In and Out of Parliament : Reminiscences of a Varied

Life. By the Right Hon. Robert Farquharson,
P.C. Pp. xi + 338. (London : Williams and Nor-
gate, 191 1.) Price 12s. 6d. net.

After twenty-five years of Parliamentary life there
are sure to be many interesting reminiscences in any
man's experience, and when to those years are added
many others spent in study and travel, the whole.
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summed up in easy, flowing language, formsavolui

of delightful and pleasant reading. The most 1
-

teresting part of the book to most people will be that

devoted to "In Parliament,"

Dr. Farquharson's description of his first entry imo

Parliament, and of the difficulties and embarrassments

which surround anyone in a like position, will be

recognised as very true to life by those who have gone

through a like exfjerience. Nothing probably strike*

the new member, after a few first days of Parliamen-

tary experience, as his apparent uselessness, and hit

utter inabilitv to do anything "on his own." Later

on perhaps things improve. The chase of that elusive

object, the Speaker's eye, is interesting, if often dis-

appointing ; committee work, and the demands of his

constituents, will help to occupy his time, but his first

impression of ParliamentarN'-life will not be flattering

to his sense of self-importance.

To those who from time to time have raised com-

plaints as to the ventilation of the House, Dr. Far-

quharson's experience as a medical man, and as a

member of two committees under the chairmanship of

Sir Henrv Roscoe which investigated fhe questions of

the drainage and ventilation, will be reassuring. The

source from which the air is pumped and the process

by which it is purified and rarefied arc described, and

should carrv conviction to the grumblers.

Dr. Farquharson also assisted in the experiments

devised bv Sir Michael Foster to determine the number

of micro-organisms in the air of the House during its

sitting. He sat for two vears on the committee which

settled the constitution "and building of the Science

and Art Department, and supported Sir Mich.-ie!

Foster's opposition to the motion against vaccination.

He spoke, in fact, on most questions connected with

public health and the Army Medical Department,

The perusal of Dr, Farquharson's book will well

repav anvone who takes an interest in the inner life

of our legislators and the part which a man of science

mav plav in the House of Commons,

Who's Who in Science (International), 1912, Edited

bv H, H. Stephenson. Pp, xvi + 323. (Ix)ndon

:

j! A, Churchill.) Price 65, net.

The man of science will find this new publication a

verv useful addition to the books of reference kept on

his' desk. The volume begins with lists of the h'

and senior professors of the world's universities,

these are followed by short biographies of the r

important workers in science in all countries,

classified index brings together conveniently ur

their various countries the names of the men of sci.

prominentlv associated with each subject,

biographies provide information as to the acad^

career and the important contributions to scienc-

each person whose name is included.

Prehistoric Parables. By Wilson Bell, lUustratec:

Horace Taylor. Pp.' viii + 63. (Halifax: Mi

and Co.) Price 15. net.

The seven short stories relating to prehistoric

included in this little book are dramatic and intt

;

ing. Civilisation is only superficial in cornpar

with the history of man, and a scratch will «

reveal the elemental human nature beneath.

Bell's parables mav therefore represent humanit^

faithfullv as anv efforts to project ourselves into

mind of the past can do. He realises that to
i

man, as he has done, in the Carboniferous peno'

for artistic effect has no geological sanction—and we

think he has gained nothing by such a departure;

from fact—but overlooking this point the stories are;

certainlv of human interest.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
tTlw Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions

''rcs'sed by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake

I return, or to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscripts intended for this or any other part o/ Nature.
' notice is taken of anonymous communications.]

FitzRoy and Darwin, 1831-36.

Darwin's "Naturalist's Voyage" is the principal

rd of a period of the greatest importance to him
mally and to the world at large. There is also much

.... resting matter in the accounts of the voyage given in

I"
The Life and Letters"' and in "More Letters." In

Jhis ".Autobiography"^ Darwin gives his impressions of

iFitzRoy ; thus, he wrote i-r-

]
" FitzRoy's character \Y&s/ift singular one, with very

i\ noble features : he wa& .devoted to his duty, generous
fault, bold, determined, and indomitably energetic,

an ardent friend to all under his sway." .'\fter going
n say something of FitzRoy's unfortunate temper and
ne of the rare quarrels that occurred between them,
4oes on :

—
" But after a few hours FitzRoy showed

usual magnanimity by sending an officer to me with
II apology and a request that I would continue to live

with him. His character was in several respects one of

till- most noble which I have ever known."
', The interest of the following extracts is that they give

jthe other side of the picture—that is, they supply us with
;;FitzRoy's impressions of Darwin written in 1831-6. I

^am much indebted to the Hydrographer, Admiral Purey-
-iCust, for directing my attention to the e.xistence of the

references to my father in the correspondence of FitzRoy

Ijpth the hydrographer of his day, and for allowing me to

W/k copies of them. These the Lords of the Admiralty
Kve been good enough to permit me to publish. In

FitzRoy's " Voyages of the Adventure and Beagle," ii.,

p. 39, he states that he was directed to transmit reports

from time to time, so that if " any disaster should happen
to the Beagle, the fruits of the expedition should not be

altogether lost." He was also directed to keep up a

detailed correspondence with the hydrographer (Captain

Beaufort), who, as it happens, was a personal friend.

No. I. September 5, 183 1.

"
I have seen a good deal of Mr. Darwin, to-day having

had nearly two hours' conversation in the morning and
having since dined with him.
" I like what I see and hear of him, much, and I now

request that you will apply for him to accompany me as

a Naturalist. I can and will make him comfortable on

board, more so perhaps than you or he would e.xpect, and
I will contrive to stow away his goods and chattels of all

kinds and give him a place for a workshop.
" Upon consideration, I feel confident that ho will have

a much wider field for his exertions than I was inclined

to anticipate on Friday last ; and should we even be dis-

appointed, by giving me the means of discharging him
from the Books', he might at any time return to Fngland

3r follow his own inclinations in South America or else-

where."
On September 5. 183 1, Darwin' had practically given

jp all hopes of the voyage, having seen an unfavourable

letter from FitzRoy to Wood, who was a sort of inter-

mediary between him and Darwin. It scarcely seemed

ivorth his while to come to town, " but here I am . . .

Paptain FitzRoy is in town and I have seen him. It is

ID use attempting to praise him as much as I feel inclined

:o do, for vou would not believe me." It appears from

Oarwin's letter^ of September q. 1831, that FitzRoy had

»nfessed that the unfavourable letter to Wood was meant

o throw cold water on Darwin's candidature; " he seems

o havf taken a sudden horror of the chances of having

omebody he should not like on board the vessel." The
nore cheerful view as to a " wider field for his [C. D.'s]

1 In these footnotes the "Naturalist's Voyage" (edit, i860) will he

eferred to as N. V., " The Life and Letters "
.-is L. and L., " More Letters

* M. L., HtzRoy's " Voyage^ of the Adienture and Beagle," 1839, as

K A. and B.

2 L.and L., I.,
i>.

60. :' L. an i L., !., p. :oi. « L. and L., i., p. J08.

exertions" is presumably the official reflection of his
favourable view of C. D. as a future shipmate. It is
only fair to FitzRoy to remember that up to September 5
he was hampered by a friend who proposed to accompanv
him,' and that it was only on that dav that FitzRo'v
heard that the friend could not come.
No. 2. September 12 [Monday], 1831. Spithead.
" I like what I see of Mr. Darwin very much. He

will do well, I think—you are aware, I believe, that he is

now with me on his way to see the Beagle and get an
idea of the square inches "he will be allowed."

In "Life and Letters," i., p. 211, Darwin says:
—"I

shall go on Sunday [September 11} per packet to
Plymouth."
With regard to the " square inches," Darwin wrote.*

September iq, 1831 :—" My objection to the vessel is its

smallness, which cramps one so for room for packing my
own body and all my cases, &c., &x-"

No. 3. September 15, 183 1.

" He [Darwin], Captain King and I now think that it

would be better in many respects, that he should not be
on the Books, but that he should go out in a strictly

private capacity. I am, however, equally ready to receive

him in either manner, and I have recommended his asking
which plan meets your approbation.
" P.S.—He has seen his future dwelling and is satisfied

with it."

At this date Darwin certainly believed himself to be

on the books, as he wrote' {.September o, 1831) :
—

" Captain Beaufort says 1 am on the Books for victuals "

;

and this arrangement was adhered to.

FitzRoy ' speaks of obtaining the services as naturalist

of " Mr. Charles Darwin, a grandson of Dr. Darwin the

poet, a young man of promising ability, extremely fond of

geology, and indeed all branches of natural history." .'\n

order was " given by the .Admiralty that he should bo

borne on the ship's books for provisions. The conditions

asked by Mr. Darwin were that he should be at liberty

to leave the Beagle and retire from the Expedition when
he thought proper, and that he should pay a fair share

of the expenses of my table."

No. 4. November iq, 1831.
" Messrs. Earle ° and Darwin are the very men, of all

others, for their employment, and I assure you that

Darwin has not vet shown one trait which has made me
feel other than glad when I reflect how much we shall

be together." When this was written Darwin was expect-

ing to sail '" on November 30, but a series of gales pre-

vented this, and it was not until the Beagle had twice been

driven back to Plymouth that finally, in a dead calm,
" we warped from' our sheltered and picturesque retreat

in Barn-pool "" and made a real start on December 27.

Darwin '- had been living at Plymouth from October 24,

and in a verv low state of spirits, convinced that he had

heart disease, but determined not to consult a doctor, lest

he should be declared unfit for the voyage. It is to his

credit that he was able to conceal his depressions from his

leader, FitzRoy.

No. s- March 5, 1832. Bahia.
" Darwin is a "verv sensible, hard-working man and n

verv pleasant messniate. 1 never saw a ' shore-going

fellow ' come into the ways of a ship so soon and so

thoroughly as Darwin. 1 cannot give a stronger prtxjf

of his gocKl sense and disposition than by saying Every-

one respects and likes him.*" It is pleasant to find that

what FitzRoy could sav of Darwin after a few months

experience was substantially rep..ated by his other

shipmates after five vears' knowledge of his character.

Thus for instance, Admiral Mellersh. who was mate on

board the Beagle, wrote :-" I think he wiis the only man

I ever knew against whom I never heard a word said

:

and as people when shut up in a ship for five y"" are

apt to get cro.ss with each othr-r. that k s.nving a good

deal.""
•> L. and L., i.. p. au-

» V. A. and H.. vol. ii.. p. 18.

n Mr. Augustus Earle wa« an artiit privately
«!J«*«^„''K •''"j^^X' 5^*

wa5 in bad hralth and resigned In the nummer of i8j.. (V. A. «»d. B., u.

,

9 L. and L., i., p. »o<-

7 L. and L.. i., p. »o7-

p. ao.)

1" L. and L., i-, P- »i4.

1-' L. and 1... i., p. 64.

II V. A.'-and B., ii., p. 4«-

» L. and L., !.« p. na.
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No. 5, continued.

FitzRoy goes on :
—" He was terribly sick until we

passed Teneriffe, and I sometimes doubted his fortitude

holding out against such a beginning of the campaign.
However, he was no sooner on his legs than anxious to

set to work, and a child with a new toy could not have
been more delighted than he was with St. Jago. It was
odd to hear him say, after we left Porto Praya, ' Well, I

am glad we are quietly at sea again, for 1 shall be able
to arrange my collections and set to work more methodic-
ally.' He was sadly disappointed by not landing at

Teneriffe and not seeing Madeira, but there was no
alternative."

Darwin had written to his sister":—"I daresay you
expect I shall turn back at Madeira ; if I have a morsel
of stomach left I won't give up." With regard to this

part of his voyage, he wrote in 1846 :
—" Farewell, dear

FitzRoy, I often think of your many acts of kindness to

me, and not seldomest on the time, no doubt quite for-

gotten by you, when before making Madeira, you came
and arranged my hammock with your own hands, and
which, as I afterwards heard, brought tears into my
father's eyes." "

It was at St. Jago, in the Cape de Vcrd Islands, that
his career as a discoverer in geology began. He wrote in
his " Autobiography " " :

—" That was a memorable hour
to me, and how distinctly I can call to mind the low cliff

of lava beneath which I rested, with the sun glaring hot,
and a few strange desert plants growing near, and with
living corals in the tidal pools at my feet."
No. 6. March 4, 1832. Bahia.
(Official letter to the hydrographer, extract from.)

" Mr. Darwin has found abundant occupation already,
both at sea and on shore ; he has obtained numbers of
curious though small inhabitants of the ocean, by means
of a Net made of Bunting, which might be called a float-
ing or surface Trawl, as well as by searching the shores
and the Land. In Geology he has met with far much
more interesting employment in Porto Praya than he had
at all anticipated. From the manner in which he pursues
his occupation, his good sense, inquiring disposition, and
regular habits, I am certain that you will have good reason
to feel much satisfaction in the reflection that such a
person is on board the Beagle, and the certainty that he
is taking the greatest pains to make the most of time
and opportunity."
The Beagle reached Bahia on February 29, 18-52.

Darwin writes":—"The day has passed delightfuily.
Delight itself, however, is a weak term to express the
feelings of a naturalist who, for the first time, has
wandered by himself in a Brazilian forest." At Bahia,
too, he began his speculations on the geology of South
America (,loc. cit., p. 12).

Porto Praya is in St. Jago, already referred to in No. 5.
No. 7. April 28, 1832. Rio de Janeiro.
"Darwin is a regular Trump." On May 18, 1832,

Darwin wrote " :
—" The Captain does everything in his

power to assist me, and we get on very well "
; and again,

" I am very good friends with all the officers."
No. 8. August 15, 1832. Monte Video.
" Mr. Darwin is a very superior young man, and the

very best (as far as I can judge) that could have been
selected for the task. He has a mixture of necessary
qualities which makes him feel at home, and happy, and
makes everyone his friend.
" By this Packet, the Emulous, he sends his first collec-

tion to the care of Prof. Henslow, at Cambridge, there
to await his return to England. I fancy that, though of
small things, it is numerous and valuable, and will
convince the Cantabrigians that their envoy is no
Idler."

The letter with which he sent the first of his collec-
tion to Henslow is published in " More Letters of Charles
Darwin," i., p. 10. .Apparently it was not until July,
1834, that he received Henslow 's encouraging remarks
about his collections."

^* L. and L., i., p. 207.

16 L. and L., i., p. 66.

18 L. and L., i., p. 237.

15 L. and L., i., p. 332.

17 N. v., p. II.

19 M. L., J., p. 14.

No. 9. August 14, 1834. Valparaiso. i

" My messmate Darwin is now roaming amongst th«

'

Andes—he left me a week ago, intending to wander u " '

the end of September."
No. 10. November 3, 1834.
" Mr. Darwin has been ill, as well as myself, th

from a different cause."
Darwin " started on a " riding excursion " on All

14, 1834. On his way back he (ell ill (September 20),]
reached Valparaiso " with great difficulty " on
tember 27. He was kindly nursed back to health inj

house of an old schoolfellow, Mr. Corfield. Hi
(Dr. Darwin) was apparently puzzled by Charles 1

description of the illness, and was unable to id

In later life Darwin was sometimes inclined to

his own breakdown in health to this South .\

attack. But when we remember the ill-health of liis

,

brother Erasmus there is no need to seek for any cause I

beyond a hereditary taint.

No. II. January 26, 1836. Port Jackson.
" My messmate Mr. Darwin is so much the \ .

a long voyage that I am mosf anxious to hasten as n
as possible. Others are ailing and much require that
which can only be obtained at home."
The return home was nevertheless delayed by

necessity of clearing up " some singular disagreenv nts in

the longitudes." Darwin^' wrote:—"This zigzag manner
of proceeding is very grievous ; it has put the finishing

touch to my feelings. I loathe, I abhor the sea and all

ships which sail on it."

The most interesting point about No. 11 is Captain
FitzRoy 's statement about the poor state of Darwin's
health. I was quite unprepared for such a statement, and
it seems probable that it was the beginning of the general
breakdown in health which began so soon after h\> return
to England.

No. 12. February 3, 1836. At sea.
" .My messmate Mr. Darwin is now pretty well ; but he

is a martyr to confinement and sea-sickness when undef
way."

No. 13. May 3, 1836. Mauritius.
" I think you will allow, at a future day, that my mesS'

mate Darwin has well earned his stowage and provisions.
Though still a martyr to sea-sickness, he recovers at the

sight of land, and if the weather is not very bad, does a
good deal at sea, in the thinking and writing way."

FitzRoy 's statement as to the amount of suffering which
Darwin went through from sea-sickness quite confirms the

recollections of other officers. ^^ In after life he seems to

me to have forgotten how much he suffered.

When he was safe home and settled in London he wrote
to FitzRoy**:—" I think it far the most fortunate circum-
stance in my life that the chance afforded by your offer

taking a Naturalist fell on me." In the preface to
" Naturalist's Voyage " he wrote :

—" As I feel that
opportunities which I enjoyed of studying the Natu;
History of the different countries we visited have been
wholly due to Captain FitzRoy, I hope I may here be p- -
mitted to repeat my expression of gratitude to him, and
add that during the five years we were together I rcce;

from him the most cordial friendship and steady as-
ance.

"

The children of Charles Darwin learned from his sto:

a friendly feeling for those unknown companions of
travels. And I think we also learned from him to resp
sailors and to agree with Fielding that " in their c

element, there are no persons, near the level of tl

degree, who live in the constant practice of half so m
good qualities." Francis Darwin

February 18, 1912.

urn-

>een g

Osmotic and Liquid Membranes.
In the Proceedings of the Royal Society (vol. Ixxx

pp. 148-54) Prof. Trouton founds a new general met!
of determining osmotic pressures on experiments of :

following character. He fills the closed limb of a O-t
with an aqueous solution of sugar, and places pure et':

over the solution in the other limb ; on applying to ;

» N. v., pp. 254, 269. il L. and L., i., 2^5.
22 L. and L., i., 224. iS L. and L., i., 226.
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^contents of the tube a pressure equal to the osmotic
pressure of the sugar solution, he finds that the ether takes
up from the solution the same quantity of water that it

would contain if it were in contact with water at atmo-
spheric pressure.

I think it can readily be shown that these results can
only be due to coincidence.

Consider the system in the figure, where a&, he, and hi
an: membranes permeable to water only, and the left-hand

j

compartment is filled with a solution of 600 grams of

sugar to the litre—this is the solution that Prof. Trouton
luses—bearing in mind that (on the assumption that the

! solubility of ether in the sugar solution may be neglected)

ithe surface of separation between the sugar solution and
the ether in the U-tube is a true semi-permeable mem-
tbrane, then on closing ah and he, and putting a pressure

I

on the two pistons of p = 8o atmos. (the osmotic pressure

fof the sugar solution), we have exactly Prof. Trouton 's

"•rpr.riment.

|%=o_

IN .ETHER
WATER I

d

The ether therefore takes up water from the solution

lUntil it is in osmotic equilibrium with it, but on opening
Hie membrane ah the solution is in equilibrium with the

water in the upper compartment, where the pressure is

<g = o; on opening the membrane be the aqueous ether will

also be in equilibrium with the water, for otherwise per-

petual motion would ensue : in other words, p is also the

osmotic pressure of the aqueous ether.

Now, if I understand Prof. Trouton 's theory right, if

any other solution of sugar had been placed in the sugar
compartment under a pressure p', corresponding to the new
concentration, the ether would have taken up the same
quantity of water ; therefore, by a similar process of

reasoning as in the previous paragraph, the same solution

of water in ether has two different osmotic pressures

—

which, of course, is impossible.

A general method of determining the osmotic pressures

of substances not soluble in the liquid semi-permeable
membrane can be deduced ; it is, however, only a modifi-

cation of De Vries's original isotonic method. As already

pointed out, the ether takes up just such a quantity of

water as to give it the same osmotic pressure as the solu-

tion ; hence it is only necessary to obtain once and for all

a series of determinations of the osmotic pressures of vary-

ing concentrations of water in ether (these could be derived

by means of vapour-pressure measurements), and then place

the sugar solution and ether in the U-tube and determine

at what pressure the ether takes up enough water for it to

liave an osmotic pressure equal to the pressure actually

upon it. It must not be forgotten that in actual work a

correction will have to be applied for the varying solubility

of the ether in the sugar solution. Berkeley.

Foxcombe, February 13.

Microscope Stands.

May I be permitted, as iiaving had a practical experience

in both English and Continental factories in the actual

manufacture and testing of microscopes, also in having

made a study of microscopists' requirements in general, to

pass a fpw comments on the subject of microscope con-

itruction lately dealt with in the letters appearing in your

(Columns ?

* In respect to the question of tripod versus horseshoe

', certainly the tripod imparts stability to the instru-

it when in the horizontal position, but the same stability
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is also to be found in the horseshoe base as made by the
more modern makers, who have extended the rear toe, or
bearing point. The latest stands of a certain Continental
firm greatly excel in this latter feature, which permits of
inclination of the instrument to the horizontal with perfect
rigidity and safety.

Moreover, the horseshoe base ensures portability to a
greater extent than the tripod ; and speaking from prac-
tical use, no matter which form of base is employed, in

photomicrographic work clamping is absolutely necessary
to ensure against vibration and the retention of perfect
alignment.
The attachable mechanical stage, I have reason to

know, was originally brought out in order to provide
scientific workers with an accessory which could be utilised

in certain branches of work only, and which it is desirable
to be able to dispense with at will.

The mechanical stage built into the microscope stand is

also made by Continental firms on a rotating principle, so

that it can be fixed in any desired position and can be
manipulated either from an angle or from the left or right

side of the instrument, the cross motion moving independ-
ently from the plate on which the object-slide rests in

order to avoid the fouling of the condenser, which is the

trouble experienced in mechanical stages built into the

stand and permitting of manipulation from one side only,

as is mostly the case in English-made stands of the pattern

referred to.

In the case of curtailed motions, which are adopted in

order to avoid fouling, the motions become too short to be

of practical use in serial work.
The use of mechanical stages is not advocated in certain

branches of scientific study, and is only required at times,

when the attachable form is most welcome.

The necessity of a centring device to a substage con-

denser in preference to the fixed form is a matter for the

individual worker to determine. The question presents

itself as to how many students in microscopy know how to

centre a substage condenser. For all regular and ordinary

classes of work, other than the highest scientific investiga-

tions, a fixed condenser is the best and an advantage,

provided the objectives used are made to a strict standard

throughout and are fitted to the identical instrument on

which they are intended to be used.

The advanced worker who finds it necessary to employ

a centring appliance would, from a practical point of view,

do well to select the centring device provided for attach-

ment to the objective and centre it to the condenser, this

form being more convenient to adjust in its position at the

end of the bodv-tube, than 'he centring screws fitted to the

substage undeVneath the stage, this latter arrangement

necessitating care being taken not to cut off the light

received off the mirror.

If however, the centring substage is preferred, the same

is made by a Continental firm, and this also applies to

the objective centring device for use on ordinary micro-

scope stands.
. , .

Regarding the standardisation of substage fittings, it is

a mechanical impossibility to make smooth sliding fittjnfis

interchangeable where tubes are employed, one of which is

sprung in order to maintain a certain constant tension,

unless by resorting to a pressure screw, which arrange-

ment could, however, only be used when a ccntrin)?

appliance is employed. The standardisation of objectiv.-s

is a totally different matter, as greater latitude is pt^r-

missible in cutting the threads, the tension being obtained

at the shoulder of the objective mount, t.c. when the

objective is screwed right home.

In respect to sprung slide fittings versus ground-in slide

bearings, it has been stated that the former arc more

easily adjusted by the microscopist. which dispenses with

the necessity of returning the instrument to the maker as

n the case of ground-in bearings; but it must be recog-

nise! that the constant adjustment necessary and ^-ver

at^dant when sprung fittings are employed in vort,ml

slides, i.e. coarse and fine adjustments and substage si,. ....

immediately throws these bearings-responsible for the

pToTer carrving of the above adjustmcn.s-and objectives

Snd condenser, out of alignment with P^^h other.

The adoption of slide fittings requiring to be sprung is.
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from a constructional point of view, totally wronjj, and

this is proved by the fact that ev«-n these slides are ground

to fit in the first course of manufacture, and that the

spring's are cut and adjustment screws provided afterwards

in order to take up the looseness and shake which has

already developed before the instrument has left the work-

shop ; this will be borne out by any person with practical

experience.

The perfectly constructed and accurately machined slide

bearings adopted on the Continental microscopes only re-

qiiii'' sliiiht liiiiulin^; in, and consequently last for a con-
V 1. n^tli of time, and if returned to the

11, iiu^tiii. Ill, the substage, condenser, and
i)bji itivLS arc recentred by any house which has a reputa-

tion worth maintaining.
Objectives provided with correction collars are now

almost a thing of the past, as cover-glasses of a near

definite thickness are no longer diflficult to obtain, and
what slight correction may be necessary can be effected

by an easy working draw-tube of the sliding type, which
can be adjusted to a nicety by adopting a twisting motion
when moving the tube either up or down.

1-ondon, February 19. F. R. Brand.

On Martian Detail.

The present seems to me a fitting time to publish the

results of nearly three years' investigation of the above
subject. In the pursuit of this investigation I have visited

most of the principal observatories in the world and tested

their seeing conditions, and I conclude categorically that

thf climate at Flagstaff is immeasurably superior to that

of any other observatory with which I am acquainted. At
Flagstaff—by the means which experience has proved to

be the best—Mars is so well seen that it is oifTicult to

believe it the same planet, the grotesque caricatures of

which are apt elsewhere to mislead the observer.

No one elsewhere seems to have realised the fundamental
postulates of visual work, the first of which is that small
apertures always define better than big, and that if

we set a minimum of 12 to 15 in. any increase on this

causes a loss of defining power.
That this is not generally known is witnessed by the

scepticism of the leading optician of the firm of Alvan
Clark, which" however, vanished when he performed the

experiment here a few years ago. It is therefore a priori

impossible to corroborate with vast apertures of 30 to

60 in. the results to which the smaller ones have led us.

In the face of the postulate above stated, it is impossible
to believe the work of great apertures. It would be
difficult to see why' so much confidence has been placed in

them were it not for the fact that those who uphold them
have up to now never tested the truth of our postulate.

I have even met observers who averred that dark glasses
were unnecessary when the planet dazzled the eye.

Those who could overlook this necessity may easily be
blind to all other refinements of instrument and observer.
That reduction of aperture means improvement of defini-

tion may be tested by anyone at any time with any
instrument, and none but the wilfully blind can fail to be
convinced.

When the above precautions are duly taken the canals
are seen with a geometric reality, fineness, and clearness
that is amazing. When so seen, the very strangeness of
the sight at once suggests and demands the explanation
that they are not natural, but artificial, features of the
planet—the work of reasoning beings, whose purpose we
can divine. Those who discredit the immortal discoveries
of Schiaparelli and Lowell have never learned how to
observe them, being wilfully or accidentally without know-
ledge of the proper method of seeking them.

In pursuit of this investigation I have used all apertures
fron^ 2 in. to 60 in.

No doubt remains in my mind as to the objective reality
of what I have seen, and therefore with entire confidence
I endorse the discoveries of Schiaparelli and the further
advances made by Lowell in the same investigation. The
latter has also set forth what I deem the onlv rational

explanation conceivable to account for this most ar

concatenation of observed phenomena.

Further, I would point out to your readers that Lo«
explanation is the only complete and consistent one
put forward, and that it can only be replaced by an eqi

complete one, and is not to be combated by the isol

and conflicting statements of biassed and partial judgr

which up to now have been brought against it.

James H. Worthi\cton._
Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Arizona, January 22.

A Simple Automatic Syphon.

The accompanying diagram illustrates a form of ajj

matit syphon which has been found useful in cases

it is desirable to draw off wdt#-r^from the bottom of a

at the same rate as it is supplied at the top. This
particularly important when the

water has to be kept saturated
with air.

The diagram represents an
ordinary syphon of glass tube,

the opening into the tank being
ground to the form of a cone.

•Above this end is a float, con-
sisting of a glass bulb and open
glass stem filled with air. The
lower end of the stem is ground
to fit over the conical end of the

syphon. Water thus escap<-~

from the bottom of the tank
through the annular span
between the ground portion>,

and the float automatically
adjusts itself so that the rate of

flow of water through the syphon
is exactly the same as the rate

at which water enters the tank.

Should the supply of water
cease, the float sinks and closes

the syphon.
The syphon is conveniently

fixed by passing one,limb through
a cork cemented on to the out-

side of the tank. The weight of the tube maintains the

float in a vertical position, while the ground end of th«

syphon tube keeps it stationary in the tank.

Charterhouse, Godalming. J. C. Thomson.

Glazed Frost.

During the two winters that I lived in Massachusetts,

glazed frosts, or " ice storms " as they were called therei

were of comparatively frequent occurrence. I can recaD

three or four at least.

The ice storm always came after a period of very coM
weather, when the temperature had been down to zero or

below for some days. Suddenly the frost would break, and
the thermometer rose to 32° or 33° F., the sky became

I

overcast, and a heavy drizzle began to fall, driving before

a slight wind, usually from the west. As the rain fdl

it froze in a clear layer upon everything exposed to H$
course. Trees, pavements, tram-lines, and overhead wire*

were covered in an hour or two to as much as i inch in

thickness. The trams and trains had to stop runnio

owing to the state of the rails, whilst even the thi«;

trolley wires were unable to support the weight of tl

incrustation, and branches as much as 6 inches thick wel

broken from the trees everywhere. ^
The storms always came on in the morning. Abowt

noon the rain stopped, the clouds cleared away, and tip

sun came out. The diamond-coated branches,
showers of silvery drops falling from them, against

dark blue .American sky made a scene the beauty of wh
can scarcely be imagined. W. Ermen^

10 Marsden Street, Manchester, February 16.
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THE IXDLSTRIAL USES OF OZONE.
T^HE production of ozone by the discharge of a
* frictional electrical machine was originally

noticed by Van Marum in 1785, but it was Schonbein
in 1840 who first actually prepared it and gave it the
name of "ozone," from the Greek oCav, meaning
smell. He also showed that it was much more active
as an oxidising agent than ordinary oxygen. As is

well known, it is produced by the slow oxidation of
phosphorus, and the peculiar odour of this element is

really not the odour of phosphorus, but the odour of
ozone, and this can be shown to be the case by adding
small quantities of substances to phosphorus, which
prevent its oxidation, when the odour is no longer
perceptible. It also appears to be produced in small
quantities by the burning of hydrocarbons. It is like-

wise formed in the open country, partly by evapora-
tion, but probably most largely by the action of ultra-

violet rays from the sun. This at any rate would
account for its formation in the higher regions
of the atmosphere. It is formed in con-
siderable quantities when fluorine acts upon
water. If a drop of water is introduced into

a tube filled with fluorine, reaction imme-
diately ensues, and the tube becomes filled

with deep blue vapour. This is ozone which
has a blue colour when concentrated.
Ozone is also produced at the anode when

acid solutions of water are electrolysed, par-
ticularly if the electrode is a platinum tube
through which cold water is passed. By
this means Fischer and Massenez have ob-
tained oxygen containing 25'27 per cent, of

ozone in electrolytic oxygen by electrolysing
at 0°. Such a process would not, however,
be satisfactory on a large scale, owing to

the cost of production. It is also produced
by heating and suddenly cooling oxygen,
and also by the action of the ultra-violet

rays, produced by the mercury-vapour lamp.
The only method employed commercially to

prepare it is to subject oxygen to the
action of the silent electric discharge, the
oxygen thereb}^ receiving electrical energy
and becoming converted into ozone thus :

—

3O2 + energy = 20.3.

As the formation of ozone is an endo-
thermic reaction it follows that it is less

stable than oxygen, and is in a condition
in which it will readily part with the energy
originally received electrically in the form
of heat

—

e.g. when the pure gas explodes,

or as chemical energy when it acts as an oxidising
agent. The thermochemical equation accdiiiits for iis

instability :

—

02 + = 03 — 32,400 cal.

It is only within the last decade that the
employment of ozone for the purification of
water has been practically worked out and
actually employed commercially. \;iiiciii- pro-
cesses have been suggested and einploycd tor the
sterilising of water, and it will perhaps be as well
In the first place to refer to the different forms of

construction of the apparatus. All the api),ir;itiis

employed depends upon some method or otlit r of

obtaining a silent electric discharge; consequently very
bigh eleclrical potential is necessary. In general the

"lit discharge takes place between conducting plates
I rated by means of a dielectric. The original

o/uiiiser of this t\i)c w.ts the invention of W. von
Siemens, and consisted of two concentric tubes, which
'^rf' coated on their outside surfaces with tinfoil, the
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glass of the tubes acting as the dielectric. Berthelot
used glass as the dielectric and a liquid as the con-
ductmg material. Modifications of both these forms
are used commercially. The " Ozonair " apparatus con-
sists of wire gauze as the conductor, separated by
mica as dielectric. The ozoniser is enclosed in an
iron case when the ozone is to be produced for water
sterilising or similar purposes. When it is required
for the purification of the air or for ventilation it is
open and the air is drawn through the apjiaraius and
distributed by means of a fan. Fig. i sho\y> a semi-
enclosed type in wliich the grid can be entiielv en-
closed by completely boxing in. The electrical tension
employed is about 7000 volts.
The Siemens-Halske type which is used for water

sterilising is illustrated in I"ig. 2. It consists of con-
centric pipes p and K pl.ued one within the other;
the inner one is (>: .iluininiuin, and is connected \vit!i

the leads carrying rt hii^h-iension current inarked in
the diagram as +, as this is ihr jiositiye pule. Ilie

Fk;

glass cylinder E is the other pole; it is surrounded

with water which can be cirrulati-d f(ir cooling pur-

poses, and as thi-- i- "alixe" ii i.eeixes iis charge

from it. Tfie \s.iler uhich -^mmundv the gl.-KS

cylinder I'eceixe's it- eleetrieiiv lumi ihe iron-coiU.iin-

ing box, which !- eartln'tl, and cunsei|U'm U t.nni- iln>

negative pole. I lie annular space l'ei\' 1 I K
is where the sileiii discharge takes |il.i( i eoni-

plete apparatus consisis ol .1 east-ii(in lui\ tiixided

into three chainliiis, th.- 1m\m 1 < ii nnhiT lor teeeiving

and conveyin)^ th'- air to th.' (..one iul.es, .m lieinietic-

ally sealed middle ( niii|iartineni into wliieli th-' o/one

tubes .'U-e illserN d 1)V nieaiis ..f .1 -lull l.illd.

and an uppei' i 'inpai-imeiu tor rolliciin. :iis.(|

air. An aliern.niiiL^ riniem at S( m .0 \m1u 1- emplovt'd.

A verv lii^li I'Mision .ippai.iiiis is ih,' Abraham
Marmier, in wliieli ,i potential ot 40, (...o \-olfs is

employed. I' is in.tdi' up ol a nmnliei ol hiilldw

cylindrical clectrodi's, uiiieh if insulat.d In means
of glass and contained in ,1 lio\. I"r 1 ciolinu; purposes

water is circulated throuL;li tlie . l.ctiodi"-.
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The Otto ozoniser consists of a series of transverse

plates, so arranged that a dielectric plate is placed

between the electrodes. The air is drawn or blown
between the plates, the silent discharge passing
between the spaces of the plates and thus ozonising
the air. Fig. 3 shows diagrammatically the manner
in which the air passes through the apparatus. An
alternating current at 6500 volts is employed. In
another form of the Otto ozoniser there is a metal
chamber, the walls of which make one electrode.

Within this chamber a number of sheet steel rings
are mounted on an axle, the edges of the rings being
sharpened. When in operation this bunch of rings

is rotated and forms the other electrode. No di-

electric is used. Air is blown through the box, the

rotation of the central electrode causing thorough
mixing. If an arc is struck it is immediately extin-

guished, as the electrode rotates because each of the
rings has a groove cut in it. The tension of the
current employed is about 25,000 volts.

The providing of a pure water supply to our towns,
cities, and villages is of the very highest importance.

Fig. a.

In some cases where the water comes from sources
in which contamination of the supply is out of ques-
tion, such as from mountain lakes or from deep
springs, then no special purification is necessary. In
other cases, however, where the source of water
admits of, or even invites, contamination, purification

in some way or other is a sine qua twti. The method
chiefly employed is mechanical filtration. Chemical
methods, such as treatment with oxidising agents,
can only be carried out on a small scale. The sand
filtration method is partly bacterial and partly one of

filtration. The surface of the sand becomes coated
with a slimy deposit which is partly of bacterial forma-
tion ; consequently the water first passes through the

bacterial layer which exerts a beneficial effect in

destroying harmful bacteria, and also makes a much
finer filter than can be produced by the more or less

coarse-grained sand, and then it percolates through
the sand. Sometimes, however, owing to floods and
special contamination, the filter-bed breaks down, and
then it may be a very serious matter for the populace.
Therefore where there is a possibility' of water at any
time being contaminated, purification by some other
means is advisable.

In the Ozonair process, which is being used in this
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country, the ozonisation of water takes places in th

stages—that is to say, the same water comes i;

contact with (j/one three times. In the first place,

water is atomised in presence of ozonised air, and
minutely divided particles of water then fall upon
upper part of a pile of glass spheres, or other sci

bmg arrangement, packed in a tower. As the w.
percolates down it meets an ascending stream
ozonised air. At the bottom of the tower it falls i

a tank through which ozonised air is blown by m»
of nozzles beneath the surface of the water in

tank. The tank is in the shape of an inverted c<

and a syphon is carried to the bottom of the (

for carrying off the water. Owing to this arrai

ment, all the water gets equally acted upon bf r

being carried away. The syphon discharges the w.
on to steps, so that it cascades down into the stor

tank. As it cascades the water comes into con
with the atmosphere, and the excess of ozone i

up. Fig. 4, which is self-explanatory-, shows
matically the arrangement of the plant. Shouiu
ozoniser get out of order or cease to work, the w
supply is automatically cut off.

The Siemens-Halske system is largely employed
the Continent, the largest plant erected by them b<

at St. Petersburg. In this plant the method of st

lisation is slightly different from that previoi
employed. The water is conveyed into an emulsifv
tower by means of special injectors, the ozonised
being used to force the water into the bottom of

•••>'•>'"">> -r-r-.

Fig. 3.

tower. The water and ozone therefore enter togetiv

and consequently very complete emulsifying takes
place. The water flows over from the top of the

tower, and is cascaded down to the reservoir. In this

particular case the water of the Neva is the source of

supply. It is very turbid, and is therefore previously

treated with 30 to 40 grams of aluminium sulphate
per cubic metre of water, and after settling for two
hours it is filtered. The water in the first place con-
tains a large amount of pathogenic and harmful b
teria, but after ozonising these have all disappear
In all probability a considerable number are remove©
by the precipitation treatment, because when water fl
softened by means of lime or other precipitant it f§
always found to contain less bacteria than before
treatment. But, of course, precipitation could not
entirely be depended upon for sterilising purposes.
On the other hand, ozone can be depended
upon to sterilise. The St. Petersburg plant i$

capable of dealing with 2000 cubic metres of
water per hour. There are three 150-h.p. steanr

engines for motive power, one, however, being always
held in reserve. The whole output of the engines ii

not required for working the ozonisers, as the powOT
is also used to operate the pumping and filtering"

plant and all the other necessary mechanical applir

ances. The ozonisers are worked with a three-phase
alternating current at 7000 volts and 500 periods.

Other places on the Continent where ozone is used
for sterilising the public water supply are Paderborn, tl

Wiesbaden, Paris, Hermannstadt, Florence. N'ir

Chartres, Villefranche, Rovigo, and Chemnitz. T
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new ozone plants are being installed in Paris with a

daily output of 45,000 cubic meters of water.

In the United States ozone is employed at Phil-

adelphia. The water ozonised is from the River

Schuylkill in West Philadelphia. This is extremely

impure, and is said to contain 2,500,000 bacteria per

cubic centimetre. After treatment the number is . re-

duced to 25 per cubic centimetre. The Bacillus coli

which previously abounds is completely destroyed. The
colour of the water is improved and its offensive

odour removed.
It is obvious from the foregoing that the employ-

ment of ozone for sterilising water is now being car-

ried out on a very considerable commercial scale, and
it is found not only efficient but also very cheap. In

this country to sterilise 1000 gallons of water the cost

is from one halfpenny to one penny, depending upon
the size of the plant and the cost of the electrical

power. In connection with the sterilisation of water,

A new method for production of ozone in large
quantities has just been described by E. H. Archibald
and H. von Wurtenberg. Dilute sulphuric acid is

electrolysed with a direct and alternating current. The
alternating current acts as a depolariser, and the pro-
duction of ozone is 300 times greater than with a
direct current only. The maximum yield was obtained
with an alternating current of 6 amperes and a con-
tinuous current of 0*25 to i ampere. Increase in the
frequency of the alternating current increases the
ozone yield.

Before leaving the question of water sterilisation

another method which is now being employed should

be mentioned. It has been found that the ultra-violet

rays are very eflRcient for sterilising water. The rays

are produced by a mercury-vapour arc enclosed in a

A, 7AmlNLET
• n-^ Valve ,

Pipe Convevihg Wa ter Ozone Pipe

ToAtomisers
y ' "

6. Expansion

I
Chamber

Water
Control
Valve

2 Motor
Driving Pump. \

3.Water SrsRiusiNG Toiler

it should be mentioned that it is an easy matter by

means of petrol motors to use ozone for sterilising

water during campaigns. Indeed, during the Russo-

Japanese war a portable plant supplied by Messrs.

Siemens and Halske was employed with great success.

The apparatus consists of two small wagons, each of

which is hauled by one horse. The small dynamo

and all the pumping appliances, &c., are worked by

means of a petrol motor.
, . , r c

. Ozone apparatus have also been devised for httmg

on to the ordinary water mains, the ozoniser only

functioning when the water tap is turned on. Ihe

water passes through a special form of mjcctor which

causes a thorough admixture with the ozone. At the

moment the water is drawn off it smells of ozone, but

[within a few minutes the odour has gone off, and

ithe water is fit for drinking purposes. 'I his form of

[ozoniser is very useful in hospitals and other public

"institutions.
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quartz tube. Under the influence of the rays from a

niercury-vapour lamp of silica with a current of

3 amps, at 220 volts B. coli are killed in

I >econd ai a distance of 10 cenlimclre*

4 seconds ., ,• 'o »•

15 ,. .. .. 40

30 „ .. ..
*>°

Where water is to be sterilised it is necessary (or it

to be clear, because the ultra-violet rays are very

rapidly absorbed. This is particularly the case if water

contains colloids. The various classes of n)'crobes

arc not equally sensitive; e.g. conditions which kill

staphylcoccus in five seconds will kill cholera in from

twenty to sixtv seconds.

Lamps of glass are useless, because the glass

absorbs a great portion of the rays. tig. 5 shows the

construction of the apparatus for water stenl.sat.on

brought out bv the Cooper-Hewitt Wcst.nghouse Co.
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The apparatus is made to sterilise different units, the

largest size beinj? capable of dealing with 600 cubic

metres in twenty-four hours. The diaj^^rani practically

explains itself. L is the lamp, which is enclosed in a

box with rock-crvstal windows. The water to be

Kiii. 5.

sterilised, which must,
filtered, passes in at R,

if not clear, be previously

and by means of baffling is

caused to pass three times past the rays in the steriliser

E. In case of the lamp going out, there is a valve S.

electromagnetically operated, which opens, and inmu

-

diately prevents the water from flowing thiuui^li ih

sterilising chamber. This apparatus is used at Roiun,

where the water for the suburb Maromme-Us-Rouen
is sterilised by three units. Several other cities in

France are also experimenting with ultra-violet steri-

lisation. For small scale work the ultra-violet steri-

lisation is very well adapted, but ozone is better for

large scale operations. The great advantage of both

of these processes is that nothing is added to thr

water. With the ultra-violet rays it is a question of

killing by means of light. With
ozone the sole product remainini^

at the end of the operation i>

oxygen.
Ozone, or ozonised air, is most

useful for ventilating^ purposes.

The air of crowded rooms i^

dangerous to health from tlv

large percentage of noxious
organic impurities, many of them
bacterial, which it contains.

Ordinary ventilation, while mini-

mising these, does not entirely di)

away with them. If, however,
the fresh air driven into the room
for ventilation be previously

ozonised, the organic impurities

become oxidised. Ozonised air is

as a matter of fact, very largely

employed in the ventilation c

theatres and other large publir

buildings. Complaint is continu-

ally made as to the evil effect ot

the atmosphere of the House ot

Commons upon the members o'

Parliament, and this, in spite 01

strenuous efforts on the part of

ventilation engineers. Probably
the atmosphere would be greatly

improved if the ventilating shaft which supplies fresh

air to the House had an ozonising apparatus placed

in it. At the Turin Exhibition the beneficial effects

of ozone were forcibly brought before the notice of

the writer. Ozone plant is now being employed in
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the ventilation of the Tube Railways with benefi< f

results.

Ozone is used in the manufacture of vanillin fi

isoeugenol. It has also been found advantaj^eou-
brewing. Weak yeast appears to be strengthened

ozone and to act more vigorous!
the air of the fermenting hous.
kept fresh with ozonised air. O/
is used for bleaching oils and fal

the results being very striking.

is also used for blowing oils si

as linseed oil. The bleaching eflf«

of ozone has been found useful

laundries and for bleaching delics

fabrics. Flour is bleached
means of 6zone. In this case, hoi
ever, as _a rule the apparatus
arranged to give at the same tir

small quantities of oxides

nitrogen. The flour is not >

bleached but also sterilised. '

bleached rye meal which conta;

24CX) micro-organisms per \:^\

before treatment contained 1600

gram after treatment. In an(

case, unbleached wheat flour

tained 540 organisms before treatment, and 170 ;

treatment.
The maturing effect of ozone on wines and spi

is remarkable. Spirit which requires years for ageing

is matured in a remarkably short time by emulsifying

with ozone. The use of ozone in tobacco fact< •

to aid the maturing has also been suggested.

F. MoLLWO Perkiv

SEN'ERAL bo<iks, mainly by missionari.. -, ....><

written on particular islands or groups of is!

in Melanesia, but with the exception of Dr. Codr
ton's "The Melanesians : Studies in their Anthropo

mmm^m

:._.rii and his father, islands of Ench.ir

and Folk-lore " (i8gi), there has been no general L

on Melanesia, and even Dr. Codrington says vci

1 " Island:! of Enchantment: Many-sided Melane-i.i." Seen thn

Many Eyes, and recorded by Florence Coombe. Pp. .\xvii-f-332. (Lond
Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1911.) 12J. net.

\
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little about the Solomon Islands. This lack of a
general survey has been supplied by Miss Florence
Coombe, who has written a most admirable and in-

teresting account of her voyaging among these fas-

cinating islands on board the Southern Cross, the

steam-yacht which does the business of the Melanesian
Mission in great waters. And it is not as tourists

and strangers that her passengers go to and fro

among the groups, but rather as " friends of the

family," knowing somewhat of each island's story,

and having familiar acquaintances among the brown
folk everywhere, so that they are received and made
welcome in the homes of the people.

It is obvious that Miss Coombe could not have
collected first hand all the information contained in

her book; indeed, on the. title-page she describes her

obtruded, and where brought in merely serves to
illustrate the ameliorating influences of the

'*
' new

teaching,' or ' the way of peace,' as Christianity is
called by the Melanesians." The popular treatment
should give the book a large sale ; on the other hand^
it is a book which the ethnologist must read, as it is

crowded with facts and observations, some of which
are new. The very numerous and beautiful photo-
graphs, by J. W." Seattle, not only embellish the
book, but aff^ord to the student a mine of ethno-
graphical details. Various folk-tales are interspersed
throughout the book; some inevitably record the
prowess of Oat, the hero of the Banks Group, one or
two of which are variants of those narrated by
Codrington. An interesting account is given of a
visit to the little-known island of Tikopia, and the

1 iG. i.—Gaviat and dancing-grounds. From "Islands of Enchantment.'

iccount as ••seen through many eyes, and recorded"

by herself. Her indebtedness to Codrington 's classical

work is manifest; her acknowledgments to certain

other helpers are also mentioned; but, like all

travellers, she must have j.,^'iined a considerable

amount of casual information from missionaries. All

this, combined with that gained by her own keen

powers of observation, she has weaved into a bright

narrativ*' that carries the reader alon^ without a hitch.

The personal element is unobtrusive but sulTicicnt to

J.MVC continuity and unitv to the narrative, and when
the reader has finished the book, which he assuredly

will do when he once be^jins it, he will find himself

in possession of a f^^eneral impression of Melanesia

ind of a large amount of detailed knowledge which
! annot be gained from any single source.

Though dealing with the sphere of influence of the

Melanesian Mission, the missionary element is not
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auilidi miphasises the coiur.isi ,,f the natives- a Poly-

iK sian outlier in .Melan<sia uiili those of nei'.:rhbonr.

ill!' islands.

A
TEE ETIOLOGY Ot KALA-AZAR.

TELEGRAM from Surgeon-General Hannernian

to Sir Ronald Ross, published in The Times

and other dailv papers of February 15, announces that

Captain W. S. Patton, I. M.S., "has discovered the

complete development of the parasite of Kala-azar in

Indian and European bed-bugs." The news, as it

stands, is not quite intelligible, since Captain Patton

proved in iqo" that the parasite Leishmaiiia dotny-

vdiii \\> lit through the same development in the

Indian Kxl-bug. Ciwex rotundattis, that it had been dis-

covered by Major Leonard Rogers to underi^o in

artificial cultures. On epideinioloijical grounds the
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bed-buf? had been indicated by Major Rogers as the

probable agent in the transmission of the disease,

while Major Donovan considered it more probable that

another bu>jf, Conorltinus rubrofasciatiis, was the

means of disseminating^ the parasite. The bare fact

that the parasite developed in the bed-bug so far as

its flagellated, herpetomonad stage was not in itself

a decisive proof that the bed-bug was responsible for

its transmission ; and from the telegram received it

can only be supposed that Captain Patton has com-
pleted his former investigations on the development of

the parasite, and has obtained definite experimental

proof of its transmission by the agency of the bed-

bug.
The recent investigations of Dr. Wenyon on the

allied parasite, Leishmania tropica, the cause of

Oriental sore, make it probable that in this case the

transmitting agent is a mosquito or a sand-fly (Phlebo-

tomus sp.), sometimes also a house-fly, which may
carrv the infection mechanically, i.e. not as a true

host'. In North Africa and Southern Europe another

species of these parasites is known, which is believed

by its discoverer, Dr. Nicolle, to be primarily a para-

site of dogs, and to be transmitted by some means
from dogs to human beings, especially children,

whence it has been given the name L. infantum.

Dr. C. Basile in Italy has succeeded recently in

transmitting this species experimentally by means of

fleas. Further details of Captain Patton 's investiga-

tions will be awaited with interest.

B'

LORD LISTER, O.M., F.R.S.

|Y the death of Lord Lister, the world has lost

one of its greatest men, and one who, without

any question, conferred more benefits on humanity
than any man had ever done before. His great

achievernent was no doubt the revolution which he

carried out in the science and practice of surgery

by his investigations into the causes of septic disease,

and one has only to look back at the state of surgery

up to the time when he began his work to gain

some idea of the enormous advance which foUow^ed.

From the earliest ages the fatal consequences of

wounds, whether occurring accidentally or as a result

of an operation, have occupied the minds of all those

who had to do with their treatment, and all sorts

of attempts have been made to obviate these evils.

The practice of the ancient writers was not to keep
away noxious agents which interfered with the heal-

ing of wounds, as was Lister's conception, but to

make the wound heal, and substances were applied to

make the flesh grow, others to make the growing
flesh firm, and others again to make the wound cica-

trise. Amid these attempts, the tendency of the

wound itself towards healing was almost entirely lost

sight of ; nevertheless, there were surgeons who,
from lime to time, were bold enough or had insight

enough to protest against these views and to point

out that it is to nature itself that one must attribute

the ultimate healing of the wound. However, but

little attention was paid to these writers, and the

practice of treating the supposed poisonous state of

the surface of the wound and of inducing healing by
various applications still held its own.

Paracelsus was the first who came nearest the

modern ideas ; he supposed that there is a juice dis-

tributed in the body which keeps the various tissues

in good health and repairs them when injured, and
he held that the whole aim of the surgeon ought to

be to prevent alterations in this liquid, these altera-

tions resulting mainly from contact with air. Medical
applications are only of use in so far as they preserve

this juice and prevent its corruption.
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Similar views were held by Ambroise Par6, and
was chiefly by the writings and teachings of these tv

men that the position of nature as an agent in li'

wounds was more fully recognised. 'ITie tei

after that time was to look on the contact of i

with the wound as the source of the main ti

and after the chemical constitution of the air \\

discovered, it was the oxygen in the air which w..

chiefly blamed for the decomposition which took pUn
in the wounds ; indeed, this view was still held v< i

widely when Lister began his researches on the pi

vention of sepsis.

The first result of these views was that enormoi
quantities of dressings were applied over the woun(.
and left unchanged for a long time, with a view
excluding the air. At the ^nd of the eighteeni:
century and the beginnin|||^K the nineteenth, oih'

methods of treatment we^^Kiployed, which yieldi

very much better results than the older ones. Or
of the earliest of these methods was simple wat-
dressing, and this was followed by irrigation, by tl

use of the water-bath, and in some cases by tl.

addition of various antiseptic substances to the wait
so employed. Others came to the conclusion that it

was best to leave the wounds open, others that heal-
ing by scabbing should be promoted, while the fear

of the effect of air on wounds led to the introduc-
tion, in 1816, of subcutaneous surgery. About the

middle of last century various antiseptic substances
were a good deal employed, especially in France

—

balsams, chlorine, alcohol, chloride of zinc, iodine;

and, very shortly before Lister's first publication,

carbolic acid was advocated by Lemaire as an applica-

tion to wounds. None of these antiseptic substances
were, however, used on any definite scientific ground
or with any definite method, and the result was,
though a certain amount of improvement may have
occurred, nothing like that which was brought about
by Lister's systematic work was attained.

It is quite unnecessary to go into the details of

that work ; that has already been done in these
columns and elsewhere. Lister was the subject of

an article in the Nature series of " Scientific

Worthies" on May 7, 1896 (vol. liv., p. i), and his

collected works were reviewed in Nature of Februan."

17, 19 10. It may be said that, from the time Lister

was a student, his mind had been occ ' '

with the terrible fatal results which so con-:

followed operations, however perfectly they >^^i

conducted, and he had definitely come to the conch,

sion that these troubles were associated with, an
indeed the result of, the putrefactive changes whic:

occurred in the blood and serum in the wound. H
felt that if only these putrefactive changes could !•

avoided, the dangers which resulted would, in ;i'

probability, also disappear. So long as the view w.i~

held that these changes were due to the contact of tlv

oxygen of the air with the discharges, the matt*

seemed hopeless, because it seemed impossible to per

form an operation under conditions which woul
exclude the oxygen of the air. When, however
Pasteur in his work on "Spontaneous Generation,
demonstrated that the oxygen of the air was quii'

unable to cause fermentative changes in organic fluid-

and that these changes were due to living particl«

which fell into these fluids from the air, these particl' -

belonging to the class of bacteria, the outlook becan:

much more promising, for it was quite a difl"erer

matter to have to do with particles which were simpi

floating in the air, and were often in small number-
and even entirely absent, than with gaseous sub-

stances which could penetrate ever\'where.

Two courses were open in dealing with such par-

ticles, namely, to exclude them altogether, as in th-
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experiments where the air was filtered through cotton-

wool, or else to destroy their vitality, as in the experi-

ments where the air which was admitted to the

organic fluids was not filtered, but subjected to great

heat. There is no doubt that Lister's first view was
that the main organisms which produced this decom-
position reached the wound from the air or from dust

deposited on surrounding objects, although he very

soon modified that view as a result of practical experi-

ence. Proceeding, however, on the view that the

main contamination came from the air, the question

which he put before himself was, what was the best

way of dealing with the infective particles ; should they

be simply kept out by filtration of any air which came
in contact with the wound, or should they be killed

before they got into the wound, and if they were
killed what would be the best way of doing it? To
filter the air did not seem at all a practical plan, and
Therefore he at once took up the line of killing the

organisms before they got into the wound, and the

simplest way of doing so seemed to be by the use of

chemical substances which had the power of destroy-

ing these minute forms of life, and were termed
antiseptics. Curiously enough, the first chemical sub-

stance to which his attention was directed was
carbolic acid, which still holds its place as one of

the most potent and generally most applicable anti-

septics.

His views and methods were constantly undergoing
expansion and modification as the result of experience.

Starting with the crude notion of bacteria in general,

lie very soon found that there must be a great variety

of dift'erent species of bacteria, each having its own
life-history and producing dift'erent noxious effects or

none at all, and that the harm following the entrance
of bacteria into wounds was, in the main, not due to

those which produced the putrefactive fermentation.
However much he modified his views and his methods
of dealing with wounds, he held to the leading view
that no bacteria should gain admission to wounds in

a living state, although it was not long before he
recognised that it was an ideal aim and that prac-

tically bacteria must gain entrance to wounds to a
certain extent in spite of all precautions. This led

him to postulate the second factor which had to do
with the avoidance of sepsis, namely, the power which
tlie tissues themselves possess in preventing the de-
velopment of these micro-organisms, and that was
the point on which he laid the very greatest stress,

and in connection with that he struggled for years to

reduce, and, if possible, avoid altogether, irritation of
the tissues in the wound, while at the same time,
as far as possible, preventing the entrance of bacteria.

Hence he was constantly changing his dressings and
his methods, much to the perplexity of those who
had not grasped the scientific ideas which were at

the bottom of his researches.

These changes had a twofold object : one to obtain
a more perfect sterilisation of the air, and the various
objects which came in contact with the wounds, and

I the other to avoid as far as possible the use of irritat-

ing substances, and more especially to prevent them
"coming in contact with the wound itself, and thus
Interfering with the natural action of the tissues in

lestroying any bacteria which might enter them in

ppite of the various precautions.
A study of his colli '01001 works which were published

a year or two ago will show I he remarkable persever-
mce with which he followed out these aims, and as
examples of scientific writing, they are probably un-
surpassed. He possessed to a high degree the qualitv
of genius, in not overlooking what to the ordinary
mind would appear minor circumstances. If an
experiment did not turn out ns ho oxpoch-d, he pro-
ceeded at once to ascertain the cause, and he did
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not throw it aside as simply an accident. In this
way he was led to a great variety of information
which the ordinary observer would have missed
altogether.

But Lister as a surgeon did not direct his attentions
solely to the treatment of wounds and the avoidance
of septic troubles in connection with them. As soon
as he found that he could reckon with reasonable
certainty on the avoidance of these troubles, he pro-
ceeded to consider in what way he could improve the
existing methods of treatment, and naturally the
immunity from septic diseases opened up a greatly
increased range of operative work. Hence very
shortly after the successful application of his
theories to practice, we find him suggesting operations
and procedures as regards the treatment of diseases
which had not previously been attempted, and
were looked on by the older surgeons as"almost
criminal. Such operations, for example, as osteotomy
for deformities, the treatment of recenT: fractures,
such as fracture of the patella, by operation, exten-
sive operations for the removal of cancerous glands
in connection with cancer of the breast, the intro-
duction of suprapubic colotomy, and a great many
other procedures too numerous to mention.
Another point which should not be forgotten in

connection with Lister is that it was his work which
gave the main impulse to the development of the
great science of bacteriology, a science which bids
fair to occupy the most prominent place in medical
work._ It is true that he did not discover bacteria,
nor did he take an active part in the bacteriological
advances, but nevertheless he, along with Pasteur
and Koch, may be looked on as a founder of the
science. Until Pasteur's time the existence of bac-
teria and their life-history had been looked on as only
an interesting but not very important study, and
practically the only questit)n asked with regard to

them was whether they could arise spontaneously in

organic fluids, or whether, like other living things,
they must have had a progenitor. In other words,
the battle raged for many years on the question of
Spontaneous Generation. Pasteur was the observer
who finally settled this question absolutely definitely,

and showed that there was no such thing as spon-
taneous generation of living organisms, and that all

organisms were derived from pre-existing ones, and
he further showed that organisms were the causes of

the ordinary fermentations, including the putrefactive

fermentation.
Until, however, Lister seized on the facts demon-

strated by Pasteur, and applied them to the treatment
of wounds, practically no one had looked on these
organisms as of any importance in disease. As soon
as Lister showed that the exclusion of these ori;;niisnis

from wounds meant the disappearance of a variety of

diseases to which man had been previously subject,

the study of these organisms naturally advanced with
groat rapidity. Lister, for some years, did work in

that direction himself, but comparatively lit lie pio-

gr(>ss was made until it w.-is taken up by Tim, ur.

who, with his wonderful insight, drew deduolions

from his observations of far-reaching value. But the

great progress dates from the time when Koch appeared

in the field, and demonstrated definitely the r<l,ition of

these organisms to disease, and showed how tlioy

could be detected and how they could be stained and
cultivated. Since that time the science has gone
.-ilioad nt n vory rapid pri'-. • ^^ without Pastour,

Lislt'1% nnd l\ooh, and m < iallv without Iho

|)raorioal drnimi'^trnf ion nl . . .,;..il inipoiMatioo of

those oriL;.uii^ni^ h\- l.i-iir, il is iniiios^^ih!.- In s,i\-

whether this soii'inr wmld ha\c htm in i-\i-irin\: at

all at the present rn<iin.ni.

I need not say an\ihing ahoul Lord Lifter as a
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man. That he was conscientious to a dejjree, and
considered any matters brought to his notice without
any personal bias, is well known to all tliose who
had dealings with him. That he never believed ill of

anyone I can testify from long association with him

;

that those who opposed him were mistaken in their

views was only a natural conclusion from the belief

that he had in his own, but that any other motive
influenced them in opposing him did not enter into

his calculations. Above all, he was full of sympathy
for suffering humanity. He spent an enormous
amount of time in his hospital work, not only in

making his observations and in watching the progr^•.^^

of the wounds under different methods of treatment,

but also in relieving the suffering of the patients.

He was often remonstrated with by the committees
of the hospital to which he was attached for keeping
patients in the hospital for a very long time, but he
looked on the hospital as an institution for curing the

patients, and would not let anyone leave so long as

he was likely to obtain further benefit from remain-
ing in it. When he came to London, there were
several patients in his wards in Edinburgh, chiefly

cases of spinal disease with abscess, who would natur-

ally have been sent home after he left. Rather than
allow them to run the risks consequent on that pro-

cedure, Lord Lister had several of them transported to

London and placed in nursing homes at his own
expense, and they were kept there for months, and in

one case years, until the disease was cured.

W. Watson Cheyne.

Funeral Service in Wesiminster Ahhev.

Upon the news of Lord Lister's death, the Dean of

Westminster (Bishop Ryle) at once offered the signal
honour of burial in Westminster Abbey. This, how-
ever, was rendered impossible by the circumstance
that it was Lord Lister's wish that he should be laid

to rest at West Hampstead Cemetery, where his wife
had been interred in 1893. Accordingly, the decision

was taken to hold a funeral service, and to accord
the full ceremonial which would have attended an
actual burial within the Abbey had that been practic-

able.

The body was taken to the Abbey on the evening
of Thursday last, in the charge of the near relatives,

being received by the Dean and clergy. It was then
deposited in the Chapel of St. Faith, where an offer-

ing of prayer was held.

Impressive indeed was the funeral service next day.
The King was represented by Sir Frederick Treves.
Queen Alexandra by Sir Francis Laking, and Princess
Louise (Duchess of Argyll) by Mr. Oswald Balfour.
The Prime Minister, Lord Lansdowne, the Lord
Mayor of London, and the Lord Provost of Edinburgh
attended. A gathering representative of the Corps
Diplomatique, Government departments, British
universities, scientific and medical societies, and many
private individuals, all drawn by the same desire to

pay a final tribute of respect, filled the Abbey in every
available part.

The foreign delegates who attended were :

—

M. Gabriel Lippmann, For.Mem.R.S., president, Paris
Academy of Sciences, with Profs. Chaveau, For.Mem.R.S..
Dastre, and Roux ; Prof. Pozzi, .Academy of Medicine.
Paris; Prof. E. Roux, Pasteur Institute; Prof. Garr^.
president, German Congress of Surgeons ; Prof. H. Treub,
Dutch Medical Society, Amsterdam, and University of

Amsterdam.

Many foreign learned societies were also repre-

sented, in addition to the foregoing, through the
nomination of men of science in this countrv.
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On the part of the Royal Society there were pre-

sent :

—

Sir .Archibald (i«iki<" (president, who took part as a pal!

bearer) ; Sir .\lfr»d K<mpe (treasurer) ; Sir Joseph I^rmoi
and Sir John Brjidford (secretaries); Sir William Crooke^,
CM. (fori'ign secretary); Dr. Lazarus Fletcher; and Sir

John Kirk.

The pall-bearers and chief mourners were as sub-
joined :

—

VaXl Bearers.

I. Mil Rayleigh, O..M. (past president of the Roy.il
^niiiiN, and Order of .Merit); I>ord Rosebery (Chancellor
of the University of London) ; Lord Iveagh (Lister Insti-

tute) ; Sir Archibald Geikie (president of the Royal Society) .

Principal Sir Donald Mac.Alister (University of Glasgow) ,

Sir Watson Cheyne (King's College, London); Mr. R. J.

Godlee (president of the Royal College of Surgeons) ; Prof.

Francis M. Caird (University of Edinburgh).
Sir Hector Cameron (University of Glasgow), who was

to have been a pall bearer, was prevented by illness from
fulfilling the duty.

Chief Mourners.

Mr. J. J. Lister, F.R.S., Dr. .Arthur Lister, Miss I-isier,

Mr. R. G. Godlee, Mr. J. Lister Godlee, Mr. Lister Harri-
son, Mrs. Phear, Colonel and Mrs. Montagu Broun, Mr.
P. Godlee, and Miss Christina Godlee.

At the Chapter House a procession was formed,
comprising the chief mourners and immediate friends,

together with representatives specially designated

from civic, learned, and other institutions. Preceded
by the choir and officiating clergy, the coffin was
borne through the Cloisters from the Chajjel of St.

Faith, the while the hymn " Brief life is here our
portion " was sung. From the nave to the choir the

opening sentences of the Burial Service were sung, in

procession, to the setting by Dr. Croft. The coffin

was deposited temporarily on a high catafalque at the

steps of the altar. On the pall lay the insignia of

the Order of Merit, Knight of the Prussian Order
"pour le M^rite," and Knight Grand Cross of the

Order Danebrog.
A wreath of orchids and lilies, sent by the German

Emperor, and brought to the Abbey by his Excellency

the German Ambassador, was carried before the bier

on its way to the choir. Floral tributes came also

from the Pasteur Institute, Paris, the German Society

of Surgery, and Dutch Medical Society.

.After the lesson, an anthem by Handel was sung.

Composed for the funeral of Queen Caroline in 1737,

it was chosen for the special appropriateness of the

words. These are appended:—"When the ear heard
him, then it blessed him : and when the eye saw
him, it gave witness of him. He delivered the poor

that cried : the fatherless and him that had none to

help him. Kindness, meekness, and comfort were in

his tongue. If there was any virtue, and if there was
any praise, he thought on those things. His body is

buried in peace, but his name liveth evermore."

Goss's anthem, " I heard a voice," followed.

At the conclusion of the ser\ice, and whilst the

coffin was being borne from the .Abbey, the " Dead
March " in Saul was played by Sir Frederick Bridge.

The following acted as stewards in the choir, tran-

septs, and Chapter House :

—

King's College Hospital : Dr. Gillett. Major Lvne, A. C.

McAllister. G. Matthews, H. P. Morton, V. E. Negus,
11. A. Richards.

I'liivrrsitv College Hospital: Dr. Chubb, Dr. Cowell,

A. Courts, IT. Waller. G. E. O. Williams.
Royal Society : T. E. James. F. A. TowIp. A. H. Whit.-.

Simultaneously with the rites in the Abbey, a memo-
rial service was held in St. Giles's Cathedral, Edin-
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burgh, attended by representatives of the Corporation,

the University, the Royal Colleges of Physicians and
Surgeons, and the Edinburgh and Leith Medical

Practitioners' Association.

Messages of Sympathy and Respect.

Expressions of sympathy and resolutions embody-
ing appreciation for the work accomplished by Lord
Lister have been received by his family and by the

Royal Society from all parts of the civilised world.

Last week we referred to messages from the King,

Queen Alexandra, and other members of the Royal
Family, and to the telegram from the Institut Pasteur.

We print below a selection, based chiefly upon reports

in The Times, of the tributes which have been paid

by foreign rulers and Governments and by learned

societies everywhere, to the character and work of

Lord Lister.

So large a number of messages of condolence and
tributes to the memory of Lord Lister have been
received by his family that some delay in sending
individual replies is inevitable, and it is therefore

desired to convey through the medium of the Press
their grateful acknowledgment of the sympathy which
has been so generally expressed.

The King's message, already referred to, stated that

his Majesty shares in the feeling that the loss suffered

is a universal one, for the world at large owes a debt
of gratitude to Lord Lister's memory for all that he
achieved to save life and to mitigate human suffering.

The following- letter was received from the German
Ambassador :

—

By order of his Imperial Majesty the German Emperor,
who knew the late Lord Lister personally, I will have the
honour to lay a wreath on the resting-place of the great
savant.

Will you further kindly inform the late Lord Lister's

relatives that, acting under instructions from my Govern-
ment, I have conveyed, through the Foreign OtHce, to the
societies of which Lord Lister was president, the sorrow of

the Imperial Chancellor and the Royal Prussian Govern-
ment ?

A telegram was received by Sir Archibald Geikie,
K.C.B., president of the Royal Society, from the
Marquis di San Giuliano, the Italian Minister for

Foreign Affairs, as follows :

—

I beg you to express to the Royal Society the con-
dolences of his Majesty's Government on the death of
Lord Lister, whose name will live in perpetual veneration
in the grateful memory of mankind. I associate myself
personally with the Royal Society's mourning, being
attached to that illustrious body by many touching recollec-
tions, both of my own references to Italy at more than one
of their annual reunions and of eloquent tributes paid
by their most eminent speak' i-, lo the scientific glories of
our country.

.\t the meeting of the Royal Society on Thursday
last, February 15, the President (Sir Archibald Geikie)
referred to the signal loss sustained by the society
and by the scientific world at home and abroad by
the decease of Lord Lister, in whom the society had
a special interest as a past president. It was moved
froin the chair, and resolved by the fellows present
rising in their places, that the condolence of the
society be sent to the family of Lord Lister, and that
the society do adjourn without transacting the busi-
ness of the meeting, as a mark of respect to his
memory.
The Royal Society has received the following tele-

grams bf sympathy from foreign acaden>ies and
departments of State :

—

Germany.

The Prussian Department of Public Instruction mourns
in sincerest sympathy with the Royal Society the grievous
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loss which science has experienced by the decease of their
former president, the great master of surgery, Lord Lister.—VoN Trott zu Solz, Prussian Minister of Instruction.
The Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences send to the

Royal Society their heartfelt sympathy in the heavy loss

which the society has sustained by the death of their
former president. We condole sincerely with you on the
decease of Lord Lister as a true benefactor of mankind,
whose memory will remain in imperishable honour among
all nations.—Presiding Secretary, Auwers.

Royal Saxon Society of Sciences, Leipzig, deeply moved
by Lister's death, sends warmest sympathy. (No dele-
gates.) (Unsigned.)

Medical Society, Leipzig, sincerely laments their dis-

tinguished honorary and foreign member. Personal repre-
sentation unfortunately impossible.

—

Marciiand.
On the occasion of the severe loss which medical science

has suffered by the decease of Lord Lister, the League
of German Clinics herewith gives expression to their most
sincere sympathy.

—

Wessel, President, Leipzig.
The Medical Faculty of the University of Munich

mourns with you at the bier of Lord Lister, one of the
greatest benefactors of mankind. It will always be a glory

of Great Britain that she has brought forth this son.

—

M. Gruber, Dean.
The Royal Bavarian .\cademy of Sciences regrets that

during the University term none of its members is able to

take part in the obsequies of England's great son, Lord
Lister, but it is at one with the whole civilised world in

its grief at the demise of one of the greatest benefactors

of mankind whose benevolent life-work can never be lost.

— Hkifel, President.

Russia.

Imperial .Aratiemy of Medicine, St. Petersburg, semis its

sincerest condolences to the Royal Society on the death
of Lord Lister, whose loss has saddened not only England,
but the whole medical world.

—

Moisseeff, Secretary of

the Academy.
Imperial .\cademy of Sciences, St. Petersburg, begs Sir

.Archibald Geikie as honorary member to represent the

academy at the funeral of Lord Lister.

—

Oldenburg,
Perpetual Secretary.

Austria-Uunwary

.

Imperial Aradmiy of Sciences, Vienna, profoundly
deplores the draih of the great surgeon and benefactor of

the sick, Lord Lister, whom they were proud to count
among their honorary and foreign members, and express

their sincere sympathy with the Royal Society in their

loss.

—

President Boehmbawerk, Becke.

The Hungarian Academy, Budapest.—The Hungarian
-Academy of Sciences sends its deepest condolence to the

funeral of its great member, Lord Lister.

—

Berzeviuzy,
President.

Oilier Countries.

.Academy of S< irm. s, I'aris.—.'\cademy will send to the

obsequies of Li>t'
1 , l.ippmann (presidmi ), (hauveau,

Dastre, Roux. Ai ni. iting of the .\(Mi1. in\ on Feb-

ruary 12, -M. l.ippmann made fitting r>lii.nrr lo Lord
Lister's life and work.

(.A telegram from the Pasteur Institute was published in

Nature last week.)

I join your illustrious society on behalf of the University

of the Italian Scientific Institute and with my own personal

condolences at the irreparable loss of Lord Lister, to whom
science and humanity owes so much.

—

Minlster of Public

Instruction.
.Accademia dei Lincei, Rome.—The .Accademia dei Lincei

deplores the loss of their illustrious member. Lord Lister,

and begs to bo allowed to be represented at tlie funeral by

their member, Sir Joseph Larmor.

—

Blaserna, President.

Christiania University.—The Medical Faculty of

Christiania University expresses syinpathy to the Royal

Society in the great loss sustained by the British medical

profession and the whole science of medicine by the death

of the father of modern surgery, Lord Lister.

—

Decanis
Harbitz.

Christiania Scientific Society thanks for kind telegram

regarding Lord Lister, and regrets sincerely with the Royal
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Society the loss of its eminent member.—Dr. H. Mohn,
President ; Dr. A. Johannessen, General Secretary.

Swedish Academy of Sciences, Stockholm.—Swedish
Minister, Count Wrangel, instructed to represent Swedish
Academy of Sciences at Lord Lister's funeral.

—

Dahlgren,
President.

Prof. Treub comes to funeral ceremony Lord Lister

representing the University of Amsterdam.—Rector Mag-
nificus. Prof. Winkler.
Dutch Medical Society, .Amsterdam.—Dutch Medical

Society delegates Prof. Hector Treub. of Amsterdam, to

Lord Lister's funeral.—Dr. Schreve, Secretary.

.Academy of Science, Amsterdam.—.Academy Science,

Amsterdam, regrets deeply cannot send delegate Lord
Lister's funeral.

—

Lorentz.
The Swiss Society of Natural Sciences associates w^th

the Royal Society in its great sorrow.

—

Sarasin, President.

iVOTES.

For the meeting of the British Association for the

.Advancement of .Science, which is to be held this year at

Dundee on September 4 and following days, under the

presidency of Prof. E. .A. Schafer, F.R.S., the following

presidents have been appointed to the various sections :

—

Mathematical and Physical Science, Prof. H. L. Callendar,

F.R.S. : Chemistry, Prof. A. Scnier ; Geology, Dr. B. N.

Peach. F.R.S. ; Zoology, Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell,

F.R.S. : Geography, Sir Chi-rles M. Watson, K.C.M.G..
"(".B., R.E. ; Economic Science and Statistics, Sir Henry
H. Cunynghame, K.C.B. ; Engineering, Prof. A. Barr

;

Anthropology, ProL G. Elliot Smith, F.R.S.; Physiology,

Mr. Leonard Hill, F.R.S.; Botany. Prof. F. Keeble

;

Educational Science, Prof. J. .Adams ; .Agriculture, Mr.
T. H. Middleton. .Agriculture will form the subject of a

lull soction for the first time. Prof. W. H. Bragg, F.R.S.,

and Prof. A. Keith have been appointed to deliver the

evening discourses.

The executive committee of the British Science Guild

has completed arrangements for the reading of the follow-

ing papers dealing with subjects in which the Guild is

taking action :—Monday, Februar}' 26, coordination of

philanthropic effort. Sir Edward Brabrook, C.B. ; Monday,
March 11, scientific aspects of technical education. Prof.

John Perry, F.R.S. ; Friday, March 29, synchronisation

of clocks, ^L^jor O'Meara, C.M.G. With the kind per-

mission of the president and council of the Chemical
Society, the meetings will be held in the rooms of the

Chemical Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, at

S.;,o p.m.

In reply to a question relating to agricultural research,

asked in the House of Commons on Tuesday, February 20,

Mr. Runciman said :—A grant of 30,000!. per annum will

be made from the Development Fund for work at re-

sonrch institutes in the following subjects, viz. :—plant

physiology, plant pathology (mycological side), plant breed-

iTig, fruit growing, plant nutrition, and soil problems,

animal nutrition, animal breeding, animal pathology, dairy

investigation, agricultural zoology, and the economics of

agriculture. Negotiations are proceeding as to the places

at which the work will be carried on. It is proposed to

allocate an additional sum of 5000Z. for investigations of a

special character during the ensuing financial year, and I

hope shortly to be in a position to announce the purposes

for which this sum will be expended.

The governing body of the Lister Institute has appointed
Mr. G. Udny Yule honorary consulting statistician to the

institute.
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Mr. Chapman Jomcs has been elected president of the

Royal Photographic .Society, in succession to Lord RHes-
dale, and has been awarded the progress med.'
society.

On Tuesday next, February 27, Prof. E, G. Coker will

begin a course of two lectures at the Royal Institution on
" Optical Determination of Stress, and some Applications

to Engineering Problems."

Referring to the recent correspondence on glazed frost,

Mr. C. Carus-Wilson directs attention to two communica-
tions by him in Nature some years ago, viz. :

—" Is Hail

so Formed " (January 26, 1888) and " Super-cooled Rain
Drops " (February 2, 1905).

.At Messrs. Sotheby's sale on February 19, the sum of

105Z. was realised for the Palaeolithic hornstone hammer-
heads found in the bottom of an old ditch at .Airdens, near
Bonar Bridge, Sutherland, and described and illustrated

in a paper by Dr. J. Anderson, keeper of the Scottish

National Museum of .Antiquities.

Prof. W, Baldwin Spencer, C.M.G., F.R.S., has been

appointed Protector of the Aborigines in the Northern
Territory of .Australia. .A Reuter message from Melbourne
on February 15 announces that Prof. J. A. Gilruth, since

1008 professor of veterinary pathology and director of the

Research Institute in Melbourne University, has been

appointed Administrator of the Northern Territory by the

Commonwealth Government.

The New A'ork correspondent of The Times announces
that an .Arctic expedition, organised by the American
Museum of Natural History and the American Geographical

Society, with the cooperation of Yale University and other

institutions, will start in the coming summer to explore

and map out the new land which Rear-Admiral Peary saw
from Cape Thomas Hubbard in 1906 and named Crocker

Landing. The sum of 10,000/. is being raised for the

expedition. The expedition is to be headed by Mr. G.

Borup, assistant curator of geology in the American
Museum of Natural History, and Mr. D. B. MacMillan,

who were both members of .Admiral Peary's last Polar

expedition.

.A few months ago (September 14, 191 1) we announced
that an influential committee had been formed with the

view of erecting a monument to Dr. J. Janssen, whose
work in astrophysics is known wherever spectroscopic

studies of celestial bodies are carried on. It is felt that

there should be an outward and visible sign, in the form
of a work of art, of the esteem in which the world of

science holds Janssen 's services to astronomy and civilisa-

tion. Subscriptions are solicited for this purpose, and it

is hoped that the resf>onse will be both ready and generous.

The officers of the organising committee are :

—

President,

H. Poincar^ ; vice-presidents, B. Baillaud and G. Bigour-

dan ; secretary, P. Puiseux ; treasurer, H. Deh^rain,

Biblioth^caire ^ I'lnstitut, Paris, to whom contributions

should be sent.

The anniversary meeting of the Geological Society of

London was held on Friday last, February 16. The
officers were appointed as follows -.-^President, Dr. .A.

Strahan, F.R.S. ; vice-presidents, Prof. E. J. Garwood, Dr.

J. E. Marr, F.R.S., Mr. R. D. Oldham, F.R.S., and
Prof. W. W. Watts, F.R.S.; secretaries. Dr. .A. Smith
Woodward, F.R.S., and Mr. H. H. Thomas; foreign

secretary. Sir Archibald Geikie, K.C.B., President R.S.
;

treasurer, Mr. Bedford McNeill. The following awards
of medals and funds were made :—Wollaston medal, Mr.
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Lazarus Fletcher, F.R.S. ; Murchison medal, Prof. Louis
j

DoUo ; Lyell medal, Mr. Philip Lake ; Wollaston fund, Mr.

C. L Gardiner; Murchison fund, Dr. .\. Morley Davies

;

Lyell fund. Dr. .\. R. Dwerryhouse and Mr. R. H. Rastall.

The president delivered his anniversary address, which

dealt with the natural resources of this country in the

matter of coal supply, and their probable duration.

The death is announced, at Bergen, of Dr. G. H. A.

Hansen, whose name will always be associated with the

discovery of the bacillus of leprosy by him in 1871. This

was almost the first micro-organism associated with disease

to be recognised, antedating Koch's discovery of the

tubercle bacillus by ten years. Hansen regarded leprosy

as a malady of an ordinary bacterial type, and he therefore

hoped for the complete extinction of the disease by the

segregation of the sufferers. With this end in view, he

took an active part in the organisation of leper hospitals

in Norway, and although his hopes have not been com-

pletely realised, these measures have considerably

diminished the prevalence of leprosy in Norway. Notwith-

standing the bacillus of leprosy was recognised forty years

ago, it is only within the last year or two that the artificial

cultivation of the organism has attained any measure of

success.

It is ofificially announced that the Chancellor of the

Exchequer is appointing a committee to report at an early

date upon the considerations of general policy in respect of

the problem of tuberculosis in the United Kingdom, in its

preventive, curative, and other aspects, which should guide

the Government and local bodies in making or aiding pro-

vision for the treatment of tuberculosis in sanatoria or

other institutions or otherwise. The committee will consist

of Mr. Waldorf Aster, M.P. (chairman), Dr. C. Addison,

Dr. N. D. Bardswell, Mr. David Davies, M.P., Dr. A.

Mearns Eraser, Dr. A. Latham, Dr. W. Leslie Mackenzie,

Dr. J. C. McVail, Dr. W. J. Maguire, Sir George New-

man, Dr. Arthur Newsholme, C.B., Dr. J. Niven, M.P.,

Mr. M. Paterson, Dr. R. W. Philip, Dr. H. Meredith

Richards, Mr. T. J. Stafford, C.B., Miss Jane Walker,

and Mr. J. Smith Whitaker. The secretary to the com-

mittee will be Mr. F. J. Willis, one of the assistant secre-

taries of the Local Government Board.

The Times of February 10 includes an article by its well-

informed correspondent in Sydney upon the Australian

water supply. The article mentions the great progress

which has been made in the construction of storage

reservoirs for the collection of winter floods down the rivers

of the Murray System. It deals mainly with the supply

from the wells in Queensland and the adjacent parts of

eastern central Australia, and refers to the large volumes

of water yielded by some of these wells at a comparatively

slight cost. Many of the bore waters cannot be used for

irrigation, as they are heavily charged with salts ; and

though it has long been known how some of the injurious

alkalies could be converted into useful plant foods, these

methods have not yet been applied in practice. The article

recognises that the supply from the bores tends to fall ofT,

and that some have ceased altogether. It has recently been

discovered that the water of one of the bores is radio-

active, which gives support to the view that some of the

water is of plutonic origin. That gas pressure helps in

the outflow of the well waters has been recently shown by

chemical analyses. It may be hoped that the attention

now being given in Australia to this great subterranean

supply of water will lead to the alteration of the old

policy, whereby many of the wells were allowed to run to

waste.
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Dr. a. p. Laurie gave his opening lecture as professor

of chemistry in the Royal Academy on February 19. His
subject was " Pigments Old and New, and their Value
in Detecting Forgeries." He began by describing the list

of pigments which were in use at the time of Pliny. He
then went on to point out what pigments had been intro-

duced in addition to these at various times in the history

of art up to the present day, such as the diMov. r\ nt i!ir

preparation of real ultramarine, the introduction of lakes

prepared with alum, and the introduction in more recent

times of such pigments as chrome yellow, cadmium yellow,

artificial ultramarine, cobalt blue, and oxide of chromium
green. He then proceeded to discuss the question of how
far these pigments could be identified in pictures without

injuring the picture, first by means of a microscopic .ex-

amination of the surface with the assistance of the micro-

spectroscope, and by actual but minute tests made upon

the surface of the pigments, and then by the removal of

very small portions by means of delicate tools at a scale

much finer than that required for surgical operations on the

e3"e, these minute portions to be mounted in paraffin and

cut in sections to be microscopically examined and tested.

A systematic plan for the identification of blues when

mixed with white lead was shown, and many photomicro-

graphs, on Lumi^re plates, of pigments magnified to 200

diameters. In conclusion, the photomicrographs of the

pigments actually found on an illuminated missal letter of

the fifteenth century were shown on the screen, and the

means of identifying them explained. Finally, some

account was given of the mediaeval methods and the treatis<»

of the monk Theophilus.

We record with regret the death of Mr. George Maw,
which occurred at Kenley, Surrey, on February 7. Born

in 1832, Maw was a manufacturer of artistic tiles and

pottery at Broseley, Shropshire, where he formed a remark-

able collection of living hardy plants. With wide scientific

interests. Maw gave especial attention to botanical, geo-

logical, and antiquarian problems. His earlier studies

dealt with English botany ; in 1853 he discussed the plants

of the Taw, Tamar, and Torridge Valleys ; he discovered

Lilium pyrenaicutn, in a naturalised condition, near

Molton, S. Devon. To enrich his garden he travelled

widely in the mountains of Europe, Asia Minor, and Nortli

.Africa; he discovered Draba Mawii on the Spanish Sien

Nevada, and Saxifraga Maweaua on the mountains abu\

Tetuan. In 1871 he accompanied Sir J. D. Hooker and

Mr. J. Ball in an expedition to North Africa, and dis-

cussed the geology of the country traversed in the well-

known work " Marocco and the Great .Atlas," published

by Messrs. Macmillan in 1878. About 1875 Maw began to

concentrate his attention on the genus Crocus, as to which

he became the recognised authority; in search of its spec!

he travelled much in Greece and Asia Minor. After pi-

liminary systematic and horticultural notices, Maw issued,

in 1886, a magnificent monograph of Crocus containing

quarto plates of sixty-seven species drawn and coloured 1

himself. Then his health gave way; in May, 1886, he I'

Shropshire, and had lived in retirement at Kenley ev.

since. Maw was a fellow of the Linnean society, whi.

he joined in i860, of the Geological Soei' i\, :uu! .f ih"

Society of Antiquaries.

The trial of Galileo formed the subject of the third

lecture delivered on February 14 at University College by

the Quain professor of comparative law (Sir John .Mai

-

donnell). on comparative legal procedure as illustrated l\

historical trials. From the report in The Times of t!

following day it appears that the lecturer justly reject-

the legend that Galileo was thrown into a dungeon a:
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lortured, while the truth is that, considering the usual

mode of procedure of the Inquisition, he may almost bo

said to have been treated somewhat leniently. Too much
stress should probably not be laid on the proceedings at

Rome in i6i6, as Galileo at the trial in 1633 was not

mainly convicted because he had acted contrary to the

engagement he had entered into seventeen years before

not to teach or defend the Copernican doctrine, but because

(as the sentence distinctly stated) he had made himself

suspected of heresy. Galileo did not deny that he had in

iM(' Im . 11 iilTu ially informed that the theory of the eartli's

luoiion imi^t not be taught as a physically true one, and

he acknowledged that he had in his " Dialogue " expressed

himself in such a manner that the reader might thinic

that he believed Copernicus to be right. Sir John Mac-
donnell thinks that if the question had arisen a few years

earlier or later, it is possible that the doctrine might not

have been forbidden. Bat it should be remembered that

the invention of the telescope in 1609 altered the state of

affairs by revealing many analogies between the earth and
the planets, thereby changing the question from a purelv

academic one into a very real one of interest to everv-

body. Galileo had also tried to offer a physical proof of

the earth's motion by his curious theory of the tides, which
certainly damaged his case still more. The trial does not

present many points of special interest apart from the

personality of the accused and the cause he advocated.

.Many Protestant theologians of that day detested the

Copernican doctrine just as cordially as the Inquisition

did, but they lacked the power possessed by the latter.

In L'Anthropologic, vol. xxii.. No. 6, L'Abb^ H. Breuil

and M. Cabre .\guilo contribute a valuable addition to

their series of studies of Palaeolithic man, under the title

of " Les Peintures rupestres d'Espagne," describing a

number of rock-paintings at the village of .Albarracin, lying

in the valley of the River Guadalaviar, which enters the

Mediterranean Sea near the city of Valencia. The rough
sketch of a primitive horse or pony, and coloured pictures
of groups of cattle with their calves, are interesting. Still

more remarkable figures in these groups are those of two
men, one in black, the other in white, represented in the
act of discharging arrows at some animals. They closely

resemble figures of the same kind found in the Cogul
Cave, and remove all doubts as to the significance of the
latter.

We welcome the appearance, though belated, of the first

number of The Journal of Roman Studies, the organ of

the society started last year in cooperation with the

flourishing Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies.

The most important contribution is by Mrs.. S. A. Strong,
a series of notes, supplementary to the official catalogue,
of the remarkable e.xhibition, illustrative of the provinces
of the Roman Empire, at the Baths of Diocletian, Rome.
The exhibition has proved so successful that the authori-
ties announce that it will remain open until the end of
next April. While other countries, in particular Austria-
Hungary, have contributed splendid collections of Roman
provincial antiquities, it is much to be regretted that, in

comparison with Germania and Gallia, that of Britannia,
the rich stores of Roman antiquities in which are little

known to Continental scholars, makes such a poor dis-

play. If this new Roman society had been in working
order, this reproach might have been avoided ; but the
official attitude to Roman antiquities is obvious from the
consignment, some fourteen years ago, of the Romano-
British collection in the British Museum to dark corridors
and dirty, inaccessible basements in favour of the
Rothschild collection. It is quite time that the authori- '
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ties became convincfd of the need of providing adequat<

accommodation for valuable objects of great intfre<;t tn

many British antiquaries.

In the Journal of the College of Agriculture, Lnivt-iMn

of Tokyo, vol. i., No. 3, Takahashi and .Sato discuss the

maturing of the Japanese drink " sakd, " and find that

this is brought about by one or more varieties of the yeast

.S". anomalus (now termed Willia anomala). Kurono has

isolated an enzyme from both sak6 and beer yeasts which
lil)' rates ammonia from asparagin, and Yukawa describes

IV. (I new Aspergillus fungi isolated from dried tunny

tish.

In The Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology

for December, 191 1 (vol. iv., No. 4), Dr. K. Mackenzie

details the results of an experimental investigation of the

mechanism of milk secretion, with special reference to the

action of animal extracts. He finds that the mammary
gland is, as regards its secretory activity, not under the

direct influence of the nervous system, and that many
organs, e.g. the pituitary body, corpus luteum, pineal body,

involuting uterus, and the lactating mammary gland itself

possess hormones which are capable of stimulating the

mammary gland to activity.

"Medicines: .-\ncient and Modern," is the subject of

an interesting article by Dr. Oliver Davis in this month's
Knowledge. Modern remedies are largely synthetical

—

built up on preconceived lines by the chemist in the labora-

tory. The stereo-configuration of an organic compound,
i.e. the spatial arrangement of the component atoms and
groups in the compound, profoundly modify the chemical

and physiological properties of a compound. This is illus-

trated by reference to anilin. This is a benzene nucleus

into which an amino group, NH,, has been introduced.

It is far too to.xic to be of much value as a medicine, but

by replacing one of the hydrogen atoms of the amino group

by the acetyl radicle, COCH3, we obtain acetanilide or

antifebrin, a well-known useful and fairly safe remedy.

It seems to be established that Rocky Mountain spotted

fever, a typhus-like disease occurring in limited districts

in the United States, is conveyed by a tick (Dermacentor
venustus). Bulletin No. 105 of the Bureau of Entymology,
United States Department of .Agriculture, is devoted to

the bionomics of this tick, with special reference to its

destruction. It is considered that systematic " dipping
"

of the domestic animals in the localities in which the tick

is found would soon result in a very large reduction in its

numbers. It is estimated that an expenditure of 23,692
dollars, spread over three years, would effect this, after

which a very small annual expenditure, say 600 dollars,

would suffice to prevent reinfestation.

No. 1879 of the Proceedings of the U.S. National

Museum is devoted to an account, by Mr. L. J. Boettcher.

of experiments which have been undertaken recently for

the purpose of ascertaining the best means of preserving

tusks, bones, and horns from decay and damage. Owing
to desiccation, tusks of animals are e.xceedingly liable to

crack and split after death, especially in hot and dry
climates. This may be prevented by saturating them with
paraffin, which may either be poured into the open end of

the tusk or be imbibed by immersing the whole tusk for

a certain period in a bath of meUed paraffin.

Under the title of "The Public Utility of Museums,"
Lord Sudeley has issued in pamphlet form (Kingston-on-
Thames : T. J. S. Guilford and Co., Ltd.) his letters to

The Times, together with leading articles from that

journal and other papers, on the subject of " personally

I
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conducted tours through our chief museums," a subject

to which allusion has been previously made in our

columns. Some of the difficulties experienced by the con-

ductor of these peripatetic lectures at the British Museum
are recorded at the end of the pamphlet, with suggested

remedies. The idea of enlisting the services of amateurs

to conduct these lectures would, we venture to think, prove

unworkable.

In the February number of The Museums Journal it is

stated that " the Duchess of Aosta, who is a proficient

big-game shot, has sent to the Natural History Museum
three fine skins of the East African giraffe, secured during

her recent hunting expedition. The species was not

previously represented in the collection, and it is intended

to have one of the specimens mounted for exhibition."

As a matter of fact, these skins, which are by no means

fine, were not sent by the Duchess of Aosta, although the

animals from which they were taken were shot by her

Royal Highness ; the species (Giraffa reticulata) has for

several years been represented by a mounted head and

neck in the east corridor of the museum, and there is no

intention of mounting one of the specimens.

We have received a copy of a very interesting Guide

to the Marine Aquarium at Madras, which was opened in

October, 1909, and is now in full working order. The

object of the aquarium is to provide an interesting display

of the fishes and other marine vertebrates of Madras,

and, at the same time, to furnish opportunities for their

scientific study. The main entrance leads into a paved

area with a central fresh-water pond, on either side of

which are arranged five large tanks with glass fronts.

The seaward side of the central area is occupied by a

large open tank stocked with turtles, while smaller tanks

are placed here and there for novelties and specimens of

particular interest. The fish are captured by netting, but

only a small proportion reach the aquarium, whence,

once established there, they generally thrive. In one tank

are exhibited both sea-snakes and fishes, and it is a re-

markable fact that while none of the former have sought

to attack the latter, several sea-snakes have been killed

and eaten by fishes.

The first number of The Kew Bulletin for 1912 is largely

devoted to an account of Sir Joseph Hooker. The veteran

botanist's intimate association with Kew gives special

colour to the sketch of his life, and another valuable feature

of the present notice is the compbte list of his works which

is appended. The latter, which is arranged in chrono-

logical order, dates from 1837 to iqii.

Owing to the decision to give up the botanical section

of The Annals of Scottish Natural History, a new journal

entirely devoted to botany has made its appearance. The

magazine, which is to include the Transactions of the

Botanical Society of Edinburgh, is entitled The Scottish

Botanical Review. It is edited by Mr. M'Taggart Cowan,

jun., with the assistance of an editorial committee, and is

to be issued quarterly (price 7s. 6d. per annum). The

January number covers a wide field. The geological rela-

tions of staple and migratory plant-formations are dealt

with by Mr. C. B. Crampton, and critical notes on British

aquatics are contributed by Mr. Arthur Bennett. Notes on

alien plants, new records, and ecological nomenclature as

applied to marine alga; also find a place, whilst eight pages

are given to reviews and book notices. The number

further contains Dr. A. W. Borthwick's presidential

address to the Botanical Society of Edinburgh on

modern aspects of applied botany.
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.Among the useful operations of the International Insti-

tute of Agriculture at Rome is the publication of a monthly
bulletin containing summaries of agricultural investiga-

tions. These are by far the most complete hitherto issued,

and they must prove of great value to agricultural investi-

gators, whose literature is always scattered and often

inaccessible. The Bulletin is published in French and
English at a low price, and can cordially be recommended
to the agricultural colleges in this country.

The Live Stock Journal Almanac for 1912 contains,

as usual, a history of the various breeds of stock during

the past year, together with average prices and highest

prices realised for pedigree animals. It is interesting to

note that Great Britain still maintains its lead in live-

stock breeding, and a very considerable amount of the

prosperity of the agricultural community is bound up with

the production of pedigree animals of high value. We
read, for instance, of a young bull selling for 1050 guineas,

whilst a calf sold for 1000 guineas ; another bull fetched

720 guineas, while various others went for prices varying

from 200 to 400 guineas.

A RECENT eruption of gas two miles off the south coast

of Trinidad is described by Mr. Robert Anderson in Science

for December 15, 191 1. About three acres of blue mud
were upheaved to some 30 ft. above the sea, and the

gas thus formed a "crater of elevation." The locality

lies on the prolongation of a line of similar gaseous

activity in the island. The remarkable point about the

eruption is that the gas became ignited on at least two

occasions, the flames being visible fifty miles away. Mr.

Anderson states that sparks have been struck from casings

and tools of oil-wells by the impact of exploded boulders.

He also suggests that electric phenomena, like those of

Mt. Pel^e, may have accompanied the eruption, and so

have caused ignition.

A NEW Publication (No. 145) of the Carnegie Institu-

tion of Washington is devoted to the second part of Dr.

E. C. Case's description and revision of the Permian

Vertebrata of North .America. This part deals with the

Cotylosauria, which are generally regarded as the most

primitive of known reptiles, ancestral to at least some

later groups. After a brief historical summary. Dr. Case

reviews all the named species in systematic order, and

while quoting the original descriptions of the type speci-

mens, adds critical remarks and new information wherever

possible. He also occasionally proposes a new name him-

self, but it is evident that nearly all the specimens from

the Permian of Texas—the chief source of the Cotylo-

sauria proper—are too imperfect for exact determination.

The late Prof. Cope's hasty method of giving names to

battered fragments of bones and teeth from this formation

is proved to have hindered and complicated the study of

the reptiles to which they belong. One specimen, indeed,

which Cope described as a skull with the external nostrils

situated beneath the end of the snout {Hypopnous

squaliccps), is now shown to be a normal skull with a

second small skull, upside down, firmly adherent to the

lower face of the snout and displaying its orbits, which

were mistaken for the nostrils of the larger skull. Dr.

Case's wide experience and careful work have enabled him

to make the best use of such material, and his new memoir

gives a very good general account of the osteology of the

typical cotylosaurtans. They seem to have been " harm-

less, sluggish, terrestrial herbivores, possibly fossorial in

habit," and protected from their enemies by a more or

less extensive bony armour.

We have occasionally directed attention to the steps

taken bv the U.S. Weather Bureau for utilising and
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popularising the data at its disposal. In looking through

its useful meteorological charts for the current month, we
tind it stated that the Bureau has recently installed at the

Custom House in New York City a large glass weather

map, embracing the area included between longitude 10° E.

and 130° W., and latitude 5° and 60" N. On this the tele-

graphic reports received each day from land stations and

from vessels at sea are entered in their proper positions,

and in special cases storm tracks are also shown. In

obtaining this information the Bureau has the cooperation

of the wireless services of the Navy Department and the

.^rmy Signal Corps. In connection with this map there

.-ire twelve large monthly charts on rollers, each showing

the average values of the various elements, for a period of

twenty to forty years, for each 5° of the North .\tlantic

and adjacent shores, together with tracks of hurricanes

and other useful information. The installation will, no

doubt, be much appreciated by underwriters, shipowners,

and all persons interested in maritime meteorology.

The lecture on radio-telegraphy delivered by Prof.

Howe before the Royal Society of Arts on January 31 is

printed in the Journal of the society for February 2. It

occupies a little more than nine pages, and gives in that

small space a clear account of the fundamental principles

of the subject which can be read and appreciated by any-

one who has even an elementary knowledge of physical

science. It does not leave the reader with a bare outline

of the subject, but by means of oscillograph curves shows
how in the appliances at present in use a train of waves
as little damped as possible is secured, how these waves
are sent in special directions, and, finally, how they are

detected by the modern mineral contact type of instrument.

Several important facts with regard to ease or difficulty of

communication and possible interference in war time were
brought out in the discussion which followed the lecture.

In the Revue gi^nerale des Sciences for January 30 Dr.

L. Dunoyer has an article on magnetic exploration at sea

and the progress of terrestrial magnetism during the first

half of the nineteenth century. He shows, in the first

Instance, how the elementary theory that the magnetic

poles of the earth were situated on the surface was dis-

proved by the observed variation of the dip with latitude.

By means of a chart of the lines of equal dip, as observed

and as calculated on the assumption that terrestrial

magnetism is due to a small central magnet, he next shows
how nearly this supposition reproduces the actual facts.

The theory of Gauss is then given and compared with the

chart of lines of equal force given by Sabine, and founded
mainly on the observations of Ross. Finally, he points

out how, with the advance of tirne, the secular changes of

the magnetic elements have introduced so many uncertain-

tics that a new survey is necessary. Such a survey the

Carnegie Institution is now carrying out.

In the current number (No. 23) of Science Progress a

number of subjects of more than usual general scientific

interest are dealt with. Sir Oliver Lodge discusses " The
i^ther of Space and the Principle of Relativity," and Dr.
W. N. Shaw the " Structure of the Atmosphere and the

Texture of Air Currents in Relation to the Problems of

Aviation." Opposing views are taken in the two papers
on " The Interpretation of Life " and " Vitalism," by
F. Carrel and L. Doncaster respectively. Some novel

experiments showing the part played by earthworms in

aerating the soil are described by Dr. J. Newton Friend,
more particularly as regards the rate of production by the
worm of carbon dioxide. " Weeds : their Peculiarities and
Distribution," by Dr. Brenchley, contains a summary of

much recent work, whilst in a paper on the " Corrosion of
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Iron and other Metals," by Prof. Armstrong, two recent

communications by Prof. W. R. Dunstan and Mr. J. R.
Hill on the rusting of iron are discussed. In the latter _j
paper the contention that the rusting of iron can be brought

about by pure water and o.\ygen in the absence of acid is

considered to be untenable, and even though " passivity " be

induced by alkalis or oxidising agents, there is little doubt

that in the ordinary process of rusting, carbon dioxide

plays the necessary part of rendering the water a con-

ductor, and thus establishing the conditions of electrical

action.

Is a recent communication Ravenna and Zamorani

(Nature, November 2, 191 1, p. 19) showed that certain

seeds, which during germination produce hydrocyanic acid,

have this power increased by exposure of the growing

plant to light, and to an atmosphere of carbon dioxide,

whereas the proportion of hydrogen cyanide is diminished

by etiolation or excluding carbonic acid unless a carbo-

hydrate, such as dextrose, is artificially supplied, when a

considerable increase in its amount actually occurs even

under these conditions.' It was suggested that the

hydrogen cyanide or cyanogenetic glucoside was formed

probably by the action of inorganic nitrogen, possibly in

the form of ammonia, on the carbohydrate. Experiments

have since been made by Ravenna and Vecchi {Atti dei

Lincei, vol. 20., ii., 491) on the development of hydrogen

cyanide during the germination of seeds of Linum and

Sorghum when small proportions of ammonium salts are

present. In all cases the proportion of hydrogen cyanide

formed was largely increased by the addition of i per cent,

of ammonium chloride, as compared with seeds germin-

ating in the presence of ordinary water alone. Hydrogen

cyanide is not present in the case of Sorghum at the very

commencement of germination, but only appears after a

certain amount of growth has taken place and coincident

with the first indication of chlorophyll. The proportion

of the hydrogen cyanide gradually increases as the

ammonia in the plant increases (the latter being estimated

by Bosshardt's method), but in the earliest stages ammonia

is present without there being any indication of hydrogen

cyanide.

Dealing with the salving of submarine boat A 3,

Engineering for February 16 states that the damage caused

by the collision of this boat with the gunboat Hazard

has been proved to be very serious. One of the rudders

of the Hazard has been found jammed into the conning

tower of the submarine boat, and the injury to the pro-

peller disclosed when the gunboat was docked gives rise

to the belief that it acted as a knife to rip the upper shell-

plates of the submarine boat. These facts, supported by

divers' observations, make it quite certain that no air-

helmets or other appliances on board could have obviated

the loss of life. Owing to the exposed position in which

the A3 lies, and to the heavy weather which has pre-

vailed since the accident, lighters have been unable to

carry out the salvage work. The task has now been

handed over to the Anglo-Italian Salvage Company, which

is adopting the procedure of supplying externally the

buoyancy which the ship has lost by most, or all, of the

compartments being flooded. A number of groups of air

vessels of tubular type, each series consisting of nine

rubber tubes secured at top and bottom to wooden frames

fitted with the necessary valves, will be sunk by being

filled with water. They will be secured to the ropes now
lashed around the hull of the sunken boat, and then air

will be forced through the top valves in order to drive the

water from the tubes. It is hoped that the necessary

buoyancy will be provided by this method.
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OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Nova, or Variable, 87.1911 Persei.—Photographs

of the region surrounding the questionable object recently

announced by Herr D'Esterre as a possible nova were
secured by Herren Miethe and Seegert, of Charlottenburg
photographic observatory, between January 12 and 16, and
are discussed in No. 4555 of the Astronomische Nach-
richten. Six photographs, showing images of fifteenth-

magnitude stars, exhibit no certain trace of the object, but

on two particularly good plates there appears, in the posi-

tion of D'Esterre's object, the trace of a nebulous, indefinite

image, which is probably connected with it. Further
observations are to be made.

Observations of Jupiter.—Vol. iv. of the Recherches
astronomiques de I'Observatoire d' Utrecht is devoted to

the publication and discussion of the observations and draw-
ings of Jupiter made by Prof. Nijland during the period

1895-1906. In the first part, Prof. Nijland discusses 156

of the drawings in detail, giving a tabulated statement of

the conditions under which they were severally made, and
then directs attention to some of the general features re-

marked. Changes of colour of the several bands, spots,

and streaks were noted from time to time, and although
the material does not confirm the suggestion of periodicity

made by Mr. Stanley Williams, it does not contradict it.

Part ii. deals with the spots, taking the observations

seriatim, and there are some interesting notes concerning

the variability of appearance

—

e.g. the white spots occasion-

ally seen on the Red Spot area—of these peculiar features.

In part iii. the Red Spot and its mutability are treated

specially, and the volume concludes with fine reproductions

of the 156 drawings of the planet.

Photometric Observations of the Asteroids.—The
importance of determining the light of the asteroids, which
in several instances shows strange and puzzling variations,

is emphasised by Prof. E. C. Pickering in Circular 169 of

the Harvard College Observatory.
To clarify matters, Prof. Pickering tabulates the photo-

metric measures made by different observers in seven series

of forty-three asteroids, and then discusses the differences

of the means from the calculated values given for the

magnitudes at mean opposition in the Berliner Jahrbttch.

He finds that the term o-2(«i„ — 9-0) gives the relation

between w„ (the Jahrbuch magnitude) and the mean of the

residuals obtained by subtracting the mean observed magni-
tudes from the computed magnitudes. The photometric

magnitudes corresponding to the values of m„ given in the

Jahrbuch, 7-0, 8-o, 9-0, lo-o, ii-o, 12-0, and 13-0, are shown
to be 6-6, 7-8, 9-0, 10-2, 11-4, 12-6, and 13-8, respectively.

Prof. Pickering remarks on the convenience for photo-

metric observations of the ephemerides for the first four

asteroids given in the British Nautical Almanac, and
wishes that they should be extended to Eros and several

other special objects, also that they should include the

values of the phase angle.

Observations of Comets.—Observations of several of

the comets of 1911 are reported in Nos. 4555-56 of the

Astronomische Nachrichtcn from Bothkamp, Vienna,
Utrecht, and Warsaw.

Dr. Schiller gives positions and describes the appear-

ance of 19116, 1911C, 1911/, and igiJg, and shows in a

table of reduced magnitudes the probable oscillation of the

intrinsic brightness of comet 1911c (Brooks). Prof.

Holetschek gives measures of the brightness and the

diameters of comets 1911c, 1911/, and 1911^, while Herr
Tscherny gives places for, and describes the appearance of,

comets 1911C, 1911/, and 1911^^. On September 20, 1911,

an eleventh-magnitude star was easily visible through the

head of 1911c.

Occultations of Mars and the Question of the
Existence of a Lunar Atmosphere.—During the occulta-

tion of Mars on December 4, 191 1, Prof. W. Luther,
observing with the refractor of the Dusseldorf Observatory,
saw the half of the planet's disc which was nearest to the

moon's limb become green, as though overcast by a

shadow, while the outer half was as bright as usual ; this

was at about i7h. 7m. 22s. (Dusseldorf M.T.). Looking
through his old observations, he found a note of a similar

phenomenon taking place on October i6, 1902, and suggests

that these observations indicate that there exists some

material, extending to about 100 km. or more above the
moon's surface, which is capable of modifying, or absorb-
ing, light given out by a body passing behind it (.istro-
nomische Nachrichten, No. 4556).

South African Meteorites.—A preliminary note on the
meteorites in the Bloemfontein Museum is contributed to
part iii., vol. ii., of the Transactions of the Royal Society
of South Africa by Mr. W. A. Douglas Rudge.
There are in the museum three specimens, two of thenx

portions of the same fall, which occurred at Kroonstadt on
November 11, 1877, and the third a single mass which,
fell at Winburg in 1881.
The larger of the twin fragments is very hard, yet easily

friable, so that sections could not be cut ; but by grind-
ing, a surface was exposed showing masses of malleable
nickel-iron set in a matrix of hard stone. The specific
gravity was found to be 3-54, and that the mass was
porous was shown by the fact that the weight in water
increased from 989-5 to 991-4 grams after an hour's
immersion. Qualitative analysis revealed the presence of
iron, nickel, aluminium, calcium, silicon, sulphur, and
traces of manganese, but no carbonic acid. A preliminary
quantitative analysis gave :—insoluble matter 54-68, iron

30-38, and nickel 13-21 per cent.

The Winburg meteorite is very peculiar in having veins-

of lustrous iron-nickel alloy running through its mass of
otherwise nearly pure iron. The general mass is very
soft, but the crystals are harder and much brighter. The
weight of the whole is about 50 kilograms, but there is

evidence that it is only a portion of a larger mass. The
preliminary analysis gives :—iron soluble in dilute H^SO^,
92-32 per cent. ; iron in crystals, 2-35 per cent. ; nickel in

crystals, 2-00 per cent. ; and carbon and earthy matter^
0-3 per cent. It would thus appear that practically all the
nickel is concentrated in the bright crystalline material
forming the veins.

ASTROPHYSICS IN CANADA^
'T*HE general report presented by the chief astronomer
-^ of the Dominion of Canada, Mr. W. F. King, gives

detailed reports of progress made in the departments of

time service, astrophysics, and geophysics.

Meridian Circle and Time Service.—The installation of

this instrument has been attended with many unusual
difticulties. Considerable trouble was experienced with the

foundations of the meridian circle room owing to the perco-

lation of surface water. A partial remedy was foimd by

constructing a reservoir of 1200 gallons capacity, but as

this was still insufficient during heavy rain, the pier foot-

ings becoming waterlogged, a system of drains surround-

ing the outside walls would seem to be necessary. Pro-

vision has been made in the collimator piers for under-
ground lenses as permanent marks, similar to the system

which has proved so satisfactory at the Cape Observatory.

The observers appea- to have also had a most unusual

experience with the transit circle itself. The graduated

circles were not adjusted properly on their seatings ; the

axis pivots were found to be made of comparatively soft

metal, rendering it necessary to shrink on collars of

hardened steel and rework the surfaces with the lathe at

the Royal Mint workshop.
Astrophysics.—The principal work in the astrophysical

division has been the spectroscopic observations of radial

velocities of binaries, determined from photographic spectra

taken with the prism spectrograph. Five orbits have been

thus investigated, »j Bootis, Aquilae, o Corona; Borealis,

e Herculis, /3 Orionis. In other systems variable veloci-

ties have been discovered. Detailed records are included"

of measures of the spectrograms of the above stars, with

the individual velocities from each plate.

A new single-prism spectrograph fm r.ulial velocity

work has been designed and constructed with a strain-free

mounting similar to that at the Lick Observatory. The
body of the instrument is supported at two points, with a

balanced action on a third, and the system is so successful

that it is stated the flexure is inappreciable when the

spectrograph is turned through 180°.

Considerable time has been spent in testing the various

1 Report of the Chief Astronomer, Ottawa, for the year ending March 3:,

1909. Department of the Interior, Sessional Paper No. 25<i. (1910.)
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instruments and experimenting on the best methods of

observation. A thorough test of the new Brashear doublet
for stellar photography has been made by Hartmann's
zonal method, and comparison photographs with different

adjustments are given in illustration of the method.
Other work in this division included micrometric

measurements of double stars, comet photographs, star
occultations, solar photography, and adjustment of the new
large grating spectrograph and ca>lostat.

The ccelostat telescope is of the form installed by Hale
at Mount Wil.son, known as the Snow telescope, consisting
of a plane mirror ccelostat with secondary mirror, concave
image mirror, and Littrow spectrograph with plane diffrac-
tion grating. 'Jhe main ccelostat mirror, 20 inches
diameter, driven by clockwork, reflects the sunlight in a
southerly direction to a secondary plane mirror, which in

turn reflects the light northwards to a concave mirror,
18 inches diameter. This forms an image of the sun
slightly less than 9 inches diameter on the slit plate of

View of the Ottawa ccelostat, looking north. A, main coelostat mirror ;

B, secondary ccelostat mirror ; C, concave image mirror.

the spectrograph, fixed in the basement of the main build-

ing of the observatory. This arrangement of mirrors is

clearly shown in the accompanying illustration, taken from
the report. The whole is covered by a louvred structure,

part of which can be moved to allow of the sunlight reach-
ing the coelostat mirror at all seasons.
The large solar spectrograph is located in the basement,

and consists of a 6-inch lens of 22 feet 10 inches focal

length, together with a Michelson plane diffraction grating
mounted in the Littrow form. The whole instrument is

mounted so as to be capable of rotation about the collima-

tion axis, this making it possible to place the slit tangential

to any required point on the sun's limb.
•Some interesting photographs of comet Morehouse are

given showing the varying appearance presented by the
tail during October and November, 1908.

Geophysics.—In the geophysical division reports are
presented showing the progress of determinations of

seismology, terrestrial magnetism, gravity measurements,
and latitude and longitude work on numerous stations

throughout the Dominion. Charles P. Bl'tler.
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THE PRECIPITIN REACTION.
''PHE precipitin reaction is also known as the " biological

reaction" for proteins; it enables us to distingui-!

between proteins by using the animal body as a test-tt:'

and to establish differences between them which no oth<

:

form of test-tulw; will detect. It is best known as a

means for distinguishing human from other forms of blood.
The procedure is briefly to inject an animal (usually a

rabbit) repeatedly with a foreign protein ; the serum of that
animal then gives a precipitate with that protein, ^ut with
no other. So if the material injected is human blood, a
precipitate is produced when the serum of the blood of th<-

rabbit is added to human blood, or at any rate to the

blood of the group of animals (the higher apes) to wh'ch
man belongs, but not with any other sort of blood. The
reaction is of value in forensic medicine, and it is also of

value to the zoologist, as it enables him to demonstrate
the blood-relationships of animals, and by the amount of

precipitate to ascertain the degree of the relationship in

figures.

A vast amount of research has centred around this dis-

covery, Bordet, Uhlenhuth, Tchistowitch, and Nuttall
being a few among the many who have devoted themselves
to working out its details. A very clear and concise
account of the principal facts has been recently published
in a lecture given by Dr. W. A. Schmidt before the Cairo
Scientific Society {Cairo Scientific Journal, November.
191 1). Dr. Schmidt's name is known as one of those
who have within recent years examined Egyptian
mummies by chemical means, and his publications on the

precipitin reaction have also been important. His lecture

naturally deals with the question in a general and popular
way, but includes a reference to some of his own work.
.Among other interesting points. Dr. Schmidt has deter-

mined is the resistance of proteins to heat. It wa>
formerly supposed that the " biological " property of

proteins was easily destroyed by an elevated temperature,
liut Schmidt has shown that boiling for half an hour is

iif ( essary to abolish their power of reacting with a pre-
cipitin serum ; and even although this is accomplished, the

heated protein still retains the power when injected into an
animal of inducing the formation of a precipitin whicli

reacts with heated or boiled protein material. Further
than this, protein may still be further " denaturalised

"

and retain a corresponding power ; when, for instance,

protein is coagulated by a high temperature, so that

ordinary neutral reagents no longer dissolve it, a solu-

tion of it in dilute alkali will produce precipitin-formation
in the blood of an injected animal, which will react only
with the " denaturalised " protein used for the injection.

This discovery extends the usefulness of the precipitin

reaction, for with the precautions described by Dr. Schmidt
it may be employed to detect proteins even though some of

their principal chemical properties have been destroyed.

5(7/-;\ 7 //•/(• Ml.MiUUAJ. VOI.l'MK. CELE-
BR.VnOS OF THE 500TH ASM\ ERSARY.

UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS.
A NE.ATLV bound memorial volume of scientific papers^ was issued by the University of St. Andrews to

mark, with other publications, its 500th anniversary last

September, and is edited by Profs. Mcintosh, Steggall, and
Irvine. The first paper, on concrete representations of non-
Euclidean geometry, by an able mathematician. Dr.
D. M. V. Somerville, consists of a description of the most
important representations which have been devised for

non-Euclidean geometry within the field of ordinary
Euclidean geometry, viz. :—(i) the Cayley-Klein projective

metric, or representation by straight lines referred to a

conic as absolute ; (2) the conform representation by circles

orthogonal to a fixed circle; (3) Beltrami's geodesic repre-

sentation on surfaces of constant curvature ; (4) McClintock
and Johnson's representation by "visual geometry":
(5) the representation by a net of conies through two fixed

points ; and (6) Poincar^'s representation by diametral
sections of a quadric surface.
The second paper is on the algebraic solution of in-

determinate cubic equations, by Mr. Robert Norrie. The
third, by Prof. Peddie, treats of the problem of partition
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of energy, especially in radiation, with the author's usual
ability, and the same may be said of the fifth paper, by
the same sliilful experimenter, on the deviations of the
oscillations of a viscous solid from the isochronous law.
Mr. J. P. Dalton gives a careful digest of the accuracy
attainable with a modified form of Attwood's machine,
whilst Mr. J. B. Ritchie further extends previous researches
by Prof. Peddle on the dissipation of energy and other
effects observed in torsional oscillation. The last of this
series is an account of interesting experiments on wave
impact on engineering structures, carried out by Prof.
A. H. Gibson and Mr. W. N. Elgood, resulting' in the
conclusion that the effective internal pressure due to wave
impact cannot exceed that exerted by wave impact on the
face of a breakwater, and suggesting the provision of
drains opening on the sheltered face.
The section devoted to chemistry contains a critical

account of a new series of methylated sugars recently
obtained in the Purdie Research Laboratory at St.
Andrews by Prof. Irvine. The extended application of
these researches is reviewed in an excellent paper bv Mr.
C. R. Young, whilst Mr. W. S. Denham ably treats of
new methods in the preparation of anhydrides of organic
acids, and Mr. R. C. \^allace deals with the relation-
ships of indium and thallium. These researches give an
indication of the importance and variety of the work
recently carried out in this department. Under the section
of natural history and medicine, Prof. Mcintosh gives a
brief history of the chair of natural history at St.
Andrews, and Prof. D'Arcy Thompson reprints his presi-
dential address to the British Association, entitled
" Magnalia Naturae: or the Greater Problems of Biology."
The next paper is by Prof. E. E. Prince, dealing with the
pioneer work in scientific fishery investigations at St.

Andrews, and makes mention of many workers, now
scattered in diverse regions, who have extended our know-
ledge of the department in a noteworthy manner, and by
none more than the writer of the article. The last is a
medical contribution on the important subject of the
toxicity of local anaesthetics, by Prof. C. S. Marshall, who
carried out a series of careful experiments with no fewer
than eight drugs.

N'o zoological researches are included in the volume,
since its scope was not understood until too late for the
insertion of the able contributions of such well-known
investigators as Dr. H. C. Williamson, Dr. H. M. Kyle,
Dr. Wm. Nicoll, and many others whose names appear in

the list of publications emanating from the Gatty Marine
Laboratory.

THE CONTROL OF INSECT PESTS IN
CANADA.

A T the meeting of the Manchester Literary and Philo-
"^ sophical Society on January 9, Dr. C. Gordon
Hewitt, Dominion entomologist, gave an account of the
ravages of insect pests in Canada, and the means taken
by the Dominion Government to combat them. The
annual opening up of vast tracts of country, previously
wild, destroys the balance of nature, and swarms of
insects, finding fresh stores available, devastate the new
growths. Some of these insects are of native origin, but
are more frequently introduced. Thus the Hessian flv,

Mayctiola destructor. Say, appeared in 1816 ; the wheat
midge, Diplosis tritici, Kirby, in 1828 ; the chinch bug,
lUissus Iciicopterus, Say, in 1866 ; and the Colorado
potato-beetle, Leptinotarsa decemUneata, Say, in 1870.
The larch sawfly, Lygacouewatus erichsouii, Hartig,
reached Canada in 1882, and in a few years destroyed the
mature larches over practically the whole of eastern
Canada. The pear-leaf blister-mite, Eriophyes pyri,
Nalepa, was first reported from Nova Scotia about 1887,
and has since spread across Canada from the .Atlantic to
the Pacific.

Other pests referred to included the clover-root borer,
Hylesinus trifolii, Muller ; the warble-fly ; the apple fruit-

miner, Argyresthia conjugella, Z. ; the apple maggot,
Rhagoletis potiionella, Walsh ; and the San Jos^ scale,
Aspidiotus peruiciosus, Comst. It was found necessary
to pass the San Jos6 Scale Act, prohibiting the importation
of trees and nurserv stock from countries in which the
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scale was known to exist ; in 1901 the restriction was
removed, but infected plants were fumigated bv prussic
acid before admission. The brown-tail moth, Euproctis
clirysorrhoea, L., has now reached Canada, and is attack-
mg oak, elm, and maple, in addition to fruit trees. Con-
trary to expectations, the severe winters of Canada do not
prove to be so fatal to the larvae ; experience has shown
that some 30 per cent, survive after being frozen for two
months in a block of ice. Attention is therefore being
given to the parasites of this species ; also the severely
infested trees are sprayed to kill the young larvce.

Dr. Hewitt gave an account of the precautionary
measures taken and of legislation in the Dominion, and
of the history of the Entomological Department there.
Educational work is undertaken, and agriculturists and
associations addressed on the means of prevention and
control of outbreaks. At Ontario Agricultural College,
and in other provinces, men are trained to act as
assistants and inspectors in this branch.

• EXTFA^XAL " DEGREES AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF LONDON.

CIR WILLIAM RAMS.AY'S letter to Nature on the
"^ value of the " external " degrees of the University
of London, published on February i (vol. Ixxxviii., p. 445),
has given rise to a number of letters upon the subject.

.\s several correspondents traverse the same ground, and
limitations of space will not permit us to publish the letters

in full, we subjoin a summary of the chief points raised.

Dr. A. D. Waller, F.R.S., thinks that no useful pur-

pose would be served by any discussion of the particular

case cited by Sir William Ramsay, where it is suggested

an injustice has been done to a late student of University

College, and proceeds to consider the principle involved.

He urges that the great desideratum as regards the

superior degrees of the University
—"internal" as. well. as

" external "—is not the abolition of the " external
"

degree, but publicity during examination of both kinds.

A candidate presenting a doctoral thesis to the University

is, says Dr. Waller, in the position of an investigator

presenting a . communication to a learned society, and

ought to be called upon, or permitted, to expound and

uphold his thesis by. speech and by demonstration in the

presence of the University. The " external " examinations

ought not, he maintains, to be abolished, for they have

been, and are, of far-reaching value as affording a guide

to study and a standard of. excellence throughout the

Empire.
Prof. T. Johnson, of the . Royal College of Science,

Dublin, directs attention to the fact that the University of

London was founded, in part, for students whom circum-

stances prevent from attendance at the London courses of

instruction, and argues against the abolition of the

" external " side in the University. He contends that the

agitation for the conversion of the examining into a. teach-

ing university had its origin largely in the unpublished

desire to safeguard certain vested interests. It was no

uncommon thing in the old days, he says, for a professor

in a London college to find his salary reduced owing to

loss of fees caused bv his replacement, at the end of his

term of office as an ' examiner, by a provincial or other

examiner. " This ' anomaly ' or ' injustice ' was removed

by the creation of the University's teaching side and intern

examinerships."
Mr. W. J. Oakes, of the Oakes Institute. Walton, Liver-

pool, emphasises the similarity in the roquirements. so far

as the arts courses are concerned, for " internal " and
'• (Xternal " degrees, and attaches groat importance to the

fact that " external " candidates for science degrees must

provide suitablv attested evidence of practical training in

a laboratory. He points out the comparatively small pro-

vision in provincial centres of scholarships to enable yoijng

men and women to attend day courses at local universities.

He asks. " What are the young men who come from homes

where the income is less than 200/. a year to do? " If

no other case could be made out for the " external
"

degree than that of the young men who cannot possibly

attend the day classes of a university, this would. Mr.

Oakes says, outweigh .ill the arguments which can be

advanced against it.
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SOME PHASES OF THE COAI^DUST
QUESTION.'

TJP to the year 1875 all great colliery explosions in this
^^ country were attributed to the accidental ignition of
a large volume of firedamp that had either previously
existed in an abandoned empty space, or goaf (like that
which admittedly caused the Whitehaven explosion in May
1910), or was supposed to have burst suddenly into the
workings and filled them with inflammable gas. In the
absence of a goaf, and when, for some reason or other, the
occurrence of an " outburst of gas " was not assumed, the
cause of the explosion was described as a mystery.

In 1845 Faraday and Lyell directed attention to the
presence of crusts of coked coal-dust and to the evidences
of intense heat which they had observed in the workings
of Haswell Colliery after an explosion, which they, no
doubt correctly, assumed had been caused by the accidental
ignition of a large quantity of firedamp" in the goaf.
Following up that assumption, they remarked that " there
was every reason to believe that much coal-gas was made
from this dust in the very air itself of the mine by the
flame of the firedamp, which raised and swept it along."
These words indicate clearly, I think, what was in their

minds, namely, that the participation of the coal-dust was
an important, but by no means an essential, incident in the
firedamp explosion.
During the fifteen years preceding 1875 some French

engineers expressed the opinion that coal-dust must have
greatly lengthened the flame of certain small explosions of
firedamp and blasting shots, and aggravated the con-
sequences to a corresponding extent ; and one of them, M.
Verpilleux (whom, however, none of his contemporaries
seemed disposed to follow), went so far as to compare, in
relative importance, the initial flame with that of the
priming, and the coal-dust flame with that of the discharge,
of a gun.

I had been seeking for a rational explanation of great
explosions for some years before I came to South Wales
as assistant inspector on mines. Before that time I had
had much experience in investigating the causes of small
firedamp explosions in damp and wet mines in Scotland,
but of no explosions of any kind in dry and dustv mines.
Accordingly, when I found that all the great explosions in
this district had occurred in mines of the latter, and none
of those of the former class, I began to associate them
with the presence of coal-dust. Acting under this
impression, I made experiments in the summer (July 3) of
1875 with a mixture of coal-dust and air, which was made
to flow through the small wooden apparatus described in mv
first paper on coal-dust referred to hereafter. I found
that when a small proportion of firedamp, less than that
contained in the return airways of practicallv everv fierv
mine, was added, the resulting mixture could be ignited bv
means of a naked light, and continued to burn with a
dark yellow, smoky flame so long as coal-dust and fire-
damp were supplied to the current. This discovery proved
to my entire satisfaction that coal-dust, although consist-
ing of solid particles, played exactly the same part as a
combustible gas when disseminated in the air—could, in
fact, be substituted for firedamp, and did not require the
extraneous heat of a firedamp flame, as imagined bv
Faraday and Lyell, "to distil coal-gas from it." So far
as I was personally concerned, the question was solved
then and there ; that is to say, I had no longer a shadow
of doubt that coal-dust played the principal, and firedamp
only a subordinate, part in all great explosions ; or, again,
that coal-dust played the part that had been assigned to
'' outbursts of gas " by the colliery explosion experts and
inspectors of mines of that dav and of manv previous
years.

In December of the same year, when an explosion, bv
which seventeen men lost their lives, occurred in a drv
and dusty district in Llan Collierv, near Cardiff. I made
a careful study of all the circumstances, attended the
inquest, and gave evidence * to the effect that in my opinion
coal-dust had been the paramount factor in the explosion ;

1 Abridged from the Presidential Addres": delivered to the South Wales
'""[titute of Engineers on Januarv i8 bv Prof. W. Galloway.

2 Published verbatim in the South Wales Daily Neivs of December 22,
and Ivestern i1/a// of December 23, 1875.
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that the coal-dust had been swept up from the floor. :

with the air, and ignited by the explosion and
respectively, of a comparatively small volume of firtU

and that this gas had itself been accidentally ignited \,

a naked light.

-At the same time I made some further experiments wit!

coal-dust, as well as another scries to determine the h«»ig!

of the firedamp cap corresponding to various mixtu
air and firedamp containing carefully measured prop'
of each (a subjr-ct that had not been previously ii.w-
gated). I then prepared a paper entitled " On the Infli

(Mice of Coal-dust in Colliery Explosions," and through th

lato Dr. Frankland presented it to the Royal Society, tr

whom it was published in the following March (Proc. Ron
Soc, vol. xxiv., p. 354).

Early in 1876 Mr. (now Sir Henry) Hall carried out hi

celebrated experiment with a blasting shot, and publishf!
an account of it in June of the same year; two year
later Prof. Marrecco and Mr. Morison, and four years
later Sir Frederic Abel, made experiments with coal-dust«
and in 1886 the two inspectors of mines Messrs. W. N.
(now Dr.) and J. B. Atkinson published a book describing
explosions in certain mines in their respective districts,

which they attributed to coal-dust.

Owing chiefly, as can now be fully appreciated, to tl

small proportions of volatile matter contained in the t\

kinds of coal-dust with which my experiments were mad
(about 16-5 per cent, and 18-5 per cent, respectively), and
partly, no doubt, also to the swiftness of the air-current
necessary to sustain it in suspension in the apparatus, I

had not up to this point proved that a mixture of air and
coal-dust, at ordinary pressure and temperature, could be
ignited by means of a naked light. On the other hand, I

had proved that, when less than i per cent, of firedamp
was added to such a mixture, it could be so ignited, and
continued to burn like a large jet of inflammable gas.
-Again, at p. 360 of my first paper I stated the opinion
that " if coal-dust could be made fine enough, and were
thoroughly mixed with dry air in the proportion of about
one pound to 160 cubic feet of air, the mixture might at

least be so nearly inflammable " (at ordinary pressure and
temperature) " that an explosion begun in it in a con-
fined space," like the workings of a mine, " might h'

propagated through it"; and, further, on September 7.

1878. I said, in Iron :
—

"It must not for a moment be supposed by anyone who
has perused the foregoing pages that because I have only
spoken of mixtures of air and coal-dust, or of air, coal-

dust, and firedamp, as forming feebly explosive mixtures.
I mean to imply that they cannot produce any. or all, of
the results observed in the most destructive explosions that
have ever been witnessed. I have constantly made use of

the qualifying expression " at ordinary pressure tempera-
ture," thereby signifying that their behaviour at extra-
ordinary pressure and temperature, such as are brought
into play when an explosion is begun in a confined spac^,
like the interior of a mine, may be, and probably is. ver\

different." " That they do behave very differently has lonu
been my settled conviction. ..."

I entertained no doubt in my own mind as to what result

would follow the initial stage, but in laying the question
before the Royal Society and others I could not go beyond
proved facts, and hence the necessity of approaching it

hypothetically in mv first paper, as follows (loc. cit.,

P- -S54).:—
"If it could be shown . . . that a mixture of air and

coal-dust is inflammable at ordinary pressure and tempera-
ture there would be no difficulty in accounting for the
extent and violence of many explosions which have occurred
in mines in which no lar^e accumulations of firedamp were
known to exist ; for it is only necessary to suppose that a
sudden gust of wind (originated, for example, by the ex-
plosion of a small accumulation of firedamp) had swept
through the adjoining galleries, raising a cloud of dust into

the air. and then all the other phenomena would follow
in regular order. The flame of the originally inflammable
mixture would pass directly into the newly formed one.

expanding its volume ; the disturbance would be propagated
over an ever-widening area until that area might possibly

become co-extensive with the workings themselves ; and thp

consequences would be the same as if the whole space had
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ibeen filled with an inflammable mixture before the disturb-

ance began."
It was demonstrated a few years later (Proc. Roy. Soc,

:No. 219, p. 437), by means of a larger apparatus built at

Llwynpia Colliery with funds provided by the Lords of

Committee of Council on Education, at the instance of the

Royal Society, that a mixture of air and coal-dust from
the same sources and of the same quality as that which
had been used in my first experiments was inflammable
at ordinary pressure and temperature. The cloud of coal-

dust thrown out of that apparatus into the open air, in

some instances from 30 to 50 feet long by from 10 to 15
feet in diameter at its widest part, was permeated with
rolling flames in identically the same manner as, although
on a smaller scale than, the corresponding clouds ejected
from the larger apparatus at Altofts and Lidvin.

It might have been expected that this final proof would
have settled the question definitely ; but, as its subsequent
history shows, the number of those who began to discuss
it has been so great, and their opinions so diverse, that
but little progress has been made during the thirty years
that have since elapsed.

The object of my experiments was to elucidate the causes
of great colliery explosions. They were a means to that
end, and nothing more. For it appeared to me that if

once the causes were known a means of prevention would
be easily discovered, but that, so long as explosions con-
tinued to be attributed to outbursts of gas, which could
neither be foreseen nor prevented, the safety lamp would
be looked upon as the miners' only shield against a
•constantly threatening danger.

Proneness to attribute all explosions to firedamp was the
real stumbling-block to progress. It held the French
engineers and many others in bondage for thirty-one years
after 1875, ^"d was only finally and effectually removed
by the occurrence of the Courri^res explosion and the
sensational phenomena subsequently revealed in the e.xperi-
ments at Altofts and Li^vin.

After arriving at the conclusions narrated above, I

sketched out in another article, which was published in
Iron in 1878, what appeared to me to be two necessary
additions to the Coal Mines' Regulation Act, as follows :—

(i) " No shot must, on any pretence whatever, be fired
in a dry mine until the floor and sides of the working
place, or gallery, in which it is situated have been
•drenched with water, and rendered artificially damp, to a
distance of at least 15 yards from the shot-hole."

(2) " In every naturally dry mine water shall from time
to time be sprinkled on the roadways, and in the neigh-
bourhood of the working places, in sufficient quantities to
render them damp at all times, both by night and day."

In 1S86 the first of these two rules was adopted in the
Coal Mines' Regulation Act, 1886-7, but 20 yards was
specified instead of 15 ; the second was voluntarily adopted
almost immediately in many mines in South Wales and
elsewhere, and was made compulsory by the Prussian
Government in 1899-1900, but is not ' insisted on bv the
law of this country.

I can still conceive of no better safeguard against the
dangers of shot-firing than that of rendering the dust harm-
less with water in the manner now specified in the Coal
Mines' Regulation Act, provided it be properly carried out.
\s regards the second precaution, I am now of opinion
.hat universal watering might be safely dispensed with if

a zone of wet ground of adequate breadth were created
round about every accumulation of explosive gas or every
point at which such an accumulation is liable to occur in
open spaces near the working places or accessible to the
workmen.
Although French engineers hq^i taken a prominent part

in the assigning of a certain rdle to coal-dust thirty or
forty years ago, they rejected the coal-dust theory from
the first, and continued to oppose it until within the last
few years, concentrating the whole of their attention, as
M. Taffanel tells us, upon discovering the best means of
dealing with firedamp. As an indication of their attitude,
I may quote the words of M. H. Le Chatelier, who, writing
in 1890 regarding the three supposed special causes of

s explosions, viz. barometric variations, coal-dust, and out-
bursts of gas, expressed himself as follows :

—

" The first is purely imaginary, the second is insignifi-
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cant in the absence of explosive mixtures of firedamp and
air, the third alone is really serious, but happilv it occurs
only under very e.xceptional circumstances.'"

It is remarkable, therefore, that the sudden blow which
eventually shattered this oppo==*ion and brought the coal-
dust question into world-wide prominence, namely, the
great disaster at Courri^res Colliery in 1906, in which more
than 1 100 men perished, should have fallen upon France
herself. The effect was immediate ; commissions and com-
mittees were hastily called together or revived, thousands
of pounds were forthcoming for experiments, apparatus on
a comparatively gigantic scale was erected in England,
France, and the United States, and experiments were re-
sumed in an artificial gallery in Austria that had been
disused for several years.

In the midst of this great awakening in the coal-mining
world, the Mines Department of the Prussian Government,
which formulates and promulgates the laws governing the
safety of the Westphalian coal mines, remained apparently
unmoved.

In 1884 the Prussian Firedamp Commission made ex-
periments witn coal-dust on a fairly large scale in an
artificial gallery at Konigsgrube, Saarbriicken, some of
which were seen by Lord Merthyr and myself on
October 24 of that year. The dust employed in these ex-
periments was collected from the floors of various collieries

producing coal of different qualities, and as it was sub-
mitted to the test without having been sifted to remove
the coarser particles and reduce it to a uniform degree of

fineness, the different kinds naturally gave different results.

As a consequence, the commission reported that although
some kinds of dust produced explosive phenomena, and
were therefore highly dangerous, others did not do so
under the same conditions, and might, therefore, be con-
sidered safe. Acting under this impression, they recom-
mended, first, a system of watering in a general way in

dangerous mines ; secondly, the use of brisant and short-

flaming explosives in place of gunpowder in all dusty
mines ; and, thirdly, the thorough damping of flie dust for

a distance of at least 10 metres in front of every blasting

shot.*

Soon after the completion of the. experiments water-
mains were laid in the Saarbriicken mines, which belong
to the Prussian State,* and later some of the large West-
phalian mines began to follow their example ; but very
little was done in this direction until after the occurrence
of a disastrous explosion at Carolinengliick Colliery on
February 17, 1898, by which 116 men were killed.

Experiments with shots charged with gunpowder on the

one hand, and with brisant explosives on the other, in the

presence of inflammable gas and coal-dust, were begun
more or less simultaneously in Germany, France, and
other Continental countries, and in England both with
brisant explosives and water-cartridges, early in the

nineteenth decade of last century. I had the honour of

conducting those carried out in this country during a period

of several years, with the collaboration of Lord Merthyr,
who was a member of the Royal Commission on Accidents

in Mines, under the auspices of which they were made.
As the result partly of the voluntary, partly of the legis-

lative, action taken in this country, it will be seen from
the following table that there has been a marked diminu-
tion in the number of deaths from explosions during the

last thirty years, notwithstanding the increase of more
than 50 per cent, in the number of men employed and in

the output of coal :

—

\car, or Average of Period Named.

n J rt.„^.,t ^'*" employed Number
P"'°'l 0"'P"' underground of deaths

I year ... 1851 — .. — ... 321

I ,, ... iSsa — ... — ... 264
10 years ending 1862 — ... — ... 216

,, ,, ,, 1872 128,680,321 ... 403,281 ... 238

,, ,, ,, 1882 168,921,705 ... 461,024 ... 263

„ ,, ,, 1892 203,322,840 ... 588,446 ... 147

„ ,, ,, 1902 250,940,800 ... 747.509 ••• «04

9 ,, .. '911 -
•••

- - 134
^ I.e Gri.sou et ses Accidents, Extrait de la Revue G^ndrale des Sciences

pures et applicivKi's. No. 20, du 30 Octobre, iPqo, p._ 19.

* Hauptbericht der Preuxsischen Schlapwelter Commission, p. Jii (1887.)
5 Die Eniwickelung des Niederrhemisch-Westfalischeti Steinkohlen-

Bergbaues vol. ii., p. 6(1904).
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The high average of the last period of nine years is

due to the occurrence of two great explosions, admittedly
of coal-dust, in which 480 men were killed. To my
pf'r«;onal knowledge these two explosions might have been
avoided had ordinary precautions been taken of the kind
rofcrred to above. But for these two explosions the aver-
age of the last nine years would have been 80 instead of

134, or the lowest on record for sixty years.

In the United States, the greatest coal-producing country
in the world, the coal-dust que.stion attracted scant atten-

tion until 1907, when the total death-roll from coal-dust
explosions, so-called " windy shots," and gunpowder ex-
plosions reached the appalling figure of 1148.

In 1908 Congress was induced to vote a sum of money
for the investigation of mine explosions ; the Geological
Survey was entrusted with the work, and on December 3
of the same year a testing station that had been built at

Pittsburg during the interval was formally opened.
The recent experiments have corroborated the announce-

ment made many years ago that an explosion capable of
(iropagating itself through the workings of a mine cannot
be initiated unless the cloud of dust and air is both large
dense, and is ignited by a flame preceded by an air-

wave.
The quantity of dust ordinarily in the air, or raised bv

the passage of a train of mine waggons, however rapidly
they may be moving, is far too tenuous to be in the
slightest degree inflammable.
M. TafTanel states ' that the minimum quantity of the

very highly inflammable coal-dust employed in his experi-
ments that must be suspended in still air before the mixture
can be ignited by a large flame like that of a comet lamp
is I lb. to 80 cubic feet ; that the probability of a dust-
cloud of that density being formed in any niine working
under normal conditions is extremely feeble ; and that even
" in working plact^s called very dusty or smoking the
density does not exceed more than a few grams per cubic
metre " (say, un(>-third of an ounce in 80 cubic feet, or
about one-fiftieth of that required to render the mixture
inflammable).

I mention these facts in order, if possible, to counteract
the exaggerated notions that have sometimes of late been
expressed regarding the dangerous nature of coal-dust
even in a state of quiescence, some persons seeming to
credit it with qualities akin to those of gunpowder.
The relative fineness of the dust, proportion of volatile

matter contained in it, and quantity present per unit of
length in the experimental gallery determine the velocity
of the flarne and the pressure attained by the explosion
at any point. When all three conditions are favourable
the velocity and pressure increase rapidlv with the distance
traversed, and if the distance is sufficiently great the
pressure is liable to burst the gallery, as it did in one or
two instances—at .Altofts and Li^v'in. As the dust for
experiments is prepared mechanically from pure coal, and
may be made far finer than the average of that found in
any colliery, it follows that the velocity and pressure of
explosions in the artificial galleries mav'be, and no doubtm many cases are, far greater than those that occur in
an explosion in a dry and dusty mine, for in the latter
the dust swept up by the airwave which precedes the
flame contains a mixture of coarse and fine particles of
both combustible and incombustible matter. But the
coarse particles of both and the fine particles of incom-
bustible matter reduce the temperature of the flame, and,
consequently, both its velocity and pressure must neces-
sarily be reduced in a corresponding ratio.

It is recognised, then, that the conditions under which
experiments are made in an artificial gallery are not quite
the same as those which obtain in a mine, and that the
results observed in the one case may be essentially different
in many respects from those experienced in the other.
Hence it arises, probably, that although experiments have
been assiduously carried on in artificial galleries for
several years, no distinct pronouncement has yet been made
as to the best means of either preventing or arresting
explosions.

The Altofts gallery has been lent to a joint committee
consisting of the original committee of colliery owners and

8 Cinquieme Sirie d'Essais sur les Inflamma ions de Poussieref, Aout,
igii, p. 68.
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members of the Roj-al Commission on Mines, which is

stated to be about to undertake further experiments ; M.
TafTanel, who conducts the experiments for the French
colliery owners, continues his experiments, and has
sketched out a programme for many more ; the .Austrian

investigators have made experiments with mixtures of

coal-dust and cement-dust, with watered zones, and with

what they designate water-curtains, which have not given

satisfactory results ; and, lastly, the experiments at the

Pittsburg gallery have been only of a preliminary character

so far as described up to the present, and have shed no
particular light on the subject.

So far, then, no finality has yet been arrived at, and
all the investigators have intimated that they have many
more experiments still to carry out. But since these ex-

periments were begun, and since the dangerous nature of

coal-dust has been publicly demonstrated by their means,
two explosions, fit to take rank with the most disastrous

of last century, have occurred in this country, showing
that the demonstrations have been futile so far as stimu-

lating spontaneous action on the part of some managers
to take even ordinary precautions is concerned. Partly for

this reason, and partly because we may have to wait for

some years longer before the investigators arrive at a

unanimous decision as to what they think ought to be

done, it would perhaps be well in the meantime to adopt

a course that would undoubtedly have the effect of vastly

reducing, if not entirely eliminating, the risk of explosions,

both in damp and dry mines, by establishing three simple

rules of the following import :

—

(i) That in all dry mines the dust within the radius of a

shot-hole now specified by the Coal Mines .Act be damped
with sprinklers attached to a luater-main. (I am of

opinion that the distance of 20 yards from the shot-hole,

within which the dust is required to be watered accord-

ing to the existing law, is unnecessarily great, and that

with tlio short-flaming explosives and water-cartridges

now in use a distance of 10 yards is ample.)

(2) That in all dry mines the dust be damped within

a certain minimum radius of every accumulation of in-

flammable gas, or place in which the air shows a cap
of one-quarter of an inch or upwards in height, by the

same means as those mentioned in the first case.

{3) That all work be prohibited in both damp and dry

mines within a certain minimum radius of every accumula-
tion of inflammable gas, or place in which the air shows
a cap of more than one-quarter of an inch in height,

excepting only that required for the removal of the

accumulation, or foul air, respectively.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

BiRMiNGH.VM.—The Coal Owners' Associations of the

South Midland district, realising that rescue work in mint-s

is a subject in connection with which research is desirable,

h.ive arranged with the University for the appointment of a
lecturer in mine rescue work. The stipend of the lecturer

will be defrayed by the Coal Owners' Associations, the

amount offered being 250/. per annum. The functions of

the lecturer will be not only to give lectures and instruction

in the subject at the University, but also to be responsible

for the organisation of rescue work, and to superintend the

equipment and training of rescuers throughout the district.

Mr. John Furneaux Jordan has been appointed Ingleby
lecturer for the current year.

London.—The report of the Royal Commission on
University Education in London, recommending a central

building for the University, to which we referred in an
article published in Nature (January 4), has already pro-

duced an important scheme for the acquisition of a vacant
site of more than 100,000 square feet immediately behind
the extension of the British Museum. The site consists of

four plots, two on each side of the new British Museum
Avenue, on one of which it is proposed that a spacious
hall should be built for the University, the other three
plots being used for administration, library, small lecture

theatres, rooms for graduates, and headquarters of the

Officers Training Corps. The site is part of the Bedford
estate, and it is stated that the Duke of Bedford is pre-
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Y pared to dispose of it for the purposes suggested. Appar-
ently the scheme had not at the time of its publication
received the approval of the Senate of the University, and
has been launched in anticipation of that approval and of
support from wealthy benefactors of the University. The

;
site is central in position and adequate in area, while its

proximity to_ the British Museum is obviously a great
recommendation.

Oxford.—Prof. W. Odling, F.R.S., has sent the Vice-
Chancelior a formal intimation of his resignation of the
Waynflete professorship of chemistry, to take effect from
the end of Trinity term, when he will have completed forty
years' tenure of the office.

Dr. E. T. Whittaker, F.R.S., Royal Astronomer of
Ireland, has been appointed professor of mathematics in
the University of Edinburgh, in succession to the late Prof.
Chrystal.

Mr. Clement Stephenson has offered a gift of 5000Z.
to the Armstrong College, Newcastle, towards the proposed
building_ for the new agricultural department of the college
for advisory work among farmers in the north-east of
England. The scheme of the department has been planned
at the invitation of the Board of Agriculture, and the gift
has been accepted with the cordial thanks of the council
of the college.

The University of St. Andrews has decided next July to
confer the honorary degree of LL.D. upon Prof.
G. F. L. P. Cantor, professor of mathematics at the
Friederichs University, Halle ; Prof. G. G. Henderson, pro-
fessor of chemistry in Glasgow Technical College ; Prof.

J. P. Kuenen, of Leyden, formerly professor of physics in
University College, Dundee ; and Sir John Batty Tuke,
who for many years represented the Universities of Edin-
burgh and St. Andrews in Parliament.

The Central Technical College Old Students' Association
appeals for subscriptions for a memorial to Prof. Ashcroft,
who died suddenly on December 14, 191 1. It is proposed
to place a tablet to his memory in the college, and to
assist his son, who is now about fourteen years old, to
follow and complete the course of training which Prof.
Ashcroft had planned for him. Donations should be
addressed to Dr. E. F. Armstrong, 98 London Road,
Reading, if possible before the end of this month.

His Majesty the King has been pleased to direct that
th-; Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College shall
henceforth be known as " The Royal Technical College,
Glasgow." This new title will fittingly commemorate the
visit paid by King Edward to the college when he laid
thi' memorial stone of the new buildings in May, 1903.
Th.- buildings are now complete, and contain about seven
acres of floor space. Their cost, together with site and
equipment, amounted to more than 360,000^., all of which
sum, except about 90,000/. from the Scottish Education
Drpartment, was provided by voluntary donations. Last
'^^-ion there were 536 day students and 4842 evening

i 'nts in attendance, while the continuation classes in
nee affiliated to the college, and extending throughout

A\v'. six surrounding counties, contain more than 8600.

U'e learn from The Sydney Morning Herald that three
new chairs are to be established at the University of
Sydney in consequence of the additional vote for the work
of the University sanctioned by the Legislature. The new
professorships deal with botany, applied chemistry, and
economics. The chaii of botany is required for the agri-

, cultural curriculum. With regard to the chair of organic
1 applied chemistry, it has long been felt to be desirable

organic chemistry and its various applications to the
. lucts of the country should be fully taught. The

Kvernment has also given the University a liberal grant
assist the library, and has made a grant for this year
the provision of apparatus for the medical faculty and
the engineering department. The sum of 2500Z. has

tiset apart for the extension of the departments already
existing in the University, in addition to a vote to assist
in providing retiring allowances for old officers of the
University when the time comes that they are no longer
able to perform their duties.
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The programme for the Congress of the Universities of
the Empire, to be held in London this year, has now been
published. On the morning of July 2, Lord Rosebery,
Chancellor of the Universities of London and Glasgow, and
Lord Rector of the Universitv of St. Andrews, will take
the chair, and the subjects for discussion will be :—
(i) question of specialisation among universities

; (2) inter-
umversity arrangements for post-graduate and research
students. On the morning of Julv 3, Lord Curzon of
Kedleston, Chancellor of the University of Oxford, will
preside, and (i) the relation of universities to technical and
professional education and to education for the public
services, and (2) interchange of university teachers, will be
discussed. During the afternoon of the same day the
subject will be the problem of the universities in the East
in regard to their influence on character and moral ideals.
At the morning session on July 4, Lord Rayleigh, Chan-
cellor of the University of Cambridge, will' preside, and
the subjects discussed will be :—(i) conditions of entrance
to universities and the mutual recognition of entrance tests;
(2) action of universities in relation to the after-careers of
their students. In the afternoon the chairman will be
Lord Haldane, Chancellor of the University of Bristol, and
the subject of university extension and tutorial class work
will be introduced. At the concluding session on Julv 5,
Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal, Chancellor of the Uni-
versities of Aberdeen and McGill, will preside, and the
subjects will be :—(i) the establishment of a Central
University Bureau : its constitution and functions

; (2) the
position of women in universities.

At the annual dinner of the Court of the University of
Leeds, Lord Haldane was the principal guest. In respond-
ing to the toast of " The Visitors," he dealt, among other
important matters, with the application of science to

industry. Lord Haldane said, we learn from The Times,
that the biggest men are those who can seize rapidly on
the ideas which science gives and transform them into

practice. This is one of the things we have learnt from
the great German nation, which in this matter has set an
example to the whole world. But we never can do the
best merely by copying, and we have to work out things

according to our nationality and individuality. England
is working to-day on some very remarkable lines of her

own. In Germany one is struck by the enormous number
of students of the middle classes in the universities and
the great technical institutes. Here we have done some-
thing else. We may be behind in some things, but in one
thing we are ahead of the rest of the world, and that is

the way in which we have brought the influence of uni-

versity life to bear upon the best brains in our artisan

classes. The system of evening instruction, which is dis-

tinctive of our newer universities, is a very extraordinary

system, and it fits in well with the remarkable aptitude of

our workmen for producing, if only they get the chance, a

quality of goods which is at least equal to the quality pro-

duced by any other workmen in the world. Add science

to the top of that, and we need not be afraid. .Although

our uni%'ersities may find it a burden to carry, they are

doing the greatest service to the State by the splendid part

they play in extending the influence of learning to the

artisan classes.

The current issue of The Empire Review opens with

an article on the Imperial College of Science and Tech-

nology, by Sir Alfred Keogh. K.C.B., rector of the

college. An excellent account is provided of the progress

of the college during the last three years. The greatest

demand upon the resources of the governors has been for

buildings. .As a consequence of the change in methods, the

old buildings occupied by the Royal School of Mines, the

Metallurgical and Geological Departments, have been

abandoned, and new buildings are now approaching com-

pletion. The new laboratories represent the best obtain-

able, and to maintain a close connection between industrial

opinion and academic methods, the Institution of Mining

and Metallurgv has been asked to form an educational

advisory board! and has consented to act as referees when-

ever doubt or difficulty may arise. In the case of the City

and Guilds College, the task of the governing body has

been easy, and their efforts have been limited to the

development of advanced engineering in new premises.
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(ircat .-itttntion has been j^ivcn to the development of the
botanical departments, the work of wtiich is direet.-d
largely towards the specific demands of the vegetable indus-
tries, whether at home or abroad. Great progress has
b»'<'n made and a demand has arisen for a new building
to house two new departments, one dealing with the tech-
nology of woods and fibres, the other with physiology and
pathology, and the governors have authorised its erection
and .quipment. Similarly, the School of Zoology has been
extended and developed in many new ways, and has become
the resort of many advanced students.' Soon, too, it is
hoped to call into being a great department of chemical
technology. In fact, Sir .Alfred Keogh has to record a
gratifying account of strenuous endeavour on the part of
the authorities, succeeded bv an immediate and remarkable
success.

Prof. VV. C. Unwin, F.R.S., president of the Institute
of Civil Engineers, was the guest of the evening at the
fourteenth annual dinner of the Old Students' Association
of the Central Technical College, held on Saturdav, Feb-
ruary 10. Mr. W. Duddell, F.R.S., occupied the chair, and
was supported by a very representative gathering of about
180 old Centralians and their friends. The guests included
•Sir John Wolfe Barry, K.C.B., F.R.S. ; Sir VVm. White,
K.C.B., F.R.S.

; Profs .Armstrong, Dalbv, Klugh. and
Mather, from the City and Guilds College; Prof. S. P.
Ihompson, of Finsbury Technical College; and Prof. H.
.McLeod, a former colleague of Prof. Unwin 's at Coopers
Hill. The toast of Prof. Lnwin was proposed by the
chairnian, who emphasised his services to the Central
lechnical College, to education, and to engineering, and
read letters and telegrams of congratulation received from
old students in all parts of the world. Mr. H. .\.
Humphrey, one of the first and most distinguished of
Prof. Lnwin's students, seconded the toast, after which a
p-esentation was made to Prof. Unwin. In replying.
Prof. Unwin gave some account of his career, and "more
particularly of the early days of the Central. He laid
stress on the high standard of knowledge at entrv re-
quired for their matriculation examination, and the value
of the training given by the complete course ; he regretted
the interference with this course which the submission to
the London University examinations had entailed. Sir
John Wolfe Barry, who is to be the next president, pro-
posed the association in appropriate terms, emphasising
the value of such organisations. In reply. Dr. E. F.
-Armstrong referred to the fact that the membership was
approximately looo, and stated that thev were there that
evening, not only to do homage to their former professors,
but also to honour those members of the City and Guilds
Institute who by great expenditure in time and money had
founded and maintained the college of which they were
all so proud.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Zoological Society, Fehmary 6.— Mr. E. G. B. Meade-
Waldo, vice-president, in the chair.—.Mrs. Rose Haig
Thomas

: .A breeding experiment with pheasants. The
experiment was undertaken to confirm a previous one, in
which it had been observed that a male pheasant had
transmitted to his F 2 9 offspring the female plumage of
his species. The following cross produced the same
result :

—

Phasianuffermosus ? x Phasiitius vfrskolo* i.

F I 9 y. p. versicolor f,.

^ I M II I I

F2 99999 tJ i.

The five hens hatched in F 2 had grown up, and were all
versicolor in pattern, colour, dimensions, and moral
character. One of these hens had been kept to breed with
to test her purity, and the skins of the other four were
exhibited, together with the skins of a Ph. formosus O
and a P. versicolor 9 for comparison. The results of
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these two e.xp«.-riment« did not appear to conform
lh»-ory that the cock was homozygous for sex cf cJ.
<',\p«.Timents had also shown that the male had not irm
milled to his female F2 offspring such constant purity
male olumage. In the first experiment, Silver xSwinh
out of four m.'.les three were " Si. Sw.," one only pi
" Sw.," and the only two males that lived in the sees
experiment, formosus xversicolor, were both " Fo. V'e.'

J. r. Cunningham : .Mendelian experiments on foi.
Ihe paper described the characters of ten individuals
the F 2 generation reared from a pair "of F 1 's produ<
by a cross between Silky 9 x Bankiva r? made by S
D. Seth-.Smith. The characters recognised were seven
number, namely, colour of plumage, character of pluir
(whether silky or normal), comb, pigmentation of skin
internal tissues, toes (i.e. presence or absence of ei
toe), feathering of legs, crest on head. The Silky of
original cross had white " silky " plumage, rose con
crest on head, double hallux, feathered legs, and bit
pigmented skin. The Bankiva had black-red plumage
normal structure, single comb, unfeathered shanks, nc
toes, and normal unpigmented skin, no crest,
dominant characters in the F i were coloured plumage
normal structure, rose comb with crest, pigmented si

feathered legs, and double hallux, but several of tt

characters showed irregular dominance or interme^
condition. The most important results recorded in

paper were imperfect segregation in the F2 generat^-" '
at least two of the characters, namely, the absei
pigmentation in the plumage and the absence of pign
tion in the skin and tissues. The recessive white <ii iii«

plumage occurred in four individuals, in all of which, bui

especially in one, some pigment was present. Onh on*

specimen apparently recessive with regard to the ah-' no
of pigmentation in the skin had been examined post

mortem, and in this unmistakable traces of pigmeni:.;ior
in the skin and peritoneum were observed.—J. L
Bonhote : -A further collection of mammals from Ei
received from Captain S. S. Flower. The communict^
dealt with some twenty species, of which the folloi

two were described as new :

—

Meriones crassus pallk

from -Atbara, Sudan, similar to M. crassus sellysii,
''

which it differs in its larger size, paler coloration,
more pointed snout. .Acomys russatus aegyptiacus,
the desert near Cairo. \ race of .1. russatus, from \

it differs in its smaller size and much yellower colorali— H. Wallis Kewf : The pairing of pseudoscorpiones.
paper was based on observations made by the autho
living specimens of Chelifer (Chelifcr) latreillii. Leach,
Chelifer (Chernes) cyrneus, L. Koch.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, February 5.—M. Lipjmannj
chair.—C. Moureu and -Amand Valeur : The quesfc'^

the symmetry of sparteine. Details of the properties
hydriodides and iodomethylates of sparteine. There
proof of the two nitrogen atoms in this alkaloid '.

symmetrical, and the stereoisomerism of the two spar

iodomethylates is proved.—-A. Lacroix : The volcano

central -Sladagascar. The massif of Itasy.—E. Valiier

The present position of the ballistic problem.— S. Pozsi
Some cases of ossification of the ovary.—Henri Parerty
-A temperature regulator of precision. The instr.

described by E. Esclangon in a recent number (

Comptes rendus was anticipated by MM. Parent}
Bricard in iSq6.—-A. Perot : The wave-length of th'

line D|. The results of the application of the inter!

method to the study of the line D,. .A curve is .

showing the increase of the wave-length as a funct;

the distances from the centre along a line N.-S.—

'

Tikhoff : The photographic registration and reprod
of the twinkling of the --tsrs. .A photograph is tak

the spectrum of the star by means of a prism objeci

uniform movement perpendicular to the length t'

spectrum being imparted to the sensitised plate. L
case of Sirius, the changes of intensity of different

are usually independent of each other, whilst in tin

of the planet Venus all the rays change simultaneo^
M. Tzitxdica : The Laplace equations with qua
solutions.—Henri Lebesgrue : The problem of Dir
—G. Cotty : A class of quadratic forms with four va*
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connected with the transformation of Abelian functions.

—

Gabriel Sizes : The multiple resonance of bells. Details

of the harmonics given by the four principal bells of Mont-

pellier Cathedral.—E. Be'sson : The condensation of water

vapour by expansion in an atmosphere of carbonic acid.

The experiments were recorded photographically. Con-
densation commenced for expansion between 1-30 and 1-32 ;

if the gas was previously ionised by exposure to the

Rontgen rays for two seconds, the condensation appeared

a little sooner. The importance of removing all traces of

air in these experiments is emphasised.—L. Verain : The
dielectric constant of carbon dioxide in the neighbourhood

of the critical point. The results of measurements of the

dielectric constants of liquid and gaseous carbon dioxide

for temperatures between —4° and 30° C. are shown
graphically. The constant varies between i-oo and i-6o,

the experimental error being under 0-05. At 31-4° C. the

values for the gas and liquid become identical.—G.

Urbain : A laboratory balance with electromagnetic com-
pensation for the study of systems giving off gas with a

sensible velocity. The final adjustment of this balance is

made by altering the intensity of an electric current in a

solenoid acting upon a small magnet suspended from one

of the beams. The balance described had a maximum
load of o-i gram and a sensibility of o-oi milligram.

—

Marcel Boll : The application of the electrometer to the

study of chemical reactions in electrolytes.—E. Baud : A
general law of solution.—Pierre Achalme : The role of the

inter-atomic electrons in catalysis.—A. Seyew#etz : The
preparation and properties of a silver oxybromide. This
oxybromide is prepared by the action of an aqueous solu-

tion of benzoquinone containing potassium bromide upon
finely divided silver, and purifying the crude product by
crystallisation from hot ammonia solution. The analyses
correspond to AgjBr^O.—A. Guntz and M. de Greift :

Copper amalgam. The properties of the amalgam depend
on \vhether it has been prepared in the cold by electrolysis

or by heat. The former leaves the amalgam HgCu when
submitted to great pressure ; the latter, under similar treat-

ment, leaves nearly pure copper.—G. Vavon : A method of

preparation of the aromatic alcohols. The addition of

hydrogen to the aromatic aldehydes in the cold under the

catalytic action of platinum black gives high yields of

aromatic alcohols. Numerous applications of the reaction

are described, proving the method to be a general one.

—

V. Grig^nard and Ch. Courtot : Some new a-indene
df^rivatives.—E. Chablay : The reduction of the amides
and liters of the fatty series by the metal-ammoniums.

I lie amides give the sodium derivat'vc and the correspond-
in^i sodium alcoholate.—Louis Ammann : Thi' inllncnce of

the extraction liquid upon the composition of the beet-
rooi pulps from sui^'.'ir work-s ;in(l distilleries. The residues
fr<,
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—

I he localisation of stimida-
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The amount of manganese required is extremely small.

—

M. Javillier : The influence of the suppression of zinc in

the culture medium of Aspfr^illiis nit^cr on the secretion
of sucrase by this mould. .\spereilius deprived of zinc
.allows no sucrase (o diffusa jiuo th»> culture medium nor
into distilled \v,a(er. The cells secrete sucrase, but the
(.|u,aniil\' is much le^s ili.aii when a trace of zinc is present.

-—J. DcMritz : Experimental .apterism in iii-eit-. ( norijes
Bohn : \'ari.alions in seii^il,i]ii \- in rrdatinu In lli^ \ari.a-

tiops of internal chemical state.— !:. Vasticar : I he struc-

ture of the spiral membranous sheet of the slug.—M.
Fabre-Domerg:ue : The bacterial purification of oysters

by treatment with artificial filtered sea water.—Louis
Calvet : Remarks on the parasitic Bryozoa, Watersia
paessleri.—L. Joubin : The cephalopods captured in 19 11

by the Prince of Monaco.—L. Sudry : The importance and
function of air-borne dusts.—G. Grandidier : A new ex-

ample of the extinction of giant animal forms closely allied

to existing species.—M. Parvu : The natural defence of

rocks against the destructive action of the sea.

February 12.—M. Lippmann in the chair.—Ch.
Bouchard : An optical sphygmo-oscillograph. A de-

scription of an optical arrangement designed to reduce,

so far as possible, the inertia of the Many sphygmo-
graph.—M. De Launay was elected a member of the

section of mineralogy in the place of the late .\. Michel
L^vy.—J. Guillaume : Observations of the sun made
at the Observatory of Lyons during the fourth

quarter of 191 1. Observations were possible on fifty-

five days, and the results are given in tabular form.

—

Emile Borel : The fundamental theorems of the theory of

real variable functions.—Jules Drach : The differential

equations of geometry.—Federigo Enriques : The theorem
of existence for algebraic functions of two independent

variables.—A. Lapresle : The distribution of pressures

and velocities in the disturbed region round a surface in a

uniform current of air. The region was cxploreil with the

aid of a Pitot tube.—M. Juihe : The i^rnieabilily to

hydrogen of balloon envidopes. An additional layer formed

of calico impregnated with a solution of gelatine in

glycerine is placed inside the ordinary material. It pre-

vents large losses of hydrogen.—Paul Jegrou : The effect

of secondary resonance in the receivers used in wireless

telegraphy.—G. Reboul : Photochemical actions and photo-

electrical phenomena. Ultra-violet light from a quartz

mercury lamp was allowed to fall on a metal plate, and

the ernission of the negative charges studied.—Eugene
Bloch : The use of photoelectric cells as photophones. .\n

extension of the experiments of H. rt;w it/ on the changes in

the resistance of potassium 1>\ exposure to light.—.Albert
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fishes, Corxs julis. A small piece of coloured paper was

suspended on a line above a baited hook. The fish learnt

to associate the hook with the paper, as after being twice

caught on successive days, it refused the bait when the

paper was attached, but took it when the paper was re-

n^oved.— F. Kerforne : The tectonic of the region south

of Rennes.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1912.

THE PRINCIPLES OF WEATHER
FORECASTING.

Forecasting Weather. By Dr. W. N. Shaw, F.R.S.

Fully illustrated with maps, charts, and diagrams.

Pp. xxviii + 380. (London : Constable and Com-
pany, Ltd., 1911-) Price 125. 6d. net.

THE text-book on "Weather" published by the

late Hon. Ralph Abercromby in 1885 generalised

the practice in forecasting which had gradually estab-

lished itself in the Meteorological Office. The recog-

nition in that book of types of pressure distribution

associated with distinctive characteristics of wind,

temperature, and rain, gave definiteness to the con-

ceptions of cyclones, anticyclones, wedges, and V-

depressions, and impressed on the minds of the last

generation the dominance of atmospheric pressure

over all atmospheric changes. Abercromby wrote

with the enthusiasm of lively faith. He believed in

cyclones and anticyclones as powers which made the

weather—great, simple, and straightforward entities,

the ways of which were almost fully known, and

only a little additional knowledge required to make
the prediction of weather definite and precise.

Recent meteorological researches at home and

abroad have gradually involved meteorologists in an

atmosphere of doubt as to the simplicity and the cer-

tainty of the relations of weather and pressure dis-

tribution. During his eleven years' labours as

director of the Meteorological Office, Dr. Shaw has

done much to initiate and encourage research into

the problems most vital to weather forecasting, and
the keenest anticipations have been formed as to the

nature of the book now before us. In one way we
are disappointed ; Dr. Shaw has not attacked the

Victorian certainties with the vigour of an iconoclast,

nor proclaimed a finished system of new beliefs. He
recognises the old ideas as idols, but he speaks of

them respectfully, not crushingly. He adopts a depre-

cating tone, indeed, as of one who knows better, and
insinuates the well-founded doubts which will enable

every candid meteorological mind to recognise its latent

idolatry and re-clothe the cyclonic Dagon or remove
him quietly out of his place. The book is adapted for

a transitional state of mind, ready to abandon the

early ways as soon as the larger light is clear enough
to make the new path plain, and that is the state of

mind of all thoughtful meteorologists ; hence it is

suggestive rather than didactic, and stimulating rather

than systematic. The main value of the work seems
to us to lie in the definite formulation of the results

of the recent researches carried on under the auspices

of the Meteorological Office, and still in progress,

researches which bid fair to reorganise the physical

basis of weather study, and to make possible a real

manual of weather forecasting at some future date.

The actuality of the present book is its chief attraction,

the reader being brought right to the front of ad-

vancing knowledge of weather conditions, and any

defects it may possess are defects of that great

quality.
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Dr. Shaw, as we have hinted already, does not

worship the conventional cyclone and anticyclone as

the creators and controllers of weather ; he shares

Prof. Hann's view that these isobaric forms are them-

selves produced as incidents in the great streams of

air which carry on the larger circulation of the atmo-

sphere, and he leads towards the recognition of sub-

stantial air-currents of diverse origin flowing in

various directions, meeting, and passing in various

planes at different angles, as the true causes of

weather. He treats moving air in accordance with

the well-known principles of physics, and endeavours

to establish the dynamical or thermodynamical ante-

cedents of the meteorological phenomena con-

cerned in weather. The work is one of immense
difficulty; few men of science would have the courage

to attempt it, and we are satisfied that no one having

undertaken such a task could have carried It out in

a more satisfactory way or with a more effective

result than Dr. Shaw has achieved. In the introduc-

tion he makes much of the difficulty of the long-

abused British units retained by English-speaking

meteorologists in both hemispheres, and he outlines

a modification of the C.G.S. system which would, he

believes, greatly simplify research and exposition. He
does not recommend the metric system as used by

Continental meteorologists ; but a derived system

which has the high moral advantage of requiring to

be learnt equally by our Continental friends and by

ourselves, a sort of arithmetical Esperanto. Tempera-

ture is to be expressed in centigrade degrees, but

from the absolute zero, so that ice melts at 273° and

water boils at 373°. Pressure is to be expressed in

fractions of the "C.G.S. atmosphere of 1,000,000

dynes per square centimetre," which corresponds to

the normal pressure, not at sea-level, but at an alti-

tude of 106 metres. The decimalisation of measures

of time and arc are not suggested, so that the scheme

lacks the roundness of theoretical perfection. In

practice, so far as this book is concerned, the new

system has superseded nothing, for the maps "on

which," the author too modestly says, " the book is

mainlv dependent," are for the most part expressed

in Fahrenheit degrees, inches, and Beaufort wind

forces. We confess that we do not share Dr. Shaw's

enthusiasm for the new system, but it is one of those

matters in which the advice of Gamaliel can well be

followed, and we do not raise a voice against it.

•'Forecasting Weather" is treated in eighteen

chapters, of which the first five deal with synoptic

charts, the relation of winds to isobars, a statement of

Abercromby's view of the order of weather-changes

in a cyclone, which still holds good so far as the

observed phenomena are concerned, types of weather,

and local weather in relation to forecasting. All this

is a development of what may be termed the con-

ventional views in which most of us were brought

up; but even here the development is very consider-

able. The question of winds and barometric gradient

is happily treated, and the inclination of the wind to

the isobars acquires a new significance from the

demonstration that a wind moving in a circular path

may alter its direction of motion without changing

its velocity under the influence of a steepened gradient.
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While Abercromby's view of cyclones still explains

most of the appearances, Dr. Shaw is careful to point

out that the old simple conception of the cyclone as

a whirl of air inwards and upwards is not the only

one possible, and that similar results would be yielded

if the air in any part of the system performed no

considerable portion of a complete revolution.

The next three chapters, on the physical processes

of weather, the life-history of surface air-currents, and
the minor fluctuations of pressure, are the most im-

portant in the book, for they are the embodiment of

the researches made by the author and his assistants,

and they are written with the freshness and convic-

tion only possible when the facts dealt with have been

won from the unknown by the narrator himself.

Were one inclined to be critical one might perhaps

hint that more space than is necessary for an account

of weather forecasts is taken up by the curious

paradox of cooling by warming, and the quantita-

tively insignificant condensation by mixing of air of

different humidity. Such a criticism, if made, would
probably be" wrong, for it is precisely such cases which
give force to the demonstrations of the great thermo-
dynamical principles still imperfectly grasped by many
meteorologists, though held as " fundamentals " from
their youth up by the pupils of such men as Kelvin

and Tait. Dr. Shaw is at his very best when un-
ravelling the tangled skein of air-trajectories in the

path of an advancing cyclone, and it is only when
he comes to these chapters that a student unfamiliar

with the papers in which the various researches were
published can realise to the full how tenderly the
author in the new light of his personal researches,

which now appear for the first time in a text-book,

has dealt with the prepossessions of the holder of

the revolving-wheel theory of cyclones.

The old meteorologist must purge his sight of the
image of the " revolving storm " if he is to understand
what is, after all, the simpler statement of the onward
sweep of vast air-streams on the margins or in the
heart of which the various " disturbances " occur.
Dr. Shaw proves to demonstration that we must view
the normal condition of air as one of motion, not
of rest, and that the temperate cyclones are disturb-
ances of pressure carried along in the stream, not
independent forms moving through normally still air.

He shows also, as Hellmann in particular has dci.e
in his recent work on the Oder floods, that the isobars
of a cyclone are not the simple flowing curves of the
weather charts, but when mapped in greater detail,

for smaller intervals of pressure, and from more
stations of observation, they show a variety of

"embroidery," as he happily puts it, and in that
embroidery resides the explanation of most of the
anomalies of the traditional cyclonic convention. We
may perhaps be pardoned for hinting that some per-
tinent examples of the relation of rainfall to isobars
might have been obtained if the maps of heavy rains
in the pages of "British Rainfall" had been drawn
upon

; they are at any rate the most detailed instances
of the mapping of precipitation. We are also a little

sorry that the French terms, Ugne de grain and rtiban
de grain are not translated and brought into intimate
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relation with the English line-squalls, the fine tr<-

ment of which is one of the best points of the disci

sion of the "embroidery," though were we to sami ^

all the good points we might run some risk of -,'.

encounter with the law of copyright.

The remaining chapters, with one exception, d'

with practical matters of forecasting as carried (

in the London office. Important as they are, tht -

do not carry the same load of scientific interest .1-

the earlier portion, in which we see the rebuilding

meteorological theory as a house is rebuilt by \'.

successive destruction and reconstruction of part-

The exceptional chapter is that on anticyclon> -

which is all new and of the utmost value. But 1

its name, which is apparently honoured for the sal^-

of its godfather, the anticyclone would, we fear, be
cast down from its high place, and proved to be a very

ill-carved fetish. The beneficent purveyor of fine

weather, the promoter of brilliant summer warmth
and glorious winter cold is, in fact, shown up as an
isobaric fraud. The anticyclone is now declared not

to be a region of dry, descending air, not to be a

focus of winter cold, not to be the country of origin

of outward-moving air-currents, not even to be a
distinctive meteorological entity. Quoting from his
" Life History of Surface Air Currents," Dr. Shaw
says :

—

" Further evidence in favour of regarding anti-

cyclones as masses of air which for some reason is

not taking part in the circulation going on around it

may be derived from the study of anticyclones them-
selves. They are not of single meteorological char-
acter. Local changes of many kinds may take place
within them, and almost any kind of weather, except
those which represent violent atmospheric changes,
may be associated with their central regions."

A chapter on " Forecasts for Aeronauts " gives

occasion for a concise account of the present state of

our knowledge of the upper air. Brief reference is

made to statistical methods for long period and
seasonal forecasting, in which various periodical rela-

tionships are touched upon, though lightly, and the

book concludes with a discussion of the practical

utility of weather forecasts, written in an impartial

and eminently scientific spirit. In this respect a

strong point is made of the necessity of trained intelli-

gence and some knowledge of meteorology on the

part of the public in order to fit them to understand

and test the forecasts as issued in the Press. Until

some such educational groundwork is laid, Dr. Shaw
thinks that we cannot be said to have a system of

forecasting, for the work of the office is only half

the story. As to the possibility of future improve-

ments, he says :

—

' It is quite possible that the progress of research,
guided primarily by the wish to improve the daily
forecast, will lead to the recognition of, or find mate-
rial for, the development of laws of a more general
character that will enable us to anticipate the weather
for the season or the month. It is only by close

practical study that such an object can be achieved."

The example set by the director will, we are sure,

be followed by the band of trained disciples he has

gathered round him at the Meteorological Office, and
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oven although the infallible forecaster may never arise,

the advance of knowledge by the method of research

cannot fail to repay many times over the wisely

y administered expenditure of the public money en-

trusted to the Meteorological Committee.

Hugh Robert Mill.

THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE.

History of Medicine. By Prof. M. Neuburger.

Vol. i. Translated by E. Playfair. Pp. x+404.

(London : H. Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton,

1910.) Price 25s. net.

THE first volume of this history of medicine by

the professor of the subject in the University

of Vienna deals with the period ah initio mundi to

the end of the Middle Ages. A somewhat confused

preface by Sir William Osier introduces the work,

asserting on the first page that professorships on the

subject have been established in English universities,

and on the second page that " there is not in this

country a single chair of the history of medicine."

The Fitzpatrick lectureship on the history of medicine

in the Royal College of Physicians of London is men-

tioned, but Sir William Osier fails to perceive that

it was established with the obvious intention that the

lecturer should always be a physician learned in

medicine, as well as in tPie part of its history which

he might select for his lectures. The courses which

have been delivered during the past nine years by

three members of the University of Oxford and two

of the University of Cambridge have shown the use-

fulness of such a provision. They have been worthy

xamples of the same school as "The History of

Physick from the time of Galen to the beginning of

the Sixteenth Century," written by Dr. John Freind

in 1723, a book which is at once pleasant reading,

sound medicine, and good history.

The history of medicine as written by men ignorant

of its practice and inexperienced in the observation of

disease is rarely of the first order. Littr^, whose
writings are a valuable contribution to medical history,

is no example to the contrary, for he had completed

his medical education and had meditated deeply on all

he had seen in the wards, though, in consequence of

his poverty, he did not actually take a medical degree.

It is the fact that the late Dr. J. F. Payne was a

physician of wide attainments in his profession, as

well as a scholar deeply read in medical books,

which makes his writings such valuable contributions

to the history of medicine. Van Swieten was the

chief physician of Vienna, and his commentaries on

the aphorisms of Boerhaave contain a better history

of the growth of the knowledge of disease up to about

1760 than can easily be found anywhere else. If a

medical faculty has not in it a physician willing to

add to the history of medicine, his place can never be

suonlied by what this preface calls "archivists" and
"backstairs men."

Prof. Neuburger's first volume begins with primi-

tive medicine as illustrated by the trephine holes in

Neolithic skulls and by the proceedings of modern
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savages. He then gives some account of medicine

among the Sumerians, Babylonians, and Assyrians,

sufficient to show that scarcely anything is known of

it. The next chapter, on the medicine of the ancient

Egyptians, contains some interesting fragments of

information, but would have been more valuable had

its statements been illustrated by descriptions of the

actual specimens to be seen at Cairo and in other

Egyptian collections. The writings of Eliot Smith

are far more illuminating on the subject of the

Egyptian knowledge of anatomy, pathology, and

surgery. A chapter on the ancient Persians contains

scarcely enough information to rouse curiosity.

The well-known passage in Ecclesiastlcus on the

physician is quoted, and cannot be quoted too often,

but the medicine of the Old Testament Is very Im-

perfectly discussed. Robertson Smith's acute remarks

on the trolden emerods and mice in relation to an early

epidemic of plague, for example, are not mentioned.

The medicine of Hindustan and that of the Chinese

and Japanese are treated In two longer chapters, and

the reader anxious for first-hand Information then

passes on with relief to medicine in classic antiquity,

to the Homeric healing art, to the Greek physicians,

theories, and medical schools, and to two Interesting

chapters on Hippocrates. Prof. Neuburger venerates

the Father of Medicine, and says that he is

"Admired by all, really understood by few, imitated

bv many, equalled by none; he was the master of

rnedicine for all time."

Wh2n It Is remembered that the HIppocratic school

practised, as indeed Is well described in this book,

palpation and auscultation, It Is scarcely correct to

say that "Prognosis gives to the mental attitude of

the Hippocratlst Its characteristic colouring, and

leaves diagnosis far behind it In Importance," though,

of course. It is true that the HIppocratic view of

prognosis required the practice of an almost hourly

meditation on the course of the disease pari passu

with observation of the symptoms. The transplanta-

tion of Greek medicine to Rome, Asclepiades the

friend of Cicero, as well as several later physicians

and schools, are discussed. Galen Is dealt with In a

long chapter, and the general character of his writings

is justly presented to the reader. It is certainly true

that by him "special pathology Is well represented,

and In the chaff of Irresponsible speculation there is

hidden many a grain of genuine observation and sur-

prisingly clear insight." Medicine In the decline of

antiquity is then described, with a somewhat dis-

appointing chapter on Byzantine medicine and one on

Arabic medicine, which adds little if anything to the

account of the Arabian physicians published by Fer-

dinand Wustenfeld in 1840. The second volume is to

deal with the medicine of the Renaissance and of

modern times.

The defect of the book Is a desire to mention too

many facts, with the result that few parts of the

history are set forth at sufficient length to be clear

or to be interesting. Prof. Neuburger's style is often

rhetorical, but he generally fails to e«cite In his

reader a living interest in the men of whom he tells or

in the books which he describes, and there is the more
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NiiiMu^ (ic 1.(1 ih.ii nferences and authorities are im-

prihcily K''»»'i. •"•'^' 'li^'t the work reads like a book
meant to be used in cramming men for examinations

and not like a real introduction to the subject. Dr.

Ernest Playfair has performed the diflicult task of

translation admirablv.

nir.HEh' DYNAMICS FOR E^FGINEERS.

A Treatise on Dynamics, xvith Examples and Exer-

cises. By Prof. A. Gray, F.R.S., and Dr. J. G. Gray.

Pp. xvi + 626. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

ic)ii.) Price I05. net.

THE preface to this book states that it is inte.ided

"to provide a discussion of higher dynamics
suitable to students of engineering, physics, or astro-

nomy." It is doubtful whether it would be a good
book for intending students of astronomy, but it will

be useful both to physicists and to students of applied

mathematics as supplementing other treatises, and
is an excellent book for an engineer whose mathe-
matical equipment is sufficient to follow the reason-

ing.

l'"\;miplcs of problems which occur in engineering
or are of special interest to engineers appear earlv,

and continue right through the book; in addition to

those included in the majority of treatises (including

trajectories in resisting media) may be mentioned
resistances of water to ships, steering of ships, brakes
of trains, motion of wheeled vehicles, and dynamics
of self-propelled vehicles. The conditions which con-
tributed to the Salisbury accident of 1906 are fuUv
dicussed, and although there is a misprint in the figure

used in this discussion, and a misprint of tan-* for

sin-\ the results, both algebraic and arithmetic, are

correct. The reasons why a blacksmith uses small
and large hammers for different purposes (p. 399) do
not appear in most treatises on dynamics

!

Although elementary dynamical questions like the

above are clearly and fully discussed, elliptic integrals

are introduced where thought to be practicallv useful

(as in the pendulum), and there is a clear and full

discussion of three-dimensional rigid dynamical
problems, mainly of a practical nature. The change
in the ordinary figure (art. 9) by which the usual
right-handed screw notation is made consistent with
the traditional forms of Euler's- and kindred three-

dimensional equations will commend itself equally to

teachers and students of dynamics, though the figure

might with advantage have been repeated in the later

chapters. The principle of this article is claimed in

the preface to be comparatively new, but seems not
to differ from that practically used by the standard
treatise of Routh. The principle is, however, ex-
pressed clearly and made good use of in the chapter
on gyrostats, which should be specially useful to

engineering students as giving a clear and practical
explanation of a subject generally regarded as diffi-

cult. The discussions of gyrostatic control of the
rolling of a^ips, the monorail, the gyrostatic action
of turbine-driven steamers, and other questions are
very full, while examples, such as those on self-steer-
ing torpedoes and on the effect of the rotation of the
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earth on the aiming of artillery, give practic.il

illustrations of the value of the higher parts of tli

subject. The gyrostats in Thomson and Tait § 34
X., are reproduced, and partially discussed; but tl

discussion is not quite full enough, and it may 1

remarked that the a/imuthal equilibrium in case 3 i

said to be made stable by rotation, which is contrar

to Thomson and Tait's result, and seems to be i:

correct.

Lagrange's equations, though foreshadowed early in

the treatise (p. 112), are not introduced seriously until

chapter x. ; they might have been of assistance to '

students in the two preceding chapters, in which toi>-

gyrostats, motion about a point under no forces, an
motion of hoops are discussed, but the authors cer-

tainly do very well without the aid of these equations.

Chapter x., which gives the transformations of Hamil-
ton and Appell of the general equations, will be mot
useful to students of physics than to engineers <

engineering students; but in all the rest of the book
except in chapter v., which deals with orbits, the needs '

of engineering take a prominent place. Chapter v..

which is presumably written for the astronomer,
scarcely differs sufficiently from the traditional tre.r

ment to be of much use to him, although some littl

known theorems by G. W. Hill and others are in-

cluded in it.

A rather easy chapter on some quite simple statical

properties comes as a surprise at the end of the book,
j

following the advanced chapters on rigid dynamics,
\

and is scarcely in keeping with the character of what
precedes. But the general arrangement and presenta-

tion of the subject is likely to be most useful to all

engineering students of sufficient mathematical capa-
city, and to many students of physics and of applied

mathematics.

There are a few misprints, in addition to the-

noted above, but none which could not be readilv

corrected. A little revision of pp. 392 and 393, and
a re-wording of the second line of p. 137 might !

use<^ul in subsequent editions. The results of ti

examples, so far as the reviewer has verified them,
seem to be correct.

APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY.
Ei)ifiHirung in die Mykologie der Genussmittel tn

in die Gdriingsphysiologie. By Prof. Alex. Kossi

wicz. Pp. viii-f-211-1-2 plates. (Berlin: Gebriidtr

Borntraeger, 1911.) Price 6 marks.

THIS work, a companion volume to the author'-
" Mycology of Foodstuffs," deals with thosi

adjuncts of the table the use of which, although noi

strictly necessary, and classed, and for the most part

taxed, as luxurious, has become so firmly established

that few of us are sufficiently Spartan entirely to

avoid it. Fermented beverages, both alcoholic and
(reputedly) non-alcoholic, vinegar, mustard (of th

French variety), vanilla, cocoa, coffee, tea, and tht

post-prandial cigar are all submitted to processes of

fermentation at one stage or other of their progres>

towards that culmination of perfection which delight-

the connoisseur. It is with the organisms concerned.
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the changes produced, and the diseases to be guarded

af^ainst in the subtle preparation of these different

articles of daily use that the author is concerned.

The treatment of this varied assortment of subjects

is somewhat condensed, no doubt from limitations of

space, but the reader is supplied with a considerable

amount of information about each, much of which is

extremely interesting. In every case a useful outline

of the method of manufacture or preparation is given,

at all events as regards that stage of it in which

fermentation is involved.

The treatment of the various processes dependent

on alcoholic fermentation is too condensed to be

entirely satisfactory, althoug-h all the essential points

are touched upon. A somewhat disproportionate

amount of space is devoted to the discussion of the

"bios" question, which, however interesting in itself,

is not of supreme technical importance. The fact,

first observed by Wildiers, that yeast when inoculated

in small amount into a synthetic medium fails to

grow, was explained by him as due to the absence

from such a medium of some specific material essential

for yeast growth, and to this unknown substance he
gave the name of bios. It is probable that the ex-

planation advanced by Pringsheim, that yeast can
only gradually adapt itself to the assimilation of the

nitrogen of such media, is correct, although it seems
also to be true that different yeasts possess very

varying degrees of adaptability. In view of these

facts it is remarkable that Pasteur was so successful

in his classical experiments on the growth of yeast in

simple media, and it has been suggested that this

success was due to the presence of mycoderma in his

yeast, the presence of this organism having been
found to enable yeast to grow freely in media such as

he employed.

The function of fermentation processes in the pre-

paration of alcoholic beverages and vinegar is, of

course, the fundamental one of producing the essen-

tial constituent—the alcohol or acetic acid—by
biochemical change from the materials present in

the liquid employed. When we turn to the other sub-

ances on our list, however, this is found to be by
> means the case. Coffee consists of seeds or beans

A liich occur firmly embedded in an integument, the

whole forming the fruit of the plant. The chief

function of the fermentation in this case seems to be
the loosening of this integument, so that the beans
I rm readily be separated and dried, and this is effected

1(V the decomposition of a viscid layer immediately
-iirrounding the seeds, an alcoholic fermentation of

iliis material occurring first, and being followed by
.1 stage in which acetic acid is produced, a consider-
al)Io rise of temperature accompanying the change.

Black tea and tobacco, on the other hand, are sub-
niitfod to processes of fermentation the object of which
is the attainment of the flavour and aroma upon which
their value depends. In both cases opinions are
divided as to the exact nature of the process. On one
li and it is maintained that micro-organisms are essen-
tial agents and it has even been proposed to impart
ilu- aroma of the finer qualities of tobacco to inferior

material by inoculation with the appropriate organ-
isms. On the other hand it is contended that the
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change is enzymic, due to the decomposition of gluco-

sides and to oxidation processes, although it is ad-

mitted that organisms are present and may have
some secondary and minor effect on the result. In

the case of cocoa, too, some doubt exists as to the

relative share of plant enzymes and extraneous organ-
isms in the fermentation to which the beans are

submitted, and which results in a dry bean of good
flavour and colour.

The preparation of mustard has been specially in-

vestigated by the author. A mixture of ground white
and black mustard seeds (respectively containing-

sinalbin and sinigrin) is treated with 2"5 per cent,

acetic acid, along- with salt and a mixture of spices.

The chief change which occurs is the decomposition
of the g^lucosides with the liberation of the mustard
oils. The mass is then left for a few days, ground
and bottled. Since the glucosides of mustard are

remarkably resistant to the attack of most bacteria

and the mustard oils are strong inhibitants of bacterial

growth, although not particularly powerful anti-

septics, it might be thought that mustard would be
free from liability to bacterial " disease." This is,

however, not the case, and the author has isolated

two species of sporing bacteria (B. sinapivorax and
B. sinaipivagus) which are capable of decomposing the

mustard glucosides, in one case with evolution of gas,

and occasionally cause serious loss to the manufac-
turer. The book, which, as will be seen, deals with

an extremely interesting subject, is provided with a

,q-ood index and bibliography, and is adequately illus-

trated. A. Harden.

SOME RECENT WORKS ON MATHEMATICS.
(i) Lchrbucli der Mathematik fiir Studierende der

Naliirivissenschaften und der Technik : Einfiihrung

in die Differential- und Integralrechnung und in

die analytische Geometric. By Prof. G. Scheffers.

Zweite Auflage. Pp. viii + 732. (Leipzig: Veit and

Co., 1911.) Price 18 marks.

(2) Die Integralgleichungen und ihre Anwendungen
in der mathematischen Physik. By Adolf Kneser.

Pp. viii+243. (Braunschweig : Fr. Vieweg und

Sohn, 191 1.) Price 6 marks.

(3) Untersuchungen ilber Oszillationstheoreme . By
Dr. phil. Otto Haupt. Pp. 50. (Leipzig and

Berlin : B. G. Teubner, 191 1.) Price 2 marks.

(4) Die partiellen Differentialgleichungen der mathe-

matischen Physik, nach Riemann's Vorlesungen in

filnfter Auflage bearbeitet. By Prof. Heinrich

Weber. Erster Band. Pp. xviii + 528. Zweiter

Band. Pp. xiv+ 575. (Braunschweig : F. Vieweg
und Sohn, 1910, 1912.) Price 12 and 15 marks.

(5) The Dynamical Theory of Sound. By Prof.

Horace Lamb, F.R.S. Pp. viii + 303. (London:

Edward Arnold, 1910.) Price 125. 6d. net.

(6) A Logical Notation for Mathematics. By Robert

T. A. Innes. Pp. 3. (Cape Town : S.A. Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, 191 1.)

(7) Vorlesungen iiber Variationsrechnung. By Prof.

Oskar Bolza. In drei Lieferungen. Pp. iv+ iv+

X+706+ 10. (Leipzig and Berlin : B. G. Teubner

1908-9.) Price 19 marks.
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iOfff(8) Die Prinzipien der Mechanik fUr eine oder

mehrcre von den rdumlichcn Koordinaten und der

Zeit abhdngige Variabeln, II. By Leo Konigs-

berper. Pp. 24. (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 191 1.)

(9) Theoretische Mechanik. By Prof. R. Marcolongo.

Autorisierte deutsche Bearbeitung. By Prof. H. E.

Timerdingf. Erster Band, Kinematik und Statik.

Pp. viii + 346. (Leipzig and Berlin : B. G. Teubner,

191 1.) Price 10 marks.

(10) Sur la notion de Coiirbure, et sur quclques points

de Geomitrie infinitdsimale non euclidienne. By
C. Cailler (M^moires de la Soci6t6 physique et

d'Histoire naturelle de Geneve xxxvii, 2.) Pp. 62.

(Geneve: Georg et Cie., 191 1.) Price 5 francs.

(11) Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society.

Second series. Vol. ix. Pp. xvi + 48g. (London :

Francis Hodgson, 191 1.)

(12) Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society.

Vol. i.. No. 3 (October, 1909). Pp. 70. (Calcutta :

Mathematical Society, Senate House, Calcutta,

191 1.) Price :o rupees per year.

(13) Rcvista de la Sociedad matemdtica espaiiola, 1-5

(Mayo-Diciembre, 191 1). Pp. 40-76. (Madrid:
Dr. Jos6 Nungot, Universidad Central, 191 1.)

ONE of the most important facts which modern
mathematicians now realise is that the prin-

ciples of the differential and integral calculus can be

taught to beginners by simple methods involving only

a knowledge of the rudiments of algebra, and later

on of trigonometry. There are not many teachers

still in the dark on these points, though a remarkable
exception occurred recently w^hen an anonymous
author wrote a book intended to show that certain

fools called mathematicians had made the calculus

unnecessarily hard, and proved his point, not in the

way he probably contemplated, but by establishing the

fundamental formulae with a wasteful luxuriance of

infinite series and disregard of small quantities which
would have formed a more fitting subject for a book
entitled "Calculus Made Difficult." The change has
been marked in England by the appearance of a flood

of school calculuses, reminding one of the former flood

of school geometries.

(i) In these circumstances English teachers will

derive considerable interest from studying the elemen-
tary but rigorous treatment of the subject in Dr.
Scheffer's " Lehrbuch der Mathematik." The first

chapter introduces the arc or radian measure of

angles, and deals with functions in general. It opens
with a careful comparison of the uses of graphic
and analytical methods of solution, which should be
a lesson to those teachers who try to hide up the

shortcomings of constructive geometry by making
fheir pupils use hard pencils. The notion of a differ-

ential coefficient is introduced in the first instance by
consideration of linear and quadratic functions. Then
follow the formulae for algebraic functions deduced
from the sum and product rules, and the rule for

functions of functions, which is here enunciated as
the chain rule. Differentiation of a power is deduced
from the product rule by mathematical induction, as
it should be, the use of the binomial theorem being
avoided. The elements of the integral calculus are
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treated next, and it is only after this that the noti<

of a natural logarithm is shown to follow directly

from the calculus, exponential functions being taken;

in the succeeding chapter, and trigonometric functioni

coming next. The chapter dealing with these contains

a synopsis of trigonometry. For English readers the

hyperbolic notation (" fin, co8," printed in Germanr
type) is perhaps inconvenient. Then follow succes-;

sive differentiation, maxima and minima, curvature:

and evolutes, particle dynamics, Lagrange's and Tay—
lor's formulae, miscellaneous methods of integration,

Fourier's series, and partial differentiation, .\t the

end is a useful collection of tables and integration

formulae. A large number of applications are given*

in the form of examples, some completely worked out,

others left to the reader.

It need scarcely be pointed out that no two writers

would agree as to what should be included in a book'

of this kind, and what should be omitted. On the

whole, this book tends on the side of thoroughness,

rigorous development, and careful discussion of points;

of detail, notably in dealing with such matters as con-
tinuity. Possibly there may be few students of physics

in this country who do not have to skip over and take

for granted some of the arguments. But in such

matters as order of treatment and rendering the sub-

ject independent of an extensive previous knowledge

of algebra and geometry, the book pretty nearly'

reaches the goal towards which modern teachers have
been striving.

The influence of pure mathematics on the progress

of mathematical physics is well shown by the next
'

group of books under review. The partial differential

equations of physical problems have received so much
attention at the hands of both mathematicians and

physicists that we had begun to think that their study

had reached a stage of finality in which nothinj::

further of importance remained to be done. But

during the last ten years harmonic analysis has bf •

completely revolutionised by the development of i

theory of integral equations, which places a new aiul

powerful' weapon in the hands of the applied mathe-

matician. This modern theory traces its origin back

to Fredholm's paper of 1900 on Dirichlet's problem.

and the most important subsequent works are thi

due to Stekloff, Hilbert, and Schmidt; in particul...

Hubert's " Foundations of a General Theor}' of Linear

Integral Equations."

(2) Dr. Kneser's contribution to the new subj-

is exactly described by the following notice of the ,

publishers :

—

•

"The present work develops the theory of integral

equations not from the starting point of analytical ,

generalities but from the theory of heat-conduction, i

of free and forced oscillations and of the potential.

The author thus hopes to meet the requirements
those mathematicians and physicists who wish
apply the new analytical method to concrete qu- —
tions."

Now, in endeavouring to get the whole hang of the
|

problem, so to speak, condensed in a nutshell, or, in '

other words, to find out what the investigations ar.^

driving at, and to put the matter in a form in which

it could be explained to a pupil in ten minutes, the
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present reviewer encountered a slight difficulty at the

outset.

Dr. Kneser starts with the problem of linear con-

duction of heat, but the reduction to an integral

equation depends essentially on the introduction of

Green's function. Now we have always regarded

Green's function as connected with the problem of

the potential; and, further, most elementary English

books on analytical statics get no further than explain-

ing Green's theorem, and possibly stating Green's

problem, but not defining Green's function. The

necessary light was throw^n on the subject by referring

to p. 241 of Weber's treatise reviewed below, which

not only gives, for the problem of the potential, the

definition of Green's function, but shows, further, how

this leads at once to an integral equation for the

potential of a given distribution subject to given

boundary conditions. In the case of the potential due

to fixed charges, this integral equation, of course,

degenerates into an ordinary integration formula.

In heat conduction and allied problems Green's

function between two points, P and Q, might be de-

fined as the temperature or potential function at

one point due to a unit source, at the other sub-

ject to the given boundary conditions. This function

IS the nucleus or kernel (Kern) of the integral

equation, i.e. the factor which multiplies the un-

known variable under the sign of integration.

After heat conduction in one dimension. Dr. Kneser

applies the method to the problem of small oscilla-

tions, Sturm-Liouville's functions, and problems in

two or three dimensions, the remaining sections being

devoted to the existence theorem, Dirichlet's problem,

and Fredholm's series.

(3) A closely allied line of investigation is de-

veloped in Dr. Haupt's pamphlet on " Oscillation-

theorems," which is divided into two parts, the first

dealing with the general linear homogeneous differ-

ential equation of the second order containing an

arbitrary parameter in its undifferentiated coefficient,

while the second deals with the special differential

equation of the fourth order, in which the second

differential coefficient of a multiple of the second

differential coeflfiicient of the dependent variable is pro-

portional to a multiple of the variable itself, the multi-

pliers being functions of the independent variable. It

is largely a development of Hilbert's work on integral

equations, and deals in particular largely with the

conditions under which such differential equations

may lead to a "Green's system," and the correspond-

ing forms of the boundary conditions.

(4) That integral equations are destined to play an

important part in the formal treatment of mathe-

matical physics is now evident. It does not appear,

however, probable that they will at present supersede

the use of harmonic analysis for purposes of calcula-

tion. In bringing out a fifth edition of his " Partial

Differential Equations based on Riemann's lec-

tures," Prof. Weber plainly states at the outset that

he has not been able to rewrite the book on the lines

of recent researches, partly owing to want of time

and energy, and also partly on the ground that the

iibject is now in a transient stage, in which further

livelopments may be expected every day, so that if
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an attempt were made to start afresh, the whole book
would soon be out of date. In addition to the theory

of integral equations, a second line of recent develop-

ment has grown up in the study of the principle of

relativity.

In these circumstances Prof. Weber has adopted

the most desirable course, namely, to introduce refer-

ences to this recent work into the text at suitable

places, and his book still constitutes as good an intro-

duction to the study of mathematical physics as could

well be written. Although the book has more and
more become the work of W'eber himself, he still

desires to pepetuate the name of Riemann as having

sown the seed from which this large tree has grown
up.

The second volume has only just appeared. It

deals with the theory of certain differential equations,

heat-conduction, elasticity, theory of vibrations of

strings, and membranes, electric oscillations, and

hydrod3mamics.

We have referred to the unsuitability, for English

readers, of the German hyperbolic notation, but a

greater difficulty is introduced into these German
treatises by the use of a single integral sign to denote

surface and volume integrals. It certainly adds con-

siderably to clearness of exposition to use double and

triple integral signs in these cases. Of course, this

method is illogical as practised in this country, where

a triple sign of integration is often followed by a

single differential. The correct plan in such cases

is to denote surface and volume differentials by d^S

and dW instead of dS and dV, and it is much to be

wished that this were always done.

(5) The somewhat brief discussion of vibrations in

the last-named treatise is a reminder that, unfor-

tunately, a review of Prof. Horace Lamb's
" Dynamical Theory of Sound " has been unavoidably

delayed for an inordinate time. The subject is one

which lends itself to treatment in three ways; by

the publication of memoirs on specialised researches,

by the production of a treatise even larger and more

exhaustive than Lord Rayleigh's three volumes, and

by the compilation of an introductory treatise in which

the most important fundamental principles are dealt

with concisely, over-elaboration being avoided. Prof.

Lamb has chosen the last alternative, and has thus

produced a book which should be of great use to

students of applied mathematics, physics, and

acoustics.

This aim at brevity necessitates the omission of

details of long analytical investigations, the results

of which are stated without proof; for example, under

Fourier's series no attempt is made to reproduce the

existing literature relating to its convergency, and the

theory of vibrating systems in general is discussed

briefly without reference to more than a statement of

results in connection with transformation to normal

coordinates. The various chapters following the in-

troduction deal with general theories of vibration,

strings, Fourier's theorem, bars, membranes and

plates, plane and spherical sound waves, generation

and diffraction of waves, pipes and resonators, and

physiological acoustics, the last-named chapter being

a summary of a branch of acoustics falling outside
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the jjoneral scope of the book. It is probable that

the averaR^e student would do better to follow a course

of this kind, and then single out some subject for

specialised studv rather than to spend time on repro-

ducinfif analytical investigations about the truth of

which no doubt exists.

We notice that both Weber and Lamb assume that

in a membrane the stress is the same in all directions

— in other words, isotropic. Is this necessary?

Analytically speaking, if the stress is homogeneous
but not isotropic the membrane can be projected

orthogonally into one in isotropic stress ; on the other
hand, it is fairly certain that in an actual membrane,
such as that of a concert drum, it is very difficult

to adjust the tension round the boundary so as to

make the stresses either homogeneous or isotropic.

A material membrane probably differs in its physical
properties from the ideal membrane (Lamb, p. 189)
to the same extent that the substance of which it is

composed differs from a fluid. If this view is not
correct further discussion is needed.

(6) Reference to notation under (4) leads us to Mr.
Robert Innes's short Cape Town note, in which he
recommends the use of small letters, Roman, italic,

Clarendon, and Greek for symbols of quantity, and
capital letters for symbols of operations, such as S for
sine, D for differential coefficient. He does not tell

us what he would do with separate differentials. In
view of the fact that after these many years we still

have to write cosec x for what is logically sin-'x,
and that a Frenchman or German cannot say such a
number as 394 in the form in which it is written, it is

not much use suggesting- reforms, except in notation
the use of which is very limited.

(7) In a review like the present, it would be impos-
sible to enter into a detailed criticism of the German
edition of Dr. Oskar Bolza's "Lectures on the Cal-
culus of Variations." While based on his American
work bearing the same title, these three volumes aim
at a more comprehensive treatment of the subject ; at
the same time, the author does not claim to have
exhausted the theory even in the seven hundred
pages which he has devoted to it. W'hat he has
rather aimed at has been to give a fairly elementarv
outline of the main principles of the calculus of
variations, together with a more detailed treatment
of its modern developments. The author's claim to
have clearly expounded the fundamental definitions
and methods, with the assistance of suitable geo-
metrical and other illustrations, is fully justified by a
survey of the contents. At present there are only a
few people in England who study calculus of varia-
tions, and it is to be hoped that the subject will
become more popular in the future in view of its

important applications to physical problems. "Differ-
entiation of an integral," which leads directly to
" variation of an integral," is really one of the easiest
things in the calculus to treat in an elementan.- wav,
and there can be no excuse for keeping this study,
so to speak, under lock and key, only to be shown
to students on rare occasions. The student of phvsics
who goes no further than the first chapter of this
book will be able to obtain a proof of Lagrange's
equations of motion, together with a knowledge of
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the principle of least action, which will do him f.ir

more good than letting x equal a function of /, 9, and

^, and writing out by heart a proof of these equations

involving some juggling with differential coefficients

the physical interpretation of which is not obvious.

On the other hand, the need for an exposition of

modern developments of the subject is shown by the

many recent papers that have appeared. For example,

a paper in German on the invariant form u{

the second variation of a double integral is contributed

to the Proceedings of the Tokyo Mathematical and
Physical Society for September, 191 1, by M. Fuji-

wara.

(8) Closely allied, as leading to a generalised form
of the principle of least action, are Prof. Konir
berger's papers on the principles of mechanics for <

or more dependent variables, of which the sec

part has reached us.

(9) .\n examination of the contents of "Theoretic
Mechanik " leads to the impression tliat Dr. Tin
ding showed want of judgment in undertaking

translation into German of a book like that of Mai >

longo's. It is known that Profs. Marcolongo .d !

Burali Forti have been engaged in drawing up i

report on vector notations, as to the value of which
considerable differences of opinion exist. We should

not, however, take any exception to the book on this

ground; but when we find in the second chaj •

difficult theorems in potential analysis, such as Stok- -

and Green's theorems, and Poinsot's construction Ux
the motion of a rigid body under no forces in

chapter vii., while it is not until much later on that

the author deals with such elementary notions as t'

-

parallelogram of forces, the principle of the lev

equilibrium on an inclined plane, and the principL

Archimedes, the book may fairly be regarded as aff(

ing a lesson as to how mechanics should not be
taught. It forms a striking contrast to the clear and
practical exposition of advanced dynamics contained
in Webster's book, published by the same firm. It is

becoming more and more recognised every day that

the study of mechanics should be approached by be-
;

ginners from the experimental side, and for this pur-
'

pose elementary statics and Tiydrostatics form the best
;

starting point. With such a preparation, a pupil may '

be able in time to grasp the nature and use of vector 'k

analysis, but to start him, as this book does, at the i

wrong end would be fatal.

(10) In his paper on curvature, Prof. Cailler

has set before himself the task of formulating a '

theory of curvature of a sufficiently comprehensi'
character to cover the two cases of Riemann's ;

Lobatschewski's non-Euclidean geometries. To
this he has found it necessary to start with an al^

braic definition of curvature based on considerations,
of kinematic geometry, and while admitting that some

|

of the notions in his paper are of a somewhat abstract

character. Prof. Cailler claims that the nature of the

problem and the differences existing between the

various kinds of space to which it refers render such a

treatment necessary if it is to possess the requir-.d

degree of generality.

(ii) The volume of the London Proceedings before

us continues to afford evidence of the good work that
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^ being- done by those English mathematicians who,

. denying themselves the luxuries of life, or other-

wise, are able to give time and thought to original

work. Applied mathematics Is only represented by

Dr. Nicholson's paper on scattering of light by a con-

ducting sphere, and Mr. F. B. Pidduck's note on

stability of rotating shafts. The most substantial con-

tribution to pure mathematics is Dr. W. H. Young's

series of seven papers dealing with various points

regarding the foundations of the differential and
integral calculus. At a time when the teaching of this

subject to elementary classes is receiving so much
attention, it is most fortunate that our country has

been able to produce a mathematician like Dr. A^oung,

who is underpinning this structure with a foundation

of rigorous reasoning. For example, one paper is

called "A Note on the Property of Being a Differ-

ential Coefficient," while in another paper on " A
New Method in the Theory of Integration," the author

proves a number of interesting results, such as that

"an upper-upper-lower-upper (lower-lower-upper-lower)

semi-continuous function is an upper-lower-upper

(lower-upper-lower) semi-continuous function."

Lieut. -Colonel x\llan Cunningham writes " An 8-vic,

i6-ic, . . . , Residuacity," while it may be desirable

to explain that Mr. G. T. Bennett's note on "The
Double Six " refers to certain lines associated with

quadric and cubic surfaces. We have one fault to

find with the binding ; the top edges of the pages are

cut, but the outside edges are left rough, and are

very uneven, consequently the pages soon get to look

untidy ; and, furthermore, the book always opens at

certain pages and never can be opened at others.

One cannot, however, help regretting that there

are probably many hundreds of persons in this country

engaged in teaching mathematics who are ignorant

of the very existence of these Proceedings. It would

be a great advantage in this respect if the London
Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Associa-

tion could be amalgamated so that the educational

and " original work " aspects of mathematics could

be brought into closer touch with each other, as

appears to be done in the American Mathematical

Society. A very similar fusion of theoretical and prac-

tical interests has just been effected in the Aeronautical

Society.

(12) One thing further is needed, namely,

the publication of a summary of current mathematical

literature, with abstracts of the principal papers. This

is furnished by the Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathe-

matical Society, which, in addition to original papers

by Cullis and Mukhopadhyaya, contains a summary
of the principal mathematical journals, reviews, lists

of papers under " Societies and Academies," " Notes

and News," " New Publications," and an obituary

notice of Prof. Simon Newcomb.
Assuming that the Calcutta society is sufficiently

powerful efficiently to continue the publication of these

notes and abstracts, it is surely somewhat humiliating

to think that the mathematicians of a Western civilisa-

tion should have to send to Calcutta for a list of the

papers which they themselves have written. But as

it is stated that the Bulletin will appear four times

a year. \Vhile the number before us for October, 1909,
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bears the date of printing 191 1, and was only received

for review on October 14 last, we have some fears

lest the task which these Calcutta mathematicians

have undertaken may have proved too heavy for them.

If so, we hope that European mathematicians will

take steps to ensure the continuation of a chronicle

which is unique of its kind.

(13) Although it has been mentioned in the "Notes"
column of a previous issue of Nature, the Spanish

society's " Revista " may with advantage be referred

to in this connection as showing that Spain has ob-

tained an amalgamation between theory and practice

of the kind which we in England have hitherto failed

to attain. On the theoretical side we have papers

on such questions as summation of series, polygonal

numbers, generalisation of the nine-point circle,

meridian arcs, and equilibrium of a moving chain

(the figures, however, show the rubber belt of the

barber's hair-brushing machine upside down, and

the wheel moving in the opposite sense to the

belt). On the more popular side we have biographies

of Fermat, Nunez, Benaflah, and Siliceo, a history

of Spanish mathematics, reviews, notes and news,

and notes and queries columns. In addition, the

society is drawing up a vocabulary of Spanish mathe-

matical terms. We cannot better close this review

than by quoting an extract from the article, " Sursum

corda," by Captain Dur^n Loriga, on the functions of

the newly founded society, in which he says, "The
first which imposes itself is to create a mathematical

atmosphere (ambiente matemdtico), in particular to

convince the whole world that without that great

science it would be impossible to approach the study

of natural and physical sciences, which daily tend

more and more to assume a mathematical form."

This quotation is not the only or even the most

powerful argument in Captain Loriga 's article, which

further refers to the epoch-making discoveries of Abel

(who lived and died in great poverty), Kowalewski,

and others, and their influence on the progress of

applied science. But his notion of an "ambiente

matem^tico" should be kept prominently in mind by

all mathematicians who are able and willing to take

part in the campaign which in our country requires

to be waged against "England's neglect of mathe-

matics." This campaign can only be successful if

everyone who is interested in the progress of pure

science lends a helping hand. If they will not, then

we must let the coming generation make the best it

can of the knowledge which it has inherited from

its forerunners, and leave posterity to fend for itself.

G. H. Bryan.

OUR BOOK SHELF.

The Principle of Individuality and Value. The
Gifford Lectures for 191 1, delivered in Edinburgh

Universitv, bv Dr. B. Bosanquet. Pp. xxxvii+ 409.

(London :' Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1912.) Price

\()S. net.

Tins mav be described as a reply to the critics of

.Absolutism, mainly, of course, the late Prof. James.

Dr. Bosanquet is always as readable as the difficulty

of his subject permits, and his rejoinders are always

moderate and courteous. The reader feels that the
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auilicr i< i''ally seekiiu; tlir iriiili, .uid not a mere

.-•ladiatoiial victory or xoiiii^ "' |H)inls.
**

The .section most interesting to scientific workers

is that in which the author discusses vitalism and the

relation of mind to body. Quotinpr Bergson, Ward,

and Taylor, he expresses disapprobation of the theory

of "guidance." On this theory, mind and its world,

choice and action, become "utterly discontinuous."

The choosing unit or element is not a system of the

contents dealt with by choice. The "plan " is brought

to the material; it is not in it or elicited from it.

The view in question is a survival in principle of the

notion of matter ./)Zu5 miracle—the attitude of common

external teleology (p. 205 and foil.). Moreover, there

is the difficulty about energy. The guidance theory

tries to shade this down by analogies such as the

trigger, the ball or water-drop on a high divide, or

the spark which explodes the gas in a gas-engine.

In these cases a small variation in energy-expenditure

may cause huge differences in result. But some ex-

penditure there must be. On the analogy, the mind

must furnish energy without participation of the body.

"Views of this tvpe only escape manifest conflict with

common sense by restricting the amount of energy

so furnished to an amount below the possibility of

measurement " (xxvi.).

Many readers who have studied with interest and

admiration the writings of Driesch, Bergson, and

Lodge on this point will feel that Dr. Bosanquet's objec-

tion is a formidable one; as is also his criticism of

Prof. Bergson 's startling contention that contempla-

tive and motor memory are radically different, the

former being independent of brain. It is true that

these are matters of science, and philosophers must

tread warilv in the foreign territory ; but their outlook

is wider—though with less perception of detail near at

hand—and their criticism is to be desired and welcomed.

A Nature Calendar. By Gilbert White. Edited and

with an introduction by W'ilfred Mark W'ebb. Pp.

xii+62 + xiii-xx. (London : The Selborne Society,

1911.) Price 255. net.

This beautiful facsimile, published by the Selborne

Society, reproduces a record for the year 1766 of

botanical observations made chiefly at Selborne, with

an occasional note on birds or insects. This record,

of which the MS. is in the possession of Mr. Webb,
has never been before published, and is not to be

confused with the so-called " Naturalist's Calendar,"

often printed at the end of the " Natural History of

Selborne." The printing, paper, and binding of this

large volume are all admirable, and the brief intro-

duction is adequate ; it is a superb volume to lie on a

drawing-room table and be admired by the chance

visitor, who will, it may be hoped, at least be struck

by the strong", firm, and legible handwriting of the

famous naturalist. White himself would be amazed
at the magnificent dress in which his humble notes

were destined eventually to appear ; no man could

know better than he that in no sense whatever could

they form even the material for a book. Yet Mr.
Webb claims that " now after an interval of a hundred
and twenty-three years a second book makes its ap-

pearance in the shape of the present volume." W'hite

published but one book, and that an incomparable
one. Mr. Webb publishes for him a second one, under
the auspices of the Selborne Society. Making all

allowance for enthusiasm, and for the carefulness of

the editing (of which the excellent index is perhaps

the best part), those who know how real books can
only be built up on a foundation of lengthy studies,

and how unwilling an author is to have such studies

exposed to the gaze of the curious, will feel some
regret that this rather meagre diary should have been
thus magnificently produced. W, W. F.
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>>hnni\' itpt: III!' ),'./ (/ fur litis or any other part of
^

Au nuliic IS tuLcn oj aiwiiyryions rovniiunicattoti.,

Contour Diagrams of Human Crania.

Has tkii Pii I lioiTipson got over the " l.i

of ti\ii\ .11 111
I

in the individual judgment
volv. (1 ill siipi 1 ])(i-i!i^ lAo cr.'ini.-il cfjntours by selectii

cjiiiti: arliiirarilv , th<; vrlical axis of tli'j transverse sect:

as the Iciij^tli to be equalis'd in all such sections? M
1 sii)^<4ist tiiat he should try 'ciuaiising his auricu

distances, and taking his [)<rr(iitaj;5e differences on i.

vertical ordinates? 1 fancy he will then find that t! •

differences in form of two skulls will not even be "iiiu! -

sised at the same places as on his arbitrary schem'
Again, in the case of the sagittal section, ther.

least half-a-dozcn fundamental lines any one of wl

might find justification in individual judgment as

standard for equalising size. A mathematician wouid
probably object to equalising any lines at all, but would
magnify up all his sections to be of equal area. !!• wimld
then be certain that the total area intercepted iiis

superposed contours—however placed—was : :i

would certainly mean that on any reasonable superposii

the contours would be very (In- together. In such <

for the transverse siMlimi, « should all probably suj)' -

pose the median lines. Inn, aijain, whether we should p *

the vertex on the veriux, or the auricular line on '

auricular line, or superpose neither, would be matter
discussion, if not for individual judgment. The width
individual judgment allowed in the case of the sagiti.il

section, having regard to such standard lines as eithT rh'-

" horizontal plane " provides or as join nasi a,

lambda, inion, opisthion, and basion, is ^' .!

Prof. D'Arcy Thompson's method would requin .1 i^i.i,

logical concordat before it could be put into practical for

even supposing we could agree on what should in this c

be the " area " of the section.

Still another group of investigators might consider it

desirable to equalise, before superposition, not any
arbitrary lines or much more definite areas, but the

volumes of the two type crania as determined, say, by
average capacities or by the product, perhaps, of three

arbitrary diameters. Be this as it may, either an equali^-i-

tion of areas or of volumes seems to me a more reas

able preliminary to comparison of form than any equal:

tion of an arbitrary line. Yet such equalisations will <•

leave a " lack of fixity and precision " in our results,

wish to test how far our contours are similar and similarly

placed curves ; we ought to bring something approaching

a " centre of similitude " into superposition in both con-

tours ; the orientation in the case of the transverse and
horizontal sections will present no difficulty—in the case

of the sagittal it is much more questionable. The mathe-
matician would possibly select as his centres for testing

similitude the centroids of either the contours or of their

areas— if he were equalising areas, probably the latter.

I would therefore suggest as a method to be compared
with Prof. D'Arcy Thompson's results, say, in the first

place, for the transverse contours :—(i) the equalisation of

areas
; (2) the superposition of centroids of areas ; (3) the

orientation by parallelism of median lines
; (4) the com-

parison along rays through this centroid. Thus the con-

tours themselves would be directly compared, and not

auxiliary curves. Lastly, if the superposed contours be
divided into equal angular elements a, and v be the mid-
distance of any element of the first contour from the

common centroid, v' the distance along the same ray to

the compared contour, then

-Q^/^'''-''^'^\/c;'((r),^{m'}h
where S denotes a summation for every element, would
be a fit measure of the degree of resemblance.

Possibly some mathematician may be willing to under-
take the general theorem : Given two oval curves, the

shape of which must not be changed (but size is change-
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ible), find a good measure of their degree of similitude

with a given orientation.

The problem is one over which the late Sir Francis

Galton was at times much exercised when discussing the

resemblance of portraits of the silhouette type. It was

further considered very fully when the proposal to pre-

pare average or type cranial contours was originally dis-

cussed in the Biometric Laboratory some five or six years

ago. Prof. D'Arcy Thompson's scheme is suggestive, but

it is very far from unique. I feel doubtful whether any

scheme for all these contours could possibly be other than

conventional, but I suggest that, even for a good con-

ventional scheme to be reached, we must have further

knowledge of the mathematics of the subject, i.e. we
want to study measures of the similarity or dissimilarity

of what we may perhaps call " resemblant contours."
Karl Pearson.

Biometric Laboratory, London, February ii.

The Mnemic Theory of Heredity.

If it were explained clearly in what respects an
" acquired " character is more acquired and less innate,

germinal, and inherited than an " inborn " trait, a real

service would be rendered to science, and, possibly, a

controversy which at present seems interminable might be

«nded. A unicellular organism distributes itself between
its daughter-cells. Here, obviously, there is actual inherit-

ance ; and, if the acquirements of the parents persist in

the offspring, there is inheritance of acquirements. But a

multicellular organism does not distribute itself. It is a

cell-community, and, so far as is known, offspring are

derived not from it as a whole, but from particular

members of it—the germ-cells. There is thus no inherit-

ance from the " parent " in the sense that there is inherit-

ance among unicellular types. For example, the child

does not inherit the parent's nose, leaving the parent
derelict. The latter keeps the whole of his nose for him-
self.

The germ-cell is a bundle of potentialities for develop-

ment. It develops into an animal or plant of the species

whence it is derived under the influence of various stimuli

—food, temperature, light, moisture, internal secretions,

use, injury, and the like. Thus in man one kind of

stimulus causes a hand to develop, another a scar, a third

a use-callosity. Nothing develops in the individual, nothing
can develop, unless both the potentiality and the appro-
priate stimulus are present. All kinds of potentialities are
equally products of evolution, and are equally rooted in

the germ-plasm. Thus the potentiality to develop a scar
is as much a part of the germ-plasm as the potentiality

to develop a head. Some characters develop more certainly

than others, but this is only because the stimulus (not the
potentiality) under which they grow is more certainly

present. Thus a head develops more certainly than a
particular scar, but the scar would develop as certainly as

the head were its stimulus (a particular injury) as con-
stantly present. In man the scar left by the destruction of

the umbilical cord is as constant as the head.
It is customary to term traits which develop under the

stimulus of use and injury acquired, while all others are
called inborn. But if all potentialities are equally present
in the germ-cell, if all characters are alike products of a
reaction between internal potentiality and external
stimulus, what is the peculiarity that makes one kind of

character more inborn and inheritable than another? As
far as I am able to judge, the Lamarckian controversy
lias been conducted on the basis of a misuse of terms, or
on the (at present unwarrantable) assumption that the
multicellular organism is derived from its parent in the
sam<' SI ti-. ,1-; a unicellular is derived, or under the belief

(riUo Linuaii .citable) that the only characters that arise

in response to stimulus from the environment are those
which grow through the influence of use and injury. I

am able to understand, for instance, how a negro who has
a scar differs both innately and by acquirement from a
white man who has no such scar. His potentialities are
different, and therefore he differs innately ; the stimuli to

which he was exposed differed, and therefore he differs

by acquirement. But it is one thing to apply these terms
to likenesses and differences between individuals and
another to apply them to charnctiM-s as such. I take it
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that the words " inborn," " acquired," and " inheritable
"

have been illegitimately transferred from a connection in

which they have meaning to a connection where they are
unintelligible : for can anyone state precisely in what sense
the skin colour of a negro is more innate or germinal than
his scar?
When it is maintained that " acquirements are trans-

missible," it is held, in effect, that characters {e.g. scars
and use-callosities) which the parent was able to acquire
in a certain way (as reactions to injury and use), because
a long course of evolution had rendered such acquisitions
possible to members of his species, tend, at the time of
observation, to be reproduced by the offspring in a different
category of characters and in ways (as reactions to other
stimuli) in which no ancestor had acquired them before,
and with which, therefore, evolution had nothing to do.
The evidence on which we are asked to accept this improb-
able supposition is usually equivocal, and, in recent times,
invariably such as cannot easily be verified.

But turn to common experience. Facts are not the less

valuable or certainly true because they are familiar. Take
characters which develop under the stimulus of use, or,

what in the case of mind is the same thing, experience.
The development of some physical and mental traits, for
example, the hair, the teeth, external ears, reflexes, and
instincts, is not influenced by this stimulus. Other
characters, for instance, in man, the limbs, heart, kidneys,
brain, and all that is learnt, all that is intellectual, owe
their growth after birth mainly to it. Such characters
tend to atrophy when disused or little used, and to hyper-
trophy when much used. Low in the scale of life, animals
develop less under the influence of use and more under
other stimuli. But all the higher animals, in proportion
as they are highly placed, impelled by an instinct, sport
during youth, and thus stimulate mind and body to the
acquisition of traits without which maturity is incomplete.
Parental care after the beginning of conscious life is an
adaptation the function of which is to afford time and
opportunity for the acquisition of use-acquirements. It is

not found low in the scale of life among animals that, at
each stage, come ready armed by " inborn traits " to the
struggle for existence, and is most elaborate and prolonged
among the highest types. We call an animal intelligent

in proportion as it is capable of profiting from experience.
A human idiot is nothing other than an individual who,
reverting to a remote ancestral type, has lost the power
of growing mentally under the influence of experience.

Manifestly the so-called acquirements are more
advantageous as responses to injury and use than they
would be if they grew in response to the more unvarying
stimuli. As they are, they render the animal adaptable,
capable of fitting himself to a diversity of environment.
Compare the adaptability of a man with that of a beetle.

Manifestly also " inborn traits " have undergone great
retrogression and use-acquirements great progression in the

higher animals, which, presumably, are derived from lower
types. It follows that, while a supposition that " inborn
traits " tend to be transmuted into " acquirements " might
be maintained with some appearance of plausibility, the

contrary Lamarckian doctrine that " acquirements " tend
to be transmuted into " innate traits " is untenable. The
mnemic hypothesis does not demonstrate the transmission
of acquirements. It merely makes confusion worse con-

founded by misusing another word. According to it, the

germ-cell remembers that which it never knew, and forgets

that which it knew.
Southsea, February 17. G. .Arciidali. Reid.

The reply to Prof. Dendy's comments upon my letter

(N.^TURE, February 8, p. 482) is briefly as follows. The
germ-cells are unicellular living organisms with a life-

cycle of their own, part of which they pass in a
metazoan individual. When they enter it, they are all in

potentialities so many twins identical with this. For the

time being its environment is theirs. The non-existent

protoplasmic bridges need not be postulated. If the germ-
cells could not " remember events in the past history of

the race," I fail to perceive how any developmental un-
folding would be possible. The relation of the doctrine of

acquired characters to the theory depends solely upon the

embryological facts of the cycle of animal life.
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The enormous distinction between animals and plants

retjardinn the problems under discussion is brouj^ht about

primarily by the fact that in plants ihe asrxiinl ^iticralion

has underj^one increased evolution, in animals the sexual

generation. 1 might, indeed, have cited the peach tree,

cjuoted by Prof. Dendy, instead of the chrysanthemum.
Peach trees, as anyone who tends a garden knows, are

reproduced asexually by grafts, and not sexually from seed,

as Prof. Dendy assumes. 'Ihe reason is simply that peach

trees do not " come true " from seed. Probably the ever-

green condition would not be repeated from seed. Coming
true in grafts, this is a good example of my contentions.

A true theory of heredity, like the mnemic one, must be

founded in a correct embryology, and this theory of

Hering's is the sole one which can be shown to conform
with the facts of the cycle of animal life. All other theories

known to me are based in direct development—an impossi-

bility. In developmental researches, which extend back
so far as 1888, antithetic alternation of generations has
proved itself to be the only possible mode of animal
development. Moreover, this is in accord with Pasteur's

fundamental researches establishing the stereochemistry of

niiturally occurring organic compounds. Those who with
Weismann and Haeckel hold to direct development, or any
theories of heredity based on this, live in a universe in

which there is no science of stereochemistry, and in which
the naturally occurring organic compounds have no action

upon the plane of polarised light.

Nor do identical twins arise as Weismann supposed.
The whole " evolution theory " of \\'eismann is full of

such baseless hypotheses. If ordinary identical twins (AB,
.\B) arise so, how do the rarer ones (.AB, BA), where the

one is the looking-glass image of the other, externally

and internally, come about ? Or how are identical triplets

produced, or the seven to twelve identical embryos from a
single egg in the seven-banded armadillo, Prao/)MS /lybriVitis?

Embryo or sexual generation does not, as is so generally

believed, ever arise by the first few divisions of the egg.
The facts and reasons contained in this and my former
letter—though they do not profess to be all the pertinent
facts—may serve to indicate why a correct appreciation of

the cycle of animal life is so important for all theories of

heredity, and, one might also add, for all theories of the
origin and nature of cancer. For under current false

theories of development cancer is "an incurable disease,"
whereas in the light of a true embryology and in that of

stereochemistry it is a natural phenomenon, which Nature
has demolished for untold millions of years, and which man
also can cope with and destroy whenever he sees fit to

imitate her and to use her methods. J. Bearo.
8 Barnton Terrace, Edinburgh, February 15.

(1) I QUiTK agree with Dr. Reid that the mnemic hypo-
thesis does not demonstrate the transmission of acquire-
ments. What I said in my review was that the mnemic
theory is based upon a belief in the inheritance of acquired
characters—a statement that anyone may verify who will

take the trouble to read Prof. Semon's book. I should
perhaps have qualified the statement by saying " Prof.
Semon's Mnemic Theory," though personally I cannot
conceive of a mnemic theory which is not so based.
The inheritance or non-inheritance of acquired characters

is, of course, still an open question, but it is interesting
to^ reflect that such inheritance was assumed as a matter
of course by the great founders of the theory of organic
evolution—BufTon, Erasmus Darwin, Laniarck, and
Charles Darwin—and was never called in question until
the latter part of the nineteenth century. Before that time
no one thought it necessary to make experiments to prove
or disprove what everybody believed ; since then there has
not been time to make anything like enough experiments,
but some of those which have been made certainly seem
to indicate the possibility of the inheritance of acquired
characters in the strictest sense of the term. It is not a
question which can be answered dogmatically or by any
amount of a priori argument. It was just as reasonable
for Lamarck and others to suppose that such characters
can be inherited as it is for Weismann and his followers
to suppose that they cannot. Let us wait and see what
the future may bring forth.
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(2) If Dr. Beard will read the review whmh ^avf m < .isk

for his first letter, he will find it plainly stated that tii-

peach trees in Bordage's experiments were raised from
seeds. Had they been raised in the ordinary way fron.

grafts there would, of course, have been no point in tli

observations, and 1 certainly should not have thought :'

worth while to direct attention to them.
I suppose all upholders of the mnemic theory will agr>

that if th<.' germ-(ells could not rememlx-r events in tli'

past history of the race, no developmental unfolding wou! i

be possible. 'Jhe important point seems to be that tl

events in question have, for the most part at any rat.

been experienced by the body and not by the germ-cell-

and that unless the germ-cells received information of th> i

from the body they could not remember them at all. Tli

view necessarily assumes that the body is able to transm
impressions to the germ-cells, which, as I said before, i

the fundamental idea of the doctrine of the inheritance <

acquired characters. The experiences of the body are suj

posed to depend, in the first instance at any rate, upon tl

environment, and to give rise to " acquired " character-
and such characters, according to the mnemic theory, i:

fluence the germ-cells and are transmitted by them to tl

bodies of future generations.

I do not propose to discuss Dr. Beard's views <

animal development, but I think it ought to be clear 1

stated that the mnemic theory, as ordinarily understood,
is entirely independent of any such views. If Dr. Bear I

has a mnemic theory of his own that is another matter,
but it might be well to call it by some other name.

Arthur Dendy.

How Pollen is Collected by the Hoaey-bee.

On February ii, a mild and sunny day, my bees wer
working busily on Eranthis hiemalis, the winter aconit' .

and by watching them I was able to verify my opinion,

published in The British Bee Journal of December 14, 1911.

that the pollen is collected by being scraped into the fissiii

between the tibia and metatarsus, and is compressed ai

forced out into the " corbicula," or pollen-basket, on t!

outside of the tibia by the closing of the fissure, a cor
elusion suggested by the examination of the hind leg of 1

queen humble-bee.
One bee was watched for more than five minutes riflinj^

flower after flower. During this time the load of poll' n

in each corbicula increased in size considerably, but th»'

bee did not once cross its legs and scrape the pollen-lad< n

metatarsal brushes on the upper edges of the opposit-'

tibi;e, which was the way that Cheshire supposed t!

corbicula was loaded (" Bees and Bee-keeping," vol.

p. 132). On the other hand, the inner sides of the mei
tarsi were frequently rubbed together, the motion ben .

longitudinal, and it was evidently by this rubbing
scraping that the corbiculaj were loaded, for the hind i'

u

did not come into contact with one another in any oth^

way.
Several other bees were watched, and were found i'-

behave in exactly the same manner. In all cases the poll- '^

was gathered on to the metatarsal brushes direct from tl

j'nthers as the result of the bee crawling about amongst ih

stamens.
My observations were hampered by a gusty wind, which

disconcerted the bees, and they were soon brought to

close by the sunshine passing off the flowers, so that sever
points that I had hoped to clear up still remain obscure.
One of these is the way in which the pollen dust

moistened with nectar. The only satisfactory manner
which, it seems to me, this can be done is for the tongi
to lick the tarsi or metatarsi of the fore legs, which .'.

covered with stiff bristles well suited for holding the nect.r

the nectar being then transferred to the metatarsal brush-
on the middle legs, and from these, again, to the met
tarsal brushes on the hind legs. The latter being th

rendered sticky, the pollen dust would cling to them. Tl
different pairs of legs were certainly brought togeth
occasionally, but not after every scrape of the hind met.
tarsi, and their movements were so quick that it w, -

impossible to see what was done. Still, several poller

collecting bees that I killed had the tarsi and metatarsi >

the fore legs and the metatarsal brushes of the middle ai

hind legs moistened with nectar, and I think it probab:
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that the moistening process, as outlined, is performed, as

a rule, during the flight from flower to flower. Indeed,
upon reflection, one feels convinced that this would be the

most convenient interval in the ceaseless work of the pro-
verbially busy bee for performing this function, while at

the same time the instinct to do it then, once acquired,

would ensure its accomplishment when and as often as

necessary. I intend to dust with flour the hind metatarsi
of bees entering flowers, and also those of bees leaving

flowers. If the former retain more flour than the latter,

the theory that the moistening takes place during the
flight from flower to flower will be demonstrated.

JProbably the kinematograph will be able before long to

reproduce the whole process of pollen-collecting at a speed
slow enough to be followed by the human eye.

Ripple, Dover. F. W. L. Sladen.

Microscope Stands.

Mr. J. W. Ogilvy, in his reply (Nature, February 8)

to one of my questions, does little more than reiterate his

former statement that the German instruments are
superior, and are produced in better organised works.
Ihis seems to introduce the question of workmanship,
which has not, to my knowledge, been brought under
consideration. The discussion seems to be one of design.

Mr. Ogilvy also appeals for proof of superiority to the

number of Continental instruments in the various technical
laboratories. Even if the number in use is larger, this

cannot be accepted as proof of their superiority. The
number of chromatic " Abbe " condensers must be much
larger than of other condensers, but this does not prove
that it is the best condenser. I do not think it has been
proved that the most intelligent users are to be found in

the various technical laboratories. The last paragraph of
" F.R.M.S.'s " letter is proof of what I mean.
Xow, with regard to the sprung fittings, Mr. E. M.

Nelson, writing in the current issue of The English
Mechanic, says :

—" I have always considered springing to

be a most important point in microscope construction."
The question seems to be this :

" Which instrument, the
English or the Continental, is, by virtue of its design and
workmanship combined, capable of affording the scien-

tific worker the greatest facilities for work of a critical

character? "

I venture to think that the answer to this question by
our most eminent workers would not be so much in favour
of the Continental type as Mr. Ogilvy seems to imagine.

Boston Spa, near Leeds. John A. L. Sutcliffe.

As the writer of a letter on " Microscope Stands " in

Nature of February 22, I wish to add that the term
" Continental firm " used in connection with the remarks
on horseshoe base with extended rear toe, mechanical stage
on a rotating principle, and machined slide bearings should
include the American manufacturer.

F. R. Brand.

Meteor-showers.

The following meteor-showers become due in March
;

their arrangement is according to the principal maxima :

—

Epoch March i, izh. (G.M.T.), fifth order of magnitude.
Principal maximum, March 2, i3h. 5m. ; secondary maxi-
mum, March i, gh. 30m.

Epoch March 5, 2oh. 30m., eighteenth order of magni-
tude. Principal maximum, March 4, i2h. 35m. ; secondary
maxima, March 4, qh. 30m. and iqh. 35m.

Epoch March 5, 2ih., twenty-fifth order of magnitude.
Principal maximum, March 6, yh. ; secondary maximum,
March 5, oh. 30m.

Epoch March q, 22h. 30m., twenty-second order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, March 8, 2oh. 45m.
;

secondary maximum, March 8, 3h. 30m.
Epoch March 9, 3h. 30m., ninth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, March 0, ir/h. 50m. ; secondary
maximum, March q, 2oh. 40m.
Epoch March 11, 8h. 30m., first order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, March 10, 23!!. lom. ; secondary
maxima, March 10, oh. 5m. and i6h. 50m.
Epoch March 12, i3h., ninth order of magnitude. Prin-

cipal maximum, March 12, i2h. 50m. ; secondary maxi-
mum, March 11, 1311. 40m.

Epoch March 13, i6h., twentieth order of magnitude.
Principal maximum, March 13, ih. ; secondary maximum,
March 12, 8h. 50m.
Epoch March 19, 22h., tenth order of magnitude. Prin-

cipal maximum, March 18, lyh. 45m. ; secondary maxi-
mum, March 18, gh. lom.
Epoch March 21, loh., eighteenth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, March 19, i4h. 30m. ; secondary
maxima, March 17, i9h. 25m., and ^larch 18, ^h. 30m.
Epoch March 19, 2h., approximately second order of

magnitude. Principal maximum, March 20, i5h. ;

secondary maxima, March 19, 6h. 50m., and March 22,.

loh. 50m.
Epoch March 22, 2h. 30m., tenth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, March 22, 3!!. 20m. ; secondary
maxima, March 23, i6h. 25m. and 22I1. 45m.
Epoch March 23, 2ih., thirtieth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, March 24, lyh. 30m. ; secondary
maximum, March 26, i2h. 55m.
Epoch March 26, i4h., eighteenth order of magnitude.

Principal maximum, March 26, 5h. 40m. ; secondary
maxima, March 26, 2h. 20m. and iih. 30m.
Epoch March 27, i4h. 30m., twentieth order of magni-

tude. Principal maximum, March 27, loh. ; secondary'
maximum, March 27, 4h.

Epoch March 27, 4h. 30m., approximately first order of
magnitude. Principal maximum, March 28, 22h. 45m. r,

secondary maxima, March 27, i2h. lom., and March
28, 6h.

Though meteor-displays are distributed, apparently,
pretty evenly over the month, yet there are periods of
special intensity. These periods, which are four in

number, comprise the dates March 2-4, March 9-13,
March 20-22, and March 26-28. Heavy meteor-falls are
due on the nights of March 2 and 4.

Dublin. John R. Henry.

EXAMINATIONS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.^
nr*HE Consultative Committee of the Board of
* Education has, for the second time, made a

report on examinations in secondary schools, and,
though opinions may differ as to the precise value of

the recommendations which the committee now makes,
everyone must congratulate the members on the valu-
able information they have collected and the clearness
with which they have shown once more the existence
of a great evil, and the arguments for and against
various methods of dealing with it. The report which
the committee made seven years ago has been followed
by a small improvement, but secondary education in

this country still groans under the burden of a need-
lessly complicated system of examinations, which are
the cause of the gravest injury, not only to secondarv
schools, but to all branches of higher education which
depend so largely on the foundation laid in these
schools.

One of the saddest points brought out in the report
is the extent to which young children are at present
submitted for examinations, notwithstanding the
efforts of the Board of Education and certain loca?

education authorities to prevent this. Thus a return
supplied by the Lancashire Education Committee
shows that nearly half of 1070 pupils of certain schools
in the county submitted for external examinations
during a given year were below the. age of sixteen.

Unfortunately, the ancient l^niversities of Oxford and
Cambridge are amongst the greatest offenders in the
matter of providing such examinations, for it appears
that in their local examinations alone more than
20,000 children under sixteen were examined in 1908.

It is shown that the results of these examinations
are largely used, more particularly by inferior schools,

as a means of advertisement, and that this system is

aided by the ancient universities by an arrangement
1 Report of the Consultative Committee of the Boird of Education on

Examinations in Secondary Schools. Cd. 6004. (Wyman and Sons.)
Price 2S. 6(f.
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l)y which, in their preliminary examinations, children

under fourteen years of age can gain "distinctions"

in individual subjects! As Mr. Paton, the high-

master of the Manchester Grammar School, points

out, " the endorsement of a certificate with the name
of a university of national repute raises quite a false

assumption of academic attainment."
Unfortunately, examinations of this kind for which

a large number of candidates submit themselves are
paying concerns ; they are not only a source of income
to the examiners employed, but the bodies which
conduct them also make a considerable annual profit.

The report proves conclusively that the examina-
tions as at present conducted are a source of at least

as much (probably more) harm than good. The in-

fluence of these external examinations on the school
curriculum is often distinctly bad ; bookish subjects

which can be easily examined get more credit than
subjects of importance, such as handicraft for boys
and cookery for girls, which are not readily brought
into the examination net.

Not only is the curriculum damaged, but the teach-
ing is also injured, and experiments are made difficult.

If it is asked: "Why, then, do not the best teachers
dtcline to prepare for these examinations? " the

answer is that too many parents gauge the success
of a school by its examination results, that many
boys and girls must pass these examinations in order
to qualify for the work they mean to undertake on
leaving school, and that, if the schools declined to

prepare for them, it would simply result in the children
hting forced to go to a "crammer," and so to lose

such benefits as the examination system still allows the
secondary schools to offer.

The subjects on the modern side of a school sufTer

more particularly, since existing schemes of examina-
tion tend to lessen the importance of a good know-
ledge of modern languages and of practical work in

science. Instances are by no means uncommon when
a teacher of science, in the interest of pupils who
must pass a certain examination, is obliged to let

them spend the time which ought to be devoted to

practical work in "reading up" for the written
examination. In but very few examinations is any
credit given for the practical work done throughout
the session. Even when a practical examination is

held, it is of little use, since it can only test to a
very small extent the examinee's aptitude for practical

work and his understanding of the results which he
obtains.

In literary subjects also the influence of the present
examination system is often bad. A teacher cannot
adopt what he considers the best methods, but must
always have an eye to the kind of questions which
the examineir, who is seldom in touch with him, is

likely to set.

While the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge
are probably mainly responsible for the present vicious
system, it must be remembered that, as the committee
points out, their objects were, and no doubt still are,

undoubtedly good. They started these examinations
at a time when the secondary schools of the country
sadly needed guidance, both as to what should be
taught and as to the standard of knowledge which
their pupils ought to attain.

The modern universities are by no means blameless
in the matter. With the exception of the northern
universities, which have, fortunately, been compelled
to adopt a common matriculation examination, each
new university has taken its own view as to what
its requirements for entry should be. It is true that
they have adopted systems of " equivalents," but
in no two cases are these " equivalents " alike, so
that a boy or a girl who g^oes to school, say, in

Rlrminefham, and whose parents move to London or
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Manchester at the age when the child is fit to enter
a university, may very well find that, while the child
is qualified for entry to the University at Birmingham,
he cannot be admitted either at Manchester or in
London without a further examination. Surely the
time has come when, as in other civilised countries,
there should be a school certificate which all the
universities should be compelled to accept as qualify-
ing for admission to their courses for a first degree.
But when the schools have provided for the require-

ments of the universities, they have only dealt with
a small proportion of their pupils. The various pro-
fessional bodies have various requirements for the
admission of students. These are not always the
same as those required by the universities; thus the
Institution of Civil Engineers lays down conditions
which can but rarely be fulfilled by boys who have
attended schools where the training is mainly of a
literary character; for the intending student must have
passed his qualifying examination in more advanced
mathematics and science. Why should a boy with
distinct mathematical and engineering ability be shut
out simply because his father has happened to send
him to a classical school? By all means require him
to give evidence in later e.xaminations that he has
the requisite amount of mathematical and scientific

knowledge to enable him to become a competent
engineer, but why block his way at entrance? The
question ought not to be at this stage what the boy
has learnt, but whether he has learnt it well, and
whether his mind has been trained to be receptive of
fresh knowledge.
Then, in addition to the requirements of the univer-

sities and professional bodies, we have the paradise
of crammers provided by the Civil Service examina-
tions. No doubt for many branches of the Civil Ser-
vice special examinations are necessary, but for all

except certain subordinate posts a certificate of the
satisfactory completion of a secondary course should
be regarded as an essential qualification. This is the
case in Germany, though the Abiturienten E.xamen
represents a longer period of training in a secondary
school and a higher standard of attainment than the
school certificate which the committee advocates.

If such a preliminary qualification were accepted, it

would only be necessary for the Civil Service Com-
missioners to hold examinations in certain special

subjects required by the various public departments.
The most important recommendations made by the

committee are :—(i) in regard to a secondary-school
certificate

; (2) in regard to a secondary-school testa-

mur ; and (3) in regard to an examinations council to
whom would be entrusted powers to carry into prac-
tice the principles which the committee favours.
The secondary-school certificate is to be issued to

pupils not less than sixteen years of age ; it is to be
of approximately the same standard as the present
matriculation examination, but is to be awarded not
merely on written work, but partly on inspection, on
an examination of the whole of the work done by
the pupils, and on the marks given for such work
by the teachers, who would have a consultative voice
in the award of the certificate. This proposal involves
a great improvement on the present chaotic system

;

but it represents only a step in the right direction.

It is unfortunate that in this country' the majority'

of the pupils in secondary schools leave at about the
age of sixteen or earlier, while in both Germany and
America a far larger proportion remain at school until

about the age of eighteen. For from this results a
further drawback that, while the usual age of admis-
sion to German and American universities and tech-
nical hiph schools is not less than eighteen, the

modern universities in this country and the technical

colleges are obliged to fix their minimum age of
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admission ac sixteen, and so to do in the early part

•of their courses work which might very well be left

to the secondary schools. It is, therefore, desirable

that the age for the award of the secondary-school

certificate should be gradually raised to eighteen, as

(>reat Britain slowly awakes to the need of education,

ill order to enable us to compete on equal terms with

foreigners. But at present this would be a useless

' ounsel of perfection.

The secondary-school testamur is to be given to

,
Lipils of about the age of fifteen, and the committee

suggests that great care should be taken to distin-

guish it " both in name and value from the secondary-

>chool certificate." But this will be extremely difficult,

and to give an alternative certificate of this kind will

probably damage education in several ways. It will

offer an inducement to a still larger number of pupils

to leave secondary schools even earlier than they do
at present. A not inconsiderable portion of the general

|)ublic may very well think that a "testamur," which
is a word less known to them than " certificate," is

H thing of at least as great value; for to. them omne
ignotum pro niagnifico est. There would be less objec-

tion to the proposed testamur if and when the certifi-

cate was given at the age of about eighteen, for there

would then be a sufficiently wide gap between the

standards to prevent the possibility of confusion.

The committee's suggestions in regard to the

examinations council are, however, the most impor-

tant. This council is to be of a representative

character, including not only persons of educational

experience, but also some with a knowledge of what
is wanted by recruits for the professions, commerce,
or industrial life. On the educational side there would
be representatives of the Board of Education, the

universities, the local authorities, and teachers in

different kinds of schools.

The council would be entrusted with the important
duty of regulating external examinations in secondary
schools aided by the Board of Education, and would
derive its power from the fact that no such school

would be allowed to enter its pupils for external

examinations other than those which the council con-

ducted or approved. The inspectors of the Board of

Education would place their experience at the disposal

of the examinations council, so that the work of

examination and inspection might be properly co-

ordinated.

There can be little doubt that the formation of such
a council would be of the greatest possible service,

provided, of course. Parliament gave it sufficient

authority to ensure that its decisions were respected.

But the committee thinks that as a preliminary step

the existing examining bodies might be asked by
the Board of Education to confer together In order
to see whether, by mutual consent, steps can be taken
to bring about the state of affairs which the com-
mittee desires. It is very doubtful whether such a
conference would meet with any considerable measure
i)f success, though it is just possible that if, before
( onvening the conference, the Board of Education
made it evident that the existing examination swamp
must be cleared, the examining bodies might find it

• xpedient to agree to an amalgamation. For some of
the vested interests could be considered; the majority
of the existing examiners would probably be still

employed, and even the officials and clerical staffs

might be taken over by the new examinations council.

The committee wisely advises that, if the proposed
conference be held, and it is found that those con-
cerned will not voluntarily agree to modifications of
the present system on the lines indicated, the Board
should not consider itself to be relieved of respon-
sibility, but should proceed to the formation of a
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representative examinations council with the powers
mentioned above.

All the members of the committee signed the report
with the single exception of Mr. Jackman, who objects
to the proposals mainly on the ground that pupils in

elementary schools will not be able to obtain the
secondary-school certificate, and may, therefore, find
their path to promotion barred. Some years ago this
argument would have had considerable weight, for the
" free place " system had not then come into being.
Now, however, many pupils of the secondary schools
come from the elementary schools, and it may fairly

be said that in a large part of the country no bright
child in an elementary school is precluded by poverty
from the advantages of secondary education. If it be
alleged that there are other parts of the kingdom where
such exclusion takes place, then, surely, it would be
better to take steps to modify this state of affairs
rather than to block a most important reform affect-
ing not merely secondary but also higher education.
It is to be hoped, therefore, that the majority of teachers
in elementary schools will not oppose the proposals
set forth in the report of the committee, which bears
the signature of Mr. Sharpies, a respected member
of their profession, who would not support any
system likely to injure either elementary schools or
their pupils. J. Wertheimer.

THE PRISM-BINOCULAR.
/^ NE of the many revolutions which have been
^-^ quietly proceeding in the last few years has
been the introduction of the prism-binocular in place
of the old form of opera- or field-glass. In 185

1

an Italian, Ignatius Porro, devised a very ingenious
and yet simple arrangement of prisms by which
the simple astronomical telescope might yield an erect

image. An instrument was constructed with these
prisms by Boulanger, in 1859, and again in 1875 by
Nachet, the firm so well known in connection with
the binocular microscope. Neither of those makers
succeeded in making it popular, however, probably
partly because of the quality of the glass of which
the prisms were made, and partly because the prisms
were not well enough worked to give good images

—

the light is four times reflected, and it is obvious that
if the reflecting faces are not all perfectly flat the
definition will be seriously impaired. In 1893 Ernst
Abbe designed an instrument, making use of the new
glass obtained by Schott ; the resulting "prism-
binoculars " made under the modern conditions were
an Immediate success. The faces of the prisms are
tested by Newton's bands of colour. These bands
must be perfectly straight right up to the edge. The
refracting surfaces are tested, as well as the reflecting,

though perfection of the latter Is the more important.
The advantages of the new form of opera-glass over

the old are the great field of view and depth of focus,

with a higher power. The Image is not quite so
bright, and therefore for night work the old form
is best. In the old form, the field of view depends
on the diameter of the objective as imaged by the

eye-lens, and with even a moderate power the diameter
has to be large; thus the glasses are clumsy. In

the new form the field Is Independent of the diameter
of the objective, and when there Is plenty of light

the latter can be made quite small.

The new glasses are made by several firms, and
we have recently had the pleasure of Inspecting some
of the models made by the firm of Leitz, with mag-
nifications ranging from four diameters upwards.
The chief feature which their glasses possess over
others, we have seen, is their lightness, due to the

construction of the bodies of nickel-steel tubes, which
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are thin and therefore light, and yet rigid and strong.

One of these is a pretty little pair for ladies' use,
weighing only six ounces, in a dainty case (fitted with
a mirror and a small pocket), which yet has a mag-
nification of four diameters, and an angular field of

view of 11°, equivalent to a field 193 yards wide at

1000 yards. These are greater than would be obtained
by an old pattern opera-glass of large size, and are
very much greater than the magnification and field of

the small ones usually carried by ladies, for which
the former is often only two or three diatneters.

Even with the case the weight is but thirteen ounces.
A corresponding glass of the same power and aper-

tuii i^ .ilso made for field use. In addition to ilu-

itnii.il lu( ussing screw one of the eye-Ienscs has an
independent focussing adjustment for correct inj^ anv
difTerence in refraction between the eyes nt tlie

observer.

Another glass very suitable for all-round use,

magnifying six diameters and weighing a pound,
gives good definition over a field of 8°. To see the

whole field at once, however, the eye has to be put
uncomfortably close to the eye-piece ; in ordinary use
the field may be taken to be about six or seven
degrees.

The brightness of the image depends upon the
aperture of the objective (of course, also on the absorp-
tions of the glass of the prisms and lenses, and the

internal reflections). Leitz makes two models mag-
nifying eight diameters, the one of which has an
objective one inch in diameter ; the other has a

diameter of one and a quarter inches ; with a centre

focussing screw, they weigh eighteen and twenty-
three ounces respectively without the case. The
larger one gives a much brighter Image, but this, as

stated above, is unnecessary in ordinary circum-
stances. It is intended to be used at dusk; it is an
ideal glass for a naturalist, for instance, for watching
wild life in a dark wood. It is dust- and damp-proof.
High powers require a steady hand to get their full

value ; the elght-dlameter can be used comfortably by
most people, especially if the arm or elbow can be
supported. But powers above this magnify the

tremors of the hand so much that they are only of use
for special work. Leitz makes ten-diameter and
twelve-diameter models. These have large objec-

tives and remarkably high luminosity of Image ; for

their power their angular field is also high.

PROF. OSBORNE REYNOLDS, F.R.S.

T N Prof. Osborne Reynolds, whose death took place
•• on February 21 at Watchet, Somersetshire, Great
Britain has lost Its most distinguished scientific

engineer. He was born at Belfast on 1842, but spent
his childhood in Suffolk, where his ancestors had, for

generations, been rectors at Debach and Boulge.
Having received his school education at Debenham,
he entered Queen's College, Cambridge, and after a
brilliant academic career, became a fellow of his
college in 1867.

The chair of civil and mechanical engineering at the
Owens College was founded a year later on the
initiative of the leading engineers of the Manchester
district, and endowed by them. A committee, on
which were such men as William Falrbairn and
Joseph Whitworth, selected Revnolds as the first occu-
pant of the professorship. The foundation of the
Whitworth scholarships, ten of which were reserved
for Manchester students. Immediately followed, and
gready assisted the early work of

'
the School of

Engineering. It is of Interest to note the names of
Tohn Hopklnson and J. J. Thomson among the
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students who received their instruction from Osborne-
Reynolds. Practical instruction in engineering was
unknown, when engineering was first included among
the subjects taught at university colleges, and it was
not until Reynolds had held his chair for nearly twenty
years, that funds became available for the building
of a laboratory. The Whitworth Laboratories at Man-
chester and -Sir Alexander Kennedy's laboratory at
University College were the first of their kind, and
served as models for other similar institutions
throughout the country.
During a period of over thirty years Reynolds was

actively engaged in scientific work, Including in his

wide field of investigation many important problems
of engineering and physics. Well in advance of his
time, in many cases years elapsed before the practical
bearing of his researches was fully appreciated ; even
now the sphere of his influence on engineering pro-
gress is still widening.

In 1874 Reynolds published his first papers on
' Heat Transmission," in which he showed that in

most practical cases the motion of the gas, and not
its conductivity, was the controlling factor. Nearly
thirty years later, the attention of engineers was
directed to this work by Perry, and the principle
applied to boiler construction by Nicholson and others.
Experimenting with steam, Reynolds found that in

the absence of any admixture of air, the rate of con-
densation was practically unlimited, and he studied
the efTect of air on the cooling surface required, and
the efficiency of the condenser. Very high vacua are
not required for the ordinary reciprocating engine,
and it was only in recent times, and owing to the
Introduction of the steam turbine, that the theorv of
condensers became of supreme importance, and Rey-
nolds 's work found its application.

During the six years ending 1880 numerous papers
were read by Reynolds at the Institute of Naval Archi-
tects, the problems of the steering of ships and the
efliciency of the propeller itself being the chief subjects
under discussion. The Importance of the phenomenon
of cavitation, which had been studied by Reynolds in

some detail twenty years before, was not generallv
recognised until, in 1897, the steam turbine was first

applied to marine propulsion.
In 1SS7 a paper on the use of models for deter-

mining the regime of rivers and estuaries was read
by Reynolds at the British .Vssociation, and led to the
appointment of a committee to pursue the subject.

On behalf of this committee Reynolds carried out a
series of experiments which were published in three
successive reports. The work attracted considerable
attention, and a special commission was sent from
Paris to obtain his advice with regard to the drainage
works then in course of construction in the Seine
estuary.

A large number of Reynolds's papers deal with
problems in hydraulics. Having devised an in-

genious method of delineating the stream lines by the
introduction of colouring matter, he proved that there
is a critical velocity at which the flow of water in a
pipe becomes turbulent, and measured its magnitude.
By an application of the principles thereby involved,

he was enabled to design the first workable multi-
stage turbine pump, of which he must be regarded as
the originator ; and in the further pursuance of related
questions, he was led to the more theoretical and
mathematical discussion of vortex motion and lubrica-
tion.

In 1S89 Reynolds published a set of trials on a
loo-h.p. steam engine, which he had specially de-
signed to meet the requirements of his experimental
work. These trials are repeatedly quoted in technical
publications as standard examples of engine tests.
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Later he conceived the idea of employing the same
engine for a re-determination of the mechanical

equivalent of heat. To absorb and measure the

power generated, he used an ingenious form of

hydraulic brake, which he had designed some years

before. The value given as the result of these experi-

ments Is universally accepted.

In looking through Osborne Reynolds's collected

works one is struck by the thoroughness and acumen
with which he pushed" his ideas to their full conse-

quences on the theoretical and physical, as well as the

practical and engineering side.

Thus while he was investigating the condensation

of steam with a view to its practical explanation,

Crookes's beautiful experiments on the radiometer

attracted his notice, and he tried to bring the two
phenomena into connection. This led him to a first

attempt at explaining the radiometer action, which

was subsequently abandoned in favour of the now
generally accepted view. This investigation caused

him to consider the relative efficiency of convection,

conduction, and radiation in the transmission of heat,

and he obtained results which were applied to engineer-

ing problems.
If we turn to his hydrodynamical work, we find

that a practical problem—the racing of propeller

screws—first led him to this subject, but he was soon

drawn to questions of high theoretical interest, such

as the transmission of energy in waves with their

application to group velocities.

It is difficult at the present time fully to estimate

the place which his great work on the "Sub-mechanics

of the Universe " will ultimately occupy. His point

of view differs in important respects from that which

is at present in favour, but he proved right on so

many occasions when he struck out a line of his

own, that it would not be surprising if at any rate

some portion of his work were—perhaps with_ a

different interpretation of symbols—to find its applica-

tion in the further development of our ideas on the

constitution of the fundamental medium.
To those who only knew Osborne Reynolds in his

later life, when a difficulty of putting his thoughts

into words grew upon him, and finally developed into

a fatal illness, the beautiful clearness and precision of

his earlier writings may come as a surprise. Together

with Roscoe, Balfour Stewart, Gamgee, Stanley

Jevons, Ward, and Williamson, he formed one of the

band of workers which first made Owens College

famous as a centre of teaching and investigation.

He was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in

1877, and received a Royal medal of that Societv in

1888, but this and an honorary degree conferred by

the University of Glasgow was the only public

recognition he ever received.

-NOTES.
'I'm-; following; t'lflim c-indidates have been selected by

the council of the Royal Society to be recommended for

(lection into the society:—Prof. J. O. Arnold, Prof. C. Ci.

Harkla, Mr. T,. Cockayne, Mr. A. L. Dix.ni, Sir T. T,.

Heath, Dr. H. O. Junes, Prof. 'l'. R. i.\l.. Dr. \V.

Mcnou<;;all, Mr. R. .\b— 1, I'rof. H. .Moore, .Mr. i:. Nettle-

-.hip, .Mr. R. Newsi.nd. \;. - Adniiral Sir 11. J. ()i-;nn, Dr.

< .. T. Prior, and .Mr. R. (
'. Pnnn. II.

liii i\inj4 will open tli'- London Mu>i'um, Kensineion

Pal.ii ', on .M.iri h z\. 'I'lie Oueen will accomi)any bis

M;i).-I\ ai ill'' opi-nin^ cei-emony.

1 in, Berlin correspondent ol '\ lie V'/iinw .innoum r-. ili.'

d.aili, at seventy-seven yeai's ot at;'', ul Prol. Ricliard

.Xndrt'.', of Leipzig, known as :i L;i'oi;raph(.'r and autlior

(I - \' ral ethnographic boolcs.

Till-: General Board of the National Physical Labora-

tory will hold its annual meeting at the laboratory on

Friday, March 15, when the various departments of the

laboratory will be open for inspection, and apparatus of

particular interest will be on view.

I.N the Italian Chamber on February 24 a motion was
made and carried to express the sympathy of the Italian

nation with the British in the loss of Lord Lister, who
was described as one of the most illustrious benefactors of

humanity.

At a representative and influential private meeting on

February 27, convened by the Lord Provost of Glasgow, it

was unanimously agreed that a memorial of an important

character to the late Lord Lister should be erected in

Glasgow, the birthplace of aseptic surgery. A committee

was appointed to consider various suggestions as to the

form which the memorial should take, and to report upon

them.

The annual autumn meeting of the Institute of Metals

will be held in London on two days in the last week of

September. The next meeting of the institute will be the

occasion of the third May lecture, which will be delivered

on May 10 by Sir J. h. Ewing, K.C.B., F.R.S., on the

subject of "The Inner Structure of Simple Metals."

A Smithsonian expedition, under the direction of Mr.

H. C. Raven, will start in a few days for Borneo, where

a collection of vertebrates and ethnological material will

be made for the United States National Museum. The

field work will be carried on in eastern Dutch Borneo, the

natural history of which is almost unknown.

Referring to a note on the October issue of Tropical

Life, published in these columns on November 30, 1911

(vol. Ixxxviii., p. 154), Dr. H. D. Gibbs informs us that

he has written to our contemporary to correct some of the

data wrongly attributed to him in the article mentioned.

Dr. (iibbs points out that the writer in Tropical Life

should have said that " 750 to 1000 hectares of nipa swamp

will operate a 500-ton sugar-mill i8o days each year, not

a loo-ton mill continuously."

Wk notice with regret the death, on February 21, in his

ninety-second year, of Sir John G. N. .\lleyne, Bt., known

as an authority in engineering and for his interest in iron

and steel research, especially the application of the spectro-

.qcope to analysis. Sir John Alleyne was, we learn from

The Times, an original member of the Iron and Steel

Institute, and was a vice-president of the institute during

recent years. He was also a member of the Institution of

Civil Engineers and the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers. He was associated willi many important rail-

way contracts, including the buiUlinj; of the St. Pancras

Station of the Midland Railway, and was responsible for

the design of much colliery plant.

SiK.XKiNc; ill the House of Commons o\\ .Monday,

February 2(1, the .Minister for Aerieuliiire -.aid it is pro-

posed to placi' at the disposal ol Roiliam-ied a sum

of .about 2000/. annually to help iln . \i, n-jon ot new

work on special lines of 1.— :n(li. .\ri aneements are

being made lo send several siirniilic rxperts to India to

prosecun- iiK|uiries relating 10 loot-and-mouth disease, in

conneriion with the roninii'-'-ion iirmtlv appointed upon

ihe -iihjrcl. It is ;mticipal.(l thai llie rost ol ihi- i om-

mission will run into some tlious.aiuls ol ])ounds.

.Mr. Ri-NCIMAN, Presid.ni ol ihe Hoard ol .\eriruluire and

lM-,lvri<'-, li.'i- :iiipoinn-(l .-I commiliii' lo aihi-r' ih.' Ho.ard

on nialters relating to the developnuiU ol lorcstry. Rcfer-
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fiices will be made to the committee from time to time as

occasion arises. The committee will be asked, in the first

instance :—(i) to consider and advise upon proposals for

a forestry survey ; (2) to draw up plans for experiments in

vlviculture, and to report upon questions relating to the

..lection and laying out of forestal demonstration areas

;

(3) to advise as to the provision required for the instruc-

tion of woodmen. The committee is constituted as

follows :—Sir Stafford Howard, K.C.B. (chairman), Mr.

F. D. Williams-Drummond, Sir S. Eardlcy-Wilmot,

K.C.I. E., Mr. R. C. Munro Ferguson, M.P., Lieut.-

Colonel D. Prain, C.M.G., CLE., F.R.S., Mr. E. R.

Pratt (president of the Royal English Arboricultural

Society), Sir W. Schlich, K.C.I. E., F.R.S., Prof. Wm.
Somerville, and the Hon. .Arthur L. Stanley. Mr. R. L.

Robinson, of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, will

act as secretary.

A MEMORANDUM of the Secretary of State for War
relating to the .Army Estimates for 1912-13, just issued

as a Parliamentary Paper, states that after careful

consideration by the Committee of Imperial Defence, it

has Been decided to establish at once a joint Army and

T^avv School of Aviation at which officers of both services

shall be taught to fly, before proceeding to the separate

Armv and Navy establishments at which they will be

exercised in the more specialised requirements of their

respective services. A site for the school has been selected

on Salisbury Plain, and the purchase of the necessary land

will be completed at the beginning of April. Building, to

plans which have been already prepared, will be pressed

forward rapidly, and it is hoped at a very early date to

ihave accommodation at the school for officers and men,

instructors, and mechanics, as well as the necessary sheds

for aeroplanes and workshops for their repair and adjust-

ment. Provision has also been made on an extended scale

for purchase of aeroplanes and other necessary equipment

for the school. The Estimates further provide for con-

tinuing the experimental and other work of the Army Air-

craft Factory, for further buildings required for airships,

for an addition of personnel to Army establishments for

aeroplane work, and for a considerable number of aero-

planes as a first instalment of the equipment of the Field

Army. The total sum provided for the above services

amounts to 322,000/., which includes an Admiralty con-

tribution of i4,oooZ. to the general expenses of the school.

The increased provision for aviation services is 177,000/.

In a lecture delivered at University College, on

February 20, in connection with the Francis Galton

Laboratory for National Eugenics, Dr. M. Greenwood

pointed out that public opinion respecting the possibility

of influencing the infant death-rate by administrative action

'had greatly changed during the last 100 years, the preva-

lent belief being that the great majority of deaths in the

first year of life were due to preventable causes. Apart

from the supposed ill-effects of the industrial employment

of mothers, three factors had been associated in the public

mind with the rate of infant mortality, viz. the birth-

rate, the prevalence of artificial feeding, and poverty. The

general conclusion which the lecturer emphasised was that

the effects of administrative reforms upon the infant death-

rate were in danger of being exaggerated. Any such

exaggeration was calculated to do a great deal of harm,

because expectations were raised which could not be

realised, and the consequent reaction in the public mind
might lead to general indifference towards the subject of

sanitary administration.

The general exhibition of lunar study which the Astro-

nomical Society of Barcelona proposes to hold in the
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University of that city, under the honorary presidency of

the Rector of the University, Baron de Bonet, will be open

to the public from May 15 to June 15. This exhibition

has for its object the grouping in one harmonious whole

of the discoveries relating to our satellite. It will com-
prise at least the following sections :—.A, lunar carto-

graphy ; B, representations of the moon by drawings and
models ; C, photographs of the moon ; D, lunar physics

;

E, the study of the tides ; F, observatories and instru-

ments ; G, apparatus for cosmographic demonstration

;

H, history and biography; I, lunar astrology. The com-
mittee arranging the exhibition will be glad to receive

offers of assistance from any interested persons, whether

members of the society or not. Already exhibits are being

received, and the society is anxious to get into touch with

anyone who possesses books, drawings, photographs,

sketches, models, &c., of items of lunar interest. The last

day for entries is .-Xpril 15, and the last day for receiving

exhibits is May i. The society offers diplomas to exhibitors

and to all who contribute in any way to the success of the

exhibition. All correspondence and offers of help, &c., re-

garding the exhibition should be addressed to Don Salvador

Raurich, secretary of the society, Gran Via Diagonal, 462,

Barcelona, Spain.

Dr. a. H. Young, Emeritus professor of anatomy in the

University of Manchester, a former president of the

.'\natomical Society of Great Britain and Ireland, died at his

residence in Didsburj- on February 22, of an illness which

had incapacitated him for the past three years. Prof.

Young exercised a considerable influence upon British

anatomy during the last quarter of a century, not only by

his own investigations, but even more so by the researches

which he inspired his assistants to carry on. Much of his

earlier work, such as the memoirs on the anatomy of the

elk, the hyaena, and the northern beluga, was done in

collaboration with his predecessor, Prof. Morrison Watson
;

but at the same time he carried out a series of investiga-

tions of his own upon the anatomy of Phascolarctos,

Viverra, Proteles, and the elephant, devoting especial

attention to the musculature of the marsupial hand and
forearm. After he succeeded to the chair of anatomy in

Manchester he and his assistants became interested in

embryology, and they produced a series of morphological

memoirs, in which the facts of ontogeny and comparative

anatomy were happily blended. Prof. Young himself con-

centrated his attention mainly upon the problems of the

morphology of arteries, his best known work being his

strong attack upon the commonly accepted interpretation

of the middle sacral or caudal artery as the prolongation

of the dorsal aorta.

In a Reuter telegram from Khartum which appeared

in the Press last w'eek, it was stated that Prof. Garstang

had discovered at Meroe evidence that the Roman Empire
extended much further south than has hitherto been sup-

posed, even to Meroe (Kabushia) itself, the evidence for

this conclusion being the discovery of a Roman temple,

&c. In this way, the telegram adds, the presence at

Meroe of the Augustus-head discovered last year is ex-

plained. We have not as yet the facts of the discovery

which have led Prof. Garstang to this conclusion, but until

they have been carefully examined it would be rash to

accept so revolutionary a statement as certain. Hitherto,

though the Roman legions are known to have marched

so far south as Gebel Barkal (Napata) in the reign of

Augustus in order to punish a Nubian invasion of Egypt,

the southernmost Roman permanent post has always been

supposed to have been Primis (Ibrim), and this was only

occupied for a short time, the usual " furthest south
"
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having been Syene (Aswan), or at most Hierasykaminos

(Maharraka), at the southern end of the Dodekaschoinos.

No literary authority under the Empire gives the sHghtest

hint of any such thing as a Roman station far south of

Napata, and within 150 miles of Khartum, and until

definite evidence comes from Prof. Garstang we must sup-

pose that his Roman temple is no more than a Nubian copy

of one, and means no regular Roman station. Had there

been such a station at Meroe, Strabo could not have failed

to mention it.

The " Memorandum to Sanitary Authorities on the Sub-

ject of Epidemic Poliomyelitis " (infantile paralysis, see

Nature, vol. Ixxxvii., p. 494), which was issued by the

Local Government Board in December, 191 1, has now been

followed by the publication of further reports upon the

subject (New Series, No. 61). The volume contains a re-

port by Dr. Reece on the prevalence of the disease in

Devonshire and Cornwall in 1911; another, by Dr. Farrar,

on outbreaks in the Midlands and Dorsetshire in 1910

;

notes by Dr. Mervyn Gordon on the bacteriology of the

disease ; and clinical and epidemiological notes by Dr.

Hugh Macewan. The number of known cases in the

Devon and Cornwall outbreak up to September 16, 191 1,

was 154, with thirty-four deaths, but probably many mild

and abortive cases escaped notice. The report concludes

with a grave indictment of some of the public authorities

of the districts concerned on account of their reluctance to

take the steps necessary to cope with the disease.

We are glad to welcome a new series of publications by

the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania. The
series will comprise the publications of the Babylonian

section of the museum ; and a beginning has already been

made by the issue of a monograph on " Babylonian Hymns
and Prayers," by the Swedish scholar Dr. David W.
Myhrman. It is well known that the University of Penn-

sylvania possesses a very rich collection of tablets obtained

as the result of four expeditions which conducted excava-

tions on the site of the Babylonian city of Nippur between

the years 1888 and 1900. The greater number of the texts

published in the present volume are from this site ; others

are from collections purchased in London and Baghdad.

The tablets contain religious compositions, the majority of

which are written in Sumerian, the language of the early

non-Semitic inhabitants of Babylonia. Since they date

from the end of the third millennium B.C., they are of very

great interest as throwing light upon the development of

Babylonian religious ideas in their earlier stages. Dr.

Myhrman has expended an immense amount of labour in

order to reproduce the original script as closely as possible,

working on the principles which have governed earlier

publications of the Pennsylvania Museuin. But, at any

rate in the more crowded texts, we could wish that a more
conventional transcript had been adopted ; this would un-

doubtedly save time in publication, and would be a real

help to the reader. The excellent photographic plates

already furnish the student with the necessary epigraphical

data. But, apart from this suggestion, we have only

praise for the volume before us, which makes the texts

available for students on the plan already employed by the

great museums of London, Paris, and Berlin. We note

with pleasure that the new series largely owes its success

on the material side to the generosity of Mr. Eckley
Brinton Coxe, jun., who has already done so much to

further the scientific aims and interests of the University

of Pennsylvania.

An account of the vertical migrations of Mysis mixta in

the Baltic is given by A. Otterstrom in Meddelelser fra

Kommissionen for Havunderaogeher, Plankton, Bd. i.,
^
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No. 9. The observations deal only with the summer
months June, July, and August. During the daytime the

Mysis are found only on the bottom. Between 8 and
10 p.m. they move upwards into the higher water layers,

the height to which they rise apparently varying with the

intensity of the light. The author considers that the whole
phenomenon is controlled by light-intensity, and that

temperature has little, if anything, to do with it. .\s^

M. mixta is an important food of the herring in the Baltic,

the question is one of some practical interest.

Two papers recently published by Danish investigators

(Danish hydrographical investigations at the Faroe Islands

in the spring of 1910, by Martin Knudsen, in Meddelelser

fra Kommissionen for Havundersogelser, Hydrografi ii..

No. I, and The plankton on a submarine bank, by Ove
Paulsen, in Biologiske Arbeider Tilegnede Eiig. Warming,
November, 191 1), throw new light upon an oceanographical

problem of very considerable interest, namely, the physical

and biological conditions upon an isolated bank surrounded
by deep water in mid-ocean. The Faroe Bank, which the

two authors deal with, lies in the Atlantic at a consider-

able distance to the S.W. of the Faroe Islands. The
temperature of the water on the bank is lower than that

of the surrounding ocean water at similar depths, and at

the same time the salinity is less. The water on the bank
agrees in these features with water from lower depths in

the surrounding ocean, and Dr. Knudsen is probably

correct in his view that the bank is covered by water

which has run up along the slope of the bank from the

deep water surrounding it. The plankton on the bank
itself is shown to be markedly different, at all seasons at

which samples were taken, from that found in thfe

immediate neighbourhood off the bank, the bank plankton

having a distinctly neritic, or shallow water, character.

We learn from The Journal of Agriculture of South

Australia that an anonymous donor has presented a sum
of money to the University of Adelaide for the purpose

of providing scholarships for post-graduate work. These

are to be called the Lowrie scholarships, in recognition of

the services rendered by Mr. William Lowrie, the director

of agriculture for the colony. It is proposed that the

scholarships be tenable for one year.

We have received a copy of La Vie Agricole, a new
weekly agricultural paper issued by J. B. Bailli^re et Fils,

Paris, proposing to deal with scientific and practical

matters of agricultural interest. Prof. Perrier gives an
interesting summary of the problem of sex determination,

whilst M. Diffloth writes an informing article on the

desiccation of potatoes in Germany. Summaries are also

given of investigations carried out in other countries.

Altogether, the new journal promises to form a very useful

addition to agricultural literature.

It appears from The Journal of Agriculture of South
Australia that the policy of repurchasing estates for closer

settlement in South Australia continues to justify itself by

the results. Large estates are bought by the Government
and subdivided into small holdings of about 300 acres. In

one case, where formerly not more than 400 persons

inhabited a large area, the population rose under the new
system to more than 4500. The value of the improvements

effected is invariably high. A very great change in the

agriculture of the country is certain to set in, with results

that must be wholly beneficial.

After exhaustive experiments with practically all

improved artificial pasture grasses, extending over a period

of some eight years, the Department of Agriculture in

Natal has, we learn from The Agricultural Journal of the
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[huon of South Africa, been compelled to the opinion that

I'aspiilutti dilalatum and Phalaris comimilata are the only

types which promise to hold their own for more than two

yVars in the veldt conditions obtaining in the midlands of

Natal ajjainst the competition of native grasses and the

weeds of cultivated ground. Paspalum flourishes on very

poor soil, and proved excellent for stock. Phalaris is more

resistant to frost, but less tolerant of drought and

soil poverty. Favourable reports on these grasses are also

received from the Transvaal.

Recknt numbers of the Circular and Agricultural

Journal of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Ceylon, deal largely

with experiments on the tapping of Hevea rubber, by

Messrs. Lock, Bamber, and Holmes. A remarkable pest

is also described by Mr. Green. The rubber slug,

Mariaella Dussumieri, Gray, frequents recently tapped

llevea trees and imbibes the latex oozing from the cuts,

thus causing an appreciable diminution of the scrap rubber

that could be collected after tapping. It seemed barely

( itdible at the time that any animal could digest liquid

rubber, but direct experiment showed that when some of

the living slugs were provided with a saucer of rubber-

milk they at once began to lap it up. The slugs, further,

do serious injury to young plants. The only remedial

measures at present suggested are traps and the destruc-

tion of all rubbish.

.\ I'AiKR has been published in the Journal of the .Asiatic

Society of Bengal, by Mr. B. Hooper, on phosphorus in

Indian foodstuffs. The author begins by accepting the

well-known conclusions of certain medical investigators

that the lack of phosphorus in cleaned or milled rice is

the predisposing cause of beri-beri. By experimenting on

fowls with rice of varying quality, it was demonstrated

that polyneuritis (similar to the human disease) was

developed when milled, but not husked, rice was used.

Rice containing only 0277 per cent, of phosphoric

anhydride brought on the disease in a few weeks, while

rice containing 0-469 per cent, formed a healthy diet. A
number of analyses have therefore been made of rice

samples from various parts of India. On an average, un-

milled rice contained 0-65 per cent, of phosphoric

anhydride, and milled rice 038 per cent. The pulses con-

tained more, and it is significant that the pulse-eaters

generally remained free from the disease, whilst their

neighbours, the rice-eaters, were attacked.

Not long ago the Secretary of State for the Colonies

announced that it had been decided in principle to main-

tain the central establishment of the Imperial Department

of Agriculture for the West Indies for a further period of

ten years. The opportunity has therefore been taken in

No. 4 of the West Indian Bulletin to review broadly the

work of the Department in the past, and to indicate some
of the problems for the future. There are undoubted signs

that the West Indies are recovering from the distress in

which they have been plunged during the latter part of

the nineteenth century. Confidence in the sugar industry

has revived as the result of the abolition of bounties and
improved trade relations with Canada ; the production of

cacao in Trinidad, Grenada, and Jamaica has increased

;

a considerable American fruit trade has grown up in

Jamaica ; Sea Island cotton has been introduced into St.

Vincent, Barbadoes, and the Leeward Islands ; limes have
been much grown in Dominica, and rice in British

Guiana. But if the conditions are favourable for crops
they are equally favourable for pests, and perhaps nowhere
is more careful and continuous work necessary on the part

of mycologists and entomologists. There is also much
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scope for the work of the plant-breeder, for it hns lv»<*n

shown that some of the new seedling canes are v.

more profitable than the older ones.

Tin; current issue of the Journal of the Quekett Micro-

scopical Club (November, 191 1) contains interesting

observations, by Mr. D. J. Scourfield, on the use of the

centrifuge in pond-life work. He finds that a high speed

(7000-10,000 revolutions per minute) is necessary to bring

about the concentration of some of the more minute

organisms ; when so high a speed is required, centrifuge

tubes holding only about 1-5 c.c. are used. This method

is to be regarded as accessory to the ordinary methods of

collection by means of nets and filters. Mr. C. D. Soar

gives a list of fifty species of Hydrachnids (water-mites)

collected, for the most part near London, by the late Mr.

Saville-Kent, whose account of the anatomy of these

animals is also published. Mr. E. M. Nelson contributes

some hints on methods of illumination in microscopic

work, and lays great stress on the importance of centring

the beam of light entering the objective, in order to obtain

good definition. Whether the beam is centred properly is

most readily ascertained by examining, either with the

unaided eye or with a hand-lens, the " Ramsden disc,"

the centre of which should be illuminated. Mr. Nelson

adds some notes on the use of colour-screens. Dr. E.

Penard gives an account of fourteen species (three of

which are new) of fresh-water Rhizopods from Sierra

Leone, and Mr. T. A.. O'Donoghue records the finding of

dimorphic spermatozoa in the human flea and in the blow-

fly.

While the geology of Newfoundland has been investi-

gated to some extent, its physiography has hardly been

touched upon from the modern point of view. In the

January number of The American Journal of Science Mr.

W. H. Twenhofel contributes a very instructive description

of the island from his observations made during a study

of the geological structure of the western and north-

western coasts. The topography is strongly impressed by

the structure, of which the north-easterly trend finds ex-

pression in parallel ridges and valleys having the same
direction as the folds and faults, softer strata and zones

of weakness having been eroded. The upland surface pre-

sents the dissected remains of a former peneplain, which

once extended over the whole of Newfoundland, and which

it is suggested may have been completed before Cretaceous

time, like that of the .Appalachian region. Elevated

valleys occur at altitudes of 800 to 1200 feet, and may
probably be attributed to erosion at a period when the land

stood lower by about this amount than at present. This

cycle of erosion was not completed, but was interrupted by

renewed uplift of the Long Range in pre-glacial times,

since the evidence tends to show that this range owes its

origin to the faulting upward of a block from the foreland's

level.

The Survey Department of Egypt has commenced the

publication of Bulletins dealing with the astronomical and

geophysical work carried out at the Khedivial Observatory

at Helwan. No. i, by Mr. E. B. H. Wade, deals with

the local attraction of the plumb-line in the prime vertical

near the Nile Valley, which has been observed during the

work on the geodetic survey of Egypt which is in progress.

It had been anticipated that so much as 2" might be met
with, but when the triangulation had been carried about

150 kilometres south of Cairo the values obtained for a

pair of azimuths taken to and fro across the valley were
found to be discordant to the e.xtent of 11-9'. After the

careful elimination of instrumental errors, a direct deter-

mination of the difference of longitude between the observa-
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tory on the east and a base terminal point on the west
of the valley by a method especially suitable to the case,
and the reobservation of the azimuth of the southern side,
the conclusion is reached that in this part of the Nile
Valley the local attraction in the prime vertical is 8-8"

and 6-9" by different methods on the northern side, and
12-6" on the more southern side, the plumb-bob being re-
pelled from the axis of the Nile Valley. The method
employed is described.

We have received the fourth and concluding part of the
first volume of the Bulletin of the Seismological Society
of America. The papers which it contains are mostly
brief. Among the more interesting may be mentioned a
biographical notice with an excellent portrait of Major
C. E. Dutton, described, in forgetfulness of Prof. C. G.
Rockwood, as America's first seismologist. Mr. Otto
Klotz gives a simple method of locating the epicentre of
an earthquake from the duration of the first series of
tremors at three widely separated stations. Mr. E. C.
Templeton describes a rather strong earthquake on July i,

iqii, in Central California. From the nature of the
shock and the disposition of the isoseismal lines it is

evident that the earthquake was a twin, the more important
of the two foci being situated near Coyote, a village twelve
miles south-east of San Juan. The paper of greatest value
IS one by Prof. A. C. Lawson on a remarkable series of
small post-Glacial fault scarps near Banning, in western
Ontario. They have been exposed by the removal of the
glacial drift, which until recently has helped to preserve
the sharpness of the scarps. The glaciated rock so far
uncovered is about a quarter of an acre in area, and is

dislocated by a large number of small reversed, or over-
thrust, faults. Along a transverse line 66 feet in length
twenty-four scarps were counted, the height of which
ranges from an eighth of an inch to 3J inches. The move-
ment of the faults, as shown by the displacement of the
glacial striae, was invariably in the direction of the dip.

The Journal of the Franklin Institute for January con-
tains a noteworthy paper, recently read by Prof. Cleveland
Abbe, entitled " The Obstacles to the Progress of Meteor-
ology." To form an adequate idea of the important ques-
tions dealt with it would be necessary carefully to peruse
the paper. Prof. Abbe states at the outset that he is not
a pessimist. He says :—" We have been so long accus-
tomed to fairly accurate and very useful daily weather
forecasts that we begin to look for perfection in long-
range predictions. Let us be optimistic and believe that
eventually these will come." But he asks why it is that
that progress has been so slow, and why we have been
unable definitely to establish the existence of periods in our
local climates. Possibly they do not exist, but if they do
they are completely covered up by the defects of observa-
tions. He gives a number of illustrations showing that
observations have been at fault because instruments have
been faulty, exposures changed by growth or disappear-
ance of trees, and various other causes. Although balloon
observations now record what is going on ten or fifteen
miles above us, and although daily weather maps have
been published for the whole of the northern hemisphere,
the great obstacle that hinders perfect prediction is our
ignorance of many details as to the laws that govern the
atmosphere. The author considers that the existence of
laboratories specially adapted to atmospheric experiments
is of fundamental importance, and the association there-
with of able students trained in mathematics and physics.
" When all this is realised, the intellectual work that will
there be done will gradually remove all obstacles to the
fventual perfection of our knowledge of the atmosphere."
But, as in the case of astronomical observatories and all

other scientific institutes, plans must be made for many
years of labour.

Since the introduction of the earth inductor as an instru-
ment for the determination of the magnetic dip, the ques-
tion is often asked, Does the earth inductor or the dip
circle give the more accurate results? The editor of
Terrestrial Magnetism and Atmospheric Electricity gives
the results of his experience in a note in the December
(191 1) number. The earth inductor, once set up, gives
a result in fifteen minutes five times as accurate as the
dip circle will give in an hour. W'hWe dip circles differ

amongst themselves by a few minutes, inductors agree to
within a few tenths of a minute of arc. For survey work,
when the instrument has to be set up afresh at each place
of observation, the present type of inductor has no
advantage over the dip circle, but it is hoped that ere
long an inductor suitable for such work will be constructed.

The first number of the Science Reports of the T6hoku
Imperial University, Sendai, Japan, contains an important
paper by Prof. Honda on the thermo-magnetic properties
of forty-three chemical elements, most of which were
obtained in a state of great purity. The magnetic suscepti-
bilities of these elements up to temperatures in many cases
exceeding 1000° C. were measured by the pull exerted on
them by the non-uniform magnetic field between the pointed
poles of a Du Bois electromagnet. The strength of the
field could be increased to 23 kilogauss, and was deter-
mined by the aid of a small coil and a ballistic galvano-
meter. The pull was measured by means of a torsion
balance. With the exception of iron, nickel, and cobalt,
these elements have susceptibilities which are independent
of the intensity of the magnetic field. Some of them
change their susceptibility with change from solid to liquid

or from one crystalline form to another. The suscepti-

bility appears to be connected intimately with the position

of the element in the periodic system of chemical classifi-

cation. The laws stated by Curie, i.e. for diamagnetic
substances, susceptibility generally independent of tempera-
ture, and for paramagnetic inversely proportional to the

absolute temperature, were found not to be correct, and
Prof. Honda substitutes the law : increase of temperature

produces a change of susceptibility towards that of the

element of next higher atomic weight.

So.ME interesting conclusions concerning the spectra pro-

duced in gases and vapours by different types of electric

discharge are recorded by M. G. Millochau in a paper

which is published in No. 18, vol. cliii., of the Comptes
rendus. By projecting an image of the spark on to a

slit, an image of which was in turn projected on to a

photographic film revolving at a known rate, the author

obtained photographic evidence as to the nature and dura-

tion of the discharge. At the same time he photographed

the spectrum produced in various gases, enclosed in

Plucker tubes, by the different discharges, and so was
able to correlate the different spectra with the respective

types of discharge producing them. By this means he

differentiates seven types of " simple " discharges, each of

which always produces the same spectrum, whatever may
be the pressure in the tube, and finds that in a complex
discharge the resulting spectrum is the summation of the

spectra produced by the several superposed " simple " dis-

charges ; the simple discharges range from a continuous

discharge obtained, for example, by joining up the

terminals of the secondary of a Ruhmkorff coil, without

condenser, directly to the terminals of the vacuum tube, to

an intermittent discharge from a condenser through a

considerable resistance. The " simple discharges " may be

grouped under three general heads :—(i) the slow dis-
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•charge, (2) the " semi-brusque " discharge, and (3) the

" brusque " discharge, of which the respective durations

are of the order of 001 sec, ooooi sec, and oooooi sec,

and M. Millochau briefly describes the different types of

pectra produced in various gases by each. Thus in CO,
ilie first produces the " Swan " spectrum, while the second

produces the spectrum of carbonic oxide in place of the

"Swan." With the "brusque" discharge, "line"
spectra are produced, the lines of hydrogen and helium

being always broad. Finally, M. Millochau arrives at the

most important conclusion that his results favour the

dissociation hypothesis, inasmuch as they appear to show

that the production of the various spectra depend upon the

temperature of the vibrating molecule and upon the dis-

sociation effects which correspond to this temperature.

OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Astronomical Occurrences for March :

—

"March 2. 2h. om. Mercury in superior conjunction with the

Sun.

4. 5h. Dm. Mars at quadrature to the Sun.

4. i6h. cm. Jupiter at quadrature to the .Sun.

9. 22h. 36m. Jupiter in conjunction with the Moon
(Jupiter 4° 59' N.).

13. I9h. 12m. Uranus in conjunction with the Moon
(Uranus 4° 43' N.).

15. igh. 6m. Venus in conjunction with the Moon
(Venus 3° 43' N.).

19. J6h. 44m. Mercury in conjunction with the Moon
(Mercury 1° 47' N.).

20. iih. 30m. Sun enters Sign of Aries ; Spring
Equinox.

22. 6h. 14m. Saturn in conjunction with the Moon
(Saturn 1° 36' N.).

24. 2oh. 30m. Mars in conjunction with the Moon
(Mars 2° 44' S.).

26. l6h. 19m. Neptune in conjunction with the Moon
(Neptune 5" 53' S.).

27. I4h. om. Mercury at greatest elongation east of

the Sun. (i8°5i'E.).

31. I7h. cm. Venus in aphelion.

The Eclipse of the Sun on April 17.—In a memoir
prepared by the Madrid Observatory there is an excellent

account of the conditions for the total and annular eclipse

which will be visible in the peninsula on April 17 next.

Intended for popular information, the memoir contains not

only the data calculated for the eclipse in general and for

several favourable localities. But also gives an account of

the geometry of eclipses, the methods of calculation, the

results, and some excellent diagrams and maps showing
the track of the shadow.

As an example of the application of the method of

calculating the values for any particular place, Cacabelos
(long. = 6° 42' 57" W. of Greenwich; lat.=42° 35' 53" N.)
is selected, and for this place it is found that totality will

last 4-6 seconds, the middle of the eclipse occurring at

23h. 48m. 54-7S. Other places where the eclipse will be
total were selected, and, in order to ensure accuracy, a
commission was appointed to determine their geographical
coordinates. They are Barco de Valdeorras and \'erin,

and tlieir positions were found to be :—long. 3° 17' 43-5"
W. of Madrid, lat. 42° 25' 5.4* N., and long. 3° 45' 12-0''

W. of Madrid, lat. 41° 56' 290" N., respectively. The
track of the eclipse across the peninsula is shown on a
large-scale map (i : 500,000) at the end of the memoir, the
central line passing from immediately north of Ovar, in

Portugal, to Oviedo, and leaving the northern coast
slightly to the east of Gijon.

The Early Babylonian Eclipse of the Sun.—In a paper
appearing in part iii., vol. ii., of the Transactions of the
Royal Society of South Africa, Mr. Nevill discusses at

length the ve.xed question of the date to be assigned to the
eclipse of the sun recorded on Tablet No. 35968 of the
British Museum collection, which Dr. Cowell has identified

with the eclipse of —1062, July 31. He describes the
broken tablet, and discusses Mr. King's reading of the
same from several aspects, arriving at the conclusion that
tiic internal evidence does not preclude a date in the
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twelfth century b.c, or even earlier. .After examining
every eclipse occurring between 1250 and 920 B.C., Mr!
Nevill, by several processes of elimination, finds that, with-
out assuming any secular acceleration of the sun's motion,
the eclipses which fit the various conditions, of time, date,
place, &c., best are those of June 5, 1217, May 18, 1123,
and .May 31, 956 B.C., and of these three the first most
closely corresponds with theory and observation.

Finally, he points out that Dr. Cowell's hypothesis of
secular acceleration, permitting a number of ancient
eclipses to be recognised, constitutes a strong case if no
other hypothesis can be found, but its adoption raises
several questions which for the present cannot be satis-

factorily answered.

The Proper Motions of the Stars in the Clusters
h AND X Persei.—Vol. v. of the Recherches Astro-
nomiqtics de I'Observatoire d'Utrecht is devoted to a thesis

prepared by M. A. van Maanen dealing with an investiga-
tion of the proper motions of 1418 stars in and near the
famous double cluster h and x Persei.

The object of the investigation was twofold : first, to

find the proper motion of the two clusters ; secondly, to

determine the frequency of the proper motion according to

its amount and to the magnitudes of the stars for this

region of the sky. From a number of plates six were
selected, two pairs taken by Kostinsky in 1896 and 190S,

and one pair by Donner in 1892 and 1909, and among the
conclusions arrived at it is maintained that this method
of using pairs of plates is not inferior to that where the
images are impressed upon the same plate at different

epochs. The proper motions resulting from the discussion
are so small as to render it impossible to make out which
stars are, and which are not, members of the groups. In

determining the frequency of the proper motions, it was
found that, of the 763 stars considered, 300 had P.M.'s
betw-een 0010" and ooiq", while only 142 had motions
less than o-oio" ; no sufficient reason has yet been found
for the relatively small number of small proper motions.

The Terrestrial Magnetic Effects of Solar Radi.\-
tion.—In an extract from del el Terre (No. 12, 1911) Dr.
A. Brester discusses the causes which produce the diurnal
oscillation of the magnetic needle and other terrestrial

magnetism effects. In the place of the vortices produced
by the heating effects of the solar radiation, he would
substitute vortices produced by solar kathode rays, and
he shows how the action of these would be concentrated in

the neighbourhood of the earth's poles where the greatest

oscillations of the needle are recorded. Further, he points

out that electrical tourbillons would not be disturbed by
ordinary atmospheric disturbances, and thus would give

regular changes such as are observed, and also that, the

electrical state of the sun depending on the solar activity,

his theory would account for the observed relation between
the diurnal oscillations of the needle and the number of

sun-spots.

Absorption of Light in Space.—The Januan,- number
of the Monthly Notices contains an interesting paper by
Mr. F. G. Brown, in which the author discusses the

absorption of light in interstellar space. Taking all the

nebulae given in the N.G.C., he found approximate
measures of the intrinsic brightness of each by comparing
the total brightness, or conspicuousness, as given in the

N.G.C. with the diameter. Although this method of deal-

ing with the subject cannot be regarded as final, the results

are very striking, and indicate that the small nebula;

appear less bright per unit area than do the large nebulae,

or, in other words, the probably distant are fainter than
the probably near. Mi. Brown's preliminary investigation

also suggests that the absorption is different in different

directions through space.

.An Observer's Handbook.—" The Observer's Hand-
book for iqi2," published by the Royal Astronomical
Society of Canada, is a valuable compendium of the data

likely to be required by the isolated amateur. It contains

various ephemerides and tables, useful star-charts, notes

on the constellations and phenomena for each month,
tables showing the times of sunrise and sunset for each

day in latitudes 44°-52°, and brief accounts of the eight

comets of iqii. The handbook contains sixty-four pages,

and is sold for 25 cents at the society's rooms, 198 College
' Street, Toronto.

f
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A SELF-CLOSING PLANKTON NET FOR
HORIZONTAL TOWING.

A SELF-CLOSING plankton net has long been needed
"^ for horizontal towing. It is especially necessary for

the investigation of the vertical distribution of pelagic

organisms. Numerous attempts have therefore been made,
from the time of Pavesi (1883) onward, to devise a satis-

factory instrument for this purpose. The latest, and
apparently the most satisfactory one of its kind, has been
designed by Prof. Kofoid after suggestions from Dr. G. H.
Fowler, of the Research expedition.

The net is a ring net with circular opening, which can

be both opened and closed under water by messengers.

The bag of the net is, as usual, of silk bolting cloth, a

simple cone held horizontally by a support. The frame is

a heavy casting of phosphor bronze, with enlargements at

the horizontal axis for the reception of the hubs of the

jaws of the net. The upper end of the frame is expanded
to form a head-piece enclosing and protecting the tripping

A Self-closing Plankton net.

mechanism for the net jaws, and the lower edge bears a
slot for attaching the heavy weights.
The net is balanced in a vertical position by the very

heavy lower flatiron-shaped weight.
'i'he mouth of the net is formed not by one continuous

ring, but by two hinged jaws, which can both be brought
up and held together by the tripping apparatus. In the
figure both jaws are in this position, and the net mouth
is closed, the net being ready for descending. The two
semicircular jaws can rest in three positions : they may
be both folded against each other and held upwards as in

the figure, or one may be allowed to fall forwards and
downwards until both jaws complete a circle and the net
mouth is open. In the third position both jaws lie against
each other, but hang downwards.
There are two " trips," one of which is operated by the

first messenger, the other by the second.
The net is lowered vertically, the ship being at rest, to

the desired depth, and the first messenger sent down the
cable. This releases the lower jaw, which falls forwards
and downwards until the net mouth is open.

After towing is completed and the cable is perpendicular,
the second messenger is sent down, and the upper jaw is

released. It falls to the lower position, is held firmly
against the lower jaw, and thus the net is closed.
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The advantages which this net possesses over other

models are stated by Kofoid to be :

—

(i) A method of opening and closing at any level in the

sea under complete control of the operator.

(2) Perfect and continuous closure of the net during

descent and ascent.

(3) Possibility of horizontal towing.

(4) An opening free from interfering structures which
tend to ward off more active pelagic animals.

W. J. D.

TBE ANTHROPOLOGICAL SURVEY OF
CANADA.

^PHE Dominion of Canada is the first of our colonies to

have an official department for the sole purpose of

anthropological investigation, and it is to be hoped that

this good example will be followed speedily elsewhere.

The history of this new departure is briefly as follows.

When the British Association met at

Montreal in 1884, a committee, con-

sisting of Dr. E. B. Tylor, Dr. G. M.
Dawson, General Sir J. H. Lefroy, Dr.

Daniel Wilson, Mr. Horatio Hale, and
others (the personnel of which was sub-

sequently modified), was appointed for

the purpose of investigating and pub-
lishing reports on the physical

characters, language, industrial and
social condition of the north-western

tribes of the Dominion of Canada. The
twelfth and final report of the com-
mittee was presented at the Bristol

meeting in 1898, which, in addition to

original articles, contained a summary
of the work of the committee in British

Columbia by Dr. F. Boas, and an index
to reports iv.-xii. In view of the meet-
ing of the association in Toronto in

1897, a new committee, consisting of

several Canadian and British members,
was appointed at the Liverpool meeting
in 1896 " to organise an ethnological

survey of Canada," of which Dr.
George M. Dawson was chairman and
secretary. Prof. D. P. Penhallow was
elected chairman in 1899. The com-
mittee suffered a great loss by the

death of Dr. Dawson in 1901 ; he was
succeeded by Mr. C. Hill-Tout. Prof.

J. L. Myres, in his presidential address
to Section H at Winnipeg, gave a
short history of the work of the two
committees, and stated that " the pre-

mature death of George Dawson in 1901
broke the mainspring of the machine

;

the field-workers fell out of touch with one another and with
the subject ; the instruments were scattered, and in 1904 the
Ethnographic Survey Committee was not recommended for

renewal.*" Thanks mainly to the energy of Prof. J. L.
Myres and Mr. E. S. Hartland, a third committee was
appointed at Winnipeg, 1909, with the Rev. Dr. G. Bryce
as chairman and Mr. Hartland as secretary. The Ethno-
graphic Survey Committee reported at the Sheffield meet-
ing in 1910 (Report, p. 265) that its work had been
crowned with success. The recommendations of this com-
mittee at the Winnipeg meeting to the Dominion Govern-
ment were supported by delegations of the Canadian
section of the Archaeological Institute of .America and the
Royal Society of Canada, and on September i, 1910, a
division of anthropology under the Geological Survey of

Canada was established, of which Dr. E. Sapir was made
director. Dr. Sapir is a distinguished student trained by
Prof. F. Boas. Dr. Boas is himself intimately acquainted'
with Canadian ethnology, and in 188S, under the auspices
of the committee of the British .Association, began his field-

work among the north-vv^est tribes which has led to such
brilliant results. The inauguration of the new department
could not have been put in better hands, but the work
was clearly too vast for one man to cover it. On January
I, 191 1, Mr. C. M. Barbeau, a very promising Canadian
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who had been trained at Oxford, was appointed assistant

in anthropology, and on June 15 Mr. Harlan I. Smith,

formerly of the American Museum of Natural History,

New York, entered on his duties as archajologist. Mr.
Smith is well known as a keen and conscientious

archaeologist who has done some good work in British

Columbia and elsewhere. The Canadian Government
deserves hearty commendation for its appreciation of the

need of an anthropological survey of Canada, and of the

excellent selection of a staff with which to carry it out.

May we be permitted to hope that at no distant date the

services of a physical anthropologist will be secured?
It is true that a certain amount of work has already

been done in Canada ; but it has been of a sporadic

character, and without any system, except that done by
the Jesup North Pacific Expedition ; attention should,

however, be directed to the series of papers on the Salish

tribes published by Mr. Hill-Tout, mainly due to the

action of the British Association Committee, and to the

fine monograph on " The Great D^n6 Race," by Father
A. G. Morico, in Aniliropos, vols, i., ii., iv., v. Dr. Sapir
is fully aware of this ; and while investigations of limited

areas and peoples must first engage the attention of the

small staff, he has already mapped out the problems which
have to be solved, and thus the detailed work will fill

gaps in a well-thought-out scheme. The best general
account we have of Canadian ethnology is the valuable
Archaeological Report, 1905, printed by order of the Legis-
lative .Assembly, 'I'oronto, 1906.

In a report published in Science, December 8, 191 1,

Dr. Sapir says :
—

" The ethnological work already under-
taken by the division embraces three distinct lines of

inquiry. Tiie first of these was undertaken by [himself]

among the Nootka, and resulted in the amassing of much
material of linguistic and ethnological interest. It is

intended to carry forward this work from year to year. The
second line of inquiry is the analysis of the culture of the

Iroquois, including under this term the Huron-Wyandots,
who were never included in the league. This work was
undertaken by Mr. Barbeau, who, beginning with the

Hurons of Lorette and the few Wyandots still left in

western Ontario, took up an intensive study of the
most conservative group of Wyandots, those of Oklahoma.
The study of the Iroquois proper, particularly from the
point of view of social organisation, was entrusted to Dr.
A. A. Goldenweiser, of Columbia University, who has
amassed much of value at Grand River Reserve. The third

point of attack was the culture of the eastern Algonkin
tribes. Here a beginning was made by Dr. Cyrus Mac-
Millan, of McGill, among the Micmac, and by Mr. W. H.
Mechling among the Malecite. It is hoped to begin system-
atic work among the Cree, Ojibwa, Plains tribes, and
tribes of the Plateau-Mackenzie region as soon as oppor-
tunity will permit. So far, the archaeological work of the
division has been confined to a preliminary reconnaissance,
by Mr. Smith, of the field in eastern Canada. Hand-in-
hand with research and publication, which must naturally

form the main activity of an anthropological survey of

Canada, is the building up of an anthropological section

of the national museum at Ottawa. At present the

museum is relatively rich in West Coast ethnological and
Ontario archaeological material, to the neglect of other
fields. Persistent efforts are now being made to round
out the resources of the museum.
" The Canadian Government is to be congratulated on

having established a systematic survey of aboriginal
Canada. Now or never is the time in which to collect

from the natives what is still available for study. In
some cases a tribe has already practically given up its

aboriginal culture, and what can be obtained is merely that
which the older men still remember or care to impart.
With the increasing material prosperity and industrial

development of Canada, the demoralisation or civilisation

of the Indians will be going on at an ever-increasing rate.

No short-sighted policy of economy should be allowed
to interfere with the thorough and rapid prosecution of the
anthrooological problems of the Dominion. What is lost

now will never be recovered again."
This is a very good example of the way in which the

overseas meetings of the British .Association justify them-
selves. A. C. Haddon.
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SOOT.'
'T'HE smoke nuisance, like certain other public abuses,
* is rapidly approaching the acute phase which seems
necessary before the patient town dweller changes his tone

from an inarticulate murmur to a muttered complaint

sulViciently loud to awaken the slumbering authority to a

sense of his duly.

The smoke abatement societies serve as his mouthpiece

;

thev have been formed to collect information, hold con-

ferences, organise exhibitions of smoke-preventing appli-

ances, and generally to create discontent with the pres. nt

whilst encouraging hope for the future.

These societies have recently banded themselves togeihei

into a Smoke Abatement League, one of the objects of

which is to persuade the Local Government Board to

modify the present method of dealing with smoky
chimneys. If statistics furnish any guide for public

action, the League has fully justified its aims. Within the

last few months facts have been forthcoming from different

and quite independent sources showing not only the nature

of soot and its effects, but the actual amounts discharged

into the air and falling to the ground in the course of the

year. These quantities are not reckoned in cwts., but in

hundreds and thousands of tons.

Messrs. Cohen and Ruston have shown that the quantity

per square mile which falls in Leeds increases from 25 tons

on the outskirts to 539 tons in the industrial centre of the

town. In London, Messrs. Des Vceux and Owens have

found the quantity to vary from 58 tons at Sutton, in

Surrey, to 426 ton's in Old Street, K.C., and Mr. Fyfe. of

Glasgow, in a paper read at the Manchester Smoke .Abate-

ment Conference, has found that whereas 72 tons falls at

the seaside village of Bo'ness, the amount in Glasgow
reaches about 820 tons per square mile. The three

large towns together show a total deposit of nearly

50,000 tons of soot a year, or about 18 lb. per head of the

population (6| millions). .At the same rate the yearly soot-

fall for the whole of the United Kingdom would reach

about 300,000 tons ; but this number is probably too

high, as it includes country districts where naturally the

quantity per head is much smaller. The method for

estimating the deposit which has been used in Leeds

was to collect rain water at eleven different stations

(ten in the town and one in the country) by means of a

large funnel placed in the neck of a Winchester quart

bottle, and to analyse the contents monthly during a whole

vear. These estimations included the soot (in which the

content of carbon, tar, and ash was determined) and th •

soluble constituents, viz. free and albuminoid ammonia
and nitrates, free and combined sulphuric acid, sulphurou'^

acid and chlorine. In Glasgow the deposit was estimated

by means of eighty-three dust boxes, sixteen being dis-

tributed about Glasgow and the remainder placed in other

districts. They were left for two months (December, iqic.

and January. 191 1). and the contents were then weighed

and analysed for carbon, tar. and ash. Messrs. des Vocux

and Owens have used a similar method to that adopted in

Leeds, but on a much larger scale, substituting for the

funnel a large hopper connected with a capacious bottle.

The contents were treated as in Leeds, both insoluble and

soluble constituents being estimated. The experiments

were also continued throughout the year. There does not

seem to be any great advantage gained by the substitution

of the larger and more costly apparatus for the funnel and

Winchester quart bottle if the analyses are carried out

with sufficient care.

In addition to the monthly sootfall. the I^eds experi-

ments have included the estimation of the total soot dis-

charged from domestic and factory chimneys, and the still

more important permanent deposit of tar, which is the

prime agent in the discoloration of buildings and foliage,

and (on account of its acid character) in the destruction of

masonry, mortar, fabrics, and %-egetation. The quantity of

soot produced in Leeds annually from factory and domestic

chimneys is roughly 35,000 tons, which is distributed as

follows :—
' "Soot: its Ch.iracier :>nd Coi.p-sitio"." By Cohen and Rust r.

(four". Sot. Chem Ind., D'cember is, igri.)

"Air Pollution in Ghsgow and Other Tow-s in Scotland." By Peer
Fyfe. Paper r. ad at the Manchester Smoke Abittment Conference,

November, ion.
" The Sootfall of Ix)ndon." {TAe Lancet, January 6, 1912.)
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Blown away
Temporary deposit in the town
Permanent deposit in the town

Tons.

'3.472

48

35'Ooo

The method of determining the permanent deposit was
by means of glass plates a foot square, which were ex-
posed at different stations for three months at a time.
The surface was then rinsed with water to remove any
loose material, and the deposit removed and analysed. As
tiiis tarry material is much the most deleterious ingredient
of the soot, the method of comparing the translucency of
these plates after exposure with certain standards may be
recommended as a rough test of atmospheric pollution by
smoke.
Cohen and Ruston have calculated that in a domestic

fireplace about 6 per cent, of the fuel escapes as soot,
whereas in a boiler or other furnace the loss may be
reckoned at J to f per cent. Taking the estimated coal
consumption from both sources, we get for the whole
country a loss in the form of soot of :

—

Tons
6 per cent, on the estimated domestic
consumption of 32 million tons ... 1,920,000

0-5 per cent, on the estimated factory
consumption of 100 million tons ... 500,000

2,420,000

From the ratio of soot emitted to soot deposited in
Leeds, the above 2,420,000 tons will yield a deposit of
nearly 300,000 tons in the neighbourhood where the coal
is consumed

; for it must be remembered that the whole
quantity will sooner or later reach the earth.
Comment is unnecessary. On the ground of the discom-

fort, dirt, waste, and pecuniary loss which smoke entails,

) the evil is one which should receive serious consideration,

I

and it is to be hoped that the forthcoming conference and
[

exhibition which is being promoted by the London Coal
f Smoke Abatement Society will be successful in directing
' more attention on the part of the authorities to the

disastrous effects of smokv chimneys.

J. B. C.

T^

BELGIAN BOTAMCAI. INVESTIGATIONS.'
HE supplementary part of the seventh volume is

entirely occupi^-d with a sketch of the geographical
botany of Belgium by Dr. J. Massart, providing a con-

I
tinuation of the more specialised account of the vegeta-

j;
tion of the littoral and alluvial districts by the same author
published in the original volume, and previously noted in
Nature. The s]«rtch does not contain any such detailed
observations as are recorded in the botanical surveys
carried out in Great Britain by W. G. Smith, C. E.
Moss, and others, but incorporates the results of various
Belgian researches, notably the modification of leaves in
dry and moist localities furnished by Miss M. Ernould,
the periodic phenomena of vegetation carefully studied by
the meteorologist. Dr. E. Vanderlinden, in connection with
climatic variations, as well as several geological and agri-
cultural investigations. Geology occupies a more
prominent position than is usual in an oecologiral botanical
memoir, and practically supplies the basis of treatment in
the most important chapter. The classification of associa-
tions is artificial. Uncultivated and cultivated areas are
placed in antithesis. As might be expected in a country
where mountain ranges are wanting and intense cultiva-
tion is general, there are few natural associations ; apart
from the dunes, the most important are the types of vegeta-
tion growing on cliffs and rocks.
A notice of Dr. Massart's able contribution would

be quite incomplete without an expression of cordial
admiration of the excellent photographs and maps that are
collected in the " .Annexe." Of the photographs, more
than half are stereoscopic, and to ensure that they shall

1 "Recueil de I'lnstitut Botinique L^o Errera (University de Bruxelles)."
Public par Jean Massart. Tome SuppI6mentaire vii.bis, pp. xii+ 332.
Annexe ati tome suppltfmentaire vii.bis, pp. iv+466 photographs+g maps
+ 2 diagrams + pp. v-xiii. Tome viii., pp. ix+ 383, avec Stereoscope.
(Bruxelles: Henri Lamerton, 1910 and 1911.)
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be fully appreciated a simple but effective stereoscope is

provided. It will be observed that the author has paid
particular attention to the photography of cryptogamic
plants ; fungi are the most suitable for the purpose, but
the lichens (Figs. 434 and 636), the mosses (Figs. 332 and
414), and the algae (Fig. 222), also the mycorrhiza of beech
(Fig. 320), are particularly well defined. Discrimination
between the photographs of flowering plants would be idle

where nearly all are successful and convey their special
meaning.

1 he eighth volume contains three extensive papers, a
study by Dr. V. Gallemaerts of the phanerogams growing
on willows, an investigation by Mrs. J. Schouteden-Wery
as to the factors which regulate the distribution of algae
off the south-western region of the Belgian shore, and the
observations of Dr. Vanderlinden mentioned above ; in the
last the observations, concerned chiefly with the com-
parative dates of flowering, extend over a period of
fourteen years.

BIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN JAVA.'
'PHE memoir referred to below contains a series of

articles embodying the results of six months' study
and observation in Java in the winter of 1909-10. The
subjects dealt with are :—(i) climbing organs within the
genus Randia

; (2) Javan Myrmecodia
; (3) the "silver-

field " of Haplochilus panchax
; (4) the microbiological

processes in the humus of certain humus-collecting
Epiphytes

; (5) the bacteria nodules on the leaf-margins of
Ardisia crispa.

Not the least interesting is the account of the author's
investigation of the biological phenomena of Myrmecodia
tuberosa, of Hydnophyttim montanum, and, incidentally,
of Polypodium sinuosum. Miehe briefly reviews the work
of his predecessors, Beccari, Treub, and others, on the
same subject, and adds a bibliography relating specially
to the interrelations of ants and plants. The tuberous-
stemmed rubiaceous genera Myrmecodia and Hydnophytum
are among the most remarkable vegetable productions of

the Malay Archipelago, alike in habit of growth and the
econornies of nutrition. These plants are epiphytes, usually
gregarious, and commonly associated with the equally
singular Polypodium sinuosum. They form irregularly

shaped fleshy' stems or tubers, ultimately 6 to 9 inches or
more in diameter, with chambers and intersecting or blind
galleries, in nature perhaps eventually always inhabited
by a certain kind of ant and a fungus. A few short
branches bearing a tuft of crowded leaves are given off

from the tuberous stem, and the flowers are small and
inconspicuous.

How far the association of these three organisms is an
instance of beneficial symbiosis is still uncertain. Beccari,
one of the earliest investigators and illustrators of this

class of plants, came to the conclusion that the shape and
development of the stems was entirely dependent on the
action of the ants. But Treub proved by experiments with
seedlings and older plants that the development of the
thickened stems and the formation of galleries was abso-
lutely independent of the ants. Hence some other use had
to be sought for the passages and chambers open to

exterior influences. Treub and subsequent investigators

claim to have proved that these interior surfaces, which
are of two kinds, play an important part in the economy
of the plant, furnishing, in effect, the channels of absorp-
tion and transpiration. The absence of stomata from the
exterior parts of the stem and tuber is advanced in support
of this theory.

Miehe instituted further experiments to determine the

nature of the vital functions of these two different surfaces
of the galleries and chambers. In certain parts of the

system the surface of the walls was smooth and of a
" leather-yellow," in others black and warted. The
result of numerous experiments was the same, namely,
that the warty surface rapidly absorbs water, whereas
the smooth surface docs not possess this property. The
fungus which inhabits the tubers has not been determined,
but it is probably allied to Cladosporium and Cladotrichum.

1 " Javanische Stiidien." By Hugo Miehe. Pp. 299-431. (Des xxxii.

Bandes der Abhandlungen der Mathematisch-Physischen KUsse der
Koniglichen Siichsischen Gesells-.haft der Wissenschaften, No. iv.)

(Leipzig : B. G. Teubner, tgti.) Price 6 marks.
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It is always present, and confined to those parts of the
walls of the labyrinth which are studded with warts, there
forming a dense carpet, which gives the dark colour to
the walls. The ant, Iridomyrmcx myrniecodiae, which
inhabits the tubers under natural conditions is a small red
one, but this was dispossessed by a larger black species in

plants under cultivation in the garden of Buitenzorg.
The two kinds of wall-surface are thus briefly charac-

terised :
—

" One part is smooth, light brown, impervious
to water, free from fungus, and on which alone the ants
place their pupae ; the other part is warty, discoloured,
pervious to water, clothed with fungus, and never bears
pupae." Further, the ants deposit their excrement ex-
clusively in the fungus galleries, so that the breeding part
is kept pure and clean. Although a system of galleries
and chambers is developed under artificial conditions in-

dependently of ants, the association of the three organisms
points to a beneficial symbiosis whereby nutrition of the
host plant is supplemented and the ants are provided with
a home. W. Botting Hemsley.

THE STUDY OF DAYLIGHT ILLUMINATION.^
pROF. L. WEBER has lately published an account of

the series of tests of daylight illumination carried
out by him in Kiel during the years 1905-8. Measure-
ments of this kind were previously undertaken and
described by the author so far back as 1890 ; his main
object on this occasion has been to devise a more accurate
and convenient means of specifying daylight illumination
and the requisite window-area in interiors.

The results of a new and complete series of measure-
ments of light from the unrestricted sky, carried out at
mid-day, classified for the months of the year and extend-
ing over the years 1905-8, are now given. The author
also describes an improved form of photometric apparatus
specially devised for this work. The results of an
extensive series of tests of the day-illumination in the State
schools at Kiel are also presented. At the time of previous
experiments the individual characteristics of the various
class-rooms and the prevailing climatic conditions had not
been sufficiently correlated, so that it was difficult to
frame very precise general recommendations. Prof. H.
Cohn has, however, suggested that the illumination on
any desk should not fall below 25 metre-candles (approx.
2^ foot-candles), and that this result would in general be
secured if the projected solid angle subtended by the
window-area at this desk was not less than 50 square
degrees.

This solid window-angle is often taken as the sole

criterion of effective illumination. Yet it leaves out of

account the effect of reflection from the walls in the room,
and also the position of the window with respect to the
surroundings outside.

An improvement now suggested by Prof. Weber takes
the form of measuring the " light-value " (Lichtgiite) of

the window. This quantity denotes the value of the pro-
jected area of the portion of the window-area which is

entirely unobscured by surrounding trees or buildings,
the area of the entire window being taken as 100. Prof.
Weber describes two new instruments for the convenient
measurement of these quantities.

Authorities, in estimating the daylight requirements of a
room, usually require that the ratio of the window-area to

the floor-area of the room should not exceed 1:6, or in

some cases i : 10. The author suggests that if this ratio

were multiplied by the " light-value " we should get a
much more serviceable factor (which he denotes by P)
for expressing the admission of light to the room.

Further data are needed before one can state quite
definitely what value P should assume for various interiors,

but this information could readily be obtained. As an
illustration the author summarises the results of tests in

520 typical class-rooms, the illumination on the best and
worst illuminated desks, and on a desk intermediate
between these extreme positions, being studied. For 171
of the rooms P had a value >io, and in 304 rooms it

was >5 but <;io. In conclusion, he estimates that in

only 5 per cent, of these class-rooms would the illumina-

1 A reprint from the Schriften des Naturwisscnschnftlichen Vereins /fir
SchUs;t>ig-Hclst€in, Band xv., Heft i.

tion, under average climatic conditions, during the ye:!

fall below Cohn's minimum of 25 metre-candles.

Prof. Weber next gives an account of his examinati

of the conditions of illumination in the library of t'

University of Kiel. He shows that, so far from comp;
ing with Cohn's minimum figure, even the best light

tables would only receive 2-3 metre-candles durii

December. He also points out that the rule prescribii

the window space for a given floor-area is quite ir

able to rooms in which the floor is filled by vertical

of books, and that such shelves rarely receive su;..^.

light.

Finally, there is a communication from H. Borchar

which contains a summary of the theoretical and e.xp^

:

mental methods employed for studying the distribution

brightness in the sky. A chart (based on a method devis

by Prof. Weber) is given showing the approximate intens;

and distribution at different periods of the year. Ti

sky rarely approaches the ideal diffusely radiating hen

sphere assuined in conventional calculations. '1

1

illumination is' really due to mixture of diffused and trai

mitted light, the proportions of which vary with differ*

climatic conditions. The distribution of brightness

accordingly.

THE FLORA OF DAGHESTAN.
]V/T R. N. I. KUZNETSOF concludes an article in th.-

^^^ Izvestiya of the Imp. Russ. Geogr. Soc, Nos. 6-7,

1910, on the flora of the mountain region of Daghestan,

with an historical sketch of its origin and distribution.

Daghestan was raised above the water at the beginning

of the Tertiary period, and its climate subsequently became
drier and assumed a more continental character as the

Sarmatic Sea around it dried up, and consequently the

Tertiary forest which clothed it must . have gradually

dwindled. At the same time, the combined action of

erosion and tectonic movements produced bare slop*^-

which, especially those facing south, afforded excell-

conditions for the development of upland xerophyt

vegetation. Here gathered forms which had existed in

various parts of Daghestan from the beginning of the

Tertiary period, and were now distributed, some in tl

north, others in the south, some on the schists, others

the limestones, and in connection with climatic condition-

In the Glacial period Daghestan received fr-^

accessions from the north, and from the west through A~

Minqr. Firs and birches now clothed the country, crowd-

ing out what was left of the Tertiary timber trees, whirh

are now represented only by an occasional Tertiary birch.

Beiula Raddeana, or oak, Ouercus macranthera. Many
slopes, especially the southern, were never forested, and

many limestone plateaus would not harbour arboreal

vegetation, and there xerophytic types spread vigotjously.

In the steppe period the forest trees retired into the

heart of the country, their place being taken by xerophytic

forms, while in the open valleys appeared representati\

of the hot desert flora of the Mediterranean. The moi
tain xerophytic forms of Daghestan spread widely during

this period. Some forms, not adapted to migration, re-

mained in the country, others spread to other parts of the

Caucasus, while those easily distributed extended so far as

the steppes of South Russia, when these were laid bare by

the retreat of the Pontic Sea. Maps accompanying the

article show the distribution of the most characteristic

forms.

VITAL EFFECTS OF RADIUM AND OTHER
RAYS.'

A DOPTING the chronological order in which the radia-
-^*- tions of radium and other sources were discovered

and applied, the lecturer considered, in the first place, the

effects of light and radiant heat, dwelling especially upon

the fact that the chemical rays

—

i.e. blue, violet, and ultra-

violet—were those which had vital effects upon the

tissues. The differential effect of these rays as compared
with those of longer wave-length at the other end of the

1 Abstract of a discourse delivered at the Royal Institution, on February

2, by Sir James Mackenzie Davidson.
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spectrum was well brought out in the course of an experi-

ment in which, tiie spectrum having been produced upon
*he screen, a strip of bromide paper was stretched across

it so as to receive the length of the spectrum, and this on
being developed and fixed was shown to have darkened
very considerably at the blue and violent portion, while the

red end of the spectrum was practically white paper. The
more ready absorption of these blue and violet rays, known
to everyone who has looked at the reddened disc of the

sun through a somewhat dense fog, was further illustrated

by placing a glass cell in front of the lantern and filling

it with hypo solution to which some hydrochloric acid was
added. Ultimately, only the red waves were able to pene-
trate. The lecturer further pointed out that the blue

colour was the last to be seen at the close of day

;

that when a person had his sight temporarily impaired
by over-indulgence in tobacco he lost the perception of red

and green in the centre of his field of vision, but very
rarely lost the perception of blue ; and that in cases of

blindness coming on gradually from wasting of the optic

nerve, blue was the last colour to go.

After reviewing the Finsen light treatment, which was
based upon the fact that the most effective rays, physio-
logically speaking, were those of the violet and ultra-violet,

and the superseding of the arc by a quartz mercury vapour
lamp for the production of active violet light in large
quantities, the lecturer turned to the X-rays, and spoke of

the early X-ray burns sustained by operators, paying a
tribute to Dr. Blacker, of St. Thomas's Hospital, one of

the first martyrs in radiology. Sir James proceeded :

—

"It is worthy of note that most, if not a'l. X-ray burns
produces in operators began in the uncovered parts of
their skin, such as the hands and face. A good deal of
loubt still exists as to whether the primary X-rays alone
are responsible for these manifestations. Having suffered
from chronic X-ray burns in my hands, especially my
right hand, it seemed to me rather remarkable that the
area of trouble at the back of the hand should end sharply
at a line corresponding to the usual position of the coat-
cuff, for cloth, of course, is quite transparent to the X-rays,
and the adjacent parts of the skin beneath the sleeve were
in mv own case equally exposed with the uncovered hand
itself.

" Many views have been put forward to explain the
causation of certain of the X-ray burns, but it appears
probable that the secondary or indirect rays given ofif from
the surface of the glass may be, if not in some cases the
primary factors, certainly largely contributory to these
superficial skin burns. As a further confirmation of the
possibly vital efi'ect of these rays upon the skin, I may
mention that Freund, of Vienna, found that a tube so
high as to give no fluorescence on the screen caused the
hair to fall out, and also that, with a tube having the
electric current passed in the reverse direction so as to
produce only very weak primary X-rays, similar results
were obtained. It would be interesting to construct a
tube so as to employ for therapeutic purposes these
secondary rays alone."

The lecturer demonstrated the existence of these
secondary and less penetrating rays by exciting a Crookes
tube in the ordinary way, and suspending opposite the
point from which the primary rays emerge a mass of lead
through which no primary or direct X-rays could possibly
penetrate. Naturally, a shadow of the lead was cast by
the X-rays coming from a fine point in the anode—the
X-rays which may, for the present, be called the primary
rays—but within this eclipsed area he obtained shadows
caused by other rays, and when these were traced they
were shown to be produced on the glass of the tube, which
fluoresced green. These rays, he found, were more richly
jjroduced in what was called a " high " or " hard " tube.
On making comparative measurements of the rays by
means of the electroscope, he found that with a high tube
^'iving very penetrative rays, if the action of the primary
rays were taken as i, the action of the secondary rays
would be \, and that with a low tube giving X-rays of
a low order of penetrability, if the primary ravs were
again taken as i, the secondary rays would be one-
seventh.
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The work done upon these secondary rays from the
physical side is comparatively slight. Mr. Campbell
Swinton alludes to their existence in a paper published in

1898, when he describes them as secondary rays from the
green fluorescing glass of the X-ray tube ; and at a some-
what earlier date Prof. Silvanus Thompson showed that
the kathode stream, after impinging upon the target and
thus giving rise to the main beam of X-rays, was reflected

and impinged upon the glass walls of the tube, thus
causing a green fluorescence. He called these reflected

kathode rays " para-kathodic. " "Whether they produce
X-rays upon this second impact or not does not appear to

have been proved," said Sir James Davidson in concluding
this portion of his lecture, " but as Barkla and Sadler
and others have demonstrated that X-rays outside the tube,
impinging upon solid matter, give rise to secondary rays,
it seems certain that the X-rays, in passing through the
walls of the tube in which they are generated, must give
rise to secondary X-rays, and it may well be the case that
the green fluorescence of the glass of an X-ray tube gives
us two sets of X-rays—one produced by the primary
X-rays in their impact on passing through it, and the
other produced possibly by reflected kathodal rays. Be
that as it may—and it is a matter for the physicist— I feel

sure that their physiological action upon the skin must be
considerable, especially as they are much more readily
absorbed than the primary X-rays."

Discussing the methods of protection against X-ray
burns, the lecturer said that many years ago he made an
experiment in which a Crookes tube was completely
buried in a large quantity of red lead contained in a box,
and when this was excited in a dark-room the fluorescent
screen showed that no X-rays at all were able to penetrate.
Then a small opening was made by scooping away the
red lead until the primary rays got through, together with
only a very few of the secondary rays from the small area
of glass opposite the orifice. This was the most effective

means of screening everybody from the rays except the
individual under observation, but it was highly incon-
venient, the apparatus being diflficult to handle, especially
when a fresh tube had to be embedded. Therefore a box
was constructed, lined with a mixture of red and white
lead, and a small hole was cut in it for the emission of

the rays. Some such method, he added, was now gener-
ally adopted, and was most important for the protection
of the workers. The lining of the fluorescent screen with
thick lead-glass, and the Sabouraud pastille method of

dosage, with other safeguards, rendered the X-rays, as
applied for medical purposes, practically free from risk to

operator and patient alike.

The lecturer then proceeded to describe the effects of

X-rays upon cell-life, pointing out their radical influence

upon the young and growing tissues. On the principle of

attacking the young and growing cells, the X-rays injured
the hair follicles and brought about the fall of the hair.

The sweat glands could be destroyed in the same manner.
The action of the X-rays upon the blood was limited chiefly

to the white blood corpuscles, the red blood corpuscles
being very resistant. The central nervous system also,

fortunately, had great resisting capacity. The most
sensitive of all the tissues were the lymphoid tissues gener-
ally, especially the spleen, which shrank and became
strongly pigmented under the attack of the radiation.

Indeed, in certain diseased conditions of the spleen the

X-rays had been used with marked success. In malignant
tumours, while the X-ray method might be of service in

checking the rapidity of the growth, it could not be looked
upon as a method of cure, although after the removal of

such growths by operation the application of the rays

to the involved area might assist in destroying any of the

malignant cells which the surgeon's knife had missed, and
thus preventing redevelopment. As the technique of the

X-rays improved, the field of their utility in therapeutics

would be gradually extended.

Next in order to the X-rays, historically, came radium..

The events which led up to the discovery of this substance

were summarised, and the physical properties of radium
were described. The process of the disintegration of the

radium atom, through which was evolved the radiant

encrg\ of such service in medicine, was admirably illus
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trated by the very simple experiment of burning some
magnesium sparking compound. In this process of fly-

ing to pieces the radium atom first gave off an atom of
helium which was called the a ray, and the remainder
of the atom evolved as a gas or emanation. The emana-
tion in its turn decomposed, losing half its energy in

about four days, and finally gave rise to an active deposit
of rapid change, which gave off a, /3, and 7 rays. The
action of the o rays on living cells was uncertain, but
from some experiments which the lecturer had carried
out with the " active deposit " from thorium he thought
that the action of these rays upon the skin must be very
slight.

The biological effects of radium had been closely studied
upon a large variety of organisms. In the case of plants,
for instance, a tube of radium placed upon a leaf would
cause the irradiated area to lose its chlorophyll and to

assume autumn tints. .\ prolonged exposure retarded the
growth of seeds. .Anthrax microbes had been found not
to develop at all if left for twenty-four hours in an atmo-
sphere charged with radium emanations. In Metchni-
kofT's laboratory at the Pasteur Institute, recently, it had
been proved that certain toxins tended to lose their viru-
lence after being made radiferous. When diphtheritic
toxin was left for thirty days in contact with minute
quantities of radium sulphate, the poisonous effect of the
toxin was found to be much less rapid than in the case
of the same toxin which had not been treated in this

fashion. Young animals were particularly sensitive,

especially in the epithelial tissues, and when animals had
been killed by exposure to radium it was worthy of remark
that paralysis and death were found to be due to internal
haemorrhages. The nerve cells had not shown any
appreciable alteration. The central nervous system in all

cases, indeed, was very resistant to radium action, but it

suffered indirectly from the effects upon the vascular
tissues.

" The date of my own first application of radium to the
treatment of disease," continued the lecturer, " was May,
1903. The case was a large rodent ulcer, just below the
right eye, which was rapidly progressing in spite of X-ray
treatment. Two glass tubes, each containing 5 mg. of

radium bromide, were applied tentatively for a short time
to the upper border of this ulcer, and the application was
cautiously repeated in the course of two or three days.
The improvement v^'as so manifest that the tubes were
applied in the same manner over the general surface of the
ulcer, which finally healed perfectly without scarring, and
has remained viell during the nine years that have since
elapsed." While incapable of effecting a cure in certain
severe and old-standing rodents, their progress was
arrested in a marked manner, and considerable improve-
ment of the condition was gained. " Radium has also
proved to have a markedly specific action upon a trouble-
some disease of the eyelids known as ' spring catarrh.

'

This occurs in young people, the upper eyelids more par-
ticularly being covered with rough granulations. The
disease was quite incurable until I applied radium to a
little boy sent to me by Mr. .Arnold Lawson, and with the
use of radium every case treated has been completely and
painlessly cured, k matter also worthy of remark is that
from the commencement of the treatment, even before any
appreciable improvement is visible, the patients express
themselves as feeling the eyes much more comfortable, and
they are able to use them in their ordinary occupations
during the period of treatment.
" \ further indication for radium therapy was discovered

in the case of X-ray dermatitis. It was my misfortune to

suffer from a chronic manifestation of this trouble, and
three or four years ago a burnt patch on my hand became
ulcerated. One portion was so threatening as to suggest
malignancy, which is. unfortunately, a common result of
these lesions. As nothing that was tried would effect a
cure, it became a question of excision ; but before resort-
ing to this I applied radium in glass tubes, and was agree-
ably surprised to find that it completely cured the con-
dition. The tube contained 20 mg. of pure radium
bromide, and was left in position for twenty-five minutes.
Nothing happened for twelve days, and then there occurred
a certain amount of swelling and redness, the size of the
black crust increased, and serum exuded from the side.
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This gradually subsided, and when the crust peeled oflf th'

normal healthy thin skin was found to be beneath it.'

Some striking photographs illustrated successively tli-

dermatitis, the radium tube in position, the reaction, and
the disappearance of the sf>ot.

The lecturer went on to describe the apparatus f<.r

spreading radium, for enclosing it in tubes of metal ai.'l

embedding it in the tumour, and for its metallic filtratimi

so as to obtain a desired penetrability of ray. So.n'-

diseases yielded to radium more readily than others.

Lupus was very resistant, but a great many other skin
diseases, as well as small cancers of the tongue and lip,

could be cured, while large, rapidly growing tumon
like sarcoma could be cured by the method of buryi:

tubes within them. Here, again, the fact was illustrai

that thesf rays seemed to concentrate their attack uji'

young and most rapidly growing cells. That was probal

the reason why sarcomas were so vulnerable to att.-o

when compared with carcinomas, which were of slow
growth. But in spite of its greater potency and conv* i

ence in application, the same thing had to be said
radium as was said of the X-rays—that it could not
any sense be looked upon as a 'cure for cancerous growt
of large size. It would inhibit the further growth of sm..
tumours, and even destroy them locally, but rarely com-
pletely, and it did nothing to prevent the usual secondai \

deposits. In the diseases for which the rays posses-
curative properties, their action was extraordinar;
selective, so that, if the dosage were well timed, th'

would destroy the abnormal cells without destroying tl

normal.
The effect of the emanation of radium, which when d

solved could be injected into the tissues, or, like i

salt, could be confined in a metal tube and buried, \v

practically the same as with radium itself. The emai
tion gave 75 per cent, of the energy which would
obtained if the radium from which it came were embedil
in its stead. When introduced into the system by inh.i'

tion, by injection, or by swallowing, the emanation seen
to have a capacity for stimulating the body ferments. 1!

produced a standard for the radium emanation which had
been given to him by Sir William Ramsay. It was in the
form of a bottle containing i /40,000th part of a milli-

gram of pure radium.
In conclusion, the lecturer turned to the possibility of

other radio-active substances, less forbidding in price and
more readily available, taking the place of radium.
Uranium, thorium, and actinium were radio-active, and
had all been suggested in this connection, but they were
too feeble to have any real efficacy. The discovery hy
Otto Hahn of a substance known as meso-thorium, whi»h
was one of the disintegration products of thorium, and
was found in the course of an attempt to separate radio-

thorium directly from thorium, had aroused considern? '^

expectation. Meso-thorium emitted the same rays
radium, and, weight for weight, was more powerful. \

the supply of thorium was much larger than that of pitch-

blende, from which radium was obtained, they might hope
to have a larger supply of meso-thorium. It would cost

much less, but, on the other hand, it had a short life of

only about seven years. It was being experimented w;**"

medically in Germany. The lecturer had applied a tui

which he showed, equivalent to 10 mg. of pure radiu:. .

to a chronic patch of X-ray dermatitis on his hand, and a

reaction followed fifteen days after application. The result

promised to be favourable.
Radio-thorium gave off thorium emanation richly. T'

was a heavy gas, lasting seventy-six seconds, giving on
a rays in profusion—rays which, impinging upon a sulphide

of zinc screen, caused it to glow or fluoresce, a remark-
able " spinthariscope " effect being observed when th-

screen was viewed with a magnifying glass. Thorium
emanation also resembled that of radium in giving rise to

an " active deposit," this becoming concentrated on the

negative pole in an electric field. .A metallic surface could

in this way be made intensely radio-active, giving forth

the o, 3, and 7 rays. The " active deposit " from the

thorium emanation lasted for several hours. Tht^

lecture concluded with a very pretty demonstration
of the thorium emanation passing through long

tube*-
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge.—Plans are before the University for

doubling the size of the present School of Agriculture, the

i increase being rendered necessary in order to cope with the

large accession of work entailed by the proposed assign-

ment to the Cambridge School of Agriculture of grants
ironi the Development Commissioners for research in plant-

lireeding and animal nutrition. It is suggested that the

new building should extend from the western end of the

present school towards Tennis Court Road.
The Site Syndicate has recommended that a site on the

south-east corner of the Downing College site should be

assigned for the erection of a building for the Forestry

Department. The area measures no ft. b}' 36 ft.

Dr. Graham-Smith has been appointed university lecturer

;n hygiene until September 30, 1916.

Dr. J. Ward, professor of mental philosophy and logic,

has been appointed chairman of the examiners for the

Moral Sciences Tripos, 1912.

Sir David Gill, K.C.B., F.R.S., will present prizes

and certificates to students of the South-Western Poly-

technic Institute, Chelsea, on March 15, at 8 p.m.

Laboratories and workshops will be open afterward to

public inspection.

It is announced in the issue of Science for February 9
that conditional gifts of 20,000/. to Washington and Jeffer-

son College at Washington, Pa., toward a ioo,oooL fund,

and io,oooZ. to the Emory and Henry College at Emory,
\'a., toward a 50,000/. fund, were voted at a meeting of

the General Education Board of the Rockefeller Foundation
last January.

Mr. J. C. Maxwell Garxett, a son of Dr. William
Garnett, educational adviser to the London County
Council, has been appointed to succeed Mr. J. H. Reynolds
in the principalship of the Manchester Municipal School of

Technology. Mr. Garnett had a brilliant career at school

and Cambridge, where he was a wrangler in 1902, in the

first division of the first class of Part ii. of the Mathe-
matical Tripos in 1903, and a Smith's prizeman in 1904.

He was for some time connected with the technological

branch of the Board of Education, but was later made
junior examiner in the elementary branch. His interests

are, however, on the technical and scientific side, and he
should find Manchester a congenial sphere for the exertion

of his activities.

The report of the executive committee of the Carnegie
Trust for the Universities of Scotland, presented at the

annual meeting of the Trust held on February 22, points

out that the past year completed the first decade of the

history of the Trust. The total income for the period

amounted to 1,062,931/., out of which 63,546/. was ex-

pended on research, 368,288/. in grants to universities and
colleges, 445,373/. in payments of class fees for 11,480
individual students, and 30,158/. in administration. The
income last year amounted to 108,542/., and the gross ex-

penditure to 83,160/., including 7833/. for endowment of

research, 21,182/. for grants to universities and colleges,

50,5251. for payments to students, and 3620/. for adminis-
tration. During the year the sum of 339/. was voluntarily

refunded on behalf of fourteen beneficiaries for whom class

fees had been paid by the Trust.

Gifts amounting to 16,260/. have been announced, says

Science, by the trustees of Columbia University, including

()()oo/. from Dr. William H. Nichols for instruction and
I -search laboratories in chemistry, and 5000/. from Mrs.
Russell Sage for the E. G. Janeway Library endowment
fund at the medical school. From the same source we
learn that Transylvania University has announced that the

effort to raise a fund of 50,000/. has been completed
successfully. The largest gifts, apart from 10,000/. offered

by the General Education Board in May, 19 10, were as

follows :—6000/. from Mr. R. A. Long, of Kansas City

;

three gifts of 5000/. each from Messrs. W. P. Bowers, of
Muncie, Ind., Geo. H. Waters, of Pomona, Calif., and
J. J. .Atkins, of Elkton, Ky. Our contemporary also states

that the completion of the 100,000/. endowment fund for

Oberlin College has made possible the following additions
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to the college resources :—the men's building, 30,000/. ; a
new administration building, io,ooo/. ; the completion of
the men's gymnasium, 10,000/. ; for higher salaries,

40,000/. ; and other endowments, 12,000/.

W'e regret to learn that the position of Hartley Uni-
versity College, Southampton, at the present time is

extremely critical, and unless a further sum of 10,000/. is

raised by April i it is to be feared that the college will

lose its status as a university college for Hampshire,
Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, and the Isle of Wight. This will

mean a very serious setback to education in the south of
England, especially in view of the rapid growth of

secondary schools throughout the area, all of which look
to Southampton as their university. Inspectors appointed
by the Advisory Committee of the Treasury visited

Southampton in 1909, and although their report was
entirely satisfactory as regards the work and development
of the college, and its educational value to the area which
it is intended to serve, yet the buildings were condemned
as inadequate, and attention was directed to the lack of

voluntary local support. On these grounds it was proposed
that the annual grant of 2250/. should be reduced to

1500/. for the year ending March 31, 19 11, after which
date the grant should be entirely discontinued. Eventually,
however, as the result of representations made by the
college, the full grant was paid, and was renewed for the
year ending March 31, 1912, on the understanding that
about 31,000/. should be raised by that date, to be appor-
tioned approximately as follows :—(a) 5000/. for the pur-
chase of the new college site; (b) 21,000/. for the erection

of two blocks, to accommodate the arts department (in-

cluding the day training department)
;

(c) 5000/. to form
the nucleus of an endowment fund. Strenuous efforts have
been made to raise this sum, sixteen committees being
formed in various districts, with the result that 15,962/.

has been given or promised, while the college can dis-

pose of property in Southampton estimated at 5000/.,

making a total of 20,962/. An excellent site has been pro-

cured, and satisfactory plans for the new buildings

obtained in open competition. The amount available is

therefore about 10,000/. short of the sum required to be
raised by April i, and if this sum is not forthcoming the

college must collapse. It has been the experience of

almost all university colleges that once the early difficul-

ties have been mastered the growth of the institution is

rapid and its success assured. There is every reason to

believe that the result will be the same at Southampton if

the additional sum of 10,000/. can be secured within the

limited time allowed. Donations will be gratefully received

bv Mr. D. Kiddle, The Registrar, Hartley University

College, Southampton.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Geological Society, February 7.— Prof. W. W. Watts,

F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Dr. A. H. Cox : An inlier

of Longmyndian and Cambrian at Pedwardine (Hereford-

shire). The inlier comprises a strip of country about a

mile in length and half a mile in breadth, situated near

the border of Herefordshire and Radnorshire, about fifteen

miles south of Church Stretton. Wenlock and Ludlow
beds occupy most of the area around Pedwardine, but the

occurrence of Cambrian Shale yielding Dictyonema has

long been known. The Dictyonema Shales dip steeply

westwards towards a series of red and green conglomerates

and grits, with which an occasional thin shale-band is

interbedded. The latter beds, previously mapped as

Llandovery, are here referred to the Longmyndian. They
also dip westwards, and have suffered disturbance, accom-

panied by overthrusting from the west. They are un-

fossiliferous, and neither on lithological nor on structural

grounds can they be regarded as Llandovery strata rest-

ing unconformably upon the Cambrian. The grits at Ped-

wardine have apparently been carried south-eastwards over

the Cambrian along an almost horizontal thrust-plane.

There is also present a remnant of Bala grits, which dip

gently eastwards, and rest with strong unconformity upon

the Cambrian shales. The undisturbed character of these

Bala beds suggests that the neighbouring thrust may be
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Royal Anthropological Institute, 1 el ruary :o.— l)i.

W. L. 11. Duck\Morth : Cave . \|)l(ii-atinn at (lihraltar

during September, 191 1. The 'xi .i\atinn> rnnnmm 1 d 1>\

Dr. Duckworth in September, Kirn [v. N\iii;i, M.in h ii.,

1911, p. 100, and 77/i> Alhriidcuin . March 11, iniii, wire
resumed in Se|)ii mhi-r. imi. In the lir~i in-i.-na ", a

fissure near '" Heefsieak Ca\r,'" Europa Mat.--, \\a- "X-

plored. It \ ieldcd stalagmite-encrusted bones nf a -i.il;.

together with comparatively recent bones of donn -1 r

animals, as well as those of seabirds and hawks. A cave

on the Mediterranean aspect of the Rock was entered.

This cave is marked " 4a " in the illustration of Genista
Cave, No. 4 in Dr. Busk's paper. Cave 4« yielded many
bones, representing a long list of mammals and birds, but

no human remains came to light. Attention was then
directed to Sewell's Cave (cave S) on the Mediterranean
side, which yielded so many bones in igio. Sewell's Cave
was not completely explored in that year, but has now
been thoroughly investigated. The most interesting finds

in 191 1 are several very delicate flint implements, a human
tooth and wrist bone, part of a shell armlet, fitting on to

a corresponding fragment found in 19 10, a specimen of the

mollusc Nassa retictdata, and a bone which i^ almost
certainly that of a leopard. Fragments of pniiiry were
also collected. Holyboy's Cave was again visited (cf.

Report, 1910), and the hip bone of a small bear was found
there on the surface of the floor. Apart from work in the

caves, the fissures opening near the galleries, and the talus

near the King's Lines, were inspected, some cervine bones
being found in situ in one fissure.—A. L. Lewis : Some
prehistoric monuments in the departments Card and
Bouches du Rhone.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, January 22. — Dr. J. Burgess, vice-

president, in the chair.—G. H. Gulliver : Note upon the

ig the second period of

the temperature is not

structure of ternary alloys. Dur
solidification of a ternary alloy

constant, and some liquid is always present. The crystal

of the two separating phases are, therefore, enabled to

grow to an appreciable size, and instead of the fine struc-
ture of a eutectic they have the form, and nearly the size.

of the crystals of the primary jihase.— Dr. R. A.
Houstoun and his associates continued their r<-earches on
the absorption of light by inorganic salts : \n. v. iby Dr.
Houstoun), copper and the alkali metals : and Xo. vi.

(by A. R. Brown), the cobalt chloride colour change. The
former paper gave the molecular extinction coefficient for
aqueous solutions of thirteen salts in the ultra-violet, visible
spectrum, and infra-red. The values for the infra-red were
obtained with a thermopile, and those for the ultra-violet
by a new photographic photometer. This, howiver. did
not prove so successful as the photographic photometer used
in previous work along with J. S. Anderson. Part of the
apparatus was a mirror spectroscope of original design,
with nickel mirrors and automatic focussing. In the
experimental work described in the second paper, anhydrous
cobalt chloride was dissolved in mixtures of alcohol and
water, and twenty-three different solutions were prepared,
the solvent varying from pure water to pure alcohol through
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Cambridge.

Philosophical Society, January 29.— Sir Gen
K.C.B., F.R.S., president, in the chair.—R '

Demonstration of a stereotaxic in-trun

insulated or other needles to an\ di -;:

animal's brain by graduated movement in three plaii^--

E. Hindle : Observations on fowl pest. The author '

shown that the offspring of .l>-.i,'ii.'c prrsicus infected w
Spirochaeta gallinaruiii ar" al-o infected, produi

spirochaetosis in the fowls on which they feed. Morin\
the eggs laid by ticks reared in the laboratory, and w!

have always been fed on healthy fowls, are found to

infected. These observations show that once an Ar^
becomes infected, the infection is maintained not onl\

the first generation, but also in the second.—C. Strick
land : Gregarines in fleas.—Major Cornwrall : The r-

tion between the lytic point of red corpuscles jn liypoti •

salt solutions and the tonicity of th" -erum "\pr"--

d

terms of XaCl. Tlie nn-an r.-m^;" nf 1\-:- :
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the resistances of the red cor]iusclts and tii"

th" -1 rums. The high tonicit\' of serum
apparent and not real, and is perhaps due to some prot

—C. Warburton : The genus Rhijiiophalus. Attent;

was directed to the genus Rhipicephalus of the Ixodi'l

as presenting quite unusual difficulties to the systemat;-
Of course, in any group forms are liable to occur concf
ing which it is difficult to decide whether they ought to

regarded as distinct species or merely local varieties, t

the difficulty in subdividing the genus Rhipicephalus g<

much beyond this. Two forms so distinct that—on t'

analogy of other genera of ticks—no one would hesita

to recognise them as different species, are found in tw

different localities, where each is fairly constant to its typ

but presently a number of specimens are collected from a

single animal in a third locality completely connecting the

two ; and this occurs over and over again. It is sug-
gested that we have here a very striking case of species

in the act of formation, before intermediate forms have had

ion betwi
•i"i l-.\"r)oti"

proba!
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time to disappear. The genus is essentially African. Only

two or three so-called ' species " of Rhipicephalus occur

out of Africa, and their distribution is easily accounted for

bv the fact that they are dog parasites. The other prin-

cipal Ixodid genera are well distributed all over the world.

— Prof. Nuttall : The parasites of equine biliary fever.

Prof. Nuttall described the two species of parasites, Piro--

plasma caballi and Nuttallia equi, which occur in equine

biliary fever in .Africa, Asia, southern Europe, and South

America. It has hitherto been supposed that biliary fever

is due to but one species of parasite, but studies carried on

in conjunction with Mr. C. Strickland have demonstrated

that two diseases, due to distinct parasites, have hitherto

been confused under one name. Both parasites are very

deadly in their eifects ; they are transmitted from horse to

horse by ticks, and the blood of animals which have

recovered from all symptoms of the diseases remains

infective for years.

Manchester.

Literary.- and Philosophical Society, February 6.

—

Prof. F. E. Weiss, president, in the chair.—William

Burton : Note on the earliest industrial use of platinum.

The author gave an account of the general history of the

mineral, particularly its use for coating pottery, and he

exhibited specimens of pottery illustrating the application

of various metals.—Prof. E. Rutherford : The origin of

the P rays from radio-active substances. He stated that

from a study of radio-active transformations it has been

found that each atom of matter, in disintegrating, emits

one a particle expelled with a definite velocity, which is

characteristic of the substance. In many transformations,

j3 and y rays are emitted, and from analogy it would be

expected that one /3 particle should be emitted for the

transformation of each atom. The experiments, however,

of Baeyer, Hahn, and Miss Meitner, and of Danysz, have
shown that the emission of ;8 rays from the radio-active

substances is, in most cases, a very complicated pheno-
menon. The complexity of the radiation is most simply
shown by observing in a vacuum the deflection of a narrow
pencil of ;8 rays by a magnetic field. If the rays fall

normally on a photographic plate, a number of sharply
marked bands are observed, indicating that the rays are

complex, and consist of a number of homogeneous sets of

rays, each of which is characterised by a definite velocity.

The remarkable complexity of the ;3 radiation is well

instanced by the experiments of Danysz, who found that

the products of radium B and C together emitted at least

twenty-seven sets of homogeneous rays. Some of these

had a velocity e.xceedingly close to that of light. Notwith-
standing this apparent complexity, general experiments
have shown that the number of 3 particles emitted from
radium B and C is about that to be expected if each atom
in breaking up emits only one ;3 particle. In order to

explain this complexity of the )3 rays, it is necessary to

suppose either that the atom breaks up in a number of

distinct ways, each of which is characterised by the emission
of rays of definite volocity, or that the energy of the
)3 particle can be reduced by certain definite amounts in

its escape from the radio-active atom. The latter view
appears more probable and more in accordance with the
facts observed. It was found from an analysis of the
results given by Danysz that certain relations existed
between the energies of the individual /3 particles com-
posing some of the different sets of rays. The difTerence
in the energies of the particles from radium B and from
radium C could be expressed by a relation of the form
pa+qb, where a and b were definite constants and p and q
had integral values o, i, 2, 3, &c. This result may be
f-xplained by supposing that the jS particle initially is

liberated within the atom endowed with a certain speed,
but that in escaping from the atom it may pass through
two or more regions in which the quantity of energy a or b
is abstracted. The number of these units of energv
abstracted will vary from atom to atom, each individual
atom probably giving rise to only a few of the types of

rays observed. Evidence was given that the values
a and b served as a measure of the energy of the y rays
f-mitted from radium, and were connected with the energy
of the /8 particle required to excite the characteristic radia-
tions in the atoms of radium B or C. Prof. Rutherford
said that it is of great theoretical importance to examine
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with the greatest care the nature of the emission of /3 rays

from all the known radio-active substances, for it promises

to throw a great deal of light on the interior structure of

the atom.
Dublin.

Royal Irish Academy, February 12.—Dr. R. F. Scharff,

vice-president, in the chair.—Rev. W. J. Ryan and
T. Hallissy : Some new fossils from Bray Head,
CO. Wicklow. This paper records the discovery, by the

authors, of new fossils at Bray Head, co. Wicklow, in the

formation known as the Bray and Howth series. .As the

field-relations of these beds to the adjoining altered shales

are obscure, different opinions have been held by geologists

as to their stratigraphical position in the geological series,

and owing to the absence from the formation of well-

recognised type-fossils, it has hitherto been impossible to

tix Uie age ot the rocks with any degree of certainty. The
importance of the recent discovery lies in the possibility

that the new fossils may possess a zonal value such as

may finally settle this interesting question. Mr. Cowper
Reed, who examined some of the fossils, thinks they
suggest the head-shield of a large trilobite like Soleno-
plciira howleyi from the Cambrian of Conception Bay,
Newfoundland. Other fossils found closely resemble
Walcott's holothurians, Eldonia ludwigi and Louisella

pedunculata, from the Middle Cambrian Burgess Shale
(Stephen formation), British Columbia. The authors infer

that it is highly probable that the green and purple slates

of Bray Head in which these fossils have been found must
b? referred to the same horizon of the Middle Cambrian
as the Burgess Shale of British Columbia.—R. A. P.

Rogers : Some differential properties of the orthogonal
trajectories of a congruence of curves. The family of

curves defined by ldx + mdy + ndz = o are envelopes of
" normal curves," i.e. those having /, m, n for normal at

each point of space. Dupin's theorem, Darboux's reci-

procal theorem, &c., are special cases of two simple rela-

tions connecting "normal torsions." The effect of

inversion on normal torsion. The indicatrices of torsion

and of curvature, and the relation between them. Ex-
pression of the condition of integrability as a relation

between normal torsions. The indicatrix of form. Ex-
pression of the Curl-vector and Divergence by torsion,

curvature, and the magnitude and direction of the gradient

of the original vector. Second type of generalisations of

Dupin's theorem, &c., arising from double generalisation

of lines of curvature (Voss's Kriimmungslinien and HatipU
kriimmungslinien).—S. B. Kelleher : Poisson's equation

and the equations of equilibrium of an elastic solid when
the surface displacements are given.
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